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33'-220

CentervilleMimng eindMillingCo, (30 £. 3, 80);
no longer coni ing, 48 L, D.3 17.
Chappellv. Clark (27 L. D., 334);,modifie d 27
632.

3.,

Chicago Placer Mining Claim (34 L. 3 9); over-

.nf
rled42LiD33,463
-';':

' ': '

Childress e al. i Smith (15L. ;D3, 89) overruled
26 L. D., 453. -:

Christofferson,Peter (3 L 33 329),mdified, 6L

.;-284,624.;'

'

' ' -0"''3

4

;

Cain v. Thompson (28L. D., 279);overruled 29
Claney

agland (66

D..
3, 550);see43. D-.,46

Dysart, Francis S. (23L. D., 282);modified,25 L.

East Tintic Consolidated-Mining Co. (41 L. D,
.255);vacated,43L. D.,-8
fEaston,Francis E. (27 . D., 600); overruled,30
El Paso Brick Co. (37L. D., 155);overruld so.far
asainconflict,40L D 199
,
*Elliott v. Ryan (7 L 33 322) overrsled,:8
V
1. D.,
110. (See 9 L. D., 360.)
nEmblen
v. Weed (16 L 3D, 28), modified, 17 L. D.,

Chinav. IUrhan (29 LD33,96), overruled, 46 L. 33,
. . 462.
Epley a. Trick (8 L 33 110) overruled 9.3, D
.
poie
.,.,! 6:;.
; J ..
Cochran . fDwyer(9L. D., 478);see'39'L D., 662,' 360a

225.:- : -

:

CbloradSitet of (7£. D., 490);ovcrruled,9 L.'D
Cook',ThomasC. (10L. D33,3 )r;sde a t. D.,i6

Erhardt, Finsans (36 L: D., 154),overruled,38 L
3D.,46.

Ejsngla. -Johnson131

3D., 709); owsruled,'4t

L, 33., 289.

Ewing a. Riekard'(1L. D:, 146);oVerrule& L
225.
t.2,
CookeD Villa(7£. 3., 210);vacated, 19D. 33,442.
0Cooper,
lohim W. (15 L. 3. 285); overruled,25L.
Falconera.Prie (19 I.
d3., 167);
0errled,£E.D,
d
D3., 113.

Cooper Bullion and Morning Star Lodge Mining
Claims (5

L.

33.,27);' see 39£L. D., 674.-
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Febes, James H (37L . D., 210),overruled,43L.D.,
183.

Ferrell e-at. v. Hoge cial. (18L.Di., 8); overruled,
; .:
-- - II
25L.fD.,351.
Fette v. Christiansen(29L. D.' 710);overruled, 34
L. D.. 167.
modified,13 L. D., 511
Fish, Mary (10 I. D., 6006);
Fisherv. Heirs of Rule (42L. D., 62.64);vacated; 43
L. ftD.;217..
Fitch v. Sioux City and Pacific R. R. Co. (216L.
and R., 184);overruledi17ti.D., 43.
Fleming . Bowe (13-L. D., 78);-overruled,23 L.

E

{L

::

,,,

Gulf and Ship Island R. R. Co.-(16 Li. D., 236);
modified, 19 L. Di., 534.Gustafson, lot (46 L. D., 456);'modified, 46 L.

D., 442.:
Halvorson,Halvor K. (39 L. D., 456);.overruled,
41 L. D., 5065.

Hdansbrough,Henry C. (5 . ., 155);overruled,,
29 LD., 59.
Hardee, Di, C. (7 L, fD.i, 1); overruled, 29 L. D.,
698.
Hardee . United States (8 L. D.,: 391; 16 Li. Di.,

I

.D., 175.
499);overruled,29L. D., 698. - Florida Mesa Ditch Co. (14 L. D., 265);overruled, Hardin, James A. (10 L. fD., 313); revoked, 14 i.
27L. D., 421.
:'l., 233.t: S:Q-g:
Florida Railway and Navigation Co. . Miller (3 Harris, James, . (28 iL.D., 90); overruled, 39 L.
i fLD.,324); modified, 6 Ti. D.. 716; overruled, 9
: l., 93:
L. D., 237.
Harrison, Luther (4 Li.D., 179);:overruled, 17 L.
Florida, State of (17L. D., 356);reversed,19L. Di..
fl., 216.
76.
Harrison,W. R. (19 L. D., 299);overruled, 33 L.
Forgeot, Mararet (7 L. D., 280);overruled, 10 .
5:.,:539.
629.'
D.,

Fort Boise Hay Reservation(t.
ruled, 27L. D., 505.

LD., 16);over-

; Freeman, Flossie (40 Li. D. 106); overruled. 41 I.

D..63.
F reeman v. Texas PacificR. R. Co. (2jfi.D., 50);
overruled,7 L. D., 18.
Galliher,Marie (8 C. L. 0., 57);overruled, L. D.,
* 17.

G
Gallupv.Northern PacificRy. Co. (unpuhlished);
overruled so far as in conflict, 47L. D.,C304.

Garlis v. Borin (21 L. D., 542);see 39 L. D.r162,
!226.

-

Hart v. Cox (42 L. D., 692); vaated, 260 U. S., 427.

L. .413.)
(Sea.49T.
Hastings and Dakota By. Co. V.Christenson et
at. (22 Li. D., 257); overruled, 28 L. D., 572.

Haydenav.Jamison (24 L.fl., 403);vacated, 26 L..
D., 373.

Heilman . Syverson(15 L. D., 14); overruled,
23 L. D., 119.

Heinzman et ai. v. Letroadec's Heirs et al. (28 L.
fD.
1 497); overruled, 38 L. D., 253.

Heirs of Davis (40L.D., 573);overruled,46L. D.,
.

-110.

0

:
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;V5'

Heirs of Philip Mulnix (33L. D., 331);overruled,
43 L. D., 532.

Garrett; Joshua (2 0. L. 0., 1005);overruled,5 I.
Di ..: 156.

.Heirs of Stevenson . Cunningham (32 L. Df.,

Garvey u. Tuiska (41 L. fD., 510); modified, 43 L.
i.1 229..
Gates v. California and Oregon R. R.iCo. (5 C. iL.

Helmer,

650); modified, 41L. D., 119. (See 43 L. D., 196).

kermeas (34 LD.,

341);modified,43

; L. D., 472.
Henderson, Johnd-W, (40 i. D., 518); vacated, 43
0., 150);overruled,-1 . D., 336.
:L D.~ 106..(See 44i. j., 112,and449-L. D.,-'484).
Gauger, Henry (10 L. fD.; 221);overruled,24 'L.
Hesmig Nellie S. (38 T. DL.,443 445); recalled and
.
-:vacated,39:L. D., 211,.
- Gohrmain v. Ford (8 C. T. O.,. 6); overruled, 4 L
Herman v. Chase et al. (37: .D., 590); overruled, 43
f., 580.:
Ti. Di. 246.
Golden Chief"A" Placer Claim (35-L. D, 557);

-:'; -'':

; .,f 81.
: 0;d
*

i 0 - :*.

modified,37.L. D., 260. .
Goldstein2aJuneau Townsite (23 L. Dl., 417);vacated,31L.D., 88
Gotebo Townsite
37 L.D., 560.

D.

Jones (3:L. D., 18); modified:

Gowdy v. Connell (27 L. fD.,56); vacated, 28 L.
D.,240.

-Gowdyv. Gilbert (10L. D., 17);overruled,26 L.
, 463.:fS
-.fiX0
Cowdy,et i. v. Kismet Gold Mining Co. (22 L.
D., 624); modified, 24 L. D.1 101,91

Grampian Lode (1 L. D., 544);overruled,26. L.
fl 45
Gregg et al. -v. State of Colorado (15 L. fD., 151);
modified; 30 t.D., 310.:

Grinnell v. Southern Pacific-B. R. Po. l(22L. D.,
43); vacated, 23 L. D., 489.
*Ground Hog Lode r. Parole and Morning Star
Lodes (8 TL.Di., 430); overruled, 34 L. D., 568.

(See R. R. Rousseau,47L.D.,590.)

Guidney, Aboide (8 C. L. 0., 157); overruled, 40
L.D., 399,

Herrick, WallaceH. (24 L. D., 23); verruled, 25
L. fl. 113.

Hickey, M. A., ctal. (3L. D., 83).modified,5 L D.,
256.

L. D., 464);vacated,46 L.-D.,
'Hildreth,-Henry'(45T
17.

Hiudman,Ada I. (42TL.D., 327);vacated in part,
43 T..D., 191.

Hoglund, Svan (42L. D. 405);vacated, 43T. D.,
., 493);overruled, 29
Holden, Thomas A. (16 D,-:
: ::
:
:' 'L. Di, 166.: :'.::
Holland,G. W. (6 L. D., 20);overruled, 6 L. D.,
:

f:639; 122:L.fl., 436.

';'

z

f

L. fD.,319);overruled, 47
Hollensteiner,Walter (38T
:
: Ti
' fl~.,260.
Holmanv, Central Montana Mines Co..(34L. D.,
68) overruled so far as in: conflict, 47 T. D., 690.

Hone. Martinas (41Li.D,, 119);modifled,43L. D,
197.

Hobper, Herl(a
eer99A

i..

694);mified,

9 L. D.
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Housman, Peter A. O. (37L. D., 352);modffied,48 . Las Vegas Grant (13L. D,, 646;15 L. D.,,8); revoked,27 L. D., 683.
L. D., 6290.
overruled,41,. 3.,
Howard,Thomas (3 L. D., 409);see39 L, D., 162; Laughlin,Allen (31 L. . 256f);

225.

.

..

361.

.

-Howardv. Northern Pacific BR.B. Co. (23 L. D.,
6); overruled,28L. D., 126.
.
Howell,ohnH. (24L. D., 35);overruled,28L. D.,
:
..-.204.
Howell,L. C. (39£. 33.,92);see 39L. D., 411.
Hughes v. Greathead(43 L. D., 497);vacated, 49
L D.j 413. (See260U. 0., 427.
Hull:et cl. Ingle (24 L. D., 214);overruled, 30
I 0 33.,256.
1).
::.
s :
n7.
; .
Ruls, Clara (9 L. -D., 401); modified, 21 L. D., 377.
Hyde, F. A. (27L. D., 472);vacated, 28.L.D.,;284.
Hyde, F. A., t ali. (40 L. D., 284);overruled, 43
L. D., 381.
.
Hyde et al. v. Warren et at. (14 L.'D., 576); see 1

L. D., 64.

.

Ingrain, John D. (37L. D., 475);see 43L.33, 544.
Inman v. NorthernPacificR. R. C&o(24L. 33."318);
overruled, 28L. D., 9
Iowa Railroad Land' Company (23 L 3., 79; 24
L. D., 125);vacated,29L. D., 79.
Jacks a. Balard
- at .V9LoulsianaStateof(L.,D
(29
ili Jacksv1ardet O. (29L. D., 369);vacated,
-30
L.D., 345. Jackson Oil Co. v. Southern PacificB. E. Co. (40
L:D., 528);overruled,42L. D., 317. Johnsonv.South Dakota (17L.D.,411);overruled,
:41 L. D., 22.
Jones,James A. (3 L. D'., 176);overruled, 8L. D.,
448.
.
Jonesv. Kennett (6 L. D., 688);overruled,14L. D.F
429.
.
-

Laughlin v. Martin ( L. D., 112);modified,21
L. D., 40.
Lav. v State of Utah (29Le.33.,623);overruled,47
L D., 359.
Lenmons, LawsonH. (19L33., 37);overruled,26
L. D., 389.
Leonard, Sarah (1 L. D., 41);overruled, 16L. 3.,
464.
C. (3 L. D.z95);modified,4 L. D.,
LindbergAna
299..

Linderman v. Wait ( L. D., 689);overruled, 13
L. D., 459.
*Linhartw.Santa Fe PacifieR. B.Co. (36L. D., 41);.
overruled, 41 L. D.,284.

(See 43 L. D., 536.) -

Little Pet-Lode (4 L. D, 17);overruled,:25L. D.,;
550.
Lock Lode (6 L. D., 105);overruled,26 L. D. 123.
Francis
A. (20L. D., 361);modified,21
Lockwood,
L.3D.,200.
Lonarganv. Shockley(33L. D., 238);overruled,34
L. D., 314;36 L. D., 199.
126);,modified,'9;L.l).,
157.
Louisiana, State of (24L. D, 231);vacated, 2 L
D., 5. S
Lucy B. HusseyLode (5.
., 93);overruled, 25
LI D., 495.
-Luton,James W. (341L.D., 468);overruled,35 L.
D., 102.
Lyman, Mary 0. (24L. . 493);overruled, 43L.
D., 221.
Lynch, Patrick (7 L. D., 33);overruled,13 L. D.,
713.

ackmarm Peter(1 L D.86); overruled,16L.D,:Madigan, Thomas (8 L. D., 188);overruled,-27L.
v
- 6L
(IL. . 8
4n64.
P
D 448- 'KaEemper
a. St. Paul and PacificB. R.Co. (2 C.1L.
Li:,
Maginnis, CharlesP. (31L. D., 222);overruled,35
805);overruled, 18L. D., 101.
King . Eastern OregonLand Co. (23L. D., 579);
LI. 3.,399.
4
modified,30 .3., 149.
.
.
.
Maginnis, John S. (32 L. 3, 14); modified,42
Kinsingr
Peck(11L. D.,202)isee39 LD.,462,
L; D,472.::
Maher,JohnM. (3L. D., 342);modified,42L. D.,
225. .
.- .
Riser v. Reech (17 L. D., 25);overruled, 23£. D . 472.-119.
Mahoney, Timothy (41 L. 3D.,129); overruled, 42
-:
'
Knight, Albert B., et c/ (30L. 1., 227);overruled, JL.D., 313
Charles(46L. )., 509);extended,49L D.,
3 L. 33.,64.
- :t
$ 1
2
iMakela,
Knight-v. Heirs of Knight (39 L. D., 362, 491; 40
244;Makeson v Snider's
.
(22 I. 33.,
Dirs511) over.
L. D., 461j;overruled,43L. D., 242..
Kniskerua. Hastingsand Dakota By. Co. (6 0. L.33.,
.
rul d 32
660.
Malone Land and Water Co. (41L. D:, 138) overS 5 50);
0.,overruled,1 L. 33.,362.. i i -ruled in part; 43L.-D., 110;
Kolberg,Peter F. (37 L. D., 453);overruled,43L.

. 369
0
74526
-25t-

D.,181.

-

.
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.

Krigbaum, JamesT. (12L. D.,617); overruled, 26
L*.D.,
445

ManeyJohn.(35L.D.,25);inodifled,48
L.D,
163.
MapleFrank(37L. D;,107) overed,43-L.Db

LackawannaPlacerClaim(36L. D.,36); overruled, Martinv. Patrick (41 £. D., 234); overruled,43 L.
37 L. D., 715.

f

.

.

Lamb v. Ullery (10L. D., 528);overruled,32L. D.,

331. '

f

t

l'-: 0'
.;

-:-

D., 536.

Masonv. Cromwell(24L. D., 248);vaeated; 26L.

-D.,
33'369.

.;

--

' -- -' ':

Largent,EdwardB., etal. (13L. D., 397);overruled, Masten, E. C. (22 i. D, 337);overruled,25I. D,
42. D., 321.'Il
'Larson, Syvert (40L. D., 69);overruled,43 L. D., Mather et cl. va.Hackley's Heirs (15 Is. D., 487);
1 . D., 48;
2vacated,
0
.
22
Lassellea. Missouri,Kansas and Texas By. Co. (3 Maughan, GeorgeW. (1 L. D., 25); overruled, 7
C. I. 0., 10);overruled, 14L. D., 278.
L. D., 94.
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MaxweDand- Sangre de Cristo Land Grants (46. MorrisonC haries S. (36 Th.D., 126);modified,36
L. 3D.,
319.
.D., 301);modified,48L. D.,88.
MoCallav.Aeker (29 . 13.,203);vacated, 30t. D., Morroweav. Stateof Oregoneal. (32L. D.,54);
modified, 33 L. 13., 101.

277.

-

Mccornici WilliamS. (41L. D., 661,666);vacated, Moses, Zelmer-R. (36 L..D., 473);overruled, 44
L. 13., 570.

43 Lh.13., 429.

:*Mranye.::EHeirs ofHayes (33 L.-3D, 21);over- MountainChiefNos.84and9LodeClaims(36L.-D3
109);overruledin part, 36L. D., 551.
ruled, 41I,. D., 119. (See43 . D., 196.)
McDonald,Roy, et cL (34 L. D., 21); overruled, Mt. Whitney Military Reservation(40L. D., 315)i
.
sea43L. D., 33.
-37L. D., 285.
MoDonogbSchoolFund (lIL. D., 38); overaled, Muller,Ernest (46TL.D., 243);overruled,48L. D.,
163.

30 L. D., 616. (See 35 L. D., 399.)

McFadden et al. v.-Mountain View.Mining and
Milling Co. (26L. D., 530);vacated,27L. D.,318.
McGe6, EdWard,D. (17 L. D., 285);overruled,29
:43
i
L.D., 168.
MeGransmj Owen (1 Lx., 10); dverruiled, 24Th.D.
192. P-ov en (5 L; Dis 10);overrdleds
.~o~mE 24
D:
Th......
D., 693);oderruled,38Th.D.,
fMcGregbr,Carl-(37I,

Muller, Esberne . (39 L. D., 72); modified;39
.
D..
.. 360.:
.
Mulnix, Philip, Hleirs:of(3 L. D., 331);overruled,
L. D., 532.
Nebraska, State of (18 . D., 124);:overruled,.28
ThD1.,
318.'
Nebraska, State of,v. Dorrington(2 C. i. L., 647);

-vrue,2

148.

.DI13

2 I6Th
D., 121
Ioerruled,
McKernan aiBailey (16 L;D., 368), overruled, Neilsen
a. Central PacificR. H Co.eotc..(26Th.D`,
212); modifid, 30L. 13., 216.
I Th. ; 4I94.i
3,40;oerld
ebnsa
hmsn(2L
'Mckittrick Oil.Co. a. SouthernPacifidRt. R. Co.
:(37 L l.

b

528. (See
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L

243)) overruled

42L5.13.,'317.)
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Robert C. (410
L. D., 421);overruled,
Newlon,
LD 43
Th. .3

MeNamard ofgelr ai.State of California (17 LI.,f

6L66.
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OregonCentral Military WagonRoad.Co. v.Hart,
(17 L. D., 480); overruled, 18 L. D., 543.
Owens et a. vState of California (22 L. D., 369);

overruled,38L. D, 253.
PacificSlopeLode (12L. D, 686);overruled,25I,
D., 518.

-Papiniv. Alderson( B. L. P., 91);modified,5 L.
D,256.
Patterson,Charles E. (3 L. D., 260);modified,6 L.
D., 284,62 4.. ; ,
-- 5
,I
Paul JonesLode:(28L. D., 120);modified,31L. D.,
350.*T
z;
Paul v. Wiseman(21L. D., 12);overruled;27,L. D.,
522.

PecosIrrigation and Improvement Co. (15 Li D.,
470); overruled, 18 L. D., 168, 268.

Pennock, Bell L. (42 L. D., 315);vacated, 43 It.
D., 66.
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Alaska
----------------------------
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1916, February 26 (44 L. D., 572), Govern-

ment proceedings-

*
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1916,April 15 (45 L. 13., 40), Minnesota drain-

Paragraph 4, contests- 7
1909, February 15 (37 L. D., 448)j contest
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-

665

1916, May 18 (45 L. D., 113), Alaska coal
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_

_ '98,126
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' :0
222
598
Paragraph 18iiacceptableexpenditures.... 396

1909,April 10 (37 L. D., 653), classification of
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507

1915,March 20 (44 L. D., 32), entry of phos--

1906, November 16 (35 L. D, 305), desert
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1914,uSeptember
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460

1906, October 6 (35 L. D., 216), reclamation
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670-

-

1909,April 221(37IL.D., 655); amendments Paragraph 10
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…
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__
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6
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634
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,;Paragraph6, additional634
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…
311 .1917,September15(46L. D., 447),Oregonand
tion; leases
California Railroad and CoosBay Wagon
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rants- cash substitution488
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1918,March6 (46L. 3., 307),State irrigation
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-

.

-609

Paragraphs 13-15
609
1913,July 7 (42 L. D.,j 213), Alaska lands;
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1918, March 21 (46 L. 13., 323), potash regula-:
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97.338,364
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,
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407,410
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Paragraphs
5-6---------------636
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121,120
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1922, December 30 (49,iID.i.

83),.forest Hl
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~permits;

extensionof timefor drilling569
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preferefitialrights------;- 347,14444,5120 1923, March 7 (49 ID. 10., 47),~ Red River,
1921,March 3 (48 ID., 263), mining of ietolOklahoma;oil and gas permits and lases--.-, 535
-liferons msineralson unallotted Indian
1921, March 14 (49 ID., 484), rules governsr
lands--------------.---673~ ing Megasureof damages in trespass cases; 2114223
1920, March 23 (49 ID.,10., 497), oaths, etc.,
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449
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1812,April 26 (22Stat., 716), General Land
offlice1836,July 4 ( Stat., 107)General Land Offlce1847,February 11 (9Stat., 123), sec. 9, bounty-

warrant--
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---------------------

'; Page.

1890,August 30 (26 Stat., 371, 391), aridland
1890, September 30 (26 Stat., 502), parks and

440

:1801,February 28 (26 Stat., 706), school lenad, 67,
148,237,629
1891, March 3 (26 Stat., 1095), see. 2, desert

way--

E-

grant]
1875, March 3 (18 Stat., 482), right ofway----

360

1876,July 31(19Stat., 102,121),surveys-

441

S6

maps -I
450,455
Sec. 7, confirmation--.- 173,188,337,507,635,684

206

1870,May31 (16Stat., 378),NorthernPacific

3

lands, assignments163,444,452,474,484,523
See. 4, irrigation canals and ditches-

316

*; X

3
570

570

cemeteries-

1867, March 30 (16 Stat., 639), treaty with

Russia-

:1 I \ V

532

394,399,540

1868,July 27 (15 Stat., 223), expatriation-
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175
175

1864, July 2 (13 Stat., 365) Northern Pacific

grant:-
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1890, August 30 (26 Stat., 371, 391), reservoir
site
1890, August 30 (26 Stat., 371, 391)';right of

land warrant-486
1854, August 3 (10 Stat., 346), certification --1855, February 10 (10 Stat., 604), citizenship;
naturalization -206
1855, March 3 (10 Stat., 701), bounty-land

;

Sec.11,Alaskatown sites-

45,316

Sec. 12, Alaska landsSec. 13, Alaska surveys -42

Sec.14,Alaska landsSec.15,AlaskaIndians;AnnetteIslands

1877, March 3 (19 Stat., 294, 315), surveyors

42

316
316

Sees. 18-21,rights of way.
78, 361,389
general 441 1891, March 3 (26 Stat., 1104), protection of
1877,March 3 (19 Stat., 377), desert land … 161,
miners -365
444,473,484,523,571 1892, July 1 (27 Stat., 62), Colville Reserva-

price ------------------------417
tion1878,June 3 (20Stat., 89), timber and stone: 24,343 1892,August 4 (27 Stat., 348), building stone2
Sec. , coallands excepted-345
1892, August 5 (27 Stat., 390), railroad in1879,July 1 (21 Stat., 48), leave of absence-..
230

- - _ -

Sec. 1, relinquishm-ent-

See.3, settlement-

473

i

492

decmnity-6'-84
1894,July 16 (28 Stat., 107), Utah 517
Sec. 6, school land 235 518,629
1894,August13 (28 Stat., 279),suretyonbond128
1894,August l8(28.Stat., 372,422),CarcyAct 345,: 323
1897,January 13 (29 Stat., 484), reservoir site;

1880,May 14 (21 Stat., 140), contestants; pref-

erence
right

692

- 641

1880,June 16 (21 Stat., 287),sec. 1, repayment
297,
298,419,430,567
declaratorystatement-356
Sec. 2, repayment 164,419,430,627
1897,June 4 (30 Stat., 11, 36), forest lieu selec1884, May 17 (23 Stat.,124), Alaska tiossn-.
420,436,505,660
See. 8, mining laws-0
1897,June 7 (30 Stat., 62, 90), Indian tribal
Indian occupancy316: rights; marriage551
3884, July 4 (23 Stat., 76, 79), -Columbia or
1898, May 11 (30 Stat., 404), right of way. =

Moses ndian reservation-

-

.

571

1884, July 5 (23 Stat., 103), abandoned mili. tary reservation
1885, March 3 (23 Stat., 478, 497), assistant

559

See.2, use of right of way-8------

:steadlaws extended -29,317
Sec. 1,soldiers'additionalrights - 3
37
Reservationof shorespaces-41,79,89
Secs.29, rights ofway 67
Sec.2, reservationof tide lands - 317

Secretary and First Assistant Secretaryof
the Interior
150
1867, February 8 (24 Stat., 388), allotments--. 692
Sec. 5, patents 676,692
1889, February; 22 (25 Stat., 676), sec. 10,

schoolland

_

591<-

Sec. 4, rights ofway -71,74
Sec. 6, rights of way-----------------71,72,75
See. 10, occupancy; poasessory right-----317

615
676

Trade and manufacturingsites-41,335
Wharf permits 81
Roadwayalongshore
81
See.11,timber 54,8, 66,105

1889,March 2 (25 Stat., 854), sec. 3, leave of

absence

-

-230

Sec. 6, additional homestead -33,
1889, March 2 (25 Stat., 888), Sioux ands.----

Sec.6, Crow Creeklands Sec.18,religioussocieties -

-

676 1898,July 1 (30 Stat., 597, 620), Northern Pacificadjustment 147,540
678

1890, August 30 (26 Stat., 371, 391), aggregate
acreage 33,445,474,561
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(31 Stat., 321),Alaska
Sec.15,recordsSec.16,recordingofinstruments-90
See.26,mining laws
-* Sec.27,missionclaims-55
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Sec. 31, town sites1900,Jnne 6 (31 Stat., 528), incorporated com-

panies-

45
'

71

1901,January 31 (31 Stat., 745), saline land--650
1901, February 15 (31 Stat., 790),; right of
* way -78,79,133,
389, 528
1902, February 14 (32 Stat., 5, 20), Alaska;.

land districts-

27

1902, March 11 (32 Stat., 63), affidavits, etcI--476
1902, May 3 (32 Stat., 188), Utah; school:

XXIX

Page.
197, March 2 (34 Stat., 1232),Alaska; land
districts-

27

1907,:March
2 (34Stat., 1243),Alaska;mining
claims :: 93
1908, March 26 (35 Stat., 48), repayment...
297,
299, 420,430, 567, 670,-590,601,605
190, March 28 (33 Stat., 52), desert entry---447,
.449,42, 474, 477, 485, 674
Sec. 2, assignments 0
140,413

See:3, final proof-

-

463

1908, May 20 (35 Stat., 169),- Minnesota;
drainage3
524,685
Sec. 8, Chippewa, etc.; lands -434
434
1908, May 2 (35 Stat., 312), Five Civilized

Tribes693
237 1908, May 29 (35 Stat., 465), sec. 7, 0Kinkaid:
1902,June 17 (32 Stat., 388), reclamation act- 4,
Act ---------2----------------2.
144 224,265 269,313,314,321,393,457,463,507, 1909,February 19 (35 Stat., 639), enlarged
land-

823,542,629,689.
Sec. 3, entries-

Sec.4, constructioncontracts-

631

-

224

Sec. 6, reclamation fund -314
Sec. 7, condemnationSee. 10, aministration; regulations1903, March 3 (32 Stat., 1028),Alaska home-

steadsSoldiers'additionalrightsReservedshorespaces

309
225

homestead
'
163,431,471,398,633
Sec. 3, additional 136,138,424,633,648
Sec. 7, additional240,165
1909, March 3 (33 Stat., 781, 814), religious

societies-=--...

i

678'

1909,March 3 (33 Stat., 844), surface rights-127,
146, 297, 343, 478, 508

29 1909,March 4 (35Stat., 1088),penal code- ::37.
Sees. 114-116,contracts - 120
. 48,79,80 1910,March 23 (36 Stat., 241), surety on bond- 128

.1904, March 4 (33 Stat., 59), affidavits, etc..>.
476
1904, April 28 (33 Stat., 527), second hmestead- 2
o
Sec. 2, additional entry -33,
615,686
Sec.3 commutationnot allowed33
1904,April 28 (33 Stat., 547), Kinkaid Act ---22
Sec. 2, additional entry -22
1905, February 1 (33 Stat.,'23), .forest
re-:
:

serves;pulp wood-

63

Sec. 4, rights of way 1905, March: 3 (33 Stat., 1032), reclamation

fund-1
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314

1905,March3 (33 Stat., 1264),forest reserves 435,505
1906, March 20 (34 Stat:, .80), Kiowa, etc.,

lands; Quanahtown site-190

1910,May 16 (36Stat., 369), Bureau of Mines.
1910, June 1 (36 Stat., 455), Fort Berthold

lands-

558

1910,June 7 (36 Stat., 459), adverse claims ----.

96

1910,June11 (36Stat., 465),reclamationtown
sites----------------------
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1910, June 17 (36 Stat., 531), enlarged home-

stead471
1910,June 20(36Stat., 57), New Mexicoand
Arizona -220,
314
Sec. 6, New Mexico; school land 148.
Sec. 7, New Mexico; school-land 220,344
Sec. 28, relinquishment for reclamation

project--

N

310

Sec. 29, Aricona; selection--

1906, March 22 (34 Stat., -80), Colville Reservation -692
1906; April 16 (34 Stat.,. 116), town sites in

366

533

1910,June 22 (36Stat., 583),agriculturalentries;coallands:- 127,

283, 321, 343, 375, 444; 446,.44, 440, 478, 592,
628, 669.
1910, June 23 (36 Stat., 92), reclamation entrie;, assignment -3
, 270; 321
1910, Julie 2 (36 Stat., 835), reclamation 225
ments= ' 48,-54
Sec. 3, entries: --632
1906, June 5 '(34 Stat., 213), Kiowa, etc.,
1910,June 23 (36 Stat., 847), withdrawals
40,
lands
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:
191
8;133,236, 266, 372, 637
1906, June 11 (34 Stat., .233), forest home1910,June 2 (36 Stat., 83), Sec. 27, Chippewa

irrigationprojects---

------
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Sec. 2, appraisal and sale
1906,May 8 (34 Stat., 182), Indian patent.-.-1906, May 17 (34. Stat., 197), Alaska allot-
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221
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34,39

1906, June 21 (34 Stat., 325, 353), white earth.
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693
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=--- ----Sec. 5, desert entry239,463
1906,:June 28 (34 Stat., 550), pasturoreserve
191
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1907,March. 1 (34 Stat., 1052),cemeteries 57
1907,March 2 (34 Stat., 1228), sec. 2, expatriation
-207,445
Sec. 3, citizenship of American women
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lands,sale of pine timber-434
1910, June 25 (36 Stat., 864), leave of absence
1911, Februsary 2 (36 Stat., 893), sale of recla-
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230

-313:

1911, Febrnary 13 (36 Stat., 002), reclamation

-

notice----------------------226
1011,February 18(36 Stat., 917),reclamation.
::entries:,-229
1911,February21 (36 Stat., 925), reclamation;

sale of surpluswater-
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1911, March -4 (36 Stat., 1235, 1253),forest re-

serves;right of way-7,
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1912,March 28 (37 Stat., 77), isolated tracts---
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1912,April 30 (37 Stat., 15), coal with-

-

drawals 343,669
1912, April 30 (37 Stat., 106), desert-land
proof -463,
480
1912, June 6 (37 Stat., 123Y;three-year homestead1
32, 471i596
1912, August 1 (37 Stat., 242), Alaska placer

claims-

_

91

1912,August 24 (37 St-at., 497), withdrawal- 80, 657
1912,August 24 (37 Stat., 512), Alaska76
Sec. i prohibition against holding offlee
367
1913, February 2 (37 Stat., 681), Bureauof
Mines16
Mines
----------------------------366
1913, March- 4 (37 Stat., 1015),:-fire-killed
timber-------63

-

1913,March 4 (37 Stat., 1017),abandoned -

lighthouse
sites

…

-

manche, etc., lands _-__=--Sec. 7, sale of unused-schooland agency
lands -190
1914;January 31(38 Stat., 1991),Papago SaguaroNational Monument686
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grant-

45,62,67
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…
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446454,521
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I 522
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3,580
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:614
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Pacificadjustment-
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-
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=
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Sec. 11, regulations
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1916, July 1 (39 Stat., 262, 303), Bureau of
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QUERBES v.
Decided Augst

AXMEL.

14,19:

CONTEST-HoMFSTEAD ENTRY-PnAcTicE-NOTIcE-ADvEnsE

CLAIM.

Failure to comply with the proof of publication requirement prescribed In
Rules of Practice 8 and 10, is not a sufficient ground for the abatement
of a contest, where the contestant is seeking to cancel an entry because
he is claiming the. land under color of title, and the contestee fails to
answer allegations which, when undisputed, warrant the holding that the
tract was not subject to entry.

First Assistant Secretary:
At the Baton Rouge, Louisiana, land officeon September 27, 1919,
Giles Trammel made entry under section 2289, Revised Statutes,
for lot 3, Sec. 19, T. 17 N., R. 13 W., La. M. (8 acres). An application to contest said entry was filed November 15, 1922, by Andrew Querbes, who alleged that he and his predecessors in title had
owned the land for more than fifty years, and that his title had- been
recognized by all in the vicinity and had never been questioned.
Notice of the contest was served by' publication, after the sheriff
of the county was unable to make personal service of notice. The
notice was published once a week from January 5, 1923, to February
16, 1923. The registered notice sent to entryman at his record -address was returned unclaimed. A copy of the published notice was
posted on-the land and in the local office duiring the period of pub-.
lication.
Proof of service of the notice was not filed in the local office'until
May 14, 1923. Because thereof, the Commissioner of the General
Land Office,by decision dated June 6, 1923, held that the contest
had abated. The contestant has appealed.
Rule 8, Rules of Practice, provides, among other things, that if
proof of publication is not made within twenty days after the fourth
publication, as specified in Rule 10, the contest shall abate,
FINNE35,

74526-24-vot,
5O-i
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*Querbes is not merely seeking a preference right of entry on a
charge that Trammel-had not complied with the homestead law, but is
seeking to cancel the entry because he is claiming the land under color
of title, and is entitled to be heard either by the Land Department or
in the local courts. In -such cases, it is not considered proper to
dismiss the proceedings because proof. of the acts necessary to confer
jurisdiction wa's not filed within the' time required by the Rules of
Practice.
No answer having been made by entryman and the allegations of
the contestant being sufficient, if undisputed, to warrant the holding
that the tract was not subject to entry at the date Trammel entered
the land, the entry will be canceled, the decision appealed from being
reversed, unless entryian shows within the period allowed for' filing
a motion for rehearing (30 days from notice hereof) that he had
no notice of the contest and has a good -defensethereto.

GLEN S. CLAPF.
Decided August 16, 1923.
SOLDIERS' HOMESTEAD-DECLARATORY.STATEMENT-FiLING--AGENT-MILITARY
SERVICE-STATUTES.

The provision of section. 2309, Revised Statutes, relating to the filing of
soldiers' and sailors' homestead declaratory statements by agent was not
extended by Congress to include survivors who served in the war with
Germany and consequently is inapplicable to them.

FINNEY,First AssistantSecretary:

-

.Glen -S. Clapp, by his agent, Charles Lansing, on February 3,
1923, filed homestead declaratory

statement

017920, in' the 'Gaines-

ville, Florida, land. district, for the SE. 1 NW. , NE. by SW. i, Sec.
6, T. 23 S., R. 38 E., T. M.

Said declaratory statement the Commissioner of -the General Land
Office by .decision dated April 18, 1923, rejected for the reason that
the military service of Clapp was rendered during the war with
Germany and that there was,no provision of law under which he
could file declaratory statement by agent.
:An appeal to the Department was filed.
The provisions of section 2309,Revised Statutes, were not extended
by' Congress to persons'I who served in the war with

Germany.

Wherefore, survivors of that war can not file declaratory' statements
through. agents. See paragraph 12 (a), Regulations of May 26,
1922 (49iL. D., 118, 121.)
The decision appealed from is affirmed.
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ISAAC T?. PALMER.
Decided August 16, 1923.
STOCK-RAISI-NGHOMESTEAD-ENLARGEDHOMESTEAD-APPLICATION.

One who files an application under the enlarged homestead act or the stockraising homestead act for a tract of undesignated land can not be charged
with claiming the land therein described until the date the application is
allowable after the designation of the land becomes effective.

FINNEY, First

Assistant Secretary:

This is an appeal by Isaac P. Palmer from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated March 28, 1923, holding
for cancellation his preemption entry embracing lots 16 and -17,
Sec. 3, and lot 4, Sec. 10, T. 37 N., R. 17 W., N.'M. M. (114.98 acres),

Durango, Colorado, land district.
It'appears that on May 28, 1921, Palmer applied to make entry
under section 1 of the stock-raising homestead act for the tracts
above described and SE. , Sec. 4, NE. and NW. SE -, Sec. 9,
said township (474.98 acres), filing therewith a petition for the designation of the land.

On October i0, 1921, he filed a preemption

declaratory statement for the 114.98 acres first above described, alleging settlement thereon on June 1, 1921. Upon the filing of a
withdrawal

as to lots 16 and 17, Sec. 3, and lot 4, Sec. 10, of the ap-

plication under the stock-raising homestead act, the declaratory
statement

was allowed December 8 1921.

Final -proof was sub-

mitted January 24, 1922, and final certificate issued two days later.
The Commissioner held that the pendency of the application to
make an entry under the stock-raising homestead act for 360 acres
disqualified Palmer from making the entry in question.
Pursuant to the provisions of the act of August 30, 1890 (26 Stat.,
371, 391), the forms for use in making entries under section 2289,
Revised Statutes, and timber and stone, desert land, and preemption
entries require the applicant to swear that since August 30, 1890,he
has not acquired title to-,
nor am I now claiming under any of the public-land laws of the United States,
other than the mineral-land laws, an amount of land which, together with the
land above described, will exceed in the aggregate 320 acres.

The preemption declaratory statement filed by Palmer contained
such allegation.
The stock-raising homestead act provides (section 2) that no right'
to occupy the land shall be acquired by reason of the filing of an
application and petition for designation until the land has been
designated as 'subject to entry under the act..
The 360 acres embraced in Palmer's application under the stockraising homestead act had not been designated at the date-of the
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filing of the preemption declaratory statement, and of course he
could not foretell that the land would later be designated. Moreover,
the regulations provide that after the designation of land takes effect
no application therefor will be allowed under the act or under any
other law until 90 days shall have elapsed if the records show that
it may conflict with a preferential right to be claimed on account
of an entry for adjoining land.
It follows that at the date of the filing of his preemption declaratory statement Palmer was not " claiming " the 360 acres described
in his application to make entry under the stock-raising homestead
act.

The rule to be followed in such cases may be stated thins: One who
files an application under the enlarged homestead act or the stockraising homestead act for a tract of undesignated land can not be
charged with claiming the land therein described until the date the
application becomes allowable after the designation of the land
becomes effective.

For the reasons stated, the decision appealed from is reversed.
,

<>

BENNER, POWELL, TRANSFEREE.
Decided August 11, 1923.

RECLAMATION

oE1mErsnAD-Frn

PROOF-ALIEN-CITZENs5i-i-AsSIGNMENT.

An alien who has submitted five-year proof upon a reclamation homestead
entry which is satisfactory except as to his citizenship qualifications may
make a valid assignment of the entry under the act of June 23, 1910.
RECLAMATIONHomESTEA-'FINAL

POOF-MORTGAGF-MORTGAGEE-ASSIGNMENT.

One who purchases a reclamation -homestead entry at a mortgage foreclosure sale upon which satisfactory final five-year proof had previously been
submitted is entitled to have the foreclosure deed treated as an assignment
of the entry under the act of June 23, 1910.

FINNEY, First

Assistant Secretary:

At the Billings, Montana, land office on July 18, 1911, Henry
Benner made entry under section 2289, Revised Statutes, and the
act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat., 388), for farm unit "M," or SW.
SW. , Sec. 2, T. 2 N., R. 28 E., M. M.
On January 17, 1919, entryman filed notice of intention to submit final five-year proof, and the same was submitted March 27,
1919. The local officerssuspended the proof for evidence of naturalization, and in default of such evidence the Commissioner of the
General Land Office,by decision dated April 19, 1923, rejected the
final proof and canceled the entry. Thereafter, Josephine Powell,
who purchased the premises at a mortgage foreclosure sale on Novem'ber 26, 1921,filed an appeal to the Department.
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According to the final-proof testimony, entryman and his family,
consisting of his wife and four children, had resided continuously on
the land since July, 1911. The improvements were valued at $600,
and consisted of a frame house, 14 by 28 feet, barn, chicken house,
implement

shed, root cellar, and fencing.

In 1912, 17 acres were

cultivated; the same area was cultivated each year, except in 1918,
when the area under cultivation was increased to 22 acres.
The Commissioner did not take any action on the final proof until
after the premises had been purchased at the foreclosure sale by the!
appellant.
Under the facts disclosed, the Department is of opinion that appel
lant is entitled to have the foreclosure deed treated as an assignment
of the entry, under the act of June 23, 1910 (36 Stat., 592). The final
proof showed satisfactory compliance of the ordinary provisions of
the homestead law' for more than five years, and although entryman
had not been admitted to citizenship, he was nevertheless qualified to
make the showing required by the act of June 23, 1910, supra, as a
basis for assigning the entry.
The record-is therefore remanded, with directions that the entry be
reinstated and Josephine Powell recognized as the assignee thereof
provided she files, within thirty days from notice, the affidavit re- V
quired of assignees, printed as part of paragraph 41 of the regulations of May 18, 1916 (45 L. D., 385, 395).

INDEPENDENT

IEAD

AID COPPER COMPANY v. IEVELLE
REHEARING).
Decided

PRAcTICE-APPEAL-:NOTICE-AI-D.
ENTRY.

Augvot

(ON

18, 1923.

DPAuTMSrT -JURISDICTION-HOMESTAD

While Rule 95, Rules of Practice, provides that notice of appeal must be
served on an adverse party either personally or by registered mail, yet
failure to receive such notice does not deprive the Department of its
jurisdiction to act upon the appeal.
APPEAL-ESTOPPEL-HOMESTEAD

ENTRY.

One is not estopped from exercising his right of appeal to the Department
because of prior statements made to an adverse party to the controversy
to the effect that the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land
Office, when rendered, would be accepted by him as final..
HOM ESTEAD

ENTRYT-ADVERSE CLAIM-NOTICE-COURTS-LAND

DEPARTMENT.

Service of notice upon a homestead entryman of the commencement of a suit
against him in the local courts by an adverse claimant in no wise calls in
'question before the Land Department the validity of the entry.
:
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LANDS-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-NOTICE-EVIDENCE.

A location certificate does not of itself constitute evidence of the mineral
character of the land described therein, nor do the recitals in a location
notice or certificate that a discovery has been made constitute evidence of
discovery.
DEPART19ENTAiDECISIONS CITED AND APLIED-PRIOR
ADHERED.To.
.

DEPARTMENTALDECISION

Cases of Magruder v. Oregon and California Railroad Co. (28 L. D., 174),
Todd v. Hays, on review (34 L. D., 371), and United, States v. Bunker
Hill and Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Co. (48 L. D., 598), cited and
applied; case of Independent Lead and Copper Company v. Levelle, on
rehearing

FINNEY,

(47 L. D., 169), adhered

to.

First Assistant Secretary:

The Independent Lead and Copper Company, te miieral protestant in this case, has filed a iotion for rehearing asking that the
departmental decision on appeal herein dated April 28, 1923, in so
far as it awards 80 acres of the land in controversy to the home&
stead claimant, Thomas Levelle, be vacated and set aside and that-the
decisions of the Commissioner and the local officers in favor of the
company be affirmed.
On September 5, 1911, Thomas Levelle made homestead entry
06136,which was later amended to include the E. i NW. , as well as
the E. SW. 1, Sec. 33, T. 11 N., R. 4 W., M. P. M., Helena, Mon-

tana, land district. April 30, 1915,heinade additional entry 011607,
for the NE.-1, said section 33, under the enlarged homestead act.
August 6, 1918, final proof was submitted and on the same day the
company filed its, mineral protest. 'Later, an amended protest was
filed. These protests were considered by the Department in its
decisions of March 13, 1919, and May 16, 1919, the last mentioned
decision being reported in 47 L. D., 169. Hearing was had in January, 1921, and the local officers-held that the land was mineral in
character and recommended that both entries be canceled. Upon
appeal that decision was affirmed by the Commissioner and further
appeal by Levelle brought the case before the Department. Thereupon the concurring findings and'conclusions below with respect to
the E. NW.' I and NE. 1, said section 33, were affirmed. As to the
E. t- SW. j,4said section 33, the Department held the land to be nonmineral in character, permitted the original homestead entry to remain intact as to said tract and dismissed the protest. This decision
is now called in questibn.

In connection with the present motion the evidence has been carefully reconsidered.

There is found no such direct and affirmative

proof as convinces the mind that valuable mineral deposits have
been disclosed or exist within the tract in question or that, an adequate discovery of mineral had- been made upon the locations in con-
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sion'that further labor or e enditure would be justified with prospect of developing a paying mine. The land lies within 7 or 8 miles
of the city of Helena and is*in a district where prospecting and
mining were initiated at an early day. For more than 35 years
the district has been investigated and exploited. Claims have been
located upon this and and cuts and pits excavated. Later the
ground has been abandoned and -afterwards located. Some ore has
been taken and shipped to the smelter from workings within about
one fourth of a mile to the north and to the west of the tract. So
far as appears no one has ever found any deposits justifying milling
or shipping upon this particular around. The mining claims now
covering the land were located in 1904 and 1907, and are part of a
large group of some 80 claims in that vicinity, located and'controlled by the same parties who have sought to lease or sell them.
No systematic development work has been undertaken. It is asserted that financial means have been lacking. Ample time has
elapsed for the exploration of the ground and the development of the
mineral possibilities of the land. The Department is not persuaded
that its conclusion upon appeal with respect to this 80-acre tract -was
incorrect. Certain technical objections are urged.' It is asserted
that the appeal to the Department was not served upon the company
or its attorneys. Evidence of mailing by registered letter addressed
to the company at. Helena, Montana,- is attached to the notice of
,appeal. The appeal from :the local officers to the Commissioner
was served in that same manner and no objection to that service was
raised. Service of the departmental decision herein was made by
registered mail, directed to the company at Helena, Montana, and
that letter was received and acted on. The Rules of Practice (Rule
95,-48 L. D., 246, 262) provide that notice of appeal must be served
on adverse party either personally or by registered mail. The adverse party is entitled to notice and to his day before the Department upon appeal but failure to receive such notice does not necessarily preclude the Department from acting. The situation here
presented is somewhat similar to that disclosed in the case of Todd v.
Hays, on review (34 L. D., 371), where it is held, syllabus:

r
t

-The Rules of Practice require that notice of an appeal to the Department
be served upon the appellee or his counsel; but where decision in a case
gLshall
is inadvertently rendered by the Department in the absence of proof of service
of the appeal, such decision will not be disturbed on motion for review, in the
absence of a showing of reversible error, merely because of want of proper
service of the appeaL

It is argued that the protestant company and its officers and
agents were misled and deceived by statements made by Levelle to
the effect that the decision of the' Commissioner would be accepted
;.,.

:~~~~~O'
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by-him as final and that no appeal would be taken therefrom. Such
statements, it is. averred, were made to two sons of the president
of the company in the spring of 1921. This was some months before the Commissioner's decision which was rendered on July 27,
1922. Such statements of Levelle did not preclude him from exercising his right of appeal to the Department.
It is also urged. that the land was not unappropriated public
domain, subject to homestead entry at the time Levelle attempted
to acquire homestead rights thereon, it being included in maininglocations, and having been classified as mineral land under the Northern Pacific classification act of February 26, 1895 (28 Stat., 683).
These contentions are without substantial merit and have heretofore been considered and decided in this case adversely to the company.;

See 47 L. D., 169. The service of a notice by the company

upon the homestead claimant in 1914, and the commencement of
suit against him in the local court in 1917,in no way called in question the validity of the homestead entries before the Land Department. As before stated, the first protest was filed on August 6,
1918, the day on which final proof was submitted. That was the
first challenge lodged by the company in the Land Department
against the entries for the lands described. The statement in the
decision on appeal, that the entry as to the 80-acre tract had stood
unchallenged of record by the mineral claimants for approximately
7 years is correct, for the records of the Land Department are
the ones contemplated.
The recitals in a location notice or certificate that a discovery
has been made are not evidence of discovery. A location certificate
does not of itself constitute evidence of the mineral character of
the land included therein.: See cases of United States v. Bunker
Hill and Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Company (48 L. D.,
598), and Magruder v. Oregon and California Railroad Co. (28 L.
D., 174). The contentions of the company to the contrary are not
well founded! Further discussion of the company's argument in
support of its motion is not deemed essential. It is concluded after
reexamination of the record that there was no substantial error in
the decision attacked. Conceding that the company failed to receive notice of Levelle's appeal, that may now be deemed cured by
reason of the present motion and argument which have induced the
reexamination of the record and the consideration of the case in
the light of the contentions urged on behalf of the company. The
protestant has been given its day before the Department in opposition to the homesteader's appeal. No reversible error having been
pointed out or otherwise appearing, the decision complained of will
stand. The motion for rehearing is denied.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA, PARKER, TRANSFEREE.Decided August 21, 1928.
SELECTION-WITHDRAWALI-VESTED
RIGHTS.-.

Failure of a selector to fulfil, prior to the attachment of a withdrawal, an
additional requirement imposed: upon him by amended regulations, will not
defeat a selection if, at the time of its acceptance by the local officers, there
had been full. compliance with the law and all existing applicable departmental regulations.

FiNN-aY,First Assistant Secretary:
:.
Underf date of April 16, 1897, the Commissioner of the General
Land Officereturned to the Stockton, California, land office an application by the State of California to select the SE. i SE. J-, Sec. 26,
T. 4 S., R. 15.E., M. D. M., in lieu of 40 acres in- Sec. 16, T. 8 S., R.

-9 E., S. B. M., with directions that it be accepted.upon proof of the
nonmineral character of the. selected land and payment: of the required fee. The required proof being filed and the fee paid, the selection was accepted by the local officers on May 11,1897.

The selected.tract was withdrawn and included in Power Site Reserve No. 328.by Executive order of December 31, 1912.

On March 5, 1918,pursuant to a requirement by the Commissioner
of the General Land Office,the State filed a certificate that the base
land had. not been ncumbered or transferred.
By decision dated May 31, 1923,the Commissioner of the General
Land Officeheld that the selection was not perfected until March 5,
1918, and that it would be canceled, because of the withdrawal of the
land. on December 31,'1912, unless the State agreed to accept approval
of the selection with the reservations and limitations7provided for by
section 24 of the Federal water power act. An appeal has been filed
by S. Webber Parker, claiming the selected land by purchase from
the- State.
The State had- complied with the law and all applicable regulations prior to May 11, 1897, when the selection was accepted by the
Stockton officers. It. was not until the regulations were amended on
March 11, 1899 (28 L. 'D., 195), that the .State was-required to file
a certificate that the base land had not been encumbered, sold, or,
disposed of.

It thus appears that the selection was perfected prior to the date
of the withdrawal of Decenber 31, 1912,'and that the, State is entitled to the. approval thereof without. the reservation provided for by
section 24 of the Federal water power act.
The decision appealed from is reversed.-
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WHITTEN ET AL v. READ (ON PETITION).

: ark
n

rNot.

Decided August 27, 1928.

/1
,

LAND DEPARTmEiNT-RE JDICATA-SuPERvisoRY.

A7UTnOrITY .-

In the exercise of its broad powers to do justice the Land Department should
so far as within it lies put an end to controversies involving title to public
lands which have been once finally adjudicated by it.
PATENT-SURvEY-PLAT-ENTRY-AccRETION-RPARiAN
MENT-JURISDICTION.

RIGHTs-LAND DEPART-

Where the question arises whether a patent, issued on an entry in accordance
with the official plat of survey existing at date of entry, conveyed title
to adjoining lands added by accretion, it is competent for the Land Department to decide whether the accreted land is public land subject to disposal or privately owned land over which it has no jurisdiction.
LAND DPARTMENT-SuPEvIsoRY
TION-RiPARIAN RIGITS.

AuTHOWrTY-RES JUDICATA-PATENT-ACCRE-

When the Land Department has once finally adjudged that the title to accreted land passed with the patent conveying the adjoining land, it is
competent for it to take such action, within the scope of its powers, as will
render its judgment effective, and, to this end, it may issue a supplemental
patent in order that such determination may be given the fullest effect and
be in such form as to become regularly a matter of local record.
PATENT-TEANsFEREE-SEcTION 2448, REVISED STATUTES.

Section 2448, Revised Statutes, permits of the issuance of a patent in the
name of a deceased person, and where a patent is thus issued, rights under
it may inure to the benefit of the remote grantees of such person.
PBioR DEPARTMENTAL
DECISIONS ADHEREDTO.

Cases of Gleason v. Pent (14 L. D., 35), Gleason v. Pent, on review (15
L. D., 286), Lewis W. Pierce (18 L. D., 328), and Whitten et a v. Read
(49 L. D., 253), adhered to.

FINNEY, First

Assistant Secretary:

In this matter counsel for Henry T. Read who on June 19,
1920, presented his forest-lieu selection 016724 (Gainsville series),
for lots 1 and , Sec. 19, T. 53 S., R. 42 E., T., M. (plat of 1875),
filed on December 9, 1922, a petition for the exercise of supervisory

authority which was entertained by the Department on March 15,
1923. Due service of the petition and argument in support thereof
was made upon the opposing parties and they have responded. The
matter was set down for oral argument and counsel representing
Read, Whitten and Charles Deering appeared and were heard. B.
F. Hampton, the selecting agent of the State of Florida for school
lands, did not appear at the time-of oral argument.
When this case was before the Department on appeal the opinion
rendered on August 30, 1922 (49 L. D., 253), affirmed the decision

of the General Land Office, dated December 12,. 1921, which rejected the forest-lieu selection of Read and indemnity school selec-
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tion 016857, filed on behalf of the State of 'Florida, and also declined to reinstate or revive the swamp land selection of the State
which had been rejected in 1887. The departmental decision was
adhered to and a motion for rehearing was. denied on October 26,
1922 (49 L. D., 260). All prominent facts are set forth. in said
decision on appeal and a restatement-of them need not be made at
this time.-.
The action of the Department was based substantially upon the
ground that the question whether this land was disposed of by the
issuance of' patent to W. H. Gleason in 1878, should not at this
time be reopened, that having been settled many years ago by three
departmental

decisions, viz., Gleason v. Pent (14 L. I., -375); Glea-

son . Pent, on rehearing (15 L. D., 286); and Lewis W. Pierce (18
L. D.,. 328).

The contentions now urged on behalf of Read are in substance that
the United States is not bound by certain rules that ordinarily prevail. in the administration of the law between,private parties such as
res adjudicctta and estoppel and that in no event is the United States
concluded or bound by the adverse opinions of officialsso long as the
legal title to land remains in he Government. It is also insisted
that certain recent decisi 1n of the Supreme Court involving lands
in Louisiana are applicable and decisive of the contentions now urged,
especial attentin• being called to the case of Jeems Bayou Fishing
and HuntingClub, et al. v. United States (260 U. S., 561).
:
In that,/case a part of an upland timbered area of more than 500
acres, extending in fo r different sections was involved and the actual shore line was from a few hundred feet to three-fourths of a
mile distant from the outside boundaries of the patented tract. The
court stated that the circumstances as well as the extent and character
of the land necessitated the conclusion that the omission from survey was of deliberate purpose or the result of such gross and palable
error as to constitute in fact a fraud upon the Government. The
facts showed that no body of water had existed at or near the place
indicated upon-the first plat. The court also held that the United
States could not be estopped by reason of certain correspondence
from the General Land Office and the Geological Survey, stating
that there were no unsurveyed lands in that locality. The circumstances of that controversy and the facts disclosed before the court
go far beyond those set up and alleged on behalf of Read in the
present case.

The decision in that case established no new principle. The facts
were such as to except it from the general rule set forth in the case
of Mitchell

v. Smal

'(140 U. S., 406.)

Attention

is directed to

the later case of United States 9v.Lane, et al. (260 U. S., 662),
'for differentiation, where the court' declined to give effect to. the
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later survey which: disclosed smaller areas and no very substantial discrepancies. It must be remembered that every case of this
character depends for its solution upon the peculiar facts and circumstances involved therein.
In the case of Harvey M. La Follette, et al. (26 L. D. 453), involving certain, Chicago lake front lands, long in controversy, the departmental decisions in Gleason va.Pent and Lewis W. Pierce were
cited (page 471), and, followed. There it was held that a certain
area of land in the original meander' line of Lake Michigan, which
hd been surveyed, was not public land and was not subject to location with McKee scrip. On page 473 of that decision the following
appears:
Thus it is seen this Department has always heretofore when the question
was presented, held that the land in question does not belong to the United
States. If its.status was left in doubt by the decisions of the supreme court,
which it is not, the fact that this Department has more than once decided that
the land is not public and does not belong to the United States, would be entitled to great weight in determining the present controversy.

In the case of Gleason v'. White (199 U. S., 54),the Supreme Court
had before it the question of title to lot 5 of said section 19, appearing
on the plat of 1875. It will be observed that Mr. Justice Brewer in
stating the case there said:
* * * Included in the action was lot 1 of section 19, as shown by the plat
of 1875, but as judgement was rendered for the plaintiff, in respect to that tract,

it is unnecessary to further refer to it.

In the course of the opinion rendered the following language was
used:
It is.undoubtedly true that, the official surveys of the public lands of the
United States are controlling Stoneroad v. Stoneroad, 158 U. S. 240; Russell
V. Maxwell Land Grant Co., 158 U. S. 253; United States v. Montana Lumber
and Manufacturing
Co., 196 U. S., 573; Whitaker v. McBride, 197 U. S. 510.
Here we have two conflicting official surveys and plats, and, by mistake of the
Land Department, two patents have been issued, which, in a certain aspect
of the surveys and plats, also conflict. It is one of those unfortunate mistakes which sometimes occur, and which necessarily throw confusion and
doubt upon titles. -Since it was discovered the Land Department has wisely
refused to extend the confusion by further patents under the survey of 1875.

It can not be doubted that the prior holdings of the Department
in the case of Gleason v. Pent and in the Pierce case had been called
to the attention of the Supreme Court, for the result of those decisions was the refusal to issue further patents in said section 19 under
the plat of 1875. The swamp-land. patent for lot 5 had been issued
some years before said departmental decisions were rendered and so
far as appears, without any reference to or consideration of the
effect and scope of the Gleason patent. The state swamp selection
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of lots 3 4, 6 and 7 was rejected in 1885 because the land was

found to be nonswamp in character.
It is true that the Supreme Court affirmed the award to White
by the Florida court, of patented lot 5, at the same time remarking
that full justice was done if a patent title to lands' outside of Gleason's lines as shown by the plat of 1845 was sustained. In that
action the trial court had given judgment for Gleason as against
-White with respect to land in lot 1, Sec. 19 (plat of 1875). As
between the parties to. that suit and those in privity that judgment
became conclusive and binding and the adjudications of the Land
Department as to said lots and 2 and the judgment of the Florida
court as 'to lot were in harmony. The question of the status of
the title to the land had been presented and was decided. It would
appear that after the decision of the Supreme Court the situation
remained undisturbed and the adjudications stood essentially unquestioned up to the time that the present forest-lieu selection was
presented. In connection with the pending petition, Read has filed
'motions to dismiss the answer of Deering and of the State claiming under the swamp-land grant and also the answer on behalf
of the State filed by B. F. Hampton, its school selection agent,
upon the ground that said parties have acquiesced in the prior
adverse decisions and have filed no petition or other pleading.
It is insisted that they have nothing pending' and are not entitled
to be heard. This is taking too narrow a view of the case. When
Read's petition was entertained, it was for the purpose of reopening
the case and going into the controversy upon the merits to whatever
extent might be deemed necessary. The motions to dismiss are
denied.

In support of the school indemnity selection it is still urged that
the forest-lieu selection, because of alleged invalid base, was illegal
and void and did not segregate the land or prevent the acceptance of
the application of the State. The forest-lieu selection was the prior
application and until disposed of precluded the successful filing of
any junior application. The indemnity school selection was properly rejected.
The record shows that Deering claims and has improved the southern portion of lot 1, Sec. 19 (plat of 1875), under conveyances pursuant to the Gleason patent. He has also connected himself with the
swamp claim of the State and has. requested that such claim be revived and recognized as to lots 1 and 2, Sec. 19 (plat of 1875). After
due proceedings this swamp claim was denied for the stated reason
that the plat of 1845 showed that the area was then covered by the
waters of Biscayne Bay and had no real existence except as the bottom of said bay. It was held that they were not swamp lands on
September 28, 1850, the date of the swamp-land grant, and were not
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subject to the provision of the grant. For over 34 years the State
acquiesced in the action rejecting its claim, and not until 1921 was
any effort made to revive said claim. The Department is. convinced
that the swamp claim should not be revived or reinstated. Deering
did not originally purchase or claim the land pursuant to title derived under the swamp-land selection. No substantial rights or equi-.
ties have arisen in Deering pursuant to that claim. Nothing shown
at this time would justify its revival. See the cases of Moran v.
Horsky (178 U. S., 205), and Honey Lake.Valley Company et al.
(46 L. D., 192).

About December 8, 1921, counsel for Deering filed in the Department a petition asking that some formal order or decision be given,
adjusting the Gleason entry and patent to lots 3, 4, 6 and 7 and that a
supplemental patent be issued if necessary or that such other order or
decision be made as might be meet and proper for the purpose of
establishing petitioner's title against possible controversy or question.
On December 14, 1921, the Commissioner of the General Land
Office was requested to report with respect to the petition, forward
papers and indicate appropriate action to be taken, if any. The
report was made and at the same time the record in the present case
was transmitted to the Department on January 18, 1922, without
comment, because appeals had been taken from the decision rendered
by the Commissioner on December. 12, 1921. Counsel in oral argu-

ment suggested that this petition appeared to have been overlooked
in the voluminous record. The petition was filed directly in the
*Department and bears no evidence of service upon opposing parties.
It was commented upon and met by motion to dismiss on 'the part
of Read and was also noticed in the argument of Whitten. The
decision in this matter will substantially dispose of the suggestions
contained in the petition and no separate and further consideration
thereof will be necessary.
Whitten claims lot 2 and N. of lot 1 (plat of 1875), as a remote
transferee under the Gleason patent, it being stated that he purchased
the tracts for $75,000and made cash payment of $25,000. There is
with the record an affidavit of W. H. H. Gleason, son of W. H.
Gleason, who alleges that he has been familiar with the land and that
from the time of patent until 1910 or 1911, his father, himself, the
firm of Gleason Bros. & Co., or some other person acting for them,
paid taxes upon the property. In Whitten's protest it is alleged that
payment of taxes by his predecessors for many years had been made
continuously and regularly. Dearing purchased about 1912, and
Whitten in 1919, according to the record. The assertion and maintenance of claim of title pursuant to the Gleason patent has been
years. In the Pent case it was stated that
continuous for ma
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W. H. H. Gleason, as owner of the patent was entitled to lot 2
there in question. In the Commissioner's decision in the Pierce
case, the application to make entry of lot 1, was rejected because the
land had passed beyond jurisdiction of the Land Department in the
patent issued -to Gleason and that decision was affirmed. Since the
question was first raised before it, the Department has uniformly
and consistently held that title to said lots 1 and 2 had passed and
was-outstanding under and by virtue of the Gleason patent.
The briefs filed and arguments submitted have received careful
attention. The Department is not persuaded by any of the p 6 ints
and contentions urged that it should now recede from the conclsions early announced in Gleason v. Pent and since consistently
followed. The arguments submitted on behalf of Reed in support
of his petition--and of his, forest-lieu selection are not persuasive.
The only matter of doubt. is that possibly the departmentalaction
__as not gone far enough in the affirmance of the Gleason title so that
in the future. it may not be reasonably- called in question. In order
to put the matter of title beyond controversy so far as the Land
Department is concerned, the Department is of opinion that a supplemental patent should be issued in aid of and as an assurance of
title pursuant to the Gleason patent. This action is not deemed to
be precluded by anything appearing in the decision of' the Supreme
Court in Gleason v. White, supra. There lot 5 alone was in issue.
The adjudication was with reference to that tract and the facts involved with respect thereto. Said lot had been adjudged to be-swamp
land and patented to the State and thereafter sold.to White. That
tract falls in an entirely different category from lots 1 and 2. As
to the last mentioned lots the swamp-land claim was denied and
wholly rejected. As to lot 5 there was no adjudication, judgment or
decision that it had passed under the Gleason patent. The language
of 'the Supreme Court can with propriety be confined to the scope
of that case and to the situation disclosed in the record presented.
Lots 1 and 2 were not before the Supreme Court as the case came up.
The confusion and difficulties that have arisen in connection with
this land have in a large measure been brought about by the action
taken and the decisions rendered. in the Land Department. In the
exercise of its broad powers' to do justice this Department should so
far as within it' lies put an end to controversies similar to those now
before it. It can not be doubted that it-is competent for the Department to decide, where the matter is presented, whether a tract of
land applied for is public land subject to disposal or whether the
title of the Government has been heretofore divested and is outstanding. Having made a final decision in that regard, it is also
competent for the Department to take such action within the scope
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of its powers as will make that decision or judgment effective. Here
it has been repeatedly adjudged that the title to lots 1 and 2, said
section 19 (plat of 1875), was covered and conveyed by the patent

issued to William: H. Gleason in 1878, pursuant to his homestead
entry. To the end that such determination may be given the fullest
effect and be in such form as to become regularly a matter of local

record, it is directed that a supplemental patent be issued. Said instrument will run i favor of the original patentee, William H.
Gleason, his heirn or assigns, so as to inure to the benefit of the. remote.
grantees holding under said Gleason. See section 2448, Revised Statutes, relating

The

to the issuance of patent to a deceased person.

recitals of the patent should make reference to the original patent, to
the published decisions of the Department relating to the two'tracts
and to this decision. It should also be stated that the instrument is
executed in order to make more definite and certain the description of
the lands which Were included in the Gleason homestead entry and
were on June 24, 1878, granted and conveyed to said William H.
Gleason.

The conclusions heretofore announced in the decisions on appeal
and on rehearing are adhered to and reaffirmed and furthermore
in accordance with the views above set forth it is directed that a
supplemental patent be issued.
The petition is denied.
ROSETTI ET AL. v.DOUGHERTY.
Deoided August 30, 1923.
PATENT - STocK-RAIsING HOMESTEAD-LAND
DICTION.

DEPARTMENT- COURTS-

JUrs-

Consideration and adjudication of questions relating to the character of
patented lands are solely within the jurisdiction of the courts and, after
the issuance of a patent, the Land Department is without authority to try
and determine any question of right pertaining thereto.
PATENT-STOCK-RAISIN

.

HOMESTEAD--LANDDEPARTMENT-JUERISDcTION.

-

Actual manual delivery, of a patent issued for public land, subject to disposition under the public land la*s,. is not essential to the passing of title
to the patentee, and the Land Department can not. retain jurisdiction by
withholding the delivery of the patent after it has been signed, sealed,
countersigned and recorded.
PATENT-STOK-IRAsISING
DICTION.

HOMESTEAD-LAND

DEPARTMENT-OCONTEST--JU}SI-

The Land Department is without jurisdiction to entertain a contest against
an entry for which a patent has been duly executed, but not delivered to
the patentee because it was prematurely and erroneously issued.
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STocx-RAIsING 1OMESTEAD-MININGCIAi-MINERAL LANDS-CONTEsT-PREFEIENCERIGHT.

* Section 9 of the act of December 29, -1916,reserves-to the United States the
mineral deposits in lands' entered as stock-raising homesteads, and the
filing of an application to make entry of lands, subject to entry under that
act, confers upon the applicant a prior right to the surface that is not
subject to contest by a mineral claimant who bases his right upon discovery
made after the filing of the homestead'application.
ArTORNEY-NOTARY Purxc-OrwIces-bAFYrnAv-STATur~s.

-

5

.

Section 558 of the Code of the District of Columbia, as amended by the
proviso to the act of June 29, 1906, which prohibits the administering of
oaths by notary publics In connection with matters pending before any of
the departments of the United States Government in which they are
employed as counsel, attorney, or agent, or in any way interested, applies
to all such persons, whether residing in the District of Columbia or else

',

where.
w

FINNEY, Finrt

Assistant Seoretat-y:

On March 18, 1918, Patrick Dougherty filed application to make
additional stock-raising homestead entry 018910, Helena, Montana,
series, for lots 1 and 4, NE. 4 and SW. 4 SE. , Sec. 7, T. 7 N., R. 18
W., M. P. M., which application was allowed August 5, 1919. On,
September 18, 1922, final proof was submitted, and on October 20,

1922,final certificate was issued on the entry.
It seems that on October NS, 1922, there were received by the Gen-

eral Land Office two applications to contest the entry, which were
filed in the local office on September

14, 1922, one executed. by

Charles Rossetti and the other by Albert Conrad. In. the latter
application Joseph King was named as one of the applicants to
contest, but he did not execute it. These applications. and affidavits in support thereof were in words substantially the same
and contained allegations that the entry embraced the Butte and
Anaconda lode mining claim, located on October 1, 1918, by Charles
Rossetti, and the Common Sense lode mining claim,. located on
May 8, 1920, by, Albert Conrad, who, on January 3,' 1921, sold and

conveyed an undivided one-half interest therein to Joseph King;
that on each of the claims there was made on October 1,' 1918, and
on May 8, 1920, respectively, a discovery of' a vein, lode or ledge

of rock in place, bearing gold,.silver, lead, copper, and other valuable metals and deposits; that the entryman had no right, title or
interest in the land -covered by the lode claims and could acquire
no right, title or interest by virtue of his entry for the reason 'that
the said land was well known by him at the time he filed his application to enter to contain valuable. deposits; that the entryman
had not made permanent improvements on the land contained in
his entry to the amount of $1.25 per acre, tending to increase the
value of the said land for stock-raising purposes.

74526
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The entry was on December 1, 1922,--approved for patent, and
patent No. 890557 was prepared thereon, which was, on December

13, 1922,signed, sealed, countersigned, and recorded.' On December
15, 1922, the patent was transmitted to the local office by the Commissioner of- the General Land Office in order that it might be delivered. However, by reason of instructions of the Commissioner,'
dated December 16, 1922, the patent was not delivered, but was on
December 19, 1922, returned by the local officeto the General Laild
Officewhere it was filed with the record of the entry with which it
still remains, being a part of the record of the case now before theDepartment. ' The affidavits of contest were sworn to before a notary public,
who was the attorney for the. applicants. The Commissioner by
,decision of January 23, 1923, dismissed the applications to contest
for the reason that the proviso to the act of June 29, 1906 (34 Stat.,
622), amending section 558 of the Code of the District of Columbia,
which provides that no notary public shall be authorized to administer oaths in connection with matters in which he is employed as
counsel, attorney, or agent in which he in any way may be interested
before any of the departments of the United States Government, in
the District of Columbia, or elsewhere,-'applies not only to local
attorneys but to all attorneys who are notaries who practice before
the said departments. Home Mining Company (42 L. D., 526).
In his decision the Commissioner gives another reason for his dismissal of: the applications to contest, which is that the entry is not
subject to contest on the ground -that mineral had been discovered
on the land since the filing of the application to make entry, and he
points out that under section 9 of the stock-raising homestead act
of December 29, 1916 (39 Stat., 862), a homestead entryman acquires

only the surface right to the land, the minerals being reserved to the
United States; that since the homestead entryman has a prior right
to the, surface of the land his entry is not subject to contest on the
ground that mineral has since been discovered thereon; that the
rights of the mineral claimants in this case are preserved under section 9 of the stock-raising homestead act, supra.
Notices of the decision of- the Commissioner having been served,
there was filed on February 26, 1923, on behalf of each applicant
what was designated 'as "an amended application to contest," to-:
gether with an -affidavit in support thereof, which applications and
affidavits set forth the same allegations as those contained in the
ioriginal applications and affidavits, but-were sworn to before another
notary public than the one 'who is the attorney for the applicants
to contest.

These applications were rejected by the local officers, and

from that action appeals were, on May 25, 1923, taken to the Com-
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missioner, the contention being that the amended application in each
case relates- to the original application. and is a part thereof and in
support of the contention there were cited the. decisions of the Department in the cases of the Stock Oil Company (40 L. D., 198) and
of Smith v. Edgmon (47 L. D., 37).
On February 27, 1923,appeals were taken from the decision of the
Commissioner, it being argued at some length that the Commissioner
was in error in dismissing the applications: on the ground that mineral had been discovered on the land since the filing of the application to make the homestead entry.
On March 28, 1923,'Fred Urech filed an application to contest the
entry, his application being along the same lines as those of the
aforesaid several applications, but he described a lode mining claim
located and discovery made thereon on April 29, 1906, long prior
to the time the application to enter was filed, and he omitted the
charge to the effect that the entryman had not made permanent improvements on the land to the amount of $1.25 per acre, tending to
increase the value of the land for stock-raising purposes.
It may be stated that the reasons given by the Commissioner for
the dismissal of the original applications of Rossetti and of Conrad
and King are sound. They were absolute nullities and afford novalid basis- for contest.r Shearer v. Pfann (47 L.1D., 146). This
being so, they are not amendable and the so-called amended applications are, if anything, new applications, but having been filed after
patent' had been issued on the entry can not be considered by the
Land Department. For the same reason, because filed after patent
had been issued on the entry, the application to contest of Fred Urech
can not be entertained.: Kline V.'Stephan (10 L. D., 343); iRavezza v.
Binum (10 L. D., 694); O'Shee v. Coach- (33 L. D., 295).

It is elementary that the Department has no authority to try and
determine a question of right to patented,'lands, any question as
to the character of such lands being subject to consideration and
adjudication by the courts. Moore v. Robbins (96 U. S., 530) and
Germania. Iron Co. V. United' States (165 U. S., 379). The Commissioner appears perhaps to have proceeded primarily upon the
-theory that, conceding that the Land Department erred so that
the patent on Dougherty's entry was prematurelyand hence erroneously issued, its jurisdiction over the land involved was not lost
in view of the recovery by the' General Land Office of the patent
before manual delivery thereof to the patentee. The error, however, is not one for the Land 'Department to correct.
It may be well possibly to state what has been affirmed many
times, since the decision in the case of United States v. Schurz (102
U. S., 378)', that where a patent issues, in accordance with the
record upon which the right' to a patent is predicated for a portion
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of the public domain, subject by law to such disposal, the actual
manual. delivery of the patent is not necessary to pass title to the
patentee. Title by patent is title by record. Heirs of John Lowe
(2 L. D., 386); Schweitzer V. Ross, et al. (8 L. D., 70); United
States v. Schurz (102 U. S., 378); Bicknell v. Comstock (113 U. S.,

149). This patent to Dougherty was signed, sealed, countersigned,
and recorded on December 13,.1922, three, months, lacking one day,
after the original applications to contest were filed in the local
office, said applications having reached the General Land Office
October 22, 1922. In the case of United States v. Schurz, a contest
was instituted to secure cancellation of the involved entry on February 24, 1877, and the patent was signed, sealed, countersigned,
and recorded on September 26, 1877, seven months thereafter.
Whether or not the patent No. 890557 was issued through inadvertence, the Department has been deprived of jurisdiction to
adjudicate the .matters. presented to it -by the- record of this case.
The title in fee to the lands in question has passed out: of the United
States, and can only be recovered by direct proceedings in the courts
to set aside the patent within the time provided by law for bringing such suit. Since the Department, as already indicated, would
feel compelled to affirm the Commissioner's decision, were the case

open for disposal in that way, it is not inclined to seek cancellation
of the patent by suit.
The patent in question is Dougherty's muniment of title to the
land decribed therein, and it is directed that the said patent be
transmitted forthwith to the local office for delivery, the Department having neither the power to cancel it, nor the right to withhold it from delivery. Stein v. Wogan (21 L. D., 199).
The decision of the Commissioner.was without jurisdiction and
is set aside. All the applications .to contest aforesaid, including
that of Fred Urech, are dismissed, and the several contest cases are
closed.
STATE OP ARIZONA.
Decided A*Vuf

31, 1923.

ScHooL LAND-SUEcTroN-INDEMNIrY - MINIAL LANDS-ADVmsE CLAIMHEAWNG.
A State ndemnity selection, canceled upon the default. of the selector after

due notice to answer the charge that the land is mineral in character, will
not be reinstated for the purpose of ordering a hearing in the presence of
X
an adverse claim, even though such claim was inadvertently allowed.

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
At the Phoenix, Arizona, land- officeon July 25, 1918,the State of
Arizona filed an indemnity school land selection list embracing all of
Sec. 13,T13 S.,R.26

E., G. & S. R! M., against which, on December
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28,1921, the Commissioner of the General Land Office instituted proceedings under the regulations of February 26, 1916 (44 L. D., 572),

charging that the land is mineral in character, containing valuable
deposits of gold, silver, copper, and lead, and was known to be such
on or before the; filing of the State selection: The State land, commissioner receipted for a copy of the charges on March 3, 1922. Un-der date of August 1 1922,the State having failed to apply for a
hearing, the selection was canceled.

On March 5, 1923, the State land commissioner filed in the -local
office an application for the reinstatement of the selection and for a
hearing.
By decision dated April 23, 1923, the Commissioner of the General Land Officerefused to reinstate the selection, and an appeal on
behalf of the State was filed. Thereafter, a withdrawal of a request for a hearing, involving other lands, was received by the Department from the State land commissioner, which withdrawal was inadvertently filed: with the record now.under. consideration, resulting
in an order.of theaDepartment entered July 16, 1923, dismissing the
appeal, whereupon the Commissioner of the General Land Office, nider date of August 2,.1923,closed the case. By order entered August
24, 1923,the order of July 16, 1923,was vacated, leaving the appeal
to be considered on its merits.

It now appears that on March 16, 1923,William S. Clopton applied
to make entry under section 1 of the stock-raising homestead act for
all of said Sec. 13.. The application was suspended to await action
on the application of the State for the reinstatement of the selection
and on August 7, 1923, upon receipt of the Commissioner's letter of
August 2, 1923, was allowed by the local officers.

The notice which the State land commissioner receipted for on
March 3, 1922,notified him that if he' failed to file in the local office,
within thirty days, a written or printed answer, under oath, denying
the charge and applying for a hearing, the selection would be reported
for cancellation. The local officers withheld their report until July
12, 1922, and the selection was not canceled until August 1, 1922.-

The only legal right which the State had after service of notice of,
the charges against the-selection was to apply for a hearing in accordance with the regulations of February 26, 1916,supra. It ignored
the proceedings, and the selection was canceled.
The only question involved is whether the selection was canceled
in- accordance with existing regulations, and the foregoing shows
that the regulations were complied with and that the Commissioner
of. the General. Land Office on August 1, 1922, took the only action
which would have been proper. The State land commissioner does
not allege that the cancellation of.the selection was erroneous, but
that "the people in whose:interest the electon was made by the
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State complain that said cancellation is working a hardship upon
them.".
The proper course for the State would have been to file a new
selection together with an application for a hearing. The State
had no legal right demanding the reinstatement of the selection, and
in the presence of an adverse claim, although inadvertently allowed,
the Department would not be warranted in reinstating the selection
for the purpose of ordering a hearing.
The decision appealed from is accordingly affirmed.
ORESTES C. CRAMER.
Deci4ed September 4, 1928.
K-iNAIDl ACT-STOCx-RAisING

HOMESTEAD-ADDITIONAL-STATUTES.

The Kinkaid law, act of April 28, 1904, has no relevance to the right to make
entry under the stock-raising: homestead act of one who has not made an
entry under the former act or in the -territory affected by that act, or
who, having made such entry, has not, under the Kinkaid law, the right
to make an additional entry.
DEPARTMENTAL
DEcISIONSCITED AND DIsTINGuIsHED.

Cases of Charles Makela (46 L. D., 509), and Earl A. Mann (49 L. D., 286),
cited and distinguished.

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
At the Niobrara, Nebraska, land officeon August 23,1883, Orestes
C. Cramer made entry under section 2289, Revised Statutes, for
NW. A, Sec. 28, T. 30 S., R. 16 W., 6th P. M., which entry he perfected by final five-year proof, patent issuing on November 21,
1890. Entryman afterwards disposed of the land. Thereafter, on
June 3, 1922, at the Miles City, Montana, land office, said Cramer
applied to make entry under section 1 of the stock-raising homestead act of SE. 1 NE. i, E. i SE. , Sec. 19, S. , SE. I NE. j, Sec.
20, T. 7 S., R. 51 E., M. M.
The' local officers rejected the application, holding that Cramer
had exhausted his rights under the homestead law, and, on appeal,
their action was affirmed by the Commissioner of the General Land
Office,by decision dated February 5, 1923. An appeal to the Department has been filed.
The perfected entry embraced-a tract of land within the territory
affected by the so-called Kinkaid Act of April 28, 1904 (33 Stat.,
*547), and if, at the date of the filing of the application in question,
Cramer had owned and occupied the land in the perfected entry,
hiewould have been qualified to make an entry under section 2 of the
Kinkaid Act as amended by the act of May 29, 1908 (35 Stat., 465),
for 480 acres of land contiguous to his original homestead, and
would, therefore, under the rule announced in the case of Charles
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Makela (46 L. D., 509), be qualified to make the entry applied for
Earl A. Mann, 49 L. D., 286. But having disposed of the land embraced in his original homestead entry, he is not qualified to make
an original entry under the stock-raising homestead act.
Counsel contends that the application should be allowed because
Cramer is entitled to the benefits of the first proviso to section 3 of
the Kinkaid Act, which reads as follows:
That a former homestead entry shall not be a bar to the entry under the
provisions of this Act of a tract which, together with the former entry shall
not exceed six hundred and forty acres.

Cramer's right under said proviso is the equivalent of the right to
make an originaZ entry; until exercised within the. Kinkaid territory
it is intangible, and can not affect his right to make an original or
additional entry elsewhere. It is entirely different from the right
granted by section 2 as amended, which was, in effect, a declaration

by Congress that a person who owned and occupied a tract of and
within that territory which had theretofore been entered under the
homestead law could, by reason of the character of the land, perfect
an additional entry for contiguous land by continuing to reside upon
and improve .his original entry It was a tangible right, incident
and ancillary to the original entry, which original entry, though
made in the Kinkaid territory, did not exhaust the right of entry,
as did an entry under the proviso to section 3.
To sum up the whole matter: The Kinkaid law has no relevancy
to the right to make entry under the stock-raising homestead law of
one who has not made a Kincaid entry or an entry in that territory,
or who, having made such an entry, has not, under the Kinkaid law,
the right to make an additional entry.
The decision appealed from is correct and is affirmed.

OR=IAIU

E. DAY.

Decided September 4,1923.
LAND DEPARTMENT-COuRTS-TimBEB
EVIDENCE

AND

STONE

A

ct-MNERAL LANDS-

The rules of law as applied by the courts are binding upon the Land Department only in so far as they are not adverse to but assist its functions as:
an administrative agency of the executive branch of the Government which,
as the proprietor of the public domain, is a party to all proceedings relative to the disposal of the public lands, and entitled to rely upon and adhere to their classification, once arrived at, even though between others
than the parties to a new application to enter.
CiTEDAND
COUnTDEcIsION

APPLED.

Case of United States v. Midwest Oil Company (236 U. S., 459), cited and
applied.
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FrnqN~y,First A&siean~t Secretary:
On April 17, 1923, Ormilia E. Day filed application, serial 012808,
under the timber and stone act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 89), for
SW.

i

SE. : Sec. 15, T. 37 N., R. 38 E., W. M., Spokane, Washing-

ton, land district
The application was suspended by the local officers on the day
of its filing, on other grounds and because the land had been declared mineral in a contest brought by one Herman Warner against
serial 07209,a timber and stone application filed by Arthur W. Weir,
"January 23, 1912, the contestant charging that the land was mineral
in character. Upon the filing of applicant Day's affidavits removing the other grounds of suspension and asserting the nonmineral
character of the land, the whole record in his application was transmitted to the Commissioner for his consideration.
Decisions by the Commissioner and by the Department, had affirmed
the decision of the local officers,June 28, 1913,after a hearing, finding
that the land' embraced in application 07209 (which embraced said
SW. -SE. i, Sec. 15) was chiefly valuable for its mineral deposit and
recommending that the entry be canceled as to that part in conflict
with certain mineral claims. In view of that departmental decision
timber and stone application 07209 was canceled and repayment
made October 20, 1919.

Upon the suspension of application 012808coming before the Commissioner, he held, June 1, 1923,thatBecause of the above decision holding the land involved to be mineral in character, said application 012808 is hereby rejected. * * *

The applicant has appealed from the Commissioner's decision.
Day shows no privity of estate with former applicant Weir, so
that the former adjudication Qf the mineral character of the same
land, being adverse -only to a stranger to this application, does not
according to the strict rules of law bar a new hearing upon that
question. But the lands involved being the same, the Land Department is free to follow its own former adjudication, if it choose, instead
of reinvestigating the character of the land through another hearing.
The rules of law as administered by courts are binding upon the Land
Department only in so far as they are not adverse to but assist its
function as an administrative branch of the executive department of
the Government which, as the proprieter of the public domain, is a
party to all proceedings looking to the disposal of any part of that
domain, and in its executive administration is entitled to rely upon
and adhere to the classification of its lands, once arrived at, even
though between others than the parties to a new application .to enter.
This principle of the paramount nature of the administrative side
of the Land Department's work, rather than its function of adjudi-
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eating the rights of private claimants, entitles it, in so adjudicating.
to respect and follow its own former adjudications as to particular
lands, even though not binding in strictness upon a new claimant.
Its executive liberty of action in this respect is quite analagous to
the executive power, existing through implication of withdrawal of
lands from entry notwithstanding Congressional legislation had
previously made them free and open to occupation and purchase,
which is fully discussed in United States . Midwest Oil Company
(236 U. S., 459).

Therefore the decision of the Commissioner was correct and it is
affirmed.

INSTRUCTIONS
RELATING TO TE

ACQUISITION OF TITLE TO PUBLIC LANDS
IN THE TERRITORY OF ALASKA.
[Circular

No. 491.]

DEPARTmENT OF Tm INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

W:a~ington, D. C., September 8, 19,3.
LAND DISTRICTS

IN ALASKA.

The act of February 14, 1902 (32 Stat. 5,-20), provided:
On and after June 1, 1902, the number of land offices and land districts in
the District of Alaska is hereby reduced to one, the location of which shall be
fixed by the President.

Under authority of this statute an Executive order was made by
the President April 2, 1902, directing the location of the land office
for the District of Alaska at Juneau. At Juneau the officesof regis-ter and receiver have been consolidated under the act of July 19, 1919
(41 Stat. 194), with the joint duties imposed upon the register. In
pursuance of Executive order of May 17, 1923, the land office atJuneau was permanently discontinued June 30, 1923, and its business and archives were transferred to Anchorage, Alaska, on July 1,
1923. The act of March 2, 1907 (34 Stat. 1232), provides:
There are hereby created two additional land districts, the boundaries of
which shall be designated by the-President, in the District of Alaska, to be
known as the Nome land district, and the Fairbanks land district, with the
land offices located, respectively, at Nome, Alaska, and Fairbanks, Alaska.

By Executive order of May 14,1907, pursuant to the authority conferred by the act of March 2, 1907, the boundaries of the Nome and
Fairbanks land districts in the district of Alaska were'defined and
declared as they now exist, and all parts of Alaska not included
within either the Nome land district or the Fairbanks land district
are in the Anchorage land district.
At Nome and Fairbanks the clerks of the district courts are ex
officioregisters, aid the marshals of said courts ex officioreceivers.
INSTRUCTIONS RELATIVE TO DESCRIPTION OF LAND IN NOTICES
OF APPLICATIONS FOR PATENT, ETC., IN ALASKA.

The notices of applications for patent for lands in Alaska are, in
many cases, not sufficientto apprise adverse claimants and the public
generally of the location of the land applied for, and therefore do'

I'Thiscircular

is a revision of

cfrdularNo. 491 (45 L. D. 227).
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not serve the purpose for which such notices are required; nor can
the location of the land be ascertained from the application papers
themselves and without obtaining information from other sources.
This is due principally to the large area of unsurveyed land in the
Territory and remoteness-from centers of population of much of the
country. In order to give a more definite description of the land applied for, the following special instructions with reference to the
Territory of Alaska are issued, which are supplemental to but do not
change or modify existing regulations:
1. The field notes of survey of all claims within the Territory of
Alaska, where the survey is not tied to a corner of the public survey,
shall contain a description of the location or mineral monument to
which the survey is tied, by giving its latitude and longitude, and its
position with reference to rivers, creeks, mountains or mountain
peaks, towns, or other prominent topographical points or natural
objects or: monuments, giving the distances and directions as,nearly
accurate as possible, especially with reference to any well-known
trail to a town or mining camp, or to a river or mountain appearing
on the map of Alaska, 'Wvhichdescription 'shall appear in the field
notes regardless of whether or not the survey be tied to an existing
monument, or to a monument established by the surveyor when
making the survey in accordance with existing regulations with
reference to the establishment of such monuments. The description
of such monument shall appear in a paragraph separate from the
description of the courses and distances of the survey.
.2. All notices of applications for patent for lands in the Territory
of Alaska, where: the survey on which the application is based is
not tied to a corner of the public survey, shall, in addition to the
description required to be given by existing regulations, describe the,
monument to which the claim is tied by giving its latitude and longitude and a reference by approximate course and distance to a town,
mining camp, river, creek, mountain, mountain peak, or other natural object appearing on the map of Alaska, and any other facts
shown by the field notes of survey which shall aid in determining
the exact location, of, such claim without an examination of the
record or a reference to other sources. The registers and receivers
will exercise discretion in the- matter of such descriptions in the
published notices,;bearing in mind the object to be attained, of so
describing the land embraced in the claim as to enable its location to
be ascertained from the notice of application.
SURVEYS UNDER THE RECTANGULAR

SYSTEM.'

Since Congress-authorized the extension of the rectangular system
of public-land surveys to the Territory of Alaska over 1,550,000
acres have been brought under survey.. These surveys have been
placed under the control of three independent' meridians established
as follows: The-Sewardlmeridian, initiated just north of Resurrection Bay and extending to the Matanuska coal fields; the Fairbanks
meridian, commencing near the town of that name and controlling
the surveys, in that vicinity, including the Nenana coal fields;, and'
'the Copper River meridian which lies in the valley of the Copper
River and from 'which surveys have been executed as far north as
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the Tanana River and south to the Bering River- coal fields and
the Gulf of Alaska.
'All of these. surveys have been confined. to known agricultural
areas, the coal fields, and such adjoining lands as might under normal
conditions be attractive to settlers. The extension'of the surveys to
other areas will be governed largely by the requirement of. the act
making annual appropriations for surveying the public lands "that
preference be given rst in favor of- surveying townships occupied
in whole or in part by actual settlers and by whether the lands are
in the regular progress of such surveys.
Bona fide settlers upon the public land with the intention of
acquiring title to their claims re at liberty to' apply to the surveyor general at Juneau for the survey of the township or townships in which such claims are- situated.' Authorization of survey
so applied for must, however, be dependent upon the facts and circumstances attending each- case.
OXESTEAD CLAIMS.

Section 1 of the act of May 14, 1898 (30 Stat. 409), extending
the homestead laws of the United States to Alaska, was amended
by the act of March 3, 1903 (32 Stat. 1028) ; the general homestead
laws are, therefore, in. force in -the Territory, except in so far as
modified by said acts and by the acts of July 8, 1916 (39 Stat. 352),
June 28, 1918 (40 Stat. 632), and June 5, 1920. (41 Stat. 1059).

Section 1 of the act approved May 14, 898, is as follows:
:

-

:

ACT OF MAY 14 i898.

-

SECTIoN1. That the homestead land laws of the United States and the rights
incident thereto, including the right to: enter surveyed or unsurveyed lands
under provisions of law relating to the acquisition of title through soldiers'
additional homestead rights are hereby extended to the district of Alaska, subject to such regulations as may be made by the Secretary of the Interior; and
no indemnity, deficiency, or lieu lands'pertaining to any land grant whatsoever
originating outside of said district of Alaska shall be located within or taken
from lands in said district: Provided, That- no entry shall be allowed extending
more than eighty rods along the shore of any navigable water, and along such
shore a space at least eighty rods shall be reserved from entry between all
such claims, and that nothing herein contained shall be' so construed as to" authorize entries to be made, or title to be acquired, to the shore of any navigable
waters within said district: And it is further provided, That no homestead shall
exceed eighty acres-in -extent.
AMENDATORY ACT 0F 1903.

'

An act to amend section 1 of the act of -Congress approved May
14, 1898, entitled "An act' extending the homestead laws and providing for a right of -way for railroads in the District of Alaska,"
is as follows:
'Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That all the provisions of the homestead laws of the United States not in conflict with the provisions of this act
and all rights incident thereto, are hereby extended to the district of'Alaska,
subject to such regulations as may be made by the Secretary of the Interior;
and no indemnity, deficiency, or lieu-land selections pertaining to any land
grant outside of the district of Alaska shall be made, and no land scrip or
land warrant of any kind whatsoever shall be located within or exercised
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upon any lands in said district except as now provided by law: And provided further, That no more than one hundred and sixty acres shall be entered in any single body by such scrip, lieu selection, or soldier's additional
homestead right: And provided further, That no location of scrip, selection, or
right along any navigable or other waters shall be made within the distance
of eighty rods of any lands, along such waters, theretofore located by means:
of any such scrip or otherwise: And provided further, That no commutation
privileges shall. be allowed in excess of one hundred and sixty acres included
in any homestead entry under the provisions hereof: Provided, That no entry
shall be allowed extending more than one hundred and sixty rods along the
shore of any navigable water, and along such shore a space of at least eighty
rods shall be reserved from entry between all such claims; and that nothing
herein contained shall be so construed as to authorize entries to be made or
title to be acquired to the shore of any navigable -waters within said district;
and no patent shall issue hereunder until all the requirements of sections
twenty-two hundred and ninety-one, twenty-two hundred and, ninety-two, and
twenty-three hundred and five of the Revised Statutes of the United States
have been fully complied with as to residence, improvements, cultivation, and
proof, except as to commuted lands as herein provided: And it is further provided, That every person who is qualified under existing laws to make homestead entry of the public lands of the United States who has settled upon or
who shall hereafter settle upon any of the public lands of the United States
situated in the district of Alaska, whether surveyed or unsurveyed, with the
intention of claiming the same under the homestead laws, shall, subject to the
provisions and limitations hereof, be entitled to enter three hundred and
twenty acres or a less quantity of unappropriated public land in said district
of Alaska. If any of the land so settled upon, or to be settled upon, is unsurveyed, then the land settled upon, or to be settled upon, must be located
in a rectangular form, not more than one mile in length, and located by north
and south lines run according to the true meridian; that the location. so made
shall be marked upon the ground by permanent monuments at each of the -four
corners of the said location, so that the boundaries of the same may be readily
and easily traced; that the record of said location shall, within ninety days
from the date of settlement, be filed for record in the recording district in
which the land is situated. Said record shall contain the name of the settler,
the date of the settlement, and such a description of the land settled upon,
by reference to some natural object or permanent monument, as wil identify
the same; and if, after the expiration of the said period of five years, or at
such date as the settler may desire to commute the public surveys of the
United States have not been extended over the and located, a patent shall
nevertheless issue for the land included within the boundaries of said location
as thus recorded, upon proof to be submitted to the register and receiver of
the proper land office, upon proof that he is a citizen of the United States,
and upon the further proof required by section twenty-two hundred and ninetyone of the Revised Statutes of the United States as heretofore and herein
amended, and under the procedure in the obtaining of patents to the unsurveyed lands of the United States, as provided for by section ten of the act
hereby amended, and under such rules and regulations as shall be prescribed
by the Secretary of the Interior as hereinbefore provided, without the payment
of any purchase price or other charges, except the ordinary office fees and
commissions of the register and receiver, except one dollar and twenty-five
cents per acre on land commuted: And -provided aways, That no title shall,
be obtained hereunder to any of the mineral or coal lands of the district of

Alaska: And it is further provided, That the right of any homestead settler

to transfer any portion of the land so settled upon, as provided by section
twenty-two hundred and eighty-eight of the Revised Statutes of the United
States, shall be restricted and limited within the district of Alaska 'as follows:
For church, cemetery, or school purposes to five acres, and for the right of
railroads across such homestead to one hundred feet in width on either side
of the center line of said railroad; and all contracts by the settler made before his receipt of patent from the Government, for the conveyance of the
land homesteaded by him or her,; except as herein provided, shall be held null
and void.
Approved,

March 3, 1903.

(32 Stat. 1028.)
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ACT OF JULY 8, 1916.

An act to amend the United States homestead law in- its application to Alaska, and for other purposes, is as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That every person who is qualified
under existing laws to make homestead entry of the public lands of the United
States who has settled upon or who shall hereafter settle upon any of the
public lands of the United States situated in the District of Alaska, whether
surveyed or unsurveyed, with the intention of claiming the same under the
homestead laws, shall, subject to the provisions and limitations of the act approved March third, nineteen hundred and three, chapter one thousand and
two, United States Statutes at Large, page one thousand and twenty-eight, be
entitled to enter one hundred and sixty acres or a less quantity of unappropriated public land in said District of Alaska, and no more, and a former homestead entry in any other State or Territory shall not be a bar to a homestead
entry in Alaska: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall be construed
to limit or curtail the area of any homestead claim heretofore lawfully
initiated.
- SEC.2. That there shall be excepted from homestead settlement and entry
under this act the lands-in Annette and Pribilof Islands, the islands leased or
occupied for the propagation of foxes, and such other lands as have been or
may be reserved or withdrawn from settlement or entry.
Approved,

July 8, 1916.

(39 Stat., 352.)

The act of June 5, 1920 (41 Stat. 1059), provides:
That the provisions of the act of May 14, 1898 (Thirtieth Statutes at Large,
page 409.), extending the homestead laws to Alaska, and of the act of March 3.
1903 (Thirty-second Statutes at Large, page 1028), amendatory thereof, in so
far as they reserve from sale and entry a space of at least eighty rods in width
between tracts sold, or entered under the provisions thereof along the shore of
any navigable water, and provide that no entry shall be allowed extending
more than one hundred and sixty rods along the shore of any navigable water.
shall not apply to lands classified and listed by the. Secretary of Agriculture
for entry under the act of Jne 11, 1906 (Thirty-fourth Statutes, page-233),
and that the Secretary of the Interior may upon application to enter or otherwise in his discretion restore to entry and disposition such- reserved spaces and
may waive the restriction that no entry shall be allowed extending more than
one hundred and sixty rods along the shore of any navigable water as to such
lands as he shall-determine are not necessary for harborage uses and purposes.
UNSURVEYED

LANDS.

'The act of June 28, 1918 (40 Stat. 632), amended the Alaska home-

stead act of July 8, 1916 (39 Stat. 352), so as to provide for the
survey of homesteads without expense to claimants. The section
reads as follows:
SEC.2. That if the system of public surveys has not been extended over the
land included in a homestead entry,. the entryman may, after due compliance
with the terms of the homestead law in the matter of residence, cultivation,
and iiprovement, submit to the register and receiver a showing as to such
compliance,: duly corroborated -by two witnesses, and if such evidence satisfactorily shows that the homesteader is in a position to submit acceptable,
final proof the surveyor general of the Territory will be so advised and will,
not later than the next succeeding surveying season, issue proper instructions
for the survey of the land so entered without expense to the entryman, who
may thereafter submit final proof as in similar entries of surveyed lands.
So far as practicable, such survey shall follow the general system of publicland surveys, and the entryman shall conform his boundaries thereto: Provided, That nothing herein shall prevent the homesteader from securing earlier
action.on -hisentry by a special survey at his own expense, if he so elects.
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REGULATIONS UNDER HOXESTEAD LAW."

The following regulations will govern, the procedure under the
homestead law as applicable to Alaska:
1. Except as to claims. initiated-before the passage of the threeyear act of June 6, 1912 (37 Stat. 123), homestead entries in the
Territory must be perfected under the terms of said act. For full
instructions thereunder and information as to other general homestead laws, reference is made to the general homestead circular.
2. Where a claim was initiated before June 6, 1912,by application
duly filed, or by settlement on: a tract not covered by the public
system of surveys, the homesteader may, at his option, perfect title
under. the three-year act or. under the provisions of the old five-year
law; the latter requires proof of residence and cultivation during the
period indicated, hut specifies no proportion of the area which must
be cultivated.
ITIATIO3i

OF CLAIMSo-UNSURVEYED LANDS.

3. Where a settler desires to acquire as a homestead land,. any or

all of which is unsurveyed, he may initiate his claim by settlement
thereon; in order to preserve his rights-he must post on the land a
notice of his location and within 90 days after the settlement file a
copy thereof for record with the commissioner of the recording district. in which -the land is situated. The tract selected must,-e in
rectanrgular form, not. more than .1 mile- in length, located by lines
running north and south, according to the true meridian, the four
corners being marked by permanent monuments. The location notice
should contai thena me of the settler, the date 'of the settlement, and
such description of the land claimed, by: reference to some natural
object or permanent monument, as will serve to identify it.
INITIATION OF CLAIMfS--SURVEYED LANDS.

4. Where the public system of surveys has been extended over a
tract, .settlement rights may be established and maintained only in
the same manner as-is allowed in the -United States, as explained in
the general homestead circular; as to- such claims, no posting or
recording of a location notice is required, but an application for entry
must be filed at the local United States land office within three
months after the date of settlement, in order to preserve the preference right of entry as against subsequent settlers.
-5.'The application for entry must be made according to the- legal
subdivisions as shown by the plat of survey; excepting that it must
thus conform, there is no restriction as to the shape of the tract
which may be entered. ' Where a settlement was made and a location
notice posted and filed for record before the extension of the surveys,
the application'should make reference thereto; it should be stated
also to what extent the land applied for is different from that covered
by the notice ; and the settler may not abandon all -of the subdivisions
covered by the location, -unless a showing is made which would

justify amendment of his claim.
5ee p. 26, relating to aricuiltnral entries on mineral lands.
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OF HOMESTEADERS.

6. (a) Any settler who is qualified, so far as personal status is
concerned, to make a homestead entry, may enter not exceeding 160
acres in Alaska, unless he has already, made a homestead entry or
filed a location notice in that Territory, 6r unless he is disqualified by

reason of the 320-acre limitation on the area of the agricultural publie land to be acquired by one person, herein below explained. Said
area of 160 acres may 'be entered whether the land be surveyed or
unsurveyed. A person who has made homestead entry for less than
160acres in Alaska, and submitted final proof thereon, may make an
additional
entry for sufficient land to make up that area, being required to show residence, cultivation, and improvements in connection
therewith as though it were an original entry, if the additional
entry is made under section 6 of the act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat.
854); but iundersection 2 of the act of April 28, 1904 (33 Stat. 527),
if the additional entry is for land contiguous to that in the original
entry and the applicant owns and occupies the land in the original
entry the additional entry may be perfected without proof of residence upon and cultivation of the additional entry; and if final proof
of settlement and cultivation has been made for the original entry
when the additional entry is made then the patent may issue without
further proof. Section 3 of this act prohibits commutation of entries made thereunder.
(b) Prior to July 8, 1916, a settler on the public lands in Alaska
was entitled to enter 320 acres. The provisions of the act of that
date did not have the effect of limiting or curtailing the area of any
homestead claim lawfully initiated before its passage. Therefore,
an entry for as much as 320 acres may be made in any case where a

valid settlement on the land was made before July 8, 1916,provided
notice thereof has been filed for record in the recording district in
which the land involved is situated within 90 days after the settlement, and said settlement has been duly-maintained until the filing
of the application for entry. However, a person who has exhausted
his right in the United States in whole, or in part, is not entitled to
homestead more than 160 acres, notwithstanding that he may have
made settlement antedating the act of July 8,.1916.,
- 7. (a) Under the act last mentioned, a former homestead entry
outside of Alaska does not bar the claimant's right to make homestead entry in that Territory for not exceeding 160 acres; in connection with an application for entry of that area, it is not material
whether the homestead entry in the United States proper was perfected or not, and no statement on the subject of such an entry is
required. However, if the applicant has made a homestead entry,
or filed a location notice, in Alaska, and failed to perfect title to
the land involved, he must, in connection with an application for
homestead entry of another claim in Alaska, make the same showing
required under the general homestead law.
(b) The act of August

30, 1890 (26 Stat. 391), limits to 320

acres the area one person may acquire after that date under the
agricultural public land laws. In applying its provisions to a
homestead claim for not more than 160 acres in Alaska, a homestead
entry in the United States is not to be counted. As to a claim based
on settlement before July 8, 1916, it may make up, with the appli74526°-24-voL
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cant's former entry, a maximum aggregate area of 480 acres; in
such cases a former homestead in the United States is counted even
though the claimant paid the price of the land before June 5, 1900
(being entitled to restoration of his right); and no entry for more
than

160 acres based on settlement

before July

8 1916, can be

allowed where the applicant has already had 320 acres, including
an entry under the. homestead law.

'.1qU IL, 0 El ,

RESFRVATIONS AND IMTATIONS.

I

0

8. No homestead entry outside of a national forest may extend
more than 160 rods (one-half mile) along the shore of a navigable
water, and along such shores a space of at least 80 rods must be
reserved between claims, unless such 160-rod restriction is waived
or such 80-rod reserved space- shall be restored to entry by the
Secretary of the Interior' under authority of the act of June 5,
1920 (41 Stat. 1059). By said act of June 5, 1920, it is providedthat such 160-rod restriction and such 80-rod reservation of shore
space shall not apply to lands in national forests classified and listed
by_the Secretary of Agriculture for entry under the act of June
11, 1906 (34 Stat. 233).

(See p. 81 as to reserved spaces.)

The

use of such reserved space of 80 rods between claims abutting on
any navigable stream, inlet, gulf, bay, or seashore may be granted
by the Secretary of the Interior to citizens, associations of citizens,
or corporations for landings and wharves, the public being allowed
access thereto.

9. A homestead entryman must show residence upon his claim for
at least three years; however, he is entitled to- absent himself during
each year for not more than two periods making up an aggregate
of five months, giving written notice to the local land office of the
time of leaving the homestead and returning thereto. There must
be shown also cultivation of one-sixteenth of the area of the claim
during the second year of the entry and of one-eighth during the
third year and until the submission of proof, unless the requirements
in this respect be reduced upon application duly filed. The law provides also that the entryman must have a habitable house upon the
land at the time proof is submitted.
10. To the extent of not more than 160 acres an entry may be
"commuted"; that is, the claimant may show 14 months' residence upon the land and cultivation of one-sixteenth of the area
commuted and pay the price of the land ($1.25 per acre), cash
certificate thereupon issuing, followed by patent in the usual manner; In such cases the homesteader is entitled to a five months'
absence in each year, but can not have credit for such period, actual
presence on the land for 14 months being required. Where a part of
a claim only is commuted, the entry may be allowed to remain intact,
or the settlement right under a recorded location notice maintained,
pending' future submission of three-year proof as to the remainder
of the land.
11. Residence must be, established upon the claim within six
months after the date of the entry or the' recording of the location
notice, as the case may be; but an extension of not more than six
months may be allowed, upon application duly filed, in which the
entryman shows by his own affidavit, and that of two witnesses, that
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residence could not be established within the first six months, for
climatic reasons, or on account of sickness, or other unavoidable
cause.

A leave of absence for one year or less may be granted

by

the local officers to a homesteader who has established actual iesidence on the land, where failure or destruction of crops, sickness, or
other' unavoidable casualty has prevented him from supporting
himself and these dependent upon him by cultivation of the and.
SUBMISSION OF PROOF-UNSURVEYED

LANDS.

12. Where the public system of surveys has not been extended ovei
a duly- located homestead and the settler has had such compliance
with 'the terms of the homestead law in the matter of residence, cultivation, and improvements as to justify submission of three-year
proof on his claim, he"may file with the register and receiver his
affidavit, corroborated by two witifesses, showing such compliance.
If they find this satisfactory, they will so advise the surveyor general
of the Territory and he will, not later than the next succeeding sur
veying season, issue instructions for the survey of the land involved,
without expense to the entryman. So far as practicable such surveys
must follow the general system of public-land surveys and the entryman must in all cases conform his boundaries thereto. After
the survey -has been duly made and the. plat thereof filed, proof may
be-submitted on the entry as in case of ordinary entries for surveyed
lands.

(See par. 13 and 17-below.)

:

Y

However, if the settler desires-to obtain earlier action in the matter of the survey, or does not wish to proceed under the act of June
28, 1918 (40 Stat. 632), he may have a survey of the tract made at
his own expense. by a deputy surveyor, appointed by the United
States surveyor general. After the survey has been completed and
been approved by the surveyor general, certified copies of the field
notes and plat must be filed at the local United States land office.
The proof testimony of claimant and of his two proof witnesses
should also be filed then or as soon as possible thereafter.

13. The local officers, upon receipt of final proof, will carefully
examine it, and, if they find same satisfactory in every respect accompanied with sufficient money to pay the amount due,-will thereupon issue and transmit to the entryman notice for publication,
reading as follows.
Final proof testimony on homestead entry
embracing
has been
submitted by
, entryman, and' his witnesses
, residing at
,, and
, residing at
'
, and is now in the files of
the local land office at
, Alaska, and if no protest is filed in the local
land office at
on or before
said final proof will be accepted and
final certificate issued.

The claimant must arrange,'for publication' of the notice for a
period of 60 days in a newspaper designated -by the. register, which
must be one of general circulation nearest the land in which publication is to be made. If the newspaper be published daily there must
be 60 insertions of the notice; if daily except Sunday, 52 insertions';
if weekly, 9 insertions; and if semiweekly, 18 insertions. Moreover,
the entryman must during, said 60 days keep a copy of the plat and
of his notice of having made proof on the claim 'posted n'a coispicuous

place on the land.
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14. If the application for entry be filed, the proof be received by
the register and receiver and found satisfactory, no protest or adverse
claim be filed, and the proper fee and commissions be paid, they will
at once place the.entry of record; after evidence of publication is filed
in support

of the p roof the local officers will issue final certificate

thereon provided the price of the land be paid in case of commutation, or the fnal commissions be paid in other cases-the usual
testimony fees being also paid.
15. If the proof does not show satisfactory compliance with the
provisions of the homestead laws as to residence, cultivation, and
improvements, but no adverse claim be-filed,the register and receiver
will place the homestead entry of record, on payment of the proper
fee and commissions; they will, however, withhold final certificate
and reject the proof, or call for supplemental evidence (allowing the
usual right of appeal), or forward the papers for consideration by
this office,as the circumstances of each case appear to require. They
will thus forward the papers if there be filed a protest against the acceptance of the proof by the chief of field division, or a sworn protest consisting of the affidavit of a private person, corroborated by.
that of at least one witness.
16. If during the period of posting and publication of notice, or
within 30 days thereafter, any person, corporation, or association
asserting an adverse interest in, or claim to, the tract involved or
any part thereof files in the land office where the application for
patent is pending an adverse claim under oath, setting forth the
nature and ext6nt thereof, action on the proof will be suspended and
the. adverse claimant allowed 60 days after such filling within which
to begin action in a court of competent jurisdiction in Alaska to
quiet title to such part of the land as is covered by said claim. In
such cases no final certificate will be issued, nor the entry, for the
land placed of record, until a final adjudication of the rights 'of the
parties has been made by the'court, or until it shall have been shown
that an action was not begun within the period indicated. If an
adjudication by the court be had, entry will be made and patent
issued in conformity with its final decree.
SUBMISSION OF PROOF-SIRVEYED

LANDS.

17. Where the public system of surveys has been extended over a
tract and homestead entry made in accordance therewith, though
the claim may have been initiated by a location and the homesteader
believes he has complied with' all the requirements of the homestead
law sufficientlyto have earned title to his claim, he may appear, with
two witnesses having personal knowledge of the facts before either
the register or receiver of the local district land officeor before any
officer authorized' to administer oaths and using a seal and submit
final proof testimony without previous notice of intention by publication. Where proper compliance with the law is shown, no adverse
claim appears on the records, and no protest against the proof is'
filed, it will be accepted and final certificate issued pursuant thereto
after proper evidence of publication is filed in support thereof. See
paragraph 13 for form of notice for publication.
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TRANSFERS BEFORE PROOF.

18. In Alaska, as in the: United States, a forfeiture of the claim
results from a transfer of any part of the land or of any interest
therein before the submission of the proof, with certain exceptions
specified by law. These are somewhat different in the Territory,
there being permitted transfers for church, cemetery, or school purposes to the extent of 5 acres, and for railroad rights- of way across
the land having an extreme width of 200 feet.'
SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL

HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.

4 a4,%;,4- a-/ P do .e
Section 1 of the act of May 14, -1898 (30 Stat. 409), and the
amendatory act of March 3, 1903 (32 Stat. 1028), extended to
Alaska not only the laws as to homestead entries but also those provisions of law relating to the acquisition of title through soldiers'
additional homestead rights, they being -made applicable to unsurveyed as well as to surveyed lands. -

1. It is provided in the act of 1903 that no more than 160 acres
shall be entered in any single body by scrip, lieu selection, or soldiers'
additional homestead right, and the general restrictions as to the
extent of claims along navigable waters and reserved spaces between
the same apply to rights of this kind.'
2. A person seeking to locate soldiers'. additional homestead
rights must file with the register and receiver. of the. proper local
officean application in duplicate to enter the tract, describing it by
approximate latitude and longitude, and otherwise identifying it
with as much certainty as may be possible without actual survey.
He must also furnish evidence of the prima facie validity of the
additional right and of his ownership thereof. The nonmineral
and nonsaline affidavit, the affidavit of the locator's citizenship and
of his unimpaired ownership of the right, and the affidavit that the
land is not occupied or improved by anyone claiming it adversely
of apto the applicant are part of the printed form (4-00a)
plication.
3. The area of the land applied for may not exceed the area of the
additional right or rights tendered. If the right used is a certificate,
or recertified certificate, which exceeds the area of the land entered,
evidence of the unused portion may be obtained by procuring a
certified copy or photostat of the certificate bearing proper notation
as to the amount used.
4. The register and receiver will, upon receipt of the application
-and evidence, note its filing, designate the original by the current
serial number, and transmit it, together with the proof of ownership
of the right, to the General Land Office,forwarding the copy to the
chief of field division, and furnishing the applicant with a certificate
to the surveyor general that a satisfactory application has been filed
and that no objection to the survey is known.to them. The surveyor general will, if no objection is shown by his records, immediately deliver to the applicant an order for such survey, which will
2The last proviso to act of Mar. 8, 1922 (42 Stat. 415), prohibits making of soldiers'
additional entries under sec. 2306, Revised Statutes, for withdrawn or classified coal, oil,
.
or gas lands or lands valuable for coal, it, or gas.
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be sufficient authority for any United States deputy surveyor to make
a survey of the claim.
A. The survey must be made at the expense of the applicant, and
no right will be recognized as initiated by such- application

unless

actual work on'the survey is -begun within 90 days after the receipt
by the applicant of the order issued by the surveyor general as
above directed. The rights thus secured will lapse unless the survey
is continued to completion without unnecessary delay. The deputy
surveyor will certify to the field notes and plat, which must be filed
with the surveyor general, together with all proof required by the
laws and regulations. The surveyor general will examine the plat,
field notes, and proofs to ascertain whether the regulations have
been complied with, and if-he finds the work regular he will forward
the papers -to the General Land Officefor acceptance.
6. If the Commissioner of the General Land Officefinds the survey
to be worthy of approval the surveyor general will be advised
thereof and directed to file the certified copy of the plat and field
notes with the register and receiver. They will thereupon notify
the applicant that within 60 days from a date fixed by them he must
furnish evidence of posting and publication; that on default in this
respect the application will be rejected and the survey canceled.
The same posting and publication of notice and evidence thereof
are required as in case of entries for trade and manufacture; the
same rules apply also with reference to the filing and assertion of
adverse claims.

(See p. 41.)

7. The register and receiver will at once mail a copy of the notice
to the chief of field division also, and the application will be subject
to contest for any cause affecting its validity, or on account of applicant's-failure to comply with the regulations.
8. If an application is filed by an association, it must so appear,
and the citizenship and age of each member thereof be shown. If it
is made by a corporation, its creation must be established by the
certificate of the officerhaving custody of the recoids of incorporation
at the place of its formation, and it must be further shown that such
corporation is authorized by law to hold land in Alaska. A certified
copy of the articles of incorporation should be filed.
9. The applicant is required to file a corroborated

affidavit, show-

ing that the land contains no workable deposits of coal or petroleum,
and that the land is not within an area surrounding a spring and
withdrawn by the order of March 28, 1911.
10. The applicant must file corroborated affidavits fully describing
all 'waters situated upon or crossing the land, whether creek, pond,
lagoon, or lake, stating their source, depth, width, outlet, and current (whether swift or sluggish), whether or not the same or any
of them' are-navigable for skiffs, canoes, motor boats, launches, or
other small water craft, and whether or not the same or any of them
constitute a passageway for salmon or other merchantable sea-going
fish to spawning grounds.

(See p. 81 as to reserved spaces.)

He

must also file corroborated affidavits, based upon personal knowledge,
to the effect that the land is not within any withdrawal or reservation by the Government of the United States; that it is free from
any claim by natives of Alaska; that it is not within a distance of
80 rods,, along any navigable or other waters, from any land there-
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tofore located by means of any such soldier's additional right, or
otherwise under the act of May 14, 1898, as modified by the act.
of March 3, 1903, or that it has been restored from the 80-rod
shore space reservation, and that it does not adjoin any other like
inland or waterfront location, the area of which added to the tract
would constitute a single body of land exceeding 160 acres, or that
the 160-rod inhibition has been waived.
11. After all the evidence above indicated, including evidence of
posting and publication, shall have been filed, the register will hold
the: papers during the period allowed for the filing of an adverse
claim, and will thereafter transmit them to the General Land Office.
The local officerswill not allow the entry and issue final certificate in
the absence of instructions so to do; and this rule will apply whether
the right be certified or uncertified, the practice of issuing final
certificates on certified rights before transmitted having been
abolished.
SURVEYED LANDS.

It is to be understood that the above statements and instructions
apply only to applications for unsurveyed lands. Where it is sought
to locate a soldier's additional homestead right on a tract which is
included in the public system of surveys, the procedure is not different
in any respect from that prescribed in such cases as to surveyed lands
in the United States.
NATIONAL FOREST HOMESTEADS.

Jhe act of June 11, 1906 (34 Stat. 233), providing for homestead
entries of agricultural lands within national forests, applies to such
lands in Alaska. Entries made under said act are limited in area to
160 acres and are subject to the general homestead laws applicable to
the United States, except that no commutation is allowed.
These entries may be made only after the lands desired have been
listed by the Secretary of Agriculture as agricultural in'character
and after a declaration by the Secretary of the Interior that the
listed lands are subject to settlement and entry.
Information as to the boundaries of the forests, the method of applying for listing, etc., may be obtained by addressing the Forester,
Washington, D. C., or the United States District Forester at Juneau,
Alaska.
Instructions under act of June 5, 1920 (41 Stat. 1059), restoring
shore space lands within national forests in Alaska (see p. 81):
2. This act abolishes all the above-mentioned restrictions so far
as concerns lands within national forests. An application for homestead entry for lands which have been listed as agricultural in
character under the, act of June 11, 1906, will be allowed, if otherwise regular, without any regard whatsoever to the relation of the
tract involved to a body of navigable water, unless wharf or landing privileges thereon shall have been granted or application therefor be pending.
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3. As to lands outside of national forests the limitations mentioned still exist, the laws establishing them being in full force and
effect; moreover tracts covered by wharf or landing privileges, or
by applications therefor, are not subject to appropriation. No
rights under the public land laws can be secured, in conflict with the
restrictions above set forth, either by settlement or filing of location notice or by application for entry, unless and until the shore
space involved shall have been restored, or the waiver as to excessive
length shall have been ordered, as provided by said act of June 5,
1920, except as hereinafter stated.

4. Restorations of reserved spaces will be made by the Secretary
of the Interior pursuant to investigation by the field service of this
office,either on his own initiative or following petitions for restoration.
RESTORATION.

5. The act authorizes restorations upon "application to enter or
-otherwise" within the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior,
and in its administration action will be taken as follows:
(a) Applications to enter will be entertained as the basis for an
order of restoration only in cases where the applicant sets up some
equitable claim to the land accruing prior to the passage of the act,
in which case the application should be accompanied by a sworn
corroborated statement as to the facts upon which the alleged claim
is founded, in addition to the showing required in section 6 hereof;
if the land is unsurveyed, in lieu of the formal application to enter,
the claimant should file a certified copy of the location notice fired
in the local recording office.

(b) Petitions for restoration will be entertained when presented
in accordance with the procedure provided in section 6 hereof. A
restoration resulting. from such a petition will not give the petitioner
a preference right to enter or select the land, unless based upon undoubted equities which accrued prior to the passage of the act'.
(c) Restoration may also be made by the department

on its own

motion, where, after field investigation, it is found that such action
is authorized by the statute and required by public interest.
(d) Lands found necessary for harborage uses, or other public
purposes, will be excluded from orders of restoration, and included
within an appropriate order of withdrawal under the act of June
25, 1910 (36 Stat. 847).
PETITIONS FOR RESTORATION-SURVEYED

LANDS.

6? Any person or persons desiring, may file a petition in duplicate
for restoration of any shore space involved, or for waiver of the
restriction as to length of the claim, or -a petition covering both
questions if this be required. Therein must be given a description
of the land sought by legal subdivisions, a full statement asto the
pending claims on each side of said tract bordering along the water
in question, and all essential facts set forth as to the availability of
the land sought for harbor purposes, and, if the water be a stream,
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all facts must be stated as to its width, depth, and navigability, and
the use which is ordinarily made thereof, as well as whether or not
such stream or lake is a runway or spawning ground for seagoing
fish.

This petition must be executed before the register or receiver or
some officer in Alaska authorized to administer oaths and having

an official seal, and must be corroborated by the affidavits of at least
two witnesses, similarly executed. One copy thereof will be at once
referred by the local office to the chief of field division for investigation; the second copy, together with all other papers filed, will be

transmitted to the General Land Office with the regular monthly
returns. The report by the chief of field division will be forwarded
by him to this office direct.

UNSURVEYED LANDS.

Any person or persons may file in the district land office a petition,

in duplicate, for the restoration of shore space reservations, unsurveyed in whole or in part, ad in said petition describe the lands
as accurately as possible accoring to existing regulations, tying the

description to known niounments, towns, or natural objects wherever
practicable.
The petition will be disposed of as above directed for'
surveyed lands.
7. The act of June 5, 1920, does not modify that clause in the act
of May 4, 1898, which provides that a roadway, 60 feet in width, as
nearly parallel to the shore line, of navigable waters as may be
practicable, shall be reserved for the use of the public as a highway.
8. The 80-rod shore space reservation applies only to homestead,

soldiers' additional, and trade and manufacturing entries.
TRADE AND MANUFACTURING

SITES.

By section 10, act of May 14, 1898 (30 Stat. 409), the following

provisions are made:

That any citizen of the United States twenty-one years of age, or any association of such citizens, or any corporation incorporated under the laws of the
United States or of any State or Territory now authorized by law to hold lands
in the Territories, hereafter in the possession of and occupying public lands in
the District of Alaska, in good faith, for the purposes of trade, manufacture, or
other productive industry, may each purchase one claim only, not exceeding
eighty acres of such land for any one person, association, or corporation, at two
dollars and fifty cents per acre, upon submission of proof that said area embraces improvements of the claimant and is needed in the prosecution of sch
trade, manufacture, or otherproductive industry, such tract, of land not to include mineral or coal lands, and ingress and egress shall be reserved to the
public on the waters of all streams, whether navigable or otherwise: Provided;That no entry shall be allowed under this act on lands abutting on navigable
water of more than eighty rods: Provided further, That there shall be reserved
by the United States a space of eighty rods in width between tracts sold or
entered under the provisions of this act on ands abutting on any navigable
stream, inlet, gulf, bay, or seashore, and that the Secretary of the Interior may
grant the use of such res~wed lands abutting on the water front to any citizen
or association of citizens ,or to any corporation incorporated under the laws of
the United States or under the laws of any State or Territory, for landings
and wharves, with the provision that the public shall have access to and proper
use of such wharves and landings, at reasonable rates of toll to be prescribed
hy said Secretary, and a roadway sixty feet in width, parallel to the sre
line
as near as may be practicable, shall be reserved for the use of the public as a
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highway: Provided further, That in case more than one person, association, or
corporation shall claim the same tract of land, the person, association, or corporation having the prior claim, by reason of actual possession and continued operation in good faith, shall be entitled to purchase the same, but
where several persons are or may be so possessed of parts of the tract applied
for the same shall be awarded to them according to their respective interests:
Provided further, That all claims substantially square in form and lawfully
initiated, prior to January twenty-first, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, by
survey or otherwise, under sections twelve and thirteen of the act approved
March third, eighteen hundred and ninety-one (Twenty-sixth Statutes at Large,
chapter five hundred and sixty-one), may be perfected and patented upon compliance with the provisions of said act, but subject to the requirements and
provisions of this act, excdpt as to area, but in no case shall such entry extend
along the water front for more than one hundred and sixty rods: And.provided
further, That the Secretary of the Interior shall reserve for the use of the
natives of Alaska suitable tracts of land along the water front of any stream,
inlet, bay, or seashore for landing places for canoes and other craft used by
such natives: Provided, That. the Annette, Pribilof Islands, and the islands
leased or occupied for the propagation of foxes be excepted from the operation
of this act.
That all affidavits, testimony, proofs, and other papers provided for by this
act and.by said act of March third, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, or by
any departmental or Executive regulation thereunder, by depositions or otherwise, under commission from the register Ad receiver of the lnd office, which
may 'have been or may hereafter be taken and sworn to anywhere in the
United States before any court, judge, or other officer authorized by law to
administer an oath, shall be: admitted in evidence as if taken before the register and receiver of the proper local land office. And thereafter such proof,
together with a certified copy of the field notes and plat of the survey: of the
claim, shall be filed in the office of the surveyor general of the District of
Alaska, and if such survey and plat shall be approved by him, certified copies
thereof, together with the claimant's application to purchase, shall be filed in
the United States land office in the land district in which the claim is situated,
whereupon, at the expense of the claimant, the register of such land office
shall cause notice of such application to be published for at least sixty days
in a newspaper of general circulation published nearest the claim within the
District. of Alaska, and the applicant shall at the time of filing such field notes,
plat, and application to purchase in the land office, as aforesaid, cause a copy
of, such plat, together with the application to purchase, to be posted upon
the claim, and such plat and application shall be kept posted in a conspicuous,
place on such claim continuously for at least sixty days, and during such period
of posting and publication or within thirty days thereafter any person, corporation, or association, having or asserting any adverse interest in or claim
to the tract of land or any part thereof sought to be purchased, may file in
the land office where such application is pending, under oath, an adverse claim
setting forth the nature and extent thereof, and such adverse claimant shall,
within sixty days after the filing of such adverse claim, begin action to quiet
title in a court of competent jurisdiction within the District of Alaska, and
thereafter no patent shall issue for such claim until the final adjudication of
the rights of the parties, and such patent shall then be issued in conformity
with the final decree of the court.

Procedure under this statute will be regulated in accordance with
that'follow:
1. If the land is surveyed after occupancy, and prior to application therefor, the claim may be presented in conformity with the
public surveys, or the applicant, if he so elects, may apply for the
tract occupied by him regardless of the survey, and proceed as
herein prescribed. Claims initiated by occupancy after urvey must
conform thereto both in occupation and application. No tract taken
may abut more than 80 rods of navigable waters, and the same

the instructions

restrictions

as to reserved spaces on such waters apply as do in case

of homestead entries.
2. Where the land is unsurveyed, or the applicant does not desire
to conform to the survey, he must file at the proper local land office
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an application in duplicate for entry of the tract occupied by him,
describing it by approximate latitude and longitude, and otherwise
identifying it with as much certainty as'may be done without actual
survey, as, set forth in the instructions

relative to special surveys in

Alaska. (See p. 31.) The register and receiver-will thereupon note
-the filing of the application and designate it by serial number, forwarding one copy to the General Land Office, and the other to the
'chief of field division. They will furnish the applicant with a certificate to the surveyor general that an application has been filed,
and that no objection to: the survey is known to them. The 'surveyor general will, if no objection. is shown by his records, im-

mediately deliver to the applicant an 'order for such survey,- which
will be sufficient authority for any United States deputy surveyor to
make a survey of the claim'.

3. The survey must be made at the expense of the applicant and

no right will be recognized as initiated

by the application

unless

actual work on the survey is begun 'within 90 days after the receipt
by 'applicant of the order to be furnished him by the surveyor general as above mentioned; moreover, the rights secured thereby will
lapse unless the survey is continued to completion without unnecessary delay.
pon completion of the survey the deputy should certify to the field notes and plat, which must then be filed with the
surveyor general.

4. If the surveyor general finds the work of survey regular, and
that the regulations have been complied with, he will forward the
papers to the General Land Office for acceptance. If the Commissioner of the General Land Office finds the survey to be worthy of

approval, the Surveyor General will be advised of its acceptance and
directed to file in the' local land office a certified copy of the plat and

field notes. The register and receiver will fix a certain date, and
notify the applicant that he must, within the time limited, furnish
evidence of posting and publication of notice of his application, together with proof corroborated by two witnesses showing:
First. The actual use and occupancy of the land for which application is made for the purpose of trade, manufacture, or other productive industry; that it embraces the applicant's improvements and
is needed in the prosecution of the enterprise.
Second. The date when the land was first so occupied.

Third. The character and value of improvements thereon, and the
nature of the trade, business, or productive industry conducted
thereon.
Fourth. That the tract applied for does not include mineral or coal
lands, and is essentially nonmineral in character.
Fifth. That no portion of said land is occupied or reserved for any
purpose by the United States, or occupied or claimed by any natives
of Alaska, or occupied as a town site or missionary station, or re-

served from sale, and that the tract does not include improvements
made by or in possession of another person, association, or corpo-.

ration.
Sixth. Whether or not the land abuts on any navigable stream, in.

let, gulf, bay, or seashore, and if so that it is not within 80 rods of
any other tract soId, entered, or claimed under' the act of May 14,
1898, as modified by the act of March , 1903 '(see p. 29), as to reserved spaces.

-
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Seventh. If the application is made for the benefit of an individual, he must prove his citizenship and age, and that he has not entered, or acquired title to any land entered, under the provisions of
this act.
Eighth. If the application is made for the benefit of an association
it must so appear, and the citizenship and age of each member thereof
be shown.

Ninth. If the application is made for the benefit of a corporation,the proof of incorporation must be established by the certificate of
the 'secretary of the State or Territory or other officer having custody of the record of 'incorporation, and it must'be further shown
that such corporation is authorized by the law under which it is incorporated and under laws of Alaska to hold lands in the Territory.
Tenth. In case the application is made for the benefit of an
association or corporation, it must appear that each member thereof
has not entered or acquired title to'any land entered under the
provisions of this act.

- 5. All affidavits may be executed before the register or receiver of
the land office in the district in which the land is situated, or anywhere in the United States, before the judge of a court or other
officer authorized by law to administer oaths. Unless the above
evidence is furnished the application will be rejected and the survey
canceled.

6. At the expense of the claimant, the register of the local land
.officewill cause the above-mentioned notice of the application to be
published for a period of at least 60 days in a paper of established
character and general circulation, to be by him designated as being
-the-newspaper published nearest the land, and will also transmit
a copy thereof to the chief of field division. The applicant himself
must, during the period of publication, cause a copy of the plat,
duly authenticated, together with a copy of the application to purchase, to be posted in a conspicuous place upon the claim for at least
60 days. The register will cause a copy of the application to purchase to be posted in his officeduring the period of publication.
7. During that period, or within 30 days thereafter, any person,
corporation, or association having or asserting an adverse interest
in, or claim to, the tract of land sought to be purchased, or any
part thereof, may file in the land office where such application is
pending, under oath, an adverse claim, setting forth the nature and
extent thereof; and such adverse claimant shall, within 60 days after
said filing, begin action to quiet title in a court of competent jurisdiction within the District of Alaska; and in that event no further
action will be taken in the local office upon the application to purchase until the final adjudication of the rights of the- parties in the
court.
8. If, at the expiration of the period prescribed therefor, no adverse claim has been filed, and no other sufficient objection appears to

the proposed purchase, cash certificate will issue for the land in the
name of the applicant upon his furnishing proof of publication and
posting of the notice as required and making due payment for the
land at the rate of $2.50 per acre. The proof must consist of the
affidavit of the publisher or foreman of the designated newspaper,
or some other employee authorized to act for the publisher, that the
notice (a copy of which must be attached to the affidavit) was pub-
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lished for the required period in the regular and entire issue of every
number of the paper during the period of publication in the newspaper proper and not in a supplement. Proof of posting on the
claim must consist of the affidavits of the applicant and two witnesses, who of their own knowledge know that the plat of survey
and application to purchase were posted as required and remained
so posted during the required period. The register must certify to
ithposting of the notice in a conspicuous place in his officeduring the
period of publication.
9. A failure to make payment for the land at the rate of $2.50per
acre, for a period of three months after the final adjudication of the
rights of the parties by the court, or after the period for filing an
adverse claim shall have expired, without any such claim being
filed, will be deemed an abandonment of the application to purchase.
SCRIP LOCATIONS.

Aside from the right of the Territory of Alaska to select lands in
lieu of tracts to which it may be entitled, under its grant in aid of
public schools made by the act of March 4, 1915 (38 Stat. 1214), and
which have been lost, no scrip or lieu rights can be located in said
Territory except soldiers' additional homestead rights.
TOWN SITES. 4

1

4°066

The establishment of town sites on public lands in Alaska-except along Government railroads-is governed by section 11 of the
act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1095), which provides:
That until otherwise ordered by Congress lands in Alaska may be entered
-of the occupants of
such town sites, by such trustee or trustees as may be named by the Secretary of the Interior for that purpose, such entries to be made under the provisions of section twenty-three hundred and eighty-seven of the Revised
Statutes as near as may be; and when such entries shall have been made the
Secretary of the Interior shall provide by regulations for the proper execution
of the trust in favor of the inhabitants of the town site, including the survey
of the land into lots, according to the spirit and intent of said section twentythree hundred and eighty-seven of the Revised Statutes, whereby the same
results would be reached as though the entry had been made by a county
judge and the disposal of the lots in such town site and the proceeds of the
sale thereof had been prescribed by the legislative authority of a State or
Territory: Provided, That no more than six hundred and forty acres shall be
embraced in one town-site entry.

for town7site purposes, for the several use and benefit

-

The following regulations are prescribed in accordance with said
act:
1. If the land is unsurveyed the occupants must, by application
to the surveyor general, obtain a survey of. the exterior lines of
the town site which will be made at Government. expense. There
must be excluded from the tract to be surveyed and entered for the
town site any lands set"aside by the district court under section 31
- of the act of 'June 6, 1900 (31 Stat. 321, 332), for use as jail and
courthouse sites, also all lands needed for Government purposes or
use, together with any existing valid claim initiated under Russian
rule.
2. When the survey of the exterior lines has been approved, or if
the town site is on surveyed land, a petition to the Secretary of the
Interior, signed by a majority of the occupants of the land, will be
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filed in the local office for transmittal to the General Land Office
requesting the appointment of trustee and the survey of the town site
into lots, blocks, and municipal reservations for public use, the ex-'
pense thereof to be paid from assessments upon the lots occupied and
improved on the date of the approval of final subdivisional town-site
survey. If found sufficient the Secretary of the Interior will designate an officer of the field service of the General Land Office as a

trustee to make entry of the town site, payment for which must be~-.
made at rate of $1.25per acre. If there are less than 100 inhabitants
the area of the town site is limited to 160 acres; if 100 and less than
200, to 320 acres; if more than 200, to 640 acres, this being the

maximum area allowed by the statute.
3. The trustee will file his application and notice of intention

to make proof, and thereupon the register will issue the- usual notice,

ofl making proof, to be postedand published at the trustee's expense,
for the time and in the manner as in other cases provided, and proof
must be made showing occupancy of the tract, number of inhabitants
thereon, character of the land, extent, value, and character

of i-

provements, and that the town site does not contain any land occupied by the United States for school or other purposes or land occupied under any existing valid claim initiated under Russian rule.
4. The occupants will advance a sufficient amount of money to pay

for the land and the expenses incident to the entry, to be refunded
to them when realized from lot assessments. Applications for entry
will be subject to contest or protest as in other cases.
Z. After the entry is made the town site will be surveyed bv a

United States deputy surveyor into blocks, lots, streets, alleys, and
municipal public reservations. Triplicate copies of the plat of this
survey wilf be made; one copy will be retained by the trustee, one
be filed in the local recording office, and one on tracing linen to be

for the General Land Office. The expense of such survey will be
paid from the appropriation for surveys in Alaska reimbursable from
the lot assessments when collected.
6. Indian or native Alaskan occupants who have secured certifi-

cates of citizenship under the Territorial flaws of Alaska shall be
treated in all respects like white citizen occupants; but all land occupied by other Indians or Alaskan natives shall -not be assessed nor
*conveyedby the trustee. In making the subdivisional survey herein
required, the surveyor will set apart the possessions occupied by the
Indians who are not citizens and appropriately designate them as
such upon the triplicate plats of his surveys, but he will not extend
any street or alley upon or across such possessions.
7. The trustee will make a valuation of each occupied or improved
lot in the town site, and thereupon assess upon such lots and blocks
according to their value such rate and sum as will be necessary to
'pay all expenses incident to the execution of his trust which have accrued up to the time of such levy. More than one assessment may
be made if necessary to effect the purpose of said act of Congress

and these instructions.
8. On the acceptance of the plat by the General Land Office the
trustee will publish a notice that .he will,, at the end of 30 days from
the date thereof, proceed to award the lots applied for, and that all
lots for which no applications are filed within 120 days from the date
of said notice will be subject; to disposition to the highest bidder at
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public sale. - Only those who were occupants .of lots or entitled to
such occupancy at the date of the approval of final subdivisional
town-site survey, or their assigns thereafter, are entitled to the allotments herein provided. Minority and coverture are not disabilities.
9. Claimants should file their applications for deeds, setting forth
the grounds of their claims for each lot applied for, which should
be 'verified by their affidavits and corroborated

by two witnesses.

-Such affidavits may be subscribed and sworn to before any officer
authorized to administer oaths. 10. Upon receipt of the patent and payment of the assessments the
trustee will issue deeds for the lots. The deeds will be acknowledged
before an officer duly authorized to take acknowledgments of deeds
at the -cost of the grantee. In case of conflicting applications for
lots the trustee, if he considers it necessary, may order a hearing to be
conducted in accordance with the rules of practice. No deed- will
be issued for any lot involved in a contest until the case has been
finally closed. Appeals from any decision of the trustee or from
decisions of the General Land Office may be taken in the manner
provided by the rules of practice.
11. After deeds have been issued to the parties entitled thereto
the trustee will publish or post notice that he will sell, at a designated place in the town and at a time named, to be not less than 30
days from date, at public outcry, for cash, to the highest bidder, all
lots and tracts remaining unoccupied and unclaimed at the date of
the approval of final subdivisional town-site survey, and all' lots
and tracts claimed and awarded on which the assessments have not
'been paid at the date of such sale. The notice shall contain a description of the lots and tracts to be sold, made in two separate lists,
one containing the lots and tracts unclaimed at the date of the approval of final subdivisional town-site survey and the other the lots
and tracts claimed and awarded on which the assessments have not
been paid. Should any delinquent allottee, prior to the sale of the
lot claimed by him, pay the assessments thereon, together with the
pro rata cost of the publication and the cost of acknowledging deed,
a deed will be issued to him for such lot, and the lot will not be
offered at public sale. Where notice by publication

is deemed ad-

visable the notice will be published for 30 days prior to the date of
sale, and in any event copies of such notice shall be posted in three
conspicuous places within the town site. Each lot must be sold at a
fair price, to be determined by the trustee, and he is authorized to
reject any and all bids. Lots remaining unsold at the close of the
public sale in an unincorporated town may again be offered at a fair
price if a sufficient demand appears therefor.
12. Immediately after the public sale the trustee will make and
transmit to the General Land Office his final report of his trusteeship, showing all amounts received and paid out and the balance
remaining on hand derived from assessments upon the lots and from
the public sale. The proceeds derived from such source, after
deducting all expenses, may be used by the trustee on direction of the
Secretary of the Interior, where 'the town is unincorporated, Jin
making public improvements, or, if the town is incorporated such
remaining proceeds may be turned over to the municipality for the
use and benefit thereof. After the public sale and upon proof of
the incorporation of. the town, all lots then remaining unsold will
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be deeded to the municipality, and all municipal public reserves
will, by aseparate deed, be conveyed to the municipality in trust
for the public purposes for which they were reserved.
13. The trustee shall keep a tract book of the lots and blocks, a
record of the deeds issued, a contest docket, and a book of receipts
and disbursements. The necessary stationary, blanks, and blank
books for his use as trustee will be furnished by the General Land
Officeupon his requisition therefor.
14. The trustee's duties having been completed, the books of accounts of all his receipts and expenditures, together vith a record
.of his proceedings as hereinbefore provided, with all papers, other
books, and everything pertaining to such town site in his possession
and all 'evidence of his official acts shall be transmitted

to the Gen-

eral Land Office to become a part of the records thereof, excepting
from such papers, however,-in case the town is incorporated, the
subdivisional plat of the town site, which he will deliver to the
municipal authorities of the town, together with a copy of the townsite tract book or books, taking a receipt therefor to be transmitted
to the General Land Office.
Special instructions as to receipts and disbursements will be given
the trustee on his appointment.
ALLOTXENTS

TO INDIANS

AND ESKIMOS.

The act of May 17, 1906 (34 Stat.: 197), provides:
That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and empowered, In
his discretion and under such rules as he may prescribe, to allot not to exceed
one hundred and sixty acres of nonmineral' land in the District of Alaska to
any Indian or Eskimo of full or mixed blood who resides in and1 is a native
of said District, and who is the head of a family or is twenty-one years of
[gego and the land so lloted shall be deemed the homestead of the allottee
and his heirs in perpetuity and shall be inalienable and ontaxable until
otherwise provided by Congress. Any person qualified for an allotment as
aforesaid shall have the preference right to secure by allotment the nonmineral
land occupied- by him, not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres.

1. This proceeding will be initiated by a written application to
the register and receiver, signed by the applicant and describing -the
location and extent of the tract applied for, and, if nsurveyed, by
as accurate a description

as possible- by metes and bounds, and

natural objects, and its position with reference to rivers, creeks,
mountains or mountain peaks, towns, or other prominent topographical points of natural objects or monuments, giving the distances and directions as accurately as possible, especially with reference to any well-known trail to a town or mining camp, or to a riveror mountain appearing on the map of Alaska. Notice of the application should be posted upon the land, describing the tract applied for, in the terms employed in the application, and a copy of
such notice should accompany the application. It the applicant is
unable to write his signature, it is desired that his thumb print to
'the application'be obtained, in preference to his signature by mark,
his thumb print to be witnessed by two -persons. Allotments will
not be made on tracts reserved by the United States as shore spaces
under the act of March 3, 1903 (32 Stat. 1028), or within national
forests, unless founded on actual occupancy prior to the establishment of the forest, Reserved shore spaces eliminated under the pro-
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visions of the act of June 5, 1920 (41- Stat. 1059), may, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, be allotted under the terms
of said act of May 17, 1906,and these regulations, and the terms and
provisions of said act of June 5, 1920, and instructions thereunder.
2. The applicant must also file his or her affidavit of qualification
under the statute, and if claiming under the preference-right clause,
the date of the beginning of his occupancy must be given, and its
continuous nature stated.
--- 3. This must be corroborated by an affidavit of two witnesses, who
may be Indians

or Eskimos.

A nonmineral

affidavit must also be

filed by the applicant, sworn to only on personal knowledge and not
on information

and belief.

4. The affidavits may be sworn to before the proper register or
receiver, or any officer authorized to administer oaths and having a
seal. If the application is made-by a woman, she must state in ter
affidavit whether she is single or married, and if married must show
what constitutes her the head of a family, as it is only in exceptional
cases that a married' woman is entitled to an allotment under this act.
5. The register and receiver' will receive and suspend applications
for allotments filed under this act, number. such applications in
accordance with the circular of August 9, 1918 (46 L. D. 513), and
note the same on the schedules forwarded at the end of the month, as
required-by said circular, giving in the " Remarks " column the date
of transmittal to the chief of field division. Where the application
is found by the local land officers to be complete in all respects, as
hereinbefore required, is not rejected by them for any reason, and is
received, noted, and suspended by them to 'await completion of the
hereinafter-mentioned proceedings, it operates as a segregation of
the land. All claims for land presented to the register and receiver
subsequent to the filing of such an application which conflict in
whole or in part with such application for the land'therein described
shall be rejected.
6. The register and receiver will assist applicants in the preparation of their papers, as; far as practicable, and, as the act makes no
provision for any fees for filing, will make no charge in any of these
cases.

7. The application for allotment and all papers filed in connection
therewith will, when such application is found satisfactory to the
register and receiver and favorably disposed of by them as provided
for in paragraph 5 hereof, be referred by the local ifficeto the:chief
of Alaska field division, who will dispose of them as hereinafter
set forth.
Upon receipt of the record from the local office,the chief of field
division will call on the district superintendent of the United States
Bureau of Education- for the district in which the proposed allotLent is situated for a report covering such information as he may
have in' regard to the allotment, and particularly covering the
following points:
(a) The location of the land, if necessary, to furnish a more
accurate description than given in the application.
(b) The special value of the tract, either for agricultural uses or
fishing grounds.
'
(c) What, if any, residence has been maintained on the tract by
the applicant.
74526°-24--VOL
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(d) The value and character of all improvements thereon.
e) The fitness of the land as a permanent home for the allottee.
The competency of the applicant to manage his own affairs.
(g) The presence or absence of any adverse claims and, if any
such claims exist, a description thereof.
(h) The proximity of the claim applied for to other claims under
said act of Ma 17, 1906.

(i) Such other information as may serve to aid in determining
whether the application should be allowed, either in whole or n
part, together with his recommendation as to the proper action in the
premises.

8. Upon receipt of favorable reports from the-chief of field division and district superintendent covering allotment applications
hereafter filed, embracing lands covered by the public survey, the
register and receiver may, all else being regular, and no valid objections thereto being apparent, allow the same, notice of which, by
special letter, reading substantially as follows:
Your application under the act of May 17, 1906 (34 Stat. 197), No.
for
, has been placed of record in this office and forwarded
to the General Land Office.
This action segregates the land from the public domain, and no other application can be allowed therefor or settlement rights attach during the life. of

this application;

should be given to the applicant. Immediately upon the issuance
of said notice copy thereof, appropriately marked, should be forwarded to each, the district superintendent, and the Commissioner of
the General Land Office.
9. Upon the receipt of the report of the district superintendeint,
in case of an application for unsurveyed land, the chief of field divi-.
sion will, if in his judgment the report is sufficient, furnish or cause
to be furnished by a special agent, as soon as may be convenient,
and with as little expense to the Government as possible, and, except in the matter of furnishing and installing the listing description monuments, without expense to the applicant, a listinrg description of the tract applied for. As basis- for this listing description
the land should be marked with substantial corners, properly installed and witnessed, uniformly marked and, except as provided
for in paragraph 12 hereof, corner No. 1 thereof tied to the nearest
location or mineral monument or corner of the public-land survey
or other official patented survey if within a reasonable distance.
The listing description must show that the land is being taken in
rectangular form and with true- cardinal courses as near as they
can be determined.

One of the aforesaid corners, preferably corner post No. 1, may
be tied to the officialsurvey of an approved allotment which has been
properly tied to some established, survey monument or corner of
the public-land survey.
10. Except for the protection of preference rights acquired by
actual occupancy, the land applied for must be taken by the applicant in rectangular form, if practicable, and when doing the work
the basis of the aforesaid listing description, the special agent must
do such work in such form, if practicable, and the lines of his said
work follow the true cardinal points as nearly as they may be determined, unless one or more of the boundaries be a navigable or
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meanderable stream, and, except in cases of preference rights acquired by actual occupancy, no application under said act will be
favorably considered which embraces tracts of land situate upon
both sides of a salmon stream or navigable or meanderable body
of water. The land must be nonmineral in character, and no claim
whatever may include in excess of 160 acres of such land.
11. Where the above referred to corner post is not tied to a corner
of the public survey, but is tied to a location or mineral monument
or one of the officialsurveys referred to in paragraph 9 hereof, the
agent's returns should contain a description of the location or mineral monument to which the corner, preferably corner No. 1, of the
involved land is*tied, by giving its latitude and longitude, and its
position with reference to rivers, creeks, mountains or. mountain
peaks, towns, or other permanent topographical points or natural
objects or monuments, giving the distances and directions as nearly
accurate as possible, especially with reference to any well-known
trail to a town or mining camp, or to a river or mountain appearing
upon the map of Alaska, which description shall appear in the aforesaid returns.
Where the corner post, preferably'-No. 1, is tied to one of the
official surveys mentioned in paragraph 9 hereof the location of
such post corner with relation to the other monuments of the involved land and the relation of such post to the mineral monument
to which the same is tied should be given, together with the other
data eniumerated in this paragraph concerning the description .and
position of the mineral monument.
The description of such monuments should be obtained from the
surveyor general and appear in a paragraph of the returns separate
from the description of the courses and distances herein authorized
to be furnished by the agent.
* 12. In case the land is situated beyond a reasonable distance from
a corner of the public survey or location or mineral monument or
other survey mentioned in paragraph 9 hereof the location of the
land with reference to known rivers, creeks, mountains, towns, trails,
mining camps, or. other permanent topographic features or natural
objects or permanent monuments may and should be shown in the
special agent's above-mentioned work and in his. returns and be depicted on the map of the section of Alaska in which the allotment
is situated, which should accompany his said returns.
13. The special agent will after the service aforesaid shall have
been performed by him make report thereof to the chief of field
division.
This report in sextuplicate should be typewritten, cover all the
field work done in. the acquisition of and as basis for the foregoing listing description, and contain such a description of the involved
land and report of the work done in connection with obtaining the
listing description as will enable the Government and all parties
interested to readily ascertain the location of said land from-said
report, even though all visible marks or other physical evidence of
the boundaries may have been entirely obliterated. The report
should be accompanied by a sketch, signed and dated by the special
agent, depicting e boundaries of the land and the position of same
with relation. to well-known natural and other objects, the location
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and description of which should be fully and accurately stated in
the agent's returns.
The returns and sketch or diagram above referred to should each
bear the same date of approval.
14. Immediately upon receipt of the above report and diagram
from the special agent the chief of field division will, if he approves
the same, transmit three copies thereof to the register and receiver
within whose land district the premises are situated and one copy.
thereof to the surveyor general.
15. The surveyor general will upon receipt of the report and
sketch note same in a book to be kept for such purpose and, where
practicable, note the location of the land on the district sheets of
his officein pencil until such time as an official survey thereof shall
be ordered or final disposition is made of the allotment adverse to
the applicant. Information concerning the status of the allotment
application may be obtained by the surveyor general from the proper
local land officers. The chief of field division is also directed in
those cases where he approves the returns aforesaid made by the
special agent to amend over his signature the allotment application
to conform with the description of the land referred to in said
returns as furnished by the special agent's report and forward said
application thus amended and conformed to the General Land Office
properly indorsed so as to show the changes in description therein
and the date when made. The original report or returns made by
the special agent should be forwarded by the chief of field division
to the General Land Officeat the same time the allotment application
amended and conformed as hereinbefore directed is forwarded. He
will retain in his files the remaining carbon copy of said returns.
The report of the district superintendent, approved by the chief of
field division in cases where the same meets with his approval, should,
also be transmitted to the General Land Officeat the same time the
amended application is forwarded as hereinbefore directed, together
with such suggestions as to the application as may seem to him
appropriate.
16. The directions herein contained relative to listing descriptions
pursuant to field work done by special agents of the lands applied
for by an Indian or Eskimo are hereby made applicable, as far as
appropriate, to those applications which have already been filed, have
not been officially surveyed or approved by the department, and
which are not in condition to be recommended to the department for
approval.
17. The register and receiver, as soon as they shall have received
the aforesaid copies of diagrams and notes from the chief of field
division, will appropriately note their records so as to show the
location, as shown by the listing description aforesaid, of the lands
applied for.
18. Upon making the notations required by paragraph 17 hereof
so as to further conform the application to the description thus furnished by the chief of field division, the register and receiver will
relieve the application from suspension and place the same, as thus
amended, of record, all else being regular, immediately'reporting.to
this officeby special letter their action in the premises and the date.
thereof. Notice of the above action of the local land officers should
also be given, in writing, to the applicant and to the district super-
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intendent of the United States Bureau of Education for the district
in which the land thus applied for is situated, and each, the said
applicant and the said superintendent, should be furnished with a
copy of the returns or listing description, including diagram, furnished to the register and receiver by the chief of field division as
aforesaid. The copy of the special agent's notes furnished the register and receiver by the chief of the field division should be retained
by them until the application is finally disposed of, whereupon same
should be forwarded by special letter to the General Land Office,with
appropriate remarks.
19. The removal of the suspension aforesaid, amendment of the
application in the manner and particulars heretofore and hereinafter referred to, and placing of applications of record do not necessarily mean that the applications for allotment will be approved.
The indicated action simply further segregates and continues to segregate the land from subsequent conflicting applications therefor
until the Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion, decides either to
approve or disapprove the application or applications for allotment.
20. Except in cases of surveys already made and approved pursuant to prior regulations and authorizations, and which are free from
objections, and also, except in special cases, where special instructions
for the survey of the unsurveyed land applied for are issued, it shall
,be the duty of the register and receiver, upon the filing of the township plat in their officeand upon ascertaining, where necessary, from
the surveyor general whether his records (see par. 15,supra) disclose
any allotment applications within the township (and provided the
allotment application still stands of record in their office), to notify
the applicant and the said superintendent thereof, each by registered
letter, and to require the adjustment of the claim to the public survey
within. 90 days.
'
In default of action by the parties notified, the register and receiver will promptly, and as accurately as the records will permit,
adjust the claim to the public-land survey and report their action
to the General Land Office.
The said adjustment shall embrace such subdivisions and parts
of subdivisions as shall include all of the applicant's improvements
and possessions, if possible.
21. If the Commissioner of the General Land Office, upon the
entire record submitted, shall find the application meritorious, in
whole or in part, he will, not earlier than five years from and after
the date when the said application shall have been adjusted to the
public-land survey, unless otherwise directed, submit the same to the
Secretary of the Interior for his approval. In special cases, however, and without being specially directed so to do, the commissioner may, if upon the' entire record submitted he shall find the
application meritorious, in whole or in part, submit the same to the
Secretary of the Interior for his approval as aforesaid, and if so
approved, special instructions for the survey thereof will then issue
in accordance with the terms of the approval. Where such special
cases are taken up, considered, submitted, and approved, and special
instructions for their survey are issued in accordance with the terms
of the approval, such cases or allotments shall be subject to the same
requirements as to methods of survey, cardinal courses, and permanent markings of boundaries, except for the protection of pref-
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erence rights acquired by actual occupancy, as land surveyed under
United States laws in Alaska in general, in accordance with the
instructions governing lands thus surveyed.
22. Allotment applications hereafter filed embracing lands covered
by the public survey and allowed by the local land officers will also

not be submitted to the Secretary of the Interior for his approval
earlier than five years from the date of their allowance by the register
and receiver as aforesaid, and not then until the hereinbefore referred to reports shall have first been made to the Commissioner of the
General Land Office.
23. A schedule of all approved allotments shall be kept of record
in the General Land Office; and, as the act makes no provisions for
a patent, a certificate will issue showing the approval of the allotment (and the survey thereof, if surveyed) for delivery to the
allottee.
24. Hereafter the register and receiver will require each person
applying to enter or in any manner acquire title to any lands under
any laws of the United States, except the homestead law, to file a
corroborated affidavit to the effect that none of the lands covered by
his application are embraced in any pending application for an
allotment under this act or in any pending allotment, and that no
part of such lands is in the bona fide legal possession of or is occupied by any Indian or native except the applicant. Persons applying
for the right to cut timber under section 11, act of May 14, 1898
(30 Stat. 414), may, however, substitute for-the corroborated affidavit a statement signed by the applicant and duly attested by two
witnesses, setting forth the above facts.
25. If the report hereinbefore mentioned of the district superintendent to the chief of field division does not fully cover all the facts,
the chief of field division will either return it to the district superintendent for further information or direct an investigation by a
special agent of his office,as in his judgment may be deemed best; and,
moreover, whether he approves or disapproves the recommendations
made in the report of the district superintendent, he will transmit
same to the Commissioner of the General Land Office with such
suggestions as to the application as may seem to him appropriate.
26. Appropriate forms for the use of applicants under this act
have been prepared.
27. Except as herein provided for, all regulations under said act
0ofMay 17, 1906,in conflict herewith are hereby revoked.
SPECIAL AFFIDAVIT.

The register and receiver will require each person applying to
enter or in any manner acquire title to any of the lands in Alaska,
under any law of the United States, "except the homestead law (the
rights of the Indians being protected by the statement in the regular
homestead affidavit that the lands are not occupied and improved by
any Indian)," to file a corroborated affidavit to the effect that none of
the lands covered by his application are embraced in any pending
-application for an allotment under the act of May 17, 1906 (34 Stat.
197), or in any pending allotment; that no part of said land was at
the date of the location of the land claimed under the mining law
occupied or claimed by any Indian, whose occupancy or claim ex-
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isted on the date of the acts granting to natives of Alaska the right
to hold land used, occupied, or claimed by them (acts of Congress of
May 17,. 1884, 23 Stat. 24, and June 6, 1900, 31 Stat. 330), and had-

been cntinued down to and including date of location; that such
land is in the bona fide legal possession of the applicant; and that
no pat of' such land is in the- bona fide legal possession of or is
occupied by any Indian or native.
MISSION

CLAIMS.

'

The act of June 6, 1900 (31 Stat. 330), section 27, provides:
The Indians or persons conducting schools or missions i the district shall
not be disturbed in the possession of any lands now actually in their use and
occupation, and the land at any station not exceeding six hundred and forty
acres, occupied as mission stations among the Indian tribes in the section
with the improvements thereon erected by or for such societies,. shall be continued in the occupancy of the several religious societies to which the missionary stations respectively belong, and the Secretary of the Interior is hereby
directed to have such lands surveyed in compact form as nearly as practicable
and patents issued for the. same to the several societies to which they belong,
but nothing contained in this act shall be construed to put in force in the district the general land laws of the United States.

Under the terms of said act any organized religious society that
a missionary station in the Territory of Alaska on
June 6, 1900, may apply to the surveyor general of Alaska for the
survey of the land so occupied.
The application should be made by the duly authorized representative of the society, whose authority to act should appear.
If the society is incorporated, evidence of the incorporation should
be furnished, and application should be made in the corporate name
of the society; if not incorporated, the nature of the association and
its formation and purpose should be set out, and the application
should be made in the name of three or more trustees, as such, all of
whom must be members of the association or organization.
The application for survey must describe as specifically as possible
the location of the claim, in connection with surrounding monuments
or objects, so that it may be readily identified, and must be accompanied with proof, which may consist of affidavits duly corroborated
was maintaining

by two witnesses, showing:

1. The actual use of the land for missionary purposes and that it
embraces the improvements of the applicant society or organization.
2. The date when the land was first so occupied and the extent and
character of the occupation.
3. The character and value of the improvements.
4. That no portion of the land is held adversely to the society
tinder rights of prior inception.
The survey will include only such lands, taken in a compact form,
as were actually used and occupied for missionary purposes June 6,
1900,not to exceed in any instance 640 acres, and the area will not be
extended to embrace lands taken after that date.
When the survey has been made and accepted, in accordance with
existing practice governing the survey of sites for trade and manufacturing purposes, certified copies of the field notes and plat with
the original proof must Rbefiled in the local land office, and the
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register will thereupon issue the proper certificate. In the event
applications for surveys have been filed with the surveyor general
without the required proof, such proof must be furnished before the
issuance of patent.
PARKS AND CEMETERIES

FOR CITIES AND TOWNS.

The act of Congress approved September 30, 1890 (26 Stat. 502),
made the following provisions for the purchase of parks and cemcteries:
That incorporated cities and towns shall have the right, under rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, to purchase for cemetery
and park purposes not exceeding one quarter section of public lands not reserved for public use, such lands to be within three miles of such cities or
towns: Provided, That when such city or town is situated within a mining
district the land proposed to be taken-under this act shall be considered as
mineral lands, and patent to such land shall not authorize such city or town to
extract mineral therefrom, but all such mineral shall be reserved to the United
States, and such reservation shall be entered in such patent.

This act is held applicable to the Territory of Alaska (city of
Juneau, 36 L. D. 264).

The right of entry under said act is restricted to incorporated

cities and towns, and such cities and towns are allowed to make en-

tries of tracts- of unreserved and unappropriated public land, by
Government subdivisions, not exceeding a quarter section in area, all
of which must lie within 3 miles of the corporate limits of the city
or town for which the entries are made.
Where on u'nsurveyed land.-If the public surveys have not been
extended over the lands sought by any city or town under the provisions of said act, it will first be necessary for the proper corporate
authority to apply to the surveyor general for a special survey of
the exterior lines of such tract, the cost of which will be paid out
of the current appropriation for " surveying the public lands."
Application and proof.-An application for the purposes indicated
herein can only be made by the municipal authorities of an icorporated city or town; and in all cases the entries will be made and
patents issued to the municipality in its corporate name, for the
specific purpose or purposes mentioned in said act'.
The land must be paid for at the Government price per acre, after
proof has been furnished satisfactorily showing, First. Thirty days' publication of notice of intention-to make
entry, in the same manner as in homestead and other cases.
Second. The officialcharacter and authority of the officeror officers
making the entry..
Third. A certificate of the officer having 'custody of the record of
incorporation, setting forth the fact and date of incorporation of the
city or town by which entry is to be made, and the extent and location
of its corporate limits.
Fourth. The tesetimony of the applicant and two published witnesses to the effect that the land applied for is vacant and unappropriated by any other- party, and as to whether the same is either
mineral in character or located within an organized mining district
or within a mining region.
Fifth. In case. the land applied for is described by metes and
bounds, as established by a special survey of the same, that the appli-
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cant and two of the published witnesses have testified from personal
knowledge obtained by observation and measurements that the land
to be entered is wholly within 3 miles of the corporate limits of the
city or town- for which entry is to be made.
Certifcates.-Where the proof shows that the land is mineral in
character, located in a mining district, or is within a region known
as mineral lands, the certificate of entry shall contain the following
proviso:
Provided, That' no title shall be hereby auired
to any mineral deposits
within the limits of the above-described tract of land, all such deposits therein
being reserved as the property of the United States.
CEMETERIES

ACQUIRED

BY ASSOCIATIONS
PORATIONS.

OR PRIVATE

COR-

The act of Congress approved March 1, 1907 (34 Stat. 1052),
authorizes, acquisition of title for cemetery purposes as follows:
That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is; hereby, authorized to sell
and convey to any religious or fraternal association, or private corporation,
empowered by the laws under which such corporation or association is organized or incorporated to hold real estate for cemetery purposes, not to exceed
eighty acres of any unappropriated nonmineral public lands of the United
States for cemetery purposes, upon the payment therefor by such corporation or association of the sum of not less than one dollar and tweny-five cents
per acre: Provided, That title to any land disposed of under the provisions of
this act shall revert to the United States, should the land or any part thereof
be sold or cease to be. used for the purpose herein provided

This act is applicable to Alaska.
Who mcy enter.-The right to purchase public land for cemetery
purposes is limited to religious, fraternal, and private corporations
or associations, empowered to hold real estate for cemetery purposes by the laws under which they are organized. Such corporation or association shall be allowed to make but one entry of not
more than 80 acres of contiguous tracts by Government subdivisions
of nonmineral, unreserved, and unappropriated public land.
Where on urmsurveyedland.-If the public surveys have not been
extended over the land so sought to be entered, the corporation or
association should apply to the surveyor general for a special survey
of the exterior lines-of the tract desired, the cost of which will be
paid out of the current appropriation for "surveying the public
lands."
The proof must 'satisfactorily show:
First., Thirty days' publication of notice of intention to make
entry, in the same manner as in homestead and other cases.
Second. The official character of the officer or officers applying on
behalf of the association or corporation to make the entry, and his
or their express authority to do so conferred by action of, the association or corporation.
Third. A copy of the record, certified by the officerhaving charge
thereof, showing the due incorporation and organization and date
thereof of the association or corporation and its location and address.
The law under which it is organized and by which it derives its
authority to hold real estate for cemetery purposes must also be cited.
Fourth. That the land applied for is nonmineral, vacant, and unappropriated public land, which must be shown by the testimony of
the applicant and two of the advertised witnesses.
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Price.-The
land must be paid for at such price per acre as shall
be determined by the Gommissioner of the General Land Office,provided that in no case shall the price be less than $1.25per acre.
i Entries under this act must issue to the association or corporation
in its corporate name, and the granting clause in the certificate should
state that the patent to be issued for the tract described is " for cemetery purposes, subject to reversion to the United States should the
land or any part thereof be sold or cease to be used for the purpose in said act provided." Inasmuch, however, as the commissioner of
this office determines the amohnt of the purchase price under the
existing conditions in each particular case, the register and receiver
will, when proof is made to their satisfaction, immediately forward
such proof to this officewith their recommendation thereon without
issuing the final papers. If this officefinds the proof satisfactory,
the commissioner will fix the purchase price, and the local officers
will, on being notified thereof and no objection appearing thereto in
their office,notify the applicant of the amount required and allow
him 30 days from service of such notice to pay such purchase price,
and on receipt thereof the entry will be-issued.
SALE AND USE OF TIMBER UPON PUBLIC LANDS

Section i

act of May 14, 1898 (30 Stat. -414), provides:

Sac. 11. That the Secretary of the Interior, under such rules and regulations
as he may prescribe, may cause to be appraised the timber or any part thereof
upon public lands in the District of Alaska, and may from time to time sell
so much thereof as he may deem proper for not less than the appraised value
*thereof, in such quantities to each purchaser as he shall prescribe, to be used
in the District of Alaska, but not for export therefrom. And such sales shall
at all times be limited to actual necessities for consumption in the District
from year to year, and, payment for such timber shall be made to the receiver
of public moneys of the local land office of the land district in which said
timber may be sold, under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the
Interior may prescribe, and the moneys arising therefrom shall be accounted
for by the receiver of such land office to the Commissioner of the General
Land Office in a separate account, and shall be covered into the Treasury.
The Secretary of the Interior may permit, under regulations to be prescribed
by him, the use of timber found upon the public lands in said District of
Alaska by actual settlers, residents, individual miners, and prospectors for
minerals, for firewood fencing, buildings, mining, prospecting, and for domestic purposes, as may actually be needed by such persons for such purposes.

*The act authorizes the Secretary of the Interior (a) to sell timber
to individuals, associations, and corporations, and (b) to permit the
free use of timber by actual settlers, residents, individual miners,
and prospectors for minerals, for firewood, fencing, buildings,
mining, prospecting, and for donestic purposes. The'act-has reference only to timber upon vacant, unreserved public lands, outside
of the limits of national forests, and does not permit of the exporting of the timber out of the Territory of Alaska. ' The free-use privilege is not extended to associations and corporations.
Pursuant to the authority conferred upon him, the Secretary of
the Interior has caused the following rules and regulations to be
promulgated:
1. Limited free use by settlers, etc.-Persons designated in the
last sentence of section 11, act-of May 14, 1898, may go upon the
vacant, unreserved public lands and take in amount not exceeding
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a total of 100,000feet, board measure, or 200 cords, in any one calendar year. in saw logs, piling, cordwood, or other timber, the aggregate of either. of which amount may be taken either in whole in
any one of the. above classes of timber or in part of one kind and
in part another kindor in other kinds, and where a cord is the
unit of measure it shall be estimated, in relation with saw timber,
in the ratio of 500 feet, board measure, per cord. Where such peri•ons are unable to take such timber in person, they may employ~
a servant or agent to procure the timber for them. The uses of the
timber must be confined to the uses specified in the act. The taking
of timber: free of charge for sale and speculation is not authorized.
Persons who desire to exercise the privileges extended to them in
this section are not required to file applications as provided hereinafter, but in order that future complications may be avoided, they
-must notify the Chief of the Alaskan Field Division, Juneau,
Alaska, or the special agent in charge of timber investigations in
the district in which the timber is to be cut, by registered letter, of
their intention to procure timber under the free-use clause. Each
applicant should set forth in his notice the kind and quantity of
timber which is to be cut and the use for which it is to be cut and a
description of the land on which said cutting is to be done by township and-range and by section and sectional subdivisions thereof, if
it be surveyed, or by natural objects by which it may be identified
if it be unsurveyed. A blank form of notice (Form,4-023 f) has
been-prepared and may be obtained free of charge upon request
from the chief of field division or from the special agents stationed
in Alaska.
2. Sales of tinTher.-Timber upon the vacant, unreserved public
lands, outside of the limits of national forests, will be sold in such
quantities as are acutally needed and as will be used from year to
year.. Sales are not limited to residents of Alaska, but may be made
to any individual, association, or corporation, provided that the timber is not to be exported from the Territory, except birch timber
and pulp wood.

3. Applicationsfor purchase-Place to fte-Contents.-Applicants

to purchase timber must file with the receiver of the United States
land office for the district wherein the lands to be cut over are
situated applications in the form prescribed by the Commissioner
of the General Land Office (Form 4-023). Blank forms may be obtained free of charge from the local United States land offices at
Juneau, Fairbanks, and Nome, or from the special agents of the
General Land Office or from the United States commissioners stationed in Alaska, or from the General Land Office, Washington,
D. C. Every applicant should read carefully the printed statements
and conditions in the application before attaching signature thereto,
since he will be held responsible for subscribing to statements as true
which he knows or ought to know to be untrue. Before executing an
application, an applicant should, if in doubt, ascertain that the lands
from which he desires to cut timber are subject to the provisions of
the act. The following information must be incorporated in every
application in the blank spaces provided for the purpose:
k(a) Name or names, post-office address, residence, and business

occupation of the applicant or applicants who apply to purchase timber;. (6) the amount in board feet, linear feet, or cord unit of meas-
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urement of timber it is desired to purchase; (c) the approximate
area of the land on which the timber is located; (d) a description by
legal subdivision, if surveyed, or by metes and bounds with reference to some permanent natural landmark, if unsurveyed, of the land
-from which the timber is desired to'be cut; (e) the proposed use of
the timber and the place where it is to be used; () the amount of
money deposited with the application and the form; that is, whether
in cash, certified check, or postal money order. Each application
must be duly witnessed by two witnesses.

4. Posting notice on the land.-After transmitting his application
to the receiver, the applicant shall, before commencing to cut the
timber applied for, post a notice (Form 4-023c), which will be furnished with the application, in some conspicuous place on the land
from which the timber is proposed to be cut, describing-the land.
and designating the amount and kind of timber that has been applied for and the date on or before which the cutting must be completed. Unless the timber is cut and prepared for removal within
one year from the date of the filing of the application all rights
thereunder will be forfeited. The application contains a statement
to the effect that this requirement will be fulfilled, and neglect on the
part of the applicant to fulfill it will be deemed a sufficient ground
for revocation of the right to cut and remove any timber under
the application. The description in the notice should be identical
with the description in the application. This requirement has been
adopted in order that others who may desire to- file applications to
purchase timber or to enter the lands may have notice that the
timber has been sold.
5.Minimum procefor which timber will be sold-Payment.-All
timber will be sold hereunder at a reasonable stumpage value. The
following rates have been fixed as the minimum rates for which
the various kinds of timber will be sold: $1 per 1,000 feet b. m. for
-

Sitka spruce, hemlock, and red cedar; $2.50 per 1,000 feet b. m. for

yellow cedar; one-half cent per linear foot for piling 50 feet or less in
length up to a top diameter of 7 inches; three-fourths cent per inear
foot for piling between 50 and S0 feet in length up to a top diameter
of 8 inches; I cent per linear foot for piling over 80 feet in length up
to a top diameter of 8 inches; 50 cents per cord for shingle bolts and
cooperage stock; 25 cents per cord for wood suitable only for fuel
or mine lagging. A deposit in the sum of $50, in cash, postal money
order, or certified check, where the stumpage value, at the minimum
rate, of the material applied for equals or exceedsthat amount, or in
a sum representing the full stumpage value, at the minimum rate,
where such value is less than $50, must- be made as an evidence of

good faith at the time that the application is filed. If a permit shall
afterwards be issued, the deposit will be applied to the purchase
price of the timber. If the issuance of a permit shall be denied and
no timber shall have been cut under the application, the amount
deposited by the applicant will be returned to him.
After an application is allowed the timber to be sold thereunder
will be appraised by a special agent of the General Land Office,and
after appraisal said special agent will collect the appraised amount
in excess of the sum originally deposited in cash, postal money order,
or certified check and give to the applicant a memorandum receipt
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for the payment, which receipt should be'preserved by the applicant
until he receives 'the receiver's official receipt therefor. The special
'agent will deposit all such moneys, postal money orders, or certified
checks with the receiver of public moneys. Official receipts will be
issued by the receiver for all payments made by applicants. All
postal money orders must be made payable to the order of the receiver and must be drawn on the post office where the office of the
receiver is located. Certified checks must be drawn in favor of the
l -receiver on national or State banks or trust companies located in the
same city as the depositary with which the deposits are to be
made, or upon such "out-of-town" banks, the certified checks of
'which cn be cashed by the receiver withoit cost to the Government.
Remittances tendered in any other form than the above-mentioned
forms can not be accepted. Postal money orders and certified checks.
are not to be held as payment for timber until the same are converted
into cash-by the receiver.
6. TVhen cutting and removal may begin.-As soon as the applicant has filed his application with the receiver, made the requisite
initial deposit, and posted notice on the land, he may begin to cut
and prepare for removal the timber applied for. As soon as practicable after the filing of an application, a field investigation and
appraisal will be made by a special agent of the General Land
Office. After such investigation and appraisal shall have been made,
and after the applicant has paid to the special agent the excess
stumpage value, over and above the sum originally deposited, where

there is such excess, the special agent will issue a permit -(Form
4-023 b), unless he finds that a permit ought not be issued, authorizing the applicant to remove the timber. If for any reason the
special agent is unable to make the investigation and appraisal
within 60 days after the filing of an application. he will,. if he
knows of no objection, issue a permit (Form 4023 b), and the applicant may then remove the timber, provided that he shall first
transmit to the receiver the excess stumpage value over and. above
the sum originally deposited, where there is such excess.
7. Limitations upon rights acquired under permission to cut
timber.-The permission to cut shall not give the applicant the exclusive right to cut timber from the lands embraced in his application as against any person entitled to the free use of timber under
the provisions of the act, unless the area described in the application
is limited to 40 acres and, if the lands be unsurveyed, the boundaries
thereof are blazed or otherwise marked by him sufficiently to be
identified. The cutting of immature timber will not be permitted
under these rules and regulations. The timber authorized to be cut
under these rules and regulations must be cut and prepared for renloval within one year from the date of the filing of the application.
Sales of timber will not be authorized unless there is-a necessity for
the use of the timber within two years from the date of the authorization to cut.

8. Limitations with reference to area-Exceptions.-Withdrawals

have been made for various purposes from time to time within the
Territory of Alaska since its purchase by the United States. These
rules and regulations are not applicable to the free use or purchase
of timber upon such withdrawn

areas, unless an exception be made
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in the order of withdrawal or it is evident from the spirit and intent
of the withdrawal order that such exception was intended. By the
act of March 4, 1915 (38 Stat. 1214) ,sections 16 and 36 in each town-

ship were granted to the Territory for school purposes and section
33 in each township in the Tanana-Valley between parallels 64 and
65 degrees of north latitude, and between 14-5and 152 degrees of west
longitude,

and sec. 6, T. 1 S., R. 1 W.; sec. 31, T. 1 N., R. 1 W.; sec. 1,

T. 1 S., R. 2 W.; and sec. 36, T. 1 N., R. 2 W., Fairbanks

meridian,

were reserved in aid of the Territorial agricultural college and school
of mines when established by the Territorial Legislature. The timber upon lands reserved for educational purposes will not be subject
to disposition hereunder. Alaskan withdrawal No. 1, and Alaska
town-sites withdrawals

Nos. 1 to 9, inclusive, have been amended so,

as to permit of the use or purchase of timber within the area of those
withdrawals and the Executive orders establishing Alaskan timber
reserve No. 1, pursuant to the act of March 12, 1914 (38 Stat. 305),

expressly state that such timber as shall not be needed by the Alaskan
engineering commission for the construction of' Alaskan Governmentowned railroads, may be disposed of by the Secretary of the Interior.
Persons who desire to use or purchase timber on lands within
Alaskan timber reserve No. 1 should first inquire of -the Alaskan
engineering commission, Seward, Alaska, as to whether or not the
particular timber which they desire is needed by that commission,
and in the event that said timber is not so needed, applications may
be filed for the same in manner as hereinbefore provided. The
information to be supplied by the applicant in the fulfillment of
the requirement set forth in subdivision (d) section 3 of these rules
and regulations should contain statements to the effect that the
timber is upon lands within the timber reserve and that the engineering commission will consent to its renoval.

In such cases appli-

cations must be filed irrespective of whether the timber is to be procured under the free-use clause or under the purchase clause of
the act.
'
m c
a
and
9. Indian and Eskimo claims and aottnts-Homestead
minsing claims.-All persons desiring to procure timber under these
rules and regulations must ascertain whether or not the lands from
which they desire to cut are embraced within any allotment approved
to an Indian or Eskimo or within any pending application for such
allotment, or are :within the bona fide legal possession of or occupied
by any Indian or Eskimo, and every timber application (Form 4-023)
contains a statement to the effect that the lands described in the application are not within such areas, and said statement must be subscribed to by the applicant and be duly witnessed by two witnesses.
The cutting of timber on existing homestead, mining, or other claims
is not authorized by these rules and regulations, but when a homestead, mining, or other claim shall have been initiated subsequent
to the date of the filing of an application hereunder and posting of
notice, as required by paragraph 4, such homestead, mining, or other
claimant must take the claim, subject to the right of the timber
applicant to cut and remove from the lands described in the application and notice the amount of timber purchased under the terms of
the application.
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10. Free use of timber for Army posts and other governmental
purposes.-Persons contracting with Government officialsto furnish
firewood or timber for United States Army posts or for other authorized governmental purposes may procure such firewood or imber
from the vacant unreserved public lands free of charge, provided
that the contracts do not-include any charge for the value of the
firewood or timber. The filing of an application is not required,
but it is advisable for contractors to file applications in order that
__future complications with reference to charge of trespass may be
avoided; and when applications are filed, the terms of the contract
agreement, the use to which the timber is to be put, and a statement
to the effect that no charge is to be made for the stumpage value of
the material should be incorporated therein, unless the. contract with
the Government specifically states that no stumpage has been charged
it will be presumed that a charge has been made and the contractor
must pay stumpage for the wood.
11. Pulp wood-Expbrtation authorized.-The act of February 1,
1905 (33 Stat. 628), authorizes the exportation of pulp wood or
wood pulp manufactured from timber in the District of Alaska.
Sales of timber for manufacture into this kind of material will be
made under these rules and regulations.
12. Fire-killed and fire-damaged timber.-The act of March 4,
1913 37 Stat. 1015), provides for the sale of public timber which
was killed or permanently or seriously damaged by forest fires which
occurred prior to the date of passage of said act. This provision is
applicable to the Territory of Alaska. Separate instructions have,
been promulgated and are contained in Circular No. 258 (42 L. D.
W0). The disposition of this class of timber will also be made under
these rules and regulations.

13. Prevention against waste-Precaution against forest fires.-

The cutting of timber under these rules and regulations shall be donein such a manner. as to prevent unnecessary waste. All trees shall
be utilized to as low a diameter in the tops as possible, and stumps
shall be cut as close to the ground as conditions will permit. All
brush, tops, lops, and other forest debris made in felling and removing the timber shall be disposed of as best adapted to the protection
of the remaining growth and in such manner as shall be prescribed
by the special agent who has charge of the investigation. Every
precaution shall be taken to prevent forest fires, and persons taking
:timber hereunder shall assist in suppressing such fires within the
areas covered by their applications.
14. Examination by special agents.-At convenient times during
cutting, or after any sale, the special agent will examine the Ilands
cut over and submit a report or reports to the Commissioner of the
General Land Officeas to compliance with the terms of the sale, and
if he finds that the cutting is being done in violation of the terms of
sale he will immediately stop the cutting and report the matter for
action. Special instructions have been issued for the guidance of
the special agents who are to appraise timber and upervise its cutting and removal.
15. Prior circular superseded.-These rules and regulations supersede the rules and regulations of February 24, 1912, contained in
Circular No. 85 (40 L. D. 477).
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BIRCH TIMBER MAY BE EXPORTED.

The act of June 5, 1920 (41 Stat. 874-917) making appropriations
for sundry civil expenses of the Government, contained a provision
that " Hereafter birch timber may be exported from Alaska."
It had been reported that there is considerable white birch timber,
which is a hardwood and is valuable for the manufacture of furniture, flooring, and finishings, on some of the public lands along and
near the line of the Government railroad in the Susitna Valley and:,
also in the Matanuska and Tanana Valleys and in some of the small
valleys along the coast. The market in Alaska for this class.of timber for manufacturing purposes has been extremely limited and such
use as it has been put to has chiefly been for fuel. The provision
authorizing its exportation was enacted with the view to encouraging.
the use of this class of timber for a more appropriate and beneficial
purpose, and such timber may be purchased under the following
regulations:
(1) Sales of birch timber to be cut for export may be made pursuant to the procedure and under the conditions set forth in the rules
and regulations above set forth, where the quantities are such as will
be disposed of from year to year. This provision has particular
reference to cases where purchases are made by those -who do not con-

template large-scale production and expenditure of large sums of
money for developing enterprises for the exportation of this class of
material.
(2) Sales of birch timber suitable for manufacturing purposes are
hereby authorized in quantities, if found available, sufficient to
supply a mill or proposed mill for a period of as much as 10 years,
when it is satisfactorily shown that the purchaser in good faith intends to develop an enterprise for the cutting of this class of timber
for export from Alaska. The amount of timber that any one purchaser will be permitted to purchase under this provision and the
period of the contract will be governed by the capacity of the mill,
and the estimated quantity that it will be capable of producing during the period covered by the contract of sale.

When a 10 years'

supply is sold, the period within which the same must be cut (10
years) will begin to 'run from the time that the contract of sale is
executed if the manufacturing plant has been built, or from the time
that the mill has been constructed and ready to begin operations, if
it is to be built, but in no case will more than a two years' deduction
be allowed for construction, and each contract shall contain a provi-sion that all rights acquired thereunder shall be forfeited if operations have not been commenced within three years from the date of
execution of the contract unless, upon satisfactory showing, the Secretary of the Interior shall, in his discretion, excuse the delay.
Commencement of operations in this sense will be construed as a bona

fide commencement of actual cutting of timber in quantity sufficient
to show that it is the purpose of the purchaser to fulfill the conditions
of the contract and that it was not entered into merely for 'speculative purposes.
(3) Applications to purchase birch timber pursuant to the act of
June 5, 1920, supra, must be filed in duplicate in the United States
land office for the district wherein the lands to be cut over are
situated, and should show:. (a) Name, post-office address, residence,
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and business location of applicant; () amount or approximate
amount in board feet of timber that the applicant desires to purchase; (c) a description by legal subdivision or subdivisions, if surveyed, or by metes and' bounds with reference to some permanent
natural landmark, if unsurveyed, and the area or approximate area
of the land from'which the timber is to be cut, and if the lands are
within the area (Alaskan timber reserves) withdrawn pursuant to
_Abe -act of March 12, 1914 (38 Stat. 305); in aid of the construc-

tion of Alaskan Government-owned railroads, it should be so stated,
and evidence of consent previously obtained from the Alaskan Engineering

/

Commission should be filed with the application;

(d)

whether or not the applicant is prepared to commence cutting immediately, and if not. approximately how long before timber cuttingoperations

will be commenced;

(e) the estimated annual ca-

pacity of the; mill or proposed mill, and the amount of money invested or to be invested in the establishmentof the enterprise, accompanied with evidence as to the financial standing of the applicant
and a. statement showingthe general plan of operation and the purpose for which the timber is to be used.- The sum of $200 must be
deposited with each application,

as an evidence of good faith, and

for the purpose of helping to defray the cost of appraisal. If the
sale is consummated, the amount of the deposit will be credited on
the purchase price without deduction for the cost of appraisal. All
remittances must be in cash, or by certified check or postal money
order. No other form of remittance can be accepted.

(4) Immediately upon the filing of an application to purchase

birch timber under section 2 of these rules and regulations,

a notice

shall be published, at the expense of the applicant, in a newspaper
designated by the register, published in the vicinity of the land from
which the timber is to be cut and most likely to give notice to the
general public, once a week for a period of five consecutive weeks,

if in a weekly paper, or if in a daily paper for a period of 30 days.
The description of the land in the notice must be identical with the
description in the application. The register and receiver will post
a copy of said notice in a conspicuous place in their office during

the period of publication. Upon the execution of a contract the
purchaser shall, if the lands from which the timber is to be cut are
unsurveyed, cause the boundaries to be blazed or otherwise marked
in order that they-may be identified. This requirement has been
adopted in order that others who may subsequently desire to purchase timber or to settle: upon or enter the land may have notice
that the timber has been applied for or sold.
(5) The local officers will make appropriate notations upon the
records of their office and transmit the application to the Commissioner of the General Land Officeand at the same time transmit the
duplicate' to the chief. of the Alaskan field division at Juneau,
Alaska, or to a special agent located in the particular land district
who shall have been designated by the chief of field division to
make appraisals;' upon receipt of the same the latter will without
delay cause the.timber applied for. to be examined and appraised.
The appraisal rates will be based upon a fair stumpage rate, taking
into consideration the quality of the timber and its accessibility to
market. In no event will any timber suitable for manufacturing
74526°-24 -- OLo50-5
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purposes be appraised at less than $1 per thousand f eet, board
measure. The Government reserves-the right to reappraise the remaining timber at the expiration of five years from the time that
the period within which the timber must be cut begins to run, but
in no instance shall the reappraisal be at more than, double the rate
of the original appraisal. After an examination and appraisal shall
have been made, the chief of field division will at once notify the
applicant, advising him of the result of the appraisal, and also submit a report to the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
(6) Upon receipt of notice the applicant shall, within 30 days
therefrom, enter into a contract with the Government, through the
Commissioner of the General Land Office as its agent, subject to
the approval' of the Secretary, to purchase the timber applied for,
pursuant to the rules and regulations of the Department of the
Interior pertaining. thereto, and shall execute and file therewith a
bond with a bonding company listed on an approved list issued by
the Treasury Department, as surety, in a sum to equal 50 per cent
of the stumpage value of the estimated amount of timber to be
cut during each year of the contract. The bond shall be conditioned on the payment for the timber in accordance with the terms
of the contract and to the faithful performance of the contract in
other respects and to observance of. the rules and regulations pursuant to which the sale is made. All contracts and bonds executed
hereunder

on Forms 4-146 and 4--146a, respectively,

must be ap-

proved by the Secretary of the Interior.
(7) All contracts shall contain provisions; against waste and
precaution against forest fires. The Government may reserve the
right to insert in a contract a provision authorizing the disposition
for local use of birch timber that is not suitable for manufacturing
purposes and of timber of other varieties upon the area described in
the contract, to another or others pursuant to .the provisions of sections 1 and 2 of the regulations under section 14 of the act of May 14,
1898. Contracts entered into under these rules and regulations will
also be subject to the right of qualified persons to settle upon or
enter the lands under the provisions of the homestead laws, but
such settlers or homesteaders shall not.have any title to or interest
in the timber purchased under the contract or be permitted to interfere with the purchaser's operations incident to the cutting and
removal of the timber.
(8) At the expiration of a contract a new contract may be entered
into for a period of five years, upon the approval .of the Secretary of
the Interior where there is sufficient timber available to warrant.
Prior good faith of the purchaser and substantial compliance with
the conditions of the expired contract will be given consideration
with reference to awarding a new contract A new,appraisal shall
be made at that time for the purpose of fixing the stumpage price.
Further renewals for five-year periods may be made to the same
purchaser upon approval of the Secretary of the Interior.
(9) These rules and regulations are not applicable to timber on
national forest lands, Indian or Eskimo claims, prior homestead or
mining claims,. or lands reserved or withdrawn for any purpose,
except where the terms of the reservation or withdrawal order permit it.
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GRANTS IN AID OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

By the act of March 4, 1915 (38 Stat. 1214), sections numbered

1.6and 36 in every township, not known to be mineral in character
at the date of acceptance of survey, on which no settlement has been

made before the survey of the land in the field, and which have not
been sold or otherwise appropriated

by authority'of

Congress, are

reserved for the' support of the common schools in Alaska.

Section 33 in each township between parallels 640 and 650 of north
latitude and between 145° and 1520 of west longitude are reserved
for the support of a Territorial agricultural' collge and school of

mines.
Where any of said sections are lost to the reservations mentioned,
in whole or in part, because of prior settlement or sale, or other
appropriation

under an act of Congress, or where they are wanting

or are fractional in quantity, indemnity lands may be designated and

reserved in lieu thereof, as provided in the act of February 28, 1891

(25 Stat. 796). The regulations providing for'such selections by
the States will be followed in Alaska.
As soon as the survey of a township has been made and accepted,

the chief of field division will cause investigation and report to be
made as to the character of the land included in the reservation; and
where a tract is reported by him as mineral, opportunity will be
afforded the proper officers of the Territory to disprove such finding.
The Territory is authorized to provide by law for the leasing of
said sections, it being stipulated, however, that no greater area han
one section shall be leased to any person, association, or corporation,

and that leases shall not be for longer periods than 10 years.
RIGHTS

OF WAY FOR RAILROADS, WAGON ROADS, AND TRAMWAYS.

Sections 2 to 9, inclusive, of the act of May-14, 1898 (30 Stat. 409),

relate to rights of way for railroads, wagon roads, and tramways in
the Territory of Alaska. These sections provide:
SEC. 2. That the right of way through the lands of the United States in the
District of Alaska is hereby granted to any, railroad company, duly organized
under the laws of any State or Territory or by the Congress of the United
States, which may hereafter file for record with the Secretary of the Interior a
copy of its articles of incorporation, and due-proofs of its organization under
the same, to the extent of one hundred feet on each side of the center line of
said road; also the right to take from the lands of.the United States adjacent
to the line of said road, material, earth, stone, and timber necessary for the construction of said railroad; also the right to take for railroad uses, subject to
the reservation of all minerals and coal therein, public lands adjacent to said
right of way for station buildings, depots, machine shops, side tracks,- turn.
.outs, water stations, and terminals, and other legitimate railroad purposes, not
to exceed in amount twenty acres for each station, to the extent of one station
for each ten miles of its road, excepting at terminals and junction points, which
may include additional forty acres, to be limited on navigable waters to eighty
rods on the shore line, and with the right to use such additional; ground as may
in the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior be necessary where there are
heavy cuts or fills: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall be so construed as to give to'such railroad company, its lessees, grantees, or. assigns the
ownership or use of minerals, including coal, within the limits of its right of
way, or of the lands hereby granted: Provided further, That all mining operations prosecuted or undertaken within the limits of such right' of way or of the
'lands~ hereby granted shall, under rules and regulations to be prescribed by
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the Secretary of the Interior, be so conducted as not to injure or interfere with
the property or operations of the road over its said lands or right of way. And
when such railway shall connect with any navigable stream or tide water such
company shall have power to construct and maintain necessary piers and
wharves for connection with water transportation, subject to the supervision
of the Secretary of. the Treasury: Provided, That nothing in this act contained
shall be construed as impairing in any degree the title of any State that may
hereafter be erected out of said district, or any part thereof, to tide lands and
beds of any of its navigable waters, or the right of such State to regulate
the use thereof, nor the right of the United States to resume possession of such
lands, it being declared that all such rights shall continue to be held by th4-.
United States in trust for the people of any State or States which may
hereafter be erected out of said district. The term "navigable waters," as
herein used, shall be held to include all tidal waters up to the line of ordinary
high tide and all nontidal waters navigable in fact up to the line of ordinary
high-water mark. That all charges for the transportation of freight and passengers on railroads in the District of Alaska shall be printed and posted as
required by section six of an act to regulate commerce as amended on March
second, eighteen hundrbd and eighty-nine, and such rates shall be subject to
revision and modification by the Secretary of the Interior.
SEc. 3 That any railroad company whose right of way, or whose track or
roadbed. upon such right of way, passes through any canyon, pass, or defile
shall not prevent any other railroad company from the use and occupancy of
said canyon, pass, or defile for the purposes of its road, in common with the
road first located, or-the crossing of other railroads at grade; and the location
of such right of way through any canyon, pass, or defile shall not cause the
disuse of any tramway, wagon road, or other public- highway now located
therein, nor prevent the location through the same of any such tramway, wagon
road, or highway where such tramway, wagon road, or highway may be necessary for the public accommodation; and where any change in the location of
such tramway, wagon road, or highway is necessary to permit the passage of
such railroad through any canyon, pass, or defile, said railroad company sha],
before entering upon the ground occupied by such tramway, wagon road, or
highway, cause the same to be reconstructed at its own expense in the most
favorable location, and in as perfect a manner as the original road or tramway;
Provided, That such expenses shall be equitably divided between any number
of railroad companies occupying and using the same canyon, pass, or defile, and
that where the space is limited the United States district court shall require the
road first constructed to allow any other railroad or tramway to pass over its
track or tracks through such canyon, pass, or defile on such equitable basis as
the said court may prescribe; and all shippers shall be entitled to equal acconmodations as to the movement of their freight and without discrimination
in favor of any person or corporation: Provided, That nothing herein shall be
-construed as depriving Congress of the right to regulate charges for freight,
passengers, and wharfage..
SEc.4. That where any company, the right of way to which is hereby granted,
shall in the course of construction find it necessary to pass over private lands
or possessory claims on lands of the United States, condemnation of a right of
way across the same may be made in accordance with section three of the act
entitled " An act to amend an act entitled 'An act to aid in the construction of
a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean,
and to secure to the Government the use of the same for postal, military, and
other purposes, approved July first, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, " approved July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-four: Provided further, That
any such company, by filing with the Secretary of the Interior a preliminary
actual survey and plat of its proposed route, shall have the right at any time
within one year thereafter to file the map and profile of definite location provided for in this act, and such preliminary survey and plat shall, during the
said period of one, year from
r the time of filing the same, have the effect to
render all the lands on which said preliminary survey and. plat shall pass
subject to such right of way.
SEc. 5. That any company desiring to secute the benefits of this act shall,
within twelve months after filing the preliminary map of location of its road
as hereinbefore prescribed, whether upon surveyed or unsurveyed lands, file
with the register of the land office for the district where such land is located
a map and profile of at least a twenty-mile section of its road or a profile of
its entire road if less than twenty miles as definitely fixed, and shall thereafter
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each year definitely locate and file a map of such location as aforesaid of not
less than twenty miles additional of its line of road until the entire road has
been thus definitely located, and upon approval thereof- by the Secretary of
the Interior the same shall be noted upon the records of said office and thereafter all sch lands over which such right of way shall pass shall be disposed of
subject to such right of way: Provided, That if any section of said road shall
not be completed within one year after the definite location of said section so
approved, or if the map of definite location benot filed within one year as herein
required, or if the entire road shall not be. completed within four years from
the filing of the map of definite location, the rights herein granted shall be
forfeited as to any such uncompleted section of said road, 'and thereupon shall
revert to the United States without further action or declaration, the notation
of such uncompleted section upon the records of the land officeshall be canceled,
and the reservations of such lands for the purposes of 'said right of way,
stations, and terminals shall ceage and become null and 'void without further
action.
SEo.6. That the Secretary of the Interior' is hereby authorized to issue
permit, by instrument in writing, in conformity with and subject to the restrictions herein contained, unto any responsible person, company, or corporation,
for a right of way oer the public domain in said district,. not to exceed one
hundred feet in width, and gound for station and other necessary purposes,
not to exceed five acres for each station for eaeh five miles of road, to construct
wagon roads and wire rope, aerial, or other tramways, and the privilege' of
taking all necessary material from the public domain in said distriet for the
construction of said wagon roads or tramways, together with the right, subject.
to supervision and at rates to be approved by said Secretary, to levy and colledt toll or freight and passenger charges on passengers, animals, freight, or
vehicles passing over the same for a period not' exceeding twenty: years, and
said Secrethry is also authorized to sell to the owner or owners of any. such
wagon road or tramway, upon the completion thereof, not to exceed twenty
acres of public land at each terminus at one dollar and twentY-five cents per
acre, such lands when located at or near tide water not to extend more than
forty rods in width along the shore line and the title thereto to be upon such
expressed conditions as in his judgment may be necessary to protect the public
interest, and all minerals, including coal, in such right of way or' station
grounds shall be reserved to the United States: Provided, That such lands may
be located concurrently with the line of such road or tramway, and the plat
of preliminary survey and the map of definite location shall be filed as in the
case of railroads and subject to the same conditions and limitations: Provided
further, That such rights of way and privileges shall only be enjoyed by or
granted to citizens of the United States or companies or corporations organized
under the laws of a State or. Territory; and such rights and-privileges shall
be held subject to the right of Congress to alter, amend, repeal, or grant equal
rights to others on contiguous or parallel routes. And, no right to construct
a wagon road on which toll may be collected shall be'granted unless it shall
first be made to appear to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior that
the public convenience requires the construction of such proposed road, and
that the expense of making the same available and convenient for public travel
will not -be. less on an average than five hundred dollars per mile: Provided,
That if the proposed line of road in any case shall be located. over any road
or trail in common use for.public travel, the Secretary of the Interior shall
decline to grant such right of way if, In his opinion, the interests of the public
would be injuriously affected- thereby.. Nor shall any right to collect toll
upon any wagon road in said district be granted or inure to any persons, corporation, or company until it shall be made to appear to the satisfaction of
said Secretary that at least an average of five hundred dollars per mile has
been actually expended in constructing such road; and all persons are prohibited from collecting or attempting to collect toll over any wagon road in
said district, unless such person or the company or person for whom he acts
shall at the time and place the collection is madef or attempted to' be made
possess written authority signed by the Secretary of the Interior, authorizing
the collection and specifying the rates of toll: Provided, That accurate printed
copies of said written authority from the. Secretary of the Interior, including
toll, freight, and passenger charges thereby approved, shall be kept constantly
and conspicuously posted at each station where toll is demanded or collected.
And any person, corporation, or company collecting or attempting to collect
.toll without such written authority from the Secretary of the Interior, or
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failing to keep the same posted as herein required, shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be fined for each offense not less
than fifty dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, and in default of payment of such fine and costs of prosecution shall be imprisoned in jail not
exceeding ninety days, or until such fine and costs of prosecution shall have
been paid.
That any person, corporation, or company qualified to construct a wagon road
or tramway under the provisions of this act that may heretofore have constructed not less than one mile of road, at a cost of not less than five hundred
dollars per mile, or one-half mile of tramway at a cost of not less than five hundred dollars, shall have the prior right to apply for such right of way and for lands
at stations and terminals and to obtain the same pursuant to the provisions of
this- act over and along the line hitherto constructed or actually being improved by the applicant, including wharves connected therewith. That if any
party to whom license has been granted to construct such wagon road or tramway shall, for the period of one year, fail, neglect, or refuse to complete the
same, the rights herein granted shall be forfeited as to any such uncompleted
section of said wagon road or tramway, and thereupon shall revert to the
lUnited States without further action or declaration, the notation of such uncompleted section upon the records of the land office shall be canceled, and the
reservations of such lands for the purposes of said right of way shall cease and
become null and void without further action. And if such road or tramway
shall not be kept in good condition for use, the Secretary of the Interior may
prohibit the collection of toll thereon pending the making of necessary repairs.
That all mortgages executed by any company acquiring a right of way under
this act, upon any portion of its road that may be constructed in said district
of Alaska, shall be recorded with the Secretary of the Interior, and the record
thereof shall be notice of their execution and shall be a lien upon, all the rights
and property of said company as therein expressed, and such mortgage shall
also be recorded in the office of the Secretary of the district of Alaska and in
the office of the Secretary of the State or Territory wherein such company is
organized: Provided, That all lawful claims of laborers, contractors, subcontractors, or material men, for labor performed or material furnished in the construction of the railroad, tramway, or wagon road shall be a first lien thereon
and take precedence of any mortgage or other lien.
SEC. 7. That this act shall not apply to any lands within the limits of any
military, park, Indian, or other reservation unless such right of way shall be
provided for by act of Congress.
Sec. S. That Congress hereby reserves the right at any time to alter, amend,
or repeal this act or any part thereof; and the right of way herein and hereby
authorized shall not be assigned or transferred in any form whatever prior to
the construction and completion of at least one-fourth of the proposed mileage
of such railroad, wagon road, or tramway, as indicated by the map of definite
location, except by mortgages or other liens that may be given or secured
thereon to aid in the construction thereof: Provided, That where within ninety
days after the approval of this act proof is made to the satisfaction of the
Secretary of the Interior that actual surveys, evidenced by designated monuments, were made, and the line of a railroad, wagon road, or tramway located
thereby, or that actual construction was commenced on the line of any railroad,
wagon road, or tramway, prior to January twenty-first, eighteen hundred and
ninety-eight, the rights to inure hereunder shall, if the terms of this act are
complied with as to such railroad, wagon road, or tramway, relate back to the
date when such survey or construction was commenced; and in all conflicts
relative to the right of way or other privilege of this act the person, company,
or corporation having been first in time in actual survey or construction, as
the case may be, shall be deemed first in right.
Sec. 9. That the map and -profile of definite location of such railroad, wagon
road, or tramway, to be filed as hereinbefore provided, shall, when the line
passes over surveyed lands, indicate the location of the road by reference to
section or other established survey corners, and where such line passes over
unsurveyed lands the location thereon shall be indicated by courses and distances and by references to natural objects and permanent monuments in such
manner that the location of the road may be readily determined by reference
to descriptions given in connection with said profile map.

1. The grant made by these sections does not convey an estate in

fee in the lands used for right of way or lands used for station and
terminal facilities. The grant is merely of a right of use for the
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necessary and legitimate purposes of the roads, the fee remaining
in the United States, except as-to lands authorized to be sold under
section 6 by the Secretary of the Interior, "upon such expressed
conditions as in his judgment may be necessary to protect the public
interests." The-nature of these conditions will depend upon the public necessities and will be governed by the particular circumstances
of each case. These sections authorize the Secretary of the Interior
to approve maps and plats affecting unsurveyed as well as surveyed
-land, and, while it is not obligatory on the part of grantees to file
additional maps and plats after survey of the lands, showing connections with the public surveys, and the smallest legal subdivisions
of all lands affected, by so doing the grants and the extent thereof
could be properly recorded on the records of the land department
and readily determined.
2. All persons entering public lands, to part of which a right of
way has .attached, take the same subject to such right of way, the
latter being computed as a part of the area of the tract entered.
3. Whenever any right of way shall pass over private land or
possessory claims on lands of the United States, condemnation of
the right of way across the same may be made in accordance with
the provisions of section 4.INCORPORATEDCOMPANIES.

4. Any incorporated company desiring to obtain the benefits of
these sections is required to file the following papers and maps:
First. A copy of its articles of incorporation duly certified. to by
the proper officer of the company under its corporate seal, or by the
secretary of the State or Territory where organized.
Second. A copy of the State or Territorial law under which the
company was organized, with the certificate of the governor or secretary of the State or Territory that the same is the existing law.
Third. When said law directs that the articles of association or
other papers connected with the organization be filed with any
State or Territorial officer,the, certificate of such officerthat the same
have been filed according to law, with the date of the filing thereof.
Fourth. A certificate from the secretary of the District of Alaska
showing that the company has complied with chapter 23, title 3 act
of June 6, 1900 (31 Stat. 528), providing a civil code for the District
of Alaska.
No forms are prescribed for the above portion of the proofs required, as each case must be governed to some extent by the laws of
the State or Territory.
E
Fifth. The official statement, under seal of the proper officer,that
the organization has been completed; that the company is fully
authorized to. proceed with the construction of the road according
to the existing law of the State or Territory where organized.
(Form 1, Appendix.)
Sixth. A .certificate by the president, under the seal of the coinpany, showing the names and designations of its officers at the date
of the filing of the proofs. (Form 2, p. 76.)
Seventh. If certified copies of the existing laws regarding such
corporations, and of new laws as passed from time to time, be for.
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warded to this office by the governor or secretary of any State or
Territory, a company organized in such State or Territory may file,
in lieu of the requirements of the second-subdivision of this paragraph, a certificate of 'the governor or secretary of the State or
Territory that no change has been made since a given date, not later
than that of the laws last forwarded.
Eighth. Maps, field notes, and other papers as hereinafter required.
INDIVIDIUALS OR ASSOCIATIONS OF INDIVIDUAILS.

5. Individuals or associations of individuals making applications
for a permit, under section 6, for tramways or wagon roads, are
required to file evidence of citizenship. In the case of associations
an affidavit must be filed by the principal

*

officer thereof, giving a

list of the-members, and stating that the list includes all the members. Evidence of citizenship must be furnished for each member
of the association. Individuals and associations will also be required
to file the maps, field notes, and other papers hereinafter required.
6. All maps and plats must be drawn on tracing linen, in duplicate, and must be strictly conformable to the field notes of the survey
thereof, wherever such surveys have been made. The word profile
as used in the act is understood to intend a map of alignment.' No
profile of grades will be required.
7. The maps should show any other road crossed or with which
connection is made, and whenever possible the station number on
the survey thereof at the point of intersection. All such intersecting
roads must be represented in ink of a different color from that used
for the line for which the applicant asks right of way. Field notes
of the surveys should be written along the line on the map. If the
map should be too much crowded to be easily read, then duplicate
- field notes should be filed separate from the map, and in such form
that they may be folded for filing. In such case it will be necessary
to place on the map only a sufficient number of station numbers to
make it convenient to follow the field notes on the map. Station
numbers should also be given on the map in all cases where changes
of numbering occur and where known lines of survey, public or
otherwise, are crossed, with distance to the nearest permanent monument or other mark on such line. The map must also show the
lines of reference of initial, terminal, and intermediate points, with
their courses and distances.
When the lines are located on surveyed land, the maps must show
the 40-acre subdivisions; when on unsurveyed land, a meridian
should be drawn on maps through initial and terminal points and at
intervals of not more than 6 miles, intermediate points.
8. Typewritten field notes, with clear carbon copies, are preferred,
as they expedite the examination of applications. All monuments
and other marks with which connections are. made should be fullv
described, so that they may be easily found. The field notes must
be so complete that the line may be retraced on the ground. On
account of the conditions existing in Alaska, surveys based wholly
on the magnetic needle will not be accepted. In that-case a true
meridian should be established, as accurately as possible, at the initial
point. It should be permanently marked and fully described. The
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survey should be based thereon and checked by 'a meridian similarly fixed at the terminal point and, when the line is a long. one,
by intermediate meridians at proper intervals. On account of the
rapid convergence of the meridians in these latitudes, such intermediate meridians should be' established at such intervals as to avoid
large discrepancies in bearings. It will probably be found preferable
to run by transit deflections from a permanently established line,
with frequent and readily recoverable reference lines permanently
-''marked; and in such surveys occasional true bearings should be
stated, at least approximately. On all lines of railroad the 10-mile
sections should be indicated and numbered, and on maps of tramways
and wagon roads the 5-mile sections shall likewise be indicated and
numbered.
9. The maps, field notes, and accompanying papers should be filed
in the local land office for the district where the proposed right of
way is located.
10. Connections should be made with other surveys;.public or private, whenever possible; also with mineral monuments and other
known and established marks. When a sufficient number of such
points are not available to make' such connections at least- every 6
miles, the surveyor must' make connection with natural objects or:
permanent monuments.
11. Along the line of survey, at least once in every mile, permanent
and easily recoverable monuments or marks must be set and connected
therewith in such positions that the construction of the road will not
interfere with them. The locations thereof must be indicated on the
maps. All reference points must be fully described in the field notes,
so that they may be relocated, and the exact point used for reference
indicated.
12. The termini of a line of road should' be fixed by reference of
course and distance to a perinanent'monument or other definite mark.
The initial point of the survey and of station, terminal, and junction
grounds should be similarly referred. The maps, field notes, engineer's affidavit, and applicant's certificate
should each show these connections.

(Forms

3 and 4, p. 76)

13. The engineer's affidavit and applicant's certificate must be
written on the map, and must both designate by termini (as in the
-preceding paragraph) and length in miles and decimals the. line of
route for which right of way application is made. (See Forms 3 and
4.) Station, terminal, or junction grounds must be described by
initial point (as in the preceding paragraph) and area in acres (see
Forms 7 and 8, pp. 77-78), when they are. located on surveyed land,
and the smallest legal subdivision in which they are located should be
stated. No changes 'or additions are allowable in the substance of
any forms, except when the essential facts differ from'those 'assumed
therein.. When the applicant is an individual the 'word "applicant"
should be used instead of "company," and such other changes made
as are necessary on this account.

14. Where additional width is desired for railroad.right of way on
account of heavy cuts or fills, the additional right of way desired
should be stated, the reason therefor fully shown, the limits of the
additional right of way exactly designated, and any other information furnished that may be -necessary to enable the Secretary of the
Interior to consider the case before giving it his approval.
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15.' The preliminary map authorized by the proviso of section 4
will not be required to comply so strictly with the foregoing instructions as maps of definite location; but it is to be observed that they
must be based upon an actual survey, and that the more fully they
comply with these regulations the better they will serve their object.
which is to indicate the lands to be crossed by the final line and to
preserve the company's prior right until the approval of its maps
of definite location. Unless the preliminary map and field notes are
such that the line of survey caii be retraced from them on the ground,
they will be valueless for the purpose of preserving the company's
rights. The preliminary map and field notes should be in duplicate,
and should be filed in the local land officein order that proper notations may be made on the records as notice to intending settlers and
subsequent applicants for the right of way.
16. The scale of maps showing the line of route should be 2,000
feet to an inch. The maps may, however, be drawn to a scale of
1,000feet to an inch when necessary, or, in extreme cases, to 500 feet
to an inch. No other scales must be used and should be so selected
as to avoid making maps inconveniently large for handling. In most
cases, by furnishing separate field notes, an increase of scale can be
avoided. Plats of station, terminal, and junction grounds, etc..
should be drawn on a scale of 500 feet to an inch, and must be filed
separately from the line of route. Such plats should show enough
of the line of route to indicate the position of the tract with reference
thereto.
117.Plats of station, terminal, and junction grounds must be prepared in accordance with the directions for maps of lines of routes.
Whenever they are located on or near navigable waters the shore
line must be shown, and also the boundaries of any other railroad
.grounds or other claims located on or near'navigable waters within
a distance of 80 rods from any point of the tract applied for.
18. All applications for permits made under section 6 of this
act should state whether it is proposed to collect toll on the proposed wagon road or tramway; and, in case of wagon roads, the
application must be accompanied by satisfactory evidence, corroborated by an affidavit, tending to show that the public convenience requires the construction of the proposed road, and that the expense
of making the same available and convenient for public travel will
not be less, on an average, than $500 per mile.

In all cases, if the

proposed line of road shall be located over any road or trail in
common use for public travel, a satisfactory statement, orroborated
by affidavit, must be submitted with the application, showing that
the interests of the public will not be injuriously affected thereby.
19. When maps are filed the local officers will make such pencil
notations on their records as will indicate the location of the proposed right of way as nearly as possible. They should note that the
application is pending, giving the date of filing and name of applicant. They must also indorse on each map and other paper the date
of filing, over their-'written. signature, transmitting them promptly
to the General Land Office.X
-'
v
20. Upon the approval of a map of definite location or station plat
by the Secretary of the Interior the duplicate copy will, be sent to
the local officers,who will make such notations of the approval on
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their records, in ink, as will indicate the location of the right of way
as accurately as possible.

21. When the road is constructed, an affidavit of the engineer and

certificate of the applicant

(Forms 5 and 6, p. 77) should be filed

in the local land office in duplicate for transmission to the General
Land Office. In case of deviations from the map previously approved, whether before or after construction, there must be filed
new maps and field notes in full, as herein provided, bearing proper
forms, changed to agree with the facts in the case, and the location
must be described in the forms as the amended survey and the
amended definite location. In such cases the applicant must file a
relinquishment, under seal, of all rights under the former approval
as to the portions amended, said relinquishment to take effect when
the map of amended definite location is approved by the Secretary
of the Interior.
22. Unless the proper evidence of construction is filed within the
time prescribed by the act for the construction of each section of the
road, appropriate steps will be taken looking to the cancellation of
the approval of the right of way and the notations thereof on the
records.
-

CHARGES FOR TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS AND FREIGHT.

23. In the case of a wagon road or tramway built under permit
issued under section 6 of this act, upon which it is proposed to collect
toll, a printed schedule of the rates for freight and passengers should
also be filed with the Commissioner of the General Land Office for
submission to the Seeretary of the Interior for his consideration
and approval at least 60 days before the road is to be opened to
traffic, in order to allow a sufficient time for consideration, inasmuch
as by section 6 it is made a misdemeanor

to collect toll without

written authority from the Secretary of the Interior.
of a wagon road satisfactory evidence, corroborated
must be submitted with said schedule, showing that
average of $500 per mile has been actually expended in
such road.

In the case
by affidavit,
at least an
constructing

These schedules must be submitted in duplicate, one copy

of which, bearing the approval of the Secretary of the, Interior,
will be returned to the applicant if found satisfactory. Said schedules shall be plainly printed in large type.
Schedules of passenger and freight rates on railroads should be
filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission.
FORMS FOR DUE PROOFS AND VERIFICATION OF MAPS OF RIGHT
OF WAY FOR RAILROADS, TRAMWAYS, WAGON ROADS, ETC.'
FORM 1.
I,
A
, secretary (or president) of the
company, do hereby
certify that the organization of said company has been completed; that the
company is fully authorized to proceed with construction according to the existand that the copy of the artiing laws of the State (or Territory) of
cles of association (or incorporation) of the company filed in the Department
of the Interior under the act of May 14, 1898 (30 Stat. 409), is a true and
correct copy of the same.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my name and the corporate seal of
the company.
[SEAL OF COMPANY.]
-

of the

Company.
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STATE OF
, as:
County Of
Company,
' do certify that I am the president of the
and that the following is a true list of the officers of the said. compahyj with
the full name and official designation of each, to wit: (Here insert the full
name and official designation of each officer.)

I,

[SEAL OF COMPANY.]

President of Company.
FORM

3.

STATEOF

:
-:
County 'of.
being duly sworn, says he is the chief engineer of (or is 'the
company; that the survey
person employed to make the survey by) the-o
of the said company's line of (railroad, tramway, or wagon road) described
as follows: (Here describe the line of route as required by paragraph 12), a
- miles, was made by him (or under his direction) as chief
length of
engineer of (or as surveyor employed by) the company and under its authority,
day
,.,day of
, 19-, and ending on the
commencing on the that the survey of the said land is accurately represented on
of:
, 19-;
this map and by the accompanying field' notes; and that this proposed right
of way does not lie within 4 rods of the -shore of any navigable waters, except
as'shown on this map. (In the case of a tramway or wagon road, add the
following: The said line of road does not lie upon nor cross any road or trail
in common use for public travel except as shown on this map.)
Sworn and subscribed to before me this

-

day of

[SEAL.]

,

19-.

Notary Pblic.
FORM 4.

I,
', do hdreby certify that I am president of the
company; that
'
who subscribed the accompanying affidavit, is the
chief engineer of (or was: employed to make the survey by) the said company;
that the survey of the said (railroad, tramway, or wagon road), as accurately
represented on this map and by the accompanying field notes, was made under
authority of the company; that the company is duly authorized by its articles
of incorporation to construct the said (railroad, tramway, or wagon road) upon
the location shown upon this map; that the said survey as represented on this
map and by said field notes was adopted by resolution of its board of directors
, 19-, as the definite location of the said (railroad,
day of
on the tramway, or wagon road) described as follows: (Describe as in Form 3) ; that
this proposed right of way does not lie within 4 rods of the shore of any navigable waters, except as shown on this map, and that this map has been prepared
to be filed in order to obtain the benefits of sections 2 to 9, inclusive, of the
act of Congress approved May 14, 1898, entitled "An act extending the homestead. laws and: providing for right of way for. railroads in the. District of
*Alaska, and for other purposes." a I further certify that the said (railroad or
tramway) is to be used as a common carrier of freight and passengers.
:President ofhe
ATTEST:
[SEA OF COMPANY.]

mpany.
Secretary.

'The last sentence to be omitted from applications for wagon-road right of.way.
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FORM 5.
STATE OF

County of

,

ss:

being duly sworn, says that he is the chief engineer of (or
was employed-to construct the railroad, tramway, or wagon road of) the
company; that said (railroad, tramway, or wagon road) has been constructed under his supervision, as follows: '(describe as in paragraph 12) a
total length of
miles; that construction was commenced on the
day of
, 19-, and completed on the day of , 19-; that the
-constructed
(railroad, tramway, or 'wagon road) conforms to the map and
field notes which received the approval of the Secretary of the Interior on
- the-day
of -,
19-.

[SEAL.I
,R,.

Sworn and subscribed to before me this

day. of

-

:

______

19-.

,

-Notary

Public.

FORM 6.

I,
do hereby certify that I am the president of the
company; that the (railroad, tramway, or wagon toad) described as follows:
(describe as. in Form 5) was actually constructed as set forth in the accompanying affidavit of
, chief engineer (or the person employed by
the company in the premises) that the location of the constructed (railroad,
tramway, or wagon road) conforms to the map and field notes approved by

the Secretary of the Interior on the

day of

-

, 19-; and that the

company has in all things complied with the requirements of sections 2 to 9,
inclusive, of the act of Congress approved May 14, 1898, entitled "An act
extending the homestead laws and providing for right of way -for railroads
in the District of Alaska, and for other purposes."
-

Attest:

Comnpany.

President
of the

[SEAL OF COMPANY.]

Secretary.
-

FORM 7.

STATE OF

County of
, ss:
personemployed being duly sworn, says he is the chief engineer of (or Is the
person-employed to make the survey by) the
company; that the survey of the tract described as follows: (here describe as required by paragraph
12) an area of
acres, and no more, was made by him (or 'under his
direction) as chief engineer of the company (or as surveyor employed by the
company), and under its authority, commencing on the day of:
, 19-,
and ending on the
day of
, 19-; that the survey of the said tract
is accurately represented on this plat and by the accompanying field notes;
b(that the company has occupied no other grounds for similar purposes upon
public lands within the section of [5 or 10] miles, from the mile to the
mile, for which this selection is made) ; that, in his belief, the said grounds
are actually and t their entire extent required by the company for the necessary uses contemplated. by the act of Congress approved May 14, 1898, entitled " An act extending the homestead laws and providing for right of way
for railroads in -the District of Alaska, and for other purposes " ; that the said
tract does not lie within 4 rods of the shore of any navigable waters except
as shown on this map, and that to the. best of my knowledge and belief there
is no settlement or other claim 'along the' shore of any navigable waters upon
land within 80 rods of any point of this tract except as shown.on this map.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this[SEAL.],

day of

,

19-.

Notary Pubi.

b This clause is to be omitted in applications for terminal or junction grounds.
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FORM8.

I,
i
, do hereby certify that I am president of the -company;
that
:
, who subscribed the accompanying affidavit, Is the chief
engineer of (or was employed to make the survey by) the said company; that.
the survey cofthe tract described as follows: (here describe as in Form 7) an
area of
acres, and no more, was made by him as chief engineer of (or
as surveyor employed to make the survey by) the said company; that the said
survey, as accurately represented on this map and by the accompanying field
notes, was made under authority of the company; that the said survey, as represented- on this map and by said field notes, was adopted by resolution of its
board on the day of
, 19,
as the definite location of said tract
for (station, terminal, or junction grounds); c (that the company has occupied no other grounds for similar purposes upon public lands within the section
of [5 or 10] miles, from the mile to the mile, for which this selection
is made) ; that, in his belief, the said grounds are actually and to their entire
extent required by the company for the necessary uses contemplated by the
act of Congress approved May 14, 1898, entitled "An act extending the homestead laws and providing for right of way for railroads in the District of Alaska,
and for other purposes "; that the said tract does not lie within 4 rods of the
shore of any navigable waters except as shown on this map; and that, to the
best of my knowledge and belief, there is no settlement or other claim along
the shore of any navigable waters upon land within 80 rods of any point, of this
tract except as shown on this map.

Attest:
[SO

OF COMPANY.]

RIGHTS OF WAY FOR RESERVOIRS,

President of the

Company.

Secretary.
CANALS, POWER PLANTS, ETC.

On the general applicability of right-of-way laws in the Territory,
the Attory General, responding to an inquiry whether it would be
lawful to grant revocable licenses under the act of February 15, 1901
(31 Stat. 790), or easements under the act of March 4, 1911 (36 Stat.
1253), held, after a full review of all the statutes and departmental
decisions thereon, and especially of the act of August 24, 1912 (37
Stat. 512), providing for the full organization of the Territory and
the extension of all the laws of the United States to the Territory
not locally inapplicable, that such action was authorized, for the
reason that said acts of Congress were now applicable to the public
lands in Alaska.
By analogy it would appear that the provisions of sections 18 to
21, inclusive, of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1095), as amended

by section 2 of the act of May 11, 1898 (30 Stat. 404), allowing rights
of way to canal and ditch companies formed for purposes of irrigation, are also applicable to public lands in Alaska, and' it has been so
held since said opinion.
Section 4 of the act of February 1, 1905 (33 Stat. 628), granting
rights of way for dams, reservoirs, water plants~ ditches, flumes.
pipes, tunnels, -and canals within and across the forest reserves of the
United States, applies to and is operative in forest reserves in the
Territory.
It is to be noted, however, that the act of June 10, 1920 (41 Stat.
1063), known as the Federal water power act, as amended by the act
of March 3 1921 (41 Stat. 1353), has superseded and repealed all
acts or parts -of acts inconsistent therewith, providing for the deC

This clause is to be omitted in applications for terminal or unction grounds.
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velopment and transmission of water power on the public domain' and
certain reservations of the United States, and that this act is applicable to Alaska. Applications thereunder should be filed with the
Federal Power Commission, Washington, D. C. But electrical projects that are in no way connected with water power-for instance.
those where the electrical power is generated by steam-remain under
the jurisdiction of this department, pursuant to the provisions of
the- act of February 15, 1901 (31 Stat. 790), and that of March 4,
1911 (36 Stat. 1253), where the land involved is not within a national
forest.
The general instructions and regulations regarding various rights
of way above referred to are found in departmental circulars relating
to such rights in the United States.
SPECIAL RESERVATIONS.
1. RESERVED SPACES ALONG NAVIGABLE WATERS.

In the act of March 3, 1903 (32 Stat. 1028), amending section 1,
act of May .14, 1898 (30 Stat. 409), it is provided:
That no entry shall be allowed extending more than one hundred and sixty
-rods along the shore of any navigable water, and along such shore a space of
at least eighty rods shall be reserved from entry between all such claims.

The reservation of spaces between claims along the shore of navigable waters, thus directed, is limited in operation to forms of entry
for disposition made under said acts, to wit: Homestead entries,
soldiers' additional entries, and entries for trade and business.
In administering said acts, in accordance with the instructions
herein, contained, no surveys will be approved, and no application,
selection, filing, or location as above set out will be allowed for

such reserved areas, or to exceed the 160-rod restriction along the
shore line as provided in the acts aforesaid unless and until such
160-rod restriction has been waived or such 80-rod reservation restored to entry by the Secretary of the Interior in accordance with
the provisions of the act of June 5,1920 (41 Stat. 1059).
To make effective the limitations of claims along the shore line
and the reservation of 80 rods between all such claims, it is directed
that where any claim is so located as to approach within 80 rods-of
the actual shore line, such claim will be considered as located on the
shore for that purpose. Such constructive extension to the shore
line of claims so located shall not work a reservation of the land
in front of such claims and between them and the shore line, but
such lands shall be open and subject to appropriation under and in
accordance with any appropriate law, and between all such claims,
or. the constructive extension thereof, the reserve strip shall extend
for a distance of 80 rods from the shore line.
The term "navigable waters" is defined by the act of May 14,
1898, supra*- *

*

to include all tidal waters up to the line of ordinary high tide and

all nontidal waters navigable in fact up to the line of high-water mark.

This definition however, is not taken as intending to include all
nontidal waters that are in fact navigable, irrespective of their extent
or suitablity for transportation purposes, travel, etc., and such
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factors will be considered in passing upon the question of the navigability of nontidal waters.
The limitation as to the 80-rod reserve strip along the shore line
is. however, extended by the act of March 3, 1903, supra, to " along
any navigable or other waters." It becomes necessary therefore to
define what is included in the expression " other waters," and it is
held that the phrase includes all waters of sufficient magnitude to
require meandering under the manual of surveys, or which are used
as a passageway or for spawning purposes by salmon or other seagoing fish.

In consideration of applications to enter lands shown upon plats
of public surveys in Alaska, abutting upon navigable waters, the
restriction of 160 rods along the shore of such waters, provided by the
act of May 14, 1898 (30 Stat. 409) ,' as amended by the act of March
3, 1903 (32 Stat. 1028), to which entries are limited, shall be determined as follows: The length of the water front of a subdivision will
be considered as 'represented by the shortest distance between the two
side lines of the subdivision, measured from the shore corner nearest
the back line of the tract; and the sum of the distances of each subdivision of the application abutting on the waters, so determined
shall be considered as the total shore length of the application.
Where, as so measured, the excess of shore length over 160 rods is

greater than the deficiency would be if an end tract or tracts were
eliminated, such tract or tracts shall be excluded, otherwise the application may be allowed if in other respects proper.
Circular No. 247, approved July ,7, 1913 (42 L. D. 213), is superseded hereby.
2. MEDICINAL SPRINGS RESERVE.

By Executive order of March 28, 1911, the following order of
withdrawal was issued:
It is hereby ordered that the following lands be and the same are hereby
withdrawn from settlement, location, sale, or entry and reserved for public
purposes, to wit, to enable Congress to consider legislation providing for the
use of medicinal springs in the public lands in the District of Alaska, subject
to all the provisions, limitations, exceptions, and conditions contained in the act
of Congress entitled " An act to authorize the President of the United States to
make withdrawals of public lands in certain cases," approved June 25, 1910.
All tracts of public lands in the District of Alaska upon which hot springs
or other springs the waters of which possess curative properties are located
to the extent of 160 acres surrounding each spring in rectangular form, with
side and end lines equidistant, as near as may be, from such spring or group
of springs.

This order of withdrawal was; modified January. 24, 1914, by
Executive order, as follows.
Under authority of the act of Congress entitled "An act to authorize the
President of the United States to make withdrawals of public lands in certain
cases," approved June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 847), as amended by the act of August
24, 1912 (37 Stat. 497), it is hereby ordered that the Executive order dated
March 28, 1911, withdrawing " all tracts of public lands in the District of
Alaska upon which hot springs'or other springs the waters of which possess
curative medicinal properties are located to the extent of 160 acres surrounding
each spring in rectangular form, with side and end lines equidistant, as near
as may be, from such spring or group of springs," be revoked, so far. as it
applies to lands within national forests.
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3. RIGHT OF WAY RESERVED FOR RAILROADS, TELEGRAPH AND
TELEPHONE LINES.

In the act of March 12, 1914 (38 Stat. 305), authorizing the President to locate, construct, and operate railroads in the Territory it
was provided:
In all patents for lands hereafter taken up, entered, or located in the Territory of Alaska there shall be expressed that there is reserved to the United
States a right of way for the construction of railroads, telegraph and telephone
'Anes to the extent of one hundred feet on either side of the center line of any
such road and twenty-five feet on either side of the center line of any such
telegraph or telephone lines.
4. ROADWAY ALONG SHORE LINE.

A provision is made in section 10 of the act of May 14, 1898 (30
Stat. 409), that-.
A roadway 60 feet in width, parallel to the shore line as near as may be,
practicable, shall be reserved for the use of the public as a highway.

The phrase " shore line " as thus used means high-water line.
This reservation occurs in the proviso relating to the reservation
between claims abutting on navigable waters; but since it is its purpose to reserve a roadway for public use as a highway along the
shore line of navigable waters, it is held to relate to the lands entered or purchased under this act as well as to the reserved lands;
otherwise it would serve little or no purpose. This reservation will
not, however, prevent the location and survey of a claim up to the
shore line, for in such case the claim will be subject to this servitude
and the area in the highway will be computed as a part of the area
entered and purchased.
LANDING AND WHARF

PERMITS

ON RESERVED

SHORE SPACES.

Section 10 of the act of May 14, 1898 (30 Stat. 409), reads in part
as follows:
That there shall be reserved by the United States a space of 80 rods in width
between tracts sold or entered under the provisions of this act on lands abutting on any navigable stream,. inlet, gulf, bay, or seashore, and that the Secretary of the Interior may grant the use of such reserved lands abutting on the
water front to any citizen or association of citizens, or to any corporation in>
corporated under the laws of theI United States or under the laws of any State'
or Territory, for landings and wharves, with the provision that the public
- shall have access to and proper use of such wharves and landings, at reasonable rates of toll, to be prescribed by said Secretary, and a roadway 60 feet in
width, parallel to the shore line- as near as may be practicable, shall be reserved for the use of the public as a highway.

(1) Applications for landing and wharf privileges must be under
oath, and should be addressed to the Secretary of the Interior and
filed in the proper local land officefor transmission to the General
Land Officeby special letter.
(2) Applications should describe the tracts desired by words and
by a preliminary diagram showing their position in connection with
adjoining surveys and water front and by courses and distances where:
not defined by prior surveys. There should be filed diagrams and
specifications of the proposed wharves and landings, showing their
position in connection with the roadway used by vessels,the width of
the channel, and the various soundings. Maps and such other papers
50- 6
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as may be necessary to fully show the situation must be furnished.
All buildings proposed to be erected should be shown on the diagram
accompanying. the application, and there should be indicated their
use and whether they are for public or private purposes.
In an application by an individual or association, the citizenship
of the individual and; of the members of the association must be
shown.

In case of a corporation, a certified copy of the articles of incorporation, and evidence of organization must be furnished in the'
same manner as. is required where corporations apply for rights of
way for railroad purposes.
(3) The use of such land is limited to landings and wharves, and
all rates of toll to be paid by the public must be submitted for approval of the Secretary of the Interior. The application should be
accompanied by a proposed schedule of public toll charges, and if
such charges are found to be reasonable the schedule will be approved, subject, however, to revision as the public interests may

thereafter require.
(4) If the application be allowed, the supervisor of surveys will instruct a United States surveyor to execute a survey and set permanent
monuments to delineate the boundaries of the tract, and a permit will
be issued granting the applicant the use of the land sought for landings and wharves, subject to the provisions and conditions prescribed
by the statute, which permit will be revocable at the discretion of the
Secretary of the Interior. The: erection of wharves and-piers in
any port, roadstead, haven, harbor, canal, navigable river, or other
water of the United States, outside of established harbor lines. or
where no harbor lines have been established, must be in conformity
with plans recommended by the Chief of Engineers and authorized
by the Secretary of War; consequently such applications will be sub-

mitted to the War Department for approval, or such other action as
that department may deem proper, before final action is taken in this
department.
(5) Reserved spaces between claims upon navigable waters within
existing national forests in Alaska are subject to the jurisdiction of
the Secretary of Agriculture, pursuant to the act of February 1,
1905 (33 Stat. 628), and permits for the use of such spaces for landings and wharves must be obtained through that department.
COITESTS.

Contests against entries of public lands in the Territory of Alaska
may be initiated by private persons, or on the part of the Government, in the same manner as such proceedings are begun elsewhere
in the United States.
The procedure in such cases will be governed by the Rules of Practice, copies of which may be obtained on application

to the Com-

missioner of the General Land Office. The last -revision of the
Rules of Practice will be found in volume 48 of Land Decisions,
beginning page 246.
Paragraph

4 of the instructions

of May 21, 1908 (36 L. D'. 433-)

relating to contests against homestead locations, provides as follows:
Homestead locations of lands in the District (Territory), of Alaska may be
contested and canceled upon any ground which would warrant the cancellation

-
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of a homestead entry of land elsewhere, made under section 2289, R. S.;
and contests of this character may be initiated at the proper United States
land office by either the Government or any private person, and should be
proceeded with in the same manner and' given the same effect as contests
against homestead entries elsewhere.

Where a final decision has been rendered in a contest proceeding
canceling a homestead location, the register will secure the notation
of such judgment on the record of the location in the. recording
office.
ALASKAN RAILROAD

TOWN-SITE

REGULATIONS.

Under and pursuant to the provisions of the act of Congress ap'proved March 12, 1914 (38 Stat. 305), entitled "An act to authorize
the President of the United States to locate, construct, and operate
railroads in the Territory of Alaska, and for other purposes," it is
hereby ordered that the. administration of that portion of said act
relating to the withdrawal, location, and disposition of town sites
shall be in accordance with the following regulations and provisions,
to wit:
REGULATIONS.
RESERvATIONs.

The Alaska.n Engineering Commission will file with the Secretary
of the Interior, when deemed necessary, its recommendations for the
reservation of-such areas as in its opinion may be needed for townsite purposes. The Secretary of the Interior will thereupon transmit
such recommendations to the President with his objections thereto
or concurrence therewith. If approved by the President, the reservation will be made by Executive order.
SURVEY.

When in the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior the public
interests require a survey of any such reservation, he shall cause to
be set aside such portions thereof for railroad purposes as may be
selected by the Alaskan Engineering Commission, and cause the.
remainder, or any part thereof, to be surveyed into -urban or suburban
blocks and lots of suitable size, and into reservations for parks,
schools, and other public purposes and for Government use. Highways should be laid out, where practicable, along all shore lines, and
sufficient land for docks and wharf purposes along such shore lines
should be reserved in such places as there is' any apparent necessity
therefor.. The survey will be made under the supervision of the
Commissioner of the.General Land Office, and the plats will be
approved by him 'and by the chairman of the Alaskan 'Engineering
Commission.
PREFERENCE RIGHT.

Any person residing in a reserved town site at the time of the
subdivisional survey thereof in the. field and owning and having
valuable and permanent improvements thereon, may, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, be granted a preference right
of entry, of not exceeding two lots on which he may have such im-
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provements by paying the appraised price fixed by the superintendent of. sale, under such regulations as the Secretary of the
Interior may prescribe. Preference right proof and entry, when
granted, must be made prior to the date of the public sale.>
PUBLIC SALE.

The unreserved and unsold lots will be offered at public outcry
to the highest bidder at such time and place, and after such publication of notice, if any, as the Secretary of the Interior may direct,
and he may appoint or detail some suitable person as superintendent
of sale to supervise the same and may fix his compensation and
require him to give sufficient bond.
SUPERINTENDENT'S

AUTHORITY.

Under the supervision of the Secretary of the Interior, the superintendent of the sale will be, and he is hereby, authorized to make
all appraisements of lots and at any time to reappraise- any lot
which in his judgment is not appraised at the proper amount, or to
fix a minimum price for any lot below which it may not be sold,
and he may adjourn, or postpone the sale of any lots to such time
and place as he may deem proper.
MANNER AND TERMS OF PUBIC

SALE.

The Secretary of' the Interior shall by regulations prescribe the
manner of conducting the public sale, the terms thereof and forms
therefor and he may prescribe what failures in payment will subject
the bidder or purchaser to a forfeiture of his bid or right to the
lot claimed and money paid thereon. The superintendent of sale
will at the completion of the public sale deposit with the receiver
of the proper local land office the money received and file with its
officersthe papers deposited with him by said bidder, together with
his certificate as to successful bidder.
If it be deemed advisable, the Commissioner of the General Land'
Officemay direct the receiver of public moneys of the proper district to attend sales herein provided for in which, event the cash
payment required shall be paid to the said receiver.
ANCHORAGE, MATANrSKA,

AND NENANA TOWN SITES.

Unsold and forfeited lands in the town sites of Anchorage, Matanuska, and Nenana, upon which assessments for the improvements
of streets, sidewalks, alleys, and for promotion of sanitation and
fire protection have been levied by the Alaskan Engineering

Com-

mission and the assessments or any portion thereof remain unpaid shall be subject to such unpaid assessments and the purchaser shall
pay the same~in the manner the Secretary of the Interior may by
regulations provide, and the 'proceeds of such assessments will be
deposited with the Alaskan Engineering Commission as a reimbursement to the' operating 'expense fund as provided in section 3 of
the act of March 12, 1914 (38 Stat. 305).

(See 22 Comp. Dec. 604.)

Hereafter no'such assessments by the said commission will be levied.
(Aiended by Executive order No. 3529, printed below.)
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In cases where one of a number of joint purchasers of a lot has
made or may hereafter make all payments of his pro rata share of
the purchase price and assessments on the lot, such lot may, in the
event of forfeiture being declared, and in the discretion of -the
Secretary of the Interior, be resubdivided and a preference right of
purchase given to the person who has made all payments on his portion thereof, such preference right to be con-finedto the portion of
thie original lot held and claimed by such person. This privilege
may be extended to a transferee of an original purchase.
Final certificate may issue in these town sites in all cases when the
purchase' price and assessments are paid in full without regard to
date or purchase.
COMMISSION BUIDINGS

ON LOTS.

Buildings belonging to the Alaskan Engineering Commission situated on a lot in any town site may'be appraised and sold separate
and apart from the lot on which located,, under regulations provided for by the Secretary of the Interior for the same and for the
removal of the buildings. The proceeds for the sale' of-such buildings shall be paid to the Alaskan Engineering Commission as a reimbursement to its operating account.
0,
:
A:
,
-iAd:: ::~~~~~~~~~
PRIVATE ENTRY.
'

-

Lots offered t' public sale and not sold and lots offered and declared forfeited in a town, site may, in the discretion of -the Secretary of the Interior, be sold at private entry for the' appraised price.
ORDERS REVOLKED.(No. 3489.)

All Executive orders heretofore issued for the disposition of town sites along
the Government railroads in Alaska are hereby revoked so far as they conflict with the foregoing provisions. This order is intended to take the place of
all other orders making provision for the sale and disposal of lots in said
town sites along Government railroads in Alaska under the provisions of
said act.
WARRENG. HARDING.

THE WHITE HoUsE,
June 10, 1921.'

SS:
(No. 3529)

Under and pursuant to the provisions of the act of Congress approved
March 12, 1914 (38 Stat. 305), it is ordered that Executive order No. 3489,
issued June 10, 1921, be, and the same is hereby, amended to 'authorize and
empower the Alaskan Engineering Commission to levy and collect assessments
for town-site expenses for the town site of Nenana, for the improvements of
streets, sidewalks, alleys, and for promotion of sanitation and fire protection,
G. HADIG
for the period from July. 1, 1920, to August 31, 1921.
W

..

TH3E WHITE HousE,

August 9, 192L-

*.

~~~~~W.&BVEN,
G. RDING.
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…
,

Receipt No.

rVOa.

----o ,.__
------

Application to purchase town lot.
[To be executed in duplicate.]
DEPARITMENT OF TE

INTERIOR.

UNITED STATESLAND OFFICE.

--------

-I,…---------------

__----,-

- Alaska.

post-officeaddress

-_ …_-_
_-___-,

having been declared the successful bidder for Lot No.
… I-, Block
No.- ____--__, in the town site of -,--------------Alaska, as delineated and
designated on the approved plat thereof, containing-_________--______square
feet, do hereby apply to purchase said lot, subject to all the regulations governing the sale thereof, and agree to pay therefor the amount bid by me, viz:
_________-_-____-_-__-dollars
…_____
($
…___-____),
on the following terms,
to wit: One-third cash, which is tendered herewith, and the balance in five
equal annual installments, payable in one, two, three, four, and five years, respectively, from the date register's certificate of sale issues hereunder; upon
failure to pay any installment on or before the day the same becomes due, all
rights- under this application, together with the payments theretofore made,
may be forfeited by the Secretary of the Interior.
I further agree that if the said loti or any part thereof, shall be used for the
purpose of manufacturing, selling, or otherwise disposing of intoxicating liquors
as a beverage, or for gambling, prostitution, or any unlawful purpose, at any
time during a period of five years from the date of register's certificate of sale,
and prior to the issuance of certificate of final entry, or if, at any time during
said period, I, or my successors in interest under this application, shall fail to
comply-with any regulation or requirement which the Secretary of the Interior,
in his discretion, shall make or authorize to be made, for the improvement of
streets, sidewalks, and alleys, promotion of sanitation, and fire protection within
said town site, then all rights under this application shall terminate and a forfeiture thereof, together with the payments theretofore made, may be declared
by the Secretary of the Interior, whose finding of fact shall be final.
____

_______________________________________

(Sign here, full Christian

name.)

I hereby certify that the foregoing application and agreement was signed
and acknowledged before me this _-__-_-_-day
of _
19_,

at…

_'

- ------------

(Official designation, of officer.)

(NOT.-No sum less than twenty-five dollars ($25.00) will be received as
the first cash payment, and if one-third the amount bid is less than that sum,
proper modification should be made in the above terms of sale relating to payment.)
Certificate as to successful bidder.

: fR

…
-------------0 - : : _-

,

Alaska,
, 19 .

This is to certify that ------ I
_--_, post-office address
…I _
----------- =__, has been declared the successful bidder for Lot No.
Block No. _ _-…, in the town site of =_-_-_-__,
Alaska, and is entitled
to purchase said lot. The amount of his bid was _ _ __
_dollars
(
…-), on which there has been paid to the undersigned to apply as
cash payment the sum of--- dollars ($
).
Superintendent of Sale.
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Register's certificate of sale.
U. S. Land Office

-

,

Alaska,

-------- - 19-

I hereby certify that the foregoing, application has this day been allowed
subject to the terms, conditions, and agreements therein set forth.

Register.
(NOTE.-After application has been allowed, the duplicate copy thereof should
,be transmitted to the applicant.)
Memorandum certificate to successful

-

idder.
----

,

Alaska,

* This is to certify that
…-_-_-_-_, post-office address
…-------…-____, has been declared the successful bidder for Lot No.
… _,
Block No. ______, in the town site of
…_-_-_-_______-,
Alaska, and is entitled
to purchase said lot. The amount of his bid was - - __ dollars
Superintendent of Sate.
NOTETO BIDDER.-This memorandum certificate must be surrendered to the
superintendent of sale before the close of the next succeeding sale day, or the
next business day if bid accepted on the last sale day, together with application
to purchase the lot described, accompanied by the cash payment required by: the
regulations governing the sale, or all rights under the bid will be forfeited.
FORFEITURE

OF LOTS UNDER

ALASKAN RAILROAD

TOWN-SITE

REGULATIONS-PROCEDURE.
INSTRUCTIONS OF FEBRUARY 16, 1916.

The following procedure for the forfeiture of lots under the
Alaskan Railroad town-site .regulations, Executive order approved
June 19, 1915, is adopted, to become effective immediately:

1. The purpose hereof is to secure prompt action in cases where
there has been any alleged: violation of said regulations, or failure
to comply with the terms thereof, or of any, and all regulations or.
requirements which the Secretary of the Interior may make, 'or authorize to be made, pursuant to said Executive order, and to allow
the lot purchaser or other party in interest an opportunity to file a
denial of the charges against his claim and be heard thereon.
2. Whenever. the Chief of the Alaskan Field Division is of the
opinion that proceedings to forfeit any lot are warranted, he will
prepare a notice of charges, which will be made over his signature
as Chief of Field Division, but not under oath or corroborated, in
which shall be plainly and briefly stated the grounds upon which
the charges are based..
3. The notice must be written or printed and must contain the
number of .the lot and block and the name of the purchaser or other
known party in interest, Iandshall be prepared in quadruplicate ;. the
original shall be served as hereinafter directed; one, copy shall be
forwarded to the register and receiver, who will note the same upon
their records and forward it to the Commissioner of the General
Land Office,who will promptly cause proper notation to be made
upon his records, and no patent or other evidence of title shall issue
until and unless. the case is closed in favor of the claimant; the third
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copy shall be retained by the Chief of Field Division for his records,
and the fourth copy to be forwarded to the Land and Industrial
Department of the Alaskan Engineering Commission.
4. The notice must also state that- the charges will be taken as confessed (a) unless the purchaser or claimant files with the Chief of
Field Division, within 20 days from the receipt of notice, a written
denial, under oath, of said charges, with an application for a hearing, (b) or if he fails to appear at any hearing that may be ordered
in the case.

5. The original notice of. the charges may in all cases be served
personally upon the proper party by any person over the age of 18
years, or by registered letter mailed to the last address of the party
to be notified, as shown by the record, and to the post officenearest
to the land. Proof of personal service shall be the written acknowledgment of the person served,'or the affidavit of the person who
served the notice showing personal delivery thereof to the party
served and stating the time and place of such delivery. Proof of
service of notice by registered mail shall consist of the affidavit of
the person who mailed the notice attached to the post-officeregistry
return' receipt or the returned unclaimed' registered letter. Where
service of notice is made by an employee of the Government under
oath of office,his certificate will be sufficient in lieu of the affidavit
otherwise required.
6. If the charges are denied and a hearing asked. for, the register
and receiver of the proper land district, upon request of the Chief
.of Field Division, will fix a date and place for a preliminary hearing before any United States com issioner, notary public judge, or
clerk of a court of record,. due notice of which must be given the
Varty or parties in*'interest.'

Such notice must also designate a date

for final hearing before the register and receiver, after which neither
the Government nor the defendant may take any testimony except
upon proper showing under the rules governing continuances or
'upon written stipulation filed in the case. The notice may be served

either by securing personal service upon the parties in interest or by
registered-mail. A copy of saidnotice shall be' sent by ordinary mail
to the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
7. The Chief of Field Division will duly submit to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,upon proper form provided theretfor, an estimate of the probable expense required on behalf of the
Government.

He will also cause to' be served subpwnas upon the

Government witnesses, and take such other steps as are necessary to
prepare the case for hearing.
8. The~Chief of Field Division, 'or any special agent who may be
designated by him, must appear with his witnesses on the date and
at the place fixed for the hearing unless there is reason to believe
that no appearance by or for the defendant will be made, in which
event no appearance on behalf of the Government is required.
9. If the party or parties in interest fail to deny the charges
under oath and apply -for a hearing, or fail to appear at the hearing
ordered without showing good cause therefor, such failure will be
taken as an admission of the truth of the charges and will obviate
any necessity for the Government to submit evidence in support
thereof. In the event of default in denying the charges and applying for a hearing, the Chief of Field Division will forthwith report
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the case'to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, with his
recommendation thereon, and notify the parties in interest by registered mail of the action taken; if denial is made and hearing applied
for, but defendant or defendants fail to appear at the hearing and
fail to show good cause for 'such failure to appear, the register and
receiver will forthwith report the case to the commissioner, with
their recommendation thereon, and notify the parties of such action
by registered mail.
10. Upon the day set for the hearing and the day to which it may
be continued the' testimony of the witnesses for either party may be
submitted, and both parties, if present, may examine and crossexamine the witnesses, under the rules, the Government to assume
the burden of proving the charges.
11. After the hearing, if one is had, but not sooner than the day
succeeding that named for final hearing, the! register and receiver
will romptly forward the record to the Gommissioner of the General and Office,with their recommendation in the matter, and will
notify all parties in interest of their action by ordinary mail.
12. Depositions may be taken on behalf of either party before
any officer authorized to administer oaths, after first giving 10 days'
written notice to the opposite party, or they may be taken by stipulation, as provided by Rule 2 of the Rules of Practice.
13. Decision will be rendered by the Secretary of -the Interior in
cases governed by these regulations, and will be final and close the
case. Such decision may be rendered at any time after the expiration of 30 days from the date the record in the case is received by
the Commissioner of the General Land Office. Motions or briefs
must be filed with the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
14. The Rules of 'Practice, where not in conflict herewith, will be
applicable to proceedings under these regulations. Notices to which

-

the lot purchaser is entitled will be served upon persons having an
interest in the lot, provided a notice of such.interest has been filed in
the district land office as required by rule 98 of the Rules of' Practice.

15. The Alaskan Engineering Commission will make all needful
rules and regulations covering the period prescribed by the townsite regulations for the improvement of streets, sidewalks, and alleys,
the promotion of sanitation and fire protection or other municipal
improvements, and said commission is further authorized to levy and
collect such assessments as may be necessary in the premises.

If any

claimant shall fail to comply with such regulations and requirements.
all the facts in each case shall be reported to the chief of field divi-

'

sion, who will then proceed in accordance with the instructions contained hereinbefore. If any claimant shall fail to pay any and all

assessments as required by the Alaskan Engineering Commission, the
case will be reported to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
with a complete statement of the proceedings had, for submission to

the Secretary of the Interior who, after such notice as he may deem
proper, will declare a forfeiture

of the lot involved or make' such

other disposition of the case as the record may warrant.
Notice of delinquency in the payment of assessments will be given
by the Alaskan Engineering Commission to the register and receiver
of the United States land office within whose jurisdiction the lot or
tract involved is situated for notation upon their records and trans-
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mission to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,. and such
notice will operate as a caveat against the issuance of patent or other

evidence of title until the same is finally disposed of.
MINING

Instructions

CLAI'MS.

only relative to acts of Congress specially' applicable

to Alaska are included herein; for instructions under the general
mining laws consult Circular No. 430, " United States Mining Laws
and Regulations

Thereunder,"

which may be had on application to a

district land office or the General Land Office,Washington, D. C.

The laws of the United States relating to mining-Glairns were
extended to Alaska by section 8, act of May 17, 1884 (23 Stat. 24),

providing a civil government for Alaska, in the folling

terms:

SEC.8. That the said District of Alaska is hereby created a land district,
and a United States land office for said district is hereby located at Sitka.
The commissioner provided for by this act to reside at Sitka shall be ex
officio register of said land office, and the clerk provided for by this act shall
be ex officio receiver of public moneys, and the marshal provided for. by this,
act shall be ex officio surveyor general of said district and the laws of the
United States relating to mining claims, and the rights incident thereto, shall,
from and after the passage of this act, be in full force and effectin said district, under the administration thereof herein provided for, subject to such
regulations as may be made by the Secretary of the Interior, approved by the
President: Provided, That the Indians or other persons in said district shall
notbe disturbed in the possession of any lands actually in their use or ocupation or now claimed by them, but the terms under which such persons may
acquire title to such lands are reserved for future legislation by Congress: And
provided further, That parties who have located mines or ineral privileges
therein under the lawsof the United States applicable to the public domain,
or who have occupied and improved-or exercised acts of ownership over such
claims, shall not be disturbed therein, but shallbe. allowed to perfect'their
title to such claims by paymntas
aforesaid: And provided also, That the land
not exceeding six hundred and forty acres at' any station now occupied as
missionarystations among the Indian tribes in said section, with the improvements thereon ereted by or for such societies,shall be continued in the
pancy of the several religious societies to which said missionary stationsocurespectively belong until action by Congress. But nothing contained in this act
shall be construed to put in force in said district the general land laws of the
United States.

Sections 15 16, ad

26 in the act of June 6, 1900 (31 Stat. 321),

makingfurther provision for a civil government for Alaska, again,
in specific terms, extended the mining- laws of the United States,
and all rights incident thereto to theTerritory,with certain further
provisions with respect to the acquisitionof

claims thereunder:

SE. 15. The respective recorders shall,uipon the payment of the fees for
the sam e prescribed by the Attorney General, record separately, in large and
well-bound separate books, in fair hand:
First. Deeds, grants, transfers, contracts to sell or convey real estate and
mortgages -of real estate, releases of mortgages, powers of attorney leases
which have been acknowledged or proved, mortgages upon personal property;
*

Ninth.

C.

C

Affidavits of annual

*

:,*

work done on mining.elaim

*

,

Tenth. Notices of mining location and declaratory statements Eleventh. Such other writings as are required or permitted by law to be
recorded, including the liens of mechanics, laborers, and others: Provided,
Notices of location of mining claims shall be filed for record within ninety
days from
the
date of the discovery of the claim described in the notice, ahd
all instruments shall be recorded in the recording district in which the.property
or subject matter affected by the'
in strument is
situated,
and' where the prop-
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erty or subject matter is not situated in any established recording district the
instrument affecting the sameshall be recorded in the office of the clerk of'the
division of the. court having supervision over the recording division in which
such property or ubject matter is situated.
.*

*:5

:*.

i

*

.

*

:

*

*

SEC. 16. * * C* Provided, Miners in any organized mining district may
make rules and regulations governing the recording of notices of location of
mining claims, water rights, flumes and ditches, mill sites, -and affidavits of
labor, not- in conflict with this act or the general laws of the United States;
and nothing in this act shall be construed so as to prevent the miners in any
regularly- organized mining district, not within any recording district established by the court from electing their own mining recorder to act as such until
a recorder therefor is appointed by the court: Providedl further, All records
heretofore regularly made by the United States commissioner at Dyea, Skagway,
and the recorder at Douglas City, not in conflict with any records regularly
made with the Unitel States commissioner at Juneau, are hereby legalized. And
all records heretofore made in good faith in any regularly organized mining
district are hereby made public records, and the same shall be delivered to the
recorder for the recording district including such mining district within six
-months
from the passage of' this act.
*

*

.

*

*

*:

*

:

*

Sz-c. 26. The laws 'of the United States relating to mining claims, mineral
locations, and rights incident thereto are hereby extended to the District of
Alaska: Provided, That subject only to such general limitations as may be
necessary to exempt navigation from artificial obstructions all land and shoal
water between low and mean high tide on the shores,' bays, and inlets of
Bering Sea, within the jurisdiction of the United States, shall be subject to
exploration and mining for gold and other precious metals by Citizens of the
Unted States, or persons who have legally declared their intentions to become
such, under such reasonable rules and regulations as the miners in organized
mining districts may have heretofore made or may hereafter-make governing
the temporary possession thereof for exploration and mining purposes until
otherwise provided by law: Provided further, That the rules and regulations
established by the miners shall not be in conflict with the mining laws of the
United States; and no exclusive permit shall be granted by the Secretary of
War authorizing any person or persons, corporation or company to excavate ormine under any of said. waters below low tide, and if such exclusive' permit
has 'been granted it is hereby revoked' and declared null and void - but citizens of the United States or persons who have legally declared their intention
to become such shall have the right to dredge and mine for gold or other
precious metals in said waters, below low tide, subject to such general rules and
regulations as the Secretary of War:-may prescribe for the preservation of
order and the protection of the interests of commerce; such rules and regulations shall not, however, deprive miners on the beach of the right hereby
given to dump tailings into or pump from the sea opposite their claims, except
where such dumping -would actually obstruct navigation, and the reservation
of a roadway sixty feet wide, under the tenth section of the act of May fourteenth eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, entitled " An act extending the homestead laws and providing for right of way for railroads in the District of
Alaska, and for other purposes," shall not apply to mineral lands or town sites.
*

*

**

.:

*

*

*

PLACEA 'CLAIMS.

The act of August 1, 1912 (37 Stat. 242), modifies and amends the
placer-mining law with respect to the location of such claims in the
Territory as follows:
That no association placer-mining claim shall hereafter be located in Alaska
in excess of forty acres, and on every placer-mining claim hereafter located in
Alaska, and until a patent has been issued therefor, not less than one hundred
dollars' worth of labor shall be.performed or improvements made during each
year, including the year of location, for each and every twenty acres or excess
fraction

thereof.

'

'

'

.

'

Sec. 2. That no person shall hereafter locate any placer-mining claim in
Alaska as 'attorney for another unless he is duly authorized thereto by a power
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of attorney in writing, duly acknowledged and-recorded in any recorder's office
in the judicial division where the location is made. Any person so authorized
may locate placer-mining claims for not more than two individuals or one association under such power of attorney, but no such agent or attorney shall be
authorized or permitted to locate more than two placer-mining claims for, any
one principal or association during any calendar month, and no placer-mining
claim shall hereafter be located in Alaska except under the limitations of this
act.
SEc. 3. That no person shall hereafter locate, cause or procure to be located,
for himself more than two placer-mining claims in any calendar month: Pro-.
vided, That one or both of such locations may be included in an association
claim.
SEC.4. That no placer-mining claim hereafter located in Alaska shall be
patented which shall contain a greater area than is fixed by law, nor which is
longer than three times its greatest width.
SEC. 5. That any placer-mining elaim attempted to be located in violation of
this act shall be null and void, and the whole area thereof may be located by
any qualified locator as if no such prior attempt had been made.

October 29, 1912, the following instructions were issued under this
act (41 L. D. 347):
It is important to note that this act applies exclusively to placer-mining
claims located in Alaska on or after August 1, 1912. It does not in any manner relate to lode-mining claims, or placer-mining claims located prior to
said date. The terms of the act lay strict limitations and conditions with
respect to the placer locations made upon or after said date.
Section 1 of the act provides that no association placer. claim shall be
located after August 1, 1912, in excess of 40 acres. -This limitation is positive,
whatever may be the number of persons associated together or whatever the
local district rules or regulations may permit.
Said section further provides that on every placer-mining claim located in
Alaska after the passage of the act, and until patent therefor has been issued,
not less than $100 worth of labor must be performed or improvements made
during each year, including the year of location, for each and every 20 acres
or excess fraction thereof included in the claim. This means that the first
annual expenditure on such a placer-mining location must be accomplished for
and during the year in which the claim is located, instead of during the year
succeeding that in which the lcation is made. Moreover, the amount of
annual expenditure is dependent upon the size of the claim, it being required
that at least $100 must be expended for each 20 acres or excess fraction
thereof embraced in the location.
By section 2 it is provided that no person, as attorney or agent for another,
may locate any placer-mining claim unless duly authorized by a power of attorney properly acknowledged and recorded in. some recorder's office within
the judicial division where the location is made. Furthermore, an authorized
agent or attorney can act in making locations of placer-mining claims for onlytwo individual principals or one associate principal during. any calendar
month, and during that period may not lawfully locate more than two claims
for any one principal, either individual or association. No placer claim can
lawfully be located except in compliance with and under the limitations of
the act.
In order that the Land Department may be fully advised in the premises,
the following requirements -must be met with regard to applications for placer-mining claims located in Alaska on or after August 1, 1912:
(a) Where location is made by agent or attorney the power of attorney must
be in writing and umst be executed and acknowledged in accordance with the
laws of the Territory of Alaska or of the State Territory, or District in which
it shall be executed. It must be recorded in the proper recorder's office as
prescribed by the act. The application for patent must be accompanied by a
certified copy of such power of attorney, Which must show the recordation
thereof, but it will be sufficient if such certified copy is attached to and made
a part of the abstract of title.
(b) One of the principal purposes of the act is to limit the number of
placer-mining locations made in Alaska through agents or attorneys. An agent
or attorney can not at one time represent -more than two individuals or one
association under powers of attorney. A-duly authorized agent may -make two
locations for each of two individual principals, or for. one association principal,
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during any calendar month, but he can make no further locations during that
month for those or other principals
The application for patent should accordingly be accompanied by the
sworn statement of the agent or attorney setting forth specifically the names
of all placer-mining claims, together with the date of location and names of the
locators, which were located or attempted to be located by him under powers
of attorney during-the calendar month in'which the placer claim applied for
was located.
(o) By section 3 it is prescribed that no person shall directly locate, or
through an agent or attorney cause-or procure to be located, for himself more
than to placer-mining claims in any calendar month, provided however, that
one or both of such locations may be included in an association claim.
Whenever a person or an association has participated in the locating of
placer-mining claims in Alaska to the extent of two such claims in any calendar
month, such person or sueb association thereby exhausts the right to make
placer locations for that month. The application for patent, therefore, for a
placer-mining claim located in Alaska on or after August 1, 1912, must contain
or be accompanied by a specific statement, under oath, as to each locator who
had an interest therein, showing specifically and in detail all placer locations
made by him, or in which he was associated, either directly or through any
agent or attorney, during-the calendar month in which the claim applied for
was located. If no locations in excess of those permitted by law were made
during such calendar month, a specific statement, under oath, to that effect
should be submitted. This showing must be made in addition to that hereinabove required of the agent himself.
Section 4 of the act prohibits the patenting of any placer mining claim located
in Alaska after the passage of the act which contains a greater area than that
fixed by law or which is longer than three times its greatest width. The surveyor general will be careful to observe the above requirements and will not
approve any survey of a placer location which does not in area and dimensions
conform to the provisions of law.
By section 5 of the act it is declared that any placer mining claim attempted
to be located in violation of the provisions and limitations of the act shall be
null and void and the whole area covered by such attempted location may be
located by any qualified person the same as if no such prior attempted location
had been made. Consequently, any attempted placer locationnot made in conformity with the act is a nullity, and the land covered thereby is pen for
and subject to proper location at any time.
It will be observed that the act does not affect the number of claims, lode
or placer, and if placer whether located before or after the passage of the act,
which may be included in a single application proceeding.

The .law governing annual expenditures and improvementsupon
mining laims in Alaska is found in the act of March 2, 1907 (34
Stat. 1243), as follows:
. That during each year and until patent has been issued therefor, at least
one hundred dollars' worth of labor shall be performed or improvements made
on, or for the benefit or development of, in accordance with existing law, each
mining claim in the District of Alaska heretofore or hereafter located. And
the locator or owner of such claim or some other person having knowledge
of the facts may also make and file with the said recorder of the district in
which the claims shall be situate an affidavit showing the: performance of labor
or making of improvements to the amount of one hundred dollars as aforesaid and specifying the character and extent of such work. Such affidavit
shall set forth the following: First, the name or number of the mining claims
and where situated; second, the number of days' work done and the character
and- value of the improvements placed thereon; third, the date of the performance of such labor and of making improvements; fourth, at whose instance
the work was done or the improvements made; fifth, the actual amount paid
for work and improvement, and by whom paid when the same. was not done
by the owner. Such affidavit shall be prima face, evidence of the performance
of such work. or making of such improvements, but if such affidavits be not
filed within the time fixed by this act the burden of proof shall be upon the
claimant to establish the performance of such annual work;-and improvements.
And upon failure ofthe locator or owner of any such claim to comply with the
provisions of this act, as to performance of work and improvements, such. claim
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shall become forfeited and open to location by others as if no location of the
made before
same had ever been made. The affidavits required hereby may be ections
fiftyany officer authorized to administer oaths, and the provisions of
the
three hundred and ninety-two and fifty-three hundred and ninety-three ofshall
affidavits
Revised Statutes are hereby extended to such affidavits. Said
be filed not later-than ninety days after the close of the year i which such
work Is performed.
S:c. 2. That the recorders for the several divisions or districts of Alaska
shall collect the sum of one dollar and fifty cents as a fee.f or the filing, recording, and indexing said annual proofs of work and improvements for each claim
so recorded.
NOTICE

OF APPLICATION

FOR PATENT.

The notices of applications for patent fo r lands in Alask are, in

many cases, not sufficient to apprise adverse claimants and the pub-

lie generally of the location of the land applied for, and therefore
do not serve the purpose for which such notices are required; 'nor
can the locationof the land be ascertained from the application
papers themselves and without obtaining information from other
sources.

This is due principally

to the large area of unsurveyed

land in the Territory and remoteness from . centers of population of
much of the country.

In order to give a more definite description

of the land applied for special supplemental instructions with reference to the District of Alaska have been issued as follows:
The field notes of survey of all claims within the Territory of Alaska,

where the survey is not tied to a cornerof the public survey, shall contain
a description of the location or mineral monument to which the survey is
tied, by giving its latitude and longitude, and its position with, reference to
rivers, creeks, mountains or mountain peaksI towns, or other prominent
topographical points or natural objects or monuments, giving the distances and
directions as nearly accurate as possible, especially with reference to any
well-known trail to a town or mining camp, or to a river or mountain appearing on the map of Alaska, which description shall appear in the field notes
regardless of whether or not the survey be tied to an existing monument, or
to a monument established by the surveyor when making the survey in accordance with existing regulations with reference to the establishment of
such monuments. The description of such monument shall appear in a paragraph separate from the description of the courses and distances of the survey.
All notices of applications for patent for lands in the Territory of Alaskaj
where the survey on which the application is based is not tied to a corner
of the public survey, shall, in addition to the description required to be given
by existing regulations, describe the monument to which the claim is tied
by giving its latitude and longitude and a reference by approximate course and
distance to a town, mining camp, river, creek, mountain, mountain peak, or
other natural object appearing on the map of Alaska, and any other facts
shown by the field notes of survey which shall aid in determining the exact
location of such claim without an examination of the record or a reference
to other sources. The registers and receivers will exercise discretionf in the
matter of such descriptions in the published notices, bearing in mind the
object to be attained, of so describing the land embraced in the claim as to
enable its location to be ascertained from the notice of application.
PLATS OF SURVEY.

;

As to plats of survey of mining claims in the Territory of Alaska,
the Commissioner of the General Land Office will have three photolithographic copies made upon drawing paper, two copies of which.

with the original plat, will be forwarded to the surveyor general.

the three plats to be filed and disposed of as follows: One plat and

the original field notes to be retained in the office of the'surveyor
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general; one plat and a copy of the field notes to be given the
claimant, for filing with the proper register, to be finally transmitted by that officer, with other papers in the case, to the General
Land Office,and one plat .to be sent by the surveyor general to the
register of the proper. land district to be retained in his files for
future reference. The commissioner will mail one photolithographic
copy of the plat, made upon drawing paper, direct to the applicant
for survey, or to his agent or attorney, when the application is made
by agent or attorney, at his record address, to be used for posting
on the land.
A certain number of photolithographic copies will be furnished
the surveyor general for sale at a cost of 30 cents each, and a photo-

lithographic copy printed. on tracing paper will be furnished the
surveyor general, from which blue prints may be made, to be sold at
cost.
RATES. FOR NEWSPAPER

PUBLICATIONS.

Section 2334 of the Revised Statutes provides for the appointment
of surveyors to survey mining claims, and authorizes the Commissioner of the General Land Office to establish the rates to be
charged for surveys and for newspaper publications in mining cases.
Under this, authority of law, the following rates have been established as -the maximum charges for newspaper publications:
The charge for the publication of notice of application for patent
in a mining case, in all districts, exclusive of the Fairbanks and
Nome districts, Alaska, shall not exceed the legal rates allowed by.
the laws of the State, wherein the notice is published, for the publication of legal notices, and in no case shall the charge exceed $7 for
each 10 lines of space occupied where publication is had in a daily
newspaper, and where a weekly newspaper is used as a medium of

publication $ shall be the maximum charge for the same space. Such
charge shall be: accepted as full payment for publication in each
issue of the newspaper for the entire period required by law.
For such publications in the Fairbanks and Nome districts the
maximum rate is fixed at $10 for each 10 lines of space in a daily news-

paper for the required period, and at $7 for the same space and time
if publication be had in a weekly newspaper.
It is expected that these notices shall not be so abbreviated

as to

curtail the description essential to a perfect notice, and the said rates
are established upon the understanding that they are to be in the
usual body type used for legal notices.
ABSTRACT.

In the Territory of Alaska the application for patent will be received and filed and the order for publication issued if the abstract
showing full title in the applicant is brought down to a day reasonably near the date of the presentation of the application. A supplemental abstract of title brought down so as to include the date of
the filing of the application must be furnished prior to the expiration
of the 60-day period of publication.
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SPECIAL AFFIDAVIT.

The register and receiver will require each person applying to
enter or in any manner acquire title to any of the lands in Alaska,
under any law of the United States, except the homestead law, to
file a corroborated

affidavit, which is described on page

-

of this

circular.
ADVERSE CLAIMS.

The time within which adverse claims may be filed and suit instituted thereon is extended as to such claims in the Territory by the
act of June 7, 1910 (36 Stat. 459), which provides:
That in the District of Alaska adverse claims authorized and provided for
in section twenty-three hundred and twenty-five and twenty-three hundred
and twenty-six, United States Revised Statutes, may be filed at any time during
the sixty days' period of publication or within eight months thereafter, and
the adverse suits authorized and provided for in section twenty-three hundred
and twenty-six, United States Revised Statutes, may be instituted at any time
within sixty days after the filing of said claims in the local land office.

June 25,1910, the following instructions were issued under this
act (39 L. D. 49)
The act provides that adverse claims may be filed at any time during the
60-day period of publication or within 8 months thereafter. This .provision
applies to any application where the 60-day period of publication ended with or
ends after June 7, 1910, and operates to enlarge by 8 months additional the time
within which an adverse claim may be filed. This provision does not apply to
any application under which the 60-day period of publication ended with or before June 6, 1910; for if no adverse claim was seasonably filed in such case the
statutory assumption that none existed has arisen, upon the expiration of the
publication period, in favor of the applicant.
It is also provided by the act that adverse suits may be instituted at. any
time within 60 days after the filing of adverse claims in the local land office.
This provision applies to any adverse claim under which the 30-day period
fixed under the former law for commencing the adverse suit was running on or
expired with June 7,,1910, and enlarges such time to a period of 60 days, and
also to any adverse. claim which is seasonably filed on or after June 7, 1910.
Such provision has no operation in a case where, under the former law, the
30-day period within which to institute suit on an adverse claim expired with
or ended before June 6, 1910, and the 60-day publication period also expired on
or before June 6, 1910.
Registers and receivers of United States land offices in Alaska will exercise
the greatest care in applying the provisions of the act, and will allow no mineral
entry until after the expiration of the full period granted for the filing of adverse claims. For example, on any application under which the publication
period ended with or after June 7, 1910, no entry will in any event be allowed
until after the expiration of the eight months' period following the publication
period.
OIL AND GAS LANDS.3

By Executive order dated November 3, 1910, all the public lands
and lands in national forests in the District of Alaska containing
petroleum deposits were withdrawn from settlement, location,- sale,
or entry and reserved for classification, and in aid of legislation
affecting the use and disposal of petroleum lands belonging to the

United
States.a
The disposition of oil and gas lands and oil and gas deposits owned
by the United States in Alaska. is governed by the act of February
25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), known as the mineral leasing act.
See p. 126 for agricultural entries on oil lands,
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In the administration of this act, prospecting permits and leases
are issued.

In Alaska there may be allowed a maximlum of five per-

mits of an area of not exceeding 2,560acres each. " One individual,
corporation, or association may locate and obtain but one permit in
a geologic structure of a nonproducing field, but for development
purposes assignments to a qualified individual, corporation, or association, outside producing oil or gas fields, for not exceeding five
permits in Alaska, whether contiguous or noncontiguous, may be
presented for the consideraton of the Secretary of the Interior, and
his approval, if he shall find same to be in the public interest."
(48 L.D.

46.)

If it is desired to acquire a preference right to a permit, it is necessary to erect a monument and post notice on the land desired, after
which the locator has for six months a preferential right to file
an application. Permits, when granted, are for a period of four
years.
Upon establishing that valuable oil or gas deposits have been discovered on the land, the permittee is entitled to a lease for onefourth of the area embraced in his permit, or for as much as 160
acres if there be that number of acres in .the permit, and a preference right to a lease for the remainder of the land incluaed in the
permit The royalties on leases in Alaska are set forth in Circular
No. 672, referred to below.
-- '
A distinction is made between lands which are within and which
are without the known geologic structure of a producing oil. 6 gas
field. Permits, as set forth in the foregoing, are issued for the latter
class of lands. Up to, the present time, there are, with the exception
of a small area near Katalla, no producing structures in Alaska, and
with this exception, and possibly the Yakataga field, the boundaries
or possible structures of fields have not' been ascertained.
Instructions under the leasing act, giving fully the requirements,
the procedure and references to important rulings, are contained
in General Land Office Circular No. 672 (47 L. D. 437), which may
be obtained from the district land officesor the General Land Office,
Washington, D. C. A special circular under the act, relating to
Alaska, has also been issued as General Land Office Circular No. 845

(49 L. D. 207), which may be secured in 'the same manner.'
LEASES FOR OTHER MINERALS.

The act of October 2; 1917 (40 Stat. 219) authorizes the leasing
of lands containing deposits of potash, and regulations thereunder
will be found in Circular No. 594 (46 L. ID.323). The mineral leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437) includes phosphate, oil
shale, and sodium, and instructions with respect to obtaining leases
for these deposits may be found in circulars No. 696 (47 L. ID.513),
No. 671 (47 L. D. 524), and No. 699 (47 L. D. 529), respectively.
COAL LANDS.

The statutes particularly affecting te public coal lands and coal
deposits in Alaska and the procedure governing their disposition are
comprised in the act of. October 20, 1914 (38 Stat. 741), see page 98,
the act of March 4, 1921 (41 Stat. 1363), see page 124, and the act of
March 8, 1922 (41 Stat. 415), see page 126.
1

Circulars Nos. 672 and 845 were amended Oct. 15, 1923, Circular No. 905 (50 L. D.

155).-Ed.
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Briefly, the first of these inaugurated the coal leasing system in
Alaska the second amended the first so as to make provision for the
issuance of coal prospecting permits, and the third authorized agricultural entries on coal lands.
REGULATIONS

GOVERNING COAL-LAND LEASES IN THE TERR1-

TORY OF ALASKA,

APPROVED

MAY 1,

1916.4

COAL LAND LEASING ACT.

The text of the act approved October 20, 1914 (38 Stat. 741), that
provides for the leasing of coal lands in the Territory of Alaska is as
follows:
Be it enacted b the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congressassevbled, That the Secretary of the Interior

be, and hereby is, authorized and directed to survey the lands of the United
States in the Territory of Alaska known to be valuable for their deposits of
coal, preference to be given first in favor of surveying lands within those areas
commonly known as the Bering River, Matanuska, and Nenana coal fields, and
thereafter to such areas or coal fields as lie tributary to established settlements or existing or proposed rail or water transportation lines: Provided,
That such surveys shall be executed in accordance with existing laws and rules
and regulations governing the survey of public lands. There is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $100,000 for the purpose of making the surveys herein provided for, to
continue available until 'expended: Provided, That any surveys heretofore
made under the authority or by the approval of the Department of the Interior
may be adopted and used for the purposes of this act.
SEc. 2. That the President of the United States shall designate and reserve
from use, location, sale, lease, or disposition not exceeding five thousand one
hundred and twenty acres of coal-bearing land in the Bering River field and
not exceeding seven thousand six hundred and eighty acres of coal-bearing land
in the lIatanuska field, and not to exceed one-half of the other coal lands in
Alaska: Provided, That the coal deposits in such reserved areas may be mined
under the direction of the President when, in his opinion, the mining of such
coal in such reserved areas, under the direction of the President, becomes necessary, by reason of an insufficient supply of coal at a reasonable price for the
requirements of Government works, construction and operation of Government
railroads, for the Navy, for national protection, or for relief from monopoly or
oppressive conditions.
SEc. 3. That the unreserved coal lands and coal deposits shall be divided by
the Secretary of the Interior into leasing blocks or tracts of forty acres each, or
multiples thereof, and in such form as in the opinion of the Secretary will permit the most economical mining of the coal in such blocks, but in no case exceeding two thousand five hundred and sixty acres in any one leasing block
or tract; and thereafter, the Secretary shall offer such blocks-or tracts and the
coal, lignite, and associated minerals therein for leasing, and may award leases
thereof through advertisement, competitive bidding, or such other methods as
he may by general regulations adopt, to any person above the age of twentyone years who is a citizen of the United States, or to any association of such
persons, or to any corporation or municipality organized under the laws of the
United States or of any State or Territory thereof: Provided, That a majority
of the stock of such corporation shall at all times be owned and held by citizens
of the'United States: And provided further, That no railroad or commoncarrier shall be permitted to take or acquire, through lease or permit under this
act, any coal or coal lands in ecess of such area or quantity as may be required and used solely for its own use, and such limitation of use shall be
expressed in all leases or permits issued to railroads or common carriers hereunder: And provided. further, That any person, association, or corporation
qualified to become a lessee under this act and owning any pending claim under
the public-land laws to any coal lands in Alaska may, within one year from
the passage of this act, enter into an arrangement with the Secretary of the
*'(45 L D. 773.)
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Interior by which such claim shall be fully relinquished to the United States;
and if in the judgment of the Secretary of the Interior the circumstances connected with such claim justify so doing, the moneys paid by the claimant'or
claimants to the United States on account of such claim shall, by direction
of the Secretary of the Interior, be returned and paid over to such person, association, or corporation: as a consideration for such relinquishment.
All claims of existing rights to any of such lands in which final proof has
been submitted and which are now pending before the Commissioner of the
General Land Officeor the Secretary of the Interior for decision shall be adjudicated within one year from the pasage of this act.
SEC.4. That a person, association or corporation holding a lease of coal lands
under this act may, with the approval of the Secretary of the Iterior and
through the same procedure and upon the same terms and conditions as in
the case of an original lease under this act, secure a further or new lease covering additional lands cntiguous to those embraced in the original lease, but in
no event shall the total area embraced in such original and new leases exceed
in the aggregate two thousand five hundred and sixty acres.,
That upon satisfactory showing by any lessee to the Secretary of the Interior
that all of the workable deposits of coal within a tract covered by his or its
lease will be exhausted, worked out, or removed within three years thereafter,
the Secretary of the Interior may, within his discretion, lease to such lessee
an additional tract of land or coal deposits, which, including the coal area remaining in the original lease, shall not exceed two thousand five hundred and
sixty acres, through the same procedure and under the same competitive conditions as in case of, an original lease.
SEC;5. That,' subject to the approval of the Secretary of the.Interior, lessees
holding under leases small blocks or areas may consolidate their said leases or
holdings so as to include in a single holding not to exceed two thousand five
hundred and sixty acres of contiguous lands.
E SEC. 6. That each lease shall be for such leasing block or tract of land as
may be offered or applied for, not exceeding in area two thousand five hundred
and sixty acres of land, to be described by the subdivisions of the survey, and
no person,. association, or corporation, except as hereinafter provided, shall be
permitted to take or hold any interest as a stockholder or otherwise in more
than one such lease under this act, and any interest held in violation of this
proviso shall be forfeited to the United States. by appropriate proceedings instituted by the Attorney General for that purpose in any court of competent
jurisdiction, except that any such ownership and interest hereby forbidden which
may be acquired by descent, will, judgment, or decree may: be held for two'
years, and not longer, after its acquisition.
SEC. 7. That any person who shall purchase, acquire, or hold any interest
in two or more such leases, except as herein provided, or who shall knowingly
purchase, acquire, or hold any stock in a corporation having an interest in
two or more such leases, or who shall knowingly sell or transfer to one disqualified to purchase, or except as in this act, specifically provided, disqualified
to acquire, any such interest, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and upon
conviction shall be punished by imprisonment for not more than three years
and by a fine not exceeding $1,000: Provided, That any such ownership and
interest hereby forbidden which may be acquired by descent, will, judgment,
or decree may be held two years after its acquisition and not longer, and in
case of minority or other disability such time as the court may decree.
Sac. . That any director, trustee, officer, or agent of any corporation holding
any interest in such a lease who shall, on behalf of such corporation, act in
the purchase of any interest in another lease, or who shall knowingly act on
behalf of such corporation in the sale or transfer of any such interest in any
lease held by such corporation to any corporation or individual holding any
interest in any such a lease, except as herein provided, shall be guilty of a
felony and shall be subject to imprisonment for a term of not exceeding three
years and a fine of not exceeding $1,000.
SEc. 8a. If any of the lands or deposits leased under the provisions of this
act shall be subleased, trusteed, possessed, or controlled by any device permanently, temporarily, directly, indirectly, tacitly, or in any manner whatsoever,
so that they form part of or are in anywise controlled by any combination
in the form of an unlawful trust, with consent of lessee, or form the subject
of any contract or conspiracy in restraint of trade in the mining or selling of
coal, entered into by the lessee, or of any holding of such lands by any individual, partnership, association, corporation, or control, in excess of two thou-
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sand five hundred and sixty acres in the Territory of Alaska, the lease thereof
shall be forfeited by appropriate court proceedings.
SEc. 9. That for the privilege of mining and extracting and disposing of
the coal. in the lands covered by his lease the lessee shall pay to the United
States such royalties as may be specified in the lease, which shall not be less
than two cents per ton, due and payable at the end of each month succeeding
that of the shipment of the coal from, the mine, and an annual rental, payable
at the beginning of each year, on the lands covered by such lease, at the rate
of twenty-five cents per acre for the first year thereafter, fifty cents per acre
for the second, third, fourth, and fifth years, and, $1 per acre for each and
every year thereafter during the continuance of the lease, except that such
rental for any year shall be credited against the royalties as they accrue for
that year. Leases may be for periods of not more than fifty years each, subject
to renewal, on such terms and conditions as may be authorized by law at the
time of such renewal. All net profits from operation of Government mines,
and all royalties and rentals under leases as herein provided, shall be deposited in the Treasury of the United States in a separate and distinct fund
to be applied to the reimbursement of the Government of the United States
on account of any expenditures made in the construction of railroads in Alaska,
and the excess shall be deposited in the fund known as the Alaska Fund, established by the act of Congress of January twenty-seventh, nineteen hundred and
five, to be expended as provided in said last-mentioned act.
SEC.10. That in order to provide for the supply of strictly local and domestic
needs for fuel the Secretary of the Interior may, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe in advance, issue to any applicant qualified under section three of this act a limited license or permit granting the right to prospect
for, mine, and dispose of coal belonging to the United States on specified tracts
not to exceed ten acres to any one person or association of persons in any one
coal field for a period of not exceeding ten years, on such conditions not inconsistent with this act as in his opinion will safeguard the public interest, without
payment of royalty for the coal mined or for the land occupied: Provided, That
the acquisition of holding of a lease under the preceding sections of this act shall
be no bar to the acquisition, holding, or operating under the limited license in
this section permitted. And the holding of such a license shall be no bar to the
acquisition or holding of such a lease or interest therein.
Sec. 11. That any lease entry, location, occupation, or use permitted under
this act shall reserve to the Government of the United States the right to grant
or use such easements in, over, through, or upon the land leased, entered,
located, occupied, or used as may be necessary or appropriate to the working
of the same or other coal lands by or under authority of the Government and
for other purposes: Provided, That said Secretary, in his discretion, in making
any lease under this act, may reserve to the United States the right to lease
sell, or otherwise dispose of the surface of the lands embraced within such lease
under existing law or laws hereafter enacted in so far as said surface is not
necessary for use by the lessee in extracting and removing the deposits of coal
therein. If such reservation is made, it shall be so determined before the offering of such lease.
That the said Secretary during the life of the lease is authorized to issue
such permits for easements herein provided to be reserved, and to permit the
use of such other public lands in the Territory of Alaska as may be necessary
for the construction and maintenance of coal washeries or other works incident
to the mining or treatment of coal, which lands may be occupied and used
jointly or severally by. lessees or permittees, as may be determined by said
Secretary.
SEc. 12. That no lease issued under authority of this act shall be assigned or
sublet except with the consent of the Secretary of the Interior. Each lease shall
contain provisions for the purpose of insuring the exercise of reasonable diligence, skill, and care in the operation of said property, and for the safety and
welfare of the miners and for the prevention of undue waste, including a restriction of the workday to not exceeding eight-hours in any one day for underground workers except in cases of emergency, provisions securing the workers
complete freedom of purchase, requiring the payment of wages at least twice
a month in lawful money of the United States, and providing proper rules
and regulations to secure fair and just weighing or measurement of the coal
mined by each miner, and such other provisions as are needed for the protection of the interests of the United States, for the prevention of monopoly, and
for the safeguarding of the public welfare.
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SEC.13. That the possession of any lessee of the land or coal deposits leased
under this act for allpurposes involving adverse claims to the leased property
shall be deemed the possession of the United States, and for such purposes the
leesee shall occuppy the same relation to the property leased as if operated
directly by the United States.
SEC.14. That any such lease may be forfeited and canceled by appropriate
proceeding in a court of competent jurisdiction whenever the lessee fails to
comply with anyprovision of the lease or of general regulations promulgated
under this act; and the lease may provide for the enforcement of other appropriate remedies for breach of specified conditions thereof.
SEC.15. That on and after the approval of this act no lands in Alaska containing deposits of coal withdrawn from entry or sale shall be disposed of or
acquired in any manner except as provided in this act: Provided, That the
passage of this act shall not affect any proceeding now pending in the Department of the Interior, and any such proceeding may be carried to a final
determination in said department notwithstanding the passage hereof: Provided further, That no lease shall be made, under the provisions hereof, of any
land, a claim for which is pending in the Department of the Interior at the
date of the passage of this act, until and unless such claim is finally disposed
of by the department adversely to the claimant.
SEC.16. That all statements, representations, or reports required, unless
otherwise specified, by the Secretary of the Interior under this act shall be
upon oath and in such form and upon such blanks as the Secretary of the
Interior may require, and any person making false oath, representation, or
report shall be subject-to punishment as for perjury.
SEC. 17. That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to prescribe the
necessary and proper rules and regulations and to do any and all things necessary to carry out and accomplish the purposes of this act.
SEC. 1S. That all acts and parts of acts in conflict herewith are hereby repealed.
COAL LANDS

ESEaVED.

The President of the United States is required by section 2 of the
act to " designate and reserve from use, location; sale, lease.

easig

Or disposition, not exceeding 5,120 acres of coal-bearing land in the
Bering River field, nd not exceeding 7,680 acres of coa-bearing

land in the Matanuska field," before opening the fields under the.
provisions of the act. The unreserved coal lands are thereafter to be
" divided by the Secretary of the Interior into leasing blocks or
tracts of 40 acres each or multiples thereof, and in such form as, in
the opinion of the Secretary, will permit the most economicalmining
of the coal in such blocks, but in no case exceeding 2,560 acres in
any one leasing block or tract." The lands having been thus divided
into leasing blocks, the Secretary under the act is authorized, then
and. not before, to offer such blocks or tracts for leasing and award
leases thereof through such plan as he may adopt, either by advertisement, competitive bidding, or otherwise.
It is recognized that if the Government were to reserve the total
acreage allowed by law and were to select those areas that are be-

lieved to be best suited for profitable mining, the result might be to
prevent effectually coal mining in Alaska until such time as the
Government itself might undertake mine development and operation.
The intention of Congress is passing the Alaska coal-leasing law is
believed to have been the promotion

of the mining of coal in the

Territory as early as possible to meet the demands of the Government
railroad, the Navy, and Alaskan consumers. The legal provision for
Government reservation furnishes a means for safeguarding the
public interest in the future, when lack of competition or other exigency may necessitate Governlnent operation. The tracts now se-
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lected for reservation in accord with this policy are therefore such
as are believed to possess the average rather than the highest value.
The President has therefore designated and reserved from use,
location, sale, lease, or disposition the lands described as follows:
Lands reserved in Matanuska field, Seward base and meridian.
(1) T. 19N., R. 6E.: N.

NE, j and N.

NE. f NE.

T.20N.,R.6E.:

, W.

, and NW. i see. 5.

Lot 6 and E. SE. sec. 31;
Lots 4, 5, 6, and 7 and SE. I and SW. I sec. 32;
Lots 3, 4, 5, and 6, S.

(2) T..20N.,R.5E.:

sec. 4;

NW.
NE.

SE.

, SW.

1446.17 acres.
NE. , SE. 4, E. NW. and E.
NW. , SW. , SE. and S. NE.
SW. i and S. i NW.; sec. 22
NW.

sec. 33, containing

SW. see. 20;
sec. 21;

sec. 27;

NE. and NW. sec. 28;
E. NE. and NW. NE.

sec. 29, containing 1,880 acres.

Lands reserved in Bering River feld, CopperRiver base and meridian.
(3) T. 16 S., R. 8 E.: Secs. 23 and 24, containing 1,280 acres.
(4) T. 16 S., R. S E.: NE. I, SE. and SW. , see. 33.
NW. 4 sec. 3;
T.17S.,R.8E.:
N.

All of sec. 4;
E. NE. and E.
E. NE. sec. 8;
N.

NW.

SE.

sec. 5;

sec. 9, containing

1;520 acres.

(5) T. 17 S., R. 7 E.: Lot 3 and SE. SE. 4 sec. S;
Lots 1 and 2, SE. NW. , SW. -I and W.

NE.

sec. 9;

NW.
SE.

NW.
sec. 16;
sec. 17;
NE. , NW. and W. SW.
NE. I, SE. , SE. NW. , E. SW. and lots 3 and 4
sec. 18, containing 1,556.98 acres.

In addition to these tracts, the President, June 18, 1917,designated
and reserved, in the Matanuska field, Seward base and meridian,
coal leasing block No. 12, as follows:
T. 20N., R. 5E.: S.
N

SE. z1,sec. 24;

19 , see. 25.

SW. , see. 19
T. 20 N., R. 6 E.: S.
NW. , sec. 30, containing

480 acres.

December 5, 1917, the President designated and reserved, in the
Matanuska field, Seward base and meridian, coal leasing block No. 7,
as amended, as follows:
T. 19 N., R. 3 E.: E. j SE. I, sec. 8;
S. , sec. 9;
SW. , see. 10;
NW. !, sec. 15;
N.

SW. i, N.

SE.

, sec. 16, containing

1,280 acres.

January 26, 1918, the President designated and reserved, in the
Nenana field, Fairbanks base and meridian, the following tracts:
T. 11 S., R. 7W.: SE.

SE. , sec. 29;

All see 32.
T. 12 S., U. 7 W.: S. j NW. , SW. a, sec. 4;
All sec. 5, containing 1,560 ares.

All of the coal land in the remainder of these fields is open to
application for lease, and none of this open territory will be withdrawn or reserved while there is any bona fide application for a lease
thereon.
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UNRESERVED LANDS.

As noted in the foregoing statement the unreserved lands in the
coal fields must be divided by the Secretary into leasing " blocks " or
"tracts " before he can make a leasing offer. A survey of said lands
in accordance with the system of public-land surveys is therefore
necessary, as the act requires each leasing block or tract to be de-

scribed by subdivisions of the survey. To this end such a survey of
the Bering River and Matanuska fields has been made and the known
coal lands in those fields divided into leasing blocks, as shown on
the maps of those fields (in pocket).
GENERAL REGULATIONS.

(1) By authority of the act of Congress approved October 20,
1914 (38 Stat. 741), the unreserved surveyed coal lands in the
Bering River and the Matanuska coal fields, Alaska, have been
divided into leasing blocks, or tracts, of 40 acres, or multiples thereof,
and leases of such blocks or tracts, with the privilege of mining and
disposing of the coal, lignite, and associated minerals therein may be
procured from the United States in the following manner:
(2) On request addressed to the Commissioner of the General
Land Officeat Washington, D. C., a blank application and lease will
be furnished the applicant; also, those who desire may procure from
the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C., a folio containing photolithographic copies of
the approved plats of the topographic and subdivisional township
surveys of the Matanuska field (13 townships) for $1, and of the
Bering River field (8 townships) for 75 cents.
(3) From and after June 1, 1916, until August 1, 1916,1applications for coal-mining leases will be received at the General Land
Officefrom duly qualified applicants.
Under this act the qualifications of such lessees are defined as
follows:
(a) Any person above the age of 21 who is a citizen of the United
States.
(b) Any association of such persons (that is, citJzens of the United
States over 21 years of age).
(c) Any corporation or municipality organized under the laws of
the United States, or of any State or Territory thereof, "Provided,
TFhata majority of the stock of such corporation shall at all times be
owned and held by citizens of the United States."
(4) The total area that may be embraced in one lease is fixed at
2,560 acres, which may include one or more contiguous leasing
blocks, or tracts, as shown on the map; and no person, association,
or corporation is permitted to take or hold any interest as a stockholder or otherwise in more than one lease under this act.
(5) The application blank calls for information as to the name of
the applicant, a description of the leasing -block or blocks desired
amount of capital proposed as- an investment under the lease, time
when actual development under the lease will begin, experience in
coal mining, and reference as to financial standing.
'As amended June 13, 1916.
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(6) The statute under which these proceedings are.authorized provides that the Secretary of the Interior may award leases " through
advertisement, competitive bidding, or such other methods as he
may by general regulation adopt," and the purpose of the applications required herein is to procure such information as will best
enable the Secretary to award leases so as to procure the best terms
on-behalf of the United States, and the most effective development of
the coal deposits of the Territory.
.(7) When the time fixed for filing such applications shall have expired all applications then on file will be promptly listed and the
proposed terms thereunder will be noted. Thereafter due publication
at the expense of the Government for not less than once a week
for a period of 30 days will follow in at least two newspapers of
general circulation, one of which shall be published in the Territory
of Alaska and one in the United States proper, of the applications
filed, each to be designated by a number and not by the name of
the applicant, the block or blocks applied for, with the announcement that at the expiration of the period of publication the said applications will be taken up and the proposals therein considered, subject to any better terms that may be offered by any other qualified
applicant' during the period of publication, or by the first applicants
AllI(8)
applications for a lease, or proposals in connection therewith, pending at the expiration of the period of publication will be
submitted to the Secretary of the Interior in one report, with specific
recommendations as to the awards that should be made or denied
under the several applications or proposals; and thereafter such
action will be taken by the Secretary on the report as may in his
discretion seem warranted on the showing made in each case, by
which he will obtain the largest investment proportionate to, the
acreage of the lease, and the earliest actual development of the oal
mine on a commercial basis, reserving the right to modify proposed
leasing blocks, or tracts, if the economical mining of the coal will
better be procured thereby, or finally to reject any or all applications
if, in his judgment, the interests of the Uinited States so require.
(9) An actual beneficial expenditure on the ground for mining
development and improvement purposes of $100 for each acre
included within the lease for which application is made will be
adopted as the minimum basis upon which the proposed investments
of the several applicants will be considered and adjudged, with the
requirement that not less than one-fifth of the proposed investment
shall be expended in the development of the mine during the first.
year, and a like sum each succeeding year, for the period of four
years,7 excess investments in any year over such proportionate amount
to. be credited on the expenditure called for in the year eiisuing. A
bond, to be executed within 10 days after the signature of the lease,
in the sum of one-half the amount to be expended each year,
will be required of each lessee conditioned upon the expenditure of
-such sum within said period.
(10) The procedure prescribed in the foregoing is to procure the
orderly consideration of all applications or proposals that may be
submitted in accordance with the foregoing regulations and within
6

As amended, Dec. 3, 1917 (46 L. D. 262).
1As amended May 17, 1917.
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the period of time therein fixed; but when final action shall have
been taken by the department upon the applications or proposals
thus submitted any qualified applicant may thereafter apply for a
leasing block or tract, and his application will be received and disposed of in the same manner and after like publication as herein
provided.
b(11) Lands found to contain coal but not divided into leasing
blocks may be hereafter divided into such blocks, and the lands
therein made the subject of a leasing offer, the rights of adjacent
lessees to be given due consideration in any award that may be made
under such offer.
PROSPECTING.

The coal-leasing act makes no provision for the right of an intending lessee to enter upon and explore coal fields embraced within a
lease offer prior to submission of his application for a lease.
Such a right, if existent, would by implication carry with it some
protection from the interference of others while engaged in such
inspection as well as the exclusive benefit of any discoveries made
thereby and amount in effect to a preference right based upon discovery; otherwise the right of exploration would be an empty privilege.

The entire scheme of section 3 of the act which governs the manner
in which leases shall be awarded goes upon the theory that the
Government is to offer "known" coal lands for leasing without
priority of right recognized in either discovery, " opening a mine," or
application, and " awarding leases thereof through advertisement,
competitive bidding, or such other methods as he (the Secretary of
the Interior) may by general regulations adopt."
All prospective applicants, however, will be accorded every opportunity to enter upon, inspect, and explore these coal fields at their
pleasure in so far as such action may be necessary to acquire a
thorough knowledge of field conditions, but no possessory or other
right, either as agcinst other prospectors or applicants or the United
States, shall be acquired thereby.
USE OF TIMBER.

The use of timber by the lessee, in addition to that taken from the
leasehold under the terms of the lease, may be secured by him from
other lands not embraced in leasing units in accordance with the
regulations that may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior
under the act of May 14, 1898 (30 Stat. 414), and the acts amendatory
thereof, or by arrangement with the Department of Agriculture if
from a national forest.
LEASES AND PERMITS AND APPLICATIONS TEBEFOR.
COAL-MININGLEASE,

Tinis INDENTURE OF LEASE, entered into, in quintuplicate, this -__--_----___
-_-_ dav of - __
__,
A. D. 19__, by and between the United States of America, acting in this behalf by --------___ _ …__
__ _ __, Secretary of the Interior, party

ate.

rtie.
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of the first part, hereinafter called the lessor, and______
party of the second part, hereinafter called the lessee,
under and pursuant to the act of Congress, approved
October 20, 1914 (38 Stat. 741),. entitled "An act to
provide for the leasing of coal lands in the Territory of
Alaska, and for other purposes," hereinafter called the

*-

"coal leasing act,"
WITNESSETH.

That the lessor, in consideration of the rents and
royalties to be paid and the covenants to be observed
as hereinafter set forth, does hereby grant and lease to
the lessee, for the period of fifty years from the date
hereof, the exclusive right and privilege to mine and
dispose of ill the coal and associated minerals in, upon,
or under the following described tracts of land, situated
in the Territory of Alaska, to wit:
…-__ -_ -_

Purposes.

Description of
land.

Mining and surface rights.

--------------------

__

containing

__ __ acres, more or less, together

with

the right to construct coke ovens, briquetting plants,
by-products plants, .and all such other works as may be
necessary and convenient for the mining and preparation of coal and associated minerals for market, the
manufacture of coke or. other products of coal, and to
use so much of the surface and the sand, stone, timber,
and water thereon as may reasonably be required in
the exercise of the rights and privileges herein granted,
the use of such timber to be subject to such regulations
as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior
under the act approved

May 14, 1898 (30 Stat. .414),

and the acts amendatory thereof.
AXTICLE .
Rights reserved
by lessor,

SECTION 1. The lessor expressly reserves unto itself
the right to grant or use such easements in, over, through,

or upon the land leased, entered, located, occupied, or
used as may be necessary or appropriate to the-working of the same or other coal lands by or under authority
of the Government and for other purposes; also the right
to use, lease, or dispose of so much of the surface of the
said lands as may not be actually needed or occupiedby
the lessee in the conduct of mining operations.
ARTICLEII.
Leasesubject to

"coal leasing

It is expressly understood and agreed'that this lease
is granted subject in all respects to the conditions,
limitations, penalties, and provisions contained in the
" coal leasing act," which act is hereby made a part
hereof to the same extent as if incorporated herein.
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ARTICLEM.

It is further expressly understood and agreed that the linie
right
mining rights and privileges leased as aforesaid shall a nd. associated
extend to and include only coal and associated minerals, minerals.
as hereinafter defined, and that no rights or privileges
respecting any other kind or character of mineral, or
mineral substance whatsoever, are granted or intended
to be granted by this lease.
ARTICLEIV.

The lessee in consideration of the lease of the rights
and privileges aforesaid hereby covenants and agrees
as follows:

SECTION1. To invest in actual mining operations upon
the leasing block included herein, the sum of ---------

Investment.

dollars, of which sum not less than one-fifth shall be so
expended during the first year succeeding the execution of this instrument, and a like sum each succeeding
year for the period of four years; to furnish a bond,
within 10 days after signature of the leasc,--in the sum
of one-half the amount to be expended each year, conditioned upon the ependiture of such sum within said
period, and submit annually, at the expiration of each
year for the said period, an itemized statement as to
the amount and character of the expenditure during
said year.
SEc. 2. To pay as an annual rental for each acre or

Annual rental.

part thereof covered by this lease the sum of 25 cents
per acre for the first year, payment of which amount is
hereby acknowledged, the sum of 50 cents per acre per
year for the second, third, fourth, and. fifth years, and
$1 per acre for the sixth and each succeeding year during
the life of this lease, all such annual payments of rental
to be made on the anniversary of the date hereof, and
.to be credited on the first royalties to become due hereunder during the year for which said rental was paid.
SE-C. 3. To pay a royalty of 2 cents on every ton of

2,000 pounds of coal shipped or removed from the leased
lands or manufactured into coke, briquets, or other
products of coal, or consumed on the premises, during
the first five years succeeding the execution of this lease,
and 5 cents per ton for the next 20 years. Royalties
shall be payable at the end of each calendar month
next succeeding that of the said shipment, removal,
donation, manufacture, or consumption.
SEC.4. To accurately weigh all coal shipped or removed from the leased premises, sold, or donated

to

local trade, manufactured into coke, briquets, or other
products of coal, or otherwise consumed or utilized, and
to accurately enter the weight or weights thereof in due
form in books to be kept and preserved-by the lessee for

Royalty.

Lessee to keep
ecord of all coal
shipped.
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such purpose, together with the car numbers, if any, of
the coal shipped by rail.
Reports to be SEC. 5. To furnish in manner and form and at such
furnishedmontha c
m
a
ly by lessee.
dime each calendar month as the lessor shall preduring
scribe, but in no event later than the last day thereof,
the following written reports covering the month inime-m
diately preceding, certified under oath by the superintendent at the mine or by such other agent on the
property having personal knowledge of the facts as may
be designated by the lessee for such purpose, to wit:
A report copied from the books required to be kept at
the mine under section 4 of this article showing the facts
required to be entered therein; a report of the number
of mine cars of mine-run coal hoisted or trammed from
each coal bed of each separate mine; a report showing

the quantity, size, and character of coal shipped, used
for power purposes and lease consumption; donated to
employees, manufactured into coke, briquets, or other
products or by-products of coal; in storage on the
premises, with the quantity of coal of various sizes added
thereto and takefi therefrom during the month.
ARTIcLE

Periodsfor realty.

V.

It is mutually understood and agreed that the lessor
shall have the right to readjust and fix the royalties
payable hereunder at the end of 25 years from the date
hereof, and at the end of 15 years thereafter, and thereafter at the end of each succeeding 10-year period during
the continuance of this lease: Provided, That in any such
readjustment the royalty fixed shall not exceed 5 per cent
of the average selling price of coal of like character at the
mine, per ton of 2,000 pounds in the coal field embracing
the tracts covered by this lease, as shown by the books
of the lessees operating in said field during a period of
five years next preceding such readjustment.
ARTICLE VL

This lease is made subject to the following provisions,
which the lessee accepts and covenants faithfully to perform and observe:
tios to beener- SECTION1. The lessee shall diligently proceed to prosgetically prose-pect for, develop, and mine the coal in or upon the leased
cuted.
lands; shall carry on all mining operations in a good and
workmanlike manner, having due regard to the health
and safety of miners and other employees; and shall
leave no available coal abandoned

which could be re-

covered by the most approved methods of mining when
in the regular course of mining operations the time shall
tWoerkingnotarrive
tbeabaudsned
until examina-group

for mining such coal.

No mine, entry, level, or

of rooms or workings shall be permanently abantionllade.doned
and rendered inaccessible, save with the approval
of the authorized representative of the lessor.
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Sic. 2. And also shall develop and mine the coal in the Preliminary
leased lands in accordance with a system to be shown by be submitted

in

a preliminary

plan on a scale of not more than 200 feet
advance
fettions
onofa operacornto the inch- and a written description thereof, which plan mercial scale.

and description shall be submitted for approval by the
authorized representative of the lessor.

SEC. 3. And also where more than one bed of coal is

Where

two

or

more beds of coal
known to exist in the leased lands, shall: not draw orpillars
in lower
before the available beds to be left
remove the pillars in any lower bed
ow
~~~~~~~~~~until
coal in upcoal in any or all upper beds has been mined, unless it per beds extractshall be decided by the authorized representative of the dExceptiors.
lessor that the workings in any or all of the upper beds
will not be seriously injured by the extraction of the Pillars in lower
pillar coal in the lower workings. Where mining opera- ranged
beds tovertically
be artions are being carried on in a bed that lies either below under pillars in
or above another bed in which mining has been or is upper beds.
being carried on and in which the pillars have not been
pulled, and where the vertical distance between the two
beds is less than fifteen times the thickness of the lower

of the two beds, the lessee shall, as far as practicable, so

arrange the pillars that those in the lower bed shall be
vertically beneath those in the upper bed. Where practicable, by reason of either commercial or mining condi-

tions, the available coal in the upper beds shall' be exhausted before the coal in the lower beds is mined.
SC. 4. And also shall not, without the consent in writ- Fifty-foot baring of the authorized representative of the lessor-firstrier pillars.
had and obtained, mine any coal, or drive any underground working, or drill any lateral bore hole within 50
feet of any of the outside boundary lines of the leased
lands, nor within such greater distance of such boundary
lines, as the said representative .shall prescribe, for the
protection of the property or the safeguarding of mining e m
operations hereunder; but in the event the coal up torequiredto mine
the like barrier in adjoining premises shall have been barrier pillars on
worked out and exhausted, and the water therein shall
have been lowered below the working level of the operations on the same bed on the lands covered by the lease,

the lessee hereunder hereby agrees, upon the, written
demand of said representative, to mine out and remove
all the available coal in such barriers, both in the lands
covered by this lease and on the adjoining premises,
whenever same can be mined without

hardship

to the'

lessee and where the coal-mining rights in such' adjoin-

ing premises are owned by the lessor.
SEC. 5. And also where the " room-and-pillar
or any oaLimtoabteircof
other system of mining is followed which requires ad- ered in advance

vance workings in the solid coal, including entries, breakthroughs,

and rooms, instead

of a system. of mininglar"

under which all the coal is mined out and extracted as the
work advances, shall not, without the consent in writing
of the lessor being first had and obtained, mine and remove from such advance workings more than the follow-

system.

pa-
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ing maximum percentages of the coal area for the specified depths of cover, viz:
Not more than 70 per cent where the cover is 100 feet
or over but less than 200 feet in -depth; not more than 65
per cent where the cover is 200 feet or over but less' than

300 feet in depth; not more than 60 per cent where the
cover is 300 feet or over but less than 400 feet in depth;
not more than 55 per cent where the cover is 400 feet or

over but less than 500 feet in depth; not more than 50 per
cent where the cover is 500 feet or over but less than 750

-

feet in depth; not more than 45 per cent where the cover
is 750 feet or over but less than 1,000 feet in depth; not
more than 40 per cent where the cover is 1,000 feet or
over but less than 1,250 feet in depth; not more than 35
per cent where the cover is 1,250 feet or over but less then
1,500 feet in depth; not more than 30 per cent where the
cover is 1,500 feet or over but less than 1,750 feet in
depth; not more than 25 per cent where the cover is
1,750 feet or over but less than 2,000 feet in depth; not
more than 20 per cent where the cover is 2,000 feet or
over.

The said coal areas shall mean an area parallel with the
dip or raise of the coal bed. The percentages of coal
areas specified shall mean the percentages of coal to be
mined in the areas comprised in the advance workings as
c6mpared with the percentages of coal to be 'left standing in such wIorkings,and shall not be construed to-mean
the percentage of the total amount of coal in any -such
area of any such bed where such bed in such area is
thicker than the height of any such workings, nor shall

Definition of
term "percentage

of area."

Pillars to be re- Such percentages
moved as rapidly
tracted from the

as possible
Exceptions

prohibited.,

of areas be held to include the coal xpillars in any such area, panel, or dis-

trict of the mine, as it is the intent of the parties hereto
that, save as otherwise provided in this lease, and except
where the retention of pillars shall be necessary for the
maintenance of main roads or passageways or for the
protection of the property, all such pillars shall be mined
and removed as rapidly as proper mining will permit.
SEC. 6. And also shall not, save as hereinafter

author-

ized, light, keep, or maintain any fire in any mine or
stripping, except as approved by the authorized representative of the lessor, or underground in any-mine, or
in contact with the coal in place or in or along the out-crop of any coal bed. Failure to take prompt and vigorous steps for the extinguishment of any such fire shall be
sufficient ground for the entry of the lessor and the cancellation of this lease.
Discovery of SEC. 7. And also shall promptly notify the authorized
valuable mineral
substance other representative of the lessor of the discovery of any valurheponrtedal
to be abU mineral
in the
reportd.
mineral or mineral substance other than coal
shallanct
Lesseeto have course of mining operations hereunder, and shall not
free use of fire
clay and natuiralmine or remove same unless
gas for lease pur- mineral as hereinafter defined:

poss.

the same is an associated
Provided, That such quan-
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tities of fire clay, shale, or gas from the coal measures as

may be required by the lessee in the conduct of operations hereunder may be removed and used without such
written permission and without payment of royalty
therefor. The lessee shall keep careful and accurate Record of asrecord in manner and form as may be prescribed by the minedto be kept.
lessor of all such associated minerals mined, used, or
carried away, and shall pay such rates of royalty thereon as may be fixed by the said lessor,- except as above

provided.
SEc. 8. And also shall keep at the mine office clear,
accurate, and -detailed maps on a scale of 100 feet to the

reMinetomap
quired
be kept
at the mine of-

inch, in the form of a horizontal projection on tracing See
cloth, of the workings in each coal bed in each separate
mine on the leased lands, a separate map to be made for
each such bed, and for the surface immediately over the
underground workings, and to be so arranged with reference to a public land corner that the maps can be readily
superimposed.
*Each map of the workings in any coal bed shall show Thinngs
the location of all openings connecting such bed with the owned on
orkngaap
workings in any other bed, or with any adjacent mine, or tailed
with the surface; the location of all entries, gangways,
rooms, or breasts, and any other narrow or wide workings, including the outlines of abandoned workings, and
record of whether accessible or inaccessible; also barrier
pillars, refuge chambers, stoppings, ventilating doors,
overcasts, undercasts, regulators, and direction of air
currents at the time of making map; location of stationary haulage and hoisting engines; permanent electrical
generators, dynamos, and transformers; indications of
trolley roads throughout their extent; also fire walls,
sumps, and large bodies of standing water; position of
main pumps and fire pipe lines; there shall also be

redeof

marked on such maps the elevations above or below sea

level or approved datum at points not over 220 feet apart.
horizontally, or over 100 feet apart vertically, in all
main slopes, entries, levels, or headings, together with
the thickness of coal beds at such intervals, and the elevations at the tops and bottoms of all shafts, slopes, and
inclines.
The map of the surface immediately over the mine Requirements
workings shall show all prominent topographic features face over workand culture, section and township lines, the elevations ing.
above sea level or an approved datum,: and contours at
vertical intervals of 25 feet of such topographic features.
Such map, together with the maps of the underground
workings, shall be brought up to date not less than once
.- in every six months.
* The lessee shall also make and keep at the mine office. Things reat such time after the commencement of mining opera- shown on general
tions as the authorized representative of the lessor may Propertyap to
direct, a clear and accurate general map of the entire ofnce.
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leased lands, on a scale of 400 feet to the inch. Such map

shall show all prominent topographical features and culture; the location of the surface areas immediately over
the mine workings shown on the detailed surface map
hereinbefore required; township, section, and property
lines; the location of. high-water marks; the outline of
coal outcrops where known; the outlines of the chief mine
workings, indicating the workings in each separate coal
bedby distinguishing marks and the elevations above sea
level or an approved datum, and contours at vertical intervals of 25 feet of the chief topographic features. Such
map shall be brought up to date not less than once in
every six months.
Prints of maps
Blue prints or reproductions in duplicate of the maps
required as aforesaid shall be furnished the authorized
lessor,
representative of the lessor when made, and supplemental prints or reproductions in duplicate furnished on
or before January 1 of each succeeding year, showing the
extensions, additions, and changes since the last map or
supplement was submitted. All mine progress maps kept
by the lessee shall at all times be subject to examination
* : by said representative.

Aba ndoned
The
areas to e ura dare to
ve y ed

lessee whenever any mine, or any workings therein
be abandoned or indefinitely closed, and before
same shall be abandoned or closed, or allowed to become
inaccessible, shall make a survey thereof so as to accu-

mapped.

rately show the entire worked-out area or areas, and shall
extend the results of such survey on the map or maps of
the underground workings hereinbefore required, and
promptly forward blue prints- or reproductions thereof in
duplicate to the said representative.
If the lessee shall fail to make or furnish any map or
Maps may be
made at lessee's
expense in case
extension or revision as herein required within 90 days
of failure to fur- after demand therefor shall have been made by the aumsish.
thorized representative of the lessor, such representative
may-employ a competent engineer to make a survey of
the mine, and plat the same as above provided, the- expense thereof to be paid by the lessee, and in the event
that the lessee shall fail to make such payment within 60
days after demand therefor by the authorized representative of the lessor, such failure shall constitute a cause of
forfeiture of this lease.
surfacend teoxit b

SEC. 9. And also shall, where more than ten mell are

employed underground on any one shift in any separate
mn
employedon mine, provide an escapeway or second exit to the surface,
a shift.
which shall be separated at the surface from the first
exit by not less than 50 feet of strata in case of drift,
slope, or tunnel workings, or in case of vertical shafts, or
of inclined shafts having a pitch of more than 450, by not
An escapeway or outlet
Outletthrough less than 200 feet of strata.
adjacent min
Xi
provided,

sufficient

where

compli-

through an adjoining mine shall be regarded as a satisfactory compliance with this requirement if kept at all

time in proper condition for use. If such adjoining mine
shall be abandoned at any time, or shall cease to operate
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indefinitely,Athe Jessee hereunder-shall be solely respon sible for the cost- and expense of maintaining such outlet,
and in the event such outlet shall be abandoned or per-.

mitted to become unsafe for use, the iumber of men' employed on any one shift -shall be reduced below ten until
such time as a second- exit or escapeway shall' be pro-

vided.:
'SEC-

-

10. And- also shall not employ -more than five fiveNotmen
moretothan
be

men undergroind on any one shift in: any now-working of
a.ny mine- unless such new Working shall be; so connected
with adjacent workings as to- provide two: distinct and
separate means of escape from such new working : Pio

-:-----

employed in new
workings unless
provided. o

Excetons.-

videdi That' with the Iapproval of the -authorized repr-esentative of the lessor, not exceeding ten -meni may-be so
employed'ii- advance -of the making- of such second opendrifts, -or-slopes be
ing, but in no case shall any -rooms,
opened or worked until`- such second opening i- constructed. - -

building of
SEc. lL And alsosh'all not-construct or: maintain any .No
nammable ma-

structure

of inflammable niaterial within

75s

feet of' -any terialto

be con-

mine opening; nor within said distance permit any stnie- 7t5ucfteed
withny
ture of noninflfammiable material to be connected to any

minet

a

other structure by -mi-eansof any structure or erection of
inflammable material, or- to be comheoted- to any struc-

-

ber may-be constructed over a shaft, slope, or incline.

-

-

ture beyond. said distance which shall b6. constructed of
inflammable material, except as follows, -that is to say:
(a) An-open timber framework or headframe of tim-

Exceptions.-

-

(b) The posts, studs, ad rafters of a'n- such structure

may be of wobd. if the covering or -lining is ma-de of non-s

:

inflahimable' materialj'but -'under no circumistanes shall
wood flooring be used, except in tipple: and trestle structures.
SELC;'
12...And also, except' in a prospect opening, shall
separate the main- intake and -return- airways - and- all
workings parallel to -such airways by not- less than

:

-

Main I n t a e
ways to -iesepa-

thaend 5b nfeet leof

feet of strata- except- for break-throughs or crosscuts for naturalstrata.
shall provide 'for such
ventilation or haulage,
-and

greater

distance-between

such airways or between any

:

such airway and parallel workings as may be required
in the judgment of to authorized representative of the
lessor. The lessee;agrees that the pillars thus provided - Pillars to be
for shall be left standing until in -the proper' course of ti priorto finai
mining operations the time shall arrive for: their- removal abandonment of
immediately prior to the final abandonment of the: work- '
-ings in that particular coal bed.
SEC.13. And also shall whenever more than ten-men ventilating fan
-

are -employed underground on'- any one shift provide a wheremore than
10~men employed
fan or- other rnechanical- means- -for circulat'g1 such onshift.
--

amount of ventilating -crirrent'as inay be required-by any
law of the United States.-or of the Territory of Alaska
now or hereafteirenacted, or by the rules and regulations
prescribed by-the lessor, such fan: or other mechanicalmeans zand the- connetion74526-24-voL 50-8

et ween-same

and the point

-

-

-
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of the entrance of the air current into the mine to be
of noncombustible material; and the lessee shall not
any set same in line with the axis of any mine opening, but

plFad int directmade
line with

mine entrance, shall place same at a distance of not less than 15 feet

from the projection of the nearest side of such opening,
and shall provide explosion doors of the full area of the
air shaft or airway, in direct line with any and all such
*mine openings in order to protect said fan or other me:ith chanical means of air circulation in case of a mine exploWth writtension.: Provided, That during such time as the mine is
approval of, les-mear
p
sor's represents being opened up and less than ten men are employed
be eed for venti-underground on any one shift, and with the written aplation underspec-proval of :the authorized representative of the lessor, a
furnace may be used for ventilation in a nongaseous
mine if the fire box thereof is inclosed by brick, rock, or
concrete walls, and a. passageway around such nclosure

Slack and

posed
tof so

at least two feet in width provided: And provided further, That if a wooden stack is used in connection with
such furnace the lessee shall not permit such stack to be
in contact with any coal bed or with any inflammable
shale.
ref- . SEC. 14. And also shall make such provisions for the
-disposal of the waste, slack and refuse of the mine that
the same shall not be a nuisance, inconvenience, or ob-

to become a pub-

lic

or

-private

muisance.

Abandoned:
c orve~ed

0r

struction to any right of way, stream, or other means of
transportation or travel, or to any private or public
lands, or embarrass the operation. of. any other mine on
the leased lands, or on adjoining lands, or in any manner
occasion private or public damage, nuisance, or inconvenience. All waste. containing practically no coal shall
be deposited separate and apart from waste containing
coal and in. accordance with the directions of. the authorized representative of the lessor.
SEC. 15. And also shall upon abandonment substantially fence, fill in, cover, or close all surface openings or

workings where. persons or animals are likely to be injured by falling therein, or endangered by accumulations
of gas, except as the lessor shall otherwise direct; and
shallmaintain all such fencing or covering in a secure
condition during the term hereof.
Operatioemub- SC. 16. And also expressly agrees that all mining and
jectto inspectio
of lessor's retproerelated operations shall be subject to the inspection of
sentatives.
authorized representatives of the lessor, and that such
representatives, with all proper and necessary assistants,
may at all reasonable times enter into and upon the
leased lands and survey and examine same and all surface and underground improvements, works, machinery,
-;equipment and perations, and further expressly; agrees
Lessee to fur-to furnish said representatives and ssistants all necesnisliall necessary
ad~assaU
assistance.
sary assistance,, conveniences, and facilities in making
eany such survey and examination.
eseinatieo
SC.r 17. And also shall permit any authorized repreof books for pur-sentative of the lessor to examine all books and records
pose of checking
r''
to
this lease, and to make
royalty returns. p . aruanung operations under ti
fenced.

.
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copies of and extracts from any or all of same, if desired..

The information so derived to be held confidential.

SEC.: 18. And also shall permit the lessor, its lessees, or
transferees to make and use upon or under the leased

anand easements
therein may be

lands any workings necessary for freeing any other mine f rendering opfrom -water, causing as little damage or interference as 9 retjons n ad
possible to or with the mine or mining operations of the more safe; such
lessee hereunder.

Any such use by a Tesseeor transferee useto

be com-

shall be conditioned. upon the payment to the lessee
hereunder of the amount of actual damages sustained
thereby and adequate compensation for such use.
SEC. 19. And also shall accurately weigh or measure

Lessee to keep
true and accu-

in the car and truly account for the coal mined and rate

weights or

loaded by each miner, where the miners are paid either coa mined and
by the weight of their output or upon the basis of the loadedbyminers

measurement of the coal in the car; keep a correct record
of all coal so weighed or measured; post or display such

record daily for the inspection- of the miners and other Weighman t,
interested persons; and require the weighman or person take oath for
appointed to measure the coal in the car where the faithful discharge
miners are .paid upon the basis thereof, before enteringf duties
'
upon his duties, to make and subscribe to an oath before
some person duly authorized to administer oaths that he
will accurately weigh or measure and keep true record of
the coal so weighed or measured and credit same to the
miner entitled thereto, such affidavit to be kept con-

spicuously posted at the place of weighing, if any; but
nothing. contained herein shall be construed to prevent
the lessee, in case rock and bone is loaded by the miner,
from estimating or separately weighing and deducting
the amount thereof from the weights of coal accredited IMinersto

be

to such miners The lessee hereby agrees that if apermittedto emmajority of the miners employed on the leased lands so P y a:ch e c k

desire they shall be permitted to employ at their ownweighma*:
expense one of their fellow employees to see that the coal

is properly weighed or measured and that a correct account of same is kept, and agrees to afford such person

every facility to certify the weights and measurements
while the weighing or measuring is being done: Provided, That the'lessee shall not be required to so do unless such person,' before entering upon his duties, shall
make and subscribe to an oath before some person

Check weiah
danit
takeoath
charge of his du-

authorized to adminster oaths that he will faithfully tim
discharge the duties of his position, such oath to be kept
conspicuously posted at -the place of weighing, if any.

SEC. 20. And also shall pay all miners and other Wages
employees, both above and below ground, at least twicemoney.

to

be

each month in lawful money of the IJnited States, and
shall -permit such -minersand -other employees full and
complete freedom of purchase, but with a view to in- Freedomofpurto e
creasing safety this provision shall *not apply to the lhowed.
purchase of explosives, detonators, or fuses, and shall not
require or permit miners or other employees, except in
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of eergency, to work underground for -more than
eight hours in' any one calendar.day, not 'including time

case

Ekight- hour

quired.

for lunch or meals or the time required to reach
the
working place.
surrendered
in
SEC. 21. And also shall, at the expiration or earlier
proper condition termination' of this lease, deliver up to, the lessor: the
ofmiinifrg
opera-lands covered by this lease, together with
all fixtures, imtions.
provements; and appurtnances, save as hereinafter proto esusual

Preme

vided, in such a :secure. and proper: state that mining
operations may be continued immediately to the full'
extant and capacity'of such mine.
ARTICLE VII.

Supiension

It is further mutually understood

of

operations for
more than three lows:
consent to he
SEION
cause of forfei-

t-re.
-.

and agreed as fol-

1. That the suspension of mining

operations:
by the lessee for a longer period than three
months
without the consent in writing of the lessor or its, au-.

thorized

representatives. shall be cause.-of forfeiture

of

this lease. I. the, lessee shall beunable to continue the

operation of the mine for any cause, not due to the fault
or negligence of the lessee, he sh-all be entitled. to the: sustion
pension of operations for such a length of time, and upon
suspension for a
specified period
payment of ;such_ minimum royalties, and such, other
nayebtame condlitions as may bespecified in.the order of suspenupon

applicaconsent for

sion, but the issuance of any, such-order shall not excuse
the payment of any rents. oroyalties de under
this

lease or prevent forfeiture

for failure to pay same, and

the acceptance of any such rent or royaltV shall not

waive any other right of the lessor hereunder.
i
SEc 2. Thatthe -lessee shall not assign. this lease or
assigned without:
'
consent of lessor. any interest therein,
norsublet 1 any. portion of the,
leased premises,- or any
:of
the. rights- and. privileges
-:Leasenot to be

herein granted,without the writtenconsent ofthe'lessor
being first had and -obtained.... Breach of lease
SEC. 3. That the lessor or: its, authorized representa-

covenants
waived in maybe
writ- tivemay

by nOtice in writig waive any

breach of the,

covenants. and conditionscontained herein, except such

ing.

as
-are. required by the .aforesaid'f'oal
leasing act," but
any such, waiver-shall, extend only to the particular

breach so waived, and shall -not limit the rights of the

lessor with respect to any future breach. No waiver not
in writingshall
be in any way binding upon thelessor.
Lease maybe
SEC. 4. That the lessee may term inate this lease at any
terminated ataymnh'xotcr
tim upo paytiif upon givingfour.mont
notice in n writing o o-h
-the
ent' ofrents
lessor Or
its
authorized
reprsentative,
and upon payent
etc.
-

ofall rents,royalties,

and other debts-due and. payable

tothe
lessor, and upon -pavpyentofall wages or moneys
due and payable to the workmen employed by the lessee,
but in no
case shall such termination be.effective until the
lessee shall -have mdprovision
for. the, preservation of

Termi nat
ion
not o, be eecerty
examiled.
any

. mine :-on
;.the leased lands -inn accordance with thei
provisions
of this lease: Povided,
That in such case the
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right of valuation and purchase, accorded the lessor in
the section next following -(5)', shall be exercised within
said periodof four months.'
SEC. 5. That at the expiration or earlier .terminationof

sr

o

have

this'lease- all tools; imachinefy, and equipment, including ingi nd puchatracks, rails, anid pipe plac:d by the lessee in the mine ortc, on equiment
on -the property, shall before reao'val from norinal posi-'tion of lease.

tion, if requested by the lessor or its authorized representatives, be valued-by-thr'eadisinterested- and compe-'
tent persons to be chosei in the manner hereinafter pro-:
vided for- the appointment o f abitrators the valuation
of these three or of a majority of them' to be conclusive
of-the value of any or all' of-the said property; and the
lessor or its agent, licensee, or lessee shall have the right
to purihase within four months thereafter any or all
such tools, machinery, equipment, or materials at the said
valuation,:deducting therefroin all:rents, ifoyalties or
other payments 'at" that time due-tand. payable by the
lessee: If' such valuation-shall not be requested or the Lesseerayre
purchase shall not be made within said time, the lessee in yea wthshall have the privilege of removing same: from the
premises within- one year from the expiration or termination' of this lease, provide& all debts and moneys speci-fied in section 4 of this artiele shall have been.p aid. The
lessee shall niotj and hereby covenants not to, remove any

milie supports, timbers, or 'props in place. :All buildings
and improvements erected upon the leased lands shall become a part of the property; and rnachinery and equipment shall- not be removed therefrom in such- a way as to

cauise any perianent injury to such buildings or improvements.
SEC 6. That if the lessee shall iake default in 'thelesefi.
performance or observance of any of the terms'- covenants,' and' ;stipulations of' this lease, and such default
shall continue for 60 days after service of' written notice
thereof -by the lessor or its authorized representatives,
then all the rights and privilke6 of the lessee cease-and
determine and the lessor may, by appropriate proceed-

-o

ings, have -this lease forfeited' and canceled in: a -court of
competent'

jurisdiction.

V

A waiver of any particular cause of' forfeiture shall'not
prevent'the cancellation and~forfeiture: of this lease' for
any-other cause of forfeiture orifor the same cause occur-

ring at any other time.

'

SEC. 7. That. in case anydispute

shall arige betwe'en the
e sti ona
lessor' andlessee as to-any7-questionof' factj or s to' the submitted to arreasonableness of -any requirement :ade by-the 'lessorbitration

under the provisions of this lease, in the matter of opera-tion, methods, means, expenditures, use of - easements,
compensation for joint occupancy by another lessee of a
portion of the' leased' premises, or such other questions' as

are not -determined by'express statutory provision, such
questions' or di'sputes shall be settled by arbitration

in the

manner provided-for by this section, and the lessor and
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lessee hereby covenant nd. agree each with the other to
promptly comply with and carry out the decision or
award of each and every board of arbitration appointed
Manner of

under this section.

pointingearobitrp-Questions

in- dispute to be determined by arbitration
hereunder shall be referred to a board, of arbitration consisting of three competent persons, one of which persons
shall be selected by the lessor or its authorized representative, and one by the lessee, and the third by the two
thus selected: Provided, That the lessor and lessee may
agree upon one sole arbitrator or upon the third arbitrator. The party desiring such arbitration shall give written notice of the same,to- the other party, stating therein
definitely the point or points in- dispute,- and name the
person selected by.such party hereto within 20 days after,
receiving such notice to name an arbitrator; and in the
event it does not do so, the party serving such notice may
select the second arbitrator and the two thus named shall
select the third arbitrator. The arbitrators thus chosen
shall give to each of the parties hereto written notice of
the time and place of hearing, which hearing shall not be
more than 30 days thereafter, and at the time and place
appointed shall proceed with the hearing unless for some
good cause, of which the arbitrators or a majority of
them shall be the judge, it shall be postponed until some
: later day or date within a reasonable time. Both parties
hereto shall have full opportunity to be heard on- any
question thus submitted, and- the written determination
of the board of arbitration thus constituted or of any two
members-thereof or, in case of the failure of any-two
Decision
ofmembers
to agree, then the determination of the third
third arbitrator arbitrator shall be final and conclusive upon the parties
in reference to the questions thus submitted. All such
determinations shall be in writing, and a copy thereof
shall be delivered to each of such parties.
b Ncew bodto
It is furither agreed that in the event of the failure of
of failure of a the lessor and lessee, or of the two arbitrators, selected as
lected to chooseaforesaid by the parties hereto, within 20 days from
a third.
notice to them of their selection, to agree upon the third
arbitrator, then the Secretary of the. Interio- shall appoint such arbitrator.
The said third arbitrator shall receive not to: exceed
$15 per day as full compensation for his services and for
all expenses connected therewith, exclusive of transporta- tion charges; but such compensation shall not be in
excess of $150 for any arbitration. The losing-party to
such arbitration shall.be liable for-.the payment of such
compensation and transportation expenses of such third
tors.

-

-

arbitrator.

. SEc. 8. That any notice in writing as to any matter
mentioned in this lease, addressed to the lessee and left
upon the premises with the superintendent, manager,
clerk, or other person in- charge of the mine or of the
office,or, in the -absenceof. any such person, posted on the

1 19.
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door'of the office,shall have the same force and effect as
if served upon the lessee, and 15 days shall be considered'
a reasonable notice, unless a longer notice be' herein pro-.

vided' for or be so provided in such notice.
ARTIALE
VIi-.

It is further expressly agreed and declared that the
terms and phrases hereinafter mentioned shall have the
meanings hereinafter assigned unless the context shall
otherwise require, that is to say:
(a) The phrase " available coal " as used in this lease:
shall mean merchantable coal from any coal bed. which,
when reached in the prosecution of the lessee's operations
hereunder, can be mined at a reasonable profit by thei.'
use of: machinery and methods which at that time' are
modern and efficient.
(b) The term " mine " as used herein shall mean and
include all underground workings now or hereafter
opened or worked for: thepurpose'

-

.

of mining, and remov-

ing coal and associated minerals, together with all buildings, machinery, and equipment, above and below ground iused in connection with such mining o erations. .:-:b:e(G) The term"pit"
or "open pit' sha mean and:

include stripping operations or any open-air workings.
(d The term "cos" as used herein shall mean and
include anthracite, semianthracite, semibituminous, bit'
minous, suobbituminous,ligniteandgraphitic
coal,lig-nite, natural.he m utua cok' n
al asis suitable for'
use as a fuel.:"

:

C

-::

7-i::2

.as used 'herein
:(e) The term. "associated ~minerals"'
shall mean and' include fire clay, shale, sandstone, bindng.:
and the
bedded materials of the coal measures,-exclusive of goldbearing or other mnetalliferous deposits.l

A

5i:

d-:

(f) The term " lessee"i as used -h-ereinshall- mean and'

include the heirs, executors, administrators, ssuccessors,
t
or assigns of the lessee hereinbef ore specified.
ABTI

i'
A

IL:

It is further mutually covenanted and agreed that
each obligation hereunder shall extend to and be binding up on, and every benefit' hereof shall insure to, the "heirs.
executors, administrators, successors, or assigns 'of therespective parties hereto.:
;:'(
e
-:
'

0f05V-

-

~~ATIcLF3
S:.':-:

It 'is also further agreed that no member of or delegate.:

to (Congress or resident commissioner,:after- his election:
or appointment, or either before or after he has qualified,
and: during his continuance in office,and that no officer,
agent, or employee of the Department of the Interior,,

i:
'

s

X
i

:
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shall be adniitted to; any share .or part in tiis lese,. or
derive- any bnefit, that may. arise. therefrom, and the
0 of section,3741 of the Revised Statutes of the:
provisions,
United States and setions 114, 15, 16 of. the Cddification of the Penal Laws of the United States approved
March 4, 1909 (35 Stat., 1109) relating to contracts enter
into and form a part of this lease so far as the same may

be-'ap'liable.''' ' -:
In witness whereof-

:-

---

.'

-X-

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

L. S.]
By ------ 0 i - :500Seoretdryof theInt1erior.

: i . . -:
Witnesses:
----.-

------

-- -- - - - - -t
-

- ---

-

7
-

'

.

-----

-

a
-

: *-

-:-

:.

,.

- ----

-

- -.

- -

- -

-

-

-

l-

-

-

--

..
-

-.
--

-

- -

.-

;-.

- -

- - -

-: -

:
-

A-PPLICATIOWFOR COAL-TMINIMG
LEASE.

The undersigned,--a resident of…

a _ _ _ __

-

_-

_

_
th_

__

7

-------

__ _ _. _
_
_
.
(Native born or naturalized; if the latter, furnib certificate.)

-

citizen of the 1Jniied: States, over 21 years ofi age, herebyiapplies,
under the provisions of the act of October'20,':1914 (38' Stat., 741),
for a mining.lease of the'certain leasing blocks,::or tracts, of coal
lands, to wit: 3lock.
em acing the following spcified legal
subdivisions
aggregating ' .acres. If I secure said lease, I prbpose to invest
_dollars in actieproductive mining operanot less than - ___
tions conducted upon said lease; the active development will begin
. My exppriencein coalnot later than
mining operations is as follows:
' _
_
7 -_
I neither own nor hold any interest, either as a stockhoider or other-'
wise, in any lease under this act, or in any application for 'such a
lease, save and except the application now made; and I hereby refer
as to my financial -standing..
IwsuPply a satisfactry
If I am awarded a- lease, I
quired in section 9 of the regulations.

- --.--

My post-office address is

(Signed)

_

-_-_

[SEAL.]

_,on

this--.

-

-

__-

Subscribed and sworn to before ie, a
__ __ __
-_ _ _

bond as re.-

._-

-_

.--

day of

501i
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CAL-MINING PERMIT.

-

REGULATIONsGOVERNINGTE' ISSUANCE OF PERMJITS_
FOR THE FREE USE OF COAL
LANDS IN A].ASKA. IN THE UNRESERVED:
PiUlIT.C'

Section 1Q of the act of October 20, 1914 (38 Stat. 741), provides:
That in rder to provide for the supply of strictly local and domestic' needs
for. uel the Secetary of the Interior may, under such rules and regulations as
he may prescribe in advance, issue to any applicant. qualified under section
three of this act a limited license -or' permit granting the right to prospect for
mine, ad-dispose of'-coal belonging''to the inited States''n specified tacts
not to exceed ten acres to any one person or association of persons in. any -one
coal field fort a period; not; exceeding ten years, on such conditions not inconsistent with thisact, as in his opinion will safeguard the public-interest without
That
payment of royalty for the coal mined or for the land occupied :.Provided,'
the acqiiisition of holding of a -lease under the preceding sections- of this act
shall be- no. bar-to .the -acquisition, holding, or, operating under the limited
license in this section permitted. And the holding of such license shall be 'no
bar to the acquisition or holding of such a lease or interest therein.

. Owing to.-there being no settlements or local industies Iin or adj acent to; the Bering or Matanuska coal fields, and. the .contemplated
leasing offer-of coal lands in said fields, these regulations and the
permits provided-for shall not at present apply to coal deposits in
those

fields.8

-:

Q;a2ificction.-Under the--termsof the act, expressedin section 3
thereof, only citizens of. the 'United States above the-age of 21 years,
associations of- such citizens, cor~porations,:.and municipalities, organ-ized.under-the laws -of-the United States ~orof zany:State or Terrifory
thei'eof,- provided the majority of the stock of- Such. corporations.

shall at all times be-owned-and held-by-citizens, of the: Uited States,

:are eligible to: receiye a permit to :prospect; for and mine coal from
:. coa
~ for
.the unreserved-public lands in Alaska. Ph .i R -

mfaq mnre c~al for
.11: permittees~mayminecolfr
sale except railroadls and: common cairiers, who by the terms oft
Who

-sa:e

section 3 of thee act are restricted to' the acquirement of o'nly such
an amount of coal as may be required. and.;used for their own:
consumption. :- -'S .;
.,, D'd- . . :Vi :S.
- . .y -,,: .,, r ,.

Dnration of permits. -Hernits- will be granted for two years,
beginning at date -offiling, if filed in person or by. attorney, or iLate
of mailing, if sent by registered letter,. sbjectfto the pproval ofthe Commissioner of the General Land Office, and upon application
to- the. necessity therefor, niay be exand
showing
I -- asatisfactory
tended by the comrmissionerfor alonger period subect to such
conditions necessary for the protection of the public intrest as may
be imposed prior-toor

at the-time of the extensiom

-

Misrepresentation,

. view
MIn of the faet that coal lands-for leasing in :tanuskaand Bering River fields
hive, been surveyed into leasing blocks or- tracts * * # hereafter the restriction in the'
regulations should be construed asappying only to those lands included in such leasing
2Oa 1916.)lly X '
A
blocksor tracts. (Circular of
*X*
, '-

;*\;
C

,

*C

:

-

;

.;

-

;

,

Since operations uder -the coalleasing Pravinod of the said apt ofOctober 20, 1914,are being extended, it now seems inadvisable to grant f ie minling permits in fields where
mines are sbeingyoperated under leases, since to do, so wouldappear to be utfair-;to the
lessee,
who must,while burdened with more onerous requirements and with payment of
royalties, compete withulone holding a free permit. (ciS9ular ofMarch 24, 1922; 48
h. d,:,,
- : i . -: i
C
Io i L. D.'59 o.) p.-e
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carelessness, waste, injury to property, the charge of unreasonable
prices for coal, or material violation of such 'rules and regulations
governing operation as -shall have been prescribed in advance of the
issuance of a permit, will be deemed sufficient cause for revocation.

Limitation of area.-The act limits the area to be covered in any
one permit to 10 acres. It is not to be inferred from this, however,
that the permits granted thereunder shall necessarily cover that
area. The ground' covered by a permit must be square in form and
should be limited to an area reasonably sufficient 'to supply the
quantity of coal needed.
Scope of permit. -Permits issued-under section 10 of the act of
October 20, 1914, grant onlyI a license to prospect for, mine, and
remove coal free of charge from the unreserved public coal lands in
Alaska, and do not authorize the mining of any other form of
mineral deposit, nor the cutting or removal of timber.
How' to proceed to obtain a permit.-The application should be
duly executed on Form 4-020, and the same should either be transmitted by registered mail to, or filed in person with-,the register and
receiver of the United States land officeof the district in which the
land is situated. Prior to the execution of the application the
applicant must have gone upon the land, plainly marked the boundaries thereof by substantial monuments, and posted a notice setting
forth his intention of mining coal therefrom. The application must
contain the statement that these requirements have been complied
with and the description of the land as given in the application must
correspond with the description as marked on the- ground. The
permit, if granted, should be recorded with the local mining district
recorder, if the land is situated within an organized mining district.
When coal may be mined before issuance of a permit-In view of
the fact that by reason of long distances and limited means of transportation many applicants may be unable to appear in person at the
United States land officeto file their applications, it has been deemed
advisable to allow such applicants the privilege' of mining coal as.
soon as their applications have been duly executed and sent by'
registered mail to the proper United States land office. Should an
application be rejected, upon receipt of notice thereof all privileges
under this paragraph terminate and the applicant must cease mining
the coal.'

Action by register.-The register will keep a proper record of all
applications received and all actions taken thereon in a book provided for that purpose. If there appear no reason why the application should not be allowed, the register will issue a permit on the
form provided for that purpose. Should any objection appear
either as to the qualifications of the applicant or applicants, or in the
substance or sufficiency of the application, the register may reject
the application or suspend it for correction' or supplemental showing
under the usual rules of procedure, subject to appeal to the Commissioner of the General Land Office. Upon the issuance of a permit the register will promptly forward to the Commissioner of the
General Land Office,by special letter, the original application and
a copy of the permit, and transmit copies thereof to the chief of
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the Alaskan field division, and to the local representatives of the
United States Bureau of Mines, for their informationi
PERMIT.
APPLICATIONFOR COAL-MINING

-…;______

-

--------- ---- ----- 77--------The Cornmissioner of the General Land Offie,

191

D.0.
:CWashington,

-_-_

_ __

SIR: The undersigned,-

(Name of applicant.)

of-_____ -o ffice -

_.…

(Post-officeaddress.)

--,

hereby appl
:

for a permitto
:

prospect for, mine, and remove coal from the following-described
(Describe the land by legal subdivision if surveyed, and by metes- and bounds with reference to some permanent natural landmark if unsurveyed.)

land: containing approximately

the - -___ land district,-____

miles

acres, situated within
__--_ of

-

(Direction.),

Alaska, and in support of this application make -the following representation as to qualifications to receive a permit

(Citizenship of applicant or

applicants must here be shown. If the applicant Is a municipality or corporation, it must
be shown under what laws it is organized; and if the latter, it must also be shown whether
a majority of its stock is owned and held by citizens of the: United States.),

The applicant further represent that

-ha

(He, they or it.)

not,

within two years last past, applied for or received a permit to mine
coal under the provisions of section 10 f the act of October 20, 1914,
in the coal field in which.the land described in this application is
.Situated, -

-

-)

A.

(State exceptions here, if any.)

_ _ _

__

i

and that the coal herein applied for is to be mined for the purpose of
supplying the following demands, for which approximately.
___ _-____-__-__-_
tons are required annually:(Here itemize the various uses to which the coal is

to be applied, stating the number of tons necessary for each use )

It is further represented that the boundaries of-the tract described
in this application have been plainly marked by substantial monu-ments, and that a proper notice describing -the land. and showing the
PWhen there shall be filed in your office an application for free permit,; or for renewal of an existing free permit under sec. 10 of the act of Oct. 14, 1914, involving land
within a field within which there, are mines being operated under the leasing provisions
of the said act, the register shall transmit such application to- the Commissioner of -the
General Land Office without action, but with appropriate recommendation, calling specal attention to the possibility of its competition with existing Government leases.
Should there be applications for free, permit i fields where there are no leases, such
*ermits may be issued by the register as heretofore. (As amended, Mar. 24, 1922; 48
59,1.)t
.D.,
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intention of the; applicant to apply for a free permit to mine coa therefrom has been.posted in a. conspicuous place upon the land.,! ',
On consideration that a permit- be granted, the applicants hereby
agree
1. To exercise reasonable diligence, precaution, and skill in the
operatioh of the mine, with a view to the'prevention of injury to
workmen, waste of coal, damage to Government property,,-and to
comply substantially with1the instruc6tionsand the rules and regulations printed on the back of this application.
* 2. To charge only such prices for coal sold to others as represent a

fair return for the labor expended and reasonable earning value to
which the investment in the enterprise is entitled, without including
any charge for the coal itself.
3. Not.to' mine or dispose of, either directly, or indirectly, any coal

from the area covered by. said permit for export or any purpose other
than "strictly local and domestic needs for fuel."
4. To leave the premises in good condition upon the termination of

the permit, with all mine props and timbors in the miiie intact, and
with the underground workings free fromf refuse and in conditiog
for continued mining operations.
Signature. of applicant
The foregoing

4pliction

was signed by

_

of

-the applicant therein, in the presence
and-in - _-__
of the undersigned, who, at'request

(His or their.)

(His or their.)

presence and in the presence of each other, have subscribed our names
as witnesses to the execution thereof.

-

Dated

this-

__

dayof

Territoryof Alaska...-

_

_

_-,

19 -at _

esid0ence
- t . -sid-------------Name
---- __-_Residence.
-

Name

THE NE$ANA FIELD.

A complete topographic and subdivisional township survey .has
beei made of the Nenana field, and a folio containing photolitho-

graphic copies of the approved township plats of such surveys may
be procured on application to the Superintendent -of Docu ents,
Washington, D. C., for $L.
COALPROSPECTINGPERMITS.

';

As the act of October 20, 114.(38. Statl 741) (see p. 98), contained no provision for. prospecting permits (which are to be distinguished from mining permits,:see p.. 121)., it was, March 4, 1921
amended as follows (41 Stat. 1363); 'by adding to section 3And piovided further, That where prospecting or exploratory work is neces-

sary to determine' the existence or workability of coal deposits in any unclaimed, undeveloped area in Alaska, the Secretary of the Interior may issue
prospecting permits :for a. terra of not to exceed four years; under such. rules
and regulations and conditions ato development as he may prescribe, to applicants qualified under this act for not to exceed two thousand five hundred and
sixty acres', and if within the time's pecffied in saidp.ermit thepermittee shbws
the land contains coal in commercial' quan6to
the Secretary of,'the Inteiorthat
tities, the permittee shall be entitled to a lease under this act for all or any. part
of the land in his permit.
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March 30, 1921, the following regulations (Circular No. 744 48
L. ID. 50) were issued, relating to the act of March 4, 1921:
'1. Character of lands.-Permits.

developed

may :be issued to prospect unclaimed, un-

areas in Alaska where prospecting

or exploratory

work

s necessary

to determine the existence or workability of the -coal deposits.
.2. To: who permits7may issue.-Permits may.be issued.to any person above
the age of 21 yeiars who. is' a citizen of the UVnitedStates,. or to any association
of such persons, or to any corporation or municipality; organized under thelaws
of the United States or any State or. Territory thereof, provided that a majority
of the stock of such, corporation shall at, all times be owned and held by citizens
of the -United. States. '
.3. Area.-Permits may- be issued for0 tracts of not exceeding 2560 acres of
contiguous' lands in reasonably compact form.
4. Rights conferred-4A permit will entitle 'the permittee. to the exclusive
right' to prospect for coal on theland described therein. In the exercise of: this
right the permittee shall be authorized to remove from the premises only such
coal as may benecessary, in order to determine the workability and commercial
value of the coal deposits in the land.
5. Application or permit.-Applcations,for permits shall be filed in the
proper district land office, and after due notice thereof on the records, forwarded to the General Land Office with report of status of the land affected.
No specific form

of application

is required

and no blanks

will be furnished,

but it should cover in substance thefollowing'points:
(a) Applicant's name and address.
(b) Proof of citizenship, and qualification as to stock ownershipT if a corporation.
---(c)' Description of land-for
which a permit is desired;iby legal subdivisions
ifsurveyed, and by' metes: and bounds and such other description.as will identify' the land; if unsurveyed.:5 If unsurveyed, a survey sufficient to identify
more fully and segregate the land
may be required before permit is granted.
(d)- Condition;

of coal occurrences,

so far

as

determined,

description.

of

workings,and outcrops' ofecoal .beds, if any, and reason' why the land is believedto offer a favorablefield for prospectingfor coal.:
(e) Detailed, plan and' method of conducting prospecting or exploratory
operations on
- the land,9 estimated cost .of carrying out such proposed prospecting perations, and the diligence with which such operations will be

prosecuted. :
.
(f)'Abrief statement of applicant's experience in coal-mining operations, if
any, together. with
one or more references as-to his reputation and business
standing.
The application mustbe under oath of the applicant or. his attorney in fact,
or, if a corporation,of one ofits officers theretofore duly authorized.
6.Form of permit.-On receipt. of the application, if found sufficient and
fthelands subject
thereto, a permit 'will be'issued, 'of which the dicict' land
officewill be advised. Permits will be in substantially'the followingform:
U. S. Land Office
a
Serial No.

C_

_-

THE UNNIT STATESo

AEcA,
DEPARTMENTOF THE ITRioM.'
COAL
: XRO.PECTINGO
PERMIT.

Know all men by these presents, That the Secretary of the Intreror, under
and by virtue.of. section.3, as amoended Marc.4,
1921 (41
Stat.
1363), of the
act
of
Congress entitled "An .act .o provide for the leasing of coal, lands in the
Territory of Alaska, and for other purposes," approved October 0, 1914. (38
Stat. 741)', as granted, and does hereby grant, a permit to
,
of
the'leieclusive rightfor
a periodof
tour
years
from
date hereof: to prospect' for
coal the-following described lands;:
b f bt forohe
purpose, under
the provisions-of said act, and upon the following
express conditions, to. wit:
i.' To
L begin prospecting work within 90 days from- date. hereof and to dilgently prosecute the same during the period of such permit in', accordance
with

the following-plan - - -----
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2. To remove from said premises only such coal or other material as may be
necessary to prospecting work, and to keep a record of all coal mined and disposed of, payment of a royalty thereon of 10 cents per ton of 2,000 pounds to
be made to the receiver of the district land office not later than during the
calendar month succeeding that during which such coal was disposed of. :
3. To afford all facilities for inspection of the prospecting work on behalf
of the Secretary of te Interior, and to make report on demand of all matters
pertaining to the character, progress, and results of such work.
4. To observe such-conditions as to-the use and occupancy of the surface of
the: land as provided by law, in case any of said lands may be entered or patented with a reservation of the coal deposits to the United States.
;
Expressly reserving to the Secretary of the Interior the right to permit
for joint or several use such easements or rights of way upon, through, or in
the land embraced herein a may be necessary or appropriate- to the working of
the same, or of other lands containing the deposits described in said act, and
the treatment and shipment of the products thereof by or under auhority of
the Government, its lessees, or permittees, and for other public purposes; also
reserving to the United States the right to lease, sell, or otherwise dispose of
the surface of said lands under laws hereafter enacted in so far as said surface
is not necessary for the use of the permittee in prospecting hereunder, and
further reserving the right and authority to cancel this instrument for failure
of the permittee to comply with any of the conditions hereof, after 30 days'
notice of -the reasons for such cancellation.
Valid existing rights acquired prior hereto obnthe lands described herein will
not be adversely affected hereby.
Dated this -------- day of ---192____. -

Secretary of the Interior.

Leases to permittes.-A
qualified permittee- who has shown, within the
period of the permit, that the land included therein contains coal in commercial
quantities, will be entitled to a lease for such land, or part thereof as the permittee may desire, upon due application and publication of notice thereof. The
application for lease should be ilfed'in the proper district land office before expiration of the period of the permit. An application for lease under this section should describ'e the land desired, and set forth fully and in detail the extent
and mode f occurrence of the coal deposits as disclosed by the prospecting
work Performed under the permit. Such leases, will be granted, without competitive bidding, on rents and royalties to be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior, and otherwise substantially in the form'of lease -provided in regulations
governing coal land leases in Alaska, approved May 18,1916. (45 L. .D., 113.)"0
-.

-

AGRICULTURAL ENTRIES ON MINERAL LANDS.

By the act of March 8, 1922 (42 Stat. 415), provision was made
for homestead entries on coal, oil, and gas lands in the Territory of
Alaska. July 31, 1922,the following instructions (Circular No. 842,
49 L. D., 196) were issued under the act:
1. Scope of the aoct.-The act provides that, upon the unreserved, unwithdrawn
public lands in the Territory of Alaska, homestead claims may be initiated by
actual settlers on public lands which. are known to contain workable coal, oil,
or gas deposits, or which may be, in fact, valuable for the coal, oil, or gas contained therein. Thus, by the class last named, provision is made for cases in
which land is not at the date of the initiation of the claim thereto actually
known to contain workable coal, oil, or gas deposits, but in: which it becomes
known, during the interval between the initiation of the claim and its completion, that: the land is, in fact, valuable for the coal, oil, or gas contained
therein. ;
It also provides that homestead claims so initiated may be perfected under
the appropriate public land laws and that, upon satisfactory proof of full compliance with these laws, the claimant shall be entitled to patent to the lands
entered.by him, which patent shall contain a reservation to the United States
of all the coal, oil, or gas in the land patented, together with the right to
prospect for, mine, and remove the same. lo See p.

98.
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The act constitutes,. therefore, an extension to the Territory of Alaska of
the principles of the surface homestead acts already in force in the publie-land
States, namely, the acts of March 3 1909 (35 Stat. 844), June 22, 1910 (36
Stat. 583), and July 17, 1914 (8 Stat. 509).
(2) Homestead, applications.-Applications
to make homestead entry for
land embraced in a coal, oil, or gas prospecting permit or lease should be suspended and forwarded to the General Land Office for consideration and instructions.
-Applications to make homestead entry for land classified as or known to be
valuable for coal, oil, or gas, must have written, stamped, or. printed upon
their face the following:
"Application made in accordance with and subject to the provisions and
reservations of the act of March 8, 1922 (42 Stat. 415)."
Like notations will be made by registers upon the face of the notices of
allowance issued on applications filed under this act. If, prior: to the date of
the filing of the homestead application, the land was embraced in a prospecting
permit .or lease, the notice of allowance should contain substantially. the
following:
"The records of this office show that (here insert the name of permittee or
lessee) has been granted a prospecting permit (or lease, as the case may be)
affecting the (here insert description of land), and has the right to occupy so
much of the surface thereof as may be required for all purposes, reasonably
incident to prospecting, for and the removal of the coal (or drilling for and the
extraction of the oil and gas, as the case. may be), without liability to the
homestead entryman for resulting damages to his crops and improvements."
3. Final certificates and patents.-Final
certificates issued to homestead
claimants under this act will'contain the following provision, which you will
cause to be written or stamped thereon:
"Patent will contain provisions, reservations, conditions and limitations of
the act of March 8, 1922 (42 Stat. 415)."
'
There will be incorporated in patents issued to homestead claimants under
this act the following:
"Excepting and reserving, however,, to the United States all the coal, oil,
or gas in the lands so patented, and to it or persons authorized by It, the right
to prospect for, mine, and remove such deposits from the same upon compliance
with te conditions and subject to the provisions and limitations of the act. of
March

5, 1922 (42 Stat. 415)."

t

'a

4. Notations of records.-Ujpon the acceptance by you of any filing under this
act, you will make appropriate notation on your-records to show that the filing
was made under' the provisions of the act. You will make a similar notation
on the margin of the township plat, if any, giving the' description of the land
in which the deposits have been reserved.
5i Soldiers' additional 1mesteads.-The final proviso to the act excludes all
the lands in Alaska withdrawn, classified or valuable for coal, oil, orL.gas;from
entry or disposition by means of the location of rights under section 2306,
Revised Statutes, commonly known as soldiers' additional homestead entries.
6. Disposal of mineral deposits.-Section 2 of the act provides that, upon
satisfactory proof of full compliance with. the provisions of the laws under
which entry was made and with the provisions of the act itself, the homestead
claimant shall be entitled to a patent to the land -entered by him, which patent
shall contain a reservation to the. United States of all the coal, oil, and gas in
the land so patented, together with the right to prospect for, mine, and remove
the same; and that the coal, oil, and gas deposits so reserved shall be subject
to disposal by the United States in accordance with the provisions of the laws
applicable to coal, oil, or gas deposits, or coal, oil,.or gas lands in Alaska, in
force at the time of' such disposal. It also provides that any person qualified
to acquire coal, oil, or gas deposits, or the right' to mine, and remove the coal,
or to drill for, and remove the oil, or gas, under the laws of the United States,
shall have the right at all times to enter upon the lands as provided by this act
for the purpose of prospecting for coal, oil, or gas upon th'e approval, by the
Secretary of the Interior, of a bond or undertaking to be filed with him as
security for the payment of all the damages to the crops and-improvements on
such lands by reason of such prospecting; and that any person who has acquired
from the United States coal, oil -or 'gas deposits in any such land '-or the right
to mine, drill for, or remove the same, may reenter and occupy so much of- the
surface thereof as may be required for all' purposes reasonably incident to the
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mining and removal' of the coal, oil, or gas therefroni, and mine, and remove
the coal;' or drill fo,' and remove the oil or gas upon payment of the damages
caused thereby to the owner thereof, or upon giving a good anid-sufficient bond'
or undertaking, in an action instituted in any competent court to ascertain and
fix the said damages.
- There is no provision under the law for. prospecting prior.to the actual
issuance of a permit therefor - 7. Permittees bonds.-Provision is mnade -by the act of.Blarch 4, 1921 (41
Stat. 1363), for coal prospecting permits in Aaiska, and by the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), :fof oil prospecting periits. -;In order lawfully
to mine, remove, or drill for the-coal, oil, or gas affected'by. this act, the permittee must file a waiver from, or a consent of the homesteadiclaimant, or
there must be presented to and be approved by, the Secretary of- the Interior
a bond or undertaking for the payment of all damages to the crops, and im?
provements -on the -lands prospected, caused by the: prospecting.
-'': V
S8. Form of permitthe's bond.-There' must -be filed with such bond or undertaking evidence of Service of ;a-'copy thereof upon the homestead claimant.: The
bond must be executed by the prospector as principal with two competehiitindividual sureties, or a corporate surety which has complied with the provisions
of the act of August 13, 1894 (28'Stat. 279)5 as amended by the act bf March
23, 1910 (36 Stat. 241), in the sum of $1,000. Except-'in the -case' of a bond
given'by a qualified corporate srety there must be filed' therewith affidavits
of justification by [the sureties and a certifidate by a judge or clerk of a court
of record, a United States district attorney, a United States' commissioner, or
a postmaster as to.the identity, signatures:-and financial competency of the suieties.
'This bond or undertaking may be filed as a matter of expedition at the time
of the filing by the mineral claimant of his Application for a permit or the filing
may be deferred until formal notice of the'necessity terefor shall be received
from this office. (Forms of bonds which should'be-utilized are' appended.)
9. Lessees' bonds.-There is no provision for the presentation to this office
of bonds executed to or for homestead claimants by lessees or by-persons who
have acquired from the United States coal; oil, or gas deposits or 'the right
to mine, drill for, or' remove the same. In such cases bonds are td' be arranged for in an action instituted. in any competent court to ascertain and fix
the damages suffeted.
10. Homestead clatimant's limited right to make use of the coal depositsThe homestead claimant under this act. may, at any time prior to the disposal
by the United States of the coal deposits on his claim, make use of, them for
his domestic purposes and this may be done without the filing of any application
therefor. This privilege does not, however, authorize the mining 'of. the coal
deposits for the purpose of barter or sale..
--.11.,-Supplementary circuilars.-.The general regulations and procedure under
thevarious classes of public land filings affected by this act are contained and
::may be referred'to in the specific circulars relating to those filings
: : t ' L - [Public No. 165'42 Stat. 415.]
-.
CH. R 8842.] :AN ACT To provide for agriculturali entries on coal linds In Alaska.

-

Be it -enacted by tie :Senate and House of Representatives of 'the Uited

States of America in Congress, assembled, That. from and after the passage of
this act homestead claims may be initiated by actual settlers on public lands
of the United States. in ::Alaska known to contain workable coal, oil,: or gas
deposits, or that may be valuable for the. coal, oil, or gas contained therein, and
which are not otherwise reserved or withdrawn,- whenever such claim shall be
initiated with a view of obtaining or passing title with a reservation to the
United States of the coal-,-oil, or gas in such lands, and of the right to prospect
for, mines and remove the same; and any settler who has initiated a homestead
claim in. good faithi on lands -containing workable 'deposits of coal, oil, or gas,
or that may be valuable for the coal, oil, or gas contained therein, may perfect
the -same under. the. provisions: of the, laws, under which. the. claim was initiated,
but shall receive the limited-patent- provided for in this act: Provided, however, That should it be discovered at any timeprior to the issuance of a final
certificate on-any claim-initiated for unreserved lands in-Alaska-that: the lands
are coal ol or gas in-characteri the-.patent issued on.such entry shall contain
the reservation required by this act.
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SEC. 2. That upon satisfactory proof of full compliance with the provisions
of the laws under which the entry 'is made and of this act the entryman' shall
be entitled to a patent to the lands entered by him, which patent shall contain
a reservation to the United States of all the coal, oil; or gas in the land so
patented, together with the right to prospect for, mine, and remove the same.
The coal, oil, or gas deposits so reserved shall be subject to disposal by the
United States in. accordance with the provisions of the laws applicable to coal,
oil, or gas deposits or coal, oil, or gas lands in Alaska in force at the time
of such disposal. Any person qualified to acquire' coal, oil, or gas deposits,
or the right to mine and remove the coal or to drill for and remove the oil or
gas under the laws of the United States, shall have the right at all times to
enter upon the lands entered or patented, as provided by the provisions of this
act, for thd purpose of prospecting for coal, oil, or gas therein, upon the approval by the Secretary of the Interior of a bond or undertaking to be filed with
him as security for the payment of all damages to the crops and improvements
on such lands by reason of such prospecting. Any person who has acquired
from the United States the coal, oil, or gas deposits in any such land, or
the right to mine, drill for, or remove the same, may reenter and occupy so
as may be required for all purposes reasonably
much of the-surface-thereof
incident to the mining and removal of the coal, oil, or gas therefrom, and mine
and remove the coal or drill for and reiove the oil or gas upon payment of the
damages caused thereby to the owner thereof, or upon giving a good and sufficient bond or undertaking in an action instituted in any competent court toascertain and fix said damages: Provided, That the owner under such limited
patent shall have the right to mine the coal for use on the land for domestic
purposes at any time prior to the disposal by the United States of the coal
deposits: Provided further, That nothing in this act shall be construed as authorizing the exploration upon or entry of any coal deposits withdrawn from
such exploration and purchase: And provided further, That nothing herein
contained shall be held or construed to authorize the entry' or disposition, under
section. 2306, United States Revised Statutes, or under acts amendatory thereof
or supplemental thereto, of withdrawn or classified coal, oil, or gas lands or
of lands valuable for coal, oil, or gas.- Approved

March 8, 1922.

Coal Prospector's Bond.
(Form approved July 31, 1922.)

(Under the. acts of March. 4, 1921- (41 Stat. 1363), and March 8, 1922 (42
Stat. 415).)
DEPARTMENTOF THE INTERIOR.
GENERAL LAND OFFICE..

of
Know all men by these presents: That I (or we), _
_ ___
…____
__, a citizen (or citizens) of the United States, as principal (or
=_-'---_-__-___O_of- __
__
_ _as surety (or
.principals), and
sureties) are held and firmly bound unto the present surface owner or claimant
of the hereinafter-described lands, his heirs, executors, administrators, and
assigns, in the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000) lawful money of the United
States, for the payment of which, well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves,
our heirs, executors, administrators, and ssigns, and each and every one of us
and them, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents.
day of
Signed with our hands and sealed with our seals this
Th'e condition of this obligation is such that…-_Whereas the principal' (or principals) above named
is (or are) desirous of entering upon the following-described land, to wit:
_

__--

_ --

--

-

-

--

-

--

-

--

-

-

--

-

-- __

-

--

-

--

---

--_-

--------_-_

_- _--for the purpose of prospecting
district, -.
in the _land
for .coal-thereon under the provisions of the acts of March 4, 1921 (41 Stat.
1363), and March 8, 1922 (42 Stat. 415) and
Whereas the said land has been. disposed.of, or is subject to disposition, with
a reservation of the coal therein to the United States with the right to prospect for, mine, and remove the same, pursuant to the said act of March 4,1921;

74526-24-voL
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Now, therefore, if the said principal. (or principals), surety (or sureties), or
any of them, or their heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, or any of
them, upon demand, shall make good and sufficient recompense, satisfaction,
and payment unto the lawful surface owner or claimant of said land, his heirs,
executors, administrators, or assigns, for all damages to the crops and improvements on the said land as the said claimant, his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, shall suffer or sustain by reason of the said prospecting for coal on the said land, then this obligation shall be null and void;
otherwise the same shall remain in full force and effect.
(Principal.)
(Residence.)
(Surety.)

:~~

--

(Residence.)
(Surety.)
~ ~ ~~ ~~~~~~
(Residence.)
---------------

__.

Signed and sealed in the presence of, and witnessed by, the undersigned:

WitnessesName-

-Residence_

Name----

-- Residence_

- ___

_ …_

- -

Any erasure, insertion, or mutilation must be certified to as made before
signing.
, 192.
- -___-Approved and accepted--

Secretary of the Interior.
Oil Prospector's Bond.
[Form approved July 31, 1922.]

.(Under the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437) and March 8, 1922 (42
Stat. 415).)OF THE INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT
GENERAL AND OFICE.

of

Know all men by these presents: That I (or we) __
…-------, a citizen (or citizens) of the United States, as principal (or

principals), and-____-…

_ of

as surety (or sureties),
…-------,

are held and firmly bound unto the United States, for the use and benefit
of the United States, and of any entryman or owner of any of the hereinafter-described lands, in the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000) lawful money
of the United States, for the payment of which, well and truly to be made,
we bind ourselves, our heirs, administrators, and assigns, and each and every
one of us and them, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents.
day of
Signed with our hands and sealed with our seals this -___
_ ----- - -- 192-.
The condition of the obligation is such that…
Whereas the--principal (or principals) above named
is (or are) desirous of entering upon the following-described land, to wit: ---for the purpose of prospecting
_ land district, _
_
in the'
for, drilling for and removing the oil and gas thereon under the provisions of
the acts of February 25, 1920 (41- Stat. 437), and March 8, 1922 (42 Stat. 415),
on condition that he or they shall (a) promptly repair, so far as possible, any
damage to the 'oil strata or deposits resulting from improper methods of operation, and (b) reimburse any entryman or owner of any portion of the
said lands heretofore entered with a reservation of the oil and gas deposits
to the United States, made' pursuant to the said act of March 8, 1922, for any
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damage to the crops and improvements of such entryman or owner resulting
from drilling or other prospecting operations, and
* Whereas the said land has been disposed of, or is subject to disposition,
with a reservation of the oil and gas therein to the United States with the right
to prospect for, drill for, and remove the same, pursuant to the said act of
March 8, 1922;
Now, therefore, if the said principal (or principals), surety (or sureties),
or their heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, or any of them, shall
promptly and in all respects comply with the said conditions, then the above
obligation shall be void and of no effect; otherwise the same shall remain in
full force and effect.
(Principal.)
(Residence.)

--

(Surety.)
(Residence.)
(Surety.)
(Residence.)

Signed and sealed in the presence of, and witnessed by, the undersigned;
Witnesses:

Name …_

Residence _
Name__-- -

Residence
Any erasure, insertion, or mutilation must be certified to as made before
signing.

Approved and accepted_

__

__-___

192 .

Secretary of the Interior.
ENTRIES ON LANDS VALUABLE FOR HYDROELECTRIC POWER
PURPOSES.

Section 24 of the act of June 10, 1920 (41 Stat. 1063), reads as
follows:
SEc. 24. That any lands of the United States included in any proposed project
under the provisions of tis act shall from the date of the filing of application
therefore be reserved from entry, location, or other disposal under the laws of
the United States until otherwise directed by the commission or by Congress.
Notice that such application has been made, together with the date of filing
thereof and a description of the lands of the United States affected thereby,
shall be filed in the local land office for the district in which such lands are
located. Whenever the commission shall determine that the value of any lands
of the United States so applied for, or heretofore or hereafter reserved or
classified as power sites, will not be injured or destroyed for the purpose of
power development by location,- entry, or selection under the public-land laws,
the Secretary of the Interior, upon notice of such a determination, shall declare
such lands open to location, entry, or selection, subject to and with a reservation of the right of the United States or its permittees or licensees to enter
upon, occupy, and use any part or all of said lands necessary, in the judgment
of the commission, for the purpose of this act, which right shall. be expressly
reserved in every patent issued for such lands; and no claim or right to compensation shall accrue from the occupation or use of any of said lands for said
purposes. The United States or any licensee for any such lands hereunder may
enter thereupon for the purposes of this act, upon payment of any damages to
crops, buildings, or other improvements caused thereby to the owner thereof,
or upon giving a good and. sufficient bond to the United States for the use and
benefit of the owner to secure the payment of such damages as may be determined and fixed in an action brought upon the bond in a court of competent
jurisdiction, said bond to be In the form prescribed by the commission: Provided, That locations, entries, selections, or filings heretofore made for lands
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reserved as water-power sites or in connectionv with water-power development
or electrical transmission may proceed to approval or patent under and subject
to the limitations and conditions in this section contained.

Action will be taken by the General Land Office on locations,
entries, selections, and filings made prior to June 10, 1920, the date
of the approval of the Federal water power act, in accordance with
the proviso to said section 24.
Applications of any sort filed subsequent to June 10, 1920, looking
toward the acquisition of title to public or reserved lands within or
in conflict with power projects under this act, or which shall have
been " reserved or classified as power sites," will be governed by the
following rules:
1. Any application

filed 'subsequent

to June 10, 1920, which is

.wholly in conflict with lands reserved or classified as power sites, or
covered by a power application under this act, will be rejected, subject to appeal; except-t(a) A homestead application predicated upon settlement prior to
the reservation, classification, or filing of the power application, and
accompanied by corroborated affidavit of such prior settlement, which
will be considered on its merits.
(b) Any application which, were it not for the reservation, classification, or power application,

would be allowable, wherein claim is

made, by way of corroborated affidavit, that applicant has acquired
equitable' rights antedating the ' withdrawal. Such application will
be considered on its merits.

2. Where any such application is only partially in conflict with
lands reserved or classified as power sites, it will be allowed only as
to the subdivisions not in conflict.
3. Where. any application is presented which conflicts with a
power transmission line withdrawal of a strip of land crossing the
land applied for, it will, if otherwise regular, be allowed, but upon
the-face of the entry papers will be noted' the following reservation:
Entry made subject to conditions and reservations of section 24, Federal
water power act, approved June 10, 1920, in so far as transmission line withdrawal No.
, created by Executive withdrawal of
- (or water
power application heretofore filed under the act of June 10, 1920), may affect
same.

4. Whenever it is' found necessary to reject an application, the applicant is at. liberty to file an application for the restoration of such
withdrawn lands, under the provisions of section 24 of the Federal
water power act,-but he will not thereby gain any preference right
or right to preferential treatment if or when the lands are finally
restored.
GENERAL.

Public lands withdrawn for power purposes are not subject to
lease, or. other disposition,

other than such 'as is specifically recog-

nized by the Federal water power act. There is no way..to acquire
preference rights, preferential treatment, or equitable or legal preference, excepting where `3gal or equitable rights were acquired be-

fore the withdrawal of the land, and, in all cases where such rights
are claimed, careful investigation as to the bona fides of'such claims
will be made before they are recognized.
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While the 'act of June 25, 1910 (6 Stat. 847), as amended allowg
metalliferous mineral explorations and applications based thereon,
the act of June 10, 1920, makes no exceptions.

Therefore, any mineral application or location, based upon discoveries made subsequent to June 10, 1920, which is in conflict with
lands reserved or classified as power' sites, will be rejected subject
to appeal.
If the application alleges discovery and location prior to the date
of the act, it should be accompanied by corroborated affidavit, attesting the fact.
' Applications for permit under the oil leasing act of February 25,
1920 (41 Stat. 437),' embracing lands applied- for under the Federal water power act, or reserved or classified as power sites, will be
received and transmitted, as heretofore, to the General Land Office,
where they will be considered on their merits..
Lands within final power permits under the act of February 15,
1901 (31 Stat. 790), or power transmission line permits or approved
rights of way, whether under said act, of February 15, 1901, or 'the
act of March 4, 1911 (36 Stat. 1253), are deemed; " classified as

valuable for power purposes," and, whether withdrawn as power site
reserves or not, occupy the status of withdrawn lands.
Further and more detailed' information regarding any of the laws
applicable to Alaska may be obtained upon application to the 'Commissioner of the General Land Office.
WMLLIAM SPRY,
C7oimmnsswnofer.-

Approved:
HUBERT WORIK,

I- :Secretay.

FES

FOR CARBON COPIES OF TESTIMONY IN CONTEST CASESINSTRUCTIONS OF M1AY28, 1910, 38 L. D., 615, MODIFIED.
INSTRUCTIONi[Circular No. 904.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERALLAND OFFICE,

Taa1zington, D. C., September 10, 1923.;
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
'UNITED STATEs LAND OFFICEs:

When the reducing:'of testimony to writing in a contest case is
done by regularly appointed employes of your office,carbon copies
may be furnished ,at the rate of 5 cents per page, irrespective of the
number of words or figures thereon.
If the testimony is reduced to writing by a clerk employed under
authority of the circular of February 15, 1909 (37 L. D., 448), such
clerk will be allowed to make a charge of not exceeding 3 cents per

-
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hundred words for carbon copies, to be collected by him from the
party to whom the same is furnished.
WU-MAM

SPRY,

commissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

'rst Assistant Seoretamy.
MILLER v. LITTLE.
Decided September

11, 1923.

OM AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-PREERENCE
RIGHT-CONTEST.

The preferment in the award of an oil and gas' prospecting permit accorded
to a homestead entryman by section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920, over
a prior applicant for a permit under section 13 of that act, is not affected
by a pending contest against the entry where there is no charge that the entry was made with a view to acquiring the mineral deposits or in bad faith
for any other purpose.

Fist Assistant Secretary:
FENEmy,
This is an appeal by Charles M. Miller from the decision of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office,dated June 14, 1923, rejecting his application, filed on March 16, 1922, under section 13 of
the leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), as to S. i SW. i,
See. 14, E.

SE.

4, See.

15, N.

NW. 1, See. 23, T. 35 N., R. 1 W.,

M. M., Great Falls, Montana, land district, because in conflict with
a preference right application filed by Louig E. Little, under section
20 of said act, on March 1, 1923.
Little made homestead. entry for the above described land OD
March 20, 1919, and on April 4, 1923, filed consent to the amendment

of said entry so as to reserve the oil and gas deposits to the United
States, pursuant to the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509). This
amendment was required by the Commissioner, on March 19, 1923,
pursuant to section 12(c) of the leasing regulations approved
March 11, 1920 (47 L. D., 437).

Prior thereto, on March 1, 1923,

Little had filed his application for a preference right permit. V
Miller points out in his appeal that application to contest Little's
entry was filed on February

19, 1923, by one Harry Miller, on a

charge that the entryman had failed to establish residence upon
the land, or to make any improvements thereon, and that the entry
had been abandoned since April, 1919. He alleges that contest was
allowed, a hearing had, and that said proceeding awaits decision
by the local officers, and submits that adjudication of the conflicting permit applications should be suspended until a final decision
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is rendered on the contest, as the charge made, if substantiated,
would determine that'the entry was not made in good faith, and
was not, therefore, proper grounds upon which a preference right
to -a permit could be awarded to Little.
The question to be determined is, therefore, whether a pending
contest of a homestead is sufficient to prevent the issuance of a permit to prospect for oil and gas, under, section 20 of the leasing act,
to the contestee, in preferment to a prior applicant for prospecting permit, filed pursuant to section 13 of said act.
There is no allegation that the homestead entry was made with
a view to acquiring. the mineral deposits or that it was made in
bad faith for any other purpose. The charge made is that the
entry was not maintained in accordance with the law under which
it was initiated. There is no express provision in section. 20 of
the leasing act, which requires that an entry be maintained according to the law under which it was made as a condition precedent to
a preference right, the only requirement being that the entry be
made in good faith. The entry was uncanceled when the waiver
was filed and the land thereupon became subject to disposal under
section 20 of the leasing act.
The decision of the Commissioner is therefore affirmed.
EFFECT

OF WITHDRAWAL OF ALLOWABLE APPLICATION
MAKE DESERT-LAND ENTRY.

TO

INSTRUOTIONS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C., September 13, 1923.
THE

COMMISSIONER

OF THE

GENERAL LAND

OFFICE:

It appears from data submitted bylyoulthat in at least one land
district certain persons are segregating public land by the filing of
applications to makelesert-land entries, and later withdrawing the
applications when purchasers for the "relinquishments" are found.
With a view to putting an end to such practices, the following administrative rule is adopted:
An allowable application to make desert-landentrywillbe treated
as an entry within the meaning of the act of September 5, 1914
(38 Stat., 712), and if such an application is withdrawn prior to its
allowance the applicant will be required, in connection with any subsequent application, to make the showing required of persons who
seek to make second desert-land entries.
E. C. FINNEY,

4A->
Lt',.
1hFirst Assistant Secretary.

1s~e

av4
A

y:^0,/,-,,
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HARVARlD v. PLEMMINGS.
Deeided September 1, 1923.
CLAIm-IPROVE
HOMESTPAD-ADVSE

STOK-RAIsING
TIOE;.-:

MENTS-HEARIN-PRAo-

While ordinarily the Department will not inquire whether an applicant under section 4 of the stock-raising homestead-act has complied with the law
in connection with his original entry, yet an exception will be made in
favor of a conflicting applicant who has placed- valuable improvements
upon the land and made allegations which, if sustained at the hearing,
warrant cancellation thereof.

FINNED First Assistant Secretary':.
Frank E. Harvard has appealed from a decision of the. Commissioner of. the General Land Office dated April 24, 1923, holding for
cancellation as to N. ' S. 1, Sec. 26, and NE. 1 SE. -, Sec. 27, his en-

try under section 1 of the stock-raising homestead act embracing (as
amended) SE. SW. , W.'i SW. ,, Sec. 25,.S. J, Sec. 26, SE. I, Sec.
27, and NE.

i

NE. , Sec. 34, T. 45 N., R. 86 W., 6th P. M., Buffalo,

Wyoming, land district.
Harvard's application to make said entry was filed July 26, 1920.
It was allowed June 6, 1921,and was held for cancellation to the extent stated for conflict with the application of James Flemmings,
filed December 6, 1919, to make entry under section 4 of the stock-

raising homestead act for S. i NE. f, SE. J NW. , N. A S. , Sec. 26,
and NE. SE. , Sec. 27, said township, as additional to his entry
under section 2289, Revised Statutes,

made October 10, 1919, for

SW. SW. , Sec. 23, NW. NW. 1, Sec. 26, and N. NE. , Sec.
27, said township, and his entry under section 3 of the enlarged
homestead act, applied for December 6, 1919, and allowed January
10, 1922, for SE.

SW.

, Sec. 23, NE.

NE. , Sec. 27, said township.:

NW. A Sec. 26, and S.

i

.

Flemmings's application, under the stock-raising homestead act
was not noted on the records of the local officewhen filed, and Harvard's entry was allowed in ignorance of the pendency of. that ap-

plication.
Harvard contends, and his allegations are corroborated, that
Flemmings left the State of Wyoming in the spring of 1920, and
that he never established residence on the land entered by. him.
Ordinarily, the Department will not inquire whether an applicant,
under section 4 of the stock-raising homestead act has complied with
the law in connection with his original entry, but Harvard having
made improvements on the land entered by him, and having made
allegations which, if sustained at a hearing, would warrant the can-'
cellation of Flemmings's entries, leaving him without any basis for
an additional entry under section 4 of the stock-raising homestead
act, Harvard's entry will not be canceled at this time, but Flemmings
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will be required to show cause, if any there be, within thirty days
from notice, why his pending- application should not be rejected.
After the expiration of the time allowed Flemmings, the matter will
be further considered.

GRAY v. YIRKA.

An

c

Decided September 27, 1928.
STOCK RAISING
CONTESTM

E5o1siETEAD-ADDITIONL--IMPROVEMENTs-FiNAL
.:
.f
.-

Pnoor-

*Where an additional entry, made under the stock-raising homestead act of
December 29, 1916, is governed by the provisions of section 4 thereof, and
acceptable final proof has been submitted on the original entry, the entryman will only be required to show at time of submission of final proof
on the additional entry the presence of permanent improvements, tending
to increase the value 'of the land for stock-raising purposes, of the value
* of not less than $1.25 per acre.
GOODWIN, Assistant Secretary:

Ernest Gray has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner
of the General Land- Office dated January 25, 1922, dismissing his
contest against John Yirka's additional entry under the stock-raising
homestead act, embracing E. 4 SW. 4, W. SE. l: Sec. 30 E.
NW. 1,-W.

E

NE.

4,Sec

31, T. 3 S., R. 12 E., B. H. M., Rapid City,

South Dakota, land district.
- Application to make the entry in question was filed April 14, 1919.
The entry was allowed April 19, 1920. Gray's contest was initiated
February 9, 1921, it being charged that--;
claimant has never resided upon. his original entry and was not residing
thereon at the time the entry herein was filed or allowed, but for about four
years last past has lived at Murdo, South Dakota, where he resides and runs
a butcher shop; that said lands adjoin claimant's original entry; that claimant
has never established esidence on said additional entry nor improved- the same,
not has he ever reestablished residence on his original entry, but has -wholly
abandoned his additional entry since the date thereof, and that such abandonment is not due to his employment in the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps of
the United States.

answer, filed March 9, 1921, admitted that he had
never resided on the land involved, denied that he had abandoned
the land, denied that he had never resided upon his original entry,
denied that he was not residing thereon at the time he applied to
make the entry in question, and denied that for four years last past
he had lived at Murdo, South Dakota.
A hearing was had before the local officers,who by decision dated
April21, .1921, recommended the cancellation of the entry,-finding
from the testimony of three witnesses produced by. contestant that
entryman had not lived upon his original entry since about the first
of the year 1918, was not living there at the time he had applied to
*-Entryman's
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enter the land involved, was not living there when the-entry was
allowed, and was not living there at the time of final proof on his
original entry.
Yirka's original entry, under section 2289, Revised Statutes, for
S. v SE. , SE. 1 SW. , Sec. 19, and NE. i NW.I, Sec. 30, said township, was made May 12, 1913. On September 12, 1916, Yirka applied to make an additional entry under section 3 of the enlarged
homestead act for SE. NW. , N. i NE. i and SW. 1 NE. , Sec.
30, said township. The application was allowed March 12, 1919.
Final proof on the combined entries was submitted January -15, 1920.
Final certificate issued April , 1920, followed by patent on August
2, 1920.

Yirka was allowed seven years from the date of his original entryMay 12, 1913-within which to submit final proof on his combined
original and first additional entries. Such proof had not been submitted at the date he applied to make the entry in question, hence the
entry is governed by the provisions of section 4 of the stock-raising
homestead act, as amended by the act of September 29, 1919 (41

-

Stat., 287)That any homestead entryman of lands of the character herein described who
has not submitted final proof upon his existing entry shall have the right to enter,
subject to the provisions of this Act, such amount of lands designated for entry
under the provisions of this Act, within a radius of twenty miles from said
existing entry, as shall not, together with the amount embraced in his original
entry, exceed six hundred, and forty acres, and residence upon the original
entry shall be credited on both entries, but improvements must be made on the
additional entry equal to $1.25 for each acre thereof: Provided, That the entryman shall be required to enter all contiguous areas of the character herein described open to entry prior to the entry of any noncontiguous land.

Before Gray's contest was initiated, all questions relative to the
sufficiencyof the final proof on the original entry were closed, so far
as Gray is concerned. It was improper to allow any proceeding which
required Yirka, after the issuance of patent, to defend such final
proof. The contest affidavit should have been rejected as not stating
a cause of action. However, after entryman had joined issue, his objection to the introduction of testimony, made at the hearing, came
too late.
All the facts found by the local officers to have been established'
at the hearing could have been admitted by entryman, and yet would
not have formed a proper basis for the cancellation of the entry.
The mere fact that final proof on the original entry had not been
submitted when the application: to make the-entry in question was filed
qualified Yirka to make the entry, and upon the acceptance of final
three-year proof on the original entry Yirka was relieved of any
further showing as to residence.
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The correct practice may be stated as follows: Where a person's
additional entry is governed by the provisions of section 4 of. the
stock-raising homestead act, and acceptable final proof has been submitted on the original entry, the entryman will only be required to
show on final proof the presence of permanent improvements upon
the land entered, tending to increase the value of the same for stockraising purposes, of the value of not less than $1.25 per acre.
It is considered proper to note that because of appellant's contentions relative to the final proof on the original entry, the Department ordered a field investigation. A special agent reported i detail and exhaustively the result of his investigation and of his interviews with various witnesses. His report was accompanied by the
affidavits of seven persons, all of whom, with one exception, alleged
compliance with the law by Yirka. The statements of other parties
who did not make affidavits were related by the agent, who, recommended that the case be closed without any further proceedings. The
recommendation was approved by the chief. of field division and
adopted by the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
The dismissal of the contest is affirmed.
RUPLE v. DE

OURNETTE

(ON REHE ARM G).

Decided September 28, 1923.
DESERT LAND-AssIGNMENT-ACT

OF MARCHi 28, 1908.

An assignment of a desert-land entry to one who is qualified to make an
entry of that character is not rendered-invalid or ineffective because he
holds under a transfer from a- mesne assignor who: is not so qualified
notwithstanding that section 2 of the act of March 28, 1908, declares that
assignments to disqualified persons and to associations shall not be allowed
or recognized.
DESERTLAND-ASSIGNITMENT-WOBDSANDPHRASES.

The term asssociation" usually means an unincorporated organization composed of a body of persons, banded together for some particular purpose,
partaking in its general form and mode of procedure of the characteristics
of a corporation.
DESERT LAND-ASsIGNMENT-ACT

OF MARCH 28, 1908.

Where a desert and entry is assigned to several individuals, and there is no
evidence to show that the assignees have formed a union or organization
for the prosecution of some enterprise, such transfer is not to be construed
as an assignment to an association within the prohibition of section 2 of
the act of March 28, 1908.

GOODWIN,
Assistant Secretary:
On September 12, 1906,the General Land Officein effect, accepted
the final proof made by- May Ruple under her desert-land entry,
Salt Lake City 4960, now serialized as Vernal 02319, made in 1902
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for unsurveyed lands which were described as lots 1, 2, 5, 6, and 9,

Sec. 1, T. 4 S., R. 24 E., S. L. M., on the plat thereof later filed.
In 1910 the entrywoman sold, assigned and quit-claimed the entry
to Patrick J. Whelan, Jacob Hay and Walter Hanks for $2000; and
later Whelan conveyed "his individed one-third interest" in the
desert-land entry to Augustine Kendall who,in-turn madea similar
conveyance to Thomas Ford De Journette, to whom Hanks and: Hay
also conveyed their interests under the entry.After the filing of the township plat, De Journette filed an application for the adjustment-of the entry, and asked that he be recognized as the present

assignee thereof

and receive final certificate

and patent. On August 8, 1919, one Lilly Ruple filed a protest
against allowance of that application. The protest was rejected-by
the General Land Office decision of June 13, 1921,: which adjusted
the entry. That decision was affirmed by the departmental decision
of January 16, 1922,containing the statement thatIt is urged that the intermediate assignees of May Ruple's interest were not
qualified to make desert-land entry nor qualified as assignees of a dsert-land
entry; May Ruple's interest was assigned after proof. It has not been de
termined that the ntermediate assignees were not qualified, nor is it controlling in this case. There is no fault found with the qualifications of the
present holder and claimant and the intermediate assignees were sufficient as
channels through which the entrywoman's interest passed to DeJournette.
(See 42 L. D., 90.)

That decision was adhered to in the

.denial

of a motion for a

rehearing on October 9, 1922, and on December 8, 1922, Lilly Ruple

filed a further protest charging that DeJournette was not qualified
to take an assignment of the entry because he had already entered
other lands under the desert-land laws.
On February 21, 1923, DeJournette filed evidence intended to
show that he is qualified to make a second desert entry and by
its decision of April 25, 1923, the General Land- Office found that
he was qualified as such and recognized him, as a proper assignee

under the May Ruple entry here in question.
In appealing from -that decision, counsel for Lilly Ruple made
strenuous contentions in his 24 assignments of error in which he
urged, in effect, that May Rupie's assignment to Whelan, Hanks and
,Hay was an attempted transfer to an " association" such as is proscribed by section 2, act March 28, 1908 (35 Stat., 52), which de-

clares that assignments of desert entries to persons who are not
qualified to make such entries, or "to or 'for the benefit of any
corporation or association shall not be authorized or recognized."
In declining to sustain that appeal and affirming the General
Land Officedecision, this Department said in its decision of August

16, 1923,that it-'
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has- not determined whether or not Whelan, Hay, and Hanks were an association, or whether they were qualified to take the entry as assignees. The Department need not determine those facts at this time, and will not makO
inquiry into it since it is not necessary to a disposition of- the case. The
determination of those facts is not now before the Department and is not
properly in issue. The question now before the Department relates only to
the present claimant who claims to be the qualified assignee and seeks recognition as such.
The intermediate assignments are only noted in order to determine whether
or not the present claimant is shown to be the successor in interest to the
entry. The intermediate assignees need inot be authorized to have held the
assignments or be recognized by the Department. No inquiry is made into
their qualifications. The. Department adheres to. the doctrine explained in
the case of Augusta Ernst (42 L. D., 90). -

In his motion for a-rehearing now-up. for. consideration, counsel
for protestant makes five suggestions of error, only two of which
have any. merit worthy of consideration, and they are to the effect
(1) that De Journette should not have been recognized as an assignee because the entrywoman's

transfer

was made to an associa-

tion composed of Whelan, Hay and Hanks, and (2) that the several conveyances mentioned passed an. interest in the land itself,
and were "not an assignment of the entry."
This last contention is not only immaterial and purely technical,
but it is: not supported by the facts of record, because the quitclaim
deed executed by the entrywoman expressly declares that she conveyed " the following described Desert Land: Entry No. 4960 made
June 12, 1902, for the unsurveyed" land mentioned therein, and
her grantees used practically the same language in this individual
and similar deed to De Journette, in which they each conveyed "an
undivided one third interest-in the Desert Land Entry No. 4960" etc.
The other contention might very well be ignored because it was
emphatically raised in the appeal from the General Land Officedecision and considered at the time the departmental decision now
complained of was prepared (Cobb v. Crowther et al., on rehearing, 46 L.. D., 43) but aside from that consideration-there are two
reasons why that contention cannot be sustained.
If it be conceded that the entrywoman's transferees must be considered as an " association " that fact would not call for a denial of
De Journ'ette's claim under this entry, for the reason that it is well
settled that anassignment of a desert-land entry to one who is qualified to make'an entry of That kind is not rendered invalid or inefrective becaus h holds under a transfeir from a mesne assignor who
is-n66soquiailid, and the statute on which this contention is based
'decaeswith equal positiveness 1h~at'assignmentsto both: disqualified perso 'andto associations fshall not " be allowed or.recognized."?
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But it can not be held under the facts in this case, that Whelan,
IHay and Hanks constituted an " association" such as is mentioned
in that statute.
In Webster's Universal Dictionary the word is defined as a " union
of persons in a company or society for some particular purpose."
"In the United States this term is used to signify a body of persons united without a charter, but upon methods and forms used
by incorporated bodies for the prosecution of some enterprise." 1
Bouvier's Law Dictionary, 183."The term 'association' usually means an unincorporated organization composed of a body of men, partaking in its general form
and mode of procedure of the characteristics of a corporation."
Pratt v. Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum (46 N. Y., Supp. 1035;
1 Words & Phrases, old series, 584).
And in United States v. Trinidad Coal and Coking Company
(137 U. S., 160), it was held that a corporation was an " association

of persons" such as is mentioned in the coal-land laws.
In the present case there does not appear to have been any union
or organization formed or existing between the entrywoman's assignees "for the prosecution of some enterprise," and the most that
can be said is that they were merely joined by her as assignees of
her equitable, interest under her completed entry under which nothing remained to be done by them save the mere acts of showing
their individual qualifications and- asking the adjustment of the
entry to the survey; and there was no relationship between them
except that they each took an undivided one-third interest under
the assignment, and later conveyed that interest to De Journette by
their individual and not by their joint deeds.
JIThere is an intimation in the motion for rehearing that "De JourInette is. a 'dummy' for Augustine Kendall, Walter Hanks and Park
Live Stock Company" and is seeking title in their interests, but in
view of the. fact that no properly preferred charge of that kind is
before this Department, that intimation will, be disregarded.
For the reasons given the motion for rehearing is hereby denied.
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CONSTRUC ION OF TI
RECLANATION LAWS RELATING TO CONTRACTS BETWEEN THE BUREAU OF RECLAMATION AND IRRIGATION DISTRICTS.
Opinion, September 29, 1923.
REcLAMATIoI-IRrGATION-WATER
1911, AND MAY 15, 1922.

RIGHaT-PAYMtNT-ACTs

OF IrEBUARY

21,

The act of May 15, 1922, which authorized the Secretary of the Interior to,
enter into contracts with irrigation districts with respect to payments of
water users' charges, did not modify the act of February 21, 1911, and
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existing contracts entered into under the latter act may stand as made or
be modified under the same authority which authorized their execution;,
likewise, new contracts may be made thereunder without resort to the
court proceedings specified for contracts under the former act.
OF MAY 15, 1922.
The act of May 15, 1922, has no retroactive effect upon contracts theretofore
made under proper authority and such contracts are not, therefore, dependent for their validity upon the court confirmation specified in the
proviso to that act.

RECLAMATION-IRRIGATION-WATER RGHT-ACT

RECLAMATION'-IaRRGATION-WATIM RIGUT-PAYME1T-ScRETARY
TEEioR-ACT OF AuGusT 13, 1914..

OF THE IN-

-The Secretary of the Interior, in whom the extension act of August 13,
1914, imposed the authority to fix the date for payment of operation and
maintenance charges in connection with irrigation projects as of the date
fixed for each project, may for sufficient reason change the due date for
future payments and modify the contract without violation of either the
letter or the spirit of the act of May 15, 1922, and without invoking the
procedure therein provided for confirmation of contracts under the latter
act.
RECLAMATION-IREiGATION-WATEi RIGHT-PAYMENT.

The act of August 13, 1914, provided for the payment of irrigation construction charges upon a specified date, the only authority for change of
which is contained in the act of May 15, 1922, and where the latter act
is invoked to change the date of payment under a prior contract, the
procedure prescribed therein must be followed in order to give validity'
to the amended contract.
EDWARDS,Solioitor:

-By letter of September 8, 1923,the Commissioner of Reclamation
requested instructions in respect to certain questions under the reclamation laws in connection with contracts between the Bureau of
Reclamation and irrigation districts.
The act of February 21, 1911 (36 stat., 925), known as the Warren
act, authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to sell surplus water
from irrigation projects to individuals, corporations, associations,
and irrigation districts engaged in the distribution of water for
irrigation.
Section 5 of the extension act of August 13, 1914 (38 Stat., 686),
contains the following:
Whenever any legally organized water users' association or irrigation district shall so request, the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in his
discretion, to transfer to such water users' association or irrigation district
the care, operation, and maintenance of all or any part of the project works,
subject to such rules and regulations as he may prescribe.

The act last mentioned also provided that instalment payments .
for cost of construction

hould be made on December 1 annually,

and that the yearly payments for operation and maintenance charges
should be payable on the date fixed for each project by the Secre-'
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tary of the Interior. It also provided certain penalties for failure
to make payment on the due dates.
1 1922 (42 Stat., 541)' reads as
Section of the act of May15,
follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That in carrying out the purposes of
the Act of June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second Statutes, page 388), and Acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, and known as and called the reclamation law, the Secretary of the Interior may enter into contract with any legally
organized irrigation district whereby such irrigation district shall agree to pay
the moneys required to be paid to the United States, and in such event waterright applications on the part of landowners and .entrymen, in the discretion
of the Interior, may be dispensed with. In the event of-such
of the Sretary
contract being made with an irrigation district, the Secretary of the Interior,
in his discretion, may contract that the payments, bothfor the construction of
irrigation works and for operation and maintenance, on the part of the district. shall be made upon such dates as- will best conform to the district and
taxation laws of the respective States under which such irrigation districts
shall be formed, and if he deem it advisable he may contract for such penalties
or interest charges in case of delinquency in payments as he may deem
proper and consistent with such State laws, nothwithstanding the provisions of
sections 1, 2 3, 5, and 6 of the Reclamation Extension Act approved August
:1 1914 (Thirty-eight Statutes, page 686). The' Secretary of the Interior may
accept a partial payment of the amount due from any district to the United
States, providing such acceptance shall not constitute a waiver of the balance
remaining due nor the interest or penalties, if any, accruing upon said balance:

Provided, That no contract with an irrigation district under this Act shall be
binding on the United States until the proceedings on the part of the district
for the authorization of the execution of the contract with the United States
shall have been confirmed by decree of a court of competent' jurisdiction, or
pending appellate action if ground for appeal be laid.

The questions presented are summarized as follows:
(a) Is section 1 of the act of May 15, 1922, ap)licable to contracts

under
water
(b)
dates

the Warren act which provide merely for the sale of surplus
in bulkat a stated price for use on lands outside. our projects?
Is this section retroactive in its operation? -And may the duo
in contracts made with irrigation districts prior to May 15,

1922, be now changed thereunder?

(c) Does the section in question authorize extensions in dates' of
payment already fixed?
(d) If the section applies to a contract executed before May 15,
1922, and not confirmed by court decree, and a new contract were
made changing due dates, would the irrigation district be required to
secure a court decree of confirmation covering the execution both 'of
the old contract and of the new contract?
I find nothing in the act of May 15, 1922,to modify the prior at.
of February 21, 1911. The latter act serves a different purpose. I
is designed to permit surplus waters of a (Government reclamation
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project to besold andused for irrigation of lands outside the project
upon such terms as the Secretary may deem just and equitable. Existing contracts under that act may stand as made or be modified under
the same authority which authorized their execution. Likewise, new
contracts may be made under that act without the proceeding specified
for contracts under the later act of May.5, 1922.4
I do not believe that the later act is retroactive in- the sense that
contracts theretofore made under proper authority must now depend
upon court confirmation under that 'act for their validity. They may
stand as made if satisfactory or they may be changed without invoking the act of 1922in any particular so far as authorized by other law
not inconsistent with said act.
As above mentioned,the extension act of 1914provided that operation and maintenance charges should be payable on the date fixed;
for ach project. Having the power to fix the date of this class of
charges and to contract with an irrigation district for their collection, I think the Secretary may for sufficient reason change such

d,(f date for future payments and modify the contract without Go'
lation of either the letter or spirit of the act of 1922 and without invoking the procedure therein provided 'for contracts under .that act.
It is different in regard to the construction charges which were fixed'
by the act 9f 1914as payable on December . The only'authority
for change of the date for that class of payments, so far as observed,
is contained in the act of 1922,and if that act be invoked to change a
prior contract, the process prescribed therein must be followed to
give validity to the amended contract.
There can be no reasonable doubt that the later act may be applied
so as to change the date of future payments theretofore fixed. It
may be either advanced or retarded, and any confirmation by the
court should cover the whole arrangement, whether it be a new contract or a modification of the old one,'
It does not appear to me that the act of May 15, 1922,was intended
to provide a method for adjustment of past delinquencies in payments. The act of March 31, 1922 (42 Stat., -489), as amended and en-

larged by the act of February 28, 1923 (42 Stat., 1324), authorizes
extension of time to individual water users-or a legally organized
group of water users, and the terms of that legislation should be applied in all cases of extension of time for payments already due.
Approved:!,
HUBERT WORK,

7452: 24--Secety. 0 -24-voL51O1
74526°

::
00\;
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NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.
Decided October lit, 1923.
S=rsCTIONCOAL

LANDS-WITHDRAWAL-SURFACE RIGHTS.

A coal, land withdrawal does'not defeat -a selection made by the No.'thern
Pacific Railway Company pursuant; to section 3 of the act of March 2,
1899, which authorized the exchange of its lands within the. Mount Rainier
National Park for unreserved, unappropriated, nonmineral lands.. elsewhere, where.the company elects to take subject to the provisions of the
act of March 3, 1909, and the lands are nonmineral in character except
'
as to their coal contents.

First.AssistantSecreta'ry
FINNEY,
November 23, 1905, the Northern Pacific Railway Company filed
selection' 81, Miles City, under the, act of March. 2, 1899 (3WStat.,
993), including' land then unsurveyed, described by; metes and
bounds, which' was expected to and on official survey did become
SW. i SE. 4, Sec. 34, T. 3 N., R. 38 E., now in the Billings, Montana,

land district.

The official survey of the land was made in August,

1909,. and the plat of survey was, approved December 20, 1910. The.
company filed a new'description May 8, 1912, adjusting the selection

or
to the official survey. The land was withdrawn from coal
entry April 20, 1910, and by Executive order of July 9,. 1910,it was
included in -Montana withdrawal No. 1. June, 14, 1923, in coulpli-:
-filing

ance with requirement made by the General Land Office, the company
filed a: coal waiver under the act of March 3,.1909 (35 Stat., 844).

The surveyor did not classify the land as,nonmineral at the tine of.
the. official survey in August, 1909, but he stated in his' field notes'
that " coal and iron were found in every section of the township."
The tract here involved was reported by a field agent' of the General
Land Office December 17, 1917, and by the Geological Survey May .3,
1918, as being' nonmineral except as to the coal.

On the facts stated, the Commissioner of the General Land Office
in decision dated July 11, 1923,held the selection for cancellation as,
not 'oming within the specific provisions-of section 3 of the act, of
March 2, 1899, that the company might select "an equal quantity ofc
f
h. time
ie of,
nra att the
~ 11 as nonmineral
~ lands
~ ~so classified
public
actuieral'nonmineral
actual,fGovernment survey.
In support of,the company's appeal from the Commissioner's decision, counsel stresses the fact that the land had been reported by the
Geological Survey and the field agent of the General Land Office as
being nonmineral other than coal; that the company's selection was
made in good faith while the land was unsurveyed, as is permitted
under the act of March 2, 1899; and that the selection has been long
recognized by the General Land Office which ,required and has received the company's coal waiver under the act of March 3, 1909. It
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is also contended that the Commissioner's decision paid no regard to
the act of March 3, 1909,under which the company was called upon to
elect and did elect to accept a limited patent; that the, case of Northern Pacific Railway Company (40 L. D., 64), cited by the Commissioner, did not cover a selection falling within the purview of the
act of March 3, 1909.
In instructions

dated May 10, 1923 (49 L. D:, 587), interpreting

the act of July 1, 1898 (30 Stat., 597, 620), as applied to Quinn v.
Northern Pacific Railway Company, decided October 17, 1922,it was
said:
In the case of Quinn v. Northern Pacific Railway Company, the Department,
in its said decision of October 17, 1922, passed upon a selection under the act
of July 1 198, supra, as to which the acts mnaking the railroad grant were
pertinent in a historical sense only, as the source 'of the company's title or
claim of right to land relinquished by it 'under the direction of the Secretary of
the Interior. The act of July 1, 1898, as to selections, made whether by the
company o by settlers, is clearly one of the many laws enacted by Congress to
remedy hardship or to advance some public interest, real or supposed, by granting what are popularly denominated lieu or scrip rights. Each of these acts has
been interpreted and administered in the light of its own provisions, and there
is nothing in the act of July 1l; 1898 spra, that induces the belief that selections filed under its terms are essentially different from selections under other
lieu acts that have been held to be within the purview of the acts providing
for surface entries.

In the Quinn case the company was allowed to take a surface
patent under the act of 1909,and by a parity of reasoning the company should be permitted to receive such a patent in this case.
The Commissioner's decision is reversed accordingly.

STATE OF NEW MIEXICO.:
Decided October 11,71922.

ScnooLLAND-SURVEY-PLAT.

A

i

' S
An 51 49 t

'

'

-

'

Where a township plat has been superseded by a corrected plat and there'
is a variance as to the acreage shown upon those plats in certain designated
sections granted to a State for school purposes, a determination of the
measure of the grant in those sections will be made in accordance with the
plat subsisting at the date of the grant

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
This is an appeal by the State of New Mexico from a decision
of the Commissioner of the General Land Office August 25, 1922,
holding for cancellation 'the State's school'land indemnity selection
for lots 3 and 4, Sec. 3, T.20 S., R. 12 W., N. M. P. M., Las Cruces
land district, New Mexico. Part of the base offered in support-of
this selection was an 'alleged loss of 43.12 acres in Sec. 2, T. 12 N.;
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-R. 9 E., the cause of loss being designated as " Eaton grant."

In

the course of the Commissioner's decision it was said:
As shown by the plat of fractional survey of said T. 12 N., R. 9 E., Sec.
2 contains 664.41 acres:in place, and the other school sections containing 640
acres each. Sec. 2 is shown to border on the Eaton grant. By the plat of
protraction of the Eaton grant, no part of Sec. 2, T. 12 N., R. 9 B., is shown
to be within the grant.
* The selection of lots 3 and 4, said Sec. 3, is, therefore, hereby held for
cancellation, subject to the right of appeal within thirty days from notice, or
to the right of the State to file application to amend by the substitution of
other and valid base, to the amount of 43.12 acres.

* There is on file in the General Land Officea plat of survey of said
township 12 N., R. 9 E., approved October 15, 1859, on which Sec.
2 thereof is shown to contain 696.66 acres. Another plat on file in
that office, approved October 29,. 1884, shows said Sec. 2 to con-

tain 664.41 acres. The difference in acreage as shown by these plats
is due to the fact that a protraction survey of the Eaton grant shows
that it embraces a small portion of the east side of the section
(32.25 acres) as surveyed in 1859< -

*The grant of sections.2 and 32 in every township in the proposed
State of New Mexico was made by section 6 of the enabling act
of June 20, 1910 (36 Stat., 557, 561). There had been no previous

grant of such sections 2 and 32, nor had there been a reservation
thereof, or either of them for a future grant to the State of New
Mexico ifor any purpose. It results, therefore, that at the date of
the grant, regard being. had for the foregoing statement of facts
with respect to the survey- of the Sec. 2 here in question, the section as surveyed according to the amended and then subsisting official
plat contained 664.41 acres, or 24.41 acres more than a full section.

This same section 6 of the enabling act provided among other
things not pertinent, to this inquiry that where any of said sections 2.
16, 32, and 36, or any parts thereofhave been sold, reserved, or otherwise appropriated or reserved by or under
the authority of any act of Congress, or are wanting or fractional in quantity,
*
e
*: the provisions' of sections twenty-two hundred and seventy-five and
twenty-two hundred and seventy-six of the Revised Statutes are hereby made
applicable thereto and to the selection of lands in lieu thereof to the same
extent as if sections two and thirty-two, as well as sections sixteen and thirtysix, were mentioned therein.

Said section 2275 as amended by the act of February 28, 1891 (26
Stat., 796), provides inter alia that when any section granted, reserved, or pledged for school purposes is included within any Indian,
Military, or other reservation, or is otherwise disposed of by- the
United States, or where any such sction is fractional in quantity,
-or wanting by reason of the township being fractional, or from any
natural cause whatever the State may select other land in lieu thereof.
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It is urged upon the appeal thatThe right of indemnity selection arises in this case by reason of the existence
of the Grant, and whatever portion of section 2 is lost to the State by virtue
of the existence of the Grant is said by the Act of Congress, approved June 20,
1910 (36 Stat., 557), and by sections 2275 and 2276 of the Revised Statutes as
amended, to give rise to a right of indemnity selection.

It is not perceived how it may be well said that any portion of
said section 2 as granted -waslost to the Stat6 by reason of the existence of the Eaton grant or otherwise. Ther Congress undertook to
grant said section in accordance with the then subsisting platoft survey.

It may be admitted for the sake of argument thait if the previous
protraction of the lines of the Eaton grant had not extended over or
been superimposed upon the lines, of the original survey, the State
would have taken title to the full acreage as shown by that survey
still it does not follow that the State is entitled to indemnity for the
superficial area subtracted therefrom by such protraction. The subject considered by and large it was the intention of Congress to grant
a full section 2 in place containing 640 acres. If this section had been
found to be fractional in the sense that it contained less than 640
acres, or if it or any part of it had been sold, reserved, or otherwise
appropriated or included within, any reservation or otherwise disposed of by the United States, the State would be entitled to in7
demnity to the extent of the loss on the basis of a grant of a 640 acre
-

section only.

Obviously there was no such- loss, and none such is

claimed. The Eaton grant had been surveyed-and the township plat
had been corrected when the grant to the State was. made, and as
was well said by the Commissioner " no portion of Sec. 2, T. 12 N.,

R. 9 E., is shown to be within the [Eaton] grant."
The decision appealed from is affirmed.
WILDRICK

v. THOMAS (ON REHEARING).

X- : i

Decided October 11, 1928.
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The Secretary of the Interior may delegate to. the First Assistant Secretary
and to the Assistant Secretary not merely administrative or ministerial
duties, but also the duty to act judicially in review of the actions of the
head of a bureau of his Department, and in matters requiring the exercise of such delegated authority, their powers are coordinate and concurrent. with those of the Secretary himself.
PRACTICE-REHEARING-APPEAL.

A motion' for rehearing will not be sustained on, the ground that,the.decision on the appeal is not supported by the law and the evidence where
that question was presented by the appeal and fully considered and finally
r d Ac
4%
.
disposed of in the decision.
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COURT AND DEPAaTMENTALDECISIONS CITED AND-APPLIED.

Cases of Turner . Seep et at. (167 Fed., 646), Robertson et al. v; United
States ex ret. Baff (285 Fed., 911), Rees v. Central Pacific Railroad Com(5 L. D., 277), Frost et al. v. Wenie (9 L. D., 588), and Cobb v.
Crowther et al. (46 L. D., 473), cited and applied.

pany

FINNEY, First

Assistant Secretary:

* By his decision of August 13, 1923, the First Assistant Secretary
of this Department, after a full consideration of the evidence, affirmed the General Land Office decision of November 18, 1922, which

sustained the recommendation of the register and receiver, and dismissed James A. Wildrick's contest charging that land covered by
Frank Thomas's homestead entry, Los Angeles 031386, is mineral
in character, and was covered by a mineral location at the date of
the entry on the ground that " the land is not shown to be mineral
in character."
In his motion for a rehearing now up for consideration, the contestant attacks that decision on the grounds: (1) that the appeal should
have been disposed of by the Secretary of the Interior in person,
and not by the First Assistant Secretary, because the Secretary can
not legally delegate his powers of adjudication in such cases; and
(2) in effect, that the decision is contrary to the law and the evidence.
The firstt of these contentions is wholly without merit. While
the Secretary of the Interior is " charged with the supervision of the
-public business relating to * * * the public lands and mines"
by section 441, Revised- Statutes, Congress, by section 438, Revised

Statutes, the act of March 3, 1885 (23 Stat., 478, 497), and otherwise
created the officesof Assistant Secretary and First Assistant Secretary: of the Interior, and uthorized them to perform such acts as
the Secretary may prescribe, or as may be required by law; and
that authority extends to the consideration and final adjudication of
cases, such as the present one, which come up on appeals from the
General Land Office (See section 439, Revised Statutes; 19 Op.
Atty. Gen., 133; Rees v. Central Pacific R. R. Co., 5 L. D., 277 and

Frost et al. v. Wenie, 9 L. D., 588); and in doing so they act with
full and complete authority, and not, as the movent contends, for
the Secretary, or as deputies, but as officers having powers which
are coordinate and concurrent with those of the Secretary himself.
Turner v. Seep et at. (167 Fed., 646).

In Robertson, Commissioner of Patents, e al. v. United States
ex rel. BaT (285 Fed., 911), it was specifically held that the Secretary of the Interior may delegate to the Assistant Secretary not
merely administrative or ministerial duties, but also the duty to
act judicially in review of the actions of the head of a bureau of
his Department
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The present motion can not be sustained underthe contention
that the decision complained of is not supported by the law and
the- evidence, because that question was fully presented by the
appeal from the General Land Officedecision, and fully considered
and finally disposed of in -the departmental decision now complained
of, and can not be again successfully raised in. a motion such as the
present one. Cobb v. Crowther et al. (46 L.

I., 473).

The motion for rehearing must be, and is hereby deniel....

CHARLES H. LOUD.1
Decided Aubntst 14, 1928.
CoAx0LANDS-LEASE-PROSPEcTNG

PERMT.

The provision in section 27 of- the act of February 25,- 1920, limiting a
person, association, or corporation to one coal lease during the life of
such lease in- any one State, is applicable to coal prospecting permits
issued pursuant to section 2 of that act.
CoAL LANDs-LEASE--POSPECTInG

PERMITASSIGNMENT.

.

.'The limitation in section 27, of the act of February 25, 1920, respecting the
granting of but one lease during the life of that leaseAs not to be construed
as preventing one who has secured a coal prospecting permit or lease
and assigned all rights and interests thereih from thereafter securing a
second permit or lease.-

FINNEY

First Assistant Secretary:

Charles H. Loud has appealed from the decision of the Commissiner. of the General Land Office, dated March 22, 1923, rejecting
his application, filed.January 22, 1923, under-the act of February 25,
1920 (41 Stat., 437), for a permit to prospect for: coal upon Sees. 30
and 32, T. 2 N., R. .41 E., Sec. 6, and Sec. 8, T. 1 N., R. 41 E. M. P. M.,

Miles; City,. Montana,, land district, because in conflict with a prior
application for a similar permit filed by T. F. Smith on January 8,
1923.

Appellant admits the priority of lling by Smith, but points out
that. said Smith was, on September 21, 1921,issued a coal prospecting permit for i1980 acres of land in the same land district, which
permit was- assigned by him, with departmental approval, to one
W. F. Holt. It is alleged that Smith received a substantial sum for
this permit, and it .is claimed that he- is ineligible to acquire:another permit, in view .of the limitations of section 27 of the leasing act, and that the granting of a second permit would be to encourage " speculation" in coal permits.
I See

decision on rehearing, page 153.
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Section 27 of the leasing act reads, .in so far as is material to the
question herein considered, as follows:
That no person, association, or corporation, except as herein provided, shall
take or hold more than one coal, phosphate, or sodium lease during the life of
such: lease in any one State

Provision is made for the issuance of permits to prospect for coal
in section 2 of the leasing act in the following terms:
That where prospecting- or exploratory work is necessary to determine the .
existence or workability of coal deposits in any unclaimed, undeveloped area,
the Secretary of the Interior may issue, to applicants qualified under this Act,
prospecting permits for a term of two years, for not exceeding two thousand
five hundred and sixty acres; and if within said period of two years thereafter, the permittee shows to, the Secretary that the land contains coal in commercial quantities, the permittee shall be entitled to a lease under this Act
for all or part of the land in his permit. .
.

As. is shown, discovery of coal in commercial quantities will
entitle a permittee to a lease, provided he is -qualified under the aIct.
The holding of one coal lease under said act would disqualify him
to take another, although applied for as the result of discovery under
: permit, and it follows, therefore, that the same limitation imposed
by section 27 of the act as to leases must apply to permits which may
ripen into leases.
In the case now under consideration, the issuance of a permit
to Smith, under his second application, would not make him the
taker or holder of more than one permit or lease, as he has parted
with all his interest in the permit issued to him on September
21, 1921.

N6r does the Department -perceive any reason why a second
permit should not issue to Smith.' He has expended money in
discovering coal upon the lands covered ' by his original permit,
and the fact that he preferred to sell his right to a lease thereunder,
to an assignee approved by the Department, rather then- maintain a mine upon said land should not operate as a bar to further
development by him of unproven territory. The Government will
in no wise be injured, nor will any interest in excess of that limited
by Congress 'thereby fall into the hands of any personAassociation,
or corporation. 'The charge of "speculation" made by appellant
does not seem warranted by the facts.
'
* The rejection of appellant's application was proper and the de.

cision of the Commissioner is affirmed and the case closed.
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CHARLES H. LOUD (ON REHEARING).
Decided December 3, 1923.
STATUTES-WORDS AND PHRASES.

In construing a statute it is permissible to substitute the word "and" for
the word '.'or" when found necessary to do so in order to impart the
true legislative intent as gathered from the context and the eircumstances attending its enactmentCOALLANDS-LEASE-STATUT8.

The purpose of the limitation in section 27 of the act of February 25, 1920,
prohibiting anyone,: except as therein provided, from taking or holding
more than one coal lease during the. life of such lease in any one State,
was, according to the legislative intent, to place a restriction on the
number of leases that may be taken or held simultaneously, but not as
to the number that may be held in succession.

'FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
Charles H. Loud has filed a moti on for a rehearing of departmental decision of August 14, 1923 (50 L. D., 151), rejecting his ap-

plication; Miles City 052422, filed January 22, 1923 under the act
of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for a permit to prospect for
coal upon Secs. 30 and 32, T. 2 N., R. 41 .E., and Secs. 6 and 8, T. 1

N., R 41 E., M. P. M., because of its conflict with a prior and like
application filed by T. E. Smith on January 8, 1923.
Smith, on September 21, 1921, had been granted a coal prospecting

permit upon other land within the same State, which has been assigned with the Department's approval to W. E. Holt. A coal lease
was issued under this permit and is now existing.,
Loud contended in his appeal that Smith was not: qualified to
take another permit by reason of the restrictions in section-27 of
the leasing act, and further contended that to grant Smith another
permit, would be to encourage speculation in coal permits.
The appeal raised a question as to the construction of that part of
section 27 of the act, reading as follows:
That no person, association, or corporation, except. as herein provided, shall
take.or hold more than one coal, phosphate, or sodium lease during the life of
such lease in any one State.,

The Department held, that the above quoted provision applied
to coal permits as well as coal leases; but that the issuance of a permit to Smith under his second application, would not make him the
taker or holder of more than one permit or lease, as he had on December 20, 1922, parted with all -his interest in the permit issued to
him on September 21, 1921.

It was further held, as to the contention that the act complained
of invited speculation, thati
Nor does the Department perceive anyi reason why a second permit should
not issue to Smith. He has expended money in discovering coal upon the lands
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covered by his original permit and the fact that he preferred to sell his right
to a lease thereunder, to an assignee approved by the Department, rather
than maintain a mine upon said land should not operate as a bar to further
development by him of unproven territory. The Government will in no wise
be injured, nor will any interest in excess of that limited by Congress thereby
fall into the hands of any- person, association, or corporation. The charge of
made by appellant does not seem warranted by the facts.
"speculation

The movent renews the contentions made in his appeal and more
elaborately argues that under the provisions above quoted, no person can either take or hold a second lease during the life of the first,
and. that he could not either take or hd another permit that could
ripen into a lease during the life of the. first ease. Attention is
called to, a corresponding restriction regarding the issuance of. oil
and : gas
section,
wliich
provides thatr, f .
a
:. . .
~~~leases
~ ~ in~ the
~ ~same
.
~
No person, association, or corporation shall take or hold, at one time, more
than three, oil or gas leases granted hereunder in any one State, and not more
than .one lease within the geologic structure of the same producing oil or gas
field.
.

It is insisted that the qualifying phrase'" at one time," used in
the last provision quoted, as to oil and gas leases, was intended to

give an entirely different meaning and effect to the two clauses, and
the phrase " at one time' can not, by construction be imported into
the restriction as to the issuance of coal-leases. .
Taking the word "or" in its natural and ordinary meaning as a
disjunctive particle, without other aids to construction, the clause
in question may be interpreted as meaning, that no person shall either
take or hold more than one coal lease during the life of said lease
in any one State.
It-is, however, the duty of the Department, as it is of the courts,
to ascertain and give: effect to the real meaning intended to be expressed by* a legislative act-called in question, where such is reason-

ably possible. To this- end it not infrequently becomes necessary to
give a word a meaning other or different than'that ordinarily assigned to it in common speech. Thus, "the word. 'and' may be
substituted for the word 'or' when necessary to make a- statute express the true legislative intent as gathered from the context and
the circumstances attending -its enactment." --Words and Phrases,
Vol. 3, p. 758 and cases there cited.

;:

Department -in the decision; complained of, in effect,- construed the clause-in.question as if- it read:
- The

That no person, association, or corporation, except as herein provided, shall
take and hold more than one coal, phosphate, or sodium lease during the life of
such lease in any one-state--

The reasons for such construction appear to be amply justified.
The purpose of the act is to develop the mineral resources on public
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lands. Both the context of this section~and the commnentsand: debates that occurred during the genesis of these restrictions, in the
public hearings on they proposed act before the

ommitees of Con-

gress, lead but to the conclusion that the purpose of these restrictions
was to prevent monopoly and to prohibit one person* or one group: of
interests from holding a lrger quantitylof~ land than they itended
to operate.
If one dispdses of his~permit or leasel to another' who must comply

with its conditions, and 'takes another lease or permit he does not
hinder but 'furthers the object of the act.
The restriction as to, the number of oil or gas leases~is a restriction

on the number that may be taken or held simiultaneously and itot in
succession.

of,
The DepArtment therefore perceives no reason for, or. evidenice~
a different intent respecting coal lases.
FurthermoreI the Department is not impre'sed with, the argument
that the. decision:is contraryvto the spgirit and policy of'the publicland laws. Te inhibitio n upon making a second homestead entr,
been 'sold 'for 'a valuable
where the: relin'quithment of the: first
'Consideration, to which the movent invites attention, is' not: inc-oint.
Such an act does tend to defeat the obj et of the homestead law';-the
transfer of the rights and obligations' existing 'under a coal lease or
permit, and' the taking of another does not interfere with the purposes of the leasing act' nor does i contravene its provisionis.' The
Department therefore sees.no reason:to disturb its decision in the case,
and the 'motion is, therefore, denied.
'has

IDENTIFICATION~ OF LANDS IN ALASKA-CIRCULARS"

NOS. '672

AND 845 AMENDED.
INSTWEUCTIONS.
[Circular

N~o. 905.]

DEPARTmENT; OF THE, INTERIOR,

GENEAL LANID.OFFICE
15, 19903
Wa3sHington,2 D.,0.,:October
REGISTERS AND RECE IVERS,

UNITED STATES LAND OFFIcES IN ALASKA:,~

Owing to the' difficulties encountered in the-adjustmfent of conficting 'claims for oil prospectinagpermits under the leasing 'act'of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for unsurveyed' land' n Alaskd, section
Circular No. 672 (47 L. D.,,
4(d) of the regulations of March 11, W920,
437), and section 2(c) of Circular. No. 845, approved AuguLst 12,
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1922 (49 L. D., 247), are modified to make the following require-

ments:
WHERE PERMITS HAVE NOT ISSUED.

1 All applicants must hereafter describe lands- with reference to
true -cardinal directions and in cases.where applications have leretofore been made and can be conformed to such directions without
prejudice to valid intervening claims said applications must be
amended to conform to true cardinal directions.
2. In' order to permit adjustment of conflicts the claims of all conflicting applicants must be identified with reference to a common
monument which can be definitely ascertained and located upon the
records and plats in this office.
These conflicting claims fall into two general classes: (a) Those
involving lands located in the vicinity of the public land survey; (b)
those involving lands which are removed from such surveys.
The following regulations are prescribed for the designation of
these lands in applications for prospecting permit:(a) In all cases where circumstances permit, applicants for prospecting permits for unsurveyed lands must describe the lands applied
for by metes and bounds connecting such description by courses and
distances to some monument of an. approved public, land survey.
The point of reference utilized may be the initial monument erected
by another applicant who has described said monument by courses
and distances with reference to a public survey monument, provided
the location of said monument has been definitely established with
reference to the public land survey. In such case, however, the location of the adopted monument, with- respect to such public land survey monument, must be stated or the field notes or calculations by
which the location of the applicant's initial monument with reference
to the public survey monument was obtained, must be furnished.
(b) In cases where there are no avail-ablepublic land survey monuments the applicant for permit, must describe the land by metes and
bounds designating the location of his initial monument by courses
and distances, with reference to such permanent monuments as will
enable this officeto identify its location from its records and maps.
A plat or chart illustrating the location of said monument will aid
in a determination of its location.
3. An applicant for permit must state, under oath, whether his
application is for any lands described in any prior application, or in
any notice posted on the ground within six months prior to the date
of the -filingof his application.
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-In the event' that there are any prior conflicting claims for permits
the applicant initiating the subsequent claim must describe the-land
desired with reference to the initial monuments of each prior
claimant..
WHERE PERgITS HAVE ISSUED.

4. Numerous permits have been issued for unsurveyed land in
cases where the Department could not determine whether conflicting
claims existed, or the extent of apparent conflicts, upon the following
conditions:
This permit is granted upon the express condition that the permittee will
adjust any conflict with any prior applicant within six months from date hereof.

In numerous instances where conflicts have apparently existed the
permittees have failed to comply with this condition. Any extension
of time for beginning or completing drilling operations, granted
pursuant to the act of January 11, 1922 (42 Stat., 356), does not extend the time for compliance with the foregoing condition and these
permits are subject to cancellation for default, in this respect.
5. All permittees who have received permits upon the foregoing
conditions and are in default must, within ninety days from receipt
of notice, submit:
- (a) Their affidavits that there are no conficting claims initiated'
simultaneously with, or prior to, their initiation of a claimnto a permit, and where-this office has stated that such conflicts apparently
existed, they must furnish amended descriptions locating the claim
with reference to the initial monuments of the prior claimants,
clearly indicating that such conflicts do not exist; or
(b) Their affidavits showing .an adjustment of these conflicts or
such effort as was made to procure one, which must be accompanied
by such amended descriptions with reference to the initial monutents of the prior conflicting claimants as will enable this officeto
make such final adjudication of rights as the facts may warrant.
(c) In the case of conflicting claims simultaneously initiated the
claimants must furnish a description with reference to a public
survey monument if possible, but if no such monument is available
the parties must furnish amended descriptions with reference to a
common monument.

6. Failure of the permittees to comply with the requirements of
the preceding section shall constitute proper grounds for the cancellation of their.permits without further notice from this office.
7. You will examine all applications for prospecting permits and
require compliance with sections 1 and 2-hereof, within ninety days
from notice, in cases where such applications do not comply therewith, transmitting said applications in.due course with a report as
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to the action taken.. These regulations will be given the widest
publicity possible without cost to the Government.
WILLIAM;

SPRY,

Commissioner.
Approved:
E.

C. FINNEY

First AssistantSecretary.
ELMER LAURITZEN ET AIL
Decided October 15, 1923.

COAL LANDS-WITHDRAWAL-IMPROVEMENTS..

*One who, prior to thelpassage of the leasing act of February 25, 1920, went
upon lands embraced within an unrevoked coal land withdrawal and made
large expenditures in the development of a coal mine thereupon acquired
no legal rights by reason of such expenditures'and improvements.

COALLANs -WTH13SWAL

Lzasd-EQUrTY-EIrOvaMlNTS-OCCUPANCY-

SECRETARYOF THE INTERIOR.

The first proviso to section 2 of the act of February 25, 1920, authorizes the
Secretary of- the Interior to extend equitable relief by granting a lease
without the necessity of competitive bidding to any properly qualified
person, or association of persons, who, prior to the approval f the :act,
had in good faith substantially improved and occupied or claimed an
area of public coal lands, 'not in excess of that to which a valid claim
might have been asserited under the coal land laws, where no legal right
to purchase is accorded by sbction 37 of te leasing act.'

FiuNqEY,First Assistant'Secretary.,
By departmental order of February 9, 1923,Elmer Lauritzen et al.
were afforded opportunity'to submit an additional showing to support their claim to equitable consideration under the provisions of
sectioh 2 of the act'of February 2, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), with respect
to a certain described unsurveyed area which when surveyed will be
approxiniately

the SW. j,: Sec. 3, N.

4,Sec.

9, and NW.

i,

Sec 10,

T.14 S., R. 7E., S. L. M.,.Salt Lake'City land district, in connection
with application

025576 for a coal lease for an area embracing 2560

acres including that herein above described.
The facts in the ease, so far as they were alleged or shown at the
date of said departmental order, are set forth with considerable particularity therein and need not, ttherofore, be here again fully detailed.

It is sufficient to say the lease application was filed June 21,

1922, in the name of Elmer Lauritzen. The application recited the
making of large expenditures upon the land by Lauritzen, and' in
view Of such expenditures th applicait prayed among: other things,
that the area embraced in'the -application be set aside as a leasing
unit K"andthat he have a preference right to lease the' said lands."
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The Commissioner, however, by decision of July 18, 1922, held that

Lauritzen was not entitled to a preference right to a lease for the:
land for the reason that the expenditures set up by the applicant as
a basis for such a preference right' were made on and after July, 1918,

and while the land was in a state of withdrawal from disposition
uinder the coal land laws by Executive order-of July 6,. 1910. From
that action Lauritzen appealed and' in connection with the appeal
filed a petition for the amendment of the application so as to show
that it was made by the said Elmer Lauritzen and R. W. Lauritzen,
Andrew J. Hogan, Eugene Ijnderhill, and 0. D. Eliason; it being
alleged in the petition that the said parties as an association:, in
September, 1918, entered into possession of the SW. E, Sec.;3, N. i,2
Sec. 9, and NIV. iSec. 010,herein above described; and have been in
exclusive possession of the land ever since, improving and developing

the same; that at the present time there-are on said lands improvements of a value of $40,000, said improvements-consisting of 'bunk'
houses, hoisting works, blacksmith and 'machine shops and other'
buildings, an incline shaft 'about' 225 feet: in depth and' numerous'
other openings made for the purpose of exposing and developin the
coal deposits on the land; that in'July or August;, 1918, the said'
Elmer Lauritzen consulted the local officers at Salt Lake City. and'
was advised by them that he and his associates could initiate a preference right to the land and by expending the sum of $5,000 thereon
would be-entitled to obtain 640 acres,' but could not file application
to purchase' the same;until the, officialplat of survey should' be filed
in the local office;that it was the association's intent from 'the outsetthat their claims should embrace 640 acres and that 'they would expend thereon' the sum of* at' least $5,000 as' provided- by sections
2348-2352 of the Revised Statutes and 'as a matter of fact; a sum in

excess of $7,000was expended on the 'said area-prior to the 'approval
of the leasing act, in good faith,' and without knowledge of any coal
withdrawal affecting the'same, until thereafter so informed by the
Land Department through" correspondence with regard to the leasing
application, and only after' there had been expended on the land at
sum in excess of $40,000. It was urged in the' appeal that under the
circumstances stated,' the association was entitled to a preference.
right to a lease covering-the said area of 640 acres under the provisions of the first proviso 'to said section 2 of -the leasing act..
In its order of February 9 1923, the Department called upon
Lauritzen' and his associates for an explanation as to- Lauritzen's
previous allegation of exclusive occupancy, possession and improvement of 'the land and 'also for a showing as to the qualifications of
each of the members of the association to initiate a claim- under the,
coal land laws, together with a detailed description and a statement
as to the precise' oci of the improvements
-alleged'to
have been made
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upon the land prior to the approval of the leasing act. *Sucha showing has now been made and the Department, finds the same sufficient
to establish the asserted claim of the association to the said area. of
640 acres, the expenditure of more than $5,000thereon for coal development purposes prior to the approval of the leasing act and the
qualifications of the individual members of the association to initiate
a claim to land under the coal land laws and to take alease under
the provisions of the leasing. act.
The said proviso to section 2 of the act provides that "the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in awarding leases for coal
lands heretofore improved and occupied or claimed in good faith,
to consider and recognize equitable rights of such,occupants or claimants," and the case, presents -for determination the question as to
whether foir persons, constituting an association, qualified to make:
entry under the coal land laws, who had in good faith prior to the approval of the leasing act and pursuant to favorable, advice previously
given them by the local officers, improved and occupied or, claimed
640 acres of withdrawn coal land, but in ignorance of the withdrawal,
thereby acquired something that might be considered and recognized.
by the Department as an equitable rights entitling the association to'
a lease with respect to the particular area without competitive bidding.
The Department after a careful consideration of the question is of.
opinion that the purpose of the said proviso was to authorize' the
Secretary to extend to any properly qualified person or association of
persons who prior to the approval of the leasing act- had in good.
faith substantially improved, and occupied, or claimed a particular
area of public coal lands of the United States not in excess of that to
which a valid claim might have been asserted under the coal land
laws, equitable relief in cases -whereno legal right to purchase was
accorded by section,37 of the 'leasing act so as to permit such person
or association to secure a lease to the land so improved and occupied

or claimed, without being compelled to enter into competition by bidding or otherwise, with some other person or persons for the privilege of leasing the claim as required by that .portion of the section
preceding the proviso and, thus in effect relieve such claimant or
claimants of the necessity of twice paying for the improvements.
It is clear that as to the land here involved the lease applicants although making large expenditures upon the land, acquired no legal
rights on account of such expenditures because of the fact that the
land was from and after the time of making said improvements and
down to the approval of the leasing act, covered by the. unrevoked
Executive order of withdrawal of July 6, 1910. It is alleged by the
claimants, however, that sch expenditures were made in consequence
of the advice of. the local officers and that fact, together with the
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magnitude of the expenditures made bythe claimants would tend to
indicate the utmost good faith on their part;in the premises. In
tiew: of .the'foregoing it is held that the claimants are, all else being
regular, entitled -to a lease'Ao the said 640 acres above described at

rents and' roy"lties not less than the minimum. provided for leases
under the act, to be' fixed by the Secretary, and without competitive
bidding. The remainder of the area included in the application will
beput up and auctioned in the usual imanner. The case is 'accordingly
remanded for appropriate action in harmony with' the views herein
expressed.

:
HEIRS OF JAMESBYRNE.

DecidedOctober26, 1924 ./- S
RkEPAYMENT-WORDSAND PHRASES-STATUTES-ACT

i

-

OF JUNE 1g?

a-

ine6Z/
1880.

/

In coupling the expression "can not be confirmed" with the term "erroneously
C allowed," as those phrases are used in section 2 of the act of June 16, 1880,
which authorized repayment where an 'ehtry was erroneously allowed and
can not. be, confirmed," the law necessarily contemplated an entry with
reference to which the defect could not be' cured.

\

REPAYMERNT-DESET LAND-ATROAD

GRANT-PAYMENT.

Allowance, of a desert..land-entry under the act of March 3, 1877, for lands
within the primary limits of a railroad grant, 'upon original payment of
25 cents per acre, was not erroneous, and,' where, during, its, existence it
could have been.completed at the rate of $1.25 per acre under regulations
then in force, it' was subject to confirmation within the meaning of the
repayment act, and even under subsequent regulations to meet a new 'interpretation, of the law; such an. entry, if' then eisting,' could have been
- completed upon' payment of the unpaid portion -of the legal price; hence,
under either view, a proper case for repayment is not presented.
DEPARTMENTALDECISIONOVERRULED.
Case of William W. Brandt (31 L. D.,. 277), overruled.

FINNFY First Assistant Secretary:
The heirs 'of James Byrne have appealed from decisions of the
Commissioner of the General Land Officedated June 21 and July 27,
1923,denying their application for repayment of the money paid by
Byrne in connection -with his desert-land entry Nd. 023620, Helena,
Montana, s'eries, made April' 20, 1886, for the S. it, Sec. 20, T. 9 N.,
R. 13 W., M. M., which was canceled May,10, 1889, upon his voluntary

relinquishment.
The entryman paid $80.at the time of ientry,being at the- rate of 25
cents 'per acre, as required by the desert-land act of March 3, 1877
(19 Stat., 377). Under the law then' existing it was required that
final proof 'of reclamation and the final payment be made within
three years from the date of the original entry.. The legalityof this
74526- 2 4--voL 50-11
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entry was :never questioned by the Government, but on the contrary,

was permitted to stand as a. legal entry for the: full statutory .period
of :its lifetime and until voluntarily relinquished. as above-stated.

The certificate issued by the register 'and receiver at th tie

of entry

recited that the entryman would be entitled to patent if within three
years from April 20, 1886, satisfactory-proof b made of reclamation
of theland'by carrying water thereon and upon payment of the additional sum of $1 per acre. The
said entry waswithin

iimits of the grant

the primary

to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company,
;as

fixed by map of definite location filed July 6, 1882, and thereby

brought under the operation of section 2357, Revised Statutes, which
fixed the price of $2.50per acre for lands within the limits f railr-oad
grants. However, in the eatly administration of the desert-land
act the view obtained that. inasmuch as thatlaw specifically authorized allowance of desert-land entries at the rate of $1.25.per acre,.it
operated independently of prior lawin 'respect to the price at which
the land was to be disposed. of. That view of the
law was subsequently changed, andby circular of June 27, 1887(5 L.
D., 708), the

Departmentheld that.the price for lands.within railroad-limits entered under the desert-land laws was $2.50*per acre.
' It was further
provided, however, in the said circular that its provisions were not
to
have retroactive effect in: cases
w here the regulations of the Department in force at the date of entry were compled-with. Th subject
w as further considered by
Acting Secretary Mu idrowunder date
oSeptehiabeir
f
15 18870 (6 L. D. 145) Thequestion there . inyolved

was whether entries made at the rate of $1.25per acre within railroad
limits prior to the date of tee circular of June 27, 1887, could beccompleted at that, rate or whether -$2.50
the
rate wald 'be applied as to
such entries;: Inthat
t
connection it was saidNow the former ruling of the Department which had been
in existence from
the date of the act until the date of the present circular,
h ad, while it
existed the force and effect of law so far-- as rights acquired
under it are
concerned. It was
a
construction of he law by the head of the Department
c
harged with the exxec
uion it,of
and the aw was administered accordlug to this constrdction.
The: entryman made his contract under the, ruling then
in force, relying
upon this construction thus adOpted, and the
intent both
f
parties
was that the land should be paid for atmutual
the
price of $1.25 per
*acre. This
was the' law then, and the contract was made with special reference
'
to it.
It makes
no difference t
hat the construction Of the law has' changed. For
the sound and true rule is that if the contract when made
was valid' by the
law- as then interpreted and administered, its: validity and obligation
cannot
be impaired by any subsequent decisions altering the construction
of the law.
owan
al et. a . v. Runnels (5 Howw
.,-,13
Qhio
Life
I
ns. n s and .Trust Co., .
Debolt (16 id., 47), Gelpcke
t
at., v. City of Dubuque ( Wall., 175).
From the foregoing I am clearly ' of the opinion that where
entry was made
of double minimum desert land prior
to
'
the promulgation of the circular
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be required to pay but $1.25 per

The act' of: March 3, 1891. (26 Stat;, 1095), amendatory

of the

desert-land act of 1877, has been construed as fixing the: price: of
lands entered under the desert-land law at the uniform rate of $1.25per. acre, although located within: railroad. limits. It was held,
however, by the Supreme Court in the ase of United, States v.
Healey (160 U. ., 136), as, to entries made prior to. the act of
March 3, 1891, that the legal price was $2.50 per acre for lands -0:
located., But that case involved an entry.made'in 1889, wherein the
entryman had paid $2.50 per acre in compliance with the aforesaid
circular of June 27,.1887. and the court rejected his claim for repayment of the amount in~ excess of $1.25 per acre.. Soon. after .the
decision in that case, it was invoked by -one Holcomb to recover the.
amount of $80 which he had 'paid on his desert-land entry for 320
acres made December 24, 1881, and which was,.canceled-September:

22, 1885,because of failure to submit final-proof within the statutory'
period. The, claim was presented under the provisions of section.
2 of the act of June 16, 1880 (21 Stat., 287), cothe theory-that the
entry was erroneously allowed and could not haVe been.confirmed
because the landentered was within the limits of a railroad grant
and was not subject, to entry under the desert-land' law. of 1877.
He had paid the initial price of 25 cents per -acre in accordance
with the practice Atllen existing, under which he could have completed: the entry upon payment of the additional sum. of $1. per
acre. In.that case the Department decided (22 L. ., 604) that the 0
entry was not erroneously allowed, and the application for repayment was denied. It is true that after the decision in the lealey
case, supra, the Department required payment. at rate of.$2.50 per
acre for completion of .existing entries, made prior to the act of
March 3, 891, within railroad limits, but it was not held that they'
were illegal:entries, andthey were permitted to be completed and.
patented upon making: proper payment. Frederick W. Lawrence
(23 L. D., 450),; Kate G. Organ (25 L. D., 231).
The application in the instant case is pressed for allowance under
the doctrine applied in the case of William W. Brandt (31 L. D.,
277), which was similar in essential respects to.
the. facts here in-.
volved.. In that case: the; Department held that the entry was
erroneously allowed within the meaning of the. repayment act of
June 16, 1880, because it was made on the basis of .payment at the.
rate of $1.25 per acre, whereas,' the correct price was $2.50 per acre,
and that it could not have been confirmed or completed-by payment
of the remaining portion :of the purchase price at which it was
made, and was, therefore, a proper case for repayment
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- Upon thorough consideration of this question. the Department has
reached the conclusion that the reasoning .employed in the Brandt
case is- unsound and sh6uld no longer be accepted as authority for
allowance of repayment in such,cases. It is accordingly hereby overruled.
Section.2 of the act of June 16, 1880,supra, authorized repayment
where the entry was " erroneously allowed and can not be confirmed."
Inquiry will be. directed first to the question of error involved in
the allowance of this entry. It was established in the case .ofUnited
States v. Ingram

(172 U. S., 327) that desert-land

entries could: be

lawfully made within the place.or primary limits of a railroad grant
for the alternate sections not granted: to the railroad. The effect of
the grauit in that respect was merely to raise tle price from $1.25 to
$2.50 peracre. The land was subjectito desert-land entry.' Therefore, the entry was not illegal from that 'cause.' But it is claimed.
that the entry was, illegal, or at least erroneously allowed, because
the entryman engaged to pay at the rate of $1.25 per acre, whereas,
the'-lawful price was. $2.50 per 'acre. It'should be observed at this
point that we are concerned with: the declaration usually called the
original entry. ' The. precise question at this stage is in respect to"
the:.regularity of the original entry.. The desert4and act of 1877,
under which the entry was made, required an initial payment of 25
cents 'per acre, and no other law, either prior or' subsequent, required
more. And there was no'regulation of the Department violated'in
the allowance of this entry; hence, it was not erroneously allowed.
-;The next question is whether subsequent interpretation of. the law
prevented' confirmation, that is, completion of title.-; As' above
pointed out, the Department after the date of this; entry changed
its view in: respect to the proper price for lands so located, but the
higher price was required only; in case of future entries, and entries
theretofore 'allowed were permitted to stand as valid and could be
completed. at the old price. Therefore, this entry was altogether
unaffected by the: new 'regulations and could have been completed
at the rate contemplated at the. time the entry was made.
"But even if concessionbe made to: possible arguimenit that this
latter 'regulation was too liberal and accorded' existing entries more
than the law, as correctly interpr'eted, justified, yet it still would have
been 'possible to have carried the entry to completion by making
proper payment and complying with other provisions of 'law respecting reclamationi There was no legal obstacle in the: way to
prevent, confirmation.: In 'coupling the expression " can not be confirmed" with the terma "erroneously allowed," the law necessarily
conteiplated-. cases where the defect in the entry could hot be cured,
but which equired cancellation. ::Such condition did not exist in,
the present case? whether viewed in the light-of the departmental
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regulations merely, or according to the law as fiinally determined
As stated by the court in the-case of Ingram, spra-:
It follows from these considerations that if the petitioner Ingram had fully
complied with the terms of the desert-land act, he could, by payment of $2.50
an acre have acquired title to the lands he sought to enter. Voluntarily
abandoning his-entry, he has no cause of action for the sum which he paid to

initiate it.

The decision appealed from is accordingly affirmed.
HEIRS OF JAMES BYRNE.

Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of October 26,
1923 (50 L. D., 161), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney,
December

5, 1923.
-BOJORQUES

v. HEIHN.

-X

£ itO

Decided Octoberi 30, 1923.

6§e
_,
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HOMESTEADENTRY.
A letter written by a homestead entryman to a United States land office containing the statement, " I wish to relinquish all my claims .on the land," is
not sufficiently definite in its terms to indicate a present intention to relinquish the particular lands embraced in the entry.'

RELINQUIsHMENT

CONTEST-PRAcTIcE-NOTIcE-AGENT-ATTORNrY.

Under the Rules of Practice iotice of contest must be served upon the entry
* man and service of notice upon his agent or attorney is insufficient.
:f
.
.;.
:
COTST-PACTCE___1'T'IE
of con-.
of
notice
service
of
The requirement in Rule 8 of Practice that proof
test be made within a specified time, where no answer has been filed, is
mandatory, and, upon failure of the contestant to strictly comply therewith,
the contest abates ipso facto.
L
DECISIONSCITED ANDAPPLiEDg4DEPARTMENTAL
'Cases of Schmidt-v.'McCurdy (44 L. D., 98•1, and Whalen v. Hanson (47
L. D., 106), cited and applied.

FINkiY, First Assistant Secretary:
At the San Francisco, California, land office on April 21, 1920,
Flora M.,Heihn made entry under the enlarged homestead act for
Sec. 4,T..13 S.,.R 9 E.,
Se 3 lots 8,:9, 10, 151
lots 67,
M. D. M. (306577 acres), and on August 24, 1920, there was filed a

paper appointui

Gimore and Gilinore, of Sacramento, California-

My agents to represent me i1the above-entitled matter, and authorize them
to accept service in my name and to do ay and all things necessary to the
purpose for Which they are appointed, and equest that you serve upon them
nil notices and other papers in any manner relating to the above-entitled

matter.

16,6
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* On April 4, 1923, an application to contest the entrv was filed by
Angelo Bojorques, the affidavit charging abandonment for more than
six months last past, followed by the required nonmilitary service
averment. . Notice for personal service issued,'and on April 10, 1923,
proof was filed that it had been served on Gilinore and Gilmore. No
other service of notice was alleged.
Off April 18, 1923, there was received at the local office the folloW.-

ing:

-.
STOCKTON, CATn., April

16, 1923.

U. S. LAND OfiCa:
I wish to relinquish-all my claims on the land.
FLORA M.

HEIInN.

Thereafter notice of a hearing was issued, to afford contestant an
opportunity to submit evidence in support of the nonmilitary service
averment. On motion of the attorney for contestant, the hearing was
continued until July 9, 1923. On the date last named, contestant, by
attorney, moved that the letter dated April 16, 1923, above quoted,
be treated as the relinquishment of the entry, and that the record be
forwarded to the Commissioner of the General Land Office. By
decision dated August 1, 1923, the Commissioner refused to accept
the letter as the relingushment of the entry, and required contestant
to make proper service of notice of contest or procure a proper relinquishiment of the entry. Contestant has appealed, and calls attention
to a letter of inquiry written by Gilmore and Gilmore to the local
officers under date of August 30, 1923, wherein they stated:-*
A relinquishment, properly, acknowledged, has been handed to us by a client
of ours who wishes to file on this land. Knowing there has been a contest, we'
must find out first whether the land is clear and whether a filing by our client
could besallowed.

Mrs. Heilin's letter of April 16, 1923, did not describe any land,
nor state what "claims" she wished to relinguish. Moreover, the
signature was not attested. The letter merely stated that she wished
to~-relinquish her "claims on the land," but did not state that she
" hereby relinquished " whatever claims she had in-mind. In the absence of an identification of the " claims," or of. a definite statement
that she desired the letter to be treated as the relinquishment of her
homestead entry, the Department would not be warranted in directing the cancellation thereof.
The Commissioner erred in proposing to allow the contestant to
proceed further.f

Notice for'lpersonal

service issued April 5, 1923,

and after the lapse of sixty days without proof of service being filed,
the contest abated under Rule f Practice 8, which provides:
Unless notice of contest, is personally served within 30 days after. issuance
of said notice and proof thereof made not later than 20 days after such service,
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or, if service. by publication is ordered, unless publication is commenced within
20 days after such order and proof of publication is made not later than'20
days. after. the fourth publication, as prescribed in Rule 10,the contest shall
abate: Provided, That if the defendant makes answer without questioning tie
service or the proof. of service of said notice, the contest will proceed. without
further requirement in these particulars.

The.'Department held in Schmidt V. Mc(urdy

(44 L. D., 508),

-referringto Rule 8:
The purpose of this rule is to expedite the orderly administration of the
public- land laws relating to the initiation of contests, and to prevent delay
in the prosecution thereof to the detriment of a junior contestant. Under this
rule, upon failureAto make proof of service of ntice of cohtest within the
time specified, where no answer has been, filed, the contest abates ipso facto,
without the necessity of any action on the part of the adverse party or the
local officers.

Service of notice of the contest on Gilmore and Gilmore was not.
service -on entryw'oman. The Rules of Practice provide for two
methods of service ofnotice of contests' personally and by publication-and nowhere is'Iprovision made for service of notice on an
agent or attorney. Under tle designation-by entrywoman of.-Gilmore and Gilmore as her agents, service of notice on them by- the
local officersofi any requirement (such 'as for: further showing of
qualifications to make the entry,. etc.) would have been binding on
theoentrywoman ; but the agents ,were not authorized to accept service
of iiotice of the contest.
The contestant failed to file proof, of proper, service of notice
within the time allowed by the Rules of Practice, and as a cOnsequence the contest abated.' Rule.8 is mandatory, and has allthe force
and effect offla w.. Whalen v. Hanson, 47 -L. D., 100.
.

The entry-woan and all parties interested. were warranted in
assuming that the Rules of Practice would be followed, and.to allow
the contestant to proceed further after the contest had abated would:
'be- inequitable.

',The decision appealed from, modified to agree with the forego'ing,
'is affirmed.
:XeEUEN V. QUIROZ.
Decided- Ootober 30, 192$.
AND RsCEr.
Where testimony in a contest is taken before an officer designated foi' that '
_purpose by the register and receiver the submission of further testimony
by either party fat the final hearing before the local officers is permissibie
:only upon a proper showing, followed by a proper order by' those officers.

PRACTICE-CONTEST-HEING-EVIDENCE-OFFICERS-REGISTER
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P1RACTICE- CONTEST-HEAPIN O--EVIDENCE-CONTINUANCE---OFFICERS-REGIXST
AND RECEIVE.

Submission of testimony at the final hearing before the7 register and receiver
in a contest case, after the taking of testimony before a designated officer,
is in the nature of a continuance and -is to be governed by the Rules of
Practice relating to continuances.
PRACTICE-CONTEST-CONTIN-uANcE+APPEAL-COIMISIONkR
LAND OFFICE.

OF THE

GENERAL

The granting of a continuance in a contest case by the local officers is a
mere interlocutory order from which an appeal to the Commissioner of
the General Land Office will not lie.,
DECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.;
DEPARTMENTAL

Cases: of Cusaden . Perley (3 L. D., 145), and Dahlquist v. Cotter (34
. D., 396), cited and applied.;

FINNEY, First

Assistant Secretary:

The above-entitled case, involving the stock-raisig homestead
entry of Presiliano Quiroz, made January 14, 1921, for Lots 3, 4,
E. j SW. i, SE. 1, Sec. 31, T. 10 S., R. 6 E.,- Lots 1, 2, 3,- ,, SE.. NW. :, S. 1 NE. f, Sec. 6, T.11 S., R. 6 E., G. and S. R. M., within
the Phoenix, Arizona, land district, against which William R.
McEuen filed an application to contest on February. 15, 1922, with

allegations thatsaid entryman never established residence on said .land, and has never mainntryman's family has resided permanently
tained a home on said land.
in Tucson about 60 miles distant from said land, during past two years. That
said entryman has -totally abandoned Said land during the past six ionths
and that said absence from the land was not due to the'entryman's eployment
'
in the military or naval organizations of: the United States, *

comes before the Department on the contestee's appeal-from a letter
of instructions dated July 12, 1923, wherein the- Commissioner of
the General Land Office returned' the contest record to the local
officers at Phoenix with instructions that they should set the case for
final hearing, accept such testimony as had been offered and any
further testimony which might be submitted, and render their
decision, proceeding in the usual manner.
The history of the case is briefly as follows:
After the entryman had denied the contest allegations a trial was
Grande on April 20, 1922.
bad before a designated officer at aCasa
The contestant gave notice that .he,intended to offer the testimony
of some witnesses at the final hearing before the'local officers,stating
that' said officers " have sanctioned this step, since it has been made a:
customary procedure." After three of the contestant's witnesses had
testified his attorney stated that they had no further testimony to
offer at that time but that they reserved the right to submit further
evidence at the final hearing. The contestant was present but refused to testify even when called to the stand as a hostile witness'
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The testimony of the conitestee and six

other witnesses was offered.'

The date of final hearing was fixed for May 10, 1922. On May
6th the contestant filed an affidavit for a continuance for 30 days on
the ground that a material witness was absent in Mexico. The local
officers granted a continuance to June 9, 1922, and on May 20, 1922,

the contestee appealed, the full record being forwarded to the General Land Officewith the appeal three days later.
On the date to which the final hearing was continued the contestant
appeared with attorney and witnesses. The contestee appeared by
counsel who objected to the submission of any testimony, but that
of the contestant and four other witnesses was offered. Thereafter
the contestant's attorney asked for another continuance for 30 days
in order that the depositions of other witnesses might be taken. The
local officers denied a further continuance.

.

On June -26, 1922,-the Commissioner affirmed the action' of the
local officers in granting a continuance of the date set for final hearing.' The Department affirmed the Commissioner's decision on January 11, 1923, holding 'that the contestee was without standing as an
appellant because an appeal will not lie to the General Land Office
from a mere interlocutory order, such as the granting' of a continuance.

'

'

' '

The contestant appealed 6n July 8, 1922, from the, denial of the
request for a second continuance, .at the same time filing a certificate
by the deputy sheriff of Pima County, Arizona, tending to impeach
three of -the contestee's; witnesses.

On June 12, 1923, the Commis-

sioner returned to the local officers the transcript of testimony to
be considered by' them "with testimony submitted under further
hearing provided for by departmental decision of January 11, 1923,'
promulgated by letter ' H' of. March 13, 1923." The local .officers
again transmitted the record to the General Land Office,calling attention to the fact that no action had been taken on'the contestant's
appeal from the denial of a second continuance.
In the letter of instructions now complained of the Commissioner

states:

:

i
The questions raised by the contestant in the appeal filed in your office July
8, 1922, were determined by the Department except that as to taking deposi;
tions and the filing of the certificate of the Deputy Sheriff of Pima County,
Arizona. No objections by contestee to submitting this testimony appear, and
in the light of the decisions of this office and the Department, such testimony
would appear admissible. Such testimony, however, should be given only
such weight as it may merit.
Apparently, the case is ready to be set down for final hearing by your office.
and decision rendered by you thereon. In the absence, of other objections
appearing on your records, you will take such action, permitting the testimony
in question to be introduced.
.
.
E
'

'

:
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. The contestee has very properly appealed from the instructions
given by the Commissioner.

He did object to the allowance of a

second continuance and to the submission of any evidence following
the continued'final hearing. In eicet' the Commissioner.reversed the
local officers andgranted a second continuance.C
'
Illustrative of the obviously irregular practice, in: this case and
the apparently irregular g6neral practice the following may be
quoted froni the final earing:
* Contestant's attorney: One; more thing I want to say, that in 'asking for
this permission to give testimony at the final hearing from the register and
receiver,. I had herd of this custom of giving testimony at the final hearing,
had in. fact been present at several such cases where ;much argument pro
and con went on, and I was told by the register and receiver that their understanding of the poper procedure was that any one testifying at a first hearing 'could'not later submit any testimony at the feal hearing. I feared that
if all my witnesses were used at 'Casa Grande' in the 'first haring, that: the
other side&:might reserve their main witnesses for the final hearing where- I
would be. helpless in rebuttal, and for that reason-during the taking of testimony at Casa Grande,, attorney for the other side; said he did not know
whether he would bring in witnesses at the final hearing for his side or not;
I thought he might, and that I believe is in the transcipt of the testimony
taken -at 'Casa Grande. I felt it was' necessary' to play s'afe, 'and my client
desires to'give his testimony.
'
Contestee's attorney: I would like to have the record show as attorney for
the entryman that I am, very thankful that the statement last made, by the
attorney for the contestant has been made. The attorney's own words clearly
indicate the viciuness
of the practice which is attempted to be followed in'
connectin With this case. This 'attorney has just stated' and it is now a part'
of the reord that sh did not want to put on at the hearing in Casa: Grande
alt of her evidence because the defendant might bein a position at that threeday hearing to put on :evidence to rebut or refute the contestant's case, and
for that reason, she reserved, apparently, several of her witnesses to have
them''testify at the final hearing in Phoenix, all for the purpose, as this attorney has just stated, so that the defendant would not be in a position of
knowingall of the cntestant's case and therefore also be not in a position,
to meet such evidence.

Contestant's attorney: The last. statement is entirely in error. What I said
was that what I feared was he would bring his witnesses to the final hearing;
that they would try that trick. It has been done by'attorneys in other cases,
as I understand. Our case was clearly established in Casa Grnde. All'the
allegations. wre thoroughly brought outand thecontestee had every chance
to submit his evidence.: I had no way of knowing whether thei attorney for
the contestee would put on any testimony at all at Casa, Grande; nothing
deflinte one way, or the other; he' did not have to put on any testimony there
if he did not want to. And he might pretend to do so, and then later bring!
them all to Phoenix.

In the caseof Cusaden v. Perley (3 L. D., 145),
-it is'stated in a
letter of instructions froin the General Land Offi e to the Iocal
officers atGainesville, Florida:
Under amended Rule of Practice 15, testimony in cont st cases is authorized
to be taken elsewhere than at the land office expressly for the purpose of sav-
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ing: parties the expense of going to the land office.0 When testimony is so
taken,-your duty at the "hearing" set before you-is simply to1consider.and
act upon the testimony taken.- before the designated officer.. You can not
require the parties, or either of them,. to appear before you after you have
directed the testimony: to be taken by - some other officer, nor can' you eceive
supplementary testimony offered by-either of the parties after the taking of
testimony before the design ated officer has been closed.

Rule 35 of the Rules of Practice approved in 1885 (4 L. D., 35,
41) reads in part as follows:
In the discretion of registers and receivers, testimony may be taken near the
land in controversy before a United States commissioner or other 'officer
authorized-to administer oaths, at a time and plahe-to be fixed-by- them and
stated in the notice of hearing.
*

*

.

* .

-

*

'

> -

* - '--

* --

On the day set for hearing at the local office the register and r6ceiver will
examine the testimony taken by the officer designated, and render a- decision
thereon in the same manner as if the testimony had been taken before them.
selves.

In. the case of Dahlquist v. Cotter (4 L., D., 396) the Department held that:
Where, as in this case, testimony is authorized to be taken elsewhere than.
at the local office, neither party should be permitted on the day of, hearing to
submit further testimony without due notice to the other, and appropriate order
therefor made by the local office.

: Rule. 39. of the present Rules of Practice (48, L. D)., 246, 2ti)
reads

as follows:-

:

.

:

At the time set for hearing, or: at any time to which the trial may be continued, the testimony of all the witnesses present shall be taken and reduced
to writing.

It is clear from the foregoing citations that the submission of -testimony at the final hearing- should be allowed only upon a,Sproper
showing, followed by an order by the local -officers,and -that such
proceeding is in the nature of a continuance. The Rules -of-Practice
make ample. provisions for continuandes, and these-rules should be
observed when it is necessary to submit testimony- at ffial hearings.
The local officerswere clearly correct in refusing to grant a second
The contestant did not apply for any order to take the
-continuance.
testimony of the absent witnesses by deposition - From everything
that is shown by the record the testimony of all the witnesses, except
oLe or two, could have been taken at the trial or by deposition at that
time. If the contestant had been diligent all depositions necessary

- -

gould have been.,ready, undoubtedly,at
hearing.

'the tme of the continxued final

complete transcript -of testimony is now before the Department and there appears to be no good or valid -reason for not donsid- The
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ering the case on its-merits at this time instead of merely ruling upon
the narrow question how the' case should be remanded.
It was clearly established that the entryman and his family did not
establish a residence on the land prior to February, 1922. There were
some improvements

on the land on February. 5, 1920, when he- filed

his application, and thereafter he and his brothers placed some further improvements thereon.
Prior to February, 1922, the contestee's wife and children resided
at Tucson. He spent some of his time there and at other times he
was employed at various places. ..The contestant sought to prove that
the contestee's wife first went to the land on February 20, 1922,.after
the contestee had notice of the contest. The latter and six of his
witnesses testified that he and his wife went upon the land and established residence on or about February 3, 1922. The contestant was
unable to. refute the testimony that residence was thus established
before the filing of the application to contest.
Witnesses for the contestant testified that they had seen the contestee's wifeon the way to the laid on February i9, 1922,but by testimony which was not refuted it was shown that she left the homestead on February. 18th and returned on the 20th. In the meantime
she' was seen. by the contestant's witnesses who concluded she was
going there for the first time.
Even' if the testimony of the three witnesses whose credibility was
attacked should be eliminated, there were 'at least three other witnesses, whose credibility is not questioned, who testified' to seeing the

contestee' and' his wife on the land on or about February 3, 1922.
They Swerepositive it was before February 15, 1922.
It is true that the entryman did not establish residence on the land
within six months from entry, nor 'even within a'year, but residence
was established before the institution of any contest and this contest
must therefore fail. .'
`The-contestant also sought to show that the contestee was not holdingthe homestead in good faith, but this was not proved.
The contest: is accordingly

dismissed..

CHARLES PERKINS

(ON REHEARING).

Decided; October 80, 1923.

a

REtL
INQuiSHmENT-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-ESTOPPEL.

A relinquishment,of a homestead entry which, except for the relin"ishment
would have been confirmed under the proviso 'to section 7 of the act of
March 3, 1891, estops the entryman from obtaining, the benefits of the
exchange of entry provision of the nct of January 27, 1922, notwithstandIng that the relinquishment was induced by adverse proceedings by the
Government, instituted in accordance with the then existing practice,
afterwards held to-be unauthorized.
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:

The application by the. Department of the rule of res adjudicata to controversies in which final decisions have been renderedby it, is based upon the
well-established principle that there must come a time when there is to be
finality of action in order to prevent endless confusion in matters in which
parties seek readjudication in the light of changes resulting from subsequent rulings of the Department or of the courts.
DEPARTMENtAL DECISION DSTINGUIS1fE-DEPARTMENTAI,

DECISION APPLIED.

Case of Dorathy Ditmar (43 L. D., 104),e ited and distinguished;
Lillie M. Kelly (49 L. D.-, 659), cited and applied.

case of

FINNIIY, First Assistant Secretary::
Charles Perkins has filed a motion for rehearing in the case in
which this Department by its decision of August 17, 1923, affirmed

the action of the General Land Officein rejecting his application to
make an exchange of entry 'under the provisions of the act of Janu'ary' 27, 1922 (42 Stat., 359).

The motion for rehearing contends that the Department erred (1)
in placing too narrow a construction on 'the act of January

27, 1922;

(2)- in applying the doctrine.of yes adjudicat to this case; (3) in
holding that the relinquishment'executed by Perkins of his former
entry was given voluntarily and not-under duress; and (4)' in holding that the relinquished entry is not a proper base upon which to
predicate-a selection under the exchange act.
It was admitted in the decision objected to that the original entry,
in the light of later holdings by' the courts and by the. Land Department, would have- undoubtedly been' confirmed under the proviso to
section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095), had the entry-

man' pursued his contention to a final adjudication instead of filing
a relinquishment. It was further admitted that the adxerse proceedings which the Government instituted against the entry doubtz
less induced the relinquishment.
'The Department did not intend that it should be inferred from its
decision of August 17, 1923, that it -could not or would not reopen
a 'caseon proper showing where, after- the rendering of its decision,
th 'courts'had held in another case based upon' similar facts that its
interpretation of"the confirmatory provisions df the act of 1891 had,
been erroneous,

and thereupon

allow an exchange

of entry: to be

made under' the act of 1922,spra. But the filiig of the relinquishinent by te'entryman estopped him from pursuing his claim further,
and left no reason for the reopening of the case unless for good and
sufficient cause the relinquishment should be set aside.
The act of January 27, 1922, authorizes the Secretary of the nL
terior to permit the exchange of entries by those whose original entries had been confirmed:by law, and where, through an erroneous
interpretation -of the law, the Land Department 'had caused those
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entries to be canceled and the lands disposed of to other parties. The
right is granted

only to -one whose entry had been confirmed.

No

such privilege is extended to the subsequent ntryrman. The exchange
minstbe a voluntary exchange. The. act does not and can not compel
such, an exchange. The right to make the exchange necessarily implies the right to hold the land originally entered and to oust the.
subsequent entryman.
-The movent for relearing contends that the: relinquishment in
question was not a voluntary relinquishment and that. Perkins lshould
not, therefore, be estopped from making the exchange. If that contention should be sustained, the effect would be virtually to restore
him to all the rights which he possessed under his original entry. . It
would thereupon necessarily. follow that his entry had been confirmed and that.he would be entitled to-the alternative remedy of
either dispossessing the subsequent entryrman or of making the exchange. The contention that the relinquishment.should be considered
ineffective for the purpose of enabling Perkins to exercise the right
of exchange of entry does not appear sound unless it should be. held
that the relinquishment was ineffective for all purposes. In the
case of.Dorathy Ditmar (43 L. D,.104) ,.the Department held that
a relinquishment executed under similar circumstances was to be
deemed an involuntary relinqiiishihent within the purview of the
repayment laws. It is notliereconsidered, however that such holding with reference to repayment should be applied to a case in which
the question of 'confirmation of an entry.is at issue.
In applying the rule of res adjudicat to this case, the Department
merely itended to reiterate the well-established priciple that: where
it'has rendered a decision' which has become final, that decision will

not be disturbed by it. Othetwise there would be uncertainty as to
finalty of action and'eiidless confusion in matters in which parties
seek readjudication in the light of subsequent changes in the rulings
'of the Department or of the. courts. It is based upon the idea that
there must he an end to litigation in a matter in which a final judgment has been enteixed. The rule of estoppel by adjudication is
fundamental. in the law, and: is recognized as essential to the orderly administration of the laws of the United States by its executive officers as well as-to the final determination of controversies in
the courts. See Lillie M. Kelly (49 L. D., 659, 662), and decisions
therein cited.
Accordingly the decision on appeal is adhered to and the motion
for rehearing is denied.
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ACQUISITION OF INTERESTS: IN. LANDS IN RECLAMATION
: - ' PROJECTS BY PROJECT MANAGERS.
* .. i-..

..

Opinion,.November

LAND DEPABTMENT-OFFICEES-PUBLIC
REVISED STATUTES.:

5, 1923.

LANDS-RECLAMATION-SECTION

452,

Section-452, Revised Statutes, which. prohibits officers, clerks and employees
in the General Land Office.from directly or indirectly purchasing or becoming interested in the-purchase of any of the public lands, is not to be
construed as including officers, clerks and employees of the Bureau of

*

Reclamation.

RECLAMATION-PUBLIC LANDS-SECRETARY OF THE INTEIOR-SUPEavISoaY
THORITY-OFFICERS.

Au-

While there is no Federal statute that prohibits project managers of reclam&tion projets from
interests
-aquiring in lands' either public or pivate,
within the-projects under their supervision, yet it is ithin the super* visory authority of the Secretary of the Interior to forbid- it. by appropriate
regulation.
RECLAMATION-PUBLIC

LANDS-O

I1CES.

Violation by a project manager of the departmental order of April 11; 1912,
prohibiting superintendents of irrigation, engineers, or other officers or
employees in responsible charge of' a reclamation project, from acquiring
any interest in property within that jroject,'subjects him to disciplinary
action, although the transaction may not be illegal.:
EDWARDS,Solictor

Reference is made to memorandum of October 13, 1923, by Adrninistrative Assistant Burlew, requesting my opinion as to 'the' legality
of roject managers of reclamation projects acquiring ownership of
farms on the projects under their supervision.
Where lands are in private ownership, I know of no statute which
would prevent a project manager from acquiring title to same. If
it be deemed good'policy

to forbid such practice

as conducive to

favoritism in' the distribution of -water or unfair advantage in other
respects, it appears to mn<.e
that it is within the supervisory power of
the Secretary of the Interior to forbid it by appropriate regulation.
In respect to the question of entering Government lands, there is
a provision of law: applicable to employees of the General, Land
Office. This is found in section 452, United States RevisedStatutes,"

which provides:The officers, clerks and employees in the General Land Office are prohibited
from directly or indirectly. purchasing or becoming interested in the purchase
of any of the. public land; and any' person who-,violafes this section. shall
forthwith be removed. from his office.

Similar provisions were contained in the'-early' act of April
25S,181:2 (2 Stat., 716), which established the Qeneral Land

Oice

as a Bureau in the Treasury Department, and the act of July 4, 1836
(5 Stat., 107), which reorganized the General Land Office.
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It has been held that this inhibition applies not only to. employees
in the General Land Officeproper, stationed at Washington, but also
to employees in all branches in that office serving in the field, in
local land offices,or in the officesof surveyors general. In 10 L. D., at
page 99, it was said:
The object of Sec. 452 was evidently to remove from the persons designated
the temptation and the power by virtue'-of the opportunities afforded' them
by their, employment, to perpetrate frauds and obtain an undue advantage
in securing public lands over the general public by mleans of their earlier
and readier access to the.records relating to the disposal of,; and containing
valuable information as to, such lands. Officers, clerks and employees in
the offices,of surveyors-general fall clearly within the mischief contemplated
by the statute, and the reason of the law applies to them with equally as much
force as to those in the central office at, Washington.- Statutes and regulations
of this kind are based uptn grounds of sound public policy and their strict
enforcement is essentiai to the good of the public service.

Opportunities for mischief similar to that intended to be remedied
by this legislation may exist to some extent in the Bureau- of Reclamation, the Office of Indian Affairs, and in the Forest Service,
for these officesare- all concerned in various ways with the disposal
of public lands. However, I am of 'the opinionthat the. rules of
statutory construction would not justify.the interpretation that the
law mentioned has application to these respective offices.
I understand that this matter is governed by regulation in the
Forest Service.' This Department has by regulation of June 29,
1909,forbidden employees of the Indian Service to enter public lands
which are subject to disposal for' the benefit of Indians, or which
were acquired from Indians. There are also certain regulations
by this Department concerning the holding-of property by reclamation employees in reelamation projects. The Reclamation Manual
(Volume 1, pages 45-46) contains the following:
i"Land ownership by employees.-During the time of survey, examination, or
preliminary study of a project it is not permissible for an employee. of the
Reclamation Service to become directly or indirectly interested in the lands or
region under survey.
After a project has been determined upon and contracts let it is permissible
for an employee of the service t purchase land for a home to be. occupied by
himself and his immediate family. This permission, however, does not extend to
buying and selling as a dealer or speculator, but the intent must be merely
to establish a home in good faith. (Regulations, June 24, 1905;)
Speculation in lands or loans or investments connected with the same, except
as herein, allowed, are stnictly prohibited.,' Employees are in nearly all cases
subject to transfer f'rom. one project or office to another as the interests of
the service may require. Any interest which employees may secure in a project
will not be permitted to interfere with a transfer required by the interests
of the service. Any employee acquiring interest in land under a project
does so entirely fat his own risk, with the understanding that such interest
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shall not interfere with such transfers as may be found desirable. (Order
of September, 1909.)
No superintendent. of irrigation, engineer, or other officer or employee in
responsible charge of a reclamation project or unit of project will be permitted to acquire any interests in property within that project. This prohibition does not extend to laborers or assistants whose duties are confined to
.carrying out instructions given by chiefs but only to such men as initiate andput into effect those matters which are left to judgment and discretion.
Rights initiated under the order of September, 1909, and prior to the date of
this present order will be recognized as being within the scope of the said
original order. (Order of April 11, 1912.)"

The order of April 11, 1912, above quoted seems to be sufficiently
broad to forbid a project manager from acquiring any interest in
land, either public or private,; within the project over which he has
Any violation of this order would subject the Iemjurisdiction.
ployee to disciplinary action as an eployee, even though it would
not erhaps serve to make the transaction illegal, as being in conflict with statutory law.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary.
BARRUS V. NeDONALD (ON REHEARING).
Decided

November

3

8, 1923.

NOTICE-CONTEST-CONTESTANTTOREY-APPICA
PREFERENCERIGHT.

146

A

TIO[O

:b ESTEADENTRY-

Failure to serve notice of the cancellation of an entry under contest upon
the attorney-designated by the contestant in his application to contest does
not relieve the contestant from fulfillment of the. law with respect to the
exercise of his preference right if he himself had been duly notified thereof.
PREFERENCERIGHT-CONTEST--CONTEsTANT-APPICATION
ENTRY.

-FEEs

-HOESTEAD

The presentation of an application in due form by a contestant to enter lands
embraced within a prior canceled entry in the exercise of his preference
right does not have any segregative effect as to the land involved until the
required fees have been. tendered.
DEPARTMENTALDEcIsIoNs CITED AND APPLIED.

Cases of Saugstad v.Fay (39 L. D., 160), McGraw v. Lott (44 L. D., 367),
and Robert K. Cox and Earnest I. Alfrey (48 L. D., 267), cited and
applied.

FINNEY,
fFirst AssistantSecietary:
By decision of July 25, 1923,the Department affirmed the decision
of the Commissioner of the General Land Officedismissing the pro0 -24-voL50-12
74526
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test of William T. Barrus, of Grantsville, Utah, against the homestead entry of Emma P. McDonald for the- S. , Sec. 28, T. 2 S.,
R. 6 W., S. L. M., Salt Lake City, Utah, land district.
It appears, that Barrus, on April 26,- 1921, filed application to
contest a homestead entry for the described land. This application
bore the following statement:
I desire that all papers affecting this contest be served upon me at the following address: P. L. Hansen, Salt Lake City, Utah, whom I hereby appoint my
duly authorized attorney, 605 Scott Building, Salt Lake City, Utah.

The contestee defaulted, and on June 17, 1921, the Commissioner
canceled his entry. On June 21, 1921, notice of this cancellation
and of preference right of entry was served upon Barrus at Grantsville. His attorney was not 4otified of this action.
Barrus had, at the time of initiating the contest, supplied Hansen
-with funds to be used in the contest and in filing an application for
the land. On July 18, 1921, Barrus filed an application for second
homestead entry of said lands which was rejected on the same day
because no fees had been paid. The attorney was not notified thereof
although this application bore the following notation:
Please be advised that I have retained Mr. P. L. Hansen of Salt Lake City,
Utah, to represent me before your offices in all matters arising therein and
pertaining to this and nay second homesteads application.

On August 23, 1921, Hansen discovered from an examination
of the records in the local office that the contest had been closed
and Barrus's application rejected. He thereupon paid the prescribed fees and on the same day was advised by the local officers
that Barrus's homestead application was rejected because in conflict
with the homestead application of Emma P. McDonald, filed on
July 30, 1921.: Barrus appealed.
The Commissioner

ordered a hearing

on July

18, 1922, as to

priorities of settlement between Barrus and McDonald, and denied
Barrus's claim to a preference right of entry as a successful contest'ant because said: right was not exercised within 30 days from
notice.

In the decision of the Commissioner, affirmed by the Department
on July 25, 1923, it was held that no valid acts of settlement were
shown and that protestant's attorney was not entitled to notice-to
exercise the preference right of entry. In support thereof the case
of Saugstad v. Fay (39 L. D., 160), was cited, and in the Department's decision said case was stated to be controlling, and the case
of McGraw v. Lott (44 L. D., 367), was cited as also in point.

In the first case it was held thatAll notices hereafter issued advising contestants of the cancellation of the
contested entry and of their right to apply to make entry of the land in
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virtue of the preference right given by the statute will be served personally
upon the contestants at their address of record.

:

This rule was inter-preted inf McGraw V. Lott, supra, cited with
approval in Robert K. Cox and Earnest I. Alfrey (48 L. -D., 267),0
.
to include service upon (syllabus)*
*
* some one duly authorized by him (the contestant) in writing to
receive and receipt forfthe saie, which must be evidenced by the signature
on the return receipt of the party so authorized, as attorney or agent for
contestant.

In the present case, the direction in the application to contest that
"all papers affecting the contest " be served upon the contestant at
the address of his attorney doubtless constituted an authorization in'
writing entitling the attorney to receive .notice, as provided in.
t:
McGraw v. Lott, mupr.
*The question remaining is whether the failure to notify the attorney is material in view of the fact that the contestant, who alone was
qualified to exercise the preference, was duly notified of the cancellation of the contested entry.
While the notification of appointient of the attorney entitled him
to notice of action taken, and to the privileges accorded attorneys
under the Rules of Practice (48 L. D., 246);, it did not relieve the
contestant from a duty t6 exercise due diligence in asserting his
rights. 'His failure to communicate with his attorney, when he
received notification of adverse action upon his application, is ad"
mitted to have been due to his erroneous belief that two notices we-re
being sent by the local officers,one of which would.reachhiss attorney.
This assumption was not warranted by the regulations governing
cases of this kind,- and such an-assumption can not be recognized as
a proper basis for equitable recognition to the prejudice of a claimant who duly initiated an entry of the same land in accordance with
the law and the regulations.
The arrangement between the contestant and his attorney for: the
payment of the fees by the latter was a matter outside the record
and between themselves.- Although the contestant presented an ap-'
plication in due form it had no segregative effect as to the land involved until the proper fees were tendered, and, as shown, a valid
claim had by that time intervened.
The Department finds that. service of notice upon the contestant
was sufficient to apprise him of his rights'and to place full duty uponhim to initiate, a completed application within the. preference period, '
and that failure to notify his attorney was not material.
The motion is denied and the case.closed.

a
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ORDENBAUMEN.

Decided November 8, 1923.
NAVIGABLEWATER-LAKE-:-LouIsIANA-PBLIC

LANDS-OIL AND GAS LANDS.

Upon the admission of Louisiana to the Union the United States relinquished
all claim to the lands underlying navigable waters in that State, and the
'transfer of that ownership being complete and final, the rule that the title
to submerged lands remains after their reappearance in the one who owned
the lands prior to their submergence can not be invoked by the United States
'with respect to an area covered with a body of navigable water at the time

that the State was admitted.
NAVIGABLEWATERS-LAKE-LOUISIANA-PUBLIC

LANDS-OIL AND GAS LANDS.

The area occupied by Cross Lake, Louisiana, being potentially
though not actually used as a highway of commerce at the
State was admitted to the Union, is to be held as navigable
below the mean high-water
- and the title to all of the lands
to the State upon its admission by virtue of its sovereignty.

navigable, altime that the
on that date,
mark passed

AND DEPARTMENTALDECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.
COURT

Cases of Ball v. Herbert (3 Term Rep., 253), Bucki v. Cone (25 Fla., 1; 6
So., 160), Pollard v. Hagan (3EHow., 212), and Etoile P. Hatcher and W.
M. Palmer et al. (49 L. D., 452), cited and applied.

Secretary:
FINNEY, Fimrt Astant
This is an appeal by E. -1. Vordenbaumen from the decision of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated July 19, .1923, rejecting his application for a permit to prospect for oil and gas, pursuant to section 13 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat.,
437), upon unsurveyed lands in the Baton Rouge, Lolisiana, land district, described as follows:
All the land in the old bed of Cross Lake within the meander line of said
lake lying east of the west Boundary line of Sec. 27, 34, T. 18 N., R. 15 W.,
La. Mer. Produced and west of the range line between Ranges 15 W. and 14 W.
La. Mer. and frac. of lake bed in Sec. 1, 2, 4, 3, T. 17 N., R 15 W., La. Mer.

containing approximately 2529 acres more or less.

The Commissioner cited the decision of the Departnient in Etoile
P. Hatcher and W. M. Palmer, on petition (49 L. D., 452), that Cross
Lake was a navigable body of water at the time of admission of the
State of Louisiana into the Union, in 1812,and held that, as title to
the lands underlying the waters of said lake passed-to. the State as an
incident of its sovereignty, they. were not public- lands of the United
States, nor subject to the provisions of the oil leasing act.
In this appeal counsel for appellant advances arguments similar to
those advanced by the same counsel in support of the claim of certain
of the petitioners in the case of Etoile P. Hatcher and W. M. Palmer,
supra, and contends that the body of water known as' Cross Lake
was never in fact a lake and denies that it was a navigable body of
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water in 1812. An effort is also made to establish that the elevation
of 172 feet adopted by the Department as the mean high-water line
of the lake is erroneous.
It: is urged by the appellant that the. former Cross&Lakewas merely
a body of backwater caused by the overflow from the nearby Red
River during seasons of flood. It is- conceded however that this
situation was influenced by an obstruction in the bed of Red River,
composed of logs and debris which collected upon sand bars in the
bed of said river and from a period in the latter part of the eighteenth century up to the latter part of the nineteenth century constituted an obstruction of the channel. This obstruction was known as
"the great raft," and was specifically referred to in reports to the
Government as early as -1806, the date of the Freeman-Custis Expedition.
Cross Lake, as' it existed from before 1812.until within comparatively recent years, covered an, area embracing many thousand acres
and was fed by numerous streams draining a general area of approximately 300 square miles, with an, outlet into Red River at a point
near the city of Shreveport. .:This former bed of the lake has been
gradually drained within the past fifty years, and; much of it is now
occupied by settlers who have erected homes and improvements
thereon.:

Reports of recent investigations of the' lands indicate that appellant's conception of the origin of the lake is erroneous. As stated,
about 300 square miles: are drained into this area,' and the waters
thus drained, if the outlet were dammed up, would shortly supply
waters sufficient to restore the lake to its former condition. The
rising of the Red River constituted such a' dam in the first instance,
and as the flood waters from the river 'were thrown into the lake
their contact with the waters of the lake caused them to deposit
the sand and silt which they carried, thus forming a permanent dam
across the lower end of the lake which was not penetrated by the lake
waters until after the raft had been removed and the channel of Red
River had been greatly lowered. Thus it appears that Cross Lake
-was,in 1812, a permanent body of water created by natural causes,
satisfying the general difinition of such a body asC
A body of water which occupies a basin of greater or less depth, and may or
may not have a single prevailing current. 24 Cyc., 841. See also Hastie v.
Jenkins, 101 Pac. 495.

The account of the Freeman-Custis Expedition of 1806 indicates'
that travel through the lakes and' bayous formed along the vicinity
of Red River constituted the only possible navigation. The use of
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Indian guides indicated that, while such travel was not frequent
(as was to be expected of such an unsettled region), nevertheless
these routes constituted the most feasible means of travel.
:-.Reports from the recent examination of the land and appellant's
brief show that prior to the Civil- War and during its continuance
the.lake was used' as a means .of transporting

firewood, logs, cotton,

and other products to Shreveport. Both small steamers and fiatboats
appear to. have been used. The designation of certain points along
the former shore of the lake by such names as,Page's and, Bickham's
Landings also indicates that the lake was-used as a means of public
travel. W hile there is no direct evidence,that in. 1812, the date of.
Louisiana's admission into, the .Union, the lake was in fact used
to an appreciable degree for commerce or public travel, it. nevertheless appears that certain well-defined channels existed free from
obstructions, and that said lake was potentially navigable. Potential
navigability is sufficient,for the essential characteristic .of a navigable
stream is that it is, or is capable of.becoming, a public highway. Ball
v. Herbert (3 Term Reports, 253). It is not the use which' has been
made of the water, but the use which may be made of it without
change of condition' which determines its navigability. Bucki v.
Cone (25 Fla., 1;'6 So., 160).

.

Nor is the rule applied by the courts in the case of reappearance of
lands after submergence applicable, as claimed by.appellant. That
rule, which restores the land upon its reappearance to its owner at
the date of submergence or those in privity-with him, calnbe applied
only where lands. have been appropriated,: and, after a period of
submergence, reappear,; and its application is necessary to protect
the former owner from injustice which would occur through the
recognition of the claims of riparian owners.
In this case the owner at the time of submergence was probably
France, or,,if submerged before the; discovery and conquest of this
continent, its title was: in no recognizable person or nation. It is
clear .that in 1812 the land was submerged,' and the waters were
navigable. Upon the. admission of Louisiana as a State into the
Union, the United States gave up all claim to the lands underlying
navigable waters in said State, in order to give the new State sovereignty equal to that of the remaining States. Pollard v. Hagan
(3 How., 212). This passage of ownership of said lands was coinplete and final, and can not be affected by the fact that the land
has ceased to be submerged.
:
.
The State has long regarded the land in the former bed ofCross
Lake. as, its property, and the Government has never disputed that
claim. Indeed it now appears that the city of Shreveport has ac-
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quired a deed froin the State for these lands in order-that the city
may construct a reservoir thereon.
In view of the showings made and data available the Department
entertains no doubts as to the navigability of the waters forming
Cross Lake, and were it in doubt as to its-character as a lake, a point
equally clear to -it, such doubt would not alter its conclusion that
upon the admission of Louisiana as a State title to all the lands
below the mean high-water line of Cross Lake passed to the new
sovereign, whether the body of water was lake or stream. No consideration of any distinction between these two -kinds of navigable
t bodies of water is required. The rule is the same in any event.
Pollard v. Hagan, spra.
Appellant's claim that the establishing of mean high-water mark
at 172 feet, as approved by the Department in authorizing a survey,
is erroneous, is not convincing, and seems based upon circumstances
which are exceptional rather than conditions which generally prevail
with respect to this land. No reason is perceived for any modification of its previous rulings on this point..
It appears that this application involves ertain of the areas designated in the order of October 28, 1922, as public lands erroneouslyomitted from the surveys in 1837 and 1838. These lands were withdrawn by Executive orders of June 2, 1910; and May 22, 1916, as
parts of Petroleum Reserves Nos. 2. and 48.
The report by the examiner who made a. detailed investigation
of this area indicates that these lands are in most instances occupied
by settlers.
Under these conditions the Department will be unable to determine the extent and area of lands which may properly be included.
in a prospecting permit, if one can properly be issued, nor can it
determine the rights of any settlers with respect to such permits
until the survey of said lands has been approved, and the settlers
have been afforded an opportunity to apply for entry under the
nonmineral land laws.
Appellant's application will be suspended until four months from
date of approval of the survey authorized on October 28, 1922. At
that time his application will be finally rejected as to the area within
the then meandered line of Cross Lake, and such recommendationsa the facts may warrant will be made by the Commissioner as to
the remaining land.
The Commissioner's decision is modified to conform to the views

herein expressed and the records returned for action in accordance
herewith.
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OF ALLOWABLE DESERT-LAND

APPLICATION

RESPECTING THE RIGHTS OFTHE APPLICANT-ACT OFSEPTEXBER 5, 1914.
INSTRUCTONS.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

WashingtoA, 1. C., Noveftber 12, 1923.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,

UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:.

September 13, 1923 (50 L. D., 135), the Department adopted the

following administrative rule:
An allowable application to make desert-land entry will be treated as an
entry within the meaning of the act of September 5, 1914 (38 Stat., 712), and
if such an application is withdrawn prior to its allowance the applicant will
be required, in connection with any subsequent application, to make the showing required f persons wbo seek to make second. desert-land entries.

The right to make a desert-land entry is exhausted as effectively
by the filing of an allowable -declaration as if the entry had teen
actually allowed in the absence of a sufficient and satisfactory show7
iing of the right to make a second entry. It is not to be understood
that where a declaration is rejected for conflict or other sufficient
cause the desert-land right of entry is held to be' exhausted, but
where such: declaration is subject to allowance and is withdrawn

be-

fore such action is taken,' then it is to be understood that the desertland entry right is held to be exhausted, except as herein stated.
'Under the act of September 5, 1914, spra, provision is made for
the making of second desert-land entries under the conditions therein
stated. When, therefore, a desert-land declaration is filed, unless
rejected for conflict or other sufficient cause, a second declaration
should not be'accepted' unless accompanied by a showing, by way of

corroborated affidavit, of qualification' to make it, the same as if
applying to make a second desert-land entry.
If a prior application was filed, it should give the number thereof
and description of the land by section, towOnship,and range. In this
event you will forward the papers to the' General Land Office for
consideration, following as closely as possible the instructions (43
L. D., 408) relating to second desert-land entries.
WILLIAM

SPRY,

Commissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary.
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HEIRS OF ROBERT H. CORDER.
Decided November 13, 1923.

-

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-OIL AND GAS LANDS-POSPEcTING
FINAL PROOF-PATENT..

4

$

D

3

3G

PERMIT-EVIDENRE-

An application for an oil and gas prospecting permit embracing lands within a homestead entry, filed by the entryman during pendency of action
by the Land Department upon the question of allowance of his final proof,
constitutes an admission that the land had a prospective oil and gas value
and amounts to an election to take a restricted patent in accordance with
the provisions of the act of July 17, 1914.
BOARD OF EQIITABiLE ADJICATION-JUISDICTIO-HOMESTEAD
ENT-OIn AND GAS.LANDS.

ENTRY-PAT-

Questions pertaining to the reformation of restricted patents issued in accordance with the provisions of the act of July 17, 1914, do not come
within the jurisdiction of the Board of Equitable Adjudication.

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary;i
On October 17, 1916, Robert H. Corder, under the assumed name
of John D. Corder, made enlarged homestead entry, serial 037084,
for W. i SW. , Sec. 29' and SE. 4, NE. SW. , and lot 3, Sec.:30,
T. 17- N., R. 28 E., M. M., 319.76 acres in'the

Lewistown, Montana,

land district. His entry was amended, July 10, 1917, by substituting therein his real name, Robert H. Corder.
Final proof was submitted November 25, 1919, but! action thereon
was suspended on account of a protest by the Field Service, which
was followed by charges against the entry, a hearing thereon, decision adverse to the entry by the local officers, and on appeal a reversal of said decision November 22, 1921,`by the Commissioner xho
allowed the entry to remain intact.
Meanwhile, on November 23, 1920, Gorder filed application 045172

for a permit to prospect upon said land for oil and gas under section 13 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), which
application was allowed May 5, 1921. By reason of this the C6mmissioner held, December 29, 1921, that it would be necessary for
the entryman to file a waiver of the oil and gas content of the
land and consent to the amendment of his homestead entry as having
been made subject to the provisions of the act of July 17, 1914 (38
Stat., 509), and required him within thirty days to make the required
showing, directing the local'officers, in case such showing was made,

to issue final certificate, noting thereon the proper reservation On
February 24, 1922, [the register- transmitted unclaimed registered
letter containing notice of said decision and reported no, action
taken.
On December 20, 1922, the Commissioner held, in substance, that

the land having been covered by Corder's homestead entry of
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October 17, 1916, without mineral reservation, on which final proof
was submitted November 25, 1919, and the. entryman not having
consented to an amendment of the entry whereby the oil and gas
content of the land was reserved to the Government under the act
of July 17, 1914,s8ura, such agricultural entry, having been allowed
prior to enactment of the leasing act of February 25, 1920, sp,
without mineral reservation, entitled the entryman to a preference
right under section 20 of the leasing act, but in order to exercise
such preference right he was required to accompany his permit
Iapplication with a waiver of right to the oil and gas content of
the land; that the issuance of final certificate on the entry was
delayed by reason of a contest filed after final proof was made,
and which was subsequently decided in favor of the entryman; and
that he may be considered as having earned the title to an unrestricted patent on November 2, 1919, so that the granting of the
permit was not regular and the application should properly have
been rejected. The Commissioner accordingly in said decision directed the local officers to notify permittee that his permit was
held for cancellation, and that unless within fifteen days he should
appeal or file consent to receive a patent reserving the oil and gas
content to the United States, said permit would be recommended
for cancellation. On February 17, 1923, the register transmitted
unclaimed registered letter containing notice of said decision, and
reported no action taken.
On March 30, 1923, the Commnissioner recommended to the Secre-

tary the cancellation of the permit. On April 7, 1923, the Department returned the recommendation without approval, holding thatThe Department has held in a number of cases that where an entryman
files an application for prospecting premit, as this entryman did, expressing
the belief that the lands contained oil, this expression constituted an admission
that the land had a prospective oil and gas value and offered a favorable
field for prospecting operations, rendering unnecessary procedure under 12(c)
of the oil and gas regulations'as aWbasisfor requiring the entryman to file his
consent to a reservation of the oil and gas content of the land to the Government. It is also observed that no report from the Geological Survey is with
the record passing on the inquiry as to whether or not the land should be impressed with a mineral reservation.
The entryman, Corder, having filed an application for a prospecting permit,
will be regarded as having elected to take patent to the land embraced in his
entry with mineral reservation under the act of July 17, 1914.
Your decision of December 30, 1922, therefore, is hereby vacated, the prospecting permit issued will remain intact, and a restricted patent should issue
to the entryman all else being regular.

In pursuance of said departmental decision, the Commissioner
on April 21, 1923, vacated his said decision of December 30, 1922,

and impressed the homestead entry with said amendment under the
act of July 17, 1914, spra, whereby the oil and gas content
of the land was reserved to the Government.
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The final certificate was amended accordingly, and in due course
a restricted patent issued.
On July 24, 1923,Hattie Corder, an heir of said Robert H. Corder,
filed with the register her affidavit, whereby it appeared that the
entriyman died on May 3, 1923; that the affiant was his daughter and

one of his heirs, and made the affidavit in behalf of the other heirs
as -well as herself.; that a restricted patent had been issued and was

in the land officeat Lewistown, and she requests that it be returned to
the General Land Office, and that an unrestricted patent be issued
for the land; that in behalf of herself and the other heirs she appeals:\" from the decision of the Department," and asks that her appeal 'and request be "submitted to the Equitable Board of Adjudication," and that an unrestricted patent be issued in lieu of the restricted patent.
On August 14, 1923, the Commissioner rendered his decision de-

clining to cancel the restricted patent and issue one without- restrictions,' basing his decision upon the departmental decision of April 7,
1923, but allowing an appeal to the Department. Hattie Corder has
appealed, bringing the case here for review.
This case does not fall within the jurisdiction of the Board of
Equitable Adjudication, and no reason is shown that would justify
a departure from the view taken by the Department in its decision
of April 7, 1923, that the entryman's application for an oil and gas
prospecting permit, pending decision allowing his final proof,
amounted to. an election to..take patent to the land embraced in his
entry with mineral reservation to the United States under the act
of July 17, 1914, supra.
V
Therefore the decision of the Commissioner is affirmed.
FRANK P. DAWES.
Decided November 13, 1923.REMINQUIsEMENT-REPAYMENT-DEsERT
ARY 27, 1922.

LAND-CONFIRMATION-ACT

OFJAN1u-

A voluntary.relinquishment,
executed and filed in connection with a claim
for repayment of purchase money paid upon a canceled entry which, except
for the relinquishment and refund of purchase price, would have been
entitled to confirmation-under the act of March 3, 1891, amounts to a quitclaim, for a valuable consideration, of all the entryman's right, title and
interest in and to the lands embraced therein, and precludes him from
afterwards invoking the benefits of the exchange of entry provision of the
act of January 27, 1922.

INNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

Frank P. Dawes, who made desert-land entry, Helena 083, October 12, 1908, for the W. i W. i, Sec. 20, T. 7 N., R. 8 E., P. M.,
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Montana, has appealed from the decision of the ommissioner of
the General Land Office,dated August 30, 1923,holding for rejection
his application 014324,-filed April 24, 1923, to select under the act
of January 27, 1922 (42 Stat., 359), lots 6, 7, 8, 12, SW.

SE.

, Sec.

24, T. 46 N., R. 101 W., 6th P. M., Lander land district, Wyoming,
under the exchange' provisions of said act.,
The record discloses that final proof was submitted on said desertland entry December 31, 1912, and final certificate issued January 6,
1913; that on December 29, 1914, a special agent made an adverse

report on said entry, and that on February 4, 1915, the Commissioner directed adverse proceedings against the: entry, charging noncompliance with the desert-land law, and that the final proof was
not made until after the expiration of the statutory period.
Notice of said charges was duly served as evidenced by the registry
return card bearing the signature of Dawes. Under date of May
5,: 1915, the local officers reported

that Dawes failed to deny the

charges or to apply for a hearing and recommended cancellation of
the entry. The entry was accordingly canceled by letter "FS ` of
the Commissioner, on May 21, 1915.

The record further discloses that on January 8, 1919, Dawes made
application for repayment of " such amount of money as may be
found due, paid in connection with desert-land entry, Helena series
0783." With ,said application for repayment, he filed a relinquishment, and on April 10, 1919, there was issued in his favor, warrant
No. 9315, in the sum of $160 for amount of repayment of purchase
money paid on said desert-land entry.
The act of January 27, 1922, supra, provides in substance, that the
Secretary of the 'Interior may, in his discretion, permit the exchange
of entries and transfer all payments to any other tract of surveyed
lands. -where a final entry of public lands has been canceled and
such entry is held by the Land Department, or by a court of competent jurisdiction to have been confirmed under the proviso to section
7 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095), if such entries were
disposed of to other parties, or patented to a claimant under other
public-land laws.
In the case at bar, the record discloses that the land included in
said entry of Dawes has been disposed of, being embraced in patented
homestead entry, Helena 014335. The Commissioner held that one
who has relinquished his entry can not invoke the-benefit of said act
of January

27; 1922.

The questions' presented upon this appeal have had 'the careful attention of the Department. It is true said desert-land entry was
canceled as the result of adverse proceedings' initiated more-than two
years after the issuance of final receipt, and if the matter had' rested
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there Dawes might have been entitled to make entry under the exchange provisions

of said act.

But he later, however, as stated,:

applied for the return of the purchase money, with which he filed
a relinquishment.: The relinquishment was voluntarily given and
the purchase money repaid. It amounted to a quitclaimr,'for- a valuable consideration, of all his right, title and interest, in and to the
lands embraced in his canceled entry.'
i
The decision appealed from is accordingly affirmed. EVERETT LANFAIR.
Decided Yovember 13, 1923.
INDIAN LANDS-TOWN SITES-OLAHomA-REsERvATION-SEOETARY.
TERIOR-STATUTES.

OF THE IN-

The provisions of the acts of June 30, 1913, and March 3, 1919, which vested
the Secretary of the Interior with the authority to dispose of the remaining unappropriated lands in the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Indian.
Reservations in Oklahoma, have no application to any unappropriated
lands in the town- sites within- those reservations that were created pursuant to the, act of March 20, 1906.INDIAN LANDS-TOWN SITES-OLf:AEroMA-RESTORATIONS-STATU'TES.. S

The unappropriated lands within the towin sites created pursuant, to the act
of March 20, 1906, in the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Indian Reservations in Oklahoma, are subject to disposition only in accordance with the
terms of that act and Congressional legislation is necessary to ffect their
restoration to disposition in any other manner.
INDIAN LANDs-TowN
ERENCE RIGHT.

SITEs-OiX LAi-oMrA-APPicAToN-REsToRATIoNs-PRF.
;

Should Congress authorize the restoration of the unapptopriated lands within
the town sites in the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Indian Reservations
in Oklahoma, one filing an application to' purchase or enter' any of those
lands prior to such restoration would not acquire a preference right under
such application unless the act authorizing the restoration should so expressly provide.

FINNEY,
First Assistant &cretar-y:Everett Lanf air' has appealed from a decision rendered by the 'General Land Office Auguft 16, 1923, affirming the action of the local
officersin rejecting his application, Guthrie 013956, filed March 26,
1923,to make' homestead entry for, or, in the alternative, to purchase,
the SW. , See. 36, T. 3BS.,1 16 W., I. M., Oklahoma. The reason
given for' the rejection was that the land in question is included
within, a town site withdrawal, and is not subject to disposition in
the manner specified in the application.
The land 'is within that portion of the Kiowa, Comanche, and
Apache Indian Reservations that was opened to entry under the act
of June 5, 1906 (34 Stat., 213). The SW. i, S. 4 NW. , and W. 4
'
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and reserved for the

town site- of Quannah-September 12, 1906, pursuant to the act of
March 20, 1906 (34 Stat., 80).

It is set forth in the appeal filed in behalf 'of the appellant that
the town site of Quannah is one of the town sites set apart within
the above-mentioned reservations that never got beyond the town site
stage; that the land involved in this case is a "dead townsite tract,"
that has been vacant, unused, not subject to State taxation, and of
no benefit to anyone since the town site was created. . Reference
was made to the acts of June 30, 1913, and March 3, 1919, and it
is contended that under these acts the Secretary of the Interior has
the authority to sell this and other tracts within said reservations
at such times and under such terms as he may see fit to direct.
The appellant alleged in his application to make the entry that
he is an honorably discharged soldier of the World War, and- requested that he be given preference right of entry on account of
his service. He further stated in his application that he. desired
to enter the land. in question.pursuant to the act of March 3,-1919,and
asked that the tract be appraised as unimproved Government land.
He offered to pay the first instalment as soon as he should be notified
of the amount of the same, or to bid $1500 for the tract and to pay
the first instalment as soon as his bid should be accepted.
Section 17 of the act of June 30, 1913 (38 Stat., 77, 92), gave
the Secretary of the Interior authority, in his discretionto sell upon such terms and under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe the unused, unallotted, unreserved, and such portions of the school and
agency lands that are no longer needed for administrative purposes, in the
Kiowa, Comanche, Apache, and Wichita Tribes of Indians in Oklahoma,

The act of March 3, 1919 (40 Stat., 1318), under which the application-is purported to have been filed, contains anong others the
following provisions:
That the homestead entries made for.pasture and wood reserve lands in the
Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Reservations, in the State of Oklahoma,
opened to settlement and entry upon sealed bids, as authorized by the Act of
June fifth, nineteen hundred and six (Thirty-fourth United States Statutes at
Large, page two hundred and thirteen), be, and the same are hereby, made
subject to contest, upon charges alleging that the entryman never established
residence upon the land, or that having established such residence he failed
to maintain same, or to improve and cultivate the land in accordance with
law; and upon proof sustaining such charges, submitted in accordance with
the rules of practice, the entries will be canceled and the money paid by the
entrymen in default will be forfeited: Provided, That any person who has been
residing upon the land for at least two years. prior to the cancellation of such
entry, and if there be no such settler, then the successful contestant, shall,
if qualified to make a homestead entry, have a preference right for a period
of sixty days from notice, to make a homestead entry for the land, paying
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therefor the price bid by the original entryman, or a price to be fixed by appraisement upon the applicant's request,. i * *: And provided further, That
any vacant lands in the wood and pasture reserves in said Indian reservations,
opened to entry under said Act of June fifth, nineteen hundred and six, for
which no preference right of entry exists, as herein provided, or under the Act
of June twenty-eighth, nineteen hundred and six (Thirty-fourth Statutes at
Large, page five hundred and fifty), shall be subject to sale at public auction
to the highest bidder under rules and regulations to be provided by the Secretary of the Interior:
* *

The act of March 20, 1906, 8upra,authorized the Secretary of the
Interior " to set aside and reserve from allotment or leasing such of
the common grazing lands of said tribes-as shall be necessary for the
establishment of townsites; " and the act of June; 5, 1906 (34 Stat.,
,213), provided that the unreserved and unallotted portions of the
pasture lands should be "disposed of upon sealed bids or at public
auction at the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior; to the
highest bidder, under the provisions of the homestead laws of the
United States."
On July 18, 1906, this Department designated a commission to
select town sites within the pasture reserve.

On A-ugust 20, 1906,

that commission reported its selections, which- were submitted with
favorable recommendation by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
and the report was approved by the Department September 12, 1906.
Thereafter the selected tracts were duly platted. The records show
that 37 lots within the town site of Quannah have been patented
under the provisions of the act of March 20, 1906,supra.
The act of June 5, 1906, supra, merely provided for the opening
of the remainder of the pasture lands under the, provisions of the
homestead laws. No reference was made therein to the town site
law. The later acts of June 30, 1913, supra, and March 3 1919,
supra, have no application to the town site lands set apart under the
act of March 20, 1906. The last-mentioned act contains, therefore,
the only law under which the land involved in this case can be disposed of while it remains within the town site reservation.
It is an elementary proposition that rights in public lands, property of the United States, can initiate only under and in compliance
with some act of Congress authorizing their appropriation. Neither
settlement, improvement, payment of consideration, nor any other
act not in pursuance of an act of Congress authorizing disposal of
the land sought to be appropriated, gives any right to the applicant
or claimant. See Hutchings v. Low (15 Wall., 77), and Burfenning . Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Company' (163 U.' S., 321). When, therefore, Congress provided for the
setting aside of the town sites by the act of March 20, 1906, and the
Secretary of the, Interior caused them to be set aside pursuant
thereto, such action was conclusive on all parties, and the subsequent
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acts, Iapplicable to the pasture lands generally, were not applicable
to the town*site lands. The fact that portions of the town site in
questidn have not been, and may never,be, disposed of under the act
pursuant to which it was created, does not warrant this Department
in allowing appropriation of the undisposed of portions under other
laws. Nor can the Secretary of the- Interior declare that the town
site has been abandoned and vacate it as to the undisposed of lands
therein' unless he shall be specifically authorized by Congress to do

so; Furthernore, should Congress authorize the Secretary of the
Interior to dispose of the remaining lands in the Quannah town site,
the appellant herein would gain no preference right to acquire any
of those lands merely by virtue of his application here under consideration, without some provision conferring such right contained
in the legislation by it enacted.'
* Accordingly the decision 'appealed from is affirmid.
DEAN v. LUSK ROYALTY COMPANY.
Decided

November 13, 192S..,

MINERAL LANDS-OIL AND GAS LANDS-STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEAD-SURFACE
RIGHTS-STATUTES.

The placer mining laws, which originally provided for the patenting f a fee
* estate in both the surface and the mineral deposits of public lands, were
modified by the act of December 29, 1916, to permit of the issuance of
separate patents for the reserved mineral deposits under the mining laws
-and for the surface lands under the stock-raising homestead act.
MTINERALLANDS-OIL AND' GAS LANDS-ABANDoNMENT-OCCUPAIcY-STOCKRAISING HomEsTEA-ESTOPEL-ADVmsE
CLAIM.

Section 9 of the 'act of December 29, 116, contemplated the perfection of
* claims by locators under the placer mining laws to the reserved mineral
deposits, and possession of the land by a stock-raising homestead entryman
with the acquiescence of a placer mining claimant does not constitute an
adverse
a
possession that will estop the latter from denying abandonment
of the mining claim.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PRMIT-STOCR-RAIING
PROVEMENTS-DAMAGES.
XA

HOMESTEAD-In-

permittee under an oil and gas prospecting permit is not authorized to
injure the permanent improvements of a stock-raising homestead entryman,
and damages to crops must be compensated for as provided by section 9
of the act of December 29, 1916.

MINERAL LANDS-OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-STOCK-RAISING
HOMESTEAD-SURFA.CERIGHTS.

A stock-raising homestead entryman does not have a sufficient interest in the
reserved mineral deposits in the lands within his entry to entitle him to
protest against the issuance of an oil and gas prospecting permit, except
it be in his capacity as a citizen desiring to prevent the perpetration of a
fraud upon the Government.
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DEPARTMENTA DECISIONS.CITEDAND APPLIED.
Cases of Coleman et qZ. tv. McKenzie et al. (29 L.

D., 389), and Purvis v.

Witt (49 L. D., 260), cited and applied.
FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:

This is an appeal by Julius' 'M. Dean from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated June 29,1923, dismissing
his protest against the issuance of a permit under section 19 of the'
leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), to the Lusk Royalty
Company, for the W. [ SW. 1, Sec. 28, 5.

4 N. 4, Sec. 29, T. 36 N.,

R. 64 W., 6th P. M., Douglas, Wyoming, land district.
Appellant made stock-raising homestead entry- for the abovedescribed lands on January' 25, 1919,pursuant to the act of December
29, 1916 (39 'Stat., 862).- Residence was established upon the land in
June, 1919, and patent issued to appellant oh' October 21, '1922.

On August 25, 1920, the Dusk Royalty Company filed an application for a permit to prospect for oil and gas pursuant to the leasing
act of February 25, 1920, supra. The company claimed relief under
section 19 of said act, as assignee of fee title to certain' oil placermining locations, including Glenrock No. 3, covering S. 4 N; 4, Sec.
29, T. 36 N., R. 64W., located May 7, 1917, and Mann No. 1, covering

the SW. -4,Sec. 28, T. 36 N., R. 64 W., 6th-P. M., located September

-22,1917.
The following expenditures were claimed to have been made upon

and for the benefit of these claims in 1918 and 1919,-by the Cactus
Oil Company, lessee:
On the SW.

, Sec. 28, T. 36 N., R-. 64 W., a reservoir

was constructed

during

the year 1918, for the purpose of collecting and storing water for drilling purposes, and a road was built on and across the NE. i of this claim for the purpose of hauling material, machinery, tools, etc., to the drilling site on this
claim, cellars were dug and a derrick erected, all at a cost of more than $250.
On the S. N. 4, Sec. 29, T. 36 N., R. 64 W., a road was built across this
claim for the purpose of hauling material, machinery, 'and tools to the drilling
site thereon, and a cellar was dug' and derrick erected,- and the drilling of a:
well was commenced. The cost of this work and improvements was in excess
of $250.

In his protest against the issuance of a permit to the Lusk Royalty
Company, and upon;:appeal, Dean claims the mineral rights in the
land, charges that at the time his entry was made the- lands' were
vacant and abandoned, and that 'no work has been done thereon'
since June, 1919, and claims that the allowance of prospecting operations' will result in irreparable damage to his crops and improvements and force him to abandon his home thereon.
The; land' was withdrawn for oil and gas by Executive order of
October 23, 1918, and, with, the exception of the S.I NW. 4, Sec. 29,
74526 -24-v
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is within the boundaries of the producing structure of the Lance
Greek oil field, as defined 'by the Geological Survey on April 2, 1920.

The sole ground for dismissing Dean's protest, stated by the Commissioner, was that it was not supported by any corroborative affidavits. This action was correct. However the appeal contains the
same allegations, which are, now duly. corroborated. The question
to be determined is,.therefore, whether the. protest has any, merit.
The protest clearly must be held insufficient in so far as it advances any 'claim by Dean to the mineral content of the land. By
the provisions of the stock-raising act, as will be more fully hereinafter shown, all entries made pursuant to that act and all patents
issued thereunder must be, " subject to and contain a reservation to
the United States of all coal and other minerals in the lands so
entered."

Section 9, act of December 29, 1916 (39 Stat., 862).

Nor will the allowance of prospecting operations upon theyland
deprive him of his property without conpensation, or otherwise interfere with his peaceful enjoyment and use of said land as.contem-:
plated by the law under which he. acquired title Section 9 of the
:
stock-raising act provides thatAny person qualified to locate and enter the coal or other mineral deposits,
or having the right to mine and remove the same under the laws of the United
States, shall have the right at all times to enter upon the lands entered or
patented, as provided by this act, for the purpose of prospecting for .coal or
othei mineral therein,-:provided he shall not injure, damage, or destroy the
permanent improvements of the entryman or patentee, and shall be liable to
and shall compensate the entryman or patentee for all damages. to the crops
on such lands by reason of such prospecting.

Thus it is clear that a. permittee is not authorized to injure the
permanent improvements of a stock-raising, entryman and must
make due compensation for damaoes to his crops.
There remains the question of abandonment.
Section 19 of the leasing act specifies the persons entitled to a
permit thereunder as follows:'
That any person who on October 1, 1919, was a bone fide occupant or claimant of oil or gas lands under a claim initiated while such lands were not withdrawn from oil or gas location and-'entry, and who had previously performed
all acts under then existing laws necessary to. valid locations thereof except to
make discovery, and upon which discovery had not been made prior to the
passage of this act, and who has performed work or expended on or for the
benefit of such locations an amount equal in the.aggregate of $250 for each
location if application therefor shall be made within six months from the
passage of this act shall be entitled to prospecting permits thereon e *

It appears therefore' that on October 1, 1919, the Lusk Royalty
Company, or its assignor, must have been, in good faith, occupying
or claiming the land under the placer-mining laws in order to be'
entitled to a permit under section 19 of the leasing act.
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The possession f the land -by-the appellant under the stock-rais'ing act was not an adverse 'possession: which, through

acquiescence

by the Lusk Royalty. Company, constituted an abandonment of the
claim by it, for the stock-raising act contemplates the-perfection of
claims to lthereserved deposits and the patenting. of the same'-under

the placer-mining laws. Such an intention appears from the following provision of section 9 of said act:
The coal antd other mineral deposits in such lands shall be subject to disposal by the United States in accordance with the provisions of the coal and
mineral land laws in force at the time of such disposal. [Italics supplied.]

' -Although the'placer-miing laws, which were in fo'rce at the time
provided for '.the patenting of a fee estate in
of appellant's 'entr
both the' surface and mineral deposits of public lands, or 'an entire
said placerestate, the act'6f December 29, 1916, sa,'modified
mining laws so, as to authorize' 'the: issuance of surface patents for
lands of the character contemplatedby ('the 'stock-raising act and
duly entered thereunder, and authorized the patenting of the reserved
deposits to mineral applicants under. the placermmininglaws. This
intent clearly appears from the following provision in- section 9
of the stock-raisingactissued for the coal or other mineral deposit8
Provided, That all patits
herein reserved shall contain appropriate: notations declaring them to be
subject to the provisions of this act with reference to the disposition, occupancy and use of the land as permitted to an entryman under this act. [Italics
supplied.]

Abandonment must be 'proved as a fact. It is ajmatter of intention
to' be arrived at by considering the acts of, the.locator.

.The leaving

of tools and implements upon a claim'has been held to be proper
'evidence-that there was no intention to. abandon it. Conversely, the
removal of such.tools and all material useful in- development. of a
claim would indicate an abandonment.
The appellant's protest does not sufficiently allege the status of
the land on October 1, 1919, to-enable the Department to determine
whether there was in fact an abandonment of the claim. Nor does
the' uncorroborated affidavit of the permit applicant as to development and expenditures "in 1918, and 1919," supply any, satisfactory
evidence on this point..,...
The case is remanded with instructions that the appellant's protest
be dismissed, and that the Lusk Royalty:.Companybe required to
furnish a- detailed statement of the work performed upon the lands
involved, the cost of each general item, and the date of performance,
specifically stating what improvements, if any, were upon-the land
involved ..on October 1, 1919,, and what was being done with respect

to these claims at that time. This showing must be in affidavit form
and must be duly corroborated by the affidavit of at least one dis-
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interested party having actual knowledgeof the facts. :- Thirty days
from receipt of notice will be allowed within which this showing
II
must be filed, on penalty of rejection of the application.
reserved
of
the
disposition
the
in
interest
has
no
appellant
this
As
deposits other than as might arise from the granting of a permit to
an insolvent party who would be unable to respond in damages for
injuries to his crops and improvements, it is not considered necessary
that he be served with a copy-of this showing, or be further permitted
to protest the issuance of a permit upon the grounds of abandonment
(Coleman et al. v. McKenzie et al., 29 L. D., 359), except in his capacity as a citizen desiring to prevent, the perpetration of a fraud
upon the Government, if such fraud should, be attempted. Purvis.
Witt (49 L. P., 260). He gained no rights,.with respect to the oil
and gas deposits, by virtue of his stock- raising entry.
fiB '0 q
t*

(it

)

S

ROTH.GOTTLIEB
Novenber 1,198. M
j -;Decided

onLArNDs-PROSPECTING PERMIT-LEAE-HMESTEAD
RIGHTs-PREFERE\cE RIGT.'

ENTY-S

FAcE

Neither the leasing act of February 25, 1920, nor any otheract of Congress
accords to surface entrymen or owners under the homestead law. a preference right to a coal prospecting permit or to a lease upon the land so
* entered.

Firkt Assistant Secretary.
,-FINNEY;
On July 23, 1923, Gottlieb Roth filed application, Bismarok series
021946,to have designated as a coal-leasing unit, under section 2 of
the' act of February25, 1920(41 Stat., 437), the SW. ' SW. i, or lot
4, Sec. 30, T. 134 N., R. 90 W.,' 5th P. M., Nrth Dakota. Prior thereto, to wit, on July 11, 1923,Daniel Friesz and Otto Kuk
made a like application, serial 021933,for the same tract.
The records of the General Land Officeshow that the tract above
described is included in coal withdrawal, Executive order of July 7,
1910, and that on June 22, 1907; 'Gottlieb Glaser made entry, now
Bismarck Serial 010459 of said' tract and'other lands, under the
homestead law. Final certificate with a reservation of the. coal
issued April

30, 1914.

On September 1, 1923, the Commissioner of the General Land
Office-held 'Roth's application'for rejection because of the priority
of the application of Friesz and Kuk, and indicated that a recommendation would be inade to segregate the tract as a coal-leasing unit
under the last-named application.
'Roth hiasappealed and alleges that-he is the legal owner pursuant to the homestead laws of the United States upon
the tract of land on which he applies for a coal lease, and has already performed
1

See decision on rehearing, page 197.
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preliminary development work to the value of, about $2,000.00 in preparing to
operate a coal mine on said land, and has the mine on said land now in condition for successful operation, and if his claim is rejected, he will lose the value
of such development work, which. greatly added to the value of said land for
mining purposes, and it would be unjust to him .for others to secure the coal
lease on said land and deprive him of the benefits of his development work;

The allegations above set out disclose no 'error in the Commissioner's action. Neither the entryman nor his transferee has ac-quired any right to lease or prospect for the coal by virtue of said
entry. Neither the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), nor any
other act of Congress accords to surface entrymen or owners under
the homestead law, a preference right to a coal prospecting permit*
or to a coal lease upon the land so entered.
The records of the- General Land Office do not disclose that anv
prospecting *permit has been issued or assigned to Roth, nor does
it appear that Roth had improved and occupied and claimed the
coal deposits in -good faith prior to the passage' of the act 'of
February 25,1920. Roth has, therefore, not shown'-any equity that
may be. recognized in, awarding a coal lease under this act. His
occupation, improvements and the development of a mine of coal
upon the land were, therefore, without sanction of law and unauthorized.-' The action of the Commissioner is right and is hereby af-

firmed.

Contemporaneously with this decision, the Department has approved the recommendation of the -Commissioner that the tract above
described be segregated as coal-leasing unit- No. 363, North Dakota

35,, and that this unit be'offered for lease- on the terms following:
1. A royalty of 10 cents per ton, mine run.:
2 A minimum investment of- $400 during the first three years of the lease.
3. A minimum production of 400 tons commencing with the fourth year of

thelease.--

The -lease will be auctioned and awarded to a qualified bidder of
the highest amount offered as a bonus for' the privilege- of leasing
the land in accordance with the provisions of section 13 of the coal
regulations,

Circular No. 679 (47 LI-D., 489, 493).

'

-

GOTTLIEB ROTH (ON REHEARING).
Decided January 9, 1924.

-

-

COAL LANDS-LASE-PREFERENCE

RIGHT-PURCIHASER-IMPROVEMENTS-SECRETARYOF THE INTERIOE-SUPERVISORYAUTHORITY.

Where- one who is not entitled to a preference right to a coal lease has
in good faith, under- erroneous advice,. opened and developed a mine of
coal, the Secretary of the, Interior has the auhority to require one
obtaining the lease pursuant to section 2 of the act of February 25, 1920,
if another, to pay -to the one making the improvements the amount that
the land has been enhanced in value thereby.
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FIwNEY,First Assistant Secretary:;
By decision of November 13,.1923, tic Department affirimed a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Officedated September
1,:1923,rejecting the application 6f GottliebiRoth, filed July 23,1923,
to have lot 4 (or SW. I SW

), Sec. 30, T. 134 N., R. 90 W., 5th P. M.,

North Dakota, designated as a'coal-leasing unit under section 2 of the
act of February 25, 1920 (.41 Stat., 437). Contemporaneously with
said decision, the Department approved the recommendation of the
Commissioner of .the General Land: Officethat the tract be' segregated
as coal-leasing unit No. 363, North Dakota No. 35, and that the-unit

be ofered for lease on the terms following:
1. A royalty of 10 cents per ton, mine run.
A2.minimum investment of $400 during the first three years of the lease.
3. A minimum production of 400 tons commencing with the fourth year of the
lease..

It.was further directed that the lease be auctioned. and awarded to
a, qualified bidder of the highest amount offered as. a bonus for the
privilege of leasing the land in accordance. with the provisions of
paragraph

13 of the regulations

(47 L. D., 489, 493)..

The leasing unit was created on the application of Daniel Friesz
and Otto Kuk, filed July 11, 1923,and it was because-of the priority
of the application of Friesz and Kuk that Roth's application was
rejected.
.Almotion for rehearing has been filed on behalf of Roth, in which
it is contended that Friesz and Kuk shouldbe made to pay to Roth
the sm expended by him for opening and improving the coal mine.
Upon consideration of the motion and, accompanying.showing, the
Department directed the local officersto suspend action on the Commissioner's letter of November 10, 1923, authorizing the. offering -of
the lease at public auction, and directed the chief of field division to
investigate the character of work 'and expenditures made by,Roth on
the land involved.
The investigation ordered has been made, and a report thereof submitted to the Department, together -with -affidavitsby Roth, Friesz,
Kuk, and others. After reciting the facts, the special agent who made
the investigation recommended that the application of Roth for a
preference right to a lease receive favorable consideration.
The report of the field investigation'corroborates the contentions
of Roth, that-he acted on the advice of those on' whom he relied to
the:effect that because of the character of the coal-deposit he was at
liberty to mine and remove the same. He removed approximately
2,500tons, and has tendered $250 in payment of 'royalty 'therefor.
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The stripping of the earth covering the coal was done at an expense
of $1200, and drainage ditches were constructed at a cost of $150.
Lumber and surveying cost $150 additional.
While nearly all the coal uncovered-has been removed, the stripping
is of value to the purchaser of thelease, as it removes all doubt as to
the character and location of the coal deposit(Considering the matter
-in all its phases, the Department is convinced that the value of the
property as a coal'mine to a purchaser 'of the lease has been enhanced
by' Roth's work to the extent of $1,000.
There is no law under which Roth could be awarded a preference
'__bgt right
to
lead
stne
tr7b~
to a ~~
but in view of all: thecicicMstce,'7A_`_
inequitable to allow Friesz and Kuk or anyone else to reap 'the
benefits of Roth's work without compensation to him therefor.
Accordingly,'the leasing unit will be offered at public auction, after
the notice required] by the' regulations, the published and posted
notice containing a statement that the successful bidder, if other
,than Roth, must pay to Roth, on the day of the sale, tle sum of

$1,000.7
The departmental

decision of November 13, 1923, is modified to

agree with the foregoing.
EFFECT, OF RECORDATION OF NOTICE OF LOCAL LAND OFFICE
PROCEEDINGS IN THE OFFICE OF A COUNTY RECORDER.
Opinion, November 14, 1928.
NOTICE-Ort SHALE LANDS-TRISDICTIO-RECORDS-oOLOADO.

The rules relating to notices s pendens that are applicable to the courts
'have no application to proceedings before an executive department, and
recordation in the office of the recorder of the county in which the lands
are situated of proceedings in a local land office, there being no statutory
requirement to that effect, neither constitutes constructive notice nor
raises a presumption of notice.
NoTWcE-OIL

SHATE

LANDS-LAND

DEPARTMENT-JursIDIcTIoN-RECORDS.

Where there, is, no law making it the duty of a county recorder to receive
and record notices of proceedings in a local United States land office,
the Land Department is powerless 16 enforce any order or regulation'
it might issue:directing the recordation of such notices.
Co-urT DECISION.
CITED'AND APPLIED.
Case of Bassinger v. Spangler (10 Pac., 809), cited and applied.

FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary:
By. your [Commissioner of the General Land Office] letter FS,
SVP of October 18, 1923, 'you request of this Department such
" advice as may seem appropriate" in connection withThe advisability of (1) filing for record. in the office" of the. Clerk and
Recorder of the county in which the lands are situated, notice of proceed-
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ings pending in the local land office by the- United States against certain oil
shale mining, locations, and (2) that if such locations are finally adjudged
invalid, notice thereof in like manner to be filed for record with said Clerk
and Recorder.

After giving the matter very careful consideration I fail to find
any controlling reason for the filing and recording of the notices
'mentioned.

It can not be correctly said that they would furnish effective
notice, or impart knowledge to anyone, because there is neither a
Federal nor a State statute which requires or authorizes their filing
or makes their recordation constructive notice, and they do not even
have the sanction of, or come within the common rules relating to
notices Us pendens which are, applicable in courts alone and have
no relation to proceedings by an executive department

or officer.

The admitting of instruments to record and the effect of, their
being recorded are controlled in this country very generally by statutory enactments, and the recognized law on the subject is very well
stated in, 2 Devlin on Real Estate, Third Edition, section 656, as
follows:
The registry acts authorize the recording of certain specified. instruments,

and their registration operates as notice. But the fact that an instrument is
recorded is not sufficient to raise the presumpion of notice, unless it be an
instrument whose registration is authorized by statute.
tary recording of it would be a nullity.

Otherwise the volun-

While your inquiry does not in terms relate to the filing of such
notices in particular States it appears from correspondence accompanying your letter that you had Colorado in mind since the suggestion for the filing and recording of these notices came from the
office of the chief of field division at Denver, and for that reason I
will here refer to the fact that the statutes of that State specify the
classes of instruments and documents that may be admitted to
record and name the effect of their recordation, and in considering
the effect of those statutes the supreme court of Colorado held in
Bassinger 'm.Spangler (10 Pac., 809), that "the record of a bill of
sale, since the law does not require or authorize such instruments to
be recorded, is not notice to creditors of the vendor therein."
The only useful purpose that could therefore be accomplished by
the issuing and recording of such notices would be the fact that
persons seeking information would have an additional source to
which they could go for inquiry, but it is not believed that the usefulness of.-suchrecords for that purpose would be sufficient to justify
a departure at this late day from the long established practice under
which the records of the Land Department are considered as the
only sources from which information-can

be secured as to proceed-

ings affecting the disposal of public lands. In view of that estab-
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lished practice it seems, safe to assume that but very few,if any,
persons seeking information would go to the office of the local
recorder of deeds, or elsewhere than to the records of the Land Department. proper to obtain it.
Aside from these considerations stands the fact that thete is no
law making it the duty of the local recorder to receive and register
or record such notices, or, to give them a place in his files. .And
furthermore, the laws of Colorado (section 2896, Mills Annotated
Statutes) authorize the county clerk, who is ex oico recorder of
deeds, to charge and receive fees in prescribed amounts for recording
any "instrument authorized to be recorded," and. section 1877 of
that statute prescribes and penalizes the demanding or receiving of
any:" fee or compensation (by an officer) where no Tee or compensation whatever is authorized or prescribed by law." Provisions similar to this are made in the statutes of other States.
From this it will be seen that this Department would be powerless
to enforce any order or regulation it might issue directing the recordation of such notices.
For these reasons you are advised that in the opinion of this De
partment the suggested practice-should not be adopted.
FRED. L ALGER.
Decided November: 17, 192.3.

GASLANDS-PROSPECTING PBMIT-FOsFITuE-APPICATION-RESTORATIONS-RECORDS.-

OIL AND

The language contained in paragraph 9 of the oil and gas regulations of
March 11, 1920, declaring that in the absence of: discovery of oil or gas
within the period of a prospecting permit or extension thereof, the permit
will thereupon terminate and the lands automatically revert' to their
original status, does not authorize another to file an application to prospect
for the same deposits in the lands' prior to the cancellation of the permit
by the Commissioner of the General Land Office and otation thereof upon
the records of the local land office.
DEPARTMENTALDECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.

Cases of California and Oregon Land Company v. Hulen and Hunnicutt
L. D., 55), and Martin Judge (49 L. D., 171), cited and applied.

FiNNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

(46

:

On April 24, 1923,Fred L. Alger filed application 046236,Lewistown series, for a permit to prospect for oil and gas on the NE. i
NE. t, Sec. 11, T. 15 N., R. 29-E., M. M., Montana.
The local office rejected the application because the tract'applied
for was then covered by a subsisting oil and gas permit, 044271
issued to R. Channing Houghton

on Octobei 26, 1920.'
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The applicant appealed to the Commissioner of the General Land
Office,and as grounds' therefor, alleged, that no work had been:done
under the permit nor any application for. extension of time had been
filed by the permittee. The Commissioner:affirmed the local office
and rejected the application.
The applicant has appealed to the Department. He contends in
substance, that as the permit of Houghton expired on October 26,
1922,the Commissioner, in rejecting his application violated the provisions. of sections 7 and 9 of the oil and gas regulations, Circular
the second paragraph

672 (47 L. D., 437. 443) particularly,

tion 9 which reads as follows

of sec-

:

the
period of the permit or
In the absence of discovery of oil or gas within
extension thereof, the permit will thereupon terminate and the lands or deposits will automatically revert to their original status,:but the land will continue segregated pending action by the Land Department on any application for
extension that is timely filed.

Although the provisions above quoted may be susceptible of the
interpretation, that upon the expiration of the life of the permit, in
the absence of a previous discovery of oil or gas or a pending application for extension of time to perform its conditions, the lands: or
deposits will revert to their original status and become subject to
entry, the provisions quoted can not be construed to conflict with or
override the salutary rule thatLand segregated from the public domain, whether by patent, reservation,
entry, selection, or otherwise, is not subject to settlement or any other form
of appropriation until its restoration to the public domain is noted upon the
records of the local land office.
(California and Oregon Land Co. v. Hulen and Hunnicutt, syllabus, 46 L. D.,
55.)

:

In the case of Martin Judge (49 L. D., 171), it was held (syllabus):
Prior to the cancellation by the Commissioner of the General Land Office
of an outstanding oil and gas prospecting: permit and notation thereof upon
the records of the local, land office, no other person will be permitted to gain
any right to a permit for the same class of deposits by the filing of an application, or by the posting of a notice of intention to apply for such a permit.

The action of the Commissioner is, therefore, correct and is af-

firmed;V
HARVEY V. CRAIG.
Decided November 24, 1923.
OaL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-REINQUIS
RIGHT-RESTOATIONS-RECORDS.
PREFERENCE

Arelinquishment

:MENT-APPLICATION-

of an oil and gas prospecting permit does not, of its own

force, relieve the lands from the segregative effect created by the permit,
and the filing of an application for a permit, predicated upon the relin-
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quishment, prior to the cancellation of the permit by the Commissioner of
the General Land Office and notation thereof upon the records of the
local land office, does not confer upon the applicant any right to notice
of the disposition of the-prior existing claim or entitle him to any preference in the allowance of his application when the lands are formally

restored.

-

OIL-AND GAs LANDS-PROSPECTING PERmT-APPicTIoN-CoCMMISsIoNEs

oF

THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE-REGISTER AND. .REcEIvEa"-OFFICERS-PEFERENCE RIGHT.

Authority.to. consider and determine the merits and validity of applications
for oil and gas prospecting permits, in the first instance,, resides in the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, and the fact that the local
officers, whose functions in this respect are merely ministerial, received
without- rejecting an application, together with the prescribed bond and
fees, does not of itself confer upon the applicant any -right to have his
application allowed.
DEPARTMENTAL:DECIsIoN CITEDAND. CONSTRUED.

Case of Martin Judge (49 L. D., 171), cited and construed.

-

FINNEY, First Assistawt Secretary:
On April 18,- 1923, Harvey

V. Craig, filed application,

iRoswell

series 051409,for a permit to prospect for oil and gas, under the act
of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), upon certain lands in T. 17 S.,
R. 27 E., N. M. P. M., New Mexico.

Simultaneously with this application a relinquishment was filed
by J. C. Vandagriff of oil prospecting permit 048535,issued under
said act and covering the identical lands applied for by Craig.
The local officers transmitted the said application and relinquishment to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,who, on May
29, 1923, accepted the relinquishment and canceled the permit. On
September 24, 1923,the Commissioner held the application of Craig
for rejection, basing his action upon the ruling in the case of Martin Judge (49 L D. 171), which -held thatuntil an outstanding permit is canceled by the Commissioner and
of the cancellation made in the local office, no other person will
to gain any right to a permit for the same class of deposits by
an applhcation therefor, or by the posting of notice of intention
such a permit.

the notation
be permitted
the filing of
to apply for.

Craig has appealed and assigns as grounds therefor that (1) the
case of Martin Judge is not in point; (2) the decision is not in ac
cordance with the act of February 25, 1920; (3)' neither Vandagriff
nor Craig was notified of the acceptance of the relinquishment.
-The arguments made by the appellant in attempted support of the
first and second assignments of error are based on a misconception
of the legal effect of (l) filing'a relinquishment of an oil and gas permit; (2).- filing an- application for an oil and gas permit simultaneously with, or subsequently to, the relinquishment of a prior like
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permit of the same land and before the cancellation of the prior permit'was noted on the local records.
'Briefly stated, it is contended that, as the local officersreceived
Craig's application with a bond and the fees prescribed in connection
with such application, ad as the relinquishment of Vandagriff's
prior permit had been filed, and as the land was otherwise free from
eonflicting claims of record, upon the; acceptance of* Vandagriff's
relinquishment and the notation of the cancellation of his permit on
the local records, Craig's application was subject to allowance. It is
argued that sch allowance would not be the recognition of a preference right in Craig as his application was the only one "pending."
The offer, of a permittee to surrender his rights under a.permit,
by filing.a relinquishment thereof, by'no-means releases him 'from the
obligations thereunder or operates to terminate:any liabilities that
may have been incurred by a breach of any of the conditions therein.
The question whether, upon the filing of such a relinquishment, the
bond should be released ahd the permit canceled is to be determined,
in the first instance, by the Commissioner of the General Land Office
upon the facts disclosed by the record, and upon-such further showings as he may properly require. The filing of such a relinquishment, e pro pra vigore; therefore, does not change the segregative
effect of the prior, uncanceled permit upon the land applied for.
Neither can a right be predicated pon the fact -that the local
officers did not reject the application; but received the application,
bond, and fees from the applicant prior to the cancellation of the existing permit. The duties and scope 'of the powers of the local officers in this connection are indicated in the first paragraph of section
4 of the oil and gas regulations (Circular No. 672, 47 L. D., 437,
438), which, so far as pertinent here, prescribes:
Applications for permits should
addressed to the Commissioner'of
30 days to enable preference-right
after due notation then forwarded
to' status and conflicts.

be filed in the proper district land office,
the General Land Office, be suspended for
claims to be presented before action,. 'and
for his consideration, with a full report as

It is obvious that under the' provisions .of the regulation quoted
the authority to consider and determine the merits and validity of
such applications, in the first instance, resides in the. Commissioner
of the eneral Land Office, and that the functions of.the local officers in this connection 'are of a ministerial nature only...'
The appeal presents. no grounds for distinguishing the facts in
this case from those in the case of Martin Judge, .supra.! Craig's
application was filed before the cancellation of Vandagiiff's plermit
was noted on the local records. This. circumstance is sufficient to
bring it within the rule announced in the case cited. Applying that
rule to the case at bar it must be held that Craig gained no right by
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ffling his application under the circumstaiices'above

set out, and that
means he has no such rights as he contends for, that is, to have his

application considered and initiated eo instanti upon the notation of
the cancellation-of Vandagrifi's permit, and no right to notice of'*th6
disposition of a prior existing claint.> The Cohmissioner's' decision
is'therefore-correct and is-hereby affirmxed.:MARTHA I. RICHARDSON.
Opinion, November 24, 1923.
,TIZENs5rp-MARRIAGE-DEsERTLAND,1NTRY-ACT OFSEPTEMBER22, 1922.
Naturalization in a foreign country of a citizen of the United States is an
act of expatriation which makes him a citizen of, that country, and the
citizenship of his wife, residing with him therein, is merged. with that of
' her husband, if married. prior to the passage of the act of September 22,
1922, irrespective- of whether the* expatriation occurred before or after' the
marriage.
CITIZENSHIP-MAdz-AGE-NATUALIZATON-AcT
o SEPTEMBER 22, 1922. . United States citizenship lost by a woman as; the result of marriage and
residence in a foreign country. with a citizen thereof before the passage of
the act of September 22, 1922,.can thereafter be restored, if at all, only
by naturalization asprescribed by that act.

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary: :
Reference is made. to your. [Commissioner of the General Land
Office] memoraudum

of November, 6 1923, transmitting

.for. in-

structions the case- of Martha I.. Richardson, wife of Sullivan C.
Richardson, involving her desert-land entry made June 17, 1914,for

certain tracts in ,Secs. 13 and 24, :T.7 S., R. 25 Et., G. and S. R. M.,

Phoenix, Arizona, land district. The question presented relates to
the citizenship of -Mrs. Richardson.
It-appears that.the entrywoman was born in the.United States as
was also her, husband._ They were citizens of the United States at
the time of-her mariage in the year 1881. Soon after their nmarria e
they went to live in Mexico in a colony where they remained about 30
years.1 On account, of the revolutionary conditions they fled. fromyi
Mexico as refugees in the year 1911. Sullivan C. Richardson, the
husband, became a naturalized citizen of Mexico on October 12, 1898,

according to the naturalization certificate now with the record. Ac,coydingtoan affidavit of a person claiming to be perfectly familiar
with the facts, having been a. member.of the:said colony, .it. appears
that Sullivan C. Richardson renounced his American citizenship and
became a Mexican citizen, lived in.the colony for about 30 years and
was postmaster and municipal president: of the colony. His desert-,
land entry made in the same vicinity as that of his wife is also under
attack on account ofthis expatriation by naturalization in a. foreign
country and failure to have reacquired American citizenship. Other
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entries in the same locality seem also to be involved in similar
proceedings.
The question of law submitted in the case of Mrs. Richardson is
whether she is to be deemed a citizen of the United- States, because

citizenship is a necessary- qualification. for. making a desert-land
entry. Much confusion is found in the adjudications, especially the
earlier ones, in respect to the status of married women. During
the early period of our Government, the English law denied the
right of expatriation, and our courts were influenced by that doctrine to hold that marriage had no effect on the citizenship of a
* womian. H-owever, our Constitution recognized the right of Congress to enact naturalization laws, and as early as 1790 provision was
made whereby a person might become a citizen of this country by
naturalization. The.'conflict between our law and that of England
in this regard was one of the principal causes of the War of 1812.
The question was not definitely settled by that war but England
seems not to have pursued her view of' inalienable allegiance thereafter with great vigor, and in 1870 the old common-law doctrine was
abandoned by act of Parliament and the right of its citizens to expatriate themselves by becoming naturalized in foreign countries was
declared.
While, as above mentioned, this country at an early date provided
by law for conferring'citizenship upon aliens through process of naturalization, and by the act of February 10, 185 (10 Stat., 604), recognized the citizenship of women who,married citizens of the United
States, yet the right of expatriation was not provided by statute
until the act of July 27, 1868 (15 Stat.; 223), now contained in section
1999, Revised Statutes.
It seems of little value to concern ourselves with controversies
''
over the question of the right of expatriation which may be found
prior to the date of the act of 1868. That act definitely settled the
question of the right of expatriation, but it did not define what
steps -would accomplish that status.: Numerous decisions are to be
found since the date of that act involving' the question and' they
are not uniform. They seem to have depended upon the peculiar
facts' and. circumstances of each particular case, the matter of intention being an important factor. Of course, naturalization in a
foreign country is a definite and absolute process of expatriation
from the land of nativity. But it is recognized that there are other
methods of expatriation. Persons voluntarily emigrating from the
United States to take up a permanent residence in a: foreign country
cease to be citizens of -the United States. Wharton's International
Law Digest, vol. 2, p. 447. And it has been held in many cases that
a native woman 'marrying a foreigner takes the nationality of her
husband, especially if they reside in a foreign land.
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It is not believed necessary to review here the numerous decisions

bearing upon this question. A very elaborate collection of references is contained in the work of Van Dyne on citizenship. After a
thorough review of the authorities, he states that while they are not
entirely uniform, yetthe decided weight of authority is to the effect
that the marriage of anrAmerican woman to an alien confers upon
her the nationality of her husband.: He quotes from Cockburn on
nationality .to the effect that in every country of the world (except
where English. law then prevailed, but which exception has now been
removed by act of Parliament),the nationality of the woman merges
in that of her husband; she loses her own nationality and acquires
his. Under. Spanish law a married woman; follows, the condition
and nationality of her husband, and it ould appear that the Mexican law is the same 'in this respect.
mission on Mexican andAmerican

It was held by the Mixed ComClaims that .a married woman,

by the mere fact of marriage invests herself with the nationality of
her husband.

See Morse on Citizenship, 217.

-.

By the act of March 2, 1907 (34 Stat., 1228), it was provided in
section 2 that any American citizen. shall be deemed to have expatriated himself when he has been naturalized in any foreign State,
or taken an oath of allegiance to any foreign State. Section 3 of
that act declared that any American woman who marries a foreigner
shall take the nationality of her husband. That act was confirmatory of some principles that had been: established by: weight of
authority, and it settled a feature of the question much in dispute,
namely, that expatriation might result from marriage to a foreigner,
even 'though residence be continued in this country.

It was so, de-

clared by the Supreme Court in the' case of MacKenzie v.,'Hare
(239 U. S., 299).
The Department believes that no point can. be made of the fact
that the entrywoman was a native citizen and was married to-a native
citizen who was not expatriated until after the marriage-took place.
The effect is the same in respect to the wife' and it makes no difference that the expatriation of the husband took place after the mar-.
riage, for she emigrated from the United States to live in a foreign
land and if she had not already by virtue of that residence become
expatriated, certainly the fact 'of permanent residence taken in connection with the naturalization of her husband casts upon her the
status of a Mexican citizen. It was not the. ceremony of marriage
but the state or condition. of marriage to a foreigner.that affected
i1e citizenship. It was so held by the Supreme Court in. the case
of Kelly v. Owen (7 Wall., 496). In that case it was said that the
husband's' citizenship whenever it exists confers citizenship upon
the wife. In that case the naturalization of the husband was after
the date of the-marriage. The converse of this would be true, espe-
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cially when taken ijhconnection with the establishment of residence
in a foreign land-with her husband who becamea citizen there.
The' law has sinde been changed by the.act of September 22, 1922
(42 Stat., 1021) which expressly provides that marriage of a woman
after the date of that act shall not affect her citizenshipaunless the
husband be ineligible to citizenship, in which case she shall cease-to
be a citizen. That act also provides that a woman who had, before
the passage of said act, lost her citizenship by reason of marriage to
an -alien eligible to citizenship may be naturalized in the manner
therein provided. The latter act does not restore lost citizenship -nor
terminate citizenship then existing.
The view of the Department on the prirna facie showing in the
record is-that this 'entrywoman lost her citizenship beforethe passage of the act last mentioned, and she may be restored to citizenship
only,' if atoall; in the manner prescribed in that act. It is accordingly
'suggested that this entry be included among the other related cases
in proceedings for cancellattionon the ground that the arties are not
citizens of theillnited States.,
'HAYNES, v. SMITH
-it/
X

rDj-r'

p0

.

(ON PETITION).

Decided November 24, 1923.

OIL AND GAS LANDS-POSPECTINO PERMIT-SETTLEMENT-HOMESTEAD
PEFERENCOSRIGIHT-WITHDIAWAL.

ENTRY-

OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERAIT-STTLEMENT-PREFERENCE
RESIDENCE.-

RIGHIT-

of
A settlement claim made unfer the homestead laws prior to the inclusion
an
into
ripen
not
did
which
the land within a petroleum withdrawal,
entry until after the creation of the withdrawal, affords the entryman no
basis for a preference right to an oil and gas prospecting permit under
section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920.
a
The act of February 25, 1920, does not contain any provision whereunder
'settler upon public lands within a particular State may be awarded a permit to prospect for oil and gas therein in preference to a resident of
another State.,

OIL: AND GAS LANDS-PPOSPECTING PERMIT-DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION.

The rights of an applicant for an oil and gas prospecting permit under section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, pass, on the death of the applicant, to the personal representatives in the same manner as does other
personal property.

DEPARTMENTALDEcIsIoN CITED -ANDAPPLIED.
Case of Ada Fletcher (49 L. D., 204), cited and applied.

FINNEY, First

Assistant Secretary:

This is a petition for the exercise of the supervisory authority of
the Secretary in the matter of application 059902,of Roy S. Ilaynes,
for a permit to, prospect for oil and gas upon lots 2, ,3, 5,6, SE.; i
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NW. :E, NE.
SW. 1,' Sec. 1, T. 32 N., R. 34 E., M. M., within the
Glasgow land district, Montana.,
On January 25,1916; Haynes filed an application, 037519,to make
an 'enlarged homestead entry for the above-described land, which
was accompanied by a petition for the designation of' the land, but
the application was rejected by a decision of the' General Land Office
of December 8, 1916, subject to the usual right of appeal and subject to the right of Haynes to furnish data' requested by the Director
of the Geological Survey. The land was withdrawn and placed
within Petroleum Reserve No. 53 by Executive order of January
9, 1917. Under date of May 11,1917, the local officers reported that

notice of the decision was mailed to the applicant at his record
address on February 17, 1917; that the notice was returned unclaimed;
and no appeal was filed; that the case had been finally closed, and
moneys' deposited with the application were returned to Haynes under date of April 11, 1917.
An enlarged homestead entry of Haynes for the same described
land was allowed April 12, 1918,subject to the provisions and reservations of the act of July 17, 1914 (38Stat., 509), upon an application, 047735, filed April 17, 1917, with-which

was a petition for the

designation of the land. Final proof was submitted on the entry
June 21, 1919,upon which final certificate was issued June 24, 1919,
and patent was issued January 6, 1920, containing the provisions,
reservations, conditions, and limitations of the act of July 17, 1914,
supra,-as to oil and gas. At the final hearing Haynes and one witness testified that Haynes established his residence on the land during'May, 1916, and another witness testified that Haynes established
his 'residence thereon on June 1, 1916.V-

'On October 11,21922,the application 059902 of Haynes, for the
permit, was filed and therewith was an affidavit executed by Haynes
and corroborated by two witnesses, in' which was set forth the his-

tory of the land as above recited, and it was stated that Haynsa established his residence on the land on June 28, 1916. The applicant asked that his right be determined as of the date of his first
homestead application, that is, January 25, 1916, and that he be
granted a preference right under section 20 of the act of February
25, 1920, supra, and- that his application 059902 be allowed.
'The Commissioner of the General Land Office, in a decision
dated March-23; 1923, held that in view of the fact that Haynes's
-first allowable homestead application 047735 was filed after the
withdrawal, Haynes hadl no preference right, accordingly application 059902 of Haynes was rejected subject to the right of appeal.
As is' recited in the decision, the said application is in conflict as to
745260 -44-vL5Ot

-14
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Ivor,.

all; the above-described tracts with application 059648 of Mary E.
Smith, filed May 23, 1922, for a permit under section 13 of the act
of February 25, 1920, spra, to prospect for oil and gas. Haynes

appealed, but by- a decision of July 16, 1923, the Department
affirmedIthe decision of the General Land Office. The application
059902 was finally rejected in its entirety by an order of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated October 1, 1923 On
October 16, 1923,the petition herein considered was filed.
In the argument of counsel in support of the appeal the doctrine
of relation was invoked in support of the contention that the date
of January 25, 1916, should be considered as the date of the initiation of Hayiles's homestead entry. The counsel for Haynes now
asserts that the rejection of the application 059902may be considered
"legally correct," but contends that as to Haynes " equity is with
him and upon all the facts we believe that should control." Counsel
points to the facts that Haynes settled upon the land' pursuant to
his first application in the spring or early summer of 1916, before
the inclusion of the land in the petroleum reserve, and has continued to reside there, and has improved the land and has made it
crop and revenue producing; that he is a settler and a pioneer in
Montana, helping in its development, while Mary E. Smith, a
stranger to the land and not one of the pioneers of Montana, helping
in its development, gave her post-office address as St. Paul. Mnnesota. In view of these facts counsel states his belief to be that if
the land should prove valuable for oil and gas Haynes, in all f airness and justice, should be entitled to the benefit thereof, and that
it does not seem right- that it should be otherwise. He states that
Mary E. Smith included over 1,000acres in her application, and that
her husband has already been granted a permit to prospect for oil
and gas.
:Haynes could not under the law acquire the preference right
which he attempted to assert by reason of his settlement on the
See ex parte
involved land before the date of the withdrawal
the act of
in
nothing
is
There
204).
D.,
L.
(49
Ada Fletcher
February

25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), which awards any preference

right to a permit to prospect for oil and gas on- lands in Montana
to a settler in that State over a resident of another. One without
legal rights has no equities. This seems to be the position of Haynes
in this.matter. Equity can not create a right-which the law denies.
The right of Mary E. Smith to file an application for an oil and .gas
prospecting permit for the tract covered by Haynes's patented homestead entry, the patent containing as to oil and gas the reservations
and limitations of the act of July 17, 1914, 8up'ra, can not be
arbitrarily denied under the law for the benefit of Haynes merely
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because Haynes and his attorney think that it would be right, and
just to do so.: It is, perhaps, needless to state that this Department
has no legislative power and must leave to the action of Congress
any suggested amendments of the. act of February 25, 1920 (41
Stat., 437).
Counsel states that he was reliably informed that Mary E. Smith
departed this life a number of months ago and " he knows of no
law under which the heirs can take;" that while he is not informed
as to the departmental construction or rule on that point, he asks
that same be taken into consideration; that he stands ready to furnish
evidence as to said fact, should it be desired. The rights of an applicant for a prospecting permit for oil and gas under section 13
of the act of February- 25, 1920, .supra, pass, on the death of the
applicant, to his or her personal representatives in the same way
as other personal property.
After mature consideration of the; petition and- the arguments
advanced in support thereof, the Department is unable to see that
there is any justification, either legal or equitable, for holding that
Haynes is entitled to a preference right to a permit to prospect for
oil and gas on the involved land, under section 20 of- the act of

February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437). In the presence, therefore, of
the prior permit application of Mary E. Smith the application
of Haynes must stand rejected.
The petition is accordingly denied.
TIMBER TRESPASS-RULE

OF DAMAGES.

Instructions, December 12, 1923.
TImmBnTREsPAss-PumlIc

LAwDS-DAMAGES.

In the settlement of cases against parties who have innocently, but wrongfully,
taken timber from public lands in States which have not prescribed rules
governing the measure of damages, the stumpage value, or the value of the
timber in the standing trees, constitutes the full measure of damages that
the Government is entitled to recover.
DEPARTMENTAL
CIRcULARAMENDED.
Circular

No. 881 (49 L. D., 484), amended.

1

:

FINNEY,First Assistant Seoretary:
You [Commissioner of, the General' Land Office] call attention
to a difference of opinion in your
ce as to the proper interpretation of that part of Circular No. 881 (49 L. D., 484) issued March
14, 1923, which prescribes a rule for measuring the amounts to be
demanded on' behalf of the United States in settlement with persons
>'hohave innocently but wrongfully taken timber from Government
lands in States which. have not prescribed such rules.
1

See Circular No. 900, page 223.
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You say that it is contended by some that those amounts should be
fixed in each case by deducting, the total values of the labor and
money expended in felling the trees, severing, transporting and sawing the logs and in the manufacturing of the lumber into articles
of commerce, if so manufactured, from the value of the lumber or
manufactured articles in its present place and condition, or in- other
words that only the "stumpage" value (the value of timber in a
standing tree, United States v. Mills, 9 Fed., 684, 687; Skeels v. Star-

rett, 24 Northwestern, 98, 101) should be demanded; while others urge
that the rule laid down in that circular contemplates the "severed";
value or in other words that it does not warrant the inclusion of the
cost of the felling of the trees and the severing of the logs in the cost
items to be deducted from the present value.
The circular involved says that the amount to be demanded of an
innocent trespasser or his innocent vendee shall be " the value at the
time of conversion, less the amount which the vendor has added to
its value"; and you request a departmental declaration as to the
meaning of the language thus. used, and also that instructions be
given as to a proper modification of the circular, if the conclusions
reached by this Department on, this consideration call for such a
modification.
This circular evidently attempted to follow the language used in
the second sentence of the syllabus to the case of Wooden-ware Company v. United States (106 U. S. 432), which says that "the value
(of the property) at the time of conversion less the amount which he
(the vendee) or his vendor (the trespasser) have added to its value."
A critical analysis of the language of the circular and the syllabus
shows that the circular did not follow the language of the syllabus
in its entirety for the reason that the syllabus includes improvements
made by both the trespassing vendor and his vendee, while the circular refers only to the value added by the vendo'r, and does not include
values added by the vendee.
A response to your request does not call for a recital of the changing in history df the rule involved or an extended discussion of the
mooted questions presented for the reason that it was definitely
settled by this Department's decision of February 16, 19.14,in the case
of John WEHenderson (43 L. D.,. 106), that the former rule that the
severed value only should be deducted was erroneous, and that "the
stumpage value, and not the value after severance,.is to be the measure
of damages.'
It is, however, believed that thea language in which. Circular No.
881 is couched calls for its modification.); It is, therefore, directed
that the second rule announced under the subheading Timber'
be stricken therefrom and that there be substituted. therefor the
following:
*"
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In cases of innocent trespasses neither the trespassers nor their transferees
shall be required to pay more than the stumpage value, or the value of the
timber in standing trees taken by them as damages to the Government.
H. A. HOPKINS.
Deoided December
OIL

A1D

18,: 928.

GAs LANDS-PROSPECTING. PERMIT-WITHDRAWAI-PREFREN0E

RIGHT.

The definition of a structure as within a producing oil and gas field is in
effect a withdrawal of the lands from appropriation under section 13 of the
leasing act, and an application for a permit, even though filed prior to
such definition, does not confer any rights on the applicant that will inure
to his benefit upon the exclusion of the lands by reason of the redefinition
of the structure.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPEOTING PERMIT-REINSTATEMENT-REsTORATIoNs.
Where an application for a prospecting permit is denied because of the inclusion of the lands within a producing oil and gas field, such application
can not be revived by reinstatement upon a subsequent restoration of-the
lands, but they' will be open to prospecting after their restoration as though
no application had been filed.
DECIsIoNsCITE AND APPLIED.
DEPARTmENTAL
Oases of Hendricks v. Damon (44 L. D., 205), and Charles R. Haupt (48
L. D., 355), cited and applied.'

F1NNEY,First

Assistant Secretary:

On February 2, 1920, H. A. Hopkins, J. H. Raney, and the National Exploration Company, each posted notice of intention to apply
for prospecting permits; pursuant to section 13 of the leasing act of
February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for all Sec. 12, T. 30 S., R. 22 E.,
Visalia, California, land district. Each filed a proper

- M. D. M.,

application for a permit within 30 days thereafter.
The S. , Sec. 12 was included in the limits of the geologic structure of the producing Elk Hills oil field, as defined by the Director
of-the IGeological Survey on August 11, 1920; and these applications
were rejected by the Conmissioner of the- General Land- Officeas to
this land, for the reason that lands within known geologic structures
of producing oil or gas fields are subject to lease only, under the act
of February 25, 1920.
The Comissioner also required a compromise of the conflicts, in
view of the simultaneous initiation of rights, the result being that
Hopkins formally elected to receive a permit for the NW. , Sec. 12,
in the rejection of his application as to the S. i, Sec.
and acquiesced
12, under an adjustment made by the Commissioner on March 21,
Permit issued to Hopkins for the NW. i, Sec. 12, on May 23,
'-_21
1921; and on June 9, 1921,this permit was assigned to K. C. Wallace,
said assignment being approved by the Department on July 6, 1921.
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On July , 1921, Hopkins filed an application for a redefinition
of the geologic structure of the Elk Hills field so as to eliminate the
S. , Sec. 12, and requested the reinstatement of his application as
to said lands. The Commissioner denied this request, and in a
decision A-4533 (unreported) rendered February 28, 1922, the Department affirmed that action, finding that the lands were apparently within the geologic structure of the producing field as defined
by the Geological Survey. This decision was made final, and the
case was closed.

A second petition for the redefinition of the Elk Hills oil field
and the reinstatement of his application was filed on June: 27, 1923,
by Hopkins, who showed that the Union Oil Company, alleged
assignee of K. C. Wallace, had drilled a well to the depth of 4615 feet
on the NW. , Sec. 12, without a discovery of oil or gas. Atlhough
the assignment to the Union Oil Company never became effective
because not approved by the Department, Hopkins filed quitclaim
deeds of said permit from said company to Wallace and from Wallace to him, in order to establish his present interest. Said assignments have never been approved.
In order to show that the question of the redefinition of the structure and the reinstatement of his application was not finally determined by the departmental decision of February 28, 1922, .supra,
Hopkins cited the following statements made therein:
It is always possible that when a structure must be defined long before it is
completely drilled up, it may include territory that will later prove to be nonproductive and may exclude territory that later is proved to be productive,
because no accurate prediction can be made as to the distance down the flanks
of the fold to. which the oil or gas pools will extend, but it is believed that
the present definition of the Elk Hills fold is as accurate and as reasonable as
it can be made with the facts now available.

In a decision dated September 4, 1923, the Commissioner cited a
report from the Director of the Geological Survey, dated August
22, 1923, which stated that the data available did not warrant the
exclusion of the S. A, Sec. 12 from the defined limits of the known
producing field, and rejected Hopkins's application for reinstatement.
Hopkins has appealed, alleging that the data furnished warranted
the exclusion of: the land from the limits of the known producing
structure.
It appears that, upon information received after August 22, 1923,
the Department, on November 19, 1923, approved a redefinition of
the boundaries of the known geologic structure of the producing
Elk Hills field. As redefined the S. , Sec. 12 is without the limits
of the known producing structure and. is, therefore, subject to Pir-
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pecting operations under permits issued pursuant to section 13 of
the leasinig:act.
There remains the question whether appellant's application may be
reinstated as to said land.
By the terms of section 13 of the leasing act prospecting permits
may be issued fornot to exceed two thousand five hundred and sixty acres of land wherein such
deposits (of oil and gas) belong to the United States and are not within any
known geological structure of a producing oil or gas field,

and by the provisions of section 32 of said act the Secretary is
authorized "to fix and determine the boundary lines of any structure or oil or gas field, for the purposes of this act."
Provision for the definition of the boundaries of known, geologic
structures of producing oil fields is made in section 2 of departmental regulations,

approved

March 11, 1920 (47 L. D., 437), as

follows:
The boundaries of the geological structures of producing oil or gas fields
will be determined by the United States Geological Survey, under the supervision of the Secretary of the Interior, and maps or diagrams showing same
will be placed on file in local United States land offices.

As shown herein, the Department recognized in its decision of
February 28, 1922, the fact that errors might occur in determining
the extent of known producing structures, but was not convinced that
the land involved was improperly included in the producing structure as then defined.

Lands within a known geologic structure of a producing oil and
gas field, defined in accordance with the leasing act and regulations
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Nor is the rule altered by the fact that these applications were
filed prior to the definition of the known producing structure in August, 1920,and their applications. were rejected under the rule stated
in the case of Charles R.'Haupt (48 L. D., 365) thatWhen the limits of a producing field are determined,;the determination-must
necessarily relate back to the time when the production began. Those who
during that interval apply for permits under section 13 of the leasing act,
covering lands in the neighborhood of where production was begun, are unavoidably at risk of rejection of their applications by reason of the belated
inclusion of the lands sought within the field of production.

is defined as producing, and this definition is

Once a structure

acquiesced in by the persons whose applications preceded its definition, but were made after the discovery prompting it, they may not
thereafter, by filing applications for reinstatement alleging later developments, revive their former applications, but must, in order
to receive permits, file the first proper application after the lands
are restored from the defined structure, which was, in effect, a withdrawal from appropriation under section 13 of the leasing act.
It is clear, therefore, that appellant's petition for the reinstatement of his former application as to the S. , Sec. 12, was properly
denied by the Commissioner. His decision is affirmed and the case
closed.
RULE FOR ESTABLISHING BOUNDARIES OF RIPARIAN CLAIMS IN
THE NORTH HALF OF THE BED OF RED RIVER, OKLAHOMA.
Instructiowns,

December

2,- 1928.

SuBVEY-RTPARIANTRIGHTS-BOUNDARIES-ALLOTMENT-OXLAHOMiMA.;-

In establishing the side boundaries of claims of riparian proprietors to the
area between the original meander line on the north and the medial line
of Red River in Oklahoma in accordance witht the decisions of the Supreme
:Court in the case of Oklahoma v. Texas, lines should be run from points
representing the, limits of frontage of the original claims on the meander
line to points on the medial line at distances thereon proportionate to the
lengths of frontage of the respective abutting owners.
RUvE IN COURTDECISION APPLIED.

Rule in Johnston v. Jones (1 Black, 209), applied.

FINNEY, First

Assistant Secretary:

Reference is made to your [Commissioner of the General Land
Office] communication of November,10, 1923, in respect to the proposed survey of accretion lands and river-bed tracts riparian to
certain Indian allotments bordering on, Red. River in Ts. 4 and 5.S.,
R. 14 W., Indian Meridian, Oklahoma, pursuant to .decrees of the
Supreme Court (256 U. S., 70; 258 U. S., 574; 261 U. S., 345
262 U. S., 505, 724).
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The court held that a portion of the boundary between Oklahoma
and Texas is along the south bank of Red River; that no part of
Red River in Oklahoma is navigable; that disposal of tracts along
the north; bank by allotment, entry, or purchase, or grant to the
State of Oklahoma, carried title to the river bed in front of them
out to the medial line but no further, the bed south of that line
remaining the property of the United States; that as to tracts on
ther north side, not riparian when surveyed but which had become
so when disposed of, such disposal carried the title to the medial
line of the river, unless other tracts. between them and that line
had been. disposed of theretofore, in which event the later disposal
did not carry any right in or affect the title to such intervening tracts.
Pending decision in the controversy over the title to the bed of
the river, the court established a receivership to conserve the interest
of all parties in connection with oil development and production
in the area involved. By order of June 11, 1923,the court directed
release from the receivership of the lands embraced in four certain
Indian allotments upon the conditions specified therein. The said
tracts are as follows: Lot 4, Sec. 34, T. 4 S., R. 14 W.; Lot 1,
Sec. 33, said township; Lot 6, Sec. 5, T. 5 S., R. 14 W.; Lot 5, Sec.
5, and lot 3, Sec. 8, T. 5 S., R. 14 W.

The order reads in part as follows:
It is ordered as to each of these tracts that the same, including so much
of the bed of Red River as lies in front thereof and north of the medial line
of the.liver, be released from: the receivership, and the possession be surrendered by the receiver, upon fulfillment as to such tract of the following
conditions, and not otherwise:
(a) The execution and presentation to the receiver of satisfactory agreements, approved by the Secretary of the Interior, establishing the: side lines,
from the surveyed upland on, the north bank- to such medial line, between

such tract and the adjoining tracts on-either side.

*

*

The matter now before me for consideration resents the question
of the proper method to be' employed in the establishment of the
side lines of thetracts above described, and also certain otherIndian
allotments listed in section numbered. 13 in the--supplemental decree
of the court of March 12, 1923 (261 U. S., 345), wherein it was held
that the said allotments included and covered the right and title
to the portions- of the:9river bed between the tracts as surveyed and
the medial line of the river.
The; Commissioner of Indian Affairs has also requested extension
of the surveys in respect-to these latter allotments, or some of. them,
in order to facilitate proposed leasing.
-_,--L You state that several of the private owners affected have indicated,
in some cases formally and in other cases informally, an intention
to accept the location of the side lines as established by this Depart-

i1M
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ment, and that you are of opinion that .controversy may be entirely
avoided if a fair .and impartial method may be adopted in advance
of the survey. You suggest as an equitable and just method the rule
applied by the Supreme Courtr in the case of Johnston 'V. Jones
(1 Black, 209, 210), which, briefly.stated, is to measure the whole
extent of the ancient line of the river affecting the area involved,
and compute the length of the portion of that line owned by each
riparian proprietor; and then, as the second step, find the length of,
the new line upon Which the survey is to be closed, and appropriate
to each proprietor such proportion of the new line as he had of the
old line; and third draw the, side lines from the points at which the
proprietors respectively bounded. on the old line, to the points thus
determined as the points of division on the new line. It was further
stated in the rule that particular circumstances might require modification in application; for instance if the old line be uneven on account of deep indentations, or, sharp projections, the general line
ought to be taken. This principle of adjustment would seem to
apply equally in apportionment of the new line..
You have submitted diagrams delineating your conception of the
effect of the application of this rule to the case in hand.
The Department concurs in the view that the principles contained
in the rule referred to may be applied as an, equitable and proper
method for establishing the side lines in respect to the tracts. here
involved..

It is well, however, to observe that, unlike the case of

Johnston v. Jones, supra, the new front. line here does not fall upon
the shore, but midstream. In fact it is not a new line of ownership,
but merely a line of new survey to indicate the preseht location of
the- middle of the stream, which, althougl variable and not iretofore identified by survey, has always been the limit of title acquired
by the Government disposal of the tracts.
Fitting the rule to suit the conditions of this case, I think the old
front or meander line of the' respective lots shoulld form the basis
for claim to the river-bed&lands. The front line of the old survey
will become the back line of tlie new survey,.and the medial line of
the river as defined.by the court will be the front. line of the suppler
mental survey. The side lines will then be drawn. as stated in the
rule.
The diagrams submitted indicate a plan' whereby two steps or surveying processes are contemplated to teach the medial line. The
lands formed by accretions, where such formations exist, are apportioned under this suggested' plan to the respective riparian owners,
and then these tracts are in turn used as bases for~apportionment
of the river-bed area among the several owners. In mily:opinion this
intermediate actual shore line should be eliminated from considera-
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tiof. It has never been a boundary line and will not become such.
In legal contemplation these accretion areas and river-bed areas in
front -of the respective surveyed tracts- are not severable but have
unity of title carried by the surveyed tract.
It may be further said that the court order referred to contemplates satisfactory agreements between adjoining owners-in the four
cases above-mentioned in the establishment, of the side lines, subject
to approval by the Secretary of the Interior. Any such agreements
which appear to make an equitable division of the river-bed areas will
be acceptable to the 'Department, in case strict adherence to the
method above outlined would not on account of peculiar conditions
give the most satisfactory result.
In surveying other Indian allotments, in addition to the four
above described, it is deemed advisable in all cases, where possible,

to obtain agreement with the adjoining riparian owners in the establishment of the side lines to identify the river-bed areas belonging to
the respective parties.
A further observation is deemed appropriate in this connection.
These lands, or some of them, have been found to be of great value
an account of their oil deposits, and wells have been sunk at large
cost. Other tracts not yet developed may also have great prospective
value.

In the absence of agreement,. these side lines of division be-

tween claims would be subject to variation by change in the 'course
of the river. In consequence, an oil well put. down on a claim near
one of these lines might in a short time be' found within the limits of
an adjoining tract by a slight shift in the course of the river. Such
contingency should be guarded against in the agreement by providing
that these side lines to be agreed upon shall be the peranent fixed
lines between the adjoining claims.
ALBERT E. DORF.
Decided

Decemnber 27, 1923.

SCHOOLLAND'COAL LANDS-NEW MEXICo-EVI)ENCE-BURDEN

OF PROOF.

The grant of certain specified sections of public lands for School urposes
made to the State of New Mexico by its enabling,,act excepted mineral
lands, and where, prior.to. its admission, granted sections had been classified as coal and offered for sale at a fixed price, those sections were prima
facie not subject to the operation of the grant,-but te burden of proof was
cast upon the State to establish that the classification was erroneous.
SCHOOL LAND-COAL LANDs-NEW

MEXICO-LASD DEPARTMENT-PRACTICE.

The Land Department will afford a State an opportunity to protest against
_ ,any
I
proposed disposal of lands' within granted school sections which are
alleged not to have passed under its school grant by reason of their mineralcharacter.
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COAL LANDS-OIL AND:GAS LANDS-ACT OF FEBRuAnY 25, 1920.

The classification of public lands as valuable for coal does not prevent disposition of their oil and gas contents under the provisions of the act of
February

25, 1920.

DEcISIONs DiSTINGUISHED.
COURTDEcisION CITEDAND APPLiED-DEPARTMENTAL

'Case of Washburn v. Lane (258 Fed., 524), cited and applied; cases of State
of Utah (32 L. D., 117), Charles L. Ostenfeldt (41 L. D., 265), State of
Utah v. Olson (47 L. D., 58), and State of Utah, Pleasant Valley Coal
Company, intervener v. Braffet (49 L. D., 212), cited and distinguished.-

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
Albert E. Dorff has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated July 24, 1923, in so far as
said decision rejected his application, filed pursuant to section 13 of
the leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for a permit to
prospect for oil and gas upon lots 1 and 2, Sec. 2, T. 14 N., R. 8 W.,
N. M. P. M., Santa Fe, New Mexico, land district.
The plat of survey of the land described was filed November 5,
1894. By order of November 6, 1906,this land was withdrawn from
entry, and on September 9, 1910, the land was classified as coal and

the price therefor fixed at $20 per acre for lot 1 and $15 per acre for
lot 2 of said section.
By the act of June20, 1910 (36 Stat., 557), known as the enabling
act, sections 2 and 32 of each township were granted -to the proposed State of New Mexico in aid of common schools, in. addition to
sections 16 and 36 of each township, which had been theretofore
granted. This latter grant did not become effective, however, until
the State was admitted into the Union by the President's proclamation of January 6, 1912 (37 Stat., 1723), and lands known to be
valuable for coal at that date did not pass by this grant. United
States v. State of New Mexico, on rehearing

(48 L. D., 11).

In considering this appellant's claim that lots 1 and 2 of Sec. 2
were not State land because they were coal in character and the
United* States had a contest pending against the State as to said
lots on a charge that they did not pass under the school-land grant,
the Commissioner heldIn view of the fact that lots 1 and 2, Sec. 2, ae prima facie State land
the oil and gas application 045586 of Dorff is hereby rejected as to
said tots 1 and:2, Sec. 2, * *
* i0*; *

The appellant now claims that this ruling is erroneous. and alleges
that the lands were known coal lands and classified as such before
the grant to the State became operative and were therefore excepted
from said grant. He requests that a prospecting permit be issued
to him for said land.
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The decision of the Commissioner that the land was prima facie
State school land and that the appellant only occupied the status of
an adverse claimant or contestant and acquired no rights by his application was apparently a finding that the facts in this case bring
it within the purview of rule 1 of the circular of instructions approved by the Department March 6, 1903 (32 L. D., 39), which

reads:i
When a school section is identified by the government survey andno'claim

is at the date when the right of the State would attach, if at all, asserted
thereto under the mining or other public land laws, the presumption arises
that the title to the land, has passed to the State, but this presumption may
be overcome by the submission of a satisfactory showing to the contrary.
Applications presented'under the mining laws covering parts of a school section will be disposed of in the same manner as other contest cases.

This rule has been cited and applied in numerous decisions, including State of Utah (32 L. D., 117).; Charles L. Ostenfeldt (41 L., D.,
265); State of Utah v. Olson (47 L. D., 58),.and in State of Utah,
Pleasant Valley Goal Company, intervener v. Braffet (49 L. D.,
212).

In none of those cases were the lands classified as mineral (coal)
at the time when the State's right would have attached, if at all. In
this case, prior to the admission of the State and the operation of the
grant, the Department had determined that the land was coal in
character and had set the price at which said land should be sold
under the coal-land laws. Under those conditions it is difficult to
perceive how the land may well be held to be prima facie State school
land acquired under the act of June 20, 1910, supra.
As there was, prior to the date when said grant. would operate,
a formal classification of the land as coal land, the rule stated b-y
the. court with respect to lands withdrawn as valuable for petroleum, in the case of Washburn v. Lane (258 Fed., 524) that lands so
withdrawn are prima facie mineral in character, would apply. In
considering the effect of a petroleum withdrawal of lands thereafter
found, upon survey, to be in school sections granted to the State of
Utah under its enabling act, which grant was similar tothe grant
made to the State of New Mexico, the Department held in State of
unreported, decided
Utah v. Edward Lichliter et al. (-5062),
August 18, 1923,1 that said withdrawal impressed the land with
a prima facie mineral character which suspended the operation of
the grant and placed the burden of proving the no mineral character
of the land upon the State.
See the reported case of State of Utah v. Lichilter et al., on reconsideration, decided
-- lanuary 10, 1924, adhering to the decision of August 18, 1923, page 231.
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A like rule must be applied in a case where lands have been

classified as coal and offered for sale at a stated price before the
grant to the State.
Although the State is not required to perform any. acts in order to
make the school-land grant effective, nor the Secretary required to
approve or certify any lists in order. to complete the grant, nevertheless, in order to pass by such grant, the lands must not be known
to be valuable for mineral deposits. In this case the land had been
classified by the Department, in the, exercise of authority vested in
it by the Congress and in ccordance with published regulations
governing such classifications. Regulations approved April 10, 1909
.

(37 L. D., 653), as amended on June 12, 1909 (39 L.' D., 36).

Such

classification impresses the land with a known mineral character,
prior to the grant.to the State, and in order to acquire the land under
such grant the burden is upon the State to establish that such classification was erroneous.

Prima facie the lands were not subject to

the grant.
As such lands are, by virtue of their classification as coal lands,
prima facie public lands of the United States and excepted from
the grant to the State, they are subject to disposal under the publicland laws.
In such case the State is entitled to notice of any proposed disposal
under the public-land laws and an opportunity to protest against
such action. If sufficient showing is made to raise an issue as to the
mineral character of the land a hearing may be had at which the
State will be afforded an opportunity to establish that the lands
were not known to be mineral at the time when the grant would
have become effective.

Dorff's application for an oil and gas prospecting permit was not
a claim inconsistent with the coal classification as the coal deposits
would still remain subject to disposal.
In this caseit appears that a hearing has been had in a proceeding
brought by the Land Department charging that the land was known
to be valuable for coal at the date, of admission of the State into
the'Union. . In view of this fact action will be suspended upon this
application, pending final disposition of the said contest. Thereafter this application will be adjudicated in the light of the facts
then shown and in accordance with the views herein expressed.
The Commissioner's decision is modified to conform herewith, and
the case is remanded for the action herein directed.
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AMENDED.

TIMBER TRESPASS-RULE
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LANDS.

NO. 881,

INSTRUCTIONS.
e[Circular No. 909.1

D1EPARMENT OF T E INTERIOR,:
GENERALLAND OFFICE,

Washington,
CHEFS

Circular

D. C., December 29, 1923.

:

OF FIELD DIvIsIONs:

No. 881 of March 14, 1923 (49 L. D., 484), is hereby

amended by substituting for the second rule announced under the
sub-heading TIMBER,the fo]lowing:
2. In case of innocent trespasses neither the trespassers nor their transferees
shall be required to pay more than the stumpage value, or the value of the timber in standing trees taken by them, as damages to the Government.
M SPRY,
W

Commissioner.
Approved:
E. C.

FINNEY,

-

First Assistant Secretary.
OF PUBLIC
PROTECT;- SUSPENSION
SHOSHONE IRRIGATION
PAYMENTS.
NOTICES AND EXTENSIONS OFTIME FOR MAKING
Optniona, December

31, 1923.

RIGHT-NOTICE-APPLICATION-PAYMENT.
RECLAMATION-WATER

Upon the issuance of public notices pursuant to section 4 of the reclamation
act of June. 17, 1902, the construction charges specified in the notices
become- fixed charges against the lands, and the acceptance and approval
of water right applications in a sense create a contractual relation between the applicants and the United States for the payment of the charges
by the water users and the furnishing of irrigation water by the Governnent that can not be changed except with the consent of both parties.
RECLAMATION-NOTICESERETARY

OF THE INTERIOR-SUPERVISORYAUTHORITY.

The Secretary of the Interior has no general statutory authority to suspend, even teniporarly, public notices issued by him pursuant to section
4 of the act of June 17, 1902, of lands' irtigable under reclamation projects,
nor does he'possess supervisory power to do so in the absence of a specific
statute authorizing it.
REcLAMATION-WATER RIGHT-PAYMENT-SECRETAIIY
SuPERvIsoRY AUTHORITY.

OF

THE

INTERIO-

Except where specifically authorized by law, the Secretary of the Interior
is not empowered-to grante extensions. of time, either directly or indirectly,
>Yor the payment of charges accruing from individual water .users upon
reclamation projects.
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RE CLAMATIO-WATER RIGHT-PAYMENT-FORFEITPE--SECETARY
INTERIOR-SUPERVISorY AUTHORITY.

OF

THE

Inasmuch as the acts of June 17, 1902, and August 13, 1914, did not
peremptorily declare in mandatory language that forfeitures must be declared, or that they will necessarily result by operation of law as soon as
defaults in payments by water users on reclamation projects have occurred,
it rests within the. sound discretion of the Secretary of the Interior to
determine whether an entryman may thereafter be permitted to cure the
default by payment of the charges.

COuT DEcIsIoNAPPLIED-DEPARTMENTALDEOISIONs ADHEREDTO.
Case of Swigart v. Baker (229 U. S., 187), cited and applied; cases of
Morris Collar (13 L. D., 339), Theodore A. Sloane (22 L. D., 210), Milne
v. Thompson (25 L. D., 501), Maurice S. Goldberg (40,L. D., 509), and
Marquis D. Linsea (41 L. D., 86), cited and adhered to.
EDWARDS,Solicitor:

:

A recommendation by the Commissioner of Reclamation for the
suspension of the public notices relating to the Frannie Division of
the- ShoshoneIrrigation Project and the operation of that division
on a rental basis pending a complete reclassification and, a reformation of the farm units is now before me for consideration as to
the, legality of such an action.
The principal question thus presented is as to whether the Secretary of the Interior has the power under the law to order sucl a
suspension, and as an incident thereto arises, the further question
-as to his authority

to grant extensions of time for. the paymentX of

reclamation charges.
A full appreciation and understanding of these legal questions
make it worth while to inquire first into and note.the office and effeet of public notices issued under the reclamation act.,
The original reclamation

act' of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat., 388),

authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to withdraw, examine 'and
determine the irrigability of public lands. Section 4 of that act
provided that upon his favorable determination as to any particular

areahe may cause to be let contracts for the construction of the same, in
such portions or sections as it may be practicable to construct and complete as
parts of the whole project, * * *. and thereupon he shall give public notice
of the lands irrigable under such project, and limit of area per entry, * * *
also of the charges which shall be made per acre upon the said entries, and
upon lands in private ownership which may be irrigated by the waters of the
said irrigation project, and the number of annual installments, * *
*

*

4

It will be observed that that act did not withhold any lands from
entry except such as were intended for use in connection with the construction, operationand maintenance of irrigation projects. and it did
not state at what time after the letting of the contracts mentioned, the
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public notice should be given, or give that notice any particular effect further than to prescribe the area of enterable units, known as
farm units, and fix the, charges to be paid by water users to reimburse
the Government for funds expended by it in the construction, operation, and maintenance of the projects. Entries were consequently
formerly allowed under that act at any time. either before or after the
completion of projects; but the law was later changed by the acts
of :June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 835), and February

18, 1911 (36 Stat.,

917), which in effect withdrew all lands within all irrigation projects
from entry until the issuance of the public notice. This change in the
law gave such notices much more important effects than they formerly had in that their issuance constituted the legal procedure under
which the Secretary restores lands to entry and names specific dates
on which applications for entry and for water rights may be presented and received.
Upon the issuance of such notices the construction charges specified therein became fixed. charges against the lands (Instructions,
36 L. D., 256; Swigart v. Baker, 229 U. S., 187), and the acceptance

and approval of the water-right applications in a sense create a contractual relation between the applicants and the United States for
the payment of the charges by the water users and the furnishing
of irrigation water by the Government-a relationship which can
not be changed except by a consent of. both the user and the Government.

See Section 4, act of August 13, 1914 (38 Stat., 686).

,.In this connection it is well- to here note the fact that the law.
requires the payment of reclamation charges to be made annually
after the issuance of public notice and the allowance of water-right
applications, and prescribes penalties for defaults in such payment.
The law is mandatory in its requirements that all these charges shall
be paid; and it has not given the Secretary of the Interior any
power to excuselpayments or remit the charges, except that he may
grant an-extension of time for certain payments under the acts hereinafter mentioned.
In view of the fact that these public notices form the administrative basis for the relationship between the- Government and water
users, and also of the further fact that the suspension of the notices
now proposed will temporarily sever that relationship and relieve
the users for a time at least from continuing to meet the obligations
of payment imposed by the law, it seems extremely doubtful as to
whether such suspensions as the one here involved can be ordered'

in, the absence of statute expressly authorizing the Secretary to
make them.
'--0Lfind nothing in section 441, Revised Statutes, or in section 10
0ofthe t of.1902,.supra, or section 15, act of August 13, 1914, supra,
74526°-24-vot

50-15
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conferring general authority on the Secretary of the Interior which
justifies the conclusion that he can order such suspensions through
the exercise of his supervisory power. And the fact that he does
not possess that power independent of specific statute appears to
have been recognized by Congress when it passed the act of February
13, 1911 (36 Stat., 902), which specifically conferred

on him the

power to withdraw public notices issued before that date, and also
authorized him to agree to modifications of then existing water
rights in the following language:
That the Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion, withdraw any
public notice heretofore issued under section four of the reclamation Act of
June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, and he may agree to such modification of water-right applications heretofore duly filed or contracts with
water users' associations and others, entered into prior to the passage of this
Act, as he may deem advisable, or he may consent to the abrogation of such
water-right applications and contracts, and proceed in all respects as if no
such notice had been given.

The well-settled rules of statutory construction justify the assumption that Congress recognized the fact that the issuance of a
public notice created and fixed a status- in the relationship between
water users and the Government which could not be changed by the
Secretary in the absence of a statute authorizing him to do so. And
it certainly supports the conclusion that in the opinion of Congress
the Secretary did not have the power to withdra* and terminate
public notices already given, and it was for that reason that Congress deemed it necessary to pass that act giving him the power to
make such withdrawals.

To hold otherwise would be to say that

that act was not needed and Congress can not: be presumed to enact
a useless and unnecessary law.

:

i

If that act had been mandatory in its provisions the conclusion I
have just announced would not necessarily follow, because in that
case the act may very well be said to be a command on the part of
Congress that the Secretary make the withdrawal of the notice under
existing powers; but the act is not mandatory, it is merely directory,
and says that " the Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion"
withdraw such notice-thus indicating a clear purpose on the part of
Congress to confer a new power rather than to direct the exercise of
an existing one.
As a further illustration of this limitation on-the powers of the;
Secretary to undo a thing that he has already done in the issuance of
a public notice I call your attention to the act of. April 16, 1906 (34
Stat., 116), section I of which authorizes the surveying of lands within
reclamation projects into town lots. Section 2 of that act providesThat the lots so surveyed shall be appraised under the direction of the S-e-h
retary of the Interior and sold under his. direction at not less than their. appraised value at public auction to the highest bidders, from time to time, fo
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cash, and the lots offered for sale and not disposed of may afterwards be sold
at not less than the appraised value under such regulations as the Secretary of
the Interior may prescribe.

Later, and after lots had been appraised under that act and remained unsold, this DepaIrtllent thought it necessary to ask Congress
to clothe the Secretary with power to reappraise the unsold town
lots, and the act of June 11, 1910 (36 Stat., 465), specifically con-

ferring that power, was enacted in response to that request.
It can not be said that the act of February 13, 1911,supra, would
justify even a temporary withdrawal or suspension of the public notices now under consideration, because that act relates only to such
notices as were existing at the date- of its passage in 1911, and does
not affect or justify the withdrawal of notices issued since that date
as were all the notices in this case, which are four in number and
were issued in, 1917, 1919, 1920 and 1921, respectively.:

My attention has been called to an instance-the unpublished action of November 11, 1912-in the case of P. J. Quesinberry, in which
a public notice was suspended as to one particular

claim.

The notice

under which his rights were initiated was, however, issued prior to
the passage of the act of 1911.
While the act of 1911, relates to withdrawals rather than to suspensions of public notices, such as is now contemplated, the relationship established between the Government and water users by such
notices, and the drastic requirements of the law for the continuous
annual payment of reclamation charges seem to justify the conclusion
that the Secretary is without power even temporarily to suspend those
relations and the requirements as to the payments by the issuance of
an order of suspension; and this is especially true in the present case
in which one of the reasons for the suspension seems to be the relief
of the water users from the payment of annual installments which
are said to be unusually burdensome, and amounted last year on an
average to 1 per cent of the total value of the crops produced on the
lands affected.
It is an incontrovertible fact that the Secretary of the Interior
is without power to-remit these payments, which have become fixed
charges against the land; and it is equally true that there is no
statute which explicitly authorizes him to grant extensions of time
for payment of charges due from individual water users to the Government, except such charges as became due prior to December 31,
1922, which may, in proper cases, be extended by him to, but not
beyond December 31, 1924, under the acts of March 31, 1922 (42

Stat., 489), and February 28, 1923 (42 Stat., 1324). And if the
-l-awdoes not authorize the Secretary to grant extensions of time
for a definite period by his direct act, it can hardly be said that
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he could legally do so by indirection, through a suspension' of the
public notices in this- instance.
It is true that after individual water users have become members
of, and been merged into public corporations known as irrigation
districts, the relationship of debtor and creditor between them and
the Government ceases, and they are no longer required to' pay their
charges direct to the Government. In such an instance the Secretary of the Interior may, for the reasons given in my opinion of
September 29, 1923 (50 L. D., 142), enter into contracts fixing the
dates of the payment of charges. It is also a fact that under the
act of February

13, 1911 (36 Stat., 902), quoted above, the Secre-

tary may enter into contracts: with water users' associations and
others " for the modification of water-right applications-" filed before the passage of that act; but there is no statute other than that
act and the acts of March 31, 1922, and Febi-mary 28, 1923, &atpra,

which confer on the Secretary the power'to grant extensions of time
for the payment of charges. Nor is there any other way in which
water users may be legally excused for definite, lengths of time
from making such payments except that it is provided in section;
5 of the act of February 28, 1923, spra,' that in cases where an
individual water user or individual applicant for water-right* is unable to pay any construction or operation and maintenance
charge due, excepting operation and maintenance charges for drainage on,
the Boise, Idaho, project for the year 1922, or prior thereto, the Secretary of
the Interior Is hereby authorized in his discretion to add uch accrued and
unpaid charges to the construction charge of the land of such water user or
applicant, and to distribute such accumulated charges equally over each of
the subsequent years, beginning with the year 1924, at such rate per year as
will complete the payment durIng the remaining years of the twenty-year period
of payment of the original construction charge:: Provided, That, upon such,
adjustment being made, any penalties or interest which may have acrued in
connection with such unpaid construction and operation and maintenance
charges shall be canceled, and in lieu thereof the amount so due, and the payment of which is hereby extended, shall draw interest at the rate of 6 per
centum per annum, paid annually, from the time said amount became due to
date of payment.

The passage of the acts of March 31, 1922, and February 28, 192a,
8upr'a, expressly giving the Secretary power to grant extensions of
particular payments, must for the reasons I have given in connection
with my interpretation of the act of February 11, 1911, supra, be
taken as a congressional recognition of the fact that the Secretary
does not have the power to grant extensions of time except when
specifically authorized to do so, and this Department has never undertaken to grant, or claim the power to grant extensions of time for
payments under laws of any-kind through the exercise of the spervisory power conferred by section 441, Revised-Statutes, and it has
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not in any instance made such extensions except when they have been
specifically authorized by statute and has refused to do so in the
absence of such statutes as will be seen from its decisions in the cases
of Morris Collar (13 L. D., 339), Theodore A. Sloane (22 L. D., 210),
and Maurice E. Goldberg (40 L. D., 509). And in its unpublished
decision of April 22, 1909, it expressly declared that extension of
time for the payment of reclamation charges could not be granted
under the law as it then stood.
Leniency has-been shown, however, in the matter of enforcing forfeitures for nonpayments, and it has been held that defaults may be
cured by tardy payments. See Morris Collar, suvm, and Milne v.
Thompson

(25 L. D., 501).

It will be observed from the pertinent provisions of the acts of
June 1-7,1902,and August 13, 1914,quoted above, that Congress did
not peremptorily' declare in mandatory language that forfeitures
must be declared, or that they will necessarily result by operation of
law as soon as defaults in payments have occurred. All that was said
in those acts was that water rights and entries "shall be subject to
cancellation" and moneys already paid to forfeiture, and in construing the act of 1902, this Department said in speaking of the default
of Marquis D. Linsea (41 L., D., 86, 88)
It is not imperative that it should be canceled or a forfeiture declared. It
rests within the sound discretion of the Secretary of the Interior as to whether
the entryman may, thereafter be permitted to cure such default by payment of
the water charges, if he or she has continued to comply with the provisions
of the homestead law.

In that case the entry had been canceled and a forfeiture declared
and this Department by its decision reversed the action of the General Land Officein denying Linsea's application for its reinstatement
on the recommendation of the Reclam3ationService that it be not
granted.
In reaching the conclusion I have announced as to the Secretary's
lack of authority to grant extensions of time I am not unmindful of
the fact that First UAssistant Secretary Adams, on November 11, 1912,
approved the existing Reclamation Service order No. 221 which reads
in its parts here pertinent, as follows:
Water users on reclamation projects whose growing crops are damaged or
destroyed by hail and who for this reason are unable to make payment of the
building charges under the reclamation law, which would become delinquent
at the time the next installment thereof became due, may, in the discretion of
the Secretary, be allowed a postponement of such charges, but no such postponement shall be for more than one year or extend beyond the 10 or 20 year
annual payment period, the time within which the water-right charges are
'-required to be paid.
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While that order terms the indulgence provided for in it as a
"postponement" of the payments it is in effect nothing more than
an attempt to provide for an extension of time for definite periods;
and I am unable to find any justification for such an order in the
words of any statute. If its issuance can be ustified at all it would
be on the ground that the postponement or delay in the payments
were to be granted through the exercise of leniency or forbearance to
which I have just referred, and that leniency has not heretofore been
granted for the reasons mentioned in that order in any similar class
of cases, except by expressed provisions of statutes.
The equirements of residence under the homestead and preemption laws were no more drastic or mandatory than are the requirementsfor prompt anual payments under the reclamation law, and
Congress has thought it necessary in frequent instances that it enact
legislation to give relief to embarrassed homesteaders and preemptors
as will be seen from the following statutes temporarily excusing residence: The act of July 1, 1879 (21 Stat., 48), where crops were destroyed or seriously injured by grasshoppers; section 3, act of March
2, 1889 (25 Stat., 854), where settlers were unable to support themselves or those dependent on them, by reason of total or partial destruction or failure of crops, sickness or other unavoidable casualty;
and in numerous other statutes to be found in 39 Stat., 341, 40 Stat.,
430, 41 Stat., 271 and 288; and in other similar statutes.
And Congress thought it necessary to pass the act of June 25,
1910 (36 Stat., 864), to excuse residence even under reclamation

homestead entries covering lands for the irrigation of which the
Government was not able expeditiously to furnish water. It was
also thought necessary to enact section 5 of the act of June 27,
1906 (34 Stat., 519, 520), to excuse desert-land entrymen from mak-

ing expenditures or attempting reclamation during the time they
were hindered, delayed or prevented from complying with the law
by the Government's proceedings under the reclamation act.
If the Secretary already had the power to grant the relief accorded
by those numerous statutes then their enactment was unnecessary and
Congress did needless and useless things in passing them.
In conclusion, and by way of recapitulation I have the honor to
inform; you that in my judgment, the Secretary of the Interior is not
legally authorized to issue the proposed order, and that there is no
law empowering him to grant extensions of time, either directly or
indirectly, for the payment of reclamation charges! accruing from
individual water users since December 1, 1922.
Approved:
-

E. C.: FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary.

.
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(ON RECONSIDERATION).

Decided January 10, 1924.
WITEDRAWAL-OILAND GAS LANDS-LAND DEPARTMENT-EVIDENCE.
The practice of withdrawing lands contemplates their segregation for purposes of investigation and it is clearly the duty of the Land Department
to seek such withdrawals whenever from evidence before it an inference
or belief is warranted that lands are in fact mineral.
SCHooL LAND-RESERVATION-WITHDRAWAL-OIL
STATUTES.

AND GAS LANDS-UTAH-

The language used in the proviso to section 6 of the enabling act of July
1894, which excepted from the grant of public lands to the State
Utah for school purposes, those lands embraced in " Indian, military,
other reservation of any character," is sufficient to show an intention
V

16,
of
or
of

including within its exception areas withdrawn for their prospective oil
and gas values.

ScnooL LAND-OIL AND GAS LANDS-MINING CLAIM-MINERAL LANDS-VESTED
RIGHTS-WoRDs AND PHRASES-STATUTES.

The term "valid claims" as used in. section 37 of the act of February 25,
1920, relates to unperfected claims to mineral lands and does not contemplate a completed grant of nonmineral lands to a State in aid of its
common schools.
SCHOOL LAND-On

AND GAS LANDS-MINErAL LANDS-SUTRVEY-WITHDRAWAL.

Where mineral lands are excepted from a grant of public lands for school
purposes, a petroleum withdrawal prior to survey has the effect of stamping the lands as prima facie mineral in character and, upon the approval of the survey, suspends the operation of the grant.
SCHOOL LAND-OIL
AND GAS
BURDENOF PRooF.

LANDS-WITHDRAWAL-SURVEY-EVIDENCR-I

A petrolum withdrawal prior to survey of lands which, upon survey, are
identified as lands granted to a State for school purposes, if nonmineral,
has the effect of casting the burden of proof upon the State to produce
evidence sufficiently convincing to warrant their nonmineral classification.
OI AND GAS LANDS-WITHDRAwAL-PROSPECTING PERMIT-LEASE.
A petroleum withdrawal prior to the act of February 25, 1920, of unproven
lands for the purpose of classification, was not extinguished by the passage of that act, inasmuch as the prospecting for oil and gas thereunder
was intended merely as preliminary to leasing and not as a method of
disposal, they being only subject to lease upon discovery of their value
for mineral deposits.
SCHOOL LAND-OIL AND GAS LANDS--WITHDRAWAL-SURVEY-HEARIND-EVIDENCE-BURDENOF PROOF.

Where objection is made to a ruling by the Commissioner of the General Land
Office that a petroleum withdrawal of lands which, upon subsequent
survey, are found to be school sections, is sufficient to prevent the title
from passing to the State upon the approval of the survey, determination of that point in order to fix-the burden of proof and the necessity
~---~___
for a hearing should be insisted upon by the State before a hearing is
had, otherwise proceeding with the hearing willbe construed as an election to accept the ruling.
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FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
:
By decision in the above-entitled case,the Department, on August
18, 123, affirme4dthe decision of the Commissioner of the. General
Land Office,which sustained the local officers and dismissed protests
by the State of Utah against the issuance of prospecting permits,
pursuant to section 13 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41
Stat., 437), to the following applicants: Edward Lichliter, Jesse C.
Brandon, Jesse W. Johnson, Charles A. Quigley, William S. McCarthy, William H. Foley, H. W. Prickett, Arthur C. Sullivan, Isaac
A. Smoot, W. J. Cooper, W. A. Stuart, and Grant L. Baker.
The lands involved were Secs. 2, 16, and 36, T. 40 'S., R. 18 E.,
Sees. 16, 32, and

36, T. 40 S., R.19

E., Sec. 2, T. 41 5.., R. I17 E.,

Secs. 2 and 16, T. 41 S., R. 18 E., Sec. .2, lots 1, 2, 3,. and 4, Sec. 36,

T. 41 S., R. 19 E., S. L. M., Salt Lake City, Utah, land district, and
were claimed by the State as school land inuring to it by virtue of
the grant in section 6 of the enabling act of July 16, 1894 (28 Stat.,
107), of sections 2, 16, 32, and 36, of each township, in aid of the-com-

mon schools of said State.
The same question was presented in the case of State of Utah v.
.

Edward Lichliter (unreported),

involving Sec. 32, T. 22, S., R. 13 E.,

S. L. M.; and the appellant having filed one brief in support of its
appeals in both cases, the Department, in affirming the decision of the
Commissioner, cited as controlling the views expressed by it in its decision of the same date in the case involving Sec. 32, T. 22 S.,-R. 13
E., supra.
Upon requests of counsel for the State, the Department granted
stays of its decisions in both cases, until January 1, 1924, within
which the State could file motions for rehearings. During this period, on December 24, 1923, the Executive order creating Petroleum
Reserve No. 25, Utah, was revoked by the President of the United
States, as to 421,723 acres of land, which included Sec. 32, T. 22 S.,

R. 13 E., S. L. M., but not the land involved herein. This changed
status of the land prompted the Department to vacate its decision in
the case of State of Utah . Edward Lichliter supra, as it still had
the matter before it for consideration, 'and on December 26, 1923,
said decision was vacated.

It now becomes necessary to reconsider

this case and to render a separate decision therein.
The lands involved were included in a temporary petroleum withdrawal made by the Secretary on October 4, 1909,and were.included
in Petroleum Reserve No. 7, by Executive order of July 2, 1910. By
further Executive order of August 25, 1910,'the' temporary withdrawal of October 4, 1909, was ratified.
The township plats identifying all of the lands involved were,each
approved by the surveyor general on June 19, 1911,and by the Com-
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missioner of the General Land Officeon March 28,1912, and May 24,
1912.

Applications for oil and gas prospecting permits for the sections
involved were filed by the appellees.

The State-had filed,protests in numerous cases against the issuance
of prospecting permits for sections designated in the, enabling act as
school sections, and in July, 1921, the Commissioner instructed the
local officers to allow the State an opportunity to procure the rejection of permit applications for sections claimed to have been granted
to it, in aid of common schools, where the establishing of such sections and the possible attaching of the State's right were preceded
by a petroleum reservation, by showing, at a hearing, that the landsX
were not valuable for oil or gas.
A hearing was had, upon a consolidation of these cases, pursuant
to the foregoing instructions, and an appeal has been filed by the
State from the decision of the Commissioner affirming the finding of
the local officers that it failed to establish that the lands were not
valuable for oil or gas.
- The evidence introduced at this hearing showed that the lands lie
north of the San Juan River in southeastern Utah; that, prior to
*the approval of the survey of said lands, some twenty-five or thirty
wells had been drilled; and that small quantities of oil had been
discovered in about three-fourths of them. Considerable conflicting
testimony was introduced as.to whether these discoveries were of
oil in commercial quantities, and there was considerable divergency
of expert opinion as to where oil would most probably be discovered,
'whether in a syncline or in one of two anticlines which extended in
a northerly-southerly direction and underlaid the land involved, the
syncline being chiefly beneath ranges 18 and 19, east.
While it was contended that there were no actual discoveries of
oil upon any of the land involved, and it was claimed that the deep
canyon of the San Juan River had furnished an outlet for the oil
in all the sands above its floor, nevertheless the witnesses for the
State admitted that other oil sands known to outcrop elsewhere in
the vicinity probably underlaid the lands in question, and that the
* only satisfactory means of testing the sands was by deeper- drilling,
the deepest well'known having reached only around 1,500 feet. The
testimony as to the amount of oil actually discovered was conflicting,
and by no means persuasive that the'wells containing oil represented
either an adequate test of the sands penetrated or disproved the
*existence of other oil-bearing sands in lower strata.
The reservation was made as a result of investigations by the
-Geological Survey, the results of which were published in 1909 and
1910-(Bulletins 431 and 471), and were extensively quoted by both
the State and the appellees. The existence of eight known oil sands
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underlying the field, all of which have not been adequately tested,
was reported at that time, nor does it appear that subsequent developments have as yt included such- drilling operations as would conclusively satisfy 'the requirements of. the tests indicated in said reports as necessary to a final determination as to the scope and value
of the territory as oil lands. The same geologic indications which
prompted the reservation in 1910 to-day exist, nor can it well be
said that such withdrawals must be based upon more than reasonable
geologic inferences. Such practice was cited with approval by the
Supreme Court in the case of the Diamond Coal and Coke Company . United States (233 U. S., 236), where the known mineral
character of coal lands was held to be established by an inference
that because of certain outcropping deposits on other land these
same veins or strata of coal extended under the land in question.
The similarity of deposition of oil-bearing sands and coal deposits
leaves no doubt as to the applicability of the rule therein stated to
lands apparently underlaid with oil sands.- In the case of withdrawals for classi/ication inferences are essential. Demonstrations
of the existence of minerals by evidence additional to geologic inferences would reasonably prompt an immediate and final mineral
classification. The practice of withdrawing lands contemplates their
segregation for purposes of investigation, and it is clearly the duty
of the Department to seek such withdrawals wherever, from evidence
before it, an inference or belief is warranted that lands are in fact
mineral.
In this case a petroleum reserve was created on evidence prrma.
facie establishing the mineral character of the land. Washburn v.
Lane (258 Fed., 584). A party interested in challenging this conclusion properly assumes the burden of overcoming a prima facie
case.

Appellant's appeal is based almost entirely upon a claim that the
Commissioner erred in holding that the burden of proving that the
lands had no value for oil or gas was upon it. The appellant submits that the correct rule should be that the burden was upon the
Government and the permit applicant to show that the lands were
known to be mineral in character when the State's rights attached,
if at all, that is, upon approval and acceptance of the plat of survey.
It is not seriously contended that the evidence adduced at the hearing establishes 'that the land has no prospective value for oil or gas,
and careful consideration of the testimony convinces the Department
that the geologic conditions warrant prospecting operations upon
the land involved herein.
There remains only the question whether a petroleumwithdrawaL
of lands which, upon subsequent-survey, are found to be one of the
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sections granted to the State by its enabling act in aid of common
schools is sufficient to prevent the title to said land from passing to
the.State at that time. A determination of this question, in order
to fix the burden of proof and the necessity for a hearing, should
have been insisted upon by the State before the hearing was had;
and its election to proceed with the hearing as ordered by the Commissioner is, technically, an acceptance of his ruling on that point
and entitles the State to no further hearing on the question.
In view, however, of the importance of a ruling on'this point in
aiding in the proper disposition of numerous other protests filed by
the State under these same conditions, the claim of appellant, on
that, point, will receive consideration.
Section 6 of the enabling act approved July 16,; 1894 (28 Stat.,
107),is as-follows:
That upon the admission of said State into the Union, sections numbered
two, sixteen, thirty-two. and thirty-six in every township of said proposed
State, and where such sections or any parts thereof have:been sold or otherwise disposed of by or under the authority of any Act of Congress other lands
equivalent thereto, in legal subdivisions of not less than one quarter section
and as contiguous as may be to the section in lieu-of which the same is taken,
are hereby granted to said State for the support of common schools, such indemnity lands to be selected within said State in such manner as the legislature may provide, with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior: Provided,
That the second, sixteenth, thirty-second, and thirty-sixth sections embraced
in permanent reservations for national purposes shall not, at any time, be
subject to the grants nor to the indemnity provisions of this Act, nor shall any
lands embraced in Indian, military, or other reservations of any character be
subject to the grants or to the indemnity provisions of this Act until the
reservation shall have been extinguished and such lands be restored to and
become a part. of the public domain.

Although this act did not expressly except mineral lands from its
operation, the Supreme Court has held that such lands did not pass
thereunder.

State of Utah v. Sweet (245 U. S., 563) ; see also State

of Utah v. Allen et al. (27 L. D., 53); State of Utah (32 L. D., 117).
It is well settled that the right of a State under a grant of this kind
does not attach until the 'specified section has been identified by
survey, and that a withdrawal of said land for military and other
special purposes prior thereto suspends the operation of such grant,
upon approval of a survey of said sections.. Ham . Missouri (18
How., 126) Beecher v. Wetherby (95 U. 5.,517); Heydenfeldt v.
Daney Gold and Silver Mining Co. (93 U. S., 634); Mining Company v. Consolidated Mining Co. (102 U. S., 167); State of Utah
(29 L. D., 418).

It is urged by the State that a withdrawal of lands as valuable
for oil and gas, and in aid of legislation, is not a permanent reservation and that the title of the State attaches, upon survey, unless
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the lands are known to contain mineral deposits. This laim ignores
the portion of section 6 of the enabling act which readsnor shall any lands embraced in Indian, military, or other reservations of any
character be subject to the grants or to the indemnity provisions of this Act
until the reservation shall have been extinguished and such lands be restored
to and become a part of the public domain.

This provision clearly shows that temporary, as well as permanent, reservations were contemplated by the statute.
The practice of withdrawing land in aid of legislation, in cases
where danger of great loss to the general public was threatened by
the permitting of lands found to be mineral in character to be acquired through defects in existing laws, was exercised long prior to
the admission of the State of Utah into the Union; and said practice
was long acquiesced in by Congress, and approved as a power in the'
Chief Executive to be exercised in the protection of the public domain from improper acquisition. The act of June 25, 1910 (36
Stat.,, 847), pursuant to which the land now involved was withdrawn, was formal congressional recognition of this power and was
intended as a limitation thereof rather than a grant of greater
authority.

United

States

v. Midwest

Oil Co. (236 U. S., 459).

Congress must, therefore, be presumed to have known of the practice
of. making temporary withdrawals and reservations similar to those
of October 4, 1909, and July 2, 1910,supra, and to have intended to
include them in the expression-" other reservations of any character "-in section 6 of the enabling act.
No reason is shown by appellant, nor is any perceived by the Department, why this safeguard of the public domain should have been
intended by Congress to be abandoned in behalf of the State. On
the contrary, it seems clear from the portion of the act last hereinbefore quoted, that such safeguard was intended to be preserved
intact,, and that the State's title could not attach until the reservation was extinguished.
It is claimed by the State that-the passage of the'leasing act of
February 25, 1920,supra, terminated the reservation, and that thereupon the State's' right attached, and that these named sections were
excepted from the operation of said act by virtue of the State's
"valid claim," within the purview of section 37 of the leasing act.
The pertinent portion of that section is as follows:That the deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, and gas, herein
referred to * *
shall be subject to disposition only in the form and
manner provided in this act, except as to valid claims existent at the date of
passage of this act and thereafter maintained in compliance- with the laws
under which initiated, which claims may be perfected under such laws, including discovery.
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The leasing act provides for the leasing of public lands known to
contain deposits of oil or gas, and for the granting of permits to
prospect for such deposits in unproven territory.
Examination of the order of reservation of the sections now
claimed by the appellant, shows that said lands were withdrawn by
the President, on July 2, 1910, from settlement, location, sale, or
entry, and reserved for lassfcation and in aid of legislation affecting the use and disposal of petroleum landsbelonging to the United
States.
As to lands subject to prospecting permit under the leasing act, it
is clear that the prospecting feature is not a mode of disposition, but
is a preliminary to leasing. Such leasing constitutes a method "di
disposal, not of the land, but of the reserved deposits of oil or gas.
It is at once apparent that, as to unproven lands, the purpose of
the withdrawal as to classification of the land has not been served
by the mere passage of the leasing act, and equally that, as to lands
known to contain valuable deposits of oil, or gas, the State could
acquire no title. State of Utah v. Sweet, supra. Section 37 relates
to unperfected claims to mineral lands under the mining laws and
obviously does not contemplate a completed grant of nonmineral
lands to a State, in aid of its common schools.
The provisions of section 2274, Revised Statutes, as amended by
the act of February 28, 1891 (26 Stat., 796), which authorized a
State to select lands in lieu of school sections which were known' to
be mineral, or included in any Indian, military, or other reservation,
were extended- to the State of Utah by the act of May 3, 1902 (32
Stat., 188). Said section of the Revised Statutes also provides that
a State may await the extinguishing of an Indian, military, or other
reservation before seeking satisfaction of its grant, thereby indicating
an intent to include temporary withdrawals for classification -aswell
as withdrawals for use of certain groups or agencies of the Government.
In the decision from which this appeal is filed, the Commissioner
afforded the State an opportunity to procure the extinguishing of
the reservation. The Department has held on numerous occasions
that the effect 'of a petroleum reservation is to stamp the land as
prina
acie mineral in character (see also Washburn v. Lane, 258
Fed., 584). The condition prescribed by the Commissioner for the
extinguishing of the petroleum reserve, as to the sections involved,
was that appellant satisfy the Department that the land should be
classified as nonniineral, i. e., that the inference drawn from the
geologic data which prompted the reserve can no longer be regarded
as correct. In view of the provisions of the leasing act for prospecting operations, evidence sufficient to warrant a classification of the
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land as nonmineral must be convincing that the land does not offer
a favorable opportunity for prospecting operations. When such a
classification can be made, the purposes of the reservation have been
served and the reserve may be extinguished, and the State's right can
thereafter attach.
It is held, therefore, that the State was properly required to
assume the burden of proving that the land had no value for oil
or gas, and, as the evidence introduced leads to the opposite conclusion, the Commissioner's decision is affirmed.

OIL AD,

GAS PROSPECTING

PERMITS

AND LEASES EMBRACING

LANDS WITHIN EXECUTIVE ORDER INDIAN RESERVATIONS-.
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS.
INSTRUCTIONS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEPOR,

:

Washington, D. C., January 14, 1924.
THE COMMSIOINiR

OF THE GEwERAL LAND OFFICE:

By letter dated January 7, 1924. ("A" CAO), you requested instructions regarding the insertion of appropriate stipulations in prospecting permits and subsequent leases issued pursuant to the general
leasing act of February 25,1920 (41 Stat., 437), where the lands involved lie within Executive order Indian reservations.
It having heretofore been decided that the act referred to applies
to lands of the character indicated. (49 L. D., 139), the matter now
here consists simply of the additional requirements to be demanded of
permittees and lessees deemed necessary for the protection of the
Indians. To that end it is hereby ordered that the standard form of
preliminary permits and of leases hereafter issued under the act
mentioned, for lands within Indian reservations created by Executive
order shall contain a clause reading substantially as follows:
That the permittee (or lessee as the case may be), his agents or employees,
will not deprive the Indians of the right to any water heretofore used by them will not commit or suffer any waste to be committed upon lands actually occupied or used by the Indians; will not interfere with the personal or property
rights of the Indians in any other respect; will not obstruct any road or trail
now in use on the reservation without permission from the officer in charge
being first had and obtained; will abide by all the laws relating to trade and
intercourse with the Indians, including the introduction of intoxicating liquors
into the Indian country, and that in the employment of labor he will give
preference, wherever practicable, to Indians who may be able and willing to
perform the kind of work required, retaining on the reservation no employees
whose conduct proves to be detrimental to the welfare of the Indians.:

E. C. FINEY,
Fir:stAssista'ntSecretary.
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EARL E. BAUGHN AND CHARLES LORD.
Decided January

14, 1924.
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-HOMESTEAD ENTRY- APPLICATION-PUBLIC
ISOLATED TRACTS- OCCUPANCY
LAND.

Public land. occupied by one under claim of title is not subject to entry by
another, and an application to make homestead entry of such tract will
not defeat the right of the occupant to acquire title under section 2455,
Revised Statutes, which authorizes the sale of isolated tracts, or under
any other applicable public land law.
COURT AND DEPArTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.

(228 U. S.,
Cases of Atherton v. Fowler (96 U. S., 513), Lyle v. Patterson
211), Krueger v. United States (246 U. S., 69), Denee v. Ankeny (246

U. S., 208), Jones'v. Arthur

(28 L. D., 235), and Burtis v. Kansas

(34

5 L. D., 304) cited and applied.

FINNEY, First

Assistant Secretary:

Earl E. Baughn has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Officedated October 2, 1923, rejecting
his application for the offering at public sale under section 24i,
Revised Statutes, of the "west fractional half of NW. 4' Sec. 1,
T. 1 S., R. 4 E., Mich. Mer., Michigan.

The application was filed February 23, 1921. Under date of
October 7, 1922, a special agent of the General Land Office sbimitted a report of a field investigation,

as follows:

The plat on file in the Marquette office shows the corrected map filed in
1849, and the N. 34of Sec. 1 a strip 14.85 chains vide on the west end and 17.00.
chains on the east end. Thus the N. of Sec. 1 is only the fractional S. N. 4,

and W. of -this fraction is given as 30.14 acres. Further, the map of record
shows a lake, not meandered, and all the fractional NW.' 4 of Sec. 1 is shown
in the lake (now called Portage Lake). Mr. Baughn's mother owns the land
adjoining the fractional W. NW. 4, both on the west and north, and apparently until lately supposed- she owned to the lake shore. Recent local surveys,
however, show less than one acre in Se. 1 which extends about half way across
their land in Sec. 2 (the fractional part of NE. 4), and Baughn communicated
with the Marquette land office relative to acquisition of same. * * * Not
being able to obtain reply by correspondence, Mr. Baughn made a trip to
Marquette and was informed that an isolated tract application segregated the
is a
land, and therefore filed'such application. * * * The SW. NW.
small piece of low land, mostly under water in spring, used for pasture, and,
has only a half dozen small scrub trees on one end, and of absolutely no value
as timber. This lake is, however, a summer resort, and lots are selling for
about $25 a front foot. This tract when filled in will sell for at least $1,000,
and has a sale value of $500 in its present condition. The question of fill is,
however, the main point, as Baughn owns all adjoining land, and it would be
expensive for another to haul material from a distance.
Under all tie above conditions it seems advisable to set a minimum price
of $300 on this strip of about an acre, or $10 per acre, based on 30.14 acres
shown in the fractional SW. NW.i, Sec. 1, and allow the land to be sold
at auction as n isolated tract,
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The decision appealed from rejected Baughn's application because
on July 30, 1923,;Charles Lord applied to amend his homestead
entry, made February 9, 1923, for NE. SE. i, said Sec. 1, to describe the SW. NW. , said Sec. 1, the tract originally entered having been patented to one Kercheval.
In Baughn's application he alleged that the tract was not occupied
except by himself. That the tract was actually occupied by Baughn
is set forth in the report of the field investigation heretofore quoted.
If the tract involved was occupied by Baughn under claim of title,
it was not subject to homestead entry. Jones v. Arthur (28 L. D..
235), Burtis v. Kansas (34 L. D., 304), Atherton v. Fowler (96 U. S.,
513), Lyle v. Patterson (228 U. S., 211), Kilueger v. United States
(246 U. S., 69), Denee v. Ankeny (246 I. S., 208).

Lord will therefore be required to show cause, if any there, be,
why his application to amend should not be denied and Baughn
afforded an opportunity to indicate that he still desires to have the
tract, offered at public sale or that he will acquire title under an
applicable public land law. Upon receipt of response by Lord the
matter will be further considered.
FRED GORDON AND OVERLY LAND AND MORTGAGE COMPANY.
Decided

JannuarV 14, 124.

MORTGAGEI-ENLAXGED
nHOMISTEAD-PATENT-01L
RIGHTS.

AND

GAS LANDS-SURFACE

Consent to accept a restricted patent in accordance with the provisions of
the act of July 17, 1914, for oil and gas lands, may be filed by a mortgagee, if the homestead entryman, after proper notification fails to do so.

FINNEY,
First Assistant secretary:
The Commissioner of the General Land Office has submitted to
the Department the entry made by Fred Gordon on November 21,,
1916, under section 7 of the enlarged homestead act for N. SE. i,
Sec. 18, T. 26 N., R. I E., M. M., Great Falls, Montana, land district,:
as additional to his homestead entry embracing E. i NE. i and E. 0
SE. E,Sec. 32, said township.
It appears that entryman mortgaged the land to secure the payment of a loan of $700, and in the spring! of 1921 left for parts-unknown. Under date of September 28, 1922, the Commissioner of the:
General Land Office required Gordon to begin publication of notice
of intention to submit final proof, failing in which the Overly Land
and Mortgage Company, mortgagee, would be permitted to submit
final proof. The notice addressed to entryman was returned.-un-
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claimed, and on January 22, 1923, the mortgagee company, by its
treasurer, submitted final proof, showing that entryman had continued to reside on the original entry until the spring of 1921,that the
land had been fenced, and that 20 acres had been cultivated during
1918 and 1919. The witnesses did not remember as to-what had been
done in 1920, but testified that no crops were planted in 1921 and
1922.

An application for a permit under section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), to prospect for oil and gas u-pon the
land having been filed, the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
under date of March 9, 1923,allowed Gordon to file his consent to the
reservation to the United States of the oil and gas content of the land
and to exercise his preference right to a prospecting -permit under
section 20 of the oil leasing act, or to show cause why he should not
consent to the mineral reservation. Entryman took no action, but
the mortgagee company filed its consent to accept a patent containing the provisions and reservations of the act of July 17, 1914
(38 Stat., 509), as to oil and gas.

By decision of November 20, 1923,the Commissioner of the General
Land Office held that the mortgagee's consent to accept a restricted
patent could not be accepted, and held the entry for cancellation, also
holding that the final proof was unsatisfactory because it- failed to
show that cultivation had been continued after 1919. No appeal has
been filed, but a communication has been received from the holder
of the note secured by the mortgage.

The statutorylife of the entry expired November 20, 1921. Such
cultivation as had been performed was unprofitable, the crops 'each
year being failures. Under the circumstances disclosed, the requirements as to cultivation are reduced to what has been actually- cuftivated.
- Entryman has been accorded an opportunity to consent to accept
a restricted patent, or to show cause why he should not file such con-.

sent. He has taken no action, intending apparently to abandon the
land. The mortgagee company, the real party in interest, has filed its
consent, as heretofore stated, and the Department is of opinion that
the consent should be accepted. Otherwise the relief to which the
mortgagee is entitled would be wholly defeated.
Accordingly, the Commissioner's decision of November 20, 1923, is

reversed, and final certificate will issue in the absenceof objection not
now appearing, the certificate to be indorsed:
Patent to contain the provisions, reservations,
the act of July 17, 1914 (38. Stat., 509).
0
,74526°
-24-voL 50-16

conditions, and limitations of
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W. STANTON.

Decided January 17, 1924.
HOMESTRADEINTRY-PATENT-PIMEOHASER-O1,
AND GAS LANDS-WITHDRAWALEVIDENCE-BURDEN OF PROOT-PAYMENT-VESTED RIGHTS.

Where by statute payment of the purchase price is all that remains to be done
by one in order to acquire title to a tract of nonmineral public land, payment thereof entitles the purchaser to an unrestricted patent, if, prior
thereto, there had been no withdrawal, classification, or report that the
land was prospectively valuable for- mineral unless the Government assumes the burden of proof and shows that the land was of known mineral

character at that time.
CouRT DECISION CITED AND AP'Prn:.

Case of State of Wyoming et a. v. United States (255 U. S., 489), cited and
applied.

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
This is an appeal by John W. Stanton from the decision of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office,dated September 12, 1923,
which required him to consent to the amendment of his homestead
entry for the NE. SE. , Sec. 3, W. i SW. , Sec. 2, and N. 4
NW. i, Sec. 11, T. 23 N., R. 4 E., M. M., Great Falls, Montana,

land district, so as to make it subject to the provisions and reservations of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509), as to oil and gas,
and to exercise a preference right to a permit to prospect for oil and
gas, pursuant to section 20 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920
(41 Stat., 437).
On May 26, 1915, John Stoica made homestead entry for the described land. The entryman died intestate, in November, 1918,
without any heirs qualified to succeed to his rights under said entry. In 1919 Stanton filed notice of a mortgage lien. upon -the
land involved, and, after it was held that he could not perfect the.
entry, having taken the mortgage before final proof was made by
the entryman, Congress, by an act approved February 28, 1923 (42

Stat., 181), provided-

That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in his discretion,
to issue patent to John W. Stanton, of Great Falls, Montana, for the west
half of the southwest quarter of section two, the north half of the northwest quarter of section eleven, and the northeast quarter of the southeast
quarter of section three, all in township twenty-three north of range four
east, principal meridian of Montana, upon payment by said John W. Stanton

therefor at the rate of $1.25per acre.

By letter dated March 20, 1923, the Commissioner directed 'the
local officers as follows:
Under said act you will notify John W. Stanton, of Great Falls, Montana,
that on the payment of $1.25 per acre, final certificate and patent will issue
to him for the land described in said act.
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On March 27, 1923, the sum of $250 was paid by Stanton, pur-

suant to the foregoing notice. Patent was withheld, however, in
view of the fact that, on June 26, 1922, A. W. Hogan filed an ap-

plication, pursuant to section 13 of the oil leasing act, for a permit
to prospect for oil and gas upon the land involved;, and the DI-'
rector of the Geological Survey had made the following report, dated
August 13, 1923, as to said lands:
This land is situated on the Sweetgrass Arch, a major uplift in northwestern Montana and southeastern Alberta,v which in certain areas of favorable secondary structure superimposed on its flanks has yielded natural
gas and showings of oil on both sides of the international boundary. In the
Kevin Sunburst district in Ts. 33. to 35 N., R. 1 ., and Ts. 33 to 36 N., Rs. I
to 3 W., petroleum and natural gas have been produced in commercial quantities since the early part of 1922. Owing to the presence of a, surface mantie of glacial deposits over much of the area involved in this uplift the position of the secondary folds is largely a matter of determination by the drill.
The Geological Survey is not informed whether any favorable secondary; structure affects the land listed above and has no record to date of successful wells
in the immediate vicinity.
,
The evidence available at this time indicates prospective mineral value but is
not sufficient to establish that the land is known to be mineral in character.

In an earlier report, dated April 16, 1923,the Director stated that
the geologic conditions existing under the land were such that an,
opportunity for prospecting should not be denied.
Appellant now claims that the- discretion vested in the Secretary
by the act of February 28, 1923, supra was exhausted by the direction to the local officersthat final certificate issue (to be followed by
patent) upon the payment of a certain sum, which was thereafter
paid, and submits that there remains only the ministerial duty to
issue an unrestricted patent.
The Department does not construe the act of February 28, 1923,
supra, to have such limitations, but, having in mind the obvious
desire to place Stanton in a position to succeed to the rights of the.
deceased entryman, finds that the discretionary power conferred in
said act was specifically conferred in order to permit supervision of
the acts of Stanton in that respect.
As was stated in an opinion by the Department which formed the
basis for the -Commissioner's decision* * * it seems manifest that the purpose of the enactment was only to
protect such interest by subrogating him (Stanton) to the rights of the entry-:
man and by placing him in as good a position under the circumstances, as he
would have occupied had the entryman not died; and, that being the purpose
it should be held that he is entitled to only such rights as the entryman had,
no more and no less.

Had there been a withdrawal, classification, or report that the
lands were prospectively valuable for oil or gas, prior to the completion of final proof by the entryman, action similar to that taken
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in this case would have been in accordance with the provisions of
the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat.,'509), authorizing surface patents':
for mineral lands. Where, however, there is no such report, withdrawal, or classification, prior to the performance by the entryman of
all the acts prescribed by law as precedent to a right to an unrestricted patent, the burden is upon the Government to show that, at
the date of completed final proof, or some equivalent final act of the
entryman or claimant, the lands were known to be mineral in character. State of Wyoming et al. v. United States (255 U. S., 489).
In this case the payment of the purchase price prescribed by the
Congress was the final act prescribed by law as necessary to be performed by Stanton and, as the report as to the prospective mineral
character of the land was not rendered until after such payment had
been made and accepted by the local officers, Stanton acquired equitable title, and the burden of showing that the lands were known to
be mineral in character at the time of payment shifted to the Government.
The report from the Geological Survey indicates that evidence
sufficient to sustain a charge that the lands are known to contain
minerals is not available in that bureau, nor is the Department
aware of evidence from other sources sufficient to warrant it in withholding patent for-the land involved, pending -a hearing at which
it would be required to assume the burden of proof.
For the reasons stated, the decision of the' Commissioner is reversed, the case closed, and the record remanded for the issuance
of an unrestricted patent, in the absence of objections 0not now
apparent.
OREGON BASIN OIL AND GAS COMPANY.'
Decided October 12, 1923.
MINING

CLAIM--OIL

AND GAS LANDS-SEcToNs

2320

AND 2329,

RVISEM

STATUTES.
The provision in section 2320, Revised Statutes, that with respect' to lode
mining claims no location shall be made until there shall have been, a discovery of the vein or lode within the limits of the claim located, was made,
applicable to placer mining claims by section 2329, Revised Statutes.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-MINING CLAIM-PATENT.

A meager showing of oil in a well drilled on a location to a stratum of sand
wholly separate and distinct from the underlying formations in which
workable oil deposits are expected to be developed within the limits of
the claim and in the vicinity thereof does not constitute a valid discovery,
and affords no legal basis for entry and patent under the placer mining
laws.
I~~~

i

:

1 See decision on rehearing, page 253.
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DECISIONSAPPLIED-COURTDECISIONDISREGADE3D.
Cases of Bay v. Oklahoma Southern Gas, Oil, and Mining Company (73
Pac., 936), United States v. McCutchen (238 Fed., 575), and Chrisman v.
Miller (197 U. S., 313), cited and applied; case of United States iv. Ohio
Oil Company et al. (240 Fed., 996), disregarded.

Cot

*FIfwEY,

Fir8t A8sistantSecretary:

This is an appeal bythe Oregon Basin Oil and Gas Company from
the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Officeof May
1, 1923, holdingIfor rejection its application 013740,for patent to the
Wilson No. 3 oil placer mining claim embracing lots 1, 2, and 3, Sec.
:5, T. 50 N., R. 100 W., 6th P. M., Lander land district, Wyoming,
on the ground that a valid discovery of mineral has not been shown
to have been made within the limits of the claim.
The land, it appears, is included within Petroleum Reserve No. 32
created by Executive order of May 6, 1914. The application for
patent was filed October 19, 1922,and is based upon a location alleged
to have been made, after discovery, June 9, 1912.

The showing upon which the company bases its claim to a patent
the ground in question is to the effect that during May, 1912,
there was drilled upon the land a well 43 feet deep in which at a
::depth of 38 feet there was discovered a considerable quantity of
-heavy, greasy oil showing the usual characteristics of petroleum
products, and floating upon and mixed with sand pumpings consisting of a mixture of dirt, shale and water extracted from the
hole; that in April, 1913, a second well was commenced upon the
claim and on the 28th of the same month was completed to a total
depth of 434 feet; that the log of said well shows that it was drilled
through shale and several sandstone members; that; at a` depth
of 425. feet, oil was encountered in said welt from which there was
dipped; a sufficient quantity of oil to fill a quart bottle; that the
bottle was sealed and delivered to the general superintendent of
the. company performing the drilling on the claim; that said
oil was green in color and- was present in substantial quantities;
that in the judgment of the said superintendent, the oil was of very
good grade and such as would be salable if transported to market;
that it was present on the land in sufficient quantity to justify the
belief that' marketable production thereof could be obtained if and
when a market should become available; that, in the judgment
of: the said superintendent and others, the showing justified the
further expenditure of time and money with the expectation of
developing a paying deposit of oil upon the claim; that the one
here in question, lies upon and near the southern end of what is
termed the Oregon Basin ianticline which extends longitudinally
in a north and south direction through the west half of T. 1 N., R.
to
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100 W., and the three sections adjoining it on- the north and the
south; that the-said anticline consists of two domes, one denominated
the major dome comprising the SW. i, said T. 51 N., and sections
4, 5 and 6 of the adjoining township on the south, and the other
denominated the minor dome comprising the NW. , said T. 51, and
Secs. 31, 32 and 33 of the adjoining township on the north; that
the applicant company owns a large number of placer mining
claims situated on said dome, including, the McMahon, embracing
the SW. , Sec. 32; the Hallene, embracing the SW. i, Sec. 29; the
Jack, embracing the NW. l, Sec. 30; the Pauline, embracing the SE.
i, Sec. 5, and the Sidney, embracing the NW. 1, Sec. 5, all in T. 51
N., R. 100 W.; the Saffold, embracing the NW. J, Sec. 32, T.. 52

N., R. 100 W., which six claims last mentioned had been patented;
that on. August 22, 1912, a well was completed to a depth of 1322

feet on the McMahon claim which adjoins the land here in question
on the north in which gas was discovered, in large volume and
under great pressure; that in September, 1912, a well was commenced on the Pauline claim situated five miles to the north of
the land, and completed to a depth of 2190 feet January 22, 1913,in
which oil and gas in commercial quantities were found, the oil
being encountered at a depth of 1765 feet; that in the :fall of 1913,
a well was commenced on the Hallene claim, situated a mile from

the north of the land, and Was completed to a depth of 1632 feet
in the spring of 1914; that the result.of the drilling of that well
was disappointing in that it did not develop oil: in paying quantities, but, on the contrary, developed a large flow of gas which, by
reason of its heavy rock pressure was almost uncontrollable, entailing' much time and expense in attempting to shut off the flow
of the, gas, through which, it was impossible. to drill; that in
the spring of 1914, a well was commenced on the Jack claim situated a little more than a mile and a half to the northwest of the
land in question and was completed-October 1, 1914, to a depth of
1625.feet; that while oil was discovered in that well, it was not
found there in large quantity; that the operations on the major
dome,, however, on which the land in question appears to be situated, developed, a gas field of considerable area under. high pressure, with the possibility of oil deposits being found under the
gas if it could be penetrated or reduced in pressure by extraction;
that in December, 1916, a well was completed to a depth of 1540 feet
on the Sidney claim, situated 5h miles: to the north of the land in
question, the result of the drilling of which was another development of gas in large 'quantity, so great that it was impossible to
penetrate it to ascertain whether oil in commercial quantities existed below the gas area and again making it appear that the well
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had been located too high on the structure of the minor dome;
that during the summer of 1917, a well was commenced on the
Saffold claim, situated 6j miles to the north of the land, which well
was-completed to, a depth of 1779 feet in June, 1918; that both oil
and gas were developed in that well the former in commercial
quantities, but that the capacity of the well has not been tested on
account of the fact that there has been no commercial market for
oil that might be produced there'because of the lack of pipe lines
and other marketing facilities; that the oil is of high grade, and
that it: seems probable that a satisfactory production can be secured
and that with the reduction of the gas pressure from the Pauline
and Sidney wells, both located on the minor dome, further oil
production may be secured. It appears further that attempts had
been made to dispose of the gas produced on the claims named but
had failed for the reason that there is no demand for such product
at any place within a reasonably transportable distance from the
claim.
In connection with the showing there was submitted a sealed quart,
bottle marked "Wilson No. 3,: Depth 425 feet, Apr. 27/13," nearly
full of a dark colored liquid, the lower two-thirds of which appear,
to. be of a considerably higher specific gravity than the upper onethird and which would suggest the possibility that the heavier portion of the. liquid is water if the remainder consisted of oil.
The.Commissioner, in the decision appealed from, held that the
showing made by the applicant demonstrates only that in the wells
drilled on the claim in question merely indications of oil were found;
that the penetration of a formation saturated with oil, from which
one quart of oil was secured, together with the theory that the oil
is present on the land in quantity, does not fulfill the legal requirements. as to discovery; that to constitute a valid discovery upon a
petroleum placer mining claim-,
oil or gas in commercial quantities must have been produced, or it must lead
to the conclusion that, from the discovery made, it can be produced in commercial quantities on the claim in question.

The showing made was -therefore declared to be insufficient to
establish the existence of a valid discovery of mineral on the claim,
and for that reason, as hereinbefore stated, the application was held
for rejection.
The appeal challenges the correctness of the Connissioner's dea
cision 'on the following stated grounds:
(1) In view of the admitted physical production of petroleum from the well
drilled in 1913, at a depth of 425 feet, from which a sample was then taken,
and preserved In a quart bottle,' which was produced before the Commissioner,
It was error. to find that nothing more than "indications" of oil were found,
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1 e., it was error to hold that petroleum itself is but- an indication of petroleum.
(2) It was error to hold that the- discovery of petroleum, of which a sample
was taken and preserved, did not validate the location, regardless of whether
'or not the oil deposit so discovered was thereafter developed suffciently to be
commercially productive.
i (3) It was error to hold, in effect, that a commercially producing well is
*a necessary incident to a discovery of petroleum upon, a placer claim, i. e., it
was error to fail to distinguish between "discovery"j as that, word is used in
the mining law, and the. actual commercial production of mineral, whether
petroleum or other kinds of mineral, discovery being necessary to the validity
of a* ining claim, but commercial production not being an essential
to such
validity.

In the argument submitted both by brief 'and orally to support
the appeal, it is conceded that so far as disclosed the oil deposit
actually encountered upon the land possessesno economic importance
and that the formations from which the applicant expects to develop
commercial oil deposit&on the land lie at depths many hundred feet
below the formations penetrated by the deeper of the two wells
already drilled on the claim and are at present incapable'of 'pracical
t development because of the presence, as disclosed in other places
in the Oregon Basin field, of large volumesof gas, under exceedingly
high pressure, overlying the deposits sought to be reached. It is
urged, however, that regardless of these' facts and in view of the
further fact that the land has been, through its desinatdn by the
0- 'Geological
Survey as being within the limits of the geologic structure of a producing field, in effect, classified as oil and gas in character, the disclsures already made upon and in the vicinity of the
land should be accepted as constituting

a legal discovery, and as

entitling the applicant to a patent to the claim. To sustain that
contention the appellant cites the decision rendered January 31,
1916, by the' United States District Court, District of Wyoming, in
United States v. Ohio Oil Companyet al. (240 Fed., 996). That was
aproceeding wherein the United States sought a decree adjudging
and decreeing that the defendants'had no right, title, interest or
claim to the lands involved, which had been included in a petroleum
withdrawal

of May 6, 1914, and that all the minerals, including oil

and gas, were the property of the United States. The 'lands, it appeared, had been included in two placer

ining locations alleged

to have been made about a year prior to the dateof the withdrawal
and, as stated by the court in said decision, thepleadings presented
two questionsfor determination' namely, (1) was there a discovery
of mineral upon the lands in controversy prior to the date of the
withdrawal order; (2) were the defendants at the date of the withdrawal order in the diligent prosecution of work leading to 'the discovery of oil on' the claims or either of them, and thereafter continued in the diligent prosecution of such work. The court declared
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*that the, affirmative evidence upon the question of discovery was
found in the testimony of those. witnesses to the effect that on July
.30, 1913, they commenced the drilling of aprospect well on one of
the claims and continued it to a depth of 35 feet "and that oil was
discovered therein ";.that onAugust 2,.1913, they began the drilling:
of a well on the other claim and ontinued the same t. a depth of
57 feet, "and that oil, was discovered therein"; that two of said
witnesses testified "not only to the effect that they found oil, but
,that the oil found by them. was of sufficient quantity and quality to
justify a person. of ordinary prudence in making further expenditures of: money and. labor, with a reasonable prospect of success in
developing a valuable deposit of oil, and, in this view they are sustained by the subsequent development of property."' The court dedared that that testimony was met only by negative testimony on
the part of the Government and that applying the ordinary rules
of evidence governing the weight to be attached.to affirmative and
negative testimony, fit felt bound to find that oil was taken from
and was found, in the test well or wells driven on the land in con-,
troversy as testified by the three witnesses for the defendant. The
court. after a review of a number of cases said (p. 1004):
Applying the principles announced in this and other cases (to some of which
I have referred) to the evidence in this case, I think the lessors of the defendant'the Ohio Oil Company made a sufficient discovery of oil on the claims in
controversy to entitle them to make valid locations of the same as placer claims.
There can be no question, I think, as to the good faith of these locators, for
within a year after the date of discovery two commercial wells were brought
in upon these claims at an exense of morethan $20,000.

The court, however, while questioning the necessity therefor, further found and held that at the date of the withdrawal of the lands
the defendants were bona flde' occupants and claimants thereof and
were engaged in the diligent prosecution of work leading to the discovery of oil in commercial quantities on the land, at the date of the
withdrawal. It accordingly passed a decree in favor of the defendant.
The case was carried on appeal to the United States Circuit Court
of Appeals, 8th Circuit, and%was there decided October 13, 1916,
under the title United States v. Grass Creek Oil and Gas Company
(236 Fed., 481). The appellate court, however, after stating the
issues in the case to be substantially: as recited in the decision below
and in the order named, and declaring that "in view of the conclusions-reached, we deem it unnecessary to determine the first issue,
as a finding. in favor of the defendants on either issue must result
in the affirmance of the decree," found and held the claims there in
'controversy fto.have been valid on the bases of discoveries made in
July,. 1914, of. oil in commercial quantities in wells drilled to depths
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approximating 1000 feet, as the result of the diligent prosecution of
work looking to discovery commencing after April 19, 1914,but prior
to May 6, 1914, the date of the order of withdrawal. The fact that
the appellate court thus deliberately passed over the earlier asserted
1913 discoveries, the question as to the sufficiencyof which to support
the locations was before it as the first issue, and sustained the valid-'
ity of the locations solely on the bases of the 1914 discoveries of oil
in commercial quantities would strongly suggest that the court
was at least doubtful as to the correctness of the holding of the
court below to the effect that the disclosures made upon the claim
in 1913,constituted legally sufficient discoveries. Under the circumstances, therefore, the Department is not now disposed to regard the
said decision in United States V.Ohio Oil' Company as an authority
on the question as to what constitutes a legal discovery of oil, and
the same will not hereafter be followed by the Land Department.
In the same connection also the appellant cited the unreported
departmental decision of October 3, 1918,in United States v. Dudley
Oil Company but a far more substantial showing was made there
than that relied upon in the present case. The' Department, in its
decision of October 3, 1919, found that-.
-The company introduced in evidence a copy of the log of the well and produced seven witnesses familiar with the land. The log showed that in the
well, from a depth of 221 feet to 224 feet was encountered a reef, very hard.
From 224 ft. to 239 ft. Starting in oil sand showing high grade oil.
From 239 ft to 259 ft. Oil and white sand.From 259 ft. to 264 ft. Through mixed shale.
*

.

*

;*

*

D

2

;

*
N

From 420 ft. to 449 ft. Shale and sand showing oil.
By the companyls evidence ft is shown that the well was drilled to the depth
of 449 feet before the application was filed, the drilling being done by lessees
who were to get an interest (one-half) in the land when patent was issued.
At about 230 feet in the well a light gravity oil was encountered. The tools
showed oil and oil appeared in the sump. Drilling was continued with the
expectation of striking more oil, possibly a gusher. There was a showing
of oil at the bottom of the well when drilling ceased. Drilling was stopped
because there was developed sufficient oil for patent purposes and on account
of expenses, the cost of the well then being about $2,500. Water arose in the
well with oil on top to within about 130 feet of the surface. Numerous
samples of oil were dipped out, the oil standing 10 to 12 feet in depth upon
the water. One of the sample bottles of oil was produced at the hearing.
The oil was of a grade worth $1 per barrel at the well. One witness stated
that he thought that they had a fifteen barrel well.
.
To the west of the well within 200 feet upon the SE. , Sec. 27, was another
well with a fine showing of oil at about 230 feet in depth. and with 0 feet
of oil sand. Patent was issued for that tract. Upon the SE. k, Sec. 35, a well
was drilled with about the same showing and patent issued. On the NE. of
Sec. 34, a well about 1,200 feet deep showed the same surface oil and two
deeper oil sands. That land was patented. From a well in Sec. 25, there
was pumped at 150 feet, five barrels of oil per day and from a well on the
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east line of Sec. 26 at 210 feet, eight barrels were pumped.; That oil was sold
for $1.00 per barrel at the well. The quarter section to the north had oil
and one witness stated that when he measured it last there was 125 feet of oil
standing in that well.

The Department in that case held that taking- into consideration
'the actual 'showing of oil made in the well drilled, in connection with
all the surrounding conditions it was convinced that .a good and
sufficient discovery of petroleum to support the location had been
made.

It is true that in the 'later decision of March 13, 1919, rendered on
motion for rehearing'in' the case, the Department cited the decision
in United States . Ohio Oil Company et al., supra, to sustain its
previous decision of' Octob~e,'3 1918, but a citation of that decision
which, as above stated;'the

Department

does not now see its way

-clear to follow, was not necessary to a determination of the question involved in the Dudley Oil Company case for it there appeared
that an oil-bearing sand shown in a nearby well to be about 30 feet
in thickness had been penetrated by the well on the land in question; that oil from such sand had been shown by actual demonstration
to have been extracted in quantities expressed in terms of barrel
lots; that oil taken apparently from the same deposits or geologic
horizon had actually been sold at a well in the immediate vicinity
of the land for a dollar a barrel; and that from others of such wells
in the same vicinity from 5 to 8 barrels of oil per day had been
*produced,'while the well on the land there in question was estimated
to be one capable of producing 15 barrels per day.
As opposed to the aid contention of appellant is the decision of
the Supreme Court' in Chrisman v. Miller (197 U. S., 313), which involved the sufficiency of an asserted discovery to support an oil

mining location. The court there declared that even when the controversy is between two mineral claimants "there

must be such a

discovery of mineral as gives reasonable evidence of' the fact either
that there is a vein or lode carrying the precious mineral, 'or if it be
claimed as placer ground that it is valuable for such mnining." The
language quoted from said decision was cited in United States v. MeCutchen'-et' al. (238 Fed., 575, 590), and was there construed as
having reference to the deposit actually discovered on the claim. ' it
'Was said:

Adopting the conclusion thus announced, there is nothing in the case at bar
tending to show, that the quantity of gas actually encountered had at the time
of its discovery, or at any period up to the time of this trial any appreciable
commercial value, or that its presence in the land, in the quantity in which it
was found, served to impress upon the land any value at all. In the absence
of such showing, in the face of this decision, I do not see how defendants' contentions can be accepted.
-
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To the same effect also is the earlier decision in Bay v. Oklahoma
Southern Gas, Oil and' fining Company (73 Pac., 936), wherein the
court said (p. 940):
-Valuable oil is found by drilling or boring into the interior of the earth, and
either flows or is pumped to the surface; and until some body or vein has been
discovered from which oil can be brought to the surface, it can not be considered of sufficient importance to warrant a location under the mining laws.

It was there held that a deposit encountered in a well drilled to at
depth of 43 feet from which was taken 1i gallons of oil at one dip
with a well bucket did not serve to fulfill the requirements of a valid
discovery.

-A.pplyingto the present case the principles announced and followed in the three decisions last cited the correctness of which principles has, so far as the Department

is able to find, never been ques-

tioned by any court in any case involving an oil placer mining claim,
except in the above cited case of United States v. Ohio Oil Company, the Department is clearly of opinion that: the facts disclosed
herein fall far short of establishing the existence of a legal discovery of mineral within the limits of the claim in question. The
showing herein presented fails to satisfactorily establish that in
either of the wells drilled on the claim there was encountered any
formation carrying oil or other mineral in sufficient quantity to impress the land with any value on account thereof, while, on the
'other hand it is conclusively made to appear that the formations from
which oil values are expected to be developed within the limits of the
claim exist many hundred feet below, and are wholly unconnected
with, the formations penetrated in said wells.
Nor can the facts that the land may be geologically known to contain at depths formations and sands which have been proved in other
fields to be heavily productive of oil; that the land has been in effect
classified by the Geological Survey as valuable on account of petro-

Jleum deposits; or that above the supposed oil bearing formations
there exists within the limits of the claim gas deposits for which at
the present time there is no available market, and which, on account
of the excessive pressure thereof, can not be successfully drilled
through in order to reach the supposed oil bearing formations
sought, be accepted by the Department as the equivalent of a discovery as urged in the appeal, for, by section 2320, Revised Statutes,
it is expressly 'declared, with respect to. lode mining claims, that " no
location of a mining claim shall be made until the discovery of the
vein or lode within the limits of the claim located," and by section
2329, that claims usually called placers shall be subject to entry and
patent only "under like circumstances and conditions, and upon
similar proceedings, as are provided for vein or lode claims."
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For the reasons herein stated the judgment of the Comissioner is-,
affirmed.
OREGON BASIN OIL AND GAS COMPANY (ON REHEARING).
Decided Feburary 1, 1924.
MINING CLAIM-OIL AND GAS LANDS.

To support a mining location, the discovery upon which the validity of the
location Is based must be of the particular deposit actually discovered
within the limits of the claim for the reasonable prospect of the development of which into a valuable mine the evidence warrants further expenditure of time and money.
MINING CLAIM-OIL AND GASLANDS-EVIDENCE-PATENT.

The fact that developments outside of a mining location, or that geological
deductions indicate the existence within the limits of the claim, but unexposed therein, of deposits wholly unconnected with the deposit actually exposed or discovered, sufficient to warrant expenditures in the development
of the claim, does notconstitute a valid discovery of mineral upon which
to predicate a right to a patent.
COURTAND DEPARTMENTALDECISIONS APPLIEDEPARTMENTAL DECISION DsTINGTJISEED.

Cases of Shoshone Mining Company v. Rutter (87 Fed., 801), Nevada Sierra
Oil Company v. Home Oil, Company (98 Fed., 673), Granlick et al. v.
Johnston et al. (213 Pac., 98), Chrisman v. Miller (197 U. S., 313), Donnelly
v. United States (228 U. S., 243), and Jefferson-Montana Copper Mines
Company (41 L. D., 320), cited and applied; case of Castle v. Womble (19
L. D., 455), distinguished.

FINNE, First Assistant Secretary:
This is a motion for rehearing filed by the Oregon Basin Oil and
Gas Company in the matter of its application 013740for patent to the
Wilson No. 3 oil placer mining claim embracing lots 1, 2, and 3, Sec.

5, T. 50 N., R. 100 W., 6th P. M., Lander land district, Wyoming,
wherein the Department by decision of October 12, 1923 (50 L. D.,
244), affirmed the-decision of the Commissioner of the General Land
Office of May 1, 1923, holding said application for rejection on the
ground that a valid discovery of mineral had not been made within
the limits of said claim.
In connection with the motion a supplemental showing has been
submitted on behalf of the applicant company and'in support of the
motion elaborate and able rgument, both orally and by. brief, has
been presented to the Department together with argument in opposition thereto by- an intervener.
It is urged in the motion that the Department erred in announcing
in the decision complained of a rule wholly out of harmony with
that laid down in the case of Castle v. Womble (19 L. D., 455), on ax
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the faith of which it is asserted, the applicant acquired title to the
claim here involved, and in giving a retroactive effect to what is
alleged to be a new rule, which, it is claimed " would have the effect
of denying applicant's title, which was good when acquired-, under
the law as previously announced by the Department and by the
courts, and which prior rule constituted a well recognized rule of
property."
The Castle e. Womble rule referred to is that* * *; where minerals have been found and the evidence is of such a character that a person of ordinary prudence would be justified in the further expenditure of his labor, and: means, with a reasonable prospect of success, in
developing a valuable mine, the requirements of the statute have been met.

It is argued in the brief filed in. support of the motion that under
the said rule, good faith being present,-but two essential factors are
comprehended-(1) the finding of mineral, and (2) evidence that
a person of ordinary prudence would be justified in further expenditure of labor and means.with a prospect of success in developing a valuable mine, and that the evidence contemplated would include all surrounding, related and material facts not only of what
had been found on the claim but on surrounding tracts either by
actual-operation or by geological examination. It is submitted that
with respect to the claim herein question these requirements have
been fulfilled; that it is shown (1) that the land in question is mineral in character; (2) that it was located in entire good faith under
the placer mining laws of the United States and at a time when it
was legally subject to such location; (3) that the location was followed by acts of development such as would naturally be expected
of a locator of an oil or gas claim; (4) that continuous possession
has been maintained of said claim from -li2 to- the present time;
(5) that a well was promptly commenced on the claim and was con-

tinued until the owners were satisfied -of' the 'existence within thelimits of the claim of such deposits of oil or gas, or both, as wouldjustify further expenditure of labor and means in the reasonable expectation of developing the claim into a source of commercial production; (6) that the claim constitutes a part of a group of oil placer
mining -claims held in common ownership; (7) that- the showing secured in the well drilled on the claim in question, and on other
claims of the consolidated group, was such as clearly induced the
owners to expend a 'large amount of money, to wit, $200,000,up to!
1921, in the development of the group; and, (8) that adjoining the:
claim in question is a placer of the same group held in common
ownership, which has been patented by the Government as a valid
placer- claim In the decision complained of the Department found that theshowing submitted by the applicant failed to establish that in the well-:'
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drilled upon the claim there was encountered any formation carrying
oil or other mineral in quantity sufficient to impress the land with
any value on account thereof, while it appeared that the only formations from which workable oil or gas deposits were expected to be
developed within the limits of the claim were those that lie many
feet below and wholly unconnected with any formation penetrated by
said well, such underlying formations, if included within the limits of
the claim, being exposed only at places outside thereof. It was held
that the meager showing of oil found in the said well at a depth of
425 feet, in a stratum of sand wholly separate and distinct from the
underlying formations in which workable oil deposits are expected
to be developed within the limits of. the claim and in the vicinity
thereof did not constitute a valid discovery and hehce afforded no
legal basis for entry and patent on the application. A careful consideration of the supplemental showing presented in connection with
the motion affords nothing that tends to place the claim in any more
favorable light than that, originally relied upon by the applicant.
The Department is aware of no decision wherein, citing the rule
announced in Castle v. Womble, it has ever taken into consideration
the proven presence within the limits of a mining claim of deposits
not actually and physically exposed therein as a ground for sustaining the sufficiencyof an asserted discovery based upon the exposure
within the limits--of the claim of a deposit that did not warrant or
justify the expenditure of time and money with a reasonable prospect
of success in the development of a valuable mine on the particular
deposit so exposed. On the contrary the Department in its decision
of September 5 912, in Jefferson-Montania Copper Mines Company
(41 L. D., 320), said:After a careful consideration of the statute and the decisions thereunder, it
is apparent that the following elements are necessary to constitute a valid discovery upon a lode mining claim:
1. There must be a vein or lode of quartz or other rock in place;
2. The quartz or other rock in place must carry gold or some other valuable
mineral deposit;
3. The two preceding elements, when taken together, must be such as to
warrant a prudent man in the expenditure of his time and money in the effort
to develop a valuable mine.
It is clear that many factors may enter into the third element: The size of

the vein, as far as disclosed,the quality and quantity of mineral it carries, its
proximity to working mines and location in an established mining district, the
geological conditions, the fact that similar veins in the particular locality
have been explored with success, and other like facts, would all be considered
by a prudent man in determining whether the vein or lode he has discovered

warrants a further expenditure or not. [Italics supplied.]

In that decision the Department quoted, with significant emphasis,
as indicated by italics, which were supplied by the Department, the
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following from: Shoshone Mining Company v. Rutter et a. (87:
Fed., 801):
* * e The seams, containing mineral-bearing earth and rock, which were
discovered before the location was made, were similar in their character to the
seams or veins of mineral matter that had induced' other miners to locate
claims in the same district, which by continued developments thereon had resuited in establishing the fact that the eamts, as depth was obtained thereon,
were found to be a part of a well-fefined lode or vein containing ore of great

value.

If any doubt ever existed as to the meaning of the Castle .
Womble rule, that doubt was removed by the decision in JeffersonMontana Copper Mines Company which specifically points out that
the particular deposit actually discovered within the limits of a mining claim is the one for the reasonable prospect of the development
of which into a valuable mine the further expenditure of time and
money must be shown to have been warranted by the evidence. The
rule thus announced is clearly in accord with the decision of the
Supreme Court in Chrisman v. Miller (197 U. S., 313), wherein the
court held that to support a mining location*: * e there must be such a discovery of mineral as gives reasonable evidence
of the fact that either there is a vein or lode carrying the precious mineral,
or if it is claimed as placer ground, that it is valuable for such mining.

and found that*
8
*
There was not enough in what he (Barieau the defendant's chief
witness) claims to have seen to have justified a prudent person in the expenditure of money and labor in exploration for petroleum. [Italics supplied.]

And, again, in Donnelly v. United States (228 U.,S., 243), the
court after briefly setting forth the provisions of the placer mining
laws, declared that one of the prime requisites for the acquirement
of patent thereunder was "'the discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within the limits of the claim," citing in support of that
proposition the said case of Chrisman v. Miller. Under
t
the decisions cited, therefore, it would seem to be wholly immaterial that
there should be shown by developments outside the claim,'or by
geological deductions, the existence within the limits of the claim,'
but unexposed therein, of deposits wholly unconnected with the de-X
posit actually exposed or discovered that would warrant such expenditures upon the claim.
The applicant, however, seeks to have a closed geologic structure

shown to be productive of oil or gas regarded as analogous to a
mineral bearing vein or lode, and to have applied- to physical exposures of mineral, irrespective of actual value, within such a struc-.
ture, the same rule regarding the sufficiencythereof as a legal discovery as that applied to mineral exposures. on veins or lodes. In
that connection attention is.directed to the decision in Nevada Sierra
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673), wherein the court,
Oil Co. (98 Fed.,

at

page 676, said:
.)
* *:As was well said by Judge Hawley in Book v. Mining Co. (0.
8 Fed. 106,-120, in speaking of vein and lode, claims:z ; -;. i....................................
"When. the locator finds. rock 'in place containing mineral, he has, made.
a. discovery, within the meaning' of the statute, whether the rock b arth 'is;
rich forpoor, whether it assays"'high' or low. It is the finding of the 'miieral in
the.frock in'place, as -distinfguiliedifrom-'loat rock,' that constitutes -the discovery, and warrants the prospector in making -a location of a mining claim."
So, in respect to placer claims, if a competent locator actually finds upon
unappropriated public land petroleum or other mineral in or--'pon the' ground,
and so situiated'as to cdnstitit& 59pirt of it, it is a sufficient discovery, within
the imeaningof the statute, to'justify a' loeation' under the law,; without wailt-:

ing-to ascertain' by'exploration whether the groundcontlains the mineralin
suflicient quantities to pay.,
'
.
,

':It is. urged that by analogy, and, with knowledge of the usual
geological occurrences of oil' and gas, the identical prinhiple-may,
lands, be reas nably.stated as',
with referencei to oil and- basbearing
follows:

'

'

'

'

When the placer locator has discovered a closed geological structure, containing the mineral (oil or gas),, he has made a discovery within the meaning,
of the- statute,, " without waiting to ascertain by exploration whether the
ground contains the mineral in sufficient quantities to pay

.And it is further urged that a recognitioi of 'that prnciple must'
lead to the adoption of'a rule substantially as follows
Where it appears that an oil or gas placer claim has been located in good
faith, upon a strutureAge loRically knownr ' 'be' oil orCgasbearing, or to
be favorable to the existence of oil or gas therein, and where it further appears
that either oil or gas has been actually ound upon the claim''in such quaitities,
of such quality, and in such manner 'of occurrence as to justify-.a reasonablyh
prudent man in further expenditure of means in developing or exploring the
claim, with reasonable expectation of disclosing commercially valuable and
pr'ductive depositsoif thesenminerals, at-greater'depth, such discovery,coipled
with such favorable surrounding conditions, is sufficient upon which to base
a valid location under the placer mining laws, and is sufficient to entitle the
owner to a patent, upon compliance with the additional requirements of those
laws.

The Departient, however, finds no substantial authority for the
applicatioh

of an

such rule.

On the contrary the same would seem

to be out of harmony' if the entif6 theory of the law respecting oil
placer mining locations as repeatedly announaced-bythe courts.
For the reasons stated the Pepatment' is' 'clearly of' opinion that
is hot
t
the''sh'wing made 'with' respect' to te claim her' in '
''
afected-by the 'Castle't'. Womble ruhl.
seeks to ' establish- the similaitylbet"en'
'The applicant 'c6moirpany
the facts disclosed 'in the present' case and fthose recited'in'the

Iudl

y

ons'd
explained in the decision here co laned
Oil C'omian
'of, with the substitltion, however-wof gas for the' mineral--oil in-

0-24voa
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volved in the Dudley SOilCompany case. - No gas, however,' is shown
to have been encountered in the well sunk on the claim here in question and the Department is not persuaded that the showings of gas
that are alleged to have occurred in wells sunk on other claims in
that vicinity at a geologic horizon above the bottom of the- well
on the claim in question, are entitled to be regarded as establishing?
a discovery of a valuable gas deposit within the limits of that claim..
The Dudley Oil Company decision, therefore, has no application to
the present case.
The' motion also alleges that the Department erred inrefusing to
follow the decision of the United States District Court for the dis-'V
trict of Wyoming in United States v. Ohio Oil Co. (240 Fed.,.996)..
The Department is not only not persuaded by anything urged inthe' motion or in the accompanying brief that it did so errj but 'is
convinced that its 'action in that respect finds support in -the recent'
decision of the Supreme Court of Wyoming in Granlick et a. 'V.
Johnston et al. (213 Pac., 98). See also United States v. Donnelly,"

supra.
Upon-careful consideration 'of the motion as a whole, including
points not 'herein specifically discussed, the Department sees; no
reason to disturb the decision' complained of. The same is accord-,
ingly adhered to'and the motion denied._
OREGON' BASIN OIL AND GAS COMPANY.

Petition for the exercise of supervisory authority denied by First
Assistant Secretary Finney, February 21, 1924.
CROW INDIAI LAIDS-EXTENSION

OF TIME FOR PAYMENTS.

'INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular

No. 910.)

D)EPARTMENT OF THE INTEBRIOR,
GENERAL. LAND OFFICE,

TV6ahington,;

C., January 7, 19094.

REGISTER AND RECivER,

.BILINGs,MONTANA:

The' President's proclamation issued December 18, 19230 providing for further extensions of time for payment by'purchasers and
entrymen under the President's proclamation' of September 28,-1914
(38 Stat.,7 2029), and April 6, 1917 (40 Stat., 1653), of lands in the,

ceded portion of the Crow Indian Reservation,Montana, directs-.
That any purchaser.or entryman of lands within saidformer reservation who
is unable to pay the purchase money due under his purchase or entry. made

-
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28,
1914, or the saidproclamation of
undete saidproclamation of; epteiber
April
, 1917, upon. filing -in the local land office an_ affidavit corroborated by
to make the required payment and the
setting. out hisinability
to persons
re'asons thereior shall' b1e'gantedn e'an extension of tie until the1924 anni-his eniryorpurchae upon the payment tothe receiver'
versaryof-the date- of
of the- district landoffe of interest -at- the rate of five per centper annum-on:
of the,
the amountsextended from.the maAturities thereof~ to theexpiration
notify, -all pur-will proptly
periods of extension. The district landoce,
to the extension of the.-manner in which it may
chasers nd etrymn'entitled

.-

and-thei interestpaid

Ifthie adavit is ndtfiled
be' `6btk2iined.

within thirty

in arrears are
'tim
e anuns
days fmh'receipt ofnotie' orif *thin such
-amountsare due will;
notpaid in full, the-purhases or -entries for wilch the
be reported bythe district land office to the General Land Officeor canella .
tion.

-

t
-

s

a

to e said proclamation the' followingregulations
Pursuant
prescribed :

are

1. The said proclamation 'of September 2, 1914, provided that
one-third of the price of the land must be paid when the entry or
purchase ismade 'In the.case of &apurchasethe balance of theprice
mustbe paid in tk dequa Paymnts,.'one year. an two yearsthere
after, and in the case of an entry in two equal payments three years
The saidproclamation
and fouryears thereafter unless aid'sooer.
of April 6, 1917,provides that one-fifth of the purchase price must
be paid on the day following the sale and that the balance must be
in 1, 2, 3, and 4 years after
annual instllmets
paid in four el
The President's proclamation
the date of sale unless paidsooner.
920 (41 Stat:, 1793),allowed an extension of time until.
of May 5,
the 1921 anniversaries of the dates of the purcases and entries
- By
irevius
prolamations.
made under the provisions of th wo
rocIamations of Aiigusp 11, 192i (42 t., 2246),
the Prsidnt'
and July 10, 1922 (42 Stat. 2281), further extensions of time were
allowed- utilthe 1923-anniversriesof the dates of sh purchases
'an extension of timeand entries. Under the 'present pollaiatin

-

to6th' 1924 anniversaries, of saiid purha

curedunderthe condiltions;specifiedtherein.
thirty days from reeipt
2..Wiathin
immediately any;.purchaser'or

s'

es and
a

imay be -e-

. -.
of notice to be given- by you
-

-

entryman -whose payments are in; de-

fault at-the time 'of suih rcipt mu'-steither pay the: amounts due in
o
hfuiFrlhe may -fi- -your officea cori6obated a davitsei
in--.
by
ned
thp! reasons`theroraccomp
o
i Ldoan
his'
t bi
for
amounts
theon
aum
terest at the ratepoffive per-ent-gr
-Qught.
is
extension
;which an
-

3. The

imefor any payment can not be

tendlto

date-beyqnd_

e o d;
the 1924 anniversary.
4. Proof may be submitted at any time before such anniversary
provided th erequirements of the law as to payments-are complied
with.
-

-
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5. No extension will be -allowed unless the affidavit aAd-iinterestas i
herein required are transmitted to your officewithin the time allowed.

.:'~~~~d
.:':.::i ,.,.t.o ,;. e ;V ill'
,t.:.,.j.,,

d_.:'''-Aa1""'; D-

Athesenstructionsto
all purchasers and
.You willforward copies of
entrymen, who. are .affected ..thereby, advising each., of; :them that in

order to secure the benefits of this proclamation they must comply
with its;-requirements as:'herein explained, and-that ii the'event of

.

fai-lure
to tak'e such aeti~in'within

;f::

-Dt; -a
e,'

the time allowed, the pirciase
0

or

St1f

entr~y wll be reported for' cancellation and forfeiture ,of payments
without further noteto him.. ,You. wil in due.timereport the entries in which no action has beentaken transmitting evidence; of
service of notice.
WILLIAM

Approved:.

.

SPRY,

i-sioner.

'

.

E. C. FINN?*EY

First Assistant Secretary.
REDUCTION OF AREA OF CULTIVATION-PARAGRAPH
CIRCULAR
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Circular

No. 912.1

DEPARTMENT OF

ETr NTEI

-,R

- GENERAL
LANlJDOFFICE,
REGISTERS:
-,.:- 'j,,W~ashinto:,D..19e24,
, Fbru~ary1D
-EGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

:

- 0 end 'of paragraph 27(b) of CircularNo.. 541 (48 L D., 389;,
:; s the
At
398), 'the following is added:.
Nor will, a reduction in the area odf Iutivation,.based on the physical con-'
ditions of the land,. be permitted if,;at ,the date. of the application to enter, the.,

land was d

ted and subject to entry under.the stock-raisingact.

n such

-

cases, the'homesteader'should file application for change.of the character of the
entry to one under the stock-raising act, shoing therein the nnadaptability'
of the land for cultivation; that the land:'does not contain' any'water holes,
or other body of water needed or used by the public for watering, purposes, and'

his consenttothe

entry,being made subjeetto.the reservation 'to the'United:

'

1therig
iother
inerals in thefland, together with
States of, all coal and
prospect for, mine, and remove the same. The -application, of the, entr man should be in affidavit'fo'rni,' nd the'showing therein as to the character'f the
land should b'e corrobo'ratedby' the' affidiavits 'f'vtwo'itnesses
"

Give the widest publicity to the above addition that may be
United St'ates.""

without expense tothe
Approved:

E. C.FINNEY,.-

t-

;;;.:-: FirstAssst Seor:etary..:
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[Circular
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-D-

S

j

OF TE

.)EPARTMENT

INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND. OFFICE,-

on 1).

Washi

Februdyl, 1924.

REGIST-ERSAND RECEIVEES.
UNITED STATES LANDOFFICES:

.. hat- part of paragraph.2 o the regulationscontained

in joint

1922. (49, L.ID., 365), for the

ircular No. 868,.approved Octbr28,

,administration.. of. the act of March 20, 1922 (42' Stat., 465):, which
provides:
The lfand must be specifically described according to overnment subdivisions,
and nothing less than a legal subdivision may be, surrendered or selected6

is hereby meided'

read as follows:

The land must be specifically described according to Government sbdivisions,
and, as a rule, nothing- less than a legal subdivision- may be, surrendered or
selected. An exception to this rule may be made only where in. the opinion of
the Secretary of Agriculture and the Secretary of the Interior :such exception
would be advantageous to the Government.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Approved:

Wo , ;:-.:
Secretarybf the Inteior.

H.1B*ERT

C0.
WLLACa;E,
H
;:DENRY
W

0i.

i

.

lf

fV-1

V

AND OTHER

PETROLEUM AND NAVAL RESERVES-STOCK-RAISING
H'OMESTEAD ENTRIES.

INSTRUCTIONS.

.i>Sf.

:

0

Secretar:y of Agriumlture. ;

I17 z /0

X

[Circular No. 913.]
DEPARTMENT
-

OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND

FFICE,

'Wa8 ingtocm D. (. February 2, 1924..
LREGISTERS'AND

REEIVERS,

: UITED STATES LAND OFEICES:-

It,: appears that many local officers have allowed applications -to
:make..entry under thestock-raising homestead. act. for land within
the limits of petroleum reserves. As said act is limited by its terms

262
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ou wiltreect;subject
la
said
to the right, of appaj, -all:a1pplications to ,ak ceyunder
act for land within the limits of petroleum reserves, even though the
land may be designated asof th6echaxacter contemplated by the said
act.
As to stock-raising entries heretofore allowed for land within the
limits of petrbleum reserves, you wi'l;on the submission of satisfac-

to.-''unappropriated unreservedplic

tory final proofr;a-foward

al papers: to this office; without the issu-

of final certificate.
Applications :to make entry under section 2289, Revised Statutes,
or under the enlarged-homestead act for unappropriated land within
petroleum reserves may be allowed if made subject to the provisions
and reservations of the act of, July 1,'1914 (38 Stat., 509), as to oil
and 'gas; provided the-Zan is not also within;the' liiiiits of the geologic structure of a producing oil or gas fed.
Lan'ds withi naval reserves age -not subjetto any form of approance

-

,

ptiatio.

Aproved

-WnIAXn SPRY,~
0Cmmissioner.

-

O.- FINNEsr,

IFrstA'sstant'ecrety.
.INE].STATE
tfto
9:;Al)
cA-'<t

OIL CORPORATION AND FRANK 0. CHITTENDEN.
,~

<Decided

February

2, 1924.

CLAM-IIMPOVEMENTS-FOBFEITURE-OIt
DRAwAL-PUBLIc LAND.

MINING

AD

GAS- 'LANDS-WITH-

The provision in section 2324, Revised Statutes, declaring' that a mining
claim upon which the required annual .assessment work'-has not been
performed shall be subject to relocation in the same manner as if no
location of the same had ever been made, impresses the land in a
Z7-+ d>
land which,- -s-ong as it remains
threstatus o~f~pu~blic
cla
.,. ,,,deaul~te
in that state, may be withdrawn by the-,Government.
4

WITHDRAWAL-MINING CrArM-OIL

AND GAS LANDs-FORFEITRJE.

ju

A withdrawal under the act of June 25, 1910, is, in its nature, a continuing
withdrawal which, although not attaching to land that at date of with;
drawal was within a valid existing claim, attaches immediately upon
-,
default of the claimant thereafter.

1

CLAM-LEAsE-APPLICATIoN-PRACTICE.
OnL AND GASLANDDsMNINGo-

A

A

A pending application for pateht' under the placer mining laws of oil and
-

__

gas lands should be denied and finally disposed' of before the' lands' are
$offered for lease-under competitive bidding. :.
DIcIsIoNS
DEPARTMENtAL

N9

CITED;ANDA:PPLIED.-

of Navajo Indian Reservation
-Gases
O
L. DI, 580), cited: and applied. -

(30 L D., 515), and 'E. C. Kinney (44
-

-

-
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fiNNrEY,First Assistant Seoretary:
The Interstate Oil Corporation, applicant for a mineral patent
for the Turkey placer claim embracing lot 2,; See. 18, T. 11 N., iR.
23W., S. B. M., Los Angeles, California, land district, has appealed
from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
dated November 23, 1923, which rejected its mineral application
for the described claim.
The appellant claims a right to a patent as thee transferee, by
mesne conveyances, of the Turkey placer mining claim, which was
located on January 5, 1898, a discovery of petroleum on that date
being alleged. It appears that some oil was produced and that
annual assessment work was performed upon the claim from 1900
to 1906. In June, 1905, the claim was sold to the State of California
for taxes due the preceding year. On August 4, 1920,.the claim
was sold by the State to one E. B.- Miller, who, on December 8

1920, transferred'said claim to the' Interstate Oil Company, which
corporation, on January 24, 1922, assigned said claim to this appellant.. A total expenditure of about $30,000 by its predecessors is
claimed by the appellant, who claims that four wells were drilled
'and production obtained between 1902 and' 1904, and that all of said
wells were pumped continuously thereafter for a period of "three
or four years," but were then discontinued as unprofitable, owing
to market conditions.
The tract involved was included in temporary' petroleum withdrawal No. 5, made on September 27, 1909, and later in -Petroleum
Reserve No. 2, created by the order of the President on July 2, 1910.
On August 11, 1920, a definition of the known geologic structure of
the producing Sunset oil field was made by the Director of the
Geological Survey, in accordance with the leasing act of February 25,
1920 (41 Stat., 437), which showed this claim to be within said field.

* On November 8, 1921, Frank 0. Chittenden applied to have this
tract offered for lease, pursuant to section 17 of the leasing act of
February 25, 1920,supra. Action was deferred upon this application
until an investigation had disclosed that there were no adjacent lands
available to be offered for lease with this tract, all said lands being
patented. The desirability of early leasing was also made apparent
by the production from wells on near-by land which threatened to
diminish or exhaust the deposits underlying the land in question..
On April 7, 1923, the, Department approved a recommendation by
the Commissioner that said tract be offered for lease under the act
of February 25, 1920; and due publication of notice thereof was
had, said sale being set for June' 7,.1923.
On June 5, 1923, thef appellant company filed its application for
patent, which was suspended for publication; but the Commissioner,
upon being advised thereof by telegram' from the local officers, di-
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rected: that the sale proceed. The sale was d+ held as scheduled;
and.. Chittenden-was found to be the.highest bidder, offering a bonus

of $1000, and makingoa cash payment of $200.
protest..against themne ral applicat-on oi. June
C::.ihittenden'fiad-.a
9, 1923 in which he charged that the claim wasaabandoned priqr;,to
its acqpuisition by the,appellanit..
In his decision of November 23, 1923, the Commissioner held that

the mineral applicant must show that the annual assessment.work
required by law had been performed up to'the .;date ofthe' with-;
: drwalof'September 27, 1909,and had beencontinued up to the time
Vwhenapplication for patentwasfiled.
This view is opposed in this appeal, the appellant laining that
any failure .to perform the annual assessment.:workpresribed by the
'mining, laws which may have occurred is a matter, whichrmay not
::properly concern the Goyernment, being required only -as a bar to
relocation of the claim by adverse parties; and 'insists that, as it has
shown. an expenditure of more than. $600 ,for. the benefit of the claim,

, .
discus
here.
require
Citation of numerous authorities

it is entitled to a mineral patent.

smade in support of this view. .:.
Its: claim that therequirement, of section .2324, RevisedStatu0tes,
that -annual assessment work be perforiped, is designed solely to
preserve
the rights of' the locator against.a hostile -claimant, is too
p

clearly in accord with well-settled construction of that statute to

'

'

The real, questionis whether the Government, by withdrawing the
lands, isto be: considered as having asserted a claim thereto of an
adversecharacter, equally as potent. as an adverse,location in divesting the appellant of its claim if: the assessment work, had not been
perforedup to tbe.time of said withdrawal; and whether, if.such
be the case,, failure to perform the work required after thewithdrawal caused such adverse claim of, the Governumentto attach, and
,bars .appellant's right to a patent under its application made there-

?2, :f;;).
::after.':

; ;.

The validity and effect of the withdrawal of September 27, 1909,
,w'asupheld by the Supreme ourt of, the United States in the case of
.United States v. Midwest Oil Company (236 'U. S.,.459). In that
icase the ,court .pointed out that the power of the Executive to
withdraw lands in aid of legislation or for other public purposes
was a prerogative long exercised. for ther protection of. the public
interest, .and so often acquiesced in by the Congress. as to clearly
reflect its will.:
It has been held, however, on many occasions,..that the right of
withd-rawalirelates only to unappropriated public land;. ,and..that,
if there was, at the time of. withdrawal,.a valid claim, said claim
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is unaffected by the withdrawall so lonig as it is maintained
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in ac-

cordance with telawunder which!it was initiated.
This raises the quetiohrwhether, at the timeof the withdtawalin
1909, the tr-act,3n question was public land.

Nothing of record' in-d

that .the annual assessment work had been; performed for
dicates
several years preceding the withdrawal. If such b thecase, it is
conceded that the lands were subject to relocation under the min-uinglaws.X;Canl it be" said that they; were 'not equally' subject to
withdrawal by the Governlment for a public purpose.
0
q The provision of section 2324, Revised Statutes, on this point'is
ff

as follows:
On each claim.located after the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred
and seventy-two,aed until a, patent has been issued therefor, not, less than
*

*

one hundred dolars' worth of labor shallbe performed or improvements made
during each year. * * *' and upon' a failure to 'cmply' 'with these conditions, the' clam or mine:upon which such failu4 occurred shall be open to
if no location of the same had ever been
relocation 'in the samemanneras

made,

*

*

*.

[Italics supplied.]

:As interpreted by the appellant, this proviso allows only one form
'of entry during the period when theielaimi is unprotected by assessment work,' namely by location.

The Department' perceives a broader Aitention of the Congress
expressed in the statute, by the words in the same' manner as if
no location of 'thesame had everbeen made.""8 If' appellant's claim:
That' a: statuteeis tombe conA is correct thee twords are srplusage.
':strued so asXto give, meaning to all'-of- its' parts, inf harmiony with

each other and all other laws nt superseded thereby, is 'a rul requiring no citation for' support'.' 'Th~emea'ning of the qioted; cla'use

is' apparent when'it is''considered' that, as-theilbands wer mineraln
'and' subje'ct fto disposal gonly' pursuant to' the mining' :laps," the-'only 0
nnder the public
-1eas whereby mineral lands could thenbe'entered

indi'cated the
'land lawsiwas bys"location." Theationional'words
srealintent, to wit, that so long as te claim' wa not maintained c ordCingto law the situationwas, so far asthe status of the 'and was
concerned, " as if no location of: the same had everbeen made."under!themin-,
T
or its: preadecessorsdhad failed
Cy(learly,therefore,; if this ~appellant0
to perform the labor rezqufred-prior tQ the w~ithdra:wal,and 'had' not

'made application for'patent, the land wa's, to all':intents 'and pur'poses, public liands,ad as such was subject to 'withdrawal b the
40veffilheint.
his View,
has he:
et .f 6re been taken
by' the
Depart-.
the b6arttaken.by
heretoforebeen
view-has
This
Governent.
itself
in 'dthe
ae case off E.
ney '(44
(44 L.
580) in a's1milar
a similar situaL D., 580j;An,
E.' :.'linney
ment't -ti6iiwhere'la-nds-were''-itlidrawn'
'Constriction - of 'irrigation
irrigation
for'construction
tion where lands were vithdrawn for
32 St-at.,ude
tat.,
act'of
June 1 '1902
works pursuant
pursuant to'
to the''re'clamation'
1902 ''(32'
'of June''
the' reclamation- act:
w'orks
388a
and u
a
t
beeni
t
. s. than
88).i).

*^
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* There- remains the. question whether the withdrawal would- have
attached upon failure to continue assessment work after said withdrawal, although said work had beenp erformed.pior thereto. This.
can,only be determined through consideration of the terms and scope
:of the withdrawal.

.Navajo Indian Reservation. (30 L.. D.,- 515).'

The..order of withdrawal of September 27. 1909,.provided:a

-

In aid of gproposed legislation affecting the use and disposition of the petroleum deposits on the public domain, all public lands in the accompanying lists
are hereby temporarily withdrawn from all forms of- location, settlement, selection, filing, entry, or disposal funder the mineral or nonmineral public land
laws. All locations or claims existing and valid on this date may proceed to
entry in the usuTl manner after field investigation and examination.
- .

In confirming this withdrawal in Executive order of July 2, 1910,
creating PetroleumReserve No. 2, said reservation was made subject
to all of the provisions, liintations, exceptions and conditions .ofthe
:act of June 25,1910< (g6 Stat., 847).; fThat act provides, with respect

to claimants of lands valuable -for oil and gas, as follows:

-

That the- rights of any person who, at the date of. any order of withdrawal
heretofore orhereafter made, is. a -bona fide occupant- or claimant of oil or
gas bearing lands, and who, at-such date, is in diligent prosecution of work
leading to discovery of oil or gas, shall not- be affected or impaired by such
order, so long as such occupant or claimant shall continue in diligent prosecution of said work: * * *

While this provision relates to claims unperfected by discovery,
which do not entitle the claimant oroccupant to rmaintain his right
-

to possession by performing

assessment work, it nevertheless clearly

reflects the intent of the :ongress that such withdrawals. should attach whenever a right, pryoperlyinitiated a.nd maintained at the.time
of withdrawal,

was thereafter

neglected or abandoned.

,The same

intention is expressed in..said act as, to the rights of settlers, whose
possessory claims are analogous in many respects to those of a mineral locator. This compels the conclusion that the withdrawal, in
question was intended to be of a. continuing

nature, and toattach

immediately upon the default of anyperson having at the tim- -of its
inception a thenr subsisting and valid claim.
.Such being the case, appellant's;claim that performance of assessment work is a matter of no concern to the Government comes to this:
By the withdrawal all subsequent locations are barred, yet the Government may not take advantage of any default or abandonment of
-

a claim during the existence of said withdrawal, no imatter how com-

plete the- abandonment or how pressing the need for the land for a
public purpose. Noreason exists, therefore, for the performance of
the annual labor prescribed as necessary to maintain a right to possession; and the locator is, by the fact of the-withdrawal, sheltered
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,-frornthe-,eonsequencesof his failuretoperfoirm the work prescribed
.-by. the' statute, nd' id'st-atu is'pad
~asto lans so awithdrawn.
1
The entire lack of justification, either legal or equitable, ffor 'the result above indicated clearly dlembnitrat- the fallacy of the claim of
this appellant. Certainly there is nothing in the expressed provisions
of the :act of June 2, 1910, spra, which indicates an intent to repeal or a',
seetion
234,
e d Statutes, in the manner
claimed.

In' the p
case it is shown that some ten years elapsed with
the mining title dormant, in the State, the -claim apparently abandoned; and that no effort was made to maintain the claim or to seek
-patent uitil'the D6partment'had started to lease the land, pursuant
to the act'of February -25;1920; qa,' in-the interest of the- United
States. Such leaing was in accordance with lgislation in aid' of
wihich-the iland-was withdrawn, and must relate back, as againsti his
appellant, to thetimne when said withdrawal' became effective.

The only error perceived by the lDepartment in the action taken
.by the-Commissioner,-isin directing thatthe sale proceed despite the
'pedency of appellant's application for l'patent. Said application
was, in -itself, a protest against the leasing''of said land,and the
auction 'should have been postponed until the appellant's application
was disposed of.
Examination of the record and consideration of appellant's responseto the protest by Chittenden indicate that the.claim .was purchased in 1920, from the State, for $3,400, by Miller, and presumably was sold to this appellant for a comparable figure; and that the wells drilled are, in part at least, cased and capable of producing
oil. Under those conditions the appellant will be allowed thirty days
from notice within which to make application for a reoffering of
the land for lease, and may submit a duly verified and corroborated
statement of the present limprveents
on tIe land wich wil e of
vlue to a lessee thereof to the end that the Depatment may deterrminewhetherit

should require a successful bidder for a lease of said

land-to pay to appellants such-price for said improvements as it may
determine to be just.
The Commissioner's decision is modified to conform to the 'views.
herein expressed, and the records retuined to thel General Land Office
for the action herein directed.
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863A;
NO.

A2MENTDED.

INSTRUCONS. .
[Circular No::919.]

BDEPART.T

IhTERIOR

OFTE

-

GENERLLANDO=CE,
.AND.RECIVEBRS,
UNITED STATES LA

REGISTER

.,

OFFIcE8-:

Section 6 of the regulations contained in jointCircular No. 863
approvedOctober 28,1922 (49L. D.,,365)., forithe administration of 465), ndxsection 9. of thenregu$(42Stat.,
the act of March 20, 1Q22
ations contained, in joint Circular No. 869, approved December .30
1922 (49 IL.D., 383.), for,thexadministration of, the act.of Septemer
asfollows,:
22, 1922 (42 Stat 11'). , are h erey:am ededtoeal
must' be paid' bysthe 'applicant at the' rate 'of $1' each to the
:Xees.--ees
registerand receiver for each 160 e or fraction tlereofof the'base lands
surrendered, and conveyed to. the, Governmentli.,

Approved'-

-Com'ssiar

HUBERT WORK,

Seeretry of the Iterior.
0-HENRY

t:

0; 0j 00 00 ;Se

C. WALLACE,

retw fof A~'ricut dr.. . ;.. .. .
, AOS N. S. KELLY.

-ecided Februarij , 1924:"i
0-0
f0REcLA1MATION

H3OM~ETEADA55INMENT-FINAL.

PROOF-FEES, ,

desert land entry upon which final, cerThe departmental rule that where
tificate had not issued s acquired by an ,assgiee through mesne transfers,
' that assignee, if qualified, is entitled'tohold the entry, although' the inter'vening assignees.'were not qualified to take an assigmnent, is- applicable
* prior to payment of final commissions to reclamation hbmestead entries
* upon which final proofof compliance with thejordinary requiremepts of the
homestead law has been submitted and accepted.
:REcLAMATIONHoMESTEAD-AS IGNMENT-WATEr IG.
The limitations imposed on assignments of reclamation homestead entries
are limitations, not on the qualifications of the assignee, but on the right
of the assignee to receive water.
RECLAMATION HOMESTEAD-OIL AND GAS. LANDS-SURFACE

RIGHTS-FEE-

* PATENT-WITEDRAAL-EVIDENCE.
Where land within a reclamation homestead entry is included within a petroleum reserve prior to payment of the final commissions, the entryman
must consent to take a restricted patent as provided by the act of July

501-l"I
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17,1914,, or apply for areclassif catton of the lani,.and, in the latter alternative, the showing as to its mineral character must be as of the date of
the payment of the, final comimissions.
DEPARTMENTAIDECISIOS CITEDANDAPPIED.;
O~ases 'of Augusta Ernst (42 L. D., 90), Edward Pierson (47 L. D., 625),
Clevelan'iPJ61i son (48 L: ., 18, anil Jacob Terirell (49 L. D., 671), cited

''--indf applied. *-FfI:Y,'

1'stA

ct0n

- ' ?

' .--

- - ?

,

. :

j- :;

Secretay:-

asi~stan

28, 1903, George,
2289, Revised

eans made homestead entry 607,
and N.
S
NE.
for

M.,i60 acres, within the Glas-.

'ec' i8 T. 30 N.
gow- land. district, Montana.

The tract described was.embraced in an, area which had been With-

of withdrawai auform
Iseond
drawn AuLgust 18, '192 under the
act o June 1,1902 (32 Stat., 388). The
thorized byte ra
entry, tfherfore, is made subect to that act. -Final proof of ompliance with the ordinary provisions of the iomestead law was submitted by Deans, October 1, 1908, and was filed January 19, 1909.
Under the regulatioiis then in force (38 L. D., -620, 633), the local
oAffcers were instructed in' such cases to accept- only the testimony

and exanminingganq approvfees for "reducing 'testimony to 'ritg
coemissions p.ayable uder
ing testimony., and not to accept fl
*such-entriesuntil proof was submit.ted showing full compliane.vith.
all requirements'of' the act of June 17;' 1902, .supra, includingthe
payment

of "all reclamation "charg'es. This regulation with someThe en-'
inhe wording is still ih 'force (45 L).D., 85 399).

On
tryman paid the testimony fees 'for which receipt was ised
October 27, 1910 .the proof was. accepted by. the General Land

th i
o~ff
R:0:.. -: 5

:

!:

i'trj

,.o:

'a di
;

.

,

,

bj

The record of the entry appears to have been on or about )ctober
27, 191O,'paced in'the files of ITIeG!en-ra Land0ffi
until AugiiLs 11', 1i2, 'hen it'
maiiend uisiubd

, "where it re-'
withdrawn:

fron'the said 'files or co sideration by the Commissioner of the
General 'Lad 'Ofcein'' connection with -a conimuiicatioi 'recei'ved
from' Amos N'S. RelY. Meariwhile- the 3i.;'SE. , Sec. '13, was reIeasd'! om`th:e ireciagltion withdrwalJu'ne 18' 1914;and th S..&
NE.' j' o'f tt' se-ctionwas-tikiise' released' March 2g 1916; and by;

E

e

rdr5 f :Ja u

'9Y9i7,'tl entire' ract iwasincluded'in;

Petroleum Reerivei' NoP53.iNo'

fnal 'certifi&'ate' has been issued 'on

the entry.
The cofiuinicatin

'f Kelly iiciuded a lett-e dated Jul y12, 1923,

in
'w 'he stated tht-hi lad recent pir'chased'the abovedeseribed
o' the eatet7 of Ole Ve , who; the
* thb' d'adininistratopr
lad' frm
recrd'&ow

had on

ctob'er 3;;1910, ieceiiv

from' Gebr~&DEeafn';ahdflts 'wfe,

ary

a deed o'f thlahd

said that he
l
1Dans.'
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desired to 'secure a patent for the land and that he'emade-application
for such a patent.
'In a decision rendered August 28, 1923, the ommissioner of the
General Land Officefound that the entry was of record in the name
of the, original entyman

and, that there was no evidence of transfer

of title, other than that contained in Kelly's letter. It was .concluded
by the Commissioner that, however, as this transfer of title to Ole
Veseth was said to halve been made Octber

3, 1910, or, before the

restoration of the land from the reclamation withdrawal it ould'be
recognized as an assignent

Of the '

undernttheact

of June 23,

1910(36 'Stat., 592), if the proper evidence of said assignment,were
furnished

as required by. Circular No. 716, a copy of wih

was in-

closed to be'forwarded to Kelly.. CoirulaNo.
comprises paragraph 41 of 'the eneral Reclamation' CircuIlar approdMay
8,
916 (45 L. D., 3856'445), as amendIedJulI
, 1920 (47.'D.,.47)',
and specifies what showing is to be made in connection with assign-

ments of reclamation homestead entries.
The Commiissionerheld also in his decision as folows:
As the final commissions have. not been paid and thls landis now embraced
in Petroleum Reserve No. 53, it ill also be neessary forthe purported assignee to file with the evidence of assignment (1)
election to take a limited
patent containing the- provisions and reservations, an
of th~ at of.:
1, 1914.
(38 Stat., 509), as to oil and gas, or 2)' to file-in your office with the required
evidence of an assignment an application for the reclassification, of' the land,
as non-mineral, together with a showing preferaly,
-the, sworn statement of
experts, or practical miners of the facts upon- whiclhis J ,npded the knowedge
or belief that the land applied fo is not known to be valuable for petroleum
orgas at the date of thehearing.

The decision further allowed elly 30 days" om 'notice within
which topay, the final commissions, and to secure the filing ofthe
evidence of transfer, of titlereferrd
to and with such evidence of
transfer to file an election or an aplication ,f or reclassification, as
above' described; and it was stated in the, ecisidn that, if the above
steps were pursued, ~appropriate action wul
t
,henbe
take' by the

C eneral Land 'Officelooking .to the, acceptance of said assignment
t, e regnized
of final. cerificate 'and patetto
Oissuance
and the
assignee, should no furthr
objections appear., ut, in default of a,
tion as specified withiii thet ime allowed, the General Lahnd Office

would.take actionagainst
the etry
in the,,name oftheoigna
entryman.
On September 281923, Kelly filed an ppeal from'so much of the
Comissiner's decsion as required the filig of anelection, to tae
a limi~ted
patent under the aPt o f uly 17, 1914 spra,
orof an application for. classificatin o the land; and therewith there wre
tendere on

behalf of

Kell, andd received fees and ommissions in
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the sum of $6 for which receipt was issued; and there -wasfiled*also
evidence of. transfer, consistingz of (1) a certified copy. of a warranty 'deed,. executed on October 3, 1910, and filed: for record on

October,

1910, by which George Dleans and his' wife, Mary Deans,

conveyed the: land in question to Ole Veseth; (2) a certified copy of

an' order and decree-of co'urt, dated.May 25, 1923, in the 'matter. of
the estate. of Ole Veseth, -deceased, whereby a. sale of the, land to
Kelly by the executors of the estate. of Veseth::was confirmed',
approved and' declared valid and all proper and legal conveyances
of the land were directed; to be executed' to the 'purchaser by the
executors; (3) a certified. copy of' an executors' deed,. execute:d May
25, '1923, and filed forrecord on the same day, by which'Herman G.'
'Robinson and Fred W. Hall, as' executors of thef estate of Ole' Veseth,

S. Kelly, it being recited that
deceased, conveyedthe land to Amos WN.
the 'sale of theland

was made on May. 4, 1923, at public auction,

after due order of court.. The court's proceedigs appear to have
been regular and'no exception was taken to its action by the entryman's heirs or devisees. Accordingly, the-sale to Kelly seems to be
freefrom objection.'
.'It is not quite clear to the Department whether .the Commissioner
held that the assignment attempted to be made to-Veseth was the only
possible assignment. that ould -be considered with aview to: its allowance.- The regulations in effect' at the date of the transfer by
Deans to Veseth did' not require an affidavit by the assignee (39 L. D.,

202). It is.unnecessary.to inquire into the qualifications of Veseth to
take As. an assignee' on October 3, 1910.. The rule announced in

Augusta Ernst (42i L. D., 90). relative to assignments of a desertland entry for unsurveyed land. on which finalproof had been sub:mitted and. accepted, but final payment and issuance of final certificate
had been deferred untl survey of the land and.adjustment thaereto,
has been held to be applicable to assignments of reclamation homestead entrie5 on whichi~final p'roof of compliance with the ordinary re-

quirements of the hbmestead law has been submitted and acepted.
See the' unreported. decision' of July 29,' 1920, in Charles P. Mullen
et al. (D.' 37710).: That rule is' that. such entryman is' permitted
to assign his-:entry,

and if such, transferred

or. assigned entry be

'fund by the Goven
t in the' Ian~s of a person qualified'to hold;
the tite should not be questioned simply because an intermediate.
transferee

was not qualified to hold.

In the' case' of Jacob Terrel

(49 L. ., 671, 6T2,),.t-he reclamation homestead entry.was made June
25, 1903, and final proof of compliance with the ordinary provisions
of' ithe' homestadlaw was:submitted August 22, 1908,.which proof
was' accepted on anuary 18, 1909.' The land involved was,'released.

frol thelrelamation

withdrawal on Oober

18, 1919, and the'final
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commissions were paid on May. 10, 1922. It.Was stated in the de-

cision 'of the Department that'prior to the date on- which was made
the payment of the final commissions-the entryman could assign all
or a portion 'of- the land, under the provisions of the' act of June 23,
1910: (36 Stat., 592).

,If the, Jand -herein considered: were still within the reclamation
withdrawal,' it would, of, course, be necessary for Kelly to file the
" affidavit of assigneel''required-in such cases.-, See :Edward Pierson
(47 L. -.D. 625).. But since. this land was long ago released from the
reclamation :withdraival, itwould be-a vain thing to call upon Kelly
to furnish such- an affidavit. The limitations imposed on assignments

of reclamation homestead entries are limitations not on the qualificafofthe person to take -as assignee but on the right of the astins
signee to receive water serivicthe area for and condition- on which
water service shall be iven one .owner.- See Instructions of July
16, 1915 (44 L. D., -202;204). The reason of the- rule being changed,
the rule-is also:changed
-. '
the e'vidence of:-transfer
- CnAcordingly,under

-

- -

-

filed Kelly becomes
substituted to and acquires all the right, title, interest and claim of
the entryrnah and has the right to do what the entryman could have
done, if -he had continued to hold the entry, namely,-pay the final
commissions and apply for and receive final certificate-upon the filing
of an election to take a: limited patent containing the provisions and
-

-

reserva'tions-of

the act of July 1, 1914 (38 Stat., 509), or, as -an

alternative pay the final coImlissions and file an application for rein which. event issuance of

classifications of the land as Iomineral

final certificate will-be withheld
that - matter is -determined.
Kelly~has- paid the final commissions. He- should now- comply with
one or the other- of the alternative retquirements specified..':
-It iscontended on behalf -of-Kelly that it was error for the Comapplior-such
missioner to require Kelly to file such'an
i

-until

-

-election

cation for: reclassification,; but;as

-an

to this phase-o6f the case the, rul-

i'ng made in the ase'of Jacob Terrell (49:L;iY;.,D6l), isfdecisive.
.Thefo611wing is quoted from -the syllabusof th'e departmental decisiondin that case.:dhomestead enltryman; does .lnot acquire .a complete- equitable: title in. enAsiX

tefed lads 'until he has doi'e-.everything required by law toward eart
-

-

-

title,-including payment of lawful fees and- commissions, and if, at any, time
prior thereto, the, lands are included within a petroleum withdrawal he must',
unless he- proves that' the 'iands are in fact nonmineral, :consent to take a
suffer cancellationoon
; restriltedpatent- as provided by the act of July 17, 1914,
of his entry.
:
'
--

Counselt states that 'it .is a
many entries embracing landt
question have:'Jbeen- :passed t6
any reservations of the oil and
- -

-

matter of common knowledge- that
in the vicnity -of-`the land here in
vwithoutr
patent -and patents -issued
gas; -and it is asserted that this con-
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.dition is true with refirence to the entry of Frank D. Gage, being
No. 03798, Glasgow series, which entry was made after the making
of the entry of George iDeans,but on which entry of Gage patent. was
issued. without reservation. However, if4in other ases unrestricted
patents thave been issued either inadvertently or otherwise, that
fact will not justify the issuance of an unlimited patent in this'
case. See Cleveland Johnson (48 L D., 8, 22).
It is observed that in the Commissioner's decision it was stated-that
as one of the alternative requirinents there could beffied- an applicattion for thez reclhssificationi:of the land, together- with a showing
~ofthe facts upon which'was founded the knowledge: or. beliefthat
the land wasnot known;to. be valuable for petroleum or gas "at the
date of the hearing." In order to conform with the holding in the
&ecisionin the 'case of Jacob Terrell, spvra. it would, be' nec6ssary
for the showiLg to be that the land was not'known to be valuable for
petroleum or gas on the date on which 'the final commissions were

'

paid.:

'.''-

--

00:

'

:

-

;

0i

.

DThle'(Commissioner'sdecision as above'modified is affirmed, and the

entry will be cancdled; unless, within 30 days fromt notice, Kelly.
avails himself of on6 of the alternatives given hin in the decision
appealed'from. The Irecord is returned to the General 'Land Office
for th- action directed.
v. VOZZA

LEIONARD

MARQUEZ,

J, DecideMFeiruarY 7,

INTERVENEJXR.

1924.

3o 0

,:2{W( 2

ENTRY-PURCHASER-CONTEST-PREFOCCUJPANCY-IMPROVENE1XTTS-HOMESTEAD

ERENCERIGHT-ESTOPPE..

One who has purchased improvements placed upon a tract of pblic land by
a- homestead entryman, and is occupying -and cultivating the' land at the
time of the initiation of a contest by a' third party, should be accorded
the privilege of intervening, with the view to determining his right to
defeat the preference right of the contestant' on the ground of equitable

estoppel.'

'

.

'

FINY, First AssistahttSecretary:.
"This is an appeal by Dionisio Marquez from the decision of the
General Land Office of Septembe '20, 192.3,denying his petition to
intervene in a' contest brought by Virgil F. Leonard against the homestead entry of Giuseppe Vozza, which homestead, after 'the elilmina-.
'tion'of certain lotsi relinquished to tle United' States, embraced lot

2, Sec. , T.4S., R. 28 E., G.&S. R. M.
Itappears frmthe
2289, Revised Statutes)

record that, the entry (niade' under section
was allowed October 9, 1919, and that' Vozza,

the entryman, had theretofore lived upon the land involved since
74526-24-voL5O-18

:
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20, 1923, in which. he

charged after making the usual nonmilitary averments, thatsaid' entryman abandoned the land embraced in the entry on' or about the
first of February, 1921, and has not resided thereon since that date; that the
tract has been wholly abandoned by entryman during more than six months
last past; that the present residing place of the entryman, the contestant Is
informed, and believes, is at Stockton, California.

Notice was given by publication, and, no response having been
made, a special hearing was had June 1, 1923; at which affidavits
'Weresubmitted by contestant in support of the allegations touching;
the nonexistence of military or naval service.: The local officetransImitted the record with recommendation that the entry be canceled.
- July 12, 1923, a petition to intervene and for a hearing was filed
on behalf of Marquez, and as ground therefor it was alleged that he,
with his family, had lived on the land in: question since February 10,
1923, having purchased the improvements and interest of one Segundo Sierra, to whom Vozza. the entryman, had previously soldhis
improvements and interest; that Marquez paid Sierra $500, in the belief that he was pu'rchasing the land from him; that there were upon
the tract a two-room frame house, corrals, a five-wire fence. around
the tillable land, which comprises 2 acres more or less, a pasture of
10 acres also fenced, and 60 fruit trees, some of them 10 years old,

which improvements had been placed upon the land by Vozza; that,
had be known the status of the land, he would have taken steps to
secure the relinquishment of Vozza and made entry of the land:on
*his own behalf; that it was not until .March, 1923, that he learned
that the tract was public land; that on April 30, 1923, he filed a
homestead application; that this was rejected because of the existing
entry of Vozza; that he first learned of Leonard's contest of Vozza's
entry in March, 1923, and at once sought legal advice as to how he
should proceed. It is further alleged in the petition- That the said contestant, Virgil F. Leonard, knew that when he filed his
said contest I was the owner of said improvements, claiming the land and the
said improvements under my purchase and believing my title to be good;
that when he filed the said contest and for several days prior thereto he knew
I was residing upon said land With, my family, claiming the same under color
of title; and that the said contest was not filed in good faith but for the sole
and only purpose of defrauding me of my land and improvements.

In the decision appealed from the Commissioner held:
The facts presented are not deemed sufficient to warrant allowance of the
intervention petition.
When the petitioner, settled upon the land and bought the improvements
from Sierra, as stated in his petition, the land was already appropriated by
the Vozza entry of record. The Department has repeatedly held that an
entry segregates the land covered thereby and so long as such entry exists
It precludes any other disposition of the land.

50]
\;
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AIDS.

Leonard,?by bringing..a eontest.and prosecuting .it to a successful!;issue, be
cae
~ enttledeto a- ca'ce o. of the Vozzaq.entry and to preferencerights

0

A reopening of the contest proceedings would serve Xnouseful- pirpose, be.:cause even if Marquez were able to prove- that he purchased improvements
and settled upon the land February 10o,1923,.ten days prior to the time the
contest was filed, such proof would not defeat Leonard's preference right.

"The Land Department has jur'isdiction to!determine the equitable
as well as the legal rights 'of parties claiming interests in public
lands, and it is'the duty of that department to recognize equities
such as are recognized by the courts." Aztec Land and Cattle
Co. v.-Tomlinson (35 L. D., 161). In line' with this, the Department stated, in its unreported decision rendered April 29, 1922, in
the case of Wall v. Rodriguez and OlguinX'
It is true that there might be cases in which the surrounding circumstanceswould defeat the preferred right of a contestant on the ground that he is
equitably estopped or otherwise prevented from asserting such a right *V *'

In the exercise-of its eq'uitable powers, the Land Department has
upon occasion withheld its approval-of action,,in public-land-matters, based upon a.valid legal claim-duly: prosecuted, but where,
nevertheless palpables:injustice would -resultwere such action taken.
Williams . United States (138 U.- S."-54, 524). In the case of
Leon. v. Grijalva (3 L. D., 362) it was held that land is. not subject
to.-entry "that is improved andin actual occupancy in good faith
:by otliers." 7.:

.a

:

;f:.

i

..

ae

0

f0:.

, .

- In

the instant case the land involved:-is claimed, occupied and
being cultivated under color of title by the applicant to intervene,
who appears to have been of the belief that he had acquired title
to the same by purchase. He charges that for several. days prior
to bringing contest the contestant; knew, that he (Marqtez) was re' siding on the land with his family, claiming the same under color
of title, and that the, contest; was brought for the sole purpose of defrauding him of this lan. and the improvements thereon. - .
In the opinion 6ofthe Department, the showing made by the petitioner entitles him to a hearing for the purpose of determining,
from testimony, whether or not fraud was, committed in connection with the contest brought, or,-whether,.the.,attendant -facts and
: circumstances are such that the principle of equitable estoppel may
with propriety be invoked. The decision is accordingly reversed,
and the case remnded't
direction
app'rpriate steps be
taken looking to a hearing, after~ which-such further action will
-

-that'

be taken as may be, called for-by the,then state, of the record.

:
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FORT! ASSINNIBOINE ABANDONED
dOF TIMXE FOR

EXTENSION
AMENDED.

[v.o.:

PUBtLIC LANDS.

PAYMENT-CIRCUIAR

NO. 899,:

J~Sm4UPTIoNS.

[Circuiar No. 914.]
DEPRMN

OF TE INTERIOR,
GENEIL

.

LAND OFFIOR,.

..Wa~ishgton, D. C., Feb~ru 8, 1924.
REGISTER AND RECEIVERj
HAVRE, MONTANA:

On December .13, 1923, the Department approved regulations
amending Circular No. 899 (49L. D., 599), which provided for an
extension of time for payments on installments on Fort Assinniboine entries.
T he amendatory provisions.are.as follows:f
It has developed that. the suspension of action on entries made of Fort
Assinniboine Abandoned Military Reservation lands under the act of February
Stat., 807), provided for in circular of May 3, 1923 (49 L. D.
11, 1915 (
599), does not in all caseslafford the relief which-it is believed was the-ntention. of the circular to. grant, taking into consideration the professed object
of the.,circular, namely, to allow time within which Congress could. come to
the relief of delinquent entrymen.
It is therefore recommended that this office be authorized to grant an extension of time within which to make payments of the amounts in arrears
on such entries, for such period as may be requested, not later than December 31, 1924, where the interest required to be paid by: the extension act? of
January 6, 1921 .(41 Stat., 1086), has been paid or shall. be paid, and where
an affidavit, corroboratd by two parties, setting forth the causes by reason of
shall be
which the entryman is unabe to make his payments, has been or
:
'
filed in the local'land offlce.S'

You will observe that in the regulations as amended the time
for making payments can be extended on' proper showing for such
period as is requested, 'but, not beyond December 31, 1924.
You will now proceed as directed-in Circular No. 899, as a'mnded.
SPRY,
WIILIAM
Comuis8zoner.
'Approved:
E. C. FINNEY:,-

First Asistant Sere arY;

: :k05G ;: t
OIL
.:

3 Zt,'t.1
5\\

AND

;,@:

'

6S

FOSTER V- HESS (ON REHEARING)'
February8 1924.

'Decided

AND-STBiiFACE RIGo:TS6fPEimiTDE5EET

RESERVATION-WORDSAND PHRASES.

The act of July 17, 1914, contemplates a reservation of mineral deposits in
lands embraced in unperfected nonmineral entries wherever it appears from
geologic data that prospecting operations are warranted, and lands having
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valuiable for"lminerl
ihnthe
:meaning of
such prospeevalueare
the act, although no actual demonstrated existence of mineral deposits has.
been discovered.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-HOMESTEAD:ENTRY-UFC
EVIDEcE-BRDENOFPROOF.

IIHSR~s~AIN

Adepartmental' regulation declaring"'that a report by the Geological Survey
thatlancoered y an'unperfiectednonineral -entry withoub eevto
of the oil and gas contenit h"as a rospective value for oilanid gas,"-impresses

the lad
with.a pi

afaie mineral, character sufficient to requr

h

entryman to consent to a reservation of the fuinneralsior t~ assume, the
L-rden of proof and show that the land is in, fact Dnamineral, carries, out
a oJl1,194ad
is valid
the intent of Congress aexrseinte
,OIL AND GAS LANDs-HOMESTEAD ENTPRY-FiNAL PtooF-EviDENcE-BuDEN
PROOF

oF

Where ~areport by the Geological Survey, wicel s~ws that:laa
within an
unperfected onminera entry is prospectively' valurable for its oil and~gas
contents, is lacking In the definiteness contemplated by thie regulations isSue pursuant to te lesnacadis
foloed by a. more specific report
based upon, the same,facts, the first report is sufficient to put the nonmnineral
caracter of the land in issue, and submission of final rodf prior, to the
supplemental' report' wil not hift the bren
of proof upon the' 'GovernNTAL' DiCiIIONS CfITD' AN APPLIED.
'Cakes 'ofM'arathon
Oil Companyvb. West, Un'ited States, intervener (48 L. D.,
160), and State oUtahi V. Licbliter et al.; (50 L. D.,:21)' cited,and appied.

'tEi!A!ME

FINosY
F~st sita'nt eetry:;
This is aimotion Jor a rehearing filed by Treava G. Hess, in the
~matter.of the requirement by the Department,
in its. decision o:f
"and Treava G Hess (nriep~orted), tha she';consenitto a; reservation
o'the oladgs
deposits in the land covered,by her homestead-entry,
a6s provided by the act' of Jul'17, 1914 '(38'Stat.','5609)'r: establish
that such 'land 'is in' fact' nonmineral.''
Trea va G, Hess' made:'desert-land; app lication for the SW.;I, Sec.

80, T.1ON.,T68'W.,~th
P.'.

D)eaner;,Colorado,lan''d'd!trict,

on March 25, 1922.: On Julnes29, 1922, Edward D. Foster filed appli-

cation, pursuant to' section' 13 ofthe easing, act'l Februaty 25,~
i9b0 (41' Stat.;143), for~a ermlio rsetfor
oil -and'gas~ upon
'thes lands.~ DeseCrt-landenr
was' allowed to-aPplicant Hess obn
me6withdrawn,
November 13, 1922. The lands were not 'at 'that

classified,'r rpi-ted as valuable' or oil or gas, and' 'said e~ntrywas
allowwed'
witho'ut-a r~iu6rka reservation.

On ecemer4,122?'te CoMiss'inr o h

ee'

'called upon the Geological Sre'fra'rotpsuntoecto
March'1
''1k(c) of departmenta ' regula ions~approved-,
L.D,43,

,as, t th6§oseC'tiVe

adOfc

90~ 4

oi 'and 'gas value of' sad lan.

he
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.irector of that bureau, onMay 14-,1923, furnished a report wherein
he stated:In my opinion the geologic conditions existing under this land are such that
an opportunity for prospecting shouid not be denied.

By decision, dated June 27, 1923, and received by Hess on July
i4,1923, theC.,(ommissioner required the eentywoman' to consent to

a reservation.of- the oil. and gas.to the United States, or apply for
a reclassificationr.of the land as-nonmineral, upon penalty of the
cancellation of her entry.
Hess appealed on July 2,

1923, claiming that

he had earned

equitable title to the land inquestion by complete compliance with
the homestead law as to residenceand cuftivation. Notice of intention to-submit final proof was then being published. :She also'claimed
that the, report of the Directo. of-the Geological Survey was not in
accordance with the regulations under-which it was requested. - Final
p'roof was-notcompleted- by the entrywoman until September 20, 1923.
In its -decision of November 24 1923, the Department cited a supplemental report rendered b the Dreor
f the eological Survey
on November 15, 1923, which confirmed its earlier report and pointed

;: out
that the land isTon the.- ank of the Wellington anticline,
a
geologic structure which -was knw n to be prospectively valuable
for
of oil anid gas prior- to the.initiation of the homestead
entry. The Department said, in denying the'entrywoman's claims:
-deposits

-

Nothing set forth in the affidavits filed by said entrymen tend to overcome
the data furnished by the Director of the Geological urvey The Diector's
report of May 14, 1923, put in issue the question as to the mineral character
iof the land, and asit-was- submitted prilor to the sbmissQnxof thefinalproofs,
the burdenof- proof must beassumed bythe, etrymen if a hearing is ordered.

* In her.motion for rehearing,- the uentr-womanclaims
(1) that there
was no sufficient compliance with section12(c) of the leasing regula-

tions prior to completed finalproof onher entry -to impose upon
her the burden of provink; that the lands. are in- fact nonmineral
(2) that the regulation in qei onis.invalid, as

it requires a report

as to
propective

oil andgas value of entsered
lands instead
,onstratedvalue of.such- landsfor said minerals. ,

dem-

-

; ThMe1entrynomans scod

contention will first receiv

considera-

tion,,as a decision in her favoon that point will renderconsieration

of her first claimuneessay.

-

-

-

,

Her claim onpthat, pointjis that,an entryman of lands, not withdrawn,classified,or reported #s valuable- for oil
gasdeposits, at
the time.qf en
caonly. ,be required- to consent to a reservation of

and

-

such

depits-when

it

is,sown,

-containlvalable depositsofoi-,or
demonstratedexistence ofminerals

prior.to

finalI

enthat

lnds

gas. In, other words, theactual
isessentil;

and,a reasonable be-

-lief that, such deposits wilrbe found, basej- upon geologic indications
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which would: warrant expenditures in prospecting operations, is -not

sufficient.:. -.. - ' ; : ; : . ..-

: ; ''G

Analysis of the acts of July 17, 1914, and February 25, 1920, spra,
discloses the fallacyof this claim.
The act of July 17, 1914, supra, provided 'a means whereby surface
entries could be made. and perfected upon lands " valuable for" deposits of nitrate, potash, oil, gas-or asphaltic minerals; and authorized theissuance: of patents to these surface entrymen, which patents
should contain a reservation of:.the.particular deposits for which the
land was valuable, and reserved to the United States, its lessees or
licensees, certain rights in respect to said deposits. It can -not be.
doubted that this act was intended to permit the joint use of mineral
lands; and that' such rights were reserved from surface patents as
would permit the Government, or those in privity with it, to fully exploit. and develop the reserved deposits which gave the land value
as mineral land.
Consideration of the rights reserved, therefore, must indicate what
the Congress wished to withhold. from the surface entrymen and to
conserve. In each of the three sections of the act of July 174 1914,
the rights reserved are . 'to- prospect for, mine and remove" -the
reserved deposits. [Italics'supplied.] Lands:which, from.geologic
indications, warrant prospecting operations to establish the. actual
existence of deposits of the minerals. specified in the act of July 17,
1914, supra, are clearly, therefore, to be considered as valuable for'
such deposits. within the meaning of said act; and a report as to
such prospective value is a proper basis for a requirement that an
entryman of lands having such prospective value consent-to a reservation of the particular deposits, in accordance with-said act. State of
Utah v. Ljichliter et al. (50-L. ID., 231)..

:

.

:'-.-

;

: The point is attempted to be made, that the: requirement of a mineral reservation upon prospective mineral value of public land, -or
'anything less than thd actual demonstrated existence of minerals in
the land entered pursuant to the nonmineral land laws, may result in
an: entryman receiving a surfacepatent for lands which do not contain minerals.
This claim is without weight; first because the agricultura . or
othernonmineral land laws contemplate the passing of title to nonmineral. lands. for} such: use for productivity as their surface will
penit.: An. entryman under . said laws,, should not, in good conscience:and j1i1 accordance with his expressed declarations at the time
of entry, entertain any desire to secure more than such; an inest.:
A second reason for the lack of merit in the. foregoingelaim ap
pearswhe~n.the result of said claim, if allowed, is considered. Unlands ashad been prospected before final
der 'thatf view,. ol.such
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classified as mineral. - In all other cases, .the

entryman, by completing final proof, could force the.hand of the
Government and acquire unrestricted title to lands which, frorm their
situation and from their geologic formation strongly suggested the
presence of minerals,. but 'which, for some reason not related to the
character

of lthe land (such as economic conditions retarding

pros-

pecting generally, or especial conditions of isolation, or. similar difficulties), had not been prospected Iand the minerals discovered.: The
privilege given entrymen in section 2'of the act of July.17, 1914,of
proving, boefomfinal entry, that the lands "are in fact nonmineral in
character" clearly indicates a contrary intent of the Congress.
. doubt:whiuchmay have existed onthis point prior to the pas:; Any
sage .of the lsing

act of February

-

25, 1920,. supra, which act is

a complement of the act of July 17, 1914,.supra (Marathon Oil Co. V.
West, United States, intervener, 48 L.: D., 150>, was dispelled by the

provisions of said leasing act. Under section 13 of that at, permits
to prospect for dil andgas are authorized as to deposits of said .minerals owned by the United States; and, in section 20 of said act, surface entrymein of lands entered before the lands- were withdrawn or
classified as mineral, who were thereafter required to consent to a-

:ept a~restricted or surface patent with the minerals reserved to the;.'
United States, are given a preference rigllt to a permit to prospect
for oil or gas. When the actual existence'of' deposits: of tbese minerals is established the entryman' is entitled to a Lease. No clearer
evidence that lands prospectively valuable' for oil and gas were intended tobe patented under the nonminieral laws only with a reserivation of such deposits-can well be desired. .
There remains the question whether the entrywoman had earned
equitable title before the question as to the mineral character. of the
-land was raised, so as to remove said entry from the jurisdiction of
the Department, except in so far as -it may:be. able to 'show that on
the date of completed final proof the lands were known to be mineral
in character.
The report' by' the Director of the Geological Survey, dated May
14, 1923, lacked the definiteness contemplated by the regulations of
'March 11, 1920,supra, and thev;entryworn was justified in requiring
amore specific report.:I The,first report, however, put the question in
issue-; and, as the subsequent report of November. 15, 1923. was by

its terns merely an- amrplificationofits earlier report, as to prospective value of the land, 'said report mus be considered as relating back
to,'a;nd comnleting the former incomplete report, in so faras it re0'
lates ' t'fadts known at that timne.' 'The fact that the entrywoman
compted final proof in the interaI betwee these.two~repots is mimaterial, as she could not -by sodong shift the burden of proof to the
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Government, and change an issue.already ,raised thereby acquiriing
an unjust advantage through the failure of,one, of the bureaus of the
Department to,-render as complete a first report as the regulations
contemplated.
The situation would, of course, e. otherwise, if. a

second .report was rendered upon data not .known at. the time of

theearlier
report.,

.

r,

,

.

In this case it appears that the first report: could have, contained
aLl the information in the second report, except as to, a reported later
discovery of gas, which discovery had no bearing

on the question

presented; in this case, and was not relied upon in the previous
decision of the Department.
:
The Department perceives no reason *for a modification of its
previous decision in .this case, as to .the entrywoman Hess, and 'this
motion for. a rehearing is' denied.. The records are. returned to the
General Land Office with instructions that, she be allowed 15 days
.from notice within which to file a mineral waiver, or to exercise the

privilege conferred by the act of July 17, 1914, spra, of showing
thatthe land is in fact nonmineral.
00 '0'000

000 i'p-t

~

: WI

Q4 6:

MERICKSON.

Decided. February 20, 1924.

RIGHTS.

PATENT- LAKE--MONTANA-RnIA1

An unrestricted patent issued by the Government; c6unveying public l.ands
abutting upon a nonnavigable lake in the State of Montana,in which .the
common
la!w with respect to riparian proprietorship has~ been adopted,
carries with it an absolute title to the lake bed..LAKE-RIPARIAN RIGHTs-JURIsDIcTro.

Prior to the issuance of an unrestricted patent by the Government to its
lands abutting upon a nonnavigable lake, the 'law of the:State in which
the lands are situated' has no effect upon the-title to the lands in-the lake
bed, and'the United States may dispose' of the bed of. the lake separate
from.the uplands. without regard for local law.
LAKE--RIAIA*NRIG
rTS-JISDrcT^IoN-SAIJNE
.LAND-PPosPEcTIN-PER:MIT-.
,LEASPA

TENT. -

f.:i

::.

:

.X

S.

t:

::

r

:-7

Where the title to lands abutting upon a nonnavigable- lake remains in the
United States,the Government, as a riparian proprietor, may grant per-'
mits' and leases pursuant to the act of February 25, -420, of the lake' bed
'separate and apart from the uplands, but patents for the 'uplands: must
:-,contain appropriate -reservations.
DEXPAT:MENTAT
DEcsIosN OvEsRLED so FAR AS IN CONFLIcT..
Case ofJ' laytin Phebus (48 L. D.,'128), overruled so far as in confict.

FINNEY,First AssistantSe retary:Tisl is an appeal by William Ericks

fro± :the decision of 'the

Commnissioner of-the: General Land' Oi6lce, dated September 18. 1923,

hichrejected

is application for a permit to' prospect for'sodium,
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.filed pursuant to 'the' leasing act of February 2 1920 (41' Stat., 437),
for the reason that the' area described was shown to consist of parts

of the beds of three small, nonnavigable meandered lakes lying in
By *-Vsection
24, 25,and 26, T. 36 N., R. 58 E.,3M.'P. M., Glasgow, Montana,
land district, whiclh were; entirely surrounded by land's 'which have

been disposed of by the United States, said disposals carrying with

-themtitle to the beds of the lakes.;
* This appellant claims. that title to these lake beds is in the United
States and 'that permits may properly be issued therefor pursuant.
to the leasing act of February 25, 1920, spra.:
No error is perceived in the finding of 'fact by the Commissioner
that the lakes are nonnavigable. They are shown upon the plat of
survey to be narrow bodies of water without inlet or outlet, occupy-

ging
basins of from one to about three miles' in length in a country
'described in the field notes of the Government survey as'mountainois
and rollig. These notes show that' the waters in-saidlakes~ are
alkaline.' The Department does 'observe,'however, that lot 12 in
section 24 and lot 6 in section 26, appear to be vacant public. land.

Title to the remaining upland passed from the United States before
the passage of the leasing act, and without any reservations of
sodium deposits to the Government.
-It is too well settledto admit of question at this time that patents
of public lands abutting upon nonnavigable lakes will'be construed
in accordance with the laws of the State within which the land is
-located that unless a contrary intent is'expressed inthe patent, the
eander line will be regarded as ierely indicative of the amount of

upland to be paid for by the patentee; and further, that where the
common law of England

is followed such patentees

acquire title,'

ratably to the lands.underlying the noniavijgable bodies of water.
Hardin 'v. Jordan (140. IT. S., 371)', Mitchell v. male (140 U. S.,
406), Kean v. Calimet Canal aildImprovement Company, (190 U. S.,
452), Hardin v. Shedd (190 IJ. S., 508), Wilson' and'Compay
v.

Unite

States' (245 U.' S.\ 24),' JohnlP.; o1el (13 L -D.,- 588)' In-'

structions

of January

12, 1892 (14 L. D.; 119), Grant L.

humway

(47:L. D. 71), Clayton Phebus (48'L .,128)
D
The
State of Montana has adopted the cmmon law of England
-as controlling wherever not. inconsistent with the. constitutions of
said State and the United States, and their statutes. (section:3552
of'the Code of Montana), and no such inconsistencies appear as to
the rights of: riparian owners. Fordam . Northern Pacific Rail-X
way Company

(30'Mont., 431; 76 Pac., 1040).

'

As there was no limitation in the patents issued for the uplands
abutting
upon the lakes involved herein it is ear that title has
passed tthe patentees' forall those' portions of the beds of said akes,
save
thathih'
remains in.th6United States and wouldpass as appur-
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tenant to the! vacant a'd unappropriatedlots before desibed, upon
the issuance of unqualified patents for said lots.
- AS:
;;prospiectiigpermit issued pursuant to the leasing act of February 25, 1920, supra,; would carry with it a riparian right to prospect
the appurtenant portion of" the lake bed.: Qayton: Phebus (48
L. D., 128) In the case
-cited the Departmaent'held:
'The lake being this completely-surrounded, by
and a prospecting permit or-' applications therefor
bed of the lake, the Department would clearlyln
granting a permit for any portion' of the lake bedas

tracts covered by patents
Which attach 'to the entire
n event be warranted in
suh..

This ruling would seem to require the rejection of this' applicatio'n in its: entirety onthe ground thatth interests in' the lake beds
are not severable from the upland, even as to the lots owned by-the
United3States.'.
* This case, however, presents the question anew 'with th-e added
circumstance that the only' areas,' so far as is' 'shwn,' which are
likelyto contain' the" mineral depositsdesired to be discovered' and
leased by this appellant are those which are below themeander lines
of the lakes.
- 'The foregoing rule seems, upon consideration of- the authorities
herein cited,!tobe based upon the mistaken view that the law of
'

'the. Statewithin

which nonnavigablW lakes are situated, as to the

rights of riparian owners, isbiudin' upon the United States befo're.ie
it.has parted with.owership of the uplands; Thatsuch is not th
case learly appearsin the ruling of the-Supreme Court 'in the

case of Harin
* 3

.Jordan, supru,' that-

tthe' grants of the Government for lands'bouxded

on streams and
otherwaters,
/ft
iuot any reseration andrestrictio tterrms,
of
re to e'on- f
trued as' to their effect according tothe law of heState in which
thelands
lie. Ita
j li s sup plie d .j . :
*l

-,

.;

0

.

; .

-

S ;

0 f '

- :

] :: :

In a later case inwhich the same 'court adheredtothe
rulin g in
Mitchell v. Smale and Hardin v. Jordan, sup-ra,the court pointed'
outt, with respectto the effct'of said" rulings upongrants by'the

Goverment

UThe
nitiedStates can'he
meet

conveyances?" K eanv.

(190U.S.,452).0

'y'the f111m
ittsn
of's

Calumet' Canal: and Inprovement Company

'

Until the United States has passed titles to riparian lands without any restrictions or, reservations in: its-cnveyances, it has exclusive jurisdiction over

the lands underlying nonnavigable bodies of

water and may dispose of'them'withut regard for the laws of the
,States in which said lands aresi'tuated. As' such areas are lands'
belonging toi the United State, deposits of
'the minerals spe.ified
in- the act of Veb ary.2, 1920,
supr, which
in
d
:
r
sid
lands0
only
-are
subject c t dispostion
4Y in' thethemannerOecr
inaimer,.
;,:
prescribed
said

:
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act. It seems, clea.r, .therefor.re,.
that prospecting permits and leases
may be issued for lands below, the meander. lines. .of nonnavigable
bodies of water separate from. the. atting. public lands,; without

regard for the laws of the tte
witin,
whose boundaries they lie.
Such-patents o9 other conveyances aseaterissue
ortheuplands
must,
of course, clearly sho-w,upon

their face the; limitations

neces-

saryto
prevent the passing of the title to the lands below the meanderlines, in accordancewith; the ,tate laws.,
n. deterining what portions of the beds of .these lakes are yet
owned byrthe Uited* Statesdit will benecessaryto ascertam what
areas -have passed to the - riparian patenteesj, pursuant to. the law of
the State of Montana. The tracts remaining will:be.subject to dis
posal under-the.leasingact.
It again appears that the common law is applicable, as no specific
provisions relating:to riparian rights .which, are. inconsistent;vwith
the common law, have been: found by, the Department.

.

In. vievw of

the narrowness of these lakes it seems that. thecommon:law
rule
with respect to streams should be followed, namely, that .the
boundaries extend to a center line drawn through said lakes,at right
angles from

.the..meader

line'with.

the;-use

of converging

only attheends of said lakes,.as was suggest.ed.in Hardin

lines

.. Jordan,

supra., rather than the application of. th.ru e, followed where. lakes
are.of a width comparable to, their length. In suh ass a center

point is adopted.and allboundaries determined by converginglines
which,meet.at saidpoi-nt
lson,v.Huntamer.(Q S.Dak, 364;. 61.
N. W. 479) ; Shell et a v. Mattlso (81 in,, 3; 83.. .W., 491);:
Scheifert et al. . Briegel et a. (90 Minn., 125; 96 N. W.? 44).
Thesebodaries
maybe
,rrived at.by.,agreement.. with.the
ripria

,

owners of the lands adjoiningthe

land, and theapplicant

vacant lots

-ofpublic

for prospecting -permit must-furnish

such

agreement.orthe, approvalD.f.Th
, epartiieift before: apermit wil
beis ued.,.
The
missioner's

.

,

,.

ision ismodified& to: cnform to the views
herein expressed-and the.,re d
returned for theaction herein:
directed.IThe case-of.Clayto .Phebus, -upra,is overruled inso far.
as it is inconsistentwith the rules stated in this case.
,- - - -

ANDREW
A.

-,

-

-

PATENT-LAKE-RIPARIAN

b

t..ecided

'AOT
'

-

ebruarV 2S, 1924.

RIGHTS--MNE RAL,LINE

-

L

N.,..

An unrestrited.patent; Issd.y
the: Goerpyment,q
onveying, lands abutting
on anonnavigable
lake divests it ofo all tite to,rinterest,
in thelake
:d,: .'' c"l ;uine
in
h er hei
, a nd
t h e ext oP
i t' ' thteit of .t hei p ar ia
proprietor is erea te tonbe d 'd~tenin accoidaj:+w iththe
1&ws-of
the State in which the lands lie.

501. '.
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RIPARiAN RiGHaTS--LAKEMONTANA;.

Montana has specifically adopted by statute the common-law rule of ownership by -riparian--proprietors of lands underlying nonnavigable bodies of
water wherever not inconsistent with its constitution, or the constitution
and statutes of the.United States.
PATENT- LKE - MONTANA-RIPABIAN
RIGHTS-SALINE LAD -PROSPECTING
PERMI-LAND DEPARTMENT-JUrsrMIcTIoN.
d
A patent conveying: title without reservation to public lands abutting upon

--

a nonnavigable, lake in the State of Montana includes,.in accordance with
the common law, the lake bed as appurtenant to the uplands, and the
fact that it has been the. settled policy of Congress to reservel saline
lands from; idisposal,- except.-pursuant - to - special laws, does -not confer
upon the Land Department any jurisdiction, thereafter to issue .a permit.
to prospect for sodium in-the bed of the lake.. -

MINERAL LAND-SALINE LANDLIAkE--PATENT-RIPARTAN

RIGHTS.

The rule that the known mineral character of public lands which have not
been reported, withdrawn, or classified as mineral, must be determhined
as of- the time' when the claimant -has completely fulfilled- the requireV ments of the law under which he claims, in- order that mineral deposits
-- 'may- be -reserved to the
United States, is as- applicable to lands in -lake
beds which the Government knows will pass to the riparian proprietor
as appurtenant to the upland,- as it is to the upland itself.

FINNEY First Assistant Seretary - i
Andrew A. Malcolm has appea1ed from the- decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office,,dated August'2, 1923; which
rejected his application for a- pe'rmit to
for sodium, filed
pursuant t the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for certain
lands in the Glasgow Montana, land district, within the meandered
lines of three. small lakes, for the reason that the abutting uplands
have been patented under the homestead laws, 'and title to the lake
beds had vested in the riparian owners.
.
The uplands were surveyed and plats thereof approved on May 7,
1909. Said lands were patented under the homestead laws without
any mineral reservations, but-with a reservation of the coal deposits,
-proIspect

pursuant to. the act of

ne 22, 1910: (36 Stat., 583).

-

.Appellant apparetl
lases his; appeal .upon two main propositions: First, that the title to lands underlying the bed of nonnavi-:
gable streams or lakes remains in the United. States, regardless of the
laws of the State in which said laInds are located; and, second, that
although the lands within the meandered lines of a. nonnavigable
lake maypass
p
by patent from the Government as appurtenant to the
riparian lands, unless said lakeibed isexcepted, nevertheless the longestablishedIpolie of!te
overnmenit of reserving, saline deposits
is lsufficientto
such ani exception of the lands involved,
which are alleged to contain deposits of s-dium sulphate or Glauber
salts.
-

-onstitute

: 'I
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This view was expressed in an oral presentation of -the case bv
counsel for. the appellant, who argued that the States were permitted
to determine the disposition of public lands, under:the rule followed
by'the Commissioner.

The question as to what law should be applied -with respect to
title-to lands in 'beds of nonnavigable lakes, where the uplands were
patented by the United States to its citizens, was'decided bythe Su371). 'The
rnme Court in the case of Hardin v. Jordan (140.S.
court quoted with approval from Middleton . Pritchard, 3 Scammon, 510,as follows:
-The United States'have not repealed the common law as to the interpretation
of their own grants, nor-exlained what interpretation or limitttion should be.
given to, or imposed upon the terms' of the ordinary- conveyances which theyuse, except in a few special instances;, but these are left to the principles of
law, and rules adopted by each local government, where the land may lie.

and added:
In our judgment the grants of the Government for lands bounded- on streams
and other waters, without any reservation or restriction, of terms, are to be
construed as to their effect according to the/law of the State in which' the lands
lie.

The views stated in Hardin . Jordan, supra, on this point have
been consistently adhered to by the Supreme Court in its subsequent
decisions. . Mitchell v. Smale (140:U. .. , 406); Kean v., Calumet
Canal and, Tiprovement

Company (190 U. S., 452).

In. the. case of

Hardin r.Shedd (190 U. S., 508), the Supreme Court said, as to the
interpretation of grants-of lands adjoining nonnavigable lakes:.
In the case of land bounded on.a. nonnavigablelake 'the United States assumes
the position of a private: owner subject to, the general law of the State, .so far
as its conveyances are concerned. Hardin v. Jordan,, 140 U. S. 371; Shively ..
Bowlby, 152 U. S. 1, 45; Grand Rapids & Indiana R.,.R. O. i. Butler, 159.
U. S. 87, 90, 93; St. Anthony Falls Water Power Co. v. St. Paul Water Commissioners, 168'U. S. 349, 363.:

In~the later case of Wilson and Company v. United States (245 U. S.,
24), the Supreme Court stated the applicability of State law, as ex:pressedin Hardin v Jordan, supra, and like cases, as representing an
indisputable state of the law because conclusively settled by previous
decisons.

The uniform practice of the Department, since the decision of the
court in Hardin vii.Jordan, supra, has been' to regulate its 'disposal
of lands forming the beds of nonnavigable lakes in ha.rony with the
provisionsof, the law of the State. in which thelinds -were locatd, 'as
to the 'efect of patents and grants of 'the abutting uplands. John
P. Hoel (13 L. D' 5,88), 'Instructions; of January 12,'1892 (14 'L. D.,

119), Amanda Hines '(14 L. D., 156),.F. M. Pugh et
274), Clayton'Phebus (48 L. D., 128).

al. (14 L 'D.,
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This appellant's claim on this point is unsupported by any citation of law or allegation of fact which convinces the -Dlepartmnent
that it is at liberty to give to its patents any interpretation inconsistent 'with the rules, so clearly and repeatedly stated by the highest
judicial tribunal of the- land.
' UThat the law of Montana follows the common-law rule of ownership by riparian owners of lands underlying nonnavigable bodies of
water appears from ection 3552 of the ode of. Montana, which
specifically adopts the common law of England-as controlling wherever not, inconsistent with the constitutions of the United States and
the State of Montana, and. their statutes. No'such inconsistencies
appear on this point.
There remains the suggestion that the Government, by virtue- of
its admitted policy of reserving salines from grants of its public
land, reserved the beds of the lakes in question which are alleged to
contain deposits of sodium..
;This suggestion is' based upon an. assumption that the lands in
the beds of the lakes may be considered as: separate from the uplands, and excepted from the operation of patents upon some considerations different from those~with respect to the upland.
Such does not appear to the Department to''be the case.. Lands
in Montana which are covered by:the waters -of a nonnavigable
lake, pass, in accordance, with the common law, as appurtenant to
the uplands when said, uplands are patented, unless there is anexpress provision in the patent to the contrary. iHardin V. Jordan,
sUPra. As. was pointed out in the case of Kean v. Calumet Canal
and Improvement Company (190 U. S., 452), the Government, having knowledge of the laws of each- of the States with respect to
the construction of grants and: patents, may, by the orns of its
oqnveyance, pass only such estates as it desires.:
Admitting that it has been and is the policy of th-e Congress, as
reflected in-its laws, to reserve saline lands from disposal except.
pursuant to special statutes, nevertheless it is well settled that the;
conveyances by the. Government, of .riparian lands will be tested by
the' laws of the State in which the land is located, as would a like
conveyance by an individual; and any of its policies or' general
practices not reflected in a patent will' not alter the effect of the
patent, or permit further disposal of, or jurisdiction over, lands so
conveyed, whether upland or lake bed. Such subsequent attempted
disposals were severely condemned by the Supreme Court in the
case of Jeffries v. East Omaha Land Company (1'34 U. S.,178).
The issuance of' a patent, without 'a mineral reservation or reservation of any' other 'character, is a determination by the Land Department that the lands are of a character contemplated by the
law under which the patent issued, and may only be set aside be-
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cause of fraud or mistake in its issuance. Davis's Administrator .
Weibbold (139 U. S., 507).
The state of the' law with respeet to title to the lands in the beds
of these lakes was well settled when the patents 'by the' Government were issued; and its failure to limit these patents in some respect so as to'-exclude'the beds of these lakes indicates, prima fare;
that they were not known-t o contain sodium' sulphate at that 'time.
It is also well settled that the known mineral character of public
lands which- have not been reported, withdrawn, or classified as
mineral, must be determined as of lthetime when thet claimant has
completely fulfilled 'the requirements of the law under which he
claims, in order that mineral deposits may be reserved to the United
States in any patent, certification, or approved' list 'which it may
issue. State of Wyoming t az v. United States (255 U. S., 489).
The foregoing rule is as applicable to lands in lake beds, which the
Government knows will pass as appurtenant to the' upland, by virtue
of the: laws of the State in which they are located, as is said with
respect to the upland itself.,
This applicant requests a permit to prospect for sodium sulphate,
which indicates that the actual existence of said deposits is not known
at -present; and if such be the case, there can be no question that
the patents for the uplands were properly issued without any reservation or exclusion of the 'lake beds, and not through fraud or
mistake.VL
From these conditions:the Department is convinced that it is without jurisdiction to issue prospecting permits for the lands in the
bed of these lakes, which lands have become the property of the
abutting owners.
In view of the uniformity with which the courts and the Department have expressed and adhered to the principles stated herein, it
must be held' iii this case that, as the title to the lake' bed has passed
from the Government, appellant's permit application was properly
rejected.
The decision of-the Commissioner is affirmed, and the case is closed.
XVARCUSv. GRAY ET AL.

'

Decided Februaru:23, 1924.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-WITHDRAWAL-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-SURFACE RIGHTSPATENT-EVIDENCE-BURDEN OF PROOF.

A published report' by the,.Geological Survey that lands are prospectively
valuable for oil or gas is sufficient to warrant their withdrawal for-such,
deposits, and one who afterwards enters them under a nonmineral land
law Xmust' either consent to take a restricted patent in accordance with
the provisions of section 3 of; the act of July 17, 1914, or assume the
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burden -of proof and show that: the lands are in fact
character.

2989

nonnineral

in

OIL AND GAs LANDS-WITEDRAWA1-HOMESTEAD ENTPY-SURFACEFRIGETSLAND DEPARTmENT-LAuE11BS..
:
:A report by the Geological Survey that land is prospectively valuable for oil
or gas is, as to its effect upon a subsequent nonmineral entry, tantamount
to a withdrawal, and administrative delay by the Government in following

up the report with, a withdrawal or classification, of the:land until after
an hadbeen allowed and compliance with the homestead law com0 entry
pleted, does not relieve-the entryman. from fulfillment of the requirements
of the act of July 17, 1914.-:
AND DEPARTkENTAL DEcIsIoNs CITEDAND APPLIED.
COURT
Cases of Washburn-v. Lane (258 Fed., 584), Columbus C. Mabry, on rehearing
(48 L. D.280), and State of Utah'. Lichtiter et al. (50 L. D., 231), cited
and applied.:

FINNEY, Fi'st Assistant

Secereta'riy:

Appeal has been filed by Jesse Marcus- from the decision of the
of the General Land Office, dated March 21, 1923,
which required him to: conent to the amendment of his enlarged
homestead entry for the E. ., Sec. 18, T. 10 N.,<R. 39 E., M. P. Mw
Miles City,, Montana, land district, so as to reserve the' oil and gas
deposits in said land to the United States, in accordance with the
Commissioner

act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509).

Marcus filed liomestead application on June 2, 1920, and his entry
, .1920, without a reservation of the oil
and gas deposits, the said land jbeing neither withdrawn 'nor:

was allowed, on December

classified as mineral at that time.

Although there was filed on Octo-

ber 18, 1920, an application by Walter R. Gray, Roy Hutchinson,
Harry C. Allen, "Edward A. Crnwell, John' H.'Matney, jr., and:
James E. Monahan, for a permit to prospect for oil and gas upon
the land involved, pursuant to the leasing 'act of February 25, 1920
(41 Stat., 437)', the Comi ssioner 'did not proceed'to adjust these
conflicts in accordance -vwithsection 12(c) of the egulations of March
11,'1920 (47 L. D.i, 437) ,until March 21, 923. The entryman had in
the inteival, on June 24, 1920, completed final proof on his entry.
called upon the'
eCommissiner
In his decision of MaIrch21, 1923,the
entryman to consent to the amendment of hisi entry pursuant to the

act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat.,;509), as to oil and gas, citing as a
basis therefor ,a report by the Director
dated March 1, 1923, that-.-

of the 'Geological Survey,

The records of the Geological Survey indicate that the. geologic conditions
affecting the, land involved in this application were such as to warrant its
classification as valuable for deposits of'oil and gas on June 23, I921.

and held said entry for cancellation unless the mineral waiver should
be filed.

74526 °-2-voL
50-19.
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It is claimed in this appeal that the Department is without authority to require the waiver of oil and gas deposits, and further
that if such waiver is required appellant-is entitled to a hearing to
disprove any classification of the land as mineral.
The Geological Survey rephort

as based upon data referred to in

a further report, rendered December 22, 1923, in which it was stated:
This land is situated on Porcupine Dome, a major anticlinal uplift in east-

central Montana, in which the structural and stratigraphic conditions are considered to be favorable for oil and gas accumulation. The structure mentioned
was detected by Survey geologists in 1914, and its oil possibilities are discussed
in Survey Bulletin

No. 621 f, published

September

24, 1915.

To date four wells ranging in depth from 1200 to 1760 feet, all of which have.
yielded showings of oil and gas have been>completed on this structure, and a
fifth, in which showings of gas have been reported has been drilled to a depth of
400 feet and according to last accounts is to be drilled to the deeper sands.

These data are not sufficient to charge the entryman, at the time
of final proof,' with knowledge that the land is, in fact, mineral in
character. They do,however, indicate that, prior to, the filing of
appellant'shomesteadapplication, the Government had examined the_
land, and hadpublished, in Survey Bulletin No. 621 f asum ary of
itsi observations.

'Said report

described the land as prospectvelki

valuable foroil andgas in the following terms:
*
.*t the existence of oil or gas in this fieldis at present merely conjectured
from the favorable structure and the fact that formations of the same age, and
character as those represented here are known to contain oil in other places.

The fact that lands* have prospective.value
for oil and gas is sufficient to warrant their withdrawal
as valuablefor such deposits, and

is a properbasis for the issuance ofa'restricte patet
pursuantto
theact of July 17,1914, upra. State of Utah v. Lichliter et al. (50
L. D, 231);'Foster

v.Hess

(50 L. D., 276).

Theact of July 17, 1914,
saupa. authorizes, in section thereof, the
issuance of' limited patents under nomineralkland laws where lands
havebeen "withdrawn,lassified
or, reported as being valuable' for:"
oil or gas. These provisions seem to conteimplate a reservation of
minerals to the United.States (1) wherever the existence:of the minerals has been shown,and the

the existence
of

lands classified assuch;

minerals seems proh

(2) wherever

hle,and such ospective

value

has' prompted a withdaw,a l of the land; and (3) wherever there has
not been a formal withdrawal or classification, but a report has been

made of facts which would warrant a ithdrawal or assifitation
ofland' amineral.
Reports of this character by agencies of the
over n

t a

clearly of the
kind

contem plated. by the act of uly

17, 1914, trpra; and in the present case the entryman could properly
have been required to consent to the amendment of his entry from
the time of its inception

so as to reserve the deposits of oil and gas
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to the United States. Administrative delay by the Government, or
its failure to follow up the report with a withdrawal or classification
of the land as valuable for oil or gas until after entry had been made
and compliance with, the homestead law completed, does not, alter
the situation. The report, in view of the provisions of the act of
July.17, 1914, supra, was as effective as a withdrawal

or classification.

The only error perceived in the Commissioner's decision is that
the appellant was not afforded the privilege guaranteed by section 2
of the act of July 17, 1914, .supra, of disproving the report. Procedure on this point should have been in accordance with section
12 (c) of the leasing regulations, supra, and the regulations of March
20,1915 (44 L. D., 32), whereunder appellant is entitled to apply -for
reclassification of the land, and in the event of its denial may apply
for a hearing at which he will assume the burden of disproving the
prina facie mineral character of the land. This presumption of
mineral character is raised by the report of prospective mineral value,
which has, as shown, the legal effect of a withdrawal .or classification.

under the act of July 17, 1914, supra. It is well settled that a withdrawal impresses land with a prina facie mineral character. Washburn v. Lane (258 Fed., 584); Columbus C. Mabry (48 L. D., 280).
The Commissioner's decision is modified to conform to the views
herein expressed, and the case remanded for further action in conformity herewith SEWELL

.XCORBETT.:

Opinion, February 27, 1924.
MINING CLAIM-IMPOVEMEN-OFEITURE-MILITA1Y

SERVICE.

The joint resolution of July 17, 1919, which, under certain specified conditions,
exempted owners of miningxclaims who entered the military or naval service of the United States: during the war with Germany, from the forfeiture
. penalty imposed for nonperformance of annual assessment work by section
2324, Revised Statutes, did. not contemplate extension of its application
substantially beyond the date of the establishment of a status of peace.
MINING CLAIM-IMPROVEMENTs-ADVERSE CLAIM-NOTICE-LAND
COUTS-JURISDIOTION...

DEPARTMENT-

Disputes between rival claimants relating to the-fulfiliment by mining locators,
or their successors in interest, of the legal requirements as to performance
of annual assessment work, or relating to the filing of notices in compliance
with a relief statute with a view to holding claims without the performance
of such work, are not, generally, matters for departmental determination,
but come exclusiveiy within the jurisdiction of the courts.

FIsNNEY First Assistant Secretary:.
In your letter of January. 16, 1924, addressed to the Secretary of
the Interior you ask whether your failure to file the notices required
by the proviso to the joint resolution of Ju

17,1917(40

Stat., 243),
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would preclude the relocation by another of ground embraced in 32
,lode mining claims situate in the State of New Mexico, purchased

and relocated by you after'the declaration of war by the United
States against Germany, and while you were 'an-officer in the United'
States Army, upon which laims'you have, performed no work for
several years, and with respect to which,' as you are advised, no
notices of the character: above referred to have been filed. The
statute cited reads as follows:
Joint Resolution To relieve the owners of mining claims who have been mustered into the military or naval 'service of the United States as officers or
enlisted men from performing assessment work during the term of. such
service.
Resolved b the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of Anmerica in Congress assembled, That the provisions of section twenty-three
hundred and twenty-f our of the Revised Statutes of the United States, which
require that on each mining claim located after the tenth day of May, eighteen
hundred-and seventy-two, and until patent has been issued therefor, not less
than $100 worth of labor shall be performed or improvements made, during
each year, shall not apply to claims or parts of claims owned .by officers or
enlisted men who have been or may,, during the present war with Germany,
be mustered into the military or naval service of the United States to serve
during their enlistment in the war with Germany, so that no mining claim or
any part thereof owned by such person -which has been regularly located and
recorded shall be subject to forfeiture ,for nonperformance of the annual assess-ments during the period of his service or until six months after such owner
is mustered out of the service or nutil six months after his death in the
service: Provided, That the claimant of any mining location, in order to obtain
the benefits of this resolution,. shall file, or" cause to be filed, a notice in the
office where the location notice or certificate is recorded, before the expiration
of the assessment year during which he is so' mustered, giving notice of his
muster into the service, of the United. States and .of. his desire to hold said
mining claim under this resolution.

'The said statute does not in terms comprehend officers ~inthe pernianent establishment' of the United States Army at the time of the
declaration of. war by the United States agdnst Gerinany, and who,
surviving the war,, would be separated from the Army, if 't all(except by. death), only, by a process or, procedure other than. that
known as a muster out, yet, conceding but without the. Department's
being. understood as expressig I'anopinion Qn that particular phase,
that

it' would be susceptible, vof 'a construction

favorable t o sucI

officers, the Department is of opiionS that the legislation could not
in any event be, reasonably

held to contemplate

its' applicatio

to

a period extendingsubstantially beyond.thedate of the establishment
of a status of peace between the two countries, to the benefit of suc

offlicerswho may own mining claims loat'ed by them prior to or during the war, whether7:i
ith'' absince of the'performance of annual assessenint work'thereon,

notices-or' certifiites

byfthe joint' resolution to1b1filed,-e

'such as those required

iled or not 'A contrary hold-:.
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ing would, as you 'can readily observe, wholly 'overlook the purpose
of the resolution, and result in the unreasonable conclusion that an
officer,; such as you were at the beginnming of the war, and

till re-

main, might hold his claims so located without the performance of
any work whatsoever thereon or therefor, with no use or benefit to
the public and in positive detriment to t he Government,. by electing
to remain and remaining, in the service until his enforced retirement therefrom after a lapse of, many years on- account of age.:
It would seem from the recitals in your letter that for' a period
commencing several years prior-'to 'theodate thereof you have performed no work on any of'the claims referred to, and that in the
meantime adverse relociations'have been ade of the ground.' It is
the Department'sibelief therefor',.'that that fact,' irrespective of
your failure to file during those years, notices or certificates in
lieu of the performance of ainual assessmnentwork, rendered the,
ground subject to relocation by any qualified person and that if locations otherwise valid have been made -of the ground, your claims
have thereby become lost and -forfeited, under--tle provisions of
section 2324, Revised Statutes.

It should be added, however, that the questions relating to the,
fulfillinent.by mining locators or their successors in -interest of the
legal requirements as to the performance of, annual :assessmenit
work, or as to filing of notices or certificates with .a view to' holding

claims without the: performance of such work, are not, generally,
subject to. departmental determination, but, with exceptions not
here present, are, matters between rival oit2adverse claimants to the
same mineral land, 'and go only to.the right of possession,the deter->
mination of which is committed exclusively to the-courts.
CHARLERS0. STANTEY.
Decided Febrfy:
CoAL

28, 1924.'

LANDS-LEASE,

Sectlon 4 of the act of February 25,' 1920; which gives the Secretary of the
Interior' authority to geint a second coal lease to a lessee when it is
shown.that all of 'the workable coal deposits covered.by the first lease
will .be exhausted within three. years thereafter, provided that the aggre-'
gate areas- do not exceed 2560 acres, contemplates the granting of a
second lease prior to the expiration of the' original lease, and this provision for- the taking- and holding 'of more than one lease is one of the
exceptions referred to in the excepting clause of section 27 of that act.'
COAL LANDs-LEASE---PROSPECTING PERMIT.

-

Section 4 of the act of February' 25, 1920, which- authorizes the granting
of a second coal lease to a lessee' through' the same procedure and under
the same conditions as in case .ofan original lease, includes the authority
-to grant a prospecting permit as preliminary to a lease.
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RIGHT.

An applicant for a coal prospecting permit under section 4 of the act of
February 25, 1920, does not acquire any preference right to a permit by
virtue of the fact that he is operating under a lease of other public coal
lands.
CoAL LANDS-LEASE-POSPECTING PERMIT-CONTIGUITY.
The authority conferred upon the Secretary of the Interior by section 4 of
the act of February 25, 1920, to: grant a second coal lease or a prospecting permit: to a lessee when it is shown that all of the workable deposits
covered by the: original lease will be depleted within three years thereafter,- is not limited to contiguous lands.
COALLANDS-SECTION 2, ACT;OF FEBRUARY25, 1920-WORDS AND PRASES.
The word "herein," as used. in the exception clause of section 27 of the act
of February 25, 1920, has reference to the leasing act as a whole and not
merely to the section in which it is used.
DEPARTMENTALDECISION CITED AND APPLIED.
Case of Charles H. Loud (50 L. D., 151, 153), cited and applied.

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
Charles 0. Stanley, who holds a coal lease issued on November 24,

1922, pursuant to the act of February 25; 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for
the' SE. I SW. 1, Sec. 32, T. 32 S., R. 65 W., 6th P. M., Pueblo, Colo-

rado, land district, has appealed from the decision of the' Commissioner of the General Land Office,dated October 20, 1923, rejecting
his application for a coal prospecting permit under said act for the
SW. 1 SW. ,Sec. 29; S. 1, Sec. 30; N. 1 N. 1, SW. i NW.

See. 31;

NW. i NW. ', Sec. 32, in the same-township.
The Commissioner held that, as a coal prospecting permittee under
the leasing act of February 25, 1920,sepra, is entitled to a coal lease
upon discovery of Rworkable deposits of coal, the issuance of a
permit to Stanley is prohibited by the provision of section 27 of -the
said act, which readsThat no person, association, or corporation, except as herein.provided, shall
take or hold more than one coal, phosphate or sodium lease during the life of
such lease in any one State, * *

The appellant claims that the lease held by him covers only about
19 acres of coal land, which, at his present rate of production of
4000.tons per month, will be exhausted in about two years; Athat
prospecting operations are necessary before a lease of the additional
lands described may properly be issued, and that the issuance of a
permit is authorized by the provisions of sections 3 and 4 of the
leasing act. These seetions provideSec. 3. That any person, association, or corporation. holding .a lease, of coal
lands or coal deposits under this Act may, with the approval of the Secretary
of the Interior, upon a fnding by him. that it will be for the advantage of the
lessee'and the United States, secure modifications of his or its original lease
by including additional' coal lands or coal deposits contiguous to those em-
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braced in such lease, but- in no event shall the total area embraced in such
modified lease exceed in the aggregate two thousand five hundred and sixty
acres.
Sec. 4. That upon satisfactory showing by any lessee to the Secretary of the
Interior that all of the workable deposits of coal within a tract covered by his
or its lease will be exhausted, worked out, or removed within three years
thereafter, the Secretary of the Interior may, within his discretion, lease to
such lessee an additional tract of land or coal deposits, which, including the
coal area remaining in the existing leas'e, shall not exceed two thousand five
hundred and sixty acres, through the same- procedure and under the same
conditions as in case of an original lease.

The records disclose that the tracts desired to be prospected are
separated from'the

area now under lease by approximately one mile

of land, title to which has passed from the United States both as to
suirface and coal deposits. It also appears that all of the lands
described in the permit application, except the. SW. i NW. 4, Sec. 31,
are included in an application for a similar permit, filed by Giacomo
Toller on October 24, 1922, now suspended pending the 'filing of a

bond;
proper

The inapplicability of section 3 of the act is apparent from the
fact that the tract in -the original lease and those in the permit application are not'contiguous, nor are they shown to be so located that
the operations can be carried on as a singlo mine or unit, within the

purview of section 6 of said act which provides-'
That where coal or phosphate lands aggregating two thousand five hundred
and sixty acres and subject to lease hereunder do not exist as contiguous
areas, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, if, in his opinion the interests
of the public and of the lessee will be thereby subserved, to embrace in a single
lease noncontiguous tracts which can be operated as a single mine or unit.

Section 4 of the leasing act~does not require that the' additional
lands to be leased be contiguous to, nor indeed in the vicinity~of the
lands in the original lease.: Said section clearly authorizes the issuance of a second lease' before the expiration

of the first one, sub-

ect to the limitation that the deposits under the first lease must be
so depleted that opeirations can not continue for more than three
years under the said leas'eand with a further limitation to .an area
in the second lease which, together. with the coal producing area remaining under the first lease, will not exceed 2560 acres. This pro-

vision for the taking and holding of'more than one lease in a State is
clearly one of the cases within the excepting clause of section 27 of

the act, which reads, except as herei lprovided i the word
evidently referring to the leasing act 'as a whole and' not
herein"
"
to the section in which -it is used, as there is no further provision
with respect to coal, phosphate, or sodium in-said section.
The purpose of said section 4 of the 'leasing act is apparently to
:enable a party, once engaged in the mining of coal upon the public
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domain, to be able,'with a reasonable margin of time,. to acquire an
additional lease and to be in a position to commence operations thereunder at about the time Athe deposits in the land first leased are
exhausted, thus preventing delays and a. break in the. continuity of
operations which would prove costly, and perhaps ruinous to the
lessee. The curb on monopolistic acquisitions expressed in section 27
of the leasing act, is made eective in section 4 by the limitation as
to acreage, which fact further indicates said section to be intended
as an exception to the limitations stated in sectin 27 of said act.
There remains the question whether a prospecting permit may be
issued to Stanley under the authority expressed in section 4 of the
leasing act.
'The Commissioner correctly stated the views of the Department
when he held that the same limitations apply to prospecting permits as to leases issued under the act of February 25, 1920. Charles
H. Loud (50 L. D., 151, 153).

It .also seems clear that if such be the

case, a permit may be issued, under the conditions prescribed in. the
act, whenever a lease is authorized by said act.

In this connection

the concluding words of section four of the act "the Secretary
may lease an additional tract of land * * * through the
same Procedure and under the same conditions as in case of an
original lease," [Italics supplied]; are especially pertinent. Under
this provision a lease may be issued, as well, under the right given in
section 2 of said act, to permittees, as to the highest bidder under
the:'other leasing' provisions f said act and the regulations thereunder.
An applicant for a prospecting permit gains no preference or
priority rights by virtue of the fact that he is then operating under
a lease for other lands and desires said pernit in the exercise:of the
privilege conferred by section 4 of the leasing act, and where there
is a prior application for a coal prospecting permit'of record his
application for permit must be rejected unless it 'is found that a permit may not be issued to the prior claimant. That such is the case
clearly appears from the before quoted conclusion of section 4 of
said act, which makes it incumbent upon the original lessee to secure the second lease as though the first did notexist.
There being an adverse prior application this' ap pellant's application will stand suspended until it is determined whether a permit
maybe issued to. the prior claimant, and if such permit may be
issued, appellant's application will be rejected to the extent of its
conflict with the prior application. No objection appears to the
issuance of a permit for the remaining land.
The Commissioner's decision is mnodifiedto conform to the views
herein expressed and. the records are returned to the General Land
Officefor further actions
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Decided Febirary
REPAYMENT-OMESTEAD ENTRY-COAli
DRAWAL-ACT
MARC: 26, 1908.

19, 1924.
LANDS-RELINQISHIMENT-WITH_

A claim for repayment, based upon a relinquishment of a homestead entry
after March 3, 1909, and subsequently to the inclusion of the land within
a coal withdrawal rather than accept a surface patent, comes within the
purview -of the act of March 26, 1908,- and must be filed within the
statutoryperiod specified in the act of December 11, 1919.

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
J. M. Hudson has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office dated September 28, 1929, denying repayment of moneys paid in connection with homestead entry; 01498,
ielena, Montana, land district.
-Repaymentis claimed for the alleged reason that claimant relinquished the entry subsequent to its inclusion in a coal withdrawal
rathel than accept a surf ace patent. It appears from the record that'
the entry was made in 1902 and the land embraced therein was included in a coal withdrawal of 1906. Claimant relinquished the
entry in 1909. Application for repayment was filed in' August, 1922.
In support of the application, claimant made affidavit to the effect
that the inclusion of the land- in such withdrawal was the immediate cause of the relinquishment. The record has been examined
and. it- appears that claimant would be entitled to repayment on the
showing made had he filed his claim within the time provided by the
act of December 11, 1919 (41° Stat., 366).

'It is- contended that the

claim should be held to come within the provisions of the repayment
act of. June 16, 1880 (21 Stat., 287).

Such contention can not be

upheld'as the entry 'Wasnot erroneously-allowed when' made and' it
could have been confirmed as to a surface patent under the act of
March 3, 1909 (35 Stat., 844). The claim clearly comes within the
purview of the: act of March 26, 1908 (35 Stat., 48), for the reason:

that while; claiMant might accepts a surface patent if he desired to
'do so, yet he was not compelled to accept such patent and a relin-

quishment of the entry rather than the acceptance of a surface patent
would be tantamount to a rejection thereof within the meaning and
intent of said. act of Marchi 26, 1908, sra.
See Thomas0 A., Sheppard, 46 L. D., 251.' Iowever, the application for repayment was

not filed until August, 1922, and' isbarred'by the provisions of the
act of December%11, 1919, supra.' For such reason the action of the
Acommissionerin denying repayment is affirmed.
See decision on rehearing, page,298.
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[. HUDSOR (ORXREHEARIXG).
Decided March 8, 1924.

REPAYMENT-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-COAL LANDS-ACT OF JUNE 16, 1880.

Where an entry, allowed unconditionally, may be confirmed as to a surface
patent, such entry is not one " erroneously allowed " within the contemplation of section 2 of the repayment act of June 16, 1880.
-

GooDwINAssisitantSeeretary:
J. M. Hudson -has filed motion for' rehearing of departmental
decisionof February 19, 1924 (50 L. D., 297), denying his application for repayment of moneys paid in connection with homestead
entry 01498, Ilelena,.-Montana, land district.
It is contended. in the motion that the Department erred -in not
holding that repayment in the instant claim was warranted under
the act of June 16, 1880 (2-1Stat., 287), for the reason that the entry
could not be-confirmed in its entirety. In support of such contention the departmental rulings in the unreportedi cases of Charles
Hoepfner, A. 4326, decided May 17 1923, and Robert J. H. Capps,
Pueblo 08103, decided July 31, 1923,. are cited.

The record has been examined and in the opinion of the Departthe motion. presents no sufficient. reason for disturbing the
ment
m
action heretofore taken.; The facts in the Hoepfner case are materially different from those in the instant case. In said case the
entry was made in 1902 and the land embraced therein was included
in a coal withdrawal in 1906. The entry.was canceled on default in
1908. Hoepfner stated that he, allowed such defaultijudgment

to be

taken against him by reason of the inclusion of the land within such
coal withdrawal. The Department allowed- an application for repayment under said act. of June 16,.1880, for the reason that at the
date of the cancellation of the entry there existed no law under
which entryman could accept a surface patent and therefore the
entry could not be confirmed as having been madefor mineral land,
the coal withdrawal being prima facie evidence of the mineral character of the land.
In the case of Robert J. H. Capps Pueblo 08103 (not Charles C.
H. .Japp as cited by counsel) the facts are not correctly stated by
counsel. In that case finalicertificate issued-upon a timber and stones
application in January, 1907, for land which had been included in'
a coalwithdrawal

in October, 1906.; The;Department

allowed re-

payment under the act of June 16, 1880, for the reason that the entry
was erroneously allowed and could not be confirmed as the land had.

been withdrawn as coal land at the date the entry was made.
No such facts exist in the instant case. .The correct rule applicable.
to same is correctly stated in the decision complained of, as it is
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evident that if the entry was:subject. to confirmation as to a surface,
patent it was not erroneously allowed and- if claimant did not desire
surface patent, relief is provided by the act of March 26, 1908 (35
Stat., 48), under the rule announced in the Sheppard case (46 L. D
251).
:
:i f
-;
:
The motion for rehearing is accordingly denied.
RECORDS-NOTATION

OF CANCELLATIONS.

INSTRUCTIONS.

[Circular No. 91541
DEPARTMENT OF: THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., Februarj 5, 1924.
REGIstERS

AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED
STATES LAND OFFICES:

Inasmuch as valuable rights are often dependent upon ascertaining the exact time when orders of cancellation are noted on the tract
book, the following rules are prescribed:
I n noting the cancellation of an entry, prospecting permit, lease,
:selection,etc., the tract book will show the date and initial (division)
: of the letter of cancellation. The date and hour of the notation on
the tract book will be immediately noted on the letter and on- the
serial register. In reporting the status of cases in connection with
which the cancellation of a prior claim is material, you: will report
the time such cancellation was noted on the tract book.
When relinquishments of entries or withdrawals of applications
are filed, the hour of filing should be noted on the serial register as
well as on the paper filed.

WIJLIAM SPRY,

Commisszoner.

Approved:
.

(C. FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary.
EMWANUEL FRAGESKAXIS

ET AL

Decided Maroh .5,1924.
COAI. LANDS-PREFERENCE RIGIT-NOTICE-IMPROVEMENTS-POSSESSION-STA-TUTES.

Section 2349, Revised Statutes, does not require that a. coal declaratory statement or notice setting up a preference-right claim must be filed within sixty
'Amended as to oil and gas prospecting permits, April 23, 1924. See Circular No. 929
(50 L. D., 387).
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days from the date that possession was first declared, but contemplates that
the sixty-day period begins to run at the time of the opening of a mine of
coal and, the commencement of; improvements thereon, accompanied by
actual posession of the land.
COAL LANDs-PREFEENcE
VISED STATUTES.

RIGHT-NoICE-ADvERSE

CLAIM-SECTION 2349, RE-

A coal declaratory statement which is not filed within sixty days from the
accrual of a preference right as-required by.section 2349, Revised Statutes,
but which is presented within the ensuing year, affords the declarant, in
the absence of an intervening adverse right asserted at the time of the filing
or other disposition of the land, the same security for the period specified
in the statute as if it had been filed in time.
COALLAIaDS-APPUCATION-PUn:cASE-NOTICE
RECORDS- PAYMET- HOMESTEADENTRY.

The acts of one in taking. and. maintaining possession of a tract of public land
and opening a mine of coal thereon, coupled with acts of the local officers
in accepting his application to purchase, permitting publication and proof,
and requiring payment of the purchase price, constitutes an appropriation
of the land, duly recognized and noted of record, sufficient to preclude the
subsequent allowance of a homestead entry.
HOMESTEAD13NTRY-CITIZENSHTP-GCoA LANDS-POSSESSION-ADVEasE
SURFACERIGHTS.

CLAIM-

The erroneous allowance of a homestead entry,. subsequently canceled because
of want of citizenship qualification of the entryman, does not affect the surface rights of an applicant to purchase the land under the coal-land laws
who had, prior to the cancellation, appropriated the land by taking and
maintaining possesslon thereof and pening a mine of coal thereon.
DEPARTMKENTAL
DEcISIONs CITED AND APPLIED.-

Cases of Charles S. Morrison (36 L. D., 319), McKenna v. Seymour (47 L. D.,
395), and J. T. Williams and John Blathran (48 L. D., 176), cited and
applied.

First AssistantSeoretari:;
FINNEY,
On February 11, 1919,Emmanuel Frageskaki§ filed his coal declaratory statement, serial 023882,under section 2348, Revised Statutes,
for the STh 4 NE. i, E. 4 SE. , SW. SE. , Sec. 18, T. 13 .,
R. 9 E., Salt, Lake City land district, Utah, alleging that he had on
November 4, 191-8, opened a mine of coal on the land by driving a

tunnel 18 feet deep by 8 feet wide, and had expended $75-in labor andimprovements. On November 3, 1919,he filed his application to purchase said lands, alleging an expenditure of $550 in the construction
of the tunnel 5 by 6 by 18 feet, and an open cut 4 feet by 8 feet long.
On August 7, 1919,Henry A. Wallace and John M. Wallace, as an
association, filed their coal declaratory statement, serial 024670, for
the E. I SW. 4, SW. i SW. 4,W. SE. -4,Sec. 18, NW. 4 NW. 4,Sec.
19, T. 13 S., R. 9 E., and the SE. SE. :4, Sec. 13, NE. 4 NE. 4, Sec.
24, T. 13 S., R. 8 E., S. L. M., alleging actual possession of said
land and the opening of a mine of coal on July 14, 1919, and the
exposure of a 44-foot bed of coal in an open cut 10 by 4 ky 8 feet.
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The local officers suspended this application -pending the disposition
of prior conflicting claims.
On June 29, 1922,the Wallaces filed their application to purchase
the said tracts, therein alleging the expenditure of $350 in an opening showing-a face of coal 10 feet long, 6.feet high, and-.4 feet wide,
and another opening l5by 6 by 4'feet, all timbered and showing a
face of coal.

-

On January 21, 1920,.Norman McCarty and- Rufus C. Hill, as: an
association, filed their coal declaratory statement, serial 025298 -for
(as amended.February 13, 1920) the SW. 14;.Sec..17 E.
.SE. 4,
Sec. 18, E.4NE.4,
Sec.'19, T. 13S., R. 9 E., alleging actual possession since, and 'the opening of. a mine of coal on, January 11, -1920,

and the expenditure of $125 in extending aXtunnel 10'feet exposing
a coal vein 6 feet in thickness and raising the tunnel a distance of
20 feet in rock.. This application was suspended because of its
conflictswith that of Frageskakis..'
The various tracts- embraced in the several coal filings heretofore
described were classified as. coal land and appraised .at prices ranging from $55to $125 on March718,1911.:

-

0

Application and petition f or designation under the stock-raising
homestead law, serial 019543, were made ;by Angelo Pilati on June
18, 1917, covering'the E.'j.E. , l,W. 4SE.4;?,
E. 4 SW. 4,and lot 4,
of said Sec. 18.

Designation-of s-aid.'land- was made: under -said application and
became effective May '25, 1920,; and. on September' 8, 1920, the entry
was allowed, and on January 22, '1922, the entry was' canceled -for

failure to submit proper evidence-'ofcitizenship.
ip.'
.Frageskakis's application to purchase was accepted, and he made
due proof. of publication 'and posting.: Notice was. sent to him 'to
make p yrent for the land on or beforeFebruary 12, 1920. This he
failed to do, and on February

14, 1920, the local officers rejected his

application.; During-the period allowed for'an appeal-he requested
theCommissioner. of.-the General Land Office for. an extension of
time to make payment; alleging as grounds therefor personal illness,,
which request was 'treated' as -an appeal.. The' Commissioner by his

letter :-of-March 19, 1920, held that if adverse claimants did not
object to the request for an extension,"he would

nake none, that

the

two conflicting declaratory 'statements constituted no bar to the: extension requested, and. that riglts under said declaratory statemets:
might be asserted 'in .response to notice,- and he directed that Frageskakis be advised. that he' need not make payment.uhtil May 1, 1920.'
No objectioniwas

filed to the application

for: exteiasion of time, nor

was 'there any :protest .made 'during the period of- publication.' It'
-appears that Frageskakis .was-not definitely or officially advised of
0;: ; XV. 0:;:a -

:Xse

o..........
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the extension allowed and remained in ignorance of such action until'
-fnftr +1A fmD

-fnr nmn

s A-vfranclod ld
q.

exYniro.l

Fiand hp.:ur-i

chase money was not tendered.
On November, 13, 1920, Hill and: McCarty: filed an- application

for the designation of the SE. NE. j, Sec. 18, as a leasing unit.
By direction of the Commissioner,all the papers relative to these
several applications

were transmitted

to his office, and on May 20,

1920, upon consideration of the records, the Commissioner held, in
effect, that the. delinquency of Frageskakis, in making payment,
was excusable under the circumstances; that the stock-raising homestead entryman's rights to the surface of the land'were superior to
those of the- coal applicants; hence, their applications could be
allowed only for the deposits,-and suitable amendment must be made
of their applicationus. The Commissioner' further held' applications
023882,024670, 025298 for rejection'; required, in the event the re'spective applications were allowed, that the applicants declare their
intention to make payment for all or part of the land, specify the
improvements they had made on each of the' 40-acre tracts claimed
by them, and file consent to have notations made on-their applica-'
tions so as to protect the surface entryman.
The claimants under serials 024670 and 025298 were permitted
to file, any protest they might desire against the application of
Frageskakis.
In response to these requirements Frageskakis filed an affidavit
.Idetailing the work, improvements,: and expenditures he had made
on'-or. in behalf: of the land included in 'his declaratory statement.
:
These statements are in substance. as follows:
June, .1917, paid $40 for surveying work upon 'the premises.
:October, 1917, started to work: on the SE. kNE. l, Sec..18, made
a tunnel 7 by 9 by 20 feet, exposing 6 feet 8 inches 6f coal, ran:

another tunnel 5 feet, finding :31 feet of coal, made roads-to' get to
the property, all of. which cost $400.
January, 1918, had survey work made of the property, costing
$70.

S,ec. 18,' for
June, 1918, constructed roads on 'the SE.. 1 NE.
2,500 feet to reach the. property from 'the county road, made a tunnel200feetlong, 8 by 14feet, to-reachcoal.
Reservoir of cement constructed on the SE. j NW. 1, See. 18,
with a capacity of'6,000 gallons. One and a quarter inch pipe laid,
3,000 feet under ground, to. conduct :water to the mine.-- Built 'tent-'
house; bought mine car and 500 feet of rails; equipped small blacksmith shop with, necessary tools;: bought plow;' scrapers; team of.

horses, and'wagon, and other implements, costing in all $785
From Juneto

November 2, 1918, had froni 5 to 14 men working

on property which cost at least $10,000.

'

-
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* O()nJune::29, 1922, John M. and Henry A. Wallace fied a motion
to reject Frageskakis's application, for the reason that his affidavit
shows that the alleged improvements were m'ade on the land: prior
to thedate of- his alleged first possession; because it wasnot shown
that any improvements applicable under the coal land laws were
made subsequent to November 4, 1918 .(the date of the alleged first
possession) ,or since-February 11, 1919 :(tle date when lFrageskakis's
coal declaratory statement was filed) because it is' not shown that
Frageskakis had opened-a valuable coal mine on the land under: his
aforesaid declaratory statement. With the motion is an affidavit,
executed by John

M. Wallace, who. deposes, in substance, that he

and his associate entered into possession-of theuland described In'
application

024670, on July

1,

1919, and opened up a valuable

mine of coal on July 21, 1919; that prior to filing of their declaratory statement on August 7, 1919, they had expended $100 in an
'open cut 10, feet long, 6 feet high, and 4 feet wide, exposing 41
feet of commercial coal, located on NE. 4 SW. , Sec. 18; that subsequent to August 7, 1919, andkprior to May 20 1920, they had expended $77 in an open cut .8 feet long, 6 feet wide, 6 feet high, ex-

posing a good-.commercial vein of coal 5 feet, inches in thickness
on the. said NE. . SW. .;'.that between July 1 and September 1,
1921, they had. expended $152 for a tunnel, 15 feet long, 5 feet high,
4 feet wide, exposing a 5-foot vein of .commercial coal on the 'NW.

I SE. I. Consent is given by them to the making of appropriate
notations upon any. final certificate or. patent issued to- them. for the'
lands to protect the-surface entrants.
J. M. Wallace also allege, n information a
ieef,.that no im-.:
provements of any nature whatever were made on the land embraced
in Frageskakis's application between the date., of his alleged first
'

possessinon:Noveber4,

1918, and the' date of saidaffidavit;

that

such improvements were made long prior thereto, and not for the
:benefit f, or in onnection, with, said Frageskakis's coal declaratory
statement.
On July, 5,. 1922, a like motion was 'filed by Hill and

Carty,? and a similar. allegation on
ion and belief. as to
the failure' of rageskakis to make, improvements subsequent to
November 4, 1918. .'These.applicants' likewise consent to appropriate-

notations on their applications to protect thesurface entryen
and
express the intent to pay'for, land they have applied for. - ufus .
Hill deposed that: he and his associate entered nito possession of the
land embraced intheir -application 025298, on January 11, 1920j' and
opened a valuable mine of, coal thereon-; that 'they expe ded: $557.

since possession'was first had, in constructing two tunnels .extending
each 160,feet and showing faces 'of commerial

coal 6 feet in thickness.

-The Commissioner considered .the 'various sh.owing3 meitioned
above,:: and, by his decision of May 23, 1923, he held the application

8:04
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ofFrageskakis for rejection upon the grounds that the claimant: had:
not shown that he had either opened and improved a sufficient mine
of coal or made a timely filing. The conclusions of the Commissioner
were evidently based on his:finding that more than 60 days had
elapsed between the date of actual possession and the commencement
of improvements, and the filing of the declaratory statement. He
also appearst to have accepted as an established fact the allegation
0oftheadverse clai-mants, in their protest mentioned, that the improvements claimed by Frageskakis were made by others. 'On the
same date the Commissioner held for rejection application 024670
upon the ground -that a mine of coal had not been opened and 'improvedby the claimants prior to February 25, 1920, the date of the
enactment of the mineral leasing act.. On the same date similar
disposition was made of application 025298upon the ground that the
claimants had failed to specify, as previously required, the 40-acre
tract. or tracts upon which their improvements had been placed,' and
to show they had opened and improved a mine, and because. of the
-

bar caused by the application 023882.
The claimants, mentioned under serials 024670 and 025298, filed
separate motions for reconsideration by the Commissioner of his
decision rejecting their respective applications. Such papers were
?treated as appeals and 'have been forwarded to the'Department.
:Hill and McCarty have filed supplemental

showings stating that

all their improvements are situated on the NE. t SW. , sSec.17 and
in contradiction of the 'last showing made by Frageskakis they have
filed the affidavits of Orman W.' Ewing ad Robert' A. Farley who
state that they' were on the land embraced in Frageskakis's application many times: between' November 6, 1918, and

ecember I1 1919,

and know that Frageskakis did not, nor did anyone Tfprhim,- set any
timbers in any 20-foot tunnel or perform any labor or work of any
'nature thereon.
* Frageskakis, in connection with his appeal to the Department,
0has

alleging in substance,l
ahis
a
filed a supplemental' affidavit:

that

failure to mention in his -previous showings' the improvements and
expenditures made-after November 2, 1918,'was due to inadverten ce

and *misunderstanding; that he does not understaind the English
language very well and can not express himself clearly in such
language; that his* former affidavit was expressed in the- Ehglish
language but that he did not study-the same' and presumed it'con* tained- :all that iwas' required 'by the Commissioner., - He 'then bets
.forth additional expenditures' and improvements nmiadesubsequent
to November 21;1918,. and deposes that between November'6 and 2B,

1918, he- employed four men:;.to cut, haul, and place in' - '20-foot
tunnel on his, claim, 9 sets of timbers of 3 timbers each for which
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. he paid $286; that 'on. November 8,. 1918, a mining engineer made
a, survey and expert examination. for, the purposeof 'better locating
the coal claims,; anid alvised him itelligently
where operations and
developments should be made;. that between May 8 and 14, 1919, he

paid. $36, chiefly for repairing roads and trails leading to said tunnel

wherein a. coal vein 6 feet 8 inches was exposed; and that. hedid

other, repair work about the tunnel costing $54; that from September
6 to 18, 1919, he had work done in. cleaning out caves, in ithe 5-foot
: tunnel mentioned in, his: former affidavit, in which was exposed a

3k-foot vein of coal; that he. continued repairing roads and trails.;
that he paid $70 for a further examination ,and report by a mining
engineer on. November 180and 19,..1919. He further alleges that
cessation of work on. May .27 and September 6, 1919,: was caused by

an influenza, epidemic: and the pendency of conflicting applications
which went to hearing; that he was seriously ill from January 15
to March 1, 1920, with influenza; that itwas impossible to work
his claim during the winters of 1918, 1919, and 1920.
After consideration of the mattersand facts set up above, it is
necessary

to

determine

first

whether

the *protest filed
.against

Frageskakis's application suffciently asserted any material facts
which, if established, would defeat his claim. The allegations of
the Wallaces, in their jprotest filed on June 29, 1922, and those of
Hill and McCarty, appearing in their motionj filed July 5, 1922, are
all made on information and belief, and are not corroborated by any
person alleging they have personal; knowledge of the facts. They
are, therefore,: insufficient as a protest and will be disregarded.. The
statements in the .affidavits of Ewing .andFarley filed later are confined, to a: denial of the.allegations of Frageskakis as to- work and
improvements made subsequent to November 4, 1918, the date he
alleged he had opened and -improved a mine. Even if such allega.
tions- are true, they do:not. Controvert the allegations of Frageskakis
that he had opened and improved a mine on said date, nor doesthe
denial that certain specified improvements, or any work on improvements, were , made by.. Frageskakis after the alleged date of the
opening and improvement.of a mine amount to an allegation that
Frageskakis was not in ctual possession of such mine or, mines as
required by section' 2348.' The, allegations mentioned, considered as

a protest, are therefore insufficient and raise no material issue that.
would defeat the application, of Frageskakis.' They are- consequently disregarded.
It becomes-necessarynow .to consider the findings of the Commissioner. that Fregeskakis's application- and supplemental showings
Ado'not-disclosethat he oend 'a sufficient mine of coal-'and'that his
declaratory statement was not a timely filing.
7 4 52 6-24-voL
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* The showings of Frageskakis disclosed that he, in October, 1917,
exposed two seams of coal, one 6 feet 8 inches, and the

ther 3 feet

in thickness, by means of' tunnels on the land, and made roads to
the property; that in June, 118, he constructed another road, built
a*reservoir, and ran a pipe line from it to conduct water to his
mine; that he bought a mine car, rails, tools, and installed other
facilities and equipment' needed in mining, and had a number of
men, thereafter and until 'November 2, 198, working on the property, all of which work is alleged to have amounted to a total cost of
$11,785.

The record does not show that he had filed any prior de-

claratory statement for this land, and there is no warrant for finding
that these improvements were not made in apparent good faith and
in contemplation of the filing of the declaratory statement that is
questioned.

The showings referred to sufficiently indicate a definite

design looking to the actual production of coal, the excavations were
of a substantial character, and' there is no question but that the; land
is coal in character.
The Department is therefore 'of the opinion that Frageskakis
ojened and improved a mine of coal on the land applied for;' that
his showing in that regard meets the test defined in McKenia v.
Seymour (47 L. D., 395). 'While the upplemental showings referred to fail to set forth' the'facts in sufficient detail to enable the
Department to determine definitely at what stage of the operations,
or on what date' the mine or mines should' be considered opened, and

the iprovements conunenced on such mine or mines, yet it is' evident
that the mere exposure of coal m conjunction with the installation
of other mining facilities on the land does not necessarily constitute
the opening of a- mine' of coal and the commencement of 'improvements in the contemplation of the coal-land laws. Frageskakis states
he opened such mine on November 4, 1918, and it has not been found

that his other additional statements are inconsistent with such declaration. Ini the absence, therefore, of a sufficiently supported allegation to the- contrary, such date- will be taken as'the date upon which
his reference rights accrued. The contention of the adverse claimants that the time should run':from the date of his declared first possession of the land is not in harmony with the construction placed
upon the pertinent prescriptions of section- 2349 of. the Revised
0Statutes:"
Section 2349, Revised Statutes, in connection with the preceding section, contemplates that the coal declaratory statement or notice setting up a preferenceright claim: must be presented within-sixty days after the date of the inception
of the preference right, that is to say, within sixty days after the date a mine
of coal has been opened and improvements on such mine' commenced, accompanied by actual possession of the land. (J. T. Williams and John Blathran.
48 L. D., 176, 178.)

'
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The record shows that Frageis
T
failed to file his declaratory
statement within sixty days fro the accrual of his right. There
was 'hot at the date of such filing any- intervening adverse right asserted, and no other disposition of the land had been made, and his
subsequent presentation of such 'dclaratory statemenfitwithin the
ensuing year afforded him the same-security had he filed it in time
but not beyond the period which he would have enjoyed had he filed
it within the prescribed time.: Charles S. Morrison (36 L. D.>319).
As Frageskakis filed his application to purchase within one year of
the date his preference right accrued, it is clear-that such application
was filed 'in time.,

The application by Pilati to make homestead entry was fundamentally defective, in'that he had neither submitted requisite and
proper evidence to establish that he was a naturalized'

citizen, as

alleged in his application, nor submitted proper'evidence of his

intention to become a citizen.

Hence, he had not shown that he was

entitled to a preferehce right of entry. The acts of Frageskakis in
taking and maintaining possession of the land and opening a mine
*of coal thereon and the acts of the local- officers in accepting his
application, permitting? publication and proof, requiring payment
of purchase price constituted an appropriation of the land,' duly
recognized and noted of record. The subsequent allowance then of
the homestead entry was erroneous. an& irregular, not only because&
the basic qualifications to make entry had not been shown but because
at the date of such entry the land was appropriated by Frageskakis's
filings. The later cancellation of the homestead entry, rendered the0
land free from surface conflict.
In accordance with the views above expressed, it is held that
Frageskakis having' opened and improved a mine of coal on the land
and having exercised his- preference right to' acquire the same prior
to the intervention of any adverse rights, he is entitled to purchase
not only the coal, but the land he has applied for. 'Under 'the pracXtice prevailing heretofore, the; Commissioner permitted FrAgeSkakis
an extension of time to pay' the purchase noney. His failure to
tender the money is excused under the. facts disclosed by the record,
but such facts afford o ground for any further extension. He will
accordingly be required to pay the purchase money within thirty
days from notice of this decision, 'and if such payment is made the
applications' 024670 and 025298 will 'be rejected to the extent of
their conflict with Frageskakis's application. If, however, he'shall
fail- to timely make 'such payment, his application will be rejected
and the SW. i SE. i, Sec. 18, will become subject to disposition under
the application 024670,and the E. l SE. 1, Sec. 18, under application
- 025298, in the manner hereinafter directed.-f'
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025298 are- not in, conflict ;with, each

other, and the :work and improvements alleged, by the: applicants are
not claimed to be located on, the tacts embraced in, Frageskakis's
claim. The substantial defects in their showings-have been cured..
The Department believes, as. to each of said, applications, that a
sufficient. showing has been made, disclosing that' a mine of coal-has

been: opened upon the lands claimed in -such applications, to estabish a preference right existing prior to ebruary 25, 1920.
: . Applicants 0under. applications 024670 and .025298 will, therfore,
be allowed to, purchase the: land in such fofthe tracts embraced in
'their respective applications as are free from prior, valid surface
claims excludingthe tracts for which Frageskakis may and shall pay
for as hereinbefore required. They may.; also purchase the. coal
deposits o, such of the tracts embraced in their applications as may

* be subjectto.prior, valid suface rights.
,:The application to designiate the SE. : NE

leasing
,, Sec.,18,4asa,
purchase
,to
right
a
prior
has
Frageskakis
as
rejected
unit must' be
said coal deposits.,

The decision of the. Commissioner is: accordinglyd reversed and
appropriate ,procedure in harmony with
the case is remanded
these views..
. D. -MELL ET AL.:
ecide,
OL AND GAS

-

M c1r .12, 1924.

ANDS-'RoSPEcTING oPRMITAREsErvaTIoN.

An oil and gas prospecting permit will be denied under section 13 :of the ad
of February 25, 1920,-for! lands dedicated to some special public purpose,
such as a bird reservation; ,if drilling operations- will jeopardize,or impair
the use of f the land for the special purpose to which it was dedicated.
REcLAMATION-OTL AND GAS LAN5-+PRO5FEcTIN

PERMIT-LEASE.

Lands acquired by.purchase ,or condemnation pursuant to section 7 of the
reclamation act, when no longer needed for reclamation purposes, can be
disposed of only at public auction and the proceeds derived therefrom
must be placed in -the reclamation' fund. to the "credit of the- particular
project; such lands and'the oil and gas deposits 'terein- are not 'subject to
prospecting or lease under the, act of February'25, 1920.
13lPROVEj ENTS-0Lt AND GAs LANDS.
RECLAMATIO-WITED.AW;:Public lands, withdra wnfor a reservoir site, which can nbt:be restored, to
the public domain without damage to the. project, or which have, because
of improvements placed. thereop,, become, lands that may ,be sold, only for
the benefit.of the reclamation fund, are' not subject to the operation of
the leasing act of February 25, 1920:
RECLAMATION-WITH:DRAWA-RESTORATIONS'-IMPROVEMENTS-OIL. AND

GAS

Public lands withdrawn fora 'reservoir site,'or other similar 'purpose, which:
contain deposits of oil or gas, may be restored and leased pursuant to the
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act of :ebruary 25, 1920,' where their estoration can*be affected without
damage to the project,,or unless, because of improvements placed thereon,
the lands have become subject to dispositionilonlyby: sale for the benefit
of the reclamation fund.
.
.

RECAMATION -iWITHDAWAL
-REsTORATIONS
. INDEMNITY-On.
&TLANDS-POSPECTING
PERMIT-NEW MEXIco.

A.ND GAs

Lands reconveyed to the United States by the State of New Mexico, for
reclamation purposes pursuant to the enabling act of, June 20, 1910,:which
contains an indemnity provision as 'consideration for such transfers,- oc-

cupy a status similar to that of'withdrawh .'ublic lands,-rather than that
* of lands acquired, by purchase or condemnation, and the granting of permits to prospect for oil, or gas upon such lands will be .dependent, upon
the determination of whether or not their restoration will'be detrimental
to the project.
! REcLAMATION-WDErALMINEEAI LANDS-LEASE.
Landst withdrawn for a reservoir site or similar 'reclamation purposes which
are essential t 'the project, and lands acquired by purchase or condemnation -for the exclusiVe 'usez of
ethpro ect, may be developed for their
mineral resources only.by temporary leasesi for periods not inconsistent
with the needs of the project, and' the proceeds therefrom must be placed
in the reclamation fund, to the credit of that project.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcISIoN

CITED AND APPLIED.

Case, of Martin Wolfe (49 L. D., 625), cited and applied.

FxiNNiY,'SFSt Asssant Secetaiy::
This is'an appeal by J. D. Meli,' Lelia Atwood, and Rex M. Williams from thIe decision of the' ioimiseioer of the eneal Landl
Office, dated July 24, 1923, which rejected their application for ah
oil'or gas'prospecting perihit, filed pursuant to the act of February
25, 1920; (41 stat., 437),' as to' certain lnds in the Roswell,' New
Mexico,land district.'
The SW. 4 SW. , -Sec. 30, W. 4 NW. 4, Sec. 31, T. 18. S., R 27 E.,
the SW. SW. 4;
, E. ' SW.' , 'NW. 4,W;-4 NE. j Sec. '6, all Sec. 7,
T. 19 5., R. 27 E.,f a'd the'E.
SE.' , Sec. 1, T. 19 S., R. 26 E.,
N. M. P. M., were withdrawn by Executive order ofFveruary 25,
1908, 'for the Carlsbad

Bird Reserve; and, upon a report from the

Bureau of. Biological. Survey that prospecting- .operations within
'the reserve would defeat its purpose by causing the biids0 to sert
'
that area, the Commissioner reJected Pp'ellants' application..
fIt further appears that ,lot' 4 ec. 30 lots 2, 3, 4, 'SE. ' SW.
Sec. 31, T. 18 S., R. 27 E, lts 1 and 2, SE.I NE'." Sec. 1, E.
NE. 4, Sec. 'i2, T. 19'S., -R'. 26 E., lots 3' and 4, Sec. 6, T. 19 5.,
B. 27 E., were patented to entryme'

dniletthe'homestead

laws, 'hut'

.have since been acquired by-itheited
States' b
fondemna
pro eedings, in accordance with section 7 f 'the act of June 17,
for use in th6 enlargeent of the Mc illan'
Stat., 388), '(2
1902
reservoir in the Carlsbad reclamation' project.
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In the decision appealed from, the Commissioner concurred in the
view state'd by the Director of the Reclamation Service, in his report
March 5, 1921,thatlands acquired from private ownership for
:: of
use in the reclamation project were not subject to permit or lease
under the act of February 25, 1920, supra, but should be leased for.
the exclusive benefit of the reclamation fund; and appellants' application was rejected as to these lands..
view::was taken with respect to See. 36, T. 18 ;S.,
A 0 similar'
R. 26 E., which was granted to the State of New Mexico: as a school
section,. and was reconveyed to the United States on May 21, 1917,
pursuant to paragraph 5 of section 28 of the enabling act of June

20,1910 (36 Stat., 557),4'for reclamation purposes.
The Department concurs in the action of the( Commissioner in
rejecting appellants' pplication as to the'land in the bird reserve.
That action was in conformity with the views expressed in: the case
of Martin Wolfe (49 L. D., 625), as to the granting of prospecting
permits for lands dedicated to some special.public purpose, where
- drilling operations would jeopardize or impair the use. of the land
for the special purpose to whch it was dedicated.
There remains the question whether lands acquired by purchase or
condemnation proceedings, under section 7 of the' reclamation act
of June 17, 1902, supra, and lands reconveyed by the State of New
'Mexico, as provided in its enabling act, are subject:.to prospecting
operations and to lease as. provided in the leasing act of February
25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437).

The question as to 'the authority of the Secretary to lease lands
acquired by purchase or condemnation proceedings for use in carry-,
ing out the provisions of, the reclamation act, has been considered
by the Department on various occasions.
In an. opinion by the Assistant' Attorney General, dated March
10,'190,6 (34 L. D., 480), it was pointed out that lands so acquired
are not, in many' instances, immediately 'required in the construction of reservoirs or other uses of the.particular project for which
they ware acquired; and it was held that while such lands, are
"lands belonging, to the United States," they are not public lands
within the technical 'meaning of that term,. and are. not controlled.
by the laws governing the disposition of public lands but that they
nevertheless may. be 'l temporarily

leased by executive authority

for

other uses, where such use and occupancy will not interfere with
the' use of the property for the purposes contemplated by its acquisition,whenever it is needed for that purpose.i
The question whether; prospecting for oil could be permitted upon:
certain lands withdrawn for reclamation purposes in connection with
the Sun River Project inMontana was considered the- same year..
In.Instructions of October 6, 1906 (35 L. D., 216), this matter was
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fully discussed. While0 it does not appear that.the land therein involved was acquired pursuant

to section 7 of the act, of June 17,

1902,
.spra, nevertheless the question of the right to acquire anduse
lands inconnection with a reclamationproject was considumineral
ered. It was:stated thereinThere can be no question as to the authority of the Secretary of the Interior
to purchase for such use private property, although it may contain valuable
deposits of mineral. The power to appropriate public lands of such character
for similar uses is surely coextensive with the power to purchase privateproperty of-that character.
It follows from this that the right to: appropriate public land for use in
the construction and operation of irrigation, works is not affected by. the fact
that the land is.mineral in character, although such fact must necessarily
enter into consideration in determining whether a project is practicable or
feasible.
The object contemplated by the construction of works under the reclamation
tact is not of such great public interest .and concern as to demand that im-:
portanlt mining interests of great value be jeophrdized or destroyed by the
use of lands containing mineral deposits, of great value, and the question as to
the comparative value of the land for the uses to which it may be applied.
will always be considered whenever it may arise.

The Department then held that lands withdrawn for reservoir
'purposes might be prospected for oil and gas, without any special
permit, and reserved decisionas to *hat disposition would be made
of the land, if oil was discovered, until that evei'it occurred, intimating that if the paramount vale of the land was for mining purposes
the withdrawal wouldbe revoked. This was before the Passage of
the leasing act; and under the laws then in force the mining claimant's
wold' if the land was restored upon discovery, have been entitled
to a patent, pursuant tO the placer mining laws." In the recent
case of 'Martin Wolfe, supra, the Department declined to issue a
prospecting permit for lands reported by the Reclamation Service
as within one quarter mile of, or.below, the flo w line of the Nelson

reservoir of the Milk River! project in Montana, where' it appeared
that prospectipg operations would constitute a defiite menace to the
water supply'of the project.
* Regulations governing the leasing of lands set aside for reservoir
sites for agricultural or grazing purposes have been issued by, the
Department on various occasions. See Instructions of February 28,
'(39L.D., 525), and departmental regulations approved May 7;
i917 (46 L. D., 108).

These leases, however, are for

and are made 'with due regard for the-paramount
land to use in connection with the reclamation
measure ofi economy designed to aid said. projct
hancing.of the reclamation fund, as the rentals
into said fund.-

Mshortperiod

dedication of the;
project,'and as a
through the enreceived are. paid
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While there has been no distinction made between public lands

withdrawn for reservoir purposes and private lahds acquired by
purchase

or conden'nation

for the same pu'rpose, as tiegards leases

for grazing and agricultural' purposes, 'the Department is of the
opinion 'that a distinction must be made as to the issuance of pros* 'pectiftg permith and leases under the leasing act of February 25, 1920,f
suYra.
In section 13 of that act the Secretary of the Interior is authorized
to issue permits to prospect for oil and gas upon "lands wherein such

deposits belong to the United States and'arerliot within any known
geologic structure of a producing oil-or gas field."

The act specifies

that the permittee shail have the exclusive riht. toprospectfor oil
and gas upon such lands for the period of two years. By the act
of January 11, 1922 (42 Stat., 356),'the Secretary may extend the life
of the permit for not to exceed three'years, upon a satisfactory
showing of diligence by the permittee.
Upon the discovery of oil a permittee is. entitled, pursuant to sec-

tion 14 of the act, to a lease for one-fourth of the land described in
his permit. The act provides that "such leases shall be for a term
of' twenty years," 'with a right of renewal for successive periods of
ten years each, and the permittee is given a preference right to.,a
lease of any or all of the remaining lands 'described in saidf permit
upon similar .terms. In addition. to the 'ioyalties specified by said
act, provision is made for the annual payment of a rental of $1 per
acre per year, to be paid in advance by the lessee.

1

"The following provision is made'as to the -proceeds from said:
leases (section 35)
That 10 per centum of all money received from sales, bonuses, royalties, and
rentals under the provisions of this act, excepting those from Alaska, shall
be paid into the Treasury of the United States and credited to miscellaneous
receipts; for past production 70 per centum,' and for' future production 52J
per centum of the amounts derived from such. bonuses royalties, and rentals
shall be paid into, reserved, and appropriated. as a part of the' reclamation
fund created by the act of Congress, known as the reclamation act, approved
June 17, 1902, and for past production 20 per centum, and for future production 37J per centum of the amounts derived from such bonuses, royalties, and
rentals shall be paid by the' Secretary of the Treasury after'the expiration of
each fiscal year to the: State within the boundaries of. which the leased lands
or deposits are or were located, said, moneys to be used by such State: or -subdivisions thereof for the construction and maintenance of ublic roads or for
the support of public schools 'or other public educational institutions, as the
i:
legislature of the' State' may direct.

'When the difference in the means of- acquisition of lands in first
form reclamation withdrawals, and by purchase or condemnation
for reclamation purposes, is considered togetheriwith'the provisions
of the reclamation laws as to revenue 'and proceeds derived from said
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lands,. the distinction as to leasing under the act of February 25,
1920, supra, is apparent.
In the ase of -a withdrawal, pblic lands'are set aside by the
Secretary for' use in connection with the irrigation works of- the
.:
project, *ith a knowledge 'that: title to said lands'-will ultimately
pass to the water-users' association, as provided in'the act of June
7, 1902, 8s'prc.
'ands so withdrawn may.be restored to the public
domain when it appears that they. are 'not essential to- the project;:
but in cases where valuable improvements have been placed upon
the land, 'at the expense of the reclamation fund, the Secretary must
cause the land to be appraised and sold at .public auction, as provided in the act of May 20, 1920 (41 Stat.,- 605). 'The

moneys de-

rived from such sale must bei covered into ithe-reclamation fund and
placd' to the credit of the project for which such lands were Withd'awn.

As to withdrawn lands which 'have not been improved at the expense of the project, and which could, upon discovery of oil or gas,
be eliminated from the preject without injury thereto, it is'clear
that a'prospecting permit may properly be' issued pursuant to the'
'act of February 25, 1920, 'supra.
''Applications for' prospecting permits must be -denied, however,
where the withdrawn. land can not be eliminated' without damage .to
the project, in the event of discovery of oil or gas, and where, be-

cause of improvements: placed upon the land, its sale is 'required for
the reimbursement of the reclamation fund rather than restoration
to the public domain for lease under the at 'of February 25, 1920,
for in thati event the proceeds would only in part be paid into; the
reclamation fund.
In the case of:private lands acquired by purchase or condemnation
saidlands are from the outset definitely segregated from the public
domain.; The cost of their acquisition:must be paid from the reclamation fund, and the lands, when no' longer needed for the project,.
can not be opened to entry under the public' land laws but must be
sold at public auction, after appraisal, and the'moneys reeeivei
therefor must be 'paid into the reclamation fund; and ereditedto the:
project for which 'it was purchased. ' See act ofTFebruary 2, 1911
(36 tat., 895)...
As to such lands it is clear that
granting'of' athe
apermit to prospect for oil or gas must be denied, as the permittee, if permit should:
be granted and oil or gas discovered,.would be entitled' to a lease
with rights of renewal'which 'would indefinitely withhold the land'
from use in the project, in most cases. Were the oil development
not inconsistent with the purposes to which the land is :dedicated
under the project, nevertheless the proceeds' from said land would,
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by virtue of the provisions of.the leasing act, be applied in a manner
inconsistent with the declared policy of Congress with respect to
such lands', namely, that all the, proceeds from lands so purchased

:should be covered into the reclamation fund, as expressed in the'
acts of.Ju e 17, 190i upa, of March 3, 1905 (33 Stat.:, 1032), and of

February2, 1911,supra.
The land reconveyed by .theState of New Mxico appears to
occupy.-a status similar to withdrawn public lands, as the' provision
with* respect thereto

in _the enabling' act of. June 20, 1910, is as

follows:
That said State, at the requestof the Secretaryof the Interior, shall from
time to timerrelinquish such of its lands:to the LUnited Statesas at any time
are needed for irrigation works in connection. with any such government
project. And other lands. in lieu thereof are hereby granted to said State,
to be selected from lands of the character named and i the manner prescribed in section twenty-four of this act.

* 0 ;There
0
is in such case an' indemnity grant of public land as consideration for. such transfers. This does not, 'constitute a special
charge against the reclamation fund which requires that the, land
be disposed of so as to reimburse said fund, nor is there any reason
why the land so acquired may not, in proper cases, be restored to the
public domain. Applications for prospecting permits for lands acquiied pursuant to said act will be granted or rejected under the
same conditions as be in stated with respect, to public lands withdrawn under the first form.,
Section 37.of, the leasing act provides in partThat the: deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, and gas, herein
referred to, in lands valuable for such minerals. * * * shall be subject to
disposition only in the form and manner provided in this act.

This provision is.limited to "deposits

*

herein referred

to," and the Department' is of- Ithe opinion that lands. acquired by

purchase. or condemnation pursuant to section .7 of the reclamation
act, supra, and oil and gas'.deposits.therein, are: not within, the pur-.
view of the leasing act;. and that such. lands may be temporarily
'leased by, the Secretary, under such conditfons as he mayprescribe;

under the -same authority and circumstances as have been held to,
warrant leases of such lands for agricultural and grazing purposes.
that is, so long, as such use is subservient to, and in harmony with,
the most economical and efficient use of.the land for the purpose for
which it- was acquired.

The power to make such -leases flows from

the general, supervisory powers given 'by the reclamation act and
can.not be exercised asto matters beyond its scope.:
i The same power to make temporary leasesexists and may be
exercised as to. lands. which are- withdrawn

for a, reservoir site. or:

other similar purpose, and may not be restored to the public domain

:
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for development under the act of. February 25, 1920, sUprwithout
* damage to the project, or which, have, because of. improvements
placed thereon, become lands, -which may, only.be sold for the-benefit:
of the reclamation:fund.
'..*: 0 S The report, from7 the Reclamation Service .does not contain sufficient data to. enable the Department to determine whether a permit.
imay
properly issue as to the land transferred by the State, and a
supplemental, report..will be necessary as to that land..
The decision of the Commissioner as to the land in the bird reserve and the land purchased under section 7 of the reclamation act
-was correct and is affirmed.

His decision is modified as to the land

acquiredfrom thet State, and the, application remanded ,for further
consideration in accordancel.with theviews herein expressed.
D
D. MELL ET AL.

Motion for rehearing'of departmental decision of March 12, 1924
(50 L. D., 308), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney, May 21,
:: 1924.
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RESPECT

:

TO THE

TO CERTAIN TIDE LANDS NEAR KETCHIKAN.
TITE
Oiion,

ALAsKA-INDiAN

;:::

:

March 12, 1924.

LANDS-OCCYPASC

S

oF NATVES2.

The status of the Indians and other "natives" of Alaska is similar to. that
of the American Indians within the'territorial limits of the United States,
and the extent of their interests in the public lands therein is merely that
of use and occupancy, subject to such further grant of title as Congress
from time to time: may see fit to accord.
ALASKA-INDIAN LANDS-RESERVATION.

A reservation created by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to section 10
; ofthe act- of May 14, 1898; setting apart: a particular area of public land in
Alaska for the benefit of the Indians or natives does not vest them with

actual tidle.
ALASA- INDIANLANDS -TIDE

-

LANDS-

OCCUPANc - RESEvION-Jtmisnic-

TION.

The tide or 'other lands in Alaska, occupied or reserved for the Indians or
natives, can not be disposed of by: them under existing law, but the power
rests with Congress,.. with or without their consenlt, to provide for the
.
.
*
ultimate disposal of these lands.

-

EDwARDSS6olicitor:
I There has been submitted for my opinion a, question presented by
William L. Paul, an attorney at law, of Ketchikan, Alaska, invobv-:
fingthe title to certain tidelands near' the town of Ketchikan.
*
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7~~~ ~~tv Ala af
ce n o f
: :
Claiming to be a native Alaskan, a descend nt of the Tongass
Tribe, with a power 'of attorney from the entire tribe, Mr.'Paul
asserts'with some confidencethat the United States is without power
to deprive the natives of Alaska of any of their hofdings without
their consent. -These circumstances suggest a
0ore
extended disCmssionof the situation than ordinarily wouild be required.

The domain embraced in the Territory of Alaska was acquired
fromlRussia in 1867.by treaty dated Marh 30 of that year (15 Stat.,'
539).: -With reference to the rights of individuals in tle territory so
ceded,Article III of that treaty provides:
The inhabitants of the ceded territory, according to their choice, reserving

their'natuial-allegiance, may returnf to Russia within three years; but if they
should prefer; to. remain in the ceded territory, they; with the exception of
uncivilized, native tribes, shall be admitted to the enjoyment of all the rights,
advantages and immunities of citizens of the United States, and shall be
maintained and protected in the free enjoyment of their liberty, property and
religion. The. uncivilized tribes will be subject to such laws and regulations
as the United States may., from time to time, adopt in regard to aboriginal
tribes of that country.

The act of May 17, 1884 (23 Stat., 24), which virtually constitutes
the organic act for the Territory of: Alaska, expressly declares in
section 8That the Indians or other persons in said- district shall not be disturbed in the
possession of any lands actually in their use or occupation - or now claimed by
them but the terms under which such, persons may acquire title to such lands
is reserved for future legislation by Congress. [Italics supplied.]

Section 11, et seq., 'of 'the act'of

Mtch

3, 1891 (26 Stat., 109&

1099), authorizing the establishnieit 'of town: sites in Alaska, the
acquisition by individuals of limited, areas for .trrade or manufacturing, purposes, etc.,0 expressly, excepts, in section 1,4, "any. lands
* *: * to which the natives of Alaska.have'priorrightsby
virtue
of actual occupation." Section 15 of the latter act also :reserved for
use of-the MetlakahtlaJ Indians the sbody of lands known as "Annette
tIslands,"' but with these Weare not here directly conderned'other than
to observe that it'hassince been held that the teservation so created
extends to and includes adjacent " deep waters." See Alaska Pacific
Fisheries v. 'United: Stas (248 U. S., '
The foregoing abundantly illustrates.,the, fact that the Indian sand
other "inatives?' of Alaska are in the same category as the other
Indians o the United . States. I- haVe so held in a recent opinion

dated May 18,1923.

See 49 L. D., 592~ In other words, whether

in Alaska or elsewhere in the territorial domain of the United States,'
the right of the aborigines, 'Indians or otherwise, is simply that of
use and occupancy subject to such further grant of title asCongress
from time to time may see fit to accord.. The proviso to section 8 ofthe act of May 17, 1884, reproduced above, clearly shows this in so
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From an early date,,

pursuant to the legislativeietnt indicated by.Congress, this Depart:ment has consistently recognizedfand ' respected the rights of the
natives' of Alaska in and to the lands occupied by them. See 13
L. D.,'12Q;23 L. D', 335; 24 L. D., 312; 26L. D., 517; 28 L. D., 427;
*

So much for ,the situatioin generally. With respect. to the tidela ds immediately, here' in question it may be said by the act of May.
14, 98 (36 Stat., .409), the;,homestead laws of the United States
were extended to the Territory- of Alaska,. and by section

0 of- that

act the Secretary of'the Interior was authorized to, reserve for use
of the natives of Alaska " suitable: tracts along the water front of
any stream, inlet, ba'yor seashore for landing places.for canoes and
other craft used by such natives."- On August 5, 1905, pursuant to
the authority just referred to, the Acting Secretary of the Interior
reserved the lands described asAll the lands in the' vicinity of the mouth of Ketchikan Greek which lie between the lands 6ccupepiby the natives and the limits of Zoivtide of Tongass
Narrows.
'
4

Subsequently the town site of Ketchikan was established, pursuant to section 11 :of the&act of March.3,41891, wsiprc,surveyed into
lots, blocks,streets, and' alleys and the lots therein, or the most of
them at least,' disposed of to privateindividuals. 'This town is:now,
an incorporated municipality, as. the act of FebruaryJ , 1920-c(41
Stat.; 402)., will show,-but the reserve of the tidelands along Tongass
\ arrows: heretofore established as 'a landing place-for: the benefit of
the natives has never beenvacated.
In prior communications to this Department Mr.Paul stated
that the natives are tired of their present, location inXKetchikan and
for various reasons desire to move to some other locality near by.
With this in view, Mr. Paul inquired if the natives would be permitted to sell their holdings and -by departmental letters of October
2 and December 1, 1923, he wasadvised that there is no authority
under existing law by which these lands can be sold. It was fur-.
ther pointed out that by section 2'of the act of May',17,1898; Con
'gress-'had declared an' intent to hold the tidelands and the beds of
navigable streams' in Alaska in trust for the people of the future
State, or. States, to be created out of that Territory, and that in the
absence of additional legislation by Congress this Department. was
without authority. to make any' other disposal thereof. I see no
occasion here to question the soundness of that view. As previously
-shown, until Congress grants some greater title, the right of the natives in Alaskais simply one of use and occupancy. Nor does the
eservation of a particular areafor their. benefit resultin placing
'
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This is clearly shown by the ruling of

the Supreme Court in the IAlaska' Pacific Fisheries case,

sUpra,

in-

volving the reserve for the Metlakahtla fndians, wherein the court
saidpage 88:
The reservation was rnot in -the nature
setting apart, " until otherwise provided by
for a- recognized public purpose-that- of:
pendent Indian people dwelling within the

of a private grant but simply a
law," of designated public property
safeguarding and advancing a deUnited States.

Prior to the'-admission of a new State Congress has te power,
of* course, by grant' or otherwise, to. dispose of lands underlying
00
navigable waters, tide or inland, in any of the territorial domain of
the United States. Shivelyv. Bowlbyf (152 U. S., I1). In the absence
of specific legislation by'that body, however, title to such lands can
not be acquired by' any individual 'or group of individuals,' Indian
or otherwise.

Mann V. Tacoma Land Company

(153 U. S., 273)

and Alaska Pacific Fisheries . United States, supra. So 'also,
about the plenary power of Congress. over tribal Indian property
there can be' no doubt,; and in the absence of an express grant. the
power so resting in Congress' extends even to the abrogation, by
statute, of the provisions: of a prior treaty. See Lone Wolf V.
1Hitchcock (187 U. S. 553 :565), and cases there cited.
* I am of' the opinioni that the tide or other lands occupied:by: or
reserved for the'Indians at1Cetchikan, Alaska, can not be disposed
of under existing law but' that the-power rests 'with Congress, by
statute,' with or without the. consent 'of the- Indians, to provide ifor
the ultimate disposal of thoselands.'

Approved:
F. M. GOODWIN,
;

-.:.

::

IAsistant Secretary.X-.

;

0

ARTHUR WALSH.
Decided March 12, 1924.

COALLANDS-PROSPECTING PEEmiT-AMENDMENT-LACHES.
Rights acquired by the filing of 'a coal prospeeting permit application, prior
in time, which the local officers suspended for further shoving on the. part
of the applicant, are not defeated by the filing of an application by another
where the defect was afterwards cured by, an amendatory application and
the first applicant was not chargeable with iaches.
D:IEcISIoN:CITED AND APPLIED.
DEPARTMENTAIJ

.

Case of Harvey V. Craig (50 L. D., 202), cited and applied.

G6ODWIN,AssistantSeciretary:

Arthur Walsh has appealed froin the decision of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office'rejecting his applica'tion for coal-pros-
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pecting permit covering the SW.- , Sec. 24, T.. 16. N., R.
-M. P. M., MilesCity, Montana, land district.
Walsh filed an application for coal-prospecting permit covering
the above-described land on June 7, 1923. .:'On June023, 1923, the
local officersissued a notice to Walsh to furnish an affidavit "stating
any interest you may have in .other permits. or leases."' 'No evidence
of service of this notice is. 'shown. 'nO' August 30, 1923, the local

officers notified Walsh that no action 'had been taken in respons to
the requirement, and held the application for rejection, but allowed
him 30 days to comply or withdraw his application.
On Sep'tember
923, F'k4,
ak W. Young filed a like ' application
covering the. W. l of said" Sec. 24. 'On September 1-,1923, Walsh
filed another' application,sufficient in 'form and substance, for coalprospecting permit, stating. he had no interest in any other coalprospecting permit, but describing the land applied for as the SE. 4
of said Sec. 24.'

On October 1, 1923, the 'Commissioner held Walsh's application
for rejection and allowed 'him 30 days from notice to furnish a
correct description of the land actually soukht' by him. Service 'of
this requirement was made October' 13, 1923. f: On November 7, 1923,

'Walsh filed an amendment to'his aplication requesting that'the
SW. 4 besubstituted for the-SE. 1 of said Sec. 24. On November.20,
1923, the Coimissioner 'held that Young's fapplication was a prior
filing and rejected Walsh's application, stating as grounds therefor-:
In the absence of intervening adverse claims, 'heamended application filed
by Walsh would revert to the' date of the original filing, namely, June 7, 1923.
In this case, there being an intervening adverse claim, namely the- application
filed by Young, any rights accruing to Walsh would attach from the date of his
amended application, namely, November i7, 1923.

Walsh alleged in his 'appeal that the' insertion of the SE instead
of the SW. I in'his second application was a mistake of the scrivener.
The authority to consider and determine the merits and .validity
of applications for prospecting'permits,in the firstinstance, resides
:vith the Commissioner of the General Land Office; the functions: of
0the

local officers in this connection are of ministerial nature'only.
See departmental decision .of November 24,. 1923, in the case. of

Harvey V. Craig (50. L. D.: 202). At the' time' Young 'filed his
'application, there was pending the suspended, though' defective,
application of Walsh for'the SWJ_4The'recoi
of said'Sec. 24..
ddoes
not Vshowthat Walsh is chargeable with any lahes in remedying
the defect. His second applicaion was in fact amendatory_:of the
,first, and his rights should not be defeated, by a mere clerical err-or
:in his description of the land occurring after Young filed his appli-atioi.' The
6latter
was innowise' misled thereby.i
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The application''of Walsh should be treated as having been initiated June 6, 1923. It is prior in time to that of Young. Upon
furnishing the required bond the application of Walsh should be
allowed, and that of Youngz rejected. Error being patent on the
face of the record it is unnecessary to consider matters' dehors urged
in the appeal. Accordingly the Commissioner's decision is reversed
and the case remanded for appropriate procedure and in accordance
with the views above expressed.
:COAL LAND REGULATIONS-PARAGRAPH

8,- CIRCULAR

NO. 679, AS

AAENDED BY CIRCULARrNO. 809, FURTHER AMENDED-PARAGRAPH 22, CIRCULARNO.-679, AMENDED.

*::0;tt'
:

f

.0

'' [Circular No.,-922.]
; -DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

-

GENERAL LAND. OrFICE,

Washington,,D. C., March 13,1924.REGISTERS AND. RECEIVERS,
;,UNITED

STATES LAND OFFICES:

Paragraph 8 of. the regulations 'of April 1, 1920, Circular No. 679
(47 L. D., .489), governing coal mining leases, permits, and licenses
underthe act of February 25, 1920-(41 Stat., 437), which paragraph
was amended February' 15, 1922, Circular No.' 809 (48 L. D.., 439),
is hereby' amended to read as follows:
u8. dvezopment.An actual bone. fide expenditure' for mine operaMinimum

tion, development, or improvement purposes: of the amount 'determined by the
Secretary and stated in the lease offer hereinafter referred to, is- adopted as
the minimum basis for granting leases, with the requirement that not less than
one-third of the required investment shall be expended in development of the
mine during the first year, and a like amount each year for the two succeeding
years, the investment during any one year over such proportionate amount for
that year to be credited on' the expenditure required for the ensuing year or
years. If the investment to be made is fixed at more than $10,000,'the lessee
'shall furnish a bond, -with approved corporate surety or with two qualified
individual sureties, conditioned upon the expenditure of the specified amount
of investment. After the. required investment has been made, a bond in the
sum of $5,000, with approved corporate surety, conditioned upon compliance
with' the terms of the lease, will be required. In case of lease of a small area,
where the investment to be made is $10,000 or less,.the lessee shall' furnish a
bond, with approved corporate surety or with two qualified individual sureties
to cover both the investment and compliance with the terms of the lease, such
bond to be in half thie amount of the 'investment to be made, but in no case
'less than $1,000. With bonds signed by individual sureties must be; filed
affidavits of. justification: by the sureties that each is worth double the' sum
specified in the undertaking over and above his just debts and liabilities
in real property exempt from execution, and a certificate by af judge or clerk
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,0of a court of record; a United. States district attorney, a United States commissioner, 9r .a United States postmaster,, as to the identity, signatures and
financial competency of the sureties. All bonds will be examined from time
'to time as to their sufficiency, andadditional security wiibe required when;ever-deemed necessary.

22 o said tgulations

Paragraph

is hereby amended by adding an

additional paragraph, as follows.
(g) After a permit is ready for delivery, the permittee will be notified- and
alowed tirty days within which to furnish a bond, with, approved corporate
surety or' two qualified individual: sureties (with evidence of qualification as
'provided in paragraph 8)',"in the sum fixed by thel Secretary when the permit is
granted, but not to exceed $500, conditioned upot compliance with the terms
of the permit and against failure of the permittee to use reasonable precautions
to prevent damage to the coal deposits or to leave the premises in a safe condition upon-tle termination of the permit. :Bond with additional-obligations
therein will be required wherehthe permit embraces lands entered or patented
act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat., 58), or where
- 9with-the coal reserved'under'the
the lands are a portion of a' reclamation project.
WILLIAM S rr,

Commissioner.
Approved:

E. G.FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.
M V. OORE, ASSIGNEE OFWATSON!.,
WATSON
DecidedMarch 20;1924;
LAND DEPARTMENT-COURTS-PIJBLC
-,
STEADENTR`Y.

.

LANDS -PxVA T-JURsDITIO

-

-HOME-

Prior to the issuance of patent, title to public lands under any. of the hometead laws remains in the United States to e administered by the Land
Department, and until theh State courts -are without jurisdiction to vest or
divest title under any of those laws.
DEPARTMENTALDxCISIOw' CITED AND ArPPMxD.

Case of Julia E. Ward et al. (41 L. 'D., 634), eited -nd

applied.

6iIoonw
, Assis~tantSecreta y(
'The record in this ase' disclosesthatithe final homestead proof
'.submitted-by Robert T. Watson on'his homestead entry, 01892, 'for:
farlm unit

"'. C,

inidbka project,. or the NE.

&N

.

4 Sec. 12 T. 9 S.,

' . 24 E;, Ifl. M., containing 40 acres, lailey land district, Idaho,0
-

was accepted July 29, 1911, as to residence, cultivation, and improve-

mfents,subject to the requirements of the reclamation act of June 17,
1902 (32 Stat., 888)..

It appearg that on February 8, 1912, Watson made an assignment
of said entry to Walter L. Moore under the act of June 23, 1910
:* f .

S74526 0 -24-voL5-21
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(36 Stat., 592), which provides in substance that homestead.;entries ,
within reclamation projects may be assigned and patent issued to
the assignee upon submission of proof and paym'ent of charges apportioned

against the same, such assignment

to,, be subject to the

limitations, charges, terms, and conditions of the reclamation act.
The assignment'to

Moore was made by quitciaim' deed, dated De-

cember'8, 1911,.duly acknowedged' by tie entryman and supported
by the assignee's affidavit and the certificate of the project manager.

Said quitclaiin deed, however, does not bear the signfature.of Mary A.
Watson, wife of the entryman. The, assignment is otherwise in
proper. form and in accordance with the regulations in, effect at that
time. -Final reclamation affidavit: has never been submitted, and
:patent canf not issue until such'affidavit is submitted, approved by
project '0manage', showing reclam'ation as provided bythe act
i;
the
iaind
regnlations:-thereunder,

and paynent

of all fees, commissions

and water charges to the date of' submission of same.;
The record further discloses that a decree was rendered by the
eleventh judicial circuit court of the. State of Idaho, county of
Minidoka, in the case of Mary L. Watson v. Walter L'. Moore,upon
complaint of Watson and answer and cross complaint of Moore,
wherein it was ordered and adjudged that said Mary A. Watson is
the owner in fee simple of the described land, and said Walter L.
Moore and all persons claiimiin under him were forever barred from
any and all-claim of right or title to said premises or lien thereon
or any part thereof.
By decision dated July 20, 1923, the Commissioner of the Gen*eral Land( Office held that 'the decree of an Idalo- court purporting
to divest Walter L. Moore of the title to homestead entry, Hailey
01892, and vest same in Mary A. Watson, 'could not be recognized,

andthat said entry must: remain of record: in the Land IDeartment
:
in the name ofWalter L. Moore...
From this action Watson has appealed to the- Department.. The
issues involved lave 'had.:careful .attention and .considerationŽX:
is settled law that until patent issues, title to.public lands under
0:any of the homestead laws remains i

the United States to be, ad-

ministered by the Land Department. The Stat court are accordingly without jurisdiction-to vest or divest titl e tihmehomestead
:laws have been fully. oomplied Witi, and'title passesfromthe

United

States' to the entryman or his assigns.
41L. D, 634), and cases.there
E. Wardet
See case of iJulia
cited.
The decision appealed from is correct and is affirmed.
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282, CIRGU.

FOR EXPENDITURE-PARAGRAPH

ARNO. 616, AMENDED.
[Circular

No. 923..

DEPARTMENT

;0
7:a :-:d:;70:f-fiV

OF THE INTERIOR,-

GENERALLAND OFFICE,
:
;Washingyton, D. Ca.,March 22, 1924.:

.~j

Ci¶EEFSOF FIELD DIVISIONS,
IIEARINGS OFFIGERS, llxARINGSGC-S,
AND SPECIAL

DISBURSING

AGENTS.

Effective April 1, '1924, paragraph 282, Circular No. 616:;(46 L. ID.,
513, 581), is herbby anended to read as follows:least two weeks before the beginning
282.0Authorization for ecrpenditure.-t
-of each quarter chiefs of field divisions will submit quarterly estimates in
triplicate 'on Form 4-638a and; allotments will be made by the approval and
return of a copy of the estimate. Schedules of hearings (Form 4-638) will
still. be required, but the amount. column will be left blank. Supplemental
estimates may be submitted when necessary, but they must be plainly marked
and should be avoided whenever possible, and any excess
"Supplemental"
-of alotments over the amount needed to the close of a fiscal year must be
promptly. reported so that- theS amount may be released for allotment to
,other divisions.- Disbursing' officers are not.authorized to: pay any hearings
voucher unless it. bears the initials, in the blank space under the certifying
officer's certificate, of the chief of field division or of an. employee designated
by him as hearings clerk, and the placing of such initials on a voucher shall*
be construed: as a certificate by the one':whose initials are so, placed that the
amount of the voucher added to all the other vouchers' theretofore certified
for services of that, fiscal year does not exceed the amount allotted to that

division for the period.",:

.
SPRY,1Commissioner

WILIAM

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

First Assistant ecretary.
STATE OF UTAH

V. WATSON

OIL COMIPANY.

-Decided March 24, 1924.
OIL AND GAS LANDnsMIM

LANDSSTATUJTE:S.

In the second Proviso to section 21 and in section37 of'the act of February
25, 1920, Congress expressly recognized oil- shale tbobe a mineral' deposit
that was -subject to location and patent under the mining laws.
OI

AND Gis

LANDS-MINERAL. LANDS-SUuvEY-SOHoL

LAND-UTAH.

-

Lands that were known to be' chiefly valuable for their deposits of oil shale
.at and prior to the acceptance of the . Government survey thereof, were
known mineral lands at'that time and were, therefore, excepted from the:
grant
to the State of Utah for school purposes.

';3-240
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'FINNrEy,
' FirstiA'ssi4t Se'-retar
:The State of Utah has appealed from the Commissioner's decision
dated November 9, 1923, in which its protest against mineral application 09059 by the Watson Oil Company for the S. :, Sec. 16, T.
11 S., R. 25 K., S. L. M.,'Vernal, Ptah

land district, was dismissed

forthe- rea'so'nthat the land was known to be mineral in character
at 'and prior to "theaproval-of the 'survey thereof by the General
Land Office.

It appears that the subdivisional survey of the-ltownship-.was approved and accepted by the Commissioner"on February 5, 1906, and
that the plat was filed i the-local;land officeon April 16, 1906, the
land being returned as mineral. On May 23, 1916, the tractinvolved, together. with other lands, was classified asjmineral, valuable as a source of petroleumj and nitrogen..

On September 14, 1917,

eight persons made. location of:.the Earley Nos., 18 and 23 placer
mining claims; embracing the SE. I and- the SW. '4, respectively,
of said. 'Sec. 16. Eachl location: c'ertificate recited that'the. claim
:0
was located as an oil shale placer.

Early

i 1919,' these

claims,

with many other, similar locations, were, conveyed: to the Watson
:: 0 Company, whicllhad, been organized shortly prior thereto. On
Oil
J-uly 1, 1921, the mineral application' was filed. The State of Utah
presented its prote'st on August 23, 1921, claiming the land under
its'school gan
ad assertiiig that it was not known to be'mineral
'land or'valua for
mineral.at the tet the State was admitted,
-or:atthedateof

the approval: of-the survey.

:

Thei company filed an

::answer; .anda hearing was ordered and, after several postponements,
was finally set for June 27, 1923. On the day fed, the State failed
to appearbut' the 'ompany was represented by its attorney, and the
testimonyof 'Ix witnesses-was submitted on its behalf..,
On July 3, 1923, the local officerendered a decision adverse to the
claim of the State, and recommended that the protest be dismissed
and that the company be allowd to proceed. The: State appealed.
The Commissioner, upon a review-of the record, found that the testimony showed that deposits of -oil; shale. had :been -known to exist
upon the S. , Sec. 16, ever since 1895 or 1896; and that the land had
no value whatever for .a'gricultural or other purposes except its potential mineral value. The. Cominssioner stated that oil shale having been recognized. by this

aDepartmentand
by Congress as a

mineral" deposit,-and a source of_ petroleum, and demonstrated to
'be of material; econ'omieimportance, te land' being; Valuable on that
account, and-the deposit 'having been known' to exist at the time the
-right'sof the .Statbt would have attached, it must be -heldi.th'at title
did o ass th State: o'n February'5;'-1906, the diate of the ap'provai
of the survey.'D The
p'rotest' asaccordi'gly,'dismissed.
.:f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a
a;liiz'tii '' 'T -'"
R Y ::''-
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In the present appeal, the State contends that the Commissioner
in the
commercial quantitiesexists
erred in holding thatoil shale in
1905, andin assuminigat

land or has been known to exist nce

shale, at tat datehad a

knownor

oil

ecognized,commerialvalue.

is to the e'fect that the oil
nand
The
evidenceis definite
shale formation is exposed upon each of the claims, and has been

the witesses testified that he as in

so exposed f r ages.'One of

the vicinity of the land in 1895 or'1896

wasthen

called,and

and saw t& oil rock,as

k' ownthat

that it s

it

afire, if started, would

bunonthe rock The witness,, at tat timH,.was with' Mr. GH
mples of theoil.rock
a Govern~ment 'geologist, who took sa
Eldedge,

from near the land.

The same 1kind of rock formation that was

sampled extends onto each claim.MiAnother' witness stated that he
1903, and, had burned some
the regionsin
had beenacquaintedwith
In th 6spring,
oft the oil rock from. near, the land during that year.small
cut oni the
a
of 1905,he buxrnedsome rock that cae from
same rock
ground now included in the Earley No.18, laim; andlthe
onto theland now covered by the Earley No. 23
formation extendd
claim. Another witness testified that he saw th land inwSec. 16 in

the.construction ofta
the fall of 1904, and that he asforemanon
road built across the land during the ollwing winter. Cuts, ere
made which exposed the. shal and oi rock,and

observable frotAhe

road.

t,hse exposures were

The character of, the oil rock, at that

Another witness, a civil engineer, was over,
time, was wellknown.
informed
the land in, January,. 1090,6,and sw the expqsures, and was

that it- was oil rock that would burn. He later examined the rock
and found that it broke with a black fracture, smelling of oil. He
had seen oil distilled from the material. The ground has no value

for agricultural purposes;ano

value for anythng'except theoil

shale.

The evidence establishes that the mineral-bearing formation, con-

sisting of oil rock oroi.'shale,

was observed' and'known to exist uponl

this laid in; 1905 and 1906, and priorthereto. It was on account of
The
as mineral -in` 1916.
said deposit'that the land--Wasclassified as
lands, valuable
tracts have been' located and applied for 'minera
of ol ale. With the applicat0on for patent, is a
for the d
copy of a report:as

to retorting;:tests

made

i 1918, at an experi-

mental plant. A sample from the Earley No. 18 claim tested 58.41
gallons of oil per ton, or 23.36 peri cent;l'wWile' a sample from the
::otherlocation reLrned .80 gallons of oil per ton, or about 3 per cent.
In theleasing'act 'of Fe ruary 25; 1920 (41 Stat.,437), the secd

for
pr-ovisgto section 21'authorizesany pierson having a valid caimsuch
to relinquih
oil
shale-u'nder'existing:'laws'on- Ja'nuary I1919,
~3!7,'valid
clims for '-il shie' as
cl' and take' a lease. ' By sectibn
well' as tho ther'-ini'eirals meniti-onedwhich -were'existent- 'atthe

.
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date of the act and thereafter duly maintained, are excepted from
the operation of that statute, and may be perfected under the laws
under which the claims were initiated. By this legislation, Congress
expressly recognized that oil shale was a mineral deposit which could
be located and claimed under the mining laws.
This Department, in its instructions' of May 10, 1920 (47 L. D.,
548), held as follows (syllabus)
Oil shale having been; recognized by both the Department and Congress as a
mineral deposit and a source of petroleum, and having been demonstrated elsewhere to be a material of economic importance, lands valuable on account
thereof must be held to be subject -to valid location and appropriation under
the placer-mining laws to the same extent and subject to the same provisions
and conditions as if valuable on account of oil or gas.:

Oil shale has long been known as a mineral deposit, valuable-as a
source-of petroleum., For many years, the mining and distillation of
oil shale has been successfully carried on in Scotland, where an extensive industry:exists. -tnIview of these circumstances, the Department is unable to accede to the contention on behalf of the State to
the effect that this deposit of oil shale can not be regarded as a mineral deposit of known value in 1905 and 1906, and that therefore, the
land passedto the State under its school grant.
*The judgment of the: Commissioner, holding that these tracts were
known- mineral lands at and prior to February 5, 1906, the date-of
the acceptance of the survey, and that title did not vest in the
State under the school land grant, is found to be - correct, and is
affirmed.
VAN DYKE COPPER COmPANY v. EALOTT

-

Decided March 24, 1924.
SOLDRS' ADDITIONAI-EES-VESTED

RIGET-MINEER,&LANDS-HEARING.

Until all fees and- commissions required by law have been paid, a vested right
does not attach under an application to. make a soldiers' additional entry
pursuant to section 2306, Revised Statutes, and therefore the submission of
proof upon such application does not, in the absence of the payment of
the fees and commissions, bar' an inquiry relating to the mineral character
of the land as of a date subsequent to the submission'of the proof.

FINNE, First Assistant Secretary:
By 'decision of July 25, 1923, the Department af orded the Van
Dyke Copper;Company a period of 30 days from notice of said decision -within which to amend, its protest against the application
047757of.James R. Malott to enter, under section 2306 of the Revised
Statutes, the S. i SW. , Sec.'28, T. 1 N.,R. 15 E., G.& S R. M.,
Phoenix land district, Arizona, so as to charge that at the date of
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the filing of said Iapplication the protestants were in possession and

occupancy of the Peking, Los Angeles, El Paso, and Dunlap lode.
mining claims, each partly inconflict with said application 'and that'
,the protestant was then diligently engaged in the prosecution of
work leading to the discovery of mineral on. said claims' and. has
since continued in such occupancy;' possession, and diligent prosecution of work. The periodfor the filing of such amended'protest
was from time to*timtlieextended and on January

1

1924, the date'

4: to which, the last, extension was. granted, a duly verified and corroborated amendment of said original protest was filed.
The' soldiers' additional application 'wag filed June 1, 1920, and
was 'based on a recertified right. Contemporaneous publication. and
posting of notice of the application for, a, period of 30 days com-

mencing. June 22, 1920, was had and proof of such publication and
posting was'filed'inthe local officeAugust 12, 1920. The original
protest of the Van Dyke Copper Company against the application
was filed 'August 4, 920 and within the time' named in a notice
for the filing' of objections
atothe'
aplication, and charged i substance that three of the, four lode:mining claims above,named,;were:
located October I8, 1916, andithe fourth February 5, 1917, and that'
all were conveyed .by the locator to the protestant

April 7, 1917;

that' all of said claims are partly-in conflict, with the application,
and that the land in controversy is mineral.in character.
After a hearing had, been:ordered on said protest and a .date;set
therefor, the protestant on. November 13, 1922, and to days prior
to the date set' for the hearingj filed a motion 'fora continuance for a
period of six months alleging in support of the motion that the pro.te.tat'

was then engaged' in, the drilling ,of a hole on the LosSAngl'cs

X

claim. forthepurpose of "further~ establishing and':demonstrating
the mineral character of' the land .,embraced in said mining claim,:
inf addition to that already proven by the' location 'work iandannual
labor;" that said hole had then attained a depth of 300 feet and that
theprotant
could continue the drilling,
under favorableoditions
of said hole at a rate of approximately 400 feet a month;- that ".if,
allowed to' continue: said drilling operations for 'the -period of six'
months: after' 'the date hereof the protestant will attain' sufficient4
depth in' said'drill hole to further demonstrate the mineral character
of said group." -0.It wa'sdecreda that with the informatio' So stated
to be established,"there will be no.doubt., s to.the mineral character:
of this ground, and that .the Department will be enabled to pass upon
the same without a 'possibility- of' being obliged to reverse its decision upon theO''establishmentof an additional commercial and. valuale body of,:,orelying at depth beneath the rfe. of said 'claim."
(n appeal by the protestee from the action of the local officersin
allowing the continuance asked in the motion, the Commissioner of
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the General Land Office by decision of February 21, .1923, held among
other things that on August 12, 1920;the applicant had done all that.
was required of him so that on that date his rights vested-if prior

thereto the land in controversy was not shown to be mineral i char-:.
aeter, and disapproved.the

action of the local officers in allowing a

continuance of the hearing for the purpose stated. From said de-.
c]Sion of the- Commissioner, the protestant- appealed to the Depart-ment urging that tle Commissioner erred, among other thingsIn not recognizing and directing that any evidence tending to prove occupationE of the mining claims in question: and: prosecution
ith reasonable dillgence of work leading to discovery at the time of such soldiers'oadditional
application, will be competent and relevant and that what constitutes occupation and prosecution xvith reasonable diligence of work leading:to discovery
is dependent upon the cirdumstances of each case.

Based upon that assignMent
of error; the Department in its deesion of July25, 1923,,said':
The Commissioner's decision did not, as from the sixth and. seventh assign-,
ments of error, the protestant seems to assume, limit the scope of the evidence
to be adduced -at the hearing to the question of discoveries made within the
limits of the inipg claims in 'conflit with the application prior to August 12,
1920. What the Cuommissioner,clearly intended, to; hold, and; in substance
did.horld, was that the applicant having. .on.August 12, 1920,, apparently done
all that he was required to do in order to perfect his application, thereby acquiring aivested right in the land if then nonmineral in character, up evidence
.relative to disoveries of mineral within said conflict areas, after that date
would be admissible at a hearing had on the charges made in the protest. The
decision did. not, forbid the production of evidence by the Protestant tending
to show the mineral character of the land as of August,12, 1920, and did not.
purport so to do.
The Commissioner did not, as alleged in the eighth assignment, err in failing to diret that hvidene tending to show ocupancy of the mining claims in
question at the time of the filingof the application, and the diligent proseeution of work thereon leadfng to discovery, be admitted:at the hearing as competent and relevant to.the issues involved in the case, for the reason that! no;
matters that such evidence would tend..to support were alleged in the"protest, r otherwise even suggested by the record before the Commissioner.. In

:

a-brief filed to support the 'present appea, however unverifiedstatements to'

that effect are-made, and these, if regularly substantiated, after proper charges
duly erved upon the applicant;, would open the .way to a:consideration by-the.
Land Department of disoveries made after the completion ofthe. application,
for land included in a mining claim in the occupancy of a mineral: claimant,
diligently enaged in the. prosecution of work leading to discovery of mineral
thereon is learly not subject to application' and entry under the provisions of
section 2306 of the Revised Statutes, so long at least, as such occupancy and;
the, diligent prosecution of discovery work continues; Atherton v. Fowler
(96 U. S, 513). But the Land Department: can not take cognizance of
unverified allegations contained in a brief as grounds for broadening the scope
of a hearing. The protestant, however, will be' afforded thirty days from notice within which to file'a- verified amendment' of its charges against the ap'
' ' ' .,: .-R.f
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plication of Malott, and if such amendments be so filed, appropriate action,
accord with the views herein above expressed, will be taken thereon.
1in

In the aendment to the protest, now before the Department, it
is alleged in sbstane that from April7 1917, the.date of the puzir-chase,by the protestant

of the four claims named. the said claims.

have, been in the occupation and possession of the protestant;that
during, said entire period the protestant i' has duly performed the.
annual assessment work upon each of said claims. required by; law
to be performed, Y the possessors of .mining claims,, and' during

those years wlen the acts of Congress directed the. filing of-,notices
of desire to hold, mining claims, such notices. were filed;" that the.::
property of- the protestant, of which the four laims in qvestion
0constitute a-part, comprises one group of "mining property" andmining claims under commuonownership; that in November 1916,
a drill hole denominated the No 1, was commenced by the protest-

ant, on property owned' by it' in the S. 4 V. -1, Sec. 30, of'
the toniiship in which the land in question, lies, which subdivision
is situated: about a mile and a half to. the west of the said land;
that,,a body of copper ore in commercial. quantity

was encountered

in said drill hole and that drilling was there: discontinuedin,May,
1917, but not until after the- purchase by the protestant of the four,
claibs partly. in conflict with the' application;, ;that the ore enin: said drill hole constituted the first discovery gf copper
cou,'nteredore of adequate commercial .alue east of what is known as the Miami
ahd in'the fault block inwhichthe four claims are situated;,
fault
that after the: discovery of said ore body, plans were adopted by
,.the protestant for the subsequent exploration and development of'
its said',property;,that in.May, 1917, in conformityvwith the plan of
exploring said property "in the adoption of which. plan weight was:
given to the discoveries and deyelopnlents

of valuable bodies of,

copper ore injthe adjdinipg and adjacent properties and to the
Istri;t the _drillin gstructure
structure
of the
of a second hole
,
of thedistrict
geological.:
known as No. 2 was commenced by th6- protestant, at a point in the

S. NE.. ' of said Se. 30, at a pointabout. one-half mile to the east

of said'drill hole No.l, andaboutone milewestof the land incon:
troversy, and on property owned by the protestant " it having bei,
at that pointwould determine whether
decided that exploratory Ywork
or not an ore body existed to the east of 'the firstdrill hole:" that
work on said drill hole No.

was suspended -in February, 1919, bie-,

cause of inability to, secure supplies, material,, and labor then needed.
the war,.and because ofi labordiffculties. in :the. district; that
; fo
the indications. of ore in the said No. 2hole were good, and that,
the hole was cased and covered to secure its preservation; that in.
May 1919, a double compartment shaft was Xsunk at a point about

100 yards to the east of said drill hole No. 1; that said shaft, which
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was 6 by 11feet, and fully timbered, was sunk to a total depth of
1,692 'feet,- -when operations were discontinued thereon in April
k
1921; that at a depth of 1,183 feet, the copper ore body was en-

countered'; that'stations 'were cut at the 1,212 and' 1,550 levels,-and
drifts projected therefrom in both of which ore- of commercial
value: was'found; that in the continuance 'of' its mining operations,
and
the
hforperformance of exploratory work on and in the ea'stern
portion of its property, the protestant,'in Spteiber 1922, began'
the drilling of a'hole onisaid Los Angeles claim; that prior to the
commencement of said last. mentioned drilling opetations, it was
.

Snccessaryto perform much preliminary work in aid thereof, a no'

exploratory work'for Ore at depth had been done in tliatimmediate:
vicinity; that an additional geologicalstudy ws made forthe purpose of determining

the' location of the said' hole and the area in-:

eluded in. the Los Angeles claim 'was-decided 'upon:' that- an automobile road was constructed over the mining claims of thle protestant -from one of the' mai'n thoroughfates of the town of Mialni to,
and upon the Los kAgeles claim 'and at' a point near a site for a
drill holeffor the purpose of supplying water Lot drilling aid other
uses in connection with the development of ore in the lode mining
claims in question; that'a fully quipped derrick was erected on
the Los Angeles claim and- ample provision 'made:for supplies and
for translitting the 'same t'the claim' from the town of Miaimi;
that the protestant has' conducted said' drilling 'operations and its
other work for' the'dvelopment of its said mining properties with
the equipment naml ; that said 'development' work has been and
* is continuous, and is being done in good faith for the' development
of copper ore bodies at depth in the said mining property; that as
the result of mining operations condiited upon its property comprising the group, of whibh the fou±'
ilAims in question constitute a
part, the etensive 'and long continued miing -operations of other
companies in the said mining district, and in 'the vicinity of the
four laims in question, the opinions of geologists and practcal
mining men acquainted with the district, and the geological ev-idence, theprotestant has-reasonto believe, and does believe, that
valuable deposits of copper:ore exist at depths in said four mining
claims and:in-its;said group, an-d'that for that reason the protestant
is willing to expend, and is now 'expending, large'sms of money
in the prosecution of work leading t he tkvelopment of sluci copper ore deposits at depth; -that with this end in view 'it is the intention 'and purpose of the protestant: to continue to prosecute said
drilling and its other iining operations witl the same: vigor in the
future that it has in' the past.
. - ,

;;i

-

-
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that it is

entitled to the protection of the Department. while diligently aid.
continuohsly' employed in the prosecution of the work in which it
is engaged and piayed that The Department afford it. protection against the constant attempts of the
protestee to interfere with and-stop the progress of its 'work by his many
appeals to the Department urging it to declare that 'the protestee has a better
title to the land involved in this contest than'has the protestants; that the
land- herein involved be classified as mineral land and the alleged -entry of
contestee. thereon be declared void and of. no, effect;. and' that.the lode locations of protestant be declared sufficient and valid..'

:The sufficiency of. the protest as amended as.:a ~basisfor a hearing
t; thereon, is callenged by' the protestee on thef followinzggrounds:
(1) No charge is presented alleging that a valid"dicovey' of mineral has
:9
;been
mnadleupon- any or all of the, foul~r;minjug claims in conflict with said:
additional homestead location, .being the Peking,.:El Paso;' L~osAngeles, and
Dunlap lode claims, or that any such discovery was made, or valuable mineral
deposits found within the; limits of any of said claims, prior to the perfection
of said homestead location n August 12,1920.
^
* (2) That the: affidavits 'of contest,. andl amended affidavits of contest, filed
on behalf of contestant,; including that of January: 4, 1924, above mentioned,
contain no allegation that contestant was. in actual possessioniand occupancy,
-of the ground embraced in. said four mining claims on August 12, 1920, and
was then diligently engaged in the proseclion of work thereon leading to
discovery; said affidavits so far 'as they reeite any-facts of development work
done by. contestant between the date. of its acquisition of said mining claims
in 1917, and August 12, 1920, being limited to showing work'done on other: and
disconnected grond lying from a mile to a mile and a, half northwesterly
thereof, which work could not, of course, be useful to' establish actual occupancy of the ground in controversy, and o diligent rosectitlon of development
work thereon leading to discovery.':
(3) That none of the work alleged in- said affidavits to have been done'upon'
the Los Angeles claim,: after contestant;,acquiredi the same, is alleged to have
been done prior to August 12, 1920, and the record now. satisfactorily shows.
that said last. mentioned work was all done after that date.
(4) No discovery of mineral within the limits of any of said four mining
claims having been alleged to have beeh made'prir ito' August 12, 1920, 'the
mineral locations conferred no rights upon contestant, as against'defendantj
in the absence'of actual occupancy of the: ground embraced in the same, while
diligently prosecuting. work thereon, and.no such. actual occupation and doingi:
of' vork on .said ground prior to August 12, 1920,. being alleged, no sufficient
charge is'made in contestant's affidavits to justlfy a hearing.

From: the allegations contained inithe amen ent of the original
protest anti 'the briefs'filed by theprotestant it, is evident that the,
protestant:

seeks to bell afforded

an opportunity

to establish, the,

charater of tie land here involved, and the: existence of discoveries
within the limits of the claims in controversy, on the: basis of devel.orp
ment and disclosures that may have been already made since the
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filing of the original protest, or that may be mad.e at some pointiofti'ne in the'future and prior to a bearing n the protest. The competency and adnilssibility at'.the' hearing of evidence-of. the result.
of any work performed

after August 12, 1920, .appears to. be .chal-

lenged by the protestee on the ground that the pfotestant has failed
to allegeactual occupancy and'poss'ession-by the protestant of 'any
portion of the land, mc,luded in the application, or of any ming
claim inconflict.with the aplication, and the. diligent prosecution
of work within the limits of any. .of- the' claims -ii questioni looking

t an adequate disov6ry of mineral thereon, until a period coimencing-more than two years after the above-mentioned date, when,

itis. asserted; theprotestee, bythe submission of proof of publication and posting of notice of his application, had- compIeted acon-o
plince.

vyith all the requirements

of thel law under which his ap-

plication was filed, and became vested-with an equitable titleto the
land. 'An-u
examination of trecord of 'the 'application, however,
fails to disclose the payment by the 'applicant 'of thefees .and con-.
missions necessary to the completlon, of the application, whileinformal inquiry at the General Land;.Office elicits,:informatioi that
tends .almost conclusively to show that no such payment has' been

made. This being the case, there seems to, have be6n no basisifor the
Commissioner's holding, in' the ecision 'of IFebruiary 21, 1923,an d ,
none for the protestee s present ontention, that the applicant had on
"August.12; 1920or, indeed, at any date, earned an equitable title to
the, land. by a compliance with all legal requirements so a, in any
event, to bar the establishmenQ in the present proceeding of tlie
mineral character of the iand; orf the validi ty of the mining claims,

as of a date 'subs'equent'to the submission of said proof or!priorto!a
hearing onthe. p)rotest...It is true -that under departmental regulations relating to soldiers'-additional entries the applicant was notrequired'Ito pay the fee and cornmissons uintil the local' ofers shouild
be'autlorized by the; Commissioner'to 'allow the'hentry,.that no such

:, authoitthjasyet beengiventhelocaliofficers, and hence that up to
thie fpresenttimne the ,a;pplicanthas comRlied with all of the require-'
iments ,essential -to the maintenance of: his claim. Those facts, how2
ever, can not he accepted as giving rise to a vest~d 'right or an .equi-

tal6 titlein' the Qlai-a,, with respect to the land included, in-his.
application or any portion thereof.
.
Under all 'the circumstanes' shown the 'Department'sees no 'reason
why inder 'the protest as 'n'ow 'amended the protestant may not' in-'
troduce' evidence 'to supp-ort all of- the allegations therein contained.
Th&hearing will accordingly 'be had on-the.basis heteindicated, and
the decisio'n of the Commissidner'is furtherso modifi-d.
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IRRIGATION OF ARID LANDS IN NEVADA-PARAGRAPH 7(A),
CIRCULARN0.
666, AMENDED.INSTRUCTIONS.
These istriuctions' were' ronulgated by 'the Geueral Land Ofice, April 9,
1924, as' Circular No'. 927.--1

jAA-

..

..

::

.'

-

-DEPARTMENT OFTE INTERiOR,

Washingt on, D. C., March 5,1914.
: HE COMMISSIONER.OFTHE GENERAL LAND OFFICE:

Paragraph 7a of the regulations of January 12, 1920, Circular No.
666 :(4:'L -,,,., 310)- as- revised Oct ber25,.122
.(49 jL.-D., 328),

-

under the so-called Pittman Act of October 22, 1919 (41 Stat., 293).,
provides that the final proof, tobe subitted within two years from
the date of the permit, must show that-a profltable agrieultural crop
has been produced upon not less than 20 acres of the land described
in tle permit.
Experienc; has demonstrated that while' a crop can be produced
during the, first year after.securing sufficient water for irrigation,
*few> of the. permitteesi have been fable to produce a profltab~e; crop

during that year..
Being convinced 'that. the intent of Congress warrants the amend-;
"'mentof-the existing regulations, paragraph 7(a)is hereby-amended
to read as follow-s:

JUnless grantedt:an -.extensionof- time,~-the permittee, is.allowed two years
from the date of his perrnit in which, to complete tIhe work.,of exploration, and
whenever; he shall within that time satisfactorily establish that .sufflcient water
has bgenj discovered, developed, and made permianently available to produce a
"> profitable
agricultural crop, other than native grasses, upon not less than 20
'acres of the' land described ithe
permit, he will l: entitled'to patent for
one-fourth of the landiembraced in the permit..0 No''mere perfunectory or questionable compliance with the law will be accepted. . It 'must appear, that an.
agricultural crop has ,been actually rased-not
necessarily a paying orprqfitable crop, but such a crop: as will 'satisfy the 'Secretary of' the Interior that
in timeand under'
of"sdme 'r'diilarccrcnmstahces
sort can
be' produced from
land.'No p'atent will be granted until the 41ful'20'acres
Ithe
have been cleared, leveled,, ditched, ,plowed, fenced, and-an, agricultuaral,;crop
'aetually plainted 'an#d raised by irltigation,- all inacordance
with good farming practice.' The wells, jumps, or other works and equipment for the development and supplying of water must'be of a permanent'anddependablecharacter, suitable'for use year-after'year.
'A detailed statemt 'of costs 'of irrigation and production of' crops:from such watr supply will be required toithis
,end, accurate account should :be keptiof such costs. No patent'canbegranted
under the, act if the cost of rigation from Athe developedwater supply,'is practically prohibitive,; .the:act requres a successfuildevelopment and demonstration of the use of subterranean w
, as the principal condition e
for

patent.
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The Departm enthas been advised that a large number of permittees under the said act:have for severalmonths hesitated to undertake the expense necessary for the development of artesian water,
fearing they would be unabl6 to produce a profitable crop during two
'years. Therefore, as to all permits outstanding at this time, you will
adopt a liberal policy on applications for extesion of .time,.whereit
appears that the permittee is acting in good faith.
E. C.

FiNNEY,

First Assistant Secretary..
CITIZENS LIGHT, POWER AND WATER COMPANY.
Decmted
TRADE-AND;
MAN

cT

arch 28, 1924.

NG SITE-ALASKA. ;

Under theprinciple -de i4inimis on curat lew, the right to acquire a- trade
and manufacturing site in Alaska under section 10 of the act of May 14,
1898, which specifies that one claim only may be purchased by any one
person, association, or corporation, will not bei denied to a corporation
merely because a minority interest of its':stodk is:-owned by stockholders
who are also holders of minority :stock in another corporation that had: '
acquired title to public lands under that act.
TRADE.AND MANUFACTuRINGSITE-ALASKA-LAND

DEPARTmENT.

A regulation issued. pursuant to section 10 of the .act of May 14,- 1898,
requiring, in connection with an application for a trade and manufacturing
site in-Alaska by an association: or corporation, a showing that each member

thereof has not entered or:acquired title to any land under the act, does
:-'not
texceed the' tejuirements of the act, and is valid.--- : t;
:
DEPARTMENTAL
DECISIONS OITEDAND APPLIED.
07:000
(ases
. .Jacob
.
Siof
Company (33 L. D., 383), Sllsbee Town Corpany (34 L.D., 430), . . McKnight ompany (34 L D., 443), and John
C. Barber (48 L. D.,15),
cited andapplied.

GOODwIN,
Assistant secretary:
Tie itizens Ligh't, Pwer & Water Company has appealed from
the action of the, Conmissioner of the :Geeral Land Office,rejecting
:;:-its; application. for a trade and manufacturing site in Alaska under

:

-

A

the act of- May -1, 1898 (30 Stat., 409, 413).

'The'tract' is designated as Survey No.' 126i and is situated about
cup-half; mile northeast of Ketchikan. The proof'shows that the
tract has been occupied hy the applicant since 1903and has been
improved and used for a power house and other structures. The
i--value of the improvements
-

is stated to be $52,000.- The nature

of

the industry conducted thereon is the gener!ation ofelectrial energy:
for upp ying'th industrial and domestic'needs -of the 'cit of Keth-

ikan.

-

The application was filed in the local land office June 16, 1199,
and,' the land being unsurveyed, it was requested that survey be

;
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made. i- The applicant was incorporated under the laws of Alaska.

:In

the proof inisupport of the claim, the president of the: company

* stated in'part as follows:1
It is found that two minority stockholders of the twenty-three stockholders
in the said Citizens- Light, Power and Water Company were each niinority
stockholders in the corporation (Nortliland Duck Company) which acquiredtitle to Amended U. S. Survey No. 1100 entered under the provisions of see:tion 10 of the act of May 14, 1898. I can find no record-or evidence of any
of the other twenty-one stockholders of said Citizens Light, Power and Water
teompany
C
now applying, or' ever previously having applied for entry of land
under the provisions of said section 10, of said act of May 14, 1898, nor of any
of the said other twenty-one stockholders. ever having connections with any
association or corporation which is now applying or has, previously applied
for entry of land under said act. -

Y%

Section.lO of the act of May 14, 1898, supra, authorizes the purSq L Echase

thereunder

or corporation.

of one claim only

by any one pe Irson, association

The regulation.:issued for administration of that

act (45 L. D., 241) provides:
In case the application is made for the- benefit of an association or corporation, it must appear that each' member thereof has not entered or acquired
title to any land entered under the provisions of this act.

It was accordingly held in the; decisionappealed from that the
proof showed a condition inconipatible with the said regulation.
: f is It
'urged on Iappeal
that the regulation above quoted
-beyond the re'quirenients of tle' act, 'and is unauthorizefd. The constructioni

F

of this act

s ebodied

in the regulation

above quoted,

is in harmony with -the rule of administration applied in respect
to similar provisions contained in other public land - laws. Where
: the law limits its benefits toi-one exercise of a right thereunder by:
an individual orcorporation- it 'has become a well-settled rule that
-

as
follows
-'
double benefits can ho&ibe ifermitted by

ne exercise of the ri-ght

as an individual and another exercise of the right by acorporation
-:of which theaindividualis
a member.' See Jacob - Switzer Go.' (33
L

., 383) ;. Silsbee Town Co. (34 IL. D., 430).; J.;H. McKnight Co.

(34IL.D.,-443).

-In-the Iatter 'casethe reason for the rule is'stated
-

-

There is no limit tithe
number of corporations that may be formed by one
person,. holding nearly the entire interest, associating with himself two others
having only: nominal interesb3. If, under. each: of such unlimited number ' of
corporate organizations and adopted name s anew right i's aquired-tof apprIpriate public lands, then thepolicy and purpose, of the law is ,,violated, the
limitation is nullified,, and nolimit exists as to ,the area of land that one
individual can acquire, .ave the total area of the public lands and the means
:- the individual 'can command. 'iManifestly,- this is urging a legal fiction, in
the.words of.LordMansfield, "to an intent and:-purpose,-not within they reason
and policy of the fiction.," The Department will not sanction it.

3,3i6
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-It is not believed,: however, that this rule is applicable to conditions such: as here shown: where- the two stockholders concerning
whom the question of disqualification is raised have not heretofore
acquired a substantial interest in an entry under this law, and who
are only: minor, stockholders in this corporation. Under- such circumstances the. principle e minimis non curat Zex may well be
applied.
It is noted that this tract was included in Power Site Reserve 7.53
bfy E01xecutiveorder of December 9, 1920, but inasmuch 'as the, application was filed prior to: the withdrawal and as section 23 of the
Federal Water Power Act of June 10, 1920 (41 Stat., 1063), de-

clares- that' the' provisions' of said act shall not be: construed as affecting any valid existing claim, the withdrawal affords no obstacle
to the allowance of' the entry applied for. See case of: John C.
:Barber(48 L. D. 165).
.
.
The decision appealed 'from is accordingly reversed.
ERICK E. PALGREN.'
Decided :March 28, 1924.
DESERT LAND-FINAL PROOF-COimIEMATION-WAThR RIOTM

:

A:.desert-land entry, does not come, within the confirmatory provision of. section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891, if the final :proof. shows on its face,
at the time of its submission, incomplete and unsatisfactory compliance
with law as to appropriation of a- water right, and the entryman is required, before- the expiration 'ff the two-year'`statutory period; to remedy
the defe
or suffer cancellation of the'entry..
COURTAND DEPARTMENTALDcrisions APPLD.
.
''
'
Rule: announced in case of Jacob A. IHarris (42;L. D., 611), and approved in
case of Lane v. Hoglund (244 U. S.,.174),. applied.
G OODWIN,Asi~stntj

Secretr:

-s ie

0'0X d,;;!

,..;

,0

,,\

Erick E. Palmgren has appealed' from a' decision by, the Cnmis-sionerfof'the General iLand Office dated. October 25, 1923,:wherein
additional evidence in-connection with the appellant's final proof 'on
his desert-land entry was required.
The entry in. question. was. madei.August 1,. 1912, for, the SE.
'

:NW. iN.I

.,SW. A, SWI.: I SW .Sec.

2.0, T. 7 N., R.'.34 .E, B. M.,

within the. Blackfoot Idaho,/ land, district.'
'mitted onDecember

Final proof 'was sub-

28,'1917- and' fnal payment was made on'Janu-

ary 4, 1918, but final, certificate' was' withheld 'at the request' of the
chief of fie1lddivision Byletter dated' Agust 5, 1918, the Cmmissioner directed the: local; officers to call upon the entryman for, satis-

factory evidence of, appropriatio

of water7from, Mud Lake. -In re-
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sponse to this requirement the entryman requested an extension' of
time for: 90 vdays, within which: to furnish the evidenececalled''for.
On April 14, 1920, the Commissioner again called for evidence of
water right, as before. In plade of evidenceT of' water right by,:appropriation, the entryman filed a certificate showing ownership of

,,1267shares of stock in the Jefferson Irrigation Company, Lirnited.
The case was thereafter held without: action to await determinlation

of the status of .theirrigati

onyea.'

Action having been taken on. the Jeferson Irrigation Company,
Limited, on September, 4, 1923, the Commissioner, in the decision

appealed, from, directed that the entrymnan be required to make an
additional showing in connection with said company. lie appeals
from this requirement, contending that the entry must be held confirmed under the proviso to section 7 of the ac of March 3, 1891 (26
Stat., 1095b1099). It is also contended that this entryman should be
accorded the same.treatment as six other named entrymen for land
in the immediate vipinity, as;to whose entries the Commissioner,has

stated:
None of the final proofs submitted by these claimants' entirely meets the requirements .of the order conditionally approving the. project upon which they
rdepend for water. Inasmuch, however, as more than two years have elapsed
since the issuance of receiver's final receipt and the claimants are not in de-'fault in the matter7 of compliance'.with'"any require ments-hitherto made, 'the
entries-stand confirmed by operation of law under seetion 7 o3 the act of March
3, 1891,iand the Land Department is witiout authority to insist upon a further
showing,.

.

* There is very clearly;a distinction to be- made between this entry
and.those held.confirmed by operation of law. ,:Palmgren's final proof
v

was not on its face complete and satisfactory. 'On two separate occasions, calls were made for. additional showing, aiid.there was added

a penalty of rejection of the final proof and cancellation of the entry
.for noncompliance.

.:The entryman- never. has: complied with. the re-

quirement that: was made.; On the other, hand, as to the six entrymen,
they named the irrigation company as 'their source of water
pp and no requirement wasade of he after' final proof.
supy,
them afro
II construing the act citedoin .thecase 6 Jacob.A. Harris (42
L..11.,'611), this lDepartnientsaid:
Upon mature' consideration,'the Department is convinced that a contest or
protest, to defeat the onfirmatoy efect of the proviso, must be a proceeding
sufficient, in itself, to place the entrymaA on his defense, or to require of him a
'showing' of material fact, when served with notie theireof.

This language was quoted with approval by the United States Supreme Court in the case of Lane v.' loglund (244TIJ.S., 174).i
74526°-24-voL
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I,It must, in.this case, be held that the letters of August 5, .118, and
April 14, 1920,.weresuch

proceeding as to

exclude

Palmgren's

entry

from the act cited.
The decision appealed from is affirmed.
2'(A) OF THE LEASE FORM, CIRPOTASH REGULATIONS-SECTION
:RCU
R NO. 594,. AS AMENDED. BY CIRCULAR.l NO. 781, FURTHER
AMENDED-SECTION
10, PARTIII,.CIRCULAR
NO. 594, AMENDED.
[Circular No.\ 925.]
OP THEPARTMENT
THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Df

WashAigton, D.- C., MH'h 29 1924.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED

STATES LAND OFFICES:

March 25, 1924, 'the First' Assistant' Secretary of the Interior
amended .Cirular

No. 94, approved March 21, 1918 :(46 L. D., 323),

under the at 0f

governing permits; and leases for 'potassiuj

October 2, 1917 (40 Stat., 297), as amended by Circular No. 781,
approved October 10, 1921 .(48 L. D., 221)'.
* Section 2(a) ofXthe lease form, ircular No. 594, is aiended as

follows':'
dollars within four years from:the date hereof, not less
To invest
than one-fourth thereof to, be expended during each of said four years, in the
.substantial development.and. production of. the deposits of potasium and other
minerals in the land above described, or in the reduction, manufacture, and
preparation of such mineral products for market. Such: development, reduction works or other improvements for which said investment and expenditures
are to be made shall, subject to agreed modifications to meet future conditions,

ngenerali consist of the following:
A new paragraph, 1((a), is; added to said Circular No. 594, as
follows':.
'

'

'

'

10(a). The lessee shall:furnish a bond; with approved 'corporate 'surety or
with two qualified individual, sureties, in, the -sum of one-tenth: of' the proposed
investment, but in no case less than. $2 , conditioned, upon the expenditure
of the specified amount of inviestment. After the required investment has
been made, a bond in a like amount, with approved corporate surety,' conditioned upon compliance with the terms of the lease, will be required. -With
bonds signed by individual sureties must' be filed affidavits of justification
by the sureties that each is worth double the sum: specified' in. the undertaking over .and above his just debts and liabilities in real ,property exempt
from execution, and a certificate by a judge or clerk of a court of record, a
United States district attorney, a United, States Commissioner, .or a United
States postmaster, as to the identity, signatures, and financial competency of
the sureties. All bonds will be examined from time to time' as to their
sufficiency, and, additional security Will be required whenever deemed 'necessary.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Commisioner.
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Decided March 29, 1924.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-APLTION.
An application for an oil and gas prospecting permit under section 13 of the
act of February 25, 1920, is, in effect, a mere request that a license be
granted and confers upon the applicant no interest in the lands of the
fmineraldeposits therein.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-AP§IICATION.

Fal
*

the leasing act of February 25, 1920,] nor the regulations issued
-4 thereunder, give exclusive segregative effect to. an application for a prospebting permit and, until the Department has satisfied itself as to the
qualifications of the first applicant and issued a permit to him, applications may be filed by others and, if the first application be rejected,
|
heir
claims will be considered in the order initiated until one is found
qualified to receive a permit0Neither

OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PEMrT-LAND
PREFERENCERIGHT.

DEPAiTMENT-PRACTICE-

The Land Department deals; only with the real parties in interest with
reference to the issuance of oil and; gas prospecting permits, and equities
entitling one to a permit must be asserted and exercised by the party
DPwho
is predicating a preference right thereupon.

L

L

DEPARTMENTALDEcIsIoNs CITED, DIsTINGuISHED AND APPLIED.

Case of California and Oregon Land Company v. Hulen and Hunnicut (46
L. D., 55), cited and distinguished; cases of Martin Judge (49 L. D., 171),i
and John T. Kotkin

FINNEY. First

(49 L. D., 344), cited and applied.-

Assistant Secretary:

On September 11,. 1923, Charles E. Enlow filed an application,
'pursuant to section 13 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41
Stat., 437), for a permit to prospect for oil and gas upon certain
lands in T. 4 N., R. 92 W., 6th P.- M., Glenwood Springs, Colorado,

land district. This application was held for rejection by the Commissioner of the General Land Office,.on January 2 1924, because
in conflict in its eitirety with a similar prior permit application,
filed on August 11, 1923, by E S. Shaw, and, as to a part of these
K 0 same lands, with another prior application for a prospecting permit,
filed by George 1D.Parkinson on July 25, 1923. At the time of this
decision, there was inithe record evidence -f

an attempted

adjust-

ment of their conflicting claimisby Shaw and Parkinson.
On February 1, 1924, Enlow:appealed from this decision, pointing out that from August .25, 1920, until September 5, 1923, there
was shown upon the records'of

the local office to be a still earlier

*application for permit, filed ?by the Matador Ptroleum Company,
which was withdawn by said company on, August 11, 1923, but the
acceptance of which was not noted upon he records of the local
officeuntil September5, 1923. He claims that; because of this situa-

:
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tion, the lands were-'n-ot subjet'lo application for permit when
Shaw and Parkinson filed their application; that said'applications
were, therefore, void ab iitio, and his application, being the first
filed after the notation' of 'the. :w'ithdrawal of said Matador applica'
tion, which is claimed to be, inefect,'

a

firstvalid
trstorationishe

application for permit for te.tiracts involved.
Counsel for the appellees filed a motion to dismiss this appeal,
:d
because
:
untimely filed, which. the Department has heretofore denied by granting an oral hearing, whch has been had, and at which.
the appellant's counsel, while conceding that the matter is one to
be determined;iin the sound discretion of the Department, claimed
that the orderly administration of the leasing: act irequired the'
adoption of the'rule contended for; and th-at such rule had,' in fact
heretofore been adopted by the Department. The case: of Joseph
S. Hare,'A-3123

(unreported),

decided. May 20, 1922, was cited on

this point. It was also urged and affidavits showingthe facts alleged
were furnished, that Enlow is equitably entitled to priorities over
these. appellees because, on August, 26, 19 2 3 , R. D. Meyer, "associ-

ate of and acting in -the same interest as appellant," -went to the
local office intending to make application for a prospecting permit
for the land involved9but that he didnot: file said application upon
bgg'adyised''by thelocal ffider§that the'Matador Petroleum Company had a pending application which would necessitate the rejection of his application.
An application for a permit t prospect for minerals pursuant to
the leasing act is a mre request that a license be granted, and' c'onfers'upon 'the person inaking such' application no interest in the land
described or tie mineral dejosits therein. -The filing; fees, paid in
connection with sudh applications, will be refundedif the application is thereafter withdrawnor rejected John J.-Kotkin (:49L. D.,
.344). It is f not- analogous to 'a patent, reservation, entry, or seLand
lection, .which was held'in the'case of'California and .Oreg6on
:(ompany v. Hulen aid Hunnicutt (46 L. D., 55) to have the kind'
C;
of segregative effect.claimed by' this appellant to exist with respect
to the Matador Petroleum Company's application., In. the case of
Martin 'Judge, (49 -L. "D., 1.71); the Department extended .the.abovestated rule to pe it& issued under the leasing act, on .the ground
thatt their. relinquishment

wa required: .to be accepted by the Com-

missioner; but, in so doing, said: "It is recognized that a permit
:oes not constitute a technical segregation or entry."':
.
.,In the' case of a permit application,, its withdrawal may.be accepted and noted upon the records .of the local office by the local
officers; nor is.there any other yalid reason apparent to thef Department

why such applications

should be given-, a segregative

effect.
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If suchwere the casethe purposes of the leasing. act, which are to
be greatly hampered by
encourage prospecting operations,,ould
persons .who were disqualifiedto take a permit, or who merely
wished totrade on their filingwith no intention .of taking a permit,
valuable lands from disposal.until the
~rospetively
:b ithholding
Department reached-the. case.in due course,.oftlentimes months after
filed,: or only when persons wishing .todevelop; the, lands in good
fa ith had assumed theburden of bringingthe matter to thea
tion of the.Department,,by protest,. and ,without any assurance, that,
when the, applidation .was rejectd,they would be the first claimant
in

poii't of tim eor -otherwise found

enitled

to a permit..

Nor do:the, records substantiate appellant's .claimthat.the practice

of the LandDepartmenthasheretofore beento recognizeapermit

application as having -a segregative efect. In the case of. Joseph S.
merely affiimed
-the.Iepartm.,ent
eappeant
Hare, supra, cited bythe
the decision of the Commis~sioner,which rejected Hare's application
for
a permnit to. prospect for coal because of its, conflict with a prior

application for a similar permit -by-Clris Jacques and Ted E. Jones.
It was not held that Hare- initiated no claim; and it was assumed
that, in rendering his decision, -the -Commissioner had observed the
rule stated by the Department in the -earlier case of John C. Boyd,
A-2577 (unreported), decided March 15, 1920,in which the Department said, with respect to a-conflict by Boyd's application with, an
earlier filing by one Barth: -

r

The application of Barth appears to be regular in all respects, and entitled
* to priority. He:was not required under the regulatidcs in effect at the' time
his application was made, February 5, 1921; to file- a bond at that time, and
he has not been called upon to Edoso. Boyd'9 application should not be finally
rejected until Barth's is completed by the submission of a proper bond. [Italics
supplied.]

In the'recent case of Eaton v. Butts, A-5823 (unreported), decided
February 20,,,1924,the. iD eparet considered'the same claim as is
.
imadeby-this appellant, and held:
There is nothing in the 'leasing-'act nor the regulations thereunder which
gives exclusive segregative effee't' to''"a mere' application forl a prospecting
permit. Until the Department has satisfied itself'as to the quaifications of
the first applicant and issued a permit' to:-hirii,applications may -be filed by
others- and if the'first application is rejected their.claims will-be considexed;in
the order- initiated until one; qualified to receive a permit is found. after which
all subsequent'applications,;must-berejected. .. : , - , .
The foregoing also is true with respect to -withdrawals of applications for

:V con

prospeeting.permitsand .as Laura Butts initiated the.frstapplication
Baroch, she is entitled to a permit if qualified (as she appears t
,
Eaton's application was properly rejected.

after

be) and

From the foregoing- itis clear that, even-though; the Department
was .;willing
Qfi -to the appellant's
,;
ice : to. conform
-e- its practice'
- , to.c change
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views, such change could not properly be given retroactive effect so

as to entitle him to precedence over 'the appellees.
Appellant's claim of equities based upon'the failure of R. D.
0Meyer

to make- application is based upon a' privity with some undis-

closed principal. The Department finds nothing in Meyer's conduct
which would have vested himfwith equities sufficient to defeat the
bona fde intervening applications of the appellees. Consequently,
appellant can, tinder no circumstances, gain anything thereby.
Assuming that Meyer did have such 'equiti9s

e, alone could' assert

them;0or; if the principalidesired to be r&ognized, it'would .have
to comeforward in its own right and, after showing its qulifications
to receive a pernit, would be required to show wherein it was
equitably entitled to a preference, as the Departmient'deals only
:with the real parties in interest in issuihg' prospecting' permits
The Commissioner's decision is modified to pdrmit the suspension

of appellant's application until it is foutd whether Parkinson: and
Shaw are entitled to permits, and if such be 'the case the' rejection
of his application will be made final.
WILLIAM

H. DAVIS.

Decided March 31, 1924.
TIMBER AND STONE ENTRY-COAL LANDS-WITHDRAWAL-SURFAcE RIGHTSSTATUTES.

The act of June 22, 1910,. which authorizes entries under certain nonmineral
land laws of the surface of lands, withdrawn or classified as valuable for
coal, does not include- either expressly or by implication entries under
:
.the timber and stone act.:
TIMBE AND STONE ENTRY-CoAL LANDS-RSERVATION-SUEFAcE
STATUTES.

RiGHTS--7

The act of March 3, 1909, the purpose of which was to preserve the surface
claims of persons who had made locations', selections, or entries under the
nonmineral land laws for lands thereafter classified,. claimed or reported
as valuable for coal, ,is broad, enough, both in its, terms; and intent,,to
embrace entries under the timber and stone act, subject to the reservations
specified in the act of 1909.
TIBER

AND: STONEENTRY-COAL

LANDS.'

Until the determinationtby. the Department that land applied for-underjthe
timber and stone act is subject to entry 'thereunder, and an appraisal has
been made, no contract status :exists between the Government and the
applicant.
'OAL LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-SEcRETARYOF THIE'INTERIOB-SUPERVIsORY
AUTHORITY.

The issuance of a coal prospecting permit, which is merely a' license, under
the act 'of February- 25, ,1920,. is discretiondry with the Secretary of the
Interior, and such permit will be issued only where prospecting is necessary 'to show either the eistence or workability of coal deposits.

t
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* While the Department may, andi occasionally does, issue permits pursuant
to the, act. of February 25, 1920, to prospect unappropriated land even
though the evidence before it does not appear to warrant prospecting, yet,
where an adverse claim exists, a permit will be issued only upon a clear
showing that the land has prospective mineral value.
COAL LANDS-PROSPECTING PErmift-Ai'pCATION--

REATIADVERSE

LAIrM.

Where' there had'been no determination by the Department, with full knowledge of the facts, as to the coal character of 'land, the doctrine of relation
can not properly be: invokld upon the .granting ;of.'a prospecting~ permit
under the act of February 25, 1920,,to stamp the land as classified, claimed,
or reported coal in character for the purpose of defeating an entry initiated
afterthe permit application was filed but before, the permit issued.

FINNEY, Frst Assistant

Secretary:

William H. Davis has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner of. the General Land Office, dated November 20, 1923,: which

rejected his application, filed December 21,:1922, to make timber and
stone entry under the act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 89),.for the E. 2
25W, G. .&S. R. M., Little
NE.-A, E. 1 NW. l, Se. 23, T. 4 S.,
-Rock,VArkansas,land district,. for the reason that the land is covered
by a permit to prospect for coal, granted for these and other lands
on February 28, 1923, pursuant to section 2 of the leasing, act of
February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), to Sarah E. Gallagher, under an
application filed by her on Arii 28, 1922.
In the decision appealed,, from the Commissioner concluded that
ther6 was no authority a law for the allowance.of this timber and
stone application because f 'the outstanding permit to. prospect for
coal, even though the applicant, Davis, who alleged that the land
was solely valuable for tlmber, expressed a willingnessto

accept .a

patent for the'surface only, with fullrights reserved in the United
States; to prospect for, mine and remove the coal deposits in said
land.
In said decision the-Commissioner held that the act of March 3,
1909 (35 Stat.,.844), Which authorized the issuance.of surface patents "for lands valuable for coal," was. inapplicable because it related to persons who had entered, located or selected ":under the
nonmineral land lavs,' lands whichwere subseentiyiassifed.
claimed or reported as being-Ialuable for-coal, and that the later acts
of June 22, 1910[(36 Stat.,.583), and-April.3Q 1912 (37 Stat., 105),
which also authorized'the issuanee of surface pateits, each contained
p,
an expressed enumeration

of F.the class' :of -.entries which

Gofuld

be

made, aid that:said-classes did not include applications to purchase
lalndsjunder the timber and stone act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 89).
The appellant tendered .with hisi appeal the sum 'of $440 as " the
money requiired..to fulfill' his obligations inthis -case in full " and
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claims that he. is entitled to ther allowance of his aplication,
as to
the surfaea of. the lands, which he avers to be noncoal, by virtue of

a contract with the'Government the terms of .which have been fully

complied with by- him.
The mney tendered was receivedand

is. held by the receiver, al-

though it does not appear that there has been any determination by
the lDepartment that the land, is subject to entry. underthetimber
and stone act or that there. has beep any appraisement

thereof as re-

quired by the regulations under the timber and stone'law.

3Seere-

-vision of September 20, 1922, Circular No. 851 (49 . D., 288).

* The land has never been formally withdrawn or classified as
valuable for coal; and the Commissioner's
decision was apparently
* based upon the decision rendered by'the Department i the ca'seof
William R. Brennan (48 . D., 18),-in the'matter of a subsisting
'permit to prospct for' 'oil and gas issued pursuant to section 13. of

* the leasing actwherein itwas held (syllabus)
Land that is not within a designated oil or gas structureis nevertheless to
be treated as valuable for oil or gas when embraced within a prospecting
permit, and a homnestead'entry made subordinate thereto must be subject to
the provisions and reservations.of the act of July 17; 1914.

and also thatUponthe granting of an oil prospecting permit, rights thereunder attach as
of the date of the filing of the application.

This decision was followed by the Department in the case of
Stateof'ew Mexio
t. Wed '(49 L.D., 580) in which it required
the State to' accept surfa& titdeto landscovered by a subsisting permit
toprospect for oil andgas undr' its'selections made under ec-

tion 7of'the actof June 2, 190 (3 Stat., 557). Inthat .case the
Department furtherstated that the'segregative efect given prospktL
ing permit'in thecase of Martin Judge (49 L. D., 7'i, which fol-,
lowed the rule: stated in California and Oregon Land Company v.
Hulen and unniciutt (46 L. I., 5), was effectiveas against applications. filed under' the nomineral
and''laws, where
-sad
'applica-'
tions were not also made witha rservatin
of the' deposits for which
prospectigg was authorized i the prior pemit."

This
appeflant has;ofeered to

tion now presented

is,
whethr

acept a surfac patent,aid

the ques-

there- is. any law under which such

patent could be issued upon his
timber and stoney
e intry
::The
.
decisions:
cited wererendered wi th"respeet- clais which
werr
i e initiated.under
nonminera lawdlaws fbor classesof entries
-which couldbe

perfectedopursuant

'tothe

act of July

17 1914 (38

Stat. 509), for landsw ithdrawn,classified or reported as "aluabl'
for-deposits of phosphate, nitrate,potash, oil, gas or asphaltic in-eralss,
and

invol'ved'caseswhhere,

as in- this
case,the

nonmineral
claim

s
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toprospectfor,

had
gas been filed, but before such permits had issued.

oil or

Thus, as in

this case, permits were issued before adjudication of the nonmineral
applications was made by the Commissioner.

Under the act. of July 17, 1914, upra, there is reserved in connecwith the min'eraldeposits the ght of the Government and its;

ftion

lesseesand

lcensees

to prospect

for,

mine, and remove the reserved

deposits, which, as, was pointed out in the case of Edward D. Foster
v. Treava G. Hess (.50'L. D.,-276), indicated the clear intent of the
Congress that lands offering a f avorableopportunity for prospecting
were to be disposed of under te nonmineral land laws only, with the;
reservatons prescribed in-said act.
The acts of March 3, 1909, and of June 22, 191a supra, likewise0:
authorize the allowance of nonmineral 'entries for lands valuable for
coal with- a reservation of said deposits together with the right of'
the Government and those in privity with it " to prospect for, mine,
and remove " [italics supplied] coal therefrom, so that lands prospectively v aluable for coal miay only be disp6sed of under such nonmineral land law-sas authorize entris w-hichsha'll contain the fore-

going.'reservations. -

'

'In the timber and stone act of 'une

3, 1878, under~ whic happel-

lant. seeks to purchasel the land involved, 'there 'appears in section i
the following inhibition against' the sale of lands 'Valuablefor coal:
Provided; hat nthing herein contained shall defeat
.:

or

impair any bonta fide

claimunder any

law of the United States,' or'asttrh?;erth"'isale
of any mining
claim or the improvements of any, bona. fide' 'settler, or landscontaining gold,.

silver,,cinnabar,

eopper, or coal

[Italics supplied.]

'Unless, therefore, there has been, by 'later acts of Congress, a repeal
or modification of this provision, this'appellant can not purchase:
for coal.
which are 'prospectively)'valuable
1ands

The act of Jine 22, 1910, suVpra' which authorized the issuance of

surfaeat patents for' lands valuable; for coal, expressly limited its'
operation to entri-esunderthe -homestead laws by actual settlers only,.
the desert7 land law to selection'underjsection 4 of theCarey ct, and'
this act'
'prvisiois bf tThe
towithdrawal.under the ieclamation act.
were 'extended by the 'act of April 30, '1912, spra, to -the' sale of
isolated tracts and to selection by the several States under graits
made by Congress. 'While 'the D'epartment ' has held': that; Indian
allotments and: preemption entries, which originate through 'settle:
ments, are covered by''the 'provision

iii the' act of June 22, 191

for agricultural entries -under the honestead laws by' actual ettkrs
(Bililik I7.hi . Phelps, 46 L.. D., 283; Martha Head et al., 48' L. -D.;
567;. Clemma E. Motz,; 49. I D., 667),' there is' nothing

ini'saidI act

which warrants its interpretation as including timber- and stone entit'ies- whichYare not agricultural

entries.'and'do' 'not originateby

'set-'
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'There remains for consideratioi the act'of March 3, 190, supra.
That act provides in part as follows:

That any person who has inf good faith located, selected, or entered under
the nonmineral land laws of the United
tates anV lands which sabseauently
are classified, claimed, or reported as beingvaluable for coal; may, if he shall
so elect, and upon makingsatlsfactory proof of compliance hWiththe'"laws under
which .such lands are claimed,- receive apatent theefo,'which.
shall.contain a
reservation. to the United States of all coal. in said lands,.and the right to prospect for,mine, and remove the same. [Italics supplied.]

It seems clear that this act,:whoseapparent
purpose was the
of the claims of persons who had' made locations, selections or entries under the nonmineralland lawsfor lands 'vhich were:
preservation

classified, claimed or, reported as valuable for ,cjoals is broad enough

both;,in itsterms and purpose to inlude entries under the timber.
and stone act.
.
.Thus there is presented.the question whether thelands here involved were, at thetimethis ppellantfiled
his timber.and stone
application,

classified, claimed or reported as valuable*for

coal, or

whether such classifiation,:claim or report was thereater made. If
thelatter betrue his entrymay be allowed,upon this appraisement
.of the land, in'accordane with the regulationsof 'September 20, 1922
(49 L. D. 288), and upon the filing by, himof aforal
electionto
make entry subject to the provisions andreservations of the act of.
March 3,199, mupra. His rights must be determinedas of the time'
when he filed a completed application' accompaniied by the required

filing fees. Charles
(4'
: ;D
L.

C.; onrad-(39L,

D).,
:432);

Rippyv.

The ultimate question isjtherefore, whetherthe
cationfor

Snowden

. 321)LouLous
se E Johnson,.(48 L. D. 349).

filingof

a coal prospecting permit is the initiation ofa

upon.thegranting ofA

an appli

claimr
which,

permit, operatesby the-ruleof relation stated.

in the cases
of William iR.: rennan,and
Sta~te:
of Nezw:Mexico
euppra,to barthe allowance of atimber. and stoneentrywith.v.

reservation pur ant totheact
and stone application, was
filed

permit
application
The
'leasing
"an act to
pr

Weed,
a coal

ofMarch 3, 1909,,where said timber'
inthe interval beteenth filing of

n issuance
of thepermit.

act of. February, 21,: 1920 (1

,

Stat.,' 43),

is entiteled,

ote the miningof'cal, poshe,

oilishale, gas and.
sodium on the public domai" [italics supplied], adauthorizes the
issuanc of Ipermitto
prosp
for cAl in the following
:erms

,(secondproso tsection2:,
That where prospecting or exploratory work necessary
is

existenceor workabilityof.coal

to deterin ne th

ta a .uclamed,'
?7 ddeposits
udeeloped 'aea,
the Seretar y of the Interiorr may issue,
t
to appliantn
t
quaiied-under this Act,
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prospecting permits for! a term of two years, for not' exceeding two: thousaiid
five hundred and sixty acres; and if within said period. of two years thereafter,
the permittee shows to the Secretary that the. land Icontains coal in commercial
quantities,' the permittee shall be entitled to a lease underi this Act for all or
part of the land in his permit. [Italics supplied.]

The issuance of. a permit,, which is a license, is discretionary

with

the Secretary, and may be issued only where prospecting is necessary
to show either the existenbe or workability of coal deposits.. In ob.
servance of the evident purposes of the act it .has been the..practice
of the Department to issue such permits for: vacant unappropriated
land even though the evidence. before it did not- appear to warrant
prospecting. Where, however, there exists an adverse claim, permits are only issued upon a clear showing that the lands have prospective mineral value.
The record in this case shows that on September 25, 1922,the Director of the Geological Survey reported that data available showed
that the lands -were underlaid 'by strata' which contain 'no coal andinvolve no possibilities of coal occurrenee. However, the permit 'applicant thereafter submitted a sample of coal sid' to 'have been t aken
from a bed 3 to 4 inches thick cropping out, upon the land, and the
permit was issued.
..
Although appellant's application was filed long prior to the issuance: of the prospecting permit it: appears that it was not transmitted at once to the' General Land Officeas directed in departmental
regulations of October 6, 1920 (47 L. D., 474), and was not received

and noted upon the records of the':General Land Offie until- Septem;.
ber 17. 1923, which was long after permit issued Ito Sarah E. Gal-

-

lagher. Had said application been of record it would' undoubtedly,
under the' prevailing practice, have been taken up and, disposed of.
before the coal prospecting permit was. issued. Suchd disposition
would have involved a determination whether, the lands' had such
prospective value as warranted: the Secretary, in the exercise of his
discreton, in granting this permit and rejecting appellat's application.
As there was;no determination of the coal character' 'of the land by
the )partment with full knowledge of 'the facts, the doctrine of relation can not proprly be recognizediin. this. case 4s ,stamping the
land as classified, claimed or reported, ecoalin.character priorto the
filing of appellant's application. The Department will not, on, the
other.hand, be warranted in now recalling the'permit, as the-permittee is in no way at fault. Under these conditions it 'is held that
appellant's application may. stand and consideration thereof may
proceed in accordance with the' regulations of September '20, 1922
'(49 I.-D.,' 288).'If the'chief of'field division finds no objetion'the
land Wll be appraisec

in accordance

wih said regulations, and con-

: f::
: - f: L: , 00: .s ::nq

:on
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sideration will-then be given the question of .the coal characterof the
land. If the prmittee 'has made discoveries indicating the existence
ofcoal or that ffurther '-prospectingis warrante a report to that effect
will be'made, and appellant will be required to consent to accept'surface patent pursuant to the act of M9arch'3,09.
The' appellant
may, if heso d'esires, withara the money t
aenderled
with hisappeal.
As'there' was no determinationb"'theie Deplartment that the land is
subject to :timber and stone ent y, and no appraisement' thereof, his
claim that a contrat eists is not wellfounded.
Th e Comnissioner's

decision is modified' to conform to' the views

herein expres'ed-and the case remianded for te action herein directed.'
MOUNTAIN

STATES DEVELOPMENT

COMP-ANY. v.TAYLOR

ET AL.

D.ecided March 31, 1924.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-MNING CLAIM-SECTION 37, ACT OF FEBBUARY25,

1920.

The fact that one claiming oil alnd gas, land: under a placer location. gave
financial assistance to another who drilled a test well and discovered oil
upon other Iand in the locality, does not, alone constitute such diligent
prospecting by the formet:'as t° bring he l'and in hi's claim within the'
exception clause of section 37 of the act of February 25,1920. '
-' ' '.
OIL AND GASLANDS-MININGCLAIM-POSSESSION.
Right of possession to a claim under the mining laws prior to discovery is
,0-accorded only so long as the claimant remains in actual physical possession
.of, the land and. in diligent prosecution, of prospecting operations; -and where
there has been no discovery, the- mere performance of so-called assessment work will not prevent relocation by another
OIL

AND

AY

LANDSMINING
25; 1920.

LA
MA
IossPssioN-SEcTIoN

37, ACT OF FEBER-

"

clause of section -37 of the act of 'February;25, 1920, did not
The dception
O
confer upona Wclaimant of a group of placer claims of: oil and gas lands,
.,uponwhich no discovery of mineralhad.been made, a right to retain them'
,unless he had been in actual continuous possession. of each claim and
in diligent prosecution of prospecting thereupon up to the. time of the;
passage of that act.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMITACT

OF JA'UARY 11, 1922.

Group development under an oil and. gas prospecting permit. issued pursuant
to the act 'of February 25, 1920, is fiot recognized as performance of the
' f4 the permit, but as such "diiigence in an effort-to procure the
lcon'dition
performance necessarY to warrant-'the extension of time authorized by-the'
act of January 11, 1922.
OIt. AND GAS LANDS-PEOSPECTING' PEaMrIT-SECREEPTYOF THE INTERIOR,:.
.S&RvIsY,
AUTHORITY.
.uf
Th,,e act of February 25,i 1920, coatains a. positive direction that oil and gas
-deposits.be disp.osed ofonly as prov ded;,therein, and is mandatory to that
extent, but the at of January,11, 1922, vests the Secretary, of the Interior'
with special discretionary powers with respect to the granting of extensions
:
of time for the performtnce'of the conditions in prospecting permits.
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-i1TheqprincipIie of gioup deveiopment; recognized by the- D)epartment in connection with the granting of extensions; of time for. te iprformance of the
conditions in prospecting permits issued pursuant to the leasing act, has
no application to like development of more than 160 acres under the placer
mining laws by ne' not in possesssion, or etitled against others to possession of theJlands cliaied.
DEPARThiENTAL
DEcIsIoNs CITED ANDAPPLED
Cases of Charles R.
aupt (48 L. D., 355), and Cotner et at. v. Isgrig et al.
(49 L. D., 224), cited' and applied.
FINNE~Y First

Assistant Secretary.

The Mountain States Developmen Company has appealed from
*the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office,dated
O6ctober 2, 1923, which dismissed its protests against te issuance of

pemits to prospect foor oil and gas, pursuant to.section 13 of the
leasing act of Februarry

25, 19206(41 Stat., 43),to

N. G. Morgan

and S. D. Huflaker, under their application,,filed June 30, 1923,for
the NE.

,

Sec. 21,NW.

4,

Se. 22,T. 22,S., R 193E., S. L. M., Salt

akeity, landdistrict, and to.Harold B.. Taylor, who, on.
Utah,
July 2, 1923, fied applicationjfor the SW.-, W. . SE. , SE.
SE., Sec. 33, S SE ,Sec.34,
said tQwunship,and heldthat ithad
-failed,to establish that it is the owner of:vali4'.ining
claims for
the land described which entitledit to retain them under the general
,mining laws, as provided in section 37 of the leasing act, supra.
-Appellant claims to.bethe owner ofplacer miningjlocations, made
in January and May, 1919,by its grantors; that, onthe 15th of February,- 1920, its agent. enteed upon thel nds and commenced the
preparation of the,clams

for drilling operations

by leveling

off of

sites for, the drillingrigs and for. the buildings necessary for drilling
operations, and that there was spent inthis work moreethan $100 on
each claim.

It also claims expenditures of $100 upon eachclaim

Maand June, 1922,,and
in

Jiune,923.

Thework

in

isclaimed to con-

sist of the drilling, in 1922; of a. 12-inchhole in each claimto depths,
ofabout 60 feet each, and, in 1923, to consist of the drilling of a 6-inch

h olein
each claim to dpths of about
35 feet each.. Thhse
expenditures
fare claied to
mininglaws.

constitute
annual assessmentwork "
theplacer
No discoveries f oil and gas upon any of these loca-

tions are claimed by the appellant, who claims, however, to have
been in continuouspossession of said claims sinceFebruary 1S,
1920, and to be entitled to hold said claims, because, in February,

1920,it decid d' o participate in the drilling ofa test wellupon
Ses. , 4, 9, and 10, T. 21
S., R. 19
E.,
S. L.,M,
owned by the Crescent-Eagle Oil Company and to that end acquired
avery large stock interest in said
copany.
It
is further alleged
certcaicsin
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that the Crescent-Eagle- Oil Company has expended over. $100,000
Lindrilling operationsupon the lands claimed by it, and has sunk one
uDwell
to a depth: of over 2,000 feet, encountering a very good showing
of oil.

The "assessment work" and the expenditures made in acquiring
an interest in the Crescent-Eagle Oil company are claimed to be
sufficient to entitle the appellant company to continue to hold the
lands until a discovery has been made in the test well,.after which
it nay' proceed to make discoveries upon the lands claimed by it, and
may secure patents therefor in accordance with the placer mining
laws.

The Commissioner denied this claim in the decision appealedfrom,
holding that financial' :asistance to another company drilling upon
other lands was 'not; diligent prospecting upon the lands covered
by its own locations, and would not except said lands from the operation of the general leasing act of February 25, 1920,supra.
Appellan t now claims that the Commissioner erred in holding
" that the investment by the stockholders of the Mountain States
3Developient Company inthe stock f the Cresent-Eagle Oil Coin.pany *
*
was not a 'sufficient' evidence of good faith and
proper' effort to; develop the lands of the United States to protect
the filings theretofore made' by them'under the placer mining laws,"
and cites his decision in a similar case involving the peprnit application of one Arthur C. Tunison, in' which appellant's 'claims were
*recognized; and the'permit;a plication rejected.
It is also claimed that the Commissioner's decision is a departure
'from the prevailing practice followed with: reference to' prospecting
permits issued pursuant to the lasing act, which excuses permwittees
from drilling under their permits' provided they are contributing to
-the cost of a test well: on the structue
The appellant-'has not made it clear whether itSinvested its corporate' funds in stocks in the Crescent-Eagle Oil-.Company, if it had
authority by law to do so, or whether its 'stockholders have merely
diverted money originally intended to. purchase its stock from that
purpose, and have purchased stock in the Crescent-Eagle Oil Company, although there are allegations which suggest that both were
done.

Section 37 of the leasing act provides, as far as is materiail hereto,
'as follows:
That the deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale,: and gas, herein
referred to,in lands valuable for such minerals, * * * shall be subject to
disposition only in the form and manner provided in this Act, except as to
valid claims existent at date of passage of this Act and thereafter maintained
in, compliance, with the laws- under which initiated which.,claims may be
perfected under such laws, including discovery.
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The apellant does not claim to have made any discoveries upon
the land involved, and has not shown that it has been in such actual:
physical. possession of the land, from and after February 25, 1920,
as would have prevented relocation of sid lands. byothers had the
placer mining laws Tpimained.applicable.. It seems rather to rely
upon what. may be termed a "constructive" possession, j.e.j an Unabandoned clain of right tothe undeeloped tracts, with possession,
and prospecting ipon other l4nds, preparatory to a deteTination
cheer prospecting would, be warranted on the; claims covering the

land involved..:

..

:

This theory is. wholly contrary to the !spirit and expressed rovisions of the placer mining laws, which contemplate that not more
than 160 acres.'may.be acquired b an' association or corporationf by
virtue of a discovery of mineral .within, the limits of the claim, .and
accord such association or corporation- a right of possession prior
to such discovery only so long' as it remains in actual physical posses-

sion of the land and in diigent prosecution of prospecting operations.. Where there has been no: discovery, the mere performance of'
so-called "assessment work" willfnot .prevent relocation by another.
See Cotner et al. v.Isgrig'et a. (49 L D., 224).
S
in 'the present case, it appears that the appellant has purchased
mere '. paper "locations; and.that, even though constructive posses0 :-sion
or group developmaent.could' properly be' recognized in: some
cases, itwould'be wholly inapplicable here, as appellant,'as a separate
legal entity, has no wnership inthe claims developedby te Crescent-Eagle Oil Company, and, as a shareholder, will reap its just
share of: any profits made by that'company from its. prospecting.
No reason isl apparent why: appellant: company or its' shaieholders
should, merely because:they have previously located near-by laids
kbe awarded a preferred- status 'with respect thereto, not only over
strangers butt over other shareholders' in the Crescent-Eagle Oil Comclaims are clearly not "valid" -within the meaiing
pany. Siu&ch;
of 'section 37 of the leasing act.

F

: vhile itappears'that a-protetby this' appellantagainst the-issuance of a prospecting permit to one Arthu'r C. Tunison, which was

identical in its claims to 'the protests now innder consideration, was
sustained by 'the Commissioner on 'September' 12, 1922,-the matter
was,nev'erbrought before the Department for review, and appellant's
reliance thereon was not warranted in view of the' interpretation' of
'section 37 of the leasing act published prior thereto in departmental
regulations under the leasing act; Circular No. 672, approved March
11, 1920 (47 L. D. 437,'467), under the title-" Rights under 'paper
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locations,'" in which the following is especially pertinent hereto
(page 468):
Obviously a valid claim under the former law is one that, the courts and the
has
others.
a'gainst the clamsof
Land Department will protect and respect
The mere taklingand posting-'of noties :dd notco-nstitutetsuch a claim, and
,-the regulations so hold.,
.Any other-view as to the construction of section 37 is inconsistent, with the
provisions of other sections of the leasing law. Section 19 provides for relief,
so called, for those persons

wh'o initlid

claims

on the public

:

domain at a

time when 'the lands were ndt withdrawn or classified, and 'who, at the date
:of the act, had not perfected such claims by discovery, and it further prbvides that where, such. a' claimant had expended an amount equal in the
if in
aggregate to $250 toward the development 'of his claim, suc clainiat,
good faith and the claim was initiated prior to October 1, 1919, would be
entitled to a prospector's permit for the area embraced in his claim.
The provisions of the relief- setions (1s, 18a, 19, and 22), were the subject
of extended consideration by the committees of; Congress, and it is clear
:that the provisions of section 19: are just as. far as Congress intended to
go in the protection of claims and locations of thIe clas here under discussion. To construe the act as validgting-mere "paper locations" would be
placing Congress and this departmeiint in the'-position of' saying that one 'who
-had expended $250 on his claim"would be entitled only to a prospecting permit,
,vwile one woe had only a stake nd notl:te would - letvltWLnLU Vule 1rU
for an indefinite time of ultimately, getting ,absolute title. .

In this case, the appellant companyr, on February 25, 1920,'had
merely' caused work to be commnenced,which, .when completed for
that year, was. not shown to amountto at.least, $250, and. it' would
not: ha.ve been: entitled to' a' preference .right to a permit to pros-,
a right to. retain an
order to have
pect upon the land. nearned
act of February. 2,
'
the
of
37
.interest in the land under. section
of eachiclaim,
possession
1920, it is clear that only actual ontinuous
recognized as
be
intended.to
with diligent prospecting-thereonwas
act.. .'
leasing
the
of'
withholding the -land from.the operation
"recogdevelopmeMnt
1'grou^
.'here. is no proper analogy: betweei
and
permits
nized ;by the DIPepartmentin the ease .of prospecting
the
under
claimant
likei development of more than 160. acres by a
against
entitled
or
of,
placer ,mining laws 'wlois not-in -posse sion,
others to possession ,of the lands sought.-. .The, group development
,under permits is..not regarded as performance of the conditions of

A

'In

the pern it, ,but as such' diligence in .an eiffort to procure such per-

formance as warrants extensions :of time pursuant to the act of
January

11, 1922, (42 Stat., 356).

Under.that

act, special discre-.

tionary powers:are vested in. the Departmen;, but under, the leasing
act,there.is a positive direction that oil and gas deposits be disposed of only as. provided in, said act, unless-claimed by parties'of
the excepted class, to which this appellant ddes not belong.
The only grounds presented which would warrant the denial of
the pending applications for permits by these appellees is the alleged
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discovery of oil prior to the filing of their applications. If appellant can furnish sufficient additional data to convince the Depart< ment that such discovery established the productivity of the geologic
structure on which the well is located, and that such structure embraces the lands involved herein, the Department's definition of the
structure as producing would relate back to the time of discovery
and preclude the issuance of prospecting permits. Charles R. Haupt
(48 L. D., 355).

In such case, the lands will be subject to lease,

pursuant to section 17 of the leasing act.
The Commissioner's decision is, therefore, modified to conform
to the views herein expressed; and, unless within 30 days from
notice the showing indicated is furnished by appellant, the, dismissals of its protests will become final, and permits will be issued,
in the absence of other objections, to these appellees. The records
are returned to the General Land Office for the action directed

hiere
.
I-S

-

-

HELEN F. CURNS.

Decided

ApriZ 1, 1924.

OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-CONTIGUITY-CMPACTNESS-WODS
AND PRASES.

A departmental regulation limiting the maximum area over which prospecting
of incontiguous tracts of public lands for oil and gas may be conducted
under one permit to a township, that is, an area 6 miles square, is a liberal
* interpretation of what constitutes an area in a " reasonably compact form"
within the meaning of section 13 of the leasing act, and will not be modified
except in special cases.
OmLAND,GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT.

,.Nothing in the act of February 25, 1920, either directs or suggests that an
applicant for an. oil and gas prospecting permit shall be entitled in every
instance to be awarded a permit for the maximum area authorized by the
act.
DEPARTMENTALDECISION CITED AND APPLIED.

Case of Fred Mathews (48 L D., 239), cited and applied.
FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary:.

On March 26, 1923, Helen F. Gurns filed application, pursuant to
section 13 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for
the SW.
NW. ,14
SW. Ad SW.+ SE. , Sec. 34, T. 21 N., R. 10 W.,
SW. 1 NW. 4, SW.4, SW.
SE. , Sec. 2, all Sec. 12, all Sec. 26, T.
20 N., R. 10 W.; all Sec. 18, all Sec. 28, NE. , Sec. 30, T. 20 N., R.
11 W., N. M. P. M., Santa Fe, New Mexico, land district, containing
3,198.40 acres. This application was withdrawn

as to Sec. 18. T. 20.

N., R. 11 W., so as to reduce the area to 2,560 acres, the maximum
74526'-24-vor 50-
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area authorized to be included in a single permit under the leasing
act.
By decision dated December 4, 1923, the Commissioner required
the applicant to amend her application to include only such tracts as
]ie within a general area six miles square, on penalty of its rejection
as to all Sec. 28, NE.
no election was filed.

, Sec. 30, T. 20 N., R. 11 W., sixth P.; M., if

The applicant has appealed from this decision and alleges that,
because of prior disposals of the interv ing lands she has made
application in a "reasonably compact form" within the meaning
of section 13 of the leasing act, and in accordance with departmental
regulations thereunder approved March II, 1920 (47 L. D., 437),
which provide that " incontiguous tracks within a limited radius may
be included in a permit when conditions are such -that because of
prior disposals a reasonable area of contiguous land can not be
procured." She alleges that all these lands occupy an area shut off
by mountains which prevent the taking and working of additional
lands up to 2,560 acres within an area of 6 miles square which would
include the areas applied for in Ts. 20 and 21 N., R. 10 W.
Appellant's claim is based upon the assumption that the maximum
acreage authorized by the leasing act to be included in one permit
may be applied for and that such regulations as may be made by the
Department can only be made so as not to diminish her right to a
permit for such maximum area.
There is nothing in the leasing act which expressly directs or in-.
deed suggests that the maximum area may at all times be applied
for and the issuance of a permit therefor insisted upon by the applicant.
On the contrary, the expressed requirement that permits for surveyed lands cover an area in a reasonably compact form suggests
aAlimitation which must prevail as against the provision that
prospecting permits shall be issued for " not to exceed two thousand
five hundred and sixty acres " [italics supplied]. The fact that but
one test well is required to-prove the oil-bearing character of all the
land covered by a permit, thus making it subject to lease, also presents an added reason for holding that one permit can only be issued
for incontiguous tracts which are, as stated in the regulations of
March 11, 1920,supra, " within a limited radius."
The Department has heretofore held on numerous occasions, as
pointed out in the case of Fred Mathews (48 L. D., 239), that
a general area equal to a township, that is, an area 6 miles square
represents the maximum over which prospecting can properly.
be carried on under one permit, pursuant to the leasing act.. This
construction of what constitutes an area in a "reasonably compact

<
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form' witihin the. meaning of section 13 of the leasing act is one
of extreme liberality which the epartment will not be warranted
modifying by way of enlargement except in cases involving
min
special conditions and the serving of the purposes of the leasing act
to a far greater degree than the, facts in this case disclose would
be done if appellant's

claim was allowed.

The Commissioner's decision is affirmedand the case is tel
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Where one, by the construction of a tank upon a tract of public land, acquires a vested right to use water by section 2339,'Revised Statutes, and is
in possession of the surrounding land, he will be accorded a preference
right to acquire title to the land upon which his improvements are situated
under a appropriate land law as against another who has been allowed
to make an entry under the stock-rising homestead act.
CouRT AND DEPAnrMNTAL DIcsioNs C M AND APPLIED.
Cases of Atherton

*

v. Fowler

(96 U. S., 513), Lyle v. Patterson

(228 U. S.,

211), Krueger vt United States (246 U. S., 69), Denee v. Ankeny.(246 U.
S., 208), Jones T. Arthur (23 L. D., 235), and Burtis . Kansas (34 L.
D., 304), cited and applied..

FirNE, First Assistant Seasetary:
This is an appeal by Leslie R. Hanson from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Officedated October 13, 1923,holding
for cancellation, on the contest of Robert W. Wagoner, his entry
under section 1 of the stock-raising homestead act, allo*ed October
-

15, 1920, for all of Sec. 27, T. 5 N., R. 3 W., G& S. R. M., Phoenix,

A:rizona, land district.
The contest was initiated January 16, 1923, on the chargeThat said entrymap filed on the above tract for: speculative purposes to
acquire improvements and water developed by prior settler; entryman never
established residence on the land or improved the same; entryman secured
additional time to establish residence on false, fraudulent, and misleading statements, and failure to establish residence not due to service in Army or Navy
of United States.

The local officers, before whom the hearing

wvasheld, found that

the testitosry does'not show any fraud in obtaining extensions of time
to establish residence; that the charge of failure to establish residence
was not established, but that the charge that the entry had been
made for speculative purposes to acquire improvements and water
developed by prior settler had been proven by a preponderance of

T
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the evidence. They recommended that the entry be canceled. The
Commissioner held that the evidence shows that entryinan's applications for extension of time to establish -residence, while not wholly
false, were exaggerated almost beyond the extent of truth; that he
had not stated the facts in his petition for the designation of the
land, and that the entry was made for speculative purposes i that
entryman desired more to get possession of the improvements and
water tank than he did to get possession of the land for stock-raising
purposes.
According to the evidence submitted at the hearing, there were
located'on the NE. , said Sec. 27, at the date of Hanson's application
and when his entry was allowed, a tank,'a house, and other improvements, owned by contestant. The tank, known as the Brill tank,
is approximately 600 by 1,200 feet, and notice of its location was
recorded in 1912. It had been maintained for many years prior
thereto, having been constructed when the land was unsurveyed. Its
maintenance was warranted by section 2339,Revised Statutes, which
provides in part:
Whenever, by. priority of possession, rights to the use of water for mining,
agricultural, manufacturing, or other purposes have vested and accrued, and
the same are recognized and acknowledged by the local customs, laws, and the
*decisions of courts, the possessors and owners of such vested rights shall be
maintained and protected in the same.

In petitioning for designation and in applying to make entry
Hanson represented the tract to be.-yacant public land. He misrepresehted material facts, and had apparently deliberately planned to
acquire the valuable property of another. There was a total absence
of good faith, and the entry can not be allowed to stand. Wagoner
was in possession of the land surrounding the tank under color of
title; hence Hanson's attempt to secure title thereto was illegal.
See Jones v. Arthur (28 L. D.. 235) Burtis . Kansas (34'L. D.. 304)
Atherton v. Fowler (96 U. S., 613), Lyle v. Patterson (228 U. S.,
211), Krueger v. United States (246 U. S., 69), Denee V. Ankeny
(246 U. S., 208).

The decision appealed from concluded with the statement that
contestant, upon the cancellation of Hanson's entry, would be at
liberty to file a reservoir declaratory statement under the act of
January 13, 1897 (29 Stat., 484), covering the E. il NE. J. It will
not be necessary for contestant to file a reservoir declaratory statement. He may make entry for the tract on which the improvejnents
are located under any applicable public land law.
Modified to agree with the foregoing, the decision appealed from is
affirmed.
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In the absence of a statute to the contrary, lands formed by accretion belong to the adjoining riparian or shore owner.

AcOERIox-RIPARIAN
OWNERSHIP-SURVEY.

AccRETIoN-RiPAEiAN OWNERSHip-PUBIC LANDS-SURVEY-PATENT.

Where, prior to divestiture of the Government's title to public land abutting on a meander line, an accretion had formed and the original survey
had ceasedito correctly represent the approximate shore line, title to the
added area does not pass under a patent for the surveyed upland.
DEPARTMENTAL
INSTRUcTIONSAPPIED.

Instructions of April 17, 1918 (46 L. D., 461), applied.

FINNEY, First

I

X ]

L5 35

Assistant Secretary:

By letter of March 3, 1923, the Commissioner of the General
Land Office submitted for consideration by the Department the application of' R. M. Stricker for the survey of an area of lands formed
by accretion to the left bank of the Mississippi River after the original survey and adjacent to fractional Sec. 14, T. 5 N., R. 4 W.,
W. M., Mississippi.
There were also submitted certain other. applications filed by Ackland H. Jones and several other parties asking for survey of an area
formed by accretion and attached to Glasscock's Island in the Mississippi River in T. 5 N., R. 9 E., La. Mer.
The record shows -that fractional

Sec. 14, T. 5 N., R. 4 W., was

patented to J. B. Galloway, October 20, 1921, following his purchase
thereof under the timber and stone act. The area so patented was 30
acres according to the original survey. It was then known that a
large area, perhaps 100 acres or more, had formed by accretion in
front of that tract, and it appears to have been understood that the
title of the purchaser was confined to the surveyed area and did not
include the large tract which had attached thereto prior to the sale.
Opposite said fractional Sec. 14, at the time of the original
survey, was the island known as Glasscock's Island above mentioned,
and according to plat approved February 10, 1836, the island consisted of lots 1, 2, 3, and 4,Sec. 65, lots 1, 2, and 3, Sec. 66, and fractional Secs. 67-and 68, having a combined area of 396.84 acres.

An investigation in the field made in 1922 disclosed that since
the date of the original surveys the channel between the said island
and the left bank of the river has filled in so that the water now
flows on the west side of the island. It is indicat1-that a portion
of the original island on the east side was washed away and that the
accretion in the east channel attached to the left bank of the river
and built up toward the west until it reached beyond the original
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location of the east side of the island. There have been large accretions on the north and west attached to the island, but the land now
existing between the island and the left bank of the river in front
of fractional Sec. 14 was formed by gradual accretion to the left
bank.
Lots 1, 2, and 3, Sec, 65, T. 5 N., R. 9 E., containing 157.42 acres

along a portion of the east side of the island were patented in 1841.
No part of the area formed by accretion in the channel east of said
tracts can be regarded as belonging to the said patented land because the added area was not formed by attachment to the said
patented tracts but was built up by attachment to the left bank.
In the absence of a statute to the contrary, lands formed by accretion belong to the riparian or shore owner to which the accretion
is attached (29 Cyc., 349).

The State of Mississippi was notified of this application and has
made no objection. Furthermore, no statute of that State in conflict with the general rule has been found.
The United States, as owner of fractional Sec. 14, became vested
with title to the land formed by accretion immediately in front
thereof and attached thereto. The added area was not disposed of
by the sale of fractional Sec. 14. At that time, the original survey
had.ceased to correctly represent the approximate shore line, which
fact was well known to the Government and the purchaser, and
it was not the intention to pass: title to the area outside the meander
line. See 46 L. D., 461.- Therefore, the added area in question
opposite fractional Sec. 14, is public land of the United States
and it appears appropriate to cause the same to be surveyed for
disposal under the public land laws. This should be accomplished
by extending lines westward from the north and south extremities
of fractional Sec. 14 in such manner as will not interfere with the
rights of, adjacent riparian owners to their proportionate interest
in the accretion area. From an examination of the examiner's plat
it appears that in running the side lines very little departure from
cardinal directions will be necessary in order to equitably apportion the added area. As so extended, the north line will. intersect
the east side of the island as originally surveyed, while the south
line will be extended westwardly until it intersects with a line
extended south from the southeast corner of Sec. 68, being also
the southeast corner of the island as originally surveyed.
It will be observed that survey of the said accretion area as above
indicated will not encroach upon any part of the island as originally
surveyed. This will respect the title to the patented portion of
the island in conformity with the rule that reappearance of land
after submergence restores title to the former owner where its
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identity can be established by situation or boundary lines (29 Cyc.,
352).

It is not believed advisable to survey the accretion areas- on the
north, west, and south of the island. All islands in the Mississippi
River south of Cairo, Illinois, were withdrawn from all disposal
in 1882 at the request of the Secretary of War in connection with
the improvement of navigation. Therefore, the applications for
survey of the areas formed by accretion to the island filed by
Ackland H. Jones and others are rejected.
It is further noted that there are certain applications or entriespending for the unpatented tracts of the island as originally surveyed. It is directed that appropriate action be taken to clear the
record of these claims because the lands were withdrawn and were
not subject to entry.
The record is remanded for further appropriate action as indicated herein.
MOFFAT -TUNNEL COMMISSION.

6

Opinion, April 4, 1924.

RIGHTOFWAY-STATUTES.

, , 2

(AS

/

A a/
4

The acts of Congress granting easements over the public lands are; to be
construed liberally and their spirit and intent effectuated, if possible,
where the benefits to be derived therefrom are for the public interest.
RIGeT Or WAY-RAILROADGRANT-TELEPEONE LINE.
Easements over the public lands may be granted under the various Federal
Statutes appertaining thereto to a commission created and empowered by
a State legislature for the purpose of acquiring a site and of constructing
and maintaining a tunnel for the use of railroads, power, telegraph and
telephone lines, transportation of water, and as a highway for vehicles,
notwithstanding that the actual operation of these utilities is to be conducted by others, where their maintenance is for the public interest.
PRIOR DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONOVERRULED.
Case of Minnesota and Ontario Bridge Company (30 L. D., 77), overruled.

WORK,
Secretary.
I have before me the question as to whether the application filed
in your office [Commissioner of the General Land Office] under the
act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat., 482), by the Moffat Tunnel Com-

mission, the managing and controlling board of the Moffat tunnel
improvement district, may be granted.
It appears that the commission in certificate on the map filed states
"that the railroads using said tunnel are to be operated as common
carriers of passengers and freight."
In addition to the right of way for the tunnel, application is also
,made for right of way over certain lands to be used as an approach
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to the tunnel. Accompanying the application is a certified copy of
an act passed by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado
and approved May 12, 1922,entitledAn act to provide for the creation of an improvement district to be. called
"The Moffat Tunnel Improvement District," for the construction of a tunnel
through the Continental Divide between Grand County and Gilpin County
said tunnel to be used for transportation and other purposes; * * *

Section 6 of the act provides:
It shall be the duty of the said board, on behalf of said district to provide
for the construction of and to construct a transportation tunnel, its equipment and approaches thereto; said tunnel to be constructed at an elevation
of approximately nine thousand two hundred (9,200) feet above sea level,
the eastern portal of said tunnel to be located at the most practicable site on
the eastern slope of the Continental Divide and near the headwaters of
South Boulder Creek, the western portal of said tunnel to be located at the
most practicable point on the western slope of the Continental Divide, near
the headwaters of the Frazier River. Said tunnel and its approaches shall be
so constructed that the same may be used for standard gauge railroads, for
the transmission of power and for the use of telephone and. telegraph lines
for the transportation of water, and for the transportation of automobiles
and other vehicles.

Paragraph (a) of section 8 of the act provides:
To acquire on behalf of said district a tunnel site and such other lands
and approaches thereto as may be necessary, either by contract or by
making application to the United States Government for easements or rights
of way or other rights: Provided, That the acquiring of such right or easement shall not prejudice the right of any applicant to also apply to the United
States Government for the right and easement to conduct water through or
over the same land.

It appears from the foregoing that the purpose and intent of
The Legislature of the State of Colorado was to create an instrumentality which should secure the rights of way for and thereafter
construct a tunnel through the Continental Divide, primarily for
use of railroads, and also for use by power lines, telephone; and
telegraph lines, for the transportation of water, and also as a
highway for use by automobiles and other vehicles.
The act of March 3 1875 supra, grants a right of way through
the public lands of the United States to any railroad company duly
organized for the construction, maintenance, and operation of a
railroad or railroads. The grant is not an- absolute one, in the sense
that a fee title to the land is acquired. It is a grant of the right
to use the land for the purposes described in the law. This act
does not include or authorize the granting of rights of way for
the other purposes mentioned in the act of the Legislature of the
State of Colorado, but there are other acts of Congress granting
rights of way, easements, or permits over the public lands for power
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transmission lines, telegraph and telephone lines, ditches o ther
conduits for the transmission of water, etc.
E
The situation presented in this case is unusuaL The backbone of
the Rocky Mountain system, or the so-called Continental. Divide,
forms a barrier between eastern and western Colorado, which,;at certain seasons of the year, is nearly, if not quite, impassible, and cer-tainly renders the operation of a railroad or railroad lines at or
near this point infeasible and unprofitable. It also renders difficult, if not impossible, the maintenance and operation over its high
summit of power transmission lines and telegraph and telephone
lines.

It renders absolutely impossible, save by a tunnel as proposed,

the transmission of water through a canal or conduit from one side
of the divide to the other.
The act of 1875 and other acts authorizing the granting of rights
of way and permits were not enacted with a-condition like this specifically in view, but it can not be assumed that Congress intended that
portions of the country separated by mountain barriers like this
should be deprived of transportation and water lines. In fact, it is
not questioned, I thiik, that a right of way might be applied for and
secured which would-'involve a tunnel through the Continental Divide by a railroad company for the construction and operation of a
railway line; nor that a duly authorized corporation or individual
-mightnot secure an easement which would involve the construction
of a tunnel through the mountains for a canal or water conduit, or
for power lines, telegraph or telephone lines. Such rights or easements are in, the public interest, beneficial generally to the regions
isolated by natural barriers, but generally beneficial to all. Therefore, the acts are to be liberally construed, and their spirit and intent
effectuated, if possible.

privileg
.
This Department, in the case of Minnesota and Ontario Bridge
Company (30 L. D., 77), held that the privileges granted by the act
of March 3, 1875 spra, are limited to railroad companies organized
as common carriers for the benefit of the general public. Hence, a
company organized for the purpose of surveying, laying out, constructing, and operating a railroad bridge is not entitled to the

This decision has not controlled the Department in its administration of analogous right of way statutes. For instance, under the act.
of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095), which provides in language quite
similar to that used in the railroad right of way act " that the right
of way through the public lands and reservations of the United
States is hereby granted to any canal or ditch company formed fo
the purpose of irrigation," the Department has never required the
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company securing the right of way to itself engage in the irrigation
of its own lands, but has granted rights of way to canal companies
which may serve the public generally by disposing of water to others
for irrigation.
In this matter, under the applicable statute of Colorado, it is the
privilege and duty of the Moffat tunnel improvement district to
secure the necessary easements or rights of way to provide for the
construction of and to construct a tunnel to be used for railroad
purposes, and for the other purposes specified in the act and heretofore described. While the district, after the construction of the
tunnel, may not directly operate the railroad or railroad lines, or
the power transmission lines, etc., it will be the holder- of the easement or privilege which makes their operation possible. It will
be the agency to construct the tunnel, on the floor of which the
various public utilities will cross the divide. It will arrange for
such use of the tunnel by contract, lease, or other appropriate instrument. Unless and until otherwise provided, it will be responsible
for the maintenance and operation of the tunnel and indirectly,
at least, for the operation of-the utilities passiig through same.
While no single Federal law provides for Bights of way for all
of the various uses proposed here to be made, there are separate
Federal laws making provision for all of the uses proposed, and assuming that the applicant is qualified, I see no reason why, under the
peculiar circumstances here presented, the map or grant may not
be-so amended as to approve it under each and all of the applicable
acts of Congress. The desirability of the proposed tunnel is beyond argument, and its purposed construction and operation has
been widely advertised, not only through the enactment of the
legislature described but through the public press. So far as I am
advised, no objection has been filed in or suggested to the Department. The granting .of the right of way will not be harmful to the
public interest, but will. be highly beneficial. The purposes for
which it is to be used are authorized by various acts of Congress,
and the organization- created. by the Legislature of Colorado to accomplish the desired result seems to me to fall within the spirit
and intent of the applicable laws.
You are therefore authorized to secure the amendment of the
application and of the accompanying map or maps, so as to make
appropriate reference to the several acts of Congress applicable to
the different uses proposed, and to thereafter submit the application
and maps to the Department for further consideration, with view
to approval, in the absence of objection.
.
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CASSIDY v. HALL (ON REHEARING).
Decided April

PRACTICE-LAND DEPARTMENT-JEARIN

5, 1924.

:

GFORFEITU-STOCR-RAISING

STEAD.

te

;

HOME-

The LandDepartment will not declare a forfeiture of the rights of a claimant
to public lands on technical grounds, and failure to adhere to a technical
construction of the Rules of Practice will not deprive him of an opportunity
to be heard unless it appears that he has no substantial claim to equitable
consideration.
DEPARTMENTALDEcIsION CITED AND APPLIED.

Case of Dawkins v. Hedin (44 L. D., 371), cited and applied.

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
This is a motion by JohnP. Cassidy for rehearing of the departmental decision of February 2, 1924, in the above-entitled case, involving the stock-raising homestead entry of Steve Hall, San Francisco, 012907.

The facts in the case are fully and clearly set forth in the decision
of the Commissioner of the General Land Officedated September 24,
1923, and in the decision now complained of which affirmed that of
the Commissioner. No restatement of the facts is here necessary.
The Commissioner and the Department cited and followed the decision in the case of Dawkins . Hedin (44 L. , 371). It is now
contended that said case is in no way parallel with the present case,
for the reason that in the cited case the cntestee made an attempt to
file an answer within the legal time. It is frther contended that
there must be' strict compliance with the Rules of Practice, and
several cases are cited to show that the Department has required
that Rle 8 of Practice be strictly complied with.
i
Rule 8 of Practice has reference solely to the contestant, hnd in
view of the reward that he is seeking, to the loss of the contestee,
there is good reason for requiring that all technicalities be observed.
On the other hand, it is not fair nor just that entrymen should be
deprived of their lands on technical grounds. No decision where
an entryman, or contestee, has thus been dealt with has been cited.

6k

Notwithstanding this contestant's attempted distinction, the epartment considers the language in the case of Dawkins v. Hedin,
supra, particularly applicable in the present case:
The Department does not feel inclined, however, to finally adjudicate the
rights of an entryman solely upon technical considerations, especially a technical construction of the Rules of Practice. On the contrary, it is, and has always
been, the policy of the Land Department to allow claimants of public land opportunity to be heard, notwithstanding they may have, through mistake, inad-
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vertence, or even laches, clearly -forfeited their right to a hearing under the
Rules of Practice, unless it appears from the record, with reasonable clearness,
that they have no substantial claims to equitable consideration.

If the contestee can prove the allegations made in his belated
It would manifestly

answer he has a good defense.

be inequitable

to deny him the right to be heard. On the other hand, the contestant must have considered himself prepared to prove his charges
as made. No more will be required of him than he reasonably should
have anticipated on initiating the contest.
The motion for rehearing is denied.
EXPIRATION

OF PROSPECTING PERMITS-ACTS
1917, AND FEBRUARY 25, 1920.

OF OCTOBER 2,

INsTRUCTIONS.
[Circular

No. 926.]

DEPARTMENT

OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OVIcE,

Wasi'ngtoon, D. 0., April 5, 19R4.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

Action taken by certain district land offices on. applications for
lands which have been included in prospecting permits outstanding
for, more than two years, indicates that not all district- land officials
fully understand the status of such permits, and in order that the
matter may be made clear, you are instructed as follows: Permits to prospect for potash, under the act of October 2, 1917
(40 Stat., 297), Circular No. 594 (46 L. D., 323), permits to prospect for coal and permits to prospect for sodium, under the act of
February

25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), Circulars Nos. 679 and 699 (47

L. D., 489 and. 529), are issued for ternis of two years without provision for extensions of time. If any such permittee does not apply
for patent or lease, based on claim of discovery within the two-year
period, the permit expires by limitation fixed by both the law and
the terms of the permit. No formal action to terminate the permit
is necessary or will be taken. Accordingly, such a permit, after two
years from date of issue, being no longer in force, is no bar to the
allowance of other filings for the land which it embraced.
As to oil and gas prospecting permits, the situation is different.
The law authorizes extensions of time beyond the two-year period,
and an oil and gas prospecting permit is to be considered in force
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until it has been canceled by this office and the cancellation noted
on your tract books. (See 49 L. D., 171; also Circular No. 915, approved February 5, 1924, 50 L. D., 299.)
WILLIAM SPRY,

Commissioner.

Approved:
E.( C. FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary.
EFFECT OF A TERRITORIAL

STATUTE IMPOSING DUTIES UPON A

FEDERAL OFFICER.
Opinion, April 8, 1924.
OFFIcERS-ALAsKA-STATUTE&.

A Territorial legislature does not possess the power to impose in any manner
duties on a Federal officer, and, if such be attempted, he can not properly
perform them unless they come within the scope of his duties as fixed by

the Federal statutes.
OFFICERS-SECEETARYOF THE INTERIOR-ALASKA-STATUTES.

In issuing instructions prescribing the duties of an officer of his department,
pursuant to an act of Congress creating the office, the Secretary of. the
Interior may include duties fixed by a Territorial legislature, but in doing
so he can not go beyond the intent and purpose of the Federal statute or
require the performance of duties not contemplated by it.

EDWARDS,SOlicitOr:

The concrete question presented for my consideration in this
in-stance is as to whether or not an officer of the United States "can

properly discharge the duties imposed on him by the acts of the
Legislature" of the Territory of Alaska.
The statutes and facts which gave rise to this inquiry are as follows:
The act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1104), entitled "An act for
the protection of the lives of miners in the Territories," created the
office of mine inspector in each Territory where the annual output
of its coal mines was in excess of 1,000 tons and prescribed

cer-

tain methods of mining construction and operation conducive to
the safety and health of the miners. That act fixed the compensation and duties of the ispectors, one of whom was appointed for
and served in Alaska and' compensated from specific appropriations
made annually for that purpose. Recently, however, that office was,
in effect, abolished by the failure of Congress to make an appropriation for its salary, and in lieu of an appropriation of that kind
a lump sum has been annually appropriated-- *
For investigations and the dissemination of information with a view to improving conditions in the mining, quarrying, and metallurgical industries under
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the Act of March 3, 1915, and to provide for the inspection of mines and the
protection of the lives of miners in the Territory of Alaska, including personal
service, equipment, supplies, and expenses of travel and subsistence.

See acts of May 24, 1922, and January 24, 1923 (42 Stat., 552, 588
and 1174, 1210).

In establishing the Bureau of Mines (36 Stat., 369; 37 Stat., 681;
39 Stat., 262, 303), Congress provided for the appointment, and
prescribed the duties of a Director and an Assistant Director and
stated that "there shall also be in said bureau experts and other employees, to be appointed by the Secretary of the Interior."
Under these statutes the Secretary created the position, among
others, of supervising mining engineer for Alaska and charged him
with certain duties.
By the act of May 3, 1917 (Laws of Alaska, 1917, Chapter 51),
the Legislature of Alaska enacted a statute which created the office
of Territorial mining inspector and at some length and in considerable detail prescribed methods for the construction and operation of
mines, some of which were not included in the act of 1891,spra. In
this Territorial act the duties and powers of the mining inspector
were fully set out and paragraph "a" of its section 9 also provided

that-

.The Federal Mining Inspector or Inspectors shall have authority to enforce
the provisions of this Act. In all such cases the Federal Mining Inspector
shall report in detail to the Governor of the Territory of Alaska all cases
wherein he has invoked the aid of the Territorial Mine Inspection Act.

Section 10 of that act declared that* * * The Territorial
Mine Inspector shall turn over a copy of the
register to the Federal Mining Inspector, and shall at all times give said
Federal Mining Inspector access to said register.

The appointment of a Territorial mining inspector was authorized
by the act of May 7, 1921 (chapter 44, Laws of Alaska, 1921).
Under the provisions of section 19 of the act of 1891, supra, that
act became inoperative as to Alaska upon the passage of the act of
1917, just mentioned, and the Federal officers were, therefore, no
longer charged with any duties relative to the operation of mines
other than such as arose from the act authorizing the appointment of a supervising mining engineer which made an appropriation for the purpose, among others, " to provide for the inspection
of mines and the protection of the lives of miners in the Territory of
Alaska."
In addition to the Territorial statutes mentioned there is the act
of May 5, 1919 (chapter 9, Laws of Alaska, 1919), which established the officeof labor commissioner of the Territory and provided
that the Territorial mining inspector should, ex officio, perform the
duties of that officewhich are-
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(a) To assort, systematize and present in biennial report to the Governor
of Alaska statistical details relating to all departments of labor in the
Territory, especially in its relation to the industrial, social and sanitary conditions of the laboring classes, and to the permanent- prosperity of the industries of the Territory.
(b) He shall have, the power to enforce all sanitary and safety regulations,
as are hereinafter set forth.
(c) He may inspect ay factory, cannery or other establishment where labor
is employed, and is hereby empowered and authorized so to do.

By the act of May 3, 1923 (chapter. 82, Laws of Alaska, 1923),
the Legislature of Alaska suspended the provision of its former act
which created the officeof mining inspector and declared as follows:
SECTIou 2. That the Governor be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered
on behalf of the Territory to enter into a cooperative arrangement with the
Department of the Interior .wherebyand under which there shall be joint Territorial and Federal supervision and inspection of mines and mining other
than coal mines and mining in Alaska under the direction of the late Territorial mine inspector, now supervising mining engineer of the Bureau of
Mines, who shall serve without pay from the Territory.
SECTIoN4. That during the biennium the said supervising mining engineer
of the Bureau of Mines shall serve without compensation as labor commissioner and, as heretofore in his capacity of Territorial mine inspector, dutifully carry out the provisions of the law (chapter 59, 1919) creating the
said office of labor commissioner: Provided further, That he shall compile
statistics showing the loss of wages due to injuries according to employments
and the amounts paid injured employees or claimants in settlement of the
employer's liability.

In furtherance of the objects of this later statute an agreement
was entered into on June 1, 1923, by the Governor of Alaska, as
party of the second.part, with the Director of the Bureau of Mines
acting on behalf of the United States, as party of the first part,
in which, among other things, it was stipulated thatThe party of the first part agrees to appoint and pay the salary of a
supervising mining engineer who will have charge of the Bureau of Mines
work in Alaska, which includes the duty of Federal mine inspector, and the
representative of the Secretary of the Interior under the Act of February 25,
1920, commonly known as the Oil Leasing Act, and in addition thereto shall
also act and serve as Territorial mine inspector, in accordance with the terms
of chapters 82 and 96, Session Laws of Alaska, 1923.

The passage of the Territorial act of 1923 and the entering into
this agreement wag evidently the result of a desire to avoid the
effect of an opinion rendered by my predecessor,. Solicitor Booth,
on September 15, 1921, in which he held that a person occupying
the position of surgeon in the Federal Public Health. Service could
not be appointed as Territorial commissioner of health for the
reason that section 11 of the act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat., 512,

516), the act organizing the Territory, declared (Sec. 11)-
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That no member of the legislature shall hold or be appointed to any office
which has been created, or the salary or emoluments of which have been
increased while he was a member, during the term for which he was elected
and for one year after the expiration of such term; and no person holding
a commission or appointment under the United States shall be a member of
the legislature or shall hold any office under the government of said Territory.

It appears that the supervising mining engineer for Alaska is now
holding three offices, one under the Federal Government and two
under the Territorial government, or he is at least charged with the
performance of the duties of all these offices.
The only theories on which it may be urged that the supervising
mining engineer can legally perform the duties of the two Territorial officesmentioned are (1) that the Legislature of Alaska had
the power to transfer those duties to him; and (2) that the Secretary
of the Interior could legally direct him to perform those duties.
It is hardly necessary to make an argument or cite authorities to
show that the legislature of a Territory does not possess the power
to in any manner impose duties on a Federal officer because it is
a fundamental fact that an officer can not be charged with the performance of duties or clothed with powers by any other than the
Government by which his office was created.
Inasmuch as the act under which the supervising mining engineer
was appointed contemplates and sanctions Federal inspections of
mines and the regulation of mines for the promotion of safe and
sanitary conditions the Secretary of the Interior undoubtedly has
the power to issue regulations to that end, and may require their enforcement by or through the supervising mining engineer or other
representative of the Bureau of Mines. And in doing so he may
possibly require the doing of some of the things which come within
the prescribed duties of the Territorial mining inspector but the
duties thus imposed on the supervising mining engineer result from
the Federal, and not from the Territorial statutes.
In the issuance of such regulations the Secretary is empowered,
controlled and limited by the statute on which the regulations are
based, and he cln not legally go beyond the intent and purpose of
those statutes and authorize or require the doing of things not contemplated by them. From this it necessarily follows that the supervising mining engineer can not be legally required to perform any
acts in relation to mines which are required by the Territoral laws
of its mining inspector if such acts do not come within the Federal
statutes; and the Secretary certainly can not require him to do any of
the things prescribed as the duties of the Territorial labor commissioner. To require the supervising mining engineer to do things not
contemplated by the Federal statutes would be to violate the statute
which forbids the expenditure of public moneys in the payment of
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salaries or compensation for the performance of acts not authorized
by Congress.

In conclusion I have the honor to inform you that in my opinion
the statutes of Alaska which undertake to impose duties on or empower the supervising mining engineer or any other Federal officerto
perform acts of any kind are entirely without force and effect, and
such officerscan not properly do the things enjoined by such statutes
unless they dome within the scope of their duties as fixed by the Federal statutes.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,.
First Assistant Seffetary. :g,
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Decided April 9, 1924.
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AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTINGPERMIT=-LEASE-SUFACE; RIGHTS.

The only disposition that may be made of the surface pursuant to section 29
of the act of February 25, 1920, of lands for which a prospecting permit or
lease has been awarded, is such disposal, under existing nonmineral land.
laws, as will preserve to the permittee or lessee free use of the surface
in any manner necessary to meet the fullest compliance with the terms of
the permit or lease.
OIL: AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTINGPERMIT-LEASE-SUmAcn
RIGHTs-RESERvATIoN-IMPloVEMDRNTs-DAAGEs-WAIVE-STAuTES.
The free use of the surface accorded by section 29 of the act of February 25,
1920, to a permittee or lessee, is included in the right to prospect for, mine
and remove the mineral deposits reserved by the act of July 17, 1914, in
lands subsequently entered pursuant to the latter act, and the waiver of
compensation required of such entryman is not an alteration or enlargement of the terms of the act of 1914, inasmuch as the only provision in
* that act requiring reimbursement to an entryman for damage to his crops
and improvements, is that contained in section 2 thereof, which relates to
nonmineral claims antedating the initiation of mineral rights.
OIL AND GASLANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-SURFACE RIGTTS-IMPROVEMENTSDAMAGES-WAIVER.

The practice of requiring an express waiver of claim to compensation for
damage to crops and improvements by one who has been permitted to make
a surface entry pursuant to section 29 of the act of February 25, 1920, is
merely an administrative means of fully informing the entryman as to the
extent of his rights under that section.
OIL, AND GAS LANDS-WITHDRAwAL-SURrFAcE RIGHTS-SETTLEMENT-HOMESTEADENTRY-RELATION.

When a valid settlement precedes a withdrawal, classifidition or report that
the lands are of mineral ,character, an entry, predicated upon such claim,
afterwards allowed pursuant to the act of July 17, 1914, relates back to
the date of- settlement and the rights of the entryman under the homesteadlaws are-to-be determined accordingly.
745260-24-voL50-24
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PERMIT-ADvEEsE CLAIM-SETTLEMENT.
Where a permit has been applied for or issued under the leasing act, and'
the land has not been Wfithdrawn or classified as valuable for oil or gas
deposits, a conflict between the permittee and a nonmineral entryman who
settled upon the land prior to the initiation of the permit will be adjudicated pursuant to section 12(c) of the oil and gas regulations, and the
entryman will be afforded an opportunity to prove that the lands are nonmineral in character.
DEPATMENTAL DscisioNsCITED,DisTINGuisHED AND APPLIED.
Case of William R. Brennan (48 L. D., 108), cited and distinguished; case;
of Alfred 0. Lende (49 L. D., 305), cited and applied.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING,

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
On April 30, 1923,Ezra Lee Pace filed homestead application, pursuant to section 2289, Revised Statutes, for lot.5, Sec. 2, lots 5 and 9,
Sec. 3, T. 7 N., R. 86 W., and lot 10, Sec. 34, T. 8 N., R. 86 W., 6th

P. M., Glenwood Springs, Colorado, land district. He claimed a
preference right of entry by virtue of settlement on the land, alleged
to have been made and maintained since the fall of the year, 1914.
Improvements of the value of $500, including a log house, log barn,
log granary, and a fence around the entire tract, were claimed, in
addition to the cultivation of 30 acres of the land.
As to earlier claims to the land, it appears that these townships
were suspended for resurvey on January 30, 1913, and the suspension

revoked December 6, 1922, effective upon the filing of plats of resurvey. Plats of the land involved were filed in the local officeon January 30, 1923. An earlier application to enter the land, filed on March
12, 1923, was rejected because the land described was not designated

in accordance with the resurvey. The application filed by Pace on
April 30, 1923, was an amendment of the earlier filing.
On August 2, 1920, W. P. Carstarphen and C. C. Irwin filed an
application, pursuant to section 13 of the leasing act of February 25,
1920 (41 Stat., 437), for a permit to prospect for oil and gas on lands
which included what is shown by the resurvey to be lot 5, Sec. 2, T.
7N., R. 86 W.
Application for a similar permit was filed by William B. Hartley,on January 28, 1921, for land shown by the resurvey to include lotst
5 and9, Sec. 3, T. 7 N., R. 86 W.

On April 14, 1921, Pace filed an application :fo a permit for the
land settled upon by him, claiming a preference right to a prospecting permit pursuant to section 20 of the leasing act. The Commissioner, by decision dated October 27, 1921,held that, as Pace had no
entry for the land of record, he was not entitled to a preference
right to a permit, and rejected his application in its entirety because
of conflict with the prior applications by Hartley and by Carstarphen and Irwin.

Permits were issued on November 23, 1921, and
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September 30, 1922, respectively, to these applicants. No evidence
of compliance with the drilling requirements of these permits is of
record, nor have they been granted extension of time pursuant to
the act of January 11, 1922 (42 Stat., 356).
By decision dated September 11, 1923, the Commissioner held the
homestead application by Pace for rejection unless he should file
consent to a reservation of the oil and gas deposits in the land to the
United States pursuant to the act of July 17,, 1914 (38 Stat., 509),
and unless he consented to the allowance of said entry subject to
the rights of the prior mineral claimants to use so much of the sufface of the land in their permits as may be necessary in the prospecting for, mining and removing of the mineral deposits without
compensation therefor to him in accordance with section 29 of the
leasing act, supra.
Pace has appealed from this decision, claiming that he should not
be required to consent to a reservation under the act of July 17, 1914,
avupra,until the land has been withdrawn or classified as valuable for
oil and gas deposits and he has been afforded the privilege guaranteed
in said act of showing, at a hearing, that the land has no such value.
He also denies the authority of the Department to hold his claim.
subordinate to those of the permittees and require him to consent
to the uses prescribed in accordance with section 29 of the leasing
act, 8upra. He claims a right to an unrestricted patent.
:In the case of William R. Brennan (48 L. D., 108), the.Department held that lands embraced in a prospecting permit must be
treated as valuable for oil and gas, although not within a designated
oil or gas field; and applications to make homestead entries filed
subsequent to the permit application must be made with a reservation of the oil and gas deposits under the act of July 17, 1914,
supra, and subject to the permittee's full right to develop the land
without hindrance or liability to the entryman. Such also, is the
provision made in departmental instructions of October 6, 1920 (47*L. D., 474). This requirement is in the exercise of the discretionary
power granted the; Secretary in section 29 of the leasing act which

is-

That said Secretary, in his discretion, in making any lease under this Act,
may reserve to the United States the right to lease, sell, or otherwise dispose
of the surface of the lands embraced within such lease under existing law
or laws hereafter enacted, in so far as said surface is not necessary for use
of the lessee in extracting and removing the deposits therein.,
VThe only disposition which may be made of the surface of lands

under lease, or under a prospecting permit which gives a right to a
lease, is such disposal, under existing nonmineral land laws, as will
preserve to the lessee, or permittee, free use of the surface in any
manner necessary to the fullest compliance with his lease or permit.
L :
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Such rights are reserved by the act of July 17, 1914, supra, in the
expressed reservation of the right to prospect for, mine and remove
the reserved deposits. The waiver of compensation required is not
an alteration or enlargement of the terms of the said act, as the
only provisions requiring reimbursement of an entryman for damage
to his crops and improvements appear in section 2 of said act, and
clearly relate to entrymen whose claims antedate' the initation of a
right to prospect for iiinerals and to preexisting mineral entries.'
The practice of requiring a express -waiver of claim to compensa-

tion for damage to the crops and improvements by a subsequent en-;
tryman is merely an administrative means of fully informing such
entryman of the-extent of his rights under: said entry if it is allowed
as authorized by section 29 of the leasing act.

There remains the question whether this appellant acquired,7any
rights by his settlement on the land long prior to Ithe filing of the
permit applications, which made his-subsequent entry subject to~different conditions in determining his rights to mineral deposits in
the land than it would have been without such settlement.
Where settlement is made by a qualified person upon public lands X
which are subject to settlement, the settler acquires a right as against
other claimants to make an entry for said land under the homestead
laws which can only be defeated by the application to make entry;
by one who has made an adverse settlement.

Such adverse claim

can not become effective until the; preference-right period for making entry prescribed by the public land laws has expired. When
an entry is allowed upon the application of a settler,0 all rights
acquired under said entry relate back to the 'time of: settlement.
Alfred 0. Lende (49 L. D., 305).
By the act of July 17, 1914, supra, the Government was authorized to require a mineral waiver of persons who should thereafter
"locate, select, enter, or purchase" under the nonmineral land laws
of*the United States any lands which are subsequently withdrawn,
classified or reported as valuable for deposits of oi'' gas or other
minerals named in said act. A right to disprove the' alleged mineral
character of the lands in this status is preserved by said act.
No provision is made with respect to settlement claims. However,
it seems clear that, once;entry ist made by the settler, based upon a
valid settlement, his rights with respect to a withdrawal are the
same as those of an entryman. Otherwise the provisions'of the
act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 847)', which defined and lmited the
authority of the Government to withdraw ands for classification
and other public purposes, would'entitle the settler to proeed' 6
an unrestricted patent without regard for a subsequent withdrawal.

l
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That such was not the intent of the Congress in the act of July 17,
1914, supra, appears when it is considered that, under the said act
of June .25, 1910, subsisting entries and valid settlements occupied
the same statLs, and no reason appears why the later act should,
or was intended to, impose greater burdens upon entrymen than
upon settlers. The same need for a reservation of mineral deposits
to the United States existed in each case.
The Department holds, therefore,-that when a valid settlement
precedes a withdrawal

classification or report that lands are valu-

*able for the minerals specified in the act of July 17, 1914, supra,
and the settler initiates a valid entry based upon such settlement,
the settler is thereafter to be regarded as an entryman as from the
date of settlement, and his rights under the homestead laws will be
determined accordingly.
Where, as in this case, permits have been applied for or issued under the leasing act, and the lands have not been withdrawn or classified as valuable for depQsits of oil or. gas, the conflict will be ad-

judicated pursuant to section 12(c) of the leasing regulations, and
the entryman afforded an opportunity to prove that the lands are
nonmineral in character, in accordance with the regulations of March
20, 1915 (44 L. D., 32).
In a report dated February 15, 1924,the Director of the Geological
Survey classified the land, pursuant to section 12(c) of the departmental regulations, supra, as having no prospective oil and gas value,

stating:
This land is in Routt County, Colorado, about 8 miles north of Milner on
the Denver and Salt Lake Railroad. It is in an area which was examined in
the course of a reconnaissance investigation for coal by the Geological Survey
in 1906, and in the course of a rather detailed investigation of oil and gas
possibilities by the Colorado Geological Survey in 1919, the results of the latter
investigation being published in 1920 in Bulletin No. 23 of the Colorado
Geological Survey.
The conclusion expressed in my letter of February 2, is based in part on the
report of the Colorado Geological Survey which shows that the land listed is
-situated far down on the east flank of the Chimney Creek dome near the
trough of the parallel southwestward trending syncline which limits that structure on. the east and well outside the area of closure on that structure, and in
part on the failure of an adequate test of that dome drilled by the Plateau
Oil Company in 1921 to disclose the presence of oil or gas in paying quantities.
Although showings of oil and gas were reported to have been encountered in
this well in the lower part of the Mancos shale on the crest of the dome, the
*underlying Dakota sandstone, which has recently been found to be productive of
oil on Hamilton dome 45 miles to the southwest, was found to be barren of oil
or gas and the field was abandoned. Inasmuch as the favorable structural
conditions provided by the dome have been shown to be incompetent -to effect
the accumulation of oil or gas in paying quantities, there appears no geological
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warrant for asserting that adjacent land unaffected by favorable structure
offers reasonable promise of containing valuable deposits of those minerals.

In view of the fact that it has no evidence of drilling operations
by the permittees which would tend to show the existence of deposits
cf oil or gas, the Department must rely upon this report, and holds
that the appellant's entry may be allowed without a mineral reservation unless within 15 days from notice the permittees furnish
evidence sufficient to warrant a classification of the land as prospectively valuable for oil or gas deposits. In the absence of such a

showing and evidence of compliance with the drilling requirements
of the permits or of facts warranting extensions of time, these permits will be canceled.
The Commissioner's decision is modified to conform to the views

herein expressed and the records returned for the action herein
directed.
CONRAD LAND AND WATER COMPANY.
Decided April 12, 1924.
DESErT LAND-COAL LAND-BuRDEN OF PROOF-DAVIDENCE-CONFIRMATION-ACT
OF JANITARY 27, 1922.
An application, based upon a canceled desert land entry for 320 acres, to
make an exchange of entry under the act of January 27, 1922, for public
land classified as coal land, must be controlled by the act of June 22, 1910,
which limits the area of classified coal land that may be acquired under
the desert land laws to 160 acres with reservation of the coal deposits,
unless the applicant assumes the burden of proof and shows that the land
is noncoal in character.
DESERT LAND-AcT OF JANUARY27, 1922.
An exchange of entry under the act of January 27, 1922, for 160 acres, based
upon a canceled desert land entry for 320 acres, exhausts the right of the
entryman to nake a further exchange under the provisions of that act.

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
At the Great Falls, Montana, land office on December 26, 1902,
final certificate issued to Edgar E. Brownson under his desert-land
entry embracing lot 4, SE. 1 SW. , Sec. 30, E. - NW. , W. NE.1,
NE. SW. 1, and NW. SE. , Sec. 31, T. 30 N., R. 4 W., M. M.
(316.52 acres). The entry and final certificate were canceled June
26, 1908, under proceedings instituted by the General Land Office
on November 20, 1906. The land was transferred by entryman and
his wife on January 5, 1903, to the Conrad Investment Company, a
Montana corporation, now the Conrad Land and Water Company.
On March 22, 1923, said corporation filed in the Cheyenne, Wyoming, land office an application (033397) to change the entry and
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transfer the payments made thereunder to N. i, Sec. 24, T. 25 N., R.

80 W., 6th P. M. (320 acres), under the provisions of section 2372,
Revised Statutes, as amended by the act of January 27, 1922 (42
Stat., 359). The Commissioner of the General Land Officehas submitted the application to the Department, pursuant to paragraph 5
of the regulations of March 22, 1922, Circular No. 817 (48 L. D.,
595).

According to an abstract of title furnished by the applicant, the

relinquishment

recorded

January

16, 1924, described the NW.

4

SW. I, instead of the NW SE. 4, said Sec. 31.;
The tract applied for has been classified as coal land. The act of
June 22, 1910.(36 Stat., 583), provides that lands which have been
withdrawn

or classified as coal lands or are valuable for such de-

posits may, if desert in character, be entered under the desert-land
law, provided such entry is made with a view to obtaining title with
a reservation to the United States of the coal in such lands and of
the right to prospect for, mine, and remove the same, but no desertland entry under the provisions of the act shall contain more than
160 acres.

As an application to make desert-land entry for the 320 acres involved would necessarily be rejected, it follows that the application
in question, which is in effect an application to amend a desert-land
entry, can not be allowed, although it clearly appears that the applicant is entitled to the benefits of the act of January 27, 1922, supra.
However, the application may be allowed as to 160 acres of the land
applied for, provided applicant files an amendment of the application to state that it is made subject to the provisions and reservations
of the act-of June 22, 1910, supra, and also records a relinquishment
as to NW. i SE. i, said Sec. 31, and files proof that the same has been
recorded; but by availing itself of the opportunity to acquire 160
acres of the land, the applicant will exhaust its right under the act
of January 27, 1922, stupra, based on the desert-land entry of said
Brownson.

Unless applicant, within 30 days from notice, proceeds in accordance with the foregoing, or applies for a hearing to disprove the
classification of the land applied for, making the showing required
by paragraph 5 of the regulations of September 8, 1910 (39 L. D.,
179), the application will stand rejected.
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AND COOS BAY WAGON
OF TIMBER.

INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular

No. 928.]

DEPARTMENT OFrE
INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

R ISTE
CEIERAND

Washington,D. C., Apil 14,1934.

REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS, .0
LAKEVIEW, PORTLAND, AND ROSEBURG, OREGON:

Under the provisions of the acts of June 9, 1916 (39 Stat., 218),
and February 26, 1919 (40 Stat., 1179), certain lands, formerly
within the Oregon & California Railroad and Coos Bay Wagon Road
grants, revested in the United States. Section 2 of the act of June 9
1916, provides for the classification of all lands revested thereunder
into three classes, to wit: First,, power-site. lands; second, timber
lands; and third, agricultural lands. Section 4 of said act reads in
part as follows:
The timber on lands of class two shall be sold for cash by the Secretary of
the Interior, in cooperation with the Secretary of Agriculture, or otherwise,
to citizens of the United States, associations of such citizens, and corporations organized under the laws of the United States, or any State, Territory, or
District thereof, at such times, in such quantities, and under- such plan of
public competitive bidding as: in the judgment of the Secretary of the
Interior may produce the best results: Provided, That said Secretary shall
have the right to reject any bid where he has reason to believe that the
price offered is inadequate and may reoffer the timber until a satisfactory bid
is received: Provided frther, That upon application of a qualified purchaser
that any legal subdivision shall be separately offered for sale such subdivision
shall be separately offered' before being included in any offer of a larger unit,
if such application be filed within ninety days prior to such offer: And
Provided frther, That said timber shall be sold as rapidly as reasonable
prices can be secured therefor in a normal market.,
The Secretary of the Interior shall as soon as the purchase price is fully
paid by any person purchasing under the provisions of this section issue
to such purchaser a patent conveying the timber and expressly reserving the
land to the United States. The timber thus purchased may be cut and removed by the purchaser, his heirs or assigns, within such period as may be
fixed by the Secretary of the Interior, which period shall be designated in
the patent; all rights under said patent shall -cease and terminate at the
expiration of said period: Provided,. That in the event the timber is removed
prior to the expiration of said period the Secretary of the Interior shall make
due announcement thereof, whereupon all rights under the patent shall cease.
No timber shall be removed until the issuance of patent therefor. All timber
sold under this act shall be subject to the taxing power of the States apart
from the land as soon as patents are issued as provided for herein.

Section 3 of the act of February 26, 1919,provides that all lands
revested thereunder shall be classified and disposed of in the manner
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provided by the act of June 9, 1916, for the classification and disposition of the Oregon & California Railroad grant lands. The act
of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat., 758), authorizes the sale of timber on
power-site lands. Pursuant to the provisions contained in sid acts,
the following instructions are issued to govern timber sales made
hereafter on lands revested under the acts of June 9,191.6, and February

26, 1919:

V

1. Prospective purchasers of timber on Oregon & California Railroad or Coos Bay Wagon. Road grants should file application to
purchase with the Assistant Supervisor, of Surveys, 611 Post Office
Building, Portland, Oregon, who will forward: them to the Commissioner: of the General Land Office,Washington, D. C., with his
recommendations. Application blanks and information with respect to the quality and quantity of timber on any given. tract, and
the appraised price, may be obtained from the assistant supervisor of
surveys on request.
2. Timber sales will be authorized in the General Land Office by
one letter addressed to the Secretary of the Interior, in which all
the facts appertaining to the proposed sale will be stated,i accompanied by another letter, for the approval of the Department, addressed to the register and receiver of the local land office where
the sale is to be held, giving the names of the applicants and such
other facts as may be deemed appropriate, together with authorizations to the newspapers for the publication of the notice prepared
and submitted therewith for that purpose. Publication will then
be made for 30 days consecutively, if daily papers are designated, or
five times consecutively, if weekly papers are designated,' in' at least
three newspapers. of general circulation in the State- of Oregon,
one of which shall be in the county wherein the land is situated,
of the notice announcing the intention to offer at public sale, on a
day and at an hour specified, at the district land. office where the
land is located, the timber described, in' the. notice furnished for
publication; the cruiser's estimate of the timber on each 40-acre
tract, appraised value thereof, and the terms of sale, to form a part
of such notice.
3. The sale will be at public auction or outcry at the district
land office of the district within which the land is situated, and
conducted by the register of such office.
4. The right of purchase at such sale:'will be limited, in accordance with the. acts, to citizens of the United States, associations of
such citizens; and corporations organized under the laws of the
United States, or any State, Territory, or District thereof. Nativeborn citizens should file an' affidavit to that effect with the register
when making the first purchase, and naturalized citizens and cor'

'
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porations will be required to furnish either the original certificates
or duly certified or attested copies of the certificates of naturalization or incorporation, respectively.
5. The register, before offering any portion, of the timber advertised, shall advise all intending purchasers that the patent for the
timber-purchased will contain a clause fixing the period within which
said timber must be cut and removed by the purchaser, his heirs
or assigns, at ten years; and that no timber shall be removed until
the issuance of a patent therefor. He should also, before the sale,
inquire whether any person present desires the timber on any legal
subdivision advertised to be separately offered, before its inclusion
in any offer of a larger unit, and if such request is made, the land
thus designated may be so offered.

6. No timber shall be sold for less than the appraised price; and
any bid may be rejected by the Secretary of the Interior, if it is
by him deemed inadequate.
7. The timber shall be sold to the highest bidder, sbject to the
approval of the Secretary of the Interior, and the entire purchase
price bid paid on the date of sale to the receiver in cash, currency,
or certified checks, when drawn in the' manner authorized, who will
issue his receipt therefor and hold the same as other "unearned
moneys," until notified of the approval of the sale, when it shall
be applied to the credit of the " Oregon and California Land Grant
Fund," if for timber sold on Oregon & California Railroad land,
or "The Coos Bay Wagon Road Grant Fund," if for timber sold
on the Coos Bay Wagon Road grant. After issuance of the receipt
the register will issue a cash certificate for the timber sold. Such
certificate should give the name and preferably the address of the
purchaser, proper description of the land including the area involved
according to the plat of survey, serial and receipt numbers, amount
of purchase money, and commissions paid, the act under which the
land revested, and also, in case the land is embraced in a powersite withdrawal, the act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat., 758).
8. Persons who purchase timber at such sale shall be required to
pay, in addition to the purchase price, a commission of one-fifth of I
per centum thereof to be placed to the credit of the fund to which
the purchase money is credited.
9. On the termination of the sale the register will forthwith transmit to the General Land Offce, by special letter, the cash certificate
described in section 7 hereof, and a report-in duplicate of the proceedings under the sale, showing (1) the land on which the timber was
sold; (2) the names of the purchasers; and (3) the amounts received
therefor, together with such other details as may seem properly appropriate thereto. As soon as the sal:ehas been approved by th
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Department,: the General Land Office will advise you of that fact,
and the patent will then be issued and transmitted in the usual way.
10. The receiver of public moneys will, in addition to his regular
abstracts, render monthly, for each county, in case of timber sales
therein, a separate abstract, in duplicate, Form 4-103, reporting
thereon the date of the application of the money, the receipt and
serial numbers, the name of the purchaser, together with a description of the land involved, and the amount of purchase money, using
more than one line, when necessary, for each item. Commissions
should be shown on this abstract on a separate line. Notation show-

ing the county in which the land is situated should also be made upon
the receipt and papers pertaining to the sale.
11. The laws of the State of Oregon, particularly the provisions
of section 8962 of the Oregon Code; with respect to the burning of
slashing, are applicable to the cutting of all timber purchased under
these regulations.
1 12. Circulars of September 15, 1917 (46 L. D., 447), and September
26, 1919 (47 L. D., 381), are superseded hereby.
WTTTrTrAMSPRY,:

Comnissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary.
].ORSEY L. ROUSE.,
Decided April 14, 1924.
RIGT-APPLICATIONZ-OL.
REPAYMENT-RECLAMATION HO[0MESTEAD-WATER
GAS LANDS-NOTICE-SURFAACE RIGHTS-WITHDRAWAL.

AND

An applicant who hag been granted a water right in connection with a reclamation homestead application for land within a petroleum reserve is
entitled, upon withdrawal of the application rather than accept a surface
patent, to repayment of the water charges, where he had no knowledge of
the petroleum withdrawal and the public notice pursuant to which he made
payment failed to state that any of the land was within a reserve.
DEPARTMENTALDECISION CITED ANDAPPLIED.

Case of Thomas A. Sheppard. (46 L. D., 251), cited and applied.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

On July 19, 1921, the Department issued a public notice stating
that, upon proper water-right application being made therefor,
water would be furnished under the Shoshone irrigation project, in
the irrigation season of 1922, and thereafter, for the irrigable areas
shown on the farm unit plats. of T. 58 N., . 97 W., 6th P. M., and
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other townships, which plats were approved on the -date of. said
notice.
Pursuant to said public notice, Dorsey L. Rouse, on September 16,
1921,filed in the office of the project manager a water-right application for the irrigable area in lot 2 (known as farm unit " D", Sec.
30, said towiiship, and at the same time deposited $177.65, being the
initial payment on the water-right charges. The project manager,
on September 22, 1921, issued the certificate' provided for by the
public notice, which Rouse filed in the Lander, Wyoming, land office
with his application to make homestead entry for said farm unit.
The tract being within the limits of a petroleum reserve created
by Executive order of December 6, 1915, the local officers rejected
the homestead application because not made subject to the provisions and reservations of the ct of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509),
as to oil and gas, and applicant was advised of his right to consent
to the amendment of his application. He took no action, and his
e
application to make entry was finally rejected.
Rouse thereafter applied to the project manager of the Shoshone
irrigation project for the return of the $177.65 deposited when he
filed the water-right application. The project manager advised
Rouse Lnder date of January 27, 1922, that the money could not
be returned. The Commissioner of Reclamation, acting on an informal appeal, has submitted the matter to the: Department.
The regulations under which Rouse's application for water right
was filed were embodied in the public notice of July 19, 1921, which
failed to state that any of the land was in a petroleum reserve or
that homestead entries for the land must. be made subject to the
provisions and reservations of the act of July 17, 1914, supra, as
to oil and gas.
The paragraph (6) of the public notice which the project manager referred to in denying the application for repayment provides,
in part, as follows:
:No
any

part of a payment made will be returned to a successful applicant in
case if he is a qualified homestead entryman.-

Paragraph 7 of the public notice provides:
- Failure of applicant to obtain land applied for.-Where any applicant fails to
obtain public land applied for by him, he will Ibepermitted to elect whether
he will amend his application to embrace other land not affected by pending
applications and otherwise subject thereto when such amended application is
presented, or withdraw his original application without prejudice. In the
event of such withdrawal the water-right charges deposited will be returned
by the project manager upon surrender of the receipt therefor.e

Rouse alleges that he was not advised 'in any way that the tract
he applied for was withdrawn as valuable for oil and gas.'
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It is well established that the refusal of an entryman to accept
a lesser estate -(a surface patent) than he undertook to acquire,
and the relinquishment of the entrye; is not a voluntary abandonment, and the purchase. money paid may be recovered under the
repayment laws.
cases there cited.

See Thomas A. Sheppard

(46 L. D., 251) and

Rouse was not a "successful applicant" within the meaning of
paragraph 6 of the public notice heretofore quoted. He failed to;
obtain the land: applied for; hence the matter is governed by the
quoted paragraph 7 of the public notice.
The ruling of the project manager is reversed, and the Commissioner of Reclamation will prepare the claim for certification.
ARTHUR

SAVARD.

Opinion, April 14, 1924.
SuRvEY-LAKE-LAND

DEPARTMEN-JURISDICTION.

-The Land Department, after it has disposed of the adjacent surveyed lands,
has no jurisdiction to survey, as omitted areas, small tracts of lands outside the meander. line of. the original surveys about the margins of lakes
and streams, which were narrow strips or shifting sand bars, towheads,
-or other unsubstantial areas, considered of little value at the time of

survey.
APLIED.
CouvR' DECIsION CITEDANED

:

Case of United States v. Lane et at. (260 U. S., 662), cited and applied.

First Assistant SecretaryFinney to Hon. Robert B. HoweZ, United
StatesSenate:
I refer to your recent personal call, when you left me a letter, with

inclosures, received by you from Mr. Arthur Savard, of Omaha,.
Nebraska, relative to his application for the survey of an alleged
unsurveyed island in the North Platte River and alleged land between
the meander and shore lines of the river.
Among the. papers forwarded by Mr. Savard is a carbon copy of
the recommendation of the Commissioner of the General Land Office
in the matter, dated March 30, 1923, which was approved by the
i

Department on April 3, 1923.

Since the latter date, the: Department, by decision of August 17,
1923, denied a petition for the exercise of supervisory authority
filed on behalf of Mr. Savard, and by decision of September. 19,

1923, dnied a petition for reconsideration.
For your convenience, I Will briefly review the record.

Mr. Savard contends that there is a strip of unsurveyed mainland
along the left bank of the North Platte River in Sees. 13, 14, and 15,.
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T. 17 N., R. 45 W., 6th P. M., together with a group of unsurveyed

islands in front thereof.
Said township was surveyed by a deputy surveyor in- August
1875. According to the field notes, the distances across the river
were ascertained by chaining.: It must therefore be concluded that
the survey was not made during high water. No islands, either
surveyed or unsurveyed, were reported within the township, and
but for the statement that " the bottom along the river from 20 to
80 chains wide is level," the conditions adjacent to the meander'line
are without description in the field notes.
After Mr. Savard's application for survey was filed, a field investigation was made by an engineer:connected with our surveying service.
The engineer reported that the original meander line as run by the
deputy surveyor is in fair agreement with the left bank of the river
with one notable exception, namely,7on the line between Sees. 14 and

15, where the point for the original meander corner was found to be
about 7.20 chains north of the'bank of a small channel from 40 to
50 links wide and 6 inches deep, and about 19 chains north of the
left bank of the main channel of the river.. The area between the
small and main channels was reported to be made up of a group of
islands that exist as such only during high water. At other times
they are attached to and form a part of the mainland through the
drying up of the small channel. The examining engineer expressed
the opinion that the deputy surveyor's meanders were in: acceptably,
close agreement with the actual bank of the river.
I am of opinion that a new field investigation

would not develop

any material facts not already known and contained in the record.
While a new investigation might. show a slight error in the figures
reported by the engineer referredto above, the same question would
be presented for determination, viz: Is the discrepancy the result of
gross error or fraud such as would warrant the, United States in
asserting a claim to the land?
In the decision of August 17, 1923, heretofore referred to, the
Department stated that examination of the numerous Supreme Court
decisions in cases involving the question of the jurisdiction of this
Department to survey as omitted areas lands left outside the meander
line of the original surveys about the margin of lakes and streams
will 'disclose variations' in conclusions,reached, dependent upon the
facts peculiar in each case, and that if any definite or clear rule
can be formulated in respect to such cases it is that where the omitted

areas are comparatively large' and substantial, so as to indicate gross
error or fraud in the original survey, then this Department is justified' in taking cognizance of the omitted areas as unsurveyed land;i
but if, on the contrary, the areas are small, or were narrow strips,
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or shifting sandbars, towheads, or other unsubstantial areas, considered of little or. no value at the 'time of the original urvey, then
this Department has no right to. assume jurisdiction after disposal
of the adjacent surveyed areas.
In the 'area under consideration, the Department is confronted
on the one hand by Mr.- Savard's application for survey, in which
he insists that the omitted area is sufficient to justify survey, and
on the other hand by the, objections of the riparian owners on the
ground that the omitted area is too small to warrant its recognition
as public land.
In a recent decision by the Supreme Court of the United States
(United States v. Lane, et al., 260 U. S., 662), it was held that the
Department was not warranted in taking cognizance, for purposes
of survey and disposal, of an omitted area about the margin of a
lake where the area formed a compact body of 9.44 acres and was
about 4,000 feet in length with a width at its widest point of 1,200
feet. Guided by the decision cited, rendered January 22, 1923, the
K Department is 'constrained to adhere to its former decisions on Mr.
Savard's application, and to treat the matter as finally closed.
ARLIN v. CASSRIEL.
Decided' April :21, 1924.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PER1tIT-LEASE-SURFACE
TARYOF THE INTERIoR-SuPERvisoRY AUTHORITY.

RGHTS-SECRE-

The authority conferred upon the Secretary of the Interior by section 29 of
the act of February 25, 1920, to permit the allowance of surface entries
of lands included in prospecting permits and leases is discretionary with

.that officer.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-LEASE-SURFACE
RAISING HOMESTEAD.

RIGHTS-STOCK-

Section 29 of the act of February 25, 1920, provides that only such surface
as. is not necessary for the use of a permittee or lessee may be disposed
of, and, where a stock-raising homestead entry has been allowed pursuant
to that section, the right vested in the permittee or lessee to use-so much
of the surface as may.be necessary; to conduct operations under the
permit or lease is paramount to the right of the entryman to use such
surface.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMITS-SURFACE RIGHTS-STOCK-RAISING
HOMESTEAD-IMPROVEMENTS-DAMAGES.

Section 29.of the act of February 25, 1920, modifies that portion of section 9
of the stock-raising homestead act which requires compensation for damage to the crops and iprovements
of the entryman resultant from the
prospecting for the reserved "mineral deposits, as to stock-raising homestead entries allowed pursuant to the former section.
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FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
This is an appeal by James J. Carlin from the decision of the
Commissioner of the General Land' Office dated December' 14, 1923,
which sustained the protest of Henry H. Gassriel against the allowance of his application, filed-on May 1l, 1923, to make entry, under
the stock-raising homestead act of December 29, 1916 (39 Stat., 862),
for Sec. 8, T. 19' S., R. 15 E., M. D.' M., Visalia, California, land

district, and held that the entire surface of said lands was necessary
for the present and proposed prdspecting operations of the protestant, under his permit issued to him, pursuant to section 13 of
the leasing act of February

25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), on November

22, 1921.

The principal ground for protest advanced by the permittee is
that the drilling and development work intended to be carried on
upon Sec. 8 will require: full use of all thet water available thereon
and in the immediate vicinity. It is' shown that his assignee, the
Progressive Oil Company, which is doing the drilling upon this
permit, encountered a substantial flow of oil in a shallow sand in a
'well drilled in May, 1923, on Sec. 20, T. 19 S., R. 15 E., also covered

by this permit, and has been granted an extension of time until
November 22, 1924, within which to complete said well to a depth
of at least 2,000 feet.
This appellant claims .that his-application should be allowed because, in March, 1923, he initiated a contest against the stock-raising entry of Johnnie Valencia, made on March 24, 1917,for the land
involved, and, after securing the contestee's relinquishment, which he
filed with his application, proceeded, without complaint from the perinittee, to construct a dwelling, sheep barn and corral, constructed a
pipe line for water from a source off this land, and hauled posts and
wire for the fencing of said land, under the belief that the allowance
of his entry would be a mere matter of course. He disclaims all intention of using the waters which flow from springs and wells on the
]and, for-the reason that said Waters are mineralized and are not
potable.
It does not appear that, in making his application, this appellant
paid the cancellation fee required of successful contestants; and he
would not, therefore, be entitled to any priorities as a contestant.
Assuming that he had such status, his application to enter the land
covered by the subsisting permit could only be allowed-in the Idiscretion of the Secretary, pqrsuant'to section 29 of the leasing act, and
with' full rights with'respect t the use of the surface of the land
reserved to the United States, and its licensees and permittees.
Section 29 of the leasing act provides as follows:
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That said Secretary, in his- discretion, in making any lease under this Act,
may. reserve to the United States the right to lease, sell, or otherwise dispose
of the surface of the lands embraced within such lease under existing law or
laws hereafter enacted, in so far as said surface is not necessary for use of

the lessee in extracting-and removing the deposits therein:

e

*

Section 11 of Ithe permit issued to Henry H. Cassriel reserves a
right to allow surface entries in the following words:
The granting of this permit shall not preclude the allowance of entry, location, or selection of any of the lands included therein, where such entry, selection, or location is made with a reservation of the mineral deposits to the
United- States.

The stock-raising homestead act of December 29, 1916, supra, expressly reserves to the United States the mineral deposits in lands
designated thereunder, and further reserves, in respect thereto, a
right in the United States. or its lessees or licensees to prospect for,
mine, and remove the reserved deposits. The provision of the statute,
on.this point is as follows
SEC.9. That all entries made and patents issued under the provisions of this
Act shall be subject to and contain a reservation to the United: States of all
the coal and other minerals in the lands so entered and patented, together with
the right to prospect for, mine, and remove the same. The coal and other
mineral deposits in such lands shall be subject to disposal by the United States
in accordance with the provisions of the coal and mineral land laws in force
at the time of such disposal. Any person qualified to locate and enter the coal
or other mineral deposits, or having the right to mine and remove the same
under the laws of the United States, shall have the right at all times to enter
upon the lands entered or patented, as provided by this Act, for the purpose of
prospecting for coal or other mineral therein, provided he shall not injure,
damage, or destroy the permanent improvements of the entryman or patentee,
and shall be liable to and shall compensate the entryman or patentee for all
' damages to the crops on such lands by reason of such prospecting.

From the foregoing provisions the following facts are clear:
First, the Government has reserved the right to dispose of the surf ace
of the lands under permit, in so'far as they are not necessary to the
permittee in carrying out the terms of his permit. Second, that the
stock-raising homestead, act is "an existing law " authorizing surface
entries, within the meaning of section 29 of the leasing act; and
entries, if allowed thereunder, reserve, by the expressed provision
of said act, the right of the permittee to use so much of the surface
as is reasonably necessary in prospecting for mining, and removing
the reserved deposits. As section 29 of the leasing act provides, that
only such surface as is not necessary for the use of a lessee (or a

permittee) may be disposed of, it is clear that the provision of the
stock-raising homestead act requiring compensation- for damage to
crops and improvements is inconsistent with the right .already vested,,
745260 -24--voL5--25
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in the permittee to use so much of the surface as is necessary, and
that said act is to that extent:'modified by the leasing act. Third,
that the allowance of this surface entry is discretionary with the
Department.
Upon the evidence before it, the Department finds that this appellant was not warranted in assuming that his entry would be allowed
and made his expenditures at his own risk. There remains only a
determination whether, in the exercise of the discretion vested in it,
the' Department should allow this entry. The permittee, who, it
appe'ars, allowed the appellant to go into possession of the land
without protest, has claimed that the allowance of this entry will
endanger the water supply contemplated as necessary to operations
upon the land, and suggests, but does not show that the allowance of
a stock-raising homestead entry to this appellant would result in
vexatious controversies. This appellant has secured a source of
water from outside the land; and, in view of his expenditures, which,
although

improvidently

made, were suffered: to be made without

prompt protest by the permittee, the Department is of 'the opinion
that his entry may be allowed. It takes occasion to point out at
this time, however, that, under the law, the rights of the permittee
are paramount as to the water originating on the land and the surface thereof, and that appellant's entry will be canceled for any infringement thereof or any hindrance of the permittee in the reasonable use of the land in connection with his operations.
The Commissioner's decision is, therefore; modified to permit appellant to elect, within o. days from notice, to make his entry subject
to the foregoing conditions, failing in which his application to enter
will be finally rejected.
RAVEN OIL AND REFINING

COMPANY

Decided April 22, 1924.
OIL AND GAs LANDS-PoSPEOTING

PERmiT-LEASE.

The action of the Land Department in granting an oil and gas prospecting permit under section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, is, in effect,
an adjudication: that the-land: is of a status and character subject to
prospecting thereunder, and it can not thereafter deny a lease under section
14 of that act to the permittee'where he has in good faith proceeded, in
reliance on the permit, to discovery and production of oil and gas.

FINNEY.First Assistant Secretary:
January '3, 1924, the' Raven Oil and Refining Company, a corporation, filed application 019912 for an oil and' gas lease under the
provisions .of section 14 of the' act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat.,
437), covering W. 3E. , Sec. 30, and W. NE. , Sec. 31, T. 2 N.,
R. 102 W., th P. M., Glenwood Springs, land district, Colorado,
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I basing said application on the discovery of oil within the limits off
the above-described area, as the result of drilling operations performed in the fulfillment of the requirements of a section 13 oil and
gas prospecting permit granted the company on April 13, 1922, on
application filed September 1,1920.
'By letter of April 9, 1924, the Commissioner submits the lease
application, without recommendation, for departmental consideration, reciting matters called to his attention in a report dated February 27, 1924, by the Director of the Bureau of Mines, in view of
which matters the Director recommends that the application be re! jected on the ground that the land involved is not subject to a section 4 lease..
.The action of the.Department in granting the permit based upon
the recommendation of the United States Geological Survey, constituted, in effect, an adjudication that the land in question was of
a status and character subject to permit under section 13 of the act
and to lease under section, 14. The, company has, in apparent good
faith, proceeded, in reliance on the permit, to develop oil on the
land, expending substantial sums in the drilling of four wells to
depths, ranging from 577 to 600..feet, three of which produced. a
total yield of 57 barrels of oil a day, the fourth being nonproductive.
In view of all the circumstances of the case the Department believes that it would be clearly inequitable to deny the company a
section 14 lease of the land which it now seeks. Indeed the Dedoes not believe it has the legal right to deny a lease,
under the circumstances disclosed. In the absence of further objection, therefore, such a lease will be granted the applicant, and,
pursuant to the company's designation, the same will provide for a
5 per cent royalty in amount or value of the oil produced from
the W. SE. , Sec. 30, and W. .ANE.
i, Sec. 31,'with a sliding scale.
royalty effective as to the W. .: NE. , Sec. 30.

rpartment

RECORDS-NOTATION

OF CANCELLATION OF OIL AND GAS PER.:

MITS.
INsTRUCTIONS.
[Circular No. 929.]
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Washington, D. C., April 23, 1924.:
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,

UmNITE STATES LAND OFFICES:

Owing to the many complaints: of the operation of the present rule
as to the noting of the cancellation of the oil and gas permits on
1 f f :0ff t: T:C0: i :0g f

:
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the tract books of your officesin order that other applications may
be receiyed for the samedland and in the interest of good admin-i
istration and equal rights to all the following administrative rule is
adopted:
Hereafter the cancellation of an oil and gas permit will be made
effective 'on a certain date' (probably 20 days from the date of the
letter of this office taking such action) when the cancellation will
be noted on the tract books of the local land office at 10 o'clock
a. m. Applications for the land may be filed personally or by: inail
between the hours of 9 a.' in., and 10 a. m. of the day cancellation
becomes effective, and all applications so filed will be treated as
having been filed at 10 a. m., and in, case of conflict will be -disposed
of by a drawing held publicly by' you at 2 p. m. on the same day.

Letters of this office canceling the oil and- gas pernits will name
the date when cancellation becomes effective and'will state the hour
when applications may be filed 'as indicated in the 'preceding

-

paragraph.

'

- A carbon copy of'such letter should immediately upon its receipt
be posted in your officeas notice to the pLblic. The drawing should
be conducted in such a manner that no valid criticism can or may
X
be made as to its fairness.
'

Circular

'

'

5, 1924 (50 L. D., 2993), is

No. 915, dated February

accordingly modified as to oil and gas prospecting permits.

WILLIAM 'SPRY,

Commissioner.

ApprovedE. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.'
ARBUCKLE RESERVOIR
Opinion, Apil

COMPANY.

23, 1924.

AND RESERVOIRS-POWER
RIGHT or WAY-CANeALS, DIcHs
RIGEiT-RECLAMATION-RESERVATION.

ITEs-WATER

The inhibition in the act of March 3, 1921, against the granting thereafter
of any permit or other authorization for reservoirs or other works for the
storage or carriage of water within, the limits of any national park or
national monument without specific authority of Congress, is applicable
to such works for irrigation purposes as well as for power purposes,
and precludes the granting of an extension of a right of way over such
ands for an irrigation reservoir constructed pursuant to the act of
March 3, 1891.

Solicitor:
EDWARDS,
There has been referred to me for an opinion the inquiry 'by the
National Park Service, contained in its letter of' October 26, 1923,
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in respect to the rights of the. Arbuckle Reservoir Company in the
Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado, under its application for
extension of its right of way for an irrigation reservoir
It appears that application for right of way for a reservoir located
on the S. A SE. , Sec. 27, T. 3 N., R. 74 W., was approved February
26, 1904, under the act of March 3; 1891. (26.Stat., 1095). At that
time the land: was not in a national park. The approval was for a
reservoir to cover an area of 17.6 acres,; with a dam 18 feet high.
December 12, 1914, the company filed application to extend its
right of way for enlargement of the reservoir. This application
was rejected by the Department July 27, 1915, for the reason that
the lands involved were then' included in the Rocky Mountain Na.tional Park, which was established by the act of January 26, 1915
(38 Stat., 798).
September 27, 1923, the company again filed application f or extension of its right of way to include enlargemett of the original
reservoir so as to cover 24.6 acres, with'a dam 57 feet high. This
application was rejected by the Commissioner of the General Land
Office by letter of October 22, 1923. It was held that the terms of

the special act creating-the park were controlling, and inasmuch as
that act made no provision for allowance of rights of way under
the act of March 3, 1891, supra, no such application could be allowed

affecting lands within the park. Reference is further made to the
.,act of February 15, 190i. (31 Stat., 790), which was expressly mentioned in the act creating the--park as applicable therein whenever
consistent with the primary purposes of the park. The act of 1901
authorizes the issuance of revocable perinits only and not irrevocable
easements for the purposes therein specified, among others for irrigation structures

such as dams, reservoirs, canals,: etc.

The National Park Service takes the position that since the passage
of the act of March 3, 1921 (41 Stat., 1353), no permit or easement

for the use of right of way for reserv'oirs, canals, etc., may be granted
affecting lands' in a national, park or a national monument without
authority of Congress. That act reads as follows
*0specific
That hereafter no permit, license, lease, or authorization for dams, conduits,
reservoirs, power houses, transmission lines,. or other works for. storage or
carriage of water, or for the development, transmission, or utilization of power,
within the limits as now constituted of any national park or national monument
shall be granted or made without specific authority' of Congress, and so much of
the Act of Congress approved June 10, 1920, entitled "An.Act to create a Federal
Power Commission; to provide for the improvement of navigation; the development of water power; the use of the public lands in relation hereto; and to
repeal 'section 18 of the River and'i arbor Appropriation At, approved Audi
8,1917, and for other purposes," approved June 10, 1920; as authorizes licensing
such uses of existing national parks and national monuments by the; Federal
Power Commission is hereby repealed.
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The language of this law is comprehensive and absolute. It
expressly prohibits the granting thereafter of any permit or other
authorization for reservoirsor other works for storage or carriage
of water within the limits of any national park or national monu-ment without specific authority of Congress. The inhibition applies to such works for irrigation purposes as well as for power
purposes. That such is the letter of the law can not be questioned,
and the safeguard thus provided is just- as appropriate in the one
case as in the other. If a storage reservoir or a canal be regarded
as objectionable and inconsistent with the purpose of the reservation:
when such structures are intended for use in connection with power
development, it is difficult to see wherein they would be unobjectionable if intended for irrigation.
I see no such doubt or ambiguity in the language employed in the
act as to justify resort to other aids for construction. The statute
is plain and decisive and affords its own interpretation.
You are accordingly advised that in my opinion this Department
'has no authority to grant permit for extension of the right of way in
question.

Approved:

E. C. FINNEYi
First AssistantrSevretary.
JOHN W. MARQUARDT.
Decided Agrl 25. 1924.
ATTOBEv-AENT-ASsIaNMENT--ALIENATION- PATENT- SELcTION-A

or

JANUARY 27, 1922.

An irrevocable power of attorney to make a change of entry under 'the act
*of January 27, 1922, whereunder the agent is authorized to make a selection and to transfer the land after, the issuance of patent, constitutes an
assignment of the right or claim, and is in violation of the' second proviso to that act, but selections may be made by an agent acting under an
ordinary power of attorney.
COURTDECISION-CITED AND DISTINGUISHED.

Case of Midway Company v. Eaton (183 U. S., 602), cited and distinguished.

FiNNxY,FirstAssistantSecretay:

-

Under date of March 17, 1924, you fattorney for Marquardt]
were advised that it would be necessary, among other -things, for
John W. Marquardt, in connection with his application (Marquette 05086) under the' act of January 27, 1922 (42 Stat., 359),
to fileihis affidavit as to whether he has assigned or transferred his
-right or claim under said act, and whether the application now pre-sented is for his: sole use and benefit.-
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i your response-of the 19th instant you state that you would
advise Marquardt that it would: be proper, "under the facts as
hereinafter set out in his case," for him to furnish the affidavit required, were it not for the recent holding of the Department in a
letter addressed to Mr. Joseph V. Pitts, of Ava, Missouri. You

state-

Mr. Marquardt has executed and delivered to me, as his- representative, a
power of attorney to convey the lands selected under his application now
pending, which contains a clause stating that for value received it is made
irrevocable. This instrument is now in' my hands, with the understanding
that after patent has been issued for the land applied for it is to be used for
the purpose of conveying the title to the land to a third party who desires to
purchase it, the purchase money being deposited with me at the present time
to be turned over to Mr. Marquardt when patent shall have issued and the
power of attorney is executed. I have not purchased Mro Marquardt's right
under this act, and my connection with the matter is that of his representative in securing patent to the land for him and disposing of his title thereto
thereafter to the intending purchaser.

The ruling to which you refer was brought about by the submission by Mr. Pitts of an unsigned affidavit under the act of January 27, 1922, supra, and an unsigned power of attorney giving an,
unnamed agent power of attorney to locate and sell such land as
nay be selected thereunder, the power of attorney stating thatfor value received the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged this power of
attorney is hereby made and declared to be irrevocable by me or otherwise.

:The Department, by letter of March 3, 1924, held that the granting of the proposed power of attorney, for a valuable consideration,
would constitute an assignment of the claim or right, and would
warrant the Department in rejecting the application.
The Department does not question the right of persons who may
be entitled to the benefits of the act of January 27, 1922, supra, to
appoint an agent to locate a tract of "surveyed public land, non-

mineral in character, free from lawful claim, and otherwise subject
to general disposition," and to thereafter insert the description
thereof in an application executed by the beneficiary or by the attorney in fact. After such an application is filed, the Department
is not concerned with what disposition the applicant may make
of the lands. But it will not knowingly approve an application
where the applicant has transferred his right, or claim b an. re'vocable power of attorney such: as was' exhibited by Mr. Pitts. The
applicant must be in' position to make the affidavit required inl the
departmental

letter of March 17, 1924.

Such holding, is not in: con-

'flict with the ruling of the Supreme Court of.the United States in
Midway Company.v.

Eaton' (183 U.' S., 602)', cited by 'you, for the

reason that the agent who located the Sioux half-breed scrip was
acting under an ordinary power of attorney.
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' In adjudicating applications under the act of January 27, 1922,

s pra, the Department will be governed by the rule affirmed by the
court in the case cited; but where an application is filed under an
irrevocable power of attorney it will be held that the right or claim
has been thereby transferred.
Mr. Marquardt will be allowed until June 1 next to file the required affidavit.
TAMES A. POWER ET AL.
Decided April 23, 1924.

- CASE-PAYMEjT.:
RECLAMATION HOMESTEAD-SURVEY-RIGHT

OF WAYRAILROAD

LAND-PUR.

Where a farm unit which has been surveyed without segregation of a railroad right of way contains lands on both sides thereof, disposition of such
unit under the reclamation homestead act will be made in accordance
with the survey without any deduction from the purchase price as to
diminution in area caused by the right of way, but the water charges will
be based n the irrigable area only.

REOCLA:ATIONHoMEsTRA-SURVEY-RrIoT
CHASE.

:

OF WAY-RAILROAD, LAND-PUR-

In the establishment of farm units in a reclamation project upon lands
crossed by a railroad right of way, the units are generally confined to one
side of the right of way, and no part thereof is included in the survey
pursuant to which the lands are disposed of under the reclamation homestead act, but such rule is not invariable and may be modified to meet
engineering or irrigation conditions.

DEPARTMENTALDECISION CITED AND DISTINGUISHED.

Case of Clinton

C.

Reed (45 IL.D., 646), cited and distinguished.

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
By letter of April 11, 1924,the Commissioner of the General Land
Office submitted for consideration by the Department certain questions involved in the survey and disposal of lands covered by railroad rights of way on the public domain generally, and particularly
in respect to a number of entries in the Huntley Irrigation Project,
Montana, crossed by the line of the Northern Pacific Railway Company.
It appears that farm units in that project were as a general rule
segregated from the right of way of the Northern Pacific Railway
Company but in some instances the farm unit crossed and includedthe right of way. A typical case of the latter is that of farm unit
"D ?I in sections 9 and 16, T. 3 N.; R. 31 E., containing 174.42 acres.

In fixing this farm unit, the subdivisions made by the regular public:
land survey were adopted and followed, being lot 4, W. 3 SW. , Sec.
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9, and NW. dNW , See; 16, said township . This tract is slightly
more than one mile in length andis one-fourth of a mile in width.
It is crossed by the railway line near its center, the distance covered
being a' little more than one-fourth of a mile.

i

This tract was entered by James A. Power as a homestead entry.
May 28, 1918, under the provisions of' the reclamation act of June
17, 1902 ('32 Stat., 388). The land was formerly within the Crow
Indian Reservation and it was ceded and opened to entry at the
purchase price of $4. per acre. The entryman has submitted final
proof as to residence and cultivation but has not paid the purchase
price, and the specific question involved in respect' to this particular entry is whether the entryman shall be required to pay for
the whole area included in the farm ffnit, or whether there shall
be a deduction in proportion to the area covered by the right of
way, an area of 12 or 13 acres.

In the case of Clinton C. Reed (45 L. D., 646), the Department
expressed the view that farm units should not be established aross
the railway right of way. In' that case the unit was origin lly established so- as to extend to but not to encroach u.pon the' right of
way. The land was entered under. that survey but after the entry
was made a. supplemental plat wasiprepared whereby the unit was
extended to the middle of the right of way and thereby added about
13 acres to the entry, which the entryman was.'called upon to pay:
for. The Department held that this could not be required, because
it. violated tihe-rightsof the entryman.
The objectionable plat in that case: was prepared;for the sole
purpose of adding the right of way area to the unit theretofore
entered under the prior survey which':excluded the tight of way.
That case differs from the one now under consideration.'
The decision in the Reed case also called attention to the cases of North-

ern Pacific Railroad Company vTownsend
E. A. Crandall

(43 L. D., 556).

(190:U.-S., 267) and

Those cases considered the char-

acter of title' acquired by the railroad' company in and'.to the land
covered by its right of .way and conditions resulting from abandonnient of the use of the land for thepurposes of the 'grant. It was
held that-the grant was of a limited fee, made-on an implied con-'
dition of reverter in the. event that the company ceased: to. use or

retain the -land for the purpose for which it was granted; that the
lands forming the right of way were taken' out of

he category of.

public lands and that the Land. Department. was without authority
to convey rights therein;' that a homesteader acquired no interest
in the land within' the right of way because of the fact: that the
entry was. for 'the full legal' subdivision crossed by.the right Qf way.

A'
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The rule was succinctly stated in the syllabus of the Crandall case
as follows:
Entry and patent of a legal subdivision crossed by the 400-foot right of
way granted to the Northern Pacific Railway Company by the act of July 2.
1864, carries no interest or title to the right-of-way strip; and upon subsequent abandonment of the right of way the title thereto reverts to the United
States and does not pass to the owners of the subdivisions through which the
right of way runs.

This unsatisfactory condition was changed by the act of Congress
approved March 8, 1922 (42 Stat., 414), which providesThat whenever public lands of the United States have been or may be
granted to any railroad company for use as a right of way for its railroad
or as sites for railroad structures of any kind, and use and occupancy of
said lands for such purposes has ceased or shall hereafter cease, whether by
forfeiture or by abandonment by said railroad company declared or decreed
by a court of competent jurisdiction or by Act of Congress, then and thereupon all right, title, interest, and estate of the United States in said lands
shall, except such part thereof as may be embraced in a public highway
legally established within one year after the date of said decree or forfeiture
or abandonment be transferred to and vested in any person,,firm, or corporation, assigns, or successors in title and interest to whom or to which title
of the United States may, have been or may be granted, conveying or purporting to convey the whole of the legal subdivision or subdivisions- traversed
or occupied by such railroad or railroad structures of any kind as aforesaid,
except lands within a municipality the title to which, upon forfeiture or
abandonment, as herein provided, shall vest in such municipality, and this
by virtue of the patent thereto and without the necessity of any other or
further conveyance or: assurance of any kind or nature whatsoever: Provided,
That this Act shall not affect conveyances made by, any railroad company of
portions of its right of way if such conveyance be among those which have
been or may hereafter and before such forfeiture or abandonment be validated
and confirmed by any Act of Congress; nor, shall this Act affect any public:
highway now on said right of way: Provided further, That the transfer of
such lands shall be subject to and contain reservations in favor of the United
States of all oil, gas, and other minerals in the land so transferred and conveyed, with the right to prospect for, mine, and remove same.

.:*0
0

It has been the usual practice in the survey and disposal of public
lands to ignore such rights of way when extending surveys over
the public domain under therectangular system and dividing the
lands into townships, sections, and smaller legal subdivisions Such
surveys have not as a rule been made to close,on the,-right of way
i: 0.:: but have included the right of way in- th area of the subdivision
crossed, and disposals have been made upon the basis of the -area
shown by:the survey without making deduction for the area covered
by the right of way. This hasbeenregarded as-the most practicable
method for general application on the broad expanses of the public
domain in order to adhere to as closely as possible and retain the bene0

:50]
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fits of the rectangular system. The legal difficulties arising from
that practicein respect to titles in case of abandonment of the right
of way have been solved by the act above quoted, and there is now

even greater reason for its continuance
However, this need not be regarded

as an inviolable rule subject

to no departure. The act referred to does not mandatorily require
that patent be issued to include the land covered by such right of
way in disposing of the remaining land adjacent thereto. This may
be and ordinarly should be done, but if the exigencies of establishment of a subdivision lead the survey merely to the border of the
right of way and not beyond it, there would appear no sound reason
for extending the survey to embrace the right of way for the sole
purpose of including it in the patent when disposing of the subdivision. This latter condition would be apt to exist particularly in
the establishment of farm units in a reclamation project. Such
units usually require special surveys often departing radically from
* the regular public land surveys, and are formed'with special reference to the distribution of water and'the size of'the parcel allowable
to one claimant, wholly without referenice to the ordinary

smallest

legal subdivision contemplated in the rectangular system. 'From the
standpoint of practical use, as stated in the eed case, the units are
advisedly confined to one side of the right of way in most instances.:
Where this is done, no part of the right of way should be included
in the unit. But in- the present case the unit is rather larger than
usual, extending more than a mile in length, embraces the right of
way and contains lands on either side thereof. Inasmuch as this
unit was so established, presum ably in accord with the best judgment
of the engineerfand administrative officers of the Government, it is
deemed appropriate and in harmony with the law'to dispose of the
said subdivision according to the survey. The purchase price should
apply to the full area without diminution for the area covered by the
right* of way, the-water charges, of course, being based on the irri* gable area only.;
The record is remanded for- action in this and other similar cases it
harmony with, the views herein expressed.

MONSONv. SAWYER.
:Deded
OrL AD

Apv l

6, 1924.

GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-APLIcAmIOrCTIOE.

The provision in section 4 of the oil and gas regulations of March 1I, 1920,
relating to the thirty day suspension in local offices of permit applications
-to await the presentation of preference right claims before transmittal to
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the General Land Office, applies only to applications for lands subject to
disposal under the leasing act, but an application for prospecting land covered by an uncanceled permit, or otherwise segregated, should be rejected
at once by the local officers, subject to the right of appeal, and transmitted in due course to the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
DECISION CITED AND APPLIED.
DEPARTMENTkAL

Case of Martin Judge (49 L.-D., 171), cited and applied.
FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary.-

at Salt Lake
On March 20, 1923, there was filed in the land office~
oil and gas,.
for
to
prospect
permit
of
a
City, Utah, a relinquishment
act
of
February
of
the
leasing
13
section
under
granted,
theretofore
25, 1920 (41.Stat., 437), to N. E. Seamount, 'for all of Secs.-5, 6, and
7, T. 20 S., R. 14 E., S. L. M.; and there was also; filed, by John, A.

Monson, an application for a similar permit for this land.. The
relinquishment was noted on the serial register only, and was forwarded to the Commissioner of the General Land Office:for acceptance, pursuant to departmental instructions of May 5, 1922 (49 L. D.,
104); and Monson's application was suspended for a period. of 30
days, evidently in .order to comply with section 4 of departmental
regulations under the leasing act, approved March 11,. 1920 (47
V
L. D., 437).
0The Commissioner,

on April 4, 1923, accepted the relinquishment

off the outstanding permit, which acceptance appears to have been
received by the local officers and noted on their. records on April 9,
1923. On April s, 1923,the: local officersforwarded Monson's appli--:
cation, and reported no conflicts therewith..
On May 31, 1923,Clara A. Sawyer filed an application for a.similar permit for all of the land described, and pointed out that .at the
time Monson filed his application the lands were not subject to apbecause segregated on, the records. of the local office
propriation,
permit.a:
uncanceled
by the then

By 'decision, dated. February 5, 1924, the. Commissioner rejected
Monson's application, Citing as authority therefor the ruling of the
Departmentin

thej case of:Martin

Judge

(49 L. ;D., 171)

.that-

until an outstanding permit is canceled by the Commissioner and the-notation
of the cancellation made in the local office, no other person will be permitted
to gain any right to a permit for the same class of deposits by the filing of an
application therefor, or by the posting of notice of intention to apply for such
a permit.

Monson has appealed from said decision,. alleging that his failure
to reassert his application after the notation of .the cancellation of
the outstanding permit was solely occasionedby the fact that there
was not, at that time, any protest or:claim' adverse to his application.
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He claims-that his application attached upon the restoration of the
lands upon the records of the local-office.

The reason given by appellant for not asserting a claim at the
proper timei is not one which moves the Department to find any
equities in him which warrant it in recognizing his application to
the exclusion of the one filed by the appellee.

Appellant

confesses

knowledge-that the land did not become subject to- application for
permit until the cancellation of the permit was noted on the tract
book by the local officers. With this knowledge, he is chargeable
with further knowledge that adverse applications could be properly
initiated after such notation without any previous protest or caim
adverse,to his filing, which was admittedly invalid. The mere fact
that he assumed from the absence of such protest or adverse claim,
at the time the land became subject to permit,' that no one else was
interested in said land, does not excuse his failure to use reasonable
diligence in asserting. a proper claim.
In extending to permits under the leasing act, in the case of Martin
Judge, supra, the rule stated in the case of California and Oregon
Land Company v.- Hulen and Hunnicutt (46 L- D., 55) as to.the
segregative effect of entries, selections, reservations, or patents, the
Department, in effect, also extended to applications, for prospecting
permits the practice observed with respect -to applications to make
entries for such lands prior to their restoration. That practice has
been to require the local officers,upon receipt of such an application,
to reject it, subject to the right of appeal, because of the segregation of the land by the uncanceled entry, selection, reservation, or
patent. The local officers were in error in following the instructions in section 4 of the regulations of March 11, 1920, supra, as
those regulations relate only to applications filed for lands subject
to disposal under the leasing act. In case an application for permit is filed for lands segregated by any permit, patent, selection,
reservation, or otherwise, the local officersshould reject such application at once, subject to the right of appeal within 15 days, and transmit such application in due course with report of the action taken.
As this appellant has admitted knowledge that his application
was not valid at the time the lands were restored by the notation
of the cancellation of the permit, the fact that his application was
not rejected by the local officers in accordance with the practice
before indicated is immaterial.
Tpon the facts presented, it appears that this appellant's applica-.
tion was properly rejected. The Commissioner's decision is affirmed,
and the case is closed.
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ON DESERT-LAND ENTRIES-SECTION 18,, CIRCULAR NO. 474, AMENDED.
EXPENDITURES

INSTRUCTIONS.
Circular No. 933.1
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL. LAND OFFICE,

Washington,

D. a., April 06, 1924.

REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

Section 18 of Circular No. 474 (45 L. D., 345, 357), in relation to

acceptable expenditures for the reclamation of desert lands, i hereby
amended by adding thereto the following paragraphs:
The value to be attached to and the credit to be given for, an expenditure
for works or improvements is the reasonable value of the work done, or improvement placed upon the land, according to the market price therefor, or
for similar work or improvements, prevailing in the vicinity, and not 'the
amount alleged by a claimant to have been expended, nor the mere proof
of expenditures, as exhibited by checks or other vouchers (Bradley v. Vasold,
86 L. D., 106).

l9

Expenditures for the clearing of the land will not receive credit
where the vegetation or brush claimed to have been cleared away
been actually removed by the roots. Therefore, expenditures for
where as a matter of fact there has been only crushing, or rolling,'
is known in some localities as " railing" the land, will not be accepted.,

in cases
has not
clearing,
or what

You will give all possible publicity to this amendment of the
regulations and in examining annual proofs, and also final proofs
in cases where final proofs have been submitted without the prior
submission of annual proofs, you will carefully. scrutinize such
proofs with a view to determining whether the value of expenditures
claimed is in accord with the true value of the work done or expenditures made, and' also whether the clearing claimed to have been
performed conforms to the requirements of the second paragraph of:
the amended regulations.
WILAM SRY,
commissioner.

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

:

First AssistantSecretary.
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NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD GRANT LANDS-SUSPENSION
PATENTS.

OF

INSTRUOTIONS.
[Circular

No. 931.

DEPARTMENT

-

OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

TVashington,,D.
DC.,
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,

April 28, 1924.

-

UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES,
:

00

IDAHO,

MINNESOTA,

MONTANA,

NORTH DAKOTA,

OREGON,

WASHINGTON, WISCONSIN, WYOMING:

By joint resolutions, Senate No. 92 and. House Nos. 183 and 237,
it is provided, among other things, that no patent shall issue to the
NorthernPacific Railroad, now Railway, Company under the acts of
July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 365), and May 31, 1870 (16 Stat., 38),

grant-

ing land to the said company, or under acts supplemental, thereto
or connected therewith (H. J.. Res. 237)until after Congress shall have made
said land grants and acts supplemental
legislation to meet the respective rights
pany and its successors and the United

a full and complete inquiry into the
thereto for the purpose of considering
of the Northern Pacific Railroad ComStates in the premises.

Under departmental instructions of April 19, 1924, in connection
with the above resolutions, it is directed that you receive all applications by the company to list or select.land, when such applications
are regular in all respects, assign serial numbers thereto, note them
on your records as applications, and forward them to this office
'without action. Fees tendered with such applications should be
carried as unearned until further advised. However, when necessary to reject an application wholly or in part, -for any reason, you
will proceed as heretofore, but will not, in any case, allow and approve any application by the company, original or supplemental,

until further advised.
All applications by parties not claiming or asserting a right under
or through the company, apparently conflicting with a claim, or
claims, by or through the company, will be received and acted on as
heretofore.
WILLIAM SPRY,

omxmisioner.
Approved:

E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretavy.
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RIGHTS OF SETTLERS TO OIL AND GAS DEPOSITS UNDER THE ACT
OF FEBRUARY 25, 1920.
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular

No. 932.1

DEPARTMENT

OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
RISTERS AND RECEIVERS
REGISTERS AND ECEIVERS
\:f
UNITED

Washington, D. C., April

;
-:

:

8, 1924.

E

STATES LAND ORFICES:

In a recent decision unreported, the Department held that a'settler
upon the public domain prior to-the passage of the leasing act, where
the lands involved were not, at time of settlement, withdrawn or
classified as valuable for oil and gas deposits, is entitled, under certain conditions, to a preference right to a permit. to prospect for
oil and gas, pursuant to section'20 of the leasing act, for the lands
settled upon.
The following statements and regulations -are; hereby made to
govern future action in cases of this kinid:
1. No preference right can be accorded a settler who made his settlement on or after February 25, 1920 (see Charles R. Haupt, 48

L. D.,&355),nor to one whose settlement was for lands withdrawn
or classified as valuable for oil or gas deposits.
02.In order to be entitled to a preference right, the settler must
have,: at the time the lands were withdrawn, classified or reported
as valuable for oil or gas, done everything possible under the nonmineral land laws toward making entry. If the lands were subject
to entry at that time, and were:not entered by him, the settler does
not acquire any preference by later making application to enter said
lands. Ada Fletcher-(49 L.ID.,204).
3. A preference right may be exercised by a settler on lands subject to settlement although he has not made entry, if. said failure
is due to the fact that the lands are not open to entry under the
homestead laws.

In such case he will, upon-the withdrawal,

classi-

fication or report that the lands' are valuable for minerals, be required to file an election to make entry, when the lands become subject
thereto, with a reservation of the oil and gas deposits to the United
States in accordance with the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509).
4. In cases where the prospective oil and gas value of unsurveyed
lands orlands suspended for survey upon which there is a valid.
settlement. is brought to the attention of the Land Department -by
an applicant for a permit under section 13 of the leasing act, the
procedure directed in section 12 (c) of the leasing regulations, approved March 11, 1920 (47 L. D., 437), will be followed, and the
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mineral waivbrbove described will be required. Newton v. Flesher
(unreported), decid'sd March.3 , 1922, and departmental letter dated
eDecember
7,;1922, in reFlora, A.41able:i
5. very applicant for penuit for uu'surveyed lands or lands,
which, though subject, to. settlement are. ;ot subject to' entry, must
state in his application. or show. by affidavit of a' credible witness,
that there are no, settlers upon the land, orgif there be'settlersjgive
the name and post-office address of each and a descri ion.of the lands
claimed, by metes and bounids and approximate legal subdivisions,

,,,,,if unsurveyed.

.Uponreceipt

of an application which shows that!

there are settlers on the land included therein,' you will'serve notice

by registered mail on each settler. that an application for permit
has been filed and' allow:'him 30 'days from notice:within- which to
fle: a full statement of the facts of his settlement claim, and any
objectionh he has to the issuance, of the perminitand to:; state whether

he 'will claim a preference right to a permit, to prospect the land if
he, be found entitledtihereto.. iIf .:'no objection be filed in response,
to such notice,the' applibation for permit will be.considered without
regard to the claim of such settler, .except that a' bo-nd will be required inpro;r
cases as security for damage to t
setter's'crops:
and improvements.
entry. for the: land,

suh'settler

will be required, when he makes
to a reservation o the :oil: and'

gas to the United States, unl'ss the permit has; been, ;canceled.
'If theasettle ' lest 6bctio~i:to the .issuance 'of the permit and
shows that he has a valid settlement claim, the procedure will be as;
follows:

-

'i(a)If the lands have not been withdrawn or classified as valuable
for, oil 'and gas depsits,'the Gen'ral hLan&Office
`will
proceed as indicated in section 4 f these regulations.]
(b) If, howevef, the laidshave

already been 'withrawn

fied as mineral, the General Land Office willprocee

or classi-

i accordance

with 'section 3 ereof.'

6. Whsresettlement has preceded the-.filing of an application for
a;prospecting permit, aid no'ppreferenceright 'claimea
s
or exists in
the settler, the applicant for 'permit will be required to furnish a.
bond 'in the sum of $2,000,as security for damage'to his crops and
improvements, 'as in the case,of applications or entries made 'pursuant
,to the "'actof July 17,i914' (3t8 Stat., 509)'.
7. Any.permits issued pursuant to' representationsby t'he applicants
that there:'are no settle rs on the land, are and will be issued sbject
to' the rights ofa any settlers upon' the land'at

the time the applica-'

tion was filed'; and he claims of said'settlers arel hereby declared;,
beof
!to the class covered by the term "valid' rit's"
in te general
:7 45 2O0 - 2 4--VoL 50-26
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rights existing
excepting clause in each permit, which eads, " valid
hereby."'
affected
be..,
not
at the date of this permit, will
presented and require
You wwillexamine all applications hereafter
period3d
the 30-day
during
hereof
requirements
the
chplicewith
regulations
of-suspension prescribed in section :4 of the generai
437).
P.,
L.
March 1; 1920,dCircular No. 672 (47
proved

a

expense to the
Please ecur tht widest publicity possible, without
Gbvernment for these regulations.'
WILLIAM SPRY,

,

Approved-:
E-. ::C.

Covmmssionr.

FiNN.:

F irtAssisnt

Seqretary..

R.
ALGOMA LUMBER COMP3ANYTv.XRUG t

November 15,923.
Decided
SURVEY- BOUNDARY--PATENT-IMPROVEENTS-PUBI
ENTRY.
HOMESTEAD

LANDS-SETTLEMENT-

on the ground a theoretical
of
marking
A private surveymade forthlepurpose
d within the
not run by the Government,where eteft
line,plattedbut
cardinal course, and relied upon, byan owner
allowable departurefrom
by the United States in theplacingof ipprovements by
under titlepassed
adopted
but itwill.be
upon the patented land, wi not be' disturbed,
0theadjoining
of
survey
the
of
the Government as a boundaryfor closure
public land.

FINNEY,First Assistnt Se&tary :

a survey line to
Thiis controversy. relats to the establishment of
mn4arkthe boundary between asection of public land and a section
in private ownership.:
of land
boundary.,line ofT. 37 8. R. 9EB., W. M.
year
1872theest
: Inthe

was
run, and the field notes'show-.that a corner stone
Oregon,was
and
township.
said
:19;
.set for corner common to sections 18 and
S.,
37
T.
of
By priQr survey
sections 13 and 24 of T. 37 S., Rt. 8.
returned as

R.8 B., the greater portion of that township was
by the waters of KlaatlJiLake, inclnding the sectionson
covered
east border thereof, but on January
the

19, 1882, upon applicationi

ffice approved
by the State,the Commissioneiof the Gneral Land
by
township,inade
a oflatfractional setions 1, 12, and 13, said
boundsouth
The
east.
on the
protraction from the survey corners line
protrated 'on the plat due
was defined by a
of
ary
section13
13 and 24,'and
estthetolake fom the orne common to sections
These frac18 and 19, theretofore established as above'mentioned.
to,
-

tional sections 1, 12, and 13,:as thus protracted,

were conveyed

mesne conveyances, ;
the State as'swamp land, and in the year 1911, by
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the'AlgomaLumber Coipany, acquired' title to' thie souti p"rt~'of
section 13. At that time the Government had not actually rtn the
flinebetween section .13 and the remaining public land, southiward;
: .:The;company in: 1911 caused survey of thse said'lineto be made by
*a local surveyoi.
About that...time also the company placed certain
buildings of considerable value on the. and within one. or. two feet

.

north of the line so run in connection-;with its lumberin operations.
On May. 4, 1915,'August, Kruger. squatted on the':unsurveyed land
south of, section 13: At that tilne the unsurveyed land:-wasembraced
. reclamation ithidrawal underrins
the'firstform.m ade by order of
* January 28,1905, for the use of the Klamath Project.- Kruger applied for restoration of the. land froni, the withdrawAl
,:and. also for-I
survey. thereof.. .:I1n,pursuance .6f that application survey was made
of fractional sections 24, 25, 26, 35 iand36, said township, 'the plat
of which was approved June: 5, 1917. That survey fixedthe. bound-:
ary line.between sections 13 and 24. about folr. chains south of'the

old protracted. li'ne!,of,the south boundav of section 13 and intersected Kruger's house. May 16;.919, Kruger executedhis homestead application for lots .2, 3, 4, and 7Sec. 24,j and at the same timeasked -for resurvey: of thte area between old section 13 and section 24
as thus established, and that he be permitted to: enter: the additional
area. These were filed in' the local office May 20, 1919,. and on that
Vdate the application to,-eiter was rejected because. the lands: were
embraced in withdrawal as'1 above, stated. Kruger. appealed,
order of August 22, 1919, the lands, embraced, in fractional section

bandby

240were

stored to entry upoh ondition-thtthe

land remain sub-

ject ito.flAowageand 'seepage rights of' the' United Statds to be-:pro-0

vided by stipulation on.the part oftthe entryman.
;Novemnber '24j: 1919,

:

'

.l

the local offiers allowed Kruger's application

,as to the surveyed lands. applied for in .section 24, subject-to the con-I
ditions. stated, but rejected the applicaion

foi- the unsurveyed strip

north of the north boundary of section 24. That action--was affirmed
by the Department, inits decision of.May' 8,' 920, it being held that
application, to 'enter'could. not.be entertained'until the shid surplus
strip had been surveyed: :.,
.
Owing to the.,confusioi in the surveys,; a portion of this strip has
been the object of controversy between Kruger and the.said company
for several years.

September

25, 1920, th- Commissioner

of' the

.. General 'Land. Office directed the, surveyor geleral to. suivey the
said strip and to designate same as section 37. -In December, 1921,

'survey was made, and i that-survey theline for the south bounidairy,
;'of isection 1:3was-run parallel to the sUbdivisional lines sutthlereof,
and departed slightly.i from a due West course, heing run at, S.v890
57' W., and intersected some of the coiipany's buildings.' The coin-

pany' accordingly filed protest against acceptance' of that line, asked

:g '
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that it be

ted
4:,

:

::X a''fti::

August;. 4, 1922' th Commissioner directed' that an investigation
be made as to-;'the actual linerun

'.-5f

'out-by the surveyor for th e eCom-

pany in 191, andthat if it be found to have:'been establishedwithin.prescribed for public surveys it, would
eulations
ed
the l.iits: a
be recognized as: an accptable:line.

The Government

surveyor ac-

39'-M.,. wich. approxicordingly. reran tie, line on a course S.P
of the com-any's surveyor and cleared by
i:mately' followed teline
about one0foot the adjaceiti prinipal. improvements of the company.
By d:decision of: July 1 1923, the GenIeral and Office in eff ect
abandoned; its order of ugustw4,1922, and concludedthatthe; line ;
should be established

on a due west course. .' The -company? has'

appealed froin that action.
The, immediate dispute now. before the Department is in4respect
to- the acceptance-of -thisast. surveyed line. Truger insists that the
line should -be run due westfrom, the, old 'estlablished'.corner,,-with
reference. to which the protracted -survey.. plat was made; while:
the company urges that the linelast

run. on Course S.89

39'

W.

is within the allowable departure- from cardinal direction recognized
: in. public surveys, and should be adopted. attitude of
the
with
-The contention of the compainyis in hrmony
the - General Land 0ffie in its order of August 4,-i19:2, above refrerred to, and the Department is impressed with the fairniss of that:
.the ground which-9was
position. Thet identification . by -surveyvoi
the theoretical line platted .but .
i
Surveyor 1tmarkalocal
ma-adeby the
not run by the Government,was executed within the allowable limit
of error.. It was relied. -upon'by the ownei'under:the.tide passedby
t;the:;tovernnient -in the plading of improvements..-If the line -i ad.
the same' degree:
actiually run, by-the' Government. -resultingin
:0 :been
o error it would' not have been disturbedi even, in the absence .of -a
claii based thereon.: No reason is apparent why the wokprivate,
of a local surveyor. perforrming a service omitted- by the Government
should 'be held to closer, scrutiny than that required 'in respect to
official, public-land surveys. There is gtrongjreason :for recognizing,
The, Govsuch line as an appropriate lineunder such onditions.t
'ernment is now cocerned with the stablishnent of. a line by an
survy- to mark the division 9between ithe private land and
- official
it can'protect valuable improvet he public land> In dointhisif
-such .as here disclosed,
ndercircumstances
u
iments innocenly placed,

and 'still keep withithe-

allowable depaurfrom

-

cardinal course,

''that object should be accomplished. Certainly -there is no adverse
obstcle to ::the, Gov- '
.'claim -which can be rcognized as aording.
appears -to be less
ternment i accordinge thfisjust measure.*
0
':
- '
i;,";0 than:one acre of land bweetn the: dispulted-,lines.
-There
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i-nvestigated the :case:reportedthat

the eomn-; : ; .::

pany actedI in good. faith in the survey of. its. holdings .and the construction o'f its iniprovements' prior to the time 'f Kuger's settlement upon the unsurveyed and wihdrawn land. He fomid, however, evidences

f' encroachmntby

the company on :the withdrawn

area by. fencing and the building of certain small houses south of
its own surveyed he

'

after the assertion of*Kruger's claim.

It ap-

pearsthat th6re'iIsone other settler claiming, a portion of,this unsurveyed and withdrawn strip. It is clear that none of these-parties
any .rights to the' withdrawn land. If it should "be
Dcoldacquire
restored to ent, it ill then be appropriate toconsider an appliations filed therefor.
The special agent reports that the land 'is adjac-nt to thetwn of
Algoma and appearsto' have considerable prospective value for townsite purposes, asau additionlto that town: This point is also Strongly
urged by the 6`company.None of the, claims involved in ithis record
appearto affor anobstacle toreservation, and disposalofts
00Awould
land under sections 2380 and 2381, Revised Stati-tes,.for town-site
use, if it be 'concluded 'that such action would serve the

ublic need.

It is directed that the doinmissioner of the General Lnd Ofule:give
thisI eature of 'the case c'onsideration and submit appropriatec'recom-

iendation in the premises.
In the absence of other sufficient objection he survey of "the north
:line of'sectioi 3-'l'as last run on the course"S.;890 39"':.
accepted'
Th&d'cislion ppealed from is accordingly reversed.

will be

ALGOMA .LUMBER COMPANY v.' KRUGER..

Rule' enunciated' ih departmental decision of N'omber 15, 1923
L.' 'D., 402) adhered to in decisi onon niotin for rehearin by
(50 L

First Assistant Secretary Finney ,June 16, 1924..

SHAW4v.RN.
20, 1924.

Decded Frury

ISOn
AND GAS ;ANPS-PROSPECTING PEMIT-LEASE-PREFEEFNCE
RETABYOF T3E INTEJIOR-SUPE.VISORY ATJTHORITY.

RIGHT-SEC-

Included in the general power conferred upon the Secretaryof the Interior
bysection:32 of the .actofFebruary 25, 1920,. to make, regulations and to do
all things necessary to accomplish the purposes, othe leasing act, is thes
iscretionary authority' t prescribe conditions with respect to the exercise
of the preference 'right to a permit or lease accorded by that act.'
-7' See decision on reheAring, page 409.

.
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WAI000 0lV~r-0IL GAS LANDS-PBOSPECTINGPERI
-AJND

LANDS.

ESTED

EvoC

ENTRY-

A waiver of a legal right is an*intentional foregoing of the exercise of that
'right, nd where the question arises as to whether silence or failure to act
* :;:000 . 0' constitutes aconstructive waiver,' the conduct of the one on the part of
-- whom
theaiver
is 'imputed indy. h'e considered in determining that p'oin:
WAIVER7ESTOPPEL--LOIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPEcTING' PERMIT-OMESTEAI :
:
ENTY-PREFERENOE RIGHT.

,A waiver-differs from an.estoppel, in thai it is- not0 dependent for its effec
tiveness upon the action of others.
T
6IL ANDGAs
LANDS OPECTING
PERAIT- NOTICE-P.RE
NC
RIG:E[0 :XC
.0;:0S:f
A
0;OMESTEADE
'IFI00
ENTRY-WAIVER.0;D00
Nonaction-on 'the part of one to whom is accorded a preference right to an
oil and. gas prospecting permit by section 20 of: the'. act' of February 25,
1920, after' service of notice upon him by a permit, applicafft in accordance
witlia departmental regulation issued pursuant to' that act, creates a
constructive waiver of the preference right which estops 'him from ever
fS 0 thereafter
asserting the right, notwithstanding that the application in conitwhich the notice was served is disallow'd.
nection
COURTAND DEPARTHENTALDEcIsIoNs CITEDAND APPLIED.:
'Cases of Armstrong v. Agricultural Insurance Co. (29 N. E., 991), List and
Son Co. v. Chase (88KN ., 120), Ki nedy 'v Manry (66 S. E., 29), Fairbanks,Morse
and Co.
&v.
Baskett (71 S. W., 1113), Marine Iron Works v.
Wiess (148 Fed., 145), and Johnsonl v., Patten (49 L. D., 613), cited and

applied.
0

:FINNEY,

Frst

Assitanbt

Seretary:\:X:

l;

;0 -

:0
:f:
::

E. S.'Shaw' haS appealed from the decision of the. CommisSiOner Of
the General' Land' Office, dated 'January 14, 1924: in':so far as said

decision held that Bert S. Rink, patentee under the homestead laws
NW : SE. ,
for lots 3, 4,: , 6, Sec. 26; lots 1 'and 2,: W. -L NE.,
Sec. 27, T. 4 N., 1.R 92 W., 6th P..,
Glenwood Springs, Colorado,

land district;,was entitledto a preference right to a permit:'to prospect for oil and gas, pursuant to section '20of the leasing act of
February 25 1920 (41 Stat., 437), and rejected Shaw's. application
for ,a;similar pei'init, filed, pursuant to section 13:,of the leasing act,

on August 11, 1923, to the extent of its conflict with an applicatibn
filed by Rink, on October 19, 1923, in the exercise of this preference

right
It is

o'
denied by this appellant that Rink madehis~ entry prior

to $f:
:;
the iiiclusion of the land in 'Petroleum Reserve No. 61, by Executive order of' October 25, 1918, and thereafter received a patent reserving the 'oil and gas deposits to the Utnited States; under circum-

stances which bring him' within' the purview' of section 2'0 of the'
ieasingact,as one of the persons entitled to a preference right to a

prospecting permit.
The. question raised is whether the patentee is to be held to have
permanently waivedis preference right to a prospecting permit on:
August 30, 1920, through his failure to exercise said right witin

t:0.
;U::0X:::;';0-0t$0X:11

'0f;:;;0~;;y-;00

- ;,0

$t
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notice to
thirty days prior thlretol although. personally served wvith;0
do so, in accordance with section 12(a) of the departmental regulations under the leasing,act,>approved March 1 192G0(47 L. D., 437),

-:

by the. Matador Pdrd6eum Company, . which, had filed applicatin
6fora prospecting permit under section -13 off the leasing, act on: August 25, 1920. A question was raised by: the Department a to the
qualications of, this .comnpany to.receive a permit, in view of alien
ownership of much. of its-stocki; and, on AugustIi
123, te coni'0t:tpany filed a withdrawal

,

'

of said applicaition,- whlich .w~as accepted.

--0.

statedinthe-decisionappaledfrom that;-Th8,e
Commissioner'
It is considered by this office that the preference-rightlis a personal right which
maybe waived by the entryman as to an applicant seeking a prospecting permit, on the lands and subsequently asserted as to another such-,applicant. The
.oil and gas leasing act andf the reguiations thereunder in no way restrict an
his preference right application except that paraentryman as to time of -filing
graph 12(a) of said re'gulations (circular No. 672) provides that he must file
such application within 30 days from service of 'notice-on him by an applicant
of said applicant's permit application. It is consideredthat: should the said
permit application, never materialize -into, a permit the] entryman's, preference
right still exists as to allother prior or subsequent applicants.

A

-

It is ,urged by the appellant that, the, preferencie right. was unconditionally waived by the failure. to make application, after due notice'
-

in accordane : with: the leasing regulations, and that said waiver
forever foreclosed his claim of preference.
section 20 of the leasing. act is that the entrymian,
sn.of
,The povis o
selector', or patentee "shall be entitled to atpreferen-e right to a
permit,

ancno

:

provision is made respecting the timne and mode of

asserting this preference. -Determinatibn .of: that point. isi left :to
the. Secretary under~the general discretionary power conferred by
section 32 of the leasing act.. Johnisoni v. Patten (49- L D., 613).
'In section .12f(a)- of the leasing regulations of March 11, 1920, as
the epartment prescribed the
s
amended,
to Olctober 29, 1920,,-spr6a,
-; :

;folowing method ifor::assertingpreference rights i,: cases such:as the
one now under consideration,:

-

(a)I Should -an application for permit for: entered or patented lands wth
j-sa
.rervation of the oil and gas content- to ,the United -States;be filedby a
person other than th entyman or own,erof the land, the applicant will be or owners
o
required to serve personal notice of such application upon the owner
of the land so entered or- patented, with a varning therein that if-,said owner
desires-to exercise lis preference right, if any, to'a permit he must filewithin'
30 days his application therefor in the proper local land office; The applicant
must furnish evidence of the, service .of notice on. the owner, and evidence that
the party served is the owner of -the land involved,: either by his affidavit, duly
corroborated,

or by certificate

of the officer in whose office transfers

property are to be'recorde'd;

of'real
-

-

The ultimate question is whether failure to exercise a preferece
ri Lm affter the notice prescribed in
foregoing regulations, is,,
-the

:
0;70
-X;0;;::0:0:JtO Avt4.t

A:

4

, ,4f1
fJ; A/~,LA) t ;;;S

;l; :0 '0 0A",Tg
.: : :: ' 'd : : L'1;'PA.l7 7'2::'uU: ::S:;'::' ::':':
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as-anunconditional

[VO.

waiver of that

right.
: j:-;4t:
;'It
*V

.E

is well settledl thatawaiver

of a legal right is an intentional

foregoing of the'exercise of thatright.
Where there is an.affirmative; act"expressing such intenthe
matter presents little difficulty.

Where, however, the.waiver is constructive, i.:e., presumned from con*it::E 0duct. or: failure to assert a right,' more difficulties' are presented.
Mere, silence at a .time when there is: no occ-asion to speak is not 'ai

waiver,:.nor evidence from. which. a waiver may be inferred. 'Armstrong v. Agricultural Insurance Co.' (29 N. E.,0991) List ad Son':
Co. V. Chase (88 N..1.,120).,
It cannot be doubted, however, that. the general power to make

regulations and to do all things n1ecessaryto aeconlisithe
purposes
*::j: of$,the leasing act, eonferred. uii the Secretary in-section 32 of said
act, authorizes him to. prescribe coiiditions with respect to th6 time
for exercising a :preference right, which may creat a u.in
he

entrymanor patentee to act in:the exercise of that preference.
In the exercise'of this discretionary power, AtheDepartnent,

in

section.12 (a) of
th regulations,prescribed "a period of thirty days
after notice of the pendency of an adverse claim as the period during

which. entrymen .patentees. were under a duty to. exercise their preference rights. ".In this case the patentee Rink did nothing, and was
not thereafter at liberty to assert the preference against the Matedor
Petroleum Company. The Government' waswarrantedin assuming
that the preference right 'was waived :and in' takig

further' steps

'looking to.'the granting. of a permit to said company. If saidcompany' was in fat: disqualified to'take
permit, such fact, while it
;:could'
;0 ' have, -been' presented; by the pat'entee by way 'of protest,

and

as a reason why he should not be -required to exercise his preference
right 'at that time, was not enough to relieve him:' from theduty,
created by the regulations' of asserting' hisp:reference or(:showing
cause why he should, not do so.
Nor is it naterial that the applicant company later'withdiew its
applicationas a-waiver' is not' dependent upon action of others for
its eectiveness as is true in'the case of estoppel. Kennedy' .' Manry
(66.§. E., 29); Fairbanks Morse an,06. v.'Baskett (7i S., 1113)'
There renains the question whether said waiver was.unconcditional.
Af
and

divested the::patentee. of all: preference rights, even as against.

subsequent applicants fr.permits.
Tihe:question 'as to whether there has been. a waiver or not, and the
scope,of such Waiver,;is aimatt er of intent, to be arrived at from
-:consideration' of the appellant's conduct.
The.duty to act w i'
made his' silence amount to a waiver was created by the Department's

0:regulations;and the jntent of this appellant, there being no evidehc
to the contrary, must be considerd as coextensive withi their scope.
:0S:f000X~$'S0
,: D:: t~:::"
S X:f~t0S'i

t-f'00.

t00:00 ;} 00000'VX:S-:7 S 't ,?;T~'f;:
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Said reglIations conemplated the ordinary, ease, in which an applicant not entitled to-the preference'ould
b&not only qualified to6
acq\uire aperiit but Woul accept one and test the. oil possibilities
o the land, in accdrdance6with thh'terms' of said' permhit,thereby
disposing .f the qestion ofdpreerence for all time.
In the present. case it seems clear' that Rink intended that the land
should be prospected by' others, and that: he.'had no de'sire, at 'that' ,
time, to exercise the preference given; him by :the leasing act. His
failure to act was then intended' as. a final And comlete: waiver, and

can not be diminished. oraltered 'by asubsequent change of mind,
when 'th'e 'land has been applied for .by aiiother wh has acted uponI:
the belief that said waiver was final. In such case he is estopped
'v. Wiess(148 Fed.,
.to reassert is poreference. :Marine Iron 'Wos

145). That this appellant 'relied upon Rink's, previous waiver is
allegedin this appeal, alnd is fortified by the circustance that he
as would0
did npt serve. notice,uponthe pgtenteeto exercise shright,
have beenoneessaryhad nothe.,preference been waived.
This appellant, having initiated the first ,claim' after the withdrawal of the application by the0Metador Petroleum Company, has
a|:tprior
,:
right tona permit, as against Rink, and 'theMlatter's,applii
tion must be rejected.
K '
'j
*;; The Commissioner's decision isj reversed.
SHAW v. RINK (O REH

G).

Decided Auigust &,:1924.
OIL: AND 'GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING, PEBMINicEEODL
A

'to: exercise: his preferencei right. 0i0 i 0
0;
:l ,PEMIT-NOTICE-PR
OI AND GAs LANS- PROSPECTIfNG

-

tomEE

RIGHT.
ENTRY-PREFERENCE
notice by a party not of record as a boiae fide applicant for an.oil ;and
gas prospecting permit, reciting a meare intent .tomake application in the
future, is not sch a notice as is contemplated- by section 12 (a) of the,
leasing regulations, or which puts the surface entryman. under any duty
,,
5:
; - :0
RIGHT.
iEFERENcE

f:

The posting of a notice of intention tomake application for, an oil and g'as
-prospecting permit ,UOn land embracedwithin a surface entry, as provided
-yin section 13 of theleasing act, merely preserves- for a limited period a
*preference right to a 'permit as against other applicants under that iection, -y
but rights. of caimants under other sections of the act are- unaffected
thereby
OIL AND GASLAND-POsPECTING
PERIlT-PRElERENCE RIGHIOTICE-HME.

STEADENTRY-ADVEERSE,
TAIM.
*

A: regulation which requires that a surfae entryman exercise a preference
0 -;.. right to a- prospectinfg permit under -section. 20 of.the leasing at, upon
service of -notice by one having an ad'vprsejapplication pending,0or to
show>that
the adverse' claimant is disqualified to hold a permit, is a
regulation necessary. and'proper to achieve the purposes of the act, and is
authorized

by section

32 thereof.0 0 :'

.

:

0
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EVo IL.

ssistant Secretary:

Bty-decision of February 20, 1924; in the case of Shaw v. Rink 0
(5-f
l0 L<.ID. 405),. the! Dllepartment held that Bert S. Rink patentee
rights reserved to the

under the homestead laws,; witli oilt and'gas

United States under the actof July 17, 1914 (38' Stat., 509), for lots
and 2; W. I:NE.
03,4, 5, '6, Sec. 26, lots andNW.
4 N. fR. 92 W., 6th EP.M.; Glenwood Srings,

.IS
N

E

4, Sec. 27, T.

sColorado; land district,

-had waived his preference right to a permit to prospect for oil anid:
act
atheleasing
of February :25,
gas
tuhereon,uder section 20 of
19200(41 Stat., 437), and had no prior rights as against E. S. Shaw,
0- an
applicantt for -;afsimilar permit pursuant to section 13 of the
leasing; act.

The basis for this decision- was that the entryiman failed- to respond to a notice, served on July 30, 1920,by the Matador Petroleum
Company, to exercise his preferenice right, and failed to assert ailly
claim of preference until 'Otober 19, 1923, when he filed an application for a permit. Prior thereto, the Matador' etroleumhCompany
had withdrawn its application, and Shaw had filed' his application
to section 13 of the leasing'act.'
:pursuant
- The case-is again before thDepartment,
on a motion for rehearing'
filed by Rink and entertained on April 21, 1924. -'An adjustmen t'ofY

/
t

the conflicting claims ltn been eected by''the 'parties as to all the
land except

lots 3, 4, and

5, Sec.. 26, 'and the

finding

herein

will

relate only tothatarea.
In this motion it is pointed out that the Matador Petroleuni Company did not, on July .30, 1920, the date of service of notice upon
the entryman, Rink, have a application for permit of record; and
it' is: claimed that, in order tlat the waiver 'of preference held to
exist in thw previous decision in this cEasemay properly be 'found,
it must appear that'-the notice was served by one who had 'an application pencing and who 'ws qualified to receive a permit. On the
latter point it is charged that the Matador Petroleum Company was
disqualified to acquire abpermit because..of alien ownership of its
stock.
Examination of the records disclosesthat the notice served UpOn
the 'entrynan, Rink, on July 30, 1920, recited that-the atador
eplicaC(:ompany"expected," within-30 days, to filean a
X 0: Petrleum
tion for a permit. It also appears that while notice of. intetion to
make application was; posted on July 30, 1920, on Sec. 22, said town-

ship, such. application was not filed until August 25, 1920.:.
to the
This raises the question whether the notice served conformed
requirements of the regulations gverning

surho notices.

The direc-

tionl
that such notice be 'servedis stated in section 12(a) of the regula437)',as follows:
4(47I.D.,
tions of March ii,1920
pp?~~cc

,i

19-20

(4

b0f6

\:-w
ts

.5:0

i,;
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Should an application for ;:permit for entered or patented lands with a.

reservatio of the oil and gas content to the United States be filed'by .a person
other than the entryman or owner of the; land, the appicant will be required
to serve personal notice of such application upon the owner or owners of theIand soenteredidr 'patented, with' a warning therein that if said owner desires
to eercise hispreference tight, if any, to a per it, he miist file within 0
days hisapplication thereforin theproper local land office. The applicant must
* furnishievidence of the service of. notice on the owner and evidence that the
party served is the owner of the land involved, either by his. affidavit,duly
corroborated,: or bycertificate of the officer in whose:office transfers of real
property are to be recorded.

This regulation refers to notices by an applicant," and directs
on" [italics supplied]upon
that he serve notice of such -aPp
1h fowner
b-the of the land entered'or patented with a ineral reservation.
expressed requirementsrof this.:'egulation Itherefore neessitate
the exiStence of record .in t Land Departnert of an application by
't2 e person serving the notice.
'
Not
is no e, y an applicant expresslyrequired,
but the Situaton
sone n which no warrant would exist for a regulation'permlting persons, not thenselves of record as itendgi
good faith to
deveop the mineralI deposits, to place1i upona:'suiface entryman

the

* burden of exercising a. preference confeired upon. him by statute.
;The
S rioh
fill section 20 of the leasing.act being one of p'refTh:
-; j: ;. ~e
iht given1 i section S0:
.2 of the;
: over
::
::
nernepresupposes an adverse claimant overwhom the entryman
is to 'be preferred ; and a' regulation which- requires. that the entrymian exercise that preference, on penalty, of a waivr thereof, would
.;nly authorized if necessary to accomplish the purposes of the
-easing act, i. e., to; encourage persons to develop'the

oil' and gas

deposits,'as provided in'the leasing act.

Anotice Y a party not then of fecord as a bona fide applicant for
a- permit, -which notice recited a mere intent to make.: application in.
the rfut-ure,'is not'such'a notice as is contemplated by lektonl 12(a):

offthe leasing iegulations, supra, or wich puts theisurface entryman
under any Iduty to exercise his preference right. :Nor is it material
that the party giVixigsuch notice to the surface entrymaii had, at the
time of; seriee posted' upon or near the land in the. surface entry a
notice of 'intention to make application, as provided 'in section 13 of
the leasing act. ' Sueh notice nerely expresses an intent to thereafter
initiate

an application

for a permit, and its 'only,effect is to preserve

for a li1ited pe riod apreferece'rightto
posting,

as against

other' applicants

a

ipermit
in theperson

underi seetion 13 of, the, act.

Rights of claimants under other sections of the act are unaffected
:theroy.:
In holding that one who serves valid notice under section l2(a) of
the leasing regulations must, at the time of servicehave a pending
application for permit for the land involved, t Department does

*4120;
- itt 000
00
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not mean to impair the riht
pending to serve notice by a
have been attempted in' thiz
As to the propositionthiit
found to:havwe;aperfected
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of one who has such an application
dulyauthorieda'gnt,
aappearsto

se. ''
the applicant sering

aice hust be

applicationi and to, be qualified to receive6

a, permit before notice to an entryman under section 12(a) shallbe;
binding, it must be borne in mind that 'section 20 of th leasing act
did not confer arit
to a rnit butt 'mere preference over te,
to entrymeni who were qualified to- receive permits

(State of Wyo-

:'StV
t. Fry
., ; ming
and Doyle, 49 LD. 5.64), and that the time for exercising
such preference right was lft to0be prescrieA by regulati6ns. Itonly seema necessary' W-to'
jint out ta a requirement that
the adverse: application be adjudicatp,

as perfected would work end-

less c6nfiusion and delay in;action upon applications filed, forthe
developmentofdeposits which the, Uaited States hasi'esevdfrom
nonmineral 'entries for disposal, under, the leasing act, and that'a
regulatinwhich i'equires the surface'entr
an to exercise the preference givenihimiby.section

20 of the leasing act, or to show that the

adverse claimant is disqualified.,is aregulation. necessary and proper.
to achiev,

ofsaid act

he, purposes of the

act, and is authorized in section 32

'

fThe views expressed in'the decision o.Febr-ary
20 1924 are ad-',
her'ed to as to: the eect of a 'notice duly served, pursuant to section
12 ()' of thelesing
regulatioi
but,
view f the
hin chaacterb f the.

noticeshown to have been;serves4,the Department now hods that
the entrymanj Rink',is entitled 'to a preference right to a permit as
to the lands described herein as the subject of this decision, andthe
previous decision .is'.modified:tocoiiform hewith.
PROHIBITIONT AGAIST
FEDERAL .EXPLOYEES HOLDING
INTEREST I: INDIAN OIL AND, GAS, LEASE.
INST

UCTIONS.
DEPARTMENT:

Washg t
THE

OF

THE

INTER'.,

D .C
6 ' Apri 1, 1924.

OMMISSIONEROFINDIAN AFFAIRS:

All existing regulations governing the'
sig of Indian lands,
both allotted and u'nallotted, for oil, gas, andother mining purposes
are hereby so, amended. as,'to' provide that
thereof,
or intierest therein will be approvedto

no lease;. assignment
any employee or em-

ployees of the' United'States Government whether connected with the
Indian Serviceori otherwise, and no employee of the InteriorDceparit:d09-;i: shall be permitted:t to. acquire any interest in: leases of the above
ment:

lt

character covering.restricted Indian lands by ownership of stock in;
corporations having leases ori, any other manner.
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Subsequent regulations pertaining to leases of this kind hereafter
submitted to this Department for approval must contain substantially: a like provision..
HhE
Woes

½~A~h
JQr 23<5, :Secreta.
&

i
%e

£

3

WITEECCAv, HARDEMAN.
Decided April 16, 1924.

LANDS-PR6sPECTING PtPC T-MINING CLAIM-PREFERENCE
RIGHT-OTICE.
The preference right to prospect for oil and gas accorded by section i3. of the
act of lFebruary 25, 1920, uponfulfillment of the notice requirement of that
*D;;p0; jsection, was.carried
into the ieasing actfrom aover
the. provision. of the
*;-: :2i
,; placer-mining
laws which gave priorities to the one first locating mineral
* land on the ground and posting. appropriate notice of the*'claim,; and is
equaly applicable to both surveyed and unsurveyed land.
|

S040:AND
00 FOmI,
GAS

OL' AND GAS LANDSOSPECTING

PRRIT-AICATIoNNoTICE-E

NCE

The fact that an applicatioti for:an oil and gas prospecting permit was de
posited in the post office Iu a certain day and at a certain hour, does not,,
when wholly unsupported by other evidence, create alstatutory presumption,
such as obtains. in certain .cases involving mere notices to indiividuals,'that:
the application was delivered in due course.
IITARYi

SERVICE-OILAND

GS

L6ANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-PREFERENCE

RIGHfT.

Military service is' not recognized :by the act of February 25, 1920, as a
*;'' :- ground for the award of a preference right to an oil and gas prospecting
permit.
DEPARTMENTADECISINS CITSDAND APPkIED.Cases of William 0. _Young (2 'L. D., 326), Lewis v.: Morris,. (27 L. D., 113),

'Barnes v. Smith (33 L. D., 52), Heter v. Lindley (:35 L D..409), Bumpers
v, Holloway (48 L. D., 269), and Wagner v. Coffin et al. (49 L D., 655),
cited and applied.

FINNEY,FirstAssistanteretay:
Th'is is an appeal

by Albeck

Comwiaissioner of the Glhral

'
from the decisibon oftle

Land. Office dated January

24, 1924,

-which reected' his application, filed, as dislosed by the records,on
Novemiber. 12, 1923, for a permit to prospect for oil and gas, pursuani

to section 13 of the leasing act of February 25, 1920 (4i ta., 437),:
upon the NW.e NE. 4, Sec. 25,RT. 21 N.,B.l 10W., Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, land district. The Commisbioner foum that a prior claim
to; a:permit had~been initiated, pursuant to setion 13 of the leasiI g
act, by' Jaek Hardeman, wo, on Novembet 11, 1923, posted notice
of intentiontp nake application for aprospecting permit, and, on
Decemibeir11
;0
1923, within 30 days fbllowing such posting, filed ap-

p ;:tlication'fora prospecting perit for the Jand' inlved.
Two clim saremadeby
this appellant in sipport of his appeal:
First, that the provision for0a Aprefdecby one whopostsi notice, in

';
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..section :13 of the leasing act, was only; intended to apply to uisurveyed land, incapable of definite description or: location upon naps
or plats, and can not: be held to vest a prefereiic6 in a personiwho

posts notice upon surveyed ;land; and second, that his application
'was in fct received: in the local land, office on November: 10, 1923,
but was allowved to remain unnoted in said office until November 12,
1923. I:H- also claims such preTereices, as are accorded veterans of

the war with Germany. i:;

t

Appellant cites, in support of, is claim thatthe* notice referred to
in section 13 of the leasing act relates only' to unsurveyed lands, the0

following languLagein said statute:
Whetherthe lands sought in anywsuchapiplication and permit are. surveyed or
.:unsurveyed the applicant shall, priorh-to filngthis application for; permit, locate
such lands -in a reasonably :compact form anU according to the legal subdivisions
oof Ith
land
if the IdDin an
approximately :I
Alibe'
be' surveyed and in
thee public
land surveys
an approximatey
rectan-ular
tract if 1Wland
land
-act
square.
:t land b6:
be An:
an unsurveyed ti
tract, the leagth
square or rectangular' tract ifithe
--t of
of
shall chuse
lalf times its Width,
whichshall
width,. and if he shall
cause
which shall notexceed two and one
one-half
e
permit
sought a, in Aument t
to'be.
6'be.erectedmpowth
erected upon the land
andfor
for which'
which 'aa' permiti is
is sought a monument
0
not
no less
less
than ffour
our feet,
feet high,,
high, att: some conspicuous placq thereon;
thereon, and,
and shall post a 'notice
notice
in,
inwWriting,
riting on,.,or
on.or near.
near saidiiaonumc:mt.
said monume:t,: stating AhAt
that an.. application for permit
will' beAna'de'within
posting said noti&
notice, the name
be made'within thirty days after date of postiftg.
flambeof
theiiapplicant, the (late
date of the notice'
notice,1'and
theitipplicant,
and such'a,
such 'a g646rAl
generail descrltionl'of.theAand
describtion of the land
to be.,covpred
by,,stic
and distances from .such
toe.covered
by such permit by reference
Mferen ce to courses and.distiincesifrom.,such
monument and such can
other naturalal objects auilipermanent
and permanent monuments.,as,,will
monuments .as will
reasODaly
nd, stating the amou4tithereof
reasonably identify the Iland,
amount thereof in'acreslhe
in acres, he shall,.durshall, during
period. of
ofthirty
anq:p6sting;
be entitled
entitled
posting, be
such marking an:
thirty days, following suchmirking
ing thee period
to a Preference
preference right over,;others
over others to
to, a permit for the land so identified.

J

7

c

He claims'that the provision for a preferencee is re4iiAeAb
'JAeclaimsthattheprovisionf
restricted by ih
the§d'
9

tejnjgto
nsurveyeaileftist
terms"
to unsurveyed
lands Whi
vhlch
OUn(

tifie& by
by metes -and'
and'
must be idenitified

ec S.,
bbounds
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descriptions -with,
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reference to natural pbpJects.,
,
Such:
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shall
proprovide
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for
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1,n
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causea
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be
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cause a monument to
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is
sought."
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an express
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necessary ffor
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all
prsos
persons who should
of the notice,,namely,
read such notice of
of the'
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the extent oof-the area applied
e
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adequate
was evidentlr
evidontlyconsiaered
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su
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theretofore cus
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tlle"Purpose,
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then
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on
the
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said leasing:act, as distinguished from "natural objects referred
to therein.
The purpose of section 13 of the leasing act was to grant permits
for oil and gas; and the preference by notice, provito
d;: pspectors
sion was clerl carried over, into the leasing at froni the provi* sion Aofthe placer-miningilaws under; which it has ever been the.
custom to give priorities to the first person who "located " mineral
* lands' in he. field, and erected, appropriate otces of his claim., o
reason app.ears for the restriction ofitbis preference under the leas-'
ing act to the prospeetor:who: observes a favorable site ffor prospect-

ing opera,tiohnsupon unsurveyed land,'and a denial of a like prefer:ence ~toanother,. ,prospeptor merely because, theland chances to be
ee4agner v. offin e al. (49 L. P., 655).
surveyed..

* In,tis case, it seems clear that

a deaiin-.posted notice upn te-

land on November 10, '1923, and iarked. the corners thereof by blaz-

ing certain trees, which fact was stated in hisnotice. The Congress
has not given to war veterans anyprefere nces in connection with per-.
,mitsaand.:leases.under the;act ofFebruary 25, 1920, supra; and there
remains only. appellant's allegations of, priority of, initiation of. a:
claim'to,: a permit overJiHardemnan to be;,considered....
f::
Appellant..claims to be- able to .prove ati.a hearing, and 'has submitted cert'ain affidavits' in corroboration tlereof, the following,

facts:
'.'That, on :November, 9, 1.923, between the' hours of 10 and 11 a.'in.,'

he purchased, at the Shreveport, La., post office, a money order for
the filing fee oni-his permit' application; that he deposited his. application in the Shreveport post office at aboout 10.20 a. m. ;. that ther e

was no conlgestionimithe mailson that date'; that, under the practice
of the post office, a letter. mailed at' 10.20 a. m. would, on November

same day; that
p. i.' of 'the
h4.15
9,'1923, have left Shrevport at
6th'traincarryingthis mail was not delayed oii that date but arrived'
int Baton Rouge at about 4.20 a. in., November 10, 1923; that the:it
:mail so transported was delivered to th eBaton Rouge post office

shortly after 'the arrivalof

said train, and fthat said mail was:de-

livered on that morning (November 10, 1923), shortly before 9. a. m.:
the opening hour of'the land office.

From these facts appellant claims that it must be foundi'the letter
was, in fact delIered

to the local bofficers;onthe morning of Novem-

ber 10,'1923, but through oversight or neglec6t,.wasnot opened until
November 12, 1923. In this connection, he points, out'that N6vember
: S 9
10,
1923,;: as Saturday, a legal half holiday, and

tat the
&deduces

mail 'for .that day was allowed to go over until Aonday.

all of the facts
stablishled::
If it-be assmdie that appellant ha
alleged, he has not shown, prma facie, that his application reached
'the local office in advance of the'posting by'Hardeman. His con-

0000;0
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letter containing his application, was .delivered to:;

the'local office on November 1'

1923, is based upon an assumption,.

wholly unsupported by: the evidence,:that the
Shreve-;
port officein due. course,. that it was duly
the Batonndelive
Rouge post office,;and that it. was, in- factin the-maiLdelivered
from that post officeduring. the working day of Novembr 10 1923.
There is inthis: situation nostatutory
presumption of 'noticedor
delivery ofja letter sent in'due course, such as obtains in certain cases
involving mere notices to individual;-and
the Department is not
prepared to assume, oin the'evidence0before i, 'that whateVer default

or delay in the matter obcurred was occasioned by its agents.
In view of the fact that the application is noted as received at
3.30 p. m., of November 12, 1923, the Departmentis convinced that
said applcation was not delivered until some time during that day,
aV' Qthat
end
i
it :was!then duly received, and assighed a serial number; in
accordancewith :the practice long prevaiing, and stated in the cases
of William C. ,Young (2 L.
D26), Lewis v. -D.,
Morris (27 L. D.:,
113) Barnes iv.Smith. (33 L. P., 582),ieter
. Lindley (35 L. ID.,
409), 'and Bumpers ix Holloway (48 L. D. 269).
The Department: ids no merit in appellants -claims, and- the
Commissioner's decision isaffirmed, and the case is closed..

FRANK Mt. CZARNOWSKI.

DecidedApril24,:
12.:
DESERT LAND-RAILROAD LAND-WITRAWAL-STATUTES.

The desert-land'actof March 3, 1877, which fixed the sumiof twenty-five cents
per acre as the price to be paid upon the; initiation of all desert-land
entries, did not supersedeand'destroy the proviso. to section 2357,Revised
Statutes,
which fixed a double price for reserved sections within the limits
of a railroad grant.
'
REPAYMENT-DESERT

LANDRALROAD LAND-LSTATUTES.

A desert-land entryman, who- was .required to make an fitial

payment of
fifty cents per acre for: land within the reserved limits of a railroad grant,
is not entitled to rbpayment under the repayment statutes
'ontheground
that the desert-land act of March 3, 1877, fixed the initial.price of twentyfive cents per acre for all desertIand entries.,

C0ORT AND DEPARTMENTALDEcISIONs CITED, APPLIED, AND DISTINGUISHED

Caseof United States v. Ingram (i72 U. S., 27), cited and appliedcase
James Byrne (50 L. D., 161), cited and distinguished:

of '

0IGooDwN,
AssistantSecretary:
Frank M. Czarnowski has appealed from the decision of t eComOfficedated Deceiber 31, 1923, denying repayment of oneys paid in connection with desert-land entry
No. 1200, Tucson, Arizona, land district.
missioner of the Genera'Land

"
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It appears from the' record tat the entry was made January 47,
1888. The price of the land was fi'ed at $2.50 per acre, the same
for the Tas .
bei'ng within the primary liits of tlewithdrwa
was required
claimant
Pacific Railroad Company, of which amount
It is adentry.
the
he
initiated
time
the
acre
at
to pay 0 cents' per
price to
proper
the
was
acre
an
$2.:50
'that
appeal
mitted upon this
,
desert-land:
the
that
it
is
tcontended
but
laids,
said
be. charged for
er
5
cents'p
of
the
sun
fixed
37),
Stat.,
1877(19
act of March 3,
acre as the price to lieWaid uponI the initiation of all desert-land entries, and there was no legal authority, for: the requirement of a payment of 50 cnts petacre; that the said4act providedfor the forfei-:
ture of the initid payment in case of failureto complete the entry
and forfeiture

of 50 cents per acre for such failure was not'author-

su of 25 cents per acre was anexcess; payized, 'and therefo t
ient and shold be refunded. In. support of such contention de- ,
partmental decision 'in the case of Heirs of. James Byrne (50 L. I).,'
161)i is cited.. It is therein stated that" The desert-land act of 1877,
f 25
was imade, required an initialpayet
under which th'entry
cents per acre, and no other law, either prior'Sor subsequent,required,

more."
The initial paymlent of' 50 cents per acre was requiredbyreasoh of .
Office,
fandwhicli
instructions of the Commissioner of the General L
provided that th $.:50 per acre shlouldbe paid in two, installments ;
50 cents per acre at the time

fAthe initiation of the entry, and $2.00

per acre at the time of submission of final proof. Th6 desert-land act
* of March 3, 1877, fixedthe anount to be paid upon the initiation-of
anentry at 25 cents. per acre and $1 per.acre upon':the submission of
the argument could as
As held by. the ComSSiiner,
final, proof
under saidact
that there was noautity tanced
reasonably:.be adv
;:X

for a charge upon submission of finalproof greater than $1 peracre.
It can readilybe. seen that if $2,.50per acre'was the properprie
for'said lands, which is' tacitly admitted by claimant, the desert-land
of 1877is not 'pplicable to entries of the character here involved
00 act
in so far as the price is concerned.. The price of said lands being'
the limits of a raildouble the pricei ofotherdesert land's ouie
road grant, the charge of 50,cents upon initiation of th.-eentry,being
double the price:of other desert lands, was a fair and, rIonable re;::
quirement of te Commissioner.' It wasnollmore .intended by the
statement relied iup'on'in the de'ision' in the Byrne case,$supra, to.
hold. that an initial, payment of 25 cents per acre'was only:required
upon the initiation of desert-land entries whether'located wvithin'or,
without the limits of a railroad land grant than it .was intendedto
hold that all such desert-land entri'es cduld 'be completed b "the pa-'
inent of $1 upon submission of finalproof. ,Such question wsot
745264-2voL 50- 27

;
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involvedin said case, and as heretofore-stated the desert-land act isa
not applicable as to entries of the character here involved as to the'
price to be paid'for suchlands.0.Such statement, when taken literal'ty
mightgive ome; countenance to claimant s contention, but when
regarded in the light'{of the:&ntire opinion, manifestly was not intended to: be 'given. the interpretation

of 50 cents per acre fie

made by. claimant.f The charge.

b- the Compnissioner as the amount to be:
of an entry such as the. one: here involved,

paid upon the initiation

finds support in ,the decision of the, Suprene Court in the case.of
-nited States v. Ingrarn(172-U.

5., 27).. Ingra npaid 50 cents per

acre to initiate his. ientry. lIe abandoned it and brought suit' to, recover the money paid' up on the theory that lands :within the place

ilimits of;a railroad land. grant arewholly, removedfrom the operation Ofo thezdesert-land law and-the attempted entry ,'was absolutely
void. In the; decision denying the
the court held that the
desert-land act of 18,77 was not appIlicable in so far as the price to be:

the lin
limits
ipaidof,.a. railroad, land
p 'hi.was .concerned for lands 'within th
grant not: that'such lands couldnot be disposed of under such act,
but 'only not at the price fixed,"bythat. law;. that such act did not
supersede and destroy the proviso. to section 2357jin rference to .a
for such eser'ved sections. It accordingly follows that:
double p
the, contention ofclaimant is. without merit.
ff'::0

.The decision appealed from, is affirmed.p;,:-.

f~:.:X:00.-:000.t0t-:0;,,00't,
OIVE

:::0,

M' HIARISON.--0:

.,:'S::0

0

.;R::00-;0f~'::

Decided .April 24, .194.
REPAYMENT-ENTRY

-

COAL LANDS'- WITHDRAWAL-EDMENT

-SURFAcE

The allowance of an entry: for land. subsequently included within a coal
withdrawal' is' not- an erroneous. 'allowance within the purview of the
repayment act.of June 16, 1880, notwithstanding that at the timeof its
abandonment by the entryinan there existed no law under which' it could
have been ,confirme~d as. to a surface pbtent.'
REPAYMENT-ENTRY-RELINQUISH ENT-C~OAL
SX

LANDS-WITH3DRAWAL.

A claim for repayment under te net of March 26, 1908 based on the
relinquishment of an entry, because of its incllsIon .within a coal withdrawal, can -not be allowed unless' it is shown .as a fact that the withdrawal
was. the determining factor in inducing the relinquishment:
DECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.
DEPARTMENTAL
Cases of William

6. Cireary (2 L. D., 694), and, William. H. Irvine

422), cited and applied.,

S:20
FINNEY,

First

A.Dsia
tautl :Secretary:,00,t;,0000000

(28 L. D.,.

;0$3;t

Olive M.'Harrison 'has dppealed from a decision of the.Commissioner of the General Land Office,dated December 24, 1923, denying

: :-

00
; $0
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her application for repayment of moneys paid in; connecion with
desert-land entry 'No.6109, Helena, Motitana,land district.
~that:the:entry 4"-was made October 026 19O00
, :::':-T.he:record. diisfooses
On April 4, 1905, the Cominissioner ordered a hearing upon charges:
:preferredi by, -a . special': agent 'to the- ef3ect.tat claimant had not
complied'.'with the deserf-land laws. Such further. proceedings
were had that by, Commissioner's letter'" P" of September 24, 1907,

0

0

t he entry was canceled by reason of such charges.l

Ilepayment is claimed 'for the, alleged reason that after the entry
was :nade the land'mb:raced

therein was included. in a coal withy,

it necessary for claimant
s
drawal of October,1,1906; that thsmade
either to prove that 'the land was nonminerkaMin character or to
entry was made for mineral
'said
landfor the reason that
ulose'the
land; that entry-man:.therefore decided ,to abandon: the ,.lad and;:
permit the entry:t6 'be' caneledi by_theGovernment. t is acordingly urged -that repayment is due 'und the provisions of the act
of'June:

16 1880 (21. Stat., .287).

'

'

It is argUed' that. the' inclusion of the land wiinthe

,oal

i th-

drawal of 190Gwas pima, faeWe evidence of its mineral character,
and being mineral land, it wias,not subjectto a desert-land application; that by reason of the fact that the entry could not be confirmed
as having: been made, for mineral land, it becomes immaterial

*

as to

the cause of its abandonment and repayment is 'sdueunder the. provisions of said act 'of June 16, 1880.'..As authority for. suchcontention, the unreported case of Charles Hoepfner, A-4326 decided by
the. Department May 17, 1923, is r'eli'ed 'upon. Th6 Dlepartment can,
connt cocur in the 'contntion 'advanced, and 're
sideration is of the opinion, that the language uAsed i h
a
be adhered to. In order for
C
case is too broad and same.willnot
in
povision
the
'under
oable
repaym'ent claim to'bbe properly
in 'cases where
2 'isectio
of the a'ct of Juii 16;- 1880', fo' epayment

twdo'
f
b'
and canenrtbeeuconfirmed,
eas
an entry h beenereosloed
conditions -must concur.> In additj:n to beng incapable of confirmation, th ,eutry must have been erroneously, allowed in the first in-

00 'the inat case it is pointedout
sae :; In

the en.htat hv

ade for land which was afterward included 'in a coal with-'
mbeen
draw'al, was rot subject to conflrmatiin as having been'made for
mineral land ; that when it'was abandoned in 1907there existed no law
under which it 6ouldhve

ever,theentrywasnot erroneously allowed? Such expression clealy
refers to an error on the part of the Goyernment in'its allowance.
* Upon the.,proofs submitted, 'the local ocers' correctly allowed the
entry. ''hre,

:

'beemicKo'ilrTmed' as to, a surfHac'e patent-How-

as in this case, an eny

'is

"roperly
allowiedupon the

caihceledbecause,
isthereafter
isbut
proofs subitted byAtheentryma,
it has been otherwise ascertained that the land ist not of the charac-

'

:In42 ,
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ter represented
inthe proofs, the right jto repayment underthe act
of June 16, 1880, does not exist. See William H., Irvine (028L. ID.,
': :'422). SSaid act flakes it a prerequisite to 'the allowance of an ~applii:;::t
cation for repayment that it rniust appea that the. entry was. erro-

neously. allowed, a condition which does not 4pear in the instant
case. See Wiiam~i E. Creary (2 L 1.,694) .:
Neithercan the application be allowed under the act of March

26, 1908 (35 Stat., 48), as repayment under said act is governed, by
the limitations of- the act of December 11, 1919 (41 =:Stat., 366),

which would bar the instant claim as it, was not filed un1tilAugust,
1922.. Even were it not barred; it could
I notbe allowed under the
act of 1908, forj as6correctly: held by 'the Comnissioner,

befoe re-

payment
canbe made, it must'' be: found as, a fact that the with-,
drawal was the' determining factor in the relinquishent ;or: aba ndonment of the entry,and as entryman made every effortto defeat"
the oharges of' inoncompliancewith the desert-land. Iaw preferred'
against him, the contention that the entry wasrelinquished because
of the inclusion of the 'and inacoal withdrawal can not be; sustained

The decision appealed fron is' affirmed.
STATE OF ,OREGON v. HYDE.
Dscd

April~ 26;, 1924.

FORET LIEuT SE1IN-LcEs-OREGON.

The Stat of Oregon will be deemed tobe in lahies and the title of thed
United States to base lands cqonveyedby a forest lieu selector idefeasible,
upon failure to institute further recovery proceedings- within, a' period of
nearly five year after court proceedings instituted by the State to recoverthe land on the ground that it. had been fraudulently acquired from it had
been dismissed without prejudice becausethe ,United States had:not been
made.a
party, notwithstanding that 'there is no statute oflimitations
: baringactions 'bytheState 'to recover rea property.'
'

: FINNEY4
lFirt Alssistat Sereay
'l:0. i .3;0 ;
The Attorney'General o the' State. of Oregon has filed'a protest
against the approval of the selection under the exchange provisions l
of the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat., 11, 36), by F. A. Hyde, of lot 10,
Sec.
1.,3 3 R. 3 W., M I3.M. (.36
6T. are), $an 1rancisco, California, land istrict, lieu ofa like area i the'SE. , Sec. 36, T. 14.
S.,9 E.,
. W M., vwithin thelims
of the Cascade Range Foest
Reservation, Oregon.
The seletion was filed Deceinber 20, 1899. All of said Sec. 36 was
dqonveyed by the
State'ofOregon to Hyde on July 10, 1898, andwas,
relinquished to the United States
Hde and his wife on July 24,
i:00
e

1(0$
9 9.eh18
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:1913;the' State instituted proceedings to'set' aside its;
36, and other
*said Se;. 36
lands, on the ground that; the titles to the lands had been"acquired
from the State by or for the benefit.of'the: dcfendants, .yde, Clarke,
et al., through fraud and contrary to the laws of the State governing
the disposal of.he same.. Judgments sustainingthe allegations of
0 State were .rendered by the trial courts in all but one of the
-thei
1August,
in

conveyance of theX SE. I and S.- 4 :SW,:

from iiich
h
appeals toj thete.--0;S
.0 0seven suits instituted 'in as.many cGounties,0
State Supre ne Court*'were' prosecuteds resulting in'te affirmance or

modification by that; tribunal of the findings of the lower court.
(169Pac., 757 to 780.) U
tpon th'e presentation
:'fpetitosfor
:re-:
hearing, the Supreime' Court adhered to its previously anounced
opinions.

(171 Pac.', 582 ito'584.)

In its original' opinions, the' Supreme Court modifiedthe decisions
of the court'below. in. regard; to. the titles: to base landi surrendered to
;
and accepted by the United States, saying:
o t
hile these. deeds were executed and recorded by the ranto
W:00i
knowledge of,. the ,grantee they were 'placed, of .record: pursuant to a, standing
'offer made by, the grantee to accept these 'lands in exchange for, other lands
owned by it. The deeds with accompanying .evidences of. title were subsequently accepted by the officers of the grantee-who were authorized t speak
for it in that behalf. Clearly these deeds, when so accepted,, passed tit e'to
the United.States..

It was therefore held that, in the absence 'of t

United States as a

party to' the suit, the.'court was' witout "Jurisdi tion, and'

tpro-

ceedings as to said tracts were dismissed withoutprejudice.

Prior to tle beginning of the litigation, in these"matters by the
State of Oregon, investigation of the so-called "Hyde-Benson cases"
had been in progress 'bythe Land Department, and was con ed
while the

regon '.ases were'pending.

Numerous hearings

inrela-

tion to these forest lieu selections had been ordered, in'whichthe
charges were tiatthe ;base' lands therein'had been obtained from
anid
il e.,:tthe
.Statrough fraudulent' means, ythe ute o ' dumie
school lands, Upon the insti'
ficttious persons". as purchasers
t.. tion 'by the State of §uits' for 'the recovey o ' titleo t said base
lands, the hearings' were postponed 'to awai the result of the court
After the deci ions of the, IState Supreme Court, the
0 0 -proceedings.
dommissioner of the General Land Oce on January, 21, 1920,issued
a' circular letter consolidating ail the pending' cases, and";as a result
seventeen cases wer heard at Salem, Ornc

in December, 1922

Subsequent to' the date of the.circular letter of January. 21 19 0,
a comproise

was arranged between, the State of Oregon and some

of the claimants under the selections, whereby the claimants were to
r$7.50-per'are
fo'r so much'of the .base land as
pay to the State
might be necessary to

support'

selectionof

the area claimed by them,
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an consideration, Ioo!'which the State was to execute quitclaim

deeds

for such quantity of-the base land a was needed.
the proposed comipromiseswere submite tothe~ *Deartmient, and under
dat
ofMay3,.1920, the Departmenit eld that where the-selections
were otherwise proper fot allowance, and the tate ,subitted its
quitclaim deed to the Governmientlfor the base lands, the title would
be regarded as quieted in the Qovernme~nt,and the selections should.
be apprvd.
'Soeof

At the hearing, at'Salem,

Oregon, in~December 1922, no neweevi-

dence was adduced, the tasrpthereof
~
consisting mainly of certified 'cpies of, estimoy
daiother evidenc sumitted at the tials
before,the Oregon~Circuit Courts and iii the-trial of Hyde, Schneider,and others in 19.08,in a curt of the District of Columbian
Undeerdt.o
dat
fMi a Iminissonr
8,, 192~, the C
ib1
of' the General
Land Office, being about to 'consider the ~,record.
made at Salem,
Oregon, in December, 1922, requested' departmiental instructions, the
following being. qoted

romnthe

~Commissionaer's,
letter:

TheSpeme

Court of Oregon refrainled from 'declaring the state 'in;lce
in Ithe silts brought by'it in 913--ifteon' years after ':the' execution of the
deeds coneying
thelands inissule, ecause of specii reasons set out. in its
decisions,, chief 'of whc
alako
oieor
knowledge. by he. State. f, fhl
frauds
committedagainst 'it by'Hyde,' ClreWtat,
and such ortion df the
decision as was adverseto the State was made witho6ut, prejudice.
Is the State of Oregn,now in laches, notkhaving instituted recovery proceedings within the~ period .of almost ve -years, since the decisions by its
Supreme ourt'bec'ame fnal?

The' Departnient's feply, mlade,June 26, 123, was to the effet that

therle anucdbyteDparten
341), reatv t bs
should be applied
The
prote~tunder

oA~rl1 98(6L

lands pro6ce

f

consideration

iscusses

th

tate o Ca
a

.

Ifona,

eleththedeat

meta instrutitn
ofJue 26, 1923, and ontends that the dcso
of April 1,198 reerre dto theren is not applicle to scin
based on and procu1e

from te-State

of Oreg~oni,as Oregon, unie

California, has n 'statute of limitations which can affec actions
th& State-to rtcover real property.
InI the: case, ofF A. yde & o. on ehearing (46 L. D. 341),,
referred` to in te 'departmnentalintructions of June 26, '1923, thel~
Departent
hld tha theI ac0tsin the case istingisitfo
th
case of Stat'e of Oregion v. Hyde e6ta (169 Pac.,, 57), ithat

in

e'

latter c se the claimi of the State was not onlynt'bre
nt are byany
statute 'of limnitation "but te' State was also strongly desirous, of,

recoverigitslad.

The State's suits, as heretofore stated, were instituted n 1913fifteen y~ears:after the cas of tioni arose. The depisionsof'h
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State Supreme Court becaie- final September 12, 1918. At no time
since has th State 'made an effort to secure the permission ofbthe
Congress to make the United States a party to a suit to recover the
lands described in ' Supplement A" of the Stae. Supreme Court's
contary, the'State has contented itself with an
decision. Ont'
effort to ihduce tle persons for: whm the various selections"were
made to pay $7.50 per acre for the base lands. In the protest under
consideration the Attoiney Genal for the State of Oregon states:
it is true, as stated in the Comnissioner's letter, that in many cases the
State would prefer to receive $7.50' per:'acre for' its lands, rather than to::'
recover the 'title to the base lands, and the State officials' havelrelied to a
inibringing
very large extent upon the cooperation-of the 'Federal Govetnent
about this desirable result.

In view of the plainly-expressed-

attitude, of 'the State' would the

Department be' warranted- in' holding that the United States, in
approving

the selection: in question, would obtain a.-perfect, inde't

'feasible title tb the'base land? If so', the protest must be dismissed'
Unless it be now held that: a suit by the State t recover the lands
described in'said Supplment A' is not barred by reason of, lacies,
then: the title to the basejhtnds' is perfect ad indefeasible. The
K:0024
Oregon Supreme Cou on January 8,' 1918,held that, for the reasois
stated by it, the: State cou]d not be chlarged with laches. But, more
than six years hart>helased sincethat.decisiohwas rendered, and up

to the present date the 'State Ihas contented itself with efforts to2
collect $7.0-per: arefor the land. The Department is, thereforer;
warranted in. concluding that the election in question should beadjudicated; on the theory that the United States by, approving the
| :; .selection, will 'acquire a:.. indefeasible'title to the base lands.' The
State transferred' the base lands direct to Hyde, and he thereafter
aecepted the offer of exchange made by the act of Jine 4, 1897,, snpra.
it is admitted that the real party in interest is an: innocent 'purchaser

of the sip, and such purchaser is in position to. plead the State's
laches in the event that theeCongress at a later- date should permit thle
U'nited States to be made'.a partyto. a suit to recover the base.la.nds.''
Inits instructions*of June 26, 1923, upra, the JIDepartinen, inefect, ' answered in the affirnmativethe question propounded by the
Commissioner of'the, GeneralI Land Offlce-'

'

.

Is the State- of Oregon now in ladies, not having instituted recbvery proceed'
ings within the period of almost five years since the deeisions by the Supremei
Court, became final?

NothihgX set-foithin

the.protest

under considerationif convinces the

Department that' it would be warranted in lonei withholding favorable action

4onthe
selectio.

The-protest istherefore dismissed.

0
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EDMUND HERREN..
'Decided May. 3, 1924.
HlOMESTEAIDENR-PLCTO-STLMN-I.AND

GAS. LANDS-PROS-

PECTNG
PRMI-IMPOVEENTSSuRACE
IGcs-DAMAGEs-W)AIVER.,
A homestead application based upon a aimrnof settlemen intated, subsequen intim
to n di adgaprospectil-Kpermit
pplication,.can oniy,
be allowed suject totte reservations o, the Act of Judl 17i" 191, and uo
by section 2
waiver of damages. to 'the ~surface
improvements areued
of the- act-of February 25, 1920, a nd, the permit applicant is not obligated,
o.show 'causq against, the allowance6 oftehmsedapaIInupn
those conditions'.
DPTMNTALDECISION, ITDMN

APPLIE..

Case o Alfred60. Lende (49 L. 'D., 05), cited and appled.
FINNEY,

First, AMSitant Secretary:..

On Setme

,12,Edmund

Irren:

filed his plcain

010420, to enter under section 3 of the enlarged homestedato
February

l'and

19, 1909, (35'Sa.

639) ,.dts

4- 5., arid12,

Sec.- 12,

n

lt

2 Sec.-13. T. 98' N., lR. 19 W., N. M.: P. M., 165.98acei

the Duirango,.Coloraido;la'nd district, a adiional to his homsta
entry 09861, made September 5 1922, for, lots 7 and 8, Se '6(r
53),in- said. land'district. Withthe _applicationfihe.filed his fiat

~allegingthait On June4i8, 1921, he had established: residence on, the

additional' tract, applied' for,anld'had purchased, from a preceding
entryman the fence on the land an' procured. his relinquishment of
the, eniteeladan
that foritwo years-had, had 20.acres of the land
underT.chtivationland by.,reason, thereof he,,claimed a pior-rightfild a withof entry thereof. On' Qctober 6, 1923,Kth entya
daa ofhi apiaion
as~to lot'2,' Sec.13.`
The application. was. subsequenit,in time to, and in cofitwith,
oil prospecting permit application020a
to ots 5 and 12,. ec.
12, and, oil- prospecting permit appii6altion. 09291 as, to lo ts 1 and 2,,

See 13,and, it having been transmitted,%bythe receiver t o:the Commissioner for'~adjutstmfent"as to said' conficts, the latter~ on October
295,1923, rendered, his decision almong.other things rquiriig the~
homestIead applicant wihn3'dys.to fie his~consent totk0
h
lanid in conflict*subject to theTpIov-isions and rservatiions of teat
of, July 17, 1914 (38 Stat.,,509), and. iti a waiver of~right to cornpensationi in. ccordance with~ sections 29 of. theact of February 25,

1920(4St.,47

From aid decision the homestead appicant appealed, November
121923, to',the Secretary of the Interior., He ' claims in his appeal
that. he- had been on the land over two years, .had thereoon a good
hiouse and 40 acres' 'in crop, ad' was complying 'with, the homestead'

laws; hat he ~applicants:~
for oil .pr6specting. permnits have ;done-
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nothing to comply with the! oil and mineral land laws as set frth
:
in the. oil-leasing circujar..
:The record shows that the 6l'and gas: permittees have not comnplied with a. cause in 'the' Commissioner's.decision allowing them re-;-spectively 30 days (from November: 2 '1923,-when' said: appeal ' was,
3, 1923, when it 'was served'
served'Lon Jackson,. and' from Novebr

on Nichols, the 'prospecting pemmit applicants) in which to show'
cause why the hornistead 'application should not be allowed subject
to said' reserVation'of mineral to the United States, and the right of
Iineral
where their rght
its permittees' orlessees to prospect for
-wasinitiatedprior ,'tothe 'homestead filing, and' to use the surface
without cmpensation to th hnomesteadclaimant therefor.
Butit is found by inspection of the records of said oil and gas

permittees' applicaions that each of thoin initiated his right, by'
giving notice of his application therefor, i the latter part of i920,,'
0 0 prior
to the alleged settleient by the homestead claimant upon thew'
land. Thus the application for homestead .entry ranks subsequent in
time
to,:ad subor-dinate to, the'-'applicationis for mineral permlts,

n.
of thedeartinental' policyof
a'ndeinpursuapnce

-impsing
by the'

grant of surfaee rights 'no 6bstacleA'to oil and gas, discovery and de-'velopmen unIess sc
surf ace entres', if s'seqient
in time to grant'

;

of the mineral paerit areaccompaniedrwith waiver of damages'o
properly're'quired such
the surfaca'imp0rovements, the C(Siommissioner
0waiv-er.
0
'The
il deision under review :is in harimony with' the prin-',;
iples laid down; in 'the case of 'Alfred, 0. LIende (49 L. D., 305);
The minieral periittees' were under no obligation to show' cause
being
against the homestead application for a surfaceec:atr,'they

prior in time with 'their own' applications fo-r.the mineral permits. ; : : : '
The decision of the Coimmissioner was accordingly correct, and it
is afirmed; -and the homestead aplicant. having tefused to file the.
'consent
0
required by tle Commissioner's order, his application il
: be rejected and'theo case cosed as ::the land.iin confliet, unless such
notice to the homestead'
consent shall be filed.within 10 daysafter

applicant of this aflirmance.
MERRILL G.'WIDENAIR AlfJESSIE

F. LOBDELL. :;:

Decided Ma S, 1924.
TIMBER AND STONEENTRY-OIc6E-PAYMENi4T.

The requirement that' a-:timber'and stone applicant must, within thirty days
ifrom se'rvice' of notice, deposit with the receiver the appraised price of the
land, is a departmental regulation which may' be waived .where good faithl
hasbeen maniyested and its literal ecement
would work hardshipnot
rendered necessary, by:any public need.

:
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GoonswIN,Assistant Seretary:

This is an appeal by Merrill ' G.
omissioner. of theGeneral LandWideman from the decisions of the
Office ofDe
mber 22, 1923, approving the action of the local officein rejc'tig
,his soldier's de6laratory statem en t (Coeur d'Alene .0.l 0) fo te S .
NW . . lW
SW. ,1 SE.-- SW.:,1 ec. 32, T. 45 N., R. 4 E., :B..M., and permitting. to stand the tiber
0and.stone application :(Goeufr- d'Alene.

011884) of Mrs., Jessie F.. Lobdell' earlier filedc,for, the same. land.. .
A ppeal

is,

adeupnon

'the'gtound

that .Mrs.

Lobdell

was allowed:

30days from the date of aknwledgment of receiptof notice to.pay
the appraised price of the land, and acknowledged such. receipt
(evidenced by returned
rgistry

card)

on October

7j 923,but

did:

not the required paye
make
untilov
i
embekr27,1923,upon which
day Wideman tendered his, application above mentioned, whichwas
rejected for conflict. It is claimed that Mrs Lobdel. was in default
:i
as totime, and that the land was therefore subject, to entry under,
the soldier's declaratory statement.
: Ex
cluding

the, day of acknowledgment' of receip t (October 27),

there reinained

ur daysof the month' ofOctober,

be added 27, days of the month of November.'. Thisw

dayshile
w the regulations (see Circular
1,191,par. 20) require that

within 0
*

a timber

,

the
* appraised

andstone applicant

"must,

epostitwith

the receiver'

of the eprice
'land".Mrs.

to have been indefault

Inot.
tb.
olow,.howev
should beipso"fato, accepted
tions above referred further'e
o
After an application
ha been pres

ouldtotal 31

289,reprint of MarchcN.

days. from service of.. noticed

therefo,

to, which
.must

on6e day as t

Lobdell appears,

t

.

that the application of-,Wideman
made
po(see

'of
record,,
f
par 30

or
the e
that::

regula,-

n hereunder no
0other per
i'son ill be
permitted to file' on the, land embraced. therein under any public-land
law until
suchapplication shall have beenfinally disposed oadverse to the
appInt.

Mrs.

o

application

'osevely When Widemans
'ber 26,,1923,.,she,
appeared

hiide;
a, not been lnll'

disposd oof ad-

was 'ted. r .She
that at'on Novemlat 'thel~ocalhcetEand tendered
a h ck

for the appraised price of t
nd an
that such:
check could:notnbe accepedbt that thedlwed 30 days
w
ould not
eXpire until. he lose f the 27t
fo1in in dy'
he made'
ac-'
ceptable ender. She rthestes,
that she has spent considerable
'ime and money connection
in
with her application..: The' time
requ rement' is not statutory, u ecutive
regulationwh, the
Department mayi wave .where itsliteralenforcement, would` vwork':
hardship not rendered 'necessary'by. any publi: .need.;
The ,decisioin appealedj'rm
a
fied is affirmed.

is acotdinlfyd,

adsifiedm,'and, as m'odi-

''
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OFTHE INTERIOR-

The act of February 25, 1920, contains 2 provision'autliorizing the issuance
of permits to. prospect for phosphat or? to award leases as a reward for
discoveries,, but there is vest ed :ini the Secretary ,6f. the Interior discre-0
tionary authority to fix by general regulations the terms under which;
leases may be awarded under section 9 of that act.
PHOSPHATE LADsLEAsE-SECRETHY OF THE INTERIOR.
The general phosphate regulations'of May 22, 1920 being applicable to leases'
in proven' fields, do not contemiplate a 'situation in which considerable preliminary work is necessary before the actual opening of a mine can bee
*
undertaken, and, in orderto make effective the purpose of the leasing act,,
it is clearly the duty of the Secretary of the Interior to prescribe: such
*0;:00;terms for leases' as will promote 'the development of unproven fields.
DEPARTMENTAl

*

if

-1924.

REGiTJLTIONsAMENDED.

Sections 4 and 5 of the phosphate regulations of May 22, 1920 (47 L. D., 513),
amended.
'
I

FINNEY,First Assistant Sertary:
Reginald C. Willis" has' appealed from the decision of the Commissioner of the General 'Land Office,dated November 26; 1923,which
i required him to. consent to accept a lease for phosphate,. pursuantito
theleasing- act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for the SW.0,
WJVV.SE. 4, Sec. 22, all Secs. 27 and' 34, T. 9 N., R.12 W., M.M.,:

: Missoula Montanajland district, subject' to a royalty rate of two per'
cent of the gross value of the' 'ph'phate
or phosplhate rockat the
mine, a miimum investment of $60;000, anda
inimum production.
of 1 000 tons a year..,

Leases granted pursuant to section 9 of the leasing: act- of February 25, 1920, su2kra,require under the provisions of section 4 of
the general regulations,'approved 'May"22, 1920 (47L. D., 513)', that
* not less than 'one-third of tie minimum1ninvstment
6
shall e expended in develop 'of th;e'mine' during,the first' year and'a' like'
amiount for each of the two succeeding years, unless said 'minimum

has sooner been inested.
-.
' This appellant claims that the, existence of workable phosphate
'deposits in the land is so uncertain, and the necessity for'tpro6sject,
ing.and work preliminaryto te oening of a miheiandthe establishing of feasible means, of transportation is so great-, that the terms,
proposed 'prohibit development of the field. 'He estimates tha at
least 'three years will be required, with; an expenditure of about
$05,000,'
to prospect fr the dpoits,-to properly open amine, and to'
"arrange for transportation, and asks for a modificaloli of the terms
proposed.
See crcular No. 936, amnding paragraphs 4 and 5 of the PhosphateRegulatipSs
May 22, 1920 (47 L. D., l3)pae503.~

of
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There is no provision i'n the leasing-act .Which authorizes the De--j,'
Partment, to issue permits to prospect for phosphate or: to award.
leases as: a ,reward

There
hfordiscoveries.
is vested in the .Secretary,:

however, discretionary power to fi,by

general regulations, the teris

.0ofphosphate leases issued under said act.

The xregulationsheretofore adopted are applicable to leases 'of
phosphatle deposits in proven fields,-and are necessary toaccomplish
the puroses of the act-and to co
e th' interests of the Government. They do tnt, however, contemplate a situation in which con-:
;0: siderable
prelimnintary work is necessary before .1the actual opening

of a mine can be undertaken, i-Theleasing act. is, by its title and its,
provisions,
an actto promote the mining of coal,kphosphate, oil, etc.;
and as no provision has been miade for the issuance of per-mits to

0

prospect for phosphate as is provided in said
wact'with
respect to
other ninerals, it is cie.ar that the duty rests in the Departmient to
prescribe such terms, for leases. as will promote. the development of
unproven
Cf;
:0':Sf fields. Section 4 of the regulations of May 22, 1920, 8 pra,.

is accordingly amended to read as follows:
(a) An actual bona. fide expenditure for-mine operations, development or
improvement purposes of the amount determined by the Secretary of the In-.
terior will 'be a condition in each lease as the minimum basis on which each
lease Will b:granted, with'the reie
entthatx'ot less than on-third ofisuch
proposed investment shall be expended inh development f the mine d'uring the'
first year, andxa like amount eaeh year: for the two succeeding years, the investment during any one year over. such proportionate aou, nt for that year to be:
credited on the expenditure required. forthe, ensuing, year or years.
(b) Where, however, the lands involved are in, an unproven territory, the,,
portion of the total minimum investment required to be made during the first.
few years, of the lease will be fixed in such amounts as the circumstances in
eah case require.
(c) A bond in the sum of $5,000, executed by the lessee 'with approved
corporate surety, and conditioned upon the making of the minimum investment
required and upon complianee with the terms of the lease, will be required.
;;:Section5 of the regulations is amend
following:

by the addition of the

But in a case where the lands are in" an unproven territory, 'the minimum'
production requireiment, may be 'made to, begin 'at such time and: to run. for
such periods as the Secretary may find warranted.

The situatont known by the Department to exist' with respect to
the lands iavolved herein is one which warrants it in offering modified terms to this appellant.
The Conmissioer's

decision is, 'accordingly, modified to allow th'

appellant15 days froi notice within which to elect to accept a 'lease';:
in the forn'prescribed in ircular No: 696, the departmental regula.
ftions
of May 22, 1920,supra, except that sections (2a), (2b')and (21).
shall: be as follows.:

t-:5o
01:.t ;
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f2a);: XTo;invest inf actual mining operations, development, or improvements
upon the land leased, or for the. benefit thereof, the sum of $60,000, of which
sum not less' than $5,000 shali be so expended duringbthe first three;years
succeeding the excution of:this instrument, not less than $5,000 additional during: the fourth year and hot less'than $25,000 additional during each; of the
fifth and sixth years, respectively unless sooner expended, and submit axu
ally at the expirationof 'each year for the-same period,' an itemized" statement
of the amount and character of said expenditures during such: year.
(2b) To furnish a bond in he sumnof $5,000,'conditioned upon the expendit'ure of the amount specified herein (2a), and upon compliance with the'other
terms and provisions of thfs lease.
(2i) That, beinning withWthe ieventh year of the lease, except wen such
opration 'shall' be interrupted by '.strikes, the elements, or, casualties not attfibutahle to the legsee,. the lessee- shall' mine. each year and pay a royalty
thereon,; not less than 1,000 tons of phosphate- rock from the leased premises,
unless operations are ssended
asprod
in section 11 of the act.

If the terms proposed axe not acceptable to, him, he ray, witin
:W0the;
time 5:allowed,::fle an application
?1
to. anmid his application to
imakeit apply to onieN
forty-acre itract only, as that is the largest area
which the De
ent would be warranted in leasing in this territory upon the termas proposed by
e make, a dscovry of
sufficient ,deposits to justify, larger operations, he may apply to.en.
t:

large his leae, but woud, insuch case,. run te, rikSofuhaving such
application rejected because of intervening applie- ons for the contiguous lands. ...Unle s, an election isfiled.withinth

time::allowed,

ap'pellantl's:application will e finallyrejected.
The Coinlmissionweis decision'.is modified. to, conform. herewith,
and the records' ,returned tothe GeneralJLand Office'for.the actioni,
directed~hleen
'AMUEL
Decided

C.PRD.
Ma

15, 1924.

REPAYMENT'-LLDE5ER!
LANDC oAL LANDS-WITH

AWA.

-An allowance of a desertiland entry for land'wthdrawn
from entry under
the coalland laws only is iot erroneousandits
cancellation for failure
of the entryian to, submit proof rather than to poethe noncoal' character
of the land is not a ground for repayment under the act of June 1, 1880.
EPAYMENTENTRY-COIFIMATIONf.
Under section 2 of the act of June 16, 1880, which provides for repayment
'where an entry has been erroneously aowed and Can not be 'confirmed
the fact that an entry is i ncapable of confirmation: is not alone sufficient,:
but its allowance must also have been erroneous.
: V:DETENTAl DcIsIONs CITED,AP;,
'AND DIsTiNGUJISHhD.
Case of WilliamiI Irv'ine (28 L. D., 422) cited and applied; case of Thomas
A. Seppard

X :Jf:::02i,,f?

?: c': fX:S

(46 I.

t'-X:;,:;40

0:

D., 261) cited and distinguislIed.
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ecretawy:
Samuel C. Purdy has appealed froma 'decision of the Commis-

GooDwIN, Asis'stant

sioner of the GeneralLand

Office dated December 24, 1923, dening'Y

:repayment of moneys paid by Purdy in conection. ith his desertrand entry, Great Falls 02024. ''The entry was made July 29, 1907,
and canceled 'by Conmissioner's letter "'G" of'Mareh 29, 1909,: for'
failure to subihit proof.
The. record discloses that the land-involved was withdrawn October
15, 1906, from.filing or entry under the coal-land laws; also from any
other filing, entry, roisale by; departmental order. of November 7, 1906,,
and .modified to apply to coal entries merely, on December. 17,: 1906;

that it was restored to entry4uder the appropriate public-land laws
byl Commissioner's letter"N
of-'December 9 '1908.' It accordingly
appears that the', entry was embraced within' such coal-land&with-

drawal at.:the timethe same was 'ade.-In support of the0 application: for' repayment clairmant has filed

his affidavit to the: effect that he allowed the entry to be canceled'
rathier ofthn efendth
noand icalcharaterof
he ln
th,'0
dem d- :
cision complained of' 'the 'Comissioner
refused to accept 'such
affidavitassufficient
evidence to establish thec facit that'entrymani
.:5
:r , sabandoned
; 19\ 6: :g:,
m iln
T,ry
A un
:rth:.,.. coal:a:l.
-E
.if-a..d law4[dandfor
also D --R
the
entry because'
'of 'the
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LACHER v. 1MlORT.
&ecidedMay 17;, 924.

:

MORTGAE-HOMESTEAD ENTRYL-VESTED RiGHTS-REIiNQUmSHMENT<ECORDS.I

,W!Vhere
an entry.i s:yrelinquished after_ the. equitable title thereto has been,
earned and the county records show at date of relinquishment. the existence
of a. mortgage, a trust will be declared against a subsequent entryfor
-the benefit of the* mortgagee to the extent of the baortgage.
MORTGAGE-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-VESTED

RIGHTS-PURHSEIRELINQTJISH:s.

FMENT-NOTcE-REcORD

-

.;

-

The purchase of a- reiinquishient, of an entry, the equitable title. to which
had been ::earned, for ..a.mere fraction of its value, without consiting
the records of the local office and the county records, gives ise to the suggestion of bad faith on the part of the purchaser and precludes the plea
by him of ignorance of'the existence of a-mortgage,'where those records
contain sufficient: data to put him.on notice thereof...

*'GOODWIN, Asststcnt Scre ary:'
'This is' an appeal by Carl Lacher from a decision of the Commis-

sioner of the General Land Officedated December'13, 1923, denying'
his
'applicationi for) the reinstatement' of the original andI addiI
tional homestead'entries of William ill'eIrt.
The original entry was-'made: at ' the Dickinson, North Dakota,

-

-

land office 'on' June 20, 1911, 'and e m'braced SE. 1, Sec,

T. 148 N.,

:iR..104W.,5Ath P. M. (160 acres). -:The additional entry undef the
enarged

homestead

act was made January'

14, 1914J -for SE.

1,

NE.j and lots i and 2, said Sec. 1, and SE. 1 SW. ' and lots 4 'and
7, Sec. 6, T. 148 N.,R. 103'W., Sth'P.
. (133:39 acres)'. Final proof
on the coinied
entries was' submitted June 29, 1918, from which

:

it appears dthat resiewas established in June; 1912, and theremaintainea, and that in: 1914 and' 191, 14 acres were -culti-

*after

vated;

in1k916, 21 acres;

1917, 69 acres;- and 1918, 70'acres. '.The

im-

provemeits, valued at $700, iwere listed as a frame house, barn, l,
:ahnd-75acres'broken; .0'With:the.final 'proof was filed an affidavit ex-

plaining why, heh'lad notbeen' admitted' to citizenship.' The final''
'-:proo~fwas' fowarded' to' the Coinmismsione'r''of the 'Genera 1Land
Office, who by dAision dated Novenmber6, 1918,- held that it' was

;'satisfatteoryas-to

'residence,

Icultivation,and' ilproveinents, 'and

'would be -suspended until January
naturalization.' 'By' decision dated

1, 1919, to 'await evidence of
ebruary13, 11919," 'the 'Commis-

:sioner allowed Hillert further time 'within whlich.,to 'furnish the
required edMid'n
Entryman was a'dmitted to citizenship 'on May
i16, 1921, and a certified copy, of his crtificate of naturalization *as

received at the 'General Land Officeon June'29, 1921. 'No action was
taken 'until 'Decernbbr 30 1921, when 'the; Commissioner required
entryman to- ile a new final affidavit and' a corroborated affidavit

d: the land' since the su -

showing to what extent he had cuti

~ft.at000--00tS
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appear that, entryman

of said requirement. On. Novemer 13, 1922, entryman' ,
no.: tified
relinquishment of both entries was filed; and at the sane'time Her0' J. Mort presented an pplication to make entry, for all the land
0b'ert
under the enlarged homestead 'act which application was allowed

thesame day
On

July 13,1923, Carl Lacher filed an application for the rein-

statement of Hilleirt's entries settingforti that inJanuary, 191,
um of $$1,200.for the.purchase of
he loaned to said entryman te
taking. as. security a; m-ortgage oil the landi0 rh:
farm, Imachinery,

braced in the two entries; that the mortgage :as recorded January, ,
.31, 1919, and that Mrtknew of:'themortgage whenhe made entry,
-and'also knew that the mo'rtgage., hadnot jeen, satisfied or released.
The application' filed by' Lacher .bears evidence of service on both,

Mort.
A
illertand
By decision dated September 1, 1923, the Commissioner of the
General, Land Office required Mort to show,' cause, why his entry
should not be:,'canceled ,and the entries of Hillert reinstated.

'Mort

anade. response, setting.0forth that immediately prior to (November
imicwhich
13, 1922, he purchased: the iprovements ,on the land
provements' coiisisted of a.frame house,. 12 by 14 feet, 1 miles of
three-wire fence on cedar posts, and .about 103 acres .:of brealing,

iall of which breaking except about 49, acres had goneback to sod;that he paid to Hillert for said improvements the surh of: $270,
in promissory
part of which, was paid in, cash and th lae
notes; that about the month, of 'Februar, 1923, he move,donto the
1.and,and has ever-since resided thereon;that Hiller tdid not at
the time of the sale 'of the improvements,

or at any time prir

February, 1923,advise him' of 'the execution of the mtgage,
: id he have §suchdiformation;

to.

nor

from any :other sburce; that ,Lacher

advised him, in.: February, 1923, of the existencef

the mortgage,.

admitted that, he had failed. to notify. the local office 'of the
'd
mortgIage.wFurther, that; the: iegotiations for the purchase of the'.'
conducted atthe Gardner coal mine, at Fairimprovementswere,
view, Montada;; that there was no other person present, and that

illert advised him that the reason for selling, the improvements:i

swa
thIea.entbrie
.
and relinquishing
;itizenshippapers."

his inability to "'.'complete his

Withthe, present).appeal.is an affidavit'by Hery

Dermtiter, who

alleges thathe was present in Februa y, 1923, at a conversation between Carl Lacher and
-one Herbert Jefferson Mort in regard to a homestead entry made by the said
Mort upon a tract of land formerly included in' the homestead entries of William
Hillert; that the,'said Mfort,,without being first advised thereof at the time by
said Carl Lacher, or by any other persona then' present,' of' the existenlce of 'a

0O501];
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mortgage to said Lacher given upon the said entries of William Hillert, broached
the subject of such hiortgage by stating to said Carl Lacher that if he, the said
Carl Lacher, had been smart and had filed notice of his mortgage in the proper
ofte the said entry of said Mort therefor would not have been allowed.:
A

If Mort had been acting in good faith, he would have inspected the
records of the local office. He would have; found on file there the
:various decisions of the Commissioiner of the General Land Office,
hereinbeforo ref erred to, and would have found on the serial register.
a notation to the effect that by letter of. June 25, 1921, the register
had forwarded Hillert's certificate of naturalization. Moreover, he
would have consulted the-county-iecords, and would there have found
a record of the mortgage. That Hillert had resided on the land ever
since 1912 must have been common knowledge throughout that portion of the county, and'his willingness to relinquish almost 300 acres-'
of land, about half of which was cultivable, after he had earned:
title thereto, for the sum alleged to have been paid by Mort, raises at
once a suggestion of conspiracy to coinait a fraud.
Moreover, in his final-proof testimony Hillert stated that he had
mortgaged the land to Carl Lacher to secure the payinent of $3,450.
Mort can not, in the face of such testimony, plead ignorance of the
existence of a mortgage. He was bound by the notice so given.
The Department has repeatedly held that if an entryran has earned
the equitable title to the land and the county records show, at the date
of the relinquishment, the existence of a mortgage, a trust will bei
declared against a subsequent entr. for the behefitnof the mortgagee
under the former entry, to the. extent of the mortgage.
Ordinarily a hearing would be ordered, to develop the facts. But
Mort's answer to the rule to show cause renders'a

hearing unneces-

sary. He has apparently proceeded on the assumption that Lacher's.
failure to file notice of the mortgage in the local office:is fatal, and
that by alleging igiorance of the existence of the nmortgagehis entry
will be sustained. Neither defense is tenable. The relinquishment of
the entries would have been suspended until Lacher had been notified,
if notice of the mortgage had been on file; but the mortgagee's failure;
to file such notice can not be held to redound to the benefit of Mort.
The county records and the records of the local office were notice to
everybody, and Mort can not be held' to have acted in good faith
when he failed to consult such records.

The record as now made up is sufficient to warrant the Department'
in requiring Mort to satisfy the mortgage, under penaltyi of cancellation of his entry in default of such satisfaction. HIe will be required
to pay the principal together with the legal interest.; Thirty days.
from receipt of notice, to be issued by the local officers after this de_
cision has beenj'declared final, will be allowed Mort within which to
0-4
74526
voi 50-28
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show that such payment has been made, and in default thereof his
entry will be canceled and the entries of Hillert reinstated.
The decision appealed from is modified to agree with the foregoing.
CHARLES A THIELEN.
-Decided May 19, 1924.
CHIPPEWA LANDS-INDIAN LANDS-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-TIMBER LAND-RELINQXIISHMENT-PUJRCASE-PAYMENT.
Section 27 of the act of June 25, 1910, which provides for, the sale of the
pine timber on Chippewa Indian lands, does not require the collection of the
appraised price of the timber on an entry more than once.

:GOODWIN,
Assistant Secretary:
Charles A. Thielen made homestead entry 018085, September 19,
1923, under section 2289,:Revised Statutes, for the W. - SE -, SW.J
NE.

,

SE.

NW.
N

, Sec. 3, T. 158 N., R. 34 W., 5th P. M., con-

taining 160 acres, Crookston land district Minnesota.
i The described land is Chippewa Indian land, and the entry was
made subject to the provisions of the act of May 20, 1908 (35 Stat.,
169). It appears that by decision of December 20, 1923, the Commis-

sioner of the General Land Officeheld the entry for cancellation as to
the NW. i SE. ;,SW. J NE. i and SE. NW. 14,upon the ground
that the charge for timber on the NW. 4 SE. i, amounting to 2,500
feet of Norway Spine,valued at $10, had not been paid, as requiredi
by section 27 of the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 855).
By letter dated January 28, 1924, treated as an informal appeal,
Thielen states that a former entryman (Henry D. Rohner), who
made homestead- entry 017279,December 27, 1919, and relinquished
said NW. 4 SE. ,: Sec. 3, in his favor September 19, 1923, paid
the timber charge on said tract, and was issued receipt therefor, No.
2352238, December 27, 1919. In this he is corroborated by the
0register of the local, office, who states, under date of February 1,
1924, that 'the former entryman (Rohner) paid the surn of $22 for
the pine on his entry, which is covered by the above-numbered receipt
issued by the local office; that presumably this included the pine on
the tract relinquished by iRohner.
*Examination of the record in the case of Henry D. Rohner, 017279,
discloses that he paid $10 for the timber on said NW. SE. , Sec.
3, at the time his application was allowed, and $12 for the timber
on the SE. 4 SE. of, said section; that these were the only subdivisions in the Rohner entry which contained timber.
There is no provision in said act of June 25, 1910, section 27 of

which provides for the sale of the pine timber on Chippewa Indian
'lands, requiring- the collection of the appraised price of the timber
on an entry more than once.;
The decision appealed from is accordingly reversed.
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W. . CARNEY.
Decided May 20, 1924.
OF SEPTEMBER22, 1922-STATUTES.
The act of September 22,. 1922, which provides for an exchange of national
forest lands, does not contemplate a forced exchange, but authorizes the
execution of a quitclaim deed where the former owner of the base land,
after relinquishing it, declines to make the exchange.
NATIONAL FREsTS-RELINqIUISHMENT-ACT.
OF SEPTEMBER22, 1922-STATUTEs.
The act of September 22, 1922, being a remedial statute, should be liberally
construed so that its benefits may be extended to all those who: come fairly
within its scope.
NATIONAL FOREsTS-RELIQuisiMENT-ACT

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
W. J. Carney has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office dated October 9, 1923, rejecting his applicatioll for a quitclaim deed of base land conveyed to the United
States prior to the repeal of the forest lieu selection act.
On August 15, 1923, the attorney of W. J. Carney filed, pursuant
to the act of\September 22, 1922 (42 Stat., 1017), an application for a
deed reconveying the SW.
and NW. SE.
Sec. 25, T. 63 N., R.
4 W., B. M.,IIdaho, which he had transferred to the United States
on April 30, 1902, the: tracts then being in the Priest River Forest
Reserve. It is stated that Mr. Carney intended to make forest lieu
selections but before he had opportunity to do so thej repealing act
of March 3, 1905 (33 Stat., 1264), was passed and that now he is
not in a position to undertake an exchange of these lands and finds
it more to his advantage to have title reconveyed. An abstract of
title was furnished which showed.that the entire section was patented
on December 9, 1901, to the Northern Pacific Railway Company,
,1,

.,

which by >warranty deed of March 20, 1902, conveyed the same to

W. J. Carney, who with his wife-on April 002
by warranty
deeds transferred the two tracts described to the United States. The
applicant requested that a deed in his favor be perfected and delivered.
The act of September 22, 1922, is a relief measure and provides
that where any person in good faith relinquished to the United States
lands in a national forest and failed to get lieu selectionsW

the Secretary of the Interior, with the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture, upon application of such person or persons, their heirs or assigns, is
authorized to accept title to such of the base lands as are desirable for nationalforest purposes, which lands shall thereupon become parts of the nearest
national forest, and, in exchange therefor, may issue patent for not to exceed
an equal value of national-forest land, unoccupied surveyed, and nonineral
in character, or the Secretary of Agriculture- may authorize the grantor to
cut and remove an equal value of timber within the national forests of'the
same State. Where an exchange can not be agreed upon the Commissioner of
the General Land Office is hereby authorized to relinquish and quitclaim to
such person or persons, their heirs or assigns, all title to such lands which the
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respective relinquishments of such person or persons may have vested in the
United States:

Paragraph 13 of the instructions of December 30, 1922 (49 L. D.,
383, 389), under said act, in part is as follows:
Where the applicant and the forest officers can not agree upon an exchange
of saidf act of September 22, 1922, and where
in accordance with section
the lands relinquished have not been disposed of by the United States or appropriated to a public use other than the general purposes for which the forest
reserve within the bounds of which they are situated was created, upon due
proof of that fact, to consist of the letters of the forest officers and the affidavit
of the applicant, accompanied by the required abstract of title showing relinquishment of the lands to the United States, under the said act of June
4, 1897, the Commissioner of the General Land Office will, in proper cases,
relinquish and quitclaim to the person or persons who thus relinquished to the
United States, their heirs or assigns, all title to such lands which the respective relinquishments of such person or persons may have vested in the
United States. A copy of such relinquishment and quitclaim and the abstract
of title will be filed in the General Land Office.

The Commissioner held that a quitclaim deed'would be made only
where the.applicant and the forest officers could not agree upon an
exchange, and that upon due proof of such fact consideration would
be given to the letters of the forest officers and the affidavits of the
applicant.. The application was rejected because such proof was not
filed.

The appellant contends that the. Commissioner erred and urges
that the applicant's statement that he does not desire an exchange
should be held to be sufficient evidence; that

an exchange can not

be agreed upon, and that an applicant has as. much right to refuse
to exchange as the Government has to refuse to allow him to exchange.
In view of the contentions of the appellant, the statute has
been examined with care. It is found that as originally drafted
section 1 of the bill, H. R. 8119, 67th Congress, 1st session, contained
no provision for n exchange but provided only for a quitclaim
of title to the base lands surrendered by the claimant. The exchange
provisions of that section were introduced by an amendment proposed, by the Department of Agriculture. See House Report No.
410 upDonsaid bill. It will be noted that in an exchange the selector
is limited to national-forest land of equal or lesser value or to an
equal value of timber within the national forests of the same State.
The base lands become parts of the nearest national forest when title
is accepted. Authority to accept title to such. lands is conferred
upon the Secretary of the Interior only where the Secretary of Agriculture gives his approval, where the claimant of the base land
makes application for an exchange, and where the lands are de-'
sirable for: national-forest purposes. *The second condition is just
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with an exchange as are the other twbo

conditions specified. The application of the claimant for an ex-

*

it there. is no' basis upon which to
change is fundamental. Without
proceed.
It is provided that" where an exchange can not be agreed upon"
the
Commissioner is authorized to quitclaim.! Obviously, where an
exchange is sought and 'the Department of Agriculture declines to
a quitclaim is
give its approval,' there will be no agreement and
are inparties
two
that
presupposes
change"
e
an
ut
authorized.
propof
*volved who have mutually agreed to consummate a trade

erties. Where either party refuses his consent there can 16 no exchange.

So where oneparty

whollydeclines and refuses to apply

for an exchange, it may very well be said that an exchange can
not be agreed upon. Actual negotiations resulting in disagreement
are not exclusively essential to such a condition.

The act isentitled "An Act for the relief, of certain persons, etc."
The statute was designed to be remedial. A liberal rather than a
narrow or technical construction should be invoked so that the benefits
of the act may be extended to all those who come fairly within its
-

scope. It is clear that the primary purpose of the bill as originally
'drafted was to authorize a uitlaim

deed of the base lands so as to

restore to the claimnt the apparent outstanding title which his deed

upon the, local records- purported to convey to the United States.
In certain cases such as is here presented deeds were xecuted and,
recorded but no forest lieu applications were filed. In other cases

selections were sought but were rejected. The title to the base lands
was never claimed- or accepted on behalf' of the Government in these
cases, and notwithstanding such recorded deeds the Government disclaimed ownership of the land. It' was to remedy this anomalous

situation that the bill was drafted. The exchange provisions of seetion 1 were enacted so that under the circumstances specified therein
the base lands should become a part of the national forest.The Department is disposed to view this statute in the light of the
conditions which existed and which needed a remedy.

Prior

to its

'enactment there was no authority in the Land Department to execute
a' quitclaim deed for these base' lands. An exchange when'consummated uInder the act is necessarily pursuant to an application and a
The statute does not contemplate a forced ex-'
mutual ag`rement.
case where the';
change. &The Department is of the opinion that inhea does
not desire.
of the base land openly announces that
if claimant

an exchange'and declines to apply for one it must be held that an
exchange can not be agreed upon and that, all else bein

regular, a

quitelaim deed is uthoiized.i
n the present record the:efaimant did'not sign the application nor
is there any written authorization for' the attorney to make the ap-
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plication for him. The abstract of title was made at the request of
one G. E. Crocker. The good faith of the parties is not here questioned, but it is desirable that the record show that the person seeking a deed made or authorized the application.

* For the reasons above set forth theC:Commissioner'sdecision upon
the question involved in the appeal is reversed and the case remanded
for appropriate action.
HERMAN

XRUEDING AND ELIZABETH

SCHMIDT (ON RECON-

SIDERATION).
Decided

May 20, 1924.

SuxVEY-CoMMIssIONER OF THE GENERALLAND OFFICE-SECETARY OF TE
TERIOB-SUPERvIsoRY AUTHORITY.

IN-

Pursuant to the supervisory power over the public lands vested in the Secretary of the Interior by section 441, Revised Statutes, that officer is clothed
with the authority to cancel a survey executed under the direction of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, which, in the opinion of the
former, was unauthorized.
WAREANTI-SCRIP-PrIvATE

ENTRY-SURVEY.

By section 2415, Revised Statutes, the location of a military bounty land
warrant was restricted to legal subdivisions of public lands of the United
States, subject to private entry.
PRIVATE ENTEY-SJRvY-NOTCE-PURc

IHASE.

Prior to the subjection of public lands to private entry four preliminary steps
were required by the statutes: (a) survey into legal subdivisions; (b) a
proclamation by the President exposing the lands to public sale; (c) publication of notice of sale; (d) offering at public outcry by the register of
the United States land office of the district in which the lands were situated; and the lands remaining undisposed of at the close of such sale thereafter became subject to private entry.
COURT DECISION CITED AND APFLIED-PIOE

DEPARTMENTAL -DEcIsoNs

AD-

HERED TO.

Case of Knight v. United States Land Association (142 U. S.,. 161) cited and
applied; cases of John Parson (2 L. D., 338), George W. Streeter et at. (21
L. D., 131), and Harvey M. LaFollette (26 L. D., 453) adhered to.

WoRK, Secretary:
Herman Kfrueding has filed a motion for reconsideration of. the
decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office,approved
0: by
the First Assistant Secretary, January 22, 1924, in the e parte
case of Herman Krueding and Elizabeth Schmidt,_a plicants for
patent for the tract known as,the Chicago Lake Front.
The land involved is unsurveyed, and is situated on Lake Michigan, in Chicago, Cook County, Illinois'. It is between the meanders
of the fractional north half of. section 10, T. 39 N., R. 14 E., 3rd
P. M., and the present shore line of Lake Michigan. Fractional
T. 39.N., R. 14 E., was surveyed in the field by. John Walls during
the year1821, and the township plat approved March16, 1831. The
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plat exhibits the entire fractional township as' abutting on the
waters of Lake Michigan. Among other sections rendered fractional
by the lake are 3, 10, and 15. The Chicago River is shown on the
plat as entering the lake near the middle of fractional section 10.
The area of that part of tle section north of the river is given as
102.29iacres, and the part south as 57.52 acres. All the land in
fractional section 10, shown on the plat of 1831 as north of the
Chicago River, was patented to Robert A. Kenzie, under the preemption law, on March 9, 1837. The land now applied for is therefore located between the patented' Kenzie tract 'and the waters of
Lake Michigan.
'
As early as 1838,' and on numerous subsequent occasions, efforts
were made to secure title to alleged public lands situated between
the meanders of sections 3, 10, 15 and Lake Michigan, and it has
uniformly been held by this'-Department that the areas so applied
for were not public lands of the United States, and 'all such appli
cations have been denied. Referring to such efforts, Secretary Teller, June 8, 1883,in the case of John Farson (2 L. D., 338, 339) said: 0
From the cases which I have already referred to, and the opinions'which
have prevailed respecting the character of this land, from 'the time of Commissioner Whitcomb's letter in 1838 to the present, it would seem that it
ought to be understood by this time that the; tract in question, including that
part of it which lies opposite to Sec. 10, is not' public land of the United States,
and therefore not the subject of any scrip location whatever.

Notwithstanding the repeated holdings of the Department that
the lands formed between the meander and the shore line of Lake
Michigan opposite sections 3, 10, and 15,, were not public, George
W. Streeter and Peter' T. Johnston, on May 5, 1895, filed homestead
applications for the tract now in controversy. The applications
were rejected by the Commissioner of the General Land Office for
the reason that the tract " is not public' land and is not-subject to
disposal by the United States.": Streeter and Johnston' appealed,.
and the Acting Secretary, August 31, 1895, in Geo. W. Streeter
et al. '(21 L. D., 131), affirmed the decision of the Commissioner,

stating:
Without discussing the question of the true ownership of the made or filled in
lands formerly covered by the waters of the lake, it is: sufficient to say that
such lands do not belong to the Government,' and, therefore, this, Department'
has no jurisdiction to direct their survey or disposaL

The status of'the tract was again brought to the attention of the
Department in the case of Harvey M. LaFollette et al. (26 L. D., 453)
and Secretary Bliss, on April 2, 1898, in an elaborate opinion, again.
held that the tract is not public land of 'the United States, and for
that reason canceled, annulled, and set aside a survey of the land that
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had been executed under the direction of the. Commissioner of the
General Land Officeduring the year 1896, and declared such survey
*"to be of no effect."

::

ad:: , Krueding and*Schmidt'based their:application upon the claim that
the land was located on January 11, 1894, by Peter T. Johnston, of
Chicago, Illinois, under military bounty land warrant No. 88684,
*

160 acres, act of March 3 18550(10 Stat., 701); that Johnston

con-

veyed the land and the warrant to Barbara Schneider, who, to avoid
taxes, failed to place the deed of record, and that Johnston thereafter
*:Vr improperly regained possession of such deed and warrant. Elizabeth
Schmidt, who is the daughter and alleged sole heir of Barbara
* ::.
Schneider, by quit-claim deed, for the recited consideration of one
* dollar, conveyed an equal undivided one-half interest to Herman
IKrueding.
The: application

was denied January 22, 1924; First, because the

area involved is not public land of the United States; Second, the
.land, even if public, is not and never has been subject to location
:under military bounty land warrant No. 88684, or any other bounty
];and warrant; Third, while Peter T. Johnston was the owner of the
land warrant, 'he did not locate it, nor attempt to locate it, on the
land in question, but sold.and assigned the warrant to another person;
and Fourth, Herman Krueding and Elizabeth Schmidt have no right,
title and interest'in and to the warrant.
It was further held that 'Johnston, 'after filling in the blank on the

warrantTo the Register of the Land Office at Washington, D. C.,-January 11, 1894:
Locate this certificate in the unsurveyed public lands lying imediately east of
and adjoining the north one half: of' fractional Section ten, Township thirty
nine North, Range fourteen East, of the Third Principal Meridian, State of
Illinois,

merely filed the warrant so noted with the Recorder of Deeds of Cook
County, Illinois, and did not: present it with the required fees to the.
Commissioner of the General Land Office. As Johnston subsequently
assigned the warrant to Angus J. Conoly, who located it on lands
within the Gainesville, Florida, land district, the notation above
quoted was misleading, and the Commissioner, under the authority
of the Department, in his letter of January 25, 1924, advised Krueding that there had been endorsed on the warrant the following:
DEPARTMENTOF THE INTERIOR,
GENERALLAND OFFICE,
Washington, January 25, 1924.

:This warrant was not located nor offered for location on the nnsurveyed
land situated immediately east of and adjoining the N. i, Sec. 10, T. 9 N.,
R. 14 E., 3rd P. M., nor was it located on any land in the State of Illinois.
The warrant was assigned by Peter T. Johnston to Angus J. Conoly and
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and NE. i 'SW. 4, Sec. 10, T. 8 S.,

R. 8 E., Gainesville, Florida, land district
WILLIAM SPRY,

Commissioner

Krueding insists, in the motion under consideration, that Johnston
located the .warrant on January. 11, 1894, and conveyed all interest
therein to Barbara Schneider, and charges that Johnston stole the
warrant from Barbara Schneider after its delivery to her; he admits
that the land was unsurveyed in. 1894, nd urges that the description by metes andbounds was the best that could be given: under
the circumstances; he questions the authority of Secretary Bliss
to cancel the survey executed under the direction of the Commissioner of the General Land Officein 1896; and ojects to the notation made on the warrant by the Conmissioner on January 25, 1924.
The finding that Johnston did not on January 1, 1894, nor at;
any other time, offer the warrant, for location on the tract in question,
was amply warranted. The act approved July 3l, effective September,
30, 1876 (19 Stat., 102, 121), abolished :the Springfield

land office,

the last in the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of
the act approved March .3, 177 (19 Stat., 294, 315), the public
lands in the State of Illinois became subect to entry at the General
Land Officeunder the laws applicable thereto. Any application for
public land in the State of Illinois should have' been filed after'
March 3, 1877,in the General Land Office,but there is nothing whatever in the files, indices, letter books, warrant books, 'or in the
record: of the so-called Chicago Lake Front case, to indicate:thatPeter T. Johnston on January 11,1894, or at any, other time. located
or attempted to locate military bounty land warrant No. 88684 on
the land involved i the application of Krueding and Schmidt.
* The warrant bears evidence that it was in Lucas County, Ohio,
January; 8, 1894; in Belmont County, , Ohio, January 9, 1894; and
in Chicago, Illinois, on January 11 and 12, 1894. It could not,
therefore, have been filed in the General Land Office on January
11, 1894. No one states that he saw Johnston

tender the

warrant

to any officerin the General Land Office on such date, and Johnston
during his lifetime made no claim that he ever located or attempted
to locatethe

warrant.

The claim that Johnston sold the land and the warrant to Barbara
Schneider was not established, and there is no basis whatever for the
charge that he stole the warrant from Barbara Schneider after its
alleged delivery to her. But, if. it be admitted that Johnston offered
the warrant for location on January 11, 1894; that he thereafter sold,
and delivered the warrant to Barbara Schneider, and stole it from
her as charged, the application for .patent is without merit. The
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land was not subject to location under any military bounty land warrant, and if Johnston tendered the warrant it was properly refused.
lHe gained no right whatever by such tender, and therefore con* veyed nothing to Barbara Schneider, if in fact he executed and delivered the alleged deed.
Military bounty land warrants were subject to location only by
* legal subdivisions on public lands of the United States subject to
private. entry at the minimuml price (section 2415, Revised Statutes).
Four steps were necessary before public lands of the United States
becamesubject to private entry. First, a survey of the land as pro:' vided in Chapter 9, sections 2395-2413 Revised Statutes; Second,
the proclamation of the President exposing the lands to public sale
(section 2358, Revised Statutes); Third, the advertisement of the
notice of such sale for the period of not less than three nor more than
six months (section 2359,Revised Statutes)'; and Fourth, the offering
of the tracts at public outcry by'the register of the land officewhere
the lands were situated, at not less than $1.25 per acre. If the lands
*

so offered failed to secure a purchaser

at $1.25 per acre or a higher'

price; and remained-undisposed of at the close of such sale, they
thereafter became subject to private entry at the minimum price, as'
provided in section 2357,Revised Statutes. Not one of the four several steps necessary to render the tract under consideration subject
to private entry has been taken. The land, therefore, was not subject to private entry on January 11, 1894, and n military bounty
land warrant could have been lawfully located thereon.
There is no doubt whatever of the authority of Secretary Bliss to
cancel and annul the. survey executed under the direction of the
Commissioner of the General Land Officeduring the year 1896. An
identical, question was presented to the; Supreme Court in the case
of Knight v. United States Land Association (142 U. S., 161), and
the court fully sustained the right and authority of the Secretary to
cancel a survey which in hisopinion was unauthorized.
The -notation made on warrant No. 88684 by the Commissioner of
the General Land 'Officeon January 25, 1924, was authorized by the
Department and was fully warranted by the facts.
No reason whatever is advanced for reversing the consistent rulings of the Department during the last eighty years that the tract
involved is not public land of the United States. The motion for
reconsideration is wholly without merit; is accordingly denied; and
the case closed. All papers filed in support of the application or the
motion for reconsideration will be returned to the applicants.

tE
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STATUTES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING ENTRIES AND
PROOFS UNDER THE; DESERT LAND LAWS
(CtRCULAR NO. 474)

(ln this revision of the Regulations of May 18, 1916 (45 L. D. 345), changes
have been made in paragraphs 2. 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 21 22,
28, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 41, and 51.)

DEPARTMENT

OF

THE

INTERIORj

GENERAL- LAND OFFIcE,

Washington, D., C., may -0, i 4--1. All the more important laws and portions.of laws governing
the making of desert-land entries, assignments thereof, and the
proofs required, will, be found printed in full at the end of this
circular.
It seems to- be the purpose of the; statutes to encourage and promote the reclamation, by irrigation, of the arid and semiarid public :
lands of the Western States through individual effort and private!
capital, it being assumed that :sttaiiie t an4 occupationwill natur
ally follow when the lands have thus been rendered more productive and habitable.
Such reclamation is often a difficult and expensive undertaking,`
and desert-land entrymen sometimes.find serious difficulty in com>"
plying with all the requirements of the law, particularly persons
vhio possess little capital. All claimants should restrict their entries to only that quantity of land which they can reasonably expect
to reclaim, even though such area be much less than may be lawfully entered. As the more accessible and easily appropriated
streams become exhausted, it becomes necessary to convey water,
often for very long distances, from more remote, sources of supply,
more elaborate and expensive systems of irrigation works are re-V
quired, the cost of water rights is correspondingly increased, and
individuals consequently find it necessary to unite their eorts in r
various forms of cooperative enterprise in order to secure the
necessary capital. Nevertheless, a small tract of land, thoroughly
reclaimed, with an adequate water supply "obtained from a large,
well-constructed

irrigation

system, may well be considered a very

valuable piece of property, and more desirable than a larger tract
0onlypartially reclaimed or reclaimed from a small, private irrigation system less permanent and efficient in character.
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AND PROOFS UNDER THE DESERT LAND LAWS-STATES
WHICH DESERT-LAND ENTRIES NAY BE MADE

IN

2. The act of March 3, 1877, as amended by the act of March 3,
1891, provides for the making of desert-land entries in the States
of Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New
Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, Washington,
and Wyoming.
LANDS THAT MAY BE ENTERED AS DESERT. LAND

3. As the desert-land law requires the artificial irrigation of any
land entered thereunder, lands which are not susceptible of irrigation by practicable means are not deemed subject to entry as desert
lands. The question as to whether any particular tract sought to
be entered as desert land is in fact irrigable from the source proposed by the applicant will be investigated and determined before
the application for entry is allowed. (See par. 13' of this circular.)
In order to be subject to entry under the desert-land law, public
lands must be not only irrigable but also surveyed, unreserved, un(except lands withdrawn, classified or
appropriated, nonineral
valuable for coal, phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or asphaltic
minerals, as hereinafter set forth), nontimbered, and such as will
not, without artificial irrigation, produce any reasonably remunerative agricultural crop by the usual means or methods' of cultiva*tion. In this latter class are those lands which, one year with another for a series of years, will not without irrigation produce paying crops, but on which crops can be successfully grown in- alternate, years by means of the so-called dry-farming :asystem.
522 and 42 L. D. 524.)

(37 L. D.

Under the act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat. 583), lands which have

been withdrawn

or classified as coal lands, or are valuable for coal,

may, if desert in character as above defined be entered under the
desert-land law, provided such entry is made with a view to obtaining title with a reservation to the United States of the coal in such
lands and of the right to, prospect for, mine, and remove the same.
By the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509), similar provisions are
made with respect to all lands which have been withdrawn, classiphosphate,. nitrate, potash, oil, gas,
fied, or reported as -containing,
or asphaltic minerals, or which are valuable for those deposits.
Applications to make desert-land entries of lands embraced in ap* plications, permits, or leases under the act of February 25, 1920
(41 Stat. 437), if in all other respects complete, will be--treated in
accordance with departmental instructions authorized by section 29
of said act.

(See Instructions

of October 6, 1920; 47 L. D. 474.)

Applications- to make desert-land. entries of lands within a naval

petroleum reserve must be rejected, as no desert-land entry may be

allowed for such lands.

-

-

WHO MAY MAKE DESERT-LAND ENTRY

4. Any citizen of the United States 21 years of age, or any person of that age who has declared his, intention

of becoming a citi-

zen of the United States, and who can truthfully make the affi-
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8 and 9 of these regulations, can make

Thus, a woman, whether married or single,

who possesses the necessary qualifications

can make a desert-land

entry, and, if married, without taking into consideration any entries
her husband may have made.
Under existing law (act of September 22, 1922; 42 Stat. 1022),
a native-born woman does not lose her citizenship by marriage to
an alien unless he be ineligible to become a citizen' of the United
States; nor does a woman of alien birth acquire citizenship by marriage. to a citizen of the United States. The marriage of an alien
I

woman to a citizen of the United States takes the place of a dec-

laration of intention. Under the act of March 2, 1907 (34 Stat.
1228)', the citizenship status of the wife is declared to be that of
the husband. Any woman seeking to make a desert-land entry,
therefore, must show whether she is married or single, and, if married, must, give the date of her marriage and the citizenship of her
husband. If married between 'the dates herein specified, and her
husband is naturalized or has declared his intention to become a,
citizen, or if the marital relation has ceased to exist, she may show .
that fact: and, also, that she has resumed her American citizenship
by one of the methods prescribed by the act of March 2, 1907. If
after initiating a claim under the desert-land laws a woman marries, she must show at time' of submission of final proof whether or
not her husband is eligible to become a citizen of' the United States.
A certified copy of the certificate of naturalization or declaration
of intention, as the case may be, should accompany the application in
every instance where required by the foregoing rules.
-ing
final proof claimants of alien birth must
At the time of ma
have been admitted to citizenship, but a certified copy of the certifie
cate of naturalization need not be furnished if it has already been
filed in connections with the original declaration or with the proof
of an assignment of the entry.
QUANTITY OF LAND. THAT XAY BE ENTERED

13

5. Under the act of March 3, 1877, desert-land entries to the
maximum of 640 acres were allowed, but by the act of March 3,
1891,the maximum area that may be embraced in a desert entry was
reduced to 320 acres. This. limitation must,.however, be read in
connection with the act of August 30, 1890 (26 Stat. 391), whichj'
limits to 320 acres, in the aggregate, the amount o f land to which
title may be acquired under all the public land laws, except the
mineral laws, and the amendment thereof by the' act of February 27,

-

1917 (39 Stat. 946), allowing one, who has entered 320 acres under

the enlarged homestead laws to make a desert-land entry. Hence,
a person having initiated 'a claim under the homestead, timber and'
stone, preemption, or other agricultural land laws, or under all

'

such laws, since August 30, 1890, say, to 160 acres in the aggregate,

or 320 acres under the enlarged homestead act, and acquired, title
to the land so claimed, or who is claiiming such an area under, subsisting entries at the date' of his desert-land application, may, if
otherwies qualified, enter 160 acres of land under the desert land
laws. In yother words, he may have at desert-land entry for such

X
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a quantity of land, as, taken together with all land acquired and
claimed by him under the other agricultural land laws since August
30, 1890, does not exceed 320 acres in the aggregate, or 480 acres if

he shall have made an enlarged homestead entry of 320 acres. It
is to be noted also that the act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat. 583),
provides that desert-land entries made for lands withdrawn or
classified as coal lands, or valuable for coal, shall not exceed 160
acres in area, and that a like restriction is made by the act of July:
17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509), with reference to-desert-land entries made
for land withdrawn, classified, or reported as containing phosphate,
nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or asphaltic minerals, or valuable for those
deposits.

Entry of lands within an irrigation district which the Secretary of
the Interior has approved under the act of August 11, 1916 (39
Stat. 506), is limited to 160 acres. A special circular is issued under

this. act.
307.)

(Circular

No. 52,
9

approved
a

March 6 1918 46 L D.
M
6 191; .
L. D

SECOND ENTRY

A person's right of entry under the desert land law is exhausted
either by filing an allowable application and withdrawing it prior
to its allowance or by making an entry or by taking an assignment
of an entry, in whole or in part, except, however, that under the act
of September 5, 1914 (38, Stat. 712), if a person, otherwise. duly
qualified to make a desert-land entry, has previously filed an allowable application or made such entry or entries and through no fault
of his own has lost, forfeited, or abandoned the same, such person
may makezanother entry. In such case, however, it must be shown
that the prior application, entry, or entries, were made in good faith,
and were lost, forfeited, or abandoned:becauseof matters beyond the
applicant's control, and that the applicant has not speculated in
his right, nor committed a fraud or attempted fraud in connection
with such prior entry or entries. Asthe assignment of an entry
involves no loss, forfeiture, or abandonment thereof, but carries
a benefit to the assignor, it is held to exhaust his right of entry under
the desert land law. Hence, no person who has assigned such entry,
in whole or in part, will be permitted thereafter to make another
entry or to take one or any part thereof by assignment. Applications to make second entry must not be allowed by the registers and
receivers, but must be forwarded by them, with appropriate recommendations, to the General Land Office,accompanied by the applicant's affidavit giving data from which his former application, or
applications, entry, or entries may be identified (preferably its
series and number, as well as a description of the tract by section,
township, and range), and showing (a): what examination of the
land and what inquiries as to its character he made prior to filing
his previous application or applications for entry, and what reason
he had to believe that the required proportion of the tracts could be
reclaimed by him through irrigation; (b) what improvements he
made upon the land, describing in detail their nature and cost, the
date of his: abandonment of the claim or claims and the reason
therefor, and' whether he ever executed a relinquishment of the entry
or entries; and (c). what consideration, if any, he received for
abandoning or relinquishing the entry or entries, and whether he
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sold the improvements' thereon, giving full details as to such sale,
if any, including the date thereof and the consideration received.

:This affidavit must be executed before a proper officer (see par. 11

of this circular) and must be'corroborated on all matters susceptible
of corroboration by at least one witness having knowledge of the
facts; or, there may be several witnesses, each testifying

on some

imaterial point. The affidavits of the witnesses may be exected-before any officer authorized to 'administer oaths 'and' having an
officialseal.
If the commissioner should find that the applicant is qualified to'in
make a second entry, the application will be returned to the local
officers fx appropriate action in accordance with paragraph 13' of
this circular.
FORM
LAND MUST BE IN COMPACT

6. Land entered under these laws should be in compact form, which
means that it should be as nearly a square form' as possible. Where,'
however, it is impracticable, on account of the previous appropriation of adjoining lands or on account of-the topography of the country, to, take the land in a compact form, all the facts regarding the
situation, location, and character of the land sought to be 'entered
and the surrounding tracts should be stated, in order that the
General Land Office may determine whether, under all the circum-'
stances, the entry'should be allowed in the form sought. Entryrnen
should make a complete showing in this regard and should state the'
facts and not the conclusions they derive from the facts, as it is the
province of the Land Department of the Government 'to determine
whether or not; from the facts stated, the entry should be allowed;
Under no circumstances, however can one entry be made for two
or more separate:tracts or for two tracts which touch each other at
only a single point.
HOW PREFERENCE RIGHT MAY BE ACQUIRED ON UNSURVEYED LAND

.

&P 11 7. Prior to the act of March 28, 1908,:a desert-land entry could
unsurveyed lands, but since the date of that act desert-land
sgembrace
r.
entries may not be made of unsurveyed lands. This act provides howI#?,, ever, that any individual qualified to make entry of desert lands
. IS9 under the desert-land acts -who' has, prior to survey, taken 'possession of a tract of unsurveyed desert land not exceeding in area 320
acres in compact form, and has. reclaimed or has in good faith
commenced the work of reclaiming the same, shall have the preference right to make entry of such tract under said' acts, in conformity
with the public-land surveys, within 90 days after the filing of the
approved plat of 'survey in the district land office.
'To preserve 'this preference right the work of reclamation must
be continued up to the filing of the plat of survey, unless the reclamation of the land is completed before that time, and in that event the
claimant must continue to cultivate and occupy the land until the
survey is completed and the plat filed. A mere perfunctory occupation of the land, such as staking off, the claim or posting ntices
thereof on the land claimed, will not secure the preference right as
against an adverse claimant. While actual settlement and residence
upon the 'land, as:required under the homestead law, are notIneces-
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*sary, the possession and improvements, must be such as to conform'
to the. requirements: of the desert-land law and must
n
evidence good

faith on the part' of the claimant.
AIOWTO

8. A person
must file with
declaration or
of, the United

61

PROCEED TO MAKE A DESERT-LAND ET

who desires to make entry undo the sert 1d laws
the register and receiver of the proper land office a
application, under oath, showing that he is a citizen
States, or has declared his intention -to become such

citizen; that he is 21 years, of age or over; and that lie is, also a bona

fide resident of the State in "which the land sought to ble entered
is located, except in the State of Nevada, where the qualification as
to citizenship is that of the United States .only (41 Stat. 1086). He
must also state that he: has not previously exercised the right of
entry under the desert land laws by filing an allowable application
and withdrawing it prior to its allowance or by making an entry or.
by having taken one by assignment; that he has personally examined
every legal subdivision of the--land sought to be entered; that he
has not, since August 30, 1890, acquired title, under any of the
agricultural land laws, to'lands which, together0 with the land ap-!:
plied for, will exceed in the aggregate 320 acres, or .480 acres in
case hehas made an enlarged homestead for 320 acresf and that he
intends to reclaim the lands applied for by conducting water thereon:
within four years from the date of his application. This declaration must contain a description of the' land by legal subdivisions,
section, township, and range. If the application is made for lands,
withdrawn or classified as coal ands or for lands withdrawn

class-

fied, or reported as containing phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas.,
or asphaltic minerals, or valuable therefore the applicant must also
state in his, declaration that the same is made in accordance with and
subject to the act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat. 583), or the act of July
17 1914 (38 Stat. 509), as the case may be.

As to lands embraced i applications, permits, or leases under the
act of Fpbruary.25, 1920, ee paragraph 3 of this circular.
9.'Special attention is called to the terms of this application, as
they require a personal knowledge by the entryman of the lands
intended to be entered. The affidavit, which is made a part of
the application, may not be made by an agent or upon information
and belief, and the register and receiver must reject- all applications in which it is not made to appear that the statements contained
therein are; made upon the applicant's own knowledge, obtained
from a personal examination:of the 'land. 'The blank spaces in the
application must be filled in with a complete statement of the facts
showing the applicant's acquaintance ith the land and how he
'knows it to be desert land. This declaration must be corroborated
by the affidavits; of two reputable witnesses, who also must be
personally acquainted with the land, and they must state the facts
regarding the condition and situation of the land upon which they
base the opinion that it is subject to desert entry. he declaration
oof applicant and the affidavit of his two: witnesses must in every
instance be made. at the same time and place and before the same
officer.. (As to officers authorized to administer oaths in suh cases.
see par. 11 of this circular.)

L~
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The statements in the. blank form of declaration and accompanying affidavits as to present character. of the land may be
modified so as.to show the facts in any case wherein application
is made for entry of lands reclaimed 'or partially reclaimed,
by applicant, before survey, under the provisions of the act of
March-28, 1908; as to aformer application or entry, in case applicatioli is made for a second entry under the provisions of the
act of September 5, 1914; as to the character of the land with'
respect to coal deposits in~ case' application is made under the
provisions of the act of June 22,:1910, for lands withdrawn or classified as coal lands, or valuable for coal; and with respect to phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, and asphaltic minerals in case
application is made under the provisions of the act of July 17, 1914,
for lands withdrawn, classified, or reported as containing those substances, or valuable therefore
As to lands embraced in: applications,

permits, or leases under

the act of February 25, 1920,see paragraph 3 of this circular.
10. Applicants and witnesses must in all cases state their places
of actual residence, their business or occupation, and their postoffice addresses., It is: not 'sufficient

to name only the county or

State in which a person lives, but the town or city must be named
also; and where tthe residence is in a city the street and number
must be given.

It is especially important

to claimants that upon'

changing their post-office addresses they promptly notify the 'local
officers of such 'change, for in case of failure to do so their entries

may be canceled upon notice sent to the' address of record but not
received:by them. The register and receiver will be careful to note
the post-office'address on their records.
:1. The application and corroborating 'affidavits and all other
proofs,' affidavits, and oaths of. any kind whatsoever required' Iby
law to be made by applicants and entrymen and their corroborating
: witnesses may be exeduted before. the register or receiver of the
land district in which the land, is located, or.'before a United States
commissioner, or a judge or clerk of a court of' irecord, or 'before a

duly qualified deputy 'clerk of: court who regularly acts for the
clerk and performs duties of the office in the name of his principal
at the county seat, in the county or land district in which the land
is situated, without any showing as to'the nearness or accessibility
of.such officer, or outside both the county and land district, upon a
showing by affidavit, satisfactory to the Commissioner of the Gen-:
eral Land: Office, that the officer so acting was, because of topographic or geographic conditions,: nearer or more accessible to the
land. Reference. is had to Circular No. 884, dated March 23, 1923'
(49 L. D. 497),' and Circular No. 894, dated May 8, 1923 (49 L. D.
586).
: The application is not acceptable if executed more :than 10 days

before its filingiat the local office.
-

EVIDENCE AS TO WATER RIGHT MUST ACCOMPANY APPLICATION

12.{o6 desert-land application will be allowed unless accompanied
by evidence satisfactorily showing either that the intending entryman has already acquired by appropriation, purchase, or conttact.a
right to the permanent use of sufficient water to icriga
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| all of the irrigable portion of the land sought, or that he has initiated and prosecuted, as far as then possible, appropriate steps looking to the acquisition of such a right If applicant intends to procure water from an' irrigation district, corporation, or association,
but is unable to obtain a contract for the -water in advance of the
allowance of his entry, then he must furnish, in lieu of the contract,
some.written assurance from the responsible officialsof sch district,
corporation, or association that, if his entry be allowed, applicant
will be able to obtain from that source the necessary water. All,
applications not accompanied by the evidence above indicated will
be rejected.
PROPOSED IRRIGATION

SYSTEM: MUST BE PRACTICABLE

13..At the time of filing the declaration with the register and receiver the applicant must also file plans describing in detail the
following: Source of water supply; character of the irrigation works
constructed, in course of construction, or proposed to be constructed,
i. e., reservoirs for storage,. canals, flumes, or other methods by which
water is to; be conserved and conveyed to the land; if by direct:
diversion, the character and volume of the flow of the streams or
springs, whether perennially flowing or intermittent. If the works
have not been constructed, it must be shown whether they are to be
built by an irrigation district, a. corporation, or .an association, and
a general description of the proposed plan must be furnished. ji;i
must be shown in connection with any proposed plan whether, and >e
by whom, surveys and investigations have been made which demonstrate the existence of a sufficient water: supply and the' feasibility
of. the proposed works to convey water to the land If the applicant
individually, or in association with others, proposes to construct
irrigation works, a sworn statement must accompany the declaration,
containing a general description of the proposed works, an estimate
'of the cost, and such other data as will enable the department to
determine the sufficiency of the water supply and the feasibility.of:
the proposed works to convey water to the lands to be irrigated.
If the irrigation is proposed by means of artesian wells or by pumping from nonartesian underground sources of water supply, sworn
evidence must be submitted as to the existence of such water supply
upon or near the land involved, including a statement as to other
wells theretofore sunk and affording a water supply to adjoining or
near-by lands.
With respect to the land itself, a specific showing must be submitted as to its approximate altitude, character of the soil, the
approximate irrigable area of each legal subdivision, and the IJosition and direction of the proposed permanent main and lateral
ditches on the land, and that the land is of such contour that it can
be irrigated from the proposed system. The map required to be
filed by section 4 of the actof March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1095), must be

sufficiently definite and accurate (preferably, but not necessarily,
prepared by a licensed engineer) to. show the plan for conducting
water to the land to be irrigated. The register and receiver will
c arefully examine the evidence .submitted in such declarations,

and

-either, reJect defective declarations or require additional evidence
tIO be filed.
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At the time of filing his declaration, plans, and the statements submitted therewith the applicant must pay the receiver the sum of
25 cents per acre for the lands therein described, the declaration to
be given its proper serial number at that time, in accordance with
existing regulations. No rights to the land are initiated by the
filing of an application unless this sum is paid or tendered. The.
receiver will issue a receipt for the money, and after proper notations have been made on the local officerecords the application will.
be transmitted to the proper chief of field division for report as to
the sufficiencyof the alleged water supply and the. feasibility of the
proposed plans. The register and receiver will furnish: the chief of
field division any facts in their knowledge with respect to the land,
the water supply, or the proposed plan of irrigation, including the
financial responsibility and general ability of the irrigation districts, corporations,' or associations which propose to construct works
for the'reclamation of such land. In all cases the register and receiver will certify as to the status of the lands as shown by their
records, and when forwarding an application for report they will
attach all papers filed by the applicant. No application will be forwarded to the chief of field, division until all evidence required as
aforesaid has been. furnished by the applicant; nor, in the cse of
an application for second entry, until the application has been transmitted to the ConMnissionerofthe General Land Officefor consideration and returned by him to the localofficers.
When an application is received by the chief of field divisionihe
will have same considered by a field examiner, who will make
a

written report thereon recommending the allowanceor rejection of
the application. If such report is favorable .and the. chief of field
division is of the opinion that the

entr

should be

allowed, he will

return the application to the register and receiver, wit the, report
and recommendationto that effect, whereupon the register and receiverwill pass upon it in regular order in the light of the report,'
which is to be attached to the application and become apart of the
record, and in. the absence of any objection will sign the certificate
at the end of the declaration under'date of its allowance, andadvise
the applicant.
If, however, the chief of field division is of the opinion that the
entry should not be allowed, he will have a full report prepared on:
the application and transmit the entire record tothe General Land
Office
for consideration and action, advising
'the register and receiver:
thereof.
In the event that anapplicant alleges a company,
association,"'
or an irrigation districtas' the proposed source of an
water supply,
upon which report hasnot been submitted, the chief of field division will cause an instigtio
to be made ofsuch project and have
a report submitted thereon to the commissioner, makng a definite
recommendation as to the allowance of original entries under the
project, and will transmit the applicationinvolved with the' report..
If the project alleged as the source of water supply-has been
reported upon, but no actionon' such report has been taken byhe
commissioner, the chiefof field division will transmit the applic-,
tion
to the General Land Office with appropriate recommendation.

:
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In the- event the applicant alleges a project which has been passed
upon by the commissioner, the chief of field division~willconsider same
in accordance with the coinclusions reached, and in the event that
favorable action is warranted will return the papers to the register
and receiver with proper report and recommendation. In case adverse action is necessary, the chief of field division will transmit the
application to the General Land Officewith; proper recommendation.
Should the commissioner, after consideration of the examiners
report and the showing made by the applicant, deny the right to
make entry, the applicant will be allowed the right to apply for a
hearing or to appeal, as he may desire.

If an application is not returned by the chief of field division in
time to be considered and allowed by the register and receiver and
transmitted with the returns for the month during which filed, the
register will note " To C. F. D." (giving date) in the remarks column
of the " General schedule of serial numbers," and will forward with
the returns for that month a separate report on Form 4-030 for
each application so held by the chief of field division.

* Registers and receivers will render any reasonable assistance to
applicants and witnesses in preparing their declarations and affi-

davits, but it is no part of the duty of these officers to prepare, or

assist in preparing, the map, plans, or evidence of water right
required to be filed with the declaration. Intending applicants.
should cause all such documents and papers to be prepared in advance and have them ready for filing with the declarations.
ASSIGNXENTS

14.Whil b the act f Mlarch 3, 1891, assignments of desert-land
entries were recognized, the Land Department, largely for administrative reasons, held that a desert-land entry might be assigned as a
whole or in its 'entirety, but refused to recognize the assignment of
only a portion of an entry. The act of March 28, 1908, however,
provides for an assignment of such 'entries, in whole or in part, but

this does not mean that less than a legal subdivision may be assigned.
assignment, otherwise than by legal subdivisions, will
no
6Therefore
be recognized. The legal subdisions assigned must be contiguous.
(With regard to the assignment of desert-land entries within Government reclamation projects, see General Reclamation Circular.)
15. The act of March 28, 1908, also provides that no person may
take a desert-land

entry by assignmient iunless he is qualified to

enter the tract so assigned to him. Therefore,. if a person is not at
least 21 years of age and, excepting Nevada, a resident citizen of
the State wherein the land' involved is located; or if he is not a
citizen of the United States, or a' person who has declared his intention to become a citizen thereof; or, if he has made a desert-land
entry. in his own right and is not entitled under the act of September 5, 1914, to make a second entry, he can not take such an entry by

assignment. The language of the act indicates that the taking of
an entry by assignment is equivalent to the making of an entry,
and this being so, no person is allowed to take more than one entry
by assignment, unless it be done as the exercise of a right of second!
entry. The right of entry under the desert-land law is exhausted
either by filing' an allowable application and withdrawing it prior
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to its: allowance or by making an entry or by taking one by assignment, unless such entry be subsequently lost, forfeited, or abandoned because of matters beyond the claimant's control.
A person who has the right to. make a second desert-land entry
under the act of September

5, 1914, may exercise that right

by.

taking an assignment of a desert-land entry, or part of such entry,
if he is otherwise qualified o make a desert-land entry for the par-.
ticular tract assigned. Te right to make a second desert-land
entry, however, is not possessed by any person who has assigned

some former entry or part thereof. (See par. 5.)
The act of March 28, 1908, also provides that no assignment to
,or for the benefit of any corporation shall be authorized or recI.ognized.

- 16. As stated above, desert-land entries may be assigned, in whole
or in part, and as evidence of the~assignment there should be transmitted to the General Land Office the'original deed of assignment
or a certified copy thereof. Where the deed of assignment' is
recorded a certified copy may be'made by the officer who-has cus-

tody of the record. Where the original deed is presented to. an
officer qualified to take proof in desert-land cases a copy certified by
such officer will be accepted. Attention is called to the fact that

copies of deeds of assignment certified by notaries public or justices

of the peace, or, indeed, any other officer than those who are quali-

fied to take proofs and affidavits in desert-land cases, will not be

,ccepted..
An assignee must file with his deed of assignment

an affidavit

(Form 4274c) showing his qualifications to take the entry assigned
to him. He must show what applications or entries, if any, have
been made by him or what entries ssigned to him under the agricultural, public-land laws, and he must also show his qualifications
as a citizen of the United States; that he is 21 years of age or over;
and also that he is a resident citizen of the State in which the land
assigned to him is situated, except in the State of' Nevada, where
citizenship of the United States only is required. If the assignee
is not a native-born citizen of the United States, he should also
furnish a certified copy of his declaration of intention to become a
citizen or a certified copy of his certificate of naturalization, as the

case may be. If the assignee is a woman, she should in all cases
state whether or not, she is married, and if so, show that in accordlance with the rules explained in paragraph 4 her citizenship is not
lost by reason of the alienage of her husband. In short,. the
assignee must prove that he possesses all the qualifications necessary
to enable him to make a desert-land entry for the land proposed to
be assigned were it subject to entry. Desert-land entries are initiated by the payment of 25cents per acre, and no assignable right
is acquired by the applicant prior to such payment. (6 L. D. 541;
3 L. D. 152.) An assignment made on the day of such payment,
or soon thereafter,

is treated

as suggesting

fraud, and such cases

will be carefully scrutinized. The provisions of law authorizing
the assigmnent ,of desert entries, in whole or in part, furnish no
authority to a' claimant under said law to make an executory con-!
tract to convey the land after the issuance of patent, and thereafteu
to proceed with the submission of final proof in furtherance of sucl~
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contract. (34 L. D. 383.) The sale of. land embraced in an entry
at any time before final payment is made must be regarded ast an
assignment of the entry, and in such cases the person buying the
land must show that he possesses all the qualifications required of'
an assignee. (29 L. D. 453.) The assignor of a desert-land entry
may execute the assignment before any officer authorized to take
acknowledgments of deeds, but the assignee must execute the affidavit as to his qualifications (Form 4-274c) and all other required
oaths and affidavits before some one of the officers specified in
paragraph 11 of this circular.
No assignments of desert-land entries or: parts of entries are conelusive until examined in the General Land Office and found: satisfactory and the assignment recognized. When recognized, however,
the assignee takes the place of the assignor as effectually as though he
had made the entry, and is subject to any requirement that may be
made relative thereto. The assignment of a desert-land entry to one
disqualified to acquire title under the desert land law, and to whom,
therefore; recognition of the assigment is refused by the General Land.
Office,does not of itself render the entry fraudulent, but leaves the
right thereto in the assignor. In such connection, however, see 42
L.ID. 90 and 48 L.D.519.'

After final proof and payment have been made the land may be sold
and conveyed to another person without the approval of the General
Land Office,but all such conveyances are nevertheless subject to the
superior rights of the United States, and the title so obtained would
I fall if it should be finally determined that the entry was illegal or that
;i the entryman had failed to comply with the law. ' X
Lands embraced in unperfected desert-land entries are not subject
[ to taxation by the State authorities, nor to levy and sale under execution to satisfy-judgments against the entrymen.
* Lands embraced in desert-land entries within: an irrigation dis* trict which the Secretary of the Interior has approved under the act
of August 11, 1916 (39 Stat. 506)., may be taxed and otherwise dealt
with as provided by said act. (See Circular No.; 592, referred to in
par. 5.)

0
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A desert-land entryman may, however, mortgage his, interest in
,the entered land if, by the laws of the State in which the land is
'? situated, a mortgage of land is regarded as merely creating a lien
24thereon and not as a conveyance thereof. The purchaser at a sale
shad for the foreclosure of such mortgage mnaybe recognized as asl Ssigneeupon furnishing proof of his qualifications to take a desertdand entryT by ~assignment.
Transferees, after final proof, mortgagees,
o
or other encumbrancers may fiein the proper local land
iofficewritten notice stating the nature of their claims, and they will
thereupon become entitled t receive notice of any action taken by
the Land Department with reference to the entry. The register and
Ereceiver will report all such claims by separate letters, to be forwarded

with their current returns to the General:Land Office.
ANNUALPROOF

17. In order to test the sincerity and good faith of claimants under
the desert-land laws and to prevent the segregation for a number of
years of public lands in the interest of persons who have no intention
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to reclaim them, Congress, in the act of March 3, 1891, made the requirement that a map be filed at the initiation of the' entry showing
the mode of contemplated irrigation and the proposed source of water
supply, and that there be expended yearly for three years from the
-udateof the entry not less than $1 for each acre of the tract entered,
making a total of not less than $3 per acre, in the necessary irrigation,
reclamation, and cultivation of the land, in permanent improvements
thereon, and in the purchase of water rights for the irrigation thereof,
and that at the expiration of the third year a map or plan be filed
showing the character and extent of the improvements placed on the
claim. Said act, however,authorizes the submission of final proof
at an earlier date than four years from the time the entry is made in
cases wherein reclamation has been effected and expenditures of not
less than $3 per acre have been made.

Proof of these expenditures

must be made before some officer authorized to administer oaths in
(See par. 11 hereof.)

public-land cases.

This proof, which is known as yearly or, annual proof,' must consist of the affidavits of "two or more credible witnesses,": each of
whom must have personal knowledge that the expenditures were made
for the purpose stated in the proof. The testimony of such witnesses
may be supplemented by the affidavit of the claimant, at 'his option,
but he is not required by law to make oath as to the annual expenditures upon or for the benefit of the land. (42 L. D. 165.) Annual
proofs must contain itemized statements showing the manner in
which expenditures were made.
- ,

0

\

ACCEPTABLE EXPENDITURES

3S.S~~~Y
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18. Expenditures for the construction and maintenance of storage
reservoirs, dams, canals, ditches, and laterals to be used by claimant
for irrigating his land; for roads where they are necessary; for erecting stables, corrals, etc.; for digging wells, where the water therefrom
is to be used for irrigating the land; for stock or interest in an approved irrigation company, or for taxes paid to an approved irrigation district, through which water is to be secured to irrigate the
land; and for leveling nd bordering land proposed to be irrigated,
will be accepted. Expenditures for fencing all or a portion of the
claim, for surveying for the purpose of ascertaining the levels for
canals, ditches, etc.. and for the first breaking or clearing of theesoil,
are also acceptable.

The value to be attached to, and the credit to be given for, an expenditure for works or improvements is the reasonable value of the
work done or improvement -placed upon the land according to the
market price therefor,. or for similar work or improvements prevailing in -the vicinity, and not the amount alleged by a claimant
to have been expended, nor the mere proof of expenditures, as exhibited by checks or other vouchers. (Bradley v.. Vasold, 36 L D.
106.) (See Circular No.S933,datedApril 26,1924.) X
EXPENDITURES

NOT ACCEPTABLE..

Expenditures for cultivation after the soil has been first- prepared
may not be accepted, because the claimant is supposed to be compensated for such work by the crops to be reaped as a result of culti-
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vation. Expenditures for surveying the claim in order to locate

the corners of same may, not be accepted.

The cost of tools, im-

plements, 'wagons, and repairs to same, used in construction work,
may not be computed in cost of construction. Expenditures for material of any kind will not. be allowed unless such material has actually
been installedi.or employed in and for the purpose for which it was
purchased. For instance, if credit is asked fof? posts and wire for
fences or for pump or other wellmachinery, it must be shown that the
'fence has been.actually constructed or the well machinery actually
put in place. No. expenditures can be credited on annual proofs
upon a :desert-land entry unless made on account of that particular
entry, and expenditures once credited can not. be again applied.
TThisrule applies to second entries as well as to original entries, and

a claimant who relinquishes his entry and makes second entry of the
same land under the act of September 5, 1914,can not receive

credit

onannual proofs upon the' second entry for expenditures made on

account of the former entry.

(41 L. D. 601 and 42 L. D. 523.)

Expenditures for the clearing of the land will not receive credit
in cases where the vegetation or brush 'claimed to have been cleared
:away has not, been actually removed by the roots. Therefore, expenditures. for clearing, where as a matter of: fact there has been
only crushing, or rolling, or what is known in some localities as
"railing " the land, will not be accepted. (See Circular No, 933,

dated,April26, 192.)

Be

.7 4 S

No expenditures for stoe
Interest in an irrigation company,
through which water is to be secured for irrigating the land, will
be accepted as satisfactory annual expenditure until a special agent,
or other authorized officer, has submitted a report as to the resources

and reliability of the company, including its actual water right, and
such report has been favorably actedupon 'by the General Land
Office. The stock purchased' must carry the right to water, and; it
must be shown that payment in cash has been made, at least to. the
extentof the amount claimed as expenditure'for the purchase of
such stock in connection with the annual proof submitted,' and such
stock must be actually owned by the claimants at thetime of the
submission of final'proof
Registers and receives are instructed to examine carefully all
annual proofs filed and are authorized to suspend them,' with notice
to claimantsto cure defects within 30 days, or to reject them, subject
to the usual right of appeal to the Commissioner of the General Land.
'Office. These proofs are to be forwarded withthe regular monthly
returns. However, no annual proof which alleges an
expenditure for
stock or interest in an irrigation company should be rejected merely
because the expenditurewas of that'character unless such rejection
be warrantedunder instructions isued
by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office in, acting upon the special agent's report on the
particular company in question. If no such instructions have been
issued, and the company referred to in the annual proof be, one on
which the local officers have not previously requested a report from
theproper
chief of field division, they will immediately call for
such report and advise the commissioner thereof by special letter.
They will also indorse the fact and date of the call upon the margin
of the annual proof and forward it to the General Land Officewith
,the regular returns.
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CLAIMANTS

Local officers will examine their records frequently'for the purpose.
of ascertaining whether all annual proofs due on pending desertland entries have been made, and in every case where the claimant is.

in' default in that respect they will send him notice and allow him
60 days in which to submit such proof. If the proof is not furnished
as required the fact that notice was served upon the claimant should
be reported to the General Land Office,with evidence of service,
whereupon the entry will be canceled. :During the pendency of' a
Government proceeding initiated by' such notice the entry will be
protected against a private contest charging failure to make the
required expenditures, and such contest will'neither defeat the claimant's right to equitably perfect the entry as to the matter of expenditures during 'the 60 days allowed in the notice nor secure to the contestant a preference right in event the entry be canceled for default
under said notice.
''

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR. FILING .ANNVAL

PROOF NOT ALLOWED

The law makes.no provision for an extension of time in which .to
file annual proof on' desert-land entries not embraced within the exterior boundaries of any withdrawal or, irrigation projectC'under the::
reclamation'act of June.17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388), and extensions for
said purpose can not therefore be granted.' However, where a township is suspended from entry for the, purpose of resurvey thereof
the time between the date of sspension and the filing in the. local
officeof the new' plat of survey will be excluded from the period accorded by law for the reclamation 'of land under a' desert entry
within such township and thestatutory life of the entry extended
accordingly (40 L.D. 223). During the continuance of the extension the claiiant

may, at his option,,defer

the making of annual

expenditures and proof thereof.
19. Nothing in the statutes r Aregulations
should be' construed to:
mean that the entryman must wait until the end of the year to submit his annual proof, because the proof minay.
be properly submitted
as soon 'asthe: expenditures

have, been made.

Proof sufficient for

the three years. may be offered whenever the amount of $3 an acre
has been expended in reclaiming andjimproving the land, and thereafter annual proof will not be required.
FINAL PROOF.

20. The entryman, his assigns, or, in case of death, his heirs o'r:
devisees, are allowed four years from date of the entry within which
to comply with the: requirements of the law as to reclamation and
cultivation of the land and to submit final proof, but final proof may
be made and patent thereon issued as soon as there has been expended
the' sum Of
o$3 per acre in improving, reclaiming, and irrigating the
land, and one-eighth of the entire area entered has been properly
cultivated and irrigated, and when the requirements of the' desert
land: laws as to water rights and the construction of Ithe necessary
reservoirs, ditches,' dams, etc., have been fully, complied with.
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FIN-AL PROOF

When an-entryman has reclaimed the land and is ready to make
final proof, he should apply to the register and receiver for a notice
of intention to make such proof. This notice must contain a complete description of the land, give the number of the entry and name
of the claimant, and must bear an indorsement specifically indicating the source of his water supply.

If Ithe proof is made by an

assignee, his. name, as well: as that of the original entryman, should
be stated. It must also show when, where, and before whom the
proof is to be made. -Four witnesses may be named in this notice,
two of whom must be used in making proof. Care should; be exercised to select as Witnesses persons who are familiar, from per'sonal observation, with the land in question, and with what has
it.
been done by, the claimant toward reclaiming and iproving
Care should also be taken to ascertain definitely the names and addresses of the proposed witnesses, so that they may correctly appear
in the notice.
PUBLICATION
c21.

OF FINAL-PROOF

NOTICE

This notice uiust be published once a week for five successive

weeks in 'a newspaper of established character and general circulation published nearest the lands (see 38 L. D. 131; 43 L. D. 216), and:
must also be posted in a, conspicuous place in the-local

land office

for the same period of time. The claimant must pay the cost of
the publication, but it is the duty of registers to procure the publication' of proper final-proof notices, and registers. should accordingly exercise the utmost care in that behalf. (40:L. I). 459.)X The
date fixed for the taking of 'the proof must be at least 30 days
:after the date of first publication. Proof of publication must be:
made by the affidavit of the publisher of the newspaper or by some
one authorized to act for him. ' The register will certify to the
posting of the notice in the local office.
::'22. On the day set in the notice (or, in the case of. accident or
unavoidable delay, within 10 days thereafter) and at the place
and before the officer designated, the claimant will appear with two
of the witnesses named in the notice and make proof of the reclamation, cultivation, and improvement of the land. The testimony
of each claimant should be taken separately and apart from and
not within the hearing of either of his witnesses, and the testimony
of each witness should be taken separately and apart from and not,
within the hearing of either the applicant or of any other witness,
and both the applicant and each of the witnesses should be required
to state, in and as a part of the final-proof estimony given by them,,
that they have given. such testimony Without any actual knowledge
of anv statement made in the testimony of 'either of 'the others.
In every instance where, for any reason whatever, final proof is
not submitted within the four years prescribed by law, or within.
the period of an extension granted for submitting such proof, an
affidavit should be filed by claimant, with the proof, explaining the
:.Dt
j:;X
ceause of delay.
'
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OFFICERS QUALIFIED TO TAKE, FINAL PROOF

The final proof may be made before any one of the officersnamed
and under the conditions prescribed in paragraph 11.
No showing by affidavit need be made where final, proof is taken

outside-the county or land district in which the 'land is located, if
the proof be taken in the town or city where the 'newspaper is
published in which the final-proof notice is printed.
SHOWING REQUIRED ON FINAL PROOF AS TO IRRIGATION,
TION, AND WATER RIGHTS 4
/

CULTIVA-

23. The final proof must sho* specific Tly
the source and volume
of the water supply and how it was acquired and how it is maintained. The number, length, and carrying capacity of all ditches
to and on each of the legal subdivisions must. also be'shown. The
claimant and the .witnesses must' each state in full all that has
been done in the matter of reclamation and improvements of the
land, and must answer fully, of their own personal knowledge,
all of the questions contained in the final-proof blanks. They
must state plainly whether at any time they saw the land effectually irrigated, and the different dates on which they saw it irrigated
should be specifically stated.
24. While it is not required that all of the land shall have been
actually irrigated at the time final proof is made, it is necessary that
the one-eighth portion which is required to be cultivated' shall also
have been irrigated in a manner calculated to produce profitable
results, considering the character of the land, the climate, and the
kind of crops being grown. (Alonzo B. Cole, 38 L. D. 420.) The
cultivation and irrigation of the' one-eighth portion of the entire area
entered may be had in a body on one legal subdivision or' may be
distributed over several subdivisions. The final proof must clearly
showthat all of the permanent main and lateral ditches necessary for
the irrigation of all the irrigable land in the entry have been constructed so that water can be actually applied to the land as soon as
it is ready for cultivation. If pumping be relied upon as the means
of irrigation, the plant installed for that purpose must be of sufficient capacity to render available enough water for all the irrigable
land. If there are any high points or any portions of the land
which for any reason it is not practicable to irrigate, the nature, 'extent, and situation of such areas in each legal subdivision must be
fully stated. If less than one-eighth of a smallest legal subdivision
.is practically susceptible of irrigation 'from claimant's source of
water supply" and no portion thereof is used as a necessary part of
his irrigation scheme, such subdivision must be relinquished. (43
L. D. 269.)

25. As a rule, actual tillage of one-eighth of the land:must be
shown. It is not sufficient to show only that there has been a marked
increase in the growth of grass or that grass sufficient to support
stock has been produced on the land as a result of irrigation. If,
however, on account of some peculiar climatic or soil conditions no
crops except' grass can be successfully produced, or if actual tillage
will destroy or injure the productive 'quality of the soil, the' actual

4
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production of a crop of hay of merchantable value will be accepted.
as sufficient compliance with the requirements as to cultivation..

(32 L., D. 456.) In such cases, however, the facts must be stated
before stated, that same was produced as a result of actual irrigation.
26. In every case where the claimant's water right is founded upon
contract or purchase the final proof must embrace evidence which
clearly establishes the fact and: legal sufficiency of that right. If'
in
* claimant's ownership of such right has already been evidenced
connection with the original entry or some later proceeding, then
* the final proof must show his continued possession thereof. If the,
the,
water right relied on is obtained under claimant's appropriation, subpreviously
evidence
any
with
together
considered
final proof,
. mitted in the matter, must show that the claimant has made such
preliminary filings as are Irequired by the laws of the State in which
the land is located, and that he has also taken all other steps neceswater right..
sary*under said laws to secure and perfect the claimed
In all cases the water right, however it be acquired, must entitle the
claimant to the use of a sufficient supply of water to irrigate suecessfully all the irrigable land embraced in his entry, notwithstanding that the final proof need only show:the actual irrigation of oneeighth of that area.
* In those States.where entrymen have made applications for waterrights and have been granted permits but where no final adjudication
to,
of,the water right can be secured from the State authorities owingfor
delay
other
or
watercourses
the
of
delay in: the adjudication
entrywhich the entrymen are in no way responsible, proof that the
State.
the
of
laws
the
by
them
of
required
is
that
all
done
have
men
together':'with proof of "actual irrigation of one-eighth of the'ofland
the
embraced in their entries, may be accepted.: 'This: modification water
rule that the claimant must furnish evidence:of an absolute
right will apply 'only in those States where under the local laws
and the extent and value of the crop of hay must be shown, and,. as.

it is impossible for. the. entryman to secure final evidence of*title to,

his water right within the time allowed him to submit final proof
on his entry, Iand in such eases the best evidence obtainable must
(35 L. D. 305.)
be furnished.
It is a well-settled 'principle of law in all of the States hinwhich
*.the 'desert land acts are operative that actual application to a beneficial use of. water appropriated from public streams measures_the
extent; of the right to the water, and that failure to proceed with
reasonable diligence to make such application to beneficial use
within a reasonable time constitutes an 'abandonment of the right.
: (Wiel's 'Water Rights in the Western States, sec. 172.) . The final
proof, therefore, must show that the claimant has exercised such
diligence as will, if continued, under the operation of this rule result in his definitely securing a perfect right to the: use of sufficient
the
water -for the permanent irrigation and reclamation of allatofleast
must
proof
the
end'
this
To
entry.
his:
in
land
irrigabyle
* show that water which is being diverted from its.natural course
and claimed for the specific purpose of irrigating the lands embraced in claimant's entry, under a legal right acquired by virtue
.of his own or his grantor's compliance with the requirements of the
State laws governing the: appropriation of public waters, has ac-
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tually been conducted through claimant's main ditches to and upon.
the land;. that one-eighth of the land embraced in the entry- has'
been actually irrigated and cultivated; that water has been brought
to such a point on the land as to readily demonstratedthat the entire
irrigable area may be irrigated from the system; and that claimant
is prepared to distribute the water so claimed over all of the'irrigable land in each smallest legal subdivision in quantity'sufficient
for practical irrigation as soon as the land shall have been cleared
or otherwise prepared for cultivation. The nature of the work
necessary to be performed in and for the preparation for cultivation of such part of the land as has not been irrigated should be
carefully indicated, and it should be shown that the said work of
preparation is being prosecuted with such diligence as will permit
of beneficial application of appropriated water within a reasonable
time.

Desert-land claimants should bear in mind that a water right and y/a>;
a water supply are not the same thing and that the two are not always or necessarily found together. _fStrictly- speaking 'a perfect
and complete water right for irrigation purposes is confined to and
limited by the area of land that has been irrigated with the' water
provided thereunder. Under the various State laws, however, an
inchoate or incomplete right may be obtained which- is capable of
ripening into a perfect right if the water is applied to beneficial
use with''reasonable diligence. A person may have an apparent
right of this*kind for land which he has'not irrigated, and which,
moreover, he never can irrigate because of 'the lack of available'
water to satisfy his apparent right. Such an imperfect right, of;
course, can not be viewed as meeting the requirements of the desert
land law which contemplates the eventual reclamation of all the'
irrigable land in the entry. Therefore, and with special reference
to that portion of the irrigable land of an entry not required to be
irrigated and cultivated before final proof, an incomplete (though
real) water right will not be acceptable if its completion appears
to be impossible because there is no actual supply of water avail-

able under the appropriation in question.
27. Where the water right claimed in -any final proof is derived
from an irrigation project it must be shown that the entrymaii owns
such an interest therein as entitles him to receive from the irrigation
works of the project a supply of water sufficient for the proper irrigation of the land embraced in his entry. Investigations by field
agents as to the resources and reliability, including particularly the
source and volume of the vater supply, of all irrigation companies,
associations, and districts through which desert-land entrymen seek
to acquire water rights for the reclamation of their lands are- being
made as rapidly as possible, and it is the purpose of the General
Land Office to accept no annual or final proofs based upon such a

water right until an investigation of the company in question has
been made and report thereon approved. The information so acquired
will be regarded as determining, at least tentatively, the amount of
stock or interest which is necessary to give the entryman a right to:
a sufficient supply of water; but the entryman will be permitted to
challenge the correctness of the report as to the facts alleged and the
validity of its conclusions and to offer, either with his final proof-
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or subsequently, such evidence as he can tending to support his con-

tentions.
Entrymen applying to make final proof are required to state the
source of their water supply, and if water is to be obtained from the
works of an irrigation company, association, or district the local
officers will indorse the name and address of the project upon the
copy of the notice to be forwarded to the chief of field division. if
the report on the company has been acted upon by the General Land
Office and the proof submitted by claimant does not show that he
owns the amount of stock or interest in the company found necessary
for the area of land to be reclaimed, the local officers will suspend
the proof, advise the claimant of the. requirements made by the
General Land Office in connection with the report, and allow him
30 days within which to comply therewith or to make an affirmative'
showing in duplicate and apply for a hearing. In default of any
action by him within the specified time they will reject the proof,
subject to the usual right of appeal. If application for hearing be
filed, the local officers will transmit one copy thereof to the proper
chief of field division and forward the other copy, with the fInal
proof record, to the General Land Office.
FINAL

PROOF

EXPIRATION

NOTICE

28. Where final proof is not made within the period of four years,
or within the period for which an extension of time has been granted,
the register and receiver should send the claimant a notice, addressed
to him at his post-office address of record, informing him that he
will be allowed 90 days in which to submit final proof; or if the death
of the claimant of record be. suggested,, such notice shpuld also be
addressed to the claimant at the post office nearest the land. (44
L. D. 364.)

Should no action be taken within the time allowed, the register
and receiver will report that fact, together with evidence of service,
to the General Land Office, whereupon the entry will be canceled.
The notice provided for in this paragraph must not be construed
as an extension of time or as relieving the claimant from the necessity.
of explaining why the proof was not made within the statutory
period or within such extensions. of that period as have! been specifically granted.
FINAL PROOF NOT REQUIRED WHILE TOWNSHIP IS SUSPENDED FOR
RESURVEY, BUT MAY BE SUBMITTED AT CLAIXANT'S OPTION-PROCEDURE

'No claimant will be required to submit final proof while the township embracing his entry is under suspension for the purpose of
resurvey. (40 L. D. 223.) This also applies to annual proof. (See
par. 18.) In computing the time when final proof on an entry so
affected will become due the period between the date of suspension
and the filing in the local office of the new plat of survey will be
excluded. 'However, if 'the claimant so elects, he may submit final
proof on such entry notwithstanding the suspension of the township.
If submitted, the final proof will be received by the local officers,
who will pursue the same course in regard thereto that would have
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been pursued in the absence of the suspension. Should final certificate
be issued on any such proof, it will describe the entered land in terms
of the original survey with reference to the plat of such survey
and to the fact of a pending resurvey, as follows:
In accordance withofficial plat of survey approved -----pending under'Group No. _
G. L. O.: authorization dated
EXTENSION

OF TIlE

FOR SUBMITTING

FINAL

resurvey now
_
PROOF

'

'

/

29. There are four general acts of Congress which authorize the
allowance, under certain conditions, of an extension of time for the i6
submission of final proof by a desert-land claimant. Said acts are
the following: June 27, 1906 (34 Stat. 519, sec. 5); March 28, 1908
(35 Stat. 52, sec. 3); April 30, 1912 (37 Stat. 106); and March 4, 191T
(38 Stat. 1138-1161, sec. 5). The act of June 27, 1906, is applicable

styonly to entries embraced within the exterior limits of some withdrawal or irrigation project under the reclamation act of June 17,
1902 (32 Stat. 388). For regulations governing, extensions under
said act of June 27, 1906, see General Reclamation Circular. Theact of March 4, 1915,is applicable only to entries made prior to March
4, 19156;and while authorizing in certain cases an additional extension to claimants who have had one or more extensions under previous laws, this act denies any extension under its terms to claim-

ants who can obtain such benefit under prior acts. For regulations
governing extensions under the act of March 4, 1915, see paragraphs
34 to 36 of this circular.
30. Under the provisions of the act of March 28, 1908, the period

of four years may be extended, in the discretion of the Commissioner of the General Land. Office, for an additional period not
exceeding three years, if, by reason of some unavoidable

delay in

the construction of the irrigating works intended to convey water to
the land, the entryman is unable to make proof of reclamation and
cultivation required within the four years. This does not mean that.

the period within which proof may.be made wll be extended as*

a matter of course for three years. The statute authorizes the

Commissioner of the General Land Office to grant the extension, in:
his discretion, for such a period as he may deem necessary for the

completion of the reclamation, not exceeding three years, but applications for extension under said act will not be granted unless it be
clearly shown that the failure to reclaim and cultivate the land
within the regular period 'of four years was dtie to no fault on the
part of the entryman but to some unavoidable delay in the construction of the irrigation works for which he was not responsible
and could not have readily foreseen. (37 L. D. 332.) It must also
appear that he has complied with the law as to annual expenditures
and proof thereof.
46 ' // +, '
Under the provisions of the act of April 30, 1912, the Secretary
of the Interior may, in his discretion, in addition to the extension
authorized by previous legislation, grant to any entryman under the
desert land laws a further extension of time for submitting final
proof, not exceeding three years, where it is shown that, because of
some unavoidable delay in the construction of irrigation works itended to convey water to the land embraced, in his entry, the claim-

'
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ant is, without fault on his part, unable to make proof of the reclamaAion and cultivation of said lands within the time limited therefor,
but such further extension can not be gtanted for a period of more
than three years nor affect contests initiated- for a valid existing
reason. Said act also-provided:,
That the total extension of the statutory period for making 'final
proof that may be allowed in any one case under this act, and any
other existing statutes of either general or local application, shall
be limited to six years in the aggregate.
An entryman who has complied with the law as to annual expenditures 'and proof thereof and who desires to make application
for extension of time, under the provisions of the act of March 28,
1908, should file with the register and receiver an affidavit etting
forth fully the facts, showing how and why he has been prevented
Iron making final proof of reclamation and cultivation within the
regular period. This affidavit should be executed before one of the
Xofficers named in paragraph 11 of this circular and must be corroborated by two witnesses who have personal knowledge of the facts;
'and the register and receiver, after carefully considering all of the
facts, will forward the application to; the proper chief of field
division, with appropriate recommendation, and advise the Commissioner of the General Land Office of such reference.
the register and receiver are required to suspend any application for extension of time if they consider the affidavit defective
in form or substance, allowing the applicant a reasonable time to
make. such amendments therein as may be deemed necessary to re-

Move the defects or to file exceptions to the requirements made, and
the applicant that upon his failure to take any action within
the time specified appropriate recommendations will be made. After
the expiration of the time thus granted the original application
iadvising

and the amended affidavits or exceptions, as the case may be, together

with proper 'report and recommendations of the register and receiver, will be transmitted to the chief of field division.
Applications for further extension of time under the act of April
30, 1912, may be made in the same manner, and the same procedure
will be followed with respect to such applications as under the act

,of March 28, 1908, and the act of March 4, 1915; as amended.
'PROCEDURE

:ON APPLICATIONS FOR EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FINAL
PROOF WHERE CONTEST: IS PENDING,

31. A pending contest,against a desert-land entry will not prevent
the allowance of an application for extension of time, where the
contest affidavit does not charge facts tending to overcome, the
prima facie. showing of right to such extension. (41 L. D. 603.)
Consideration by the General Land Office of an application for
extension of time will not be deferred because of the pendency of
a contest against the entry in question unless the contest charges
be sufficient, if proven, to negative the right of the entryman to an
extension of time for making final proof. If the contest charges
be insufficient, the application for extension, where regular in all
respects, will be allowed and the contest dismissed subject to the
right of appeal, but without prejudice to the contestant's right to
amend his charges. (See Circular 174, dated September 27, 1912.)
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PATM:'ENTS-FEES

32. At the time of making. final proof the claimant must pay to the
receiver the sum of $1 per acre for each acre of land upon which
proof is made. This, together with the 25 cents per acre paid at
the time of making the original entry, will -amount to, $1.25 per
acre, which is the' price to be paid for all lands entered under the
desert land law, exceptwhere the entry is perfected by commutation
or purchase under the act of March 4, 1915.- (See pars. 42 and 48
of this circular.) VThe. receiver, will issue a receipt for the money-:
paid, and if the proof is satisfactory, the register will issue a cer*tificate in duplicate and deliver one copy: to the claimant and forward the other copy to the General Land Office with the regular::
returns.
* If the entryman is dead, and proof is made by anyone for the
heirs, no will being suggested in the record, the final certificate
should issue: to the heirs generally, without naming them; if by
anyone for the heirs or devisees, final certificate should issue in like
manner
m
to the heirs or devisees.When final proof 'is made on an entry made prior to the act of
March 28, 1908,'for unsurveyed land, if. the land is still unsurveyed
and such proof is satisfactory, the register and receiver will,approve
same and forward it to the General Land Office without collecting
the final payment of $1 an acre and without issuing final certificate.
Fees for reducing the final-proof testimony to' writing should be
collected and receipt issued therefor if the' proof is taken before
the register and receiver. As soon as the plat or plats of any township or townships previously unsurveyed are filed in the local offices
the registers and receivers will, without awaiting Thirther instructions from the General Land Office,examine their records for the
purpose of determining, if possible, whether or' not, prior to the
passage of the act of March 28, 1908, any desert-land entry of unsurveyed land was allowed in the locality covered by the said plats;
and if any such entries are' found intact, they will call upon the
claimants thereof to file an affidavit of adjustment, corroborated by
two witnesses, giving the correct description, in: accordance with
the suryey of theelands embraced in their respective entries. The,
local officers will then- note these adjustments on their tract books
and'plats and transmit the affidavits to the General Land Office
with separate reports of all; conflicts which may :have been developed. They will also report any case in which the claimant has
failed, after due notice, to file the required affidavit of adjustment.
If final proof has been made upon any desert-land entry so adjusted and the'records show that such proof has been found satisfactory by the General Land Office and no conflicts or other objec'tions are apparent, the register and receiver will allow claimant 60
days within which to make final payment for the land, and upon:
receipt of the same the register will issue final certificate which
will be transmitted to the General Land Officewith the returns for
the current month.
33. No'fees' or commissions'are required of persons making entry
under the desert land laws except such fees as are paid to the officers
for taking the affidavits and proofs. 'Unless the entry be perfected
under the act of March 4, 1915 (see pars. 42'and:47
P
'of this circular),
74 52 6°- 2 4-voL 50
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the only payments made to the Government are the original payment
of 25 cents an acre at the time of making the application and the
final
final payment of $1 an' acre, to be paid at: the time of making
proof.: 'Where final proofs are made before the register or receiver
in California, Oregon, Washington, Nevada, Colorado', Idaho, New
Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Wyoming, and Montana; they will be entitled

to receive jointly 22 cents for each 100 words of testirmony reduced
100

to'writing; in all other States they will be allowed 15 cents per
words for such service. The *United States commissioners, judges,
and clerks are not entitled to receive a greater sum than 25 cents' for

each oath administered by them, except' that they are entitled to
receive; $1 for administering the oath to each entryman and, each,
final-proof witness where :final-proof testimony has been reduced to
g
4ftOf
6
writing by them.,
RELIEF UNDER ACT OF MARCH 4, 1915 (38 STAT. 138-1161)
BY ACT OF MARCH 21, 1918 (40 STAT. 458)

AMENDED

34. The last three paragraphs of section ' .f the actof Congress
March 4, 1915 (38 Stat.' '1138.-1161), .entitled '"An ,act
if aking. appropriations to supply deficiencies in appropriations, for
k< e: the fiscal year 1915 and for prior years, and for other purposes," a9
amended by the act of March 21, 1918 .(40 Stat. 458), authorize
$0X the Secretary of the Interior, Under rules and regulations to'be pre.A
scribed by him, to. grant relief to-certain classes .'df desert-land
upon certain conditions
"J ) ~claimants. This new law 'provides. thatassignee,may.obtainan
-exsuch an entryman, or his duly.qualified
)kt<o.4
allowance,
its
of
date
fromc
years
three
tension of time, not exceeding
conditions
i.<. in which. to submit final propf ' or that upon certain other of
a homehe may either completehis entry in the manner required
4
: stead claimant or purchase the land on special terms. The. following

rl "15

approved

rules and regulations

(approved9April. :13,

1915, Circula r 399, and

here printed without substantial:change) .will 'be observed in the
'g:113administration of said provisions of law.,
:':

fLi/tf

I 0:0

;0::
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APPLICATIONSFOR RELIEF

35. All applications for'the benefits of the new law should be'filed
prior'to the expiration of the timewithin which the applicant would
otherwise be required to make final' proof on his desert-land entry 'in
the land office for the district in which the entered land is' situated, to
be referred to the proper.:chief of field'division -with appropriate
recommendation, 'and the' Commissioner of theGeneral Land Office
-tobe advised of such reference. 'They' must be supported by the affithe miatedavit of the applicant, corroborated by two witnesses, as to
rial facts necessaryto'be shown. All such affidavits'must be executed
before an officer authorized to administer oaths in desert-land cases.
(See par. 11.)

"Al such 'applications should contain the name of the entyman'and
of
the date of tthe entry, and, if the entry has been assigned, the name
the assignee and date of the assignment;. the description of:'the land
involved; a statement of the various 'sums of money expended by the
:'applicantor his'grantorsin an endeavor to reclaim the land, and' the
for whic~h each 'sum .was expended; the factsAby
p:::tiquaipurpose
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* reason of which it has been impossible for claimant to effect reclamation and cultivation and to.submit final proof within the usual period, or such extensions thereof as may have been granted- and the
facts by reason of which the. applicant considers that there is. or is.
not, as the case may be, a reasonable prospect that if an extension of
time is granted him, he will be able to secure. a sufficient. water supply

and make final proof:.of reclamation,, irrigation, and cultivationj as:
required by the desert land law.
:CONDITIONS FOR: EXTENSION OF VTIE

:

36. To entitle an entryman to the benefits of the first of the three
paragraphs referred to, the following conditions must exist:: (1) The
entry must be a lawful, lpeiding'
entry made prior. to March 4, 1915;
(2) the entrymaiu must have comnpliedwith the requirements of the'
desert land law with -reference to yearly expenditures and the submission of annual proofs thereof; (3). there must be a reasonabl6 prospect that if. an extension of time is granted the claimant will be able
to. make the~final proof of reclamation, irrigation, and. cultivation as
recuired by law; (4) the case must be one in which. an extension of
: time
or a further xt'ension can not properly be allowed under other.

laws; and, (5) there must be established some fact or facts, constituting a:,reasonable excuse.for the applicant's failure to comply with
the law ~withinthe usual time and fairly entitlinghim, in justiceand

eqatyto this'formof relief. ::

;S

LAX :<

.:The existence of the first two; of these conditions

::

.;.04,:

can be deter-

mined by examinatiomY
of the records of the General Land Office,but
Iin

order that, applicants may have, the benefit of every, possible circumstance entitling them to equitable consideration, they, are priv-,:
ileged to make such further showing as they may desire as to any

moneys.which they may lave'expended in improvmingthe land, but
not used as the basis of annual proof..,
The existence of the third,+ fourth, and- fifth conditions above
.enumerated must 'be established in'all cases-by the affidavits filed in
support ofthe application for relief.:
With regard to the thirdicondition, it must be shown what steps
the applicant has taken to' secure a water right; and either that he'has secured such a right (so far as that is possible, under the State
laws, in. cases where beneficial applicati on of the water to the

'0land has not yet beenmade),

or that there is .no reason 'to doubt

that he will be able to secure such a right before his final proof is

due; that the source of water supply, if a natural stream, will,
in ordinary

seasons, furnish

the- amount

of -water needed by the

claimant to reclaim the irrigable land in his entry after all appropriations prior to his have been satisfied; and, if water 'is, to' be
taken from' wells, that there is reason to believe that an adequate'

supply can be obtained from that source.

If water is to be obtained through an irrigation

company, associa-

tion, or district upon which a special agent or other officer' ha:
made a favorable r eport,and

favorable

action on such report has

been taken, the. existence of the third 'condition.will be taken for
granted,provided' the applicant shows that he has become the ower
of the required amount of stock or interest in the project, or taken
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inclusion of the land 'in the district,
-the required steps to secure ethe
that it will be entirely possible for him to do the one'or the other,
as the, case may be.
If an adverse report has? been made on the irrigation project in
question, or ifiadverse action thereon has been taken, the applicant
may present such showing of facts as may tend to refute the findings
made and the conclusions reached, whereupon, if the allegations
seem to warrant such action, a hearing will be ordered to determine
the merits of the case..
Thefourth. condition above enumerated will be satisfied if the case

- or

does not come within the terins of any of the, other acts of Congress

providing for the allowance of extensions ofi time for submitting
f proof on desert-land entries.
!inal
As explained in paragraph 29, the extension of time authorized
of March 4, 1915,is applicable only to entries made prior
by
-- theact,
the date of theiact. *Where the irrigation works intended to con: :>to
water to the land have been completed, or for any other reason,
LIf
*the claimant's inability to submit final proof cannot be attributed
to unavoidable delay in the construction of such irrigation works;
where :the -cause of delay in submitting the' final proof is the claimant's 'temporary inability to acquire water right; or where,' on account of drought of greater or less. duration, but not likely, in all
of a comprobability, to be a permanent condition, the operation
pleted system of irrigation works has been hindered or delayed,, an
application for an extension of time under the first paragraph of
the act of March 4, 1915, as amended by the act of March 21, 1918,
above cited, can be entertained, except where the entered lands have
been included within the exterior limits of a withdrawal or irrigation project-under the act of June 17, 1902 (32'Stat.388), and the
submission of satisfactory final proof is being hindered or delayed'
of the fifth
Pwithin
theprovisions
thereby, so that the case comes
1906.
27,
June
of
section of the act
No. application forXextension. of time can be allowed, however, if
it appears that the claimant's inability to submit. final proof as
required by the desert land law is due to his own neglect or default.;
.nor will any such application be granted:where it appears that there
is no reasonable prospect that the applicant; will be able to provide
a supply of water sufficient to irrigate and permanently reclaim all
a case,
the irrigable land embraced in his entry, because, in, suchwith
the
no extension' of time can enable the entryman to comply
law.
requirements of the desertIland
lvey

'

OTHER FOR[S

OF RELIEF

7. The second and third paragraphs of the, new law aredesigned
5 t relief' in cases of:::the kind: lastX above mentioned by
:o0 \afford
authorizing the Secretary of, the Interior, in' his discretion, to
permit, the applicant to perfect his entry in the manner required
'of a homestead entryman, or to purchase the land, on the terms
itself is not transspecified, as the applicant may elect. The entry
muted, however, but remains a desert-land entry, subject to a new
kind of proof..X
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HOMESTEAD PROOF AND PURCHASE

38. To entitle a claimanti to relief under either of these paragraphs, it must be made to appear to the satisfaction of the Secre-:
tary of the Interior (1) that the entry in question; is :a lawful
pending entry, made prior' to March .4, 1915; (2) where aplication'
-for

relief is made on behalf

of an' assignee, that

the entry was'

assigned to, him 'prior to March 21, :1918; (3) that the applicant,
* or his, assignors, have, in good' faith, expended the sum of $3 per
acre in' the attempt to effect reclamation of the entered land and
(4) that there is no reasonable prospect that if the extension of
time, authorized under the provisions of this act, or any other
existing law', were granted,'the applicant would be able to secure
water sufficient to effect reclamation of the* land in his entry ilor
any subdivision thereof. The first' two of these, conditions can
be determined from the records of the General Land Office.
* With regard to the third condition, any expenditure which the
claimant can show that.he has made in good faith, and with' a
'reasonable belief that it would tend to effect reclamation of the
land will be acceptable even' though such expenditure may not have
been such as would satisfy the requirements for annual proof.
With regard.to the fourth condition, the applicant should show
Awhatsteps he has taken for' the purpose of acquiring a water right
and with what result, what has been done by himself or others
toward the development of awater supply and tihe' construction
of an' irrigation system to bring the water to he land, the reasons
for his'failure to secure an adequate water. supply, and his grounds:
for believing' that there is no reasonable prospect of final success
inacquiring

such 'a supply.

In this connection consideration

will

be given to any special agent's reports on;'file regarding any irrigation company or irrigation.district from which applicant has
been endeavoring to secure water and if it appears therefrom that
there -is. no reasonable prospect that the' applicant can secure a'
sufficient water supply, the existence of that condition will be taken
for 'granted.
NOTICE OF ALLOWACEI OF RELIEF-ELECTION

TO PURCHASE

39. When any'application for relief under the second paragraph
shall have been allowed by, the Commissioner of the General Land
ffice, notice thereofiwill be served- through the proper local land
office upon the claimant, advising him that he will be allowed five
years from' date of service of such notice within which to perfect
'his entry in the manner required of a homestead entryman, unless
he, shall, within 60 days from receipt of such notice, file in the
local land office an election to perfect the entry within five years'
by; purchase under the third paragraph, and pay to .the receiver, at'
time of election, the sum of 50 cents for each acre embraced in

the entry.' Such election, if filed,, must be in writing, signed by'
the claimant, and "his.signature thereto must be vitnessed by two
persons,, whos6 post-office addresses shall be. givens. The election

will be forwarded to the General Land Office with the regular
monthly returns and must bear the serial number of the entry to
which it relates', and also the number -of the receipt issued f or the
moneypaid in connection therewith.
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40. n the'submission and consideration of final proofs under the
second and third paragraphs, the usual curse of procedure with

regard to desert-land. final proofs will be followed, so .far as appli-w

_cable. The notice of intention to submit proof, however, should
indicate whether the entry is to be perfected' as in homestead cases
or by purchase..

41. After. a desert-land entry has been authorized to be perfected
either in the manner'of a homestead entry orby purchase, no
r assignment thereof willbe allowed, for'the reason that the; benefits
of the second and third paragraphs of the act as, amended by the
actof March 21, 1918, are not available to assignees under assignas amended.; nd
'ments made subsequentlyto thedate ofheact
in the final adjudication of entries being perfected under thepro-'
visions of' saidparagraphs, the same rules will be observed, as to
proof of nonalienation, as in homestead ases..
ET-TRIES PERFECTED

BY COMPLIANCE WITH HOMESTEAD LAW

4 2. A claimant-who has 'received permission to perfect his entry
in the manner required of homestead entrymen may make proof at
time he can
any when

show that residence and'cultivation have been

maintained i good faith for the required length of time and to the
required extent.
However, inasmuch as the homestead laws do not authorize the
commutation of homesteads made under the enlarged homestead acts,
commutation proof will not be accepted upon any desert-landentry
involving more than 160'acres. Inaddition to the original payment
of 25 cents per acre at time of entry,, a' claimant who makes commu-

tations proof' must payfor, the landat the regular

minimum price

of $1.25 per acre..

Failure to submit final proof within, the five-year period allowed
bythejlaw will beground forthe cancellation of theentry, unless good
reason for the delay can be shown, in which event' final certificatepmay
be issued and the case referred to the board of equitable adjudica-:
tion for confirmation.
Those provisions of the homestead law which define the personal
qualifications

required of entrymnen do not apply to cases of this

kind, but the final proof must show that the claimant possesses the
qualifications as to citizenship and the amount of land entered
same
by him or assigned or patented to him' under the agricultural publicland laws, as in the case of those who make ordinary final proof on
desert-land entries.
'43. If not already residing on his desert-land entry, the claimant
must establish residence thereon within six months from the :date of
receiving the notice advising him that he will be permitted to perfect
his entry under the second paragraph, unless such period be extended
'

as permitted

by the homestead' law.

Residence upon the land must be continuously maintained for a
period of three years from and after the date of its establihment.
During eaclh ear the claimant may be: absent for two' periods only
the aggregate thereof not to exceed five months. Actual residence
must be maintained for the'remaining seven months of'each year.
If commutation proof is submitted, substantially continuous residen'ce upon the land for a period of 14 months must be' shown', to-'
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gether with the cultivation of not less than one-sixteenth of the area
of the entry, unless a reduction of the area required to be cultivated

be allowed. Therequirements made by this circular as to.the period
of residence and amount of cultivation are those of the- act of June 6,

1912 (37 Stat. 123), or the "three-year homestead law."
If a claimant establishes residence upon his entry prior to the allowance of his application for relief, and continues to maintain it in:
good faith as required by the homestead law full credit will beVallowed for the period during whichf such residence is so maintained

Leaves of absence and credit for military service will be allowed
upon the same terms and conditions as in case of a homestead entryi.The claimant must have a habitable house upon the land at the
time of submitting final proof. Other improvements should be. of
such character

and amount as are sufficient to show good' faith.

44.: Cultivation of the land for at least two years is required, and
this must generally consist of actual breaking, of the soil, followed
by planting, sowing of seed, and tillage for a crop other than native
grasses. However, tilling- of the land, or other appropriate treatment, for the purpose of conserving the moisture with a view of
making a profitable crop the succeeding year, will be deemed cultiva-

tion within the terms of the act (without sowing of seed), where that
manner of cultivation is necessary or generally followed in the locality. During the second.year not less than one-sixteenth of the area.
entered must be actually cultivated, and during the third year, and
until final proof, cultivation of not less than one-eighth must be,had.
These.requirements are applicable to all cases, without regard to the
area or location of the entry. The period of cultivation, like that of
residence, may begin before the allowance of the application for
relief; credit for all,cultivation, if in accordance with the provisions
of the three-year homestead law, will be allowed, without regard to
the time when it was performed.

45. If the entry is situated in the States of Utah or Idaho, and the,
lands-involved have been, or shall be, designated as being of the
character: subject to entry under, the sixth sections of the; acts of
February

19, 1909 (35 Stat.

639), as. amended,

or June- 17, 19.10 (36.

Stat. 531), respectively, the entrymian may avail himself of he privileges of these sections, pon a proper showing of the character of
the land, as required of a homestead applicant thereunder, in which
event residence need not be maintained upon the land, but the amount;
of cultivation required is double that in ordinary cases and must be
shown during a period of four years. For further details, reference
should be made to the circular of this office known as:" Suggestions'
to homesteaders,"
iay

copies of which may be obtained of this. office or

local land office.

46. If an entryman dies before being, authorized to exercise the
rights: conferred by. the second and third paragraphs, or after such
authorization but before he has perfected his entry, his rights will
pass to those persons who wouldninherit his lands according to the
lawsof the Stats-wherein the. entry is located or, if he leaves a will,
tothose to whon: hle devises such rights.

Applications for the bene-

fits of the new law may be filed, and proofs thereunder may be subimitted' either by one of the heirs in: behalf of all,' by a guardian of
the heirs' estate if they themselves are minors, or by the entryman's
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executor or administrator, acting under the supervisionof the proper

probate
court.i
The heirs or devisees will not be required to settle or reside upon

the land, but must show that the land has been cultivated and mproved by them or on their behalf, as required by the homestead law,
for such period as will, when added to the entryman's period, of:compliance with the law, aggregate the required termnof three years. If,
they desire to commute the entry, they must show a 14 months' period
of such residence and cultivation on .the part of: themselves or the
entryman, or both, as: would have been required of him had he
survived..
With regard to the reduction of the requiredi area of cultivation,
the same rules and procedure will be followed as in homestead cases.
47. The same fees, and no others, may be charged by registers and
receivers upon submission of final proofs under the new law as upon
s-ubmission of ordinary desert-land proofs. I (See par. 33.)

No com-.

missions may be charged under any circumstances and no testimony
fees unless the proof is taken at the land office..
ENTRIES PERFECTED BY PURCHASE,

48. If claimant elects to perfect his entry under the third paragraph he must, within five years from the date of his election: and
payment of the sum of 50 cents per acre, make final proof and pay to
the receiver the further sum of 75 cents for each acre of land embraced in his entry. The final proof, in order to be acceptable, must
show that, at the date of the proof, the claimant has upon the tract
permanent improvements conducive to the agricultural development
: ;: fthereof,
of the value of at least $1.25 per acre, and. that he has: in
good faith used the land for agricultural, purposes for. at least three
years. Under this third paragraph grazing will be regarded as an
agricultural use, provided it be established that the land is best suited
to that purpose and has been so used in good faith. Actual.residence
on the land need not be shown.
' :. ;49. Improvements made during the first three years of the life of
the entry and used as the basis of annual proof, if permanent in character and conducive to the agricultural development of the land, may
be counted as improvements required to be shown under this section,
provided their character and continued existence are satisfactorily
established by the final proof; but no water rights or irrigation
ditches will be recognized for this purpose unless it is clearly shown
that they have been made actually conducive to the agricultural development of the land, or a portion thereof, and that that fact is not
inconsistent 'with the truth of the claimant's preliminary showing
that there was no reasonable prospect that he could acquire a sufficient water supply to irrigate the irrigable land of his entry.
50. If a claimant fails to make final proof and payment, as required by the third paragraph, within the five-year period, all sUms"
theretofore paid by him wiill be forfeited and the entry canceled.
FORN OF PROOFS

51. Final proofs under the secnd paragraph maybe made on the
forms used in homestead cases. 'For final proofsto' be made under
the third paragraph special forms'have been provided.L
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CONTESTS AND RELINQUISHMENTS

52.:Contests may be. initiated by any person seeking to acquire,
title to or claiming an interest in. the land involved against a party
to any desert-land entry because of priority of claim or for any
sufficient cause affecting the legality. or validity of the claim not
shown by the records of the Land Department.
Successful contestants will be allowed a preference right of, entry
for 30 days after notice of the cancellation of the contested entry, in
the same manner as in, homestead cases, and the register will give the
samenotice and iS entitled to the same fee for notice as in other
eases.

53. A desert-land:enkry may be relinquished at 'any time by the
party owning. the same,'and when relinquishments are filed in the
local land office the entries 'will be canceled by the register and
:receiver in the same manner as in homestead, preemption, and other
cases under the first section of the act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat. 140).

Conditional relinquishments will not be accepted.
54. All previous rulings and instructions not in harmony herewith
Srn.,
W
are hereby vacated..
.

f
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:

WILL

SPRY,

Commmisszoner.

Approved:

May 20, 1924.
:.

: C. FINNEY,

First Assistant:Secretary.
STATUTES

An Act to Provide for the Sale of Desert Lands in Certain States and
Territories:

* Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of. America in Conqressassembled,That it shall be

lawful for any citizen of the United States, or any person of requisite
age"who may be entitled. to become a citizen, and who has filed
his.declaration to become such" and.upon payment of twenty-five
cents per acre,t to file a declaration under oath with the register
: and the receiver of the land district in. which any desert land ,is situated that he intends to reclaim a tract of desert land not exceeding
one section,1 by conducting water upon the same, within the period of
three years 2 thereafter: Provided, however, That the right to the
:use.of water by the person so conducting,.the same on or to any tract
of.desert land of six:hundred and forty acres .shall depend upon bona
fide prior appropriation; and such right shall not exceed the amount
of water actually appropriated and necessarily used for the purpose
of irrigation and reclamation; and all surplus water over and above
such actual appropriation and use, together with the water of all
lakes, rivers, and other sources of water supply upon the public
'lands .and not navigable, shall remain and be held free for the appropriation. and use of the public for irrigaton, miining, and mannLimited to 320 acres by act of March 3 1891 (26 stat 1095).
'2Time extended to four years by act of March 3, 1891, sdpra.
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facturing purposes subject to existing rights. Said declaration shall
describe particularly said section of land if surveyed, and, if unsurvey6d,3 shall describe the same as nearly as possible without a survey.

At any time within the period of three years after filing said declaration, upon making satisfactory proof 'tothe register and receiver of
the reclamation of said tract of land in the 'manner aforesaid, and
upon the payment to the receiver of 'the additional sum of one dollar
per acre for a tract of land not exceeding six' hundred and forty
acres to any one person, 'a patent for the same~ shall be issued to

him: Provided, That no person shall be permitted to enter more than
one tract of land and not to exceed six hundred and forty acres,
which shall be in compact form.
SEc.2. That all lands, exclusive of timberlands and mineral lands,
which will not, without irrigation, produce some' agricultural crop
shall be deemed desert lands within the meaning of this act, which
fat shall be ascertained by proof of two or' more credible witnesses
under oath, whose affidavits shall be filed in the land office in which
said tract of land may be situated.'
SEC. 3. That this act shall only apply to and take effect in the
States of California, Oregon, and Nevada, and the Territories of
Washington, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, Arizona, New
Mexico, and 'Dakota, and the determination of what may be considered desert land shall be subject to the decision and regulation of:
the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
Approved,

March

3, 1877.

(19 Stat.

377.)

Three Hundred and Twenty Acre. Limitation

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represen'tatives of t7iw

United States of Americain Congressassembled,
*

,

*

1

*

0a

* S

**E

*

oif No person who shall, after the passage of this' act, enter upon any
the public lands with a view to occupation, entry, or settlement

under any of the land laws shall be permitted to acquire title to
more than three hundred and twenty acres in the aggregate, under
all of said laws, but this limitation shall not operate to curtail the
right of any person who has heretofore made entry or settlement
on the public lands, or whose occupation, entry, or settlement is
validated by this act: Provided, That in all 'patents for lands hereafter taken up under any of the land laws of the United States or
on entries or claims validated by this act, west of the one hundredth
imeridian, it shall be' expressed that there is reserved from the. lands
in said patent described a right of way thereon' for ditches or canals
constructed by the authority of the United States.'
Approved, August 30, 1890. (26 Stat. 391.).
An Act to Repeal TimberCulture Laws, and for Other

Purposes

SEC.2. That an act to provide for the sale of desert lands in certain States and Territories, approved March third, eighteen hundred
'Right of entry restricted to surveyed land y act of March 28, 1908 (35 Stat. 52).
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and seventy-seven,.is hereby amended by adding thereto the following sections:
' SEc. 4. That at the time of filing the declaration hereinbefore

required the party shall also file a
hibit a plan' showing the mode
which plan shall be suflicient to
said land, and prepare it to raise

map of said land which shall exof contemplated irrigation, and
thoroughly irrigate and reclaim
ordinary agricultural crops, and

shall also show the source. of the, water to be used for irrigation

and

reclamation. Persons entering.or proposing to enter separate sections or fractional Parts of sections: of desert lands may associate
together in the construction of canals and ditches for irrigating and
reclaiming all of said tracts, Fandmay file a joint map or maps showH
.
ing their plan- of intejrnal-improvements.
,

"SEC.

. That no land shall be patented to any person under this

act unless he or his assignors shall have expended in the necessary
: irrigation, reclamation, and cultivation thereof, by means of main
canals andibranch ditches, and. in permanent improvements upon
t he land, and, in the purchase of_ water rights: for the irrigationof
:the same, at. least three dollars..per acre of whole tract reclaimed
one year after makV
and patented in themanner following: Within
ng entry for such tract. of desert land as aforesaid, the party so
: entering shall expend not less than one dollar per acre for the pur.poses aforesaid; and he shall in like manner expend the sum of. one
dollar per acre during the second and also during the third year
thereafter, until the full sum of three dollars per acre is so expended.
iSaid party shall file during each Year with the register proof, by the
affidavits of two or more credible witnesses, that the full sum:::of
one dollar per acre has been .expended in such necessary- improve-

ments during such year,: and, the manner. in which expended, and
at the expiration of the; third year a map or plan showing the character and extent of such improvements. -If any party who has made
,such application shall' fail during any year to file the testimony
aforesaid, the lands shall revert to the 'United States, and the twentyfive cents advanced 'payment shall be forfeited to the United States,
,and the' entry shall be canceled. Nothing herein: contained shall
prevent a claimant from making his final entry and receiving 'his
patent'at an earlier'date than hereinbefore prescribed, provided that
'he 'then makes the required proof of reclamation to the aggregate
extent of three dollars per are: Provided, That proof be further
required of the cultivation of one-eighth of the land. '
(. That this act shall not afect any valid rights heretoforeT
6EC.
"
accruel
e nder said act of 'March third, eighteen hundred and seventyseven, but all bona fide claims heretofore lawfully initiated may:'be
',fperfected,upon due compliance with the provisions of said act, in
the same ianner, upon the same-terms and conditionsi and subject to
the same limitations, forfeitures, and contests as if this act had not
been passed; or said claims, at the option of the claimant may be
perfected, and patented under the provisions of said act,as amended
by this 'act, so far as applicable'; 'and all :acts and parts of acts in

conflict with this act are hereby repealed.
'c SEc. 7. That at any time' after filing the declaration, and within
the period of four yeais thereafter, upon making' satisfactory proof
to the register and the receiver of 'the reclamation

and cultivation

of
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saicl-landto the extent and cost and in the manner aforesaid, and sub: stantially in accordance with the plans herein provided for, and that
:he or she is a citizen of the United States, and upon payment 'to the
:receiver of the additional sum of one dollar per acre for said land, a
patent shall issue therefor to the applicant or his assigns;but no
person or association of persons shall hold, y assignment or otherwise prior to the issue of patent, more than: three hundred and twenty
arid or desert lands; but this section shall not apply to
asuch
acres of
entries made or initiated prior to the approval of this act: Provided
holoever, That additional proofs may be required at any time within
the period prescribed by law, and -that the claims or entries made
under thi' or any preceding act shall be subj ect to contest as, provided by the law relating to homestead cases, for' illegal inception,
abandonment, or failure to comply with the requirements of' law,
and upon satisfactory proof thereof shall be canceled and the lands
and moneys paid therefor shall be forfeited to the United States..
"SEC. 8.:That the provisions of the act to which this is an amendnientand the amendments thereto, shall apply to and.'be in force:in
'the State of Colorado, as well as the States named in the original. act;
and no person shall be entitled to make entry of desert land except'
he be a resident citizen of the 1State or Territory in which the land
sought to be entered is located."
Approved, March 3, 1891. (26 Stat. 1095.)'
Section 2294, 1United States Revied Statutes, as Amended by the Act of
March 11, 1902 (32 Stat. 63), the Act of March 4, 1904 (33 Stat. 59),: and
the Act of February

23, 1923 (42 Stat. 1282)

SEC. 2294. That hereafter all profs,' affidavits, and oaths of any
kind whatsoever required to be made by applicants and entrymen.
under the homestead, preemption,f timber culture, desert land, and
timber and stone acts, may in addition. to those now authorized to
take, such affidavits, proofs and oaths be.mad&.-before any United
States commissioner or commissioner of the court exercising Federal
jurisdiction in the. Territory or before the judge or clerk of any
court of record in the county, parish, or land district in which the
lands are situated: Provided, That in cases where' because of. geographic or topographic conditions. there .is a qualified officernearer
or uore accessible to the land involved, but outside the county and
land district, affidavits, proofs,_and oaths' may be taken before such
:officer:Provided further, That in case the affidavits, proofs,: and oaths
hereibefore mentioned':be taken outside of the'county. or land district in which the land is located the applicant must show by affidavit satisfactory to the Commissioner of the General Land Officethat
it was taken before the nearest or inost accessible officer qualified to
take such affidavits, proofs, and oaths; but such showing.'by affidavit
::need not be made:in making final proof if the proof be taken, in the
town or city where the newspaper'is published in which'the final
proof notice is printed. The proof, affidavit, and oath, when so made
and duly subscribed, or which'may; have heretofore been so made
and duly' subscribed, shall 'have the same force and effect as if made
before tlhe register and receiver when transmitted to them with the

tExceptingin the State of Nevada. Act of January 6, 1921 (41 Stat. 1086).
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fees and commissions allowed :and required by law. That, if any
witness making such proof, or'.:any applicant making: such affidavit.
or oath, shall knowingly,jwillfully, or-corruptly swear falsely 't any
material matter contained i said proofs, 'affidavits, or oaths he shall
be deemed guilty: of perjury and shall be liable to the same pains and
penalties as if he had sworn falsely before the register. That the
fees, for entries and for final proofs, when made before any other:
* officer than the register and receiver, shall be as follows:
:
For each affidavit, 25 cents.

For each deposition of elaimant or witness, when not prepared by
the officer, 25 cents.

For each deposition' of claimant or witness prepared by the officer, $1..
Any officer demanding or receiving agreater sum for such service
shall be guilty of nisdemeanor and upon conviction shall be punished for each offenseiby a fine not exceeding $100.

'

An Act Limiting and Restricting the Right of Entry, and Assignment Uder.
the Desert Land Law and Authorizing an Extension.of' Time'-Within.Which
to ake Final Proof.'

'Be it enacted by-the ,Senate and:House' of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assemed
That: from and
after the passage of this act the right to llak6; entry of :desert
lands
under the provisions of. the- act approved March third, eighteen hun-:
'dred and seventy-sevein;entitled "n act to provide for the sale"'of
: desert lands, in certain States and Tetritories,"' as amended, by the
act approved March hird, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, entitled
An act to repeal timber culture laws, and for other purposes," shall
be restricted to surveyed public lands of the character contelplated'
by saidacts, and no such entries of unsurveyed lands shall be allowed
or made of record: -Probidd, however, That any individual qualified to make entry of desert. lands under said acts who'has, prior to:
survey, taken possession of a tract of unsurveyed desert land not ex"
ceeding in area three'hundred and twenty: acres in compact form, and.
has reclaimed or has in good faith commenced the work of reelaim-ing the same, shall have the preference right to make entry of such
-tract under said, acts, in conformity with the public-land 'surveys,
within' ninety' days after the filing of the approved: plat of survey
in the district' land office.
SEC.2. That from and after the date of the passage: of this act no
assignment of an entry made under said acts shall be allowed or recognized, except it be to an individual who is shown to be qualified'
to make entry under said acts of the land covered by the. assigned
entry, and such assignments may include. all or part of an entry; but
no assignment to or for the benefit of any corporation or association
shall be authorized or recognized.
SEC.3. That any entryiman under the 'above actS who' shall show
to the satisfaction of the Commissioner of the General Land Office
that he has in good faith complied with the terms, requirements, and
provisions of said acts, but that because of some unavoidable delay in
the construction of the irrigating works intended to convey water
to the said lands he is"without fault on his partunable to make
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by
proof of the reclamation and cuttivation of said-land as requiredland
the
with
affidavit
corroborated
his'
filing:
upon
said acts, shall
be aloffice in which said land is located, setting forth said facts,
the,
within.
years,
three
exceed
to
of'not
period
additional
an
lowed
within
Office,
Land
General
the
of
discretion of the Commissioner
which to furnish proof, as required by said acts, of the completion of
. i
- .
said work.
52.):
Stat.
(35
28,1908.
Approved, March
An Act for the Protection of the Surface Rights of Entrymen

o

* Be it enaoted by the Senate and House of. Representativ6e'of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any person
who has in good faith located, selected, or entered under the: nonmineral land laws of the United States any lands which subsequently
are classified, claimed, or reported as,being valuable for coal may, if
he shall so elect, and upon making satisfactory proof of compliance
a patent
with the laws undel. which such lands are claimed, receive States
of
United
the
to
reservation
a
contain
shall
therefor, Which
all coal in said lands and the right to 'jrospect for, mine, and remove
the same. The coal deposits in such lands shall be subject to dis:posal by the United States in accordance with the provisions of the
coal land laws in force! at the time of such disposal, but no person
coal
enter upon said lands to prospect for or mine and remove
shall
s
patent
such
under
owner
the
of
consent
previous
without
therefrom
except upon such conditions as. to security for and payment of all
be determined by a
damages to 'such owner caused thereby as may
court of competent jurisdiction: Provided, That the owner under
such patent shall have the right to mine coal for use on the land,
of
for domestic purposes prior to the disposal by the United States
the coal deposit: Provided further, That nothing herein contained
or
shall be held to affect or: abridge the right of any locator, selector,
entryman to a hearingifor the purpose of determining'the character
locator,
of the land located selected, or entered by him. Suchhereafter
selector, or entryman who has heretofore imade or shall
make final proof showing good faith and satisfactory compliance
entitled to a
with the law under whichhis land is claimed shall be
proof andX
final
such
of
time
the
at
unless
patent without reservation
coal.
for
valuable
chiefly
is
land
the
that
shown
be
shall
it
'entry
Approved, March 3, 1909.

(35 Stat. 844.)

An Act to Provide for Agricultural

Entries on Coal, Lands

Be it enacted by the Senate' and House of Representatives of the
United.States of America in Congress assembled,That from and
after the passage of this act unreserved public lands of the, United
States, exclusive of Alaska, which have been withdrawn .or classified as coal lands, or are valuable for coal, shall be subject to appropriate, entry under the homestead laws by actual settlers only, the
four' of the act approved
desert land law, to selection under section
eighteenth, eighteen hundred and ninety-four, known gas the
Mu August
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under the act approved June Seven-

teenth, nineteen hundred and- two, known as.the reclamation act,.
whenever such. entry, selection, or withdrawal shall be made with a
view of obtaining or passing title, with a reservation to the nitedStates of the coal. in such lands and of the. right to prospect for,
mine, and remove the same. But no desert entry made under the
provisions of this act shall contain more than one hundred and sixty
acres, and all homestead entries made hereunder shall be subject to
the conditions, as to residence and cultivation, of entries under the
act approved February nineteenth, nineteen hundred and nine
entitled "An act to provide for an enlarged homestead": Provided
'That those who have initiated nonmineral entries, selections, or
locations in good faith, prior to the passage of this act, on lands
withdrawn or classified as coal lands may perfect the same under
the provisions of the laws under which said entries were made, but
shall receive the limited patent provided for in this act.
SEC. 2 That any person, desiring to make entry under the homestead laws or the desert land law, any State desiring to make selection under section four of the act of August eighteenth, eighteen
hundred and ninety-four, known as the Carey Act, and the Secretary
of the Interior in withdrawing under the reclamation act lands classified as coal lands, or valuable for coal, with a view of securing or

passing title to the same in accordance 'with the provisions of said,
acts, shall state in the application for entry,, selection, or notice of:
withdrawal that the same is. made in accordance with and subject

to the provisions andd reservation of this act.

SEC.3. That upon. satisfactory proof of full compliance with the
provisions of the. laws under which entry ismade, and of this act,
the entryman shall be entitled to a patent to the land entered by'
him, which patent shall contain a reservation to the: United States
of all the coal in the lands so patented, together with the right to
prospect for, mine, and remove the same. The coal deposits in
such lands shall besubjectto disposal by the United States in accord-.
ance with the provisions of the coal land laws in force at the time
of such disposal. Any person qualified to acquire coal deposits or
the
right to mine and remove coal under the laws of the United
States
shall have the right, at all times, to enter upon the lands
selected, entered, or patented, as provided by this act, for the pur-

pose of prospecting, for coal thereon upon the approval by the Sec-:
retary of the Interior of a bond or undertaking to be filed with him
asseurity for the payment of all damages,to the crops and improvements on such lands by reason of such prospecting. Any person
who'has acquired from the United States the coal deposits inanyy
such and, or the right to mine or remove the same, may reenter and
occupyso much of the surface thereof as may be required for all'
purposes reasonably. incident to the mining and removal of the coal
therefrom, and, mine and remove thd coal, upon payment of the
damages caused thereby to theowner thereof,or upon giving a good
and sufficient bond orundertaking in an action instituted inany competent court to. ascertain and fix, said damages: Provided, Tht th
owner- under such limited patent shall have the right to mine, coal"
foruse upon theland for domesticuroses
'any.'tnime priorto
the disposal by the'United States of the coal deosits,: 'Prov:e
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further, That nothing herein -contained shall be held to deny- or
abridge the right to present and have prompt consideration of applications to locate, enter, or select, under the land laws of the United
States, lands which have been' classified as coal lands with a view
of disproving such classification and securing 'a patent without
reservation.
Approved, June 22, 1910.

(36 Stat. 583.)

'

An Act Authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to Grant Further Extension
of Time Within Which to: Make Proof on Desert-Land Entries

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congressassembled,That the Secre-

tary of the Interior may, in his discretion, in addition to. the extension authorized by' existing law, grant to any entryman under thedesert land laws a further extension of the time within which he is
required to make final proof: Provided, That such entryman shall,
by his corroborated affidavit filed in the land' office of the 'district
where such land is located; show to the satisfaction of the Secretary
that because of unavoidable delay in the construction of irrigation;
works intended to convey water to the land--embraced in his entry
he is, without fault on his part, unable to make proof of the reclamation and cultivation of said lands as required by law within' the time
limited therefor; but such extension shall not be granted for a period
of more than three years; and this act shall not ,aflect contests initiated Ifor a valid existing reason:- Provided, That the total extension of the statutory period for naking final proof that, may be
allowedin any one case under this act, an'd'any other existing statutes'
of either general or local application, shall be limited to six years
in'the aggregate.
Approved, April 30,1912. '(37 Stat. 106.)
An Act to Provide for Agricultural

Entry of Lands Withdrawn,

Reported as Containing Phosphate, Nitrate, Potash,

Classified, or

il, Gas, or Asphaltic

Minerals

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assenbled, That lands Withdrawn or classified as phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas,'or asphaltic
minerals, or which are valuable for those deposits, shall be subject'
to appropriation, location, selection, entry, or purchase, if otherwise
available, under the nonmineral land laws of the United States,
whenever such location, selection, entry, or purchase shall be made

with a view of obtaining or passing title with a; reservation to the
United States of the deposits on account of which the lands were
withdrawn or classified or reported as valuable, together with the
right to prospect for, mine, and remove the same; but no desert
entry made underthe provisions of this act shall contain more 'than
one hundred and sixty acres: Provided, That all applications to
locate, select, enter, or 'purchase under this section shall state that
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the same are: made in accordance with and subject; to the provisions
and reservations of this act.
SEC.2. That upon satisfactory proof. of full* compliance with the
provisions of the' laws under which, thelocation, selection, entry, or'
purchase is made, the locator, selector, entryman, or purchaser shall
be entitled to 'a patent to the land located, selected, entered,'or purchased, which, patent shall co'ntain 'a reservation, to the United
States of the deposits on account of which 'the lands so patented were
withdrawn or classified or reported as valuable, together with the
right to prospect for, mine, and remove the same, such deposits to
be subject to disposal by the United States only as shall be hereafter expressly directed by law. "Any person qualified to acquire
the reserved deposits may enter upon said lands with a view of prospecting for the same upon the. approval by the Secretary of the Interior of abond or undertaking to be filed with him as security for

the payment of all damages to the' crops and improvements on such,

lands by reason of such prospecting, the measure of any such damage
to be fixed by agreement of parties or.by a court of competent jurisdiction. Any person' who has acquired from the United States the
title to or the right to mine and remove the reserved deposits, should
the United States dispose of the mineral 'deposits in lands, may reenter and occupyso much'of the surface thereof as may be required
for all purposes reasonably incident to the mining and removal of:
the minerals therefrom and mine and remove such minerals, upon
payment of damages caused thereby' to the owner of the, land, or
upon giving' a good and sufficient bond or undertaking therefor in an,
action instituted in any competent' court to ascertain and fix said
dainages': Prov'ided, That nothing herein contained shall be held to deny or abridge the 'right to present and have prompt' consideration
of applications to locate, select, enter, or purchase, under the land'
laws 'of the 'United States, lands which have been 'withdrawn

or:

classified as phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or asphaltic mineral
lands, with a view of disproving

such classification

fand securing'

patent without reservation, nor shall persons who have located, selected, entered, orpurchased lands subsequently withdrawn, or classified as valuable for 'said mineral deposits, 'be debarred from the'
at any time before final entry, purchase, or
privilege of 'showing,
approval of selection, or location, that the lands entered, selected,
or located are: in fact nonmineral in character.
SEo. 3. That any person who has, 'in good faith, located, selected,
entered, or purchased, or any person who .shall hereafter locate,.
select, enter, or purchase, under the nonmineral land! laws of the
United States, any lands which are subsequently withdrawn, classified, or reported as being valuable, for phosphate, nitrate, potash,
oil, gas, or asphaitic minerals, may, upon, application therefor,
and making satisfactory proof of compliance with the laws under
which such lands are claimed, receive a patent therefor, which
patent shall coitain a reservation to the- United States of all
deposits' on account of which the lands were withdrawn, classified,'
the right to prospect
or reported, as being valuable, togehrwith
for, mine, and remove the same..
Approved,'Jl

17, 1914.

'(38 Stat. 509.)

745269-24-*0L.50----31-.i
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An Act Providing for Second Homestead and Desert-Land Entries

*

-

Be it enactedby the Senate and Homse of Representatives of
the United States of Amnerica in Congress assenled, That any
person otherwise duly qualified to make entry .or entries of public
lands under the homestead or desert land laws, who has heretofore made or may hereafter make entry under said laws, and who,
through no; fault of his own, may have lost, forfeited,' or abandoned the same, or who may hereafter lose, forfeit, or' abandon
,same, shall be entitled to the. benefits of the homestead or desert
land laws as though sch former entry or entries had never, been
made: Provided, That such applicant shall show to the satisfac.
tion of the Secretary of the Interior that the prior entry or entries were made in good faith, were lost, forfeited, or abandoned,
because of matters beyond his control, and that he has not speculated in his right nor committed a fraud or attempted fraud in
connection with such prior entry or entries.
Approved,

712.)

(38. Stat.

5, 1914.

September

to Supply Deficiencies

An Act Making Appropriations

for

in Appropriations

the Fiscal Year Nineteen Hundred and Fifteen and for Prior Years, and
for Other Purposes

: ?*a

X,

: *

*

,

-

*

C

'

.*in

ti

*

'
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That the Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion, exten4
the time within which fihal proof is required to be submitted upon
any lawful pending desert-land entry made prior' to July first,
nineteen hundred andfourteen, such extension not to exceed three
years from the date of allowance thereof: Provided, That the entryman or his duly qualified assignee has, in good faith, complied
with the requirements of . law as to yearly expenditures and proof
thereof, and shall show, under ruls and regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, that there is a reasonable
prospect that, if the extension is granted, he will be able to make'
the final proof of reclamation, irrigation, and cultivation'required
by law: Provided further, That the foregoing shall apply only
to cases wherein an extension or further extension of time may
not properly be allowed under existing law.
That where it shall be made to appear to the satisfaction of thee
Secretary of the Interior, under rules and regulations to be, prescribed b him, with reference to any lawful pending desert-land
entry ma e prior to July first, nineteen hundred and fourteen, under
which the entryman or his duly qualified assignee under. an assignmnentmade, prior to the date of this act has, in good faith, expended
the sum of $3 per acre in the attempt to effect reclamation of the land,
that there is no reasonable' prospect that,- if the extension allowed
by.this act or any existing law were granted, he would'be able to
secure water sufficient to effect reclamation of the irrigable land in his
entry or any, legal subdivision thereof, the Secretary of the Interior
may, in his discretion, allow such entryman or assigne' five years
fromnotice within whichto perfect the entry in the manner required'
of a homestead entryman.
That any desert-land entryman or his assignee entitled to'the benefit of, the last preceding paragraph may, if he shall so elect within
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tothe receiver of*
sixty days' from the notice therein provipay
the local land officethe 'sumof 50 cents per'acre for each acre embraced in the entry, and thereafter perfect, such entry upon proof
that he has upon the tract permanent improvements conducive to the
agricultural development: thereof of the value of not less than $1.25
* per acre, and that he has 'in good faith used the land for agricultural
purposes for three years, and 'th payment to the receiver at the time
of final proof of the sm of 75 cents per 'acre: Provided, That in-such:
case final proof may be submitted at any time wi-thin'five years from
the date of the entryman's election to proceed as provided in this
: section, and in the event of failure to perfect the entry as herein provided all moneys theretofore paid shall be forfeited and the entry
'canceled.

-

O

Approved, Mareh 4, 1915.

(38 Stat. 1138L1161.)

An Act Relating to Deset-Land Entries-

52.it

a

1O
6,S

Be it enacted b# the Senate and House of Rep esetatiVes 'of the
United States of A'merica in Congress assembled, That the right to:
make a desert-land entry shall not be denied.to any applicant .therefor who has' already made an, enlarged homestead entry of three
hundred and twenty acres. Provided,. That said applicant is a duly*
qualified entryman and the -whole area to be acquired as an enlarge d
homestead entry 'and under the provisions of this act does not exceed .
four hundred and eighty acres.
-

Approved, February'2,S

1917.- (39 Stat. 946.)

An Act to Amend an Act Entitled

.

"An Act Making Appropriations

to Supply

Deficiencies, in Appropriations for the Fiscal. Year Nineteen HAundredand
- Fifteen andifor Prior Years, and for Other Purposes"

Be it enacted by the Senate and ouse of-Representatives of the
-United States of America in Congress assemrled, T-hat the provisions
of thelast three paragraphs of section five of theact of March fourth,
nineteen -hundred and fifteen, "An act making appropriations- to
s upply' deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal year nineteen
hundred and fifteen and for prior years, and for other purposes,
be, and the same are hereby, extended and made applicable, to any
lawful pending desert-land entry made prior to March fourth, nineteen hundred aidfifteen: Provided, That in cases wheresuch entries,
have been assigned prior to the date of the act the assignees shall,
if otherwise qualified, be entitled- to the benefit hereof.
*) Approved, Marcl 21, 1918.

(40 Stat. 458.)

Phosphate, Oil, Oil .Shale, JGas, and
An Act to Promote the, Mining of -Coal,
Sodium. on the Public Domain
0*
*
2 . Sige;
0;000 :0j*
-X- i: X *iC f * :: * ; 0 0 *i;:

SEC. 29. That any perinit, lease, occupation, or use permitted under

this act shall reserve to the Secretary of the Interior. the right to
pcriG upn' such terms ' asihe may determine to 'be .just, for' joint

:
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or several. use, such easements or rights of way, including easements
in tunnels upon, through, or in the lands kased, occupied, or used
-asmay.be necessary or. appropriate to the working of the same, or of
other lands containing the deposits.described, in this act, and the,'
treatment and shipment of the products thereof by or. under authority.of the Government, its lessees,.or permittees, and for other public
purposes: ProCvided,That said Secretary, in his discretion, in making
any lease under this act, may reseve; to. the. United States the right
to lease, sell, or otherwise dispose of the surface of the lands embraced
within such lease under existing law or laws hereafter enacted, in
so far as said surface is not necessary for' use of the lessee in extract-

ing. and removing the deposits .therein :. Provided fulrther, That if
such reservation is made it shall be so determined before the offering
of such lease: And. provided further, That the said Secretary, during
the life of the lease, is authorized to issue such permits for easements
herein provided to be reserved..
Approved February 25, 1920..0 (41 Stat. 437.)
An Act, to Amend Section 8 of An Act to Provide

for the Sale of Desert

Lands

in Certain States and fTerritories, Aipproved March 3, 1877, as Amended by
An Act to Repeal Timber Culture: Laws, and for Other Purposes, Approved
XMarch.3, 1891

:

Be t enacted by 'the Snat and House of Representatves of the
UnitedStates of America in Congress'assembled That section 8 of
an act to provide for the sale 'of;'desert 'lands in certain States and
Territories approved March 3 1877; as amended by an act to repeal
timber culture, laws, and for other purposes, approved March 3, 1891,
be,;and the same i's hereby, amended so as to read' as follows

:

That the provisions of the'act to which this is'an amendment, and the amendments thereto, shall apply to and be in force in
the State of Colorado, as well as the States named in the original act;
and, excepting in the State of Nevada, no person shall be. entitled.
to make entry' .of desertlands unless he be a resident citizen of the
State or Territory in which the land sought to be entered is located."0
SEC.-8.

ApprovedJanuary

6, 1921. ' (41 Stat. 1086.)'

An Act to Authorize Certain Desert-Land Claimants Who Entered the Military
''or Naval Service of the United States During the War with Germany
to Make Final Proof of Their Entries

:- Be
it eacted by the Senate and Hoe

of Representativesof the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the act of
March 1, 1921 (Forty-first

Statutes, page. 1202), entitled "An act to

authorize certain homestead settlers- or entrymen who. entered the
military or ijaval .service of the United States during the war with
Germany to make final proof of their' entries," be, and the same is
hereby, amended by adding thereto at the end.thereof the following
matter, which' shall be known and designated as section 2 of said act:
"SEC. '2. 'That any entryman under the: desert land laws, or any
person' entitled to preference right of '.entry,.under section 1:of the
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act approved March 28, 1908:(Thirty-fifth Statutes at Large, page
52), who after application or..entry, for surveyed lands or legal
initiation of claim for un urveyed lands, and pror to November 11,
1918, enlisted or was actually engaged in the United States Army,
Navy, or Marine.Corps during the war with Germany, who has been
al icapacities due to
of ppand:ibecause
honorably discharged,
service' is unable to accomplish reclamation of and payment .for the
land, ay make proof >*ithout fwther reclamation thereof or payments:thereon under such rules and regul tions as may be prescribed
by the Secretary of the Interior, and receive patent for the land by
him soentered or claimed, if found entoitledthereto: Proided, Thit
*nosuch patent shall issue prior to the survey of the land."
(42 Stt
15 1921.*
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WAREANT-ScaxP-RECODS--EVIDENCz.

Where the records of the' General Land Office fail 'to show that the locator
of a military bountyland warrant complied with the requirements of the
regulations relating to the location thereof,, no presumption' will arise' that
such location was perfected so as to vest equitable title to the located land
in the locator.
WAaRAT-SCiP-VESTED RIGHsTAXATION..
The United States is not divested of-its equitable title to publicland until
there has been a full compliance with all 'the conditions upon which the
right to title depend, and, prior to that' time, a tax imposed upon the'land

by a State is void.
WARRANT-SCRIP-PuRCUASER-TAx

SALE.

Where the equitable title-to a tract of land located under a military bounty
'land warrant fails to pass to the locator because the location was not per* fected, a purchaser of the land at a tax sale by the State who is not in
privity with the warrant locator is not entitled to make cash substitution. /
PuBtic LANDS-POSSESSION-OCCUPANCY-IMPRovEMENTs-PnEFERENCE
:LAND DEPARTnENT-SuPErBIsonY AUTHORITY.

RIGHT-

The department will recognize a preferred right to initiate, and perfect title
in one who in good faith under color of title has taken possession of,.
occupied and improved: public land under misunderstanding or misinformation, as to his legal rights, and it is vested with the discretion to hold the
title in the United States until he may be enabled to acquire-title under
existing law or by special act of Congress.

GOODWIN,Assistant Secretar:y:

M. H. Dean, as attorney at law for A. 1F. Bowdre, the estate of
M. C. Reece, and for Ida Reece, has. requested, that patent be issued

for the NE. , Sec. 5, T. 6 N., IR. 15 W., Little Rock, Arkansas, land

district.
The Commissioner of the General Land Office denied the request
and Dean has appealed in their behalf.
The facts as shown by the records of the General Land Office
appear to be as follows: The abstract of warrants returned by the
local officers at Little Rock for June, 1848, showed that on June 14,
1848, Samuel Pipkin presented for location on thedNE. , Sec. 5,
T. 6 N., R.. 15 W., military bounty land warrant No. 9084, issued
December 31, 1847, to Michael Freeman for 160 acres under the act
of February 11, 1847 (9 Stat., 123, 125). Such abstract does not
show that the warrant was ever satisfied. There is posted on the tract

book of the General Land Office.a notation of the location of his
warrant by Pipkin on the date mentioned. This posting was made
from a duplicate copy of the abstract of warrants located at the local
land officeduring June, 1848. It also appears that by letter of September 26, 1848, the' Commissioner returned warrant certificate 9084

,,?'ECI~C
:0:000:0-

t;
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with three others toethe local office,stating: '.' You will perceive that
in all these cases that the application has not been 'endorsed upon th6-07
-certificate as directed' by the printed circular of June 3, 1847." 0
The circular mentioned required "the party to indorse -on the warrant certificate' an application to the following effect: ' I, A. B., of
,hereby locate the '77 containing
acres, in satisfaction of the warrant herein mentioned, " which was to be signed by
the party and attested 'by the local officers. (1 Lester's Land Laws
':andlDecisions,577.)Under date of January 22j 1858, the register of the local office in
reply to the Commissioner's letter of December 17, 185X,calling for
the. abstr'act of warrants located in June, 1848, register and receiver
numbers 33 to 36, inclusive, which were returned with the aforesaid
letter of September 26,;1848,stated that he had made diligent search
and was unable to locate the abstract of warrants' and reported that
he was unalble to find that they had been received in his office or re-

turned after having been received. One of the warrants, however,
designated in the Commissioner's letter of September 26,' 1848, is in
the files of the General Land Office and is shown to have been satis'flied,and it therefore may be presumed that the letter mentioned with
the inclosed warrants was received by the local -officers. 'No record

can be found showing that a patent issued oniwarrant location 9084
nor,'that the' defect in the location mentioned in- the letter was ever
cured.1 The warrant 9084 and all papers- in connection therewith
can not be found in the: files of' the General Land Office.,
In response to requirements laid down by' the Comnissioner' rela-

'tive to the source 'of their title, the claimants have filed a duly ertifled abstract of title' and a certificate by the county clerk and recorder relative t the record title affecting the land in question.
These showings disclose that the, claimants herein derived their'
title from the purchaser

of the land' at a sale on June 10, 1873, by

the collector of taxes, the land having been assessed to an unknown
owner; that the record of title to E. 2NE.
is in A. R. Bowdre,
that the record title'to the NW. : NE. i is inM C. Reece, and the
record title to the SW. >j'NE. 1 is in Ida Reece.'
It further appears' from the abstract of title that the W. A NE. l is
encumbered by mortgage liens' and also suibject to outstaiiding oil
and gas leases given by 'the claimants. The showings were also supported by corroborated affidavits wherein it is alleged thatithe parties
asking for patents and their grantors and predecessors in title of the
respective tracts have been in actua]l,open, notorious, hostile, and exi
clusive. possession of said lands for more-than 25 years, said possesfsion being continuous and undisturbed'during said time, and that' no
adverse claim has been set up to said property.
t
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essential that the present claimThe Commissioner held tha it was
that
location;
the warrant
through
ants show that they derived title*
been
have.
to
shown
not
illegality
"
for
the warrant was returned
-purchaser took nothing; that the
ed, the tax sale was void and the
::c%:9Cu
with the warrant locator can
privity
claimant not being in
present
The Commissioner,
cashlsubstitution.
not be permitted to makei
the right to enter
possession
in
now
persons
however, accorded the
laws.
appropriate
under
the land
The controlling question (hat arises from the facts in this, case
.'is,whetherany title, equitableor legal, passed under the tax sale.
If no such title passed, the present claimants, who have not connectedthemselves with the warrant locator, have none.
is nothing to show that the warrantloeation was fully perThere
fected or completed.; The* record shows that it was substantially
the record. Con:defective, and it stands impeached on the face of.
ditions remained to be complied with upon which thexright to patent
the locator before his
depended. Something remained to be done bypresuming
that these
for
warrant
nois
There
complete.
equitywas
things were done and that the location was everperfected. A similar question was presented in the.case of Price et al. v. Dennis et al.
(Ala., 1909; 49 So., 248, 250), where the records of the GeneralLand

showed that the location under the warrant used was suspended
O:.ffice
of the insufficiencyof the assignment
by the Comissiner'because
*.of the warrant: and it was held that the equity was. never perfected
until the assignment was.made good.:
The State was without power to tax-the land until the equitable
title passed from the United States and the title did not, pass until
upon which the
there was a',full compliance with all the conditions
the years interduring
that
follows
It
depended.
topatent
\.right
: vening between the date of the location of the warrant and. the date
- of the tax sale the United States held such an interest inthe land as
to make its taxation by the State. void. Hussman 'v.Durham (165
13
;

:

S., 404.)'.
U. ., 144), Sargent v.Herrick (221,U.

The claimants are not such: parties in interest as may invoke the
provisions of section 41 of the regulations. governing the location of
cash substituL. D.,34, 44), relating to6(41
bountyland warrants
provided,
therein
as
tion nor would a patent to the original locator,
claimants.
'these
in
serve to vest the record title
It follows that. as the present claimants can not perfect title to
the land&under the warrant location and have obtained no title under
a void tax sale their request for patent must be denied.
in
:Nevertheless, as it appears that the present claimants are.
faith
good
in
question
in
land,
the
of
colectively:
actual possession
by
under claim of title, the land is not subject to appropriation
claimed.
and
others under the '4ulic land laws while so occupied
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Furthermore, the Department is vested with the discretion under
the circumstances here presented where the claimants appear to
have been misinformed and misundestood their, rights and have,
improved the land and paid valuable' consideration therefor to
hold the title in theUnited' States until,. " within the limits of exist'ing ,law or special act, ofCongress" theseveral. occupants may be'
enabled to obtain title 'to theNsubdivisions to which they hold the
:color of title and which they occupy..' Williams v. United States
(138 U. S., 514, 524), Northern Pacific Railway Company'. Mc(omas
(250
U. S., 387, 393). The claimants will therefore be considered

r'

as having a preferred right to initiate and perfect titleto the land.
It is: therefore incumbent .upon them promptly to seek title to the
tracts- they claim under appropriate public land laws, it. being advisable to state 'further that should. the Land Department determine;
as the, showings of the applicants suggest, that, one or more subdivisions of the land in question is valuable for oil and gas, rights
to the- same can only be acquired under a permit 'or lease as the
case may, require under, the provisions of the act of .February 25;
1920 (41 Stat., 437), and patent to the land will be issued in. such,
case subject to oil and gas reservation.
: .In harmony,. with the views expressed the decision of the' Commissioner directing 'the local officers to note the failure 'of the'
location on their records and denying the 'application for patent is
affirmed.
STEPHEN

E. DAY, JR., ET AL.

Decided May21, 194.:
MINING

CtAiM-PATET.

Trap, or trap rock,: .a general name for dark fine-grained rock, found in
'broken-up fragments in a limited area, which, is particularly suitable
and can be profitably marketed for ballast, is, when the land in which it
is contained is chiefly valuable for such, a valuable mineral depositAsubject
to appropriation and patent under the placer-mining laws."
CORT AND DEPARTMENT

DEcisioNs

CITED AND MP=-DEPATMENTAL

It-

cisioi\C
s DISTIN'GuISHED.
Cases -of Northern Pacific Railroad Company v. Soderberg (188 U. S., 526),
Castle v. Womble (19 L. D., 455), Pacific Coast Marble Company . North-.
ern Pacific Railroad.Company (25,L. D., 233); and Cataract Gold Mining
Company (43 L. D., 248),, cited and applied; cases of Zimmerman v.
Brunson (39 L. D., 310), and Stanislaus Electric Power Company (41
L.. D., 655),

distinguished.

FINNEY, First Assistant" Secretary:

This is an appeal by IStephen E. Day, jr., et al. from the Com- :
missioner's dacision of January 7, '1924, holdingifor rejection their
mineral

application

033465, filed 'on September

29, 1923, for the
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Radio placer mining claim, embracing lot 8, Sec. 4, and lot 1, Sec. 9,

T. 22 S., R. 18 E., S. L. M., Salt Lake City land district, Utah, for
the stated reason that trap rocj,7 the deposit claimed and utilized for
ballast purposes was not subject to appropriatiol under the miiing
laws as a mineral., The Commissioner cited the cases of Stanislaus
* Electric Power Company (41 L. D.-,655), and Zimmerman v.' BrunIrockwas on a-par
son (39 L. D., 310'), and stated that thetrap
with ordinary gravel which could not be entered under the mining laws according to the case last mentioned.
The tracts: involved' comprise about 44 acres: of land just south
of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad track and are: situated approximately 14 miles easterly from Green River in eastern Utah.
The claim was located in 1922 by Stephen E. Day, jr., and his two
associates, who are now the applicants for patent. The location certificate dated November 29, 1922, recited that thof claim was upon .a
In the: application for patent it
of ce-ient-gravel.
valuahle*

isalleged that the placer claim bears a superior'quality of trap rock
suitable and used for ballasting purposes, for which the land is solely
and wholly valuable; that the patent work consists of an excavated
pit having an average width of 19 feet; 11 feet deep and 540 feet
long, valued at 600; that the'mineral deposit referred to covers
substantially the whole of the claim which is worthless for any other
mineral or for: any other purpose' and that the soil is desert inI character and there are no streams and no, timber upon the land. In
his affidavit 'of October 24, 1923, applicant Day avers that no portion.
of the claim is susceptible of cultivation and that nothing grows
* thereon except a few desert: weeds; that there is disclosed through-

out 'nearly the entire area a deposit'of ballast rock many .feet in
thickness; that about:300 carloads, 6ver 12,000 tons,' of ballast.rock
have been shipped by the claimants through their lessees and used on
the main line. track of the railroad; and that the ballast is worth
ten centsper ton on board the cars at the .pit.
.Since the appeal was taken counsel has been heard orally -and
additional evidence has been, submitted. In a duly corroborated affidavit executed by said Day on March 25, 1924,it is alleged that the
trap rock deposit has already been extracted to a depth of- about 11
feet and extends indefinitely below so far as he can determine; that,
excepting the patented Lorna Doone claim of 10 acres' on the west
affiant is informed, very,
and the Radio placer, there, is, so 'far
immediately west of
that
deposit;'
the
containing
land
any,:
if
little,
different entirely
formation
rock
solid
a
is
claim
Doone
the Lorna
line of. the two
south
the
on
that
in.question;
from the deposithere
it valuerender
to
as
extent
an
such
to
out
claims the deposit thins
less and that the extent of the deposit conformsto the basin in which
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the claiis were located-and probably covers only a fev' acres outside
the limits of the two locations. Iti is stated that the proximity of the
railroad. and the transcontinental highways affords an available
market for the deposit. In a corroborating affidavit dated April 2,
1924,'it is averred that-the deposit is not in; a solid formation but is
in a loose,^boken-up condition rendering crushing unnecessary.
It appears that trap, or trap rock, is a general name for dark,
fine-grainedignousrock'partic
y.Ja
ora.dike See Glossary,
BiRI u of Mines, Bulletin 95. The Department understands that the
deposit referred to as gravel consists of loose,broken-up fragmehts of
hard rock particularly suitable for, and actually used as, ballast on
the railroad.
The proof furnished indicates that the available deposit is practically limited to the area of the two claims mentioned. The Lorna '
Doone claim was entered in 1909 and patented in 1910. The favorable report of the special agent upon that claim showed that it cov-;
ered a gravel deposit from which good track ballast vasobtainedand had no other value. The single question presented in this case is"
whether the, depositf described constitutes a valuable mineral deposit'.
within the purview of the mining statute.
In the caseiof Pacific Coast Marble Company v. Northern Pacific
Railroad Company (25 L. D., 233) it was held (syllabus).:Whatever is recognized as a mineral by the standard authorities, whether of
metallic or other substances, when found in the public lands in quantity and
quality sufficient to render the-land more valuable on account thereof than for
agriculturaL purposes, must be treated as coming within the purview: of the.
mining laws.

In the case-of Northern Pacific Railroad Company v. Soderberg'
(188 U.S., 526, 536) the Supreme Court said.that the overwhening
weight of authority was to the effect that mineral lands include alL
such as are chiefly valuablet for their deposits of a mineral character

which are useful in the arts or valuable for purposes of manufacture.
nIn that case a deposit of granite was involved upon which a quarry
had been opened.'

The decision in tle' case of the Cataract Gold Mining Company,
(43' L. D., 248, 254) pointed out that in the Stanislaus case it 'was;
- found that the stone had no commercial value and could-"not be

transported and marketed at a profit, and after restating the. prin~-;
ciple set forth in Castle v. Womible (19 L. D., 455) the epartment-,tV
said:
The mineral deposit must be a "valuable" one; such a mineral deposit as
can probably be worked profitably for otherwise: there would be no inducemdn t
.or incentivei for, the mineral claimant to remove the minerals from the. ground
and place the same in the market, the evident intent and purpose of the mining
laws.,.-
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* 0iVIt 0may be noted that in the Stanislaus case (41 L.; D., 655) the6
application purported to be for a. deposit of building stone specifi'cally located and sought under the act of August 4, 1892 (27 Stat.,
8348). The stone was a low-grade granite, widely distributed, and,
possessed no particular value as a building stone. . The land itself

constituted a valuable power site and was being utilized for hydroelectric purposes. It was held that the land was not chiefly valuable'
for
building stone, as was required by sai d act of 1892 in order to be

subject-to location and patent thereunder as a building-stone placer.
In the course of that opinion the following appears, on;,page 660:
Furthermore,
laws to reserve
ploitation only
value in trade,

it is the undoubted purpose, intent, and scope of the mining
from other dispositionand to devote to: mineral sale and exsuch lands as possess mineral deposits of special or peculiar
:
commerce, manufacture, science, or the arts.

deposit upon the Radio placer and the adjoiningclaim is
in extent and according to the showing is confined to' the
/ two claims. It is being-excavated nd utilized. It has a royalty
!' value of 10 cents per ton of rock removed. The land possesses a'
positive value for the trap rock. The claim' is not sought under the.
provisions of the building stone act or for any purpose other than
* the extraction of the trap rock. In these several respects.the'Stanislaus case is to be distinguished and is not controlling here.
In the Zimmerman-Brunson case a deposit of ordinary, gravel, and,
/)' The
/.limited

sand was involved.

The' deposit. possessed no special or peculiar

property or characteristic and its chief value was due to its proximity:
to .a town. It had been used for making concrete and concrete blocks:
for building construction. The Department declined to classify as
mineral land containing such a deposit and sustained tle:homestead
entry made thereon. The ruling in that case is not deemed neces* sarily determinative of the present question.
This trap rock is something dif erent .from ordinary "gravel. 'As,
the Department understands, it consists of a deposit. in a loose and'
broken up., state, the rock fragments being peculiarly adapted for
railroad ballast and for road metal. In utility it is the equivalent of
crushed rock. Upon both the Radio placer, and the adjoining pat-:
ented claim the deposit has been worked: and. utilized. 'It has been.
found to be desirable and valuable and particularly adapted to theuse for which it has been employed. I The deposit is limited in area.

The claim was apparently located in entire good faith. The origi-:
nal locators are the applicants for patent. The location and patenting of the Lorna Doone claim may have induced the location of the
Radio placer. There is no ulterior motiveo6r hidden purpose back,
of ithese applicants.- 'The use made of the tracts is clearly the sole
and only use for which they are suited or valuable.' Under the cir-;
cumstances and conditions disclosed the Department is of the opinion,
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:that the deposit of trap rock is demonstrated to be a valuable mineral
deposit within'the meaning and intent of the general minmglaws
and as such is subject to appropriation and patent as a placer mining
claim.
In the Commissioner's decision- a conflict as to lot 1, said Sec. 9,

iS noted between the placer application and application 033447,filed
-Septeiber26, 19235for an oil and gas prospecting permit. The permit application embracing said lot l and other tracts was filed by
Walter J. Ward three days prior to the placer; application which
was accompanied by a protest against the former. As the Radio
placer claim is held herein to be a valid location made long prior to
the presentation. of the permit application, the tract in conflict will
upon due notice to said Ward, be eliminated from his application;
' The appeal herein is sustained. The.mineral application, all else
being' regular, will 'be allowed to proceed. to entry and patent. The;
decision of the Commissioner is reversed.

LETNIK

OIL ASSOCIATION v. DAVIS ET AL.
DeciedM

OI

21, 1924.

AND: GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PEMIT-NOTICE-PBEEFEBENCE
STATUTES.

RIGHT-

The provision in section 13 of the act of February, 25, 1920, which gives
a preference right to an oil and gas prospecting permit for six months
following the marking and posting of notice upon lands in'Alaska, is to
-be construed to mean for six calendar months thereafter, and that the
time shall expire at the close of an official day of the local office in. the
sixth monthgfollowing posting which' orresponds to the date, of posting,
unless such day does not occur in the sixth month, in which event the last
day of that month will mark the expiration of the preference right period.
OI

AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-APPLIcATION-ASSIONMENT.

While the Department will refuse to approve the assignment of a mere
application for an oil and gas prospecting permit, yet it may recognize,
in- onnection 'with such application,. persons who desire to become asso' ciated with the permittee in development of the land, and, in such event,
will issue a permit to the applicant and his associates, if they' be qualified. ;
*

COURT
AND DEPARTMENTALDECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.
Cases of Daley v. Anderson (48 Pac., 839), Daly Iv Concordia Fire Insurance Company (65 Pac., 416), and United States v. Omdahl' (25 L. D.,
157), cited-and applied.

FINNEY,

First AssistantSecretary;

The Letnik Oil Associatioh,- composed of Albert L. Carlton,;
Iarry J. Euver, Thomas; H. Morton, Fred R. Lucas, William, E.
Stewat, and
Alfred
Nelson, Helen
Sullivan,'
0 : or
: ,' J;0 i'00;02
;
':-E. Wehtworth,'F.
'a
If,.
SU1
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H.S., Abbert,has appealed from the decision of the General Land
held the
Office dated December ll, 1923, in so.far as said decision
rights
of said association to a permit, under section 13 of the leasing

and gas
'act of February 25, 1920 (41Stat., 437), to prospect for oilland
disUpOcertain unsurveyed lands in'the Anchorage, Alaska,
trict,. were initiated on September 16, 1920,:and were subordinate to
rights acquired under similar applicationsofor.prmits forp art of the
land filed by James V. Davis, W. IL.'Keyse, and Edwin Wentworth.
The records, disclose that' James V. Davis: claimed a ,preference

right to a permit by virtue of anotice of intention to make application posted in his behalf on April.22, 1920, by J. J. Finnegan, as
attorney in fact. .Within 'six months thereafter, on' September 9,
1920,Davisfiled application for a prospecting permit. W. L. Keyser
posted notice of. intention to make permit applicationonn April 22,
1920,and filed his application on or about September 17, 1920. The

exact date of filing' does.n'ot appear, but' on. the date given the
receiver' transmittel said application to the General Land Office.
His application,

which was assigned serial number 04463, was ap-

the Letnik
parently filed'shortly after th application unde whch
OitAssociation claims, which received serial number 04455. Edwin'
Wentworth posted notice of intention to make permit application on
March 16,. 1920, and filed his application

on July 15, 1920.. The

hour of posting notice does notappear.
The existence" of'&confictingclais is not denied:by the'appellant,
and they are shown to exist by the records, although te 'extent of
the 'conflict of, appellant's application with the permits heretofore
issued to Davis and Keyser can.not be determined, pending an ad'judication whetler theseapplications were fbr lands located with:
reference to true north or to magnetic north. 'Davis has charged
that
Keyser and thers, in conjunction 'ith whon'i' he located his
permit area, have changed the boundary monuments from magnetic
north to true north, and has asked for'.an 6extensionof time to prove
'his charge. The 'ommissioner had theretofore6 held that both
located the lands with reference to true, north.
-:'Davis and Ker
The appellant' association claims priorities,

however, because of a

notice of intention to make, application shown to, have been posted'
upon the land involved on March 16, 1920, hour. of posting not
shown, by. E.. Wentworth, agent .for Albert: L. Carlton. The said
Wentworth appears to be one of the appelleest herein. On September 16., 1920, there was filed an application for prospecting
'

permit for the land involved. This application was executed by
h1. E. Robertson as attorney in fact for Albert L. Carlton, but :was
accompanied by Carlton's own affidavit as to his citizenship. 'An;
amendatory application was filed by Canlton on October' 12, 1920.
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There was, thereafter, filed a partnership agreement creating the
Letnik Oil Association,'entered into by Carlton' and the remaining
appellants herein on May 10, 1920. In that agreement, Carlton
*expressly admits that the iotice posted. and, application filed were
forthe use and benefit' of the association; and amendments to. the
permit application have been filed by said. assoiation. disclosing the
qualifications of all.its members to acquire an interest in said permit,
and a proper bond has been filed by it. Upon these facts, the asso-.
ciation now claims that its rights were initiated by the posting on

March 16, 1920, and a preference secured by the filing made by
Robertson on September 16, 1920.
The provision, in section 13 of the leasing act which allows a pref-

erence right to a permit to persons posting notice' upon lands in
Alaska "for six months following such marking and postinoA"is to
be construed to mean' for six calendar::mdnths thereafter, and that
the time for filing shall expire at the close of an official day of the
local office in the sixth month' f6llowing posting which corr'esponds
to the. date of posting, unless such day does not occur in said sixth
month, in which c'as the last day of said month will mark' the expiration of the preference period. Unitfd States v. Omdahl (25 L
o. (16 Colo.App., 349;
: 1, 157), Daly.v.: Concordia Fire 'Insurance
65 Pac.,416) ,Daley '.Anderson (7Wyo., ;48 Pac.,.839) Thus
it appears that' the application filed' on 'September 16, 1920, was
within the six months period prescribed in the leasing act. While the Department will not approve the assignment of a mere
application for a prospecting permit, it perceives no reason why it
may not recognize, in connection with such application, persons who
desire to become associated with the, pernittee in development of
the land, and will issue the permit t the permittee 'and his' associates if they are qualified.

The'.acquiring

of associates neither don-

stitutes speculation nor injures the rights of any' conflicting applicants, for the claim of the original applicant is in nowise enlarged
'nor the time of its inception altered.'
If, therefore, the association, or Qarlton, can show that the posting by Wentworth,

alleged to have ben

made

forthe 'benefit

of

Carlton, was made pursuant to authority which preceded the posting,
and was for. Carlton's own benefit, or for his -benefit as trustee' for
the persons who ater became his partners, it must be held that the
association's rights were initiated on March 16, 1920. If such showing is made, itis clear that appellant will be entitled to priority over
Davis and Keyser; and, unlIeSsit is shown definitely which notice
was first posted by Wentworth in the field on March 16, 1920,said
association will be considered as initiating

a simultaneous claim with

that of Wentworth, which conflict must be:adjusted by a division of
thle
are
athin dipute within 3
'ing. by aa drawmng.
rom -days
nticeor or by
ys frdm.'notc
ramdsuewtn3
.:~~i

;
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The case is, therefore, remanded, with instructions that the ap'pellant association be allowed 30 days from notice within which to
show that' notice was properly posted by an*agent duly authorized
to act either in its behalf or in behalf of Carlton at the time of posting. If such showing is made,' the rights of the appellant' will be
adjudicated as heretofore directed'; and, if such showingis not made,
the rejection in the Commissioner's decision now under review will

.be made final, upon final adjudication of the location of the Davis
and Keyser claims so as to indicate the extent of the conflicts 'with
their permits.
PRACTICE APPLICABLE TO APPEALS FROM THE REJECTION OF
APPLICATIONS FOR PROSPECTING PERMITS FOR CONFLICT.
Instructions, May 21, 1924.
PRACTIcE-APprEAL-NTICE-PaoSPECTING
TEST.

PERmIT-ENTE.Y-APPLicATION-CON-

The rule that, where an appeal is. taken from an order of dismissal of an
application to contest, service of notice of the appeal upon the entryman
is not required, does not apply to appeals from the rejection of applications to make entry or for prospecting permits because of conflict, with
t g0
previdously
allowed entries or permits; in the latter class of appeals,
service of notice upon the entryman or permittee is compulsory.
DEPARTmENTALDEcasION CITED AND APPLiELD.

Case of Delfino Cordova and James IR. Wilson (47 L. D., 608), cited and

applied.
FINNEY,

First AssistantSecretary:

The Department has considered your [Commissioner of the General Land Office] letter of the 10th instant, inquiring, in effect, if
the rule announced in Condas v. Heaston (49 L. D., 374) should be
followed'in the matter'of appeals from the rejection of applications
fdr prospecting permits where the. land described is embraced in an
outstanding permit, and in appeals from the rejection of applications
to make entrywhere the land applied for is embraced in an entry.
The rule referred to was stated as follows:'
An entryman does not becomej a party to contest proceedings prior to the allowance of a contest and service of notice thereof upon him, and where an appeal is taken from an order of dismissal of an application of contest, service
of notice of the appeal upon the entryman is not required.-

The rule quoted applies, of course, only to appeals from the rejection or dismissal of applications to contest where the entryman'has
not been served with notide of the contest. Other appeals from decisions by local officers are governed by the departmental decision in
Delfino;Cordova and James R. Wilson'(47 L D.,-608).
'
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May 21, 1924.
BOi

PATENT-RESERVATION-E lOoMESTEAD-. E
LANDS-ALASKA..

AND

GAS

LANDS-COAL

A patent for public lands in Alaska, entered subject to the'provisions and
'reservations. of the act of March S, 1922, should contain'a reservation of
* only that character of mineralfor which the lnd was reported or believed'
to be valuable.
DEPARTAENTAL REGMLATrONSAMENDED.

Paragraph

3 of regulations

of July 31, 1922, Circular

No. 842 (49 L. D., 196),

amended.

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
- You Commissioner of the 'General Land Office] have informally
submitted to the Department the homestead entry of Fred H. Smith

(Anchorage- 0'5028'); embracing NE. 1, Sec. 29, T. 13' N., R. 3 W.,
S. M., Alaska, under which final cash certificate issued Februairy 11,
1924.

the application to make the entry was filed there w's pendW"Then
ing an, application for a permit under section 13.of the act of;February 25, 19200(41 Stat., 437), to prospect for oil and gas upon the
land. Because thereof, Smith later filed his' consent to theI amendSmentof the application to state that it was made in accordance with
and subject to the provisions and reservations of'the act of Marchi8,
1922:(42 Stat., 415), as to oil and gas.

The land isnot-embraced in anv withdrawal or reservation; hence:
You desire instructions as to.whether the patent should contain a
reservation as to any mineral otber than oil and gas...
Paragraph 3 of the regulations of July 31, 1922, Circular No. 842
196), under.the act of: March 8,.1922, supra, provides that
(49.D.,
there Twillbe incorporated' in patents issued to homestead c ai ants
-under the latter act the following:'
:
.Excepting and reserving, however, to the United States all' the coal, oil, or
gas in, the lands so patented, and to it, or persons authorized by 'it, the right
to prospect for, mine, and remove'such deposits from the same. upon cmpliafie
with the conditions and subject to the provisions and lmitatibns''of the act f
'March 8,' 1922 (Public, N'165).
.
.

'

'The said' act of 1922 applies to public lands in Alaska "known to
contain workable coal, oil, or gas deposits, or that may be valuable
for the coal, oil, or gas contained therein, and which arenot otherwise
reserved' or withdrawn."

'

'

The debates in Congress when the legislation was. under discussion
leave no doubt that it' was intended to piovide for 'the reservation of
'only the mineral (coal or oil and gas). for which the land, was reportedor believed to be valuable; and this intention is manifest from
the reservation of coal, oil, or gas" [italics supplied]--" or" having been used in its ordinary meaning .of marking an alternative.
745260 -24-voL 50-32
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The form of reservation to be inserted in' patents is therefore
amended to' read as follows:
Excepting and reserving, however, to the United States all the [deposition
*. 0 0 account .of which the lands' are withdrawn,. classified, or reported to be: valuable-coal or oil and gas,: as the case may be] in the lands so patented, and to it,
or persons. authorized by .it, the right to prospectfor, mine, and, remove such
:
deposits from the same uponc ompliance with the conditions and subject to the
provisions, and limitations of the act of March 8, 1922 :(42 Stat., 415).

FRED WALLACE.
Debided

Map' 21, 1924.

RIGH-PUECH:AsE-IMPOVEMENTS-CLTLTIVATION-SvEY-SECRET
TARY-OFTHE INTEIOE-SUPERVISoRY. AUTHOziTY-ARKANSAs-, STATIJTES.

PR::
EsEFR.ENCE

The provision in section; 2 of the act of September 21, 1922,:requiring that applications for the exercise of preference rights'accorded by the act to persons who had placed valuable improvements upon or reduced to cultivation
the lands specified therein, be filed within ninety days from the passage of
' the act or from the:filing of the plat of survey, is merely alimitation upon
* the exercise of the preference right privilege, and does not. restrict the
authority of the Secretary of the Interior, conferred by the general provisions of the act,.to sell, in his judgment and discretion, the. lands, not adversely .claimed,:.to any citizen of the United States.

,tirst Assstant;Secretary:
FiNNEY
:: : Wallace has: appealed .from*a decision:of thzeCommissioner
Fred
'of the General Land Office dated January 25,1924;.rejed:ingi his application to purchase lots
and 2, Sec. 24, T. 11 N, R.. I:E., '5thi
*

P. M., Arkansas;(34.66 acres); under the provisions of the act of September 21, 1922 (42 Sta9t.,992).
The application was filed September 21, 1923, and was rejected be-

cause not'filed within 90 days after 'the plat of surveyof the ots
was filed in the local office-February 6, 192.:
The local officers, pursuant to the regulations of November 18, 1922,

Circular No. 864, (not published), referred the application' to the'
,chief of field division for investigation and appraisement of the land.
Under date of December 27, 1923, a special; agent reported that the
two lots were fenced and ;-wereused. for pasture by the applicant.
Both lots were. appraised at $10 per acre, making the total valuation:
bf the two lots $346.60.
In a supplemental affidavit executed September :26, 1923, applicant
'stated that the improvements oni the land consisted of a house of no
value, two acres cleared 'prior to September 21,'1922, valued at $40,

and' the wire fence, 'valued at $50.. Further:
Fred' Wallace further states that he did not do the improving himself, and i
that he only-acquired the adjoining deeded land in December, 1922, and that the
improvements above mentioned were: madel by Ike Burnett, whose title afflant
now owns.

aO]j
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I t appears that on*March 19, 1923, Ike Burnett applied to make
homestead entr for said' lots 1and'2, claiming settlement on the land
prior to the 'withdrawal thereof by Executive order of 'A4 ril 13,
1917. His application

was alowed

ay 12,; 1923. On August

31,

1923, Burnett executed a relinquishment'of his entry, stating therein
that he was mistak'en at the time of making application

as''to. what

constituted 'occupicy 'of the land; that he: had not in fact resided
upon the'land, making ithisl home 'ut hiad stayed there 6ccasionally
or a night or two, while his family resided at his permanent home,
and',that Fred Wallace~ is the. owner of the land adjoining, and has
-twoor three acres of said lots in actual possession with growing crops
thereon. The relinquishment was filed in: the local office on Seem

ber'5, 1923, andon September 12, 1923,said Wallaceapplied to make'
an, adjoining

farm' homestead entr

for said lotsA, aidn2, based 'on

the ownership,,of
dwhatt.is described as the fractional N.
said
Sec.' 24 (98.33. acres). The ldcal.officers:rejected the :application,
holding that the land had: not been restored to homestead entry, and'
suggesting' that

Wallace

file an application

to purchase tfhe lot.

1'4hopending. applicaton. :wa'thereupon filed.
Saidlots 1.and 2 have been surveyed as lying betw'een thenieander
line of so-cafled iSuLperior,
Lake.4aserroneously surveyed in 1840and
the actual sh6reline of 1840..
'
By Executive order (No. 259'3) of April'13, 1917, the public land
in T. 11 N., R,.7 E., 5th:P.
f.,
and other townshipsjn Arkansaswas
withdrawn, from settlement, location, sale, or entry, pending *pre

limiary examinationand srvey-

:with a view to ascertaining 'the praeticability of improving. the St.0 Francis.
River in the States of Arkansas and Missouri, and of incidentally reclaiming
by drainage the contiguous lands,_pursuant to an act ofCongress. making an
appropriation for that purpose, approved July 27, 1916 (39 Stat., 409) ,and in
contemplation of dany further legislation that ma'y be enacted inconnection

therewith. '

'

"

''

'

'

''

-

The act approved4September 21, 1922, sltpra,. entitled' "An- At
Granting 'to certain claimants te preference right to purchase un'appropriated public' lands n' the State of r ansas," provies:
That the Secretary of the Interior, in his judgmenti and discretion, is hereby
authorized to sell, in.,the 3bianner hereinafter provided,' any of those public
lands' situated in the State of Arkansas which were originally erroneously
meandered and shown upon the, officialplats as water-covered areas, and which'
are not lawfully appropriated by a qualified settler or entryman claiming under
the public land laws.'' -'
SEc. 2..That any citizen:'of the United States who in good fkith under
color of tite or claiming xas a riparian owner: has, prior to this Act, placed
valuable improvements-pon or reduced to cultivation any of the lands subject
to the operation of this Act, shall have a' preferred right to file in the officeof the
register and receiver of the United States' land office of. thedistrit
in.which
the lands are situatedan
application to puirchase the lands thus improved by
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them at. any ltime within, inety days fror' the date of the passage, of tis
* Act if the lands have been surveyed and plats filed- in.the' United States.land
office, otherwise within ninety days from the filing of such plats. Every such
:application must be accompanied with satisfactory proof that the applicant is
entitled -to such'preference right and that the. lands which he'applies topurchase are not' in the legal possessionl of an a dverse claimant.
Sa. 3. That upon the filing of an application to purchase any lands subject
to the operation of this. Act, together with' the required proof,. the Secretary
of the Interior shall, cause the lands described in, said 'application to e
appraised, said appraisal to be on the basis of the value ofsultch fandsa
the

date of appraisal, exclusive of an
Iy icre~ased vau

resultn

fo

'tede-

velopment or improvement thereof for agricultural purposes by the applicant or
his predecessor in ifiterest, but . inelusive. of; the stlmpage value of any timber
.cut,orremovad by the applicant 'or his predece ssor l interest.
SEC.4. That an applicant who applies to purchase. lands under the provisions
of this Act, In order. to be entitled to receive a patent must within thirty days
from receipt of notice of appraisal by the Secretar of the Interior pay to the'
receiver of the United States 'lndoffice of the: distrit in which the lands are
situated the apprlaised price of, the lands, and thereupon a patent'shall issue
: to said applicanit for such lands as the Secretary of the Interior shal determine:
that such applicant is entitled to purchase. under this Act. The proceeds de-;
rived by the Government from the sale of lands hereunder shall be covered into.
* the United':States Treasury and applied as provided by law for the disposal of
the proceeds from the 'sale of public lands.
SEC 5. That the, Secretary of 'the Interior is hereby authorized to prescribe
all necessary rules and regulations for administering the provisions of this Act
and determining conflicting claims arising hereunder.

The effect of the act quoted was -to ;modify the withdrawal of
April 13, 1917, to the extent of allowing the sale of' lands of the
character desciibed in the act. S ction 2 'prvides for preferred
rights to a certain class of persons, and allows 90 days from the date'
of the passage of the act, if the plat of survey be on file, or, if
unsurveyed, 90 days from the filing of the plat of survey,, within

which such. preference rights must be asserted, but.it' was not in'-:
* tended by Congress to forbid the sale, of a tract'to.

a quaified

ap-

plicant merely because he had not made applicatioil to purchase:
within a certain time, except in the presence of an adverse right.
:0 f 0:act
::The
fdid not limnitsales tozpersons wwho had.:placed 'valuable'improvenients upoh or reduced the'lands to cultivation, but merely'
granted to such persons a preferred right to purchase, and conferred
on the Secretary of the Interior authority to sell any of the lands,,
' "in his judgment and discretion," to. any citizen.:of the United
States.
The object of the act, as explained during the debate on the: floor'
:gf the House of Representatives, was to afford relief 'to the owners of
t riparian lands. Wallace belongs to:thiisclass, and in the absence
of itny adverse claim no reason is apparent why his application to:
purchase should not be allowed. It is so ordered, the decision ap-

fpealedfrom being reversed.-'-
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RULES. GOVERNING PAYMENTS FOR COAL PRODUCTION PRIOR
TO AND AFTER THE ISSUANCE OFPERMITS AND LEASES.1

Instructions, May23, S24.
COALLANDS-TRESPASS-PAYMENT-DAMAGES.

.

Moneys recovered ,for coal trespasses upon the public lands are covered into
: the United States. Treasury as "Miscellaneous Receipts," irrespective of
whether the trespasses occurred before or after the enactment:of the lensing act of February 25, 1920, and no exception is made as to recoveries
from persons who have tbeen awarded leases under that act.
CoAL LANDS-TRESPASS-LEASE.:

Coal operations upon public lands commenced prior to the award of a lease
by one who becomes a successful bidder for a lease at public. auction
constitute a trespass, notwithstanding that the operations were conducted
by a potential

lessee.

COAL LANDS-TRESPASS-LEASE-APPLCATION.

The mining of coal before the filing of an application for a coal lease by one
equitably entitled thereto because :of prior operations constitutes a tespass,- but all coal mined after, the filing of the application pursuant to which
the leaseis ,awarded will be deemed to have beenmined under:the terms
of the lease.,
COAL LANDS-PAYfENT-PASTPRODUCTION-WORDS

AND PHRASES.

The term "past production" as used, in section 35 of the leasing act has
particular reference to cases arising, under section 18 of that act, where
relief is authorized upon payment to the Government for the minerals produced plrior to application: for relief, and it has no applicability to coal
production.
DEPARTMENTALDECISION GITEDAND APPLIED.

Case of Big-4 Consolidated Oil Company (49 L. D., 482) cited and applied

FINNY,Firt AssistantSecretary:I have before me your [Director of the Bureau of Mines] request
for instruction,)dated April, 22, 1924, in the matter of reports furnished by your bureau: to the, Commissioner of- the General Land
Officeof coal' prolductio upon lands under coal prospecting permits, and, leases issued pursuant to section 2 of the leasingact: of
February

2, '1920 (41 Stat.,, 43'Z),, and., note your. inquiries therein.

Before proceeding to state the views of the Department in each of
the five cases. stated in your letter,, I shall briefly indicate the.
situation with respect to coal mined' upon the public domain' prior
to and after permits or leases are issued.
.It is obvious that coal mined, upon the. public domainwitho any
right under the ubic land laws ismined in trespass, and such sums
as are received by the Government for coal so mined' are covered
into ,thie'Treasury of the United States as 'Miscellaneous
ReceiptsY
Such is the case*heljer the tespass occurred before .or after, the
iromulgated

July 19, 1924, as Circular No. 953 (unpublished

-Ed.
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passage of the leasing act of Febaruary 25, 1920,0sprn, an wheter
the sumi was recovered by; adverse proceedings -or voluntarily paid by

persons who have been awarded.leases under the act of February

;X
25,1920.:;;:0::?f

.t

;

' Where 'a 'party has applied' to have lands offered for lease at
public auctioh 'and becomes the successful -bidder fwhen. such. auction

is hd, any opprations, commenced before' such lease' is awarded,
constitute a trespass, and the funds received in payment for coal
removed: while such; trespass

existed occupy 'the same status

as

though the trespasser was not, at the time of payment, a. potential
lessee.

;Where, however, a lessee makes application for:a lease, andshows

that he'has in good faith improved, occupied, or claimed;:coal lands,
and is found equitably entitled to a lease, coal produced;prior: to the
application

for a lease was produced in trespass and will be col-

en inposses;
lected for as such ;0but, if the lessee has, at
slon:of the land, working: the, same, all coal produced' after appli:cation is: made for a'lease'will be considered as''mined' under the'
lease, and the lessee will be held accountable therefor, 'and for the
prescribed rentals,' from that time, under the principles stated in the
case of the Big-4 Consolidated. Oil Company (49 L. '., 482)'
Prospecting, permits are grahted only where such operations are:
necessary to show the existence and workability of coal deposits,and,
in such case there can be no past production. Provision is.:made in
these permits for the payment of a royalty on all coal: produced
thereunder before lease is applied for. Such royalties are; to be regarded as under the leasing act, rather than past. production as that
:term is used in section 35 of the leasing act. In this case also, rentals

eandroyalties under the lease will commence upon the date when
lease is 'applied for.
From' the f'oregoing it is clear th'at the term -"past. production"
used in 'section 35 of the leasing act refers only'to those cases such as

in ection 18 of the act, where relief is authorized t4 be granted upon
emineralsproduced prior 'to
ffo
th
the payment
application for relief, and does 'not. refer to 'trespass cases in which
provision 'is not expressly made in the act for payment for 'past
*0
production. 'No :provisions of this character have been made in the
act with: respect to coal deposits.

With' these general propositions in mind consideration will now be
given the cases stated in your letter.'
Case 1. Where coal has been mined in trespass prior to the act of February
mined after
25; 1920, should this productioa be itemized separatelyfrom'that
:February 2V5;1920, on account of the division provided ffor in sectioni 35 of the
act of February 25,1920, relatngto "Past Production "?
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Reports ,of production mined in trespass should. in- all cases,be

itemized$ separately from productioh

under permitsand

leases.

Case 2. Is the division provided for in section 35 of the act effective for coal
mined after February 25, 1920, and prior to the date on which the application
foir ilease or permit is mad;e?

The division referred to in section 35 of the leasing' act has no
application to coal production.
Case 3. Assuming that the royalties 'ormoneys received for settlement for
coal mined, in cases t and 2, are deposited in the United States Treasury as
miscellaneous receipts; is the division provided for ind seetion 35 applicable to
moneys received fot coal or' mineral after application is made. for lease but
prior to its being avarded at public auction?

If a lessee mines coal before being awarded a lease at public auction, the production, is in trespass and is to be separately accounted
,for as such.: In this situation no rights are initiated by; applying
to have the lands offered for lease, as the applicant must be the highest bidder in order to succeed..
Case 4. If the division of moneys provided for in section 35 does not apply
to the above, does that division apply after the sale and awarding of a lease by
auction and prior to the date the lease is finally issued?

Upon the awarding of the lease at the auction the successful bidder
': possession is accountable for the coal deposits and for rentals as
though the lease had issued. See the case of the Big-4 Consolidated
Oil ompany, supra.
Case 5. In many cases where a lease results, from a prospecting permit,, seyeral mouths lapse between the date that the permit has expired and'the date
the lease i issued..' Should this production be itemized' separately from the
production under the permit and lease: so that the moneys received as' royalties
can be deposited in the United States Treasury as miscellaneous receipts?

Where a pernittee

:hasdiscovered coal and has applied for a lease,

such application supersedes the permit, and when lease is granted it
relates back to, the time of application. There can "be no interval,
for.the perittee must account for. the coal in accordance with the
terms of .his permit until lease is aplied for, and thereafter in ac-:
cordance with the term s of the lease. Your reports need, therefore,
to make distinctions only between coal mined under the permit and
after the aplication for lease has been filed.. .n
PHOSPHATE

REGULATIONS-PARAGRAPHS
N0. 696, AMENDED.
[Circular

No. 936.]

DEPARTMENT
RT

AND gECE-IV:ERS,
C:
0 f
MREISTERS
ADREEVERS;:
UNITED

STATES

4 AND 5, CIRCULAR

O THE TNTERIOR,

GENERAtLAND OFFICE,
:Washington,
';
D. C., May
3, 1934.
i
:-:
E:;::ifW

AND OFFICES:

Indepartmental
decision of May 3, 1924, in the case of Reginald.
C. Willi; (50 L.' D., 427), paragraphs 4 and 5 of the regulations con-
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phosphate leases and use;permits, under the act of February

25; 1920 (41 Stat., 437), contained in Circular

No. 696 (47 L. D.,

513), were amended to read as-follows:

4. Minium
development.. (a) An actual bne ide expenditure for mine
operations, development, or improvement purposes of the amount determined
by the Secretary of the Interior will be a condition in each lease as the minimum basis on which each lease will be granted, with the requirement that not
less than one-third of such proposed investment shall be expended in development of the mine during the first year, and a like amount each year for the
two succeeding years, the investment during any one year over such proportionate amount for that year to be credited on the expenditure required for
the ensuing'year or years.:
(b); Where, however, the lands involved are in an unproven territory, the
portion of the total minimum investment required to be made during the first
few years of the lease will' be fixed -in such aounts as the ircumstances in
each case require.
(e) A bond in the sum of $5,000, executed by the lessee with approved corporate surety and conditioned upon the making of -the minimum investment
required and upon compliance with the terms of the lease, will be required.
Sec. . 5 of the regulations is amended by the addition of the fol-

lowing:
But in a case where the lands are in an unproven territory, the minimum
production requirement may be made to. begin at such time and to run for
such periods as the Secretary may find warranted.t
"WILLIAM SPRY,
Commeoner

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary.

HIRAM M. HAMILTON, INLAND LUMBER AND TIMBER COMPANY,

TRANSFEREE (ON REHEARING).

3;3Itaq 6k

Decided
ay 26,1924.

FoRnsT LIEU SErECTIOr-RELINQUISHMENT-PUxRCASER.:

bi
hg
(9

W

The selection of land in lieu of a relinquished claim in a forest reserve under
the act of June 4, 1897, can be exercised only;by or in behalf of the owner
| --- of the land relinquished, and any defect of title in the purported owner of
the base land is properly subject to objection as against the selector and
:equally against anyone claiming under the selector; except'where title to
the selected tract has passed from the Government- and is held by a bbnwfide purchaser.
FOREST LIEU SELaCTIO-14RAun-PuRcrrAsEa..

The proviso to the act of March 3, 1905, which provides that if for any reason
not the fault of the party making the selection a pending forest lieu selec-.
tion is held invalid, another selection may be made in lieu thereof, does not
authorize a purchaser of the unpatented selected tract, without notice of
fraud, to make a new selection, if the base land had beel fraudulently
acquired and the selection properly rejected.
COURTAND DEPAtTMENTALDEcisIbNS CITEDAND DisTINGUIED.

Cases of United States v. Hyde (174 Fed., 175) and Thomas' B. Walker (39
L. D., 64, 426) cited and distinguished.
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By decision of April. 2, 1924,-the Department

on appeal affirmed

the action of the General Land Office rejecting the application of the
Inland Lumber .and Timber :Companyas transferee of HiramiM.n
Hamilton to make forest4iei selectio under the provisions of the
actsof

Juie'4,

1897 (30 Stat., 11,: 36)., and March 3, 1905. (33. Stat.,

1264);, forthe SE. , 'NE. 4, Sec. 31, T.34 N., R.79 W., 6th P..
Douglas, Wyoming, land district, in lieu of the NW.- SI . ,: Sec.
36,-T. 1 S.,R." 22E.,*M..D. M., California.
The ground relied upol for~rejection of the proffered selection
was that! the base land; ffered was refused in connection with a
.

former selection -basedthereon

because it had been fraudulently

ac-

quired from the State of California by Hamilton, and that Hamil t
ton's claim of title was subject to attack by the State; that the act
of March 3, 1905, allowing; right of new selection under certain con-

*ditions didinot apply in; this case because of the provision-permitting
another selectiononIly wherethe prior selection was.rejected for.any
.
reason not the fault-of the party making the same. i
A motion for rehearing0has been filed by the Inland Lumber and
Timber Company alleging error, in holding that Hamilton was
the prior selector and in 'not holding that the Inland 'Lumber and
Timber Company was the real selector as a bona fide purchaser of
'the electiohright and free from fault'in respect tothefraud committed in acquiring the base land from the State. These; are' not
new contentions. They were fully considered and disposed of in the
.
fornerdecision.
Support for the motion is sought in certain decisions referred to
in: the brief. The case of United States .v. Hyde (174 Fed., 175)
I is ,quoted from at lengtllin an endeavor to show that tle Inland Lumber and Timber Company by purchase of the right of selection
from Hamilton without notice of fraud acquired an. indefeasible
right free from the charge of fraud, anC, that the right of the said
but is
company is not. merely 'coextensive' with th ttof HiHamilton
sujperior to Hamilton's right, being free'from the' defect in Hamilt:on'stitle. That case is unlke the present one.' A 'patent .had issued
on the .selection in that case and the Government brought suit to
cancel the patent because of invalidity of the.selector'stitle to the
base land. The fact that the purchase of the selected .land was made
:prior to issuance of patelt thereon was held'to.make no difference in
the title of the 'purchaser;, that the purchase' of .the selected land
prior to ,patent was not void and' that when pateit issued the-title
iied to thie bona ftdepurchaser. But the court did not'hold, and
there Vas no occasion for holding, that thiiisiDepartment is obliged
of: a so-called selection right and accord him
to recogize a purclaser
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the right, to make a selection or to' hold the land selected free: from
defect of 'title that existed: in respect to the owner of the base Iland.
'he.court- merely held that, upon approval of the selection and issuance 'of patent the;: prior bona fide purchaser, could, defend his
title against fraud committed'by. the selector.
.always' held that the act of June 4, 1897,
9has
This Department
fauthorized selectiononly y. or inbehalf of the owner of the, land
o far as known no court has held to the contrary.
oand
relinquishe,
title of the. purported owner of 'the base landis
the
in
Any defect
objection as against the selector. and equally
to
properly' subject
against anyone claiming under the selector except where title to the
selected tract. has passed' from: the Government

and. is held, by: 'a

bona fide purchaser.:

Reference: was also.t made to the case of Thomas. B.: Walker: (39

L. D., 64, 426). That case manifestly, has no ,direct application to
the facts of this.,case. The question there involved was ,whether the
.purchaser:
selector had a good title to the base'land as a bonfide
, In
fraudulently.
State
the,
'from
same
'acquired:
who
from persons
the
of
rejectidn.
to
prior
established
clearly
was
the present case it
acquiring
in
fraud
of
guilty
was
selector
the.
that
original selection
the base landfrom the State, and the ight of selection was-'denied
for. that reason.'
The,iformer decision is adhered to ,and the motiol isaccordingly
denied.
RULE GOVERNING THE APPLICATION
TION 7, ACT OF MARCH

3, 1891,

OF THE PROVISO TO SEC-

WITH

RESPECT

TO RECLAMA-

TION HOMESTEADENTRIES.
Instructi01s,:

Mfay 26, 1924.

RECLAMATIONHOMESTEAD-FEES-CONFIRMATION-STATUTES.

at the date of the submission of proof of compliance with the ordinary provisions of the homestead
law in connection with a reclamation homestead entry does not start.the
running of the confirmatory period in the proviso to section 7 of the act
of March 3, 1891.

Receipt.for the payment of the final comissions

CONFIRMATION-FINAL
RECAMATION HOMESTEAD
RIGiT-STATUTES.

PRoOF-FEES

-

WATER

'the confirmatory period in' the
The commencementof the running of
with a
to section 7 of 'the act of March 3, 1891, in connection:
'proviso
reclamation-homestead entry, is the date 'on which receipt issues for payment of the required final commissions, after the entryman has conformed
'the

his entry to a farm unit, shown reclamation of one-half of the irrigabie
area in such unit, assumed payment for a water right, made 'payment of all:
accrued water-right charges, 'and submittede proof of. these 'facts.,
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jTINNEY,,.
First Assistant Secretary-:
Tlhe.1Departmenthas..consideredyour [Commissioner of the General
Land .Mel letter of April 29 last, requesting instructions as to:
whether the proviso' to section 7 of the act of' March 3, 1891 (26
Stat.;, 1095), is applicable to cases: in which, final commissions were

paid' at thie date of proof of compliance witi the ordinary requireiments of;the homestead law. on entries made subject to the reclana-':
tion act of June,17, 1902 (32 Stat., 388).
The purpose of the! said proviso was: to 'relieve a congestion of.

suspended entries in the General Land, Office,and to avoid such congestion in the future. . It was intended to operate upon all the casesof
the classes named therein~whler.einthe 'entryman had done all the
forial'acts-to and including'the submission of final proof and final
payments,. regardless: of .the sufficiency'of such proof, provided no
action adverse to the proof-protest or contestwas initiated within
two years from, the date of the.'receiver's: final receipt

.

It 'put the

entryman' in the position of one&whohad earned patent, and in ad'
dition- made the issuance of patent nandatory. The- confirmatory
period begins -to run' from the date0" of the issuance of the receiver's
-receipt upon the final 'entry 'of' any tract of land under the homestead * *
ws.
In, its decision 'in the case of Thomas J. Stockley et al. v. United
States (260 U. S., 532), the Supreme, Court. of.the United States
quoted with approval the instruction of June 4, .1914 (43 L. D.,
322), wherein it was 'said (page 323):j
.

There is no doubt that Congress chosethe date of the receiver's receipt rather
than of the certifieate of the register as controlling, for the reason that payment
by the claimant maks: the end of compliance by 'him withthe requirements of
law.

In the case of a h6mestead entry whichhis; made: subject to the provisipns of the reclamation act, the confirmatory period, if the act of
1891applies, at all, can not begin to run upon submission of proof of
compliance.with the general requirements of the homestead law, for
the folloing rxeasons:~
First. Such a proof does not, under: the law, entitle the entryman
to a patent, even if the proof is in all respects0satisfactory.
'Second. In practice no reciver's final receipt issues at the time
of the submission of such proof, and in law no -final. receipt could
issue at tiat time, for, in the language.;of the Supreme: C;ourt and
the. Department, as heretofore indicated, the prfection of such proof
by.paymentof
the, final commissions: would not mark -"the end. of
compliance biyhim with the'requirements of law.":
Of course'the Land Departmentcan not avoid the efect oftheact
of 1891 by a mere change of practice in the; matter of issuing re-
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ceipts or requiring payments;but.the
reclamrtion law 'has created
;a t00
condition w hereby a. point in the. perfection of ithe entry such 'as
*'as contemplatedby
the act of '1891 can not readily, arise. As. th
.

'SupremeCourt said, the proviso to-day imeansnothing. more'nor less
than it did when it was enacted, buttthea reclaation law has eliinated, as a fixed point,' that -conjunctionof events which marked
the beginning of the. period l-of'confirmation contemplated "by the
proviso.

In 'other words, the proof of compliance.with the ordinary rovisions of'the homestead law does not complete the entry nor confer a
right to a patent. There must be reclamation of the land and payments mad on a water, right- If the claimant 'conforms his entry
to oa farm unit, shows reclamation of one-half the irrigable area.
in such unit, 'assumes the payment for a. water right, pays 'all the
water-right charges which have accrued,makes proof' of these facts,
and
pays
therequired
final'commissions, for which receipt issues,.
he' becomes. entitled to a patent 'which reserves, a lienon the land

forall sums due the Government;. and 'the act of 1891 then begins
;tooperate.
.'
You are therefore instructed that the receiptfor thepayinent of
the final commissions at the date of' the submission
of proof of compliance with the ordinary provisions of the homestead law in connection with a reclamation entry does not start the running of the con'firmatory period providedfor by the act of 1891.
Withyour letter
you forwardedtwo cases-Miles Cityv01556 and
Watervile, 03999.
In the Miles City case,the entry
was madeM ay 31, 1905, and
was conformed to a farm unit on January 22, 1914.Proof
of
com -

pliance with the ordinary requirements of the homestead law was

submitted July 11, 1910, and'was

accepted asg'atisfactory

by'your

-office on April21, 191. Onl June7, 1920,7the'required proof
reclaatin
was
furnished,
but in the, meantime auportion of the6
land hadl been
inclueluded inLower Y ellowstone Irrig'ation District
No. 1, and final certificate did not issue until
ay 29,3. 3 T land.
was' withdrawnas
valuable'
- foro oal
on April 20,
1910, di' isnow
classified at $20 er acreo' Entrmnan has not elected toac cept

patent
c ontainin g 'the
provis ions arA.reservations of the act of March
19909(35Stat., 844),ior ha he been required
to file
such ane ec'

ton Upn'th

eompletiontion'of

sa

dfor'

of

reclamation

the receipt for the'final cosmmissionsissuedon July 1510
becanme
onJune
, 1920 a"ereceiver s receipt upon the'final entrry," and under the: proviso the
to
act of 1891ni'ts nowa to late ts
a
requirements undertlhecoallandfication.ati'-fE
.":;:
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In case .of Waterville 03999, the entry was made for a farm.
unit on Octdber'27, 1940, and s'atisfa'ctory proof of
acoliance'
with

the ordinary provisions of the homestead law was submitted October
28; 1911. Onl'May 15, 1913, the project nanager: filed in the local
office a final reclamation affidavit by entryman, and a report to the

effect that 34 acres of the unit, are irrigable;,-that, practically all
the land has been cleared and 'cultivated, but there is no evidence
of the growing of a crop; that 10.8 acres were plantedto orchard
but only 6.7 acres of 'thedtrees' are alive,. and it'ches had been con't:structed for the irrigation of only 6.7 acres. There were no water

right charges delinquent against the land but the project manager
recommended that patent be withheld'until. further showing has been
made as to reclamation and cultivation. *. Thei final commissions
($1.50) were forwarded through the project manager, and' on May15193,'thereceiver isued his recbipt therefor. You have taken no
in ,action
the matter, ad the entryrnan has made no further
showing. The confirmatory period began to run on May 15, 1913,
and it is now,too late to require any. further showing.
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OF CANCELLATION

OE OIL AND GAS PE1i

MITS-CIRCULAR NO. 929, AMENDED.
0 0 ;E:L : ;9 f[Circular
No. 939.])0D;
DEPARTMENT

OF THE INTERIoR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Vashington,
kE STERs AND RiECEIVERS,

UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

D. C., May,28 19 4.
.

:

The second paragraph of Circular No. 929, approved April 23,
1924 (50 L. D., 387), relating to 'filing' oil and gas applications for
lands einbraced in a canceled permit, is' hereby amended by adding
theretothe following:
jHowever, where application is fied by the former permittee sich application

must be acecompanied by an agreement to furnish bond in the sum of $1,000,
conditioned as security that drillini operations will be commenced within six
months from the date of issuanceof said permit and for 'compliance with the
remaining drilling requirements of such permit. This bond is to be in addition
to the bond'required by the regulations in other cases. ' In case the former
permittee is successful, at the .'drawing,, his application and that of the party.,
next in order in. the. drawing will be suspended for 15 days, within which time
the bond hereini required must be furnished by' the successful applicant. In
,ease,he fails to furnish, said additional bond within this period, his application
will be rejected and that of the remaining applicant forwarded for considera'tion in due course.
Where it' appears' that the.former permittee has associated himself with
others who are successful in the drawing, or is a stockholder in a corporation
which acquires priorities at' the drawing such fact will not require'the suspension of said application nor the furnishing of a bond as above required,
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although such requirement may be made by this 6fflce where 'it, appears that the
control of, the permit will be in the hands of the former permittee.

WILLAMSPY

Commissoner.

Approved:

E. C. FINNEY,

~sitcntSecretary.
Firt
BRANCH V. BRITTAN

ET AL.

Decided May 31, 1924.
OIn AND GA§SLANDS-PIospEcTING PRMITASSsIGNMENT.
The: assignment of an: oil' and; gas prospecting permit does not' create separate

obligations to the United States,-but the assignee: merely
secures as to the land assigned the same right to prospect thereon which
the permittee had, and' drilling by either the permitteeor the asignee is

and distinct

developmentfor the entire permit.'

PE1IMIT-STOCK-RAsING HoMEsTEAD-ImOIL AND GAS. LaNDSPSPEcflNG
i-CdxTs'-JURISDicToN.
PBOVEMENTS-DAMAGEs-LAND sDEPARTMENi

The enforcement of the provision in section 9 of the act of December 29,1916,
which obligates one who goes upon lands within a stock-raising homestead
entry to prospect for mineral to reimburse the entryman for injury to his
''permanlent 1mprovemnts,7 is forthe$courts and'not within the jurisdiction

* 7;

; <0

0; of: the Land Dejartment.

9

OIL AND GAS LANDS - PROSPECT1NGPERMIT - LEASE- STOCK-RASING HOMERIGT s-DAMAGES-BOND-STATUTES.
STEA)D-IMPROVEMENTS-SUtRFACE

Therequirement in the act of December 29,,1916, that a bond be furnished
as security of compensation for damage-to the permanent improvements
of.a stock-raisihf- homestead entryman is applicable only to persons acquirto mine'and' remnove the mineral deposits, but not, as doesthe:: :f: :, :-ing'rights
act of July 17, 1914, to one who has been granted merely a prospecting
permit.

First AssistantSer. a:
FINNEY,
Robert L.Branchhasappealed from the decision of the Commis-

*

sioner-of the.General Land Office,dated November 10,1923, affirming
the dismissal by theregisteri and reCeiver of'the Los Angeles, Calit a prospecting permit
fornio,'land office,of his 'application to -contet
pursuant to' section
Brittan,
F.
issued on July 28, 1921, to Edward
Stat., '437) for the
(41
1920
13 of the leasing act of February 25,
R:'20 W.,. S. B; M.,
N.,
11
N 1, NW. J, N. 1 SW. 4, Sec. 34, T.
W. NE:
34, to William G.
.,'Sec.'
NW.
4
which was assigned, as to the N.
being approved.
assignment
said
Gilbert,
J.
Robert
and
jr.,:
McAdoo,
on May 3, 1923.

Branch made entry for theland involved on January 26, 1920,
under the stock-raising act of December 29, 1916. (39 Stat., 862),
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and was issued patent thereon on. October 21, 1921, with the usual,
reservations of minerals prescribedL in said act.

W: hen
f the Xassignmentof the permit as to part of the land was
filed, the local officers erironeously; filed it. under a new serial number

*as a: separate record1 numbered,.036313; and, on, August 2, 1923,
Branch filed,- in the local office,' an application to contest thei permit
and the assignment, alleging .in substance: First, that. he is the

owner in fee of. all rights .in said land,*and entitled' to. the: sole and
exclusive possession thereof; second, that the Department and the
:Congress:are: without :authority of law, after issuanc6 of.patent to
appellant, to perlit, either by law' or regulationj any prospeting:
operations upon theland,. and the entry of said lands by the assignees
is a trespass, r.esulting in damage to his fences and grass and herbageup-on the land; third, that the Government is without authority to
divide lands into -several estates, as; it. only holds title to the public.
a'
in trust
rlandsfor the citizens of the United States, who may secure
patents to,'said lands by cmplying with the regulations. governing
the segregation of such lands; 'fourth, that the permit was obtained
purely for speculative purposes.
'
.
On August 2, 1923, thelocal officers rejeted 'this contest application

because no sufficient grounds therefor werestated;

and&held

that the appellant: had no right, title, or. interest in the minerals
in the lands involved which gave him .a right to be-heard.
Branch reiterated: his charges in his, appeal to the Cominissioner
from the. ruling of the local officers, with the added' claim that the
permittee and the assignees should have been required ito furnish.
security for compensation to him for danage to his crops and im-

proverelts.
In the decision now appealed from, the Commissioner pointed out
that the stock-raising. act only authorized the entry of 'the: surface
of mineral lands; and that while. a permittee was obligated under'
said act to compensate,entrymen for damage to crops aid improve.ments, the enforcement of such compensation, 'where no agreement.
could be reached, was amatter for'the local courts. .
In this appeal. the original grounds, of complaint are .departed
from to a certain extent, the appellant now emphasizing that Brittan
b0:
as.: done no :ldrilling upon the land. cOvered by said permit. after'
the assignment of the N. "NW. , Sec. 34, to McAdoo and Gilbert,'

aridl that the latter should. be. held liable, under the bond furnished
by them in connection with their assignment, for damages claimed
to, have been done to fences0 and.-'erops, the amount of whichi must

be determined atahearingbefore
the localofficers.'
.
The Department will consider the correctness of all of' the actions
heretofore taken-in the, case, 'althoughi certain, objections seem 'to
have been abandoned by the appeUant. '
.
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Unidd
tos
has~~~~~~
no
authority of power to
nb :toou
has
Iis claim: that the. United States
:divide the estates in public land, 'severing the surf ace estate from
the' estate in the minerals, is 1'not'Aell founded.; as the Congress of
the United, States is, by the Constitution, given a' broad-general
power to dispose of.'the public" lands of the *United: States, and
thereunder may,. and h'as, since the begining 'of 'publik land laws,
created estates in public lands, with .whatever restrictions, limitations, and reservations it hascdeemed necessary:for the public welfare.
In the act of DIecember'29j 1916, supra; under which this appellant, acquired title to the land involved, the Congress, in, the exercise
of the power above described, provided that al entries made and
patents issued for lands' designated as subj ect 'to the provisions
'of said act should' be " subject to and, contain'- a reservation to: the
United States of 'all the coal and'other minerals in' the'Jlahdsi'so
entered and' patented, together. with the right to prospect for, mine,:
and remove the same."; '[Italics supplied.]; By the'leasing act of
February 25, 1920, supra, the Congress 'provided that permits to
prospect for' coal, oil and gas,: and other- named minerals might be
issued for such deposits and for "lands ontaining sich deposits
owned. by the United' States." No reasonable doubt can, therefore,
be entertained either as to the authority of law: for the 'reservation
of minerals, or that under eisting 'laws, the permit' grantedto'
Brittan was properly issued, although appellant was and is the
.
owner .of sturface rights i, the land' involved.
The only proper cause alleged in appellant's first apbplication to
contest was that' the permittee had' fail1d to comply with the law.
'

'

No: affldavits or showings in support of this'charge

were then pre-

sented, and the rejection, of the application to' contest was' correct
and was properly affirmed byf the Commissioner.
Coming now to the allegations in the present appeal, it is apparent that appellant': has been misled, by'the- erroneous action of
the local officers in making a' new record 'of -the assignment, into
believihg that, upon the assignment of the permit as'to part of 'the'
land, there then arose two separate and distinct obligations to' the
United' States. Such is not the case, for the assignee merely secures
as to the land assigned the same' right to prospect- thereon which
the] permittee had. The leasing act and the reguthions riequire
the drilling of only one well to a specified 'depth upoii lands covered;
by a permit; and, in' the event of discovery of oil or as,:a lease,
of the area covat a royalty of 5 per cent; is given for oe-f'rth
ered by the permit as originally issued, as a reward for such dis-

covery. The matter of 'drilling and .the selection of the "'disovery
lease area are matters to be decided by the lpermittee and the
ssignee. 'It is not until! leases are issued that separateobligations
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are acquired by the permittee and assignee. Maurice A. Armstrong

(49 L. 13., 45).;
: ;
5;
n this case, thepermittee assigiied his interest in the N. 1 NW.0,
Sec. 34, to McAdoo and Gilbert, in consideration of their agreemnent
to drill; for oil upon the tracts described in the assignment. It
Dappears that extensive operations have been carried on by the
assignees, which exceed the drilling requirenients of the permit as it;
has been extended pursuant to the act of January 11, 1922 (42
Stat., 356),; and appellant's application to contest the permit held
i - by Brittan for that reason must be denied.
There remains appellant's claim to a right to compensation for
alleged damages to his fences and the use of his land for grazing
purposes. In answer thereto, the assignees have denied that such
damage was done.

Before considering the issue thus raised, it is necessary to determine Whether the appellant has a right to damages for the injuries
alleged; and whether, if he has such right, the Department has
jurisdiction to enforce it.
The Congress having the right to prescribe the conditions upon
which entries iay be made of public lands, it becomes necessary to
discover whether a right to compensation has been conferred upon
this appellant under any of the public land laws; for, unless this
right has been expressly given, it does not exist, as there is nothing
in the situation presented which vests appellant with any .inherent
rights which require compensation if infringed. He;made his entry
upol the exact terms prescribed by the stock-raising act, and his
rigJt' are only coexte sive with its provisions.
in section 9 of the stock raising qact the followig provision appear:L

Any person qualified to locate and enter the coal or other mineral deposits,
or having the right to mine and remove the, same under the laws of the United
States, 'shall have the right at all times to enter upon the lands entered or
patented, as providedby this; Act, for the purpose of prospecting for coal or'
other mineral therein, provided he shall not injure, damage, or destroy the
permanent improvements of'the entryman or patentee, and shall be liable to
and Ishall compensate the entryman or patentee for all damages to the crops
on such lands by reason of such prospecting. [Italics supplied.]

Appellant claims that' the Department should, upon his estab-.
lishing the amount of the damage, collect said clamage under the
bond furnished by the assignees.
The bond furnished by these assignees is in the sum of one thousand dollars and is, by its terms, given as security for damage to the
oil strata through improper methods of operation. The Department
does not require bonds in a larger sum for the protection of improve<ments of surface entrymen, except where said entries are made with
'74526 24-voL 50
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pursuant to the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat.,

a mineralreservation,

509), which act requires such a bond, in expressed terms. It is sig-.
nificant that the act of Deember

29, 1916,.supra, makes a similar re-

quirement of a bond in the caseiwhere- the mineral deposits,; or the
right. to mine and remnovethem, have been acquired from the United
States,: as: distinguished from the above-quoted provision with respect to prospecting. The said act provides, as to said bond, that it
shall be as security forthe payment of such dnages to the ctops or tangible- improvements of the
entryman or owner, as may be determined and fixed in an action brought 'upon
the bond or undertaking in a court of competent jurisdiction against the principal and sureties thereon.

No povision

is expressly made for the enforcement of the liabilitv

created for prospectors, and it becomes necessary to consider what
was' the apparelt purpose of said provision. The distinction between the two classes: of operations above shown, i. e., prospecting,

for which no bond is required,. and mining and removing, which requires a bond, is evidently that the former isa mere matter of possession for a specific purpose, an easement, whereas the latter is a

situation in which certain rights and interests in the land are ac(juired, even as against the -United States, and is of the.permanent
clharacter of an entry.:

Prior to the. passage of te leasing, act of February 25,1920,
'pra, could: be prospected for and mined and removed
Bu:: minerals
pursuant to the general mining laws. During the prospecting stages
of mining operations under said laws the prospetor; acquired only.
a possessory right

so long as he remained

in :possession and in

diligent prosecvtioil of. prospecting operations,. which right was
absolute as against everyone save the United States. . The homestead:
laws authorized agricultural entries of nonmineral lands. only; but
: ineral prospecting could only be carried on upon lands covered
by an unperfected nonmineral entry if peaceable entry could be made
by the mineral locator. Entries by force were trespasses, which could'

only be redressedin; the local courts.
clearly intended to alter
In' the stock raising actthe'Congress
this situation, and had especially in mind the provisions of the
mining laws in force at the time of passage of said act. This intent
is showh by the expressions in the above-quoted pcrtion of section 9of said act making it relate to persons qualified to locate and lenter,.

as the method of asserting claim: to most of the mineral lands was
by "0location.":-0;In :limiting the-:rights acquired under te' stock
;'V
raising act so as. to reserve the minerals in lands subject to disposal
thereunder, and in reserving a right of location and entry for. pros7
pecting purposes, the Congress properly qualified this right by conferring upon the entryman a right to compensation for damage to

.
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his permanent improvements. Without such expressed right, entrvmen under the. stbck raising act would- have ead no dredess; for
';they could only-Imtake entry Lpon the conditions prescribed, by the
Congress, and, in view of the rights reserved to prospect for, mine,

and remove the minerals, would have had no0property right the invasilon o which could give them a legal cause of action, so long as
such injury as was inflicted was necessary to bona fide prospecting:
or miinng operations.

In collferring upon the surface entrymen rights to. compensation,
The jurisdictioll in which
causesof action were mierely cnferred.
the., relief' was to be enforced Nwas not changed. That stch was the.
case. becomes apparent wheh it is considered that, as above sho-wn, a
t]ineral: locator acquired no rights against the United States during
the period of his prospecting operations, and had no application or
entry of record, and, there could, therefore, be no penalties exacted
by the: Land Department so as. to en force compensation of the'
entryman.

It only remains to be determined wvlhetherbtheleasing act of Feb.ruary 25, 1920,..supra, 'pursuant to which a prospectot for oil or gas'
a lien's6
Limustsecure

or perrit

imight be rejected as' penalty

frons the Government, 'which permit
for failuire to compcnsate entrymen,

changed this situation; and transferred jurisdiction, to afford relief,
as claimed by this appellant, to the Land Department..
The'provisionsof the stock-raising. act with respect to prospecting
operations arP expressly extended 0tbpermittees under the leasing
act by section 34 of said act, which reads:

That the provisions of this act shall also apply to all deposits of coal,
phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, or gas in" the lands of the United States,
which lands. may have been or may be disposed of uuder laws reservi. g to' the
United States such depos-ts, with the right to prospect for, mine, and rermove"
the same, subject to such conditions as care or may hereafter be provided
by such aWs' reserving such deposits. [Italics supplied.]

i

Thus it will be seen that' there was no expressed transfer of jurisdiction, or amendment of the stock-raising act so as to restrict the
entryman's remedy to the inadequate relief which could be affoided
by the Department, namely, that the payment of damages- be-required on penalty of caincellatioll of the' prospecting permit. Suchp
a change would be such. a radical

reduction

of the entryan's.

previous rights as would trequireexpressed words of modification
.of. the stock-raising act.
As the only full and adequate relief which an entryman under
-the stock-raising act may obtain, for danrages caused by a mineral
prospector must be afforded by thi court, the Department

would

not be warranted. assuming that it had.the authority, in attempting'
to ascertainf the measure of damages sustained by an 'entryman and
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to enfore payment by holding thei permit for cancellationi; for
condition broken. If the permittee suffered the cancellation of- the*
permit, the Department's power to relieve would be at an end; its
efforts wasted, and the permittee and entrynmanin precisely the position which .they occupied before the Pepartmeflt took jurisdictioll,
unless, perhaps., the entryman's claim and been barred from tle
courts, in the meantime, by some statute, of limitations.
* For the reasons stated, the Departnent finds,no error in the Coinl-,
*
missioner's conclusion that 'the appellant must; present his claim to
a right to damages tothe courts.
Serial number 0,36313 ill be dropped, and all papers assembled
under serial 03388l. which is the original-file number.
The Commissioter's decision is affirmed, and the' ease is closed.

GEORGE G. FRANIIDSEN.,
Decided May

1, 124.

COALLANDs-WITiUoRAWAL-SCHOOL LAND-UTAH-WORDS AND PHRASES.
A temporary withdrawal madewith the view to classification anc. appraisal,
:of land for its coal contents does not constitute a " reservation
within
}0tthe meaning of tbe proviso to section, 6 of the enabling act of July 16, 1894,.
relating to the grant of public lands to the State of Utah for school pur-

V

poses.
COAL

LANDS-WITDAWAL-E

VTDENCE-UTAH

A temporary withdrawal made'prior to-classification r reservation mereld
'for withholding the land from disposition under the public land laws until
further investigation can be made, and a decision rendered as, to the
-charqcter of the land; does not raise the presumption that the land is
mineral nor does it dedicate it to any special purpose.
SCHOpn LAND-VESTED RIG:ETS--WITDRAwAr-COAr.

LAND-EvIDENcETUTAr:

When the final act is performed which, under the law, would permit a school
grant to attach, and there has been no reservation or classification of the
iund as mineral, the presumption arises that it becane the property of the
State under its grant.
SCndor. LAND-COAL LANDs-SuvrEY-VEsTED
PROOF-UTAE[.

.ETsIGHT-'EVIDENE-BDENOF

The fact that at the date of the approval of the survey land within a
designated' school section was 'known to be coal in character dIoes not,
of itself, destroy the presumption that the land passed to the State under
its school land grpnt, and, to overcome that presumption, the Government
must assume and sustain the burden of proof.
COURTAND DEPARTmENTAL
DEcisIoins' CITED,3 APPLIED-AND DISTINGUISIED.

Cases of United States v. Morrison (240 . S. 192)' and State of, Utah,
Pleasant Valley Coal Company, Intervener, v; Braffet (49 L. D., 212). cited
and applied; cases of Albert, E. Dorff (50 L. D., 219), and State of
Utah v. Lichliter (50 L. D,, 231), cited ,and distinguished.
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FINNEY,First AssistantSereta:v-

-

On February 23, 918. George G. Frandsen'filed, under the provhsions of section 2347, Revised Statutes, a coal application to purchase
the SE. :,Sec. 2 T.. 16. S., R. 14 E., S. L. M., Salt Lake City, Utall,

land district., The State of Utah filed a.protest against this application on Augiist 13, 1918, claiming that the land inilred to it under
the grant in aid of its common schools made to it in the enabling
act of July 16, 1894 (2S'Stat., i07). Hearin46on this protest was
deferred,by stipulation penling final~decisionby the Department in
the case of the State of Utah V. Mark P. Brafet.
On July 31, 1922, a decision was rendered in that case. State of
Utah, Pleasan-t Valley Coal CompanyA.Interveer V.:Braffet (49.
L. D., 212).

In- that case the Department

held that Brafi'et, an ap-

plicant to purchase coal laids under section 2347, Revised Statutes,
whose application, like this appellant's, was for ofte of the sections.
::
designated as a school section, and whose application

was protested

by the Sate, was a mere contestant of the State's claim and took
hothingby his appulication,,eveitlhoughit wasshovn that the State's

:

claim did nOt attach1because of the known coal character of thei land
at the tile of identifioationof the land by acceptance of the survey.

:By0 dlecision. date'd November 28, 1922, rm Comissioner of the
General Land 'Office cited the. Department's decision in the BraCh
et
case, and held' Ftand-sen's applicationifor rejection, as a mere appli- :
cation to contest the State's title, but witlhout prejudice to his right,
if 'he so de'ired, to continue the contest, and without any guaranties
of preference under the leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat.,
437), which had iterveued and superseded the statute under' whiclh
his application to purch-iasewas filed.. Frandsen has appealed roim
this decision, alleging that the Commissioner erred in holding that:
his application to purchase was invalid and that the passage of the
leasing act,'supqa, precluded,.sale of. tle lands, under the coal land
laws. On March 1, 1924, the local officers reported that a hearieng was held in this.,'case'in connections with other claims. It does not
appear vether any decision has as yet been rendered by the local
officers on this 'hearing, or whether the contest was further
cuted by Frandsen or by the United states, who intervened.

prose-

The ruling in the Braffet case, susprathat applications to purchase
lands in' identified school sections were ere 'applications to contest
the, State's claims, was based upon the proposition that unless, at
the time of the grant or the subsequent acceptance of- a plat of survey
which identified
school section, said lands ,were claimned, with-

drawn, or lassified'as coal, said lands were thereafter, p ima face,
the)'property of the State. In such ease the burden of proving that
the -lands did hot' pass because mineral in character was upon the

.
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a contest

against said title.. Where, however, prior tothe time when the State's
rights would attach, if at all, the lands have been claimed, withdrawn, or classified as mineral, the lands are, prma faoe, public
lands of the United States, and valid applications therefor can be
Vinitiated
under the public land laws. State of Utah x. Edward
Lichliter et'al. (50 L. D., 231), and Albert E. Dorf (50 L. D, 219).
It therefore becomes necessary to determine the status of this land
at the time that the State's rights would have attached, if at all.
Although the land was surveyed and the township plat was approved by the surveyor general for the State of Utah on July 20,
1905,this survey was suspended on July 11,1906, and after correction
in the field was accepted on-June 8, 1909. The State's right attached,
I if at all, upon the acceptance of the plat of survey. United States

)4

(240
. S., 192).
The results of a geological examination made in 1905 by the Geo-

'V. Morrison

logical Survey, published in Geological Survey Bulletin No. 285,
show that said SE.

4,Sec., 2, is

in the Book Cliffs coal field and lies

south of the Sunnyside coal mines in the same township. Further
field work was done in this district by the Geological,,Survey in
1906 and the results publish6d in 1909 in Bulletin No. 371.
By order of the Secretary, T. 14 N.,R. 8 W., was on July 26, 1906,
withdrawn froih entry, filing, and selection. On December 17, 1906,

this withdrawal was modified to apply to coal entries only.
On M

earh2, 1909, the Secretary issued instructions relative to coal

lafndswhich provided in part as: follows:
Second. The; Geological Survey wilI from time to time advise the General
Land Office that it has completed the:field work on certain townships, whereupon the register and receiver will be notified that the lands so enumerated
are temporarily excepted from all form of entry pending receipt of classification
plats and lists.

Pursuant to this order, on March 27, 1909, a report was rendered
to the Commissioner'that the land involved, among others, had been
examined by the Geological Survey; and the Secrtary, on April 2,
1909, temporarl y; mwithdrdw the land, pending classification and
appraisement.-

1910, the Commissioner promulgated a
By letter "N''ofMarch8,
classification and appraisal of the land as coal land, the N. 4 SE. 4
to- be sold at $150 per acre and the S. SE.
S
to be sold. at $200
per acre.
From the data before the Department there can be but little doubt
that prior to Juie 8, 1909, the date of acceptance of the township
0:0plat,Sthe
landswere known to be coal in character, and, if so known,
did not pass to the State. United States v.. Sweet (
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State. of Utah v. Allen et a. (27 L. p., 53); State of Utah (32 L. D.,
A determination of tlis fact, however, does not decide the rights
of this appellant;- for, as was stated;in Rule 1 of the circular of
instructions approved by thetDepartment March 6, 1903 (32 L. I.,
Rule 1. Wien a school section is identifiec by the government; survey anld no
claim is .at, the. date vlhen the right of the State would attach, if at .all,
asserted tereto undler the, mining or other public land laws, the presumption
arises that the title to the land has passed to the State, but this presumption:
to the contrtry.
'may be overcome by the submissidn of a satisfactory showkving

In the case of Albert E Dorf', supra, it Was, in effect, held 'hat
a classification of lallds as coal in character, prior to the attaching
of the State's grant, was 'a claiin" byp the United States whichl f
prevelted any:presuimptioniof State ownership from arising; and in
p-ra, held' that a
t': a,
'the case of Statee of Utah v. Lichliter
petroleum
iniating
datan
geoloic
upon
based
petroleumi reserve,
value, stamped the land with a pmma facie mineral character, a nd
excepted it from the grant to the, State for school purposes because
of the provision in section 6 of said act excepting reserved -lands
from said grant.
The ultimate question is, therefore, wether the SE. I, Sec. 2
was, on [June 8, 1909, eithr reserved -or classified as coal in character; for, i it oocuEpiedeither status, the lands wre, pri&fadie,
bubli6 land of the United States whein this appellant filed his application, and the burden of proving title is upon tle State.
Ats 0 shown,
:thet temnporar' withdrawal of April 2, 1909, was based
upon: data obttained from field investigations which had shown that
the land in the vicinity w~ascoal in. character, and was made for
classification and appraisement. As the appraisenient Avas to hr
made for the purpose of determinig the prides at \vhich the coal
lands were thereafter to be disposed of tinder the coal-lald laws.
anl as those laws requiIred that entries be-made by legal subdivisions

of the pLblic-land surveys, such appraisements weie, of ncessity,
withleld until survey of thelands, in"-order that the appraisement
co uld be made in' tbims' of such surveys. See setion 6 of regulatiofs
under the coal land laws, approved April 12, 1907 (35 L D., 665).
Under the p4practiceindicated, there could be no classification of

laIds prior to survey which would destroytthe prasuniption that the
State's school grant attached,

in cases where such survey

vas the

only thing equired to put such grant into effect; and, uiless it
can be held that the temporary withdrawal of the land- fron all1
forn of entry 'for the purpose of classificationwas such a reservation;; as was expressly

excepted by thee State's

enabling

act, the
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presumption arose, upon acceptance of the plat of survey, that the
grant had operated and title had passed to the- State.
The classification and appraisal of March 8,;1910, resulted in the
restoration of certain of the lands froni the withdrawal, as noncoal,
which indicates that the temporary withdrawal was not made upon
definite geologic information as to all the land, but through caution
lest the lands might prove to be within the coal-bearing area
Temporary withdrawals of this character do not constitutea "reserVation" within the meaning of section 6 of the act of July 16, 189-4,
supra, or the term as used in the decision in the case of State of
Utah v. Lichliter et al., s pra. It seems manifest that there must, in
such cases, have been a conclusion readhed that

lands had some

special value and a segregation or reservation of them for disposal
Linder special acts because of such value. The reservation of lands
or mineral deposits by its nature presupposes a determination or
which it is reserved.
orassi
' c zS cation of land as of the character for
oil and gas deposits
for
valuable
In other wods, so far as lands
and coal deposits are concerned, a coal classi/flcation and a petroleum

reservation have the same effect, i. e. impress the land with a prima
facie mineral character. Temporary withdrawals made prior to
such, classification or reservation merely for the purpose of withholding the land from further disposition under the public land
laws until further investigation has been made and a decision arrived
at as to the character of the land and its chief value, have no effect
as raising any presumption as to the character of the land, nor do
they dedicate it to any special purpose or reserve it fort any special
*forin of disposal. W\hen,therefore, the final act is performed -which,
under the law, would permit a school grant to attach, and there
has been no reservation of the land as mineral or classification which
* stamps it with the same character, the presumption arises that it became the property of the State under its grant.
As the- SE.

Sec. 2, herein involved, was not classified as coal

until after the approval of the survey, the lands became, fPrima
faie, school lands of the State of Utah at that time. The fact
that the lands were known to be coal in character does not, of itself,
destroy this presumption. But, as it is only a presumption of
title, the Government can, at any time, by assuming and sustaining
the
burden of proof atawhearing, should one be desired by the State,.:
* show that the lands were known to be coal in character at the time
of survey, and destroy this presumption.
Nor is it material that, under the:practice then prevailing, coal
lands were seldom classified until after survey, when appraisal

was

also made' in terms of legal subdivisions. This practice, perhaps
unwise, can not, because of its defects, alter its effect; nor can it be
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construed into4what it should have been; i. e., a definite classifica-

tion before-survey and further withdrawal until after survey, pend-

'

ing appraisal.

The State'sl claim to the land had never been disproved when
this appellant filed his application to purchase; and, as this brings
it within the rule -stated in the Braffet case, and the cases cited
therein, the, Commissioner correctly held that he only occupied the
status of a contestant, and properly rejected his application. The
passage of the general leasing law of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat.,
-437), precludes disposition of this land, should the State's claim be
defeated, except- by lease of the coal deposits.
The Commissioner's decision is affirmed, and the case is closed.,

WILFORD
Decided

H. HUDSON.
May t1, 1924.

RECLAMATION-PAYMENT-APPLICATION-DESERT LAND.

The power of Congress to delegate to- an agency of a State the authority. to
provide for the reclamation of public arid lands within a State irrigation
district, and the right of such instrumentality to assess the lands for the
cost of their reclamation, can not be questioned by a mere applicant to
make a desert-land entry.
IPF LAND DEPARTnIENT-OUETS-JURISDIcTION-PUIBLIc

LANDS-STATUTES.

It is exclusively within the province of the courts to declare an act of Congress unconstitutional, and, until an act dealing vith the public lands is
finally determined.by the courts to be unconstitutional, it is the duty of the
Land Department to adminsiter it as. Congress directs.
COURTANDDEPARTMENTAL;
DECISIONS CITED, DISTINGUISHED AND APPLIED.
Case of McCulloch- v. Maryland (4 Wheat., 316), cited and distinguished;
case of Virinda inson (39 L. D., 449), cited and applied.

FINNEY,First Assistant0 Secretary:
* This is an appeal by Wilford H. Hudson from decision of January 9, 1924,by the Commissioner of the General Land Officeholding
for rejection his application to make desert-land entry for the NE.
and SE. NW.. I of tract 191 in Secs. 16 and 17, T. 15 S., R.
13 E., S. B.. M., California, containing

200 acres.

It appears that said lands were embraced in a prior entry which
was canceled on relinquishment presented with Hudson's application. They~are within the Imperial Irrigation District organized
00
under the laws of the State of California. i The project was approved
by this Department February 26, 1921, as meeting the. conditions
provided in the act of August 1, 1916 (39 Stat., 506)., By that approval all unentered lands and all entered lands for which no finlal
c' ertificates
had been issued were brought within the operation of
the said act of August 11, 1916, whereby they were impressed

with
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the lien therein prvided for the apportioned: cost .4 constructing,
acquirinig, purchasihg, or maintaining the canals, ditbbies, etc., in

connection with the irrigation project under the irrigation district
laws. Tlat act also provides that no:more than 160 acres of such
imay beentered by ahy one person.

lands

The stated objectionsjt& the' allowance of Hudson's application.
under
the law referred to and that he had not removed the lien representing- the b'enefit harges, interest, and penalties incident to assessinents nade by the irrigation district.
6 of the act of Atigust 11, 916, in part provides:
Section
were that it was for 40 acres in excess of the area permitted

0

0

In anylease where anyt tract of enterea land lying within such approvedl.
irrigation district shall become vacant by relinquishment or cancellation for.
any cause, any subsequent applicant therefor shall be required, in addition to
tb furnish satisthe: qualifications- and requirements otherwiseprovided,
factory proof by certificate from the proper district or county officer that he
has paid all charges then due to the district upon said land and also has paid
to the proper district or county officer for the holder or holders of any tax
certificates, delinquency certificates, :or other proper evidence of purchase "it
tax sale. the amount for which the said land was-sold at tax sale, together-

with.theinterestand penaaltiestlhereonprovidedby la.

The appeal is confined to that -portion of the -action requiring
payment of the assessmelt and the accrued charges amounting to:
$1,521.15, and the contention made by appellant

August 11, 1916,g upra, is unconstitutional.
is trhat the act in question virtually

is thiat the act of

The line of reasoning

undertakes

to confer upon an

instrulentality of a State the power to tax Governmnentproperty,
and that this is an unauthorized delegation of power plainly re=pugn'ntto the Federal Constitution as construed by Chief Justice
Marshall'in the case of MCulloch v. Marylaid (4 Wheaton, .316).
That case involved no'question of delegation of power by Congress It concerned the question of the validity of a State- law 'authorizing Fatax on the operations of 'a Federal bank established by
estabauthority of Congress.' The bank was an- instrumentality
and employed by the Government to accomplish thed execution

1ished

of national functions,7 and its t axation by the State had not' been
sanctioned by Congress. The deecision heldc that the tax was repugnant to the sovereignty of the Nation and unconstitutional.
-There is no intimation to be found in the full' discussion Iof that case
by the court which could in the least suggest the thobight that Con.

gress, could not have authorized such tax. Indeed there was mutch
said ini the decision in respect to the powers of Congress. which

would; warrant the inference that Congress in the exercise of- its '
charter-the bank could have conferred the power ol such
power-to
tit desired ald could have authorized the imposition, of
as
terms
so. Certainly that case has0 no
if it Iad elected to;
tax
such a
0

00
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direct bearing o the question here-presented because the:situation
is wholly'different.:

* By sectioi 3 .of article 4 of0 the: Federal 'IConstitution, Congress
is authorized to "dispose of and make all needful rules and regula-'
tions respecting the Territory or. other property belonging to the'
United States."
This land is property- of the United States and is appropriately
the subject of legislation by. Congress-. y various acts different
,methods have been provided for
development
:the
and disposal of
the desert-lands of the public domain. Under the.-original desert
-

land act of Match .3 1877, (19 Stat., 377), as, amended by ;the act

of March 3, 1891 (26-Stat., 1095). the.individual entryman-was reIquired to obtain his water supply either by development: of irrigation works or the purchase of water from some accessible project
otherwise developed.
Under the. so-called, Carey Act'. of August 18, 1894 (28 Stat..
372, 422), and.- acts amendatorfy thereof or. supplemental thereto
extensive grants of desert lands were made to the public land:States
as -an aid in the reclamation, settlement, and disposal of such areas.

-

i

-

-

Under -that system the States as a condition. of- the- grant were required to reclaim the lands or, cause same to:lbe reclaimed from
-their

desert condition.

By the act of June 1j- 1902 (32 Stat., 388), and suqpplemental

acts,-Congress provided a method. by which the Government itself
undertook the reclamation. of vast areas in ia number of the States:
where-arid lands existed.
- In all of these several methods the cost of reclamation is ultimately borne by the entrymal- or .purchaLer. The act. here inques-

tion is merely a different method employed, to accomplish a similar

6bject, namely, reclamation of lands worthlessin -their arid- condition so that they. may become suitable for:the -growth of agricultural
products. It is merely a device by wich the irrigation district
is permitted to develop Government property, taking the place
for that purpose of the individual, the- State or the National Gov:- ernent as contemplated in other laws above referred to. The

--

.
-

-

-

assessment

harges made for the service performed

is not a-tax

-for general or governmental purposes, if indeed it may properly
be- denominated

-

a tax:

in any -sense. It 'is an

improvement or

.

-benefit charge. Theoretically at least, it is no burden, for the iprovement of the land is commensurate with the cage, and equal
value is received by the purchaser for the money paid whet
he
buy raw land or land. already devlo ed or in process of develop- ment. At-any rate, it can not be doubted that Congress has ample
authority to provide such method for development and to fix the
conditions upon which suech lands may be e'lntked. CertainlyXa:
-

-
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as will permlit him to thwart

iIe is. invited to make entry upon the terms
1
the will of Congress.
0fspecified. It is his privilege to decline the invitation,, but he may
not change the terms.

Qh0;0

This law is essentially similar in: principle to the

.act

of May 20,

1908 (35 Stat.,169), by which the public lands in the State of Minnesota were, made subject to the State drainage laws. The purpose
of the latter was' 'designed to relieve the wet landst of

Jiin esota

of excess moisture. Theone provides f6r irrigation of arid lands,
while the other provides for drainage' of wet lands. Both are to
be accomplished through the operation of' State laws much in the
same nanner.

See' also similar act of January

17, 1920 (41 Stat.,

392), making local drainage laws applicable to certain public lands
in the State of Arkansas.
These laws have been administered by this Department' without
question as to their constitutionality. Even0 admitting the possibility that a court might criticize: that provsion of the act recognizing the obligation-of entrymen for irrigation chiarges against
their lands which were entered:prior to the'approval;'of the project
by the Department, yet sucl objection could not. reasonably be'l lade
in a case like the present where the claimant 'is a mere applicant

,who has no contractual relations with the Government and therefore no question of violation of contract is. involved..
Moreover, the attitude of this Department is that the duty of fadministration imposed upon it by any law should be perforrmed in
:the absence of final court decision holding the 'statute to beunconstitutional. Virinda Vinson (9 L. D., 449).:
The decision-appealcd from is found to be correct and is accordingly affirmed.
JACKSON v. PEWTERS
3 \

t; .; 0 0

; D0:tju f; 0 0

ET AL.

-Decided Maly 31, 1924.

OIL
AND GAS.LANDS-SOLDIERS'ADDITIONAL-APPLIcATION.

The designation of land as behig within the 'geologic structure of a producing
oil'field after the .filing, of an application to make a soldiers' additional',
entry thereof is not a ground for the rejection of the application.

OIL AND. GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING
RIGHTS.

PERiMIT-SOLDIms'

Where an oil and gas prospecting permit has
tion of a claim under the nonimineral:land
only as to the surface, and.subject to the
the use thereof as prescribed in section 29
mittee should be afforded an opportunity
entry should not be allowed,

ADDITIONAL-SURFACE

been issued prior to the initialaws, an entry may be allowed
prior right of the permittee to
of the leasing act, and the perto show cause: why a surface
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PERMIT-SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL-SURFACE

An entry for land segregated by the prior issuance of an oil and gas pros- pecting permit
an be allowed only for so much of the surface as is not
necessary for the operations of the permittee, and the fact that the geologie
sfriucture within whieh the land is situated is producing is a eircumstane
properly; to be considered, but does not change the situation as, to the
righlts of the parties.
OIL ANG GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PER1IT-SoLDIERs'
WAY-SULPFACE RerrITs-TRESPASS.

ADDITIONAL-RIGHT OF

Wle-an
entry upon laud, segregated-by a previously issued oil and gas
prospecting permit, -and the construction of a reservoir thereupon without
!protest by the permittee, in anticipation of the' allowance of a soldiers'
additional homesteadl application which
wholly
odepended
,upondepartmental discretion for its validity, is no' an
undercolor of right,
Ientry
but a trespass, yet where it is shown that te reservoir is reasonably essential to the working of the land under lease and that the interests of the
Government will best be 'protected through the granting of a revocable
"'-permit,'an easement may be granted pursuant to the 'at of ebruary 15,
* 1001.
DEPARTMENTALI)EcIsIoN CITEDAND APPLIED.
Case of Carlin-v .Cassriel (50 L. D., 383), cited and

FiNI'-2EYFirst

pplied.'

Assistant Secretary:

T his' appeal -raises the question whether the Commissioner0of the
General Land&(
Officeerred in his decision of October 20, 1923,reject-;
ing the soldiers' additional idlnestead application filed on October
3,1922, by Robert P. Jackson, for the S. NW .,Sec. 23, T.
.,
.R.M. M. Greatf Falls, Montana, land district; and whether
upoi the facts now disolosed, said-entry should be allowed.
' At the time the Conmissioner rendered his decIsion the record
disclosed that the area' involved was within the known geologic'

structure of te Kevin Sunbitt

oil field, as dined on December 9,

1922, and within a permit to prospect for oil;1and gas issued on

Septembet 29, 1922, to John T
F. Pewters and Walter E. Andersch,
pursuant

to section 13' of the leasing 'act of February

25, 1920 (41-

Stat., 437). In' sai decision it was held that-said aplication must
berejectedalthough
6

mnade with a resertation

of the oil and as to

the lnited states pursAant to the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat., 509);
and with a reservation of full rights to prospect, in the perlmittees,
pursuant

to section 29 of the leasing act.

As authority

-action the Department's instructions-of October 6, 1920 (47
:,474)were cited' and the follbwing quoted therefrom:

1for
this

.

You will reject all applications to enter, file upon, or select under the nonmineral land 'laws, lands, which have been or shall be designated by the 1epartmeht as being 1 ith'in the -known 'geologic structures of producing oil or gas
fields.

Jackson appealed from this decision, and the Department, prior to
consideration thereof, noted that the permittees, who discovered oil'

A:
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9, and are nowappliSec. 22,
on March 15, 1923,in the NW. 4 NW.
::cants'for lease, ad. not been 'alowed to protest the surface entry,
and directed that such, opportunity be afforded them. - Such iiotice
issued, and Pewters and Andersch protested, alleging that the use
. the entire surface of the land. was::essential to the development.
0of.
contemplated. when the lease authorized to them issued by the Department.

This protest was answered, and from showings made therein the

additional
0

facts are disclosed: That Jackson, on October 3, 1922,

:with the Sunburst Oil and Gas Company to cfriey suricontracted

face-title to the land to said company as .soon as patent issued to him

under his proposed'-entry-; that on October 28, 1922, the Honestake.
Exploration-Company

contractedwith

the permittees to drill uponi,

the land covered by sid permit and to develop said land under any
lease which issued to them; that onNovember

14, 1922, the Sunburst

Oil and Gas Company contracted with the Ohio Oil Company to Convey to it an undivided one-half interest in the surface of the land as
soon as Jackson secured patent and conveyed title to the .first com-

pany; that on:April 12, 1923, the Homestake Exploration Company
.contracted with the Sunburst Oil and, Gas Company and .the Ohio.
Oil Company fpr the sale to said, Homestake Explorati

n Company

of water from a reservoir constructed by them upon the S. :'NW:. I,
Sec.A23. Tlis reservoir .was, apparently, coustructed during the
months from December, 1922, to May, 1923, and, with cost of 'repairs

'and. the. purchase price of the soldiers' additional scrip ($1,342.12),
is: alleged to represent an investment
.:
capacity of 445,000 barrels.

of $6,594.51, and to have a.

In tle appeal,-answer- briefs, aid oral argument the claim by.Jackson is that, as his application preceded the designation of the pro-

structure and is for the surface only, he is entitled to have it
'1ducing
allowed; and that the permittees are .estopped to object to its allowance 'because of their failure, to protest against the construction of
the reservoir .and thefrecogniti6n of the reservoir as the propertyof
the Sunburst Oil and GfatsComnpanyand the Ohio Oil
his "agets,"
Company, by the Homestake Exploration' Company, which' latter;
company is claimed by the appellant to be assignee of the permit.

.Pewters and Andetsch allege that the entire suf ace will be required by them in the compliance with the terms of their lease, citingthe requirement .qf such leases: that at least one well be drilled on

- .ach:forty-acre tract; and that' the r eservoir was constructed, pursuant tothe.right given them by sucileases,, for their use and benefit,
bythe two compan'iesin privity with Jackson. All parties agree that
the reservoir will be an aid to the drilling of the area.
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The Depai.tment concludes that the Conmissioner erred in rmejecting appellant's application solely because the] area, was,. at the time,
of decision, within a producing oil field. Sudh action was contrary:

to the; principles stated in departmental instructions of April 23,
1921. (48 L. D., 98) , and applied in a*different forin in the case. of

*Louise E.,Johnson (48' L. D.,7349). To that-extent the appellant is.
correct in h-is contentions.,i-,

Where, however, an oil and gas prospecting permit has:been issued t
prior to the initiation of a claim uder the nonmineral land laws,
such. entries mpay-only be. allowed. as to the surface,

.and.

subject to.

the prior rights of the, permittees, who are tobe regarded as -potential "lessees,7' as that term*is used in section29 of the leasing act.
The Commissioner, therefore, should. have-.cealled,upon the'. permittees to show ause wy

the -surface entry sh ould not- be allowed

andI rendered -such,decision as the facts warranted, subject to the
riht. of either party to.appealtherefrom.The land being segregated by the prior permit, te-Department
can only allw
011this
entry, in its discion, if it appears that.such surface:.is,,not-necessary,to the.operatiols: of the permittees, and onlysuch surface as is not necessary' to. themi 'an: be acquired.

Tijhe fact

that the structure is nowproducligis. a'-circuinstance-properly to be,
considered, but does not changethe situation as to the rights of the.
parties..
:From
the showings made,: the Department filds that tlw Homestake: Exploratiohi Company is not', the assignee of- the perinittees,,
but tlheir agent; that, as such -agent, it contracted, within the apparent
scopleof its authority, for the purchase of waterfroin the companies
who,, without protest from it or its principals,, had entered the land
and constructed the reservoir. Upon these facts the claim Of the'
appellees that the reservoir was constructed for their use and benefit
is untenable. The entry upon the laid and the construction of the
reservoir, in anticipation of the allowancesof: an application which
depeded lw1ollyrupon; departmental discretion for validity, was not
an 'entryvuLnder a' color of right butt a trespass.* Carlin V. Cassriel

(50L. D.,:383).'
The, matter is not, therefore,, one, between; the parties, but, primarily, oe between tle- appellant and the United States. :
-There is reserved to the' TJnit6d.States- in sections 11 and,'12 of
the. permit held'by'the

appeflees, ad'in

sections 3 (a) anl 3 (b). of-

the lease' authorized to be issued to themand heretofore executed by
'them, the' right of the Governent ito grant such easements and.
rights off way as .may. be.inecessaryor appropriate; to thle working
of such lands or other lands, and also to allow:,surface'entries under
the conditionsof section29 of the leasing act.-
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Uponi the factspresented, the Department is of the'opiion, and
so holds:- (1) That this reservoir is reasonably essential to' the
working of the land under lease; (2)tlat, while the appellant and
0

his alleged

"agents,"

appear in fact to be

who by their contract

principals, made the reservoir in trespass, there is nothing shown
or
which' gives the appellees any claim thereto, either -legally
(at the oral argument
equitably

of the case; they offered the:con-

tract between their agent and the two companies' whoconstructed
the reservoir, as safeguarding the rights' of the' parties, and' the
*Department will not givethem rights in excess of those contracted
for) ; (3) that the interests of the* Government will best be protectedthrough thegrantig of a revocable permit to use the land&
for reservoir purposes, pursuant to the act of February 15,1901
application for such permit will be favor-N
andan
':(31 Stat.,70);
are disclosed.,
ably considered unless objections not ow apparent

The'appellant
pellees as injuring

has, protested the issuance of the lease to teap
posessory

rights which' he has in the land.

shown herein the companies entered the land 'as trespasser
his scrip location was made for lands which

-

As

and

could only be'disposed

of, under the, law, subject to the rights of the mineral claimants.
Clearly neitherthe appellant nor tlhe two oil companies' associated'
with himilhave any standiig-.which entitles them to protest the
issuance of a lease pursuant to the terms, of the act of February 25,
1920, supra, to the prior claimants. The protest is dismissed and
the leases have this date' been awarded'

The soldiers' additional applicationis~finally

rejected, the Conm-

missioner's decision is modified to conform to the views herein ex-

pressed,' and the records are returned to the General Land Offi'e
for. action in accordance herewith.
AL.
FRED S. PORTER ET
Decidede lay 31, 19241.:
MINING CLAIM-WATER RIGHT-PATENT.

upon
The use of water in a shaft for the grazing of cattle by the locator
primary
the
to
incidental
merely
is
location
mining
his
lands within
purpose of the claim and does not affect the locator's right to a patent
disin the absence of abandonment or forfeiture of the claim where a
as
laws
mining
the
by
covery of mineral and the expenditures prescribed
prerequisite to patent had been made.

LAND-PATENT-SECRETARY
9 kScooLLAND-INDEMNITY-SELEcTIoN-MINE-r,
THE 'INTERIOR-LAND EPARTMENT-JURIDICTION-ARIONA-STATUTES.

OF

indenCongress in providing in section 29 of the act of June 20, 1910, that
nity school selections by the State of Arizona should be made subjectto
the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, who-is charged with the duty
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of determining the character of public lands, intended that such appiroval
should constitute a finding tat the lands were of a character which made
them. subject to selection under the act and be equivalent to a patent,
thus depriving the Land Departmnent of further jurisdiction thereover,
even though the determination as to the character of: the land was erronieous; after such approval the provision of section 2449, Revised Statutes,
that the question 'of mineral. clharacter shall remain open, is inapplicable.
DEPARTMENTALDEcIsioNs Cr,
APPLIED, AND DIsTiNGuisHED.Case of Sewell A. Knapp (47 L. D., 152), cited and applied;dcase of Grand
Canyon Railway::. Company v. Cameron (36 . L. D., 66), cited and dis-

tiguished.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
Fred S. Porter and Earl H. Porter,, who, o

May 21, 1923, filed

a mineral application for patent for the Mamaielode mining claim,
;survey No. 3341, for 20.66 acres in E. l, Sec. 21, T. 16 N., R.

E.,

GRF:XS.and
S. F. M., Phoenix; Arizona, land district, have appealed from
the decision of the Conmissioner of the General Land Office.dated
January 2, 1924, which held said mineral application for rejection
unless it -was shown that the claim was being used for mining and
not for:watering purposes, and also held, as to certain of the lands
in said claim, that the4 certfication.of said lands to the State. of
Arizona, under an indemnity school selection, was a declaration by

*that officethat the land-was nonmineral and was not,- therefore, subject to iclusion in a mineral entry.
The records disclose that a mining location was made for the area
involved on July 2, 1907, by predecessors in interest of these appellants, .and that a discovery of mineral. ore hiefly valuable for gold

and copper was mnade., It was further shown that there had been
expended upon the claim at the time of mineral survey in 1916 the
[sumDof

F

$1,800 in the erection of a Cabin and the 'sinking of a dis-i

covery shaft 4 feet by 6 feet by 20 feet, a s shown y the fieldnotes
and-plat of-mineral surveymade
in'November,:191g. Special agent's.

reports, rendered in August, 1919,.and September, 1923, indicate
that' the shaft was down- to the depth of 120 feet in 1919, and in
1923 was to.the depth of 265 feet, with. an undetermined amount' of'
drifting. The shaft *s reported to be timbered, and in 1923 water
stood thereih at 120 feet., In 1919'and inl923 this water was being
piunped for the watering of stock. :It is stated, by counsel for the
:;
appellants that they are lessees of the remainder of the section from
*the
' State.
$
;Said land is apparently leased .or grazing purposes.
These circumstances were held by the Commissioner to establish

that these mineral applicants had, never used' the claim for mining
purposes and to warrant the rejection of the applieation in its entirety.
authority for this proposition the Commissioner quoted
from the opinion of the Attorney General to.'Secretary of War (I
:L. D., 552, 54) in so fai as the Attorney General 'said, "The object
7452 6 0-24-voL5O -- :.As
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of those laws (mining laws) is to promote the development of our
mining resources ratherthan the sale of the.mineral lands," and
added, "and I fail to see hoW the development of the mining resources on this land is to be accomplished by the use of the, shaft
for a-water holeinsteadi of for mining phrposes." He further cited
the case of Grand Canyon Ry. Co.

v. Caineron: (36 L. ID., 66), and

quoted the following therefrom (page 71):
LIands belonging to the United States can not be- lawfully located or the
iitle thereto by patent legally acquired, under the mining laws for purposes or
uses foreign to those of mining or the development of minerals.

of the cases cited has any similarity as to facts to the
0
heither
N00

case now under consideration, nor can the quotations by the Commissioner- be construed to- have the meaning which' he sought to
imprt to them. thethe Attorney General's opinion, the; question
was whether lands which were located under the'mining laws, but
for which patelnthad not been sought, could b6 included in a military
eservation. The ruling was that these lands were, so far as pos-

sessory rights' were concerned, the exclusive property of the locators;
and the language quoted by th& Commissioer prefaced a conclusion that, as the primary

ipurose-of the :mining laws was- to en-

the development of -minerals, the mining laws permitted the
courage
locators to hold the land, in accordance with the laws and customs
of miners, "without- requiring the miner to buy or -pay for-the
land."'- It is well settled thatLa mining locator who has made a disco1veryof minerals and has madethe expenditures -prescribed by
the milling laws -as prere uisite to patentmay, in the absene of

-

abandonment or relocation by another, "d uiand and receive a patent at a sinall sum per acre." Cole v. Ralph (252 U. S.,:286) The
-

Marburg Lode Mining'Claim (30 L. D., 202).

- - - --

N or is the lotation from the decision' in the case o t-he Grand`
held therein,
Canyon Ry. Co. v.-Cameron, sucpra, applicable here.
-As

it is undoubtedly

within the power of the IDepartment to inquire

into the mineral character: of lands -and: to proceed against -minhing
where lands are not- mileral and are not being heldfor
000 lodations
-

hmining phrposes (Lane v.mCameron, 45 App. -D. C., 404; Cameroni
et aL'v. United States, P52 U. S., 450.) ; and it may -also consider

the -uselo=wch lands are being'put, when a mineral application is

655). But, as
Power Co. (41 L.
filed. Stanildaus':Electric
shown -by
in-lanids
acquired
rights
impair
not
above shown, it can
to be mineral and to have been Ciaimed and possessed in :

-discovery

complete-compliance with the' mining laws.

-

.Inthe cases cited above, no valid discoveries had, in' fact, been
In' this case, there is nothing of record which impeaches the
-timade.
claims of discovery, or expenditures sufficient to entitlej the appellan'ts
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to apply for a patent.
The claim once valid could, only be termi-nated. by, abandonment or forfeiture.
The: former is a matter of
intent (Black . Elkhorn Mining. Co., 163 U. S., 445), which is to

be arrived, at from consideration of the acts of the parties. Lakin v.
Sierra Buttes Gold Mlining Co. (25 Fed., 337). Forfeiture results.
from failure to perform annual assessment work under the mining:
statutes,:and a location of the land by another. Goldberg v. Bruschi
(146 Cal., 708; 81 Pac., 23)..

As to the facts in this case, the records disclose that from 1919 to: 923, the shaft was deepened and: timbered. Expenditures in this
work were claimed as annual assessment labor,. for the years 1919,

1920, and 1922, or until patent weas applied for. Therelation of
this ' work -to' the iprovingt of the mine is so direct thati no questioliwould.reasonablyvhavearisen had the water been pumped from
the shaft-and wasted. ;0The. fact;that :these appellants have seen fit to.

'

Utilize it, and at the same time. to continue work'on the shaft of a
character which rendered it more-fit for Tihing without appreciably
improving it as a: source of 'water, convinces the. Department that
the: utilization of the wat'er is merely an]eercise
of commendable
business judgment, as to an incidental matter, and not an act of bad

faith. which should imperil the claim of these appellants. If such' :
utilization enhancesthe value of the land- above whatit; may colceivably be wortlh for mineral- deposits,

uch enhanced value is the

direct result of theAwork of these appellants, and is incidental to the
primary purpose of'their claim, as made and, still asserted. mcidental advantages other than mineral values do not render mining claims invalid. United States; v. Iron Silver Mining Company
(.128U. S., 673):.
"
The Department finds that there- has been-no abandonment or*'
forfeiture of this claim.
There remains for consideration the conflict of this mining claim:
with the' school indemnity selection of the State. . This selection was
filed April10, 1917, for all of saidlSec.21.
O_ May 7, '1920, adverse
proceedings were initiated by the Land Department', on a charge of'.

mineral character based upon reports of special agents of the La'nd
Department that a discovery of mineral had been made in thi-s..
mining location. The State defaulted, and its selection was: canceled as to thef E. :NE.' 4, SW
NE. I,; Sec. 21.. The adverse.
proceeding was only as to the f orty-4cre tracts described, appar-

..ntly because it was not observed that said claim embraced a small
tract in the NW.
TNE -4- See.2,
and included exdetreiely smallareasf in the NE. 4 SW., 4 and NW. 1 SSE. , said section. On. May,

31,:1923,010 days after the mineral application was filed, the Secre31 193 10
1'
-wa Ald t hEed
Secre ;t ;:- ; :.id
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72.
No.
list
Sec. 21; in approved
by
0In findinog that the lands were nonmineral, because so fohd

tary approvedthe selection as to the W.

this office,"the Commissioner evidently had in mind the proposition
that the passing of title to public lands by approval, certification,
or patent, raises a presumption that idueinquiry has beenmae by
the Land Department as to the character of the land, and such final'
action is, in efect, a declaration

by it tat

the land is of' the char-

acter contenplated by the lawsunder which title was passed. Buena.
Vista Petroleum Co. V. Tulare Oil &Mining Co. et al. (67 Fed., 226)
Burke i. Soutlhern Pacific Railway Co. (234 U. ... 669); ;Sauch is

uindoubtedly the rule where the proceedings in the Land ilepartment have been regular and free from fraud or Inistake_. Here,
however, the list as' approved included' lands within a- valil miining
location, which lands were known at the tiine of selection, approval,
i
and, certification, to be mineral lands.
Landljepartment, the
the
by
mistake
or
1;Even%,iucases of. fraud
of patent as a cOn-,
issuance
general rule has beento regard the
veyance which reioved further control of the land from the jurisdiction of the Land Departmeiit, until such jurisdiction was refv-storedby the cancellation 'of the coneyance by the courts.
.

NTNlie.

Unio River Railroad. Company. (147 U. S., 165); Germania iron
Company v. United States* (165 U.. S., 379. And' the.Departmeiit
has held that certification, was the equivalent' of patent.' Rouse V.
State of Montana (30 L. D., 543) ; Cole et a. v.'State of Washina
-'; e387)
C.,
. 3 LD(37
L.
to
Following the decision of the Supreme Court in thebcase of veeks
v. Bridgman (159 U. S., 541), the Department held, .on numerous.
occasions, that the certification of lds which were .known to be

mineral in character or otherwise not of the character authorized
to be certified, or were embraced in valid entries at-the time of selection, was null and void and constituted no bar toithe patenting
F. F-ost et al.
of these n ds under appropriate land. laws. Edwin
(24 L. D., 228) ;.-State~ of South Dakota (26 L..D., 347); Manser
Lode Claim '(27 . D., 326); Eing v. McKinzey et al. (30 L. D.,
410).provisions
Thesedecisions, however, have been based uponthe
Revised
2449,
section
or
of the act of August 3, 1854 (10 Stat., 346),
Statutes, which expressly provides:
Where lands have been or may hereafter be granted by any lawiof Congress'

to any one of the several States and Territories, and where such law doesl not
convey the fee-simple.title'o f the lands, or require patents to be' issued therefor, the list of such lands which have been ori may hereafter be certified by
:the Commissioner of the :General Land Office, under the seal of his office, either
as originals or copies of the originals or records shall be regarded as, con-
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veyingthe fee-simple of all the lands embraced in such lists that are of
the character contemplated by such Act of Congress, and intendedto be granted
thereby; but, where lands embraced in such lists are not: of the character
embraced by such Acts of Congress, and are not intended to be granted
thereby, the lists,s far as thee ands are concerned, shallbe perfectly null
and void, and noright, title, claim, or interest shall be conveyed thereby.

Knapp (47 L.ID., 152, and, o petitio,.
following the views stated by the
Department,
47 L. D., 156), the
(36 Stat.,
910Atty.
20,Ops.
une (30
act
of 1015
granting
of
the
29
viSection
485),
Gen, 55),
Attornevy General on November 19,
selections
were
States
in
which
wherein he distinguished grants to
In the case of Sewell A.

shallbe
by this:
as indemnity, from
inqsantity,
all lands granted
tr
theat,provisions
by theor Secretary"
to approval
"subject
to bebyTuat

Revied Statutes, upra,
of Augut 3, 1854, or section 2449,
theb act
of
nappropriated, and enetlnul
ih from the surveyed, unreserved,
t Inteior,
the Secretary
case approval
held that
supplied.] was the same
[Italics
* * . by
thefornier
United; States
oblic
lands inofthe
as a patent, and subject to correction or cancellation only by action
ii te

courts.
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sce lte
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sjet
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to the
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-b

te

ted

bSeretaryof

the'
As the Seretary i charged with the duty of determining
such
of
caracter ofpublc lands andbthe 'qualifications of claimants
it eems clear tat in providing that selectionsunder the act of
hlands,
to his approval the
should be subjectSCrongress:
une 20, 1910,spra,

0

for
cetified
!Stte's title is divestedeas to the areas erroneously
deterafter toa it;
only be given
Scontemplated that such approvalwould
said
location
precedent to a valid shown
of theessentias
mination
by under
the official
gwitinthe establishedboudaries
all the lands
act rathler than that the determination of them hould remain open
was

oasirviced

by etion 2449. RevisedeStatutes supra. which

tile
Of the
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Commissioner of
theSommissioner
by the
-wasby
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casesIwherecertification
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Ifinited
who
sOffice,
ties.
and duties.
jurisdiction and
broader jurisdiction
seneral Land
the broader
lacked the
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Land Office,
General
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tot issue'patent;
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tile, Department
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that the
can not
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whole
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and unless
-untiland
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whole of
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e' necessary in any

The Commissioner's decision is reversed as to the validity of the
claim, andtle case remalded for action inaccordance witl tle-views
herein expressed. If the State declinesto surrender the excess areas
acquired, action will be taken looking to the issuance of a patent to
these appellants as to the remaining land in view of the sall areas
.involved and of their willingness to accept patent for the reduced
area.
CHARLES WEST (ON TETITIO).:
Decided: May 3

On

1924.

AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-APPLICATION-OKLAHOMA.

The allowance of an apPlication for any interest i public lands is, as a rule,,
eontrolled by the status of the land at the time of the allowance, rather
than at the date of the application, and where, at the time action upon an
application for a permit to prospect for oil and gas in the bed of Red
River; :Oklahoma. was taken, the lands were sub judice, rejection of the
application was proper.
PERAIIT-APPLICATION-OIcLAHOIA.
:O1, AND GAs LANDS-PROSPECTING

No such right is acquired by the fling of an oil and gas prospecting permit
application under the act of, February 25, 1920, as will prevent its allow-.
ance from being controlled by circumstances arising after its presentation
or its rejection under later statutes.

FINNEY,First Assistant Sceretary:
The question now up for consideration in this case is as to whether
the facts and circumstances invOlved justified the rejection of
Charles West's application for .an oil: and gas prospecting permit,
and a full nderstandingcalls for a somewhat detailed recital of the
pertinent facts.
In its decision of March 16, 1896, in the. case of United, States v.

Texas (162 U. SO,1), it was held by the: Supreme( Court that- the
south bank, and not the middle, of the channel of Red River formed
the south boundary of Oklahoma, and notwithstanding that declaration, title or interests were later asserted t the lands between the
south bank and the middle line of the river, adverse to the Government, oh the assumption that those lands belong to the State of
Texas and its grantees and not to the United: States.
This. contention resulted in a suit by the? State of Oklahoma
against-the State of Texas. in the Supreme Court of the United
: States, to establish the true boundary, and while that: suit was pending, Charles West, on March- 6, 1920, caused notices to be posted

on certain lands of that character, preliminary to the presenting of
his application for the permit mentioned, under section 13 of the oil
and gas leasing act of Febrtlary 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437).
*

D
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* On March 29, or ten days after West had filed his applicaLion for
the permit, on March' 19, 1920, a- petition :for intervention in that.
Suit was filed by the United States in its own interest as the owner

of theIlands in question and as trustee for Indian allottees. That
petition was granted April 1, 1920, and shortly thereafter-ean injunction issued restraining Texas from attempting to dispose of any
of the land, and a receiver was appointed to take charge of the land
covered by West's application and the other lands in- dispute. On May 29, 1920, the register and receiver forwarded West's appli~ation :to the' General -Land Office with their statement -that " it
appears to conform to the regulations and that there wereino conflicting clains on March 19, 1920," the date on which Westl'application was filed.:
On Jule 18,1920. Secretarv Payne called the attention of the register and receiver at Guthrie to the pending*suit and instructed them'
tof reject promptly all applications under the leasing act, because-=--:
Only upon the teimination of the pending litigation in favor of the Govern*ment will thei Land Department be in a position to receive and pass upon the
merits of any application presented, and at such time the ground may be deemed
proven territory and subject to lease exclusively under competitive bidding. To
receive and suspend such aplications at this time would only encumber the
files and records and-lead to confusion.

Pusuant *to Secletaly Payne's direction, West's application was
rejected, and he attenpted to support his appeal from that action. by
stating' the facts relating to his posting of notice and presentation
of application prior to the Golernment's interventioii, and e also
alleged that prior to the appointment of .the receiver he had:contracted for the drilling and developmentsof the land for oil, erected
a derrick and other equipmien at a cost of about $,000, and otherwise

complied with the pertinelt and: controlling regulations.
Wheni West's appeal ca e .up for consideration, Secretary Payne,
by his, letter of Sepeniber

8, 1920, callei

the attention

en-

eral LadOce
tothe facts re]atig to West's case, and other similari
hcases,
and thei stated, among otherthings, asfollows:
.
Upon carefulconsieration 9of0the
entirenmatter, I have reached the conclusion that the'interests of the United States, as well as those of the appeflants
here, warrant and require a modifiation of'the instructions of June 18, 1920,
and you are accordingly authoazed and directed to suspend each and all of the
applieation sherein desribed pendingthe outcome of litigation involving, the
juownctionrssued estraii t
Texa
stun ih
them iainds-are
lai.p
o ay

11,194
121, the
the Supr
Supreme
Court
held tthat
itsdeison of Mar
April 11,
Marchd
eme:Co
IIat itsdecision
art hold
hi
16, 1916
1916,bwas
etrolling
in
fixing the
the ssouth:bank
southr ank of
ofthdetRed.Rive:
1.6,
4as cOntrollin-n fixing
'the- Red River
as the
the Boundary
boundary line between
betwee Texasand
exas and Oklah6ma.(256
as
Oklahoma.(256 U.
U. S,170)
.,' 70)and on June
June 11,1192L
1921 (0256
U.gs.
602, 605),
60i), thati
that court:lgave'c6iisidera
co gave cosideraandon
256 U.:
S., 602
tionto
claiseof' a number of
of persons
pers ois who
who asserted
treat
asserted rights
to the claimsiof
rights under
pthe
isptclacer
nining . l
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to
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(in the
the
millingilocations
andpermitted
them
to
int
j
ervene (in
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and later by its decision of May

to those
claims on the ground that,,the mineral laws of the United States
;had never been extended to, and were not ill force as to, the lands
1, 1922 (258 U. S., 574, ;602), the court held adversely

*

south of the mid-channel of the river. After fully reciting and considering the pertinent facts showvingthe status of those lands, the
court said:
We conclude that this part of the river bed never was subject to location or
acquisition under the mining laws-nor, -indeed. to acquisition under any of
the land laws-and therefore that these locations wvere of no effect and conferred no rights on the locators or their assigns.

Ivith
W

this situation existing, Congress on March 4, 1923, passed

an act (42 Stat., 1448) for the relief of parties claiming under
the placer mining laws, in which the Secretary of the Interior

was

authorized -"to adjust and determine the equitable claims " of such
persons i all cases where the lands " were claimed and possessed"
by them or their predecessors in interest prior to February 25, 1920.
That act authorized the issuanlce of permits and- leases to such claim-

*

ants who brought themselves within its provisions, and declared that
nothing therein " shall be~construed to interfere with the possession
of the Supreme Court of the United States, through its receiver or
receivers, of any part"

of said lands.

It was further

declared in

that act " that after the adjudicatidn and disposition of all applications (for relief)L under this act, any lands and deposits remaining
umappropriated and undisposed of, after date fixed by order of the
disposed of in accordance
Secretary of the Interior,.be
provisions of said act of February 25, 19202"

with the

In the departmental instructions issuedt under that act, to the
register and receiver (49 L. D., 467, 470), attention. was called to the

provisions of the act just quoted, and it was then stated that " due
notice in accordance therewith will be given at the proper time, but
until such -notice is given no application can be received Lnder said

act of February 25, 1920, nor will any rights be acquired by any
occupation prior to the announced date."
Inasmuch as West's application was filed:after February 25, 1920,
and was not asserted under the provisions of the placer mining laws,

the land he applied for comes-within the class of lands last mentioned,
and is not, and will not be, subject to applications such as his, Lntil

all claims for 'relief have been finally adjudicated and disposed of,
and the notice mentioned in the instructions has been given. In view
of this fact the General Land Office finally rejeted West's application for a permit and closed his case on March 6, 1923.

That decision received'departmental approval before it was promulgated, and West, not having been given the right .of appeal, filed
what he termed a motion for thef exercise of supervisory power in
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which he set iu the facts relating to the posting of his notice and the

filing of his application; and he also stated in that motion that prior
to the appointment of the receiver he had, at a cost of about $8,000,
erected, a derrick, installed a drilling outfit, and was " doing all
thiings up to the very point of spudding in for drilling' when he was
interfered with and prevented from firtherr development by the
receiver";that because of that interference his improvemellntswere
destroyed by tle weather, the wind, and the river, and that sbsequently he expended a very great deal of timie and money in attempting in all proper ways to get possession of the land and in miain-

tainilg his claim-i.
By its decision ofAlgust2, 1923, this Departme tdenied West's
petition o the ground that the question as to the Government's
title to the bed of the river was sub judice at the timelWest's applica-'
tion was fkd; and'for the further reason that Congress had by; the
act of March 4 1923,spra, made special and specific provision for
the disposition of the mineral deposits in said lands, which did not
include the present allowance of applications sch- as West's. That
decision was based on and supported by the decision in the cases of

Robert D. Hawley (49 L. D., 578), and Red River Syndicate (49
*L.D., 669), in which similar action wa-staken by this Department
in kindred cases:
The case is now again up for consideration on West's further'.
nwi)tion in which he urges that his application shouldbe allowed at
tl is time on the ground that'the lands he applied for were subject
to appropriation under the oil leasing act at' the timiehis applicatio
was filed; that the land was not sub judice at the date of his applicatioll for the reason that the Governmenthad not petitioned for or
been granted interveition, and that his rights were not affected by
the act of March 4, -1923,supra.
-After giving these contentions' and all features of this case full
and careful consideration, this Department is still constrained to
hold that the application was propprly ' rejected, and that consequently the present motion can llot be granted.
If the statement of the Supreme Court that this land was not,
subject "to acquisition under any of te land laws" of te
nited
Shates is to be treated as controlling,

and not considered as mere

dictuLm,that statement alone, when considered in colection with 0
tle act of March .4, 1923, furnishes acomplete reason why West's
application can not be granted.
hile that statement may have
been in a sense dictum, since it' was not entirely,

ssential to the

courts' holding that these lands were not subject to the placermining laws, it was in harmony with the fact that under the longestablished rule lands belonging to: the Governmlelt do not become
subject totlle laws permitting entries, etc., until there has been a
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particular congressional or Executive declaration t hat effect, and
there was no such declaration as-to these lands, which are located
in Oklahoma, where that rule has been universally applied.
0Bethat as it may, the reiction of thre application was fully supsported by themere fact that -at the time it was presented, and ever
then, there was pending :in the Supreme Court a uit which
* would in effect possibly result in a decree fixing the ownership of
this land in the State of Texas or its grantees and declaring that
it was not the property of the Federal Government. And the fact
that the United States did not intervene in that suit until- after
West's application was presented is immaterial in so far as the
onsideration:is concerned- because it
can notbe expected.
that the Government would or should undertake to dispose:of any
.land claimed by it while its title is seriously questioned in any tribunal having the
to render a decree which could
-establish
the
factthat the Government was without ownership.
But- even if it be conceded that these lands were not, and did not,
become sub Judice. until the Government was permitted to intervene
-since

-

-

-present

-power

-

in the casementioned,

-

as West urgently contends, that fact would

not justify the allowance of- his application because the allowance
of an applcation for any interest inp-ublic lands is, as a rule, controlled by the status of the land at the timeof the allowance, rather
thanat the date of the application, and these landsw ere not oly
s.ub
judiee- at the ti eWest's application was rejected, but they still
have that status at this time, inasmuch as the ourt has not: taken
final, action in relation to them, and Congress
s
has, in effect, directed
applicatio
that
ns c as- est'S shall not be allowed
as long as that
status continues.
Furthermore, the statute on which this application was based did

riot:
mandatorily require thel allowance
- ofevery
application
prppeti

for

prmit-presented
0
under it. It merely
"
authorized"

the Secretary of: the Interior
to
allow such applications and left it
discretionary with him as to whether he would
l
allow or reject
them, accordingly
as surrounding
but not insurmountable circum-

stances should indicate.
-

See Martin Wolfe
(49 L.

This being true, it follows that-West iot
did

by- the presentation

of his application

ance or rejection from bin

g

D., 625).

a

I

-

a righ

as would prevent its allow-

controlled by cir

instances arising

after its presentation, or keep it from being rejected linder
t
later
statutes such as the act of Mach 4, 1923, if, in the judgment- of. the
Secretary, such, rejection was called f oY by, the controlling circumstances.
.
-

-

It is well settled that a
lication to enter or otherwise acquire
an interest in public lands, an d even preference rights conferred by
sttutes,:

may be: defeated by the repeal or a endment of -the law
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subsequent congres-

sional action,.or even by a Withdrawal of the lands by Executive

action. See Stebbins v. 'Croke.(14 L ., 498); 'Charles G. Carlisle
(35 L. D. 649) ; State of Idaho v- ANortherii Pacific Railway Cornpany (39L. D., 343);Louisa
L.Walters (40 .. D.,) 19-6); Henry
Sanders (41 L. D., 71)'; and Walker. River Irrigation District (48

L. D., 97).
deeision heretofore rendered in this case
For these reasonsthe
.must be adhered to and' the present motion is therefore hereby
denied.,
KENNETH

G. MURRAY AND NORTHERN

PACIFIC

RAILWAY

COMPANY
Decided

Maly 17, 1924.

RATLROADLAND-REIJNQTI5sInIENT-STTLEMENTSTATUTES.

Neither the provisions of the act of July 1, 1898, nor those of the act of
February 27, 1917, amendatory thereof, respecting, relinquishments by the
Northern Pacific Rktailvay Company in favor of settlements upon unsurveyed lands within the limits of its grant, mandatorily require that
company to relinquish' or reconvey any tract of land within its grant in
.
favor of a settler.
RzAILRoADGRAN-PunmIc

LANDs.

The Northern Pacific Railway Com1pany is the legal successor of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company witli respect to the benefits of the grant
of public lands made to the. latter company.;
COURTAND DEPARTMENTAL DEcISIoNs CITED AND APPIED.
Cas-s of United States v. Northern Pacific Railway Company (256 U. S.,
51),and Gilfeather . Northern Pacific Railway Company (43 L. D., 433),
cited and applied.

Assistant Secretary:
GOODWIN,
This is: an appeal by Kenneth G. Murray from the decision of tbe
General Land Office of Noveber

26, 1923, affirming the action of

the Seattle, Washington, land office in- denying,his

application

(Seattle604258), filed April 27, 1917, to make homestead entry, un6, Sec. 27, T.23 N.,
der section 2289,:Revised Statutes, of lots 3,4,

R. 9 E., W. l., pon the grouiid that the tract applied for' was
within theplace limits of the grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad
Company, the predecessor of the.Northern Pacific:Railway Company..
The essential facts of the case, as they appear in the record, arethat the plat of survey of this land was .-approved' on March 30,
1Q916,-and wasi filed in, the local office on April 27, 917; that on'
that day,' at 9 a. m.,'the railway- comipany filed place limits list No,.

357 for the land above mentioned and other land, and the local
officers allowed' said list and forwarded the- same to the General
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Land Office; that later, in the day Murray filed his homestead ap-'
plication above mentioned, accompanied -by affidavit i which he
* stated that he had settled upon the land prior, to January 1, 1913,
in good0 faith, while it was unsurveyed, and was a qualified settler
under' the act of February 27, 1917 (39 Stat., 946). In his appeal

*to the General Land Office,Murray stated that he made settlement
upon the land February 10, 1908, ad thereafter had co1tinued to
comply with the law and regulations governing the m11aking of
ho-nestead entries by settlers.
The road opposite the: land here involved
on December 8, 1884, on which date, as well
granting act (July 2, 1864), no one appears
the land adversely to the railway company.

was definitely located
as on the date of the
to have appropriated
There is no evidence.

indicating~ that the land is mineral in character.
In view of the showing made by Murray, the railway company was
requested, by letter dated December 19, 1922, to relinquish this lanicl
in favor of Murray, and take ther land' in lieu thereof, ini accordance with the provisions of the act of July 1, 1898 (30 Stat., 597,
0620). Response was iade on November 9, 1923, in whiclh it was
stated`::

We regret .to advise that after examination of the land the company feels
obliged to decline to make such relinquishment.. The eompany's examination
shows that the improvements of the indi-viduals are very slight, a-nd that the
land is not agricultural in character, but valuable for its timber..
The Commissioner thereupon

revoked Washington

Deniand No.

*453, made upon the railway company as aforesaid, as to the land
here involved, leaving Murray free0 however, to exercise his right
under the act of February 27, 1.917 (39 Sfat., 0946), permitting transfer of a claim of this character to other lands. See Circular No.
548 (46 L. D., 98).

In his appeal to the Department fron the Commissioner's decision,

Murray conitends that the Northern I:Pacific Railway Company has
no rights in the premises, as not being the legal successor to the
Northern TPacific Railroad Company, holding that the latter was
t;Vwithout authority to mortgage its lafid grant, and particularly unsurveyed lands. I n mnerous decisions, the 'Supreme Court has&
recognized the Northern Pacific Railway Company as the successor

in interest of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, and in the.
recent case of United States . Northern Pacific Railway Company
(256, U. S.,

51, 58), Mr. Justice Van* Devanter, in delivering te

opinionof the court, used' the following lanuage:
:Tlhe rights and obligations of the original railroad company arising out of .the
grant have long since passed to the present railway company and there is no
-:need here for distinguishing one company from the other.
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It seells, therefore, unnecessary to give this specification of error
further- consideration.
idIt is further contended by counsel for Maurray, in the brief filed
in support of thetappeal, that under the terms of section 3 of the act
May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140), and the acts of July 1, 1898 (30
Stat., 597, 620), andiFebruary 27, 1917 (39 Stat., 946), a mandate

Xof

is laid upon the Northerl Pacific Railroad Company and its successors in interest, upon due application, to relinquish unsurveyed lands
found upon survey' to lie in odd-numbered sections within the
limits of its primary grant, where settlement upon such laids has
been made and maintained in inoraneo of the fact that they fell
within such sections. This question was given fll and careful consideration when before the Department in the asri of Gilfeather v.

Northern Pacific Ry. Co. (43 L. J., 433), wherein it was held:

The case of Humbird v. Avery (195 U. S., 480), clearly defines the purpose for
lvhich the act of 1898 was passed, which was to facilitate the adjustment of
controversies arising between the railway company and .settlers through erroneous decisions and rulings of the Department.
Section 3 of the act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 141), provides for making
settlement upon the unsurveyed public lands of the United States. Uniformly,
however, this act has been construed as prohibiting the settlement upon- any
lands: which are reserved for any purpose by the Government, or to which adversIe claims have attached, prior to the initiation. of the settlement By, the
definite location of its line of road the right of the railroad company attached
to the lands within its limits, as specified by: the act of 1864.

'

*

*

-*

S

*:i0f

*

*

f:

Considering the conditions Which induced the passage of the act of 1898,;
it is manifest that Congress did not intend to alter or change the grant of
1864 in its entirety, but in connection with the grant to provide fora settlement
of the contention arising outof the erroneous decisions of the Department,
affording an equitable adjustment to both the settlers and the railway coinpany. Had the act provided for the same adjustment of settlements- made
subsequent to-said' act upon the same terms and conditions as those made prior
thereto, it would have been an invitation to the public to settle upon the unsurveyed, lands within the grants of the road, with an absolute guarantee to
the settler of protection and the carefully drawn distinction 'between settlements made prior to January 1, 1898, in the first section of the act, and settlements made subsequent thereto, provided for in the section hereinbefore quoted.
would not have been made.
o?

t

0

..

-

*

.

*, de

*

.0

;*

-

*g0

The contention made by the plaintiff, in effect,* that the act. of 1864 was,
amended. by the act of 1880, cannot be sustained. The .well settled rule of statutdry construction is that an act is not to be considered as repealed unless
expressly so provided in the sub sequent act, or the provisions of: the subsequent
act are 'in direct contravention of the former act, necessitating the implication
that: it was the intention of the legislative body to repealI the former act.
If, however, a construction may be given the acts which carries nto Ieffect the
purposes and provisions of each, then such construction must obtain. The construction heretofore placed upon the acts of 1864, 1880: and 1898 by the Department is believed to carry into full force and effect the provisions of each
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of said acts, and the intention of Congress, signified, by the language used
therein.

The. act of February 2, 1917, supra, ;was passed since the Gilfeather decision, quoted from above, was rendered.: It, however,

follows the act of July 1, 1898, inxrecognizing in the railway company .a right to decline to relinquish or reconvey lands within its
grant of the character of those here involved. See Instructions of
'

April 28, 1917 (46 L. D., 98)..

:

The prior decisions. of the Department have -been considered in
the,.light of the elaborate brief filed by counsel forPMurray, and the
conclusion is reached that in them the law is correctly interpreted
and applied. The decision appealed from, which follows these decisions, is accordingly hereby affirmed.
KENNETH

G. MURRAY AND NORTHERN
COMPANY.

PACIFIC

RAILWAY.

Motion 'for rehearing of departmental decision of.May'-17,1924
(50 L. D., 539), denied by Assistant Secretary Goodwin, August
28, 1924.
RECLAMATION PROTECTS-RELIEF
SIONACTOF

TO WATER USERIS-EXTEN-.-

MAY 9, 1924.

REGULATIONS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF REcLAMATION,

Washington,D. C., June 2, 194.
To ALL FIELD OFFICES:

1. Tle following is the, complete text of the relief act of May 9,
1924 (43 Stat., 116), entitled "An act To authorize the deferring of
paynents of reclamation charges":
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
tates of Anerica in Congress'assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior
is hereby authorized and empowered, in his discretion, to: defer the dates of:
payments of any charges, rentals, anC penalties which have, accrued prior to
the 2d' day of March, 1924, under the act of June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second
Statutes at Large, page 388), and amendatory and supplemental acts or prior
to that date, as against water users on any irrigation, project being constructed or operated ad maintained under the direction of the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, as may, in his judgment, be necessary in or concerning any
irrigationl project now existing under said act: Provided, That no payment
shall be deferred under this section' in any particular case beyond March 1,
1927: Provided,That upon such adjustment being made, any penalties or interiest whsichmay have acciued in connection ith uch unpaid construction and.
operation and maintenance charges shall be canceled and in lieu thereof the
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is hereby extended,

shall draw
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interest at the rate of 5 per centum per annum, paid annually from the time
said amount became due to date of payment: And provided furter, That in:
case the principal and interest herein provided for are not paid in -the manner
and at the time provided by this section, any penalty now provided by law
shall thereupon attach from the date of such default.
Sec. 2. That where an individual water user, or individual: applicant for a
water right under a Federal irrigation project constructed or being constructed under the act of June 17, 1902 (Thirty-second Statutes at Large, page
388), or any act amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto, makes*:application prior to January 1,1925, alleging that he will be unable; to; make the d:
payments as required in section 1 hereof, the Secretary of the Interior- is hereby
authorized, in his discretion prior to March , 1925, to add such accrued.
and unpaid charges to the construction charge of the land of such water user
or applicant, and to distribute such accumulated charges equally over each of
the subsequent years, beginning with the year 1925, or, in the' discretion of the
Secretary, distribute a total of one-fourth ovet the first half of the remaining
years of the 20-year period beginning with the year 1925, and three-fourths
over the second half of such period, so as to complete the payment during the
remaining years of the 20-year period of payment of the original construction.
charge: Provided, That upon such adjustment being made any penalties or
interest which may have accrueddin connection .with
such unpaid construction
and operation and maintenance charges shall be canceled and in lieu thereof
the amount so due, and the payment of which is hereby extended, shall draw
interest at the rate of 5 per centum per annum, paid annually from the time
said amount became due to date of.payment: Provided further, That the: applicant for the extension shall first show to the satisfaction of the* Secretary of
the Interior detailed statement of his assets and liabilities and probable inability. to make payment at -the time required in section 1: And provided
further, That in case the principal and interest herein provided for are not
paid in the manner and at the time provided by this act, any penalty now
provided by law shall thereupon attach from the date of such default: And
provided further, That similar relief in whole or in part may be extended
by the Secretary of the Interior to a legally organized group of water users of
a project, upon presentation of a sufficient number of individual showings
made in accordance with the foregoing proviso to satisfy the Secretary of the
Interior that such extension is necessary.

2. Scope of te Act-~The act applies to all Federal irrigation
projects constructed or being constructed under the reclmation
law, and. likewise to irrigation. projects' under the jurisdiction of
the Commissioneri of Indian Affairs. These regulations, howdver,
apply only to the projects constructed or,being constructed under the
reclamation law. The act is a temporary relief measure and authorizes.the Secretary to allow two-kinds of time extensions on all rec-_:
lamation charges due prior to March 2, 1924, to wit, (a) an ex--,
tension of time on such charges for a period or periods not beyond
March 1, 1927, hereafter referred to as relief under section 1 and- (b)
an extension of time where the. water user is unable to make the pay-

ments as required in (a) by distributing such charges over the re.
maining construction instalments, hereafter referred to as relief

titder section2.:
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this section the Secretary is

authorized in his discretion to extend the date or dates of payment of

any and all unpaid construction charges, operation and maintenance
charges, and water rental charges due prior to March 2,. 1924. No
such charge can be extended beyond March 1, 1927, and all such

charges extended, in lieu of any penalties now provided by law, wil
draw interest at the rate of 5 per centum per annum, paid annually
from the time they originally became due and payable. If unpaid,
at tihe end of the extension period any and all penalties as provided
by. the reclamation law will attach fromt the; date of such default.
4. Relief under Section 2.-In cases wbere the relief described in
the preceding paragraph

would be insufficient, the Secretary is au-

thorized in his discretion under section 2 of said act to distributedthe
accrued and unpaid construction, operation and maintenance and
water rental charges due prior to March 2, 1924, equally over each of

the remaining construction instalments beginning with the year 1925
or to distribute one-fourth of such accrued charges over the first
half of the remaining construction instalments and three-fourths
over the second half of such instalments.

All of such charges ex-

tended, in lieu of any penalty now provided by law will draw interest at the rate of 5 per centum per annum paid annually fr6m the
time said amount became due to date of paymnent,and in case of default in the payments as extencded, any and all penalties now pro-

vided by law will attach from the date of such default.
5. Generat Policy.-Good policy and good faith both require that,
so far as possible, repayments to the Government be not unreason-:
ably postponed. Those water users who have credits and assets
making it possible for them to pay all or part of their obligations
due the United States will be expected to do so. At the same time,
this meaaure will be applied sympathetically for the benefit of those
not now able to pay but who are exerting themselves to reclaim
their lands and to carry; out theirs contracts with the United States.
In this connection it becomes appropriate to give consideration to
the report' recently submitted by the Committee of Special Advisers
on Reclamation. As a result of -the recommendations contained in.
this report, and in furtherance thereof, a bill has been introduced
and is now pending in Congress to authorize the Secretary to
undertake a comprehensive and detailed survey of the physical and
economic features of each reclamation prdject, and to provide for'
an equitable readjustment of all existing accounts. The proposed
bill, if enacted into lawwill result in tlie institution of a more scientific system of repayment, .and pending its consideration by Congress, it is believed advisable to limit the administration of the present relief law to the extensions provided for in section 1 thereof.
To that end, and during the present session of Congress,, only relief
.

0
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,Thosedesring

to apply for long- extensions, as provided-for.in
section 2,
.be
bwill
afforded ample opportunity to do so at a cate to be later announced

and prior to the time limit as named in thattsection; that is, January 1, 1925.

6. Procedure by Applioant.--verypersonYho
'an, extension unide section 1 of this

desires to, obtain

~actC
mll1ustfile, a Written request

therefor in.fthe office of the projctfchief 'clerk.: The request iiust
stateDthe, kind of' charges owing; that is construction, operation,
and imaitenance, or water rental, the. length of the' extension' desired (limited, of ourse, by the pr'oviionsiof
the: section: to noti
beyond March 1, 1927), anld briefly the condition and circunlstances
that iilake such extension' necessary. ' No set form of aplication

will be
as a basis for relief under this section, but the
project chief clerk lay find it advisable to,,prepare and distiibuti
mimeograp hed Copies of the. three necessary requirements as stated
-required

above.

7. Procedureby the United States.e
board of directors of the
local water, users'. association or irrigation district will-be requested
to take action on requests for -relief. ".Following recomiendains
br such board the application' will be considered by the chief clerk in
connection with sucl 'data as are available in his office, notab

other

relief applications by the same party and data touching the general
conditions' of the unit, in question. and the division of the project.
- involved,:and render decision thereon either denying or allowing the
-relief 'sought. In cases where the chief clerk. filly approves the, request of, the- applicant, -his decision shll' be final;: in all other cases
t:he application shall 'be referred to 'the 'Director -of Finance at Den-

ver for consideration. In the absence of n appeail, decision of
tihe Director will. be'final.

-Appeal will ,lie fr1om1the director's

de-

c- isi-ons-tothe'commissioner andjfrom tle commissioner's decisionto
the Secretary.of the:Interior.
:8. Relief -to0 garnizod4roupof Water Users. Extension of time
may likewise be granted' to a legallyorganized group 'of'water isers
such as 'an irrigation distict or a wvater users' association.
Application :,for such extenslonlmust comply with the' same requiremeflts

laid downt
for the individual and suc.h'application will be submittd'
-with appropriaterecommendations'by the chief.clerk through te
t
Director of Finance'to the commissioner for action;
--EIwOODX--WO MEAD,

vonrnnfissiwner.

Approved:I
HUETWOIRK,

Seretary.74526°-24-voL. 50- -35
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PRACTICE APPLICABLE TO THE ISSUANCE OF OIL AND GAS PROSP ECTING PERMITS AND EXTENSIONS OF TIME FOR COMPLIANCE

WITH DRILLING REQUIREMENTS.
Instructions, Jne

3, 1924.

OIL ANDGAS LANDS-PROSPECTIN PERT-STATUTs.S
Section 13 of the act of- February 25, 1920, is to be construed in connection
with sections 14 and 17 of that act,' and, when:so construed, it is clear that
fthe issuance of permits thereunder is contemplated only to encourage sucli
as wvill bring' into production a new-field or to extend th-e.
0 : Eprspecting
known limits of a fieldalready producing.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-P

osPEcTINao Prlln-LEASE.

Lands not covered by permit within the geologic structure of anewly proved
oil and gas field, are not subject to prospecting under section 13 of the act
of February 25,:1920, but should be offered for lease under section 17 of
that act.
OIL
AND GAS LANDS-PROSPEcTING PERnfT-LEAsE
One well drilled in an advaftageous position upon a geologic tructure
covering a large area is usually a sufficient-test, if successful, to warrant
the definition of the entire structure as producing and subject: to'lease.;
OiiLAND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERfn-LAcHEs-ExTrNsroNs,
'The Department can not sanction the granting of extensions: of prospcting
permits under the act of January 11, 1922, where permittees-have idly
awaited development by others with the expectation, upon the proving. of
the stfucture, to then secure drilling, and, upon discovery, claim a reward
which

was

primarily

for

intended

OIL AND, GAS LANDs-PRosPEcTING

those

proving

the

structure.

FPERMIT-RELINQUIsHMENT-RESToRATIoNs.

Where permits are canceled upon relihquishments or because of defaults of
permittees, the lands covered thereby- will not be restored to further disposal: under the leas'ng act if- test wells :have been or are'about to be
* drilled upon the eologic structure which includes: those lands, pending the;
completion of the wells.

6/the General
First AssistantSeretary- Fnney to' the Commissioner of
Land

Offce:

There are herewith the Department's decisions in the cases A.
6742 of Douglas S.. Watson- v. John C. Chaney et at., and, A-. 6793
of Ervin 0S. Armstrong v. Edwin A.. McK-nna,. in which thei can-

cellations of oil and gas. prospecting permits,- heretofore issued to
the appellants under section 13'of the leasing act of February 25,
1920 (41 Stat. 437), are affirmed.

-

- f These
permits were issued for lands in the Kettibmen Hills struc-.
ture in California, and no substantial progress was made toward
development until after the drilling of a test well by the GeneralI
Petroleum :Company' elsewhere in the field was reported.:V There-.I.
after, belated efforts were made by the permittees to show diligence

and good faith in the matter of 'complying with the drilling-require-

:V10
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ments of their permits.: C~This tleh Department
recognize.X

f;:W0.

: -90
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The situation' disclosed by.these records is one which appears to
be common in a-number of fields, and requires somemodification of

the present practice with respectto extensis
ance of permits.

of time and the issu-

.. Section
S
13 of the leasing act restricts the issuance .of'permits- only
to areas outside- known geologic structures of -producing oil and gas

fields, but consideration of the remaining. provisionis of- the act and
its general purpose is convincing thattlere are much-narrower-imit

outside of whieh- permits imay not properly be issued.
. Comparison of.fthe provisionsof
sections 13 ad 14 aild section
17- of the leasing act: clearly indicates; that the prospecting contemplated as- necessary to entitle a permittee to a- "reward fori discovery" as provided in section 14 was primarily such prosp ecting
as brought into: prodution a new field or .extended the known limits

of a field already producing, and- that the remainiilg land within the

geologic- structure of- the newly proved field should be offered foif
lease under section-17 of said act in tracts of not to exceed 640. acres
to the -highest
bidder, or in such othei'ahner
as was found to be to

:the best interests of the Goverlment.

-

-

-

The area authorized to be leased under section 14, i. e. 2560 acres,

was clearly intended'to: constitute- an added inducemeit. to insure
prospecting operations in tinproven territories, and not to indicate tle
largest area- whlichf could reasonably be tested by one well.

On the

-

contrary, the 3Departmenthas. long recognized that one well-drilled
in, an advantageous position upon a geologic structure covering many
times 2560 acres- was a sufficient test, if successful, to warrant

definition of the entire structure as producing
* and h also accepted evidence-of substantial
cost.of a single test well upon sucha structure
pliance with the terms of. prospecting permits
extensions -of time

nder the act of January

lie

and subjet to lease,
contributions to the
as diligence in comsufficient to: warrant

11, 1922 (42 Stat., 356).

The Department has been - extremely liberal in the exercise of tle
discretion vestedin it by the leasing a-ct-in the matter of - issuing
.prospecting, permits and in extending the time-f or compliance with
the drilling requirements of permits; and has, by the instructions of
April:23, 1921 (48 L D., 98),given a mere application for permit,
filed before a discovery of oil,tfor lands: in the same structure, the
same segregative. effect as an issued- permit, and* insured to the ap-

plicant a right :to.a .permit uponlllands which, at the- time of the
issuanee of the permit' after.- delavs incident to administratlonof
the act,-might have been demonstrated to be valuable-for oil and gas
by a discovery nearby. Such -permlittee- thereby becomes entitled
to a reward for discovery by a lease for one-fourth of the land in

-

t
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cent, anfa prference right
royalty of pr
area atrmitted
the pe
therefor, although it was,
bonus
an
paying
without
rest
to lease the
dould befoLnd, and but
oil'
tlat
ertain
time,practically
at that
permit,, the lands coulnd
or
appplication
permit
for the segregating
arty ofering'tle' highest
the
to
royalty
higher
a
at
leased
been
have
bonus therefor.
.These liberal regulations hate been made in order to encouage
the prospecting. of undeveloped areas;and,

in many cases, as in the

permitshav issued and nothing has beendone by
cases
herwith,
ho- evidently awaited development by others and
thepermittees,
hoped, upon the proving of the structure, to then securaedrili,
and, ppon discovery, claim, a reward- which. was primarily

intended

-in addition,to -scure a
for the persons proving the structure, and,
ease
of ai. en1argedarea by- virtue of preference rather than by
competitilve bidding for units-of

640 acres.

The J)epartment, can not, sanction such practices; -bt,

in the

exercise.of. the discretion vested in-it by. the ]easing act and in
order to. fulfill the plain purposes of such act and to conserve to the
overnmelit valuable rights, must cancel such permiits, and- >tith-

hld th lan

fom

-furter isposal pending theoutcome of tests

uponthese structures, and, if oil or gas is discovered, holdthe lands
for -lease as contemplated by section 17 of the leasing act.
-

While the interests of Watson and Armstrng are terminated and
theirpermits canceled byilhe Department's decisionyou will not
cause the restoration of theland- by notation of such'canellation. in
th local office,-noropen it.to the-filig and drawingprovided in
instructions of April 23,1924 (50-L. D. 387), until theottome 0
of the well now being drilled. has beenasertained by the Departinent,

-thisand
I have
further to directthat such pennittees, in

fields where drilling

other

is progressing,- as appdar to be in default

in

the
complance with the-drillingmrequireents of their ermits- be
required.to- show compliance-with the terms of said permits or such-

diligece as clearly warrants extensions of time, on penalty of the
canellation.of such .permits;- and that such cancellation's as are made,

shall not be followed by theopening of the land to ftirter permit
applications until, it appears that 'the test well has -failed to resflte
in:proving.the land to.be within a producing structure. If within.
fbe held for leaseudersuch structure, the lands willt of course,~
section,17 of the leasingact.
.In ascertaining whether wells are:being drilled and-the results of
such tests,-the: assistance of the Geological Surveyind the Buireau
of Mines may be. enlisted,- and 'such arrangement miade for securing
this data as is mutually agreeable.
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CULIrIVATION-ENILAHGED
HOMESTEAD-STATJTES.

:* .:

- The provision in the act of June 6, 191.2,per-taining to tle granting- of relef
;1: from the area of cultivation:required of homesteaders, does not eonfer the
privilege of .,emanding as a' matteiof rightthat the reiief be granted or
mandatorily requlre the gantmg ofisuc- applications in am, case or cia

of cases(JutvrvAT on-E~ajaEDf

HOMESTFKnD-STocK-RATING

HICIuFiTE ,D.t,-

.. ,

:

f

Wihere, at. the Jtime of entry under the eiargehomestead
aclg the' land; was
. subject to. entry, under. both that acti and the .stdck aising homestaad'act,
and was suitable only for, grazing, te
entryman,is not entitledto equitable
cconsideration in- support of an application for
tin~of th
eqired
area of cultivativo. '

eGOODWIN,
Assstartt Secetirn.:.
On October 15, 1920; Lelia ,Afy Felloin'low
s mmruiI,
niademn]Aged homestead entry, Sanita Fe 040849; fdr -ti:t NE. :, E. f $E
,
Sec. 28, ad..,
N.M
2 ::N . I-, Sec. 27,T 7NR:.-0E.,
. Mp
,
New Mexico., and at the same tiie: as: additionaltI'eeto
ade stoc,
raising homestead entry, Santa Fe 040850, foi the E. NW., SdV
27, anld SW.0 '4..:and S. :1 NW0iT.S,4,
L:
-j Sdc. -22 ,same township and 'ange.
On ecember18,
1923, the entrywoman filed final proo ifn.de
these entries which showed that the lalld coverd b -the enldrged

rhpnestead.entrylad
not been cultivated bLithad' en, sec fogra

0ing oid;.riand
0 0 ::total
reducti'on
of te drought,
stated that,the

of -cultivation on the ground that bead'se-'
not be 0fitablY raised on tife l . She
an al itide lof 6100 feet above; se. lei;

111chesand ordinarily
from 32P to 85 F. durig- the- cuitivatiig
this :shemade the followlno statemei& t
an' average

-

on the same.'day she presuthed her application- fi'a

i the area
crops could
lands, have
rainfall of 13

:

a: teimlperature

6f

In'additioni
aseason. to
d

' l.;
I,;had
inrtended to cultiate the
tsecond
'y
iandttheet'e'ris
much, as 40acres butqwing to drouth was foiced to abandon the identi The sandy nature
of this landeauses it. to. bv
and'Artft in the: wind and theicy desrroys
young plants.,. Itchiefly valuable- for grazingjpiurposesand to attempt:to'i
ciitivate woudi 'destroy t ie !chief value of the land. I therefore ask that'nsysteliatic grazing shown iiny
lnal p oof he a cepted in: lieuf
cultivation.:
Afteto notig the fact tat the Fnd coiTeredb Iby
the enlai oed holme -

steac enty 'd16 'been cesignated for-entry -under the stock-raisinhiy
Iaw in 1918~ormorie than two years before that entry was applIe

for; the' Genetal Land- Office denied .lje
on the oound that--

application for jeduction
.

.

. -

::0. 0Under
eircular of instructions::ofthe-Department
datdd Tebruary 1, 1MN4
a reduction in the qiled area of cultivation, based.onthe- physal- cond -

Di

0
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tions of the land will not be'permitted; if.' at the date of the application to'
enter the land was designated and subject to entry under the stock-raising act.

In her appeal from that decision the entrywoman: urgesthat said decision was and 'is in error, in that it makes a ruling of recent
date. retroactive and as taking effect upon her.z:entry made and allowed
October 15, 1920, at. which time and for all of or- practically all of the time
between said entry and the date she offered final proof,. a different 'construction was placed upon the. law governing petitions .for. reduction 'of area of
euitiation, and appellant cites the numerous instances wherein homesteaders
upon lands designated under the act of December 29, 1916, were::allowed total
reduction in area of cultivation, that uch-construction was then placed upon said law and for a ruling.- made years after she filed to be held as affecting
i er entry- seems manifestly unjust and. beyond the intention of the Department in its dealing- with settlers.

This contention as to the possible effect of a rule of stare decisis

in this case need not be*here considered because therefare other
and ample reasons which sustained the 'rejection of the application.
The law, on which that application was based did not give this

entrywoian' the privilege. of demanding 'ast a matter of right that
'she be; relieved

from cultivation -aid

it does- not .mandatorily

re-

quire the granting of such applications in tany case or- class' of
cases. - The statute does not-say .that the- Secretary must, but that
he "may upon a satisfactory showinIgunder ruless and regulations
prescribed by him reduce the areaof cultivation, under homestead
entries.".,1 Under that. statute' the. Secretary May. r'efusO to reduce
i feS in any, particular. case, or he may, ashe did: in cases oft
this '4-:ind; declare by regulations. that, reductions will-not be' al:lowed
V
in 'stated, classes of cases.

There are but few, if. any, equitable considerations that canbe
urged in support of this application. Whei. th-s entrywoman applied to enter.; this land'under .the enlarged homestead law she
knew full well or should have 'known that" the Secretaryi had de- ;

cared that it . was:'0"
chiefly: valuable for grazing_ and the raising
of forage crops,'? ;w-hen'he had::theretofore designated it for entry
under-:the:stock-raising. homestead law. When:she made her entry
she also lknew, orsiould'.have
ascertained the character of the land,'

its sandy andslifting:soil,-its:elevation
favorable to the rowing of crops.
The0 enIrywoman

ould have

inluded

anddlimatic conditions unall the land covered by

both entries ini ler stock-raising entry and in that manner have relieved. lherself of all obligations to, cultivate any part of it. But,
by doing so she: would:'have -abadoned all interest in any inerals
that 'ight possibly be :discovered in the land and she 'would have
assumed the obligation to expend $1.25 per acre in. improving the'
land. 'To avoid this as far as possible,she: made the enlarged homestead:entry, and in so doing tacitly promised to meet tie require-
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ments as: to cultivation. Under such circumstances the. Seeretary
of the Interior is. fully justified in refusing to exeercisehis discretionary power.by excusing cultivation.
;: - -decision
; Theappealed. f rom does not deal harshly with this entrywoman and reject: her final proof but it on the contrary extends
to her :tle privilege now:to change her enlarged. homestead entry
to .a,stock-raising

entry

and in* that manner

-

make the acceptance

of the showings in her proof possible.
For, these reaSOnS thesdecision appealed;from

ENROLLMENT

is hereby affirmed..

OF CHILDREN BORN OF A- MARRIAGE
MAN AND AN INDIAN

OF A WRITE

WOMAN.

Opinion, Junei16,1924.MENOMINEE INDIANS-MAREIAGE-DESCENT AND-DISTRIBIJTION-STATUTES.

The antof June 7, 1897, .does not entitle the children born: of a- marriage
solemnized between a white man. a-d an Indian woman to enrollment and
to share in the distribution of tribal property, unless their mother hadbeen recognized by the tribe as belonging thereto, and, in this respect;
- the act
did-not contemplate a forced recogmition without the consent o:
- the tribe.
COURT

AND

DEPARTMENTAL

DECIsIoNS

CITED

AND

APPLIED.

Cases of Oakes v. United States (172 Fed., 305), and William Banks (
L. D, 71), cited and-applied.
-

EDWARDS
S1iCiior"

y opinion is requested in them atterof the' enrollment of Addie
Prickett, Laura McNutt, Frank VWilbur,,Aios Wilbur, GeorgeWil-bur and D13avidWilbur with the Menominee Tribe of Indian s, Wis-

-

-

-

-

-

consin..
Applications. of the above persons:-for enrollment with the Menollilee- Tribe- fwere denied by the IDepartmenIt March 1, 19 7 and

Septenber 27, 1910. -Reqtest las been made for reonsideratian of
'that

acdtion based on an act apparently

not

onsidered at the time.'

The, persons in -question are the
of Sarah
ilbur, acmildren
a Menominee India.. of mixed blood, who was the wife -ofia white man.
-and whose:-enrollment was authorized:in-said, de-cision.of the Department of Marich 1, 1907.- In the request'for reconsideration ref-erence' isfmade to -the act: of June 7, 1897 (30 Stat., 62, 90), provid-

ing for the enrollment uncder certain conditions of clildren born f
a, marriage- theretofore solemnized bet1en
wh1iteman and an,
Infdian woman. It is alleged that error was crnmitted in olding
-a.

V that

because - the mother, Sarah Wilbur, was -not recognized as anmemb'er
of 'tie tribe prior to March 1 1907, the act of June 7 1897
doesnot alpply as "there is not a wod aout membersipin
e
the act,

fi.SD:~
00-:f
d
-;fS

...............

:

.

:
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:
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nor place of birth, affiliation or other niatter, and the Department
can not legislate"

ilbur' ad14 children and that she originally applied f or enrollment of herself and all of her children, 1I
1-Itappears that SaahT

*0
0 ;

of 'whom were' born- off the reservation

born on the reservation.
fled to iclude

and 3 'alleged to have 'been

eriapiplication was. subsequently modi-

onRly:the '3 children' alleged to have been born on the

reservation. The tribe vted ullanimously agaistthe enrollmenit of
both Sarall Wilbur and all of her'childrel. The Department, Ihowver', on Mari6h

*

1907,' autho ized the enrollment of the mother, at

the same: time denying thedapplica-tion for the children. This was
upon the showing, among other things, that the mother of Sarah
* Wilbur was at one time carriec onuthe rolshas a half-breed DenomiWilbur h'ad reinoved to and was then
nee Indian and that Sarah WAi
living on the reservation. Application for the enrollment of the

tLi

::.*Di' chIildren was renewed in 1909 including those named- in the present

request for econiderationi.'" The tribe unanimously opposed the enro-llment of afny' of the applicnts,

all of whom were; born off the

reservation' and had never'affiliatd with or bee .recognized by the
tribe. The Departmenet on September 27,191 0 authorized the enon the grolind that tlhey,were
of two, of said, apliants
'0 0000;roliment
Aofhad for many years
the tribe and
married to enrolled embers
reservation, but deniedl':
the
on.
been affiliated therewith and r'sicling
* the application of the other children., It appears to have been the
e women
custom of the Indians at the tune to recognizeinterin
Two
benefits.
its
in
share
to
entitled
and
tribe
the
as belonging to
other children of Sarah Wilbur were for like reasons, subsequently
elF Oiled witlh the tribe.
As above stated the resent request for reconsideratio-nis based
solelyon the-aet of June 7,'189,supra, which reads as' follows:'
That all children born of a- marriage heretofore solemnized between a
white man'and an-Indian womanby blood and not by adoption, where said
Indian woman is :at this time-or was at the time of her; death, -recognized by
the tribe shall, have the samerights and privileges to the property of. the
tribe to which the mother belongs, or belonged at the time of her death, by
as any other memberof the tribe; andno piior act of Congress shall
.loodb
be- construed as to debar sueh dhild of such rigitt.

The' contntion islthat as tllse applicants are 'the children of a
white man,'and

an Inidian woman by blood and not by adoption,

"belongi-1gto the- Menominee Tribe of Indians by blood," and that

as then motler. ~wascommonly kno~wn among, and "recognized by the
tribe on and prior to June 7,1897,": and is, 'now enrolled, they

arewithin 'tIe provisions of said act regardless of membership in

: te tribe, place

The
'act'of

of birth, affiliation or other matter.
7June
7, 1897 was not referred to and apparen

not Considered in', confiecfron with

the departmental

actons

was

of

0

000
:30;t00050];
0
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March I, 1907, and Septeb-er 27, 110, eniolling -Sarah Wilbui
and denying Suchl - right to her chidien.--.Itis truethat
ersons,
conitenplated by the remedial act of J Line, 7 1897, do- t ave to.
slow enrolled ;menbership in order to sIare in teI distribution ofthe property of the tribe. It was held in an,opinion of tle Assistant

: 0::&,torney7
;,General of this. Departent,
(2V D,.S,71,73)
-

The-objeet of that
visions -menmbers'f
tfad withdrawnfrom
6dfthe icidents of

act was not to make the :persons.coming ithin its pro-'
ay tribe' of
dia snor to reinstate the where. th6e
such memlership 'but to confer upon tem simply one
embership;;-tiat is, a-right to share in the distribution of

the property of the tribe.,
: But ind ordder to.-entitlezsuch

-;

-

.*

lildren

-

as areo

act to a right to share i te-tribaproperty,it
-

-

in the case of. William.Banjs

A- :

referred to i sai,,
must be: shown as.

expressly- required illn said act, that the mother was- recogn-izedas a

member of the tribe.
tion tat

the notier,

Te statement in therquett
Sarah Wilbu,

for eo6nsidera'-

was recognized b

the trib'e O

and
priorto tle act of une 7, 1897,is not borne out by te evidence, -

especially in viewpo

the jersistent

elrolment- In view6f all th~facsit

objctidns

if the trib6 to her

is not'beieved the statenent

catmeanmorethan that 'th-e Tlatives and.' acquaihtances of Sarah
Wilbuir
:
recognized tlat she possessed- Aenoininee blood
IlItIr'o
her

m
nother:
0
who was at: one tiie recognized bi the tribe. The fact-is.
tlat Sarah
' liWilbur' did not appy for enrolrnent until long afteri
0t-,he
:; 0Xpassagte i'ofVsaidl; act,00althllo'ughl
h
-took
h-.lier
' :maariiageat
place;' prior '
1, 190 whlichi
'ther'eto and shle'wxastnot 'acttuaiyTenr olled until SMa
n the oid
was then done overAhe'protest of the Iiley
th at her mothebr
at one time cared!0on the rolls adtat
he:
herself had retuned to thfie rsArvat ion.'
from th e fat
T
:
-;:-sides

which do -hotclkeay establish'recog itibn bI tetrie,
a foiced
recogniion -is not such' recognition as is eidentlr contenplated' by
the act of June 7, 1890.7 The authorities -fully recogiize the 'riglt
Tofthe several Indian tribes o regulate tleir internal affairs, in-,
cliuding. determination of who are the tribal members, subject-Ionily
to the
Vower
of Congress to aniuln:thei'
1'stosl usages and deter:iinations.:'t
m0

0

;2:

04::

0

.0

-.

l

-0

In an opinion (unreported) of te

A

,

.0

issistant Attrney

0

0 T, -t,.

General

for tisD Department,uderdate- of'Mrch' 141905, 'after fully setting- forth te history'of the act of Jimne 7,1 897,t was
7a held am
:ng
otherthings:
-

-

t* :-* :* xvhwre'an Indian woman is after intermarriage With, a -white maa
recognized by~her tibe as belonging thereto, and 'thetfaiiy so founded: idehtifies:itself and affiliates with- the Indiantribe
to which-the mnothlerhbelonged
and by( which she continued to be recognized, and, the issue of such magrige
are reeognizedbytribal
usage as its
bers, such issue are entitled to be

**-
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receive the benefit, of tribal

annuities

Cvo.*

and

It was concluded in said opinion that The construction ofdthe'actd
of 1897 given by 'the instructions of March 5,1904 (unpublished),
of the New York Indians is the correct one and should
0. thec
- matter
in
be followed. Those instructions read in part:
The act was clearly aimed at a supposed'injustice in the administration of
Indian affairs. It must be construed to relieve the issue of a marr.fage coming
within its. descriptive terms. jIt applies to all prior marriages, for the word
"heretofore " clearly requires it, and the words "is at this time orwa swat the
time of her death" necessarily so -imply. ,The descriptive -words. "is at this
time -or was at the time of her death" also, necessarily imply a coutihuaace of.
* tribal relation and of identification with:the Indian community after the mar- .
riage, and can not apply where the woman by her marriage in effect withdrew
:, - :from the tribe, no longer identified: herself with the tribal community' and*
interests, . * *:
The act -is remedial, intended, to save. rights, and is supplementary to the act:
and should be construed to Operate in favor of offspring of all mrar'of 1888,.W
:
riages wherein the rights of the mother are -saved by that act, if the family,
has continued to be identified with the Indian community.

The opinion of the Assistant Attorney General of March14, 1905,
I.
f
.supra, in construing the act of June 7, 1897, evidentlywntto
in holding" and the issue of such 'miarriage are recognized by tribal 0
usage as its members," as said act clearly does not impose ,any, such

condition upon the persons coming within its provisions. In this
:.the:
respect,the opinion is really- broader than the instructions
matteri of the New York Indians which -it adopts. Under the terms-:
iof the act to entitle children .born of a marriage between a. white

man and an Indian woman to rights' and privileges in the:mother's
she is recognizeby the tribe. as, belonging

0 must.
. 0 tribe
appear that
tf 0 00it:

chereto, but no such requirement is laid upon the children themselves.
The scope of the act is. properly set out::in the case of Wiliam.:
Banks, supra. This view, however, is, not helpful to., the present,

i, applicants as their mother was not -only-born-apart from the tribe.
but did not live therewith nor has she been recognized by the tribe.
asione offits members.
While the Department may as:a general thing direct, as w dasdone
in the case of Sarah Wilbur; enrollments over tribal protests where.:
it deems such course proper in the interest of- justice, 'yet.when
comes.to determining rights tunderjtheactof :June 7,1897,-wherein
the. conditions under which children born of a marriage between, 9.
white man andan :'Indian woman are permitted to share in triba
property are expressly prescribed, not nly is the Department bound
by the rule thus established but the tribe itself is poikerless to object]
Under that rule' to entitle the childrfen.of Sarah Wilbur to riglhts:
and privileges ill the Melloninee:-Tribe, it must be clearlyslhowni
-it
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btth

asrconzd-by
the tribe as, b~elongingthereto.
h tm
nhiother, Sarah ilbur, Was iiga

7,

.18 was passed- and was~not then recognaizedb

thle act of Jun

the tribe as~contemplated by. said act. t was held in the case of
which affirmd the caseof
Gakes ,v United'States (172 Fed., ~305),
Wlliiam Banks,~.supa -(syllabus):.
Ac
ue 7, 1897, c. 3, 30 Stat., 62, relating to the rights of children- ofa
white man and an Indian woman in tribal property, does not embrace the
children of a mother who -was iving at the, timengof, its passage, and a o
then rebgized by the tribe as one--of itis membes

rthermioreh fcso

thscase are silar

of Oakes v. United States, suipya. Sa
position

aWilbur

occupies aqsimilar

that case, and her children -are in

r.Jnsi

to thato

to those ini the es

s. Andre'~s. and Mirs. Bentth

the same* position as

_Mrs.Jones. The act of June7,1897

wa noe

claimis, of Mers. Aindjrews and Mrs Bent.

Tecourt

cilidrel

nspotof

of.e

the

held, however

*(page 30
its; terms aesch
that it does, not
Bufthis act it is enough toaythat
embrace the children of amother, such as Mrs. Jones, who' was living at~the
*time of its passage and was, not then recognized by the tribe as one of its:
members.,

The facts in the case of Vezina v. United States- (245 Fe., 411),:
*are also similar to thoe i thie0cs oSah'Wilbur,exptha
Mirs.-Dela ,te
ohrofMsVezina,
wvasnlot livinig at the time
htcs
a& aei
tecurt rendered' its decision. Reeece
t te act of June 7, 1897 as to which the court said(ae40
***Under

thi-s statute Mrs. V'eina is clearly entitled to be recognized

all, respects as if she had remained upon the reservatin.I
an iretdin,
istrue that, if Mrs.~Delaney wvasnow iving, 'nuder our decision ini Gakes v.
United

--

States,

97 C. C. A

139, 172 Fed.. 305, Mrs.Veiawudntb

entitled to be enrolled. under this statute. That decision would, probaoiy~
exclude the children of .Mrs. Vezina from the iight tol enrollmnt and froni-.
allotment.
As there is no case hbefore'us nowv, except th6 case of MIrs. Vezina,
e
we do not care to express a. more. definite* opinion upont the qusinofchildren-

That the personis comlingwithin-the provisions of said-actof June
:7,' 18971, h~ave:no inherent right in -tribal property even thoughfi
possessing a quantum of Jndian~blodi's clearly indicated by the: f act
--

that, legiation ws deemed-necessary,to sonfer i

tuo

sch,

-made that the applicaiits herein were' ever
h~th b
thr
lam is-- apidentified -wit-h- or -recognized by- h
pesn.-No clImi

parently based on thefc

othi

nan

blood, and perchac te-

enrollmienit f their mnother. This is, not- sufficient.either- under, the.
law- or.- the decisions.

-'There is.-no. question that a, parent

enutitledto enrollment 4hile~ the childd-iot:`

may be-
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No valid reason is seen for disturing the -action hdretofore 't'aken
by Defartmenill deyig the applications of th e persons named
:- the
in the request for- reconsicderation.
-Approved:
-:.0:X> 0F.
t;00
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UNITED STATES AND

f:t

D. C.,

OrFICES:

Paragraph 89 of the circular of April 11, 1922 (49 L. I)., 15),is
hereby amended so as to read:
(1) The charge for the publication of notice of applicatioti for patent in a
;
.' alloxted bythe
publication.
necessary'
teessential
exceed the legal rates'
shallfornot.
all districts
case indata
mining
laws, of the State for the publication of, legal notices wherein the notice is
pubiished, and in no case shall the charge. exceed $10 for each. ten lines of
space: occupied wherapublication is had in a daily newspaper, and where- a
b50the maxi-t
shalt he
weekly newspaper is used as a medium of pubilation,
llum"harge for the sane space Such charge shall he>acceptec-as fullpayfor the elitire period
mient fob publication i each issue -of the netspape
. . .
'
'
'
required by'law.
as,0
sall n be s
s htis
that00the0:
It Is 64ete
-00D~c~

cu ;dtrtaithedescription essential ,to, a perfct notice, and on te other
-handthat they shallnot be :of'unnecessary length.'^ Thle printed
m attermustbe set solid without paragraphingor any display 'in the
and shll be:in the usual bodlytyp6: usedl in legal nlotices.: I f
:hading
h::
is used, no allowgnce,.will be-mande for1 additional space t0
type
.- other
.: f:
o . that aeeount. The number .of.toli lines onLyusedin advertising

-

actulal count wvill-be allo~wed. All abbreviations anld 'copy mxust:P-:
00tf by:?;1
:
of-:advertisemenL
following s a saple
;0l be;t'stritlyfollowed< 0-TheX
withGovernmlent requirementsrandcinontains all
set up in aordane

,the, essential data necessary-f or publifttion:
Elko, Nevada,
Office,^ Elko
Landofflce
A..
K
04421,'-U.; S.) Land
A: No. 04421.U:'§.
hi0:;000;.

1921.
0October 55, 492T2
October

Notice
T,
otice 0 $t

H. 14,jd,..,
Company by W. H.'
4Hudson,
-Jarbidg6 Buhl
As
8 9iiigCompany
Bu Mftiing
theJarAidge
that the
is herebygiv.en
hereby given: that
for patent .-.to
applichtion forpatent:'to
has
Nevada, has
JarlYidge,Nevaa,
of! Jarlidge,
uadein6deappiatioa
attorney in fact
fact, of
-:f0
0 attorney
a
Altitude Anneklode mining
No. 3,
Altitude Nothe
3,andAltitudeAnoDne,.lode
Altitude No.
No. 1, Altitude
Altitude,:Altitude
the Altitudej

6O
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LAND.

M. D B. and M

-

in arbidg mining istict, Elko County, Nevada, described as -- ollows:"'
Beginning at cornWerNo. 1, Altitude No.3,
hence the quarter:corner Of thei
south boundary of Sec. 34, T. 46 N,R. 58 E. M. D. B. ad M., bears-south 410
54' -west 7285.63 feet, 'thence north 200 14' ;½est 1500 feet to corner No.2 of

said lode ,'then6e north'699 46' east W69
feet to crner No. 03of saidde;
thence
south 20° 14' east 417.5 feet to: corner 2,-Altitude-No. tt; thence north 69° 46"
east 1606.1 feetto

corner No. 3, -Altitude

lode;

thence

south 20014'

east

500

feet, to corner,No. 4 of said lode; thence6 south 690 46' vest 1606.1 feet, to
.'corner No.1, Altitude No.. 1 lote; thence north 200 14' west417.5 feet to. corner,
No. 4, Altitude No. 3 Atence south 690 f6,:west 569 fet
point of beginning
;\i Theree-aieno
adjoining or conflicting caim.
The locaticn
i notices are recorded
in Book 17, pages-373 and 374, and inBook 15, pages 52rd '53,'Inining locations, E lko County, Nevada,; John E. RobbinsReglster..
- (2) For the
bication of citations in- contests- orhearings, involving le
- character
of lands, the charges may not exceed the- rates- provided, for -similar.
notices by the law of the State, and shall not exceed $12 for five publications in
weeklynevspaper,1 or $15 for'publication i a daily hewspaper for thirty days.
Such charge shall -be
-aceptd
as full payme t for all the-''atter
so pub-

lishedand foi thefullreperiod; quired.
i
f,
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i.-0. ;;;First AsstascintSectary.

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR PAYlIENTS-FORTERTHOD
RESERVATION.

INDIAN

INSTRUdTIONS. -

[CircularNo 944.]'

-

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
ENERAL LAND OiFICE,

Wasi.ngton,
REGSTER
-

-

AND

RECEITER

-

:

D. C., June 19, 1924.

-

BISMARCK,NORTH DAKOTA:

:0 Th
act of May 24,1924 (43Stat.,-139) provides- - - -Tiat any 6homesteadentryman -or purchaser of- Gover nment lands within
'the Fort Berthold- Idian. -Reservation in -North Dakota- who is unable to
make payment- of pulrehase - money due under;his entry or contrdct of pubr_- - - chase as required
by existing law or regulations, on application duly verified
showing that he is unable to make payment as required, shall be granted an
extension to the 1925' anniversary of the date of his entry or. contract - -fi :
purchase' upon payment of interest in advance at the rate of 5 pei .centum
per annum on theamounits due from the maturity thereof to thO aid an- niversary; and if .at the expiration of the>'extended period4 -thO fnyman
or
-

-

0

558.f
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[vol:

purchaser is stil unable to make the payment lie may, upon the same terms
and condit:ons, in the- discretion of. th&Secretary of theInterior,, be grante(
such further extensions of time, not exceeding 'a period of tree
bthefacts warrant.

The act applies, both to entries made under theact

years, as

of June 1,

191 (36 Stat., 455), and-,those6 made under the, act: of: August
1;914(38 Stat., 681).'

Previous reuirements in the n4tter fo
visions of the' act of

3,

yments.-The pro-,

dre specifically' extendedto
1, 1910, w'eJue

lands to be opened under the act of- August 3, 1914. The ,said actof June 1,- 1910, provides that one-fifth of: the purchase price shall'

be paid at the time of entry and the. balance in five' equal annual
~two years from the date of entry. Secinstallments commencing'
tion' 1 of the act of May' 28, 1914 :('38 Stat., 383) ,'authorizes

an ex-.

tension of 'time' for one year, for the- payment of any annual installmient upon,'the 'payment 'of the interest in advance at the rate of
5 per cent per .annum on the amounts so extended and that any

payment so extended may annually thereafter' be extended-in like
manner provided that all payments6are completed within a period
ijot exc'eding one year after the last payment becomes due under
',te act under which the entry was made. Accordingly the utmnost
time allowed for completion of payments on entries made under the
act of June 1, 1910, or under, the act of August 3, 914 wasseven
years from th datee of entry.
The said act of May 24, 1924, :modifies the above requirements
in tle following respects:
On those entries on which the 7-year period for payment allowed under
the acts cited above expires prior to the 1925, anniversary thereof,, an extension of time may be obtained to said anniversary upon the filing of an
application duly verified, accompanied by payment of interest in advance on.
the amounts due -from the maturity thereof to the 1925 anniversary of the
dates of the entries at the rate of 5. per cent per annum. If at the expiration of the extended period: entryman is still unable to make the required
payment, further extensions may be obtained from year to year in the same-. manner, but, no extension will be' granted beyond a period ofthree
years;
from the 1925 anniversary of the date' of the entry.

You 'are' directed to serve notice on each entryman who is in de-

faultin the matter of payments either of principal or interest that
: the'if required sums ,are 'not paid or an. extension of time obtained
:f as
herein Rprovidedfwithin30 'days: from, receipt of notice hereof,
:you will report his entryto this officeefor cancellation
WILIAM-

Approved:
tE. C.:FINNEY,

00S-4Fist
AssistantSecretarif.

SPRY

.-50]
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JURISDICTION
OVER DISPOSAL OF: LANDS WITHIN ABANDONED
MILITARY AND LIGHTHOUSE RESERVATIONS.

Instrlctions,

Jne2,.924.

VATION-LIGHTHOUSET'RES
RIsDIvTo-I

MILITARY

-

Io,

hasby. separate- acts conferred specific jurisdiction uponi.
the Department. of the nterior and the Department of ommerce respec-,
-tvely to. dispose. of 17 iblic lands within-abandoned nilitary and lihtouse
reservations, the ormer Cjepartment,having assumed jurisdiction with the.
consent of the latter, may, under its coordinate auority
dispose of landswhich were formerly within both a military reservation and:a lighthouse,

Where.. CongiN

-

' esetvatiOn.

OPINION

&or
AT±ORNEYGENERAL(CITE6 AkN

MIsTNGtIsED.

Opinion of Attorney General (32 Ops. Atty. Gen., 486), cited and
guished.
. A.

; FINNEY0;Fist:Assistant-Secretary:

f

istfn-

Sg
.-- ~;
-.:--f -- : ..;E- :

'By letter of May 14, 1924,i ipursuance
of your [Commissioner of
the- G eral
dan& Office] reconimendation of April 29, 1924,. the
D'epartment directed the survey, ppraisal, and. disposal under the
act of July 5, 1884 (23 Stat., 103) , of certain smal tracts: in Sees.,
20 and 28, T. 54 S., R. 42 E., Florida, which were consideed subject

to disposal tnder the saidact as aportion of an abandoned military
r0:'-e'eeseevation.
11
-w
.- erein
ain;u.
-I lOWhave your letter of June 14, 1924, wherei

certain questiolls,

are presented as' to the' propriety: of disposing of' the tracts as
abandoned military reservation lands in view of the fact that theywere also formerly embraced in. a lighthouse, reservation.

It appears that the said lands with others were eserved by Executive order of August 28, 1847, for lighthouse purposes, and by ExecuY .tive

order
:d 1: of Fbruary
bi.ar-.: -r

they :
i.;1
1 X1897,
: .. :vt

were
foru military
:S.--: reserved
:
.C.-;

-

purposes.

By Executive order of :April 28, 1916, the lands were declareduseless for military. purposes and w:ere placed under the control of
this Departienttfor
disposal undeP the saidact of july 5,01884.
Under date of May 8, 1916, the Department of Commercestated
'that these lands were not hneded for lighthouse purposes and requ~mested thatthey be restored to the p)ublic domain.
.By act of'. Congress of. March ,2, 1917 (39 Stat., 995), a patent
-which had erroneously issued to the, State of Florida ffor some of.
the reserved lands .was. confirmed, and the State was0also allowed

to select-the swamp lands to the same extent as if - the reservations
had never existed.

.

That act expressly, recognized the said reserva-

tions as-abandoned and relinquished.. In view of this record I think
it may be quite conclusively,deduced:that the lighthouse. reservation
'-isnonexistentk. It-has been abandoned by the
fff::
? f-;p0-

:a 0::DEai-:-:

.executivedepartment

0 t fDf 0:::0 : D
ftE:f
Qf.f
:ff:00
0v\
0:0
.:
:?-.:0Xt--XX:f

-

:

:
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having jurisdiction overthat branch of the service, and the aban: dninnt:'hlas been recognized 'by Congress in the enadtment of
legislation ihconsisteixt -with any tieory that the esrvation continuespin force.,
Thus, the landls -constitute a portion of an abandoned lighthouse

reservation ad~also an abandoed militaryreservation.- There are
separate special'acts df C-;ongressfor the disposaldof each of, these
fclassesoflands.§
two
It is true that t eAttorney Gn&ral in: his opinion of March 29,
1 921 0(320Ops. Atty.
488), held that he Departnient of Cprnsites under
nerce is aithorized to dispose of abandoned'lighthouse
the act O March 4, 1913 (37 Stat., 1017), and that where Congress.
has provided a particular method or disposal of a certain class o.f

nO other method may, be eployed.- in this case, howeve'r, the .
lands
p
act of uly 5, 1884, suprca, is just as specifc and defifiite in, conferring
jurisdiction upon this Department to dispose of abandonedmilitary
reservation lands in a particular manner, and the-Presidetithas
turned.,-these . lands oper to this Department. for thati purpose.
Furthermore, the Departilmet of Conuieice is not claiming jurisdiction, but has; signified its desire to leave the disposa- of: these. lands
to the juirisdictio .of this Department..
. -ilaving$assumed
j.urisdiction under its coordinate authority it

seeus altogeter appropriate. -that,this, epartment should proceed
in accordance with prior instructions. This procedure seems-todbe
deb.idedlyprefeab le in:hthe instant .case, viewed from the standpoint
o::-administrativeexigecy,
f
especially as the landswould in any case
have to. be srveyed b this Department prior to disposal.
.ceedqaccordingly
You will therefore ro

I0cIJ.
,\

)}3t,. ,,F- :IRED S.0EID1IA:NN. -- X;00-;Decided

Jue

23, 1924.

DEsERT LAND-E NTARGFDHOMESTEAD-AcT OF FEUARY
3

;a ,;0

Xt

27; 1917.

he
-act
of Febiuar.y ,:z7, 1917wvlich extended' the, act of August 30, 1890,
by permitting one -who
has made. an enlarged homestead entry for 320x
acres, to make a desert-land entry for 160 acres, does not authorize the
allowance of any. entry under the desert-iand law in favor of one who has
entered and perfeced title to or is holding an- entry or entries of more
:
.
:
-320acres- r f- a:r.uit:a : . . land.

DECIsION ADHEREDTO.
1Pnioi DEPARTMENTAL
Case of Marshall

P. Hopper

-

---

(41 L. D., 283), adhered

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary-:,

This is an appeal by lFed S. Eidman

-

-

to.

:
.
from a decision bytlhe

i:on missioner of- the General Land Office dated March 22, 1924, hol,-

'

-

-DECSIONSTlELATING

501e

TO THE PUBLIC
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LANDS.

ing his desert-land application, filed -Novemer 23, 1922, for the

NW.
0 ,NV

,2

2 Nn,) R.; 230 E.;:tM.
XSec. 12, T.0'27

M.; w-ithin the

Glasgow,0

0:;--

Montana, land district,; for rejection onIthe ground tatno: sorce*
-of water furnishing all. adequate, supply for; irrigation of the land
* was shown.
It is needless to disuiss the0 Coiommiissioner's ground of rejection

and the appeal, becaise the applicant showedhimself disqualifed
tgricultual'
from the vey frst to make adertland, or"any;'ohea
public-land, entry.
In his application he statedtitle ,
Agust30, 1890, have not edandaqird
0 >^ * that'i Ace
nor am I now claiming, under an e'tly made under any of the ponmineral
aow
applied.
public-land laws, an amount of land which together with the land
' for, vwill exceed in the aggregate. 800,acres

Evidently

the, local officers and the Commissionei

statement on'fIte phrt of the applicant

-

overlooked that

The ecords-of the Gene0al
Ire[640
. Eidman'n held
Fied

deiicko0
Land'( ffice show tha
stock- aisLig homestead laws.in Saecs.'
acres under the[enlargdand
R
3 E., M. M.; on NSovenmber23,,122,
N.,
T.
26
927,28,33, and 34,

when this apphication was.fil'ed. ,,His.enaIg-edhomestead.,enr.,for
320 cres was' patented to hin on March 27, 1922. His_ &tock-raising
::'homestead entry for 320 acres was made DeDcember5, 1921,.and is

still intact of record.-.

Hop3per l L. ,283), thistDert

In the case of MarsllF.

nt

held. (syllabus)
-The provision -in, the act of ugust 80, 1890, limiting the 'amount of land that may be. acquired by one person under the agiricultural public-land lews to'
320 acres, will prevent one who has-of record an entry made under-the-elarged homestdad act' for'320 ares, or its equivalent, 'from.%aking ent y unelety
the desert-land law.-

6 at of Februar' 27, 1917 - 39Stat
derthe
While it is true.that
946) aperson who has made an' elarged hiomestead el ryfor 320
acres is now qualified to make'a eseft-land entry for.160 acresthe
law as -stated',in th
TT re is no athority

been can.
Enotwotherwise
case cited 's
for allowing a person_ who lias entered and'

0mre
' tery or entries of,
perfectedtitle6 to, or isnow ioldig an
than 320 acres of agricultural lan&'to makeany entry'under the
desertland-i aw.1-

The decision appealed from is affirmiedfor the reaseonstated.
74592O_

9

4

'or<50

36

.
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WILLIAM

TO; THE- PTTLtIC: LANDS.- -j.

[voL.

. :O'RAIRE.,

- -Istructiovs,; Junie 23, 1921.OIL kND GAS: LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-LKASE-CONTIOITt-WORDs

AND

THRnASES.

The term "shall be in compact form," as used in section 14 of the act of
]February 25,
1920, in connection

withthe

granting

of a five 'per cent

royaltylease thereunder, does not- require that the leasdlands
:*0tiX

becon-

-

tiguous: in all eases, but contemplates that a permittee-: may, where in-'
onfl ous tracts. have bee n ineluded in a prospecting permit, select as
:.a00ia; rewardi for -diseovery, the' legzal;subdivision uponX wshch 0the .dlscover
wellis located, and such remaining land, as neai thereto as is possihie'
up tothe prescribed amount, whether ontiguous or noncontiguous.

F'INNEY,
fFirstAasistant Seret

-ry:

I0' aM returning, without approvai your [Comnissioner
of the
General eLand Office] proposed letter to the register andcreceivers

.

Great Falls, Montana, in whichi William J. O'Haire is required to
amend
-his-application
for alease'under section 4 of the general

leasing act so as to include contiguous tracts.
- A-prospcting
permit, Great Falls 052549,issuedto,Qftie-under

setiNE13

NW.

thelesg
cf a

act,Wa
was for:the .

NE. 4,'sec.

;

1

:

7,.,;

-

20, T. `'35 N., R.36 E, anxh
.jS.
Sec. 35, T., 36 N., R. 2 W., M. M., and after making a discovery- c:
--.
oil upon-te 0-SEX1} SE.4-1, Sec. 35,the' permittee asked for a lease
at a royalty of 5 per cent, as reward for such discovery upon the.
E2. 4 SE.:l Sec.i.
N, and 'SW. W SE.
Sec5 176,N
NW.4, NE.
Sec. 20, T.35N
R.
:In00:.your- roetterit is--proposed to require him to take a lease at 5
per cent royalty for 160 acres of the cofntigous lands: in T-.i3N.,
R. 2W,
or in the alternative, to accept such lefs fro 80 aes
Tonl

inel uding, the. discoverywell.

This action i stated to be Iecessi- -

tated by the provisions in section14 of the: ct tiat the area to be
selected and Applied for at a royalty 'of 5 per cent "shall be-in cor--

pact form."
:Te action proposed is contrary to the expressed provision of see-.
tion 14 of the, act in so. far as it proposes to:cut the area to 80 acres,',
if the discovery well is to be included. That section expressly pro---vides, " Tlat.tle permnittee shall be granted a lease for-as much as one

'

hundred and sixty. acres of said lands, if there bethat number, Of
acres within the permnit."
'

-'

-

.The words "shall, be in compact form" relied upon in yourI'letter, standing alone might warrant.the interpretation given theriein TifyePY
"must,

owever,, be 'construed

in thae ligt,

ofPtAherestof

the

se

iti6

:.

:

ff:,T.

andthe act as a whole.
f:0

S f- V:Wn--,
C:.:f
g g :S S

Lu;

X? f

f f \

a:

:.\:

0;

:-C?:X:
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is no expiessed requirement

that the

56-

permittee be allowed

to include the land on whichthe discovery well is located in lthe
area sought as a reward for such discovery. However such a right
is inherent in the idea of a reward -for discovery, - and is necessary

to make; such reward vIuable for the permittee is only entitled to -a
terms as,
preference right- to lease the- renaining 'lands upon siuc6hX
the Secretar mayrovide.
f as h the present case, oil y a vry
limited, area could -be secured 'iii a favorable" locaio on a structure

and the permit'tee could' not-safely secure an enlarged area near by
without danger of losig a lease, for his well by bein'g require'to'
take contiguous lands in a ss favorable . location at the lower royalty and: to meet. such terms' as inight.be prescribed for the area with
the well, few persons or corporations would be warranted in-making

the expenditures.and assuming the risks' attendant upon. the drilling
3Such1
a result would be contrary to the-urpose of the leasing act which is to ewurage prospect-

we~llsin unproveli
0t~of

expressed

fields.

ing and devlopment of unproven ields.
* Section 13 of the easing actfauthorizes the issuance of permits for
:lands 'in: a treasonably compact form" and the Department has construed, that to mean Incontiguous areas within a general area six
miles square where, because of prior disposals, a reasonable area of
contiguuS lands can not be secured. Havinggranted
permits for
isunder a legal du, to
| suchincontiguous. areas,, the Deprtment,

.issuea lease-for -one-fourth the area, or-for at least 160 acres 1ifthe'
by the permittee, and can
permit covers that area, upon d ery
,only, therefore, require that, the area selected be in ai-reasonably[ compact form. Any area sought at. aroyalty of:. 5 per cent whicll
includes, the discovery well and such lands-as are, as near thereto as,
ipossible, is reasonably conmpact and should be so reognized.
.

to
amend
In -the instant case the permittee should only rd
;his application to include the W.4lNE. l, Sec.e17,in liIeuof the lands.
Iselected -in sections.17iand

20, or allowed; in the' alternative,

,

to select

,the entire 160 acres from. contiguous 40-acre tracts in aid sections.
_:BENJAMIN HENNAGAN.
Decided June 2, 1924.
HOMESTEAD ENYTRY-NLARGED
DENCE-STATTJTES.

ROPRTY-RESTROME5TETD-COW[MUNITY

An original homesteadentry which has become the community property of
the entryman and his wife, although the- legal title is in the naiie of the
latter, is still owned by the entryman within-the intent of seetloni 7 of the
enlarged homestead act.

564
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FINEY, Fi7rstAssstcmt Seortary.:
Tlis is an appeal by Benjamin Henagan
from a decision of the
Comiissioner of the General Land Office dated Marclh 20, 1924, holding' for cancellation his entry made December 6,96j
under section,
7 of

act for

tlie enlargedlomestead

Sec. i,' and 9DE.
SIE. 4 SE. 1ec.
iM.sc. 2T.

N.

WSAV. 4tSW,

SAAT. -1

16. S., 1. 9 E. , M..

.

::

.Sai

Francisco, California, land district,as additional tO his entry under
section 2289, Revised Statutes for S. 4.SW. 4.,NW. 4. SW. 4, SW.4
NW. i, Sec. 27, T15 S., R. 9 E .
; M.- ,

Final p'rof on.the .additional eltry was subinitted January '25,-:0-

1.923, but- final, certificate was witlheld at tle request .of. the chief
..of field division. On the recommendation of a special agent, pro-, -J,
ceedings were instAitute
dagainst
theentry on the charges:1 Tbat cdlaimant has lot established and mainttined a residenc 'on ni
additional entry
...
. .
2 That claimant is not entitled to. apply the. residence maintained bn t.
oriaial entry as
td perfect the additional,
mesidence
entry, for the. reasonthat
he did not on the land embraced i the'-ori'ginal entry on. the date the addi-.
0tional wasS'filed, nor: has he-,:since- filing the6'additional entry, acquired title
thereto.
his
-I answer entryman admittd thtat h had not resided oh the

additional; entry, but stated that ll origiial entry was.com unity
propety, the title bei'g in the 'name of is wife.
Th-h case.was submitted' oh :ahii'reed -statement of facts,'as follows:
2 e - S:icase. -wasstib
I
f
a
li SS 3D
It is' agreed that -the factsQ as to certain. features| of theBen
-homestead,S
serid 010052 San Firancisco,-are as follows:Date of entry, iDecenberi

Hennagan.

6 1916

Datejof.finalproof,. Januariy 251923.
M.arch 3, 1910, mortgage Ben Ilennagan and Clara E Hennagan his ife
to Savings & toan Bankof San Benito Coiunty, lollistei
Calif., n original..
homestead, Sec. 27,:T. 15- R..9 E., and other lands Security for prom ssory
fnote, $3,795,@

6% t36i ; pae 168 Mortgages

August 2, 1911,judgment in favor of plaintiff John Oliver, v. Ben Hennegan,;

' -$2,998.03.

'

NovemberS, 1913, certificate, Mande Toxvle,Commissioner of Superior Court,
0 San
i Benito, asto sale of. original homestead and other lands to Savings and
Loan Bank of San Benito County, pursuant to order of sale and decree of
foreclosure, Superior Court, in case of Savings and Loan Bank of San Benito
County v Ben Hennegan, Clar'a-. .. lennegan,-and'Joln iOliver, defendants.
'Decree,

September. 29, 1913, $5,555.77, and $91.00 costs.

Sold at public auction

for $5,646.77. V. 1, Certificates of sale- pag& '307, San Benito County.
Dece'mberi 2, 01914, Deed, Savings & Loan Bank of San Benito County. to,

000

C0lara E.--Ieingan,'$5,535.0OiV.f54,inpage111 of DeeIs

December 2, 1914. Mortgage, Clara B. Hennagan and Ben Hennagan to
Savings & Loan Bank of Sa, BenitoCounty; -securiity 'for promissoty-'.not,'
$4,000.

V. 44, page294,- Mortgages.-.

Satisfied in full
f

:

:: :

Assigned'Badk

gust 28, 1919;.
::.

0:::

i:

i

;

f:

of Itali

Decembdr

29, 1916.

.
X

:

ff

b

:
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Clara E

Inagaii

James- Hennagan' Security for promias rtnote,

andi

$88.0,

Ben

Hen'agan

subjet

-to

to bank

,,moatgage. ,V. 44,paggQ99, Mortgages. Sineesatisfied in full.
April 10 917 trust deed, Clara E Hennagan and Ben Hennagan to Bank
an trust Co., of Central Calif, Fresno trustee, and Minnie, M. Waiteand
4' Ira'3.
Waite, 0beneficiaries, security promissory ote, $784. V. 4, page_130,
Trust*
Deeds, Reconveyance. May 23 919 .
62, rake 5, Deeds.
June 30 1919; 3ortgage,'

Clara

A.-Hlennagan

and Ben Hennagan

to Bank of

Italy, HollisterBraanh ,-successors of; Savigs and Loan Bak of San Benito *County,.security for promissory note, $223400 V,52, page 207, 'Mortgages.
Original homestead`and other lands embraced in varous deeds and-.morteagds
asse ed since the year 1914 to Clara Bl Hennagan on records of county
ass'essor, San Benito County- Further it is admittedby Ben H1ennagan that he did not resideat aniytime'
mon
this :addjitional,010052 It is ndmitted-by 'all parties hereto, that said BenHennagan and his wife have ived, continuously for the pat: twenty years- on
l e em raced: in F C 9017-7 22/07;, to wit: S
S
- NW.
f
SW N
W."
W
e 27, T. 15~
R~. 9 E., MIDM, except, during the
greaterl 'portion- of 'the year 19'when he and his wife were Iaway atfPittsburg
qiandSan Francisto, andduring 1920 and41921, when Ben Itennganwas
away
and his wife. resided o the original entry. Admitted that said- Bent11ennagan
has through his'own earnings paid. the interest on ithe aforementioned loans
0
has
and repaid part of the principal loan. -- Furthaer tha said Ben: Hennagan
has never deededd any part or portion of his original homestead toanyone.
-Thathe was' dtprived of the originial title by court order and ue process of
law. That 'all mortgdges affecting said';land' 'were 'jointly signed by Ben
Hennagan and Clara Hennagan, his wife.:.
Agreed that the above statement of facts may be submitted and. filed in lieu
of any furthertestinony-in
this contest, and may, serve in lieu of appearance
at any time the hearing may be set on the contest matter and that no default
Will be entered against either party hereto after the filing of this stipulationm
Defendant reserves the- right.tofile a brief on-points of community. property'
law and contestant reserves 'the: right to file a reply brief thereto.

On November 14, 1923, there was filed' an affidavit b the
entryman as follows.

wifeof

That the deed of. December 2, 1914, Savings: Loan- Bankj of San- Benito
'ounty to 'Clara B. Hennagan, was accepted, and considered'by ime as comiunity property.g Jillat, all subsequent conv eyances and mortgages aud trust
m.'
deeds, were joint lyi execfited byi Ben Hennagan and affiant. - That the! interest
on the principal ofthe,mortgages; as well as part-of the principal of the mortgages, was paid by Ben Hennagan out of his own earnings. That since 1914
I have always considered and admitted that Ben' Hennagan had a community
interest in, the original, homestead and that said intert still surviveslto te
taffid
'
- -- ' it,
of -this'
' date

7

By; decision dated November;23, 1923,-tle local -odficers'heldtat
to Hennagan under his o riginal try wasicom.m:'-:
unity :property, aind recommended that tie contest be disissed.
Sectioiu 7 ofthe enlarged homlestead act, under -which the entry
in question was , adeprovides that noresidence -shall -berecpiired
hisifomer
:etryi is.resiligi'n
on- the additional entry,,,if the

the,landpatenid

I

entry"

located

not exceeding 20 miles away.

'
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In' paragraph, 6 of. the regulations of July,9,J1916,' CircularNo.;
486
46 . U, 28), it is stated1that if the land entered is ~within
20~
iles~ of the original enltry,.the osteader~ neednoreienth
addtonal

entry i-or have a habitable house thereon "1if hie owns and

resides~upon thle riginal tract whlen -applying f

sad, entry and

continuaed both own~jership~andresidence until submfission of Proof."
The constructions -placed. on~ he statute~ by said -paragraph, 6 is, in
mny opinions a proper one, if reasonably-and liberally, construed; as-

the manifest inttion

of Congress was to gran, udrspecified
-

cond-itions, the right. claime~dby Hennagapn to, those who still hlav an

interest in and are: residing upon their~original homjesteadentries.
While'it mnaybtht-nhicae
Hennagan is, not posesdof
such a .iegMltitle i and to hs oiinal, eftry as had been recognized.
by t
IDepairtment in construing, othe6r home1stead laws,
a
on-.

v'inded that he hlas'- suhstantial interest therein, thle land having J
been- acquire6d,after
by his' wife, and the indebtedness
-foreclosure

threon having~ been paid off, wholly or largely, through his labor-

and earnings.~ Moreover, both he and his wife; alleeand regard the.
original homestead land as,comiiiunity poetyinadiniiltering
section 7 f the InAe homestead act, regr
this, entryinan'-s interest in his original,-homestead enr
ssfficient
to Warrant Ahe. allowance and
of his -additional entry.
Accordingly;,final proof being-found atisfactory, same is accepbted,
and thaedecisiona aeled fromnreversed..acceptance

-

MYRTLE! K WELLS.~

,

--

-.

~~~~~~~~iDecided
Junze ,

54

R-EPAYMIENT-WAIVER-LSTTUTES.

The requirement contained in the proviso to ectidn 2 fteact'of
Decen- her
11, 1919;,that- a claim for, repayment mus hatrb
rsne
eWi)thin two years from the*-ssuanc6n o atent or-from the. passag of
4theact, is. mafldatory anid'can. not he waived hecause the claimant did not,
have, knoxvledge of the &ct for more than: two years aftei' its enactment.

fr--

FI~iqEY,
Fist

Assistan

Secery:r

~In1888,HarryJnsiow

deesd

mdpremptio'n entry, an-

~couver
06405, for- the, fractional NW.
W.M.; il~ashigton,under wich

, Sec. 18,T2
N. 'R.
e was:requiredt pay, and

$2.5 prae-or
the -and when~he sould
only $1.25 per acre,
-

have been caldo

E.,
aid
opay-

hepaetisued ulnder ta etr-y in 1891 ad onOctober 31,

1923,,or aboutU3 years later
Qnt'ryinan, filed, an applicatio4

yrleK

Wlsthe

~fo rpyetof~

daughter of the
thq, exicesswhh

-

-6;0 -

:
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was. denied by the General Land Office: decision . of December 20

1928, for the. reason-tat the repaymentcould be mad-eonly under autlority of the act of March26,1908
(35
,4)aast
limited b ythe act of December 11, 1919' (41 iStat., 3B6), byqring
that the
applilcations for epayment, of such excessf be; filed' within two years from
date of issunce of .patent or tw years from-.date of passage -of the act of

W.hiler this application was mae on a blank forintended
for
use in asking-repayment under the act of 1908, supra, whih, as
aiended in 1919, requires the pesentation of applications wit iu
two years, andwhile the case was considered* under that act 'only,
thAieclaim-coulId have -bfeenmade under the act of June 6-1,188

;0-

0(21 Stat., 287)' whichwas not repealed:but mereysupplemene d
by the- act of 1908.
C0ongress
.
h
1anot
speciiall
aended
the itct of 1880 biy attaching to itAthe condition made. by the act 4f PDecember 11, ;1919,
whieh linited repayments under the act of 1908 to elaims pre,:' 9d
0 withinr two years but in considering the effect of the liimitatij:;f:
gon; made :by the act of 1919 thisDepartment declaredi in the-'

'-:-nstructions'o-iApril
24, 1923 4 L. D..
D9 541)-, that the limitatin 0
Pmadewby the aet -of 19-19 aplies- to laims. made under either of

,*i~0the othet acts entioned.

-

or that reason the application

in this case was. properly denied
*:0
:0-0'.:0notwithstanding; the :,fact set up in the ppeal that knowledge of

.

these0
0
0
-sttuts
didi:
.'not coe to this claimant for more than twok.
y:--.
ears: after thecpassage of tac
of 1919.
The3 L-,,:
and DeparmentJiiad no authority to doothervise thafir to,
4l;~enythis app1ication.'under the circumstances of this case and the
fAdecisionappealed from tisterefore, heieby affirmed. -

r
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By act df Congress approsed, Jeuary.11,1922 (42 Stat., 356),-the.
*90: f Se'crek4
ry-of the Interios w as auithorized to.grat
an. extension of

time tq qqtppK wit t~

drilling reqirements
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25, 1920 (4Stat.,

437}). Tis act applies to the Territory of Alasia..
The text of the act is as follows:

: *

Beit e.- acted by te 'Senateand ~House;
of Represetatives
of t he Unted
States of AMe? ca in Conigress asseled> Th'at the Secietarv of the Interior
m: 't~ay,:
if he shall finid that any oil or gas pemittee has been unable, 'With the
* exercise of diligence, to begin drilling opetatiols oi to dull wells of the depth
and within the, time .prescribed by seetion lo of. the-Act-of Oongress approved
extend, the time. for--bePelruary 2, 1920 (Forty-frst Statutes page di)
F
ginning'
such drilihi or completing it, to the amount specified in the Act for
* sueh time noteeeding
thiee iyears and upon such -conditions as he shall prescribe.

with the e'ercise of
-Accordingly, a permittee wh-oiras been unie
; f00;::V0
diligence
0: :due
to comply with tIle drilling require
s of a permit
issued
under any section of-the act of February 25, 1920; may, if the

facts. warrant he granted an extension of'time upon filing ah application therefor, accompanied by his-own afavit setting forth what
at orts, if ant, he has 'made to comjly with the termn of his permit
and the reasons for delay in- th6 'full complianice'therewith, and such
showing to be accompa'iied by tlie corroborating-affdavit
o-f at Ieast

one disinterested person; iavilg attal 'kno-wledgeof the ffacts.
In making an application for extepsion'of tIme the permittee 'must.
show that the corners: of the cbaini ave eenia'ied
witlsbstaalmonuments ;and that a 'notice has-been posted as required in par0graph1 of the permit asithere .is no provisidsii of law under vhic .
tile time may be extenidod'-for compliance with that requirement.
The permittee' must show whether or not any oil or gas wll is' being
drilled on. the geologie structfle ur pon 'which' the land embraced in
the :permit is located, r-within aproximately
10 miles of such land,
and if such ell is beinidrilled give the legal subdivision, section,
township, and range on which the well is located, and furnish as
sfull informlationo. as he can asto when the well was begun, its 'apthie formatiob penelaed and the
proximate depth, the character

prospects, for discovery of oil or gas. If the applicatiodnfor eitension is based u pon contribujtions'

adeby: theipermittee

toward sink-

ing of a test well.upon the structure, full disclosure of the amount
and natiire of such contributions and' the coditiollsunder which the
same were made must be shownwhich

showing must be cotrobdrated
by the affidavit of one or more of the parties under 'whose, authorty
the wells is being drilled.
The affidavit by the applicant must also show, the time when: he
proposes to commence or resume his operations and any arrangement
le has made for iomplying.-with the criling
requirements of the

permit. If the 'applicant aie'gis tat he has entered into a contract
to 'drill the land, his application lltst be supporte by tle affidavit
of the! drilling contractor 'asA the terms of the 'contract1 tle meansca
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at his command for carrying out the, same, and the time when he

operations thereunder.

expects to begin drilig.

An extension of time to, perform one of the acts required by the

permit -necessarily extends for the same 'period of time.for te performance of all subsequent requirements and as the bondlis expressly-::
limited by its terms to the period for which the. permit was granted,
::
'the
permittee :fmuist0furnish a properly. executed assent by the surety
to the extension of hishbond to cover the life of the' permit asj it will
. be ex tendedifan extenslon is gr'anted.
:* XThe app.lication may be filed i the General Lana Office or in the

local land office having jurisdiction over the land invblved by the
permit. In the latter, event roper. applications, Iwill be. promptly
In-cases where applica-forwarded to this officebythe locaicers."
tions for extensions filed ii the local ofices aref not in.accordance
iherewith,you will require the permittees.to remedy the defects within
15 days from'receipt of notice,: a, d will,.transmit the,:applications 00
with eyidence.pf seryice and -a:report of action taken; at the-expiration of the time allowed.
Circular No. 801,' a-pproved January 12, 1923 (49L. ID.,:403), is
hereby arngnded so as to conform herewith.
SPRY,

WILLIAM

Commissioner.

-00
l,

E C. FINNEY,

-

First ssistantSecretary.
EXTENSION

CANALS OVER LANDS
OF IRRIGATION
NATIONAL MONUMENT.

WITHIN

-A

Opi.,iio Stud27, 192.

. . .- .0 -

LANDS-NARIGHT: IOF- -;WAYCANALS AND DITCEs-RE-LIIATION---INDIAN
TIOXNAL
MOINiJENTS-STATTUTES. . - - -.
The.
i- inhibition in .the act .of March, 3,. 1921, against the granting- of rights

--

of-way over public lands within national phrks and nationalmonumbnts
'ithout specific authority of ongress is applicable to the extension of
:canals for the irrigation of Indian lands, ad nothing in. the act of August
by
130
1890, reservih.- a right of way for' dicihes oi canals -constructed
providing for
authority of the United -States, or in the appropriationacts
the, construction of irrigation.:,works forthe benefit o the Indians; grants

ithat
authority.

.

'

-

SOEICiTORSsOPINION CITEDAND

piCplnion
in Arbuck

:

-

PI.-

---

:

:

.

-

-

iReservofrn Compaty (50 L: D., 388), cited and applied.

.ED
ARDS ,Solicitor:

-

- -

Byj letter 'of -94une 17,94' the Commissioher of Indian Affairs
-'requested expresson. ofmy opinion in, respect to the legality of a
6acros
Sec. 16, T. 5 S.,
proposed extension of an rrlgation canal

-

0

:|0;571)t/
O 00;00 n
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R. 8 E., Arizona, which section is within the CasaGrande National
Monument.
It appears that Congress has from time to time made appropriations for the construction f dams, reservoirs, and canals for the
irrigation of Indian Lands on the Gila River' Indian Reservation.
It is represented that inTconnection with the constiuction of this:
system it is necessary to construct- what is known as the Piia lateral
through'the said national monument. It is further representedtit
this lateral as proposed will run along the margin of the reservation and will not molest any of the prehistoric or other ruin's for
whichithe reservation wasestablished.
In my, opinion, of April 23, 1924, construi'gn thle act of Marcih 3,:

t

1921 (41 Stat., 1353),; with reference to the Arbuclle Reservoir
Company

*
T-:i':

-

(50 L. D:, 388), it was said-:

The' language of, this law is comprehensive and; absolute. It expressiy
prohibits the granting thereafter of any permit or tier- authorization, foil.
reservoirs or other works for storage or carriage of water within the limits
of any national park or national monument without specific: authority- of
Congress. :The inhibition. applies to such works for irrigation purposes as
well as for power purposes. That such is the letter of the- law: can not be,
questioned, and the safeguard Pathus provided is just as appropriate in the
one case as-in the other. If a storage reservoir or a canal be regarded as,
objectionable and. inconsistent with, the purpose of the reserlvation when.
such structures are intended for use in connection with power -development,,
it is difficult to see wherein they would be unobjectionable -if intended for:

irrigation..
In submitting the instant case reference- was made to the above
opinion and tw..opoints were- suggested as aff ording reasons why the
act of-March 3, 1921, should be held to furnishiio obstacle to the
construction of the canal inquestion.
It is. said that Congress
has on several occasions voiced its opiion by specific acts relatng:

to this. project and therefore-the act of March 3, 1921, doesf not,
*';
: ffect the instant case. It is further cortehded that the act of'
-August 30, 1890 (26 Stat., 371, 391);` reserd

a right of way for

ditches-or canals constructed by authority'of the inited States, andT
that' the act of March: 3, 1921, shoulld not be construeed -as affecting
the right ofthe6Goeiwnment to construct the proposed canal.
The act of August 30, 1890, would. appear to have 'no application

in the matter. That act merely provided that in the issuance of'*
patents west of the 100th meridian there should be expressly reserved a right of way for ditches or canals contrlucted by athority <
of the United States., There is no. patent involved in this case. The'

Government has not merelyaaright of way. It: has the, full title
and may do with the land what it may please to do, but this may
be'doiie only by competent autri tyand te executive branch iayT
not do, What is.f-orbidden by- Colnress.
yauthority o
ongress
this tract has been reserved for a particular purpose, and Congress

'
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has further'said in the act of March-3, 1921, that it may not be
:used for canal or storage purposes without specific authority of
Congress.

I d

not think such specific authority- can be. found in0

appropriation acts for. a general project without expressed and
direct eference to the particular area in question.
Fron' the representations made I am persuaded tlat this canal
wouldnot injure the reservation.aind that it is probably desirabio
and: perhaps evenessentialfrom an ::enginerig standpoint that it
be constructed along the line-laid down.:- Attority to do this can
doubtless be obtained: -at the next session, of Congress.

-

'In my opin-

ion thiS Department has no power to authorize the
under present law. Approved:
F. M. GOODWIN,Aes'istant Secretary.

onstruction

DISPOSAL OF PUBLIC LANDS IN THEE COLUMBIA OR MOSES
OF JUNE 3, 1924.
: 0RESERVATIOXE WASHINGTON-ACT
INSTRUCTIONS.
D-EARTVENT

-

OF TH[E INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

lWashington, D. C., July 1, 1924.
REGISTER AND RECEIVER
WATERVILLE, WAMNGTON:

Your.-attention is directed to the act of Congress approved June3, 1924 (43 stat., 357), entitled:
"An aet to authorize acquisition of unreserved public lands in the',Columbia

or Moses Reservation, State of Washington, under Acts of March 28, 1912,
and Mard 3,:1i877, hnd forother purposes"

1
which reads as follows:

.

That from and after the passage of this Act all'ureserved pubibilands within
-the :former Columbia or Moses: Reserve i
the State of Washington, made
subject to acquisition under fthe liomestead 'laws byr:the At of Congress
approved July 4, 1884 (Twenty-third Statutes, page 76), be, and they are hereby, made subject to acquisiton under the Isolated Tract (Act 'of March28.,.1912); Desert Land (Act of March 3,1877-), and other Acts applicable.'
generally to: the public domain.

;The effect of the act is to make the said lands subject to disposi-

tion.in',like manner as other vacant,:unappropriated, and unreserved:
public lands. Make-appropriafe notatios o your records.
W-ILLIA

SPRY,

Conmissioner.
.Approved: lEt C- FrŽ

tawnr,

First Assistant Secretary.~
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OF PATENT-ACTIOF~

DfiPARTNIENT OF THE INTERIOR

tE

CoMMIssIoNER-f OF THEr GENERAL ,LAND

O0Fir:-;.

The iDepartnaent has. cons'i~deredlyour letter. of Junie 30, 14924",
~(38
requesting, instructions~ as to whether~ the, act of~April 14,4

and, i so,
Stat., 335),.is,,applicablejpt State indemnity eetos
whether-conveyance should be in form of patent or ofa supplemnehtal:
clear list.
h De artent
Inlteinstrucionas of June 3, 1914 (43 L. D,21)
filings, jpcations3, selections,~ or entries
held thatthe act affected "all
upon which patent or its euivalent
has issued or. may hereafter
tu
issue.",
he Department is oqf opno.that
the interptfain

placed-on the act should be adheredto, and thatin. apprpit
of State
indemnity

ae

ections you cause to he issuied a patent i sub-

stantiallythefolwnfrm
The

nited Staites oelfA

Greetigd

rica, to. all to whYomthese presents shall come,_

.

Wjhereas,~on-

-- there was certified to the State of

…--------the followingdescribedllands.- - ---- …

t, opeson
reserving to t
United States nil coal in said lands, adt
authorized by it, the right to prospect for, mihe, and remove coal~from tile
dti
1it~ton
same upoa compliand-e wiitih the c~aitidnf~ois-fatiid suhjet
an
of the act, of -and------lsiida
oca
ensbeunl
Whiereas, the lands~ so neyedhv
.
.
in~character.:
.
Now, heie6,
kiow ye, that the United States of. America, in accrqance..
with the act of Congress approved April 14, 1914 (38`Stat. 3o) does hereby
---remise,~release, and forever quitclaim unto the~said State' of
oadi
h
…----and
to its, assigns all' rights,, title neetadett
albove-descerihed'land~swhich may he vested i and- possessed by it by. xviitue
of ffie 'esen~ation hereinbefo~reentione6d,and re dC.: FiNNEY~,

'F'rAAssstdAqi

ec'

ta
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INDIAN LANDS' - -

INSTRUCTIONS.
-Circular No. 94S.1
DEIPARTPNT

OF THE INTERIOR,
FFICrE,

GENBEAL.N LAND

WcsV ntn
REGISTARANJ RECEIVER,
:-;: BILLINGS,. MONTAN:

2

. July 5, 1914

-

The Presidlent's.proclamation issued June- 9, 1924, providing for

further extension of time-for payment by purchasers- and entrymen
under the Presidents proqlainations-of-September 28,1914- (38 Stat.,
_2029), and April 6,. 1917 (40 Stat., 1653), of lands in the ceded por-

tion of the-Crow Indian Reservation, Moiitana, directsqThat:any
pnrchdser or.entryman of -lands within-said-former Reservation who
is unable to pay the purchase money due under his purchase or eltrhyimade
under the -said Proclamation of, Septemberi.28, 1914, .or the said Proclarnation:
of April,6,.1917, upon filing inthe.local 4 1and office an affidavitcorroborated
by two persons settiig lout his inability to make the required payment, and
the reasons therefor shall be granted an extension of time until the 1925 annii or purchase upon the-Lpameat to thd Receiver
versary of the*date of his entry
of five
the rate
tof- th:.district land office of interest* at ffiaturities
the
to per ent per annumn0i
theteof

on the amounts extended from theheeof
period of extension.

The district

land offiee

to heerratnofthe.

wll promptlynotifyali purchasers

'an(i entrymen entitled to the: extension- of the manner in which it may be
obtain&.; If the affidavit is not filed and the interbst paid within thirty' days
are not
from receipt. of noticei or if, within such time, the ailoults in aras.
paid in full, the purchases or entries for which the amounts airtdue 'will be
reported by -the district -land. office to the. General Land Offlce for caincellation.
'

ursuant to said proclamation the following regulations-are: pre-

scribed:The said ptroclamation of September 28, 1914, provided that
Ione-third of the price of the landhmust be paid when the entry or

purchhase is made.

In case of a purchase the balance of the price

mustbe paid in two eqhal paymdnfs,one year and- two ears there:
after and in case of any entry in two equal payments three years
and four years thereafter unless paid sooner. The said proclaInation.:
of April 6, 1917, provided that dne-fifth of the purchase price must
: be paid' on the day following the sale and that the balance Emust be
paid in four equal annual installments in one,-two, three, and four
years after the date of sale unless paid sooner. By President's
1920 (41 Stat.; 1793), August l, 1921 (42
1May5,
of
proclamations
Sta3s-2246), July 10, 1922 (42 Stat., 2281 and Deceiber 18, '1923,
-of time were allowed 6until the 1924 anniversaries- Of the '
extins

00 -;
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dates of the purchasesand entries made'u-nder the said proclamations
of'September 28, 1914, and April 6; 1917. Under the present proclamation an extension of time to -ithe 1925 anniversaries of -said
purchases and entries may be secured under the conditions specified
:therein.
2. Within thirty' days from receipt 'of notice to be given by you
immediately any purchaser or entryman whose payments are in de:fault'-at the time 'of' such receipt must either pay the amounts due
in full or he may file in your office a corroborated affidavit setting out
his inability to do so, and the reason therefor accompanied by interest

at the 'rate of 5 'per cent per annum on the amounts for which an
extension is sought.

3. The-time for any payment can not be extendedto a date:beyond
the 1925'anniversary.
4. Proof
maylbe submitted at any time before such anniversary
provided the requirements of the law as to payments are- complied
with.
5., No extension will be allowed unless the affidavit and interest
as herein required are transmitted to your office. withiii the time
:allowed.
You will forward, a, copy of these instructions to each purchaser
or entryman who is affected thereby, advising him that in order to'

secure the benefits of said proclamation he must comply with its requirements' as heiein explained, andcthat in the event of his failure
to take such action withintthe

time allowed, the purchase or entry

be reported for cancellation and forfeiture of. payments without
wAVill,
furtherjnotice tojhim. .,:
You will in due time report the cases in which no action has been
taken transmttig evidence of service of notice.
WILLIAM SPRY1

Approved:.
: C. FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary.
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CONTESTS; AGAINST HOMESTEAD ENTRIES ON THE CHARGE OF
NO. 750 (48 L. D., 78), AMENDED
ABANDONMENT-CIRCULAR
CIRCULAR NO. 815- (48 L. D. 594), REVOKED.
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THE INITERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICS,

Washinton, D. C.,July 11,1924.
REISTES. AND REEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

* Pursuant

to a recent departmental

ruling, Circular

No. 815 of

March22, 1922 (48 L B., 594), is hereby revoked, and you will be
governed by the following:In view of the- provisions of section.1 of the act of July 28, 1910
(40 Stat., 248), you will not entertain a contest against a homestead
entry o tle charge of abandonment unless the affidavit of contest
contains an allegation to the effect that the absence of entrypian was
not -due to military or. naval service, provided the entry was made,
Prior to the termination of the -war with Germany (fixed as March:
3,-1921, by Public Resolution No. 64-41* Stat., 1359),

.or..was

based

on-an appication filed prior to that date, or in wich th& claimant
has filed a showing of settlement priorthereto.
As to entries made, or applications filed, or settlements initiated:
since March 3, 1921, the act of 1917 has no apjlication and in such
cases it is unnecessaryt to allege or provyethat the absence of entry-man was not due to military or naval service..

Where the averment required by- the. act, of 1917 is. necessarily

nade,qand the contestee in.his answer joins-issueon the allegation,
At will be necessaryrfor; the contestant to submitf evidene in-support
thereof; otherwise, the averment will: be treated as. established by
t-the affidavits of-thle :witnesses who corroborated the contest affidavit.

Likewise, in: those cases in which the contestee fails to ansver-after
duetservice of notice of the contest, the averment of non-military
service will be treated as establisled by the affidavits of the corroborating witnesses.
The provisions of paragraph (c) of Circular No. 750 (48 L. D.,
0-78), are modified to agreeith the foregoing.
WmUIAM SPRYr

-0 :0ti0
. Vj;0 -~3
D0fXft$0-T
'Approved:.
E.C.N INEY,

00 004t 0 -0

First AssistdfntSecretary.

Commirnssioner.
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STATE OIL COMPANY.

Decided Jly

15, 1924.

REPAYMIENT-FEES-ABANDONIENT-MINING
LEASE.

*

PUBLIC LANDS.

RELJATING TO TIE

CLAIM-OIL

AND .GAS

LANDS-

One who, after having filed an application for a' mineral patent, quitclahns
to the Government his interest in the mining claims and obtains a lease
under the act of IFebruary 25, 1:920, is not entitled to repayment of the:
filing fee, inasmuch. as such transaction amounts to a voluntary abandon-m
lient of the original claim, and:not to a rejection, of the application..
RPAYMENT-FEES-OFFICERS--MINING

CLAIM.

The filing fee paid in connection ivith an application for a mineral patent
is no more a fee for personal services of the local officers than other fees
and commissions 'paid in connection ,vith an entry of public land, and
should be repaid in a proper case.
DEcIsIioN CITED AND APPLIED.
DEPARTMENTAL

Case of Sophia Eder (14 L. D., 645), cited and applied.

FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretai-p-

;

The. Empire State Oil Company' as appealed from a decision f
the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated' March 14, 1924,
denying repaymeiltof the filig' ' fee jaid in connection with rejected mineral application Lander, IW'oniing, 012301. Repayment
is claimed under"'the' act of March' 26, 1908 (35 Stat., 48), for the

alleged reason that the application was rejetd

by the' Commis-

sioner without fraud', on the part of the applicant and under the
provisions of said act, repayment of the money paid in connection
with, the application'should be allowed.:
In the decision complained' of thfle Commissioner denied the, ap-

:p]ication for the reason that the fee paid 'was required under paragraph 9, section' 2238, Revised Statites, 'gbvernilg the allowance of
the fees-to registers

and receivers. which pr'ovides

9. A fee of $5 for filing and acting upon each application for patent or adversa, claim filed f or mineral landsl tobe paid by the respective parties.

The commissioner decided that fees paid under this section have
hniformly been' held to have been' paid for services, of .the .local
offikers in filing and acting upon the application :;and colsequently

not repayable under any of the repayment. laws.The Departient coicurs in. the, dommissioner's action denying
the application for repayment but-not for the reasoh stated, in which'
it can not concur. The fee paid is no more a fee for personal services of the local officersthan other fees:and commissions paid. in. conn-ectioI with an entry of public land,'and in a proper.case should be
repaid as in the case of :fees paid in other cases.
(14 L. D., 645').

See Sophia Eder
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It appears from'theirec6rd that the mineral application'was filed
June 1, 1920; that, on :August 24,:.1920, claimant filed, application
-under the act. of February

.25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for: an oil and'4

gas lease on. said land, together, with;'a quitclaiii ,deed to thei Govermnent ,of the property included, in the mining claim,; which was
'purported to have. been executed in suprt
of the application for
lease.: The lease under said act. of February

25, 1920, .has been is-

sued. It accordingly appears that .rather than attempt to. perfect
its laim under the 'law under:.which it vas first filed, claimant,evidently decided to take advantage of the provisions of section 19 of
said,'act of February 25,.1920,and obtain a prospecting permit ther,
'for and continue operations, under, that law rather.than under the
mineral laws. Consequently itcannot be said that' the mineral application was rejected withi.n,the contemplation .of -the act: of. March
26, 1908, but wasi voluntarily abandoned and. the claim prosecuted
,under .a newy and. different law, which, was evidently believed to be

more advantageous to claimant. It was not rejected because of any
defect or objection affecting its allowance but on, account of its vol-

untary abandonment by laimant and there is no provisionin the
repayment lawswarranting repaymentunder such circumstances.
The action, of the Commissioner in: denying repayment is affirmed.

SOUTHERN

PACIFIC RAILROAD COM1PANY.iDecii Ju y 15, 1924.

MI:NIING
CLAIM-NOTICE-REcosS-FoRFhiTnE.
Failure to record the location notice of a -mining claim does not render thb
location invalid or work a forfeiture of the claim in the absence of intervening adverse rights under the. mining laws, where the local customs or
statutes do not so provide.
MINING CLAIM-NOTICE-SUTRVEY-EVIDENCE.

'Where a variance or discrepancy between a 'mineral location notice or
certificate and the stakes and monuments on the ground exists, the' latter
are more: certain evidence of the exact, situs of the claim and will prevail.
MINING OLIM-SRVEY-EVIDENCE.
0
To determine. the necessity of a segregation survey, it should be established
with. certainty by'.competent testimony that a: mining 'claim includes or
invades a subdivision and that the valuablei mineral lands are within the
boundariesof the claim.;

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
TheDepartment, in its' decision dated6December 9, 1929,in the.M
case of the United' States V. Southern Pacific Railroad Company
(unreported),
ffiimed .a decision of: the Commissioner of the Gen745260-24-vom. 50-37
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:eral Land 'Ofce, holding for cancdlation said companyv's list of
lands claimed

inder: its: grant, No. '169,;Los Angeles: serial. 024247,

::as to certain tracts of land therein appearing,a-amongthem that part
of 'the area;of the NW.

',

See. 5, T; 6 N.,

..-10 E.,-coveied by the

Billy' Oy lode mining-claim, an directed that if the decision be'came final a segregation survey-be made of the, claim
The decisin

beca e final an

the surveyor general was instructed

to make thesurvey.

AOn
July 5, 1923,the surveyor 'geieral reported

that. he 'was unableto

secure a certified copy of the 'location notice;:

that the county clerk of 'San Bernardino. County,: California, 'had
adised 'him that no record of said claim could be found among the
records' of ::his office; that he had endeavored 'to secure' the o'riginal

locationnotice from the claimant' without success.'
The. conimissiozej. requests, instructions as to procedure under
the ciruimstdnces disclosed.
The record. in 'this ease has been reexamined. It appears that no
copy of the location 'notice of the Billy Boy claim has been filed
with the record' or sub'mitted''at the hearing. The Government's
testimony contains no' spe Ific or definite statements to' the effect that

the monuments and lines of this claim were found or traced. A
diagram of the claim prepared, and'referred to, by a lineral ex* aminer of the General Land Ofice in his testimony, though marked
for identification, was not oered in evidence. ,The diagram, how6ever, accompanied the 'record and has been tansmitte.d to the surveyor general as an aid, in making the survey. .
It appears, however, that Leroy A. Pahuer, aGovernmient mineral
examiner, and W. L. Garriott, the: mining clairnant, ' testified to' th6
effect that certain:development work and mineral showings on the
-NW. 4,' ec. 5, were onjthe Billy Boy claim. 'It. wil:be 'presumed,
there being no evidence.to impeach' it; that such statements are based
'on knowledge of the location of'the 'corners and ilines of the claim,
otherwise they could not truthfullyf'have beei- made, and that these
'witnesses did ascertain from evidence on the ground the' situs: of the
location.

-

The failure to record the notice does not' ender the location invalid, or work a forfeiture of the claim inithe absence of intervening
'adverse, rights under. the mining laws, where the local customs or
' statutesdo': not'so provide. (Sturtevant v:.Vogel, 167 Fed,448, 453;
-

Lindley 'on

Mines, section 390.)

preme Court of California.

This is the view. takenby

the Su-

(Kern v. Lee, 129 Cal., 369, 61 Pac.,

1124; Daggett v.: Yrekai Min. Co.) 149 Cal., 360, 86 Pac., 968.
Furthermore,' it is well established that in a case of: variance or dis-

crepancies.betweenl ocation notice or certificatet and the stakes and
monuments on the ground, the latter prevail and are more .certain '

50]
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the exact. situ

n 'ifthe; boundaries

clam aecrainly

ftecaiu

establishedin conformiywit

~ofa

~e~iouet

and saeteclai
ats of the location or of the adjacent ground
*would ntbeheard
to assert a. different; location in case the notice:
thereafter produced should vary from the claim' as. ~marked
on the
ground.
The surveydr generalihuldl the~iefdrebe directed to endeavor
to
effect a segregation survey of the claim governed by the stakes and*

monumnentson the gound, and, in asetanngteirpsto
mineral examiner, Palmer,

should be directed

the

~to.'furnishi' such ~in.-

formations and assistance in 'his, possession, and, power as. may aid
the surveyor in te identification of the. claiim.
In the event
that the Billy By. claim can not be located by: thi
me~ans,inasmuch as the testimony. adduced, shows, that the, NW. J
*Sec. 5 'Was certainly

identified and siiently

shows

that, a part.

thereofivaubefrits
mnineraldeposits, t~e defendan opn
should-be ctd' toso.caseyvwhythe
eniesud\ision
should not
be elimi~nated,from~it rat
T defendant com any may. under,
~suchorder'-supply the. necessary evidence to identify; 'and locate
the 'claim and show that th lnajdged
t e'mineral in the
Departmntn's-'dcision is ithin the 'ondare
of te ilai

In' cases arising,hereafter, where there iis, an, end eavor to

ow

that certain subdivisiions claimed under a railroad grant or'under
thle agricultural
land laws. embraice in whole or ~parta subsisting

minin loation containingvlaemieral

groundevenesol

be adduced hngwth,
as' muhcrInyedprecision
as the
available factcs adcircumstances
admit, that such location lies in
.vhole or art witi
one or more of'the subdivisions in question.
This should: be done by adducing testimony. from-Awitnesses who

"show:that, they have, actually identified, either by the aid of the
monuments
and"'ma~rs
on te ground, or'by the'callsand'dsrp
tvdata _in'thelocation notice
d or~c
cetfiate,
e
or by'the'ai o bth
the grouand covered b

the. miningj location,

an&'whio~frnish''

'ther
tstiony
such diagrams' or descriptive mate b ed on' teir
kQwledge,' relative- to the situations of the clim with Prespectlto a
proven, established United States pblicomiea
survey crner
and the les and corner of the containin s'diyisions, as w)I
enable1te' Department to cearly adcertainly dete nn tatte
minin.lg caim is included in. or invades ~suich'
subdivision -,or ~;subdivisions and that the~vlable mineral 1nds
la
are within the boundaries, of the-cihim.- Without. such evidence it~cannot bedetermined'
whiether or not a segregation survey s warranted.

In accordance with these views: the case is remanded frpropeV
these instructions.

~actin in c4frrywt
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SECTION 2' OF STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEAD ACT AMENDED-RESI.
OF JUNE 6, 1924.
DENCE PRIOR TO DESIGNATIONCT
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., i July.19
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REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS)
:

:

a

:

STATES:LANP OFFICES:
-UNITED

-

;

By an act of Congrss approved.June

i6,1924
(43 Stat.' 469),

section 2 of the stock-raising homestead' act of Decemnber 29, 1916
(39 Stat. 862), was amended to read as follows:
SEC. 2. That thea Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, on application or otherwise, to designate as stock-raising lands subject to entry under
this Act lands the surface of which is, in0 his opinion, ehiefly valuable for
grazing and raising forage, crops, do not contain merchantable'timber,: are
-nt susceptible of irrigation from any known source of water supply,. and are
ofl suchl charactere.thatV six hundred and. forty acres are: reasonably required
for the support of a family-: Provided, That where any person qualified to make
original 'or additiofal entry under the provisions of this Act shall make application to enter any unappropriated public land which has not been designated
as subject to entry (provided aid application is accompanied and supported
by properly corroborated' affidavit of the applicant, in duplicate,, showing
prima facie that land applied for is of the character contemplated, by. this
Act), such application, together with the. regular fees and commissions, shall
be received.by the register and receiver of the land district in which said land
isslocated and suspended until it shall have been determined by the Secretary:
of rthe Interior whether said land is actually of that character . That during
such suspension the land described. in the application shall not: be disposed of;:
and if the said land shall be designated under this Act,, then- such application
shall be allowed, otherwvise it shall be rejected, subject to appeal; but no right
to occupy such lands shall be acquired by reason of said application until
said' lands have been designated as stock-raising lands, unless the applicant.
actually':establishes' his residence and regides on the, land; and,'until final
action on 'such"application, the .settler may, if the land be not .designated'.,`,under this. Act,':change his application to one under the enlarged homestead'0'
ordinary
law if such lands be designated thereunder,'or to one, underthe
.provisions of the homestead law: Provided, That if the settler shall change his
application he shall embrace therei the lands upon which his residence and
principal improvements are located, and conform to .the provisions, linitations,
and-conditions of the applicable law.

The effect of the act is to' perniit a person' who applies to make.

entry undbr the stock-raising, homestead' act for an undesignated
tract of land and files therewith a petition for its designation to
occupy the land prior to its designation, proVided he'actually estab-,
lishes residence on the land' and ontinues -to reside thereon dluring
such ocpupation; and if the petition for designation be denied, the

:S: : '$:::
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settler may change his application to one 'undei the enlarged homestead act or to one under the ordinary provisions of thehdmestead
law, provided he is qualified to make such an entryi.
An applicant who desires to change his application' to: one under
the enlarged homestead act must file in the local office,before final
action is taken Ol the stock-raising homestead application, a supplemental applicatidn on the form prescribed by the Department for
:nziakdihg:-such
etries, and,~if''there be pending a junior application to
make entry. under any law other. than the stock-raising homestead
act, the applicant

must: also file his affidavit; corroborated

by two

:

Persons, settiiig forth thereill"the date when he established actual
residence on the land and to what extent the residence was thereafter
maintained. The affidavit should describe the legal sgbdivisions on
w~vhichresidence was mliaintained and on which the iinprovements are
located. ,An
I
entry under the enlarged homestead act may not i-

clude two incontiguous tracts, except-additional entriesmay embrace
tw or niore incoltiguous tacts if they. are contiguousfto the :orig-

nal entry.
If the land sought under a chbange of, applicatiol has not been
designated under the enlarged lomestead act, a proper petition for
its designatiion must be filed, in accordance with existing regulations,
The amendent of.,-saidsection 2 permits. an. Qtrynian under th
stock-raising homstead act to claim credit -forresidence on the land.
and improvements.nade after; the date qf his application and petition for designation.

-

The object of Congtess in amending said section 2 being to -validate, under the conditions prescribed, oqupation ofthe land prior

to its designation, (he fact that an applicants avails himself of the
privilege of residing on the land prior to designation will not defeat
the preferential right provided for by section 8 of:the at.

0

'i00

i$0i;0'tB i

W ILIA3M SrY,
' ';;0 , ' ' ' ;'Commissioner.l

f

Approved:

E. C.Fx x,
Firlst Assistant Secretary.

-.

I. SAM FRIEDMAN.
Decided July' 21, 192.:OII

AD GAsLAIDS-PRSPECTING

PMIT.-FEE-AyrRsE

CLAM.

An application for an oil and gas prospeting permit under the act n-f;::
February 25, 1920, does not have an, exclusive, segregative effect, and
failure, on the part of the applicant to pay' the requisite filing fee until
long after: the time allowed by the 'regulations, is, in the: absencd of a

.:.
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showing of proper cause for the delay, a ground. for the ejection of'the
application where. an adverse application had been filed, prior to the pay-,
ment of the full filing fees.
...
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTiNrGPERM[IT-FEES-ACOTUNTS 7-PACTICE.

AS neither the leasing act of February 25, 1920, nor the regulations thereunder specify, the procedure to be followed where applicants for prospecting.
permits tender an insufficient filing fee, the general instructions of August.
9, 1918; Circular No. 616, relating to the. keeping of records a. accounts,:
;0:

are aplcable.
DEPARTMENTALDEcIsIoN CITED,AND APPLIED.
Case.of Enlow v. Shaw et a. (50L.
LD.,'39),

cited and applied.

FINNEY,First Assitant Secretary:
J. Sam Friedman, who 'fied' application o November 28, 1923,,
t;2;0
pursuant to'section 13 of the leasing act of 'February 25, 1920
(41 Stat.,' 437),: for a permit to 'prospect: for oil and, gaslupon;
among other tracts, the'W.j'j
Sec..14,-T. 26 S., R. 27 E., 'M. D.: M.,
V'isalia, California; land district, has appealed from the decision of
'the Commissioner 'of the General Land Office, dated March 21,
1924, which rejected' his application as to the described tract:'because of 'its' conflict with' an application

for a similar permit filed':

by Anna T.:Fitzhugh on November 3, 1923.
In this appeal it: is 'pointed out'that the applicant, Anfna T. Fitzlugh, 'failed 'to pay the. 'full filing fee' prescribed and to furnish a
proper urety 'bond, although required to, do so by the 6l cal officers.
Appellant claims that his application barred any subsequent corn-!
pliance with these requirements, and that: heis entitledto priorities
dverthe said AnnaT.Fitzh gh.
' ;The records disclose that the 'applicant, Fitzhugh, tendered $10'
with her application instead of the correet filinf feeof $24, and that
she failed to' furnish a bond in the sum of $2,000, as required by the
regulations of March 11, 1920 (47 L.D., 437), and that, by decision
dated'November 5, 1923,the local officersrequired that the additional
fees be paid within 15 days from notice.

This letter was, on Novem-

'ber 6, 1923, delivered at the applicant's address. of record to M. Fitzhugh, who receipted for- said letter as her'agent.
On March 31,"1924, the additional fees were paid, and on April
11, 1924, a proper bond was filed. This action was taken before'
"""

notice by the Commissioner to pay the fees and file the, bond, required in his decision of April 7, 1924, was received by the appli-

cant Fitzhugh.
The failure to file the $2;000 bond' was not 'materil,

as 'action was

: lecessary, by .the Commissioner,.on) the matter of preference .rights
'of -the surface entrymen, for w'hose benefit the bond was 'required.

As to filing fees, however, the regulations of March'11, 1920, supra,
do not specify the' procedure to be followed where insufficient money

~~O)
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istendered, andi thse~eneraljinstructions'bn keeping, of reeordg

and

4- L.1,
No. 616, approte" d Ahiglist 9 11
aceoutits, -Cji'ra
in
partprovides'
regtilationiW
of
said
513),; kpply.' Section-8

ilmrt-npn
o
whre an- nsufficient amunt istendered in any om
h pnl*
arty 39 days inh which to tender the reheapication, etc.; and
iluired amount.; Ittlics uppliedj].

xl 15,dayswas allo' edAnna T. Fitzhugh
While
itappearsta
within which to fiurish the prdPer filing The,it also appears that the
free was not in fact paid until more than'foulr months had elapOsed.
An application for a permit oes not have an exclsveggative effect, and other applic'ations may be fied, wihich becmie
Enlow ~V..Sa
efcieupon1the rejectibh of he~pirplation,
ere, t appearthat -Anna~T. Fitzhug
L D.~ 39).
et d.(50
failed to comply with the proper requiremetby the lcal officers
that she pay the, requisite filinig fees, until long. after th6 time
h Department's regulations.~ No
allowe
by thse ofice6rs adb
cause has been: show n for the delay.
TheComnmissioner's deciision is accordingly modified, and he will

ay rom notice to show: cause.
*allow.the applicant F itzhugh 15 das
-why her application. should, not be' rejected to the extent of its~con-:
-fict with adverse applications pending prior to the payment of the
fulfiling fees ; and nless roper cause, beshow
will be rejected to thiat extent.

heaplcto-

The ease is remanded for the aetionherein directed.

GREAT NORTHERN
Decided

RALA

OMPANY

Jruly 21, 1924.

SELEmT[ON-RATROADLAN1D-MINERALLANDs-Sx-Evxnmvc~.r;

of unsurvoyed land ffade nder the act of Auguast 5, 592, which
at tthe
authorizes the selection of nonmnineral public lads soclassied
tim~e.of actual - Government survey butt w'~hichfarther expressly, recognizes
of selecting uusnrveyed lands, nonmnineral in fact, is nost
~thepriv~ilege
that mineral indications~
othsuve3y6r
deeted-b teI mere osrvato
a-re found in the township,. especially where'the selectiofl lfn&_stood -for a~
a ic
impnled from -the surveyor' ,tremak,
fong time' and any -douibt
be
- ,
removed. by close examination and the~ selected t~act ~foua~q
-been
nonmineral in fact.

-Arselection-

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:,
Th~& et Northern Railway Companysscesri

the St. Paul,

--

iniieapolis-n

aio,

irt~rest- to

Railway Compen#,hh

o the:General Li
appeaked fromj the deeisidn of the Comnsion
holdihg for cancellation, supplement~f

OfficeOf-Fbur'5194

list~ No. 3 13, Seattle 014814,embracing lot 1,c&.

24. (3-7.79 aces)

0
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the SW. s', Sec. 25 (160 acres), and. 1ts 8, 9, 14, and 15, Sec. 35
(155t93 acres), in T. 28 N., R., bE., W. M., WasIington.
T'he law under which the railway company claims the lands above
mentioned.is the act of August 5, 1892 (2T Stat., 390). This act was
passed to, enable the railway company last mentioned to select lieu
lands in place of landswithin'the limits of its grant settled upon or
otherwise disposed of during, aperiod when its right thereto was
not recognized. By the terms. of the act, the railway company was
authorized to-select as lieulandsan equal quantity of nonmineral public lands, so classified as nonmineral at
overnment survey which has been or shall be made, of
TO
,thetime of actual
the United States not reserved and to whicl no adverse right or claimn shall
or, hdve -been initiated'at the time of the making of such selection
e'attached
ae
lying 'within any :State into or through whichthe railway owned-by the said

railway coulpanyruns,

*

on April 6,1894, selected certain unsurveyed lauds,
' 'The'co-mpany
d6scribing them] by' metes;and bounds, including the lands here :involved. These tracts were later officially surveyed, the plat being
filed 'i the local land officeJanuary 1l, 1922.

-J

uary 23, 1922,'the company filkda-supplemental list describing

the lands listed in conformity' with the tsubdivisional survey descrip-

:0,u
: 0 0'-;'
: 'd
; ' 7'0'5't
was
'it
1920,
-'In the field notes of the surveycompleted October 23,
precopper
indications
stated that "there are considerable iilneral

ti'on.' '

dominating " and in the- field' i1otes of a partial survey of the town-

ship the surveyor stated the following:
The soil is. clay and rocks and worthless for agriculture. Seans of quartz
are found at various. points, -containing some" silver, but so-far as known
nothing of commercial value has been discovered.

:In the decision appealed from the Commissioner held that the
surveyor's return 'did not -classify the lands'as nonmineral'and for
was held -for cancellation. It was further
that reason ;the 'selection w
held that in 'case of appeal the compaiiy'should file 'an election to
tke

the S.0

SW.

1 Sec '3,
j, Se&. 25, and lots 14 and 15,

T. 28 N.,

R.j iQ'E., subject 'to the provisions of section 24 of the 'Federal
Water Power Act of June 10, 192.0(41 Stat., 1063),.reserving to the
United States, its permitteesor licenseesthe right to enter upon, take
and 'use'any or all of isaid lands for power purposes. This for the
reason that these tracts were withdrawn by Executive order of June
30, 1916, for Power Site Reserve No. 533.'

An examination of the record discloses that the tracts involved
were examined by a special agent of 'the General Land (ffice who
reported thereon' under date of' February 22, 1923,to the effectthat
the lands are nonmineral in character -and that patent should issue
in the absence of other objection.
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The observation of"the, surveyor above quoted san" not be regarded'
. as a conclusive mineral return nor perhaps as a decisive ijonmineral

return. It amounts to nothing more than aaveat or warning- that
there were some mineral indications in some portions of the township. It could not be relied upOn as a classification of the lands in
respect to their mineral content.' Any doubt implied by the surveyor's remarks has since been settled by the examiner's report.
The cancellation of the selection under such circumstances would:
be a harsh and unnatural construction and application of the law.
The: act granting the right of selection was a remedial measure. not
for the benefit of the company but for the benefit:of settlers who
had been. allowed by erroneous action of the Land Department to
acquire lands belongiiig by right to the compgny.

This was not ,a'

enlargement of' the original grantbut was merely the adoption of a
method to permit the comrpany to- take other lands in lieti of.thpse
originally granted so that the settlers might be allowed to retain
their claims' which were erroneously allowed in the first instance.
The act expressly recognized the privilege 'of the company to select
unsurveyeid lands nonmineral

and 'has sto
*

in' fact.

This selection was so made

for about 30 years., It is not within the realm of

practical procedure to hold, that, a mere lmprovident

and inconclu-1

sive report by a survIeyor.mademany years after the date oftselection.
is effective to destroy a claim of 30 years' standing,- especially where,
as in this case, any objections implied in. such report,have been removed by more positive and reliable evidence. The: said. remedial
act expressly provides. tlait '.the conpany shall not be requ;red to
relinquish A greater area, than'it is permitted to select in lieu, thereof.
It may be safdely assumed that after 30 years-:and in view of the
reduced 'area and condition' of. the remaining, public domain, the
compaInywould be put to great disadvantage if not actually de.

feated, in
'atepting to; satisfy its grantif
this selection .be can-celed., It should'not be done unless clearly required by the eations

of the law. I'nder the circumstances of 'thiscase. theDepartment is
of opinion that the law does0nt so require. The selectnwas
properly receivedwhen
is observed.

imade andtno present obstacle to its approval

In respect tothe power site withdrawal, this case is similar to that
of Great Northern Railway Company,' Seattle Q4568,'whereinit was:
held' by' decision,of the jepartment under date of June 25, 1924'
u(nreported), that the 'selection was unaffected by power site with:

drawal inasmuch as the' selection'was fully completed prior to withdrawalwith: the exception onlyr of the formal adjustmentf of desciption to the terms'of survey ofthe lands involved.
The action appealed from is accordingly reversed.:4
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RESERVATIONABANDONED MILITARY
:PORT .1ASSINNIBOINE
F .TUNE 7,
EXTENSION OF TIME TO MAKE. PAYMENTSACT
1924.
INSTRUCTLONs.
[Circular

No. 954.]
OF THE INTERIOR,

DEPARTMENT

GENERAL LAND IOFFICE,

ington, D. a. J~u9y
Wash
REGISTERAND RECEIVER,
I:IAVE MONTANA:

1924 f2,

.

PublicResolutioniNo.29. entitled "Joint'Resolution Providing and
extension of 'time for payment by entrymen of lands on Ftheort
military reservation in the State of Mon:0\Si Assiniboineiabainded
tana," which was approved June 7, 1924 (43 Stat., 666), reads as
follows:
Thatthe Act of.January 6, 1921 (Forty-first Statutesat Large, page 1086
providing additional time for the payment of. purchase money under homestead
entries within the former: Fort Assinniboine Military Reservation, in Montana, t
be, and the same is hereby, amended so as to authorize extensions of time
from year to year for the payment'of all unpaid principal upon the payment.
of interest thereon in advance at the rate specified in the said Act, for not
to exceed ten years from date of entry.

Fort Assnniboine abandoned military, reservation, whichSwas opened to entry'on November

'*0 0;0 ' The said act applies to the lands in the

15, 1916, nder the act of February 11, 1915 (38 Stat. 807)
T act 'of Januarv 6, 1921 (41 Stat., 1086) and regulations there$01rhe'
*;: 0X:
under, Circular No. 739. (48 L.vD., 35) proyided foraian extension of

time to 'make payment' for one .year by paying interest at 5' per cent
per annum on the'unpaid installments d'ue before the date of the
act.': The unpaid installment due within the year subsequent to the-4
date 'of this "act could be extended for one year by paying interest

thereon as above. The instalhlents above'extended could ba'further
'eitended for a period of one year in like manner in the discrtion
of, the 'Secreta Of heInterior.
Circular No. 899 (49 L. D., 599) suspended action:on the meritojious cases where entrymen were unable to:make payment for not
exceeding one year, pending ' action by Congress, and 'Circular No.'
914, issued February 8, 1924 (50 L. ID.,'276); 'all6wed extensions of

time to make 'payment of installments.due until December 31, 1924.
The circulars 'required that the. entiymen file affidavit corroborated
by two' oiher persons showing the 'reasoni *y 'payment was not
made. Interest was not required to be' pid in the case of extensions
of time to make payment granted under the said circulars.

TO THEPUBLIC
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The above act of January 6, 1i921, and -Cireular- No..; h39,.were
by this, ct. so thatthe
extensions may be granted:.from

famended

year to-:year, though not;for more than one year at a time, and
extensions are limited to 10 years from the date of entry. Entrymen .desiring ;an extension of time under this act should apply
therefor :and accompany the 'application with the require damount
of interest'!at the rate ~of5per:lcent. per annum, on the, unpaid;
installments. You will rant tl4 extensions: when the interest
required ispaid,and' note on the records; period' of extension and
that the interest was paid in conformity, with this act. Forward the
application to this office. Interest will be collected "on any instalment for 'the period it was, extended under the above Circulars
Nos. 899 and 914...:
WIAV
00-> -a:$0500:R
;4:X; :;-0-

t-?0

-

-

40-:

;

00

;

-o

SPRY,
r~issioner.:

;X

Approved:
E. C.1 INNEY'
F-ir;Pstf
A saistant Secretary.;

:SELiECTIONS-APPWROVEDFORM OF NONMINERAL

AFFIDAVIT.

INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular

No. 956.]

DEPARTMENT

OF THE INTERIOR,
LAND OFFIGE:

GEwt"Li

WashingtonD.

IOUJly23,
1924.-

REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,

UNITED'STATES LAND OFFICES:

Each application to list or select lands in satisfaction. ot grants
made by Congress for railroad, wagon road, or canal purposes must
be filed in triplicate and the original must be accompanied, at. the'
'1'time of filing, by an affidavit made by an authorized examrni'er, agent,t
'or elmployee
::of. fthe applicant, showing that the lands sought. to be
listed or selected are nomnineral in character. Each. such affidavit
must be based on personal knowledge of the' affiant andimLst give
Ithe date or dates that examination of the land was made. The at- '
tached form of .affidavit,.approved.by .the Commissioner of the Gen-.
eral Land Office on" June 30, 1911, must' be used. ':The usua-l f'ees

must accompany,the said list' or selection.
lI;pon recipt of siich' A'list or selection you will caus it
be
D
examined and certify thesame as to such tracts aganst'whic, ther

.:~-\is
noob ection.::,...E..;, ; .. t. :i .fF..-t ...:;i. t. ;: ,;t-:
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You will then return the triplicate, to the applicant withcyour
.
notice of. rejection or allowance, retain the duplicate for! your files,.
and at. the proper time transnit the original: to this office in the.
regular order of business.
If any part of the list or selection is not subject to appropriation
by the applicant or if any part of said list-or selection is not covered
by the proper nompineral affidavit,.you. will, a to uch tracts, reject
the same subject to the, usual right of appeal.'
If no appeal is taken:within the time: allowed, your action becomes
final and eliminates such. rejected tracts from the list or. selection.
You will specifically describe on the lists or selections the tracts so
eliminated. You will, apply, the: proper amount of fees covering
the land that is clear and return the balance, if :any, without. further

: otice from.mthis office.
If, within the time allowed, an appeal is-taken, you will tansmit
it with the original list or selection to this officein the regular orde
of business, and certify only the land against which there is no cause
for rejection. You will apply the proper amount of fees covering
the said land that is clear and hold the balance as unearned until
further notified by this. office.
Undercthese instructions- the attached form of nonmineralaffidavit:
:must be used and must be filed-at the same time the selection or list.
is filed. Also, these instructions revoke th~ present practice of requiring the applicant to file supplemental lists or selections " A" and
"B," respectively, for lands: that aie clear and those that areno t
clear.
CDircular ;:of:July' 9,; 1894 (1-9 I. ID., 21), is hereby revoked.

How-

ever, 'this does' not rescind. or. in any way effect the necessity of
'publication where the saie is now otherwise required.
:ILLIAIf SPRY,:

:

:

t:Xt:::
:
5

0

(:

: :.:

u

Comissioner.:

Approved:
FINNEY,: i : ; ; \ tE.:.C.

- ........... . .. 7
FirstAssistant Secretary.

Nonmineral Affidavit for Listing and- Selections Under Railroad Grants.
STATEOF-_…

'rCowntyof

_-

7 - '88.

…J
being duly sworn according to law, 'deposes and says,
that he is a citizen' of the United .States and that -his post office address is
that on _
he personally, examined
each and every legal subdivision of the lands embraced in 'the. attached list:
marked exhibit "A" and made a part hereof, situated in Land District, State of
_
i; 'that
t h at the time of such examination therewas not 'within the limits of said land: any known vein o lode of quarts
'or other rock in place bearing gold, silver,, cinnabar, lead, tin, or copper;.
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,that there was not, within the limits of said land, any known, placer deposit,
1oil,
or any valuable' mineral, other than iron. or coal; that said anC ontained
no salt spring or known deposit of salt in any form sufficient to render it
I
chiefly.vlIuable therefor; that no portion of said land was claimed or worked:
for minlgpurposes,' under the local customs'or rules of miners, or 'otherwise,

:during any-portionof:the year:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

__
- - - - - - - -

- - -

-- - - - - - - -

that the! said land was essentially, nonmineral in character, had upon it no
mining

imDprovementsr i

_

k

-

----

--

-i---------------;-

and that, the selection .thereof ,is; not made for the purpose of .obtaining title
to mineral lands.
I hereby certify that tie foregoing ffidavit was read t the
presence before he ;'sigaedl his namde thereto; that said afflant
aonally known (or, has been satisfactorily identified eforelme),
believe him to be a credible person and the person he represents
-and that this affidavit was subscribed :and sorn to. by him

this ---

day of

:- j
b~~l
0:.- !, ,-

_,1 924-

afflant in my
is to me perand I :verily
himself to be,
before. me on:
7_.

REPAYMENT OF MONEYS DEPOSITED WITH APPLICATION
COAL LAND LEASE IN' CASE OP DEFAULT..
Istructions,

Jul7

LkSs-LEAsE-FaEIs-Fo
REPAYMERNT-COAL

a-?

-,- --- ----.- --.- - --,,-- -

---- ---

FOR

25, 1924.

EETURE-STATUTES.

An application for coal lease under section 02 of the act of February 25,
1920, is a filing within the meaning of the 'repayment statutes; and the
coal leasing regulations of April 1, 1920, declaring.:a forfeiture of the
deposit made by a successful bidder in case of his default; did not intend
to preclude repayment of such. deposit where repayment is warranted
-.
:
under the act of March 26, 1908.
.:
LANDs-LEASE-STATUTES.
vEPAYmENT--CoAL
Where an applicant for a coal lease under sectioa 2 of the act of February
25, 1920, fails to comply:with the terms of the bid,.and.his application is
;rejected,' without fraud 'or fault on bi 'part, the application becomes one
rejected within the contemplation of the repayment act of March 26,1908,
DEPARTMENTALDErrsiow

.Case of Johna . ;otkin

CITED AND APPLIED.

(49 L. D).,344), cited and appiiect

FINNEt, First Assistant Secreta:y;
By your [Comnissioner of the: General Land Office] letter of
April 28. 1924,you-request advice as to 'whether or not the deposit
required under the instructions regutating coal leases under 'the,
oal leasing provisions of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat,
437), should be considered as forfeted in cAseof default onthe part
of the lessee in complying with the requirements connected.with the;

DEi'..

4;9Q0

lease
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by such regulations,

i[Voi
[

or whether or not it can be,

repaid under the repayment laws.:: iy
0

opinion, r epayment of such deposit$an

be madeoin a prper

w
wasield by the Department in the case of John:J. ..Kotkin
Ittcase.

(49 L. D., 344), that an. application

for an 'oil and gas prospecting

permit under-the act of February 25, 1920,msupr, is a filing of-the
character contemplated as within the scope'of the- provisions of the:
repaymientact of March 26, 1908(35 Stat., 48); and repayment o0
-':the 'filing fee: paid' in connection with such application was allowed

notwithstanding the fact that. the regulations : n connection therewith provide that same- should be considered as :earned

and toibe credited in equal parts on the
and receiver.

*

when pai

ofpensatlo
' the register

It was further held in said case, that said act made no

provision for the.,forfeiture of moneys paid in connection with such
an application, nor did it directly or indirectly repeal or modify any
provision of the general repayment statutes.'
*A -No- valid reason is seen fhy an application for a oal lease under
:section 2 of the actwould not also be a ffling within the contempla-

tion of said repayment statutes, and the regulations of April 1, 1920

:

.

(47 L. D., 489, 494)i, declaring a forfeiture of the deposit made by
the successful bidder.in: case of his default, should not be; onsidered
as effectually preventing. repayment in a case where, repayment would

be warranted under the act o'f March 26, 1908,0were it not for such
regulations.. In the case submitted 'by yot-. it' appears that"4he bid
was rejected because of the lessee's failure .to complete his bid, which
failure was causedwithpsoutfault. on his part, but by reason of. matters''overwhich hebhad no control.

The bid made under the. appli-

cation is: a part thereof, the whole transaction. merging -into' a con-.
tract whenthe bid has beenj-fully complied with and.the' leaseduly: :issued.'If the appicant fails'to comply with fle terms of the bid
a'nd same is zrejected, without fraud: or fault 'on-the part of the'apthe application becomes one rejected within the contenpia:Cplicant,,
tion of the, act 'of' March 26, 1908, and an application seeking 'repayment of the deposit made slould be given proper consideration 'under
said repayment'act. The' regulations governing rbids under Ithe coal.
lease provisions of said act of February 25, 1920,.-to the efrect that
in case:'of default on the part of' a bidder, the; deposit will be' forfeited and disposed of as other receipts,'under the act,' was intended
for adiiministrativepurposes-to direct by such regulations the manner
inS illwhichthe receivers of public moneys are to account 'for the same
to the Government, and in ino manner was i iintendedthereby to
foreclose or deny the right of an applicant under, the repayment laws:

to seek repayment o the dposit made.,

.
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8, 1924.

SUBVEY-SETrLEMEN-STOO K-RAISING HOM:ESTEADD-SCEOOL
LAND.,

An entry under the stock-raising homestead act. predicated upon a settlement'
on land within aschool section :will'be allowed here te settlemt
was :
made and the designationh, of the' land under that act; became effective
prior
to the completion of the survey in the field and no protest is 'entered
by the State against the' allowance of the entry.

FINNEY,First Assistant Secreta:
Sec. -16,.T. 4 S., R. 57 E. IM.,M., Montana, was designateunderI
the enlargecl homestead act on May 1, 1909, and under the stocraising homestead act: on June 30, 1920, effective. July 30, 1920
The plat of survey of said township was approved Septeber
22,

14.:
922, andwas iled in the local office2n ctober22 1923.:
Onthe date lastfnamed Charles M.'Sandon, as heir of his mother,
M. M. Sandon, applied to' make entry under the stock-raisingihomestead act f or N. 21, said Sec. 16, alleging by* corroborated affidavit.
that his mother settled on-'the land in May, 1918, and that she resided

on and improved the land until the date of her death, which occurred in June, 1921. :The local fficers rejected the application because the land described is part of a school section." 'QOnappeal,
the Commissioner of the. General Land Office, by, decision' dated' May'
5, 1924, affirmed the action of the local officers, holding that the land

was not subject to settlement under. the stock-raisinghomestead act
prior to its designation, and that the right of the State under, its
grant by the act of Februa ry.22, 1889 (2 Stat., 676), attachd

be-

fore the designation -of the land. as.-stock-raising became;.effective. :
An appea l'to the Department has:been filed.
,
It appears from the records of. the Land. Department that the
survey of.the snbdivisions in the township ',was,begun July 023, 1920,
and completed. August 3,1920. 'Thesurvey of. Sec. 16 was performed,
acordgito the field notes, on:July .30, and 31, 1920.'

The. survey. n the field ,of said See. 16 was not complteduntii.
Juy 31, 120, whereas the. desifnati6n of the. land as stock-raising
-

ecame effective. July 30, 1920. Mrs.. Sandon's rights, as a settler
ttherefore attached pr
to the survey in the field. I'...

'TieStti. wa furnised with a copy of the affidavit of settlement,
bu
has not challenged the validity of. the claim.; Therefore, the
appication
will be allowed after its. correction to read "Charles

M.

'Sandon.an
for the heirso M.M.
4f Sandon," leaving to the local. courts
-the determination of who are the heirs of said settler..:
The decision appealed irom
-

,2

!

is reversed.
:|

\E

i

f

S

.

:

::~~~~~~~
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JAMES H. SMITH AND BERNARD:H. JOHNSTON.
Decidd July 28, 1924.
COAl. LA! DS-IRiP;.OVEMNENTS-DECLAATOY ,STATEMENT-STATTUTES.

Mere prospecting for coal as preliminary to the opening of a mine does not
constitute the commencement of, improvements as that term is used in
section 2349. Revised Statutes, and the period covered by such preliminary
prospecting can not be regarded as falling, within the 60-day period during
which a coal declaratory

statement

is required

CoAL LANDS-DECARATORY STATEMENr

to be filed.

OVIENS-EVrnENcE.
EJr

Averments' in a coal declaratory statement to the effect that the declarant
had'caused -an open eut about 8 feet wide to be 'driven upon a'vein of
coal: that. was already exposed. -by .a creek- running through the, land
"thereby opening and improving a vein of good-merechantable
coal about
7 feet thick," are too general and indefinite to establish the opening and
- improving of a inin'e of coal as of the
date of the filing of the declaratory
statement within the contemplation of the coal land laws.

-

DEPARTMENTALDECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.
Cases

of McKenna

v. Seymour

(47 L. D. 395),

and J.

John 3lathran (48 L. D., 176), cited and applied.

T. Williams'

and

'-

-FiwNNTY,
First- Assistant secretary:;
This is an appeal by James HI. Smith from the decision of:-the
Commissioner of the :General Land Office of April 8, 1924 holding
f or rejection his- application, 05880, presented in -the exercise of an
-

-

*0
-

asserted preference right claimed under -section 2348, Revised Stat4, T. '14 N-.,R. 1 W., W. M2,
Seattle land district, Washington, for conflict with what was held to
be the superior right-of pUrchase of Bernard H. Johnston under his

Utes, to purchase the E. i SE. I, Sec.

Iprior application,

05864, filed under section 2347, Revised Statutes.

The entire SE.
said Sec. 4, is embraced in the homestead
entry, 056967,made by Smith Jlly 28, 1916, with reservation to the
United States of the coal deposit under the provisions of the act of
-jof

June 22, 1910 (36 Stat.,: 583), and the application of Johnson was
presented October' 13, 1917, accompanied.by the purch'ase price ofJ
the coal'din :the -sun of' $1,600,- the appraised value thereof.
The
application of Smith-was filed October 28, 1918, and-was based upon

an asserted preference right of purchase by virtue of an alleged
opening and improving of a inine of coal on 'the land October 8, 1917,
and the filing of 'a declaratory statement-December4, 1917. Action
-

on both of the said applications was suspended at the times doftheir

presentation'because of the then pending- coal, application, 01000, of
Solomon Lauridsein and Henry'Kamps covering said land, involed
ina Government proceeding, which was not determined until March
-24, 1924; when the application was finally rejected.
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i histdeclaratory statemet.Smith alleges thatI entered into pQssesgion of the surface of said tract on January 25, 1916,
having made entry of the same under act of June 22, 1910, as a homestead,
and have remained in actual possession of the same since said date;, that on
the:2d day of October, 1917, commenced prespecting said land for coal-; and
since said date I diligehtly prosecuted work for the development of coal; that
onIthe 8th'day

of October, 1917,- I opened a vaiuable

mine -of coal on the land,

which:I improved -as aich; that in. such labor' and improvements I haveexpeaded
the sum of fifty dollars;-the labor and improvements being as Ifollows: * * *
That the coal was exposed by a creek running through said land; that I. caused
to be driven upon said' vein' an open cut about
feet wide opeiiing and improving a vein of good merchantable coal about'7 feet thick.

In his application to purchase Smith alleged that- I

'

I have expended in developi7-oal
mines on said tract, in labor-and improvements, the sum of one hundred and fifty dollars, the nature of-such improvements beingIas follows: One tunnel 8 feet wide at the top and 9 feet wide
at the bottom, 7 feet high, lagged and timbered, and driven i on the coal vein
underlying said land 12 feet and opening and improving a vein of coal about
7' feet thick carrying more than 6feet of 'coal, so that said coal can now be
mined from said mine.

The action:of the Commissioner in, holding Smith's application for
rejection is based upon the stated ground that- While
decaraint ames H. Smith alleges that he opened- and: improved a
coal mine on Otcober 8,'1917, he did not file his declaratory statement until
Decembr 4, 1917, which was subsequent to Johnston's application,-anl at the
date of the latter'slapplication there was no adverse claim to the land other
than- the application of Lauridsen and Kamps.' It' must be held therefore that
'the application of- Bernard H. Johnston was prior in time to that of James H.
Smith.. 0X0
; ;-f;0f :g0;;;;

The Department is unable to find any warrant in the facts recited

in the quoted portion o f the Commissioner's' decision for his' con:cusion that the rights of Johnston with respect to the coal deposit.

underlying the land in question are superior
thos's of Smith, notwithstanding the fact- that the filingof Johnston's application to pur:
chase antedated by a period of 52 days the; filing of Smith's
declaratory statement.- Smith is relying pon an asserted preference

:right of

purchase alleged to have been initiated, in accordance with
the provisions of section 2348, Revised Statutes, by the opening
and improving of a mine of coal on land five days prior to the filing

of Johhston's aiplication, and the preservation' or maintenance of
sucl asserted pref reneright' by the filing-of his 'declaratory statement within the 60Zday periodfrescribed
by section 2349 -which was
succeeded in: turn, in the fulfilhient of the -requirenient of section
'2350, by the timely filng f aapplication to purchase.
But Johnston, ill his I-a wer'to Smith's appeal, directs attention'
to the fact that Smith alleged in his declaratory statdment that he
commenced- prospecting
-

the land for coal on October 2, 1917,'and

9---2-vo.50-38
74526

'

-
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urges that the 60-day period prescribed for the filing of the:declaratory statement began to run from'that date, as the one upon which he
commencedhis improvements on the'land; that inasmuch as he failed
to file the declaratory statement until December 4, 1917-'or 63 days
Iafter the. commencement of ssuch work,' the filing was out0 of time;.

that the default could not be cured in the presence of Johnston's then
pending application.. The Department isl:not impressed with the
soundness of this contention. By section 2348,Revised Statutes, it is
declared in substance that any person qualified as provided in section
2347 who has opened and im'proved a mine or mines of: coal upon

the lands, being in actual possession of the same, shall be
:: ;: public
entitled to a preference right:of 'entry under the preceding section.
By section,2349 it is'provided that all claims under section 2348
"must be presented to. the register of the proper land district within
-60 days after the date of actual possession and the commencement of
improvements on the land, by. the filing of a declaratory statement
therefor." Construing, these provisions, the Department in J. T.
Williams and John Blathran (48 . D., 176), said:
Section 2349, Revised Statutes, in connection with the preceding section,
contemplates that the coal declaratory statement:-or notice setting up: apreference-right claim must be presented within sixty days after the date of the
inception of thb preference right, that is to say, within sixty days after the
date a mine of coal has been opened and invprOvernents O such mine cornmened, accompanied by. actual possession of the land. tItalics supplied.]

Mere prospecting-:for coal on a tract .as a-preliminary to'the opening of a mine thereon does not constitute the commencement of improvements contemplated by the law as construed by the Department in, the decision cited, and hencethe. period covered by such
preliminary prospecting can not be regarded as falling within the
60-day period during which a coal declaratory statement is required
to be filed.: It must be held, therefore, that, if, as in general terms
alleged in Smith's declaratory

statement, .a mine of coal was opened

on the land by Smith on October-8, 1917,the time within' which a
declaratory statement was required 'to be filed did 'not expire until
December 7, 1917, and that the declaratory statement,:-hich was
filed on December 4,',1917, 'Was'in time..

On the assumption, there-

fore, that Sinith opened and commenced the improvement of a mine
of coal on the land on the date namedhe clearly acquired a preference
right which was preserved by timely- filing of declaratory statement, and having presented his application to purchaSe on! October
28, 1918,and within one year from the time prescribed for: the filing
of the declaratory statement, Smith's right of purchase was superior
to that of Johnston.
The Department, however, is of opinion that the averments contained in the declaratory statement to the effect that Smith caused
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an open cut about 8 feet wide to be driven upon a vein of coal,

that was already exposed by a creek runing through the land,
"thereby opening and improving a vuein of good merchantable coal
about 7 feet~thick," are too general and ilidefinite to establish the
opening-and improving of a mine of coal on the land, within the
-contemplation of the coal land laws,as construed by the DepartmentL. as of the date
., 395),
inMcKenna & Seymour,' on petition. (47
of fthe filing of his declaratory statement. Smith, therefore, will
be afforded 30 days from the date of notice hereof within WIhichto
* submit a verified. and corroborated showing reciting -in detail the
facts relied upon by fhim asi constituting--the opening and improving of a ;mine of coal on the land. Should Smith,: within the
time allowed, submit a showing satisfactory onits face, Johnston
will be called- upon to show cause why his own application

should-

ed to proceed in the regular

not berej ected
manner to entry and-patent.
and
the caseremanded
modified,
The decision appealed from is so
herewith.
for appropriate, action in harmony-

M-ARY T. JURGENS.

Xizv,0---LVCJ-f*

I-ecided

statuto

OULTrIO

- RIsNG
HOMESTEAD-STOCK

-EARGED

HOMETEAD-SEORETA1flX

AUTHORITY.

OFVTHE INrloSurEavIsonY

A change in departmental regilations whreunder it is -imperative to deny- an:-application for the- reduction of-the required area of eultivation which
could have been -granted under the previously existing regulations- is a
function within'the authority of the Secretary. of the Interior conferred
by the three year homestead act-and does not deprive the applicant of any
-

-

right.

-

-

-

-

0;0t|-:j
0
Assistant Sectry: i :0 :000
FINNEY,<First
T:
Mary:
1920,
27.
January
odffce
on
land
Colorado,
-Denver,
t
the
<0sA
-Jurgens applied to make entry

nder -the enlarged homestead act for

NE. -4 and E.- NW. 4, Sec, 29,: T. 6 S., R. 69 W., 6th-P. M. The
application

conflicted ywith-a-prior application

and, was allowed on

March -13, 1923, as: to NE. - and SE. 4:-NW. 4-'(200.acres). The
:designation ofLthe; land nuder the enlarged- homestead act became
effective-Septemerao 10 19-17, and its0 designation .under the stock
rTaiSinghomstead act -became effective June 10, 1919.

-

-

On April 21- 1924, entr-ywoman.filed an application for reduction
setting forth that only a smal
of cultivation, -area
of the requited
garden patch is cultivable, and that the- land 'is only, suitable for.
grazing purposes. 0:-The: application was denied by- decision of - the

-

,-Commissioner of the-G'eneral Land Office-dated;May- 16, 1924, and
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erre
ntending that the Commissioner

adopted since the, entry, was: made to deny
amivokg
in invokingregulation
at the date of entry.
existed
which
a saatutory right
Statutes, by the act of June
Revised
2291,
.. :n am ending section
making speeific requirements
after
6,' 1912 (37 Stat., 123) C ongress,
povided:
cultivation,
to
a
B:ut the

Secretary of the interior: may, upon a satisfactory showing, under

rules and regulations prescribed, by him reducedthe requited area ofculti-

;vationon:;
V
. 0 ;
; Sf0e :.f0.
RX;
d 0f
(CircuHomesteaders
to
estions
The various revisions of "Sugg
der
onditions
the
of
lar lNro.541) have conlrtained'statements
cul1tif
o
area
required
the
of
which an ap lcation for reduction
vation could be granted. On February 1,: 19240 ( 0L D., 260) he,
the eCommissionler:'of
mendation of
tarecom
Department approve
the General Laid Officethat there b add to paraaph 2b of
theh edition of January

, 1922, Of theof"e Suggestions"7 (48 L ID., 389,

398) the following:
Nor will a reduction in the aiea of ivation, based on the physcl con ditions of the land, be permitted i, at the date of the application to enter, the
under the stock raising act. In
land was designated and subjectto entry
for change of the character
application
should-file
such cases, the homesteader
the nonstock-raising act, showingtherein
of' the entry to one underthe
anv
contain
not
does.
land
the
that'
cultivation;
for,
adaptability of the land
public. for watering
the
water holes, or other body of water needed or used by
purposes, and'his consent to the entry being. made' subject to the reservation
to the Uniited States of all coal aid. other minerals in the' land, together with
:the :right to prospect for, mine, and remove the same. .The applicationof the
the
thereinwas.to
affidavit form, and.the showing
entryman should bein
witnsses
two
of
affidavits
the
by
corroboated
be
shuld
land
the
of
character,

The denialof the application inquestion was-based on the quoted
paragraph.
Counsel is in error in

contending that entrywoman becate

awithstatutory right through ahing

vested

contained'in any editionof

Suggestions toHomesteaders."n

The provision of the so-called three-year homestead'law under
which entrywoman is seeking' a'reduction of the reuired area of
'cultivation is merely a grant of authority' to 'the Secretary of the
'Interior, to be exercised

upon a satisfactory showing." If it should

'be concededthat entrywoan :was justified in: relying onstatements
c:ontainedin the edition of " uggestions to 'Homesteaders" which
was current when her- entry' was allowed, it must also be admitted
nd she had
that if she failed-to 'avail herself of such proviions
ample-time to. do so prior to February'1, 1924-she

is in no position

21
to complain because prior to the date of her application-April
1924-the Secretary of the Interiok concluded to deny applications
for reduction of the req'uired.aea'of cultivation, based onthpysi-
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cal conditions of the land, if at the date of -the application to make
entry the land had been designated asf subject to entry under the
stockraising hmestead act.
The facti that entrywonlan will be required to change the character
of her entry and because thereof make certain improvements which
she otherwise, might avoid does not.impress the Department, as a
hardship. She delayed in applying for reduction of cultivation, and
her application must be disposed of under the instructions referred
to by theXCommissioner.
The decisionappealedi from, is affirmed.is rmedl~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I I o tA$

,
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FFRED C. BARRON.

I.

I.
Decided

STOCK-RISING

L

02- :'?!0

Auguost 2, 191

HOM4E5TEAD-AMENDMENT--OCCJPAXCY-SEdRETARY:
OF THE IN-:

,:.:TEBIOB-SJElOBY'SAUTHrORITY.
:::,
- :: ..
:
. ;
The Secretaryof the Interior. fmay,inthe eercise of his supervisory authority,'permit a stock-raising homesteadentry to be amended so as to embrace:
* land wholly different from that originally entered, where it is satisfactorily
shown that,,through

no fault of the entryman, the'land

is so far unfit

- 9fotk
L occupancy-as to render it practically impossible' to comply with the
law relating

thereto.

DEPATME?4TALDECIsIoN CITEDAND APPLIED.'
Case of Loyd~Wilson (4& L. D. 380), cited and applied.

FINnY, First Assistant Secretary:
This appeal has been filed by Fred C. Barron from the decision
of the Commissioner of the General Land Office of April'23, 1924,
rejecting his-application to amend his stock-raising homestead entry
(Del Norte 0081);'nade
May 4, 1921, and embracing the S. 4' Sec.;
11. and S. , Sec. 12, T., 39 N., B. 11 E.. N.M. P. M., Colorado.

The land appliedfo# in the, application to amend is a wholly

different tract, namely, Sec. 24, "T. 39 N.,

In his
alges

. 11 E., N. M. P. M.

toamenddapplication
and as ground therefor, tlheentryman

No mistake was made in the-:numbers of the land applied for, but a serious
mistake was. made. in locatio. . Since I filed on. this land, the country west
of it and covering the road to this land is covered with waste water for a0
width of about one lmilefor from three to five months in each year..:: This
wateroriginates
in irrigation ditches in the country north and west of my
land and as this land in my' vicinity' is the' very lowest part of th San, uis

Valley and the water gathers in there from the west and north.: tevolume
,of water coming in there is growing steadily year by year and it is so heavy'"
now that during the summer months I can not get to or .from my claim.
If it keeps on increasing in volume it will eventually food my present land

.04 ,i

,i

i

(

,

.
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and make it of no value for any purpose. I was not aware of this condition
at the time I filed on my, land. I.am-now asking that I be permitted to
transfer my filing to Sec. 24, T. 39 N., R. 11 E., N.' Ml:P. M., for.'the reason
'R that it is higher land and will not flood as the low lands t the *west of-it
hold the water. Further;there is a: public highway in' and out from Sec. 24
which gives a road that is always available.

Since the .entryman did not seek to retain any -portion of the
land embraced in his original entry,.-the applicationto amend was
held by the -Commissionernot allowable, ut,- upon the sowinm''
wade, it was::held that, a second -entry, embraing the land sought
in substitution, would be allowable, provided cetain- conlditions-.were
1-met. The entryman has appealed.
The Departnent does not concur-in the finding that the, facts alBarron: do nott,'justify.allowAnceof his application to
:by leged
-fR: 0:.*0
0 :: 'Vamend.

Section 10 of 'Circular No. 423 (44 L. I)., 181) reads, in._,

part:

0 - *00* in the exercise of its equitable power and authority,' the department:
will grant amendment of an entry, made for' the; purpose:of securing a home
upon the- public lands, or for the purpose of effecting reclamation In accordance with the provisions of the desert land law, in any case, where it is
f .the entryman, the
satisfactorily shovn that, through no fault oronegft
of, occupancy,
insusceptible
or
for,
unfit
far
so.
is
entry
his
by
lha: d 'embraced
cultivation, or irrigation, as to.0render it practically impossible to perform the
requirements .of the law thereon.

While:it is true this case does not come.strictly within the word-.."
ing of this regulation, it is nevertheless' so far within its spirit *as
to justify allowance of Barron's application.,; In the case of Loyd
Wilson, (48 L., D.,,380, 381),it 'was held that-

.0:\:|

*' * *: it has been long settled that the Secretary: of the Interior: has,
through the exercise of the power given by section 441 of.the Revised Statutes
to supervise the Government's business relating to public lands, the inherent
or incidental power to sanction in his discretion, the' amendment of entries
,|:of
any kind on equitablegrounds, and for the purposes not only of correcting
mistakes but to prevent unmerited loss'or-hardship on-the part of the entrymnan,
iV-:and'it is well settled that he has thatpower independent of any statute
specifically authorizing such amendments., William A. Caiderhead (36 L. D.,
446), paragraph 10 of instructions of April 22, 1909 (37 t. U.,:655, 657). And
it has been repeatedly held that that power should be liberally exercised
and not abridged, particularly by technical rules or in cases where entries
have been made, as in this case, through misinformationgiven entrymen, or
for similar reasons. Crail Wiley (3 L. D., 429), Samuel Meek (18 L. D., 213),
Josiah

Cox (27 L. D., 389).

For the reasons above stated the decision appealed firom is reversed.

;
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GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY, ASSIGNEE OF BRITTON.
Decided Agust

R1E;AYMNT-MINEL

-LANDS-MNING

2, 121.

CLAIm-FRAUD.
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A mineral entry, the.allowance of which was wrongfully: procured by false
and misleading evidence, subsequently canceled . upon charges that the
* land-was
not .valuable for minerals and that the requisite patent expenditures had not been, made,. is not an erroneously allowed entry within- the
purview of the.repayment act of June 16, 1880,where the record was not
obviously so incomplete and'defective on: its face as to warrant its denial
in the first instance.

FINNEY,First ASaistat :Secretary:
'The PAcific Gas and Electric Company, assignee of John A. Brit7
ton, has appealed'from the-decision of the omnissioner of the General LandOmce, 0dated April 3, 1924, denying t payment of the
purchase money paid, in connection with canceled nmineral entry
03587 for the; Haskins 1placer mining c aim, embracing the NiT.
SE. -I, Sec. 3, T. 23 IN., R. 7 E., M.
MD.
M., Sacramcnto.lahd district,

California.
The entry, was made onMay

12, 1905, by John A.' Britton

and

.by mesne conveyances title passed to the applicant company; as-is;
'shown by the abstract of title submitted. Adverse proceedings
were directed upon charges in substance that; th& land was- not
valuable- for minerals and that the requisite pateit- expenditures
::
had:
not been made. ::Ah-liearing was had at which he entrman:was' represented
by counsel but no vidence'on his behalf -was in-

troduced. The charges were held'to have been sustained and thereupon the entry was canceled by the Commissioner- on- September
21, 1908. By application dated November 17, 1908, Britton sought
repayment which was
-denied
by the:. ommissioner on March 1-,
,1911, for; the reason that it appeared that the entry was..not ers
roneouslyfallowed on the prods presented but -was wrongfuly procured by false and misleading evidence.
- - :
Upon the, present appeall it is contended-that the ex part proof.
iwas finsufficient-and should not have been accepted, especially: the0
showing as to the buildings -being conducive to the developmrent

:of the claim. Itis pointed out that: the Commissioner in his decision
8of -September 21; 1908, stated that:- the - buildings were not valid

mining improvements: and could: not be taken into account inj th
estimation of the expenditures. It is urged that the statements
of the Commissioner to -the fect that the proofs were misleading
and that the showing was foundt t be; untrue are absolutely
unwarranted.
-

coo0
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The proofs filed before entry showed that' theHaskins claim was
wholly a placer mining claim and that gold' had been discovered
and extracted therefrom. Theaffidavits of expenditures set forth
four shafts valued at $130; a frame building for a dwellinghouse;
tool house and blacksmith shop, 14 feet -by. 32.feet and 20 feet high
(said dwelling house being Inecessary for, the operation of said
mining elaim) of the'vaiue' of more than $350; also: a wagon road
640 feet long

and'12

feet wide, a portion

of which, 300 feet in

length, was on the claim and valued, at $1:00,and. 340 feet on adjacent ground valued at $150, all of said road being continuous:and
absolutely necessary for getting. machinery, timber,.. etc., to the
mining claim, used. for that purpose solely and to be used continuously in mining operatiQns. The showing as to the placer character
,of the land and as to expenditures'was duly corroborated and was
accepted as sufficient by the local officers. They allowed the ap-

plication for patent to .voceed and'in due time entry was made.
The sufficiency,of the proofs when .received in 'the General Land
Office was not questioned.

It was thei evidence developed at the

hearing that brought about the cancellation of. the entry. Had it
not been for the field investigation, adverse report and, trial, so
far as is now made to appear, the entry would have been approved
and passed to patent.
The claimant's showing as to the character of the land,. and the
:.elass and value of his. mining improvements was made'with the
purpose and design that it should. be accepted, as. sufficient to entitle
him to entry and patent. After ahearing, at which the entryman
was represented, but offered, no evidence on his own behalf and as

a result of which the proofs were found to: be incorrect and misleading, it does'not lie in the mouth of such entryman .or those claiming
under. him to say that the proofs submitted by him were wholly in-,
adequate and insufficient to justify the entry. The Department will
not be overuice' or technical in viewing, such proofs in order to
,discover possible defects. The entry record, having been treated
as good and sufficient by the two tribunals; below, in the first instance, will not be considered inadequate in: connection with this
application for repayment, unless it is obviouslyso incomplete and
defective on its face as not to warrant the, entry. 'The. proof"here
involved does not fall in that category..
As above stated the ex parte proofs weore accepted as sufficient'by
the local officers and the entry was allowed.- They stood unquestioned

before the Commissioner.; The presumption as to0regularity which

-
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attends official action within the scope-of the officer's power and authority must prevail unless. the0contrary clearly and convincingly
appears.
Irregularities' and defects in the proof are not so apparent in this case. The. Commissioner has twice, in connection.withI
the repayment applications,: expressly declinedto find or concude
that the entry was erroneously allowed on defective proofs. IUpon
the record submitted, the Department is not prepared' to say that-,
the Commissioner was in error in that regard.
It is quite clear that a toolhouse and a blacksmith

shop- when

necessary and utilized for mining operations are available .as patent
expenditures. The circumstance that such a building is also designated as a dwelling house necessary for the operation of the mine

will not preclude its due availability, where good faith on the part
of the claimant is present. The wagon. road a portion of which
was upon the' claim and the remainder of which was on adjacent
land, used exclusively in connection with the location, was not nec-

essarily subject to rejection as a mining improvement. A wagon
road anda trail may be acceptable in satisfaction of patent ex-penditures. Emily Lode (6 L. D., 220), and Tacoma and Roche
Harbor Lime Company (43 L. D., 128).
It follows that repayment can not be granted under the provisions:
*of the act of 'June 16, 1880 (21 Stat., 287)., because the entry was

not canceled for conflict with some superior right and it0 was not
erroneously

allowed.

u :is
:It urged that repayment should be: permitted under the act
of March 26, 19080 (35 Stat., 48), no fraud being shown and the

questi6 ns involved being matters of judgment and estimations, so it
,is asserted. The Commissioner properly denied repayment under
*said act because the present0 application,

filed on January

12, -1924,

was not presented within the period of two years: after the passage
:of the amendatory act of December 11, 1919 (41 Stat., 366)._- It
is also suggested that John A., Britton, when he filed the former
application,

was the, agent and: acting for the applicant. company.

According to therecord presented, Britton filed the application in
his own interest.0and not on behalf of the company. There was
nothing tdisclosed which indicated that the. company was, then interested in or claiming under the entry. That application could
not operate to toll-the two-year-limitation of the statute, in 'favor
of the 'company.:
No sufficient reasonAhas, been pointed out and none otherwise
appears for not, sustaining. the denial of the repayment application.
.The decision of the Commissioner appealed from is affirmed.
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GREAT WESTERN

COAL MINES

Deided AZust

LANb8.

TVOL,

COMPANY.

6, 1924.

REPAYMENT-COAL LANDS-FRAUD-RINQUISHMENT.

The repayment statutes are not to be deemed to offer an option to a claimant
eitherto defend against charges involving actual fraud and protect his
claim or to relinquish the land and take instead the purchase price.
COAL LANDS-ALIENATION-VESTED RIGHTS-PAYMENT.

Equitable title to. coal lands entered under section 2347 et seq., Revised Statutes, does not vest in the entryman until the laws and regulations shall
have been fully: complied w th, including payment of 'purchase price, and
until that time alienation of the lands is without lawful effect.
REPAYMENT-COALLANDS- F A U D -REINQUISHMENT---EVIDENCE-PESUMP- TIoN-BuRDEN OF PROOF.
Where a coal entry is canceled upon a relinquishment filed during the pend* ency of adverse proceedings based upon a charge of: fraud it will be presumed that the purpose of the relinquishment was to avoid the issue and.
to dispose of the. charge without adjudication upon the ultimate merits,
and an applicant for repayment of the purchase price under the act of
* March 26, 1908, must assume the burden of proof and: establish a prima
facie case as to absence of fraud.
DECISION DISTINGUISHED.
DEPARTMENTAL
* Case of George F. Goodwin (43 L. D., 193), distinguished.

*FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
This is an appeal by the Grat-Western

*;; 0

*

CoalMines Company from
the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated
January 25, 1924 denying the company's application for repayment
of the sum of $16,600,being the prchase price for coal lands entered
by Richard L. Bird, its grantor.
The record shows that on February 6, 1920,Richard L. Bird, pursuant, to section 2347, evised-'Statutes,- filed his coal-land applicaition 0)25342for NE. '1 SE. , S. SE. r, Sec. 20, and NE. 1- NE.
Sec. 29,T. 13 S., R. 8 E., S. L. ,M. Salt Lake City, Utah,
land district. Therein the'applicant upon oath stated that he"made
the application in good faithfor his own benefit, and not, directly or l
indirectly, in whole~or in part, in behalf of any other person or persons whomsoever.; On June 8, 1920. the application was rejeted by,
the local officers for failure to file proof of posting andDpublication
of notice. On January 10, 1921, the Commissioner directed that a,

notice be issued and that the tapplicant promptsy pr-oceed. In.
March, 1921, the proofs were' filed, and in April and May three per:
*000
'0
cent of the purchase price was paid. After an extension of time duly
'granted the balance of the purchase price was paid on September 15,
;-

000new

1921, and on that day coal entry; certificate was issued.

According tQ0

the abstract of title furnished, Bird and his wife on October 29, 1921,
transferred the land to the Great Western Coal Mines Company- by.
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warranty deed for the recited consideration of :one dollar. On the
same day the company'-mortgaged a part of the land .with' other
tractsto se'cure a bond issue of $600,000, and by an amended .trust
deed, dated February 27, 1922,. apparently the baance of the land
was included in such mortgage.]: -

-Tahisapplication and 'others for lands adjacent were investigated
by the field service. Adverse proceedings' were directed against the
entry on March 19, 1923, upon the charg'e which, as amended on
April 10,1l9-3, was in substance that the coal filin and cIaim .was not0

made in ,good faith by the applicant.'with .the intent t-hat-the legal
title should be acquired for himself, but withbthe purpose' and intent
that the title should 'inure 'to the use and benefit.of the Cedar Mesa
Farm Conpany, a disqualified corporation, or 'to the Great Western
Coal: Mines Company, or to some corporation

or association formed

Ia
by the applicant and the officers and stockholders of the Cedar Mesa
was
ordered.
a
hearing
'and
denied,
was
Farm Company. The' charge.
IDepositioniswere taken at Provo Utah; on April 23, 1923, and at
Price,-Utah, on April 24, 1923,'both the Government and the entryNo further testimony was adduced. On
man being'represented.
April '25, 1923, Bird and the Great-Western Coal Mines Company
executed relinquishments of the entry, which, were filed in the local
6ffice on'April 28, 1923, 'and on that day transmitted

to the .Commis-

sioner.. On June 4, 1i923 the chief of field division reported that the'
On June 29, 1923,
,the
case wasclosed:by relinquishment.
'hearing in
to the relinquilshpursuant
coal
entry
the;
the Commissioner canceied

ment.On July' 3,' 1923, Bird filed' his application for repayment accompanied by an abstract of title, the purchase price receipts, and
duplicate' of .the' relinquishment. On .October 2, .1923, repayment
was.denied 'by the Commissioner on the. ground that the absence of
fraud in the, attempt to gain title had not been established, the
act of March 26, 1908;:(35 Stat., 48), 'and the case-.of the Cumber-,
land Mining and Smelting Company (46. L.- D.,, 433) being cited.
It was further stated.'that Bird was not shown to:be entitled to repayment, he having con'eyed, the land to"the company.
On November. 3, 1923, the Great 'Western Coal Mines Company
.filed its application for, repaymetT, as :the legal representative 0of

the entryman, Bird. The application was, denied on January 25,
Oil the merits of the case? in accordance with theviews.
1924, "on
-pressed'"in the decision of Qctober 2, 1923. 'The present appeal followed, in which it is, contended -that there was no fraud :involved
in connection with the coal application,

and that none can be shown.

It is also urged that it was error to attribute or impute fraud in the
mkingaof

the, coal land appli cation.'
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*In.. his affidavit of 'March 17; 1924, which is filed with the appeal,

Richard L. Bird makes the following allegations:
That said entry was relinquished in'sdld Government proceedings because
of the representation of James- K Rahisey, then age t in charge of hearings
at Salt Lake City, Utah, that if a relinquishment of thisl entry was filed
and this tract included by amendment in. the application for Coal Lease
Serial No. 092029 of the Gr eat Western.Coal Mines Company, the then owner
of, the. land, the Field Service would. recommend both .the allowance of the
coal lease, and also repayment o the purchase' money which had been paid.
In accordance with this understanding, and relyingjupon the Government's
representations and promises, your afflant, on April 28th, 1923, with the-consent
of the Great Western Coal Mines Company, which 'was also' fully acquainted
With said agent'sLpromises and representations,,filed a-.relinquishment of his
aforesaid entry, and also caused the Great Western Coal Mines Compny to
also file a relinquishment thereof, and!at the' same time to file an amended
coal* application to lease, 'including the- tract embraced in said relinquished
coal entry.:
That had it not been for said, promises and representations of said agent
of the General Land Office aforesaid, no relinquishment would have been filed,
either by afflant, or the Great Western Goal Mines Company, but it was considered the advisable thing to do at that time to avoid further litigation with
the Government, as apparently the company would benefit thereby, should the
Government's promises be carried out.

The affidavit- is corroborated y George A. Storrs, formerly
*president of the now dissolved Cedar Mesa Far, Incorporated, and
also president of the Great Western Coral Mines Conpany.No report or statement by the agent with- regard to relinquishment
and repayment is f ound with the record. It would seem iremarkable,
to say the least, that the special agent would undertake to make the
representations which areattributed to him. There is no claim made
that the representations' set forth were in any way authorized or
approved by any official of the Landl Department and particularly
by either the chief of field 'division or by the Commissioner of tieGeneral Land Office.: No application for rep ayment was filed with
the relinquishment,'but such application'was delayed for over two
months and until after the adverse proceedings were closed and the
entry' canceled.
.
-

-

The officers of the coal company undoubtedly

knew, or had good

reason to believe, that a searching and ehaustive investigation{had
been made before the adverse proceedings were instituted on behalf
of the Government. The very gist of the charge made against the:entry is fraud and bad faith. - The taking of evidence proceeded for
two days. The testimony adduced telded to show that the funds
obtained to finance the proposed Great Western- Coal Mines Com-

pany were solicited, prior to the'Icoal entry, on the basis-that the
company would own the Cedar Msa Fa
lands and would own
or control the coal lands to- the west and northwest of said: farm

50]
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land. The tracts included in . Bird's ntry lie adjacent and., in a
northwest direction, from, the. farm, but none. of the witnesses had
talked withBird or,.so faras appears,kiiew of his coal'application.
Thus the
wasbeginning'to lay, the foundation of its
~Government
case and develop its evidence when, the proceeding was halted by
the: execution of bhe relinquishment.; :Obviously the relinquishment

given
lwas to stop the litigation.., In the face of a charge silch as is
albove set forth and the trial actually roceeding, the presentation.
of a relinquishmentwvould, indicate a. strong desire. on the part of
the defendant to avoid the issue anddispose of. the matter without
an adjudication.upon the ultimate merits.Why, an' application for
repayment was not promptly filed does not appear.

It may be- re-

marked that Bird's repayment application was dated and executed.
on:;April' 25, 923,1which isthe date. on the relinquishment, but that
application was not filed for over two months.
The act of March 26, 1908 (35 Stat., 48), under Tvhiclithis applieation for repayment must be adjudicated,'authorizes repayment where.
an entry has been-rejected and "'neither such applicant nor his legal
representatives shall have been guilty of. any fraud or attempted.
-'fraud.in connection withk.such application.". In the case ofthe'
Cumberland M.ining and Smelting lCompany, on petition (46 L. D.,
:433), the Department held that the applicant for repayment must,
bring himself witbin the, purview of the above provision of the
statute, "and that it was incumbent 'upon hil to. establish the fact.
that .neither the' entryman 'nor his legal representative had. been.
5 guilty of any fraud ort attempted fraud.
The case. of the Union
LJand: Company,. assigne

of Alen
ih,

(46AL.

116), involved coal

lands included in a general compromise under which certain patents.$
and entries wer6;'annulled and canceled and others confirmed. The.,
.

suits and -.proceedings pe ding wece.based
n fraud.- In the compromise agreement no specific 'mention. was- made as to repayment

or: fraud. Repayment was' sought on, the ground that' there had
been no finding of fraud and no waiver of:repayment. The,Department held.tlhat the stipulation concluded tall.-.mattersand was a final:
settlement of allclaims. 'In the case at bar there was no stipulation,
'but

~underthe' circum-stances .of this case. and for reasons somewhat

analogous, the: merits :of the case of- the canceled coal entry should
not be deemed open for considerati on at this time upon this ecoparte
repayment application., The- coal entry: was properly allowed upoi

the proofs- presented, and if, at the' trial. it had been 'shown to be
*valid:and regular, the entry' would: have been sustained and passed
.to patent, notwithstanding the
pchargepreferred.
Instead of de-.

fending the entry, the claimant saw fit..to release the land andjlater
to askzrepayment.0

The:repaymellt'statutes.

0are0 not

to be deemed
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* to offer an -optionfor a claimant either to defend against charges
involving actual fraud'and protect'his claim, or to relinquish the*.
-land and take instead its 'purchase price. The waiver of a claim under
a pending charge of bad, faith is' so close to an acknowledgment of the
truth of the accusation that the Department is not warranted inassuming that repaymen-t is authorized.

The record before the Con-

imissioner, in the opinion of this Department, Justified the denial
repayment in this case.

0

The showing now made in the ea parte affidavits tends to estab-

lish the absence of fraud or-bad faith, but it is not deemed of such
force as to wholly avoid theeffect of the- relinquishment, during, the
course of the trial. Under the circumstances and condition's appearing in conection with this application,' the Department is. unable
to find, that the applicant company is shown to be entitled to repayment.
0The contention of the' appellant to' the effect that after applIa--'
tioll but prior to the completion of proof and paynent -the'coal
land applicant can legally sell or 'agree to convev the land he seeks.
The statute (section 2347 et seq.,' Revised
is not well founded.

Statutes) prescribes that a qualified person 'shall have the right to
enter coal land upon application and upon payment of the requisite;
purchase price. *Thearea subject to appropriation is definitely liited;
and only' one entry by the'same iperson'is authorized.' Equitable titledto
and a vested" interest in coal land does not arise' until -,thelaw
and regulations are fully complied with, inclu'ding 'payment of'
the purchase- price.0 Thereafter the applicant may lawfully con-,
epartent -is 'entitled
vey the land but not before. TheLand'
0to

kndw who is the real beneficiary'of

the, entry and to that`end!

the coal regulatiois require' that' the appliction- must be maein
good'faith for the claimant's own benefit.' 'That'status must con'tinne and obtai until the completion of the application by: proof
'and ayment. The coal law i8 not in this respect like the tlimber
and stone act of Juie 3, 18789 (20 Stat., 89), wherein tle showings to be made
e eclaimant's initial filin-, or application, and

later in his proofs are, definitely set' forth, an& the requirement
specified in the'law, it has' been held, can not be-expandedd by regu-

lations. Williamson . United States. (207 U. S.,'425).
Thet case of George F. Goodwin-1(43I.

D.', 193) is cited as con-

trolling here. Repayment under'a' canceled lode entry was there
involved.,- Charges of nndiscovery and insufficient expenditures
had been made and denied. Later the claimant' asked leave to withdraw: his answer and consented 'to the -caniellation of the entry.
Thereupon the application 'w"s rejdcted." In. 'denying repayment
the Commissioner-cited 'and 'relied upon' the"'statements contained
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0 inadverse reports.. This the Departm6nt held was not proper be-I
cause the -withdrawal of. the- claimant's answer at most constituted
only an admission of the truth of charges 'contained in the notice
served, and not a confession that the statements in the reports were
true. In that
it was also stated: that:: the charges made
and- in; legal effect admitted did not necessarily include' bad 'faith
or-fraud on the part' of the claimant and that the questions of dis-.
covory and of patent 'expenditures in many cases were matters of
judgment upon whih various minds might honestly reach diverse
conclusions. It was specifically held that the particular charges
admitted did not convict the claimant of bad faith, or fraud.
I-ere the charge is, of a different. .character and,- as before stated,
.decision:

.includes Lbad:faith andt ffraud. *t trial pursuant

to such charge was

under way when, the relinquishment was filed.: It is true that there
was no withdrawal: of thex answer; nor was there presented forithe

benefit of the record any reason or explanation on the part of the
applicant for his relinquishment. "-That action must speak:for itself.
The Department is not prepared to concede that the Goodwin case,,
Isupra, is determinative in connection with the disposition of this'
matter; :.The Goodwin case.was itself remanded to the General Land
Office for further consideration:,-with the direction that if the Commissioner deemed any investigation or a hearing with respect to the'
applicant's good faith necessary the same might be'had..'.
In the appeal it is asked on behalf: of, the appllicant :that if there
:is any doubt. as to the good faith, of the parties interested rin this:

case a hearing e grantedpursuant to the rule laid down in the cases
of Thomas .J. Keogh. (42 L. D., 28) That case involved a timber
,0ad stone application adversely reported. and irelinquished in the
,face of- charges. Repayment was denied, but opportunity
was
afforded 'Keogh to make a showing and ,.requesta hearing, the case
'

thereafter to'be further adjudicated.
Ashereinbefore indicate d,upon the record considered by the' Commissioner, 'his denial of repayment is, deemed proper. The decision
appealed from must accordingly be affirmed without prejudice to.
the compay'sprivilege formally to apply for and' have' a hearing
tuponfthe-matter of bad-'faith and fraud or attempted fraud.in connection with the. coal-land

entry, of Bird and to show the facts
.

attending the execution of the relinquishment. The burden will be
upon the company as the moving party to make out a prma fcie
case to support the application for repayment. The field service'
will be duly advised, and some representative will appear and be Spre-.
pared to protect the interests of the Government. Upon the record.
made at such hearing, if one be had, the. rayment application will
be again considered and readjudicated.
'
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LIABILITY FOR TIMBER CUT FROM RIGHTS OF WAY FOR TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH,- AND POWER TRANSMISSION
INES.

-Instructions, August 9, 924.
TIMBER CUTTN G-RIHT
.OF W

STATTES..-:

While the: act of March 4, 1911, which grants rights of way over the public
lands for telephone, telegraph, and transmission lines, does not expressly
authorize the cutting of timber from a right of way,: yet -such right must
be implied as a necessary incident to the right of use and occupancy of the
easement.
TIMBER CUTTING-RIGIT

OFWAY-DAMAGES-WORDS AND PHRAsEs.

* The term "full value," as used in the departmental regulations
6, 1913, relating to payment for-timber cut on public lands
struction, maintenance, and operation of lines for which rights
granted pursuant to: the act oftMarch 4, l911,is to be construed
the entirestumpage value of the standing trees....
T mBE

:

CUTTING-RGHT

OF

of January
in the conof way are
as meaning

WAY-PAYMENT.

,-Moneys paid by grantees under the act:of, March 4, 1911,- for timber cut

from their rights of way should be deposited in the Treasury as funds
arising from the sale: of public lands and not to the "account of depredations upon public lands;"
TIMBERCUTTING-RIGHT
OF WAY-PAYMENT.
A grhntee under the act of March 4, 1911, who cuts timber from lands within
its right of way necessary for the construction and' operation of the line,
becomes, upon- payment for the timber, the owner thereof. with- full au* :0: thority to dispose of it as it chooses.,
FU NEY, First Assistant

Secretary:

;

of the'; General Land Office] letter of
By your [Conissioner
Juine'17, 1924,you in ffecttask' the following questions:
1.. Does the act of March 4, 1911

-(36 Stat.,

1235, 1253), which

grants rights of way- for telephone, 'telegraph, arid power' trasmission lines, require payment.fer timuber'takenby the holders of such
easements from lands embraced in' theit
eeive rights of way?
2. What is the meaning of the' words "full value " used in the
pettinent regulations is ued under that act?
3.'How should paymentsfor timber so taken be made and deposited in the: Treasury?
4. Has a grantee under that act' the right to "use, give away, or
otherwise dispose of the tiiber upOn the said riglt of way which' it
has been necessary to remove in the construction

operation. and

maintenanceof the line?
The part of the act pertaining to this consideration authorizes the
granting of'

W.:* :**

an easement for rights

'

'

aperiod
way, for aof

of not exceeding

'50 years from the date of the issuance of such grant, over, across, and upon
the public lands, national forests, and reservations of' the United States for
electrical poles and lines for the. transmission and. distribution of electrical

50]
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power, and for poles and lines for telephone and telegraph purposes, to, the
extent of 20 feet on each side of the center. line of such electrical, telephoe,
lines and poles, to, any citizen, association, or corporation of.
and. telegraph
the United States, where it is intended by such to exercise th right of way
herein granted fo any one or more 'of the purposes herein named.

of January

The regulatios
f;
-~~~~lnl

v.

:..u... 0

a

ar..2V

declarein
6, 913 (41 L. D., 454),
-i-ejClar:.il
A.R
:

part as follows:,

-

and keep clear all lands owned or controlled by the United States along thelnes: for which right of way is granted
to such width and n such manner as the officerof the nited States having
supervisionof suchlandma ydiret.
Reg.1
The grantee shall, to the satisfaction of, the officertIast above
described, dispose of all brush, refuse, 'or unused timber on lands owned or:
controlled by the United States -caused by or left, from- the, construction and
maintenance of the lines for which right of way is granted.
Reg. 15. The grantee. shall pay on demand, by certified check to the order
of the Secretary of the Interior, the full value as fixed- by the said Secretary
for all timber cut, injured, or,destroyed on lands owned or controlled bythe
United States i the construction, maintenance, and operation of the' lines'
for which right of way is granted.
Reg. 13. The grantee

shall clear

acts shows that it differs

Acomparison of thisd

from them in that it is' silent as to the' free use of timber, and that
it does not grant the' right to takeltimber.for the purpose of construction'from

adjacent lands under any circumstances, as do, some

of the acts making grants.
"ut:
timber from te rigat- of way is not
right to
While the
expressly' given by statute the grantees under that act have that
right as a necessary incident to the right, of use and occupancy of
the land which is especially given.-;:

-

From this- it -.necessarily, followsf that your first question must
be answered in the affirmative.
In. answer to your second question you are, informed that in the

opinion of'thisI Department "full value" to be paid 'is' the entire
stumpage value of the standing trees.'
There oes not appear to be ny reason'why the payments men1
in yo'urthird query should 'not be inade-through your office'
tioned
in the same manneri in which' moneys arising fromicomprom'iseof
timber trespasses 4 are" made'; 'but inasmucl' as moneys paid -by
igrantees under this act' are 'closely' related to the funds whicle
,arise from the sale of public lands they should be' deposited in the

Treasury accordiingly and -not to the "account of depredatins 'upon
public lands."
In answer to your fourth and last question I will say that 'after
da grantee of the right of way 'has paid the Government for timber'
necessarily cut, the' timber 'becomes hisproperty' aid he may make
such disposition' of it as h'e may choose 'to -make; but it shoul' be
9:
74526--24-`voL5
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borne in mind- that, as regulation 13, supra, appears to contemplate,
the width and extent to which a'right of vay may be cleared is to
befixed by the proper officer of' he'Government, and it therefore
:-follows that'if

the.grafntee'cuts

timber

that is, not necesssary to

;0 :;0;
construction.
S;- fthe
and proper operaion of his lne he will d
;t.respasser andv ould not under such-circumstances have the

ship o right of disposal of the t
ARMSTRONG v. MKANNA

so as a:
owner-

er so Cut.

(ON REHEARING).-

Decided Auaust 11, 1924.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTNG PERMIT-AGENT-DhIGENCE.

So long as an oil and gas permit stands in the name of apermittee, he alone
is responsible to the Department for compliance with its drilling require-:ments,and ifihis operating agent, or his drilling contractor, is not complying with the terms of. the permit, the duty, devolves upon the permittee to
enforce such compliance,' and his: diligence will be tested by his efforts in

that direction.
O-L AND GAS LANDS-P.osrEcTITG PEMI-AGENT-DJLIGENCiHXTENSION
orTIME.
A permittee:- who enters into a . contract with a drilling contractor in terms:

which preclude him from enforcing drilling within the time prescribed in.
the permit will not be granted an extension of time within which to com'.mence drilling on the plea that lack of diligence should be attributed to
- the contractor and not to the permittee.
OIL- A NDGASLANDS-PEOSPEOTING

PERMIT-XTESION

o-TIME.

A drilling contract made contingent upon the'success -of, or to follow a test
well to be drilled elsewhere on a structure, is-not such-a contribution to the
test as to warrant an extension of.time under the act of January 11, 1922.

FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary:
fy decision dated June 3, 1924, the Department affirmed the action

of the Commissioner of the General Land Officein denying to Ervin'
S. Armstrong a econdextension of an oil and gas prospectingpermit
issued to him, pursuant to section 13 of the leasing act of February.
025, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), on June 30, 1922, -for certain. lands in .the,
-Kettlemen Hills structure,. Visalia, California, land district, and
canceledhis-permit.
This action:was taken on the ground that a.
drilling contract with one, J. S. Alcorn, offered by the permittee,
was not one.which insured early development of the land, or which
became effective,as stipulated therein by departmental approval. of an assignment as therein provided, and did not constitute diligence
within the purview of the act of January 11, 1922 (42 Stat, 3a6)..
A motion for rehearing has been filed by Ervin S. Armstrong inwhich he lais that the default under the permit is, chargeable to
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the drilling contractor that. cancellation of the peruit is 'a penalty
:upon himfor -t-hedefaulti another; that: thedecision is one directly
opposed to the previous policy of the Department and should not
be applied- to-hi, as he relied on the alleged previous poiiy and
practicef;- and, finally,- that this'' contract, and others like it, shouldbe considered a- contribut'ions to test wells on -ear'astructure,
which

contributions should 'b regarded' as evidence of diligence within
the nmeaning of the.extension-'act of January 11, 192, supra, inthe
same manner as: hate substantial:cont:ributions
of such wells.

of money to the cost

'So long asa permit'stands in the name of a permittee, he alone is
responsible'to' thle-Depattment for compliance with -its' drillingrequirements. If his operating agents, or his drilling contractor, are
not. complying with the ternis of the permit, the dutyis 'upon the
permitte to, enforce such- complianbe` and` his 'diligence will be tested
by-his efforts in that direction.. 'Here it is cdncedd by Arsintrong

that he made a contract which,'in his opinion at least, preeluded him
4fro'm enforcing diriling within the time prescribed. At the same
time he points out that the contractor agreed " to -protectthe permit."
Assuming that the contradt was not suceptible of enforcement,
the claim of th is'movent'that
defaults under the pernifit were
throtgh matters o-er which he hadno' control' seems ill' founded.
:The Government

is etitledto

expect- 'that

who 'permittees
are

awarded 'exIusive rights' t occupy' portions of the public domain,
and to test for oil in anticipation of'the 'evard ofered for a discdveryj will use reasonable diligence and discretion in contracting forthe drilling of such areas, and' i' enforcing such contracts. In thiS
case nothing 'was; done, or attempted

to- be done, by the permittee

until. after defaultf and after the -validity of the permit had been
'drawn into issue:,
-'As tothe claim'tlat a new policy and practice was adopted with-:oht-warning'0:to this movent it 'seems only necessary to point out.
that the Department's action afted
that of the Commissioner, to,
:whom thd duty of granting extensions in the first instance has been
delegated. The Department'sinstructions ofJune 3;,1P42•(50 L.',
:546)i,'referred to as showing such change, and in which-the decision in this case was mentioned, made no change in the matter of
the dilig'ene to be required of pernittees, but related solely to the
matter of the restoration of lands after permits have been canceled
for want f'&diligene
by 'the permittees.
The claim that' drilling contracts, which are made contingent'
upon- the:success of, or to follow a test -well- to be, d-rilled0 elsewhere
ngia .;stnwuctrure,
are contributions to-such tes which warrant. ex-

:L
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tensions *of time to the permittees so contracting,. can Inot be approved or* recognized as in -harmony withi the purposes of the leasing act.

The now-admitted. relationship of: the permittee and contractor
in; the present:case. discloses' a situation wbich sch :-a practice would

foster. Armstrong. admits that
contracting. with Alcorn tliey
both:understood that the real party ininterest 'was the Coast Land
Company, a subsidiary of the Marland OilCompany.
The contract provided for- a test well,upon- the structure, and .outside the
area covered by the permit, befor&e drilling would be commended on

*::04f00the,land in said permit., Were this contract recognized as a contribution to such test,, as contended .for by Armstrong, no reason
exists why the same company,. through

the same or- other officers

and agents, could not enter into similar contracts with all. the 'permittees holding, permits' on the structure, or such of them as were
best located thereon, and by so.doing monopolize the field and tie
up development for a long period. Suich, aopractice clearly violates
the purpose of the- act, which is to enco age development, as well

as contravenes the spirit if 'not the expressed limitation provision
of section 27 of said act, which is designed to, render monopolies

unlawful.
.The diligence contemplated by the act of January 11, 1922,-requires something more- than mere paper transactions, hereunder
a permittee is enabled to,'hold a prospecting permit and secure the
benefits of a lower royalty and pr'eference right to a lease, although.
the area, before his drilling

commenced,. has been ::.proved- to- be

within the known geologic structure :of a producing field, and would
otherwise be subject, to lease.at public auction to the highest bidder
and at a higher royalty, in accordance. with section 17 of the leasing
act. The views expressed by this movent -would make' the true
purport of: section 17 of the leasing act be'that..only
such areas

could be leased under the conditions more favorable to the public
as were, at-the date of the leasing act, within$ known pioducing
st-ructures; f or it is a matter for judicial notice that whenever drillingis commenced in an unproven .'field all 'the :-available public
.domain iS invariably sought by prospecting-permit applicants long
before the test well is.completed.
The power to prescribe regulations, and the discretion in grant*::00ing
and extending permits, vested;in the Department by theleasing
act and the act of' January 1,t1922,supra,' are to be exercised in
furtherance of':the purposes of said, acts, and ust be, and have
been, so employed in the matters complained of by this movement.
The motion for rehearing is denied.
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n Deculet August.11,1924.-

tSOCK-RAIsre
HO1ESTEAD-IMPROVMENTS-FINAL

PSOOr-ONT

.ST.

F'ailure t comply with the provision in the' third proviso to section 3 of
the stock-raisink homestead act, specifying that at least one-half of the
required improvements shall be. placed- upon the, entry within three years
from the making- thereof, while a suffiient ground of contest, yet, in and
of itself, will not be held such a default that the Department must upon its
own initiative cancel'the entry.STOCK-RAISING HOMESEAD-I ROVEEENrTS-FINALPROOF.

Where; at the: time of submission of final- proof, upon a stock-raising home
stead entry improvements to the extent of $1.25per acre had not been.
placed upon the land, and ample time remained within the sta'tutory life>
of the, entry' to make the required improvements, withdrawal of the'
proof may e allowed and'the entry permitted to: remain intact subjectl
the submission of new proof, at the proper time.
;

0

kFINNEY,
Frst Asgstantecretar
A:
On September

3, 192O, Albert T. Hall made additional

stock-

raising homestead entry 018674 for the SW. i SE. 14,Sec. 4,;NE.,
:
': -. :N., 4~fSEd .,-NW ,TS
SE,.-1' N t~SAV.. S.W.: +f::S4
Sec. 9, T. 14 N.,

.4 W., S. L. M.,. containing

480 acres,

within the:SaltLakeCity, Utah, land district.: Final proof was sub-.
'mitted November ,19, 1923,. but final certificate 'was withheld
the Frequest of the. chief f field.division.

at.-

On March 29, 1924,the C ommissionerof the General Land 0ffi-ce
directedt adverse
entry
the ground
that
! :- y : Sproceedings
n?-,; -against.jthe
,
try on
on -th
r
at,
permanentimprovements

to the.value of at least $1.25 per acre, tend-

ing to enhance the value of the land for stock-raising purposes, had
not been placed thereon.
In. response to notice' f the.charge the, claimant 'filed a request
for additional time within whieh to place further improvements
on the land. Ina decision dated May 19, 1924, the Commissioner
denied the request stating:.
t
C
It appears that claimant made misleading statements in his .final proof
.and as he failed to comply with' the.law as to improvements, his, application
for extension of time within-'which to place additional improvements on
the land' is hereby denied. You will.so advise claimant and that he will
be allowed 30 days from service of notice within which to apply for a hearing.' In event he fails to take suieh action he will have to suffer, the can-

cellation of his entry for.default.

The Commissioner had previotisly in 'his decision stated that it
was shown by a special agent's 'report that: the claimant, attempted
to 'claim 'credit for some fencing on his original 'homestead that
he could be, allowed credit On his: additional hmestead only to.
the amoiuntof' $197.34
the law required improvements of' the

*aile

i:
:
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value. of not less~than $600; that, the law rxquires that at least one-

half of' such improvements shall be placed upon the land within
-threeyears from the date of entry.'
In. place of applying

for: a. hearing

the claimant..sked

that he

be allowed to. withdraw his final proof; that later he be allowed to
make; a new final proof showing. sucl additional improvements as
required under the stock-raising homestead law; and that' if'the
request could not be granted blthe Commiissionerthe same be treated
as an appeal. The case has acotdingly come,.before te- Department on appeal.
The. only question. now involved is, as to the effect of the third
;and
:; 'last

proviso to-section 3 of the! stock-raising homestead law of

862').'
reads0
S -704
X
, ,.asfollows:
\:f
S.
f ;t8ai, da.-proviso
. .
:- D.-):29,: 1916 (390Stat.,: December
De em
t;

That instead of cultivation as required, by the::homestead laws the entryman. shall be required to make permanent improvements uponthe
land 0
entered before final proof is submitted tending to increase. the value of the,
same for stock-raising purposes, of the 'vlue of not less than $1.26 per acre,
:and atelest one-half' of such 'improvements shall be placed upon: tle! land
within three yearsafter the date of entry thereof.

The record -indicatesj that the claimant did not, place one-half
of the required improvements on the land within three -years from'0:
date of entry.

Does that

necessitate" cancellation

of this entry

.

The Department, is not disposed to- take tat view. An allegation
of f ailure to comply with law in this respect might be a sufficient'
ground of contest, when not shown y the recordsof the Land Department, but in and of itself, 'it will not be M'held'sucha default:
that the Departnient -must upon its own .initiative cancel the home-.:
stead entry. '
This claimant will have ample time to place the necessary improvements upon the land and to make a, new final proof within
bthe'statutory life of his entry. 'He will beallowed to'withdraw*
the 'proof that he made and his e'try will'remain intact, subject
to the submission of a new and satisfactory- finil pro6f within five
years from the date of entry.i
'

The decision appealed

from is modihfied as

ereinbefore

stated.

ROYALI. PELTS.
Decided August 14, 192.
HOMESTADENTnY-ADDITIONAL-A DJOINING
FAM.
An adjoining farm entry for less than 160 acres is a proper basis for an additional entry under section 2 of the act. of :April-2,-1904, for an amount
of land which ,added to' the area of land embraced inthe adjoining farm
ntry'will not exceed..160 acres.

i5O]Jt,0-.t 00
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DEPAR.TMENTAL;
DECISIONSCITED.AND APPLIED-DEPARTMENTAL
DECISIOiT OVEBRULED.

CaIse of Sarah E. Crow (42 L.-D., 813), eited and applied;
Wilkerson- (41 L. D., 138), overrled.

FINNEY,

case of Jasper N.

First A-sistant Secretary:

Royal I. Pelts has app ealed from a decision of the (General LandOffice of May 20, 1924, affirming the action of the' local officer& in,

rejecting his. ap'lication 018737to- enter, under-section 2 of the act
of April .-28, 19014(33-Stat., 527), the, NW.-; - NE. J and NE.1
NW.-,0

Sec. 20,M .11

N., R.-22

5tP.M.

containing

80:acres,

ithin the 'Little Rock land district, Arkansas.
mOn February 20, 1919,Pelts made entry,-under the adjoining farm
clause of Msection.
2289, Revised Statutes, or the. SE.0 SE., &c.
Sea
18, T. 11-N., R., 22 WW.,5th P. M., contiguous to the W - SW.
Sec. 17,-said township and rangej which limentionedtract
contains 0 acres of land and constituted his original farm. The entry

-

-.---.--

was amended on July 171922,
so, as t embrace not o6nly the said-7
SE. :;SE. ;i, Sec. 1(8 bu:t also the NW.- NW. , Sec. 20, T, 11 N.,-iR.22 E., 5th P -. M., the entered tract comprising inIl 80 acres.

The- -entryman on January 23,. 1924,-sbiitted- final'proof onthe
entry,

as:amendd,

and .oan Januar y 24, 1924, final ctificate

-

was

issued. PatentNo. 936107was onApril 9,'1924,'issued for the-said

:80:acres of land.
.
Meanwhil, on: March: 13, 1924, the applicatlion 018737: was filed;

-

as. additional.:to the adjoining; farm entry, and' for:-two legal sub iL
:visions- contiguous- to one another, one of which was contiguous 4o

the. NW. . NW: .j; Sec. 20,' whieh was inludeda in the adjoining
farm entry as thatentry

w-as-amended.

The local officers rejected;

t :.application for' the reason that "an adjoiniiig fAhrmhomestead
th'e
: entry is not a Proper-or legal:base for an entry:-under the act of
A-pril 28,: 1904." -- The General. Land- Office,- in the decision' cornplained of,,. affirmed the- judgmen 'of the loca officefs,-iut thereini

:it was stated that,. if' laimant fild anEapliation

as'-additional,
;

under section 6 'of the 'aet of March 2 1889 (25 -Stat, 854), such application might. b- allowed, in-vie: of the deartmental
decision of
June

29,- -1912, in-:the case -of Jaspierf N. :VTilkerson (41`L.

From the decision-of' May 20, 1924, Pelts-has appealed.

-

D-i..,138)].
-

'

-

In the decision complained of,-it-was concluded that thislaimant

exha;sted

-

his rights under.. section 2289;' rlavised $tatutes, by reason

of making.'the adjoining. farm entry 0156094for 80 acres as addi.tional- to the orial
farm0 of 80 acres5alheadybowned by him, the
"two tracts. together 'having made' -up the mhaximumfaecreage of 160 :acres-allowed to him thereunder. -This 6conclusion.
wa based uponl
reasoning to the. effect that section 2289, Revised Statutes, limited the
-

-
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area of land which' might be acquired thereunder, in. the case of
*an adjoining farm entry, to the difference between the area: of land
160 acres, whereas sectioii.2 of the act of April 28, 1904,
owned ad

facreso
an
permitted the enlargement totheo mximum' f 160
* suza,
for
Statutes,
Revied
entry made under the body of section. 2289,.
less than that area.
The General Land Office olding finds; support in the decision
of the Department of June 7 1912,in the case of Timothy 'Mahoney
(41 L.D., 129),_wherein it was held that .the making of an adjoining
I farm entry for an amount. of land which added to the original0
farm aggregated

160 acres exhausted the-homestead

right, and such

of
entry could not be-madethebasis for a soldiers" additional ent
other lands. Section 2306, Revised Statutes, provides thata person who has had at least 90' days' military service during the War
.

made homestead
of ,the Rebellion, and.who prfior to June,22,.184,
entry for less. than 160 acres, may make an additional' entry (a

soldiers'. additionalentry) for so much,lan'd Ea,- hen added to the
quantity. previously ientered, shall not exceed16.0 'acrs.
-The decision of the Department of June. 29 '1912 in the cae of
was-referred to in the decision
:Jasper N. Wilkerson (41 :.,.138),
appealbed.from, as appears above.' In that' decision.if .was stated that,

for the, reasons, set forth' in the departmental. decision of June .7,
1912,
in the' case of Timothy Mahoney, an adjoining.farm homestead
::entry which hadbeen' madg. and. perfected by Wilkerson exhausted
his rights under the homestead lawl then in.force, but it was conqluded. that. Wilkerson's rights, at least to a limited extent,. were
c:
::restored by section 6 of theat .of March , 1889 (25 Stat. 854),
which was, it.was recited, niot'.an additional homestead entrylaw
and was clearly distinguishable from{.acts.which granted an additional entry.. There was in thedecision in. the Wilkerson caseno
specificmention of s ction2 f the act, of Apri:28, 1904, suprc, alwas made 'in.a general wayto..acts likethat cOnthoughreference,
tained in section 230.6;.Revised Statutes, which; grant an additional

entry irrespective in 'some' instances -of whether the original entry
was perfected' and .without

eqirement

as -to .residence and cultiva-

tion upon the lands, included withinthe additional entry. Thus
clearly under the saidtdecision the .prsent application of Pelts
could not 'be allowed. .'However, it 'will be observed 'that-'in this
the decision in the 'Wilkerson case was predicated, entirely
matter

and without' especial- discussion+uponR,that in the. Mahoney case;
'the effect would
decision were
noeverruled
and if 'the last-mentione'
be to render the first-mentioned

decision of no valu'e as a precedent

foruse in. subsequent'decisions upon the questioniof whether or not -
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an adjoining farm entry. an be made the basis for a additional:
entry under the provisions of section 2 of the act of April 28, 1904,
.&upra.

And- the decision in the Mahoney case-was overruled, recalled andl.
vacated by t e departmental decision of August. 5, 1913; in the
case of Sarah E. Crow (42 L. D., 313), wherein it was-held that an

adjoining f arm entry was a proper basis for a soldiers' additional
ientry of an amount of Iand -whichIadded to the areaf of public lnd
embraced in the adjoining farm entry would not exceed 160 acres.
Section 2289, Revised

intends
iStautes,
to allow

an ordinary

liomestead entry to embrace 160-acres; or,. in the case of a person
owning and. residing upon land, to allow such.person to make a
homestead entry for other lands contiguous to his .said land., which
shall not with the landso alreadyowned and occupied exceed in
the aggregate 160 acres.

In. such a case as is last described

he en-

tryman is given the benefit of being permitted to acq ire title to
the contiguous lands without the necessity of removing from the
.

land which he owns and occupies and without the necessity of resi-

dence,: cultivation; and i inprovement upon the, contigu6us lands
embraced in the entry.' It is considered that the hole 4l60acres
constitutes one farm -or bodyr of land so that residence, cultivation,
and improvementi on behalf -of a' portiontheeoffis
equivalent to
residence, -cultivation,

and imrovement

on' behalf

of the w ole

This, however, is. noiground for the conclusion that under the-law
and regulations an adjoining farm homestead entry of less'than 160acres is with the original farm making up the 160 acres the equivalent of an ordinary homestead entry of 160 acres. If such a concluapplication- of Pelts ould not, of
sion were correct,"the presnt
course, be allowed. But in th e- view of the DIepartment there' ap-'
pears to be no logical basis for such a conclusion.
.

-

Followving thelineE of reasoning of the decision in the case of
Sarah Crow 42 L. ., 33;314) ,it may be stated that itmakes-'
no difference under what particular-fori
or- class or characterof

entry the original entry 015609,iade- by Pelts, may. fal, since, the
amount

of public land embraced

in -that entry

was 80 acres, he

should be entitled to use that entry as the- basis- for anaadditionalI
entry under section 2 of the act of Apil 28, 1904 (33 Stat., 57.
There- is no warrant-"in charging -up to him, as a part' of :his hom

stead entry 015609,the lmd aready owned by him at te time of
making his original ery 015609 in determining his further right
under said- section 2 of the act of April 28, 1904.- The decision appealed from is- therefore reversed and the record
retured
is
to the CGxIneralLand O
'ficefor
appropriate action.
10.f:: tur ; aed
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STANDARD OIL COMIANY, ASSIGNEE OF LEE.
Decided August 19, 1924.
SUi VEY-OL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTINd
PERMIT.
:
W~here
0 5 f: an oil and-;gas -prospecting permit is issued for' usurveyed
lands, the.
.survey required by section 14 of the. leasing -act, when discovery is made,
need not conform strietly ito.the -rectangular surveys adopted under the.
- general laws governing public-land surveys, but-may be so made as to preserve the exterior boundaries of the claim.
SURVEY-SECRETARY
OF TE
ITERIOR-OIL;
AND GA:S LANns-PuOSPECTING

T~:
DS :PERMIT-LEASE.
E

D:E7 : E *

:

--

::ff

.}

.-

0: .:

The provision in seetion 14 of the act of FebrIfary 25, 1920, that uisilrvey ed
-lands covered by a pospeting
permit be surveyed at the expense qf the
permittee before a lease is awarded as a result of 'a discoveryof. oil- -or
gas, authorizes, the Secretary of the; Interior to prescribe. rules and regu,
.
lations to. govern the making of sueh surveys. without regard to the general
laws under which'public-land surveys are made.

FirstAssistant Secretary Finney tt e oMMissioner of the GeMt:;
0:eraLand Offie: ; -; V;; :0 .EXt0 ;f
I, have-before- moethe request of resident counsel for the Standard
Oil Compainy. for instructions as to wlht .procedure will be followed
in. -hesurvey by- the Department oftthe- area in. Alaska covered by
: permi't
; a
tfor oil aId gas, Anchorage serial .04201,gantedi
to William
E.0 Lee an now hea bythat
ornpany, as assignee,-in

the event of a discovery of oil andan application for leasefQr allor
part of the land.
;

This :permit is for 2,500 acres, more oraless, of unsurveyed land,
but there appears to be- certain: conflictsi;-with other claims out-

standing,, adjustment of which may .-reduce the area. This land:
was located and- permit therefor issued with,reference to magnetic
north, rather than true north, ard the precise question raised is
whether tle survey of this claim required by section .14 of the, act,
tc-be made by the Government at-the expense of the permit -holder,
. will
'
be ini terms of the rectangular surveys, under the general lawsf0
governing -public-land surveys, or may be so made as to.preserve
the exterior.boundaries
of the c1aim, as, they now lile, at variaiiec-

,-

-w-ith cardinal directions..
T'he company has submitted

a plat showing, aprivate

survey:

which it has caused to be maae, whichpurports to disclose the -location, of such rectangular legal subdivisions of the. pfiblic4andzsur: veys as will, if such surveys areSeTxtended, cover the land involvcd.
Those smalst -legal subdivisions .which are out by the exterior lines
of the land. ,under -permit have been,- designated as lots. This
-

method would preserve the original boundarie , and the onlyfeasiT
ble alternative .wouli be to adhere strictly to rectangular subdivi-

-

-to];-;
0
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to each claimant having a; common boundary line

those forty-acre'tracts or rectcngubar lots the greater: portion: of
which lie within the originailboundaries of the.:permit.. Obviously,
the latter involves an alteration of boundaries' once -established and
-the possibilities-'for reductions or excessive increases in acreage, with
*inevitable. protests and contests betwe.en claimants when the awarding of an. entire subdivision".involves the taking from the claimant
having the lesser area .within arectangular
a
subdivision, of acreage
most favorably located upon a, geologic structure. Such a rule
-would also nedessarily make a reaifer restriction upon drilling of
W
.ells than that- whichappear's inthe permits, which prohibits, in:,t
certain instances, drilling of wells within 200 feet of the boundaries
of lands coveredby suchperits.
.
* These reasons7impel me to direct that this compan beppermitted,
,-when'discoveryis made, to apply for lease upon all the -land covered
by-the permit or such portion as it may then: be- entitled to lease,
furnishing- as adescription thereof the plat and field 'notes of: its
;:00; :- -surveyorj'and to - further- direct thati upon a suitable deposit being.

- --.-made to cover the cost-of a survey by the'Department,

be made, dividing, the lainds within-theimi ts
i
legal subdivisions
isand ilotting
of the publicand

such survey,'

of the permit into

surveys,

such Sub-

divisions as are cut by the exterior;boundaries of the lands then
covered by the perm'it.

I0 note ]_romthe - reply -to :th letter of inquiry in this case which

you have submitted,

-andwhich isreturned

herewith, that you are

of the opinion, that o
the rectangular surveys may be. made ancd'
th'at lots. may not b created to eserve the. original boundaries of
permits issued for unsurveyed lands.
:*0:
0-This view would be correct-were the sourceof authority for making

of these surveys the general laws governing, the, surveys of' public
lands, or, in other Words,-the-laws governing public land surveys."
Section 14 of the leasing act constitutes a; departure:from
those
laws and provides that the - expense of survey shall'- be borne by the

lease applicant.

-With

respect to such surveys it provides:

The area to be selected by the permittee' shallbe

in compact form and,'if

surveyed, to'be0described'bV the egal subd4visionsof the pubic Ia dsurve s;
if! unsurveyed, to. be suirveyed by the overnment at. the, expense of the applicoant for lease in accordiiwe -ith rules, atd regulations to be prescribed bg the
00:Secretary of the Interior,' and the lanids leased shall be conformed to and taken
:in accordance with the legal sukb'divisionsof such surveys. [Italics supplied]

From the foregoing it is clear that legal subdivisons of lands sur'veyed prior to permit under the laws governing "public' land sur'veys" must be selected by a prospective lessee in accordance with
legal subdivisions of such surveys, butt t is , also clear that as to
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unsurveyed lands the area is to be surveyed, not in accordance with

the laws governing public-land surveysdgenrally;. but ' in accordance
with Tules and-regulatioiis to'be prescribed by tie Secretary of the.
Interior." 'This distinction 'was apparently-0made. and discrdtion
svestedin the Department -in recognition of the difficulties likely Co
arise- after unsurveyed lands hadbeen' rendered valuables by: discov:
eries-of minerals and of-the-equities of:the applicanits for leases at
whose expense such surveys will be made.

IDLAND

OILFIELDS

-

OVPAY-LTD.::

Decided August 20O,194.
OiL:AND AS LANDS-.PROSPECTING
PERMITLEASE-STATUTES.
Section 27 of the leasing act was designed to prevent monopolies of geologic
"-ructures and -excessive holdings -within any: one- State -by any person,
association, or corporation.
-

On

AND GAS LANDS LEASE

UTES.

-

-

Section 18 of.the leasing act was only intended to afford, relief to a class
of claimants whose claims "were initiated under preexisting laws, such
relief to be personal, not to-elarge the rights of persons who had 'spent
- nothing until - after the, leasing act hadl been.- enacted and the original

claimants- had beenawarded, the leases.
OI ANDGas LANDS-LEASE-STATUTES.
-

-

The provision in section 27 of the leasingsact that nothing the'rein should.
be construed to limit section 18 thereof contemplated that the limitation:
in said section 27 as to the number of leases that might be acquired directly
- threeto leases in aState
should not prevent a qualified claimani
under section 18 from acquiring a larger number of leases so lonk as such
number does not exceed in the aggregate an area of 3,200 acres.
OIL AND GAS LNDS-LEASE-.ASSIGNMENT-STATUTES..

-

The proviso to section 27 of the leasing- act has referencei solely to limitations upon qualified claimants under section 18 of that act and not to

their assignees.

-

,

FINNEY,First Assistant Seretary:-

:

I- return herewith, without Vapproval: your [Comimissioner of the
'General
Land Office] proposed telegram to the Midland Qilfields-

--

-

C'ompany, Ltd ., of Los Angeles. ,California, in -which you express
the view that section 27 of theleasing act will pernit a -corporation.
now holding three -leases
issued pursuantto
sbction 14 of the act,

-

to acquire by assignmnt one or mre. additiohal leases which issued

- pursuant

to section 18 of the leasing act.

tothe fact tt

section 2 of theact-"does

This was stated to be de

not pp
a

to section 18.

Ikases."

The lprovision- of setion 27 of the leasing act - with respect to
the number of leases to be held ina State is that "no person, asso-
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ciation, or c0orporaion: shall take or hold at :on time more than
*three oi or gas leases grantedhereunderdin- any oneState,
*
*

This is limited in the same
asetion
by the following proviso: "Pro'vided;lThat; nothing herein containe6dshall be construed to limit
sectionss1 18a, 19, an(d 22: * *
Under section: 1-8 'of the; leasing act, persons, associations, or corIVJuly
*porations who. had initiated oil- placer mining claims prior t

3, 1910,for lands in California andWyoming withdrawn byExeow
tive order of September 27; 1909, and who' were in possession of the
lands undisputed by any other claimant prior to July. 1, 1919; are
entitled to leases 6f:not toiexceed;in' the aggregate 3,200 acres, unless
the acreage sought would cover more than one-half a geologic struc-

:

ture having a total.area of. more'.than 640 acres. In that ase the
claimant may take only-,one-half the structure, but- if the. area is 640
' acres he may acquire the' entire, structure.. There. is a- further provision that no climant whoacquired an interest in the land after
September I:, 1919,-.froii-another claimant who held- more than the
maximum area allowed ;to -'be lea'sed. under that section, 3,200 acres
'shlould bepermitted to secure a lease:thereon or any '-interst therein.

-

All 'claims under'thiis' section -were required to be filed within, -six ''months:-from' the. approvalof

section
is:-'

the act. :.The final provision of that

That no lease or leases under this section shall be granted, nor shall any
interest therein inure, to, any person, association, or corporation for a greater
-aggregate area or acreagethan, the maximun in this section provided for.

:Section
'
18 is a relief section, whic, it will be seen from ItS provisions, authorizes theissuance of leases to a described class of claim-

ants found to have equities due to 'prior' expenditures. The relief
fauthorizedis limited-not only as'to' acreage, but as to the parties who
-

may. acquire interests.

-

Those, who were not,' on o*-prior to July 1,

199, in undisputed possession of mining: claims for the lands 'were
denied relief. Those -who!claimed uder6qualified 'claimants by lease,: contract, or 'assignment were limited to an area equal to that'
allowed -original4 claimants. - The -limitati6n
'on parties claiming
1, 1919, was elearly de-;
under transfers exeduted after -Sptember

to prevent claimants' of more than 3;200iacres, under -conditions otherwie bringing theni within the provisions of section.18 of
the act,_ from selling such excess claims-after the pendency of'the:
leasing act, with such a provision for relief; became known, thereby
acquiring, through sale of such claims,'.benefits in excess of tthat-

- signed
--

intended to be granted, and also to prevent the disposal of such- sur-'
--

plus lands to the detriment of the Govermnen, as they would otherwise revert to- the United States -and become' subject to lease by

competitive bidding and at advanced roaltie

-
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Section 27 of-the.leasing

act.was designed to.prevent

monopolies

of -oeologi structures, and excessive;holdings within any one State
byany personssociation, or
ration.-. From what has thus been shown-to:be the purposes of' the twosections of the act, it is clear that section- 18 was' only intended to
afford relief, to a class of claimants whose claims -were initiated under

preexisting -laws, and: that* such relief wasfintended to be -personal,
-not to enlarge, the rights of- persons who had spent nothing until'2
after the leasing act7had been pass'edand-the original claimantshad been awarded the leases.
The: provision. int section -27 that nothing therein should be con-

strued: to. limit section 18 meant- tbat the limitation in said section
27 :as to the number of leases whichmight:-.be acquired directly to0
'three-leases in a State -should not:prevent - qualified claimant under
section 18 from aquiring a lafrger number of leases so- long as such
number did not exceed in the aggregate an area of 3,20 acres..
.
that leases issued pursuant
Tohold

to section 18 of the leasing

act- may -now-be- assigned to parties holding- the maximum number
of le-ases'(issued under other sections-of-the act)--authorized .by'sec-' T :
tion-.27 of the leasing act could result' in the delivery over'to- one
party,- with no claim to equitable-considereation -of an entiree geologic

structure, or such an area as to constitute or foster a monopoly,
thereby defeating and overriding the expressed-limitations contained
in: both sections, and in giving to an assignee, who .had no equities,
greater rights than the relief claimant under sectio 18 was accorded.
-

-

-

-

-

The proviso to section 2 of the act referred- solely: -to limitations
upon qualified claimants under. section-18j not.assignees of leases

-

issued to them. -Hadit. referred to the latter as well, the reasonable
and logical means of so stating would have been to provide. that -the
limitations of this section. relate only to leases under sections 14, 17, an d20 of. the act,. rather than to niake section- 27i applicable so-:
long. as-it did not iam t section 18. As shown herein, proposed assignees of leases issued underAthat sectioniwould not be. claimants under that- section, and any limitation, upon their interests could-:
not limit section 18, under which' all.-claims: weret required to- be:

by anyperson, associationor-corporation.
A similar;-question

--

-

with. respect to- section.' 19 permits and leases, and the Departmen t ruled:: (regulations of.:March
h
11 ,1920, 47 L. D., 43, 467) that-.:
-

- -

-

was resented

Section 19- of the act of -February 25, 1920, is construed to permit qualified
assignees since October:1, 1919,- to- ,secure preference-right permits, but --no such transferee will be permitted' to hoid, permits0 exceeding 2,560 acres for
such lands in the, same geologic structure, nor more than three imes tfhaf
area in the same State.
jtalicssupplied
::
-:
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It sto be understood, however that the final- proviso to. section
18 of the act recognizes the riht of a lessee.thereunder to..ssign
his lease and the :rightof persons not disqualified under any-of the
provisions of the act to, acquire by assignment- su6h leases.-"
Nor' must anything herein stated be' onstied to impair the'right
of a lessee under section 18 6f the act from acquiring 'interests'
under sections 14 V, a 20 of the:,leasing act to the number and.
As stated
amount.allowed other claimants by section 27of theact.
in said section 27, its provsionsX can not limit section 18, and no-

0:reason appears- 'why a qualified* :lssee underf that section shiofild, t;;:0::00-- because: of his equities which -were therein recognized, be denied
the same standing aS-tthose who had no such equities.

K

The. Departme4 has wired th& Midland .Oilfields'Compaty, Ltd`,
that it can not --acquire by. assignment an- additional lease issueu.
pursuant to section-18 of the leasing act
-

0OSEP11 XeCLORY
ET AL

xj
n§.>O

Decided 'August 22, 1

iGAS
LANDS-OSPECTING
OmAND
:

iJ

t

0->

PSRMITMINEUAL LANDS-MINNG CLAIM.

The granting of an oil ands gas prospecting permit precludes,` as long gs the'
- permit is in force, the appropriation of the land for metalliferous minerals
under the United States mining laws.
EEL
AND AS ISNDS-T
- -DEPARTMENT-OILS
PATENRSEVATIO-LAND
LANDS.

The fact that,-an applicant for a patent to public land- consents tothe
insertion of a reservation

'

in the patent- does not authorize- the Land

Department, in the absence of -a statute prescribing ituto incorporate
such reservation therein.

FINEY, Firstssstant Secretary:

ahd seven other persons
On April 11, 1923, Joseph Ie.cClory
filed mineral ipplicatioh 020364 for the Old Glory gold placer

:

Sec. 4, T. 43 N., 11.,, 82 W.,

;

K mining claim, embraciZngtheSE.

6th P. M., Bufalo, Wyoming, land district, based:upon a locatiofn :
made Septenber 10,. 1921.
The application representsThat the land applied for, is placer ground containing deposits of placer
gold not in vein or lode formation; that title is sought nbt to control water
courses or to obtain valuable -timber but in good: faith because of the gold
: deposit therei-; that while drilling a test well for oil or gas, and ateap0 proimately a depth of 750( feet, placer gold as. discovered. rnningin
values, from $17.57 to as high as $1,437.51 per -ton, according to careful assays
and tests made as more fully appears by affidavits and certificates filed herein,.
and to which reference is hereby made

*

and
u
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l

X
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-.The applicants consent- to accept title to said mining claim with the reservation an dsubject to the
right of any permittee under any permit which has hbeehor may be ,granted
where the right of such permittee was initiated prior to the location of said
* pacer mining claim, and also subject to the: right of any:lessee having a prlor
right under any lease of the land vwhich has been or may be granted, to use
* so much of the surface of the land. as is or may e necessary inXprospecting
for, mining,'and removing the 0oi nd gas contents and deposits therefrom
without compensation for such use, and in accordance with section 29 of the
leasing act of February 25, 1920. ,

On December 9, 1920,-oil and gas permit was issued to C.

,.

Sackett covering, among other lands, the above-described tract. 0 The
term of this permit has;6een' extended and it still:-remains in force.
On0 June 9, 1923,'within the period of publication' of the application for mineral patent, Sackett filed a protest against the same.
The local officers treated the protest as'.an'adverse claim.. The Comimissioner of the General Land -Office held that the protestant was
not asserting his claim under the' United States mining laws, and
therefore his protest could.not be treated as an adverse claim under
sections 2325 and 2326 of the Revised Statutes. The protest, however, was considered as such by the ommissioner and he held that
there was no provisionu in theleasing, act of February 25, 1920,.
w0ihichpermits the disposal of the: titleto.

the.-land covered by such;

a: permit and whatever minerals they might, contain-; that the aliS
lowace of the mineral entry "would negative the provisions of
said act wherein the exclusive right to prospect

for oil and gas is'

given the permittee" and, hence, the land was not subject to appropriation underi the United States mining laws. The application
was therefore rejected. The applicants for mineral',patent have
appealed.
The appellants do not contend that it was error to refuse to treat
the protest filed as an adverse-claim under 'sections 2325 and 2326

of the Revised Statutes, and, the Department 'finds none 'ina such
action., "The parties are. not rival mining claimants and to such
only the law on the subject of adverse claims applies.

Lindleyf

on Mines, Sec. 720'; Creede and Cripple Creek Mining and Milling'
Company T.Uita Tunnel Mining and Transportation. Company(196 U. S., 337, 360).

The conclusion of the Commissioner that the lands covered by- an:,
oil and gas permit are not subject to appropriation under the United

States mining laws, if correct, is, controlling and decisive in this
case and no other question raised on appeal, -nor matters alleged in
the protest need 'be considered.
The Commissioner finds support for his views in certain provisions of the first section of the 'leasing act of February 25, 1920,
which reads:
'
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That deposits; of coal,- phosphate,. sodium, Oil, oil shale, or gas, and lands
containing, suchi-deposits owned'by the United States,
*
* except as
hereinafter .provided, shall be subject to disposition in the form and manner

provided by thisact.
-, It

-

-.

is necessary therefore, to, inquire whether or, not the granting

of an oil and gas permit upon certain lands -and the deposits named
,in-the- act is such ,a mode of disposition thereof, as to preclude ,or

-

suspend, While the permit is in force,the appropriation of the land
in..,thepermit area for. metalliferous minerals under the United
States mining laws.: Section.-13 of the leasing act uder certain
conditions specified -therein,gives the exclusive ,right, for, a period of two years, -to prospect for oil- or gas upon lands containing the
deposits: named in the act.

Under

that

section and., the supple-

,mentary act -of January 1,- 1922 (42 Stat., 356), the term of the
permit may be extended -for a period, not exceeding three years,
upon a proper showing of diligence. The permit issed, under this

- -

: section.:stipulates that ~it:is granted for, no. other purpose.
Ur
than to
prospect for oil or gas. The oil and gas permittee has no, general

or exclusive right to the use of the surface for any purpose, but
o
the:right to the use of, so-much of the surface as will enable
the. permittee.to carry on without hindrance his oil and gas pros.pecting,operations in accordance with the terms of the permit.
The leasing, act and: the -permit issued. threunder provide for the
.joint and -contemporaneous use of the land by claimants of other,
deposits named in the act, -and the -provisions.of the sto6k-raising
homestead law
December 29,.1916, and the complementary pr;visions of the act of July 17,1914(38 Stat., 509), and those in the
leasing acts; eupra, provide under -the conditions and reservations
'thereinslSecified for.the disposal of the title to agricultural entry
men. The,grounds for rejecting an~entry under the mineral. land laws can not therefore-: be based upon any exclusive right of the
oil and gas permittee to the'possession of the surface..
SuchI permit is however granted in contemplation of a future
lease for a-.part 6orall. of the land in case of.discovery. 'Hence, it is
necessary: to treat the land embraced int a prospecting permit as if.
embraced in an
and gas. lease with a reservation to the United .
States "to lease, sell, or otherwise dispose of the- surface- of,, the
lands-:enmbracedwithin such lease -under existing law or laws hereafter-enacted, in. far:as said surface is not necessary for the' use
, of the- lessee in. extracting and removing the deposits therein"
pursuant to section -29-.of the leasing act. W i
R.Brennan
-

-

-

-^oil

-so

(48L.D.,1,08); .

-

.

Under the provisions of the leasing act, the permittee unquestionably has the right during the life of his permit to pursue his explora74526 -24-voL. 50- 40

-

-
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tions for the purpose of converting by discovery his inchoate, incep-tive. right to a vested right in and-towthe oil or -gas he mnay produce
under the provisions of a lease thereafter granted. 'It follows,
therefore, that no other person should be permitted, nor. are they
entitled, to initiate under other laws, rights which would by the
provisions of such laws mature into a title -without a reservation of
theg oil and gas deposits.

carries with it the

"The -patent: of- a placer mining claim

to the surface includedwithin

the lines of

the mining location, as well as to=the lands beneath the surface."
Deeback v. Hawk&"{115 'U. S'.392, 406). Based'
ase upon
df
e pj1rovisions of section 2333 .of the ":Revised- Statutes, there is a well-

recognizedexception to this rule in the doctrine relating to known
conflicting lode clainis_existing at the date of the: application for
patent

(20 L. D., 204; 48 L. D., 521, 523).. The Department,: how-

*ever, is not aare of any other statutory authority for any* other
. exception. A patentl to the applicant for a 'placer mining claim
would carry title to' the surface of te land and everything it contained and would,- if issued, defeat the permittee's inchoate rights
tot the oil and gas deposits.The fact that the*particular,:applicant consents to a reservation
of the oil, and gas in his 'patent would fnot authorize the insertion
of such 'a reservation

'therein ' The land oficers,.lwho are* merely

agents of the law, have no authority to insert in the pate t any
"otlher terms than those of conveyance, with recitals showing a compliance with the law and the conditions it prescribes, Deffeback v.
Hawke, up~ra,.
0and the exceptioli of the statute can not be: extended
by those wh seI d ty it is: to superrise the issuing of patent (SulliT-van v. Iron Silver Mining Company, 143 U. S., 431, 441), and ths6
termnsare not open to 'negotiation or agreement.t: The iadteiitee' has
*no voice in .the'tmatter.' Neither can the Land. Office enter into any

-agreellent -upon the' subject:. Burke v. Southern- Pacific Railway
Company (234 U. S., 669, 709), and cases there cited.
Inasmuch as a mineral patent, without an oil and gas reservation,

would carry the title to the oil and' gas contained in the land so
conveyed' and would thus defeat the permittee's inchoate rights
:to sucht oil and gas, 'and as there is`no warrant of law for the insertio ' of such a reservation in the mineral, patent, the Com-issioner's decision must'be,: and is hereby, affirmed. While the 'eflect
of this decision ,seems* to bar the -exploration and purchase under

the mineral land laws of metalliferous minerals-contained in lands
covered by a subsisting permit in good standing, yet the 'Department
wis
ithout power in' 'the absence of appropriate legislation to hold

otherwise.

'

:'2 -

'

:

'--
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S
ANP STONR-COAi. LAWNDS-WIT.-AWAL.
R REPAYYMENT-TIMS,

withstoe entry fr land subsequently
of a timberand
Theallwane
an
not
is
contents,
coal
its
for
1910,
22,
.
June
of
act
the
drawnunder
repayment
of section.2 ofthe
purview
erroneous allowance within, the
act of June 16, 1880, where the' entry allowed upon the strengthof: a'
its timber, was
.for
sworn statement that: the land was chiefly valuable
canceled because theland: w as found to be more valuable for grazing
purposes.
AND APPLIED.C
DEcsION'ITED
'DPARTMENTAL
Case of Olive M.'Harrison (50 L. D., 418), cited and applied

FINNEY,First AfsistantSecetary
The commissioner of the General Land Office has submitted to
the' Departmentthe application of George MInally for repayment
$410 paid in connection with hisantry under the so-called timber
bof
and stone law,, embracing

T.
28 S.,

.

SE.

{ and

E.

Te sworn stateent
Deceber 6
2sumbittd

13,

-SW. , Sec.

R. 68 W., 6th P. M., Pueblo,Colorado, land

district.

'Au 2, 906; ial proof was
was filed
issued January
and finalcertificate
106;

9 1907.. Under date. of September. 19, 1907 a pecial agnt
*submitted an adversereport onith6 entry; and on April 14, 1910,

the0
omissiner

Adirectedprocedings
of theGeneralLand Office

*upon three charges: Firt, that the'land' is not chiefly 'aluable
..for the timber and stone 'thereon;second, that the ad is chiefy
the application was made: with
valuablefor coal; ad, tird,that
fraudulent. intent.; A hearing was had, res lting in a decision by
the local officers that 'the

first two charges. had been 'sustained,. bit

that the third charge had- not been established
'filed, and the entrywas

No'appeal

was

canceled October 6,1913.

While the entry *as&pending all the land in the township was:
withdrawn from entry under-thel coalland laws, and by departmental
.order of April 2, 1Q09,the township was withdrawn from.all forms
of entry. Thetract enteired by McInally was included in Coal Land.
Withdrawal Colorado No. 13byvExecutive order of October 14, 1915.
'Toentitle 'McInally' to repayment it must 'appear us provided by
section 2 of the act of. June 16,: 1880 (21 Stat., 287), that the entry
was erroneously allowed and could not have been confirmed.W
-hen the entrywas nade the land was not withdrawn from entry

I underthetimberand tonelaw MInallyrepresented' that tlie landi
'was.valuable for timber, and the local officers accepted his statements
as rue.
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The hearing in this case occurred after the: app roval of the act of
June 22, 1910 (36 Stat., 583), the proviso to section

of which

follows:
That those.who have initiated nonmineral entries, selections,: or locations in
good faith, prior to the passage of this Act, on lands withdrawn or classified
as coal lands, may perfect the same under the provisions of the- laws under
which said entries were made, but shall receive the limited' patent provided.
for in this Act.

If it had been developed at the hearing that the only objection to the
entry was the presence of the coal deposits, the entryman could have
availed himself of the benefits of ;the quoted .proviso and secured
a limited patent. But the hearing disclosed that, aside from its
value for the coal deposits, the land was more valuable for grazing
and dry-farming purposes than for the timber thereon. Hence, the
entry was canceled' without any reference; to the act of 1910.
What was said by the Department in the case of Olive'M. Harrison
(50 L. D., 418), is applicableto

the case under consideration.

It

was there held:
In order fora repayment claim to be properly allowable under the provision
in section 2 of the act of June 16, 1880, for repayment in cases where an entry
has been erroneously' allowed and 'can not be confirmed, two conditions: must
concur. In addition to being incapable of confirmation, the entry must have
been erroneously allowed in the first'instance; .rn the instant case it is 'pointed
out that the entry, having been' made for land which was afterwards included
in a coal withdrawal, was not subject to confirmation as having been made for
mineral land; that when it was abandoned in 1907'there existed no law under
which it could have been confirmed as to a surface patent. However, the entry
was not erroneously allowed.' Such expression clearly refers to an error on the
part of 'the GoverLnment in its allowance. UIpon.the proofs submitted,. the locaIl
officers-correctly allowed the entry.: Where, as in this case, an entry is properly
allowed upon the proofs .submitted by the entryman, but is thereafter canceled
because it has been otherwise ascertained that the land is not of the character
represented in the proofs, the right to repayment under the act of June 16,
1880, does not exist. See William H. Irvine (28 L. D., 422).'- Said act: makes
it a prerequisite to the allowance of an application for repayment that it must
appear that the entry was erroneouslyl allowed, a condition which does not
appear in the. instant case. See William E. Creary (2 L., D., 694).

As McInally's entry was not erroneously allowed, no authority for

repaymentexists. The.application for repayment must therefore be,
andis hereby, denied.
JOSEPH C. BRINGEURST
DeciafedlSetenber

ET

AL.

6, 1924.

ScHooL LAND-INDEMNITY-SLECTION-SRVEY-WITaDRAWA-RESEVATION,.

Xll withdrawals and reservations in effect when the plat of. survey of a
granted school sectioniis accepted defeat, at least temporarily,-the'grant to
the State which has the right to delay the selection of indemnity to such

t06e].
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time as it may see fit, but if the withdrawal or reservation-is vacated prior
to thefling of an indemnity selection the State must take the land in place.
IDEPARTMENT_4LDECISIONS CONSTRUED.

Case of. State of California (32 L. D., 346), which distinguished and refused
to follow the case of State -of California (20 L. D., 327), was vacated by'
the case of State- of Califorinia (37 L. D., 499), which was adhered to in the'ease of State-of New Mexico (46 L. D., 396).
-

GOODWINr&istant- Seoreta:

Under date of August 1, 1924, in response to
.our.[Commissioner
'of the General Land -Office] letter of Ju-y 24, 1924 the Department
advised 'you that four entries allowed under the provisions of the
reclamation act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat., 388), embracing lands
ii'Sec. -16, T. 8 S.,MR. 1 E., S. L. M., Utah, were properly

allowed,

and that the legislation suggested by you was not necessary.:
By letter of 'August 20, 1924, you 'called attention to the act that:
'withdrawal referred to by the Departmenjt in its instructions of
August,1, 1924, pertained to the Strawbe-rryReservoir, and not the
'Utah Lake Reservoir. Thematter has accordily~ ben reconsidered.
'The fractional NW. 4 said Sec. 16, was withdrawn as a part of
tieUtah Lake Reservoir site prior to the acceptande of the plat of
survey of said 'section on

ovember 29, 1912.

ThieSW.

and E.

4,

said Sec.'16, were withdrawn, February 29,'1912, under the second
form of withdrawal authorized by the act of June 17, 1902, supra,
in connection with the Strawberry alley project, which withdrawal
was changed to the first form on April 16, 1913. The entries referred
to were made after the filing of thefarm-unit plat, and patients have
tissuedunder threeof theentries.
:
- You expressed the opinion that so much of each of the entries
as embraced any portion of said Sec. 16 outside the, fractional NW.

4was illegal, based on 'your opiion that the FL 4 and SW. '
passed to the State as a part of its grant of lands for the, support
of common schools under section 6 of the act of July 1A, 1894 (28
Stat., 107), contending that a seconcform withdrawal does not con
stitute isucha reservation 'within the meaning: of the act of February
.28, 1891 (26 Stat., 796), amending. sections 2275 and 22%6, Revised
Statutes, as serves to except lands in a granted school section from

the operation of ithe grant.
1920 (47 L. D., 361, '365).

-You

.

cited the .instrLctions:of:.April 9,
-

A full history of the act of February 28,1891, supra, is set forth

in.the case of' the State of California

(23. L.- D., 423).

The Depart-

ment has heretofore, in several instances, considered the eect of
the act on lands withdrawn prior to-survey.
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In e parte State of' California (20 L. D., 327), the Department
held on April 13, 1895:

1

It is not necessary that the reservation of said section-16 be of a permanent
character to ustify indemnity selection made by:the State, for under the ruling.
in the case of ex paste Battlement Mesa Forest Reserve (16 L. D., 190), lands
embraced within a temporary'order of withdrawal of lands from settlement or
selection by the Department, with the view of creating a forest reservation,
excludes from selection by the State the lands so reserved, pending final action
by this Department, gives to, or, confers upon, the State (hile the basis of
lands in place is suspended from selection pending an examination of 'the
lands temporarily reserved)*0the unquestionable right to make selection of
other lands, for school purposes, equal in acreage to the tract 'so reserved.

Iut, by decision of December10,-1903, in ex pate State of California (32 L. D., 346),:the Department refused to be guided by
the decision of April 13, 1895,'supia, and held that the mere inclusion of Secs. 16. and 36 within a withdrawal- made for the purpose
of permitting investigation and examination ofth6 lands'withdrawn,
with

a view

to their possible inclusion in a forest reserve, does not

afford abase for the selection of school indemnitylands.
However, by decision of March18 1909 37 L. D., 499), the effect
of a temnporary forestf withdrawal was again considered, and: it was
:held

*

(page

501):

Upon informal inquiry at your office it has been ascertained that on March
2 of the present year the. land assigned as base for: the selection involved
herein was included in the enlarged Shasta National Forest. It wilt thus be
seen that the base land was temporarily withdrawn December 13, 1904, and
for more than.four years thereafter-remained-in that condition. To hold that
for a period of more than' four years, during, which time the desirable public
lands in the State were being rapidly disposed of, the State must remain passive and await the final action of the land department of the Government respecting lands which are temporarily withdrawn, is to impose upon the State
conditions which it is believed are wholly tinequitabid, and note'at all: compatible with the meaning of section 2275,-as amended.
It is undoubted that while a temporary withdrawal exists lands embraced
therein are not subject to disposal under any of the public land laws, and if,
while so withdrawn, the lands are surveyed.and thereafter placed in a permanent reservation, it is not believed that the State would acquire any right
to school sections involved until the reservation embracing them should be
finally extinguished.
In view of the facts, the long period: during which- the base lands were
embraced within the temporary withdrawal, and their subsequent inclusion
in the permanent reservation, the. Department is disposed to remand the case
for adjudication in accordance with the present status of the base lands; and
in such adjudication, your office:will be in no way controlled by the decision
of December 10, 1903, supra.

* The decision last0 quoted' frot

was cited with approval in the
decision of May 28, 1918, in ex parte State of New Mexico (46

L. D., 396), in which land reserved for Indian purposes and upon
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which :Wvee -located zseveralffourth-section Indian allotraefts was
tendered by the State_ as base for a lieu' selection. The Departmefit there' held -that such lands were acceptable base, although it

,had not been determined- -whether they would be permanently
reserved for Iridian purposes.
In
the instructions of April 9, 1920-cited by' you, the Department
held:
In -the nomenclature and administration of- the public-land laws a distinction is often observe between a "withdrawal"
and a " reservation." The
word: withdrawal-has generally been, used, to denote, an- order issued by the
President, Secretary of theInterior, Commissionerof the General Land Office,
ior ,ther proper officer,:whereby public -lands are withheld from settlement,
sale, or entry under the general-land laws in, aid of administration or because
of some exigency or emergency, to prevent fraud, to correct surveys or
boundaries or in-order that they may be presently or ultimately applied to
some designatedpublic use or-disposed-of in some special way. -The terms are
*often used interchangeably; ut unquestionably many withdrawals have -been
made which- r ycould
defined
.as
reservations
within the meanR* a
. - not
i S properly
~ .1 be
-b
=o
-:re e
as
s- er
EE
ing of the act of February 28, 1891, supra. For instance, in, the administra-.
tion:'of the grants of public'lan ds made to -aid, in the construction of railroads; Executive withdrawals - are or.-were made either in advance of the
definite location of the line or route -of the road and for tha purpose-of preserving-the land for the satisfactio i.of the grant or after such definite location and. for the, purpose of properly advising, the local officers and others
that the lands falling to the grant- as well as those remaining to the United:
States have been identified, signifying that the granted lands have pssed to
the railroad company and -the lands remainingl to the United States are to
be disposed of only at double the minimum price. -Manifestly this is - not
a reservation of the lands in the true sense of that word.
It seems clear, however, in view of -what
has been said that in the great
majority of cases in practical operation and effect a withdrawal and a reservation- of public lands are identical. 'The question naturally arises thenl
what is the criterion by which .we may judge: whether a withdrawal or:
reservation is within the meaning of that' term as used i section 2275,
Revised Statutes.
Inthe opinion of the Department.the true test is whether the lands have
been set aside in. the, interest of the public; that is; dedicated to -some- special
use or designated -for somet particular purpose as, for example, where - the
withdrawal or reservation is in pursuance of a poliy :declared by Congress
as one for which the ifublie lands may -be used. This obviously comprehends
reservations under the act of 1910. The Department does not- wish to be understood ias saying, however, that
a withdrawal for mere purposes; of classification or:for irrigation would constitute a reservation within the meaning of the act. of February, 28, 1891.
Such a withdrawal is ini most cases. manifestly in aid of administration and
not a reservation of publ lands for the use of the United States

The authority for what are termed second-form withdrawals is
contained in section 3 of the act of June 17, 1902,supra-

-
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t *t * and the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, at or immediately prior to the time of beginning thel surveys for any contemplated
irrigation works, to withdraw froi entry, except under the homestead laws,
any public lands believed to be susceptible of irrigation from said works:
laws
Provided, That all lands entered and ntries made under the homestead
the
all
to
subject
be
within areas so withdrawn during such withdrawal shall
Act.
this
of
conditions
andterms,
charges,
limitations,
iproysions,
*

Until June 25, 1910, unsurveyed land withdrawn under thevsecond form was subject .to homestead settlement. Bysection 5 of the
act of that date (36 Stat., .835).(Congress* prohbited the settlement
on or entry of lands withdrawn under the. second form.
The effect of the'act of June 25, 1910,'4supra, was apparentlyynot
taken into consideration: when, the Department, by letter dated
November:25, 1912, addressed to: Senator M. A. Smith,.of Arizona,
expressed the. opinion that the mere inclusion of Sees. 2, 16, 32, and

36:in a second-form withdrawal is not such a reservation thereof as
would afford a base for indemnity. Said letter quoted from the
deision of December 10, 1903 (32 L. ., 346) which, as heretofore

the Department n its decision of March 18, 1909, supra, held
stated,

was no longer controlling.

Experience has demonstrated that usually many years elapse after
a reclamation project is initiated before it is determined*what lands
can be irrigated. In the cas- of the land in theSec. 16 under con-.
sideration, the farm-unit plat was' not filed until more than five
years after the second-form withdrawal of February 29,,1912. Thus
what'was said by the Department in the decision of March 18, 1909,
is peculiarly applicablehold that for a period of more than four years, during which time the
To
desirable public lands in the State. were being rapidly disposed of, the State
must remain passive' and await the final action of the land department of
the Governmei~t respecting lands which are' temporarily withdrawn is, to
impose upon the State conditions which it is believed are wholly inequitable
and not at all compatible with the meaning of section 2275 as amended.

After mature consideration the-Department is of opinion that all
withdrawals and reservations in effect'when the plat of survey of a
granted -school section is accepted defeat, at least temporarily,

the

grant to the State, which has the right to.delay the selection of 'indemnity to suGh timelas it. may see.fit, and if the withdrawal or reservation is vacated prior to the filing of an indemnity selection, the
:
State must take the land in place.your
in
to
referred
It is therefore again concluded that the ,entries
letter were properly allowed and that the legislation suggestedi is:
not necessary.
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:-.RUDOLF BALKE.

Decided September 10, i924.
STOCI(-RAISING
,HOMESTEAD ADDITIONAL-APPFLCATION-SURVEY.

One who has filed a complete applicationm to make a homestead entry which'
is held suspended pending aifsegregation survey, is entitled to make an
additional stock-raising homestead entry.
DEPARTMENTAlDICISION CITEDAND

ED.

-

Case of Hippy v. Snowden (47 L . D.,, 321),cited

and applied.

GoODwT-Asistant,Seretry:

On May22, 1908,. Rudolf Balke filed a homestead application to
enter, under section 2289,-'Revised Statutes, the E. :NW. 4:'andE.
2 SW.. 414,
Sec. 9 T. 16 S.,. R. 69.-W., 6th. P.
., Pueblo, Colorado,

land district. It does not' appear what action was. taken on the
appliction at the time of: filing but subsequently serial No. 014114
was assigned to the saam-'and on ':une- 17, 1911, the localFoffiers:
rejected said application on account of the; mineral character of the
land.: No appeal was filed..On April. 18, 1914 the C(6 miissioner

of the General Land Office

reinstated the application, sbject- to Balke's filing- a petition for
segegaioof

mineral

laims in conflict therewith.

11On
May

22,

1914, Balke filed application 061914;to make an additional entry
under theienlarged hmestehd act for the W. -:NW. 4:, said Sec.
9, which was also ptly covered by mineralentrie§.. At the same'time he filed a petition for segregation of;all mineral claims involved.
It appears that after the filing -of these papers there have; been
unaccountably long delays in making any segregation survey.
On January

1, 1917, Balke filed application 031121 to maket an-

additional entry, under the stock raising homestead law for the W. I
-SE. 1 and SW
4, S ec. 1, W. 4: NE. 4, and Y 4:, Sec. 12,
T. 17 S., R. 69 W., which was amended on January 12, 1918, to
describe the SW, 1 SE. 0, and SW.'I4, said Sec.' 1, NVW. 4:,NE.

NW. 4:, N. 4SW. 4, said 'Sec. 12.'.Petition for designation
was filed'with this application. -OnApril 10, 1918, the local officers,
-rejected said; application for th6. reason that the original and first
additional

applications had not been allowed and there-. was no

wbasis
for an application for an additional stock-raising entry. The
'applicant filed a timely appeal; By decision'dated July 30, 1918,.
the Commissioner advised the local officers that pending the filing
in their office of the approved. plat of resurvey applications 014114
-

-.
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and 019114would o f necessity r'emainsuspended. He also rejected
application

031121 stating:

The only provisions of the stock raising homestead act (39 Stat., 862), which
permit an entry- to be -made far a tract not' contiguous to the land covered
by- the applicant's original entry, are foundin the first two provisos. to section
. As stated in paragraph 6 of the instructions of January 27, 1917 (45 L.
D. 625), issued under said act, such an additional can be allowed only if the
ajp]icant2 has completed the required period of residence on his original entry
or is in such position that he may. complete that period within, the next six

months.
The original entries, not having been ailowd, the applicant is not in a position to make the required:.showing and: accordingly your decision rejecting
the application was correct -and is hereby: affirmed.

Balke appealed -in due time' from the. Commissioners decision
and the papers were transmitted to the Department on- August 18,
1919. Decision on the appeal has beenrwithheld to, await a resurvey.
-

:* :2 :g The land involved in Sec. :9,.T. 16 S., R. 69 W., was designated as
*

: :;subject
.

to entry under the enlarged homestead. act oni October 13,

1920, effective November 10,- 1920. All' the' land applied

for by

Balke was designated under the stock-raising homestead act on October 16, 19i9, effective November 4,-1919. Plat of resurvey of Sec. 9,
T. 16
tS.',
. 69 W., segregating the mineral claims from the agricul-

tural land,' approved
sioner January

& 1923,
3August
and .accepted.by the Commis-

21, 1924, was filed in the local ofliceon June 23, 1924.

Balke has alleged in: corroborated affidavits that he established
residence on the land first applied for in June, 1908, and: has since
maintained such residence,and complied with the requirements of the
:.
homestead law.,
While it is true that Balke had no; entry when' he filed his application .for additional stock-raising entry, yet he had, done all that
he could do. and was merely waiting for. the segregation survey.
He had complied, with all requirements of the homestead law so that
heIwasjready.to, make final proof.. The principle that was announced, in the case of Rlippy v. <Snowden (47 L. D.,. 321), clearly
applies in this: ase. 'It is therefore heldthat Ballie was qualified to
91,
makean-additional stock-raising homestead on January.,
-wlen he 'filed his amended applications to make such entry.
The decision appealed from is -reversed and the applications are
herewith returned 'for action in accordance with the views herein
expressed.
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14, 1924..

HoIEsTEAD-PAhENt!-AcT

OF JANuAny

27, 1922.

The act of -January 27,.:1922, does not authorize the Secretary of the Interior to permit onefto select and transfer payment to 640 acres designated
under the:stock-raising homestead act in exchange of an entry made under
- section 2289, Revised Statutes, for 160 acres. GoODWIN, Asistarnt Secretary:
- Pursuant to paragraph v of the reulationsof March 22,-1922

(48 L. D., 595)j the Commissioner of the General Land Office has

-submitted the pplication under- the act of-January 27, .1922 0(42
Stat.,
filed by: HatryXArmstrong et al., trustees of the Arm-strong Live Stock Comnpany, a' dissolved Montana. corporation,
transferee of William Marshall, requesting that the latter's home-stead entry be- changed fromftSW. SE , E. SW. 1, and lot 7,
Sec.: 6, T. 17 N. R. 8 E., M. M., Montana

(159.13 acres), to NW. j,

E.- SW. ,W.I E!., Sec. 33,T. 31S., R. 33E., W. M.,lots 2 and 3,
SW. I NE. 1, N. SE. 1, and SE. 1 SW. i, Sec.;4, T. 32 S., R. -33 E.,
W.;M.,;Oregon- (640.34 acres); The receiver's final receipt and the register's final certificate under
'

:said entry issued Deceber
6,'1906.at The final certificate and entry
were canceled June 23, 1909, as a result of proceedings 'instituted --

February 23, 1909.0 Mfarshall and' his wife conveyed the land to
Barton W. S. Armstrong, and the latter transferred it to the Armstrong Live Stock' Company. The present applicants are trustees
for the stockholders, and creditors of said corporation, which has
been dissolved.

After the cancellation of Marshall's entry, one Abram E. Bright
made homestead entry for the' land, and patent issued to him, on
June 21, 1913.
- The abstract of title. filed by applicants shows that the recorded
relinquishment is acceptable.
The eiitry was confirmed under the proviso to sectiont 7 of the act
of March 3, 1891-(26 Stat., 1095) and its cancellation was-errone-,
ous. (Jacob A. Harris, 42 L. D.,611.) However, Marshall's entry
was made under the, provisions of section 2289, Revised- Statutes,
w.Nlhich
limit entries thereunder to "one-quarter section} of unappropriated public land, 'The application in question seeks to chaiige
the. entry to a tract of 640.34acres, "subject to the reservation to the
United States of all coal and other minerals in the land, together
with the right to prospect for, mine, and remove the- same."
- See decision on rehearing, paget 636.
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To allow thel app caon -it would be necessary to change the
character of Marshall's entry to one under the stock-raising. home-stead act, and nothing found in,'the a'ct of January 27,' 1922,
supra, would warrant the Department ijn making such change. The
latter act authorizes the Secretary of the Interior, in the class of
cases described therein, "'to change the entry and 'traisfer the paymnent to any other tract of surveyed public land nonmineral in
* chata-cter, free from lawful. claim, and otherwise subject to general
disposition."

The act is an addition to-the section

(2372) of the

Revised Statutes relating to amendment of -entries, and in effect
provides for the amendment of an erroneously canceled final, entiry'.

In amending such an entry- the D epartment must be governed in
fIhe matter of 'area, by the provisions of:the law under: which: the
entry was made, and can -not

4transfer

the payment"

(i. e., the

fee and colmissions) to an area which calls.for the payment of
f our times the amount of commissions which. are sbjact to transfer.
The commissions collectible
on the 640.34 acres applied for would

be $24.42, whereas in making the entry Marshall paid
:missions.

.9

as com-

For the reason stated, the application in question must be, and is
hereby, rejected,. subject to' the right of applicants to elect which
subdivisions, aggregating approximately 160 acres, in compact form,
they desire to secureunder the application. Should applicants avail
themselves of such right, final certificate. and- patent will issue to the
said trustees, in the absence of objection not ow appearing,

if the

provisions of. paragraph 6 of the regulations of Marct 22, 1922,
upa, are complied with.
ARMSTRONG LIVESTOCK

COIPANY

(ON REHEARING).

Decided November 28,1924.
OF JANARY 27, 1922.
:
An exchange of entry under th act of January 27, 1922, may be alloved for
two or more incontiguous tracts subject to entry provided that none of the
tracts is part of an area approimately
equal to that. embraced in the
canceled entry.
HOMESTEAD.EINTRY-APPLCATION-PRACTICE-ACT OF JANuARY 27, 1922.
An appliant forrelief
under the act of January 27, 1922, must exhaust his
claim in one application unless the lands applied for lie in two land districts, in which event the practice will be in accordance with instructions
HoMESTEADENTRY-OONTIGuITY-AcT

of September

22, 1916 (45 L. D.,486).

FINNEY,First Assistant

ecretary:

Amotion for rehearing has been filed on behalf of Harry Armstrong et al. trustees of the&Armstrong Live Stock Company,adis-
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svedf Montana corporation, transferee of WilliamMarshall, in the
matter oftheir application under the act of January 27,l.922 (42
Stat.,359), wherein the Department by decisioniof Sept er 14,
1924 (50'L.:D..D,635), held that Marshall's canceled homestead entry,

embracing appro imately- 160 acres in Montana, could not be changed
to 640.34 acres of. stock-raising- land. in the. Burns, Oregon, land

district, but that thef 'applicants could elect which subdivisionsj aggregating

160 acres, in. compact form,, they desire to secure under

....
the application.
Counsel 'contends (1) that the fact that the land applied for has
been designatedas of the character contemplated by the sockraising
homestead act entitls him to the change applied for, andi (2). that if
restricted to 160 acreshe 'should be allowed, to secure tracts which:

are nt contiguous.
The first contention

was discussed at length in the decision of
September 16, 1924',and nothing set forth in. the motion for rehearing convinces the Department that. it would be warranted in: allow.ingte entry to' be changed to an area materially greater than that
entered, even though the land sought has been designated as subject
to entry under the 'enlarged or the stock-raising homestead. act.
After mature deliberation the Department is of opinion that an
application under the.act of January 27, 1922, suprc, may embrace..
'two or more incontiguous:tracts -provided one .of the tracts is
'part of ;an area approximately equal.to that embraced in the canceled ntry -and subjet to. entry. However; a beneficiary. must exhaust his claim for relief in one application, unless.the tract lies
in two land' districts, in which event the practice will -be in accordance with Circular No.. 505 of Sptember

22, 1916 (45 L. D., 486).

Modified to agree with the0 foregoing, the decision of Septerher 16, '1924, is adhered to, the motion for rehearing' being denied.

ALLEN: E. SEDGWICK.
Decided- September 17, 1924.
PRACTICE-OONTEST-WNSSES--COSTS-OIL
- :
::4
:
.
PERMIT.

.AND GAS
::A : ;:

ANDS-PROSPECTING
:
:
- : T
3

The assessment of costs in protest proceedings against oil' and gas permits
is to be governed' by the second0 sentence of Rule 53 of 'Practice, which
specifies.
that each party shall bear his proportionate share in. the examination and cross-examination of witnesses.

-
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PRACTICE-Glm AND (GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-PREERENCE
INTERVENTION.

[vor,.
T-

Inasmuch as a protestant against an oil and gks permit occupies merely the
position of an informant witho t a preference right the Department may
allow later protestants to appear and participate inthe proceedings, even
though the protestant first in- time prosecutes his: protest.
-

GoODWIN;Assistant Secretry:

Becatuseof certain views and directions theein given :I am unable
[Comimissioner;of 'the General Land Office]
letter directing a hearing in protest proceedings ordered against
*oil-and gas permit; Tisalia 010101.
_The payment and apportionment of costs in proceedings of this
to approve of your

character

should be governed by the second clause of Rule 53 of

Practice(48 L. D., 246,256), which provides:
In other cases each party must pay the cost of taking the direct examination
of his own witnesses and the cross-examination en his behalf of other witnesses;.the cost of noting motions,: objections, and exceptions must -b&paid by
the party on whose behalf the same are made.

After careful consideration of the reasonsyou assign for taxing
all the costs against 'the losig party, 1 do- not consider there is
sufficient warrant as a matter of good administrative practice to
do not7see any good reason
depart from that rule.: Furthermore- 1-7
inthis-particular class of protests for denying- later prote6tants the
0privilege of appeaing anld' part~icipatingjin the hearing ordered
:and offering any proper evidence they may have at ccmmand to
establish their respective allegations, even though the iprotestant
first in time prosecutes his protest. You rightly state, that a- contestant under the circumestanceswill
gain no: right

by his protest.;

The several protestants,

are mere

informants without a preference right, -one over the other, tecause
of the order in time in -which their protests were filed. -The first
protestant who, under the terms of your letter, is exclusively allowed
to proceed: may be negligent or unskillful in the presentation of
his'case, or'he may not have. at command evidence available, to the
later protestants to establish the charges. For these rasons I not
only see no objection, but I believe it will be more conducive to the
establishment of the facts and would afford equal opportunity to all
protestants to -Permit them all to participate in the hearing ordered.
Notice, therefore, should be given, to each of the protestants that
may
he appear and offer evidence at the hearipng ordered,. and at tl
same time he should be warned that if he:should fail so to do the
protest will be forthwith disised.;
Your letter'with the record-iis herewith accordingly returned with
the suggest-ionthat your letter be revised to conform to the foregoing
views.
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restrictions of sedion 27:°f the act--of February 25,:1920, as to the
number of' leases or permits. that may be lleld. by one pejson .upon a
geological structure, and, to' the limit -of- acreage that may be acquired
in
ileases and permits, while not applicable to persons entitled to relief
:-under section 19 of that %ct, nevertheless a
to transferees' or assignes of rscting
:::permits or leases issued

PRioR :DE:PARTMENTAL
INSTRUCrIONIS
VAdATE;
hInstructions of April 23,:192i (48 L. D,,' 96), vacated.

Fir8tAssiant,

Secretary inney-to tbe. ommissio'ner of theGJeneral

return without approva .the assignment by -James R. Jones to
the Kanawha'. Gil ajcnd.Gas Company.of oil and gas prospecting
permits Cheyenne, serial- 029699, for 802.10 acres, and permit,029702,

for 1,902.97 acres, of
Wyoming.;

and, on' the,:same. geologic structure :in:

The described permits were: issued under section 19.of the leasing.
act, and assigned to James R..Jones, withdepartmental approval,
fon September 27,' 1223, for. develpment purposes,, as provided in.
the Secretary's' instructions of April 23, 1921. Those. instructions
held, in effect, that section 27 of theD.leasing :act did not limitthe'
number of permits,-to be -held by assignees§ of ';permits issued-,under
section 19 of the; leasing act, &nd providedAthat assignments 6f not.
to exceed five permits in- any oeState
mightbe silbmitted for con-

sideration: and.ap rval ,if it appeared that the. development of remote, unprovedi territories

could only be secured in .hat manner.

Theseinstructions; Were based.uponan assumption that the limitations ofsection 27of thejleasing act did not apply : to leases,or permits issued pursuant to section 19 of'the leasingact.
The limitations of section 27 are general in their application, and
the provision considered as excepting fromthem section-19 leases
oi permits is''`that' nothing contained
'hereinshall
be construed to'
limit sectiolls .18, 18a, 19; and

:

.22." Section- 19 of the act,' and the

other sections enumerated, are "relief "sections, designed to give',
special preferelces and'privileges to- claimants who, because of prior
possession-'and: development work on-- laims' initiated under- the:
placer mining'-'laws,, were considered- by''the' Congress as having

-equities with respect to' theland

claimedwhich shouldf be recog-i

Obviously, the restrictions of section 27 of9the leasing act, as to
the number of leases or permits which may be held or the acreage

'
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which may be acquired in permits or leases,- would, if applied to
claims by persons entitled to "relief" by previous expenditures of
atimeandmoney,
"limit" section 19, and to that extent the limita1 tions of section 27 of the act do not apply.

Transferees of placer claims, who acquired the claims after October--", 1919, were not entitled to "relief" under section 19 as said
relief
is expressly limited to any person who, onsOctober 1, 1919,
was a boa fide occupant or claimant of oil or gas claims, etc."

It seemsclear, therefore, that persons seeking, the approval of the

assignments of permits issued under section 19 of the leasing act are

not claimants under that section, for the relief" desired to: be
given has been theretofore secured by the. parties having the equities..
The assignee's interests are separate from these equitis. and are
limited, by section 27 of the act, to one lease or permit upon a geo-

logic structure and to'not more than three such'pernits or leases in a
State, at one time, and to indirect interestswhich,'when considered in
connectionwith direct interests,will makethe assignee interested in'
not more than 2,560acres on a eologic structure and not more than

7,680 acres in a State.. Thisquestion was recently consideed i' instructions of August 20, 1924 (50 L. D 620), in thematter of proposed assignments of leases issued under section18 of' the leasing'
act. As the instructions 'of April 23, 1921(48' L D.,96), are in
conict with the views now entertained, those instiuctios
are hereby
vacated. '

It appears that'James

.

Jones acquired the permits in question

under
instructions
the
just vacatd, and that they subsist
as separate'

and' distinct obligations a they'have not been; consolidated.' The
approval' of the an
'either
willrelieve
lpermit
him of
excess,,holdings. Th0e assignee-will be iformed' that the assignment of'only one of the to permi 'can beapproved, and required
to dis
lose its intere
othe permits andleases under the easing
act for lands in
g.':
PROSPECTING PERMITS NOT TO ISSUE CONCURRENT
LY UNDER
ACTS OF OCTOBER 2, 1917, AND FEBRUARY 25, 1920.
Decided September

, 1924.

SALINE LA.ND-PROSPECTING PE IiT-LEASE-RES9VATIN-9XFACE

RIGHTS.

The rights reserved by section 29 of
the
act of February25,1920, 'in lands
underrmit.or
lease are limited to disposals of the .surface, that is.
noumineral entries authorized by the acts of July 1, '1914, and December'
29, 1916.
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PoTASH LANDS-SALINE LAND-PROSPECTING PERMIT.]

'No. authority exists for the issuance concurrentlyof a permit to prospect for
potassium under the act of October 2 1917 and of a permit to prospect
for sodium under the. act of FEebruary 25, 1920, for the same tract of land.POTASH LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-PATENT--LEASE.

The act:of October 2, 1917, provides that upon satisfactory showing of valu-i
able deposits in lands embraced within a- prospecting permit issued thereunder a patent shall be issued for one-fourth of the land covered by the'
permit7 and the provision in section 2 of the act restricting further disposals. of the remaining lands to leases clearly contemplates that the right'
.of the permitte-to
an unlimited patent, should be restricted only by prior
disposals under acts which authorize the issuance of such patents.
DEPARTENT
-:

-

-DECISIONCITEDAND APPLIED.

Case. of- Joseph lE; McClory. (50L. D., 623;), cited- and applied.

- '

-:$.0t

;

First ASMs-stant
Secretary.-:
to y our'[oniissioner
of the General Land Oflie] recent
note expressing doubt as to whether prospecting permits may be
concurretly
issue uneI the act of October 2, 1917 (40 'Stat., 297)',
and the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat., 437), for the same land.
The- question arose as to- lads - alleged to be valuable both for potassium and sodium, and, as the occurrence of both minerals in thie
fh
FINNEY,

I refer

-

-

same area is. not uncommon, the question is one of considerable im-

portance.
he act of October 2, 1917, relates to lands valuable for potassium, while the'act of February 25, 1920, is applicable to laids valuable for sodium and certain other minerals.
acts are the same, to encourage prospecting

The purposes of the
and develop'ment. ofil

lands valuable for these deposits, and to provide for thedisposalof such deposits through leases. In order to encourage this pros.pecting, rewards are provided fori each act5 to be gven permittees
:who m te-din
di
v
f valuable pdosits the minerals namedin

their permits. 'Theat
--

er-'with respect tthese

rewards.

.-

The act, of 'Qctober 2,9
ura, provides-that a permittee who
discovers a' valuable depos t Of potassium within thearea covered
by his permit shall be entitled to a
ent for one-fourth thatarea,
to be selected'by hiii in a compact'form. His interest in the general
area 6eases
and -tle Secretary is aut rized' to lease e remaining landgon such, conditiosi as he may prescribe. In the case
of a permittee under the act of -February 25, 1920, supra, a discovery
of sodium entitles him to a lease of one-half the area covered by ;his
permit, at a minimum royalty of one-eighth- the value of the total
production from' the:area leased, and he:has, inadition,
a preferenceright to lease the remainder at not less than the royalty stated:
above .-

-

-there,

:;0-'7452 6-2vL.
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The applicability of each act to lands theretofore disposed of
under laws reserving to the United Statesthe deposits named in
said acts, together with the right to prospect for, mine, and remove
them, isstated, in almost identical'terms.
Section 9 of the act of October 2, i91,' is asfollows:
That the provisionas of this Act shall also apply to all deposits of potassiun
*salts in the lands of the United Stateswichmay
have been or may -be disposed
ofunder lawsreserving
to the United Statesthe potassium4depdsits
with t he right to prospect for, drill, mine, and-remove.the same, 'subject to
such, conditions as to. the uuse and occupancy: of the. surface as :are. or. may
hereafter be provided- by law.

Section .34 of the act of February 25, 1920Qis the:same as section

9 of the act of October 2, 1917, supra,';xcept thattheclause therein,
"'subj
- ect to
cnditions
-suh
as to the use and occupancy of,.the surface
as are or may, hereafter be provided' by law7 has been, supersededby a clause which reads,

subject to such conditions as are or may

hereafter be provided by such laws reserving such deposits." Thisdistinction -is-considered immaterial.
As to the act of -February 25, 1920, no provisi'on is. made in any
case for anydisposal save of the sodium deosits s and other posits
* ;.-namedtherein, and a right to use sb nuch of -the surface of lands
containing said deposits as is necessary in the prospecting for, mining, and removing of said minerals. This would leave in the United
States title to potassium deposits, not as a reservation but because'the
leasing act did not provide for the' disposailof shch deposits. . There
*;;. must,
:.
be found, however, a reservation in said act of a right in a
-

claimant-under

the act of October 2, 1917, to prospect for, nine, and

remove potassium deposits from lands under permit or: lease pursuant to the act of February 2, 1920, as the latter. act gves to petmittees and lessees thereunder

exclusive rights to possession except

-wherethere has been a prior disposal, as contemplated by section34 :
t000:t':0
isaid act,
0of or whiere the right to iake such disposal uder other
la ws is expressly -reserved. Se
1tion1
29 of the leasing act provides,
on this point, as follovs.:
Provided, That said Secretary, in his discretion, in makingany lease under
this Act, may reserve.to the United Stares the right to lease, sell,. or otherwise disbose f the surface of the lands -embraced within such lease under

existing law or laws hereafter enacted, ;i nso far astsaid strfae'

is'not

necessary foP use of-thelessee-in extractingiand removing the deposits therein,:
Frovided
P:
.
furth1er,That if such reservation is made it. shall beso determined
before the offering of.such lease: ' * *

A-s this section 'limits the rights to be reserved to disposals of the
surface of lands under permit.:or lease, it seems clear that only
entries under such nonvineral

laws as the act of July 17, 1914 (38
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* Stat., 509), and the act of Deiember 29, 1916 (39 Stat.,, 862), were

on6e plated. Both - these act's contain the epressed- reservations

Adescribed in sections1 29and 3

of the leasingact,

While the act of

October 2, 1917, 9pra, not only does not contain such reservations
but is not an act authorizing the disposal of the surface of lands but
a disposal of miineraFddpbsits-Which imayor may not oc'ur on. the
surface.of. -such. laud, :aa which
contain, deposits of sodium.

may occur in lands

-whitch
also

The reasons stated with rPect to! lads under permits or leases

issued pursuant

to the act of. Februaiqy 25, 1920, must. also be ap-

plied to the question whether lands under a, potassiui permit or.-

lease may be~included ina
.sodiu' -deposits, for theact

permit to' prospect
or
3foi,
a lease of,
of ctober 2, -1917,contains, in section-.

2, a' provision for dispositi'on' under other laws identical with that

quoted. above from section 29 of the act of Febrary 2,192 0.
It may be further observethat
.Puch subsequent disposals as are
authorized- in section 2 of'the act. of October 2, 1917, supra, are

-

restricted to eases. This earl icates
that the Congress intended that the right of a permittee to an unlimited .patent for:
one-fourth of the entire area under permit should only be restricte4
by prior disposals under acts which authorize the issuance ofsuch
patents.:

In the recent case of Joseph E. Mc(lory

-

(50 L. ID., 623),

the Departnrent found that the leasing act of February 25, 1920,
s 'pra, did not authorize the issuanceof a limited patent, or a patentfor a specfic mineral

5

ly, to a claimant

seekng to make a placer

mining location, of lan under permit, due to a discovery of gold in
the shaft of a well drilled by the permitteefor oil; and no authority is found. in said act for the issuance of limited patents to per-

-mittees under -the act of October 2, 19,17,supra. As the permttee

is entitled to select the'area to be patented in a compact form from
;

t general area c~yeied0by te permit all the lands in said permit

arepotentially

sbject6.topatent,

after, leases only may- be issue,

until a s

telection
is 7made.

There-

,

The granting of a potassiumper mit for lands already disposed
of under e leasing act of February 25, 1920, must be de nied dr the
reasons hereinbefore stated.
The Departlenlit ir convincedthat, wl'e joint operationoflands
'for the dvelqpment of potassiuni aid sbdium might be feasible and
perhapseconomically dsirabl
it is without
of
Outhority
law to
*permit joint develop
eaect
t undecrthe
of Oct6ber 2, 1917, and the
act of act
February
Fe92,~iupA.
of 2,9,t

s~,pA.,

disposaluider
dip?'.u

leactprlud
-;
one
actprecludes,

a disposal under the .other, but it is observed that a sodium permittee must, sho, in addition to avaluable dpst. o6fsodium, th

:t
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the land is: chiefy valuable for that mineraL- This would seem to
prevent the undeasegregation by a sodium, permittee of lands chieflyv
valuable for potassium from deelopment theefor...

POTASH REGULATIONS, ACT OF OCTOBER 2, 1917-SURVEY
NO. 594, AMENDEID.
UNSURVEYED LANDS-CIRCULAR

OF

INSTRUCINS..

;t0-;g

,\X

t

07; ---

-:

0

-[Circular No.-;061.]
DEP MNT
V;Wasigto,

-REGISTERS'

i;;

0;

:-~00X

0000

OF TE INTERIOR,
GECNERAL LAND OFFICE,

D. C.,'Septeqmer

4, 1924.

AND RECEIVERS,

SPPERVISOE OF SiRVEwS,
UNITED STATESSRVnYORs GENERAL

In order-to estalsh a uniform procedure ffor the survey of
'unsurveyed lands to be included in ainy potash patent under auithority'of the act of October2 19ii (40 Stat., 297),' tkhe following
regulations -willbe observed and alI' existing regulations. in conflit
the
therewith. are hereby rescinded and rendered of no efecto
extent to which they conflict:
(1) When application'for patent: is aproved,,- involving-unsurveyed public lands, the United Siates surveyor general of the State
or: district in which the 'la ds are situated will be requested to prep.are an estimat of- the cost of surveying the sections in which the
claim will probably'be* situated, notify the General Land Office
and the applicant thereof, and instruct the latter to make a deposit,
to the estimnate,with the surveo rgeneral.
conformable
(2) iThe surveyor 'general will receive and receipt for the defund. He- will.
tust
ra
:posit when made and hold 'the money as
::thereup'on prepare and submit to the 6GeneralFLand Office for ap-

proval, special instructions providing for the' subdivision'of the.
township in its entirety in' whic the claim is situated, the expense
for
of the ield work to be 'paid froin the regular appropriation
surveying the public lands.
the 0survey isLaccepted and the plat filed in the local
()
Vt 0;When
land offie,' the ciaim will be adjusted to the resulting subdivisions.
said plat. The 'cost'of surveying the particular
as shownupon
lands included within the 'claim' thus adjusted will be ascertained
by- prorating

the total cost of surveyiing the township 'to the area

thereof. The amount thus' ascertained will-be deducted from the
appropriation for surveying'tho
;tothe
claimant's deposit and credited

50]
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public lands and the balance of the deposit, if any, returned to the
'depositor, his assign, or legal epresentative. An additional deposit'will be required when neessary.
Thus''each claimant will beruiredto
pay~*or surveying ox4
the lands to be included in his patent and at the samu'e
,time the survey'of the public lands will be ariforward
under the rectangular. systen, township by towship,' as contemplated by law.
ngulD
S 00Lf 0
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ACXSO0T, JOHN P. LeBAR, -MORTGAGEE

0Decided
Srocio-

V::

October

4

1924.

HoMsE5TEA-IMPROVEMiNTS-OG
GAGE-;MiGAGEE-EVIDENCE

While an agent, transferee, or incumbrancer is not permitted to perform any
provision of the homestead lawwhich is- required to. be: the personal act:
of the entryman himself, yet; a transferee 0or incumbrancer imay, in 'the
event that the debtor defaults, submit, evidence probative of the fact that
the entryman had personally fulfilled the requirements of the statute.
Srocw-RnsINs

_

HoMas

-

II-MEPROVEMENTS-MOaiEoTAE- MORTGAGRE-FINAL

PAooFainSU.
Where a stock-raising. homestead entrymaiin, after mortgaging the entry:,
defaults without submitting fial proof, although requested to do so, and
the proof offered by the mortgagee is founds to -be unsatisfactorybecause
ofinsufficiency .of. imprvements,
the latter, may,. upon a satisfactory
showing that the former had metithelegal.requirements
of the' statute

.with respet toimprveents,
:;

but had strippedthe., land with the apparent

inteitionof
efeating te jut claims
restore in value the, improvementsthus

of the mortgagee, be permitted to
remvdand to submit new pr..

FINNEY, First Assistant Sentary:
John D. LeBar, mortgagee of the additional stock-raising hone _stead entry of Hazdl Meeker Jackson, has appealid from the-decisi
ofhthe GneralLandOffice, rendered July 30,-1'924,holding for cancellation said elitry upon- the, gn
of insuffiient 'improveen to
mneetthe' requirements of the statute, it appearing from the ' record
in the- case that thre is a defiieny amunting-to $255 in the value
o f thet irhprovemeniets requiredl

entry has been foundsufiiet
The land embraced witn

]

proof made on the original
'
-

the said. additional homestead entry

here. involved is the NE.
Sec. 7; andW!
E. j, Sec. 18, T. 37
N',IR. 71 W.,6th P. M., Doulas
Wyom0ig,- land district. The
t;

'0 0 i :0
'.0t!0
a S '$
T 0.
:: l,:-S:.s:0-. .' ;

0 ,, :,

9
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-
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entrywoman,, after mortgaging this and her original entry, left for
parts unknown without ofering
fproof, fnal
although requested
to do so, andthe mortgagee here submittedproof.
It was found
acceptable as to the- original entry which was made under the
as to the additional entry.
enarged homestead act, but uncpable.
made inider.the stock-raising homestead actthe. imprvements being
appraised

;-

TO TH PUBLIC

at $145, leaving a deficiency of $255 in the requiied

amount, based upon-a minimum of $1.25.foreach acre entered.
The, Commissionet`:held, in the decision appealed fron, that
CL13ar, the mortgagee, although he stands ready to smake up the
deficiency in the showing of improvements: and 'then submit supplemental proof, is not qualified' to do so; noiiebut te entry woman or
one deriving title through her being so qualified.
In his appeal to theIDepartment, LeBar alleges that: improvements
of the value of at least $1.25 per acre ha& been placed by the entrywoman on the land prior to the time proof on the entries was submitted, but that before eavinh-gthevicinity (which was prior to the
time the mortgageet offered proof) the entrywoman stripped the
land of improvemeontsQf a value which would bring up the aggregate to as much as $400, or $1.25 an acre.
By decision rendered March -11, 1922 (48 L. D.,582),

the IDe-

partment held, quoting Alpheus R. Barringer (12 L. D., 623), that*

On requirement of new final proof a
mortgageemay
be. permitted to show
-dne Compliance with law on the part of the entryman, prior to the:submission of the original proof, where such: entryman fails or refuses to comply
with said requirement.

;0
0;:f-f-

It wasthen-further held:..

D<. ~~tyi

f't

~l

u0'L

It would be, of course-, violaive'of
the, plain provisions -of the6 law and
contrary' to its whole pur'pose and policy to permit an agent, transferee, or
incumbrancer to perform any provisi'on- of tie -homestead law which is re.quired
0: 0t to be the personal
the euiryman-himself.
tact-of
The icumbrancer or
transferee,-in the case of'a defaulting debtor, may, however, submit evidence
probative of the fact that the entryman has.personal lymet such requirement

of the statute.

The governing rule and the principles underlying it are well
:stated in .the above-qations.
,Theinsta ntase, however, stands

0:.;::0
somewhat-.,difere,nt
upona
-footing. It appearsfrom7 the,record

that sufficient improvements had been placed uponthelad
by the
entrywoman to meet. the. legal requirmentsbut
enough were subsequentlystripped therefrom by her,, apparentl'y ,ith intention to
defeat -the j ust claims-of the mortgagee,,uto -red.ce
o the aggregate
value to about $145. The: request of the,.mortgagee isi mer ely that he;
be permitted to restore-what has been removed -in value if-not in
- indso that. the:final proof may bexredered acceptable. Such action:
would not- be usurping or assuming the duty laid upon the. entry:
: i0:
s

;;0 - t

X

0

0

7

;

0'

9

;
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the case had she. agreed

with. or looked to the mortgagee, as such,to suppliy the improve;m ents.4.
f..;,0i.5.
~;,0-:- i-S.V: tC-0';f-02-0
;-':
';Th emortgaging of entries is resorted to very generaly by entrymen
to tide over periods. during which the land, entered does not afford
a living. . It -is a right or: privilege of great value, and therefore to

be, carefully safeguarded.. .Were1 mortgagees left in peril of mort-gagors removing improvements from stock-raising .homesteads,thus;
preventing the-making of acceptable final.prpof, the risk run would,
in all -probability. be.reflected- in, the amount of the loan obtainableff
or the interest charged, both of -which are important considerations'
to the homesteader. 'Furthermore, in the administration of .thes'
public-la nd laws, it goes. withouf saying that, a,;course :,should be.
avoided which has a tendency. to 'encourage deception and- defeat."'

F

the, honest claims of creditors.. The.'Department is convinced thiat.
the reasonable requirement, in the stock-raising homestead law, that
a showing, upon submission. of proof, that the entrymanf has'nade
permanent -improvements upon the land entered tending to increase
its, value for stock-raising p.urposes, of the value of not less than.
$1.25 per-acte, was not'intended and should not be allowed to supply
a cover for the perpetration of, fraudand the defeat orevasion of
just-obligations.
The decision appealed from is accordingly reversed,and the mortgagee will be .pefrmitted,in the absence of other objection not here.
appearihgto restore
the improvements taken from the land, or place
thereon improvements equivalent in value, afrd, then submit fi al
proof.
LEONA JUNG.
Decided October 4, 1924.
CAREY;ACT-ENTARGED HO:MESTED-PREFEENcE

RIGHT-SETTLEMENTIDOW.

-

The preference right accorded to. an- entryman under 'State Carey Act laws
by the -act of February'14, 1920, to make an entry-under applicable public
land laws,, descendsto the' widow of one -who, having. died. prior to the
exercise of the right,-had in his lifetime been declared by the Land De'fartment to be entitled thereto byfreason ofhis
settlement uponarnd occupancyj of the land.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsION DIsTImSGUIISED.

Case tof-uardian

tiingised.-

of Juanita
U
Elsenpeter

(46 L. D., 110), cited and dis-'

Fist Asistat Seertary Finey to the Register of the Uited.:
States L- 'Offiee,Great Fa0s; ' n a
:
The Commissioner of, the General Land Office has submitted to0
the Departtment the question whether Mrs. Leona Jung,'widow:of
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:;Theodore Jung, could ibe allowedA:to makeentr
30 N.,; R. 5 W'w.,M. M.,. Montan.

LANDS.

[Evor..

for lott 1, Sec. 2, T.

The tract described was formerly embraced in a Carey Act segregation, but was released, from the withdrawal 'and restored to
entry. The lothas been- designiated;under the enlarged homestead'
act, as s the land embraced in Mr. Jung's patented homestead 'en-

try for 160.42acresof adjoining land

ts3nd

4and S. NW. ,

Sec. 2, said township.
'By decision# dated May 31, 1924, -the Commissioner- of the General

Land Officeheld that Mr. Jung was entitled 'to a preferenice right to
make entry for said lot under the provisions of 'the act of February'
* 14,. 1920 (41 Stat., 407), it having been shown that he was a bona
#,de entryman of the lot under the State Carey Act laws. Jung
complied,.With the regulations of the State- land board, and certifi-'cate issued -May 19, 1913. Shortly after the date of the' Commissioner's decision of May 31, 924, Jung died, leaving a widow and
four minor children.'' The widow requested you to forward to er,
at. Rollingstone, Minnesota, the. proper blank form for use by her:
in making entry. On August 23, 1924, Mrs. 'Jung' filed in your
office an informal application to make entry for the lot-under se-'
tion 3 of the. enlarged, hoimestead act,0 executed before a notary
public in Winona County, Minnesota.
* The Department has 0:held' in the case of Timothy' Sullivan,
:guardian of Juanita Elsenpeter (46 L. D., 110), that a widow of'
homesteadentryman could not make an additional homestead entry,
based on 'her husband's original entry. But the rule. there an-* nounced is not applicable to the caseof Mrs. Jung. Her husband
had settled upon and. occupied the' land for many years, and had'
purchased the tract from the State land board at a time when it
:was, expected that it would be patented to the State under the,
-Carey Act. Congress, by' the act of' February 14, 1920, supra, rec'ognized such claimsw as allowable,- and' the Commissioner, of the;

General. Land, Office,in'thed lifetime-of Jung, had determined that:
he. had a preference right to make entry for the'lot. 'Being a settlemnent'claim 'under the homestead law,' the right descended to the
widow ofMthe claimant, and she should be allowed to make' theentry

'applied for.
The application

filed by Mrs. Jung, on August 23, 1924, was not

executed on. the prescribed form, nor, before a qualified officer in
your district; but the facts are a matter of record, and, considering
'-thecircumstances, the Department is of opinion that the defects
in the application may be waived, subject to confirmation by the

f DECISIO3kS iELAmiN&
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Mq9:'t6

Board of Equitable Adjudication if acceptable final proof is later
subm itted.'

-:

-

---

f

:

';

't

'.00-i

-

You will, therefore,4 assign to Mrs. Jung's application

0

't.

(herewith

returned) a current serial. number,and allow her thirty days witlin
which to pay the required fee and commissions. Upon such payment being made, you will, in the absence of- objection not now
appearing, attach your certificate of allowance and: a copy hereof,
and forward the same with your regular returns, after notifying
Mrs. Jungof

youraction.

AUTHORITY OF A SINGLE WOMAN APPOINTED UNITEDt STATES
COMMISSIONERTO ACT IN MAIDEN NAME AFTER MARRIAGE.
Decided October, 6, 1924.
OFFICEBS-UNITED

STATES COMMISIONE-RECORDS-PRACTIeMAERIAGE..

Official papers in land matters executed before a United States Commine
* in her maiden name and under which she was commissioned should be accepted, in the absence of other,, objection, notwithstanding her marriage
while holding.such'appointment.

First

AssistantSecretary Finney

Land Offce:

to the Comnimssionerof. the General

Reference is made to the. question raised by the register. of the

local land officeat Lewiston, Montana, in his letter of September 17,
.1924,in respect to the: propriety of recognizing official papers in
land matters executed. before Alice M. Allen, United States -Com-

missioner, in her maiden name, it being:shown that she -is now married&to arl Whittier.
'
.
:.It..appears that notices of intention.to .make final proof-before:
Alie.- . Allen are being held&by the local land ifiice,awaitinginstructions.s:-as to w-hethter..it 'will' be: necessary: for her to ffurnish a '
.new seal in the name of- W'hittierand .have proofs set'Lbefore her in:
thatiname.

The Department is of opinion that the office held by Miss Allen
ff
was not vacated or forfeited by. her marriage; and that papers ee-

cuted*before her in the name under 'which 'she was commissioned
should be accepted in the absence of other objections.

The matter, of amendment or substitution of the commission and
seal to conform to the. married name':is not within the jurisdiction
of,,this. Department.
TYouwill therefore advise the ocal officers-to set the` proofs for
.hearing inaccordantce witlhthenotices'-if otherwise proer.-

:
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APPLICABILITY OF THE MINING, LWS TO LANDS KNOWN.TO
I
CONTAIN ANY OF THE MINERALS NAMED IN THE LEASING
ACTS OF OCTOBER 2, 1917,AND

FEBRUARY

; -Deci1edOctoer

25, 1920.

9,124.;:

PhOSPHATELAND.S--SALINELAND-OIL AND GAs LiANDs-CoAL LANDS-MINERAL
LANDS-MINING
IM
0

On and after the passage of the leasing acts of October 2, 1917, andIFebruary
25, 1920, lands which at the time of an attempted-location on account of
-metalliferous deposits are known to be valuables for ai of the minerals
named in those: acts are not subject to appropriation under the preexisting
mining laws.
DEPARTMENTAL
DECISIONCITED
AND APPLIED.Case of Joseph E. McOlory (50 L. D., 623), cited and applied.'

Secretary Work to Hon.- Charles L. Richards, House of Represen-

tatives:
Ackiowledgment.is madeof

the-receiptof your letter of August

25, 1924,relative to the manner of disposition of lands" valuable for
salts, borax, potash etc., which also. contain gold values," inquiry being, specifically made as to whether mineral rights would
prevail under placer location for such'lands.
saine

'By section 12 of the act of October 2,. 1917 (40' Stat., 297), de-

posits of: chlorides, sulphates, carbonates, borates, silicates, and
Initrates of. potassium, in- lands I.valuable for such-deposits, and by
section 37 of the act of February 25,1920 (41 Stat., 437),

depositsof

coal, phosphates, sodium
g :ohlorides,.
c(inludi sulphates, carbonates,
borates, silicates,-and nitrates.of sodium), oil,. oil shale, and gas, in
lands valuable for such minerals, are made' subject to disposition
only in the fo'mi and manner provided in such acts, except as to
valid- claims exi.stentat the dates f the passage of the acts, dnd
thereaftert maintained in -compliance 'with; the laws: under which
initiated.I;

Prior

to'. these. acts the-depositsI.named

therein, except

coal, were subject to appropriation- only under the provisions of
the mindral. laws, such laws having :been :extended to
public
lands- of the United States containing salt springs and deposits of
salt in any form aiid chiefly valuable therefor by the-act of January
.the

31, 1901 (31- Stat.,74!5).

'

While -the Department: has not heretofore- had occasion -to pass:
upon the question as to whether lands valuable for the potassium
deposits named in the act. of October 2, 1911, or for. sodium salts,
includ'ing bovates of.sodiun (or bora) or any ofthe other minerals
named in the act of.February -25,.1920, were respectively after the
date of said act.subject to the initiation of-locations-thereon under
the general, provisions of the mining laws, on account of gold or
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other inetalliferous mineral deposits it has recently had before it, in
the case of Joseph E;MoClory.etal. (50 L. D., 623), the question as

to whether land embraced in a permit issued nder'sectiLon 13, of the
said act of ,1i20,, for' the- prospecting of oil and- gas, was subject to0

minmera patent on the basis, of an asserted placer mining location
sought to be initia ted afterthe date of the permit, on accdunt of a
deposit: of gold. It was there held, under the authority of cited
fdecisions ..of thle ;3Supreme Court of the United States that there is

no'warrant for the issuance to aplacer mining claimant of a patent.
. with'n reservation to the- UnitedStates

of oil and gas deposits con-

tained in land 'so sought_-Ytobeloeated; -that: a mineral patent, if
issued for the land, would carry title to the surface of, and every'thing contained withi, the land; and that an unrestricted patent
:could notissue to the mineraltclaimant-for the rason that it would-defeat the exclusive right -of the.permtee,; duringthe period cov-,
ered by the permit,'ptoprospect for oil and gas on the land, and what-ever inchoate rights he might otherwise have-to the land by virtue of
his permit.

Although' the decision in the McClory. case went only -to the question-of patentability of the asserted: location there- involved,. the
principles upon which thatdecision is based would'-apply with equal
force to the-question as to--the locatability under' the ining laws,
On account-of a metalliferous mineral deposit, after the passage of
the actof 1917, of lands known to be valuable for' :deposit s 'of potassium-,andaftarthepassaeofthe
act of 1020, of. land kown- to

be valuable for deposits of coal, phosphates, sodium oil, oil shale, or
gas. The said 'acts; whihare knwn asthe leasing acts, expressly
prohibit the dsposition :of an of- theminerals named therein save
in the form and manne' prescribed by the acts,'. and make no pro'visio for the lcation or patertn under the mining laws of lands
containingo,them, i'ith a reserv'ation of such minerals-to the Unied
Statos` Ontheoth hid,
it is insubstan:ce proviided i eci
:2322 and 2325 of he

evised 7:tatutes,

laws, that the locatorsof m.ininglocatios,

onlands'subjenctto suloatoand

comprsed

in themining

heirs andather
assigns,

withrespect to'which loations

the requirements fhe; mining laws have been compied with;shall,
all elsebeing reguar, beeentitled'o the exclusive right of possession
of adan

u0nrstricted patent t, the"land so located.' Clearly, there-

fore, there can be no room for the contemporaneous operation- f
both the mining awsand ie or the other- of thele asing acts with?
respbct to the' samel lands, f non a the tie a i
loc-tion is
sought to' be made,thereof after the passageof0the
licale lesing
':act:to' be'valuable on account of any of the miinerals named, in' the
acts; and 'the Department would be constrained'to6hold
that as to
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, even if cohtaihing metalliferous mineral deposits; the
suhland
mining laws have beenrepealed by the later leasing acts. -So con0struing the law the D3epartment would be unable to recogize 'as of
0any validity a mining location sought to be made, since the dates
of lad
of the leasing acts, on account of a italliferous ,deposit,
t;0
klnown at the time of such-'attempted location tobe valuable for any
'of the minerals naid in the 'acts.
While the eff6ctlof-this condlusion would beto bar the; patenting
of lands such as those here under discussion, under the mining laws,:0
the situation is one that in the opinion of the Department can be
remedied only through legislation by Congress.

DENVER EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT

COMPANY, ASSIGNEE

OF ROY-F.:SMITH ET!AL.
Decided October 9, 1924.
OIL AND GAS LANuS-PROSPECTING PEEMIT-ONTIBIuTiON-DILIGENCEXTENSION OF TIME.

A contribution to the cost of a test well on lands covered by a prospecting
permit held by another does not excuse a permittee from ultimately drilling the area covered, by his permit, but, merely constitutes, in propet cases,
diligence sufficient to warrant an extension of time w-ithin which to begin,
drilling as authorized by the act of January 11, 1922. :
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPEOTING PEEMIT-SsSIGNMENT-CONTRIBTTION-DDIIGENCE-ETENSION OF TIME.
,
.

An assignment with departmental approval of substantial interests in several
: 1 and gas prospecting permits to a driller as cddsideration for drilling
a test well made in conjunction wth a coatract for the immediate developmI.entof. lands covered by one of the permits, constitutessan actual contributi-on to the cost of the test andentitlesthepermittees
toextensions of
time to begin drilling upon the lands coveredby the other permits; but the:
duty devolves upon the permittees to enforce fulfillment of the contract:
and lack of diligence in that respect will. be' a bar to fukther extension.
OIn AND GAS LANIDS-LEsE-I

NENT.

Section27 of the acftof February 25, 1920, does not contain any express
charter, 'from
cits
limitation preventing a- corporation, if authorized by
becomin- interested, as a member o'f an asseciation, in more than one
lease on a- geologic structure or more than three lenses -in, aState, pro-:
vided. that the interests, both direct and mdirect, do not exceed 52,660.and.:
7 ,680 acres, respectively.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPEcTING PERMIT-LEASE-AssTiNMENT.

-

-The assignee of a lease, in- whole or in part, and the assignee of a prospecting
permit in its entirety assume -obligationsto the United States: to te same'
00
'extent as though the lease orpermit had issued to the assignee'in the first

istance.
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OIL AND GAS, LANDS-PROSPECTING PEBMIT-LEASE-ASSIGNMENT.
Wherei a prospecting permit is IonIy,partially assigned, the permit will still

,be regarded as a unit and the permittee and assignee as associates with
indirect interests, and as such entitled to interests in more than one per-

-*; mit upon the. geologicstructure, provided''that the limitation as'to acreage
contained in sectiont27-of'the leasing* act is not exceeded; upon discovery

- 0t~g::-both
will--be.:entitledto leases for their proportionate partsof the. entire
area, and at a royalty of five per cent upon an area equal to one-fourth:
of the area described inthe permit as, issued.
OIL AND GASLANDS-PROSPECTINGPERMIT-LEAsE--ASIGNMENT.

Where undivided interests in a prospecting permit or lease are assigned, the.
permit or lease remains a unit after assignment, and the-perittee
or
lesseand th assignee become associates,
assigmentandhe
periteo
and as such may be
interested
in more than one permit or lease upon a geologic structure, provided that

the limitation asto acreageisnot

exceeded.

0DEPARTMENTALIEcIsION DIBTINGUISHED.

Case of Armstrong v. McKanna (50 L. D., 610), distinguished.-

FINNEY,rst Assistant'Seretary:I have before me your fCcmmissioner. of the'General Land Office]"
proposed. letter to the regist ers, and receivers of the Montrose andi
Durango land offices,in the matter of 'the development of the lands
covered by seven permits, held under 'section 13 of the leasing act of
February 25, 1920 (41 Stait. 437)by

Roy FStSmith, FinlayL.

Mac-

Farland, James C.'Sweney'and John N. Stoddard, William I. Overstreet,FVrederickJ. Chamberlain, William 0. Evans, and Perl B.
Gates.'
It appears that these permittees were granted permits, in1921 and

1922 for 2,560 acres o'f unsurveyed land in' each caseecept
that of 0
P. 'B. Gates, whose permit covers 1,320 acres, and 'were granted ex-

tensions of time 'within' which to commence drilling until July 31,
1924. They now propose to secure the drilling of a test well on the
land covered by one o'f the 'permits y the Denver Exploration and
Development Company,'a corporation claimed to have been organ-0
ized, by the permittees and: others. :-It is proposed to 'assign to this'
company, as consideration for' this drilling,' one-sixth interests in
six of the permits. This arrangement is offered -by the' permittees
as compliance with the 'terms of their'perinits.
I concur in'the holding'in your proposed letter that a contribution
X the
to cost of aftest well does not sexcuse
a permittee from ultimately ;drilling the- area ceoveredby'his permit, but 'merely constitutes, in
proper cases,' diligence suffiient to warrant an extension of time
within which to begin'such drilling, as 'provided in the tac of Janufary"11, 1922 (-42 Stat.,'356).

-- '

'

4;':i--"'-.20:0

The case- resents, hoever, the question whether an a'greement to
asign
ceritain acre'age to;-the¢opainy about to drill is a contribu+
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* tion to the cost of such well whichywill warrant an:"extension of:
- 0 0tim e. In' the recent case' of 'Armstrong v. MeKanna (50 L. :D., 610),
upon per1-wll
a
: :. the Department held, that an agreement to61

the suc- :X
imitted lan s which 'made such drilling cntigntupon
did
which
transactiont
cess. of: atest well near by was a mere paper

not advance the: development of the land uIder permit nor constitute diligehce on the part 'of the permittee which' would warrant
an extension of time under the'act of Jianuary 1, 1922,supra.
I am of the opinion,. however, that periittees who contract for
the iunediate development of the lands covered by one of their perrtopermitsn
interests in:;intheirr
its, as a test, and assign ~substantial
nuX-;
contribuactual
an
making
are
therefor,
the driller as consideration
extensions
to
them
entitk
will
which
well
test
a
of
cost
the
tion to
'of time for reasonable periods within which they nray begin drill'ing upon the lands covered by their' permits. 'The assignments
must be approved by the Department ;before such extensions are

granted, and the duty will be upon- the permittees to compel the
assignee to drill as agreed, and lack of diligence in that respect will
them from further extensions of time.
:: bar
This brings us to that portion of your roposed' letter which
states that the developing company can not- acquires by assigment,
interests directly or indirectly in' more than one!prospecting.permit
upon a geologic structure, and, consequel, that this plan- of development is not feasible.
The limitations of section 27 of the leasing act, while referring
specifically to leases,. have been construed to extend to- permits, for
the reason that such permits,, upon a discovery of oil or gas, give

the permittee a right' to a lease. The; limitations of that section
are as to direct. and indirect holdings.0:'The' limitation as to dir t
holdings is on the number of leases (or permits) which may be held,
and restricts persons, associations, and corporations, equally, to one
lease (or permit)

upon a geologic structure, and to not more:than

three such leases (or permits), in a State. As to indirect interests
however, there is.;a. general limitation' upon'.persons, .associations,
and corporations, in terms of acres, which-limits them to'aggregate

interests, direct and indirect, in 2,560 acres on a geologic structure,
:and to 7,680 acres: in a State. .

While the term " indirect interests' "is not used in section 27-of the
act, the tern "direct interest" is used to distinguish leases held
directlyby a person, or corporation, from interests in leases ac-

-quired_0through

ownership

of stock in corporations

andthrough

membership in associations:' There is, a.ispecially.expre sedrestric-

tion' on corporations,

which denies. them, the right

accorded

an

-
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individual to acquire interests in more than one permit or lease
through the ownership of stock in other corporations. Regulations
of March 11, 1920 (47 L. D'. 437, 473).

limitation preventin

There is no

expressdduch

a corporation, if authorizec by; its- 'charter,

from becoming inteiested ; as a -member

f ani 4ssociation

in more

than :one lease (or- permit)
fonfageologic
structure and in more than
three such leases (or. permits) in a State,,provided. its interests, both
direct and indirect,, donot exceedin the aggregate 2,560 acres on a
*geologic structure, or 7,680 acres in aState.
:
The question remaining

s whether one who- acquires an oil lease-

or a prospecting permit by assignment acquires a direct or indirect
interest, within the meaning, of seetion 27 of the leasing act.
In the case of a lease, the assignee, whether acquiring a portion
;of the area lesed or all-of it, acquires an obligation to: the United:
States with respect thereto of the same .character as though a lease
had issued to him in the first instance. The -same is true where
there is.an assignment of a--prospecting permitn its entirety.e
The assignment of permits has been permitted by the Department
in; the .exercise of' the- discretion vested in- the Secretary of the:
Interior in section 32 of the act, and, where, a permittee assigns:his
rights as to on-y1part .of tle land covered thereby, the assignee does

not acquire~-,&eparate-and distinct obligation. While he is required
to furnish a bond as security for damages resulting to the-oil strata
from improper methods of operation, drilling to a: discovery by
either permittee or assignee will entitle both to 'apply for. leases, and
the one-fourth area to be claimed at 5 per cent as a reward for discovery is computed upon the entire acreage covered by the permit
and must conform to an electionsmade before the assignment was
approved. Thus it- will be seen that, -as to .partial assignments of
permits, the permit still exists as a unit after assignment; and the
permittee

arid assignee are, in fact, associates, and as such- miay be

interested in- more than one permit upon a geologic structure, provided'they
-

do not exced the acreage liitation

of 2,560' acres.

Th

cases wlre undivi ded interests in either 'perrmits or leases are assigned, the, same result would obtain and- the same. limitation

would

apply. : In this caseit-ismnotclear,-whether the interests to be assigned
will be as to -specific areage or undivided intefests.
The recognition of an assignee of
portion
r'
of the. area in a
permit as having an indirect interest, with a rsulting acquisition
of interests up-to 2,560acresin more thian-one:permit upon a'geologic
-

structure,

will not vest a monopolistic control in any 'person or
W

corporation, nor permit an interesti-which 'could not be otherwise
aequired, as the Department -has,; in- proper cases, allowed permittes .;to associate

themselves.toeher

and, upon. their

request; has
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canceled from their permits areas desired to be held by the assQcia_

tion, and issued consolidated permits therefor. Such consolidated
permits have been thereafter assigned to developing corporations.,
The proposed letter to the local officers in this case should be
amended to conform to the views herein expressed.
RULE 61 OF PRACTICE,ABROGATED.
INsTRUGTIONS.

;

[Circular No. 962.]
DEPARTMENT

OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LANDI OFjFICI,

WashingtoniD. C., October 10, 194.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS
*:

0

UNITED

STATES LAND

0OFFICES:

IRulte61 of the Rules of Practice, requiring a statement of costs
to accompany the contest record as transmitted to the General Land
Office, no longer serving the purpose for which- it was originally
adopted, is hereby abolished.,
GEO. R. WICKHA

-

Approved:

,

Actin-g Com'muisionuer.

E. C. FINNEY,
:*S;-Df First Assistant Secretary.
WALTER W. HALL ET AL.

Decided October 11,1924.
OREGONAND CALIoRNIA RPALRoADLANDS-MINERAL
AcT.
WATER PoWERD
POWERSITES-FEDERAL

LANDS-MINING

CLAIM-

The proviso to section 24 of the Federal Water Power jAct, considered in
the light of the provisions of section 2 of the act of June 9, 1916, operates retroactively to validate mining claims, otherwise regular, located
the forfeited grant to:the Oregon and California
landswithin
~upon
Railroad Company, after their. Executive' withdrawal: as "power site
lands," but prior to their classification assuch, the claims, however, being
subject to the conditions, and limitations of said section 24.:
DEPARTMENTALDEcIsIoN OvERRUL.ED. ::

Case of Dailey Clay.. Products Company (48 L. D., 429, :431), overruled so
far as in conflict.

FINNEYFirst Assstant Secretay::
The Commissioner of the General Land Office has submitted to
the Department for its approval: proposed -instructions0 by him- to

501 ; 0 :;
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the local officersin the matter of the application 07584of Walter W.
and Samuel J. Hall for, mineral patent to what; is denominated'
the Pottery or Fire Clay Nos. 1 and 2 placer mining claims (coprised apparently of one location)-, embracing the NE. 4 NE. :
SE. ., NW. NE. S. 4,SE.4
SE. J, NE. , and .SW.
SE. 4-NE. 4, Sec. 1, T. 6 -S., R. 2 E., W. M., Portland' land district,
Oregon.

The . area in question is part of an odd-numbered section within
the limits, of the Oregon and California Railroad land grant, 'the
title to which' was revested in the United States by the act of June
9, 1916 (39 Stat., 218).

S'ection 2: of said- act authorized

and di-

xrected the Secretary of:the Interior,:after due examination, to
classify said revested lands into three classes as follows:-.
That the Secretary of the nterior, in cooperation with the Secretary, of
Agriculture, or otherwise, is hereby authorized and directed, after due examination in the: feld, to classify said lands by the smallest ilegai subdivisions
thereof into three classes, as follows:
Class one. Power-site .lands, which shall include only such lands as are
chiefly valuable for water-power sites, which lands shall be subject to withdrawal and such use and disposition as has been or may be provided by law
for other public lands of like character.
Class two. Timberlands, which shall 'include lands' bearing a growth of
timber not less than three hundred thousand feet board measure on each
forty-acre subdivision.
Class three. Agricultural lands, which shall include all lands not falling
within either of the two other classes.

By section3 of said act, itlis provided:
That the classifieation provided for by the preceding section
to exclude from exploration, entry, and disposition, under
laws of the United States"anyl of said-lands, except power
chiefly valuable for the mineral deposits contained therein,
mineral laws are hereby extended to all of said lands, except

shall not operate
the mineral-land
sites, which are
and the general
power sites.

Bysection
11
tof the act the. Secretary. was authorized to perforl
any and all acts and to make such rules and regulations as might be

necessary andproper for the purpose of carrying the provisions of
the act into full force and effect.
For the declared purpose of facilitating the, carrying out of the
provisions of the above-mentioned act, and to protect the' interests
of the Government, the public, and the, railroad company, all of the
odd-numbered sections within the primary and indemity limits of
the former grant, and not excepted by the terms_of the act; were by
Executive order of July 31, 1916, and under the authority of said
section 11 of the act and of the. act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat., 8417),
as amended by the act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat., 497), withdrawn
from settleent, entry, or other disposition.until otherwise directed,,
0 -24-oL.50-42
74526
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however, from the force and effect of the withdrawal
*0
- excepting,
any land embraced in any prior, claim existing- at the date of the ;
order, so long as such claim should be maintained

in accordance

*with the law and regulations whereunder itwas asserted.
By departmental order, of December 12, 191,- the area. particularly above described, together with other lands within the- limits:
of said former grant was classified as "power-site lands" and by
Executive order of the same date, the lands so classified were, under
and prsuant to the provisions of the act of June 25, 1910, supva, as
amended by the actof August 24, 1912,supra,: and of the; said act of
1916, "withdrawn- from settlement, location, sale, or entry, and
reserved for water-power sites," and placed in Power-Site Reserve
*:;: No. 661, the withdrawals and classifications still remaining of record
so far as the area here in question is concerned.
The claim upon which the application of the Halls is based pur:: 0. ports to have been located January 12, 1917, while the land was
covered by the first Executive withdrawal, but prior to its classification as power-site land and its inclusion in Power-Site Reserve No.
661. In the patent application the land is alleged to have been
0located on account of a deposit of what is termed by the applicants
pottery clay, fire clay, or china clay, a nonmetalliferous mineral.
The application was rejected by the local officersfor the reason that
the area in question has been classified as power-site land under the
act of 1916 and. was-for that reason not subject to disposition under
the mining laws.
The paper under -consideration, without discussing the abovequoted provisions of section 3 of the act. of.1916, refers to those of section 2 thereof :and: declares that since they provide that power-

site lands shall be subject to withdrawal and such use and disposition as has been or may be provided by law -for other public lands
oflike character, there seems to be no reason why such lands' could
* not be disposed of under the mineral 'land laws, provided those laws
are applicable to other lands of like character.. .:The paper then
:- quotes the- provisions of section 24 of the Federal. Water Power Act
of June 10, 1920 (41 Stat.,.1063), and, notwithstanding.the fact that
*the area involved haIsbeen at all times since July 31, 1916,included
in Executive withdrawals from location.and entry under the mining
laws on account of deposits of nonietalliferous minerals, proposes
that the applicants be otified that they Willbe allowed hirty days
within which to complete their proofs and make payment for the

land, and consent to take; a:pate-nt therefor, subject to the provisions:
of said section 24, and that upon compliance with such requirements,
final certificate be issued upon,-the application, it being stated that
through informal inquiry of the Federal Power Commission it had

-
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been learned, that -the said area might be conditionally resitored upon
application therefor.
j*Inthe proviso to section 24 of the Federal Water Power Act it

is declared--

That locations, entries, selections, or Mings heretofore made for lands reserved as water-power sites or- in connection with water-power development
or electrical transmission may proceed to approval or patent under and subject to the limitations and conditions in this section contained.

Under the terims of the said proviso lands outside the limits of the
formier Oregon. and California Railroad -rant, reserved as water-:powerC
sites and located on account of nonmetalliferous

minerall de-

posits prior to the approval of the Federal Water Power Act and
after the withdrawal of the lands, would bel patentable under the
mining laws, subject to the limitations and conditions prescribed by;
.the section. That view is in harmony 'with the Iunreported departmental decision of July 9, 1920,in the case of Henry Bolthoff, which
involved land located as a mill site prior to the date of said act- but
after its reservation as a power site. The Department there held that
the area involved was not subject to entry as a mill sits at the date of
its location, but that under the terms of the'proviso to said section
24 it was nevertheless patentable, subject to 'the limitations and conditions contained in the section. While by the provisions of section'
3 of the. act of 1916, the 'revested Oregon and California landsclassified as, power sites were expressly excluded from the operation
of'the minnig laws, it was nevertheless provided by,section 2 of that
aact that such of said lands as should be chiefy valuable for waterpower sites, shall be subject to withdrawal and "such' use and disposition as has been or may be, provided by' law_for other public
lands of like character." '[Italics supplied.]
'Considered in the light of this provision the proviso -'tosection 24
of the Federal Water Power Act may be held to have operated retroactivelyto extend the provisions of the mining laws to such of said
lands as had been located after withdrawal thereof for water-power
sites and prior to the- act of 1920, as of 'the dates of their location,
but .subjct to the conditions and limitations contained in the section,
and to tat. extent to validate locations so made if the -provisions of0
the mining laws were otherwise' complied with, thus renderingthem
patentable, all' else being regular, after the' date of the act.
0The

'foregoing is out of accord Swith'the decisions

f' the: Depart

ment in the Dailey Clay Products' Company (48 L.D., 429), and
the same case, on rehearing (id., 431)d,involving an area imediately
adjoining that here in question 'and occupying precisely 'the same
statusj located December 14, 1916, on account of a deposit termed-by
the claimants fire lay or kaolin. An application for patent under
the mining laws to said claim was 'presented' November 20, 1919,

-'

X
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and was held for'rejection by the Commissioner for the stated reason
that the location was invalid because the area was included in said
Power-Site Reserve: No. 661, the Executive, order creating which,
the Commissioner

declared, "expressly

excepts lands; so reserved

from appropriation under the mining laws, unless the lands contained'valuable deposits of metalliferous minerals"; and the Department affirmed that .action. The decisions cited, however, did not
take into account te proviso to said section 24 of the iederal. Water
Power Act, which: the Department now regards as applicable to
such lands so located. For the reasons herein stated, therefore
the said decisions, in so far as inconsistent with the views herein
expressed, are overruled.
With a slight modification the said .proposed instructions of the
Commissioner have been approved.SAN IOAQUIN LIGHT AND POWER CORPORATION.
Deoded October 31, 1924.
WATER POWER PnOJECT-NATIONA FORESTS-BELINQT!U5HMENT-LIE1U
TION-RECONVEYANCE.

SELEC-

The issuance of a license for a water power -project as to a tract of land
within a national forest which was relinquished to the United States as
base for a lieu selection under the act of June 4, 1897, is a disposition of
the land within the contemplation of section 2 of the act qf September.
22, 1922, and precludes the Secretary of the Interior from quitclaiming it
pursuant to section 1 of the latter act.

Acting SecretaryEdwards to. the Federa P4owerComrnission:
The Commissioner of the General Land Office has forwarded to
'the Department your letter of July 10, 1924-7 -E, Projects, California
(No. 175), San Joaquin Light and Power Corporation-with
which you inclosed a . communication from *Mr. Murray Bourne,
general counsel of the*San Joaquin Light and Power Corporation,
frelativeto the E. j, Sec. 36, T. 10 S., . 27 E, M. D. M., California,
within the limits of the Sierra' National Forest.
The tract described was conveyed to the United States by C. W.
-Clarke, as base.for selections under thej act of June 4, 18970(30
Stat., 11, 36),. but the selections wererejected, for reasons not neces-sary to-set-forth here. It is now embraced in Water Power Project
No. 175 of the San Joaquin Light and Power, Corporation, application for which was filed February-11, 1921 pursuant to which your:.
Cnommission on July 28, 1922, issued a :50-year license.

You state

that the tract will be covered in part by what is known as the
Wishon Storage Reservoir of said project.:
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The Department is ofeopinion that the issuance: of the license to
the San Joaqiin Light and Power Corporation constituted a dis-:
position: of the tract within the. meaning of section 2 of the act of
September 22,ti292 (42-Stat., 1017), and that- the Secretary of the
ITterior. is forbidden to quitclaim the: tract to the partywho conveyed:iit to the. United States.
PUBLICATION

OF NOTICE

UPON

APPLICATION

FOR IWINERAL

PATENT.
Intructions, November 7, 1924.
NoosT1:-Mn1s-NG: CAI:m-APPLiCATION-PATENT.

A published notice-that an application for a mineral patent "is aboutito
be filed;" does not meet the requirement of section. 2325, Revised Statutes,

that:a notiee that an application for such patent "'has been med" shall
onsequently;does not afford'a basis for mineral patent.

be published, and

the:Gen-

First Assistnt Seretary Finey' to the cormissioterof

eraZ Land ~Dfl-e;
You have submitted for consideration te question whethdr a-published notice of -mineral application, not signed by the register of
the: lo'cal office, is acceptable.

-

-The' register of the Rapid City'South"Dakota, land office has
forwarded to your office a clipping- from a paper containing two
noties of applition f r minral patent, both signed by the mineraI
applicant b y his attorney in fact. The register-ireported. that the
proper
aplications 1o both. of the properties are .apparently
form, but the records are being held for instructions as to. whether,
in the ;absence; of the signat ure o- the register to. the notices, the'
.in

same cani be 'acep ted .

Ead ofthe ntices refetred to states that, the applicant *"is abot
etc.
etc -p
'to make applicAtiox to the United States for a :pt
Seotiofii225 , Revised Statutes, provides that upon the filing of an
application, for' a; mineral patent, plat, field notes;- notices and
affidavits,' the register of the land office shallt publish a otice that
in a
sch. aplition has been made,fqr the.-feriod of sxydas,
designated as published nearest to such
newspaper toIbe bygi
claim, and that le shall also post such notice in his office for1the
same period. -

- -

-

.absence of thesign'ature of tthe register is notthe only defect
The00:
in the publishednotices. A notice that an application for patent is
:about. tof be filed is not the -equivalent of a notice that -an. applicawouldi-be- bound b the
tion has been filed. An- adverseclaimant
-
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ea whereas a notice that
publication and posting dof proper notice,
an application

is about to be filed would require, no action byS him.

A published* notice which does not coripli. with the plain provisions of the statute can not be mnadethe, basis. for 'a mineral patent.
You will instruct the register to issue and post the notices required
by the statute.
EXCHANGE OF LANDS IN UTAH FOR LANDS IN UTAH NATIONAL
OF JUNE 7, 1924.
PARK AND ZION NATIONAL PARK-ACT
INSTRUCTIONS.
[Circular

No. 964.1

DEPARTpIENT

OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
D. C. Novem&er10, 1924.
f 0- >Washigton,
CHIEF OF FIELD DVIiSION,SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH; SUPERINTEND-.
ENT. OF UTAEI NATIONAL PARX ANDZIONx NATIONAL PARK, SPRINGREGISTERS AND RECEIVERS, UNITED
STATES LA
DALE, UTAI;

OFFICES, UTAH:

The act of June .7, 1924 (43 Stat., 593), entitled,

"An act ToT

establish the Utah National Park in the State of Utah, reads as
follows:
That there is hereby reserved and withdrawn' from 'settlement, occupancy,
or disposal under the laws of the United States and dedicated and set apart
as a public -park for the benefit and enjoyment of the people, under the name
of the "Utah National Park," the tract of land' in the State of Utah particularly described by and included within metes and. bounds, as follows, to wit:
Unsurveyed sections 31 -and 32, township 36. south, range 3 west;' surveyed'.
section- 36, township 36 south, range 4 west;, north half, southwest quarter-:and west half of the southeast quarter: of partially surveyed section 5;'
unsurveyed sections 6 and 7, west half,' west .hal'of the northeast quarter,
and west half of the southwest quar ter of partially surveyed section , .
partially surveyed section 17 and- unsurveyed section 18, township 37 south,
range 3 west; and unsurveyed sections 1, 12, and 13, township 37 south, range
4, all west of the Salt Lake meridian, in the State of Utah; Provided, That all,
the land within- the.:exterior boundaries of the, aforesaid tract shall first
become the poperty of the United States.
Sec. 2. That- the- administration, protection,- and promotion of said Utah
latinal Park. shall be exercised under the direction of the Secretary of the',
Interior by the National Park Service, subject to the provisions of the Act. of
August 25, 1916, eititled "An Act to establish' a National Park Service, and
for other purposes."Sec. 3 That nothing herein contained shall affect any valid existing claim,
location, or: entry -under the land laws of the -United 'States, whether for
homestead, mineral, right of way, or any - other purpose -whatsoever, or shall
affect the rights of any such claimant,. locator, or .entryman to the full use
Provided, That the -Secretary of the 'Interiorand. enjoyment of.'his'land:
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is hereby authorized to exchange, in his-discretion, alienated lands in this
and Zion~National Park for unappropriated and unreserved public lands of
equal value, and approximately equal area in the State of Utah outside of said.
parks.

Aiplioation-s.pplications

for an exchange under the act must

be filed in the local land office having jurisdiction-, over the land
sdlected, the application describing the land to-.be conveyed as well

.

as the land selected,'according to Government subdivision's. Nothing0 less than a legal subdivisioh may be-surrendered or-selected.
The selected land must be entirely within the State &f Utah. Selections must be made by the owner of the land relinquished or inhis name by a: duly authorized agent or attorney in fact, and when
0made by1
0an agent or attorney in fact proof of authority. must be
furnished; The application must be accompanied by the necessary
relinquishment, abstract of title, affidayits, and fees; as set forth in
Circular No. 863, dated October 28, 1922 (49 L. ., 65), entitled:
"Consolidation of National Forests," and you will be-governed
thereby in0acting onf the applications,' noting on your -records that
the selection is made under the act of June 7, 1924 (Public No.
227).

Action by Register and Receiver.-Jf a selection appears regular
: andin: conformity with the law and these regulations theselection
Will be referred by the register and- receiver to the chief of field
division- for

field examination

of bdth the selected and. the base

lands to determine whether or not their value is equal within the
-meaning of thlis act, with reference to their characteristics as
mineral, prairie, grazing, agricultural, timber, desert land or otherwise, as the case may De, and to submit report with specific recoin-

mendation. A representative ot the field division will cooperate
with a representative, of the superintendent of the Utah; National
Park and Zion National Park in the examination and valuation -of
the base lands within the Utah National Park and: Zion- NationalPark. Should the report of the chief of field division be adverse
to the applicant opportunity will be given, the party in interest: to,
,amend his application to''conform with the recommendatont o the
field division by the register and receiver of the United States land,
office in which the application

Publication offNotiee-If

was filed.:

the chief of field division recommends
the approval of the exchange and the selection pears regular and
in conformity with the. law and- these regulations, the register0 and
receiver will notify the applicant ikd require him, :within' thirty
days from receipt of notice,: to begin; publicationt of notice of his
application in accordane with said Circular No. 863, and in due
time to submit proof --theeof.
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will be disposed of as0 provided in said Cir-

cular No. 863.

Action on the AppZication. Should no objections-appear on your
records, you will certify the condition of the record on the application and will promptly transmit the original application and
accompanying papers to this office by special letter.
:pon receipt of an applicationI' in the General Land Office the
same will be examined at as early a date as practicable and if found
defective an opportunity will' be given the parties in interest to

cure the defects, if possible.' If the-selection appears regular and
in confoizmity with the law and these regulations the selection,
with the report, will, in the absence of objections, be transmitted

to the Secretary of the Interior with appropriate recomiendation.
If the Secretary decides that the application should be allowed,
the applicant will be required to have his relinquishient recorded
in 'the manner prescribed by the laws of the State of Utah and have
the abstract of title extended down to and including the date the
deed or relinquishnient or conveyanceswas recorded.
If the. Secretaly be of- the opinion that further evidence as to
value and character of land involved is necessary, he may institute:
such inquiry as he may deem advisable.

The Secretary of the Interior, may, in the exercise of his discretion, withhold .his approval from any application made under the
provisions of: this act although the applicant may have compl'ied
with the rules and regulations herein prescribed.
S. V. PROUDFIT,

Acting Assistant Conmissioner.
*

:

ARNO

B.

CAVIMERER,

Acting:Director, National Park Service.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

First AssistantSecretary.

.

-

WYMAI4 v. CLARK.
Decided November 10, 1924.
PaOOr-FE Ss AND:COMMISSIONS-PAYMENT-VESTED
HOMESTEADENTRY-FINAL
AND GAS LANDS.
RIGETS-0L
The, time :.of the submission of final proof upon a homestead entry show-

ing full compliance with all the requirements of law, if unrefuted, and
the payment of -the requisite fees and commissions, marks the vesting
iin the entryman of equitable title to the land, regardless of any change
asto its character that may thereafter be, discovered, before examination
and approval of the proof by the General Land: Offme.

4.::
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HOMESTEAD
ENTRY-MINERAL LANDSLOH, AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PMIT-VESTED RIGHTS-WAIVER.

The right of an entryman
:of mineral rights, if he
and thereupon himself
ceases to exist when he
:equitable title in him
adversely affected.

under the agricultural land laws -to file a waiver
desires, at any time prior to issuance of patent,
seek a permit or lease under the leasing act,
permits another to acquire, after the vesting of
under. the entry, lawful rights that would be
-

-

HIOMEsTEAD 0INT-PATENT-REARVDTIONFINL
E

L ;

PROOFIL

AND GAS

IZANDS-LEASE.N

0

A
Ai protest by one claiming under an oil lease executed by a homstead
entryman against the entryman's consent to take a limited patent as prescribed by the act of July 17, 1914, will not lie where at' the time of the
submission of final proof -the land was known0to be prospectively valuable
7for petroleum deposits.
OIL AND GAs LANDsPOsPECTING

*

PERmIT-OTGTY

Nonontiguous areas of oil and gas lands, to be subject to- a ingle permit
under section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, must be: such as may-

*.0beincluded in an area six miles square.

DEPARTMENTALDEIsIoNs

CITED AND APPLIED...

Cases of Fred Mathews (48 L. D., 259), and. Helen
C

*a ; citedad

pplied.

-

First AssistantASecretary
Fny
eer

Land Offlce::

. Curns (50 L. D., 358),

tothej Comissioner of the GeGm-

* June 14, 1924, David A. Clark filed aplication

025072 under sec-.

tion 3 of the leasing act for a permit- to prospect for oil and gasupon the S. J NE.,- Sec. 20, and -S..-jNW.,
N. S
Sand-W.
4;
.-

Sec. 21, T. 3 N., R.- 91 W., 6th P. M., Glenwood Springs -land district,
-

- -

Colorado,-asserting a preference right to suh- permit under section
20 of the act, by virtue of his homestead- entry 022025,embracing
said land. June 1-8, 1924, the applicant filed a supplemental or
amended prospecting.- permit application under said section -13,
covering, besides the above-describedjlands, the E. .NE.I, and. SE.
Sec. 31, S. , Sec.32, and all of Sec. 33, T. 3 N., R. 90 W.
- The homestead- entry of Clark -was allowed February
X
19,. 1923,
without mineral reservation, on an application -filedJune 7, 1922,
within ninety days after the filing in- the local land office of a plat
of surveyof the township in which the entered lands are situated, the
application being based upon a settlement alleged to have .been
initiated in 1915,during the suspension of a previous survey of the
k,

-

township. - - Final proofwas_
-

submitted on -the- entry May31,

1924, but the --

same wassuspended pending field investigation, and final certificate
has not yet issued.- June 16, 1924, the. entryman

filed
n

:in the local

:officehis election to take a patent to :theentered land, subject to the
provisions; reservations, conditions and imitations Tof
the act of
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August 21, 1924, there was fiedj-in

the General Land Officea petition, verified by the -entryman, August
[2, 1924, praying' that the said mineral waiver filed by him be dis-

regardedandthat anjunrestricted patent issueon his entry, and
that the prospecting permit application previously filed by him be*

held in abeyance and considered only in the event that the Depart-

ment, should. refuse to disregard the mineral waiver. Thereafter,
and on September "6, 1924, there was filed in the General Land Office
an instrument, subscribed and verified by Clark August 30, 1924,

* wherein he; renewed his request that' the entry be considered under
the said act of 1914, and patent issue -subje6t 'to the provisions,
reservations,coditions and limitations thereof.
*

September 15, 1924, J. N. Wyman filed in the local office a protest

agaist the said permit-application, alleging in substane that the.
application and mineral waiver. submitted in -conlection therewith
were filedat the instance of the Marland Oil Companfy of Colorado
0ifora consideration of $500 paid to Clark, which payment- was later
supplemented by an 'agreement for:a

further consideration

of $W,428

to be paid upon the issuance of the permit; that said waiver and
permit appliation and alsol a drilling:' and operating agreement
between the Marland Oil' Company and Clark with respect to the
:entered land, were designed to defeat and render

ineffectual the

terms of a certain oil andgas lease entered into 'February 4,1924,
by' and' between the entryman Clark and. one Frank Delaney, for'
the use..and benefit of the protestant, 'respecting the land embraced
in,(Clark's:entry; that the 'said money was wilfully paid to Clark
by- the Marland Oil- Company for the' purpose of induci ng Clark
'to violate the terms -of - said 'lease; 'and that the entryman should
not in:'equity and good conscience be 'permitted to take advantage'-of
said acts, which were performed

without the knowledge or consent

.:of the protestant'; that up to the time' of. the submission of finalY
proof on the entry, the lands had not been classified 'as mineral
la.nds-and have not ben:reported

byth-e Geological Survey as having

any prospective value as oil or gas lands;" that at the time of the
.filing of the permit application and mineral waiver, the entryman'
had acquired a right to an unrestricted patent' to the land, including

'all oil and gas therein- and that the protestant' had likewise, by
virtue of his said' lease, acquired a-vested right to an interest in 'such:

oil and gas, and a vested right to drill for and remove the same;'
and that after the execution of. said lease the entryman had no
lawful right or'authority to file a ¢mineralwaiver respecting the land.
The protestant' asked that. a hearing be ordered to afford him an op-

portunityq toestablish the: said charges;. and prayed. that it .be adjudge~dthat the mineral waiver. is -and was without any force .and-
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effect as. against the' protest'ant;- that an unrestrite-d patent be
issued to the entryman;' that the permit application be suspended
pending determnination of the case; and that upon the issuance of
unrestricted patent, the said application be rejected.
By an undated tentative decision submitted to the Department
for its approval
ct6be 4,4 1924, you dismissed the -protest of
Wman on the stated grounds that-.':
'An entryman may, if he so desires, at any time before patent issues file

a. waiver of the oil- and gaqs content to the- United States under the act of'
July 17 1914 (38 Stat., 509), and such a waiverfwhen filed by -an entryman

in - u

connection with an application for prospecting permit by him, renders unnecessary proceedings under paragraph 12(c) of circular No. 672 and a report from
the Geological Survey as. to the prospective value of the land for oil and gas.
Such a waiver has been filed by entryman Clark and when considered in connection with the statements made in paragraph four of Wyman's protest that
the -Marland Oil Company through its agent paid theientrman-Clark
$5002to6i'
file his consent to the reservation of:the oil and gas content to the United
States on June 13, 1924, 11 days after final-proof had been received in yQur.
office, and before the same could have been examined' in this office and the
further statement relative -to.the payment of $1428 to entryman Clark, it'
appears that the land may be patented if at0 all, only with a reservation of,
'the, oil' and gas under the act of July 17, 1914` (38 Stat., 509), and in view.
thereof-the protest filed by Wyman is hereby dismissed without the right of
appeal and the case closed. If any valid contracts executed by the entryman
have been breached by him the injured party may seek redress 'in the proper:
local courts.
-

Therewas also submitted to the Department at the- same time for
execution, a proposed 'permit to lark 'for the entire area embraced
in a supplemental or amended application.

The Departmentconcurs in your tentative decision-'dismissing the
protest,'as the allegations 'contained in the protest clearly show that
at the timethe final proof on Clark's entry was submitted, the land
w-as known to be prospectively'
valuable on -account of' petroleum
deposits thus makingit clear that the end sought to be attained, byt
the:protest,

namely, the issuance to Cark

of' an unrestricted patent

on the entry, could be acomplished only through the perpetration
of a fraudupon the G(overnment by depriving it ofthe oil'deposits
for whichthe land waslnown prior to its admission of proof, to,
posess'prospective

value and which, uinder' the circumstances, coUtld

not lawfully pas to. Clark under his entry.
'The Department, however,' can not give itsapproval to your unqualified ruling to the effect that an entryman. under the agricultural
las, Imay, if 'he so desires, file a. wayer at any time bfore the issu:ince of patent on his entry and* theieupon 'himself seek a permit

. or lease for-the land under the povisions of the leasing act.' Such'
a- 'rule would be applicable-only -in - cases where. the lawful rights
of no -other- person respecting the land acuir&&from the entryman

-;-S,7-t-j: :f,0

?0;$-f'f::
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after the vesting in him of. the equitable title thereto, would be
affected. Nor can: the Department concur in what appears to be
the view expressed in your decision herein to the effect that an
examination and approval by the General Land Officeof final proof
on a homestead entry is essential to the vesting of an equitable title,
for the submission of final proof showing full compliance by., an
:entryman: with all. the requpirements;of the law under wlich his:
entry is made, if unrefuted, and the payment of all the necessary feest
,and cmmissions, mark .the time of the vesting in 'the entryman Iof
an equitable.title to the land, if of the class:'and characters subject
to the entryj regardless of the :conditions existing at the time of
the exaniinatiotf of the proaf by, the General Land Office. That
principle is. so well established :that .a citation of authorities to support it is here deemed unnecessary.
It is also to be. noted that the proposed permit submitted to, the
Department-for executioni.violates the rule that noncontiguous areas,:
to be subject to a single permit under section 13 of the leasing act,

must be such as may be included in an area six miles square (Fred
Mathews, 48. L. D., 239 Helen F. Curns, 50 L. D., 353), it here
appearing that the east boundary of the easternmost of the nolcontiguous tracts described in the proposed'permit is approxiniately
seven and a half miles distant from' the iestiboundary of the western-most of said area. For this reason. the VDepatment 'would not in any

event be warranted in issuing: a single permit covering' the lands
describedin the instrument submitted to the Department for execution.
The case is accordingly' remanded for appropriate

action in har-

imonywith the views herein expressed.
-SCHOOL

LAND. GRANT- MINERAL INDEMNITY.
Instructions, November 11, 1924.

SCHOOLLAND-IMNERAL LANDS-INDEMNITY-EsEVATiON-SLEcTION.

A State may select, subject to the reservations contained in. the acts of June.
22, 1910, Apr1il 30, 1912, and July

17, 1914, lands

in designated

schoolt

sections as indemnity for losses to the grant suffered on account of the
Imineral character of those sections, and it is immaterial whether the section
selected or some other designated section lost to the grant be used as
basis for the selection.
ENTAL DECISION
DEPARTh

CITED AND APPLIED..

Case of -State of Utah v. Olson (47 L.D., 58, 65), cited and applied.

First Assistant Secretary Fiey: to the Commissioner of the Gefienal
Land Office:
of Spte ber 27, 1924,recmim end-mad
.toyour
i
Refet
various States to' satisfy their
of
the
the
right
of
ing recognition
*f

z
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school grants by selection of the granted sections of land in. place,

subject to the. reservations contained in the acts of June-22, 1910
'(36 Stat.,

583),0 April

30, 1912

(37 StaL

105),

and July

17, 1914

(38 Stat.,: 509), where such sections are. known -to be minerial, of

the character defined in those acts at the time 1he right of the! State
to such sections would otherwise attach; and that in selecting such:
section as idemnity, the State may use the same section. as base.

*00the
In grantsto: the States for school purposes,.certain designated
survey numbers- of sections were mentioned; usually section 16 or':
36, or both, and in som-necases other designated

sections.

Such

sections, however, do not' pass to the.:State if known to contain
imineral at thetime when the .grant would*otherwise attach.:
II,' order to indemnify the grant for such loss, provision was made.
for selection of other -lands in lieu thereof. Originally, the: right to select indemnity land's did not extend to tracts containing mineral,
but in the acts above referred toprovision was made wherebv States
are permitted to select lands containing coal, oil, or other minerals
specified therein, subject to reservation' of such mineral deposits
tto the United States.
*0The:Department has-heretofore recognized the right. of a 'State
to selet tracts in the designated sections as. indemnity, subject to
such reservation, where they were lost to the grant, as sections in.:
place on account of their mineral character. See State of Utah v'
.

Olson (47L. D., 58, 65).

In making such selection it is wholly immaterial whether the self
same. section selected be used as base orI some other of the designatedsections likewise: lost as place lands. XVhile-such . procedure seems:

to partake, somewhat'ofd the appearance of excessive form'ality, yet
there is no authority. under existing law. whereby the grant may be
made effective to any extent in any other manner as to mineral lands
in the designated sections.
This i to confirm your view as to the propriety

of the procedure

outlined abote.
RECORDS-NOTATION
OF CANCELLATION OF OIL AN GAS PER
MITS-CIRCULARS
NOS. 929 AND 939, AMENDED.,
-Circular

DA

No. 966.1
-RTMENT
OF THE INTERIOR,-

GENEA

LATD%OFFICE

WaS7i'ngton, D. Ci., November IS; 194
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERSUr:

STA:TES; L;A:ND; O

cIGES:

:;Referring to Ciroular No. 929 (50 L. D., 387), entitled" Notation
opf:
:0 Canellationf
of OC~il
jand Gas Permits," approved April 23, 1924,:

0
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amended by Circular No.: 939 (50 L. pD.,
509), approved May 28,
1924, you are further instructed as follows:.
1. Where the cancellation of more than one Ipermit becomes effec-

tive on the same day the land will be opened to applications for
permits without regard to the :particular areas embraced in each
of the canceled

permits;:..and :where, in:such

cases, .drawings are

required, all allowable applications. filed within the prescribed time
for the areas opened shuiald be included in a single drawing.
* 2. Where drawings re held, -you will follow the procedure laid
*.down by'paragraph
4 of circular of May9 22, 1914 (43 L. D.- 254)-.;

You will issue your official receipt for the feespaid by
cant, but apply only the fee

paid by' the sucessful

ach appli-.
applicants,

returning; by your official check the fees paid by the usuccessful
applicants,, noting on the abstract: of moneys returned or applied,
opposite the check number, the word "drawing." Also note On the0
oil and gas applications the word " drawing" and the datey amount,
and number of the check.
* 00
nt0At the coinpletiolnof a drawing, furnish this office . list of the:
applications involved therein, showing: (1) date of drawing, (2)
description- of the, land involved, (3) -namesof successful applicants.
and serial numbers of applications, and (4). names of unsuccessfu.
applicants and serial numbers of their applications.
WILLIAM SPRY,

-

Co&M2isstoner.-

Approved:
-E.
C. FINNEY,

Firt Assistiat Secretary.
SUNRALL v. CHANDLER.
Decided

November 13, 1924.

ADJOININGFARM ENTRY-CULTIVATION-FINAL PROOF-(CONTEST.

.

.a Cultivation- of land of the original farm, formerly under cultivation, may
be offered in proof of cultivation submitted in connection with an adjoin*: : C000ingfarm homestead entry.
.*
-

FINNEY, First A~s;stant Secretary:
March 15 ,1922, upon application'filed in the Gainesville, Florida,
land office,. IDecember 3, 1921, Wyatt E. CQhandler was allowed to
make second homesteadentry
for the E. SW.
$
', Sec. 14, T. 24 S.,

Ri. 37-E.,) as an adjoining farm: entry to 14 acres of adjacent farm:
land owned-and occupied by-him as a home.

Final commutation proof, submitted August 13, 1923, and the
* subsequently supplied final affidavit show that the, entrypian had'
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resided on the original far.
the iception ofthis'
6sincP
P
entry and
many years prior thereto. .A b-room dwelling, a barn and packing,
liouse, a stable and, 6-i'acres of cultivation ondthe original farm and
three-fourths of an acre of cultivation on the 'adjoining farm entr:
were shown.: About 6 acres of 'the cuitivation'onthe, original farm
was: in citrus fruit trees from which 500 boxes of fruit were pro-.
duced and sold in. 1922 and 900 boxes in 1923.
.A affidavit, of onitest filed by Seaborn A. Sumrall January7,

1924, was dismissed by the General Land Ofice, subjectto the right:
-to file an amendatory

contest affidavit in which the charges should

be made broad enough to include residence, improvements, and

:cultivatlon

on

the combined area of the original

farm

and the

entered land. Following this action by .the Commissioner, Sumrall filed a new 'contest affidavit upon allegations as: follows:

Said entry was made as adjoining farm homestead entry, the original farm
being 14 acres adjacent to the said E. of SW. , Sec. 14 aforesaid, total area
94 acres; that before making said entry said entryman ad in cultivation
acres on his original farm on' which he then and since has resided; that sinc
making said entry said entryinan has cleared and cultivated 1. acre additional
on his original farm and i of an acre en the entered land,-a total of 8i acres
now in. cultivation on the entire area of 94 acres; that saidentryman has failed
to make the improvements and 'cultivation required bylaw since; making

entry.
The rejection of this contest by the local land office was affirmed

by the Commissioner in decision dated August 16, 1924,' it being
iheld that the admitted area in*e
cultivation (84 acres)' is in excess of
1/16th of the combinedarea of the original farn and the entered
land and, therefore mets the legal requirements.;
The contestants has': appealed, to the Department.

:-It is admitted in the contest affidait that the entryrnan has a
total of 83 acres "now in cultivation

on the entire tract of 94 acres,"

but the appellant contends that the law "requires *new.'and additional cultivation upon either the original f arm. or the land entered.
equivalent to 1/8th or 1/16th of the total area embraed in both
original and additional entries." In other words it is appellanf's,0
contention
toto meet
the requireents,
contention that
that the
the. cultivation,
cultivation
be
eet-the
requirements, must
must 'beany,
theretofore
ated on
of new land outside of any area,
ofnew1and
area. theretofore culti
cultivated
V
on either the
-original
original : farm or tlie
the entered land. It is the viewof
view of. the Department however,
however,, that
ment,
that the
the mere
fact that.
ere fact
that land
was fo
and 'was
formerly under
u
cultivation.doe,.iiot.ex6pt'itfr6m
cultivation does not except it from the:class
the
class
that
fifty
nay
be
beoffeed
ofere
in
in
Pr of of cultivatimiecti6n;wi
proof of cultivationonmade
in co
made in
th an..
a i6inin farm
connection with
arm
an adjoining
h' mestea&entiy. :'The
homestead'entiy.
Thelproof
proof of cultivation
cultivationmade
mad& ssinee-entry
e-entr is -suf
sufficient to br.ing
ficient
bring it within
within than
the law.
law. -
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In this case the final proof shows, as stated, that the entryman
in 1922 and 1923 cultivated on:the original farm 6 acres of citrus
fruit trees.from which he produced and marketedz500 boxes of fruit
in 1922.and 900 boxes in 1923. Doubtless ::this- ground had been
plowed and cultivated and planted to fruit trees before this entryV
was made but their continued cultivation was necessary in. succzeeding years for the: growth and:preservation of the trees and the pro-.
duction of a profitable crop. A fair and reasonable construction
will permit the acceptance of such cultivation as a compliance with
the law. The cultivation ofered is sufficient to meet the requirements.

The affidavit does not state sufficient grounds of contest and the
contest was properly dismissed.
0;The
~ Commissioner's decision is affirmed.

OF LANDS ON THE FORT APACHE INDIAN RESERVATION,
ARIZONA, CONTAINING METALLIFEROUS 3INERALS.

LEASING

Opinion, November 15, 1924.
INDIA1T LANDS-FORT
LEASE.

ACE

LANDS-MINERAL LANDs-CBALT-ASBESTOS-

The issuance of a lease conferring the right to mine all the, metalliferous
mineral deposits in a tract of land on the Fort Apache Indian Reservation, Arizona, pursuant to the act of June 30, 1919, as amended by the
act of March 3, 192, precludes the granting of a lease to another for the
mining of any one or: more of theN mineralst specified in those acts so long
as the original leaseis ineffecEDWARDS,

Sotictt-r:.

M0fyfopinion has'been requested.in: connection-with an alleged dis-

covery of cobalt by one H. W. Fowler on the Fort Apache Indian
Reservation, Arizona, the precise question being whether persons
other than the lessees under an existing lease can acquire Sanymining;
rights or privileges in these lands.

:By section 26 of the act of June 30, 1919 (41 Stat., 3, 31), the
*Secretary of the Interior was authorized to lease unallotted lands
within Indian reservations in nine of our western States, including
Arizona,, for the purpose of mining, gold, silver, copper, and other
valuable "metalliferous- minerals ", substantially under such rules
and regulations as the Secretary
the Interior might- prescribe.
By .an amendatory item in the act of March 3, :1921 (41Stat., 1225,
.of

1231), magnesite, gypsum, limestone,

and asbestos, were brought

within the term "metalliferous minerals" as -used in tle. earlier
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Appropriate regulations governing joperations under this

flegislation will be found in 47 L;. D., 261, and 48 L.I,.; 263, 266.

Pursuant to the statutes and the regulations referred to on June
29, 1922, this Department

approved a mining lease in favor of G. W.

Adams and' L. R. Jacobson, covering certain lands, on the Fort
Apache Indian Reservation embraced in claims locally 'known -as
"Horseshoe Nos. 1 and 2 ", containing an aggregate area slightly in
excess of 38 acres., This lease was founded.-on a prior application

alleging a valuable discovery of asbestos ut when we turn to the
lease itself we read from setion one--'
The lessor, for and in consideration of the royalties, covenants, stipulations,
and conditions. hereinafter contained and hereby agreed to be paid, observed
and performed by -the lessee, doth hereby demise grant, lea'se,and let unto
the lessee for the term of .20 years with: privilege of renewal for, successive,
periods of 0 years upon' suchreasonable terms: and conditions as may be
prescribed by the lessor, unless otherwise provided by law at the time of the
expiration of such. periods, from the. date, of signing hereof by. the lessor, for
the purpose-of mming4ZI the deposits of- metalferous minerals in or under
the following described lands. [Itdlics. supplied.]
-

0Cobalt i a ns
metalliferous mineral and hence comes well within the
class of

~depositssuibject to Jease under the act of June 30, 1919,

.sipra.

The lessees. in the l-ease,now here thereby obtained- an; exclusive right to: mine "all the deposits of metalliferous minerals"
in or under the lands covered thereby. Any person or persons,
therefore, pothere
than the present lessees, their agents or asigns, attempting to mine deposits of this nature within these lands would
properly be regarded as trespassers. I am of the opinion that under
the situation as' it now' stands, mining rights adverse: to- the 'present'
lessees can not be recognized or accorded by this Department.
*
Itwould'be
idle here, of course, to speculate on-whether separate
leases, with different lessees in each case, one for each of the different
'varieties :'of metalliferous minerals, would have been permissible.

under the statute referred to. 'Apparently. -such a procedure was not
contemplated by the regulations as originally pronulgated
and in
view of the multiplicity of "met'alliferou-s minerals"
the wisdomn
.of considernig such a- course' may seriously bequestioned.
Approved:

M.0Go'oDWn,
lF.
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INITIATED UNDER THE DESERT LAND
OF DECEMBER 15,
LAWS BY INCAPACITATED SOLDIERS-ACT

PRoOFS UPON cLAIMS

INSTRUCTIONS.

-

[Circular No. 805.]
DEPARTMENT

.0000--:
0; 0 - 00
:0;t:

OF THE INTERIO GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

-

Wshigtob, D. C.,-ZvemberT , 1924. :

REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
STATES LAND OFFICES:
* X
0-fL; 0IUNITED.

-

The act of December 1, 1921 (42 Stat., 348), amends the act of
March 1, 1921 (40-Stat., 1202), by; addig the following section :
*

Sec. 2. That any entryman under the desert-land laws, or any person entitled
to preference right of entry under section 1 of the Act approved March 28,
1908 (Thirty-fifth Statutes at Large, page 52), who after application or entry
for surveyed lands or legal initiation of claim for unsurveyed; lands, and prior
to November 11, 1918, enlisted or was actually engaged-in'the. United States
Army, Navy, or Marine Corps -during the war with.Germany, who has been
dischargedt and because of. physica incapacities due to service is
honorablyV
unable to accomplish reclamation of andf payment: for the land, may make
proof without further- reclamation therof -or payments thereon under such
Vrulesand regulations as may be prescribed by the Secetary' of the Interior
and receive patent for the land by him so entered or claimed, if found entitled
thereto: Provided, That no such patent shall issue prior to the survey of the
land.

The purpose of the amendment is to relieve from, further compliance with- the: requirements 'of the desert-land law those-.persons
physically incapacitated, as set forth therein, except as to submission
of spe6ified proofs. 2. The benefits of this amendment extend to persons who, prior-

-to November 11, 1918, and during the war with Germany, were- actually engaged in the United States Army, Navy,, or Marine Corps,
regardless. of te date of their enlistment,' provided they entered the
effective desert-land:application or
service after havingfiledan
made a desert-land entry for surveyed lands, or acquired apreference right to make entry under theddesert-land laws of unsurveyed
land, or took a desert-land-entry by assignment, and who, having been
honorably discharged, are unable to accomplish reclamation of and
make payment for the land on account of physical disabilities due to
such service.
This- is a revision, of Circular No. 805, a'pproved FebruaryE 3, 1922 (48 L.D.,
427) .-Ed.
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3.If the land is unsurveyed and entry is not yet allowable, a
claimant having a preference right of entry should file his application therefor on Form 4-274, 1accompaniedby his sworn statement,
corroborated by two persons havingf personal knowledge of the
facts, setting forth in detail the date when he took possession of the
land and what acts he performed thereon touching the matter of its
reclamation and improvement. XYou will assign to the application
the current serial number Final proof may be submitted and accepted, but the final certificate will not issue until entry shall have
been lawfully allowed, and adjustment to legal subdivisions made
according
to nanapproved survey.
4. Notice of ntention to submit proof must be given in the usual
manner by posting and publication; and in case of unsurveyed land,
the notice of intention to submit proof must be posted thereon in a
conspicuous place, and affidavit evidence must be filed showilg such

posting.
5. The proof shall consist (a) of affidavit of the claimant (taken
before any officer at any place who is authorized to administer oaths
and who uses an impression seal), showing that he is unable to return
to the land on. account of physical. incapacity, due to service in the

United States Army, Navy, or Marine Corps during the war with
Germany, and describing the' nature and extent of such disability;
(b) of the testimony of two witnesses taken in similar manner corroborating the statements in that regard and of these witnesses at
least onei must be a practicing physician; (c)Yof a certified copy of
his discharge from the Arny, Navy, or Marine Corps, or an affidavit
showing all the facts regarding his service and discharge. In each
case the facts- will, be verified so far as possible from the records of
the War 'Iepartment.
6. No payment of moneys-will be required in connection with anyf
application made, or proofs offered, other than testimony fees, when
thetestinion is taken before the register or receiver.'
7. Where the proof appears satisfactory, and entry for the land
has already been allowed, the register will issue the final certificate
if there is no objection disclosed by- the records. In cases where
entry has not yet been allowed, all the papers will be forwarded to
D
the General Land Officefor consideration.
WILIAM
:000AX 0:
0

;

00

V

f f;;

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,First Assistant Secretary.
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to the same subject matter
Supplemental
of prior: acts.
interpretation
legislative
a
as
regarded

may properly be

acts relating

MIssro

CLAIM-INDI

* Notwithstandig

-

LANDS-CLROWCREK LANDS-PATENT.

that the Indian appropriation act of March 3, 1909, authorr

-zed the issuance of unretricted fee simple patents to religious oygaizations engaged in mission or school. work on Indian reservations, it is
obvious that Congress intended .by ' the later act of Septembert 21, 1922,
patents issued after the latter date to such-organizationsr for lands
that
on Indian reservations should specify that the lands will revert, to the
Indian owners when no longer used fornmissionarypurposes.

SOfltGPO.r;
EDWARDS,
My opinion has been requested in~tconnection with the issuance of
patents for certain lands on the- Crow: Creek Indian Reservation,

South Dakota, leretofore set apart. to the -Protestant Episcopal
Church for missionary purposes.

BY the act of March. 2, 1889 (25- Stat., 888),. the great:iSioux,!Reser'-

f small reservations for sundry
vation was carved up into a number -O
;bands of the SiouxTribe and a large part of their. former claimed
territory made available fOr homestead settlement and entry. Among
the diminished

reservationsso created w6 find the one at Crow Creek

(section 6 of the -act). -With-reference to the entire_ area,0however,
from section 18 of the act; we read:

That if any land in said Great Sioux Reservation is now occupied and used
by any religious. society, for the purpose of Missionary orx educational work
among ;said Indians, whether situate outside, of or. within the lines of any
reservation constituted by this act, or if any such land is so occupied upon
the Santee Sioux Reservation, in Nebraska, the exclusive occupation and use
of said land, not eiceeding one hundred a'and sixty -acres in any one tract, is
kereby, with the approval of the Secretary of- the Interior, granted to any such
society so 0longas: the same shall be -occupied and used 'by such society for a
educational and missionary work- among said'. Indians; and the Secretary of a
the -Interior is hereby: authorized .and directed to give to, such religious society
patent of-such tract of land to the legal-effect aforesaid. [Italics slied.]

A provision of like tenor is to be found in the general allotment

act, of February. 8, 1887 (24 Stat., 388, section 5), except that the
latter carries no specific direction as to the issuance of patents for.

these so-called "church lands." Long before the enactment of these
statutes various religious organizations had beent zealously laboring
among the Indians looking to their uplift ini moral and other respects. Prior to March 2, 1889, the domestic and foreign missionary

i.
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Church had established a number

of missions among the Sioux, including

three on the Crow Creek

Reservation at st tions locally known as,, St. John- the Baptist,"
Church." Substantial improve"All, Saints Church," and"Christ
been
havesine
and
mecnts, comparatively speaking, werected
maintained on these sites, in some cases being enlarged or rebuilt
as the needsof the church might require.
system of -surveys over the
On the extensioni of our publicland

Crow Creek Reservation and an allotment in severalty to the Indians.
there, as provided for in the act of 1889,the areasoccupied and used
for missionary purposes were adjusted to such systen of surveys
andset apart to the respectiveorganizations* by placing appropriate
descriptions of 'the-lands so occupied and used onthe allotment
schedules, which schedules were -dy'' approved' here in 1895. on
:October 23, of that year, 'a patent was issued for the three mission

sites herein abovementioned, embracing an aggregate area of130
reciting -adescription bylegal.subdiviacres,.in which patentater
clauseiwasmade to
sions of these three-missionarysites, the tenendu

read:
Now:KNsOW
ThattheUnited States of America, in consideration- of the
premises and in coiformity with the eighteenth section of said Act of Congress
approvedMarch second, Eighteen hundred and Eighty-nine, and theorder aforesaid, hereby agrees to hol in trust for the said "Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society of the Protestant Eiscopal Church of the nited States of
America" the tracts of laud above described so long as- the same shall be'occupiedand used by such society for educational and missionary work among
said -Indians.- [Italics- supplied.]

Just-why a "trust form" of patent was resortedAtois notnow
entirely clear forwhen- we turn to -the particular sectioniof the statute

under which issued we- find that the land so used and occupied was,

;with the approval -of the Secretaryof the Interior, to-be '.' granted"
to such societies or. organizations

as.' long as used for-, educational

or missionary work among the Indians. Further, that a patent of
:the- legal effct aforesaid" was to be issued to such organizations.
The usual form of documentary title evidencing a grant is a patent' in
fee and in the absence of -legislative direction to the contrary vey
properly such a patent could have been issued- to the church in this

instance with an appropriate reversionary clause in the event-that the
lands ceased to be used for, the purposes designated.
a-patent .in fee. simple but
The church is, now here asking
w1 ';Iher with- or without a reversionary clause is not defihitely shown
to the
' by'the record now before me. In presenting the matter
- -

-

-:for

Department, however, the0 Comissioner. - of Indian Affairs: invites
attention to- additional legislation dealing with the same subject-at-
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ter, and from the Indian approriation
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3,
act of March

',
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1909 (35 Stat.,

781, 814), we read:.
nterio is hereby authorized and directed t
the
f I
t Secretary
t
or
issue a patent in fee simnple to the duly authorized missionary or rboard,
o
-mission
in
engaged
organization.
other proper authority, of. any religious
school wo k on any Indian reservation,

f

such lands thereon

as-_have been

eretofore set apartto and are now bei used and occupied by such organiza tioni for mission or school purposes. ' [Italics- supplied.

'On September 21, 1922,however, a like m easure was enacted(42
'995), which providesMStat., 994,
SEc. 3. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and, direct ed

to:
issue

duly
a. patent to'-the

or
authorized missionary board,l

other iroper,

school work,
'or
religious organization engaged in hmission
y
authority, of an
heretofore
be
0 as havebeen
on any. Indian reservation for such -lands thereon'
set apart to and are now being actually and beneficially used and occupied
so patented
by such organization solely for mission or school purposes, the area
.to atany
'oganization,
sixty acres any one
one-hundred.'and
'exceed
to not
used
longer
xno
when
that such patent shall provide that
station: Poded,
'owners.
Indian
the
to
revert
shall
lands
said
purposes
for mission or school

Itf will be observed that theproviso in the gisation 'last 'referred
th obligation placed upon organizations
o of similarimportto
to is
:of this character by section 1.8of, the act of March2,.' 1889, supra.
neither of these ondits or obligations app'ers in
t
Further, hat
3, 1909.' Assupplemental acts relating to the same
March
of
the'act
*

*

subject matter may properly be regarded*' as a'legislatlveX interpre-.
acts, I am of the opinion that wewould not now be
-tation ofprior

justified in issuing anunqualified fee patent to' this church organizationipursuant to, the' act .of March 3, 1909,'in utter' disregard 'of
thelater legislation in the act of September 21,922. .We now can,
of-course, in lieu of the outstanding trust patent.which is with the
record.in the cae, issue a patentin fee with a reversionary clause
in: the: event that the' lands described therein cease to be usedforr
missionary or educational purposes, and this,u nder authority of the
out, however,
pointed
act of September 21, 1922. of.As-previously
patent that the church wasi entitled
this is simply the character

to in the first instance.
Approved:

I

F. M.GOODWIN,

A-ss'tan! Secretcdry.
RUST-OWEN LUMBER COMPANY (ON, REHEARING).
Deoide4 November. 24, 1924..
LANDS-COoUTS-VESTED
PusiBm

RIGHTS-STATUTES.

Whenever the' question arises in :any court, State or F'ederal, as to whether
the title to land, which had once been the property of the United States,
has passed, that question must be resolved by the laws of the United

-
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States; but when, according to those0 laws, the title- shall have passed,
then. that property, like other property in the State is subject to the,
laws of the State, so far as those laws are consistent with the admission
that the title passed and vested according to the, laws of the United

States.
NAVIGABLEWATERS-RTPARIAN -RIGTS.
:
yUpon' the admission of a State into the Inion

the title to all lands under
the navigable waters within, the State inures to theState as an incident
of sovereignty, and the laws of-the State govern with respect to he extent
-oftheriparian rights of the shote owners.-

PUBLIC LANDS-PATENT-RIPRIAN

RIGHTS.

With respect to public lands bordering~on nonnavigable bodies of water, the
Government assumes. the position of a private owner, and when it parts
* with its title to those lands, without reservation or restriction, the extent
of the title of the patentee to the lands under water isgoverned by the
'laws:ofthe State within which the lands are situated.
SSJRVEY-FRATBAXBOUNDA-PJBLIC

LANDS-RIPARIAN RIGHTS.

Where- a survey was fraudulent or grossly inaccurate in that, it purported
to bound tracts of public lands upon. a body of water, when in fact no such;
body of water existed at or near the meander line, the false meander line
and not an imaginary line: to fill out the fraction of the normal ubdivision
marks the limits' of the grant of a lot abutting thereon, and, upon discovery of the mistake, the Government may survey and dispose of the
omitted area as a part of the public domain.

FiNEY, First Assistant Secretary:August- 27, 1924, th Department upon recommendation of the
Acting Assistant Comissioner of theiGeneral Land. Offce dismissed
the protest of the Rust-Owen. Lumber: ompany against the sprvey
oflands omitted from the original survey of Secs. 20 and 29, T.
45 N.) R. 7 W., 4th P. M., Wisconsin.:

A motion .for rehearing has

'een filed by the company which claims ownership of the entire
rearea
in those two ections.

The original survey purported to meander a lake in the interior
of those sections. The new survey returned 185.566-acresin Sec. 20
and 229.78sacres in Sec. 29 as lands omitted from the original survey. This area was represented. on the orginal

pliat as one lake, but

the new survey disclosed th-atthere are two small lakes, one in' the,
extreme northwest part of Sec. 20 and one in the extreme southeast',
part -of See. 29; while a large bodyo land existed between the two
lakes T1is area is said to, beof the .same character as the adjoining
lands; being :from 3 to 70 feet above the eleviation of the lakes andcontaining valuable timber except in places; whee the -timber has.
been removed:from the land. The facts in this regard are: not in
dispute. It' is' admitted that the fa-ts stated in the former decision
and the condition showvn
ion the map of the resurvey are substantially
accurate. The issue is confined to questions of law.
*
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680 As to See. 20 it is urged that the lots in the N thereof affected
:-by the new survey 'are shown to have water boundaries reasonably
answering the original survey and that it is not shown as to those
lots that there was-gross error or fraud in the original, survey. In
respect to the lots of Si, Sec. 20, it..is.admitted that these lots have
no water boundaries, but,. it ,is urged that by appropriate extension
of the supposed,water 'boundaries shown by the false meander.line,
all of the omitted area would; be -included in said subdivisions as
extended.0 The same contentIon' for the right to extend the side lines
of te lots in search of a water bounaryVis also made in respect
to the lots'in Sec. 29, and it- is fur'ther urged as regards that section
that, the, protestant is-owner of the entire section by virtue of*transfer from the grantee under an- act. of (Congress whereby the entire:
section was granted to the State of Wisconsin for railroad purposes.
The brief in support of the-motion raises questions of far reaching
iportance and warrants very careful consideration. The central
and vital thought thus presented for attention is directed to the
dfor'determination
o the limits of a tract purproposed method
ported by. the survey to bound upon'a body of water, when in fae t
:no such body of water existed at or near. the meander line.
The contention of counsel 'in this regard May be succinctly presented by the following excerpt from 'their brief, being a quotation
from the case.of Laly v. Rossman, (82 Wis., 147; 51 N. W., 1132),
'

It is.well settled that in government grants meander linest are not boundaries, but the water course itself is the boundary. Whitney v. (Detroit)
Lumber

Co., 78 Wis. 240, 47 N. W. Rep. 425-,. and cases cited.-

The Whitney

Case is'decisive of this case, and leaves little to be said.' In that case it was
held that where a lake was named as a boundary, and io lake in fact: existed,
the boundary must be the next eighth line. Applying that 'rule to this case,
it is evident that plaintffs' 'southern boundary is the eighth line, except
where the river, extends north of this line. Not finding thei river boundary
as called for by the patent, they may go in search of it to the next eighth
line, but there they must stop.

Counsel plainly'indicatethe

view that the rule for the interpreta-

:tion0of patents: as applied .in the State of Wisconsin is controlling of

the question, but it is. clear that 'the Wisconsin court 'did not rely
on that principle. This' is demonstrated by the' leading -decision of
Whitney'v. Detroit Lumber Company, aupra, which.affords the main
:
support
-for the interpretation of the original survey, in this case
contended for by counsel. Inzthatidecision the.supreme court of' Wisconsin stated that the said court-had repeatedly recognized the principle which was expressed in the language quoted from the decision
of the Supreme Court of the. United States in- the case0of Wilcox v.

-
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Jacksona-T(13Pet., 498, 517). The principle thus favorably referred
-to by the Wiscnsin court was the first iproposition contained in the
following sentence:
*0$R
*
- *0 We hold -the true principle to be this, that whenever e question
fin'any court, state or federal, isiwhether a titled to landwhich had once beenthe property of the United States, has passed, that question mustbe resolved
by the laws of the united
-States;but
that whenever, according to those laws,
the title shall have assed, then that property, like all other property in
the state, is subject to the state. legislation, so. far as that legislation is consistent with the admission, that the title passed and- vested according to the
lawsof the United States.-

It app.ears, however, that while, the Wisconsin court conceded the

applicabi-lity and supremacy ofthe

Federal

laws in respect

to the

question there considered, nevertheless its ruling was not in iarmny
-;withthe interpretation of those laws by the Suprene Court ',ofthe
tUnitedStates in many sinilar cases, as. will be hereinafter shown.
Many early' decisions of State courts have .been found in the..

reports holding that'the purchaser of a fractional subdivision of a
section is entitled to and i limited by the area of a normal subdivi-

sion of. the class purchased if stch subdivision is capable ofbeing
filed' by extension of the lines of. the fractional subdivision as surveyed.

This doctrine seems to have been drawn fromn the decision

ofthe Supreme CJurt of the
C(lements(3 How., 650).

ruled inGilazzam.
State of

nited States in the6:caseof Brown .

-.

That decision, however, was later over-

Phillitps(20 How., 372), and it is notedthat ther

iechiganat least has conformed to the later rle. See
Ice and Coal oinpany v. South Grand Rapids Ice

Rais
rand

-and Coal Company (60 N. W., 681).

That decision states the follow-

;

ingprinciples: Unless the contrary appears, a 'grant of land
bounded by a-water course conves riparian

rigts,

and the title of

the riparian owner extends to the middle line of the lake or stream;
.that the shore proprietor takes by virtue of shoreownership,.and his
interest in the bed of the stream is acquired as appurtenant to the
grant, and the extent of that interest depends upon his frontage, and
the form, length and breadth of the body of water upon' which he
auts. This isin substantiat accord withthedoctrine announcedin 0
the, case of Ilardin '. Jordan (140 U. S., 371). The latter decision
held that the Government parts with its title to lands in the beds of
nonnavigable waterswhen it patents, without reservation or restriction, the abutting surveyed tracts, and that the law' of the Stateo
where:the land lies governs the'-extent of the title of the patentee
in respect to the land under water.
InthJ case of navigable bodies of water, it has been recognized'
-since Pollard

v.t Hagan

(3 How., 212), that the land under such

682S:
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of sovereignty,

and in

Barney v. Keokuk. (94 U. S., 324), it was held that if the State
choose to resign to the riparian proprietor the- title to the bed:of
such waters, the law of the State governs in that particular.
In Iardin '. Shedd(190 U. S., 50), the. court was particular
in-stating its position. as to the effect of patents- for lands borderin
Upon either navigable or nonnavigable bodies of water, and to show:
the distinctions between the two classes; It was held that the title

passes from the Government in either case. In th case of navigable
waters the sbmerged land does not belong to the Federal, Govern.
nment,having passed to the State by its admission to the Union. In
~tates
the case of land.;bounded on nonnavigabe.waters, the United
assumes the position of a private owner subjedt to the general law
of tle State, so far as its conveyances are concerned. -In either
ase th

effect ofthe'grant

on the title to. the submerged land will

dend upon the law of.the State whee the land lies.
These are general rules predicated on correct surveys. Different
principles apply WIere the survey was fraudulent or grossly naccurate. Perhaps no better statement of the law in compact form
in respect-to this question can be found than the summary, made. by
.
C 0 Justice White in the case of Lee Wilson and Company
:hief
States (245U. S., 24, 29), wherein it was said:nTited'.
* As a means of putting out of view questions which are not de*: *
batable we at once state two:legal propositions which are indisputable because
conclusively settled by previous decisions.
First. Where in a survey\ of the publicdomain a body of'water or lake is found
to exist, and is meandered, the result of sucin meander is to exclude the area
from the survey and to cause it as thus separated to become subject to the
-riparian rights of thei:.respective owners abutting onWthe meander line, in
accordance with the laws of the several States. llardin v. Jordan, 140 U. S.
871; kean v.
. S'.:508, 51.

alumet

Canial-Go., 190 U. S. 452, 459;

Hardin

v. Shedd,

190

Second. But where upon the assumption of the existence of a body of water
or lake a meander line is through raud or error mistakenly run because
there is no such body of water, riparian rights- do not attach because in the
nature of things the condition upon which they depend does not exist and upon
the discovery of the mistake it is within the power of tie Land Department
of the United States to deal with the area which was excluded from the survey, to cause it to be surveyed and to lafully dispose of it. Niles v. Cedar
Point Club, 175 U. S. 300; French-Glenn Live Stock Co. v. Springer, 185 . S.:47;
Security:Land& _ixploration Co. v. Burhs, 193 U. S. 167;. Chapwnan& Dewey
Lumber Co. v. St. Francis Levee District,: 232 U S. 186.

'Examination of the several decisions above cited. will: disclose
that the court did not concern itself with imaginary lines to fill out
fractions. of normal subdivisions. -If the survey correctly meandered the :body .of-water, the sale of an abutting lot disposed of the
.
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0(3fovernment's
interest in the land; but if the
fraudulent
fsurveywas
or grossly inaccurate, then the m eander line: was. the boundary of
the- tract and no riparian rights whatever attached. French-Glenn
:Live Stock Company "v.-ISpringer :(185 U.. S., 47), was a case much

like the one under consideration, and the following quotation from
that decision (page 52) is pertinent to this, viz :..
.
* * *V But if' there never wa~s'sucl a lake-no
water forming an actual
and visible boundary-on the north end of the lots, it would seem,unreasonable,
either to prolong the side lines of -the survey- indefinitely-until a lake should
be found, or to change the situs of the lots laterally in order to adapt it to-ia
neighboring lake. The jury having found that the facts under this .issue were-,
as claimed by the defendant in error, the conclusion must be- that the rights
of the plaintffE in error must be, regarded as: existing within the actual lines
and distances lid down in the survey and to the extent of the acreage called
for in the patents, and that the meander line was intended to be the boundary
-line of the fractional section.
'I:

f?f
-;n

:: .;Inles

7'I:
.gi

, -ice

v. C4JedarPoint Club

(175 U. S., -300, 306), Justice

Brewer, speakingfor the court, said:
It may be that surveyor Rice erred in not extending:his surveys into this
marsh, but his error does not enlarge the title'conveyed by the patents to the:
surveyed fractional sections. The: United States sold only the fractional
sections, received only pay therefor,, an amount fixed by the number of acres
conveyed,; and one receiving a patent will -not ordinarily' be heard to insist
that by reason -of-an-error on the part of the surveyor moreiland was bought
- th~an was paid for, or than theGovernment
was offering for sale.
t00
See also Hatcher t aZ.:
0fSufficient
0
-has Xbeen saId

(49L. D., 452), and cases there cited..
to show the fallacy of the argument as

re'gardsthe omittd lands in Sec. 20, and' the, same applies to Sec. 29,
but -title- to' the latter sectionis also' claimed under a':grant of-:'odd
sections for railroad purposes. The :Department is not ;:disputing
the equitable title of the railroad company or its transferee to*all
of Sec. 29 under the grant, hut the patent conveyed -legal title to the
:surveyed land only, and it is the duty of the Department, and it
would seem also to be to-the interest of claimant, to have the omitted
area surveyed and patent properly issued. In this regard it would appear that counsel are laboring under a misapprehension as to the
nature of this prodeeding. ..It is not primarily one for determination
of title or equitable rights.':That willfbe appropriate for considera-tion wheinthe survey plats shall have been filed. The present, issue
involves merely the propriety..of the supplemental survey.
- The Department must - adhere to its former decision, and the -motion is acordingly

denied.
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UNDER ACT OF YANUARY 27,- 1922, FOR EXCHANGE

OF ENTRIES.
ADMINISTRATIVE

RI

NG.

[Circular No. 967.]
DEPARTMENT

'

INTERIOR,

OF TE

GENERAL LAND OFFICE'

Deeember 3, 1921.:

Washigton, D:.
REGISTERS AND REcEIVERS,

UNITED STATS LAND OFI'CES:

Uncer date of December 2, .1924, the Secretary of the Interior:
issued the ollowing Administrative Ruling:
The act approved January 27, 1922 (42 Stat., 359), provides that in all
cases where a final entry of public lands has been or may be hereafter canceled,
and such. entry is held by the Land Department or by a court of competent
jurisdiction to have been confirmed under the proviso to, section 7 of the aet
of March 3,1891 (26 Stat., 1099), if the land has been disposed of to or appropriated by a claimant under the homestead or desert-land laws, or patented$
to a claimant under other public-land laws, the Secretary of the Interior is
af;
uthorized, in his discretion, and under rules. to be -prescribed by him, to
change the entry and transfer the payment to any other tract of surveyed
public'land, nonmineral in character, free from lawful. claim, and otherwise
subject to general dispositi6n, provided that the entrymran, his heirs, or assigns:
:shall file a relinquishment of all right, title, and interest in and to the land
originally entered. The. actcontains an inhibition against assigning or: trans,ferring any right or claim under the provisions of theact.
.
The debates .in Congress, when the measure was pending, indicate that, the.
- object of the act was
to afford protection to those persons who had entered
the land after the cancellations of an entry as the result of proceedings instituted more than two years after the issuance of the receiver's receipt on final
entry. In view~of which, and of the discretion vested in the Secretary of the
Interior by the act, and considering, also,, that beneficiaries have had almost
,three years within which to present their claims, all applications thereunder
filed
after the date hereof will be treated as stale claims and rejected unless
It appears that the statute of limitations of the State wherein the entered land
is situated does not bar an action by the entryman, his heirs, or assigns to
have the present-holder. of the land declared a trustee thereof.
Applications under the act involving two. or more incontiguous tracts will
not be approved unless none of the tracts is part of an area approximately
equal to that embraced in the canceled entry, and subject to entry.
One application under the act, even if for an area less than that to which
the claimant is entitled, exhausts 'his rights under the act.
WILLIAMf- SPRY,

: Tt; 0 :
;X
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MINNESOTA DRAINAGE LAWS-PROCEEDINGS AFTER EXPIRATION OF PERIOD OF REDEMPTION.

I-structions.
[Circular

No. 969.]-

DEPARTMENT

OF THE INTERIOR,

GEERAL LAND OICH,

-Washingtn D. C., December 9, 19f24.
REGISTERSAND RECEIVERS,

CASS LAKE, COOSTON,ANi DUTH, MINESOTAThe following instructions are issued under the. act of May 20, 1908
(35 Seat., 169), known as the Vol6stead Ac being supp1emental to
Circular No. 470, approved April 15, 1916' (45 L., D.,.40)', and the

instruction's dated August 13, 1918 (46:L. D., 438), relatingto proceedings after expiration of the fperiod of redemption.
'September4, 1924, the State auditor: of Minnesota was asked for
an opinion upheld by decisions endered by the courts of said-State
bearing upon lthe question of whether an entryman under certain
circumstances specified in-the letter- hast
right of,:redemption,
under the' State laws relative to taxation. Otober 7, 1924, the
assistant attorney general of -Minnesota, to whom this matter was
referred by the auditor, rendered anopinion covering the: points in
question. From the acts of the State of 0Minnesotabearing on this
matter and the decisions of the State courts referred to, it' is found.
that evidence of 'edemption must be :furnished in cass where land
K
has been sold for drainage charges under the act of 'May. 20, 1908:
(1) .When the Stateis -apurchaser and there has been no ass gnment.
(2) When

'th
State purchased the land, but later assigned it and six' years

have not epired sinedate of asignient.

0(3) Where there is an actual purchaser, and:six years have not expired since
date of sale.::

In the future yoiu'will-reject any and all applications for homestead. entry subjectto

the act of May 20, 19086(35 Stat., 169)', where,

evidence of redemption is requiredif the same is not.filed inconnection therewith.,
SPRY,

WILAM

:o:
: - mq
-: isioner.

Approved::
E.C. FVINNEY
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A. FORAN ET. AL.

-Decided December 16, 1924.
SURVE-PLAT-FOREST

HOMESTEAD-RELINUf±SUMENT.

A survey which sets apart as-'a unit a tract of land for a forest homestead
entry, does not supersede the township survey if the land thereafter becomes subject to appropriation, but it- may be subsequently entered' by
legal subdivisions in accordance with the township plat.

:

;0 -t
-00X 0: : - :Talitha A. Foran and Emmet W. Foran have appealed from a

FINNEY Fst Adssitant isecegary: decision of th

.Gommissioier

Land Office dated.

*of- thel: General

July 30, '124, holding, for cancellation t
additional entry.: of
Talitha A.i Foran, Rapid City 040599, and the original entry of.
Emmet W Foran, Rapid .City 040600.
Thef record.'discloses that on November 9, 1918, Talitha A. Forani

made entry of a tract of land. in the.Harney National

.Forest

de-

scribed as follows:
: Those portions of the NE. 4 NE. I and -the N. 4 SE. 4 NE. 4, n'ot included
in H. E. S. No. .190,Sec.-9; SW..i4NW. 4,-SE. NW. 4 NW. , that portion of the'
No. 153; that portion of SE.
W. W. 4 NE 4 NW. , not included in H. E.
4 NW. west of mineral survey No. 628, patented; the unappropriated portioni
of the NW. SW. 4, Sec. 10,T. 3 S.,H. 4 E., B. H. ., 122 acres. List 2-2247.'

On April 10, 1924, she made additional entry, Rapid City 040599,
-for the SW. i NW. 1under the act of April 28, 1904 (33' Stat., 52T7),
NW. , NE. I N
1W. .N-W.
I
i, Sec. 10, E.
SW.. i, SW.' i:,0Sec. 3,
T. 3 S., R. 4 E., B. H. M., same being a part of R. E. S. No. 314,
except a conflict in Sec. 3 by H. E. S. No. 153, List No. 2-2247, said
entry containing 39 acres. .On June 10, 1924 she submitted final
.

proof on both entries. On May 22, 1924, the- district forester ad-.
dressed a communication to the local officers advising them that the
Forest Service'had no protest to Imakeagainst the issuance of patent
for the land involved.
On April 10, 1924j Emmet W.;,Foran made entry, Rapid City
040600, for lands in' said forest embraced in lists 2-192, 2024,
2-2262, and descibed as follows:Lot 7>SW. 1 NW. , NV. I SW. c,
and W. A SW. 41SW. 4, Sec. 3, and the unappropriated portions of the
E. 4 NE NE. 4, E. 4 E. iSE. I NE. '4, E. 4E. NE. ' SE. , Sec.
;
4, T. 3 R. 4E.-B.H. M.
Upon consideration of the record the Commissioner held for cancellation the additional. entry of Mrs'. Foran and also the original
entry of her son Eminmetfor the reason that each 'entry embraced 'a
part of H. E. S. No. 314, a tract of 157.32 acres which he held must

be entered in its entirety and as a unit of entry.
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The record has been examined and the Depaxment can not concur in the action taken by the' Commissioner. It appears that
H. E. S. No. 314 was made upon the application of one,-Crabtree,
who made entry of the land embraced therein'but relinquished-:same'
and it was thereafter applied for by one,0Eller, who never submitted final proof and'the landinvolved now appears to be vacant,
unappropriated public land, entry of which the Forest Service has8
acquiesced in. While H. E. S. No. 314 set apart the land esired by
Crabtree

into a init embracing

157.32. acresi and

rabtree could

thereby make homestead entry of same-according to such surve1
said survey did not supersede the township survey in so far as' the
rights of others were concerned to enter the land or portions thereof
under either an additional or original honestead right, based upon
a description from-the township plat of survey, in the event Crabtree
.or any-other qualified applicant failed toapply for the land under
I.-E.S. No., 314 or after applying therefor failedto prosecute such
application and abandoned the land. While for the purposes *of
adniinistration it would be more desirable for the land in' H. E. S.
-No. 314 to be entered as a unit, no valid reason is:seen why

sportons

thereof may not be entered by qualified applicants according to the
- township plat'of survey.
The objection-urged by,,the CommissionerI
to the allowance of applications lke t his, is an adminstrative an
not, a -legal one, and where, as here, all, the- land embraced in a home-:
stead entry survey has been entered, and no conflicts exist, the ad-

Iministrative objection disappears.
The question of the sufficiency of the final proof subnitted by
-Mrs. Foran or the disposition to be made of protests by Mineral
applicants appearing in the, record is not before the Department
- but only the question as to the correctness of the Conrniissioner's
action in holding for' cancellation the instant. entries, and as to his
actionin that respect ft is the opinion of the Department theat the
Commissioner erred. It will be necessary to 'authorize a s e-.
mental plat before patent issues.
-The decision appealed from is reversed.

AF

. --

C. REED ET :AL

;Decided Deeomber16,1924.

. ;0Mu~~iqLANDS-WITHDISwEALSECTIo:NX
2319, RVISED STATUTES.
Only where the United States has indicated that mineral-lands are held for
disposal under the land laws does section 2319, Revised Statutes, apply
* and it is never applicable where the UnitedStaes directs that the disposa
be only under other laws.;

:
-
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MuiNRAL LANDS-MINING CLAIM-WITHDAWAL-RECLAmATION-SECRETABY
THE INTERIOR.

OP

A first-form withdrawal by the Secretary of the, Interior under authority of
the act of June 17, 102, of lands which, in his judgment, are required for
irrigation works, is effective to preclude thereafter location under the
mining laws of lands within the designated limits.
DEcIsIONS AND INSTRBuCTIONS
APPLIED.

Cases of Oklahoma v. Texas (258 U. S., 574), and King v. Bradford (31 L. D.,
108), cited and applied; instructions of January 13, 1904 (32 L. D.,. 387),
applied.

FINNEy-,First Assistant Secretary:
On December 31, 1923, the Director of the National Park Service
called attention to the mineral location known as the Hole in the
Rock No. 1 placer mining claim located by James C. Reed et a. on
the SE. i, Sec. 4, T. 1 N., R. 4 E., G & S. 'R. M.,Arizona,

within the

Papago Saguaro National Monument and requested an investigation
of the validity of the mining claim.
Notice of location on March 26, 1912; by Reed and seven others of

a "valuable mineral deposit other than in veins or lodes of quartz or
other seek in place" was recorded in Maricopa County, March 28,
1912. An amended Inotice of location was recorded April 7, 1913Reed in his affidavit of May 17, 1924,states that the claim was located
'upon the discovery of clay on the land and- that several buildings in
Phoenix were built with brick made from said clay.
It appears that the said SE. ; See. 4, was included in a withdrawal of lands from all disposal by the Secretary of the Interior
July 2, 1902, in connection with the Salt River Project. The with'drawal was changed August 26, 1902, to a second-form .reclamation
withdrawal. The withdrawal of the tract'in question was again
changed to first-form December 4, 1908. The tract was included in
the' national monument which was created by proclamation of January

31, 1914

(38 Stat., 1991).

An investigation was made by a mineral examiner of the General
;Land Officewho on June 13, 1924,submitted an exhaustive report on
the mineral content of the land and the validity of the claim. However, no action has been predicated on the report. The Commissioner
by decision of August 21, 1924, referred to the record fact that the
tract was withdrawn from all forms of disposal December 4, 1908,
under a first-form reclamation withdrawal which remains in force
being prior to the date of the attempted location of the mineral claim
on March 26, 1912, and held the location for cancellation
On October 8, 1924, Reed filed a letter in which'he reasserted his
possessory right to the mineral claim. Said letier has been forwarded as an appeal from the Commissioner's decision.

4f L)
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ight of persons to locate

mineral claims on lands withdrawn by the Secretary of the Interior
from all forms of disposal under first-form reclamation withdrawals.
Section 2319, Revised Statutes,
All valuable mineral deposits in lands

provides:
belongingto the United States, both

surveyed and unsurveyed, -are hereby declared to. be free and open to eploration and purchase, and the lands in which they. are found to occupation and
purchase, by citizens of the United States and those who have declared their
-intention to become such, under-regulations prescribed by law, and according
to the local customs or rules of miners in the several mining districts, so far
as the same are applicable and-,not inconsistent with the laws of the United
States.

The value of the mineral deposit -of clay is very doubtful. Furthermore, ordinary brick clay is not a mineral deposit within the
meaning of the mining laws.

See King v. Bradford

(31 L. D'., 108).

There is no doubt that the tract. in question belongs to the United
States. The 'Supreme Court of the United 'States had occasion to
consider this section of the Revised Statutes in the case of Oklahoma v. Texas (258 U. S.5
599), w74)
herein'it was held that part
of the so-called Red River. lands are valuable mineral lands belonging to the United States but not subject to exploitation under''the
mining laws. Mr. Justice Van Devanter states in-the opinion thatOnly where the United States has indicated that the lands are, held for
disposal under the land laws does the section apply; and it .never applies
where the United States directs that thedisposal be only under other laws..

Lands withdrawn under first-form 'reclamation withdrawals are
withdrawn from all disposal and are dedicated and set aside for
the use of the project. The Department by instructions of January
Jg3 1904 (32 L. D., 387), held (syllabus)
Withdrawals made- by the Secretary of the Interior under authority of the
act of June 17, 1902, of lands which in his judgment are required for irrigation
works contemplated under the provisions of said act, have the force of legislative withdrawals and are therefore effective to withdraw from other disposition all lands within the designated limits to which a right has not vested.

This; holding has been coisistently followed by the Department.
At the date of the first-form reclamation withdrawal Reed and
his associates had no vested rights to the tract or to any minerals
and none. has been since acquired. The tract was not subject to

location under the mining laws and therefore "the attempted location
was illegal and void, of: no effect and conferred no rights on the
locators or their assigns .See; Oklahoma v7.Texas (258 U. S.,
602).
The Commissioner's decision is affirmed.

74526-24-voL.50-44
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t: SAMUEL S. C. CHILCOTE AND PETER J. SMITH.,
Decided December

OI

LANDS.

20, 1924.

AND GAS LANDS-PROSPEcTING PEiMIT-ApLiCAo-NOTICE-BOUNDAIEs.

Where a single application for an oil and gas prospecting permit is for incontiguous tracts, the erection of a notice upon each tract with a description
of the land is required to fulfil the provision of section 13 of the act of
February 25, 1920, if the lands be surveyed, but, if unsurveyed, the
corners of each tract must be monumented.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:a
In the above-entitled case,'Samuel S. C. Chilcote has appealed
from the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office
of July 7, 1924,holding for rejection, in part, his application (Buf-i
falo 020721), filed February 24, 1923, for an oil and gas prospecting

permit because it included lands embraced in a like prospecting
permit application

(Buffalo 020778), filed March 1, 1923, by one

Peter J. Smith, who claimed preference by reason of having posted
appropriate

notice on the land February

14, 1923.

Chilcote does

not claim preference, but relies solely upon his application.
It appears that the land applied, for by Chilcote and Smith respectively comprises three sejarate, detached tracts, the, extreme
limits of which are a little more than four miles apart; that as to
two of these tracts it is not claimed that any notice whatsoever of
appropriation was erected on the land by Smith, and as to the third
tract, it is established that the notice was posted on land covered
by the permit application, since allowed, of third parties. This
third tract was, however within the exterior limits of a larger tract
applied for in its entirety by Smith for prospecting purposes.
Section 13 of the general. leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41
Stat., 437), gives a preference right; over others to a prospecting
permit'if the permit applicantshall cause to be erected upon the land for which a permit.is sought a monument not less than four feet high, at some conspicuous place thereon, and
shall post a notice in: writing on or near said monument, stating that an ap-%
plication for permit will be made within 30 days after date of posting said.
notice, the name of the applicant, the date of the notice * * *

The Department has construed the act as authorizing the issuance'
of permits for incontiguous tracts- within a general area of six miles
square. The act is worded to deal with single tracts, but a reasonable interpretation thereof requires such monumenting and marking of boundaries as will accomplish the plain' purpose of Congress
to give notice of claims made. In cases where the lands are surveyed and survey monuments are plainly visible on the ground,
the erection of notices upon each tract, with a description of the
land, is held necessary to meet the requirements of the act. Less
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than- this would not' do'so. Where the lands involved have not been
surveyed; notices are. required to be posted and the corners of each
tract marked.I The Department has recently held that four monuments placed 'at thieoutermost corners of a group of tracts scattered
over an 'area six miles square,' "'or one much smaller," would be

inadequate toi serve as notice to all persons viewing the
lands-of,their prior disposal.?'
;In
the case 'at'bar, the three tracts respectively claimed by Smith
and Chilcote are separated' from 'each other by lands 'claimed by
neither of them.. 'Acordingly, a'iotice erected on the tract, could
not iiurel to the' benefit -of,-or have efficacy in connection with,
either orboth-of the other 'tracts tdesired..'Accordinly, the applicatioI of Smith will be rjected as to the
two tracts on which he failed to post a notice, namely (1) the E. '
SE.{,- Sec. 9, W. j' W.- Sec. 10, and NW.. 2a NW. v,' Sec.' 15,
and (2)i the S. C NE.1 -, N. 1 SE. , and SE.
SE. I, Sec. 15,

I"-wholly

all in T., 48 N., '11. '82 W.,- Buffalo, Wyoming,

land district,' and,

in'the absence of' other7objection not 'here appearing, the application
of Chilcote therefor will' be' accepted.

As to the third tract: above

mentioned, namely, the SW.' -i,;Sec.7, NW.
and N. J. SE.
Sec. 18 the 'application of 'Smith will be approved, in the absence
'of :other objection not' hereappearing since it is part and parcel 'of
the larger tract upon which it appears- le placed a monumenti and
notice as required by section 13 of the 'act.
,

The decision appealed from is modified accordingly.:

RIGHT

OF A STATE

TO TAX

LAIDS

PATENTED

IN

INDIAN ALLOTTEES PRIOR TO- THE EXPIRATION
TRUST PERIOD.
S ;p'lwhon;December

ithe

exemptinrom

TO

24, 1924.

INDIAN LANDS-COLVILiE LANDS -ALLOTMENT
PATENT-

'

FEE

OF THE

TAXATION-

VESTED

taxation for a definite period acquired by'an In-

dian allottee under a trust 'patent' is a vested right of which he can; not
be deprived without 'his consent; yet, where he' voluntarily applies for
and obtains a patentin fee' simple under'the act of May 8, 1901I he thereby
waives his right- to the exemption from taxation during the remainder
of the original trust period.
COURTDECISION CITEDANDAPPLIED.
Case of Sweetv . Shock (245 U. S., 192), cited and applied.
EDIWARDS,

o0icsitor::

My opinion has been requested in connection with the question of
-axationi by the State of Washington against lands allotted to In-

692:
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dians of the Colville Reservation where the allottees applied for
and received patents in fee simple prior. to the expiration of the
original trust period.
From--the record presented it appears that some 500 allottees on
this reservation have heretofore. received patents in fee and that of
those who still retaintitle some have voluntarily paid the taxes
thereon while others have refused: so to do on the- ground that; such

lands are not taxable by the State until the full 25-year period
,called for by theiroriginal trust patents has expired.
By the act of July 1, 1892 (27 Stat., 62), Congress provided for
allotments in severalty to the Indians and the disposal of the surplus unallotted lands within that part of the Colville Indian Reservation.commonly referred to as the ;" north half." By the act of
March 22,01906 (34 Stat., 80), a practically similar disposal was
provided for with reference to lands, within the diminished or
::south half" of this reservation. Both acts, after providing for an
allotment of 80 acres to each Indian, substantially directed the issuance of patents in accordance with the general allotment act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat.,. 388). This in turn (section 5) calls for
patents under which the United States declared that it would hold
the lands so allotted in trust for 25 years for the benefit of the
allottee or in case of death, of his heirs, and that at the expiration of
said period it would convey the lands in fee to the allotteepor to his
heirs as the case might be " free from any charge or incumbrance
whatsoever." In other words, our familiar .25-year trust patent,
which, so long as the land remained in that status, operated as an
effective bar against taxation by the State. ' See United States' v.
Thurston County, Nebraska, et l. (143 Fed., 287). As the period
of the trust is to be calculated in each instance from the date of .the
primary or trust patent, necessarily this will vary as to individual
* allottees but for our present purposes it is sufficientto state that trust
patents on the north half of the Colville Reservation were issued
-mainly under date Iof July 31, 1900; those for allotments on the
south half bearing date- mainly of April 13, 1917. Hence, the 25year trust period has not expired, by lapse of time, in. any instance.
Congress, however, on May:8, 1906 (34 Stat., 182), amended the
-

general allotment act in several respects, with which we are here
concerned to the extent only of that proviso which reads in part
(page 183):
That the Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion, and he is hereby
-authorized, whenever he shall be satisfied that any Indian allottee is competent and capable of managing his or her affairs at any time to cause to
be issued to such allottee a patent in fee simple and thereafter all restrictions
as to sale, incumbrance, or taation
of said land shall be removed and said
land shall not be liable to the satisfaction of any debt contracted prior to
the issuing of such patent. [Italics supplied.]
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For a considerable period the view prevailed rather generally
that inalienability and nontaxability as applied to allotted Indian
lands were coexistent factors, or, in other words, that as soon as restrictions are removed the lands then become subject to taxation.
Evidently -Congress entertained a like view for in several measures
pertaining to such matter that body attempted, as it did in the act
of. May 8, 1906, spra, to couple taxability with a removal of the
restrictions against alienation. See act of June 21, 1906 (34 Stat.,
325, 353), relating
allottees on the- White Earth Reservation,
Minnesota, and the act of May 27, 1908 (35 Stat., 312), relating to
the Five Civilized Tribes in Oklahoma. In 1912, however, the
Supreme Court of the United States, after pointing out that alienability and taxability are separate and distinct subjects, laid down
the, rule, substantially, that while Congress could remove the' re- (
striations against alienation whenever' it saw fit so to do, yet where;
an Indian has once obtained a vested right of exemption from taxation for a definite period it is thereafter beyond the power of ConX gress, by statute, to deprive the Indian of that right without his
.to

consent.

See Choate v. Trapp

(224 U. S., 665, 673).

To the same,,

effect is the decision -by the Eighth Circuit in Morrow v. United
States (243 Fed., 854), involving allottees of the White Earth
Reservation, Minnesota.

tSSee

also 49 L. D., 348, 352, wherein it was:;

pointed out that a removal of restrictions, within itself, does not
deprive the Indian of any property right but simply enlarges his
privilege of dealing with the lands allotted to him which he could
thereafter retain, incumber, or dispose of, as he might see fit. Enlargement of personal privileges are matters of which one can hardly'
' be heard to complain, but when we attempt to couple this with an
invasion of a vested property right we confront a different situation.
If it is beyond the power, of 'Congress to invade a property right
resting in the Indian, surely it is Jlikewise beyond the power of an.
administrative officer, b* the issuance of a patent in fee prior to
the expiration of the trust period, without the consent of the Indian,
-to deprive him~of a right which has once vested. In other words,
his lands can not thus be made subject to taxation without his consent. See Benewah County, Idaho v. United States (290 Fed., 628).
We are not here greatly concerned, however, with those comparatively few cases where patents in fee have issued without the consent
of the Indian. For, as indicated in the opening paragraph, the question now here deals only with those Indians who applied for and;
received patents in fee simple prior to the expiration of the originaltrust period provided for in the primary or trust patents issued, to
them. This brings into view a somewhat different situation, and
one with respect' to which there can be but little if any doubt-;
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0

applies fora reo val of; estrictions,
prior to the expiration of tle period, of exemption originally pro-.
vided for, the granting of such application .subjects the lands to.
taxation even in the, hands of the. original, allottee. See Sweet v..
Where an allottee voluntarily

Shock (245 U. S. 192; 196-7):.

The application

for xremoval of re-

strictions or, as in this case, the issuance. of a patent in fee, being.
wholly voluntary on, the part of the Indian,. he. takes title subject, to
the terms, conditions, and limitations,'of the statute under which the
application is granted. In other words,:he can not' embrace the bene-:fits of aI statute and. at the same time escape the responsibilities qr
liabi-litiesarising hereunder. lu so far as allottees on the north half .
of the Colville Indian Reservation are concerned the fact that such;:
lands after issuance of a patent in fee became taxable is fortified by. I

that legislative declaration in the act of July 1, 1892, supra-the
very act under which they received their lands in severalty-which
declaresThat such allotted lands shall be subject to the laws of eminent domain of .
:the State of Washington. and shall, when conveyed in ,fee simple to the allottees or their heirs, be subject to taxation as other property in that.State.

Aside from the legislative declaration just mentioned, however, I:
am of the.-opinion that when an. Indian allottee applies for. and receives a patent in fee simple pursuant to the',act of May L, 1906,j
supra,' even prior to the expiration -of the original trust period, such
lands then become subject to taxation.:
In connection with this matter the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
invites attention to section 2 of .the act, of July '1, 1892, supra, in
which Congress authorized the-Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion,' to use part of the proceeds. derived from-the sale of surplus:
lands within the north half of--the Colville IndianReservation topay such part. of the local taxes as, might properly be chargeable
against the lands allotted to these WIndians:"so long as such allotted

lands shall be held in trust and exempt from taxation?'' Ha1ving.
found that the issuance f a -patent infee not only terminates tle
trust- but also subjects the land to taxation, this featTre of the.-situa-,
tion 'is not of great materiality here. it may be: observed, however,
that by the act of June'7, 1924-(43 Stat.,.599), Congress has directed
payment to .Stevens' and Ferry. Counties, lVashinaton, of some:
$115,767 in lieu of taxes against lands allotted to Indians on the
Colville Reservation pursuant to section 2 of .the act of July 1,' I892,
supra, but this is to be used, of course, only in settlement, ratably,
of taxes denied to the State-wheretle lands: so allotted are still "held:
in trust" and therefore exempt.
Approved:
F. M. GooDwix.

Assistant Secretary.
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Abandoned Military Reservation.

See Fort Assinniboine Lands, 1, 2; Reservation, 4.

Abandonment.
I
See Contest,1; Mining Claim, 2; Repayent, 7 12.

:
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Alienation.;

:

f

See Assignment, 3; Coal lands, 26.

Allotment.
See IndianLands, 1l.

Amendment.
See CoalLands, 18; Homestead,2; Repay-

Accounts.
See Fees,3; Reclamation,8, 11.
1. InstruetionsofMarch22,1924,authorize
tion forexpenditures;paragraph282,Circular
No. 616,amended. (CircularNo. 923)323

ment, 7.

Appeal.
See Notice,1; Oil and GasLands, 19;Practice, 2, 4.

1. One is not estopped from exercisinghis
right of appeal to the Department becauseof
prior stateomeitsmade to an adverseparty to
See Patent, 2, 3.
the controversyto the effectthat the decision
1. In the absence of a statute to the conof the Commissionerof the General Land
trary, lands'formed by accretionbelong to
Office,when rendered,wouldbe acceptedby
'the adjoiningriparian or shore ownern-357 * himas
final-----------5
2. Where, prior to divestiture of the Gov2. The rule that, where an appeal is taken
ermnent's title to public land abutting on a
from an order of dismissalof an application
meander:line, an accretion had formed and
to contest,serviceof notice of the appealupon-'
the original survey had ceased to correctly
the entryman is not required,,doesnot apply
representthe approxinateshore line, title to
to appealsfrom the rejection of applications
the added area does not pass under a patent
to make entry or for prospecting permits
for the surveyedupland357
because of conflict with previouslyallowed
entriesor permits;in the latter classofappeals,
Adjoifnig Farm Entry.
service of notice upon the entryman or per
See Homestead.
*msittee
is combpulsory-496
mitte
iscomplsor---------------------- 496

Accretion.

Adverse Claim.

Application.

See Alaska, 2; Coal Lands, 1, 17, 20, 21;
Contest, 2; Homestead, 1, 22; Indemnity, 1,

Mining Claim, 2, 9; Oiland GasLands, 49.

Affidavits.
See Alaska, 2; Attorney, 1; Oil and Gas
Lands, 18, 24; Selection, 1.

Agent.
See Attorney, 1; Homestead, 16; Notice, 2;

Oiland GasLands,29,73; Reclamation,
12.

Alaska.
See Indian Lands, 6, 7; Officers,3;

i?,and

Gas Lands, 0; Patent, 11; Resereation2;
Secretaryof theInterior,2; Tradeand Manufacturing Site, 1, 2.

L Instructionsof September8, 1923,acqusition of title to public lands in Alaska.
(CircularNo. 491,revised)
27
2. Instructions of October 15, 1923, identif-

cation of lands in Alaska; Circilars Noo. 672.
and 945,amended. (CircularNo. 905)156

Alien.
See Homestead,7.

See Appeal, 2; Coal Lands, 16, 1, 21,: 23;

Commissioner
of the eneral Land Office,1;

Desert Land, 1, 2; Entry, 1; Esidence, 1; Fees,2Homestead, 3, 17, 18, 20, 28; Isolated Tracts, 1;

NationalParks, 1; Notice,3 8; Oil and Gas

-Lands, 10, 12, 14, 19, 20, 22, 36, 44, 4, 49;
Patent, 9; Reclamation, 6 12; Records, 1, 4Relinquishment, 4; Repayment, , 14, 15;

TownSite, 2.
1. An applicant for relief under the act of
January 27,1922,must exhaust.his claim in .
one applicationunless the lands applied for
Ilie in two land districts, in which event the
practice will be in accordancewith instruetions of September22, 1916(45L. D., 486)-.
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Arid Land.
i. Instructionsof March 2, 1924,irrigation
of arid lands in Nevada; paragraph 7 (a),
CircularNo. 666,amended
333

Arizona.
See Indemnityg,2.

Asbestos.
See Indian Lands. i
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Assignment.

Canals and Ditches.
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Carey Act.

1. An assignmentof a desert-landentry to
one who is qualifiedto make an entry of that
characteris not renderedinvalidor ineffective
because he holds under a transfer from a'
mesne assignorwho is not so qualified,not'withstanding that section 2 of the act of
March 28, 1908,declaresthat assignmentsto
disqualifiedpersons and to associationsshall
139
not be allowedor recognized
2. Where a desert-land entry is assignedto
*severalindividuals, and there is no evidence
*toshow that the assigneeshave formed a
union or organizationfor the prosecutionof
some enterprise, such transfer is not to be
construedas an assignmentto an association
within the prohibition,of section 2 of the act
of March 28,1908-

- 1. The preference right accorded to an
entryman under State CareyAct laws by the
act of February 14, 1920,to make an entry
under applicablepublic land laws, descends
to the widowofone who,havingdiedprior to
the exerciseof the.right, had in his lifetime
beendeclaredby the Land Department to be
entitled thereto by reason of his settlement
- - 647
upon and occupancyof the land-

Change of Entry.
Chippewa Lands.

:

See Indian Lands, 8..

Circulars and Instructions.

139

See Tableof, pages xxii and xxiii.

Citizenship.
See Coal Lands, 17; Homestead, 7.

-

* 1. Naturalizationin a foreigncountry of a
citizen ofthe United States is an act of expatriation which makes him a citizen of that
country, and the citizenship of his wife,
residing with him therein, is mergedwith
that of her husband, if narried prior to the,

Attorney.

passage of the act of September 22, 1922,

See Assignment, 3, Notice, 2, 3.

irespective of whether the expatriation
205
occurredbeforeor after the marriage2. United States citizenship lost by a
woman as the result ofmarriageand residence in a foreign country with a citizen thereof
before the passageof the act of September
22,1922,can thereafter be restored, if at all,
only by naturalizationas prescribedby that

1; Section558of the Codeof the District of
Columbia, as amendedby the provisoto the
act of June 29, 1906,which prohibits the administering of oaths by notaries public in
connectionwith matters pendingbefore any
of the departments of the United States
Governmentin which they are employedas
counsel, attorney, or agent, or in any way
interested, applies to all such persons,
whetherresidingin the District of Columbia:
or elsewhere-17

att-0---------------------Coal lands.

205

See CoalTrespass,1; DesertLand, 6; Oiland
Ga Lands,5; Patent,11;PhosphateLands, 4;

Bonds.

Repayment, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 17, 18,. 19;
Resercation,3; School Land, 2, 3, 8, 9; Timber
- and Stone, 1, 2, 3; Withdrawal, 1 6; Words

See Coal Lands, 1; Commissioner of the
General Land Office, 1; .Phosphate Lands, 1;
Records, 3.

and Phrases,6, 9.
i. Instructions of March 13, 1924,amendtagparagraph 8of CircularNo. 679,coalland
as amendedby CircularNo. 809;.:
regulations,
paragraph 22of CircularNo. 679,amended.
320
(Circular No. 922)
2. The provisionin section 27of the act of

1. The requirement in the act of December
29,1916,that a bond be furnishedas security
of compensationfor damageto the permanent
improvementsof a stock-raisinghomestead
:entryman is applicable only to persons acquiringrights to mineand removethe mineral
deposits,but not, as does the 'act of July 17,
1914,to one.who has been granted merely a
510
prospectingPermit-'

February 25, 929,limiting a person, associa-

Boundaries.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 44; Surrey, 1, 3, 6.

Burden of Proof.
See DesertLand, 6; Homestead,2; Mineral

Lands, 2; Oil and Gas Lands, 13; Patent, 8;
Repayment, 18; School Land, 2, 6, 7, 9

Bureau of Reclamation'.
See Officers, 1

:-

See Desert Land, 6; Entry, 1,:2, 3, 4; Relinyuishment, 2, 3.

3. An irrevocablepowerofattorneyto make
a changeof entry under the act of January 27,
1922,wheretmderthe agent is authorizedto
make a selectionand to transferthe land after
the issuanceof patent, constitutes an assignment of the right or claim,and is in violation
of the second provisoto that act, but selections may be made by an agent acting under
an ordinary powerof attorney-390

.

Page

See Rightof Way, 1, 2, 4; Selection, 1.

See Homestead, 7, , 9, 10; Oiland GasLands,
20, 21, 28-31, 52-55.

.

tion, or corporationto one coal lease during
the life of such lease in any one State, is
applicableto coal prospectingpermits issued
151
pursuant to section2 of that act3. The limitation in section 27of the act of
February 25, 1920,respectingthe granting of
but one lease:during the life of that lease, is
not to be construed as preventing one who
has secured a coal prospecting permit or
lease and assigned all rights and interests
therein from thereafter securing a second
151
---nermit or lease-__

INDEX

Coal lands-Continued. -.

.
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4. The purpose ofthe limitation n section

27 of the act of February 25, 1920,prohibiting

-69.7
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11. Section 4 ofthe act of February 25, 1920,

which authorizesthe granting of a second
anyonej except as therein provided, from
coalleaseto a lesseethroughthe sameprocedtaking or holding more than one coal lease
ure and under the same conditionsas in case :
during the life of such leasein any one State,
of an originallease, includesthe authority to
grant a prospectingpermit as preliimhnary
was, accordingto the legislative intent, to
to
aleaseplace a restriction on the number f leases
293
12.
An
applicant
for
a
coal
prospecting
per-kthat may be taken or held simultaneously,:
mit
under
section
4
of
the
act
of
February
25,
:
but not as to the number that may be held
1920,does not acquire any preferenceright
in succession
…
153
to a permit by virtue of the fact that he is .
.5. One who, prior to the passage of the
operatingunder a lease of other public coal
leasing act of February 25, 1920,went upon
: lands294
lands embraced within an-.unrevokedcoal
:13. The authority conferredupon the Secland withdrawaland madelargeexpenditures
retary of the Interior-by section4 of the-act;
in the developmentof a coalmine thereupon
of February 25, 1920, to grant a second coal
acquired no legal rights by reason of such
leaseor a prospectingpermit to a lesseewhen
it is shown that all of the workabledepositsexpendituresand improvements158
coveredby the originalleasewill be depleted6 The firstprovisoto section2 of the act of
within three years thereafter, is not limited
February 25, 1920,authorizes the Secretary
to
contiguousland294
of the Interior to extend equitable relief by
14. Section2349,RevisedStatutes, doesnot
granting a lease without the necessity of
require
that
a
-coal
declaratory
statement
or
competitivebiddingtosry properlyqualified
noetie - setting up a preference-right:claimyperson, or associationof persons,who, prior
must be diedwithin sixty days from the date
to the approval f the act, had in goodfaith
that possessionwas first declared,but consubstantially improved and occupied or
templates that the sixty-day-periodbeginsto Claimedan area of public coal lends, not in
run at the time of theopeningof a mineofcoal
excessof that- to-which a valid claim might
and the commencementof improvements
have been assertedunder the coalland laws,
thereon,accomparnied
by actualpossessionof
the landwhere no legal right to purchase is accorded
299
15. A coal declaratory,statement which is
by section57of the leasingact-158
.
not diled..witbiiisixty days from the accrual
7.,Neither the leasing act of February 25,
of a preferenceright as required by section
1920,nor any other'act of Congressaccordsto
2349,RevisedStatutes, but which ispresented
surfaceentrymen or ownersunder the homewithin the ensuingyear,affordsthe declarant, :3
stead law a prctereneeright to a coal prosin the absence of an intervening adverse
pecting permit or to a leaseupon the land so:
right assertedat the time of the Slingor other'
entered
-196
dispssitionof the land, the same security for;
8. Where one-who is not entitled-&toa'
the periodspecifiedin the statute as if it had
preferenceright to a coal lease has in good
beenfiled in time----.-----------:
300
faith, under erroneous advice, opened and
15. The acts of onein taking and main-tamingpossessionof aixact ofpublicland and
developeda mineof coal,the Secretaryof the
-opecinga Amine
of coalthereon,coupledwith-:
Interior has- the authority to: requite one
acts of the localofficersin acceptinghis applobtaining the lease pursuant to section 2 of
cation to purchase, permitting publication
the act of February 25, 1920,if another, toand proof,and requiring:payment of the purpay-to the one making the -mprovements
chase
price,:constitutes an appropriationof
the amountthat the land has been enhanced
the land, dillyrecognixedand noted ofrecord,
in value thereby
197 - sufficientto preclude the subsequent allow9. The classificationof public landsas val' uaet of a hoxhestead entry-300
uable for coal does not prevent disposition17. The: erroneous allowance of a homeof their oi and gas contents under the prostead entry, subsequentiy canceledbecause:
visions'ofthe act of February 25,1920220
of want -of citizenship qualificationsof 'the:
10. Section 4 of the act ofFebruary 25, 1920,
entryman; does not affect the surfacerightsiX
which givesthe Secretaryof the Interiorauof an applicant to purchase the land under
thority to grant a secondcoalleaseto a lessee
the coal-landlaws who had, prior to the cancellation, appropriated the land by takingwhen it is shownthat allof the workablecoal
and maintainingpossessionthereofand opendeposits covered by the first lease will be
ing
a mine of coalthereon
- 300
exhaustedwithin three years thereafter,pro18. Rights acquired by the filing of a coal
vided that the aggregateareas do not exceed
prospecting
permit
application,
prior
in time,
2,560acres, contemplatesthe granting of awhich the localofficerssuspendedfor further
second lease prior to the exptration of the
showing
on
the
part
of
the
applicant,
are not
originallease,and this provisionforthe taking
defeated by the filing of an application by
and holdingof more than one leaseis one of
anotherwherethe defectwasafterwardscured
the- exceptionsreferred to in: the;excepting
by an amendatory applicationand the first
clauseofsection27of that act29 I applicantwas not chargeablewith laches--- 318 -
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X
19.The issuanceof a coal prospectingpermit, which is merelya license,under the act
of February 21,1920,is discretionarywith the
Secretaryof the Interior,and such permitwill
be issuedonly whereprospectingis necessary
to showeither the existenceor workabilityof

Coal Trespass.'

-Coal lands-Continued.

upon the public lands are coveredinto the
United States Treasury as "Miscellaneous
Receipts," irrespectiveof whether,the trespassesoccurredbeforeor after the enactment
of the leasingact of February 25,1920,and no
perexceptionis made as to recoverieskfrom
sonswhohave beenawardedleaseauderthat
. OIQ
acte

coal deposits-342

20. While the Departmentmay, and occasionallydoes, issue permits pursuant to the
act of February 25,1920,to prospectunappro- priated land eventhough the evidencebefore
it does not appear to warrant prospecting,
yet, where an adverseclaimexists, a permit
will be issued onlyupon a clearshowingthat
343
the land has prospectivemineralvalue21. Wheretherehad been no determination
by the Department, with full knowledgeof
the facts,as to the coalcharacterof land,the
doctrine of relation can not properly be invokedupon the grantingof a prospectingpermit under the act of February 25, 1920,to
stamp the land as classified,claimed,or reported coalin characterfor the purposeof defeatingen entry initiated after the permitapied but before the permit
- plication was
22. Coaloperationsupon public lands commencedprior to the award of a leaseby one
who becomesa successfulbidder fora leaseat
publicauction constitutea trespass,notwithstandingthat the operationswere conductedby a potentiallessee-501
23. The mining ofcoalbeforethe filingof an
applicationfor a coallease by one equitably
entitled thereto because of prior operations
constitutesa trespass,but all coalmined-after,
the filingofthe applicatioppursuant to which
the leaseis awardedwill be deemedto have
501
been minedunder the terms of the lease24. Mereprospectingfor coalas preliminary
to the openingof a mine does not constitute
the commencementof improvementsas that
term is used in section 2349,RevisedStatutes,
and the period coveredby such preliminary
prospecting nnnot be regarded as falling
within the 60-dayperiodduring which a coal
- declaratorystatement is required to be fied- 692
25. Avermentsin a coal declaratory tatement to the effect that the declarant had:
caIusedan open cut about 8 feet wide to be
driven upon a-vein of coal that was already exposedby a creek running through-theland
"thereby opening and improving a veinof
good merchantablecoal about 7 feet thick,"
are too generaland indefiniteto establishthe
opening and improving of a mine- of coal as of

the date of the filingof the declaratory tate,ment within the contemplationof the coal
Hlandlaws--

See IndianLands,10.

Cobalt.

Columbia Indian Lands.
Colville Lands.
See.Indian Lands, it.

Commissioner

-6-

592

of the General

Land Office.

;

See Appeal, 1; Practice,4;: SupervisoryAuthority, 4.

-

1. Authorityto considerand determinethe
merits and validity of applicationsforoil and
gas prospectingpermits, in the firstinstance, residesin the Commissionerof the- General
Land Office,and the fact that the local
officers,whose functions in this respect are
merely ministerial,receivedwithout rejecting
an application,together with the prescribed
bond and fees,does not of itself conferupon
the applicantany rightto have his application
allowed-203

Community Property. .
See Homestead, 6.

C

Compactness.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 38, 45.

Confirmation.
See Desert Land, ,6;: Homestead, 14, 15; Reclamaion, 4; elinqwishme t, 2, 3; epayment, 1, 2,
4, 10.

Contest.
-

See Appeal, 1, 2, Celtivation, 4; tees, 2; 21, 23,
26; Notice, 2, 3; Oil and Gas Lands, 46; Practice,
ii
:3,4,6.
1. Instructions of July 11, 1924, contests

against homestead'entries on the charge of
abandonment; Circular No; 750,amended;
Circular No. 815,:revoked. (Circular No.
949)-

26. Equitable title to coal lands entered
under section 2347et seg., Revised Statutes,
does not vest in the entryman until the laws
and regulationsshall havebeenfullycomplied
with, including payment of purchase price,
and until that time alienationof the lands is
.
- - -- _ - . . 602
- . effect---------.-- .- lawful
- w.ithnt

-

See Indian Lands,3.

343

issued-

age

See Coal Lands, 22, 23.
1. Moneys recovered for coal trespasses

-

575

2. Failure to complywith the proofof publication requirement prescribedin Rules of
Practice8and 10,is not a sufficientgroundfor
the abatement of a contest, where the contestant is seekingto cancel an entry because
he is claimingthe land under color of title,
and the contesteefails to answer allegations
which,when undisputedwarrant the holding
that the tract was not subject to entry- . X

:

INfDEX
,

,

,

i

> .

.,,

.

-

a:

Contest-Continued:

I.

:.

i:

.

*

iPage
3. The Land Department is without-jurisdictionto entertain a contestagainst an entry .
for which a patent has been duly. executed,
but not deliveredto the patentee becauseit
was prematurely and erroneouslyissed.*
916
- 4. The requiromentin'Rule.8 of Practice
' that-proof-of service:-ofnotice of -contestbet
made within a specifiedtime, where no answerhas been filed,is mandatory, and, upon
failure of the contestant to strictly comply
therewith,the contest-abates,
ipsofactof -- 165
5. Submissionof testimonyat the finalihear
ing before-theregisterand receiverin a contest
case,after the takiigboftestimonybefdtea des- ignated officer,is in the nature of a contin- i
uance and is to be governedby the Rules of Practicerelatingto continuances--- 168
I6. One-who has purchased improvements
placedupon-atract ofpublicland byahomestead entrynsan,and is occupyingand culti-vatingthe land atthe time of the initiationof
a contestby a third party, shouldbe accordedthe privilegeof interveningwith the view to- i
determininghisright to defeatthe preference
- right - 6f the contestant on the ground-of
i equitableestoppel
-273
Contestant.

.

-

See Fees, 2; Notice, 3.

-

Contiguity.
See C La nds, 13; Entry 4; Oil and Gas
Lands, 38, 43, 44, 45.

-

Continuance.
See Contest,5; Practice, 4.

Coos Bay Wagon Road Grant.

See Oregenand Calieornia
RailroadLands,1.

Costs.
.See Practice,6.

Courts.

i

- -

:See Homestead, 1; Jurisdiction, 1, 2, 3; Land
Department, 2, 3; Mining Claim, 9; Notice, 4;
-

PublicLands, 1; Res Jsdicota,1.

Cross Lake.

-

SeeLake,
1.S q

Crow Lands.

-l

-

.

a

-

:

-

-

-

See Indian Lands; 1, 4;. - Patent, 14.;

-

Cultivation.i

.jnstructions
of February

1, 1924, redue-

tion of area of cultivation; paragraph27 (h)
Circular No. 541,amended.: (CircularNo.

912)-- - -

-260
- --

2. The provisionin the act of June 6, 1912,
pertainingto the granting of relieffrom the
area of cultivationrequired of homesteaders,
does not onferthe privilegeof demandingas
a matter of right that the relief be grantedor
mandatorily require the granting of such applications in any case or class of cases

-

Page
3. Where, at the time of entry under the
enlargedhomesteadact, the land was subject
to entry under both that act and the stock-'
raisinghomesteadact, and was suitable only:
for grazing,the entryman is not entitled to;
equitable considerationin support of an applicationfor reduction of the required area ofi
cultivation549
4. Cultivationof land of the originalfarm,
formerlyunder cultivation,may be offeredin:
proof of cultivation-submittedin connection
with an-adjoiningfarmhomesteadentry670

Damages.
See Bonds,1; Coal Trespass,1; Homestead,
3; JTurisdictin, 3; Oil and Gas Lands, 5, 57, 58,?

60,61; erdsandPhrases,14.
1. Instructions of'Decmber

-

-

29,i 1923, rule

for fixingthe measureof damagesin innocent
timbertrespasscases.- (CircularNo.909)-- 223
- 2; In the settlementof cases
-againstparties
who have innocently,but wrongfully,taken.
timberfrompubliclands in Stateswhichhave
not-prescribedrules governingthe measureof
damages,the stumpage value,.or the value of
the timber in the standing trees, constitutes
the full measure ofdamagesthat the Government isentitled torecover-211
Declaratory
Statement.
:
:
See CoalLands,15,24,25;Homestead,
16. - -

Deeds.
SeeNationalForests,
3.

-

Descent and Distribution.

-

See CareyAct, 1; Indian Lands, 9; Oil'end
GasLands,33. -

Desert Land.

l

-

See Assignment; 1, 2; Citizenship, 1; Entry,
2; Military Sercice, I; Reclamation, 12; elinguishment, 3; Repayment, 2, 6, 9; Reserca-

tien, 1.

A:

1. Instructions of September 13, 1923,effect

of withdrawal of allowable application to.
makedesert-landentry -135
2. Instructions of November 12,1923, effect

(CireularNo.933) -398

Sec AridLand, 1; Preference
Right,1; SpereisoryAnthority,6.
-

Cultivation-Continued.

of filing of allowabladesert-landapplication
respectingthe rights of the applicant, act of
September5,1914
184
3. Instructions of April 26,1924,acceptableexpenditures on desert-land entries; paragraph 18, Circular No. 474,: amended.

-

-;

:690

149

4. RegulationsofMay 20,1924,entries and
proofs under the desert-landlaws; Circular No.474,revised. (CircularNo.474) - 443
5. A desert-landentry doesntome within
the confirmatoryprovisionof section 7 of the
act ofMarch 3,1891,ifthe-finalproofshowson
its face,at the time of its submission,incomplete and unsatisfactory compliance with
law as to appropriationof a waterright, and
the entryman is required, before the expiration of the two-yearstatutory period, to rem- :
edy the defect or suffer cancellationof the
entry----

-

----------
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Page
1.Page Equitable Adjudication.
Id
0 See Patent, 6.
6. An application, based upon a canceled
desert-land entry for 320 res, to make an
I Equity. Land,
0
exchangeof entry under the act of January
See CoalLands, 6. t
27,1922,for publicland classifiedas coalland,
must be controlledby the act of June 22,1910,
Estoppel.,
which limits the area of classifiedcoal land
See Appeal, 1; Contest, 6; Mining Claim 2;
that may be acquired under the desert-land
Oil and Gs Lands, 48; Relinquishment,2;
lawsto 160acres with reservation of the coal
Waiver,2.
deposits, unless the applicant assumes the
Evidenee.
burden of proof and shows that the land is
374
.
non-coalin characterSee Coal Lands, 25; Contest,5; Desert Land,
6; Homestead, 2, 4, 11, 29; Land Department,
7. The desert-land act of March 3, 1877,
2; Mineral Lands, 2; Mining Claim, 1, 4, 6, 13,
which fixedthe sum of twenty-fivecents per
14,15; Oiland GasLands, 7, 13;Patent, 8; Pracacreas thepriceto be paid uponthe initiation
tice, 2, 3; Public Lands, 1; Relinquishment, 1;
of all desert-landentries, did not supersede
Repayment, 18; SchoolLand, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9; Selec-.
and destroy the proviso to. section 2357,Refion, 2; Warrant, 2; Withdraweal,2, 6.
visedStatutes, which fixeda doublepricefor
1. The fact that an application for an oil
reservedsectionswithin the limits of a railand gas prospectingpermit was depositedin.
416
road grantthepost officeona certainday and at a certain
8. The act of February 27, 1917, which xhour, doesnot, when whollyunsupported by
tended the act of August 30, 1890,by perother evidence,create a statutory presumpmitting one whohas made an enlargedhometion, suchasobtainsin certaincasesinvolving
stead entry for 320acres,to makea desert-land
merenotices to individuals, that the applientry for 160 acres, does not authorize the
413
cationwas deliveredin due courseallowanceof any entry under the desert-land.
Exchange of Lands.
law in favorof one who has entered and perfectedtitle to, or is holdingan entry or entries
See National Forests, 1, 2, 3; National Parks,
of more than 320acresof agriculturalland- 560
1; Railroad Grant, 2.

Desert Land-Continued.

Exemption.

Diligence.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 25, 27, 23, 6
70, 73.

Discovery.

67,

See IndianLands, 11.

Expatriation.

V

See Citizenship, 1.

Expenditures, Authorization
for.

See Mining Claim, 4 5, 6, 10; Oil and Gas
Lands, 10, 30, 37, 41, 42, 45, -66, 67, 72; Phos-

phateLands, 2.

See Accounts, 1.

Entry.

Farm Units.

Set Appeal, 2; Assignment,3; CoalLands,

See Homestead, 12, 13.

21; Desert Land, ; Patent, 2; Private-Entry,1;
Records, 1; Relinquishment 2, 3; Repayment,
7, 8,-10. :

Federal Employees.
1. Instructions of April 12, 1924,prohibition

against Federal employeesholding interests.
412
.
in Indian oil and gasleases-

1. Instructions of December-3, 1924,administrative ruling relating to applications
under the act of January 27,1922,for change
of entires. (Circular No. 967)-

684

2. A changeof entry under the act of January 27,1922,for 160acres,basedupon a canceleddesert-landentry for320acres,exhausts
the right of the entryman to make a further
374
change under the provisionsof that act3. The act of January 27,1922,does not authroisethe Secretaryof the Interior to permit
oneto selectand transferpayment to 640acres
designatedunder the stock-raisinghomestead
act in exchangeof an entry made under section 2289,RevisedStatutes, for 160acres--- 635
4. A change of entry under the act of
January 27,1922,may be allowedfor two or
moreincontiguoustracts subjectto entry providedthat none of the tracts is part of an area
approximatelyequal to that embracedin the
636
-osuveledentry-

Federal Power Act.
See Mining Claim,16.

.

Fees.
See Commissionerof the General Land Office,
:1; Homestead, 9, 11, 14, 15; National Forests,

2; Oiland GasLands, 24; Records,4; Repayment, 12, 13, 14; Selection, ; Vested Rights,
2, 4.
of September 10, 1923,,
1 Instructions

charges for carbon copies of testimony in
contest cases; instructions of May 28, 1910
(38 L. D. 615), modified. (Circular No. 904).. 133

2. The presentation of an application in
due form by a contestant to enter lands embraced within a prior canceledentry in the
exerciseof his preferenceTight does not have
any segregativeeffectosto the land involved
177
until the requiced fes have been tende4

INDEX
_

-.

.

Fees-Continued.
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Page Homestead.

3. As neitherthe leasingact of February25,
1920,nor the regulations thereunder specify i
the procedureto be followedwhereapplicants
forprospectingpermitstender an insufficient
filingfee,the generalinstructionsof August9,
1918,CircularNo..616,relatingto the keeping
of recordsand accounts,are applicable582

Final Proof.
See Arid Land, ; Cultivation,4; Desert
Land, 5; Homestead, 7, 8 9, 15, 23, 26, 27, 30,
Oil and GasLands, 7, 13;Patent, 13; Vested
Bights, 4.

Generally.

page

-

X

See Appeal, 1; Application,1; CoalLands,
-

7, 16, 17, 21; Conlesl, 1, 2, 6; Entry, 3, 4; Fees,
2; ert Assinntbeine Lands, 2; Heomestead,
18; Indian Lands, 2, 3, 4, 8; Isolated Tracts,

1; -Jurisdiction,2; Kinkaid Act, 1; Mineral
Lands, 2; Mining Claim, 1; Mortgage,1,-2;'ettee, 1, 3, 6; Oil and Gas Lands, 7,13, 32, 46,
47, 48, 49,63; Patent, 6, 8, 11, 13; Relinuishment
1, 2; Repayment, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10; Settlement, 1;
Survey, 3,; 7; Vested Rights,04; Waiver, 1, 2;
Withdrawal,1.
-,

-

1. Serviceof noticeupon a homesteadentryman of the commencementof a suit against himin thelocal courts by an adverseclaimant
1. The selectionof land in lieu of a relinin no wise calls in questionbefore-the Land -.
quished claimin a forest reserve under the
Departmentthe validity of the entry- .
act of June 4, 1897,'can be exercisedonly by
2. A published report by the Geologicl or in behalf of the owner of the land relinSurvey that lands areprospectivelyvaluable
quished, and any defect of title in the purfor oilor gasis sufficientto warrant their with* ported owner of the base land is properly
drawal for such deposits,and one who after -subject to objectionas against the selector,
wards enters them-under a nonmineralland
and equally against ayone claimingunder
- law must either consentto -take a restricted
* the selector,exceptwhere title to the selected:
patent in accordancewith the provisions of
tract has passedfrom-theGovernmentandis.
section3 ofthe act of July 17,1914,or assume held by a bonafidepurchaser5--04
the- burden of proofand showthat the lands
2. The provisoto the act of March 3,-1905,
-arein fact nonmineralin character288which providesthat iffor any reasonnot the
3. A homestead application based upon a
fault of the party making the selection a
claim:of settlement initiated subsequent in.
pending forest lieu selectionis held invalid,
time to an oil and gas prospecting permit--i
anothersselection
maybe made in lieuthereof,
application,canonly be allowedsubjectto the
does ot authorize a purchaser the in.
reservatios of the act of July 17,1914,and, patented; selected tract, without notice of
upon waiver of damages to the surface im- fraud, to make a new selection,if-the base
provementsas required by section 29 of the:
land had been fraudulentlyacqulred and the.
act of.February 21, 1920,and the permit ap-selectionproperlyrejected --504
- plicant is not obligatedto show causeagainst
Forfeiture.
the allowanceof the homesteadapplication
See-Mining Claim, 7, 8, 13; Oil and Gas
uponthoseconditions424
Lands, 10; Practice, 5; Reclamation, 7; Re4. An entryfor land segregatedby the priorissuanceof an oil and gas prospectingpermit
spayment,
14; Withdrawal, 4.
can be allowedonly for somuch of the surface
Fort Apache Lands. as is not:necessaryfor the operations of the
See Indian Lands, 10.
permittee, and the fact that the geologic:
structure withinwhio the land is situated is
Fort Assinniboine Lands.
producing is a circumstanceproperly to be:
1. Instructions of February 8, 1924, Fort
considered,but does not changethe situation
AssinuiboineAbandoned Military Reservaas to the rights of the parties52
tion; extensionof time for payments; Circi--5. An originalhomesteadentry which has
lar No. 899,amended. (CircularNo. 914)-- 276
becomethe communityproperty of the entry2. Instrctions of July 22, 1924,Fort Assinman and his wife,althoughthe legaltitle is in -niboine
Abandoned Military Reservation, the name of the latter, is still'ownedby the
Montana; extension of time to make payentrymanwithin the intent of section7 of the
ments, act of June 7, 1924. (Circular No.
enlargedhomesteadact563
954)
--586
Widow;Heirs; Devisee.
:
Fort Berthold Lands.
-

Forest Lieu Selection.
See Laches, 1.

See Indian Lands, 2.

Fraud.

See Homestead, 23, 28; RinkaidAct, 1.

See Homestead,30; Laches, 1; Oil and Gas
Lands, 9; Repayment, 16, 17, 18; Surcey, 6.

Hearing.

See Carey Act, 1.

Additional.

-

See ConHles,;
5; Homestead, 22; Indemnity, ;
Oil end GasLands, 18, 62; Vested Eights, 2.

-

6. An adjoiningfarm entry forless than 160
acresis a proper basisfor an additionalentry '
under section2 of the act of April28,1904,for
an amount of land which addedto the area of
land embraced in the adjoining farm entry
will not
exceed160acres_-_
--- ~--- T----- .i,614
~~~~~~~~~-,
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Homestead-Continued.

Homestead-Continued.

,
I.I age i.
ReclamatLou-Continued.
14. Receipt for the payment. of the final
commissionsat the date of the submissionof
proofof compliancewith the ordinary provisionsof the homesteadlaw in connectionwith
a reclamationhomesteadentry doesnot start the running of the confirmatoryperiodin the provisoto section7of the act of March 3,1891 5C..0
15.The commencementof the running of
- the confirmatoryperiod in the provisoto section 7 of the act of March 3,1891,in conie- - tion with a reclaiiation homestead entry isthe date on which receipt issuesfor payment of the required final commissions,after the
entryman has conformedhis entry to a farm .
unit, shownreclamationof one-halfof the irrigablearea in such unit, assumedpayment for
a water right,.made payment of all accrued. water-right charges,and submitted proof of 508
these facts ; - ---------------

Page

Adjoining Farm.
See Cultivation, 4; Homestead, 6.

Enlarged.
See Carey Act, 1; Cultivation, 2, 3; Des
Land, 8; Homestead, 5, 18, 20; Mortgagee,

SupervisoryAuthority,6.
In National Forests.
See Survey, 7.
:
lleclamation.
See Repayment, 5.

m

7.-An alien who hag submitted five-ye
proof upon a reclamationhomestead ent
which is satisfactoryexceptas to his citice
ship qualificationsmay make a valid assig
ment of the entry under the act of June
1910_

b

--------

---------

--- _ -_- _

8. One whopurchasesa reclamationhon
steadentry at a mortgageforeclosuresale up
which satisfactoryfinal five-yearproof h:
previouslybeen submitted is entitledto ha:
the foreclosuredeed treated as an assignine
of the entry under the act of-June23,-1910.
9. The departmental rule that where
desert-landentry upon which final certifies
had not issued is acquired-.by an assign
through mesne transfers, that assignee,
'qualified, isentitled to hold the entry,
though the intervening assigneeswere n
qualifiedto take an assignment,is'applicab
priet to payment of final commissionsto reel
mation homestead entries upon which fin
*proof of compliancewith the ordinary r
quirements of the homestead law has be
submitted and accepted
1 0.The limitationsimposedon assignmen
of reclamationhomesteadentries are limit
tions, not onthe qualificationsofthe assigne
but onthe rightof-theassigneeto receivewate
11 Whereland within a reclamationhom
stead entry is includedwithin a petroleumr
serve prior to payment of the final commi
sions, the entryman must consent-to take
restricted patent ass provided by the act
July 17,1914jor apply for a reelassification
the land, and; in the latter alternative, t1
showingas to its mineral charactermust-I
as of the date of the payment :ofthe final con
.
missions12. Wherea farm unit which has beensu
veyed without segregationof a railroadrigl
of way containslands-on both sides thereoc
dispositionofsuch unit under the reclamatic
homestead act will be made in accordiane
with the survey without any deduction fros
the purchase price as to diminution in are
causedby the right of way, but the wati
chargeswillbe basedonthe irrigableareaonly
13.In the establishmentof farm units in
reclamationproject upon lands crossedby
railroad right of way, the units are generall
confinedto oneside ofthe right of way, and n
part thereofis included in the surveypursuas
to which the lands are disposedof under tt
homesteadact, but such l-reclamation
not invariableand may be modifiedto mee
.
engineeringor irrigationconditions

:; J

Soldiers. -

-

.:.
:

-'
15.The provisiop:of section 2309,;-Revised
Statutes, relating-tothefiling of soldiers'and'by--sailers'homesteaddeclaratory-statemaents
agent was niot extended by"Congress'to inelude survivorswho servedin the war with Germaiy, Landconsequentlyis inapplicable
_-2
-to themSoldiers' ddltlonal.-i; Oil and GasLands, 62
SeeHomesteaed,
Rights,
Rightof Way,31;Vested
17. The de'sigliationof land as beingwsthu the geslogid strucitureoofa producing oil field;
-

-

after the filing of en: apfplicationto mak~ea-.soldiers' additional entry theiecotis not a :
ground for the rejectionof theiapplication 024:
-:
j-;
StockllRalslng.
X
See Roads, 1;..Cenlesi, 3; - Ciltisatzon,.1,;.

Entry, 3; Jurisdiction, , 1;..Kiaad vActs1;A
-60,:
n G;0Z
as!Lands,S8,'9,
Mining Clis,
61, 01; Potent, 8, 7; Practice, 5, Supervsory
'Auhority, 6f;Wetor Right t.An
18. Instructions of February -2, 1924, pe-

--

and ;
i:roleumand naval reserves; stock-raising,
28fl
other homesteads. (Circular No. 911)-9 Instructions of July 18, 19240residence

prior th desigiiation on stock-raisinghomesteads, act ofJu no 6f,924: -;(CiircularNo. 912): 580:

-;20:Cue who filesen applicationunder the'-.:
enlarged homestead'act or the stock-raisingX
hoffesteed act for a- tract if undesignated ::
lend Canfr t lbt charged with claimingthe
land therein described until the date the!
application is allowablealterithe designaion:
=S
of the land becomesedfectivoe ofthe act of December29, 1916f,i
21.-Section Ou
-reservesto the UnitedStatesthe mineral do
home- - posits in lands entered as steak-raising
steeds, andVthe filing-of an application to
to entry, udes
make entry of laude,-subject
that act, confersupon the applcant a prior
:
right to the surfacethat is not subject to eontest by a mineral claimantwhobaseshis right:
of
the':
upon dis'ctver&made eftet thefiling

application-17Ni
homestead

INDEX;
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Homestead-C0ntinued.

Stock-Raising-Continued.
Page
Stoc-Ralsing-Continued.
Page
22. While ordinarily the Department will
29. While an agent, transferee,or incum- not inquire whether an applicant under secbranceris not permitted to performany protion 4 of the stock-raisinghomesteadact has
visionof the homesteadlaw which is required
compled with the law in connectionwith his
tobe the personalact ofthe entrymanhimself, originalentry, yet an exceptionwill be made'
yet astrasferee or incumhrancermay, in the
in favor'of a conflictingapplicant who has
event that the debtor defaults, submit eviplacedvaluableimprovementsupon the land;
dence probative of-the fact that the entryand made allegationswhich, if sustained at
man had personally fulfilled 'the requirethe hearing,warrant cancellationtherofL- 136
ments of the statute-----645
23. Wherear additionalentry, madeunder
30. Wherea stock-raisinghomesteadentry- the stoeck-raising
homesteadact of December
man, after mortgagingthe entry, defaults'
29, 1916,is governedby the provisions of
- without submitting final preof, although resection 4 thereof,.and acceptablefinal proof
quested to do so, and the proofofferedby the
has been submitted on the originalentry, the.
mortgageeis found to be unsatisfactorybeentryman will only be required to show at
cause of insufficiencyof improvements,the
time of submissionof final proof on the addilatter may, upon a satisfactoryshowingthat
tional entry the presenceof permanent im the formerhad met the legal requirementsof
provements;tendingto increasethe value of
the statute with respect to improvements,
the land for stock-raisingpurposes, of the
but had strippedthe land with the apparentI
value of not lessthan $1.25per acre-137
intention of defeatingthe just claims of the
24.An entry under the stock-raisinghomemortgagee,be permitted to restorein value* stead act predicated upon a settlement on
- the improvementsthus removedand to sub
land within a schoolsection will be allowed
mit new proof- 6
where the settlementwas:made and the des-'
ignationtof the land under that act became
i
Improvements. -effective=prior
to the completionof the survey
See Bonds, 1; Coa Lands, 5, 6, 8, 14, 24, 2;5in the field and no protest is entered by the
Contest,6; Desert Lanzd,1; lomestcad, 3, 22, 21,
* State againstthe allowanceofthe entry- : 591
26, 27, 29, 30; .fsrtsdiclion, 3; Minieg Claim, 7,:
25. The Secretary of the Interior may,.in
83,9; Oil and GasLands)2,9, , 8, 61;Phes- the exercise of his supervisor# authority,
paLands, 1;uPreferenceRight,
-ick
1;.lReclama, permit a stock-raisinghomesteadentry to be
>ientiojsccra~sfry Aselierity,5; Sverreg,3
amended so as to embraceland wholly difok
: ferent fromthat originallyentered,where it is : 0- WalerRight,1. *
satisfactorilyshownthat, through no fault of
the entryman, the' land is so far unfit for
See Patent, 1;-Reclamatioa, 10; Withdrawal,
occupancyas to render it'practically impos- 7. * a
sible to complywith the-lawrelatingthereto- 597
:H -- -S
-1. A State indemnity selection, canceled
26. Failureto complywith the provisionin
the third proviso to section 3 of the stockupon the default of the selector aiter-di6raisinghomseteadact, specifyingthat at least
notice to answer the chargethat the land is
one-halfof the required improvementsshall
mineral in character, will not be reinstatedbbe placedupon the entry within three years
for the purpose of ordering a hearingin-the
from the making thereof while a sufficient
presence of an adverse claim,'even though
ground of contest,yet, in and of itself,will not
such claimwas inadvertently allowed20
be held'such a default that the Department
2. Congressin providingin section29of themust upon its owninitiative cancelthe entry 613
act of June 20, 910, that indesmnityschool27. Whereat the time of submissionof final
selectionsby the State of Ariconashould he -5
proof-upon a stock-raisinghomestead entry
made-subjectto the approvalof the Secretaryiimprovementsto the extent of $1.25peracre
: of the Interior,who is chargedwith the duty
had not beenplacedupon-theland,and ample
of determiningthe characterof public'lands,time remainedwithin the statutory life of the - intended that such approval hould onsti- - -entry to make the required improvements,
tute a findingthat the landswere of a sharae-:
withdrawal of the proofmay be-alowed and ter which made them subject to sel ction
the entry permitted to remain'intact,subject
under the act.and be equivalent to a patent,.
to the submissionof new proof,at the proper
thus depriving the Land Departmient of
timefurther jurisdiction theteover, even though 2
613
28. One.who hat filed a complete applicathe deternination as to the character of the
tion to make a homesteadentry whichis held
land was erroneous;after such approvalthe
suspended pending a segregationsurvey, is
provisionof section 2449,Revised Statutes,
entitled to ;make an additional stock-raising
that the question ofmineral character shall
homestead
entry
633
___-___
--------------------r- ---------- _ ---
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Page
Page Indian Lands-Continued.:
10. Te issuance of a lease conferringthe
3. A'Statemayselect,subjectto thereservaright to mine all the metalliferousmineraldetions containedin the acts of June 22, 1910,
positain a tract of land on the Fort Apache:
April 30, 1912,and July 17, 1914,lands in
Indian Reservation,Arizona;pursuant to the
designated schoolsectionsas indemnity for
- act of June 30,1919,as amendedby the act of
lossesto the grant sufferedon accountof the
March 3, 1921,precludes the granting of a mineral character of those sections,and it is
leaseto another for the mining of any one or
ismmaterialwhether-the section selected or
moreof the minerals specifiedin thoseacts so
some other designated section lost to the
grant be used as basisforthe selection668
longas theoriginal lease is in effect 672
11.Whilethe exemptionfromtaxationfora
Indian Lands.
definiteperiod acquiredby an Indian allottee,
See Federal Emploees 1; Oil ad Gas
under a trust patentis a vested right ofwhich
Lands, 4; Patent,-14; Reclamatiosn,
1; Reserhe can not be deprivedwithout his consent,
yet,where he voluntarily applies for and obation, 2; Right of Way, 4; Towe Site, 1, 2.
tains a patent in feesimple under-the act of
1. Instructions ofJanuary 7, 1924,extension
May 8,1906,he thereby waiveshis right to the
of'time to purchasersof ceded Crow Indian
exesiptionfromtaxationduringtheremainder
lands for making payments. (CircularNo.
of the originaltrust peribd-691
910)_
258

Indemnity-Continued.

*

2. Instructions of June 19, 1924,extension of

time for payments on homesteadswithin the
Fort Berthold Indian Reservation, North
- Dakota. (CircularNo. 944)557

Instructions and Circulars.
: See Table of, pages xxii and xxiii.

Intervention.

3. :Instructions of July 1, 1924, disposal of

publiclends in the Columbiaor MosesReservation,Washington,act ofJune 3,1924571
4. Instructions of July 5, 1924, extension of -

time for payments by purchasersand entrymen of lands within the formerCrowIndian
Reservation,Montana. (CircularNo.948) 573
5. The provisions of the acts of June 30,
1913,and March 3, 19i9 which vested the
Secretaryofthe Interior with the authority to
disposeofthe remainingunappropriatedlands
in the Kiowa, Comanche,and ApacheIndian
Reservationsin Oklahoma,have no applieation to any unappropriatedlandsin the town
sites within those reservationsthat were cre- ated pursuant to the act of March20,1906- 189
6. The status of the Indians and other,
"natives of Alaska is similar to that of the
AmericanIndians within the territoriallimits
of the United States,,and the extent of their
interests in the public landstherein is merely.
that, of use and occupancy,subject to such
further grant of title as Congressfrom time to
time may seit to accord-315
7. The tide, or other lands in Alaska ocupied or reservedforthe Indians or natives,.
cannot be disposedof by tem under existing
law, but the powerrests with Congress,with
or without their consent, to provide for the
ultimate disposalofthese lands315
8. Section 27 of the act of June 25, 1910,

whichprovides forthe saleof the pinetimber
on ChippewaIndian lands, does not require
the collectionof the appraised price of the'
timberon an entry morethan once434
9. The act of June 7, 1897,does not entitle
the children born of marriage solemnized
between a white man and an Indian woman'
to enrollmentand to sharein the distribution
of tribal property, unless their' mother had
heenrecognizedbythe tribe as belongingthereto, and, in this respect, the act did not contemplate a forced recognitionwithout the
I,.

-

-LDI~ U -

.......
.- li-------------________________

-

'SeePractice 7.

Irrigation.
*

See Arid Land, 1;Homestead, 12, 13, 15;Paymentl; Recla'ntion, 3, 4, 5, , 7, 12; Bight of.
Way, 1 2.
,

Isolated Tracts.
SeeIndianLands, 3.
1. Public landoccupiedby oneunder claim
of title is not subjectto entry by another, and
an applicationto make homesteadentry of
such tract will. not defeat the right & the
occupantto acquire title under section 2455,
Revised:Statutes, which authorizesthe sale
of isolatedtraets, or under any other applicablepublicland law239

Jurisdietion.

-

'

Seg Contest, 3; Indemnity, 2; Indian Lands,

7; Land Department,3; Mining Claim, 9;
Notice, 1, 4, 5; Oil and Gas Lands, 1; Patent;
2, 5, 6; Resersation,4; Riparian Bights, 2, 3, 9;

Secretaryoftie Interior,1; Ssrvey,2:
1. 'Considerationand adjudication of questions relating to the character of patented
lasidsare solelywithin the jurisdictionof the
courts and, after the issuanceof a patent, the
Land Department is without authority to
try and determine any question of right
pertainingtheretoe 16
2. Prior to the issuanceof'patent, title to,
publie lands under any of the homestead
laws remainsin the U ted: States to be administered..by the. Land Department, and
until then State courts are withoutjurisdiction to vest or divest title: under: any of
those laws-321
3. The enforcementof the provision.insection 9 of the act of December29,1916,which
obligates one whogoes upon lands within
a stock-raisinghomestead'entry 'to prospect
for'mineraltion
to--reimburse
the
entryman for adDDrm
of
t~~~~~~he
dsn
injury to hisEpermanent improvement's,is
.for the courts and not within the juriodicj
-

-

-

---

_.-

--

---------------
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-
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.

KIowa, etc.; Lands.

;

Land Department-Contd. - - Page

Page

See Itdian:Lands,5i;'TownSite,-1,2.

Kinkaid

3. It is exclusivelywithin the province of
the courtsto declarean act of Congressuncon-:
stitutional, anA,until an act dealingwith the
public -lands: is finalily determined by the
courtsto be unconstitutional,it-isthe duty of
the :LanddDepartment to administer it as

Act.

1. The Kinkaid law, act of April 28, 1904,
has no relevanceto the rightto make entry
under the:stockraisinghomesteadat of one
who has Dot made an entry under the -former act or in the territory affectedby that.
act, or who, having made such entry, has
not, under -the Kinkaid law, the right to
makean additionalentry22

Congress-directs

Lease.

-

-

-521

'

See CoalLands; Oil and GasLands; Phos- .
phate Lands; Potash-Lands; Saline Iand.

Laches.

Bonds, 1; Coal Lands, , 2, 3, 4,;, 7, 8, 10, 11,-

-

12, 13 22, 23; Coal Trespass, ; FederalEmployeesi 1; Indian Lands, 10; Oil and: Gas.-:

See CoalLands, 18;Oil and GasLands, 48;,
.2; Withdrawal, 0.
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Lake.
- --

Lands, 4, 5, 63; Patent, 9, 13; Phosphate Lands,
1. The State of Oregonwill be deemedto be-'"
1, 2, 3; Potash Lands, 1, 4; Reclamation, ii;
in laches and the title of the! United States
Records,I.:
to baselands conveyedby a forestlieuselector :
indefeasible,upon failureto institute further
Lieu Selection.
recovery proceedings within a period of
nearly five years after court proceedingsin-::
See PowerSites,1.
stituted by the State to recover the land on
Lighthouse Rteservation.
- the ground that -it.-had been -fraudulently
acquired from it-had been dismissedwith-,
See Reservation, 4.
out prejudice-becausethe United States had not been made a party, nothwithstanding,
Louisiana.
that thereis no statute of -limitationsbarring
SeeLake, 1; Riparias Rights,'1.actions by the State to recover real property__ __
-- 420; Marriage.
See Citizenship,1, 2; Indian Lands, 0; Oficers,'4.
See MineralLands, 3; Oil ad GasLandsi;
Patent,

10;, Ripariant Rights,

1-5; Survey,

Menominee Lands.':

1. The area occupiedby Cross-Lake, Louisiana, being potentially- navigable,- although not' actually used' as a highway of
commerceat the time that the State teas
admitted to the Union, is to be held- as:
navigableon that date, and the title to all of,
thelands below the mean high-vater markpassed to the State upon its admission by
virtue of its sovereignty
…___-.-_-180

Land Department.
See Ctest,

See-Indian:Lands, 9.

Military Bounty LandWarrant.
See Warran

See' Fort Assinniboine Lands, 1, 2.

3; Homestead, 1; Indemnity, 2;

vation,4; Res Judicata, ; Riparian Rights,
5; SchoolLand, 3; Secretaryof the Interior,1; SupervisoryAuthority,5; Sreey' 2- With-

-

-

-

-

-

-

50-45 6

-

: Instrnctionsof November21,124, proofs
L
by incapacitated soldiersupon claims initiated under the desert-landlaws, act of De-.
comber15,1921I (CircularNo.805,;
revised.) 674
2. Military servideis not recognizedby the, .
act of February 25, 1920,a a ground for the award of a preferenceright to an oil and gas prospectingpermit
-'<! 413

-

Miing Claim, 0;;

1. In the exerciseof its broad powers:to do
justice the Land Department should so faras waithinit-lies put an end to controversies
involving title to public lands which have
been oncefinallyadjudicatedby it - 10
2. The rules of law as applied by the courts
are binding uponthe Land Departmentonly,
in so far as they are not adverseto but assist
its functionsas an administrativeageney o
the executive branch of the Government.
which,as the proprietorofthe-publicdomain,
is a party to all proceedingsrelativeto the disposalof the public lands, and entitled to rely
upon and adhere to thei classification;once -'
arrived at;even though between-othersthan
the partiesto a nevw
applicationto enter---23
7 45 2 60 -24t-voL,

:

See Hlomestead,106;Mining Claim, 8.

Notice, 1, '5;-Officers, I; Oil ad Gasd Lands
15; Patent, 2, 3, 5,:12; Practice, 5, 7; Reser-

drawal, 2, 5.

:

Military Service.

-

Jurisdiction, 1,' 2, 3;

-

Military Reservation.

Mineral Lands.

'

-

-

See CoalLands: Oil and GasLands, Phosphate Lands; Potash Lands; Saline Land;
Homestead, 2, 21; Indemnity, 1, 2, 3; Indian

Lands, 10;LandDepartment,.2;
Mining Claira,
:'1, 2,10; Oil and GasL~ands,13,20,32,05;Pateat, 7, 12;Phosphate Lands, 4; Rectamaotiono,
11; u'i

Repayment, 10; Reservation,1;-Riparian;
Rights, 3,:5; Selection, 2; Settlemcnt, dj: Vested

Rigtsl 2; Withdrawal,8.

.

-

1. Inotructiona of June 18, 1924, amending

I

paragraph 89of the mnng regulations,CircularNo. 430,pertainingto the form of notice
to be published with applicationsfor mineral,
patents. (CircularNo. 943)56

. g

:

V

T
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Mineral Lands-Continued.

Page
2. A departmentalregulationdeclaringthat
a report by the GeologicalSurvey that land
coveredby an unperfectednonmineralentry
without a reservationof the oil and gas content has a prospectivevalue for oil'and gas,
impressesthe land with a prima faciemineral
character sufficientto require the entrymant
1toconsentto a reservationofthe mineralsorto
assumethe burden of proofand showthat the
land is in fact nonimineral,carries out the
intent of Congressas expressedin the act of
July 17,1914,and is valid-277
3. The rule that the knownmineral character of public lands which have not been
reported,withdrawn, or classifiedas minerals,
must be determinedas of the time when the
claimanthas completelyfulfilledthe requirements of the law under which he claims,in
orderthat mineral deposits may be reserved
to the United States,is as applicableto lands.
in lake beds which the Governmentknows
will passto the riparian proprietoras appurtenant to the upland, as it is to the upland
itself285
4. In the secondprovisoto section21,and in
section37of the act of February 25,1920,Congress expresslyrecognizedoil shale to be a
mineral deposit that was subject to location,,
and patent under the mininglaws323
5. Landsthat were knownto be chieflyvaluable fortheir depositsof oilshaleat and prior
to the acceptanceof the Governmentsurvey
thereof, were known mineral lands at that
time and were, therefore,:exceptedfrom the
grant to the Stateof Utah for ichoolpurposes 323
6. Only where the United States has indicated that minerallands are held for disposal
under the landlaws doessection2319,Revised
Statutes, apply, and it is never:applicable
where the United States directs that- the
disposalbe only under other laws687

Mining Claim-Continued.

-

ment-

262

- 8. The joint resolution of July 17,_1919,
which, under certainspecifiedconditions,,exempt6downersof mining claimswho entered the miiitary or naval service of the United
States during the war with Germany,from
the. forfeiturepenalty imposed for nonperformanceof annual assessmentwork by.se
tion 2324,Revised-Statutes, did not contemplate extensionof its applicationsubstantially::
beyond the date of the establishment of a

Mining Claim.
See Homestead, 21; Mineral Leands,1; Notice
8; Oil and Gas Lands, 16,.25, '39,-65, 66, 67;'

Patent,9; PhosphateLands, 4; Bepayment,
12,
13, 16; Reservation, 1;-Withdrawal4, 8.

1.-A location certificatedoes not of itself
constitute evidenceof the mineral character
of the land described therein, nor do the
recitalsin a locationnoticeor certificatethat:
a discoveryhas beenmade constituteevidence-

status of peace7
291
- 9. Disputesbetween rival claimants relat-

of discovery -6
2. Section 9 of the act of December 29, 1916,

contemplated the perfection of claims by
locatorsunder the placer mining laws to the
reserved mineral deposits, and possessionof
the land by-a stock-raisinghomesteadentrymanwith the acquiescenceof a placermining
claimant does not constitute an adversepossessionthat willestopthe latter from denying
abandonmentof the miningclaim192
3. The provision in section 2320,-Revised
Statutes, that with respect to lode mining
claimsno location shall be made until there
shallhave beena discoveryof thevein or lode
within-the limits of the: claimlocated, was
made applicableto placer mining claimsby
section2329,RevisedStatutes;_
f244

Page'
4. A meagershowingof oil in a welldrilled
ona locationto a stratum ofsand whollyseparate and distinct from the underlying formations in which workable oil deposits are
expectedto be developedwithin the limits of the claimand in the vicinity thereofdoes not
constitute a valid discovery,and affordsno
legal basis;for;entry and patent under the placermining laws-244
5.To support a mining location,the dis
coveryuponwhichthe validity of the location
is basedmust be ofthe particular depositactually discoveredwithin the limits of the claim
for the reasonable prospect of the develop-V
ment of which into a valuable mine the evidence warrants further expenditureof time
and money-253
6. The fact that developmentsoutsideof a
mining location,or that geologicaldeductions
indicatethe existencewithin the limits of the
claim, but unexposed therein, of deposits
whollyunconnectedwith the depositactually exposedor discovered,sufficientto warrant
expendituresin the developmentof the claim,
does not constitute a valid discoveryof mineralupon which to predicate a right to a patent:
253
7. The provision in section-2324,Revised
Statutes, declaringthat a mining claimupon
which the required annual assessmentwork
has not been performedshall be subj6ct to
relocationin the samemanneras i no location
of the same had ever been made, impresses
the land in a defaultedclaimwith the status
of public land which, as long as it remainsin
that state, may be withdrawnby the Govern-

-

ing to the fulfillmentby mining locators, or their successorsin interest, ofthe legalrequirements as to performanceof annual assessment
work, or relating to. the filing of notices in
compliancewith a reliefstatute with a view
to holdingclaimswithout the performanceof
such work, are not, generally,matters for departmental determination, but comet exclusivelywithin the jurisdictionofthe courts- 291
10. Right of-possession
to a 'claimunder the
mining laws prior to discovery is accorded
only solongas the claimantremains in actual
physicalpossessionof the land and in diligent
prosecutionof prospecting operations,-and
where there has been no discovery,the mere
fr:
performanceof so-calledassessmentworkwiln
not preventrelocationby another
.--348

INXs
Mining
I

laim-Continued.
Page
11. Trap,,or trap rock, a general,name for
dark fine-grainedrock, found,in broken-up
fragmentsin a limited area,,which is particularly suitableand canbe profitablymarketed
for ballast, is, when the land in which it is
containedis chieflyvaluableforsuch,'a valuable mineral depositsubjest to appropriation
and patent under theplacer-mininig
laws . 489
12. The use of water in a shaft for the grazing of cattle by the locatorupon lands within
his mining locationis merely incidental to
the primary purposeofthe claimand doesnot
affect the locator's right to a patent in the
absence: of abandonment or forfeiture of he

Claimwhere a discoveryof mineral and the.
expendituresprescribedby the mining laws.
as prerequisiteto patent had beenmade528
13. Failure to recordthe locationnotice of a
mining claim does not, render.the, location
invalid or work a forfeitureof the claimin the
hasenceof,intervening adverse rights under
the mining laws, where the local,.customsor
statutes do not so provide,577
14. Where a variance or discrepancy between a mineral locationnoticeor certificate
and the stakesand monucmentsonthe ground
exists,the latter are more certtievndence of'
the exactsitus of theclaimaudwillprevaiL-- 577
15. To determineths necessityof a segregation'survey, it should be established with
ertainty by competent:testimony that a
mining claim included or invades a subdivisionand that the valuable minerallands
are within the boundariesof the claim577
16. The provisoto section24 of the Federal
Water Power Act, consideredin the light of
'the provisionsof section2 ofithe act of June 9,
i916,operatesretroactively-tovalidatemining
claims,otherwiseregular, loeated,uponlands
within the forfeitedgraut to,the Oregonand
California Railroad Company, after their
Exeeutivewithdrawalas" powersite lands."
...hut prior to their classificationas such, the .
claims,'however,beig subject to the conditionlstandlimitation s of,said section 24-

656

Mihnesota.;

0701

Mortgage-Continued.

Page
2. The purchase of a relinquishmentof an
entry, the equitable title to which had been
earned, for a merefractionof its value, with-_
out consultingthe records of the local office
and the county records,givesrise to the suggestion of bad faith on the part of the purchaser and precludes the plea by him of
ignorance of the existence of a mortgage,
where those records contain sufficientdata to put him on notice thereof
---431

Mortgagee.
See Hmestead, 8, 29, 30.

1. Consentto accept a restricted'patent in
accordancewith the provisionsof the act of
July 17, 1914,for oil and gas lands, may be
filed by a mortgagee,.ifthe homesteadentryman, afterproper notification,failsto doso- 240

Moses Indian Lands.

-

National Forests.See Pesser Site, 1; Statutes, 11.
1 Instructions of February 1, 1924, con-

solidation.of national forests; descriptionof
lands to e exchanged; Circular No; 863,
amended. (CircularNo. 918) --261
2. Instruetions of February 4, 1924, consolidation of nationalforests; fees for exchange

of lands and. timber; Circulars Nos. 863and
869,amended.i (CircularNo.919) --268
3. The act of September,22, 1922,which
provides,for. an exchangeof national forest
lands,doesnot contemplatea forcedexchange,
but authorizesthe executionof a quitclaim
deed where the former owner of the base
land,.after relinquishingit, declinesto make
the exchange
--435

National Monuments.
See Rightof Way, 2, 4.:

National Parks.
See Rightf Way, 2, 4.
1. 'structionsof
November 10, 1924. ex-

change of public lands in Utah for privately
owned lands in the Utah and Zion National'
Parks, act of June 7, 01924.(Circular No.
964)

,See Reclamatsn, 2.:

-

See,IndimaLands, 3.

662
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Naturalization.

Mission Claim.

See'Citizecahip, 1, 2.

See Patent, 14.

,

Naval Reserve.
See Homestead18.:

Montana.

Naval Serviee..,

See Fort Assinniboizse Lands,: 1. 2;4Indiss
Lands, 1, 4; Patent, 10; Ripariane Rights, 4, 5.

Mortgage.

See Military Service.'

Navigable Waters.

-.

See Lake, 1; Ripari n Rights, 1; Wordsand

See Homestesd, 8, 29, 30.

1. Wherean entry is relinquishedafter ,the
equitable title thereto has been earned and
the countyrecordsshowat date of relinquishment the existenceof a mortgage,a trust will'0.
be declaredigainsta subsequententryfor the
benefit of the mortgageeto,the eitent, of the.
mortgage:I:
431
;-T

7
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Phrases, 7.

1. Upon:the,admission:of a State into the
Union,the title to all lands under the navigable waters within the State inures to the
State as an incident of sovereignty,and the_
laws of the State gover with respect to the
extent of the, riparian rights of the shore
:owners

I.---
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7&t:
Nevada.

Notice-COontinued.

Page

See Arid Lend, 1.

New Mexico.
See Reclanation, 10; School Land, 2, 3.

North Dakota.
See IndianLands, 2.

Notary Public.

X

Oaths.

See Attorney, 1.

See Attorney, 1-

Notice.

Occupancy.

See Appeal, 2; Coal Lands, 14, 15, 16;Contest, 2, 4; Evidenre, 1; Homestead;1; Indemnity,
1; Mineral Lands, 1; Mining Claim, l, 9, 13,14;

See CoalLends, 6; Contest,6; Hemesfead, 25;

IndianLands, 6, 7; IsolatedTracts,1; .Mining
Claim,2;.SupervisoryAuthority,5.

Mortgage,2; NationalParks, 1; Oil and Gas
Lands, 39, 40, 44,48, 49; Private Entry, i; Eeclamation, 6; Relinqsishment, 4; Repayment, 5;

SupervisoryAuthority,2; Timberand Stone,4.
1. While Role 95, Rule of 'Practie, providesthat notice of appealmust be servedon
:banadverseparty either personallyor by regis-.
tered mail, yet failureto receive such notice
does not deprivethe department of its juris5
;
diction toact upon the appeal2. Underthe RulesofFracticenoticeofcon-:
test must be servedupon the entryman andserviceof noticeupon his agent or attorney is:
.
insufficient-

r
Page
8. A publishednotice that an applicationfor
a mineral patent. "i-about to be:flled" does
not meet the requirementof section 2325,Re-.
vised Statutes, that a notice that an application forsuch patent "has beenfiled" shallbe
published, and eosequently does not afford
a basisfor mineralpatent-661

165

Offleers.
See -Attorney, 1; Commissioner ofthe General
Land Office, 1; Contest, 5; Federal Employees,

1; Practice,3; Repayment,1a;Secretaryof the
interior, 1, 2; Supervisory Authority, J.1

:1. Section452,Revised-Statutes,which prohibits officers, lerks and employeesin the
General Land; Officefrom directly or directly purchasing or becominginterestedin
the porchase of any ofthe publiclands,is not
to be -construedas includingofficers,clerksy
and employeesof the Bureauof Reclamation 175
2. Violationby a projectmnager of the doparnrental orderofApril11,1912;prohibiting
superintendents of irrigation, ongineers,or

3. Failure.to servenotice ofthe cancellation
of an entry under contest upon the attorney;'
designatedby the contestantin his application
to contest doesnot relievethe contestantfrom
other officers or employees in responsible
fulfillmentof the law with respectto the exercharge of a reclamationprojeet, rom acquir- eise of his preferenceright if he himself-had
ing any interest in propertywithin that proj17
beendulynotifed thereofeact,subjects im to disciplinary ction, al4.:The rules relating to notices us apendens
thoughthe transaction may not be illegal- 175
that are applicableto the courtshaveno appli3.A Territoriallegislaturedoes not possess
de-an
executive:
before
to
proceedings
cation
the powerto imposein any mannerduties on
paitment, and recordationin the officeof the
a Federal officer,and, if such be attempted,
recorderof the county in which the lands are
he cannot properlyperformthem unlessthey
situated of proceedingsin a local land office,.
comewithinthe scopeofhis dutiesas fixedby
there beingno statutory requirement to that
365
the Federalstatuteseffect,neither constitutesconstructivenotice
i
4. Officialpapers in land matters exeuted
nor raisesa presumptionofnotice-199
a; United States Connisssionerin her
before~
5. Wherethere is no law makingit the duty
of a county recordertoreceiveand recordnomaiden name and under which she was com- :
tices of proceedingsin a local United States.
missionedshould be accepted,in the absence land office,the Land Departmentis powerless'
of other objection,notwithstandingher marmight:
regulation
it
order
or
to enforceany
649
. riagewhileholdingsuch appointmentissuedirectingthe recordationof such notices. 199
6. A noticeby a party not ofrecordas a boen
- Oil and Gas Lands.
fide applicant for an oil and gas prospecting.
Leasing Act of February 25, 1920.-Generpermit, reciting a mere intent to make appli.
ally..::
cation in the future, is not such a notice as is
contemplatedby section 12(a) of the'leasing
See Alaska, 2; Bonds, 1; Coal Lands, 9;
regulations,or which puts the surfaceentryCommissioner of the General Land Office, 1;
man under any duty to exercisehis perference
Evidence, 1; Federal Employees, 1; Fees, 3;
right -409
3;
Homestead,2, 4, 11, 17, 18; Jurisdiction,
7. The posting of a notice of intention to
Lake, 1; Military Service,2; MineralLands,
make application for an oil and gas prospect2, 4,.5; Mining Claim, 2-5, 7, 10; Mortgagee;1;
ing permit upon land embracedwithin a surNotice,6; Patent,6-9, 11-13;PhosphateLands,
faceentry, as providedin section13of the less4; Practice, 6, 7; Reclamation, , 9, 10; Belin-;
period a
ing-act,merelypreservesfor-a imnited
quishment, 4; Repayment, 5, 12; Reservation.
preferenceright to a permit as against other
1;. Eight of Way, 3; Schesl Land, 4-7; Settleapplicants underthat'section, hut rights of
ment; 1; Survey, 4,.5; VestedEights,.4;: Waiver,
claimantsunder other-sectionsof-the act are
409 _1, 2; Withdrawal, 2-5.
thereby-- unaffected
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Leasing Act-of Febreiiry 25,
T
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-

fIJ.I
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1920.-Gener-

ally-Continued.
i. Wherethe title: to lands abutting upon a
nomnavigablelake remains in the United
States, the Government,as a riparian proprietor, may grant permits and leasespursuant to the act of February 25, 1920,of the
lakebed separateand apart from the uplands,
but patents forthe uplandsmust contain appropriatereservations241
2. Public lands withdrawn for a reservoir
site, or other similarpurpose, which contain
deposits of oil or gas, may be restored and
leased pursuant to the act of February 25,
1920,where their restorationcan be-effected
without damageto the project,or unless,because of improvementsplaced thereon, the
lands havebecomesubject to dispositiononly
bysale forthe benefitofthe reclamationfund 308
3. One welldriiledin an advantageousposition upon-ageologicstructurecoveringa large
area is usually a sufficienttest, f uccessful,.
to warrant the definitionof the entire structure as producingand subject to lease546
See 38, 45, infra.

Contiguity.
See 38, 43, 44, 45, ivefra

Contribution to Cost of Test Well.
See 3, supra;,23, 27, 28, 66, 74, infra.

Damage to Improvements of Surface Entryman

Se 8, 57, 58, 60,61,infra.
Definition of Structure.
Sos 3, supra; 12, 13, 30, 31, 34, 42, 72, infra.

Discovery.
SeO10, 30, 37, 41, 42, 45, 66, 67, 72, infra.,

Group Development.
See 16, 27, 28, 66, 67, 70, infra.-

Indian Lands;.
See 4,infra.
Past Production.
See Wordsand Phrases,3.
ProspectiveValue.
See 7, infra.

Relinquishment.
See23,infra.
Restorations.
See 10, 12, 23, ifrae.

Royalty.
See 30,45, infra.
Segregative Effect.
See1, 2, spra;

' 0R

Test Well.

Page

See 3, supra; 23, 27, 28, 66, 74, infra.

ProspectingPermits.
See 1, 3 spra;

45, 54, 56-64, 68-74, infra;

Alaska, 2; Appeal, 2; Bonds, 1; CoalLands,
1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 12,13, 18, 19, 20, 21i Commissioner

of the GeneralLand Office,-1; Evidence,1;,Fees, 3; Homestead, 3, 4;. Jurisdiction, 3;
-Military Service, 2 Notice, *6;- Phosphate
Lands, 2, 3; Potash Lands, 3, 4; Practice, 6, 7;
Reclamatin, 8, 10; Records, 1-4; Relinquish-

ment, 4; Reservation,1; Right of way, 3; Srvey4, 5; Waiver, 1, 2; Withdrawal, 3.
.4. InOstructionsof January 14, 1924, oil and

gas prospectingpermits and leasesembracing
lands within Executive order Indian rervations; additionalrequiremeuts-238
:5. Instructions of April 5, 124, expiration
of prospecting permits, acts of October 2,
1917,.and February 20, 1920. (Circular No.
926)
-364
6. Instructions of April 28, 1924,rights of
settlers to oil and gas deposits,act of February 21, 1920. (Circular No. 932)-400

Compactness.

Is q'

Oil and Gas Lands-Contd.

12, 14i 19, 23, 26, 34, 36,

fr '

X,

7. An application for an oil and gas prospecting permit embracing lands within a
homestead entry, ied by the entrymran
during pendency of action by the Land
Dlepartmentupon the question of allowance
of his final proof, constitutes an admission
that the land had a prospectiveoil and gas
value-and amounts to an election to take a
restricted patent in accordancewith the povisions of the act of July 17,19A' 185
8; A permittee under an oil and 'gasprospecting permit is- not authorized to injure
the permanent improvements of a stockraising homestead entryman, and damages
atocropsmust be compensatedfor as provided
by section9 of the act of December29,1916 192
9. A stock-raising homestead entryman
does not have a sufficient interest in the
reservedmineral depositsin the lands within
his entry to entitle him to protest againstthe
issuanceof an oil and gas prospectingpermit,
except it be in his capacity as a citizen desiring to prevent the perpetration of a fraudupon the Government '192 10 The languagecntained in paragraph 9
of the oil and gas regulations-ofMarch 11,
1920,declaringthat in the absenceof discovery
of oil or gas within the period of a prospecting
permit or extension thereof, the permit will
thereupon terminate and the lands automnaticallyrevert to their originalstatus, doesnot
authorize another to file an application to
prospect for the same deposits in the lands :
prior to the cancellationof the permit by theI
Commissioner of the General Land Office
and notattionthereofupon the recordsof the.
localland office_201
11. The act of February 25, 1929,does not
contain anyrprovision whereundera settler
upon public lands within a particular State
may be awardeda permit to prospect for oiland gaStherein in preferenceto a resident of

4Laother
State

L

- -
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Oil and Gas Lmands-Contd.

-

age

ProspectingPEsrmlts-Continued.
Prospecting Perits-Continued.
19. The provisionin section4of the oil and-.
12. Where an application for a prospecting
gas regulationsof March 11, 1920,relating-to
permit is denied becauseof the inclusionof
the thirty-day susparistonin local officesof
the landswithin a producingoil and gas field,
permit applicationsto await the presentation
such applicationcan not be revived by reinof preferenceright claims before transmittal
statement upon a subsequent restoration of
to the General Land. Offioe;applies only to
the lands, but they will be open to prospectapplications for lands subject to disposal
ing after their restorationas though no appliunder the leasingact, but an applicationfor
cationhad beenfiled213
prospectingland covered by an uneanceled
13. Where a report by the-GeologicalSr- permit, or otherwise segregated,:should be
Vey,which showsthat land within an unperrejectedat once by the local officer, subjectfected nonmineral entry is pospeetivelyto the right or appeal, and transritted in due
valuablefor its oil and gas contents,is lacking
course to the Commissionerof the General
in the definitenesscontemplatedby the reguLand Office-.
:
95
lationsissuedpursuant to the leasingact.,and
-20. While the Departmentwill refusetoapis followedby a more specificreport based
prove the assignmentof a mere application
upon the same facts, the first report is sufffor an oil and gas prospectingpermit, yet it.,
cient to put the nonneineralcharacter of the
mayrecognize,in connectionwith such appliland in issue, and submissionof final proof
cation, persons who desire to -becomeassoprior to the supplementalreport will not shift
ciated with the pereittee in developmentofthe burden of prod upon the Government_ 277
the land, and, in such event; will issuea per;
14.Neither the leasingact of February 25,
nit to the applicant and his associates,iflthey 1920,nor the regulations issued thereunder, be-quaifed_
493
giveexclusivesegregativeeffectto safpplica21.The assignmentoi n oil and gas prostion for a prospectiig perneit and. until the,
pecting
permit
does
not
reate
separate
and
Department has satisfied-itself as o the
distinct obligationst the UnitedStates, but
qualificationsof the first applicantand issued
the assigneemerelysecuresas to the land as-a permit to him, applicationsmay be filedby
signed the same right to prospect thereon
others and, if the first applicationbe rejected,
whichthe permitteehad, and drillingbyeither
their claimswill be consideredin the order
initiateduntiloneisfound qualifiedtoreceive
the perittee- r the assigneeis development
for the entire permit-_- ---_-- 10
a permit339
22. No such right is acquired by the filing15&The Land.Department deals:oilywith
the real parties in interest with referenceto.
of-an oil and gas prospecting permit applica- tion underthe act ofFebruary 25,1220,as will.
the issuance of oil andgas prospecting erpreventits allowanebfrombeingeontrolledby
mits, and equities entitling one to a permit circumstancesarisingafter its presentationor
*must be asserted and exercisedby the party
Its rjection under laerstatutes
_ - 534
who,is predicating a preferenceright there23. Wherepermits are canceledupon selMaupon-l
33
quishments or becauseof defaults of permit16. The principle of group development,
tees, the lands coveredthereby willnot be rerecognized-bythe Department in connection
stored to further disposal under the leasing
with the granting ofextensionsof time forthe
act if test wellshave been or are about to be
performanceof the conditionsin prospecting
drilledupon the geologicstructure whichinpermits issued pursuant to the leasing act,
cludesthoselands, pendingthe completionof
has no application to like development of
the wells-.
45:
more than 10 acresunder the placer mining
24.An application for an oil and gasproslaws by one not, in possession,or entitled
peetingpermit under the act of February 25,
-against others to postession of the lands
1920,does not have an excleusivesegregativeclaimed
349.
, .Notbing in the act of February25,192,
X effect,and laihureon to part of the applicant
either directs-or suggeststhat an applicant
to pay the requisite filiegfeesuntil long after
for an oil and gas prospectingpermitshall be
the time allowedby the regulations,is, in the
cntiled in every instance to be awarded a
absence of a showingof proper cansefor the
permitfor the maximum area authorizedby
delay, agroundior the rejetion of the-applicathe act -33
tion where an adverse application had beesn18.Where a permit has been applied for or
filedpriorto the payment ofthefull filingfees 581
issuedunder theleasing act, and the land has
25. Solongas an oil and gas permitstnds in,
not beenwithdrawn or classifiedas valuable
the name of a permitted,he aloneis responsifor oil or gas deposits,a conflictbetween the
ble to the Departmentforcompliancewith its
permittee and a noemineral entryman Whe
drilling requirements, and if his operating
settled uponthe land prior to the initiationof
agot, orhisdrillingeontraetor,isnot complythe permit will be adjudicated pursnant to
section 12(c)of the oil and gas regulations,
ing witlhthe termsof the permit, the duty devolves upon the permittes to nforce-such
and the snteryma will be affored an opporcrnpliance, and his diligencewill be tested
tunity to provethat the lands are nonenineral
iocharacter370
by his effortsin that 4irection . .-.
.610
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Prospecting Permits-Continued.
26. The granting of an oil and gas prospecting permit precludes, as long as the permitis
in force, the appropriation of the land for
metalliferous minerals under the United
States mininglaws-0
623
27.Acontribution to the costof a test well
onlands coveredby a prospectingpermitheld
, by another does not excusea permitteefrom
ultimately drillingthe area covered-byhis permitj but merely constitutes,in proper cases,
diligencesufficientto warrant an extensionof
time within whichto begindrilling as authorized by the act of January 11,1922652
28. An assignmentwith departmental approval of substantial interests in several oil
and gas prospectingpermitsto a drilleras con-,
piderationfor drilling a test wellmade in conjunction with a contract for the immediate
developmentof lands covered by one of the
permits,constitutesan actual contributionto
the costof the test and entitles the permittees to extensionsof time to begin drilling,
upon the lands doveredby the other permits;
but the duty devolvesupon the permitteesto
enforcefulfillment of the contract and lack
of diligencein that respect will be a bar to
further extension-652,
29. The assigneeof a lease,in whole or in
part, and the assigneeof a prospectingpermit in its entirety assume obligationsto the
United States to the same extent as though
the leaseor permit had issuedto the,assignee
in the first instance652
30.Wherea prospectingpermit is only partially assigned,thepermitwillstill be regarded
as a unit and the permittee and assigneeas
associateswith indirect nterests, and as such
entitled to interests in more than one permit
uponthe geologicstructure, providedthat the
limitationas to acreagecontained in section
27ofthe leasingact is not exceeded;upondis coveryboth willbe entitled to leasesfor their
proportionateparts of the entire area, and at
a royalty of five per cent upon an area-equal
to one-fourthof the area describedin the permit as issued653
31. Where undivided interests in a prospecting permit or lease are assigned,the permit or leaseremainsa unit alter assignment,
and the permittee or lesseeand the assigne
becomeassociates,and as such may be interested in morethan onepermit or leaseupon a
geologicstructure,provided that the limitstion as to acreageis not exceeded653
32. The right of an entryman under the
agricultural land laws. to file a aiver -of
mineralrights, if he desires,at any time prior
to issuanceof patent, and thereuponhimself
seek a permit or leaseunder the leasingact,
ceasesto existwhen he permitsanotherto acquire, after the vesting of equitable title in
him under the entry, lawfulrightsthat would
be adverselyaffected
- 065
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Page

Assignment.
See 20, 21, 28-31, sempra;52-55, infra.

Section 2.-Coal Lease.
See Cal Lads, i, 2, 3, 8; 1Repayms, 14, 15.

Section 4.-AdditIonal Coal Lands.
See CealLands,10-13.
Section 9.-Phosphate Lease.
SeePhosphateLands, 1-3.
Section l.-Permits.

-

See-Notice, 7.

33. The rights of an applicant for an oiland
gas prospectingpermitunder section13of the
act of February 25,1920,pass,on the death of
the applicant, to the personalrepresentatives
in the same manner as does other personal
property208
- 34. The definitionof a structure as within
a producingoil and gasfieldis in effecta withdrawalof the lands from appropriationunder
section 13of the leasing act, and an application for a permit, even though filed prior to such definition,does not conferany rights on
the applicant that will inure to his benefit
upon tie exclusionof the lands by reasonof
the redefinitionof the structure-213
35. An oil andgas prospectingpermit will
be deniedunder section13ofthe act of February 25,1920,forlands dedicatedto somespecial'
public purpose,such as a bird reservation,if
drilling operations will jeopardizeor impair
the use of the land for the specialpurposeto
which it was dedicated308
I3. An applicationfor an oil and gas prospecting permit under section 13of the act of
February 25,1920,is, in effect,a mererequest
that a licensebe granted and confersuponthe
applicantno interest in the lands or the mineral depositstherein339
37. The action of the Land Department in
granting an oil and gas prospectingpermit
under section 13 of the act of February 25,
1920,-is,in effect, an adiudication that the
land is of a status and character subject to prospectingthereunder,and it can not thereafter deny-aleaseunder section14of that act
to the permittee where he has in goodfaith
proceeded,in relianceon the permit, to discoveryand productionof oiland gas - - 386
38.A departmentalregulationlimitingthemaximum area over which prospecting,of
incontiguoustracts of publiclands for oil and
gas may be conductedunder one permit to a
township,that is, an area 6 milessquare,is a
liberalinterpretation of what constitutes an
area in a "reasonablycompactform" within
the meaning of section 13 of the leasingact,
and will not be modifiedexcept in special,
cases-353

39.The preferenceright to prospectfor oil:
and gas accordedby section 13of the act of
February 25, 1920,upon fulfillment of the
noticerequirementof that section,was carried
ovet into the leasingact from the provision
ofthe placer-mininglawswhich gaveprioritiesto the one first locatingmineralland on the
ground and posting appropriatenoticeof theclaim, and is equally applicableto both surveyedand unsurveyedland-413
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- S Page
Sections 18, 19, and 20.-Preference ight:
to Pernlits and Leases.
See 11, 16, 18, 32, 34,36, 39, 40, spre, 52-54,

Section 13-Permlts-Continued.40. The provisionin section 3 of the act:of
February 25, 192D,which givesa preference.
right to an oil and gas prospectingpermitfor
sixmonthsfollowingthemarking and posting
of notice upon lands in, Alaska,is to he onstrued to meanfor six ealendarmonths thereafter, and that-the time shall expire at the
closeof an officialday of the local ofice in the
sixth month followingposting which corre-spondsto the date of posting, sniess nchday
doesnot occurin 'he sixth month, in'which
event the last day of that molth will mark'
the expirationof the preferenceright period.. 493

Bepayment, 12.
Mifr;

46. The prefermentin the award of an oil
and gas prospectingpermit accorded to a
homesteadentryman by section2 of the act
of February 25, 1920,over a prior applicant
for a permit nder section 13 of that at,
is not affected by apending contest against
the.entry where there is no chargethat the.:
entry was made with a view to acquiringthe
mine-al depositsor in bad faith for any other
134
purpose 47. A settlement claim made under- the
homestead laws prior to the inclusion of
the land within a petroleum 'withdrawal,
:which did not ripen into an entry until
after the reationof the withdrawal, affords
the entryman no basis for a preferenceright .
to at oil and gas.prospectingpermit under

41. Section 13of the act of February 25, 1920,

is to be construedin connectionwith sections
14and 17of that act, and, when so construed,
it-is:clear that the issuancecf permits thereunder is contemplatedonty to encouragesuch
prospectingas will bring into production a
new field or to extend the known liiits of a
field already producing-546
42.Lands not coveredby permitwithin the
geologicstructure of a newly proved oil and
gas field,are not subjectto prospectingunder

:

section 20of the act of February 25, 192AD:.--208

48.Nonaction on the part of one-to whom
is accordeda preferenceright to an oil and*
gas prospectingpermit by section 20 of the
act of February 25, 1920, after service of

notice upon him by a permit- applicant in
accordancewith a departmental regulation
issued pursuant to that act,-creates a construetive waiver of the preference ngbtwhich estopsbirdfroroevert-ereafter-assertfrg the right; notwibstanding -thEt the
application in connection with which the
- 406
noticewas servedis;disallowed 49. A regulation which requires that a
right
- surfaceentryman exercisea preference
to a prospecting permit un'ear section' 20-:
of:the. leasing act, upon service of notice
by one having an adverse applicationpending, or to show that the adverse-claimant is disqualifiedto hold a permit, is' a regu-:
lation necessaryand proper'to achieve the
purposes f the act, and is authorized by

section 3 of the act of February 25, 1920,bu5t

should be offeredforlease under section.17of
546
I
_
that aet_
43. Noncotigeos arena ofoilandgalds,
to be subject t a sngle permitunder section
13 of the act of February 25, 920, must be
such as may be included in an area six n es665
square44. Wherea singleapplicationfor an oiland
gas prospecting permit is for incontiguous
tracts, the erectionof a notice uponeach tract
with a descriptionof the land is required to
fsflfill the provision of section 13 of the ot of

: February 2; 120, if the landdsbe surveyed,
but, if unsurveyed thb corners of each tract.
690
must be monumented-

Sec4. 27,3, 1, 7,sprn; 5-60, 63, e4, foct
'
Surse, 4; ThaaZ 3:
45. The term "shall be in compactform,"
as used in section 14of the act of February 25,
1920,in connectionwith the grating of a five
per cent royalty lease.thereunder, does not
require that the leased lands be cdntiguoss
in all cases,but contemplatesthat a permittee
say, where incontiguoustracts have been
m
included in a prospecting,permit, select as a
:reward for discovery,the legal subdivision
upon whichthe discoverywellis located,and
such remaining land, as near thereto as is
possible,up to the prescribedamount,whether
562
contiguousor noncontigous-

.
inwfrr
Peprinwa-iae
7, -, - - 7-- - - - -- T --

-.

I

63, 64;

49

-

50. Section18 of theleasing act was oly
-intended to-affordrelief to a class of claimants whoseclamis were initiated under preexistinglaws, such reliefto be personal,not
to enlrger the rights of persons'who had
sent nothing until. after the liasing act had
been enacted and the original claimants
620
had been awarded the leases-

See 3, 40, 44, supra.section 14.-Permits and Leases.

.
Section17-Lease.
Se 4, 42, spia. 5, 56, 5 59,

-- -.

seotion2thereof- '

Notice.

Notice.

-

See 48, 49, spre.:
Sectlon -21.-Oil shale.
See Natice, 4, S.
-

5ectlon 22.-Alaska.
See 40, spre;

-

Alaska,

Section 2a.-Sodlam Permits.
-

-

.Ttipan
See 1, sopre; 6f3,Aoinra;

Rigltg, 5.

Section 24.-SodliumLease:
See 1, sepra, 63,ifra; Ptsh Lads, 2.
Section 26.-Diligence.
B
3see
!

t

25. 2. 28 ss!ra; ft, 67, 70, 73, fe rfta
7
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Section27.-ltestrietlons.
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Page

Section 29.-Easements-Continued.
Page
69.The practice of requiring an express
waiver of claim to compensationfor damage
51. Section 27 of the leasing act was de.to crops and improvementsby one who has
signed to prevent' monopolies of geologic
been permitted to make a surface:entry purstructures and excessive holdings within
suant to section 29of the act of February 25,
any one State by any- person, association,
1920,is merely,an administrativemeans of
or corporation620
fully informingthe entrymanas to the extent
52. The provisionin section 27of the leasof his rights under that section-369
ing act that nothing therein should be con9. The authority conferredupon the hecstrued to limit section, 18 thereof contemretary of the Interior by section29 of the act
plated that the limitation in said section 27
of February 25,1920,to permit the allowance
as to the number of leases that might be
of surface entries of lands included in prosacquired directly to three leases,in a State
*pecting permits and leases is discretionary
should not. prevent a qualified claimant
with that officer
-383
under section 18 from -acquiring a larger
60. Section29oftheactofFebruary25,
1920,
number of leases so long as such'number
providesthat only such surfaceas is not necesdoes not exceedin the aggregatean area of
sary for the use 'of a permittee or lesseemay
3,200 acres-620
be' disposed of, and, where a stock-raising..
53; The provisoto section 27of the leasing
homesteadentry has been allowed pursuant.
act has reference solelyto limitations upon
to that section, the right vested in the perqualified claimants under section 18 of that
mittee or lesseeto use so much of the surface
act and not to their assignees
as may be necessaryto>conduct operations
-620
54. The restrictionsof section 27of the act
under the permit or leaseis paramount to the:
right ofthe entryman to use such surface
383
of February 25, 1920,as to the number of
61. Section 29of the act of February 25, 1920,
leases or permits that may be held by one,
modifiesthat portion ofsection 9'ofthe stockpersonupon a geologicalstructure and to the
raising homestead act vwhich. requires com- .
limit of acreage that may be acquired in
pensation for damageto the crops and imleasesand permits, while not applicable to
provements of the ontryman resultant from
persons enfitledto reliefunder section 19of
the prospectingfor the reservedmineral dethat act, nevertheless'apply to transfereesor
posits, as to stock-raisinghoiestead entries
assignees of prospecting permits or leases
allowedpursuant to the formersection383
issuedunder the latter section639
62. Wherean oil and gas prospectingpermit
i5. Section 27ofthe act ofFebruary 25, 1920,
has been issued prior to the initiation of a
does not contain any expresslimitation preclaimunder the nonniieral land laws,an enventing a corporation,if authorized by its
try maybe allowedonly as to the surface,and
charter, from becominginterested,as a memsubject to the prior right of the permitte to
her of an association,in more than one lease'
the use thereof as prescribedin section 29of
on a geologicstructure or more than' three
the leasing act, and the permitee should be
affordedan opportunity to show causewhy
leasesin a State, provided that the interests,
both direct andindirect, do not exceed2,560
a surfaceentry shouldnot be allowed524
63. The rights reservedby section 29ofthe
and 7,680acres,respectively-652
act of February 25, 1920,inlands under perSection 29.-Easements.
suit or leasearelimited to disposalsof the sur56. The only dispositionthat may be made
face;that is, to nonmineralentriesauthorized of the surface pursuant to section 2 of the
by the acts of July 17,1914,and:December29,
act of February 25,1920,of lasidsfor which a
1916
640
prospectingpermit or leasehas beenawarded,
Section 30.-Assignment of Lease.
is such disposal, under existing nonriieral
See30,31,supra.
landlaws, as will preserveto the permitteecor
lesseefree use of the surfacein any manner
Section 32.-Regulations.
necessaryto meet the fullest compliancewith
See40,supra.
the terms of the permit or lease369
64. Includedin the generalpowerconferred
upon the Secretaryof the Interior by section
57.The freeuse of the surfaceaccordedby
32of the act of February 25, 1920,to make
section29of the act of February25, 1920,to a
regulationsand to do all things necessaryto
permitteeor lessee,is includedin the right to
accomplishthe purposesof the leasingact, is,
prospect for, mine and remove the mineral
the discretionaryauthority to prescribe condepositsreservedby the act of July 17,1914,
ditions with respect to the exercise of the
in lands subsequentlyentered purshasit to
preferenceright to a permit or leaseaccorded
the latter act, and the waiver of compensaby that act-405
tion required of such entryman is not an
Section 3.-Valid laims.
alteration or enlargementof the terms of the
See Coal Lands, 6.'
act of 1914,inasmuohas the only provision
65. The term " valid claims" as used in secin that act requiring reimbursemnit to an
tion 37of the act of February 25,1920,relates
entryman for damage to his.ordps and into unperfected claims to mineral lands and
provements, is that contained,in section 2
does not contemplate a completed grant of
thereof, which relates to nonmineral claims
nonminerallands to a Statein aid ofits comantedatingthe initiation of mineral rights-- 369
mon schools=
231
See 16, 17, 30, 31, 33, 43, supra; Coal Lands,
41,10.
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INDE)t
of Permlta.-Act of January11,
ExFtensions
1922-Continued.
73. A permittee who enters into a contract
with a drillingcontractorin termswhich preelude him from enforcingdrilling within the
time prescribed in the permit will not be
grantedan extensionof time within which to
commencedrilling on the plea that lack of
diligenceshould be attributed to the con610
tractor and net to the permittee74.A drilling contract made contingent
upon the successof, or to followa test wellto
be drilledelsewhereon a structure,is not such
a contributionto the test as to-warrant an extension of time under the act of January 11,

Section 87.-Valld Claiss-Continued.
66. The fact that one claimingoil and gas
land under a placer location gave fnancia
assistanceto another who drilled a test well
and discoveredoil upon other land in the
locality, does not alone constitute such diligentprospectingby the formeras to bringthe
land in his claimwithin the exceptionclause
of section 37 of the act of February 25, 1920

348

67. The exceptionclauseof section37of the
act of February 25, 1920,did not conferupon
a claimantof a groupof placerclaimsofoiland
gas lands,upon whichno discoveryof mineral
bad been made, a right to retain them unless
he had-been in actual continuouspossession
of each claim and in diligent prosecutionof
prospectingthereuponup to the time of the
passageof that act-348
Oklahoma.-Act of March4, 192..
68. The allowanceof an applicationforany
interest in publiclandsis, as a rule, controlled
by the status of the land at the time of the
allowance,rather than at the date of the application,and where, at the time action upon
an applicationfor a permit to prospectfor oil
and gas in the bed of Red River, Oklahoma,
was taken, the landswere sasijdire, rejection
634
of the applicationwas proper
Eixtensionsof Pernits.-Act of January ll,

610

Oklahoma.
See indian Lands,5; Oil sd-GasLands, 68;
Sarsey,1; TownSife, , 2.

Oregon.
See Laches, .

Oregon and California Railroad
Lands,
See Hining Claim,16.
1. Instructions of April 14, 1924, Oregon

and CalifcrniaRailroadand CoosBay Wagon
Road grant'lands; sale of timber. (Circular
No. 928) _-1----376

Patent.

oftime forbeginningdrillingoperationsunder
oil and gas permits; Circular No. 801,
amended. (Circular No. 946)-567
70. Group developmentunder an oil and
gas prospectingpermit issuedpursuant to the;
act of February 25,1920,is not recognizedas
performanceof the conditionsof the permit,
but as such diligencein an effort to procure
-the performance necessary to warrant the
extension of time authorized by the act of,

*

_

-

1922

1922.
See 16, 27, 28, suprr Alaska, 2.
69. Instructions of June 26, 1924, extension

January 11, 122 -

rags
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See Aceretion, 2; Assignment, 3; Contest, 3;
Homestead, 2, 11; Idemnity, 2; Indian Lands,
II,; .Irisdiction, 1, 2; Mineral Laads, 1, 3;
DMining

Clain,4,6,11,12;a'Wertgaee,
1; Notice,

* 8; Gil and Gas Lands, 1, 5, 7; Potash Lands, 4;

34S

PeblicLands, 1, 2; RailroadGrant,1; Repayaent,"3, 4, 5, 12, 13; Riparian Rights, 2, 3, 5;
S-rvey, 3.

1. Instructionsof July 5, 1924,State Indemnity selections;form of patent, act of April
14, 1 4

-572

2. Wherethe questionariseswhethera pat71.The act of February 25,1920,contains a
ent, issued on an entry in accordancewith
positive directionthat oil and gas depositsbe
the offcialplat of survey existing at date of
disposedof only as provided therein, and is
entry, conveyedtitle to adjoininglands added
mandatoryto that extent, but the act of Januby-accretion, it is competent for the Land
ary l, 1922,vests the Secretaryofthe Interior
Departmentto decide whether the accreted
with specialdiscretionarypowerswith respect
land is public land subject to disposalor prito the granting of extensionsof time for the
vately ownedland over which it has no urisperformanceof the conditionsin prospecting
- diction-10
permits348
3. When the Land Department has ones
finallyadjudgedthat the title to acoretedland
72 The. Department can not sanction the
passedwiththe patent conveyingtheadjoining
granting of extensionsof prospectingpermits
land, it is competentfor it to take such action,
under the act of January 11,1922,where perwithin the scopeof its powers,as will reander
mittees have idly awaited development by
its judgmenteffective,and, to this end, it may
otherswith theexpectation,upon the proving
issuea supplementalpatent.inorderthat such
of the structure, to then securedrilling, and,
determinationmay be giventhe fullesteffect
upon discovery,claim a reward which was
and be in such form as to becomeregularlya
primarily intended for those proving the
10
matter of local record- _-

structure
- _--__----__
-

-

- 546
r
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Page
4. Section2448,Revised Statutes, permits
of the issuanceof a patent in the name of a
deceasedperson, and where a patent is thus
issued,rights under it may inure to the benefit of the remote grantees of such person---- 10
5. Actual manualdeliveryofa patent issued
for public land, subject to.dispositionunder
the public land laws, is not essential to the
passingof title to the patentee, and the Land
Department can not retain jurisdiction by
withholding the delivery of the patent after
it has beensigned,sealed,countersigned,and
recorded_-_-_

_-_-

------

16:

6. Questionspertainingto the reformation
of restricted patents issued in accordance
with the provisionsof the act of July 17,-1914,
do not- come within the jurisdiction of the
Board of Equitable Adjudication-185
7. The placermining laws,which originally
provided for the patenting of a fee estate in
both the surfaceand the minera]depositsof
public lands, were modified-by the act of
December29; 1016,to permit of the issuance
of separate patents for the reserved;mineral
depositsunder tbe' mining laws and for the
surfacelanda under the stock-raisinghomestead:act_ _192
8. Where'by statute payment of the purchaseprice is all,that remains to be done by
one in orderto acquiretitle to a tract of nonmineralpublicland, payment thereof entitles
the purchaser to an unrestricted patent; if,
prior-thereto,there had been no withdrawal,
classification,or report that the land, was
prospectively valuable for mineral, unless
the Government
G
assumes the burden of
- proof and showsthat the land was of known
mineral characterat that time-242
9. A pending applicationfor patent under
the placer mining laws of oil and gas lands
should be denied and finally disposed-ofbefore,the lands are offeredforleaseunder cormpetitive bidding262
10. An unrestricted patent issuedby the
Governmentconveyingpubliclandsabutting
upon a nonnavigable lake in the Stat of
Montana, it which'the:commonlaw with respect to riparian proprietorship has bean:
adopted, carrieswith it an absolute title to
the lake bed281
11.A patent forpublic landsin Alaska,entered subject to the provisions and reservations of the act of March 8, 1922,shouldcontain a reservation of only that character of
mineral for which the land was reported or
believedto be valuable497
12. The fact that an applicant for a patent
to public land consents to the insertion of a
reservationin the patent does not authorize
the Land Deipartment,in the absenceof a
statute prescribingit; to incorporate such
reservationtherein623
!

:15

Patent-Continued.

Page
13.A protest by one claimingunder an oil
lease executed, by a bomestead entrymnan
against the entryssans consentto take a lin- .
ited patent as prescribedby the act of July 17,
1914,will not'lie whereat the time of the submissionof final proofthe land was known to
be prospectivelyvaluable for petroleum deposits665
14. Notwithstandiig'thatthelndianappro-

priationact of March 3, 1909,authorizedthe
issuanceof unrestrictedfeesimplepatents to
religiousorganizationsengagedin missionor
schoolwork on Indian reservations,it is ob-'
vious,that Congressintended by the later act,
of September 21, 1922,that patents issued
after the latter date to such organizationsfor
lands on Indian reservations should specify
that the lands will revert to the Indian
owners when no longer used for missionary
purposes-
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Payment.

See Reppnment Coa Lands, 8, i6, 26;, Cool

Trespass,1; Desert,Land, 7; Entry, 3; Fort
Assisoine
f
Lands, 1, 2; Honiestead, 12; Indise Lands, 1, 2, 4, ; Patesnt, ; Potash Lands,
2; eclasation, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12; Repayment,2; Supervisory Authority, 3; Timber and Stone,
4; TiSaer Celtinig, 1, 2; Vested Rights, 4;

Wordsand Ph7ases,9.
1. The Secretaryof the Interior, in whom
the extensionact ofAugust 13,1914,imposed
the authority to fix the date for payment of
operationand maintenancechargesinconneetion with irrigation projects as of,the date
fixedforeaechproject,
mayforsufficientreason
-changethe due date for future payments and
modify the contract without violation of
either theletteror the spirit of the act of May
15,1922,and without invokingthe procedure
therein providedforconfirmationofcontracts
under thelatter act-143
2. Moneyspaid bygranteesunder the act of
March 4,1911,for timbercut fromtheir rights
-ofway shouldbe depositedin the Treasuryas
fundsarisingfromthe sale ofpubliclands and
not to the "account of depredations..upon
public lands. -'-

_
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Penal Code.
See Attorney, 1.

Permits.
'See Coal Lands; Oiland GasLands; PosphateLands; PotashLands; SalineLands.

Phosphate Lands.
1. Phosphate regulations of May 23, 1924;

paragraphs and 5, Circular No. 696,
amended. (CircularNo. 936)503
2. The act of February25,1920,containsno
provisionauthorizingthe issuanceof permits
to prospectfor phosphate or to award leases
I
as a reward fordiscoveries,but thereis vested
in the Secretaryof the Interior discretionary
authority to fix by general regulations the
terms under which leasesmay be awarded'
undersection

9 of thatact-----

_

427

no. '

INEX

,
,,
.
_
Phosphate Lands-Continued.

r'ag( Practice.

3. The general phosphate regulations of
May 22, 1920,being applicable to leases in
proven fields,do not contemplatea situation
in which considerablepreliminary work is
necessarybeforethe actual openingof a mine
can be undertaken, and, in order to make
effectivethe purpose of the leasing act, it is
clearly the duty of the Secretaryof the literior to prsscribe such terms for leases as
will promote the development of unproven
fieldes'
_427
4. On and after the passage'ofthe leasing
acts of October2,1917,and February25,1920landswhich at the time of an attempted location on account of metalliferousdepositsare
knownto be Valuablefr any of the miheraleX
named in-thoseacts are not subject to appropriation under the preexistingmininglaws. 66

Plat.

SeePatent,2; PoelectLands,2; SetectLend,

1; Survey, 7.

Possession.
See Coe Lands, 14, 16, 17; .MtniegClim,
10; Oil and tes Lends, 16, 67; Seperrisry

Aextrsrity,8; WaterRIktt, .

Potash Lands.

:

' See Oiland GasLands, ,

--

1. Potash regulations of March 29, 1924;

paragraph2(a)of the leaseform,Circular No.
594,as amendedby CircularNo. 781,further
amended- paragraph 10, Part III, Circular
No. 594,amended. (ircular. No. 92) 338
2. Potash regulations of September 24, 1924,

survey of unsurveyedlands, act of October2,
1917;Circular No. 594,amended. (Circular
No. 961)-

644

3. No authority existsfor the issuanceconcurrentlyof a permitto prospectforpotassicumunder the act of October2, 1917,and of a per- mit to prospect for sodium under the act of
February 26,1929,for thesame tract of land 641
4. The ast of October2, 1917,providesthat
:uponsatisfactoryshowingof valuabledeposits
in lands embracedwithin a prospectingpermit issuedthereunder,a patent shallbe issued
for one-fourthof the land coveredby the per- - :
mit, and the provisionin section2 of theact
restrictingfurther disposalsof the remaining
lands to leases clearlycontemplatesthat the
right of the perrmittesto an unlimited patent
should be restricted only by prior disposals under acts which authorizethe issuance of such patents641
See Mining Cia m, 16; iRight of Tay, 1, 2.

I. The issuanceofa licensefora waterpower
projectas toa tract of landwithin a national
forest whichwas relinquishedto the United
States as basefor a lieu selectionunder theact
of June 4, 1897,is-a dispositionof the land
within the contemplationof section 2 ef the
act of September22,1922,and precludesthe X
Secretaryof the Interior from qutClaimning
it
pursuant to settionl of the latter act -------- 660

.
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.

.
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.
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Page

Qicers, 4 Oi end GasLands, 15,19;Patent,
O
9; Beclamation, 1, 2; es JAdicata, 1; shoo

L ad, 3.
I. Instructions of October 10, 1924,abro- gating Rule 61 of Practice. (Circular:No.
962)

8=-_-_-

2.A motion for rehearingwill not he us>
tained onthe groundthat the:decisionon the :
appeal is not supported by the law and -the
evidence where that questionwas presented
bythe appealand fullyconsideredand finally
disposedof in the decision149
S. Where testimony in a contest is taken
beforean offlcerdesignatedfor that purpose
* by the registerand receiverthe submission
.
of further testimony by either-party-at the
final hearing before the local officersis permissible only upon a proper showing, fol* lowed by a properorderby thoseofficeis---- 167
4. Thegranting of a continuance-ina con-.
test caseby the local officersis a mereinterlocutory order from which an appeal to the
Commissionerof the GeneralLand Offlcewillt.
not lie,- -168
5. The Land Department will not declare
a forfeiture.of the rights of a claimant to
publiclands ontechnicalgrounds,and failure
to adhere to a technicalconstructionof the
Rules-of Practicewill not deprive him of an
opportunity to be heard unless it appears
that he hasno substantialclaim to equitable
consideration
-_
:63
6. The assessmentof costs in protest pro- ceedingsagainst oil and gas permits is to be
governedby the secondsentence of Rule 53
of Practice,which spiecifies:
that each-party
shall bear his proportionate share in the
examination and cross-ccaminationof witnesses-_--_
---637
7. Inasmuch as a protestant against an oil
and gas permit occupiesmerely the position
of an informant without a preferenceright,
the Departmentmay.allow later protestants
to appear and participatein the proceedings,.
eventhoughthe protestant firstin time prose:cutes his protest_
638

Preemption.'
See Repayment,18.

Power Sites.

.-

X

See Appeal, 1, 2, Applieation,- 1; Contest,-2,
4, 6; Fees, 3; Homestead, 22; Notice, 1, 2, 4, 6;

I:

.

i

I

.
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.
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Preference Right.
See Carey.Act, 1; CoalLaced, 7, 8, 12, 14, 1;

Cernissioner of the GeneralLand ofice, 1; .:
Contest, 6;

ees, 2; Homestead, 21; Military

Serrie, 2; Notire, , 6, 7; Oiland GasLands,
11, i,

34, 39, 40, 4, 48, 49, 64; Practice, 7;

elinqcrishnent,4;:SspervisoryAthoriy, ;
Town Site,2; Waiver,1, 2; WaterRight, i.
-

,-

.

d
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INDEX

Preference Right-Contd.

-age Purchase.

1. The provisionin section 2 of the act of
Septsmber 21, 1922,requiring that applica-dions for the exercise of preferelnce rights

accorded by the act. to. persons who bad
placed. valuable improvements. upon or
reduced to cultivation the lands..specified.
therein, be filed within ninety days fron the
pasage of the aot or fromthe filingof the plat
of survey, is merely a limitation upon the
exerciseof the preferenceright privilege,ad
does noi restrict the authority of the Secretary of rse Interior, confrred by the general -provisionsof the act. to sell, in his judgment:
and discretion, the lands, not. adversely
claimed,to any itizenof the United States- 498

Private Entry.
See Warrean, 1.

.

Fa

.

See. coal Lends, 1 17; Hozmestead,12, 13;
Indian Lanids, 8; Preference Right, 1; Priate

Rnfrg, 1; Reelasntiu,

it, t.

Purchaser.
See Conest, ; Forest Lieu Selection, 1, 2j
8;
Indian Rands, 1,.4;, Mortgge, 2; Pfet,

Warrant,3.

Railroad Grant.
2, S.
See Desert-Ldnd, 7; Pcpsorul,
1. Instrurcti>ns. April 28, 1924, Northern

Pacific Railroad grant lands; suspensionof
399
_
patents. (ircular No. 931)2. Neither the provisionsof the act of JIly :
1,189, nor those oftheact of February 27,1917,

amendatory.thereof, respectingrelinquish-.
monteby theNorthern PacificRailway om- '
upon emourtayed'
pany in favorofsettlemen~ts
lands;within the limits ofits grant mandaitor.- liyrequire that company to relinquish or:
;
reconycyany triet of land within its granltin
favor4feseuler-s93. The NorthernPacificRailwayCompany.
is the legal successorof the Northern.Pacific
-RailroadCompanywith respectto the bonefits of the grant of publiclands made to the.
539
- _
latter company-

1, Prior to tb subjectionof public lands to
private-entry fori prelirninary steps were
required:by the -statutes: (a) survey into
legalsubdivisions;(b) a proclamationby the president .xposingthe lEndsto public sale;
(c) pblication of notice of sale;,(d). offering
at publicoutery by the registerof the United
States land offte of the district in which the
landswere situated; and the lands remaining
undisposedci at the close of such sale there438 Railroad Land.
after became Subjectto private entry-

Procedure.
See ProcfiCe-

Prospecting Permits.
See coal Lands, Oslas GasLinfs; PlhespilateLands,Potse Lends:Saline:Lends.

Public Lands.See Accretion,2; .alllges, 2; Isolated Tracts,
1; Juriseictioso,2; Lcke, 1; Lond Depcrten4
3; Mining laion,7; Offirers, 1 2Rierad:
Greft, ; iprian Rights, 2, 6; superisorl
Authoriff, 1, ; Sursey, 3, 6:

1. Whenever the question arises in any court, State or, Federal, as to whether the
title to land, whitb had on-e heen the Property of the United States, has' passed,that
question must be resolvedby the laws of the
:UnitedStates; but when, accordingto those
laws, the title shall have passed, then that
-property,like otber-propertyin the State, is
subjectto the laws of the State, sofaras those
laws are consistentwith the admissionthat -.
the title passed and vested accordingto the
678
lamsof the United States2. With respect to public lands bordering
onnonnavigablebodiesofwaer,-be Government assumesthe positionof a private owner,
and wbenit parts with its title to thoselands,
- without reservationor restriction, the extant
of the title of the patentee to the lands under
water is governedby the laws of the State
within whichthe lands are situated-.-- . .6

Calr-t
a
12, 13; Orego
See Hoseatccd,
ay, 1;
fornie Railroad Lahds,;- 1; Right of
Selection, 1; Withdrael, 1.
0
;-.
Rlieclamation. : .
See Arid
of

Way,

ai-d,

;: HsoIwest

, 7-15;

OffiesTs,

ands,2; Payment,1; ight
as Lnd

1 2 Oil
2,;4;

Spervisory

Authority,

1, 2, 3;

:

: r
Olltc:

:Withdreeesa,S.

. Regulationsof Surie2, 1924,reclamation
projects;reliefto water nsefsunder the exten542
sion act of May 9, 19242. Ilstructions

oE December 9, 1924, Min-

nesota drainage laws; proceedingsafter expiration of period of redemption. (Circuar
685
-No. 69
3. Thedct of May 5, 122, which authorized the Secretaryof the Interiorto enter into
contracts with iigdtion districts with so-.
spet to payments of water users' charges,
did not modify the act of February 2i 1211,
and existing contractsenteredinto under the
latter act may stand as made or be modified,
under the same authority which authorized
their execution;likewise,new contractsmay:
be made thereunder without ror- to the .
courtproceedimgsspecifiedforcontracts

under

142
'
the formerart
4. Thedact of May l, 1922,has -o ratroati-ieffect upon ontracts theretofore madeunder proper authority and such contracts
are not, thesofore,dependentfor their validity upon-thc court confirmationspecifiedin
_. 143
the provisoto that act
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Reclamation-Continued.

Reclamation-Continued.-

Page
it. Lands withdrawn for a reservoirsite or
similarreclamationpurposeswhich areessential to the project,and landsacquired by pur chaseor condemnationforthe exclusivense ef
the'projecf,may be developedfor their Tineral resourcesonly by tamporary easesfor
periodsnot mconsistent witb the needsof the
preject, and the precreds therefrommust be
placed in the reclamationfund to the credit
-ofthat project----- '
30
12: The powerof Congresstodelegatetoanagency of a State the authority to providefor
the reclamationof publie arid lands within a Stateirrigationdistrict, and the right ofsuch
-- instrumentalityto assesstbelandsfoithe'cost
of their reclamation,cannot be questionedby.
a mereapplicant tomakeadesert-ldentry- 521

Page
a. The act of August 13,1914,provided for
the payment ofirrigationconstructioncharges
upon a specifieddate, the only authority for
changeofwhich is containedin the act of May
15,1922,and where the latter act is invokedto
change the date of payment under a prior
contract, the procedure preseribed therein
must be followedin orderto give validity to
the amendedcontract143
- . Uponthe issuanceof public noticespursuant to section 4 of the reclamationact of
June 17,1902,the constructionchargesspecifled in the notices become fixed charges
againstthe lands,and the acceptancead approval of water-right applications in a sense
createa contractual relation between the appliesnts and the United States for the payment of the chaiges by the xwter users and
the furnishingoferrigationwater by the Government that can not be changedexceptwith
the consent f both parties-223
7. Inasmuchas the acts of June17, 1902,and
August 13,1914,did not peremptorilydeclare'
in mandatory languagethat forfeituresmust
he declared, or that they will necessarily
- result by operationof law as soon as defaults
in payments by water users on reclamation
projects have occurred,it rests within the
sound diEcretion of the Secretary of the Interior to determine whether an entryman
may thereafter be permitted to cure the default by payment of the charges-224
S. Lands acquired by purchaseor condemnation pursuant to section 7 of the reclama- tion act, when no longerneeded for reclama. tion purposes,canbe disposedofonly atpublic
auction and the proceeds derived therefrom
must be placedin the reclamationfund to the
credit ofthe particular project;such landsand
theoil and gas depositstherein arenotsubjeet
to prospectingor lease under the act of February 25, 1920-

of rebruary

25.1920-.

::

.06

10. Lands reconveyedto the United States.
by the State of New Mexicoforreclamation:
purposes pursuant to the enabling act of
Juie 20, 1910,which contains an indemnity
provisionas considerationfor such transfers,
occupya status similarto that of withdrawn
1publiclands, rather than that of lands acquired by purchase or ceondemnation,ad
the granting of permits to prospectfor oil or
gas upon such lands will be dependentupon
the detemination ofwhetheror not their restoration willbe detrimental to.the project.-- 309

-

See PoeerSites, 1; Railroad Greant,2; RBc-:

aclmoien,
19;Rctingsslucen,14.

Records.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

See CoalLands, 1; Fees,1; 3fining Ceim,.
13; Mefoge,

1, 2;. Notice, 4,5, 6; Officesie4;

Oilend Gas
ends, 10; Petinuisstef, 4f
Warrants,2.
:
1. Instructions of February 5,. 1924, nota-

dons upon the records of cciaUnited States,
land offices.of cancellationsof entries, prospecting permits, leases, and selections, ind:
notations of relinquishmentsand withdrawals of applications. (Circalar INo.95)-299
2. Instructions ofApril 23, 1924,notation of

cancellation of oil and gas permits; CicularNo. 915,modified. (CircularNo. 929)
387
3. instructions of May 2S, 1924, notation of

cancellationof oil and gas permits; Circular No. 926,amended. (CircularNot 939)- =. 509
4. Instructions of Nove:nber 13. 1924, notatin of cancellation of oil and gas permits;--

CircularsNos. 929and 939,amended. (Cur--

308

9. Public lands, withdrawn for a reservoir
site, which can not be restored to the public domain without damageto the project,or
which have, becauseof improvementsplaced
thereon, becomelands that may be sold only
for the benefit of the reclamation:fund, are
not subject to the operationof the lensingact

-

Reconveyanee.

cularNo.f66)-

-
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Redemption.

-..-.-.--

-

See Reclassioze. 2.

:

-

Register and Receiver.

See Commis.ionerof the CeneralLand Offlct, ; Contest,Sj Practice,3.
-

Rehearing. j ;
See Precdee, 2.

-

Reinstatement.

Relief.

-

-

-

SecIndemnity,1; o6and GosLcds12.
:
See Coa Lands, 21; Settlemen,1. - -

Relation.
-

. . :j

:

-

See Oil and Gas Lands, Sees. -1, lb, 20; Ak
plieMliess,1; COs L-Rds, 6; Cftfrso,
2, 3;
Otand Gas snds, 50.

-

IN Dkx
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nelief
to Water users.
___I

SeeReclamation,1,3,

Page

7.

Relinquishment.
See ForestLieu Selection,1; 1ietan Landst
8; Mortgage, 1,- 2; National Forests, 3; Na-

tional Pars, 1; Oiland GasLands, 23;iPoer
Sites, 1; Railroad Grant,2; Records,1; Bepayment, 3, 8, 17, 18; Survey, 7

;

1. A ltter written by a homestead entryman to a United Statesland officecontaining
the statement, "I wish to relinquish all my
clainsson theland," is not sufficientlydefinite
in its terms to indicate a present intention to
relinquishthe particular lands embracedin
the entry.. .
165
2. A relinquishment of a homestead entry

which, excepttfor the relinquishment,would
have beenconfirmedunder the provisoto section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891,estopsthe
entryman from obtaining the benefits of the
exchangeof entry provisionof the act of January:27,1922,notwithstandingthat the relinquishment was induced by adverse proceedings by the Government, instituted in accordance with the then existing practice, :
afterwardsheld to be unauthorized172
3. A voluntary relinquishment, executed
and filed in connectionwith a claim for re-;
payment at purchase money paid upon a
canceled entry which, except for the relinquishment and refund of purchase price,
*wouldhave been entitledt to confirmatio
n
under the acetof Marsh 3, 1891,amountsto a
quiteclaim, for a valuable consideratian, of all;

the entryman'sright, title, and interestin and
to the lands embracedthereini,and precludes
him from afterwardsinvoking the benefitsof
the exchange-at-entryprovisionat the act of
January 27,1922-187
4. A relinquishment of an oil and gas pros-.

pecting permit does not, of its own torce,:
relieve the lands from the segregativeeffect*
created by the permit, and the filing at.an
applicationfor a permit, predicatedupon the:
relinquishment, prior;to the cancellationof
the permit by. the Cormmissionerat :theGeneral Land Office and notation thereof
upon the recordsof the localland office,does
:not canter upon the applicant any-right to
notice of the dispositionof the prior existing
cldaim
or entitle him to any preferencein theallowanlceat his applicationwhen the lands.
are formallyrestored--202

Repaymen~t..

;

SeeRelinuishmenzt,3; Statutes,14.
1. In couplingthe expression"can not be
confirmed? with the term "erroneouslyal-:
lowed," as those phrasesare msed
in sectibn2
of the act af June 16,:1880,-which
autharized 4;
repaymentwherean entrywas "erroneously
allowed and can not be canfirmed," the law
necessarilycontemplatedan entry with referenceto which the defectcouldnot be cured.. 191

719

Repayment-Continued.

:Page
2. Allowanceof a desert-land entry under
the act of March 3, 1877,for landswithin the
primary limits of a railroad grant, upon
originalpayment of25centsper acre, was not
erroneous,and, where during its existenceit
couldhave beencompletedat therate of $1.25
per acreunder regulationsthen in force,it was
subjectto confirmationwithin the meaningof
the repayment act, and even under subsequent regulationsto meet a new interpretation of the law, such an entry, if then existing,
could have been completedupon payment.
of theunpaid portion ofthe legal price;-hence,
under either view, a proper casefor repayment is not presented-161
3. A claimfor repaymentbased upon a relinquishment of a homestead entry after
March 3,1909,and subsequent to the inclusion of the land within a coal withdrawal
rather than accept a surface patent comes.
within the purview of the act of March 26,
1908,and must be filed within-the statutory
period specifiedin the act of December 11,
1919.

297

4. Where an entry, allowed unconditionally, maybe confirmedas to a surfacepatent,
such entry is not one "erroneouslyallowed"
within the contemplationof section 2 of then
repayment act of June 16, 1880-298

5. An applicant who has been,granted: a
water right in connettionwith a reclamation
homesteadapplication for land within a petroleumreserveis entitled,upon withdrawal
of the application rather than accepta surface
patent, to repayment of the water charges,
where behad no knowledgeof the petroleum
withdrawal and the public notice pursuant.
to which he made payment failed to state
that any ofthe land was within a reserve - 379
6. A desert-land entryman who was required to make an initial payment of .
cents per acre for land within the reserved.
limits of a railroad grant is hot entitled to:
repayment under the repaymentstatutes on
the ground that the desert-landact of March
3, 1877,fixedthe initial price of 2 cents per.
acre for alldesert-land entries416
7. The allowanceof an entry forland subsequently included within a coalwithdrawalis
not an erroneousallowancewithin the purview of the repayment act of June 16,1880,,
notwithstandingthat at the time ofits abandonment by the entryman there existed no
law under which it could have been confirmedas to a surfacepatent-418
8. A claim for repayment under the act of
March 26,1908,based on the relinquishment
of an entry becauseof its inclusion within a
coalwithdrawal,can not be allowedunlessit.
is shownas a fart that the withdrawal was
the dete mining factor in inducing the relinquishment-.-418

720
Repayment-Continued.

INDEX

Page
9. An allowanceof a desert-land entry for
lad withdrawn from entry under the coal
land laws only is not erroneous,.and its cancellationfor failureof the entryman to submit
proofrather than to prove the noncoalcharacter ofthe land is not a groundforrepayment
under the sot of June .16 80 429

Repayment-Continued.:
-

Page

17- The repayment statutes are not to be
deemedto ofleran optionto a claimnateither
to defend against charges involving actual
fraud and.pfotect his claim or to relinquish
theland and take instead the purchaseprice-- 602
-18. Where a coal entry is anceledupon a
relinquishmentfiled during the pendency of,
adverse proceedingsbased upon a -chargeof
10. nder section 2 ofthb act of June16, 1880,
fraud-it will be presumedthat the purposeof
whichprovidesfor repaymentwherean entry
the celinquishment,was to avoid the issue
has beenerroneouslyallowedand can not be
and to dispose of the charge without adjuconfirmed,the fact that an entry is incapable
dication upon the ultimate-merits, and an
of confirmationis not alone sufficient,but its :
applicant for repayment of the purchase
allowancemust alsohave beenerroneous--- 429
price under the act of March 26, 1908,must:
assume the burden of proof and rstablisb a
11.The requirement contained in the proPrimaface easeas to absenceof fraud602
viso to section 2 of the act of December11;
19. The allowanceof a timber and stone
1919,that a claim for repaymentmust thereentry for land subsequently withdrawn
after be presentedwithin two yearsfrom the
under the act of June 22, 1910,for its coal
*issuanceof patent or from the paseageaf the
odutents,is not an erroneousallowancewithact, is mandatory and can not be waived
in the purview of section 2 of the repayment
becausethe claimantdid not have knowledge
act of June 16,1880,where the entry, allowed
of the act for more than two years after its
upon thestrength of a sworn statement that
the-land was chieflyvaluable for its-timber,
12. One who, after having filed an applicawas canceledbecausethe land was found to
be more valuable for grazingpurposes---- 627
-tion for a mineral patent, quitolaimsto the
Governmenthis interest in the mining claims
Reservation.
v Notn
and obtains a leaseunder the act of February
fSeel zdianLands,.NationaForests:National0
25,-1920;is not entitled to repayment of the
Miuments Natfonef Prtcs, Wselmw
fling fee, inasmuch as such transaction
Fort AssinniboismeLands, 1; Homestead, 18;amounts to a voluntary abandonment of the
-Indennity, 3; IndisM Lands, 3, 5, 7; Mineral
originalclaimand not to a rejection of the
Lends, 2; Oil and; as Lands, , 7, 35, 7;
application
5745 Pateft, 11, 12, 13; PublicLonds, 2; Right of

enactment…

13. Thefilingfeepaidinconnectionwithan

-566

Way, 2, 4; School Lend, 4 Timber and Stone,

2; WfMdraral,7.
applicationfor a mineral patent is no more a
I1. The act'of July 17,1914,contemplatesa
to for personal servicesof the local:officers
reservation
of
mineral
deposits
in
lands
emthan other feesand commissionspaidin con- braced in mperfectednonmineral entries
nection with an entry of public land andwherever it appears from geologicdata that
shouldbe repaidin a proper case -- 576
praspecting operations are warranted, and
14. An applicatibn for coal lease under seelands having such prospective value are
tion 2of the act of February 25,1920,is a filing
"valuable for" minerals within the meaning
- within the meaningof the repaymentstatutes;
of the act, although no actual demonstrated
and thecoal-leasingregulations
ofApril1,1920,
existenceof mineral deposits has been discovered276
declaringa forieitureof the depositmade bys
2. A reservation created by the Secretary
successfulbidder in caseof his default,did not
of the Interior pursuant to section 10 of the
intend to precluderepayment of such deposit.
act of May 14,1898,setting apart a particular
whererepaymentis warranted under the act
area of public land in Alaska for the benefit
of March 6, 108589
ofithe -Indiansor natives does not vest them
15.-Wherean applicantfor acoalleaseunder
with actual title
..
315
section 2 ofthe act ofFebruary 25, 1920,fails to
3. A-temporarywithdrawalmade with the
comply with the terms of the bid' and his
view to classificationand appraisal of land
application is rejected,without fraud or fault for-its coal contents:does not constitute a
on his part, the applicationbecomesone re- - "reservation" within the meaning of the
jectadwithin the contemplationof the repayproviso to section 6 of the enabling act of
July 16, 1894,relating to the grant of public
ment act of March 26, 1908-89
landsto the Stateof Utah forsehoolpurposes' 516
16. A mineralentry, the allowanceof which
4. Where Congress has by separate acts
was wrongfully procured by false and misconferredspecificjurisdiction upon the Deleadingevidence,subsequentlycanceledupon
partment of the Interior and the Depart- charges that the laud was not valuable for
respectively,to disposeof
I ment of Commerce,
mineralsand that the requisitepatent expendpubliclands within abandonedmilitary and
itureshad not beenmade, isnot an erroneously
lighthouse reservations, the former departallowedentry within the purview of the rement, having assumed jurisdiction with the,
payment set of June16, 1880,wheretherecord
consent of -the latter, may, under its coorwasnot obviouslysoincompleteand defective
dinate authority, disposeoflands which were
on its faceas to warrant its denialin the first
formerlywithin both a military reservation
instance599
and
a lighthouse reservation-.5Q
v-v------------------.--- __ ---
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lReservoir ands.-
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Page
]See
Oil and GasLands, 2 Reclamation,9,

11; Rigih of Way,'2, 3.

'Residenee.
2;
1 Oi
'See Citizenship,12, omestead,5, 19- Oil
:uand GasLands, 1i.
TRes JudCata.
-See Land Departmentl; Patent;3..
1. The application by the' Department of
the rule of res adjudicatato controversiesin
which final decisionshave beenrendered by:
it,, isbased upon the well-establishedprin- a
ciple,that there must comeatime when there
is to be finalityof action in orderto prevent
endless confusionin matters in which parties seekreadjudicationin the'light of changes
resulting from subsequent rulings of the,
Department or of the courts -- _- __ 173

R6storations.
,SeeOil andGasLands,2,10,12,23;Berlamatiwa, 10;Relinquishment, 4; Town Site, 1, 2.

Revised Statutes.

-

See Tableoff pageXxxii.'

Right, of Way.
CSee Homestead, 12, 13; Payment, 2; Statustes,
10; Timber Cutting, 1, 2; Wtrds andPhases, 14.

Right

of Way-Continuedf4-`

:

Page

4. The inhibitios inAtheact ofMarch 3, 1921,

against the granting of rights of way over
public lands within nationali
parks and,
national monumentswithout specificauthority of Congressis applicableto the extension-.
of canals for the irrigation of Indian lands,and nothing in the act of August 30; 1890,
reserving:a right 'ofway for ditches or canals
constructedby authority ofthe UnitedStates,
or in the appropriationacts providingforthe.
constructionof irrigationworks forthe benefit
of the Indians, grants that authority569

Riparian Rights.
See A4ccretion, 1, 2; Mineral Lands, 3;

aeigableWaters, 1; Oil and'Gas Lands 1;
Patent, 2,3, 10; PueblirLands,2; SrseY,1,2,3,8.

1. Upon the admissionof Louisianato the
Union the United States relinquishedall
'claim to the lands nderlying navigable
waters in that State, and the transfer,of that
ownershipbeingcompleteand final, the rule
that the title: to 'submerged lands remain s
after their reappearancein the onewhoowned
the lands prior to their submergencecan not'
be invoked by the United States with respect to an area coveredwith body of navigable water at the time that 'the State was,

''

admitted.
' :
180
'1. Easementsoverthe'public lands may be
2. Prior to the issuanceof as unrestricted:
granted under the vari ussFederal Statutes
patent by the Goverrnent to its lands
appertaining-theretoto a commissioncreated:
abutting upon a nonnavigable'lske, the law
and empoweredby a State'legislaturefor'the;,
at the State in which the lands are situated
purposeof acquiringa siteand'oicbustriCting
has no' effect upon the title to the lands in
J,i aud maintaining a turnei for the se-of rail-':;
the lake bed, and the iiited States may disroas,-power;
Weegiaphnd eldljho~~~~~~~~~ln
' linls,
es,'
t
pose of the' bed of the lake separate from the
transpbrtation f water, anda ahighway fort
uplandswithout regardfor locallaw:
281
vehicles, notwithstanding 'that the 'actual
3. An unrestricted patent issued 'by the
:operationof these dtilitiesis to be conducted
Government,conveyinglands abutting onHa
by otherswhere their maintenance is for the
norinavigablelake, divests it of all title to or
publicinterest. 359
interest in the-lake bed, including minerals
:
2. The inhibitionin the act of March3; 1921'
thereinj and the extent of the title of the
0,Qagainstthe grantin~g
thereafterof any ereniti
riparian proprietoris thereafter to be 'deter-'
or othieriauthorizationfor reservoirs.or other
"mined in accordancewith the laws-.ofthe
:
works
the storage or carriage water'
State in which the landsli
withinthe.lmits of any- national park or
…
284
4.
Montanaw
has
specifically
adopted bynatialmonumentwithout specificauthority;
statute the common-lawrule ofaownershipby .
f.ongress, is applicableto such works for.
riparian.
proprietors'of lands underlying non, .irrigationpurposesas-wellas for powerpurnavigablebodiesof waterwherevernot inconposes,and precludesthe grantingof an extent.
sistentIwith
its constitution, or the constision ofaright of way'over'such lands for an'
tution ahd:statutes of the United Statea
285
.irrigation reservoir constructedpursuant to,
3. A patent conveyingtitle without resertheact of March 3, 1891388
vaion
tpublic
lands
abutting
upon
a
non3: While anentry upon land, segregated'by
'navigablelake in the. State of Montana in-;
a previously issued oil and gas prospecting
elndes, in.'accordancewith the commonlaw,
permit, and the constructionof a reservoir
,tbereupouwitbout protest by the permittee, : the lake bed as appurtenant to the uplands,
and the factthat it has beenthe settledpolicy
in anticipationof the allowanceof a soldiers'E
of 'Congress.
to..reservesaline lands from disadditional homesteadapplication which dependedwholly upon departmentaldiscretio :
plosal,except pursuant to special laws, des
not conferupon the Land Department any
tforits validity is not an entry under colorof'
rigt, but: a trespass,yet where it is'shown
jurisdiction thereafter to issue a permit to
that the
is reasonably essential t'
prospectforsodium in the bed of the lake-. 285
the wqrklng the land under lease
sof and that
Saline
Lands.,
the interests'ofthe Governmentwill best he
wSee::MineralLands,'3; Oil and-GasLands,
pdtected thrbugh'the granting of a revocable
permit, an easement may be granted pur-i
1, 5, 63; Phosphate Lands 4 Potash Lands, 3;
suent to the act of February 15,190152
RiparianBights,3, 5.:

~reservoir

I
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School Land.

Page School- Land- Contin tied.
. :. P ge
3. When the final act is performed.which See Homestead,24; Indemnify, i 2, -3;
ufder the aw, Wtsld permit a school rant
Mineral Lands, 5; OilRand Gas Lads, 6;.to attach, and there has belenno reservaion
Reereation;3; WitsdrasA,-7. - ,
or classificationof the land as mineral, the:,
-L..Where a township plat has been-superpresumptionarises that;it becamethe propseded by a correctedpiat and there is a tarierty of the State under its grant .It
51
anceas to the;acreageshownupon-thoseplats
P. The fact that at the date of the approval. in certain,designated sectionsgranted. to a of the survey land within'a detiguatedschool
Stateforschoolpurposes, a determiiation of sectionwas knownto becoalin characterdoes
the measureof the grant in thosesectionswill
not, ofitself,destroythe presumptionthat the
be nade in accordacce with the plat sub-sistingat the date of the grant __
147- ' land passedto the State under its schoolSand
grant; aid, to' overcomethat presumption
2. The grant of certain specifiedsectionsof:
-public
lands for schoolpurposes made to the: -. - the Gbvefsimentmust assumeantdsustain the
brden
of proof .--- - '516State oi New Mexico by its enabling act
exceptedrineral lands, and where;prior to
Scrip.
its amisgioni -granted
sections had been See V~estedRigble,I W-}arrant,
1, 2, 3.x.classifiedas coal-and offered for sale at a
$ecretdryof the Interio.fixed price, those sectionswere prima facie
not subject toltimoperationof the grant,'but
-See Cal Lands, 6 8 IS, 19; Homestead, 25,
the burden ofpioofwas cast uponthe Stateto
Indemnify,2; IndianLands,5;-ntiot PI kei--:.
establishthat the classificationwaserroneous 219
1; Oil and ds Lands, 59, 64, 71; Payment, 1;
3. The Laud Department will afford a
Pheephatei Lans, 2,i 3; Preference Rsight, 1;
State an opportunity'toprotest against any
Reclamation, 7; Snpervisery Authority, 1 2, 3,
proposeddis'sal of lands -within granted4, 6; Surey, 5; Withdrawal, 8.
schoolsectionsWhichare allegednot to have
1. The Secretaryof the Interior may delepassed nder its school-grant by reasonof,
gateito the-First. Assistant Sectetaryand to'
the Assistant Secretarynot merely adminss.
their mineral character219
trative or-iiiterial-dutiesebutaliso theduty
4. Tbe':lafguage,used in the proviso-to to act judiciallyin reviewof the actionsof the
section 6 of the enabling act of July 16,1894,
head-of a bureau-ofhis Department, and in-.
which exceptedfromthe grant of publiclands
.matters, requiring-the exerciseof such, deleto-the State of Uttahforschoolpurposes,those
gated authorityj their powersare coordinate :
landsembracodin "Indian military, or other - and concurrent with those of the Secretary: I
reservation of any character," is sufficientto himself
,
- -- -jig
show an intention ocfincluding within its :
. 2. n issuing instructions prescribing the exception areas withdrawn for their prosduties of an officerof his
purs- pectiveoil.andgas values231 'ant to an act of Oongressdepartment,
creatingthe office,
5. Whereminerallands are exceptedfrom
the Secretary-oi the Interior. may include
a grant of-publiclands for schoolpirposesi aduties fixed,by a Territorial egialature, Itpetroleum withdrawa prior to survey has
in doing so hescannot g beyond the intent.
the effectof stampingthe lands as prima-facie
andspurposeof the Federalstatute or reqmure :
mineralin characterand, upon the approval'
the performase of duties not ontempated
byit-.....
6
of the survey, suspendsthe operation of the

grant --

-

-

231 Seleetion.

:6. A petroleum withdrawalprior to survey
of lands which,upon survet, are identified-as
lands granted to a State for schoolpurposes,.
it onimineral,has the effect of casting the
burden of proof upon the State to produce
evidence sufficientlyconvincing to wairant:
their nonnitneralclassificatio231
7. Where objectionis made to a ruling by
theComiissioner of the QOneralLand Office
that a petroleumwithdrawal of-landswlich,
upon subsequent survey, are found to bi
school sections,is sufficientt prevent thei
title fror passing to the State upon the approval of te survey, determination of that.
point in order to fix the burden of proofand
the neessity for a hearingshould be insisted'upon by the State before a hearingis had,
otherwiseproceedinfgwith the hearing will
be construed as an election-to accept the -

uing .

-

-

-

-

.msur . .edland
made

:nSee Assiganent,3,uorest LZiei;eertn
Indcmnity, 1 2, 3; Nioa s Parstf

1wh2ic
-

Fatual 1ov-

Rcdrds; 1, Veste lheich, I; Wlthdrseal 1:;7
-1. Instructis

of-July 23, 1924, selectionsr'

approved form of-noamineral affidavit uer-cediar of July 9, 1664 (19 I,. 1) 2t), revoked.E
(CircularNo. 916)->.
587
: 2. A selection of unsurveyed land madeunder the act of August o, -1392,which authorizes the selection of nonminosalpublic
lands, so classifiedat the time f atnal ot-:
enfer t survey hut which fterther expistsly
irecognisesthe privilege of seleeting sur-::
veyed'lands, nonininerai in fact, is not dci-;
feated by the mere oboerviationoffthe sur: veyor that mineral iri lications are found in
. the township, especialliy-wherei
the selection -;
has stoOdfor a longtime and any doubt inplied ffromthe surveyor's reniarlis has sine
been removedby closeexaimiiatisnand ti
- selectedtract found to be noninieral in fact.
683

Settlement.

A-t.

i

Page- Statutes-Continued..

.'

Sed 'Carey Act, 1f Hametead, 3, 24, Oil ands

Gae'adndi 6, 1,' 18,47; Railroad Grant,2;
.
Surey`d3
I. Whenta validsettlemientprecedesa with-'
or report that the lands
drawal, classification
are of mineral character,.anentry, predicated
upondsuchclaini,afterwardsallowediursuant.
to the act of July' 7, 1914;relatesback'tothe'
datehofsettlementand the rights of the :entrysmanunder the homesteadlaws are to be de-,
369
termined accordingly-

Settlers'V
See Oilacd GasLands, 6.

Sodium.

:

See SalineLand; OilandGasLands, 1,'5,63;
'.
SiparianRights,

Soldiers and Sailors.
See Bamctead, 16, 17; Military Service,1, 2,

Soldiers" Additlonal.

-

l

See Homestead, 17.;

Statutes.
See Attorney, 1; Bonds, 1; Coal Lands, 2, 3,
:11, 14, 15, 24; Cultiratien, 2; Desert Land, 7;
Forest Lieu SetectiOn,1, 2; Homestead, 5, 14,
115,16; lsndemniiy, 2; Indian Lands', 5, 9;

Kinkaid Act, 1; Land Department,3;Mineral
Lands, 4; National Forests, 3; Officers, 3;
Oil and: Gas; Lands,: 22, 39-42, 50-61,
66-68; Patent, 4, 7; Potash Land, 4; Paser

Sites, 1; PreferenceRight,1; PublicLands, 1;
RailroadGrant,2; Reclamation,3,4, 5;:Repayment,3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14-17; Right of Way, 2, 4;

Secretaryof theInterior,2; TimberandStone,1,
2; Timbercutting, 1; Town Site, 1; Trddeand,
6.
Site, 1,2; WordsandPhrases,
Manufacturing
1.-In construinga statute it is ermissible
to substitute the word "and" for the word
"or", when found necessaryto do se in order
to impart the true legislativeintent as gathered from the context and the circumstencesattendingits enactment --'
153
2. The purpose of the:limitation'in section
27 of the act of February 25, 1920, prohibiting

anyone,exceptas therein provided,fromtaking or holdingmore than one coalleaseduring
the life of such lease in any one State, was,
accordingto the legislativeintent, to placea
restriction on the number of leasesthat may
be taken or heldsimultaneously,but not as to
the numberthatmay bebheldin succession-,. 153
3. In coupling the expression"'can not be
confirmed" with' the tri "'erroneouslyallowed," as.thosephrasesareused in section2
of the act of June 16,1880",whichauthorized
-repaymentwhere an entry was "erroneously
allowedand can not be confirmed,"the law:
necessarilycontemplatedan entry with referenceto which thedefectcouldnot be cured - 161

Page>
4. The languageused inthe provisoto section 6 of the enabling act of July 16, 1894;
whiclexcepted fromthe grant of publiclands
to the Stateof Utah forschoolpurposes,those,
lands embracedin "Indian, military, or other
reservationof any character," is sufficientto
show,an intention i includingwithin its exceptionareaswithdrawn fortheir prospective
oil and gas values----231
5. The term "validclaims" as used in section 37of the act oi February 25,1920,relates
to unperfected claimsto mineral lands and
:does not contemplate a completedgrant of
nonminerallandsto a State inlaid of its common schools- _-_
231
6: The act of Julj 17,1914,contemplatesa
reservation of mineral depositsin lands.embraced in unperfected nonmineral entries
wherever it appears from geologicdata that,
prospecting operations are warranted, and
landshavingsuch prospectivevalue are'¶valuable for" mineralswithin themeaningof the
act, although no actual demonstrated exist-.
enceof mineraldepositshas been discovered-'276
7. Where an entry, allowed unconditionally,maybe confirmedas.toa 'urfaci patent,
such.entry is not one "erroneouslyallowed"
within the contemplationof section 2 of the
repayment act of June 16, 1880-

298

8. A departmentalregulationlimiting the maximumarea over which prospectingof incontiguoustracts ofpubliclandsforoil and gas
may be conducted under one permit to a
township,that is, an area 6 milessquare, is a
liberal interpretation of what constitutesan
area in a " reasonablycompact form"'within .
the meaning of section 13of the leasing act,
and will not be modified except in special,
__
353
cases9. Nothing in the act of February 2, i920,
either directsor suggestsathatan applicant for
an oil and gas'prospectingpermit shallbe entitled in everyinstance to be aWardeda permit forthe maxiimumarea authorizedby the
act-

353

10.The acts of Congressgrantingeasements
everthe public lands are to be construedliberally and their spirit and intent effectuated,
if possible,where the benefitsto be derived
therefromareforthe public interest359
1
11. The:act of September22,.1922,being a
remedial statute, should be liberally con-.
strued so that its benefitsmay be extendedto
all thosewho comefairlywithin:its scope--- 435
12. Atemporarywithdrawalmadewith the
view to classificationand appraisalofland for
its coal contents doesnot constitute a "reser-'
vation" within the meaningof the provisoto
section 6 of the enabling act of.July 16j 1894,

relating to the grant of public lands to the
.164
State of Utah for schoolpurposes- _

724
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ttes-Cdninued;.
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9Statut es-Continled;
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fa:The term "shall be in

form,"'
ncbmpact
Asused in section14of the act of February25,
alfive;
of
granting
the
1920,in connectionwith
per cent royalty leasethereunder, does not
require that the leasedlandsbe contiguousin
all cases,but contemplatesthat a permittee
may, whereincontiguoustracts have been in-,
eludedin a prospectingpermit, selectas a reward fordiscovery,the legalsubdivisionupon
which the discoverywell is located,and such
remainingland, as near thereto'as is possible,
up to the prescribedamount,whethercontiguous or noncontiguous I-

0
X0t00

562

: 014. The allowance of a timber and stone
entry forland subsequentlywithdrawnunder
the act of June 22, 1910, for its coal contents, is

not an erroneousallowancewithin the purview of section2 of the repaymentact of June
wherethe entry; allowedupon the
16,11885,
strength of a sworn statement that the land
was.chieflyvaluable for its timber, was caneled becausethe land was found to be more
627
valuable for grazingpurposes15.Supplementalacts relating to the same
* subject matter'may properly be regarded as
676
a legislativeinterpretationof prior acts-

3
Stock-Raising Homnesteads.
See Homestead, 18-10; Kinkaid Act, 1.

*00-:

Supervisory Authority.
*

See CoalLands, 8,19520;Homestead. 25;Land,

Department,1; NationalParks, 1; Oiland Gas
Lands, 59, 64, 71; Patent, 8; Phesphate Land.g,
2, Preference Right, 1; Recamation, 7.

.5.:While there is no Federal statute that
; prohibits project managers of, reclamationprojects from acquiring interests in lands,
' either public or private,.within the projects
under their supervision,yet it is within the
supervisoryauthority.of the Secretaryof the
Interiorto forbidit by appropriateregulation 175
2. The Secretaryof the Interior has no generalstatutoryauthority to suspend,eventemporarily, publicnotices issuedby him pursuant to section4 of the act of June 17,1902,of
lands irrigable under reclamation projects,
nor doeshe possesssupervisorypowerto do go
in the absenceof a specificstatute authorizing
it-223

5. Except where specificallyauthorizedby
law, the Secretaryof the Interior is not empowered to grant extensionsof time, either::
directly or indirectly,'for the payment of
chargesaccruingfrom individualwater users:
223
uponreclamationprojects4. Pursuant to the supervisorypowerover
the publiclandsvested in the Secretaryof the
Interiorby section441,RevisedStatutes, that
officeris clothedwith the authorityto cancel
a survey executeda'nder the direction.of the
:: Commissionerof:the General Ldnd: Office,
which, in the opinion of the former,was un438
aauthorized -

SupervisoryAuthority-Contd. ras:
:5. The department will recognize a preferred.right to initiate and perfecttitle in one
whoin goodfaith undercoloroftitlehastake ni
possessionof, occupiediand improved public,:
land under misunderstandingor misinformation as to his-legalrights, and it isvestedwith:
the discretionto hold the title in the United
Statesuntil he maybe enabledto acquiretitle
under existinglaw or by specialact of Con-..
gress-

488

6. A change in departmental,regulations
whereunderit is imperativeto deny an application for the reductionof the required area
of cultivationwhich couldhave been granted
under the previouslyexistingregulationsis a'
functionwithin the authorityof the Secretaryi
of the Interior conferredby the three year
homesteadact and doesnot deprivethe appli595
cant of any statutory right -

Surface Rights.
See Bonds, 1; Coal Lands, 7, 17; Homestead,
2, 31 4, 11; .fMineralLands, .2; Mortgagee, 1;
Oil and Gas Lands, 9, 56-63; Patent, 7; Repayient, 5, 7 Reservation, 1; Right of Way, 3;
Settlement, 1; Timber and Stosse, 1, 2 With- drawal, 1, 5..

Survey.;
See Accretion, 1' 2; Alaska,: 2; Homestead,

.12,1, 24, 28; Mineral:Lands,-5; Mning'
Claim, 14, 15; Patent, 2; Potash. Lands, 2;

'Right, 1; Private Entry, 1; School
Preference
Land, 1, 5, 6g7, 9; Selections 2; SsperVierVis
Authority, 4; Warrant, 1; Withdrawal, 7.

1 In establishingthe side boundaries of
claimsof riparian proprietorsto the area be-:
tween the originalmeanderline on the north
and the mediallineof Red Riverin Oklahoma
in accordancewith the dicisions of the Supreme Courtin the caseof Oklahomav.Texas,;
lines should lie run fromnpoints representing
the lifnits 6ffrontageof the originalclaimson
the steander line to points on the mediallide
at distances thereon proporti6nate'to the
lengths-offrontageof the-respectiveabutting
owners:-213
2. The Land Department,after it has disposed ofbtheadjacentsurveyedlands, has no
jurisdiction to survey as omitted, areas,
small tracts of lands outsidethe meanderline
of the originalsurveys about the marginsof
lakes and streams, which were narrow strips,
or shifting.sandbars, towheads, or other unsubstantial areas,consideredof little value at
381
the time of survey3. A private sirvey made for the, purpose
of marking on the ground a.theoreticalline,
platted but not run by the Governient,
where executed within the allowabledeparture from cardinalcourse,and reliedupon by
*an wner under title passedby the United
States in the placing of.improvementsupon
theopatentedland,will not be disturbed,butit will be adopted by the Governmentas a.
boundary for closure of the survey, of the
402
adjoiningpublic land-

IKDEX

Survey-Continued.

Page
4. Wherean oil'and gas prospectingpermit
is issued.for ,unsurveyedlands, theisurvey
required by section14ofthe leasingact, when
discoveryis made, need not conformstrictly
to the rectangularsurveys adopted under the
generallaws governiugpublic-landsurveys,
but maybe so madeas to preservethe exterior
boundariesof the claim-618
5. The provisionin section 14of the act of
February 21, 920, that unsurveyed lands
coveredby a prospectingpermit be surveyed'
at the expenseof the permittee beforea lease:
is awardedas a result of atdiscoveryof oil or.
gas,authorizesthe Secretaryof the Interiorto
prescriberules and regulationsto govern the
makingof such surveyswithout regard to the
generallawsunder whichpublic-landsurveys
are made
-618
6. Wherea surveywas fraudulentor grossly
inaccuratein that it purportedtoboundtracts
ofpubliclands upon a body ofwater,when in
fact no such bbdy of waterexisted at or near
the meander line, the'false meanderline and
not an imaginaryline.to fill out the fraction
of the normal subdivisionmarks the limits of
the grant of a lot abutting thereon,and, upon
discovery of the mistake, the Government
may survey and disposeof the omitted area
as a part of the public domain-679
7. A-survey which sets apart as a unit a
tract oflandfornaforesthomesteadentry, does:
not supersede the township survey if the
land thereafterbecomessubjectto appropriation, but it may be subsequentlyentered by
legal subdivisionsin accordancewith the
township p-t686

Taxation.
See Indian Lands, 11; Vested Rights, 3.

Tax Sale.
See Warratssl3.
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Tinber and Stone-Contdw

.

Pagr

t. Until tht de~rninationlby ihe llepart-';
ment that land applied for under the 9mber
and stone act is subject to entry thereunder,
and an appraisalhas been made, no contract.
status: exists-between the Governmentand
'
the applicant342
4. The requirementthat:atimber and stone..:
applicant must, within thirty days fromservice of notice, deposit with the receiver the
appraised priceof the land, is a departmental
regulation which may be waivedwhere good
faith has been.manifestedand its literal enforcementwouldwork hardship not rendered
necessaryby any public needz-425,

Timber Cutting.
See Damages,2; National Forests;2; Payssscssf,2;Werdsand Phrases,14.
1. While the act of March' 4, 1911,which
grants rights ofway over the public lands for
telephone,telegraph,and transmissionlines,
does not expresslyauthorize the cutting of
timber from a right df way, yet such righti
must be implied as a necessary-incident to '
the right of use and occupancyof the easement608
2. Agranteeunder the act of March 4, 1911,
who cuts timber from lands within its right
of way necessary for the construction andoperationof the line,becomes,upon payment
for the timber, the owner thereof, wth full
authority to disposeof it as it chooses608

Timber Lands.
See ndian Lands, 8; NationalForests,2;.
Oregonand CaliferniaRailroadLands, 1.

Timber Sale.,:
a

Telephone Lines.
See Sight of Way, 1; Timber Cfutting,1.

Territorial Legislature.
See Officers,
3.

Tide Lands.
See IndianLands, 7.

Timber and Stone.
See Lend Depzrtment,2; Repayment,19.
1. The act of June 22,1910,which authorisea entries under certain nonmineral land
laws of tha surface of lands, withdrawnior

::classified as vavluablefor coal, does not include

either cipressly or~by implication entries:
under the timberand stone act
342
2. The act of March3, 1909,the purposeof
which was t preserve the surface claimsof
personswhohad madelocationsselections,or
entries under the nonrmineralland laws for
landsthereafterclassified,claimed,orreported
as valuablefor coal, isbroad enough, both in
its termsand intent, to embraceentriesunder
the timber and stone act, subject to the'
reservationsspecifiedin the act of 1909__
342

See IndianLands, 8; Oregonand California,
RailroadLands, ; TimberCutting,2.

Timber Trespass.
See Damages, 1,2.

tTownSite.
See IndianLands, 5
.
1. The unappropriated lands within the
town sites created pursuant to. the act- of
March,20, 1906,in the Kiowa, Comanche
and Apache Indian Reservations in Oklahoma, are subject to-dispositiononly in accordancewith:the-termsof that act and Congressionallegislationis necessaryto effecttheir
restorationtodispositionin any othermanner 189
2. Should Congressauthorize the restoration of the unappropriatedlands within the.
town sites in the Kiowa, Comanche, and
Apache Indian Reservations in Oklahoma'
one filingan applicationto purchaseor enter
any of those lands prior to such restoration
would not acquire a preferenceright under
such application unless the act authorizing
the restorationshouldao expresslyprovide ' 189
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Trade,and Manufacturing Site.
1. .Unqer the principle' de minimis nsn crsat.r

lez,'the rightlto acquirea trade and manufaeturing site in Aleska under section 10of the.
act:of May 14, 1898;which specifies that one
claim only may he purbeased by any ne
person, association,or.corporation,will'not
be -deniedto a corporationmerely becausea
minorityinterestofitsstockis ownedby stock-.
holderswhoare alsoholdersof minority stock'
inanother corporationthat had'acquiredtitle
334
.
to public landsunder thatiact 2. A 'regulationissuedpursuant to section,
10 of the act of May 14, 1898 requiring, in

counectionwith an application for a trade
and manufacturingsite in Alaskaby an association or corporation,a showingthat each
member thereofhas not entered or acquired
title to any land under the act, dcsc not exceed therequirementsof the act, and is valid 334

Transfer.

Vested Rights-Continued.

-,
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3. The United States isinot divested of:its
equitable title to publieclanduntilbthere-has
been a fullcompliancewithall the conditions
upon which the right to title depends, and,
prior to that time, a tax imposed upon the
486
land by a State is void4. The time of the submissionof final proof
upon a homesteadentry ahowingfill compliance with all the requirementsof law, if unrefuted, and the payment of the requisite fees
and conmissions,0marks the vesting in the
entryman of equitable title to the land, regardlessof any changeas to its characterthat
may thereafterbe discoveredbeforeexamination and approvalof the proofby the General
-664
Land Office-

Wagon Road Lands.
See Selection,1.

Waiver.

See Assignment, , 2, 3; Reclansation, 10.

See lomestead,3; Indian Lands, 11;Oiland

' as Lands, 32, 48, 7, 1'8;.Repaymnt,

Transferee.
See Pfetit, 4.

:Page

:

Trap Rock.
See Mining Claim, 1.t

Trespass.
See Coal Londs, 22, 23; Coal Trespass, 1;
ighft o Way, 3.

United States Commissioner.
See Officers,4.

Utah.
SeeMineralLands,5; NatienalParks, ; Reservation, 3; School Land, 4, 8, 9.

Utah National Park.
See NationalParks, 1.

Vested Rights.

11;

Timberand Sonc, 4.
1. A waiver of a legal right is an intentional

foregoingof the exerciseof that right,-and
:
where the question arises as to whether
silenceor failureto act constitutesa constructive waiver,-the conduct of the one on the
part of whom the waiveris imputed may be
406'
consideredin determiningthat point2. A waiver differs from an estoppel in
that it is not dependent for its effectivenessi
upon the action of others-406

Warrant.
See Vested Bights, 3.

1. By section 2415,Revised Statutes,the:
location o a military bounty land warrant
was restricted to legal subdivisionso public
lands of the United States, subjectto private
entry-

See CoalLands,26;Indian Lands,11;Mort-

.

43

2. Wherethe recordsof the General LandOfficefailto shewthat thelocatorofa military
PatentI,8; Pblic Lands, ; Reseratisn, 2;
bounty'land warrant compliedwith the reSchoolLand, 8, 9; WaterRight, .
quirementsof the regulationsrelating to the'
1. Failure of a selectorto fulfil,prior to the:
location thereof, no presumption will arise
attachment of a withdrawal, an additional
that such locationwas perfectedso as to vest
requirement imposedupon him by amended
equitable title to the located land in the
regulations, wl not: defeat a selectionif, at
locator -486:
the tin's ofits acceptane by the localofficers,'
3. Wherethe equitabletitle to a tract of
there had been full compliancewith the law,
land located under a military bounty land
and all existing applicable departmental.
warrant fails to pass to the locator because ,
9
regulationsthe locationwas not perfected
1 a purchaser
2..Until all feesand' commissionsrequired
of the land at a tax sale by the State who is
by-law have been paid, a vested right does
not in privity with the warrant locatbr' is
not attach under an application to make a
486
not entitled to make cashsubstitutiontsoldiers'additionalentry pursuant to section
'RevisedStatutes; and thereforethe sub23116;
missionof proof upon such application does
See Indian Ldnd 3.
notiin the absenceof thepayment of the fees.
and ommissions,bar an inquiry relating to
: ; o',
t
Water Power Project.
. ; f
ii:
thesmineralcharacter of the land as of a date:
i
.
Sites,
\
:
ee.Peeoer
:
326
the
proof---of
submission
to
the
subsequent
5I.
g:yage,
1, 2; Oil ad

Ga Lends, 14,32,314, 65;

Washington.:

727

INDEXI

WaterRight.

-

- -

-

rage Withdrawal 2 Contine ;

:.

-

- Mining Claim, 12, 16; Payment,--1; Pewer
-Repoitiet,,;Sites,-1; Reclomation,
- i
Rightsf. -Way, 2; Supervisory Authority, 3.,.

1* l.Whereone, by the construction-of au
tank upon a tract of public land,acqures a vested -rightto usewater by setion. 2339,
Revised Statutes, and is in pssession of-the
surrounding, land, he- will be accordeda.
preferenceright to acquire title to the landupon which his improvementsare situated
:,under an appropriate.land law as against another who has been allowed to Make an-.
entry under the.stock-raisinghbmesteadact. 355

W idow; Heirs; Devisee.

-

-

C
Ac, 1.
See Cotey

Withdrawal.
Is,"ds,
d6S7 oseISee
I I
5,6;-Deteit
-

stead, , 11; MinzeroLasd&6Minn

Clasi,

-

7; Oil end Cas-Lends, 2, 6, -4, 474 Patent, 8
Reclamation, 9, 10, ; Repayment 3, -9, 19; -

Reservation,3;,SchoelLond, 4 8; Settlement,
-t
1; Timberand Stone, ;- VestedRights;1
1. A coal land withdrawaldoes not defeat
a selectionmade by the Northern PAc 0
RtailwdyCompany pursuant to'section 3 of
the act.of March 2, 1899,-whichauthorized
the exchangeof its lands within the Mount
Rainier National Park for unreserved, un'
appropriated, nonmineral lands elsewhere,
where the company elects to takesubject to
the provisions of the act of March 3, 1909,and the lands are nonmineral in character
exceptas to their coalcontents-146
2. The practice of withdrawinglands contemplates their segregationfor purposes of
Investigation,and it is clearly the duty of
the Land Department to seek such withdrawalswheneverfromevidencebeforeit an
inferenceor belief is warranted that lands
231
arein fact mineral
3. A petroleumwithdrawalprior to the act

Witnesses.
See Practice, 6.

---

1. In construinga statute it is permissible
to substitute the word "and" for the word
"or when found necessaryto do so in order
to impart the true legislativeintent as gatheredfrom the context and the circumstances
153
-:attendingits enactment2. The term "association" usually means :
an unincorporatedorganizationcomposedof
a body of peisons,banded together for some
particular purpose, pastaking-in its general
form and mode of procedure of the chariac-

-

teristics of a corporation -159

3. Forthe constructionof,the term-"erroneously allowed" within the contemplationof
section 2 of the repayment act of June 16,
1880,see Repayment; 4, 19; Statutes, 3, 14.

-

4. In couplingthe expression"can not be
confirmed" with the teim; "erroneously
allowed," as those phrases are used in section 2 of the act of June 16, 1880,which authorized repayment where an entry was
"erroneously allowed and can not be confirmed," the law necessarilycontemplated
an entry with referenceto which the defect
could not be cured-161
5. The term, "valid claims" asbused in
section 37 of the act of February 25, 1929,

land is prospectively valuable for oil or gas is,

as to its effectupon a subsequent nonmineral
entry, tantamount to a withdrawal, and administrative delay by the Government in
followingup- the report with a withdrawal.
or classificationof the land until after an
entry had been allowedand compliancewith
the homesteadlaw completed,doesnot relieve the entryman from fulfillmentof the require- 289
ments of the
------------------_ - 1914
- 17,
__-July
-.-- of
_____act

X

Words and Phrases.

of February 25, 920, of unproven lands for

the purpose of classificationwas not extinguishedby the passageof that act, inasmuch
as the prospectingfor oil and gas thereunder
was intended merelyas preliminaryto leasing
and not as a method of disposal,they being
only subject to leaseupon discoveryof their
value for mineral deposits-231
4. A withdrawal under-the act of June 25,
1910,is, in its nature, a continuing withdrawalwhich, althoughnot attachingto land
that at date of withdrawal was within a
valid existing claim, attaches immediately
262
upon default of the claimait thereafter5. A report by the GeologicalSurvey that

- rage'

606.
-Ajemporaryiwithdrawalmadepriorto
classificationor reservationmerely for with-holding the land from dispositionunder the .
public land laws until further investigation
can bhemade and a decision.rendered astO
the: characterof the land does -notraise the
presumption that, tbn.land is mineral nor.
does it dedicate it to any specialpurpose_.._.516
7'All withdrawals. and reservations in
effect when the plat of survey of a ranted- .-.
school section is accepted defeat, at. least -n
temporarily the grant to the State which
has the right, to delay the selection of in-,
demnityto such tie as it may see fit, but
if the withdrawal or-reservation-is vacated prior to the filing-ofan indemnity selection
, 628
the Statenmust take theland in place8. A first-formwithdrawalsby the Scre- -tary of the Interior-under authority of thei -;
ct' of June 17, 1902,of aids, which,-in his
judgment, aterequired ftc irrigationworks, is effective to preclude thereafter lotationi
under the mining lats ofoInds within the 68
'
designated limits

See Desert Land 5; Homestead, 10, 15;1

-

relates to unperfected claims to mineral
lands and does not contemplatea completed
grant of nonmineral lands to a State in aid
.- 231
of its commonschools
6. The word "herein," as used in the exception clauseof section27of the act of February
25, 1920,has referenceto the leasingact as a,
wholeand not merelyto the section in which
294
it
is used
--------------------7------------------7--- -

N'

;Iai iDEX
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7, The tern 'iavigable waters" is'defined
by the act of May 14,1898,to include all tidal
watersup to the line ofordinaryhigh tide and
all nontidal watersnavigablein factup-to the
line ofhigh-watermark

79

2 ;-''u;-

8.'The term "or other wattrs," asusedin"
the actof Mareh 3, 1903,includesallwaters of
sufflcient magnitudeto require meanderingunder the Manua o SurveYs, or which are,,
used asa passagewayor forspa vningipurpOses,
'60
by salmonor other seegoing fisr
a;The trso "past produetion" as used in I
section:35of the Isasingact has particular referencsto asesarisingunder section 18 f that
act, wherereliefis anthorizedupon payment
to ths Governm'entiforthe mineralsproduced
':prior,toapplicationforrelief;and it has no ap-,
plicability to coal-productionc
501
8
;10.
or constraction of the term "reasoni: ab
compact:form," sensed in section 13of
the act of February 21, 1920,see Oil snd''asj
Lans,
;-S-a-s--s,
_: --

Words and Phrases-Contl.

: Pa
12.A temporarywithdtaalirnade with the
view to'classificatiosandappraisalofland for
its coal contents doesnot constitute a "reservation" within the meaningof the provisoto
section 6 of the enablingact of July'10,-1894,
granting puhlic']andst the State of Utah for schoolpurposes---.
516
.13. Thephrase'"shoreline," ausedinseos-"
tion 19o-the act of'May 14, 898; eans:the :
igh-waterline'Si
.-. 14. The toe' 'full'telue,'.las usedin the departmental regulationsof January 6, 1913,r`
[sttingto payment for timber eat on public
lands in the cCrisruction,maintenance,and*
operationoflinesior whiphrights of wayare''
granted pursuant to the act of arch 4,1911,
is to.`be construed as meaning te entire :'
stumpage value of the standingtrees 608
5.,For theconstruction of the tern valu-'
able lor with referenceto mineralsas used
in

I1. Fo constractionof the term "shall be
in conpact form,"as used in section 14of tbe,
act of ebrary25, 1920,ses OilandGasLands,
45: aiute8.I
.-

.

the actof

July17, 1914, see Rsenralios, 1;

Zion National Park.
f

,See V'tionalParks
i:
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